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THE

ART-JOURNAL FOR THE UNITED STATES.

rpHE interests, wants, and wishes of Artists, Manufacturers, and Lovers of Art, in the United States of

America, will, in future, be very carefully ministered to in the pages of the Art-Journal.

Arrangements are in preparation for transmitting the Numbers, so that they may arrive in New York

by the first of the current month,—an object which the Conductors will endeavour to carry out by every

means in their power.

They will also seek to obtain from America such intelligence as may not only interest the people

of America, but be of general importance and value to England and other parts of Europe
;
and they

will give due attention to all matters that may be especially desirable and practically useful to the

Americans.

To a truly great and rapidly advancing people, already at the head of civilization, and whose

improvements, in Science, Literature, and Art, have excited the astonishment and admiration of the

world, a Journal, like the Art-Journal, cannot but prove a valuable acquisition. In America, the Artists

must desire to be made acquainted with those inventions, changes, and successful experiments in Art

which originate or sustain professional eminence
;

the Manufacturers and Artizans must aim at

a knowledge of those models which either time has consecrated, or which modern skill has made famous
;

the Amateur must long for that intercourse with Art in all countries which yields abundant information

as well as pleasure ;
while to the General Public of the States (so large a proportion of whom are

familiar with Art and covet possession of its most meritorious examples) the Art-Journal cannot

fail to become a most desirable auxiliary, and a means of deriving both instruction and enjoyment

at a cost comparatively insignificant.

A full and detailed Prospectus of the work for the year 1850 accompanies this notice.

The Publisher in New York (Mr. George Virtue, 26, John Street) will enter into such arrange-

ments with any Bookseller of the States as may enable him to obtain the Part for January on such

terms as will empower him to exhibit it generally to his customers.

Office of the Editor of the Art-Journal,

49 , Pall Mall, London.
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PORTRAIT OF ROBERT VERNON, Esq.

Painter, II. W. Fiekersgill, R.A. Engraver, W. n. Mote.

he series of engravings

of The Vernon Gal-

lery, tlie publication

of which we commence

with the present num-

ber of the Art-Jour-

nal, is fitly introduced

by a portrait of the gen-

tleman who, by his mu-

nificent gift to the British people, has immor-

talised his name, as that of a great public Bene-

factor, a true Patriot, and a powerful Instructor

by the instrumentality of Art.

The Collection, now deposited, temporarily,

in rooms at the National Gallery—consequently

free to all—was formed by Mr. Vernon alone ;

it is the result solely of his own judgment and

taste. While it supplies evidence not only of

sound discretion and refined knowledge of Art,

it is proof also of judicious, timely, and liberal

patronage
;
in nearly all cases of contemporary

masters, the pictures are purchases direct from

the easel, and not gatherings from the selections

of preceding connoisseurs. Moreover, it had

been, from time to time, skilfully “ weeded,”

—

certain pictures having been rejected to be re-

placed by other, and better, productions of the

respective painters. 1

The cost of the Collection has been immense :

yet its value was very materially increased

during its progress : for, as the capabilities of the

Artists advanced, their prices advanced also
;
and

if estimated at its present “ marketable value,”

the Collection would be, at least, double in worth

the sum it originally cost—liberal as that was

;

for it is scarcely necessary to say that Mr.

Vernon was no dealer-buyer, but treated

Artists as men of genius and high feeling, whose

productions were not to be “ cheapened.”

The Artist whose work was added to the Collec-

tion was recompensed to the utmost extent of

his hopes ; while the fact of its entrance into the

Gallery was a reward beyond that which mere
pecuniary compensation could bestow.

Under such circumstances the Collection was

formed ; to form it has occupied above thirty

years
;

it has been, as we have said, frequently
“ weeded ”

;
the most generous sums were in-

variably paid for its accessions; the selections

were made with consummate judgment, ex-

[The portrait (three-quarter, life size) was painted by
Mr. Pickersgill in 1846. It is one of the best works of the

accomplished artist, and a faithful and striking likeness of

Mr. Vernon. It is therefore a most valuable adjunct to the

Vernon Gallery; and the engraving cannot fail to be a

desirable acquisition to the many who will feel a per-

petual interest in the Gift he has presented to the Nation.]

perience, and taste : it is not therefore to be

wondered at, that, to quote the words of the

Times newspaper, “ there is nothing in the Col-

lection without its value as a representation of a

class of Art ;
and the classes are such that every

eminent Artist is included.”

Although we introduce the portrait of Mr.

Vernon into our Journal, it is our intention,—as

a course far more pleasing to him than any

eulogy could be—to abstain from remarks

personal to this estimable gentleman and great

public benefactor. Long may the task of his

Biographer be postponed ; long may he live to

enjoy that honourable self-satisfaction and self-

applause which cannot fail to arise from

an act of munificence unparallelled
;
to witness

some of the enjoyment, and some of the instruc-

tion, that will be dexived from the gift, by mil-

lions of his fellow-countiymen, and to know that

it will be estimated by generations yet to come.

We have made the public aware that the

whole of the magnificent Gallery is in course of

engraving for this Journal
;
and it is light to

l-emark, that the boon was conferred upon us by

Mr. Venion, previous to the gift of the Collection

to the Nation; a boon which the Trustees of the

National Gallery confirmed; promptly and

considerately agreeing to continue to us the

valuable privilege, and to afford us all facilities

for the proper conduct of the undertaking.

Although this boon cannot fail to be greatly

advantageous to the proprietors of this Journal

—such we are authorised to state Mr. Vernon

intended it to be—we may presume to add

that its publication will be of value also to the

Public
:
provided always, that we duly discharge

the trust confided to us, and justify the confi-

dence reposed in us—by procuring such en-

gravings as shall worthily represent the original

works. We owe it to Mr. Vernon, to the

Trustees, to the several Artists, and to the

Public, to perform this task rightly; but it is

obviously our interest to procure such engrav-

ings as shall fully satisfy all parties—looking to

the Public for that recompense which is never

withheld where it is deserved.

We shall do our utmost to effect this object

—

upon faith in which the boon was granted : we
have thus far the testimony of Mr. Vernon that

the engravings now finished meet with his

entire approval : in a communication with the

engravers who are executhig the works, Mr.

Vernon has raid,

“ I am exceedingly glad that an opportunity has been

afforded me of examining the proofs which have been taken

from the Engravings now finished. They appear to me to

be most beautifully executed
;
I trust that when published

in the Art-Journal they will be appreciated by the Public,

and by their diffusion at so moderate a cost, improve and

increase the taste for the productions of our native Artists.”

Testimonials of the Artists, generally, to a

similar effect, have been supplied to us with

the finished plates : these testimonials we shall

print with the Engravings as they appear.

We trust, therefore, we may be permitted to

say that we shall materially aid the progress

of Art by the publication of this series of En-

gravings : bringing them within the reach of

many to whom they would be otherwise inac-

cessible
; while extending the renown of the

Painters, giving effect to the lessons inculcated

by their genius, and exhibiting the supremacy of

British Art for the appreciation and estimation

of the World.

49, Pall Mall, Dec. 1848.

THE VERNON GALLERY:

ITS INFLUENCE ON BRITISH ART.

As this truly national collection is, though but
temporarily disposed, now thrown open to all,

we trust, and believe, that the value of Mr.
Vernon’s gift has already met with a portion of
that high appreciation on the part of the public
which its many important consequences will

eventually ensure.

There arc many peculiar advantages attending
the permanent public exhibition of a collection

of pictures of the nature of the Venion Gallery.
It is a great event for the British School, and
marks in fact an era in the annals of Art-history
in this country. The “ National Gallery ” is no
longer a “ Collection of the Old Masters,” as it is

wont to be called
;
improperly, in one sense,

doubtless, yet, notwithstanding the misnomer,
while it has always had a constituent portion of
modem works, the conventional notions in vogue
in the province of connoisscurship have never
suffered the propriety of the title to be questioned
for one moment. “ A national collection must
of course, be a collection of the ‘ Old Masters,’

—who can doubt it ? Its object is the establish-

ment of a correct taste by holding up the most
excellent examples as guides to the efforts of the
rising generation of artists, as aids and incentives

to the modern masters.” So talks the “ Connois-
seur,” and he does not talk altogetheriinproperly.

His sins are sins of omission. He has taken the
trouble to hold up the example to the young
aspirant in Art, but, strange to say, has alto-

gether omitted to see what use the young artist

lias made of this opportune aid which he has
afforded him. This is very much the case with
the British government. It is now a quarter of
a century since, by the establishment of the
National Gallery, an effort was made to encourage
a native school, and to create a taste for Art
among the British public

;
yet, from that time

to this, by no single act has the legislature

shown the slightest concern whether the desired
result has been attained or not. Its recommenda-
tion of the establishment of the “ Royal Com-
mission on the Fine Arts,” which originated out
of the mere accident of a fire, forms no excep-
tion. Grant has been added to grant, to add to

these old examples ; but the very object of this

heaping together, the'desired result, in the pro-

gress or success of the modem artists, has been
wholly disregarded. We buy Guido3 and Rem-
brandts for a certain object, and we go on buying
Guidos and Rembrandts for the same object,

without ever once investigating what the first

batch did towards the said object !—and so on

—

always Guidos and Rembrandts, Rubenses and
Poussins, with the same object, without ever
inquiring how near our object is attained. We
blame no individual for this

;
it is the effect of a

conventional and false connoisseurship which
has taken too deep a hold to be easily eradicated ;

but the remedy has arrived ; the rank weed, soil

and all, will bo swept away by the public exhibi-

tion of Mr. Vernon’s munificent gift.

This false connoisseurship has prevailed to such
extent, that many a sincere patron of native talent,

and who, for his own gratification, would not for a
moment hesitate between the new and the old

;

who would even give twice the price for a capital

piece by one of our favourite painters, that the

best market specimen of any old master could
draw from him, would, nevertheless, not dare to

recommend one of these native productions to

be purchased for the National Gallery
;
or if he

could venture so far as this, would not vote more
hundreds for the new than ho would thousands
for one of these old examples : for which, if the
truth were known, he really cares little or
nothing at all. Such is the tyranny of prejudice.

It would be well, however, if the mischief
ended here. The great evil is, that the man of
wealth and rank has a thousand imitators among
the mass, who, by some extraordinary fatality,

imitate only his foibles, not his virtues. The
consequence is, that, faithful to their model,
while thousands are thrown away upon the
foreign importations of the dealer, the purse-

strings are comparatively but seldom opened for

the reward of the native artist, and then only
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for tens or twenties or some such insignificant

amounts.

“ In curious paintings I ’m exceeding nice,

And know their several beauties by their price ;

Auctions and sales I constantly attend,

But choose my pictures by a skilful friend,

Originals and copies, much the same,
The picture’s value is the painter’s name.”

This is the portrait of a bygone age, and yet
what a fair resemblance it bears to the present.

The British School of Painting now produces
' annually some three thousand pictures, or there-

abouts
;
and all the world knows, their authors

have difficulty enough in disposing of them
;
while

the dealers, on the other hand, find a ready mar-
ket for five times the number of so-called old
masters, imported from the continental store of
rubbishing copies of spurious originals ; for at least

fom’-fifths of these foreign importations are no-

thing better. All this is the force of bad example,
the result of the spurious connoisscurship of the
last century, so stanchly ridiculed by Hogarth.
But however much the vaunted superiority of
the “ old masters ” may have been substantiated
by the homogeneous productions (in subject) of
that time

; the assumption of the same supe-
riority over the totally different efforts both in

matter and manner of the present day, only
exposes the ignorance or subserviency of those
by whom such pretensions are advocated. They
reason, apparently, in this fashion—the great
masters are old masters : therefore the old
masters are great masters—and accordingly if a
picture has but the requisite of age, it must
necessarily be the production of a great master

—

|

Quod erect demonstrandum.
11 Pictures, like coins, grow dear as they grow old ;

It is the rust we value, not the gold.”

This appears plain enough, but nevertheless
we will venture to dispute the position and put
it thus—all old masters are not great masters

—

therefore great masters are not all old masters :

consequently some great masters are modern
masters—and accordingly, the merits of a picture
have nothing to do with its age

—

quod erat
demonstrandum. This is the great fact, simple
as it may appear, which we now trust to see
established among our Art-patrons of every
grade ; and its consummation will certainly be
mainly due to the public acquisition and exlii-

! bition of the Vernon Gallery.

It is not the mere money-worth of these
pictures that constitutes the value of Mr.Vemon’s
gift, but the peculiar nature of the collection
itself, as a select illustration of the state and
progress of painting in this country during the
last fifty years ; and the donation of many times
a hundred and sixty pictures by the old masters

1 could not effect one tithe of the moral good, that
will result from this National Exhibition of the
works of living painters. The first stone is laid
for a great British Gallery of Art, and ultimate
excellence is now ensured by this public recog-
nition of native talent. The legislature will feel

compelled to continue what Mr. Vernon has so
nobly commenced—and thus the occasional
purchase of the productions of the day to be
added to the national collection, is the great
result which will be effected by Mr. Vernon’s
timely gift, and it is on this account, that is for
its consequences, that this collection of pictures
constitutes so important an addition to the
National Gallery : no mere money-value gift
can for a moment enter into competition with
this truly patriotic donation.
The permanent exhibition of the capital works

of the great masters of past ages, is an essential
advantage to the modems ; and a great portion
of the excellence of the modem schools can
only have been gained from the example and
the experience derived from the labours of those
who have gone before them. But a state per-
forms only half its task if it limit its patronage
to the pointing out only what are the best exam-
ples to follow

; this is the mere creation of false
hopes, and the school of Art arising out of such
circumstances, is a mere accumulation of unpro-
ductive capital. Immediately the state assumes
the responsibility of fostering the cultivation of
Art as a pursuit, it is imperative upon it to
exhibit some token of recognition of the devo-
tion of those who have allowed themselves to be
enticed by the inducement, in the shape of a sub-

stantial patronage of then' more successful efforts,

or -why is any inducement to make these efforts

to be held out 1 This first step is a great and a
good one, but it will entail only evil results,

unless this second and much greater step is also

made. The very early realisation of this great

desideratum is not one of the least probable of

the important results of the public acquisition

of the Vernon Gallery.

The national exhibition also of the works of
native artists, even though not acquired by pub-
lic purchase, must nevertheless act as a most
powerful stimulus to the exertions of the young
painter in the opening of his career; he sees

conspicuously before him the goal towards which
his efforts must be directed : the horizon of his

aspirations is no longer a gloomy void ; the post
of honour is straight before him, its attainment
exacts but the labours of honest industry. The
bare existence of this feeling will in most cases

insure a successful result
;
and we assume that

it will be next to impossible, for the future, for
the legislature to limit its purchases to “ the old
masters.”

Another consequence, though a secondary
one, of this permanent exhibition of the English
School, will be the better instruction of foreign-

ers as to the state of Art in this country, of
which hitherto they have shown themselves
extraordinarily ignorant. One line will enumer-
ate all our artists that are generally known
abroad— Reynolds, West, Hogarth, Lawrence,
and Wilkie. This is no exaggeration; few
foreigners of education, who have not paid any
express attention to the subject, know of any
others. With Sir Thomas Lawrence some have
become acquainted at Rome ; some with Wilkie,
at Munich; and Reynolds, West, and Hogarth,
are known from prints ; but most have become
acquainted with all at once in our National
Gallery; and the chief reason that they are
acquainted with so few, is the reason that so few
British artists have been hitherto represented
in the British National Gallery.

These tilings are differently managed in France
and in Munich. In Munich, a great gallery is

being constructed expressly for the exposition
of the modem works which have been from
time to time purchased by the King. And in
Paris, the noble gallery of the Luxembourg has
not only been the main stimulus and support of
the French school of painting, but has proclaimed
the names of its masters throughout all the
principal countries of Europe.
The great gallery of the Luxembourg at Paris

has long been a standing reproach to this
country

; proclaiming either that our legislature
wanted the requisite refinement to appreciate
such an outlay of money as is implied by such
a collection, or that we had no artists to furnish
the materials for such a gallery, even though
desired by the government. The latter reason
has been of course that more generally inferred,
especially as our Parliament has occasionally
shown such profuse liberality in some of its

prices for old pictures, prices in two or three
instances which would alone have been sufficient
to have formed a tolerable Gallery of British Art.
The only way effectually to encourage native

talent, is to purchase and to exhibit the pro-
ductions of native artists : it is of course indis-

pensable also that the best specimens should be
held up as examples; but it is a paltry encourage-
ment that stops thci’e ; it were better altogether
left alone; it is a mere will-o’-the-wisp, that
entices’ a man to his min. England is perhaps
the only country hitherto, that has not made
the acquisition of the master-productions of the
day a principal feature of its public collections

;

and yet it is so much the more imperative in
this country, as our churches are closed against
the painter, and our public buildings have not
yet afforded a substitute.

We may ask those who insist upon a national
gallery containing none but the most excellent
specimens of Art—who are to decide what is

excellent, and what is not, and who are to choose
these specimens t Again, if a national gallery is

simply to afford examples for the young artist to
copy, it is no longer a gallery for the nation, but a
mere painting academy

;
and what, after all, is

'he desired aim of all this copying, if we are not
;o look for its results either in our churches,

in our public buildings, or even in our Art-
institutions ? To suppose that a national gal-
lery should contain nothing but what is fit to be
copied, is a fundamental error. A national
gallery never was and never could be established
for the use of painters only, any more than the
art of painting itself was a device to keep a few
individuals from employing themselves in some
other way.
No particular age, any more than any particu-

lar school, has a patent by which its own par-
tiality can be established as the universal
criterion of taste

; the notion is preposterous,
and there cannot be more untenable ground than
that of excellence as the basis of the formation
of a national collection of pictures

; for it is a
human failing for each to consider that excel-
lent which is most in harmony with his own
predilections. Lely, Kneller, and Thornhill,
were each the Apelles of then- respective ages.
A national gallery can be formed on no other

than an historical basis
;

it must illustrate the
progress of Art in all times, and in all places.
The pursuits of the philosopher, the historian,
the naturalist, and the antiquarian—in a word,
the public, are certainly entitled to quite as
much respect as the wants of the young painter,
or as the packed ideas of the connoisseur.
Going upon this greater scheme then, our
purchases cannot be limited to the past, and
leaving the future to those whom it will con-
cern ; it is our duty to regard the present
equally with the by-gone time, and to bestow as
great an effort towards the acquisition of the
capital productions of the day, as in procuring
the more favoured specimens of the past, as
occasions offer in our auction-rooms

; and the
modern should have even the preference over
the old, if the encouragement of a native school
is the prominent object of the institution of the
National Gallery.

Why do our Art-annals exhibit so many tales
of distress, except that there has never yet been
any established national system of patronage

1

?

The encouragement of Art has, in this countiy,
been wholly left to the caprice of individuals

;

private patronage has done and can yet do
much, but the public and the state can do
more. Nearly all we know of the art of Egypt,
Asia, Greece, and Rome, has arisen out* of
public patronage

; and what has not, is, like
the popular decorations of Pompeii, worse than
insignificant. Private patronage is necessarily
limited in its sphere ; its advantages are more
than counter-balanced by its disadvantages. '

Many of the peculiar, and less agreeable features
of our exhibitions, as the marked prominence
of landscapes, dogs, and portraits, are owing
to the essentially private character of the
patronage of British Art. These are not the :

subjects, though perfectly admissible, that
would be more especially selected for a national
collection

; a stimulus would be given to different
,

and more important provinces of Art.
Things will remain exactly as they are unless

there is some public channel by means of which
the painter can dispose of efforts of higher pre-
tensions. Of course, the mere purchase of works !

for the National Gallery would not immediately
or solely effect the desired advancement, but it

would amount to a stimulus to the artist, and
set an example to the public, the effects of which
would be incalculable.

The Vemon Collection is an important nucleus
for the formation of a Gallery of British Art,

|

both as regards its comprehensiveness and the !

general excellence of the examples, many of
jwhich are among the masterpieces of their

respective authors, both living and deceased;
and there are comparatively few which are not
very fair specimens of the masters they repre-
sent. Having said thus much for the quality of
the collection, a bare catalogue of the names of
the masters, given below,* will perhaps give a
sufficient idea of its comprehensiveness.

• Of deceased masters there are specimens of Sir Joshua
Reynolds, Gainsborough, Wilson, Romney, West, Louther-
bourg, Scott, Sir Thomas Lawrence, Bonington, Bird, Sir

David Wilkie, Thompson, Stothard, Jackson, Newton, Sir

A. W. Callcott, Hilton, Briggs, Phillips, Collins, Constable, 1

Howard, Wyatt, Muller, Nasmyth, Geddes, Simpson,
Goode, Bacon, and Sir Francis Chantrey. The list of
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This catalogue contains many names familiar

to the public, and yet the works of few arc

known to more than a small proportion who
are regular' visitors to the exhibitions of the

Royal Academy.
“We are not aware,” says a writer in the

Times, “that any one has especially devoted
himself, in a catholic spirit, to the formation of

a collection from which the works of no English

artist should be excluded who had attained a

just name and a well-earned celebrity. This

Mr. Vernon has done, and from no selfish motive.

It was not formed with any idea of ministering

to his own peculiar enjoyment, or of handing it

down as an heir-loom to his posterity, but—so

at least it would appear by the result—of per-

forming a great service to his country, by
enriching the National Gallery with a contribu-

tion eminently adapted to further the studies

and excite the emulation of the rising generation

of English artists.”

One ofthe most immediate results ofthe public
acquisition of this collection, and that not an
unimportant one, will be the rendering the

British School of Art now first familiar to the

British public; a consummation which never
could be attained by the mere fleeting exhibi-

tions of the year, independent of the prohibiting

nature, to the mass, of the admission fee. Such
a collection has also a further advantage over
the annual exhibition, in being the selection of

the choice productions of a long period of time,

while the exhibition consists of the aggregate

efforts of a single year only. This is one of the
great advantages which will accrue to the
painter, for many want only to be known to be
appreciated, and appreciation is the better half

of the true artist’s reward. Remuneration may
supply all the physical wants of the body, but
the mind seeks for a compensation of a different

character; and just as the physical power fails

when the sources of its vigour are withheld, so

the intellectual faculty droops when that encou-

ragement upon which its energy depends is

wanting.

To be appreciated only by the dealer is but
a poor notoriety for the artist; but it is the

fate of many. The story of Wilson is only too

well known. While his talents were in repeated

request by the dealers for the patching-up of old

pictures, which were then sold at large prices,

the very same dealers could not dispose of his

own original productions at any price.

However, we think we may safely prophesy
that the establishment, through Mr. Vernon’s
munificent donation, of a National Gallery of

British Art, is likely to give that due position to

the painter which will render such neglect of

true genius, as that we have just recorded, at

least impossible for the future. When there

are such means, as now, to discriminate, genius

and incapacity cannot be easily confounded ; and
we want but the legitimate channel of reward,

the systematic selection by the state of the most
capital productions of the day, towards the for-

mation of a truly national gallery, to add the

keystone to that foundation of a British School

of Art, which shall not only rival the schools of

all other times and places, but shall, by the

sterling character of its productions, combining
with a true patriotic spirit an uncompromising
purity of sentiment, be as great an engine to-

wards the general cultivation and improvement
of the people, as, singly taken, either even the
energetic exhortations of the pulpit, the equally
philanthropic advocacy of the senate, or as the
powerful censorship of the press; and second
only to the still more forcible influence of the
practical example of strict moral rectitude in

social intercourse.

R. N. Wornum.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF TASTE

IN THE OPERATIVE CLASSES.

If a farmer should bestow extraordinary care on
the cultivation of patches in his ground, tending

and watching these favoured spots with the most
eminent agricultural skill and the most sedulous

anxiety for the development of all their re-

sources, but should wholly neglect the rest of

his fields, leaving them to be overgrown with
weeds or choked with rushes, we should unhesi-

tatingly say that his course was one involving a
large expenditure with almost a certainty of

producing no adequate return. The course

that would be condemned iu the farmer, is

precisely that which the British Empire has

adopted with regard to National Education gene-

rally, and Artistic Education in particular. The
special question is so closely identified with
the wider and larger subject, that we deem it

necessary to commence, by calling attention to

the system of National Education in its bearings

on the peace, the prosperity, and the general

advancement of the community.
The schools for the gratuitous, or nearly

gratuitous instruction of the lower classes,

have recently been brought to a largo degree
of perfection. The model-schools both of the

National, and British and Foreign, School
Societies, the Lancastrian Schools of Manchester
and Liverpool, the great schools' in Edinburgh
and Glasgow, and the model-school established

by the National Board in Ireland, are conducted
on plans which leave little to be desired in the

way of literary education. But when we ascend

a little higher in the scale of society, and examine
the condition of children of a class superior to

those who take advantage of public or private

bounty, we shall find that the provision made
for their education in Great Britain and Ireland

is worse and more inefficient than in any civilised

country on the face of the earth.

Nothing could be more dangerous to society

than for the middle classes to find their position

perilled and their social relations dislocated by
the upheaving of educated pauperism from
beneath. To confer on the lower classes that

Knowledge which Lord Bacon wisely identifies

with Power, and to leave the classes immediately
above them in the deplorable state of weakness
which necessarily results from bad or imperfect

education, is to prepare an assured way for a
revolutionary pressure of class upon class; a
revolution which beginning at the lowest depths
must ascend and propagate itself with an inten-

sity which no man can venture to calculate.

The proper business of education is to fit a
man to do his duty in that state of life to which
it has pleased God to call him. It is very
possible, with the best intentions, so to educate

a man as to disqualify him for his position in

life. He may be supplied with a stock of know-
ledge for which he can find no use ;

he may be
furnished with an assortment of information for

which there is no demand in the market. Know-
ledge will only be purchased by those who appre-

ciate its value
;
the labouring classes must look for

the profits of their knowledge to the employing
classes

;
and if the employing classes are ignorant

of its value and unable to apply it to useful

purposes, the labouring classes will exert their

knowledge against the interests of the employing
classes.

Already symptoms of such a movement arc

seen in different parts of Europe
;
the Continental

Revolutions are social as well as political. Com-
munism and Red Republicanism, which have
been so largely blended with the great political

convulsions around us, are nothing more than
educated distress struggling upwards against

what it, justly or unjustly, regards as unenlight-

ened oppression. This is most obviously the
case in France : the operatives of the Faubourgs
believe that they understand the true laws of

production and distribution better than those to

whose guidance they have hitherto submitted,

and the employing classes are not so much in

advance of the operatives as to be able to establish

their intellectual superiority.

It seems to be a law of humanity that no
great good can be achieved in this world without
being alloyed by a large portion of evil. We

have ever been zealous advocates of National
Education, but we have not disguised from our-
selves that its extension and diffusion must
inevitably produce social dangers which would
require larger social changes to obviate them
than many zealous advocates of National Edu-
cation have foreseen or are willing to admit.
Among others we have pointed out the necessity

of great exertion on the part of the middle and
upper classes to keep their place in the social

hierarchy
; when the sphere of knowledge was

enlarged for those beneath them it became of
stringent importance that their sphere also should
be increased in its limits.

This requisite step has not been taken ; the
schools for the poor taken collectively are infi-

nitely better and more efficient than those for

the commercial and mercantile community ; the
proportion which social safety requires to be 1

preserved has been directly reversed, and the
restoration of that proportion is a problem which
ought to engage the earnest and early attention

of British statesmen. There is danger from
middle classes feeling themselves sinking, there
is danger from lower classes unequally propelled
to rising; the habits of Law and Order which
are univei-sal in England, and the sad example
of the evils which have arisen from social convul-

sions abroad, will probably prevent any violent

outbreaks from these causes in our land; but 1

this is no reason why these evils should be I

allowed to extend themselves stealthily and in !

silence.

We believe that a large infusion of industrial

and artistic education into our national system
would have a great and decided influence in

securing the foundations and strengthening the

bonds of social order. A man is necessarily

dissatisfied when he finds himself in possession !

of something which he values very highly, but
which he finds to be underrated by others.

Now the value of literary instruction in a work-
man is not always apparent, while skill and taste

are ever sure to command a price in the market.
For this reason we have given from the beginning
our warmest support to Schools of Design, and
have laboured to show how they may be made
most efficient in improving the manufactures,

1

and adding to the general prosperity of the

country.

We have contended that Schools of Design
must be imperfect and inefficient if they are

regarded as isolated institutions unconnected
with a general system of Artistic and Industrial

Education. The great requisite for the success

of Art is that it should be appreciated. Appre-
ciation produces demand, and demand leads to

supply. If we train the best designers their

labours will be vain, so long as a perverted
public taste contents itselfwith inferior patterns.

To render the Schools of Design as efficient as

we hope they will be made, it will be necessary

to make the development of taste part of a
system of our national education, and to bring

especially within the sphere of its influence, our
artisan and our operative population.

No one, as far as we know, has yet stated in

print an objection to National and Artistic
j

Education which is very frequently promulgated
in society, and which is felt far more generally

than it is expressed. Some say, and many more i

think, that the scenes of violence in Paris, Berlin,
:

and Vienna, cities in which great and laudable

efforts have been made for the promulgation

and extension of education, are examples which
prove that literary and artistic instruction has

not the conservative efficacy usually attributed

to it by some enthusiastic adherents and advo-
j

cates. We hold this doctrine to be all the

more dangerous because it is not openly avowed
and defended ;

it contains just enough of truth

to give currency to its falsehood, and it therefore

requires something of a detailed examination.

With the political causes and agencies of the

Continental Revolutions it is neither our wish
nor our purpose to 'meddle. But viewing them
in their social aspect we are free to confess that

in many of the convulsions, and more especially

in that of Paris, we have seen some indications

of insurgency of educated pauperism against

the misunderstood profits of capitalists and em-
ployers. Looking however at the lists of the

persons tried before Courts-martial for their

living masters represented is still greater, and of some the

specimens are numerous :—There are works by Sir M. A.

Shec, Turner, Eastlake, Etty, Stanfield, Mulready, Jones,

Sir W. Allan, Edwin Landseer, Leslie, Maclise, Herbert,

T. S. Cooper, IJwins, Danby, Roberts, H. W. Pickcrsgill,

C. Landseer, Hart, Lee, Witherington, Webster, Chalon,

J. Ward, E. M. Ward, Redgrave, Lance, Linnell, Frazer,

Clint, Creswick, Lane, Penry Williams, Cooke, Herring,

Goodall, Egg, Johnston, F. R. Pickersgill, Hagbe, J. C.

Horsley, Rippingille, E. H. Baily, and J. Gibson of Rome.
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share in the events' of June, we tlihik it clear

that the great bulk of the educated operative

class embraced the cause of Law and Order. It

is further clear that those engaged in artistic

trades held back from the Red Republic, which
was mainly supported by the class of operatives

which supplies day-labourers and undertakers of

chance jobs. We do not venture to hope that

any artistic education can completely refute the
dangerous but tempting fallacies of Communism
and Socialism ; but we are convinced that the
development of taste has great conservative

efficacy in resisting these pernicious doctrines, for

while they go to destroy man's individuality, the
cultivation of taste strengthens individuality,

and renders man proud of it.

Furthermore the French Revolution in all its

parts must be regarded as a series of anomalies
in the world's history, explicable by none of the
formularies and theories derived from previous
experience. When did the world ever before
see Universal Suffrage, and a state of siege?

—

when before was a Republic maintained in a
land where nine out of ten are opposed to
Republicanism ? The question of non-education
and education can hardly be discussed in refer-

ence to events so mingled and complicated that
their history reads like the record of a troubled
dream.

Unquestionably, however, these Revolutions
prove to us that something is still wanting in
order to perfect the conservative agency and
efficiency of National Education. We believe
that it ought to be rendered more practical and
less speculative

; we believe that its directors
should ever view as its principal end, an increase
in the amount of production, and the improve-
ment of its quality. It is more desirable that
we should be a nation of workers than a nation
of thinkers, and that we should bestow as much
attention on the practical training of the hand
and the eye, as on storing the mind with know-
ledge.

A Report of the proceedings of the School of
Design established iii the Staffordshire Potteries
has been brought under our notice, in which we
are gratified to find that a general diffusion of
taste among the operatives of the district is

deemed not less important than the special
training of designers. A local Museum, open
at days and hours when the operatives would
profit by it, would greatly tend to effect this
desirable object, and we trust that it will not bo
neglected.

But the efficient development of National
Taste, and, as a consequence, of National Enter-
prise, requires that a commencement should be
made in our schools. We are strongly of opinion
that elementary drawing should form an essential
part of any sound system of National Education,
and thatno opportunities should be lost ofpoin ting
out the enjoyment that arises from mere harmony
of arrangement.
We are the more anxious to impress the im-

portance of the cultivation of taste to the artisan,

because the condition of Europe offers to this
country the most favourable opportunity for
strengthening the elements of its wealth, and
increasing the resources of its manufacturers.
The necessary results of the Revolution of

February, and the subsequent convulsions
throughout the Continent, were to throw all

mercantile transactions into confusion. Stocks
were thrown upon the market by men forced to
realise at any sacrifice, and these depreciated
stocks told heavily on the demand for the pro-
ductions of regular trade. But, as we foresaw
and predicted, those who made such sacrifices,
necessarily impaired their own powers of re-pro-
duction, and it was obvious that a point would
ultimately be realised, when regular trade would
gradually revive, and be certainly recompensed
for its former collapse by an increased demand
for its productions. To that point we arc now
clearly coming, if we have not already passed it

;

and we have therefore seriously to inquire
whether we cannot ensure the lead likely to be
offered to us, by artistically increasing the value
of our productions.

Economically viewed, the cultivation of taste
directly raises the value of the artisan and of his
productions in the world’s markets. Taste is
exercised in perfection of texture not less than

in beauty of decoration. The fabrics of the
trained and educated operative will even retain
traces of the elevation of his mind, and in every
branch of production, where artistic considera-
tions are introduced, it will be found that
mechanical dexterity is invariably combined
with purity of taste. We were much struck
by hearing a wealthy and intelligent manufac-
turer of Lyons declare that he never wished to
have a weaver in his employment who was not
noted for taste in the cultivation and arrange-
ment of flowers. From our own experience we
can aver that the most skilful workmen in the
great manufacturing districts are also the most
noted for neatness and taste in their houses.
There arc many cheap adjuncts to the cultiva-

tion of taste which might be adopted with great
advantage. We have already mentioned the
establishment of Local Museums, a system
which we trust will be largely . extended with
returning prosperity. The attachment of gardens
to the National Schools, to be cultivated and
arranged by the pupils, would aid in the early
development of Taste, as we have been gratified
in testing by experience. The circulation of
good prints at a cheap rate, which is now carried
to a great extent by some of our enterprising
publishers, and in which this Journal has a large
share, must ere long be one of the most powerful
agencies yet devised for the elevation and purifi-

cation of the public taste. The country must
reap a large profit by these efforts, not only
intellectually, but physically. They are most
potent agencies for maintaining that manufac-
turing prosperity and superiority which consti-
tute the main strength of the British Empire.

It would be a sad error to assign popular
delusions and popular outrages as a reason for
resisting popular elevation of mind. “ Taste,”
we arc told, “ will not extinguish Revolutionary
tendencies;” probably not, but will neglect of
taste produce this desirable result? In other
words, whether is the more danger to be appre-
hended from the right direction or from the
perversion of any of the faculties ? We are not
very much surprised, though we are very deeply
grieved, at the doubts which the insurrections of
Berlin, Vienna, and Paris, have excited respecting
the expediency of the intellectual training of the
masses

;
but wo have shown that while there is

an element of danger, there is also a corrective,
of which society can easily avail itself as a
counterpoise.

But no man can now doubt that National
Education must proceed

;
all that we can now

do is to guide and control the movement. To
do so effectually, we must establish a moral
harmony between its elements; we must take
care that the purely literary element does not
predominate over those having a more practical
and immediate value. We have to educate the
man and the citizen, but we have also to educate
the labourer, the operative, and the artisan, and
our general instruction can at best be but a
foundation for future special courses.

One valuable result of the development of
taste in the artisan is, that it has, when applied
to his productions, a very powerful effect in
making him satisfied and contented with his
condition and his work. Carpenters have been
as proud of constructing a neat cart as statesmen
of forming a strong cabinet. This pride is not
merely harmless, but most useful; it is an in-

centive to production, and a motive for that
satisfaction which renders men anxious for the
maintenance of tranquillity. Thus, Taste has an
Economic, a Moral, and a Social value, for, it

tends to increase production, it produces healthy
feelings of content, and it renders men disinclined
to disturb Law and Order.

If the cultivation of Taste be limited to the
establishment of Schools of Design, little more
than its economic results can reasonably be
expected. But these economic results must
not be underrated. The only superiority of the
French silks consisted in the design, and in the
execution of then- patterns. Now something
more than mere mechanical dexterity is required
in the tasty execution even of an easy pattern.
Men are not mere machines, the weaver by hand
exercises a volition veiy different from the
regulated movements of the Power-Loom, and
even in the direction of the Power-Loom, it will

be found that Taste enters largely into that
very complex quality which is usually termed
mechanical skill.

Every one is aware of the value of Taste to
the upholsterer, and of its importance in the
various manual arts subservient to his profession.
Lecaille, who has recently acquired notoriety
for an economic blunder which proved his ruin,
really merited great fame for the care he
bestowed on the cultivation of taste in all whom
he employed as house-painters. Even the boys
engaged to mix and grind the paints, had their
attention directed to the beauties of the tints
derived from the judicious mixture of colours.
It was in fact more to stimulate the development
of taste, than to prevent waste, that he fell into
the Communist error of allowing his workmen a
share in his profits. But taste is displayed not
merely by the painter, but by the paper-stainer,
the carpet-manufacturer, the cabinet-maker, and
even the housemaid who arranges the furniture
in our rooms. The results of their taste tell
upon us and upon our children ; the objects by
which they are surrounded exercise a most
powerful educational effect on the minds of the
young, and thus, artisans whom we have never
seen become in fact teachers in our families.
When we elevate the taste of the working
classes, we render them agents in improving
the taste of the superiororders; for the intellectual
characteristics of the different classes of society
act and re-act on each other more rapidly and
efficiently than the physical and material.
The great defect in our national system of

education, is that we give precisely the same
course of education to the labourer and the
artisan; and to this we may add that the
prescribed course for both is not that best
adapted to the present or future condition of
either. Attention has been too exclusively
directed to perfectionating the literary course
of instruction

; while others, at least of equal
importance, have been almost wholly neglected.
We went recently into a National School estab-
lished by a benevolent lady in a remote agricul-
tural disti'ict

;
education happens to be almost a

passion with this Lady Bountiful, and as her own
range of information is exceedingly great, she
has set up in her school a standard of education,
quite unsuited to the circumstances and condi-
tion of her pupils. They were examined before
us in English Grammar, and they discussed
niceties of construction with a philosophic
acuteness which would have delighted Harris,
Lowth, or Lindley Murray. In Geography
they surpassed half the compilers of Geographi-
cal school-books

; visitors were surprised by
their astonishing feats in mental arithmetic ;

—

but, the boys had not been taught to weed a
garden, nor the girls to mend a stocking.
We have visited schools in the manufacturing

districts and have found similar errors prevail.
In all cases book-learning was substituted for
practical habits of observation, and nothing of
course was done for the development of tasto
which depends essentially on trained and practised
observation. Highly as we estimate National
Education, we greatly regret to see its agencies
misapplied

; we believe that its conservative
efficacy must be sadly impaired when young
persons designed for a special course of life,

receive the training and instruction belonging to
another and to a very different course.
The practical good sense of the British people

would long since have discovered that such a
thing as uniformity in National Schools is an
utter absurdity, and that the courses of instruc-
tion ought to be varied according to the circum-
stances of the locality. We have long been
convinced that the most important phase of the
Education question is the Economic ; we do not
undervalue the moral considerations connected
with the topic, but we cannot help thinking
that they are sometimes over-rated. Honesty
is not learned from the alphabet, nor is virtue
derived from the multiplication-table. To us
the question practicallyimportant is

—“Can there
be found a system of training and education
which will enable men to produce more and
better than they do at present, so as to increase
their own comforts and add to the general
wealth of the community ? ” This ought to be
the first consideration, but hi all the contro-
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versieg and discussions raging around us on tliis

topic it is absolutely the last ; we find no notice

of it in the minutes of the Council of Education,

in the protests of the National School Society,

or in the mystified and melancholy statistics of

Mr. Baines and his section of Nonconformists.

We maintain that National Education cannot

be perfect as a system, until it ceases to be
exclusively literary, and has its course of indus-

trial training for the labouring classes, and its

course of artistic training for the operative and
the artisan. It is not our business to make all

men scholars,—if we make the attempt we shall

only raise a goodly crop of conceited and trouble-

some sciolists ;— it is, as we have already said,

our proper business to train men “ to do their

duty in that state of life to which it has pleased

God to call them.”
We are well aware that many ardent friends

of National Education will blame us for recog-

nising “ educated pauperism ” as a probable or

even a possible social evil. But let them look

to everjr popular revolution, insurrection, or
convulsion, and they will find that the chief

agents in every disturbance have been profes-

sional men whose success in life did not corre-

spond with the cost and care bestowed on their

education. We appeal to ordinary experience

if the chiefs of discontent and disaffection have
not usually been physicians without patients,

lawyers without clients, and clergymen without
congregations. We are not quite sure that

scholars having no demand or application for

their scholarship are likely to prove the most
contented and useful of subjects. When you
have taught young men that literary education
is the one thing needful, when you have led

them to devote themselves to its acquisition, when
you actually make laws to afford them leisure

for its attainment ; is there not a danger, or at

least, is there not a chance of the danger of

giving them a distaste for their special pursuits

as labourers and artisans 1

In Paris this danger was early detected, and
hence the municipality established schools

independent of the University, or National

System; in which while due prominence was
given to literary and scientific instruction,

practical learning in the Industrial Arts and in

the application of the principles of Art to their

development occupied a conspicuous place.

These schools, we regret to say, are the institu-

tions that have suffered most by the Revolution
of February, and they are still denounced as re-

actionary in their tendencies by the ultra-demo-

cratic journals. This affords at least some
presumption that the practical education which
they afforded had a perceptible conservative

efficacy
;

for, everything that promotes industry

has a direct tendency to establish order.

In all the articles we have written on Indus-
trial and Artistic Education,—they are more
numerous and of older date than we are anxious
to remember,—it has been our object to show
that the great principles involved in the discus-

sion have that universality and unity in their

application, which form the most decisive

evidence of their truth. It has therefore been
our purpose to show that there is a perfect

identity between the reasons which call for such
a change of our system as will lead to the
encouragement of industry on the one hand, and
the development of taste on the other. In
other words, we insist that national education
should have not merely an ostensible but a demon-
strable economic value, that it should show
itself to every mind as a means of increasing the
amount and elevating the value of the produc-
tions of the country. If this be not effected, then
every penny bestowed on national education is so
much laid out in purchasing the impoverishment
of the country, and predestining its futurity to a
diminution of means, and an increase of mouths.

Kay’s work on National Education in Germany,
imperfect and even inconsistent as most of its

statements are, has, from the family-connections

of the author, acquired an influence which has
been most injurious both to general and artistic

education. It is utterly impossible to discuss

the special question satisfactorily without refe-

rence to the general bearings of the subject

;

and we therefore feel it necessary to say that in

all the continental systems of education, save

that partially developed by the municipality of
Paris, there was a fatal element of error, which
has not been eliminated from any one of our
British systems. We want good men, good
citizens, good labourers, good operatives,—in

one word, good contributors to productive
development of the industrial resources of our
country. Everybody agrees that these are the
persons whom we should endeavour to train into

active existence by any sound system of national

education, but then everybody is anxious that

they should at the same time be trained to some-

thing else besides. Now this something else besides

is just one of the most mischievous objects to

seek, and one of the most unattainable when
sought, that can possibly be imagined. Instead

of being a conservative principle either in religion

or politics, it has proved to be the most destruc-

tive to both, and no where more remarkably
than at Vienna, where the somethings else besides

were the most valued and sedulously nurtured.
We believe that the moral and social results

of developing and elevating the taste of the
artisan are of the highest importance to morality

and society; but with this belief we are per-

suaded that the economic consequences are still

more important, and that nothing has more
injured the cause of education, whether national

or special, than the inexplicable reluctance of
its advocates to enter fully and fairly into the

discussion of its economic value. We have had
sentimental declamations, controversial essays,

learned dissertations, and most eloquent Minutes
of Council, but we have not had any reduction of
the question to the plain intelligible form of
pounds, shillings and pence.
We believe that Industrial Education will

increase the amount of the productions of the
country, and that Artistic Education will increase

the value of these productions; and consequently,

that any sound system of National Education
should have an obvious and demonstrable ten-

dency to increase the amount of National Wealth.
We say, as we have often said before, that a
National System of Education, based on any
other principle, is “ a mockeiy, a delusion, and a
snare :

” for no government lias a right to levy a

tax which is not more or less directly to bo
applied for the general benefit of the community.
If you made all the peasants philosophers and
stopped there, you would not have conferred
one atom of advantage on merchants and traders;

but if you so teach the peasant as that his labour
will produce sixteen bushels of wheat instead of
fifteen, the additional bushel goes to increase

the common stock which is to be distributed for

the benefit of the entire community. In just

the same way, if you so raise the taste of the
artisan as to enable him by the addition of
beauties, harmonies and proportions, to enhance
the value of his commodity, you thereby increase

the amount of those exchangeable values, which,
as an aggregate stock, form the commercial pros-

perity of the nation.

Production is the source of wealth, facility of
consumption the means of enjoyment. The
pestilent heresy of Communism and Socialism
which at tliis moment is convulsing all Europe,
is entirely based on the blunder of distributing

productions for consumption, without making
adequate provision for reproduction. Anxious
that this dangerous heresy should be adequately
met, and more especially anxious because we are

painfully aware of the progress that it has made
in the British dominions, we feel it our duty to

impress upon our friends that the only means by
which National Wealth can be increased and
National Prosperity developed, are by extending
the amount and increasing the value of Industrial

productions. To both these objects a sound
system of National Education can lend most
essential aid, and there is not a tax-payer in the
country who has not a direct interest in insisting

that such a system should be established.

It must, however, be a system ; it must not
be a mere congeries of parts, with one bit of

excellence here and another there, the interstices

being filled with mud or with untempered mor-
tar. We must not have mere literature and no
industry : we must not have skilful designers

with operatives unable to understand or appre-
ciate their art, and, therefore, unable to give

it adequate expression, realisation, and execution.

Of such things we have had enough, and rather
too much, already

;
it is quite time that they

should come to an end.

Amid the convulsions which have taken place
in Europe ;—amid Revolutions which have sub-
verted the traditionary principles of uncounted
centuries ;—amid sudden and violent changes,
which the practised philosophyof Lord Brougham
declares to be unprecedented in past experience,
Economic Principles have stood every test, and
come out with fresh strength from every trial.

We can reflect with some pride, that we were
the first to show that Economical Science and
the interests of Art, instead of being at variance,
were identical in principle, for we showed
that whatever increased the artistic beauty,
added to the economic value of production.

There are those who will say that this view ot
the subject places the intellectual importance of
Art, and the development of that taste by which
Art is appreciated, on lower grounds than should
be chosen by an Art-Journal. We do not differ

from them so much as they suppose; we believe
not merely that every production of high art,

but that even every common design for ordinary
manufactures has an influential and beneficial
influence over our moral and social relations, of
which it is equally impossible to calculate the
extent, or overrate the importance. Our anxiety
to provide means for the development of the
taste to appreciate, as well as of the taste to
guide, production, may be fairly received as
evidence of the sincerity of our faith. But we
beg such pei*sons to remember that we have
fallen on practical and unimaginative days

; we
live in a generation which condemns theoiy, and
expends more on theories than any other which
the world ever saw ; a generation which writes
volumes against speculations, and wastes mil-
lions in them ; which estimates sculpture like

masonry, and bestows more on the worst of
masonry than would purchase the best of
sculptures

; and with such a generation we
must deal by pointing out that its conduct is

false to its own creed, and abhorrent to its own
most favoured maxims.

In national education, as in everything else, a
perfect system will be found not only moro
efficient but far cheaper than a patched system.
We do not like to calculate the cost of the parsi-

mony which spoiled the National Gallery by
insisting that poor Wilkins should use up the
cast columns of old Carlton House. Europe saw,
for the first time, a building got up to match
columns, instead of columns being constructed
to suit a building. The result of the experiment
is before us in monumental stone. Now we
dread that a similar result may follow in National
Education, more especially in its relations to
Art and Design ; we have, therefore, laboured to
show that our system is as yet but a piece of
patch-work, and if we have combined the ques-
tions of Industrial and Artistic education, we can
only plead as excuse that the dearest wish of our
heart has ever been to combine the interests of
British Art with those of British Industry.

W. C. Taylor.

HINTS CONCERNING ETCHING.
ADDRESSED TO AMATEURS.

Now that it has become publicly known that
Her Majesty and Prince Albert have devoted
some of their leisure horn's to the practice of
drawing and etching, curiosity is awakened, even
more than it has been, to know something of the
process of producing specimens in tliis branch of
the Fine Arts. I will therefore, through the
medium of the Art-Journal, give a short accoimt
for the benefit of those amateurs who arc desirous
of trying their skill in etching. All engravings
have a portion of the subject produced by the
etching point, especially those that have much
landscape, as it is capable of giving greater free-

dom and variety to the work than can be
accomplished by the graver ; but painters’ etch-
ings, such as those of Rembrandt, Vandyke, and
Ruysdael, are mostly finished entirely with the
etching point ; and as we have the finest collec-

tion of etchings by the celebrated Dutch masters,
now in the print room of the British Museum,
no one who takes any interest in the subject, or
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who purposes trying this method of multiplying

his designs, should neglect an opportunity of

visiting it. Many etchings are produced on the

plate at once without a drawing, such as Rem-
brandt’s, and perhaps also several of those by
her Majesty; but as it is customary to have a

drawing prepared, so as to transfer it to the

copper, I shall describe that process, which is

done by laying a piece of transparent paper oyer

the drawing, and tracing the several objects with

a black-lead pencil, and passing such tracing

under a rolling press, which takes off the black-

lead outline on to the plate. It is necessary to

have the pencil of a sufficient softness, otherwise

it will not give a good reverse : also the tracing

must be put between damp paper for ten minutes

or a quarter of an hour, so as to loosen the

particles of the black-lead. Care must also be

taken not to have the press too tight, otherwise

it will break the etching ground on the surface

of the plate. If a copperplate printing-press is

not at hand, the tracing must be fixed down on
the plate by a little soft wax at the four comers,

and the outline traced with an etching-point,

having previously passed underneath a piece of

tissue-paper, rubbed over on the side next the

plate with a little powder vermillion or red

lead, which will give a fine sharp outline of the

subject. I shall now describe the method of

laying the etching ground on the copper. This

substance is a mixture of asphaltuin-Burgundy

pitch and bees’-wax, whose proportions differ

according as it is intended to be used in summer
or winter

;
but as this ground is to be purchased

it is needless to enter into detail in this matter.

It is generally sold in small balls, which, previous

to using one, a small piece offine silk ought to be
tied over it. This, when passed over the warm
copper, distributes it more equally, and prepares

it for the operation of the dabber, which is used
for the purpose of giving it a smooth, equal

surface. This indispensable article is composed
of several layers of the finest cotton tied up in

fine silk, or French kid leather. We must also

have ready a small wax flambeau to smoke the
ground with, so as to render it black : this is

best made by twisting or doubling a wax taper

several times, so as to give it a sufficient thick-

ness. Previous to laying the ground the copper-

plate must be freed from all grease, which may
be done with a little spirits of turpentine, and a

piece of fine linen cloth. It is now to be held
by means of a small hand-vice, which ought to

be in a wooden handle, so as to remove the
hand from the flame of the paper used in heating
the back of the copper-plate. Care must be
taken not to make the plate too hot, which
would otherwise bum the ground and render it

brittle
;

if, therefore, a flat top of a stove can be
made use of, or a clear fire, it enables the ope-

rator to regulate the heat, also to use both
hands, one in dabbing the surface, and the other
in holding the plate. When sufficiently even,

the ground must now be smoked all over the
surface, so as to render it black. This is to be
done by holding it up, with the face downwards,
and passing the flame of the taper gradually and
equally over the whole. If properly done it

ought to present a clear shining black appear-
ance, which is only to be procured when the
plate is of a proper warmth, otherwise the
smoke will settle in white opaque marks. The
taper must be also held at a little distance, and
not kept stationary, otherwise it will burn the
ground. It is now to be placed with its face to
the wall to keep it from dust, till it is cool and
ready for tracing. I ought to have mentioned,
both in tracing and etching the subject, two
small supports ought to be made use of, the size

of thread papers, and sufficiently thick to keep
the etching board, or parallel square, from touch-
ing the etching ground. In selecting etching-
points it is necessary that some ought to be
finer than others, according to the character of
the different parts of the etching

;
and it is like-

wise necessary that they ought to be all sharp-
ened true and square at the points, otherwise
they will not go equally or easily over the
surface of the copper, so as to produce a free
line

; but though it is not necessary to cut deep
into the copper, the etching ground must be
removed at the bottom of every stroke or touch,
otherwise the aquafortis will not act in biting in
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the subject. In the progress of the etching,

should any lines be made from accident or mis-

take, a little of the ground, taken up with a hair

pencil dipped in spirits of turpentine, will serve

to stop them out so as to prevent the acid acting

upon them. When the etching is completed, it

is then necessary to prepare the plate for the

aquafortis : this is done by varnishing round the

subject where the wall of wax is to come with

Brunswick black, which will enable it to adhere.

The bordering wax must be softened in warm
water and made pliant to the hand, so as to draw
out and extend round the plate, leaving a small

comer for the aquafortis to be poured off by.

Before pouring on the acid, it is well to pour on
a little tepid water, to prove the wall sound and
properly secure at the bottom. In drying this,

or any other application, a piece of fine old cotton

stocking is an excellent absorber, and does not

injure the ground. In adjusting the strength of

the aquafortis it is impossible to lay down any
rule, so much depends upon the quality of the

nitric acid before it is diluted with the water : if

used too strong, it will tear up the etching ground
between the lines; if too weak, it will give a

tame, spiritless character to the work. When it

is thought to .have been long enough on the

plate it is to be poured off and a little water put
on, which is to be dried as before. A little of

the ground may be now scraped off to try the

depth of the lines : if not enough, stop out the

place with a little Brunswick black, and when
dry subject it to the acid till bit enough, when a

little warmth under the plate will make the wall

easier of removal, and the ground is then to be
washed off with spirits of turpentine. It is then

fit for the printer to prove. Should it not be
dark enough in parts, the lines must be well

cleaned out with a little turpentine and a piece

of stale bread, and a rebiting ground laid over

the surface without going into the lines. This

is done by dabbing over it with the dabber
alone, taking up some ground on its surface from
some other part of the plate. This requires

practice and nicety, otherwise it will bite foul,

from the plate not being properly covered. The
parts not requiring further strength are then to

be stopped out, and the acid applied as before.

There is another method of giving greater

strength and richness to the effect should rebiting

prove unsuccessful, that is, by laying a fresh

ground over the whole plate, as described in the

first process, but not smoking it, so that the

work already done may be distinctly seen, and
etching over the several parts requiring enrich-

ing ;
this method also adds greater refinement to

the whole, from the shading down by lines more
delicately bit in, the first lines often biting where
these hatchings cross them, especially if the

plate has been kept warm when the ground was
laying, as in that case it recedes from the edges

of the lines, and leaves them to be acted on by
the acid. If still more delicate lines are required

to give the work a higher degree of finish, these

can be done by a sharp point, without applying

the aquafortis. This is termed dry point in

consequence, and should a burr or roughness be
raised on the edges, it may be removed by means
of a scraper. These few hints may be perhaps

sufficient to give a clear insight into the process

of Etching; and a few trials will enable the

amateur to profit both by his failures and more
successful efforts : the great secret is to watch

and discover the cause of each. I have pur-

posely avoided giving much respecting the mani-

pulation or compounding of the necessary appa-

ratus, or tools for working. Most manufacturers
of etching needles and gravers keep everything

requisite, such as Messrs. Fenn, of Newgate
Street, London, and others. Those amateurs

who reside in the country, or who may be
desirous of keeping the impressions in their own
hands, can have a small copper-plate press in

their own house, the price of the whole appa-

ratus not exceeding four or five pounds. Before

concluding, I can only observe, that if any of

your readers are tempted by these observations

to give a little leisure time to the practice of

Etching and get into a dilemma, by sending

a query to the Art-Journal they will have their

question answered in the Notice to Corre-

spondents.

John Bcbnet,

THE VERNON GALLERY.

HIGHLAND MUSIC.

Painter, E. Landseer, R.A. Engraver, H. S. Beckwith.

This picture was painted in the year 1832 ;
it was

not exhibited, but passed direct from the easel to

the collection of Mr. Vernon. It is one of those
triumphs of objective truthfulness of representation

of which no painter, of any age or country, has
afforded more skilful examples than Mr. Landseer.
We have all the fidelity of imitation of the best

Dutch masters, combined with a thorough under-
standing of the contingent varieties depending on
local and incidental causes. To this few only of

the Dutch painters have ever attained
;
and the

sentiment of the picture does not yield to the execu-
tion of it. A picturesque old Highland piper

appears to have mischievously interrupted the
frugal meal of a group of hungry dogs, by a vigo-

rous and sudden appeal to his “ bag-pipes.” The
various effects of the “ Highland Music ” upon the

different dogs are most striking. One blind-eyed
little terrier, to the extreme left, seems disposed to

expel the noisy intruder; another near him has
set up an harmonious howl of his own

;
two others,

of a more dignified breed, incline to hear the tune
quietly out

;
while a fifth, probably the piper’s

own, is crouched at the feet of the musician, and
turns up his eyes to the old Highlander with an
intensity of expression, which, though not human,
expresses effectually the animal’s true sympathetic
appreciation of the stirring strains.

Here we have strong sentiment and forcible

imitation. This is very observable in the minor
accessories of the picture

;
in the wooden chair to

the left, and in the various utensils standing on the

large chest near the Highlander
;
among which his

short pipe with its wire guard is not the least cha-

racteristic. The picturesque old piper himself

stands out with great boldness, through the relief

iven to his head by the dark recess immediately
ehind him

;
and the effect of space in the narrow

chamber is very cleverly produced by the intro-

duction ofthe partial glimpse of light in the extreme
back-ground.
We cannot refrain from remarking upon the

peculiarly subdued character of the colouring of

this picture
;
a warm tertiary tone prevails through-

out,—the only positive piece of colouring being the

touch of red of the Highlander’s stocking. This

Avholesome subjection of colour admits of the duly

prominent display of the sentiment of the picture,

as admirably expressed in the various dogs.

It is a maxim with this distinguished painter

that no two of his pictures shall be alike in com-
position

;
and mindful of this admirable resolution,

we see him, year by year, setting forth some trait

of animal nature hitherto unattempted in Art.

Mr. Landseer’s development of Art is the poetry of

zoology
;
we may sit down with JEsop, La Fon-

taine, John Gay, and others, who make animals

preach ethics and sound politics—with them we
enter only upon a question of the understanding

—

but the sayings and doings of the animals painted

by Landseer reach, the heart, because we acknow-
ledge with them a community in the affections by
which they are moved. With respect to the varied

interest which Mr. Landseer has proposed to him-
self in the composition of his pictures, it must be
said that he sustains his proposition with infinite

success. It had never been credited that the cycle

to which he limits himself, and in which he stands

alone, could be made so prolific. This artist has

been preceded by many painters of eminence in

bis department. Snyders has left some admi-

rable dog pictures, but he never exhibits more
than the commonest natural impulses of the animal
—he never defines and contrasts character, and
never attained to sentiment. Landseer has alone

given to animal-painting a motive which before

his time was not recognised as appertaining to it.

In the work of a life-time, especially in Painting

—the coyest of the Art-sisters—we find that if a

well-directed mind has been earnest in its appli-

cation, its emanations grow into purity and eleva-

tion; as examples of this in the works of Mr.

Landseer, we may instance “ The Random Shot,”

exhibited last year
;

“ The Sanctuary,” “ Peace,”

“War,” &c. It is only of late years that Mr.
Landseer has shown the touching eloquence which

addresses us from these canvases.

The little picture, the subject of this notice, is a

valuable example of the clean and solid execution

of the artist
;
the textures are rendered with un-

exampled truth : the coats of these dogs have never

been equalled. In the head of the old Gael there

is no indecision ;
the healthy hues of his features

are laid in with a full brush, and the chiar-oscuro

yields an effect which could not be improved by

any other arrangement.
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ANCIENT SHIPS.

"The Wooden Walls of England” is a phrase

"familiar in our mouth as household words.”

The Navy of Britain has ever been her pride

;

and the seamen who man her vessels are among
her noblest and most valued sons. Yet how
little do we know of Naval Archaeology, and
how few can picture to themselves the form and

build of the early British vessels in which Alfred

fought, or William of Normandy sailed to invade

our shores. Essentially a maritime people, and
glorying in our naval victories ;

loving our Navy,

and fully alive to its importance; strange to

say, we had no Naval History of England until

the industry and research of Sir Nicolas Harris

Nicolas began to supply us with one. But
two volumes only were completed when the

author’s recent demise prevented the continuance

of a work that, for laborious accuracy and
thorough mastery of the subject, promised to

be the test-book of the student.

As we have no naval history, so wo have no
naval pictures of our early battles by sea, great

and glorious though they were
;
while battles of

Hastings, Cressy, and Poictiers have been painted

over and over again. This may probably be the

result of the difficulties our marine painters have

to contend against in procuring proper authori-

ties for such representations. Few artists are

antiquaries; and although many of them love

“the olden time,” and most worthily call up
realisations of bygone historic scenes, it is a
matter of much difficulty to search, nearly in the
dark, for antique authorities. It is now some
years since I had the honour to submit to the
readers of this Journal a series of articles on
" Costume,” in which I endeavoured to assist its

artist-readers by proper authorities on that sub-

ject, and to explain, by contemporary illustra-

tions from manuscript drawings and ancient

descriptions, the peculiar fashions of our fore-

fathers. It is gratifying to me to know that, as

a guide, I have been serviceable to many in this

matter
;
and it is my wish to be again useful in

some similar illustrations of the past, which I

propose to give in the Art-Journal.
Sir Nicolas Harris Nicolas commences his

" Histoiy of the Royal Navy ” by saying, " Ships,

or rather large boats, must have been coeval

with the colonisation of Britain by the Celts;

and her ancient name, Clas Merdin, f the sea-

defended green spot,’ indicated alike her fertility

and natural protection. The wants of an insular

people soon taught the Britons commerce
;
and,

even if vessels had not become necessary for

defence, they were required for fishing, and to

carry the produce of then1 rude agriculture, and

still ruder manufactures, from one part of the

island to another.”*

Though little is recorded of the vessels digni-

* The most ancient notice we possess of the state of com-
merce in Britain, is the narrative of the Carthaginian navi-

gator Himilco, supposed to have been undertaken about one
thousand years before our era, in search of tin and lead to

the Scilly Islands. He describes the people as active, and
devoted to trade; but they had, he says, no ships con-
structed like theirs of timber in which to make their

voyages, but they glided over the waters in a rapid and
surprising manner in boats made of skins sewed together.

These were the coracles above described, and in which the

Aboriginal inhabitants of our island are recorded to have
made long voyages in fine seasons. The Phcenician traders

were so jealous of their traffic in tin being discovered, that

they studiously contrived to keep the situation of the

British Islands unknown to all but their own merchants.
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fied by the name of ships, it may be safely in-

ferred that the largest of them was only a sort

of coracle constructed of twigs covered with
ox-liides, capable of holding three or four persons,

and, in summer, used for passing to Ireland, and
across the British Channel. A small sail on a

single mast, a paddle, like the ancient clavus,

over each quarter, for a rudder, and a few oars,

seem to have completed the furniture of these

frail barks, whose farthest voyages did not occupy
more than six days.*

Such vessels are delineated in our first wood-
cut which is copied from a plate in Meyrick’s

“Costume of the Original Inhabitants of the

British Islands.” He has remarked, that such

light vessels are still used in Wales, and the

writer of this paper saw a boatman on the banks
of the Wye, but a few weeks since, carrying his

boat, as the ancient Briton, engraved below, is

represented carrying his. In Ireland also the

same boats are in use, and the author has been
carried in one among the Islands which crowd
Clew Bay. The term coracle is still applied to

them, and has been since the days of Gildas,

who speaks of " the rude droves of Scots and
Piets who thronged hastily out of their Corrachs,

in which they were conveyed across the Scythic

Channels.” They are now generally made of

basketwork or hoops, forming a frame over which
hides are stretched.

Sir H. Nicolas is inclined to think that some
improvements must have been made in the con-

struction of the British ships before the arrival

of the Romans
;
and the description which Ccesar

gives of the vessels of theYeneti, a people settled

near the entrance of the Loire, may, with cer-

tainty, be applied to those of this country, be-

cause it is unlikely that there should have been
any material difference between them, and be-

cause the Venetian fleet had been reinforced from
Britain. " These ships,” says Ctcsar, “ were
built and fitted out in this manner :—their

bottoms were somewhat flatter than ours, the

better to adapt them to the shallows, and to

sustain, •without danger, the ebbing of the tide.

Then’ prows were very high and erect, as like-

wise their stems, to bear the hugeness of the

waves and the violence of tempests. The hull

of the vessel was entirely of oak, to stand the
shocks and assaults of that tempestuous ocean.

The benches of the rowel’s were made of strong

beams, about a foot in breadth, and were fastened

with iron bolts about an inch thick. Instead of

cables, they fastened then1 anchors with chains

of iron
;
and used skins and a sort of thin pliant

leather for sails, either because they wanted
canvas, and were ignorant of the art of making
sail-cloth, or, which is more probable, because
they imagined that canvas sails were not so

proper to bear the violence of tempests, the rage

and fury of the winds, and to propel ships of

that bulk and burden. Between our fleet, and
vessels of such a construction, the encounter was
this. In agility, and a ready command of Dai’s,

we had the advantage; but in other respects,

regarding the situation of the coast and the
assaults of storms, all things ran very much in

their favour
;
for neither could our ships injure

them with then’ prows, so great was their strength
and firmness

;
nor could we easily throw in our

darts, because of their height above us, which
also was the reason that we found it extremely
difficult to grapple with the enemy to bring them
to close fight. Add to this, that when the sea

began to rage, and they were forced to submit to

the winds, they could both weather the storm
better, and even securely trust themselves among
the shallows, because they feared nothing from
the rocks and cliffs upon the ebbing ofthe tide.”'!'

• Lucan and others mention these light boats, and Crnsar,

on an occasion when pressed by an adverse army, and
wishing to cross a river, "ordered the soldiers to build

some light boats, in imitation of those he had formerly seen
in Britain, whose keel and ribs were of wood, and the rest

of wicker, covered with leather.”

f These vessels the Romans disabled by affixing scythes
to long poles, fastening them to the enemies’ rigging, and
then rowing their galleys off, the ropes of their vessels

were cut, and they were rendered useless, being unable
to escape. It is, however, supposed by some authors, that
the Britons never possessed such perfect vessels as the
Gauls

;
that they had only rude coracles

;
or a wooden

boat made out of a hollowed tree, like the Indian canoe,
and several of which have been found in this country.
One is in the British Museum, which was dug up at North
Stoke, in Sussex.

Our second engraving will explain the distinc-

tion between the Roman galley and such vessels

as the Britons, and after them, the Danes and
Saxons, made use of. The Roman galley is from
a classic sculpture, and was rendered familiar to

the Britons by their long rule in our island. It

appeared upon the coinage of Allectus, the suc-

cessful usurper of British regal power. The
prow of the galley was pointed above the water,

in order that it might row into and perforate or

sink the enemies' vessel. It had a single mast
in the middle, and a square sail, to raise and
support which, a transverse pole, or yard, was
extended across the mast, not far from the top ;

to raise it, ropes were attached to each end of
the yard, passing to the top of the mast, and a
wooden hoop being placed in its centre, was made
to slide freely up and down it, and allow the sail

to be raised by pullies at pleasure.*

The state of the Arts does not allow of our

obtaining such clear and satisfactory delineations

of Saxon ships
;
but the cut below the Roman

galley is copied from one of the best and earliest

manuscripts remaining of that period. It, how-
ever, gives but a hint of their general form

; the
indefatigable Strutt must supply a description,

and his careful pencil another and clearer de-

lineation of their appearance. He says :

—

" The vessels which the Saxons generally used
upon their piratical excursions were very light,

and so built as to weather out a storm, in which
a larger and stronger ship would be in danger of

perishing ; they were generally swift sailers, so

that the pirates could suddenly assail the foe,

and as easily escape if they were overpowered.
By this means they became a formidable and
dangerous enemy

;
for, as on the one hand, the

enemy could not be aware of their attack, so on

the other 1

, it was in vain to pursue them when
they fled. They would also frequently venture

* The reader will notice the covered seat for the steers-
man, and the rudder, which he governs, affixed to the side
of the vessel, the handle of which was passed through a
staple on the edge of the ship. It was like an oar with a
very broad blade, and was commonly placed on each side
of the stem, and not at its extremity. Ships sometimes
had but one of these rudders, but they more commonly
had two, the extremities of the helms being joined by a
pole which was moved by one man. The singular orna-
ment over the poop in which he sits, was termed tho
Aplustre, and was a fan-like ornament of wooden planks,

to which sometimes a lanthorn was affixed. Behind this
was sometimes erected a pole or standard, to which a broad
fillet or pennon was attached, as seen in our cut.
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to sea in little skiffs, like those of the Britons,

consisting only of a light frame of timber, and
covered over with skins prepared for the purpose.

Yet, for particular occasions, it seems the Saxons
had larger and stronger ships ; for the first

troop of this people who came over into Britain

under Hengist and Horsa, arrived in three long
ships (say Bede and Gildas), and though the

exact number of soldiers cannot be ascertained,

yet, we may conceive it was considerable.
“ The form of the Saxon ships, at the end of the

eighth century, or the beginning of the ninth, is

happily preserved in some of the ancient manu-
scripts of that date ; they were scarcely more
than a very lai'ge boat, and seem to be built of
very stout planks laid one over the other, in the
manner practised at the present time. Their
heads and sterns are veiy erect, and rise high
out of the water, ornamented at top with some
uncouth head of an animal, rudely cut

; they
have but one mast, the top of which was some-
timesdecoratedwith abird,the head of a monster,
or some such device. To this mast was made fast

a large sail, which, from its nature and construc-
tion, could only be useful when the vessel went
before the wind. The ship was steered by an
oar, with a flat end, very broad, passing by the
side of the stern ; and this was managed by the
pilot, who sat in the stem, and from thence
issued his orders to the mariners.’’

Sir H. Nicolas describing them, says, “ while
the steersman, who was also the captain or
master, and perhaps too, the pilot, held the
paddle in one hand, he kept the sheet of the
sail in the other, thus guiding and providing for
the safety of his vessel at the same time. It is

doubtful if, for any purpose, these vessels ever
carried more than fifty or sixty men

; and when
not employed were drawn up on the sea-shore.”

Alfred greatly improved the navy ; construct-
ing ships to oppose the Northmen, twice as long
as usual, with sixty oars or more.
The vessel of the piratical Norwegian monarch,

Sweyn, who descended on Norfolk in 1004, was
called “the Great Sea-dragon,” and the readerwho
glances at our last cut need not be told that its

general resemblance to such fabulous monsters
gave it thename. Others were called serpents, and
ships in general termed the dragons or horses of
the sea

;
and here we obtain a clue to the literal

meaning of the old fabulists who meant but that
their heroes went a voyage, when they spoke of
them as riding, or being carried off by dragons.*
Of the gay and picturesque appearance of

these vessels we may form some notion, by
studying the descriptions of them by con-
temporary annalists. By .one of them we are
told that Athelstan re-

ceived in 931, a present
from Harold, the King
of Norway, of a ship
adorned with a golden
prow, having a purple
sail, and armed with a
complete bulwark of
golden shields.

The invasion of Eng-
land by William of Nor-
mandy is an historic

event of such interest

that we may be war-
ranted in bestowingsome
extra attention upon it.

The total number of ves-

sels amounted to about
three thousand, ofwhich
six or seven hundred
were of a superior order.
Their large quantity
proves that each vessel

couldaccommodatebut a small numberofsoldiers.
One of these ships is engraved below, and is copied
from the famous roll of
tapestry still preserved
at Bayeux, and said to

be embroidered by the
queen of William the
Conqueror and her la-

dies, and presented to

the Cathedral of that

town in remembrance of
her husband’s victory.

The boat here engraved is

supposed to have reached
the English coast, and
the man in front is pre-

paring to cast anchor,
while others are busy in

taking down the sail.

The yard seems to have
moved upon the mast
by a wooden ring, as the
Roman galleys, already
described, are said to

have done
; indeed, its

general resemblance’ to

these vessels and those
of the Anglo-Saxons will

be remarked. Like the ships of the latter people,
the stem and stern are ornamented with gro-

tesque heads of animals and men. The rowel's

and soldiers in the centre are protected by a
range of sliiclds, which, placed side by side along
the vessel, form a bulwark

;
and, by their varie-

gated colours, aid in the barbaric gaudiness of
the ship, whose sail is painted in many tints.

The steersman, it will be observed, holds the
rudder in one hand, and with the other guides
the sail to the wind. The rudder, like that in

use by the Romans, is still a kind of broad
paddle ; the modem form was not known until

many centuries after the Conquest.
During the Norman period it does not appear

that much alteration or improvement took place

in the build of vessels. They began to get a
little larger. Le Blanche Nef, in which the chil-

dren of Henry I. embarked at Normandy, and
were so unfortunately lost at sea, is said to have
held 160 persons.

In the reign of Henry II., among the laws re-

lating to commerce, is a statute called the
“Assize of Armes,” published in 1181, which
very emphatically commands the Justices in
Eyre, in their progress through the counties, to

enjoin upon all the lieges, as they love them-
selves and their property, neither to buy nor sell

any ship for the purpose of its being carricdout

ports, all these vessels being constructed both
to row and to sail. The Harleian MS. 4751,

• Sweyn’s vessel was by the old writers said to have been
built in the form of the animal whose name it bore, its

head forming the prow and its tail the stern; the ships in
which he made a descent on the coast of Norfolk in 1004,
are described with some minuteness. Each vessel had a
high deck, and bore a distinctive emblem indicating its

commander, which, it may be presumed, was similar in
its object to the banners of subsequent chieftains. The
prows of the ships were ornamented with figures of lions,
bulls, dolphins, or men, made of copper, gilt

; and at the
mast-heads of others were vanes in the shape of birds with
expanded wings, showing whence the wind blew. Their
sides were painted with various colours, and the shields of
the soldiers of polished steel, were placed in rows round
the gunwales.

of England
;
and that no person should convey,

or cause to be conveyed away, any mariner out

of England. From which it appears that its

naval force had now become an important part

of its strength, and was the object of a watchful

and jealous superintendence.

When Henry II. sailed for the subjugation of

Ireland, his fleet is reported to have consisted of

400 ships. The fleet of Richard I., when, at the

time of the Crusades, it assembled in the harbour

of Messina, is said to have consisted of thirteen

large vessels, called busses or dromons, fifty-three

armed galleys, and a hundred carricks or trans-

V,

supplies us with the accompanying representa-

tion of such a vessel. It still takes the fanciful

form of the Saxon boat, with the head of an
animal in the prow. The mariners are busy in

striking sail ; the one on the yards has entirely

stripped, that his motions may be unencum-
bered. Another, who stands at the stern, is also

stripped, and the other has but loose trowsers

on. This freedom from clothing among the

lower class of marinei’S is constantly seen in

medueval l-epi'esentations of ships. The sail is

painted, and sometimes was emblazoned with
heraldic devices. The height of the vessel above
the water-line will be observed, but the reader

must bear in mind that the figures, as usual in

old representations, are much too large for the

vessel, and that the pi'opoi’tions of the boat are

incorrect. Such a vessel as this was probably
about the size of a modem fishing smack.

In the cut here given, from Sloane MS. 3544,

we have a confinnation of these remarks. The
: two sailors are so lai'ge, that they fill the entire

vessel, although the pictxn-e is an illustration of

the dangei’s of the mermaid’s song at sea, and
consequently this must have been a large sea-

woi'thy vessel.* The ship in which they sit is an
excellent example of a Norman boat of the

twelfth century. Stem and stem ai'e alike, and we
now begin to lose sight of the fanciful heads of

animals, and the general attempt to make a

vessel into a “ Sea-dragon,” which would appear

to have been one of the weaknesses of our Saxon
ancestors.

Another curious example of a ship of the

twelfth century, constructed for sailing and
rowing, as described by the old Chroniclers, is ,

here given from the Egei'ton MS. 613. Like

the preceding, the stem and stem are alike,

and the men are busily employed in rowing. It

must be borne in mind that the tackling of all

these boats is rather imperfectly represented;

• According to the legend which it illustrates, when the

weather was stormy the mermaid began her song, the

sweetness of which lulled the sailor who heard it to sleep,

and thus he perished in the tempest. The sailors, in our

cut, are under the influence of this dangerous somnolency.

.
..

. .
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but the sail in this instance is curiously defined,

and the cords used in reefing well exhibited.

In the reign of Richard I., Sir H. Nicolas

says :
—“ The English Navy seems to have con-

sisted chiefly, if not entirely, of large galleys,

afterwards called galliasses and galiones, small

and light galleys for war, and of busses, which

were large ships of burthen, with a bluff bow
and bulging sides, chiefly used for the convey-

X/

ance of stores, provisions, and merchandise.
No drawing or description of English ships be-

fore the reign of Edward II., justifies the idea

that they had mere than one mast
;
but some of

the busses in the fleet which accompanied King
Richard I. from Messina to Cyprus, are said, by
Roger of Wendover, to have had a ‘three-fold

expansion of sails.’ An ambiguous expression,
which may mean that
they had three sails on
one mast, or that the
sails were affixed to two
more masts. Dromons
and vissiers are also men-
tioned at this time. The
former were like the

buss, and the name
used synonymously; the

second were vessels large

and flat for carrying

horses.”

Villehardouin's ac-

count of the conquest
of Constantinople by the French and Venetians

in 1204, describes “ the ships, and vissiers, and
vessels placed in a line which extended more
than three bow-shots ; and they then began to

approach the towers and the wall which stretched

along the shore. The mangonels were in the

ships and vissiers
;
and the flights of arrows and

quarrells were numberless
;
yet those within the

city valiantly defended their posts. The ladders

on the ships approached the walls so closely,

that in many places it became a combat of sword
and lance

;
and the shouts were so great, that

they were enough to shake sea and earth.”

During this famous siege, we are told the Vene-
tians fastened two ships together, that the men
in the ships might equal in their numbers those

in the towers, and so attacked a single tower,

and using their ladders, mounted the battle-

ments.
A manuscript in Bennet College, Cambridge,

supposed to have been executed by Matthew
Paris in the thirteenth century, gives the accom-

panying spirited representation of the attack on
a fortress by sea. The besieged betake them-
selves to their bows ;

the various forms of which
are curiously distinguishable. The ship is par-

ticularly interesting, as it shows the height of

the stem and stem, and the curious wooden stage

erected for archers and slingers at the stem. A
brave warrior has mounted the prow, and with
his powerful military flail is about to deal some
heavy blows on the archers in the fortress. A
watchful soldier in the upper stoxy of the for-

tress is, however, preparing a heavy stone to

throw on his head, as he approaches near enough
to deal the blow. The way in which the archers

kept their arrows ready stuck in their girdle, is

seen in the figure who occupies the centre of the

boat. The slingers, in the castle behind, are

curious, and were an important body of soldiery.

The stones were placed in a leathern bag at the

end of the staff, and propelled, as shown in the

cut. They were not entirely superseded until the

fifteenth centuiy, and then’ use was defended, be-

cause slings were not cumbrous to the soldier,

and stones to charge them with were procur-

able everywhere; add to which, the slingers

were exceedingly expert.

With this curious cut we for the present close.

In the next paper we shall carry our notes

onward to the reign of Henry VIII.

F. W. Fairholt.

ETCHING OR ENGRAVING
BY ELECTRICITY.

Since the introduction of the Electrotype, several

processes have been employed with greater or less

success for etching on copper by the agency of the

Voltaic current.*

We desire now to direct attention to a new pro-

cess of engraving on steel by the same agency,

which appears to offer many advantages over that

with acid, and which is certainly a very interesting

application of electrical power.
This process, which has been named for dis-

tinction from the electrotype-etching, Vid Siccu,

or by the Dry-way, was first brought for-

ward by Dj^ Pring in 1843, and it has since that
time been • isiderably improved in its manipula-
tions. In a small tract, “ An account of a method
of Etching or Engraving by means of Voltaic

Electricity, by James H. Pring, M.D," those in-

terested in the process are put in possession of the

whole of the process. Its principles and mode of

application may be readily rendered familiar.

Having united six moderate-sized Smce’s batteries,

and included likewise an electro-magnetic coil in

the circuit, a steel plate, a sword blade, or any
instrument or ornament, is attached by a wire to

the zinc extremity of the battery, the electro-

magnetic coil being interposed between the plate

and the zinc
;
then taking the wire connected with

the platinised silver plates, it is used as a pencil or

a graver, and the drawing is made with it upon the

steel. The point of this wire should be of platina

or gold, and it should be fixed into a glass or ivory

handle to protect the operator from the slight

shocks he might otherwise receive in making or

breaking contact. The engraving is made by
actually burning out the metal along the lines of

the design, deflagration taking place every time
the point is brought in contact with the steel plate

;

the harder the steel, the more vivid is the spark

produced by completing the circuit with the pla-

tina tracer. It will be apparent from this that

the method of working must necessarily consist of

a series of dots, and the author remarks, “ By a
little practice a facility is acquired in this mode of

manipulation, which renders it less tedious than
might be supposed

;
whilst its perfect cleanness

and freedom from the employment of acid, toge-

ther with the peculiar effect of the spark which
constantly marks the progress of the work, are

circumstances which lend to the process a character

at once interesting and pleasing.”

It appears that this simple scientific application

of a fact which has, indeed, been long known—the

power of an electric current to deflagrate certain

metals, and particularly carbonised iron or steel

—

is capable of being rendered available to many of

the purposes of ornamentation where acid cannot

conveniently be employed. The tracing produced

upon polished steel is beautifully white, which,

contrasted with the dark surface, has an exceed

ingly pleasing appearance. In connection with

this process may be named, as a pleasing experi-

ment, what have been called magnetic pictures,

depending upon a modified influence of magneto-

electricity, in the place of a Voltaic current. If a

steel-plate is taken, and a drawing is made by
merely passing a good permanent magnet over its

surface, nothing is visible—no trace of the figure is

anywhere apparent. But if at any time some fine

steel filings are thrown upon the plate, they all

arrange themselves along the magnetised lines, and
present a curious electrical picture. This does not

appear capable of any useful application, but it

furnishes us with one of those curious philosophical

toys which arc always interesting and instructive.

Dr. Pring’s process may, by reversing the opera-

tion,—that is by connecting the steel plate with the

platinised plate of the battery and the tracer with

the zinc,—be made available for another purpose.

Undcrthese circumstances, whatevermetal maycom-
pose the point of the tracer, it will be deposited on

the steel plate
;
and if it be gold or silver, we may

thus draw anydesign in gold or silverupon the steel.

Here we have at command two very different

operations, we may engrave or gild a plate by the

same tools; changing the places ofthe plateand tracer.

Whether the artist will avail himself of this

electro-etching process or not, depends of course

upon the economy of time and material. In indi-

cating another application of a subtile power which
is already ministering to the economic uses of man,
we are fulfilling the intention with which these

papers were commenced, viz., giving as speedily as

possible all the proposals of scientific applications,

and explaining, as far as is practicable and useful,

all those working processes, which for their success

depend upon a knowledge of scientific principles.

Robert Hunt.

4 See Art-Journal for April. Article, “ Electrotype.”
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PASSAGES PROM THE POETS.

THE CYCLOPS IN LOVE.

“ that ancient shepherd, Polypheme,

Who lov’d the sea-nymph, when he budded first

About the lips and curling temples :—lov’d,

Not in the little present-making style,

With baskets of new fruits and pots of roses,

But with consuming passion. Many a time

Would the flocks go home by themselves at eve,

Leaving him wasting by the dark sea-shore

;

And sun-rise would behold him wasting still.”

Translated by Leigh Hunt,
from the llfA Idyll of Theocritus.
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PASSAGES EROM THE POETS.

THE CASTLE OF INDOLENCE.

“ In lowly dale, fast by a river’s side,

With woody hill o’er hill encompass’d round.

It was, I ween, a lovely spot of ground

;

And there a season atween June and May,
Half prankt with Spring, with Summer half embrown'd,

A listless climate made, where, sooth to say,

No living wight could work, ne cared even for play.

“ Was nought around but images of rest,

Sleep-soothing groves, and quiet lawns between.”

Thomson.
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Sir Martin Archer Shee, the venerable Presi-
dent of the Royal Academy, was born in Dublin
on the ‘23rd of December, 1770, of a family to
which the genealogists of Ireland assign a pro-
minent rank among the few Milesian Houses,
tracing a clear descent from the ancient sovereigns
of the country. His father, an accomplished
gentleman and a good scholar, was engaged in
mercantile pursuits at Dublin, till about the
period when the son had reached his fourth
year of age

; he then retired and took up his
residence in the neighbourhood of Bray, in the
county of Wicklow, where the early years of Sir
Martin were passed under the paternal roof.
The taste for drawing evinced by young Martin

was a source of perplexity to his father, who had
some misgivings as to the chances of a successful
professional career, which the neglected state of
the Arts in Ireland, at that period, rendered very
precarious. By the advice of competent judges,
however, and in compliance with his own earnest
entreaties, the young artist was allowed to pursue
his studies, and was admitted as a pupil in the
Dublin Society, then under the direction of
Mr. F. R. West. In this establishment, before
he was twelve years of age, the future successor
of Reynolds, West, and Lawrence, had obtained
the three chief medals for drawings of the figure,
landscape, and flowers; and but a few years
after, although still quite a youth, his talents as
a portrait-painter had attracted such attention in
his native city, that the Dublin Society testified
their sense of his extraordinary merit, by pre-
senting him with a silver palette, bearing an

[The engraving on wood is from a portrait by T
Bridgeford, painted about eight years ago.]

inscription expressive of their approbation of his

abilities and industry.

The death of his father about this time, left

young Shee almost entirely dependent upon
those talents with which nature had supplied
him ; these, however, were exercised with so

much skill and perseverance, that, at sixteen

years of age, he was in full occupation as a
portrait-painter in Dublin

;
nor was his profes-

sional success unattended by a commensurate
amount of social popularity

;
his graceful manners,

extensive information, and great conversational

powers, even at that early age, rendered him
a welcome guest in the best circles of what was
then a brilliant and refined Metropolis. Gratify-

ing as such a position must have proved to a

youthful artist, he was fully aware that there
existed in Dublin but few opportunities for the
study of Art in its highest excellencies; he
resolved, therefore, on encountering the chances
of a removal to London, where he arrived in the
summer of 1788, and for a period of two years,

steadily persevered in his pursuits, living with
strict economy, and devoting every hour of day-
light to his professional labours, and passing his
evenings in the ardent pursuit of literary, classi-

cal, and philosophic knowledge. During this

interval he had neither exhibited at the Royal
Academy, nor taken any step to avail himself of
the course of study afforded to young artists by
that Institution. A personal introduction, how-
ever, to Sir Joshua Reynolds, through Edmund
Burke, altered his views on this point, and
probably exercised a material influence on his
after career. Burke kindly undertook the task
of introducing his young countryman to the
notice of the President, and there are few pas-

sages in Sir Martin’s life on which he dwells
with more pleasure than on this acquaintance
with the two men who were beyond all others
of their age, and who have ever remained in

their respective departments, the objects of his

most enthusiastic devotion.

By the advice, and under the immediate
auspices of Sir Joshua, young Shee obtained
admission to the Royal Academy, where he
studied for many years, but without competing
for any of the prizes there given

;
his gradually

increasing reputation as an artist, and as an
exhibitor at the Academy, beginning at length
to open to his view much higher objects of

ambition.

In 1796, Sir Martin married Mary, the eldest

daughter of James Power, Esq., of Youghal, in

the County of Cork. To this alliance he was
indebted for an uninterrupted course of domestic
happiness during a period of forty-nine years.

In the year 1798 he was elected an Associate
of the Academy

;
and in the year following he

removed from Golden Square to the house in

Cavendish Square (formerly the residence of
Romney), which he has continued to occupy till

the present time. In February 1800, he was
elected a Royal Academician ; and at the Peace
of Amiens, in 1802, he visited Paris, in company
with several other members, for the purpose of

examining the treasures of Art which the con-

quests of Napoleon had collected there, from
the various countries of Europe.
Though Art exacted the chief homage of Sir

Martin’s powers, he was not neglectful of the
claims of Literature, to which he devoted a por-

tion of his well-ordered time. In 1805 he pub-
lished the first part of a didactic poem, under
the unpretending title of “ Rhymes on Art,” a
work which produced considerable sensation in

the literary and artistic circles
;
and to which

its merits justly entitled it. Encouraged by the
success of his first appearance as an author, he
brought out, in 1 809, the remaining parts of his

Poem, entitled “ Elements of Art,” which sus-

tained his fame as a poet, while it added to his

reputation as an acute observer, a judicious critic,

and an excellent expositor
.
of the principles of

taste. Other works followed ; his latest being
“ Oldcourt,” a novel, published in 1828.

The death of Sir Thomas Lawrence in 1830,
placed Mr. Shee in the highest position to which
a British Artist can attain ;

he was elected
President of the Academy, on which occasion
he received the customary honour of knighthood.
From the date of his appointment until the
failure of his health at a comparatively recent

period, Sir Martin's conduct in office has been
invariably marked by the most constant and
energetic devotion to its duties,—duties for the
performance of which he was pre-eminently
qualified, as well by the sound judgment, the
unbending integrity, and dignified firmness of
his character, as by the graceful eloquence of his

language in the chair, and the high-bred courtesy
of his demeanour on all occasions. Kindly
accessible at all times to the humblest professor

of his Art, ever ready to foster obscure and
modest merit, and to impart the benefits of his

long experience and matured knowledge to the
youthful aspirant for fame,—he has been alike

the revered and beloved chief of his brother
Academicians, and the “

guide, philosopher and
friend ” of the rising talent of the day.

The space to which we are restricted in this

notice, necessarily compels us to omit much
interesting matter connected with Sir Martin
Shee’s career; we must allude, however, to his

resignation of the President’s chair in 1845, when
continued ill health prevented such application

to the duties of his office as its importance
demanded, and his delicate feelings and high
sense of honour induced him to resign a position

where he could not discharge its functions. An
unanimous address, however, from the members
and Associates of the Academy, alike honourable
to all parties, induced him to "withdraw his

resignation, that he might continue, as Presi-

dent, to afford the Institution the benefit of his

advice and counsel. There even now, though
his works no longer adorn its walls, and his

voice is no more heard in its assemblies, the
recollection of the former has not faded away,
nor is the influence of the latter diminished.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

IN LETTERS ADDRESSED TO A RELATIVE.

Like my favourite hero, Robinson Crusoe, “ I

was bom in the year
,
in the city of York.”

So he says—so say I, only he was bom in 1632,
I in 1787, March 10, of an honest and industrious
family. Like Rembrandt and Constable, my
father also was a miller, and his mill was stand-
ing till this year on the oldYork road to London,
about half a mile from York. My first panels
on which I drew were the boards of my father’s
shop floor

;
my first crayon a farthing's worth of

white chalk; but my pleasure amounted to
eestacy when my mother promised me that next
morning, if I were a good boy, I should use some
colours, mixed with gum water. I was so pleased
I could scarcely sleep. On the 8th of October,
1798, last Sunday week, just half a century ago !

I was destined for a different scene. At the
tender age of eleven and a half years I was
sent abroad into the world, and put an appren-
tice to a letter-press printer, as a compositor, at
Hull, to which business I served seven full years
faithfully and tmly, and worked at it three
weeks as journeyman

;
but I had such a busy

desire to be a painter, that the last years of my
servitude dragged on most heavily. I counted
the years, days, weeks, and hours, till liberty

should break my chains and set my struggling
spirit free l That hour, that golden hour of 12,

[The engraving on wood is from a calotype, produced
in Edinburgh about four years ago.]

on the 23rd of October, 1805, I watched on the
dial-plate of Hull High Church, and felt such a

throb of delight as for seven long years I had
been a stranger to !

“ ’Tis liberty alone which gives the flower

Of fleeting life its lustre and perfume,
And wo are weeds without it.”

I was now entirely emancipated from servitude

and slavery
;

I was flapping my young wings in

the triumphant feeling of liberty ! not the liberty

of licentiousness and jacobinism, but natural

rational freedom of body, mind, and will, to which
for seven long years I had been an entire stranger

!

Mr. Peck, my master printer, did me the justice

to write on my indenture, which I can now
show, “ This indenture was faithfully fulfilled,

to the satisfaction of the master and the credit

of the apprentice. Robert Peck.” Poor man !

he sleeps in Hull High Church. And what was
worse, during the whole of this long seven years,

the Sunday shone “ no sabbath-day to me our
publishing-day of the newspaper being Monday,
we had always to work a considerable portion of
Sunday to bo ready

;
so that I had enough to do

to attend in time the High Church in the after-

noon, or to hear the feeling Rev. Mr. Dicky
preach at St. John’s, and sometimes, too, I dined
in Parliament Street, with your dear father and
mother. Harassing and servile duties, late and
early, frost and snow, sometimes till twelve at

night and up again at five, my servitude, I can
assure you, was no bed of roses. Seven long years
I patiently bided my time, but the iron went into

my soul

;

and I now even sometimes dream I

am a captive, but wake and find it luckily

but a dream. I worked for three weeks
as a journeyman printer, waiting with an-

xious expectation each morning a summons
from London, either from my dear brother
"Walter, or your noble and beloved grandfather,

my dear uncle, William Etty, of the firm of

Bodley, Etty and Bodley, 31, Lombard Street ;

*

himself a beautiful draughtsman in pen and ink,

and who, if he had studied engraving, would have
been in the first rank. He smiled on and
patronised my juvenile and puny efforts, but saw
enough to convince him that my heart was in it

alone. These three benevolent individuals, my
uncle, and brother, and Mr. T. Bodley, united
hand in hand to second my aspiring and ardent
wishes

;
and having painted in crayons a head of

your dear mother, Mrs. Clark, and also two suc-

cessful crayon heads of my uncle's two favourite

cats, I was encouraged in this my darling pursuit,

and the sun of my happiness began to shine !

And here I will beg to say—because I hope it

will have an influence on the younger aspirants

in the Art, and I can give the experience of a long
life, that I strongly and strenuously recommend
to their notice—that however I might at tunes,

and who does not, forget my duty to my God
and Maker, yet it was impressed on my min d by
my dear parents, and echoed feelingly in my
own heart, a love and fear of Almighty God,
and a reference of every action to His divine will;

a confidence in His friendly mercy, a fear of
offending Him

;
and I may safely say, I never for

one moment forgot the path of virtue without
the bitterest feeling of remorse and ardent desire

to return to it, the only path of sunshine, happi-

ness, and peace ; and my sincere wish, in what-
ever station of life I was placed, was to be
actuated by an honest desire to do my duty to

God and man, and whatever deficiency may
have arisen, this was my only principle of action,

and one I can confidently recommend to the
young who are desirous of raising the reputation
of themselves or their country, whether in the
Arts or in any other liberal pursuit. Having
said thus much, I will proceed to my story.

I drew from prints or from nature, or from
anything I could

;
I was made at homo at my

uncle’s, I was furnished with cash by my brother.
My first academy was in a plaster-cast shop, kept
by Giauelli, in that lane near to Smithfield, im-
mortalised by Dr. Johnson’s visit to see “The
Ghost ” there. I drew, in heat and cold

;
some-

times the snow blowing into my studio under
the door, white as the casts. There I studied and
drew the “ Cupid and Psyche,” after the antique,
well enough to take to Mr. Opie, to whom I had
a respectable letter of introduction from Mr.
Sharp of Mark Lane, Member of Parliament

;

then, with palpitating heart and admiring feeling

I approached the dread study of this truly great
and powerful artist. He encouraged me, and
gave me a letter to another great and powerful
genius, Fuseli, who admitted me as a probationer
in dear Somerset House. With a flannel vest
tied round his waist and an eagle eye, he received
me in that magic circle of unearthly creations,

peculiarly his own. Opie and Fuseli and Law-
rence were three of that constellation of great

men which certainly graced the reigns of George
III. and IV., and shed a lustro on our beloved
country; the more remarkable and the more
praiseworthy, because it was to the energy and
perseverance of the artists themselves alone, with-

out parliamentaryand government influence, that

these splendid efforts were owing. George III.,

his painters and engravers, will not be forgotten

;

his Woollott, his Reynolds, Opie, Barry, Romney,
Fuseli, will tell a tale for a future day

;
the arms

of England stood alone against united Europe, the
artists made efforts at the same time worthy of
their glorious country and their glorious cause !

I drew in the Royal Academy ! here was an
event in my life so long looked for and hoped for.

[We are reluctantly compelled to postpone to
our next number, the remainder of this highly
interesting document.]

* To Thomas Bodley, Esq., then the junior partner of
the firm of Bodley, Etty and Bodley, I was infinitely

indebted for encouragement, patronage, and support, in
this my new professional career; and with three such
benevolent persons to uphold me I soon began to work
with ardour.

D
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lishxnents, arising in some measure ironi the

novelty of the undertaking, and consequent in-

experience of the masters employed, and partly

from a compliance with the mistaken principle

so commonly acted upon in the public institu-

tions of this country, of forming the council,

or governing body, from classes of men whose
importance is derived from their social position,

or their reputation in other pursuits rather than an
intimate acquaintance with the objects committed
to their care. Improvements have, however,

been gradually introduced, and they are now
directed by teachers, some of whom are distin-

guished for their talents in the higher walks of

Art, as well as a px-actical knowledge of the kinds

of decoration united to the various fabrics and
materials employed in manufacturing purposes.

And thus a class of persons, whose labour for

ages has been devoted to mere mechanical toil,

are beginning to feel that the commonest ai’ticles,

formed of the humblest materials, may be made
to exhibit some beauties, eitherof fonn orof colour.
Those who have paid attention to this interesting

subject, are now convinced, that by educating our

workmen in branches of Ai’t suited to their

occupations, we may develope the dormant
talent and genius Providence has kindly be-

stowed upon all classes
;
and, at the same tune,

inci’ease the national wealth and their own intel-

lectual and pecuniary resources, by combining
taste with ordinary labour.

I do not assume that these examples will

generally furnish models for literal imitation in

ai'ticles suited to modern wants, excepting in

matters of detail, and even in that branch of

study the student should i*efer to nature for the

many examples our botanical collections now
offer him from every part of the world, and
which the aiidsts of former times would doubt-

less have employed had they been acquainted

with such admirable types. It must, however,

be evident to eveiy one who has studied these

relics of the genius of past ages, that in the

almost endless variety of beautiful forms, the

skilful management of materials, and the tasteful

aiTangement of colours they exhibit, the accom-
plished artist will find an abundance of hints on
which he may exercise his judgment iu moulding
them to the shapes necessaiy for present uses.

In fact, if we hope to find Della Robbias in our

potteries, or Cellinis among our workers in

metal, drawing must be made an essential part

of the woi’kman’s as well as the professional

draughtsman’s education; and they must have
their capacities developed and refined by con-

stant opportunities of consulting the best models
and the best woi'ks on every class of decoration.

Perhaps the most apparently original concep-
tions in Ax-t, in Music, or in Poetry, are the mere
embodiments of those floating recollections im-
pressed on our memories, we scarcely know
when, ox* whence, and which assume new forms,
or new combinations oi elegance or beauty, hi

proportion to the activity of those faculties which
create a sympathy for such impressions.

The first example in the present series is a
silver-gilt Grace Cup, belonging to Henry Bevan,
Esq., of Hamilton Place, Piccadilly, and Twicken-

XAMPLES OF MEDIAEVAL ART APPLICABLE TO MODERN PURPOSES.

In commencing a series of illustrated papers under the above title, it is felt that they

will be calculated to gratify not merely antiquaries and those who regard the Arts of

the Middle Ages as a part of its history, but that they may afford the most important

instraction and infonnation to all persons engaged in the Arts of Design.

The painter cannot fail of being conscious how much the truth of a picture, and
consequently the illusion he wishes to produce, depends on his making his accessories

consistent with the time, as well as the character, of the scene represented. And, in

the absence of any public collection in which he can refer to real objects, he will find

these representations of the vaiious articles in use at different periods, both for sacred

and domestic purposes, a valuable collection of authorities on all matters of a decorative

nature.

The class of pex*sons who will probably benefit to the greatest extent by these illustra-

tions, are the artists who are employing their taste and inventive faculties in adding to

articles produced by machinexy, as well as by manual dexterity, the beauty that may
give them value as works of Art.

The government have shown that they are conscioxis of the importance of com-

bining with the gi'eat mechanical skill for which this country is celebrated, the

superior taste common among operatives on the Continent, by establishing Schools of

Design both in the metropolis, and also in the leading manufacturing towns. These in

their earlier stageswere to a considerable degree insufficient

in affording the particular instruction requiredinsuch estab-
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ham House, Twickenham. This exquisite speci-

men of goldsmiths' work is of the 14th century.

The bowl, and also the cover, have each three

windows fitted with enamel, in imitation of

stained glass, the windows being separated from
each other by bands, inlaid with the same pre-

cious material in the shape of flowers and scrolls.

The wonderful delicacyof the gold plates dividing

the lights and tracery of the windows, as well

as the various colours employed in the bands,

shows an amount of manipulative skill in the

execution of this beautiful work of Art truly

astonishing. These plates, although scarcely

thicker than the finest hair-line, are worked
round all the complicated curves with the greatest

accuracy
;
and have proved sufficiently strong to

keep all the parts in their places, with scarcely

an appearance of injury after a service of 500
years. Even the minute crosses on the windows,
and delicate tendrils springing from the scrolls

and mullions, pass completely through the ena-

mel, and are calculated to perplex those unac-

quainted with the process by which they are

imbedded in that material. It is thus : the
gold plates are first worked into the requi-

site forms on a mould. They are then filled in

with the various coloured enamels in a pow-
dered state, and exposed, by means of a blow-

pipe, to a sufficient degree of heat to melt the

enamel without affecting the metal, and then
ground to the requisite thickness, and polished.

In this kind of enamelling, gold was always

used to divide the various colours, no other

metal being sufficiently flexible for that pur-

pose. The bottom of the cup is inlaid with

enamel, similar to the bands. As the small

circles round the base and the rim of the cover

are perforated, I think it not improbable that

they were originally filled with pearls.

The branches of oak leaves and acorns, vine

leaves and grapes, birds, &c., are most
delicately dotted on the surface of the

polished metal, and produce a very

pleasing effect—the dots forming the

shadows where the light falls, while they

catch the reflected light when hi shadow.

The cup is in excellent condition, with

the exception of the top of the finial,

which I have ventured to fill in with

berries to give it a complete appearance,

as the leaves now enclose only a screw,

to which was probably attached the crest

of the person for whom it was made.

It was bought by Mr. Bevan, at Antwerp,
many years ago, and is, I believe, of

Flemish workmanship.
Our next specimen is a very elegant

Salt-cellar, of the 17th century, in the posses-

sion of her most gracious Majesty, at Windsor
Castle. The lower part of the bowl is of
mother-of-pearl. The graceful bunch of flowers

and tendrils forming the top of the cover are of
frosted silver, with the exception of the centre
one, which is coated with green enamel. All
the other portions are of silver gilt.

The remaining cuts are from a most interesting
volume in the British Museum, containing one
hundred and eighty-two drawingsfromgoldsmiths
and jewellers’ work by Hans Holbein. These de-
signs show the exquisite taste and fancy of that
celebrated painter, whose intimate acquaint-
ance with Decorative Art may be seen in the

j

back-ground of many of his pictures, as well
as in the rich dresses of his female portraits.

The profusion of jewellery displayed in most of
them, naturally suggests the idea, that the cele-

brated dames of that time had no faith in the
doctrine that “ beauty unadorned is adorned the
most.”

The two first examples are evidently for

sword or dagger sheaths, and the succeeding one
for a pair of hinges. These designs are for gold,
or more probably silver gilt, and picked in with
black.

The two followingdesigns are forcaskets orbook-
covers, and from the rings on them, were evi-

dently intended to be suspended, most probably
from the girdle, many examples of which may be
seen in the portraits of the period. Mr. Farrer the
celebrated dealer,who has imported from the Con-
tinent many of the finest pictures and rarest arti-

cles of bijouterie which grace our most celebrated
public and private collections, has one of Queen
Mary by Sir Antonio More, in which a book of a
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viride Grecum
;
pro rubro, appone limatunun

latonis cum calamina; pro indico, azorium bonum
vel saffre, unde vitrearii faciunt vitrum indicum.”

“ To make Enamel. Enamel is thus made :

—

Take lead and melt it, occasionally taking

off tbe pellicle which floats on the surface,

until the whole of the lead is wasted away,

of which take one part, and of the powder
hereafter mentioned, as much

;
and this is the

said powder : take small white pebbles wliich are

found in streams, and pound them into most
subtle powder, and if you wish to have yellow
enamel, add oil of filberts and stir with a hazle

rod
;
for green, add filings of copper or verdigris

;

for red, add filings of lathi with calamine
;
for

blue, good azure or saffre, of which glaziers make
blue glass.” See in the same MS, f. 234, “ pro

azuro facicndo,” the chief ingredient being “
la-

pides lazuli, i. lapis minere.” Compare f. 225,

236, vo., “ ad faciendum lazurium,” a composi-

tion of quicksilver, sal-ammoniac, &c. The
mention of “ saffre,” if by that term may be
understood zaffre or cobalt, deserves especial

notice
;
but some writers suppose that the sap-

phire of the ancients was our lapis-lazuli. See
Beckman’s “ Notices of Ultramarine and Cobalt,”

Hist, of Iuv., vol. ii.

The three small borders are designs for enamel.

The fighter tint represents the gold; and the

others, red, blue, and black, according to their

intensity.

This very curious collection of drawings is well

worthy of being consulted by all classes of deco-

rators, for the great variety and ingenuity exhi-

bited in the different designs. They consist of

articles of plate, the various kinds of jewels in

use at that period, sword-hilts and mountings, a

great number of most ingenious monograms,
enamelled borders, and little studies united to

all kinds of ornamental purposes.

The initial letter with which this article com-
mences, is from a drawing in the possession of
Mr. Pickering, the bookseller, of Piccadilly ; and
from its style, and that of another by the same

hand, in which is introduced a figure of Diana,
I imagine it to be by Petit Bernard, the cele-

brated designer of jewellery, binding, &c. to

Diana of Poictiers, the mistress of Henry II. of
France, in which that goddess and her emblem
are so constantly and gracefully employed.

Henry Shaw.

[It may be well to add that we shall be at all times glad

to forward to any Manufacturer such information as he may
consider desirable, in reference to books he may wish to

consult : not only those published in England, but such

also as have been issued on the Continent—especially in

Germany and France. It is scarcely necessary to say that

in the British Museum will be found many curious and

valuable works—which are full of treasures to the Designer

and Manufacturer
;
to these ready access may be bad

;
we

shall be happy to give more distinct reference to them, for

the guidance of those who desire to study from them. We
would state also that Mr. Shaw’s own publications are rich

in suggestions and models, and ought to be in the hands

of all who really aim at excellence in the various Arts of

Manufacture.—Ed.]

and at fier death left it to one of her women of
her bedchamber.”

In an article in the “ Archaeological Journal”

viuuui vie utviiaaxO) cu uiuvc UUlil V

coruli
:

pro viridi, appone limaturam cupri,

* Documens Inedites
;
“ Faris sous Philippe le Bel,” p

similar character is so placed. He has also the

celebrated one formerly belonging to Queen Eliza-

beth, which he bought at the sale of his late

Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex. It is of

solid gold, about three ounces in weight, and
has veiy rich enamels in relief on the covers,

the one representing the Judgment of Solomon,
the other, Moses and the Brazen Serpent. A
memorandum of an early date states, that “ this

book of private prayer was presented by y
e Lady

for June 1845, on the “Decorative Processes in

use during the Middle Ages,” by Mr. Albert

Way, whose exquisite taste and skill as an ama-
teur artist and unwearied zeal in investigating

every department of knowledge connected
with Mediaeval Antiquities have enabled him
to add so many valuable contributions to

our store of information on the subject of

archaeology, will be found a most interest-

ing description of the various kinds of

enamel in use at different periods. He
states that “ the term enamel properly de-

signates vitreous pastes, to which various

colours are given by means of metallic

oxides : they are either opaque or trans-

parent, and are capable of being applied

superficially to several substances, earthy

or metallic, forming a decorative covering,

or revClement, as it is termed by French
writers, of admirable brilliancy and dura-

bility. The rich blue and green colours

which are seen on the little figures of

deities, and on various ornaments dis-

covered in Egypt, appear to be enamels:
porcelain, pottery, and glass, have served as

the ground-work, to which enamel has been
applied with the most attractive effect.”

“ The metals capable of being employed
as ground-work for enamel, are gold, silver,

and copper, brass being of too fusible a
quality. No course of experiments has

hitherto made known the substances of

which ancient enamels were composed, or
the proportions in which they were em-
ployed: a few ancient recipes for com-

pounding enamel have been discovered, and one
of the most interesting is given in an appendix
to this notice. It may here suffice generally to

state, that the colouring paste, which forms the

b;ise, consists of oxides of lead and tin fused with
silex, in certain quantities, the opaque qualities

being given by the oxide of tin, whilst

various colours are produced by the addi-

tion of the metallic oxides ;
thus from copper

green is obtained, red from gold or iron, and
blue from cobalt. The use of this last

mineral, and the exquisite colour produced
from it, seemed to predominate to a remark-

able extent in the earlier enamels ; the

field of wliich is almost invariably enriched

with the brilliant hue of the substance called

smalt.”

The recipe above referred to is from a

Sloane MS. in the British Museum, and is the

most ancient one yet noticed for the compo-
sition of enamel. It appears to have been

written in England in the earlier part of the

fourteenth century. It deserves observation,

as indicating that English artificers were

not unskilled in the art of enamelling

—

that in the roll of the inhabitants of Palis,

a.d. 1292, the names of goldworkers appear,

designated as English men, or of London

;

and that of five enamellers then settled in

Paris, one entered as “ Richardin l’csmaillcur,

de Londres.”* Sloane MS. 1754, f. 231.

“ Ad faciendum Emallum. Emallum sic fit

:

accipe plumbum et funde, semper accipiendo

crustulam supereminentem, quousque totum

vastetur plumbum, de qufi accipe partem

unam, et de pulvere subscripto tantumdem;
et est iste pulvis: Accipe parvos lapillos albos

qui sunt in aquis, et contere ipsos in pulverem

minutissimum ; et si volueris habere citrinum,

Elizabeth Tirwit to Queen Elizabeth during her I

confinement in y
c Tower, and y

c Queen generally i

wore it hanging by a ghold chaine to her girdle,
I
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ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE

TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ARTIFICIAL STONE—STATUARY PORCELAIN.

The necessities of a progressively improving

taste, and the demands made by the growing
desire for those luxuries which mark the advance

of civilisation, have been met in a remarkable

manner by inventions characterised by mechani-

cal ingenuity, artistic skill, and scientific know-
ledge.

The instances already taken as examples of

scientific applications are, many of them, of a

striking character, and to these, as a most apt

illustration of our position, we now add the

rather extensive class of combinations which,

may be grouped under one general head—as

Artificial Stones. These may be divided into

five classes: Semi-vitrified bodies—as opaque
glass, porcelain, stone ware, terra cotta, See.

Hydraulic cements—sulphate and carbonate of

lime, including the largest number of the ce-

ments. The bituminous compounds—as Seyssel

asphalte and the Trinidad mastic. Oleagenous
cements—such as putty composition, Venetian
cement ; and siliceous combinations—as Ran-

some’s stone, Kuhlmann’s, &c. From these it is

our intention to make such a selection as will

enable us to give a popular explanation of the

principles involved in each class, and to show
the advantages derived from a scientific know-
ledge in their various applications to purposes of

ornamentation. This will necessarily extend
itself to several papers. The art of the potter is

perhaps, next to that of the agriculturist, the

most ancient of all ; and the potter’s wheel was
evidently one of the earliest inventions of human
ingenuity taxed to meet the necessities of an
existence, upon which rested the task of labour,

as the only road to the enjoyment of being.

Beyond the mere necessary utensils which
almost through all time appear to have been
manufactured from clays, the passion for orna-

ment, and those strange and mysterious desires

connected with the ignorant worship of an
unknown cause, which lead to the embodyinent
of the idea present to the bewildered mind of

untutored man, have from the remotest antiquity

|
given rise to representations of nature and
imaginings of fancy in the same material. In

the remains of the Assyrian temples, in the

1
tombs of Egypt, and in the marvellous relics of

1
a civilisation which once existed in central

j

America, we find singular evidences of these

attempts in the Plastic Art, many of which are

preserved in our museums, representing, even

in their grotesqueness, a rude history of the
struggle of the human intellect through the

night of ignorance, and affording evidence of the

progress of manufacture. The history of the

Ceramic Art, whether, as the Grecian Myth
relates, it originated with Ceramus, the son of

Bacchus and Ariadne, or with the more humble
Dibutade, the sculptor, is one of far too com-
prehensive a character to be embraced within

our limits, and we refer to it merely for the

purpose of showing, that from the period when
the Nomadic races to the south of the Caucasus
began to assemble within the rude walls of their

first towns, the process of forming ornaments in

artificial stone was one which occupied the
ingenuity of some amongst the tribes. Passing
over the Assyrian and Egyptian examples, we
find in the palmy days of Athens, when the
princely taste of Pericles, and the surpassing

genius of Phidias, rendered that city an example
of the perfection of the sculptor’s art, and when
every dwelling was crowded with its household
gods, that argillaceous compositions substituted

the more expensive natural marbles ; that Phidias

and Miron were pleased at directing the manu-
facturer, not uncommonly furnishing the form
to the more humble artist.

Most of the specimens preserved to us have
more the character of terra cotta than of porce-

lain. The Arabs appear to have been in posses-

sion of a process for glazing earthenware ; and
tablets and other ornamental decorations, of this

material, were employed in the celebrated

Moorish palace of the Alhambra.

The production of true porcelain in Europe,
with which we have more particularly to deal,

dates probably no farther back than 1703, when
a German alchymist, Botticlier, appears to have
produced a white porcelain from the clay of

Aue, near Schneeberg, and founded the manu-
factory of Meissen. The tender porcelain of
Sevres, which was superseded by the discovery

of Botticher, could scarcely be regarded as other

than an opaque glass, being composed of salt-

petre, sea salt, alum, Alicant soda, gypsum from
Montmartre, and sand from Fontainbleau.

It will be necessary before we proceed to any
description of the manufacture of the porcelain

statuary, that we should give some account of

the nature of the materials employed in the

several manufactories on the continent and in

England.

The composition of the mass of the true or

hard porcelain is Kaolin, (a name very generally

adopted from the Chinese,) or China clay a

decomposed felspar, quartz or a pure silicious

sand, and sometimes gypsum. The finest clay

obtained in England, is that procured from the

granite districts in the west of England, and its

average composition is as follows :

—

Silica 4G-00

Alumina 40-00

Iron -27

Lime '43

Magnesia -50

Water and Alkali . . . . 12-80

100 00

We may therefore regard porcelain as a com-
bination of alumina (pure clay), silica (pure flint),

and an alkali (potash), by which the whole is

fused into a semi-transparent mass. The body
of the material must be regarded as clay—

a

porous and spongy body—into which the silicate

of potash (glass) is run, by which it is rendered
a dense mass. Such are the general character-

istics of porcelain, the composition varying

slightly in different manufactories, particularly

as they are dependent upon natural productions

for the substances employed, which is the cause

of the varying physical characteristics of the

porcelain of different districts.

The variety, however, known as Wedgwood
ware, may be regai'ded as approaching nearer to

that employed for porcelain statuary than any
other

;
and in it we have Cornish and plastic clay

fluxed with Cornish china stone, which contains

a large quantity of quartz and potash. From
this kind of stoneware chemical utensils are

produced, and those very interesting imitations

of the celebrated Portland Vase, in winch white
figures are represented upon a blue ground.

The heat to which the porcelain statuary is ex-

posed is, however, very considerably greater

than that required for Wedgwood ware. Wedg-
wood, perceiving the advantages to be derived
from the introduction of elegant forms, suc-

ceeded in obtaining the assistance of Flaxman,
and thus furnished some very fine designs to the

public in this ware. For a very complete account
ofthe Staffordshire Potteries, and of the processes

of manipulation in the several departments, we
must refer to the Art- Journal for 1846, Octo-

ber and November; and in those papers will

also be found some very important notices and
good woodcut illustrations of the beautiful porce-

lain statuary of Mr. Copeland, and of the pro-

ductions of Messrs. Minton and other large manu-
facturing establishments in the Potteries.

The Statuary Porcelain and the Parian, which
in all physical peculiarities resemble each other,

must be distinguished from the “ bisque ” china,

in which a great number of figures have been
produced by Messrs. Minton and others. Those
pretty compositions in which net-work and lace

are introduced, are of “ bisque ;

” the delicate

effect of the drapery being produced by actually

dipping net or lace in the porcelain “ slip,” or

argillaceous mixture, from which the organic

matter is afterwards burned out during the

operation of “ fireing.”

The dead white of these figures is to many
very objectionable, and it became desirable

to introduce some material which should have
the semi-transparency of marble. To this point

Mr. Battam appears to have turned his attention,

and the result of his assiduous experiments was
the production of a most faithful imitation both

as to surface and tint, to which he gave the

name of Statuary Porcelain. Some statuettes

having come under the observation of the editor

of the A rt-Journal, the value of the material was
immediately appreciated

;
and through his instru-

mentality (after being submitted by him to

Mr. Gibson, and other eminent sculptors,

who declared it to be “ the best material

next to marble,”) the specimens were laid

before the council of the Art-Union of London,
and a commission was given from that Society for

the production of a number of copies of Gibson’s
“ Narcissus ” to be awarded as prizes to its mem-
bers. This encouragement gave a healthy stimu-
lant to further exertion ; and during the time
occupied by the execution of the reduced model
of the figure, further experiments were made,
and combinations tried, which resulted in the
production of an improved material scarcely in- i

ferior to marble in appearance. This substance !

is of a cream-white colour, and possesses suffi-

cient transparency of surface to reflect as much
light as is agreeable to the eye. It is unaffected

by the varied conditions of our atmosphere ; i

indeed, strong acids have no effect upon it, and
when soiled it may be cleaned by washing with
soap and water. Before we enter upon any of
the considerations which naturally arise from so

important a scientific application, we must give

some description of the mode in which the manu-
facture of porcelain statuary is earned on in the
works of Messrs. Copeland, Minton, and others. i

We are enabled to do this through the kind atten-

tion of Mr. Thomas Battam, to whom we are

indebted for the origin of the material as at

present employed, haring been furnished by
that gentleman with the following particulars :—
The material is used in a liquid state, tech-

nically termed “
slip,” about the consistency of

thick cream. It is poured into the moulds forming
the figure or group, which, being made of plaster,

rapidly absorb a portion of the moisture, and
the coating immediately next the mould soon
becomes of a sufficient thickness for the cast,

|

when the superfluous “ slip ” is poured back.
,

The cast remains in the moulds for some time at i

a high temperature, by which it is (through the
evaporation that has taken place), reduced to

a state of clay, and sufficiently firm to bear its

own weight when relieved from the moulds,
]

which are then opened, and the different portions
of the subject taken out.

“ Each figure requires many moulds : the
head, arms and hands, legs, body parts of the
drapery, when introduced, and the other details 1

of the subject are generally moulded separately.

In one group, representing “ The Return from
the Vintage,” consisting of seven figures, there
are upwards of fifty moulds, and each of these in

several divisions ; these parts being removed,
have then to be repaired, the seams caused by the
junctions of the mould cleared off, and^the whole
put together. This Is a process requiring, when
well executed, the greatest nicety and judgment,
the fragile nature of the material in its present
state rendering considerable practical knowledge
necessary to form a perfect union of the different

members, and also that they are so disposed as

to be in strict accordance with the original

model. For, though made from the same moulds,
it by no means follows that all the casts will

possess equal merit
;
so much depending upon

the taste and skill of the finisher, ‘ the figure-

maker.’
“ Peculiar care is required in putting together

nude figures, in which the junction of the parts

generally presenting a level circular surface, re-

quires the decision of an educated eye to fix

with accuracy. Surfaces that possess a marked
and broken outline, which will only fit together

at one particular point, are of course exempt
from this difficulty. Want of judgment in this

respect will often cause such a deviation of out-

line, as seriously to injure the beauty of the
work. The parts are attached together by a ‘slip,’

similar to that used for thecasting; the surfacesto
be joined together being either dipped into them,
orthe “slip” isapplied witha pencil, and, according
to the discretion with which this is executed, and
the neatness with which the sections of the
moulds are made to fit, will be the greater or
less prominence of the seams which so often

disfigure pottery castings. It is possible, with

E
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care, that these seams shall be so trifling, as to

be scarcely perceptible, even upon a close exami-

nation ;
and it is only the want of proper pre-

caution that the contrary is too often the rule

instead of the exception.
“ The ‘slip' in this case is merely required to

soften the surface of the clay of the members
which have to be united, just sufficiently to cause

adhesion. All that is used beyond that re-

quirement is not only superfluous, but actually

detrimental
;
moistening the parts to which it

is applied so much that the edges become pliant,

and yielding to the pressure, while being at-

tached, distort the outline, and by causing un-

equal shrinking in the process of firing the

junctures become evident and unsightly. This

fact cannot be too forcibly impressed upon those

engaged in this branch of the Art, as it is of the

greatest importance to their interests, for exactly

in proportion to the beauty and perfection with

which these objects are produced, will this novel

and valuable introduction merit and obtain

success.
“ The figure or group being thus put together

remains two or three days, when being suf-

ficiently dry, it is supported by ‘ props ’ made
of the same material, placed in such posi-

tions as to bear a portion of the weight, and
prevent any undue pressure that might cause

the figure to sink or yield in the * firing.’ Each
end of the ‘ prop ’ is embedded in a coating of

ground flint to prevent adhesion, and is thus

easily removed. It is then placed in the oven,

and submitted to a heat of about 60° ofWedg-

wood’s pyrometer.
“ This operation, which is gradually effected,

occupies from sixty to seventy hours. The fires

are then withdrawn and the oven allowed to

cool ;
and when sufficiently so the figures are

drawn out, the seams rubbed down
;
they are

again placed in ‘ saggars ’ and embedded in

sand, and then re-fired at a still higher tem-

perature than they were previously submitted

to. The bedding of sand is preferred in this

part of the process to ‘ props,' as it more equally

and effectually supports the figure. It could not

be used in the first instance when the figure is

in the clay, as by resisting the contraction, it

would cause it to be shattered to pieces. It is

even sometimes necessary to fire casts three

times, a peculiar degree of heat being required

to produce the extreme beauty of surface which
the finest specimens present.

“ The total contraction of the figures from the

mould to the finished state is one-fourth. The
contraction of the ‘ slip ’ with which the mould
is first charged, to the state in which it leaves

the mould, is one-sixteenth; again it contracts

another sixteenth in the process of drying for the

oven, and one-eighth in the process of vitrifica-

tion, so that a model two feet high will produce a

fired cast of eighteen inches only. Mr. Minton
states the contraction of their improved composi-

tion as being but little more than one-fifth.

“ Now let it be considered, that this contraction

should in an equal degree extend through every

portion of the subject to insure a perfect work;
and it will be immediately apparent that there

is considerable difficulty to be overcome in its

production, particularly to achieve such a result

as would satisfy the requirements of a highly

cultivated taste. Still, difficult as it may be and
is ; with judgment in the selection of subjects,

and practical knowledge brought to bear in their

execution, there is no impossibility in the con-

clusion, that a faithful realisation of the beauties

of the finest works of Art may be effected.

The chemical elements of this composition
arc essentially alumina, silica, and felspar,

which, by the action of the intense heat to which
the mass is exposed, actually agglutinate so as to

form the beautiful body which the finished figures

present,the perfection of which is still more appa-
rent in a fractured portion. Every manufacturer
naturally employs different proportions of each
substance

;
and it often occurs that some material

peculiar to a certain manufactory marks its

character. Wedgwood, for instance, introduced
the sulphate of barytes, or cauk-stone. Bone
ashes are employed by many, and the steatites

are used by others. During the processes of
“ firing,” a very considerable change must neces-
sarily take place in the chemical arrangement of

the constituents, and any volatile bodies are of
course expelled

; it is not therefore to be inferred

that an analysis of a portion of the burnt ware
represents the actual composition before burning,

but as such an analysis is interesting the follow-

ing is given, it having been obligingly undertaken
for us by Mr. J. A. Phillips, of the College of

Civil Engineer's.

Silica .... . . GO 35
Alumina . ... 32-69

Soda 416
Potush 2-55

Lime and Magnesia, a trace

Iron, very faint trace
99-66

The contraction of the composition has been
spoken of as one great obstacle in the way of

perfect success. This depends entirely on a
peculiar physical property of alumina, which
property is so obedient to certain fixed laws, as

to indicate by contraction the heat to which the
clay has been exposed. On a knowledge of this

fact the ingenious Wedgwood constructed his

pyrometer. This instrument consists of pieces

of the Cornish china-clay, moulded into cylinders

of a determinate size, and baked in a low red
heat. These rods of clay were of such a size

that they just entered between two graduated
brass rods, fixed on a brass plate, half an inch
asunder at one end, and 0’3 of an inch at the

other ; and being exposed to any elevated heat,

the degree of shrinking marked the temperature
on Wedgwood's scale. Thus, the heat of melted
silver so contracted the clay, that it could be
passed between the rods to 28°; that of gold
allowed of its being advanced to 32°

; whilst

that of cast-iron shrunk it, so that it could be
pushed forward to 153°. These temperatures
respectively represent 4717°, 5237°, and 21637°

of Fahrenheit’s scale. For practical purposes
this instrument is often employed, but being
liable to some errors, it has, for philosophical

investigations, been superseded by instruments
of greater delicacy.

Such is the property of all clays, no two varie-

ties of clay contract equally for equal heats, but
the contraction is fortunately always the same
for the same kind of clay. The contraction in

volume on the average, for the porcelain clays,

is about 38 per cent. It has been already stated

to what amount the porcelain statuary contracts

in each stage of its manufacture. It will of

course be understood that this depends upon the

manner in which the mass is formed. All bodies

cast in a mould shrink the most, as being more
liquid and less coherent ; those formed by
pressing into a mould the least, owing to the
greater tenacity of the mass. The first contrac-

tions are due to the evaporation of the water

from the material, and the last to the inci-

pient fusion of the mass, and consequently the

closer aggregation of the particles.

When we regard the difficulties of the process

by which the beautiful copies of the works of

our best sculptors are produced in the potteries

in a material closely resembling marble in its

external characters, and even superior to it in

its power of resisting the action of corroding

substances, we cannot but regard the skill and
industry to which the present state of Statuary

Porcelain is due, as worthy of the highest praise.

Wedgwood appealed to high Art for assist-

ance in making creations of the truly beautiful

familiar. With Wedgwood appears to have died
the spirit which actuated him ; and until a com-
paratively recent period, Art appeared to fancy

itself degraded by any association with the eco-

nomy of manufacture. By the energy, however,
of several of our most extensive potters, among
whom Mr. Copeland and Messrs. Minton deserve
especial mention, a new style of material has
been given to the public who, appreciating the
improvement, have stimulated the manufac-
turer to further exertions

;
and the spirit of

Wedgwood, could it revisit the earth, would
rejoice in the restoration of that union of Art and
Manufacture which he made the labour of his life.

In the perfection of the sculptor’s Art we have
certainly the realisation of the highest powers of
the creative faculty. As it is the most difficult,

so is it the most sublime of human attainments,

and the “mind and music ” which seem to breathe
from the chiselled marble exert an influence

only inferior to that of the living expression.

That the creations of genius, destined as they
are to pioneer the way along which mankind
advance in their siege upon ignorance and

j

superstition, should remain as isolated specimens
j

of human power in the halls of wealth is so
deeply to be regretted, that we can scarcely
imagine it can any longer be allowed. The painter
speaks to a world through the medium of the
engraver

;
why may not the sculptor teach as

eloquently through the agency of Ins elder
brother the potter

1

?

Notwithstanding the beauty of many of the
productions in porcelain statuary, the difficulties,

arising in particular from contraction, at present
prevent its taking that elevated ground which
evidently belongs to it. But the well-known
industry of the British labourer in any Art—the
restless desire to excel, which distinguishes the
manufacturers of Great Britain—will, we are
certain, before any prolonged period, achieve
that correctness which will at once place in
vraisemblance the works of the best artists in the
hands of an appreciating public.

We hope in our next article to enter carefully
into an examination of the many interesting

productions of Messrs. Minton, which come
naturally under our consideration, together with
the analogous manufactures of Messrs. Singer
and others.

We feel it a duty we owe to all, to explain at

once that in these articles on the Applications of
Science we have the most earnest desire to give
with correctness the merit of every discovery
and ingenious adaptation to the rightful owner
of it. As this is often a subject of dispute not-

withstanding our care, it may sometimes seem
we err

;
but ever open to correction, we trust to

give offence to none. Between the merits of the
productions of rival manufacturers we will not
attempt any decision, but we hope fairly and
honestly to represent the best points of all. To
our numerous applications to manufacturers con-

nected with “ Artificial Stone,” we have received
the most prompt replies, and, in general, the
desired information. To all we express our
sincere obligations, but in particular we have to

acknowledge the assistance received from Mr.
Battarn and from Mr. Blashfield.

In every manufactory there is a certain amount
of valuable information which may be given to
the world with advantage without at all trench-
ing on those private processes and modes
of manipulation with which, as personal pro-

perty, we have no concern. The manufacturer
may furnish to the experimentalist many sug-

gestive instances, and the man of science at the
same time give to the manufacturer such
knowledge as may serve to economise his
material and increase his profits, and both sup-
ply matter of importance and popular interest

to the public. Our endeavour is to unite these
objects, and with the friendly aid of all parties

wo do not doubt of succeeding.

Bobert Hunt.

THE ARTS IN PORTUGAL.

To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

One of my principal objects in Lisbon was an
inquiry into the present state of the Fine Arts in

Portugal, and to see such collections of pictures as

were there. I did not expect much, but as I had
made no previous inquiries, I own I was greatly

surprised to find there was “no state of the Fine
Arts at all”—that it might almost be said that

neither the taste for, nor the practice of them,
existed

;
and yet this is in a country which pro-

duced in architecture, Batalha, and the chapel

and convent at Belem : the first a beautiful spe-

cimen of pure Gothic," and the latter one of the

most enchanting examples of enriched Gothic I

ever saw : this style is called by the Portuguese,

Gothico-Arabo. I may also mention the doorway
of an old church, in the lower part of the town,

now in ruins, much in the style of the chapel at

Belem, and equally beautiful.

As regards painting
;
in the Museum there is a

large collection of pictures by the “ Gran Vasco,”
and his scholars or followers. These are in the

style of Albert Durer, but I think with much of

the Italian feeling of the time of Perugino. One
should have supposed, with so good a foundation
for a national school, increasing excellence would
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have been found
;
but as far as I could learn, there

are very few others who could be styled Portuguese

painters, although in the beautiful hall of the con-

vent at Belem there are two grand pictures by
Diaz,* especially the one in the middle of the side

of the hall. It is a subject of regret that pictures

of such value as the above should be allowed to

perish for want of a little care, as is the case with

these works, and especially seeing that this, and
the works of Vasco before mentioned, are nearly

all the pictures of early Portuguese masters in

Lisbon. Colcho, a painter of the seventeenth cen-

tury, some of whose works are in Lisbon, was born
in Portugal, but in fact was educated in Spain,

and his principal works are in the Escurial. Viera
was also a Portuguese painter who lived in the

last century; one of his pictures is at the academy;
he studied at Rome, and when I state that he was
a pupil of Carlo Maratti, and that his pictures have
a great resemblance, as the Portuguese admit, or

rather boast, to those of Angelica Kauffman, they
have no reason to be very proud of him. A Portu-
guese artist of the name of Segoreira, lately died at

Rome, whose works were, I have reason to know,
much admired by English artists : the Duke of

Palmella has some of them, which are in the style

of Rembrandt, but I did not see them.
As regards the academy, there is a regular staff

of directors, professors, &c., and som6 of the pupils

whom I saw at work were drawing well from the
round : but in the drawing-school, similar to our
London School of Design, nothing could be worse
than the shaded copies of drawings of ornaments
which the pupils were making : drawings in the
worst taste from the worst examples, and this,

when within two miles of Belem, the beautiful

architectural ornaments afford an inexhaustible
mine of original designs. I saw an unhappy
scholar copying one of the pictures of the “ Gran
Vasco he appeared to be working with great care

and to draw well, but either the professor of paint-

ing did not attend to him, or he considered a pic-

ture painted on a pure white ground, with the

shadows exquisitely transparent, was best copied
on a dark, leather-coloured canvass. M. Fonseca
is the professor of painting. I saw some of the
frescoes which he has just painted for a new
church

;
as far as execution goes, he appears to

have been successful, but the designs are of the
commonest conventional kind, just such as might
be compounded out of any book of prints, from
second-rate pictures, and are quite out of harmony
with the very delicate light blue ornaments of the
ceiling : the pictures are hard and black, and in a
very short time they will be darker, and the orna-

ments will fade, and the frescoes will look like

dark spots on a white roof: this is the more re-

markable, as I understood that the painter directed
the whole of the ornaments, as well as executed
the frescoes, so that he had a better chance than
the artists have who are employed at our Houses
of Parliament, where the architect decorates, and
several painters, in different styles and modes of
execution, all work in the same chamber, and of
necessity produce a very incongruous whole.
There are one or two other painters, students of

M. Fonseca, who are, I believe, now abroad. M.
Fonseca studied under the patronage of Count
Farobo for ten years, at Rome, and amongst some
good copies by him, made in Italy, there is one of
the “ Transfiguration of Raphael,” in the Count’s
collection^ which appears well executed, though,
like his frescoes, it is rather black. I saw a large
picture of his in progress at the academy, intended
lor an altar-piece, which appeared, in all respects,
inferior to his frescoes. At the academy I visited
the school of engraving, the professor appeared
very old, and there was a solitary pupil

;
he was

etching an immense plate of Batalha, from a
print by the professor, and had the consolation to
learn that he would be two or three years occupied
in its execution.

I visited the studio of the Chevalier L. P. de
Menezes, a young man of good family in Lisbon,
who has devoted himself to painting, and has
studied for more than three years in Rome and
Venice. I saw some well executed copies and
memoranda made whilst there

;
an excellent large

picture of an old beggar and boy, and two or
three good portraits. His style is broad and his
colouring good, and he evidently appears to have
preferred Paul Veronese to others of the Venetian
masters, as regards colour and mode of execution.
His recent portraits are executed in a bold broad
manner, which reminded me somewhat of those
by Opie.f If the Fine Arts are destined to be

e Diaz painted about 1534. The Portuguese consider
that he studied at Rome, and was a contemporary of “the
Gran Vasco,” and the pupil of M. Angelo and Raphael.

t I understand that one of the royal palaces (Aguda), not
yet finished, is decorated with frescoes, but that these are
quite below criticism, so I did not visit them.

cultivated in Portugal, I think it is probable he is

the person who will give the first impulse.
It is useless to speculate on an independent

country communicating at once with Italy, Ger-
many and Spain, not having, since the earliest
times of the revival of painting and architecture,
produced any works worthy of observation

;
for

even as to architecture there are, I believe, no
examples of these fine works I have mentioned
being followed. All the churches, convents, and
the palaces, are either bad Greek or Roman, or in
the Boromini style

;
nay, the Gothic church at

Belem has a chapel with Ionic and Corinthian
columns, and the organ-gallery has been repaired
with a Greek screen, not, however, more barba-
rous than the additions and repairs in the Duomo
at Milan, where the same grievous inconsistencies
have been perpetrated. I thought that in Eng-
land, we were at the head of the Art of book-
making, but I find Count Radzinski, in his two
works (Les Arts en Portugal, and Diclionaire
Historico-artistique) has beaten us hollow. I

really believe I have stated all there is worth
relating as to Portuguese Art, and yet the Count
has, by bringing together a host of names, many,
nay most of which, are unimportant, quoting books
which he quotes but to rebut, giving long accounts
of evidence relating to the shadowy existence of
the “ Gran Vasco;” printing a translation of an
old Portuguese treatise on painting, which shows
nothing relating to Portuguese Art, and rebutting
iu the end what he has brought forward at the
beginning, enumerating third-rate altar-pieces and
bad churches, printing the catalogue of the exhi-
bition of the student-pictures in 1843, without even
stating any opinion of their works

;
and thus has

made up his two volumes.
I may mention that as regards portrait-painting

(which generally flourishes even in countries where
the Fine Arts have taken no deep root), except the
portraits I have mentioned of M. de Menezes, there
is no artist who appears capable of painting a head.
Some adventurer of the lowest order came from
Madrid a short time since, and painted the whole
of those who wished to perpetuate their likenesses,
at about 21. 10s. per head.

I may also mention that there is not a single
painter either of landscape, or what is termed
tableau de genre.
The drawing-master of the Orphan’s Hospital at

Belem, painted a portrait ofthe present queen, her
father and his second wife

;
I do not think even

the Vicar of Wakefield would have patronised
such a painter. If, as must be the ease in every
civilised country at some time or another, the Arts
should flourish here, this work will be preserved
in one of the finest buildings, as a curious specimen
of what was the state of native Art, patronised by
royalty in Portugal in the nineteenth century.

I am aware that the distractions of politics and
revolutions, past, present, and perhaps to come,
prevent even the most enlightened from turning
their attention to the cultivation of the Fine Arts
at this present moment. But in happier times
there must be much to hope

;
and I think, consider-

ing that the king himself is a friend of Art, and,
like his Royal Highness Prince Albert, both draws
and engraves,* it is impossible but that he must
see the value to his adopted country of the Fine
Arts, as one of the surest means of civilisation

;
and

as a question of commerce the point is of impor-
tance. At present one does not see in the few
manufactures of ornaments in jewellery, pottery,
or decoration, the slightest symptoms of taste or
knowledge

;
the shops being filled with jewellery,

printed papers, bronzes, &c., of French manufac-
ture

;
and yet, from what I saw at the academy,

I think it is clear that much of practical skill in
drawing would soon be called into existence if
there were but the demand.

In my statement as to the deficiency of orna-
mental manufactures I ought to except that of
painted tiles. These appear admirably executed,
and many of the exteriors of houses, and the walls of
rooms, are ornamented with them

;
some have very-

bold and finely designed ornaments and figures.
Whilst I foresee that it is probable the taste and

knowledge of the king, in happier times, may in-
duce him to devote himself to the encouragement
of the Fine Arts, as applicable to the luxuries and
enjoyments of the rich, and to the improvement of
the manufactures of the country, I feel assured,
from what I saw of M. de Menezes’s works, that his
Majesty will find in him a person well able to
carry into execution, what may be considered
desirable to give the necessary impulse to the re-
vival of painting, both in the higher branches and
in ornamental design.

H. B. K.

* I accidentally saw one of his drawings and several of
his etchings, which show much dexterity of execution and
considerable feeling.

SCHOOL OF DESIGN AT BELFAST.

Amid the din of political excitement and the dis-
tress and misery consequent upon popular insurrec-
tions, with accounts of which the Irish newspapers
have so long teemed, it is not a little gratifying to
find the columns of the Belfast Northern Whig
occupied with an exceedingly interesting statement
of a meeting, the object of which is to promote the
arts of peace, and to afford assistance and encou-
ragement to native talent and industry. On the
27th of November last, a large number of indi-
viduals interested in the trade and prosperity of
Belfast assembled in the Town Hall of that city,
for the purpose of taking the necessary steps towards
the foundation of a School of Design, the Govern-
ment having placed at the disposal of the Lord
Lieutenant a grant to aid the establishment of
three such schools in Ireland

;
the other two are

proposed to be formed at Dublin and Cork. With-
out any disparagement to these latter cities, it may
fairly be presumed that Belfast, from the extent
and importance of its manufactures, is entitled to
primary consideration in a matter of this nature,
for though its population is numerically far inferior
to either, it is unquestionably the manufacturing
capital of Ireland, and the great bulk of the inha-
bitants are engaged in a variety of trades directly
interested in Schools of Design, such as the linen,
sewed muslins, damask weaving, ornamental iron
work, paper and glass staining, &c. Ac.

In proof of the disadvantages with which the
manufacturers of Belfast have hitherto had to
contend, it has been stated that they frequently
receive from abroad patterns for imitation, which
have been originally produced on the Continent,
and afterwards exported to America and the West
Indies. As it is found impossible to imitate these
patterns successfully in similar styles, there is no
alternative but to copy them, and even this is clum-
sily done. The articles upon which they are re-
produced are then exported to markets where the
designs are already old and well known, and arc
frequently sold at a “ruinous sacrifice” in conse-
quence. Even when designs of more than average
merit are wrought here, they cannot be sold as
Belfast work, but must be passed in the market as
the production of another country, the prejudice
arising from its general inferiority being so strong
against it. As an exception to this almost universal
fact, it was stated by one of the speakers at the
above meeting that Mr. Andrews, the extensive
manufacturer of damasks at Ardoyne, near Belfast,
had produced many original designs in his estab-
lishment, which were considered to be of the very
highest order and of the most beautiful character

;

these “had found their way to all parts of the world,
where they were much admired.” Now, we can
testify to the truth of this, from having ourselves
seen numerous specimens of Mr. Andrews’ taste
and skill—some of which we have introduced at
former times into the pages of our Journal. We
may here notice a compliment paid us by another
speaker—Dr. McGee,—a compliment to which we
presume to think our efforts in the cause of Manu-
facturing-Art entitle us; but for which we are not
the less grateful to the speaker. This gentleman
remarked, that most of the information he had
derived with reference to the statistics of this
department of Art, he had gathered from “ the
pages of the Art-Journal, an excellent publication,
which should be in the hands of every one who
wished to foster or encourage Arts or Manufac-
tures.” Such testimony, we may be permitted to
say, is not of rare occurrence; it is, however, our
reward for the past, and an additional stimulus to
persevere in the course we have pursued.

It is scarcely necessary for us to add that the
promoters and supporters of the Belfast School of
Design shall have our hearty concurrence and aid
to enable them to carry out their plans

;
its ulti •

mate success must, however, in a great measure,
rest with those who are most interested in it, and
who must derive the greatest advantages from it,

namely, the Manufacturers: these must give not
only their pecuniary assistance, but their personal
attendance to direct, to stimulate, and to encourage

:

the supervision and control of the school should
not he left to irresponsible directors, however ener-
getic, nor to the entire superintendence of masters,
however able and energetic. Some of our English
establishments have suffered in repute, and have
lessened their means of usefulness, because the
manufacturers of the respective localities have kept
aloof from them. They who attend Schools of
Design as pupils expect (and the expectation is a
reasonable one), that the result of their attention
and study will be recompensed by those who have
watched over their progress— their future em-
ployers.
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LIEUT.-COLONEL ROBERT BATTY, F.R.S.

It is with much regret we record the death of this

eminent amateur artist, at his residence, Ridgmount

Place, Ampthill Square, after long suffering, on

the 20th of November last. Licut.-Colonel Batty

was formerly of the Grenadier Guards, in which

regiment he served during the campaign of the

Western Pyrenees and at Waterloo.

Among his military honours may he reckoned

his employment as aide-dc-camp to Sir William

Clinton in Portugal; also on the stafF of Count

(now Prince) Woronzow, who commanded the

Russian forces at Maubcuge. He has recorded the

gallant services of his corps in a quarto volume,

illustrated with an admirable plan, and views of

his own taking, etched by himself.

His historical memoir of Waterloo (where he

was wounded by a shell in the hip while in square),

met with the decided approbation of the great

Commander, the Duke of Wellington.

Licut.-Colonel Batty was well known in the

world of Art for a number of interesting works

engraved by eminent men.
The son of an eminent physician, at the age of

fifteen he accompanied his cousin, the present Lord

Langdale, to Italy, where he probably laid the

foundation of a taste for Art, which he afterwards

cultivated with so much success.

In the Somerset House Gazette of May 1824,

there is a very flattering but just notice on the

first part of his “ Views on the Rhine, Belgium, and

Holland.” The notice says

“

The family of this

gentleman is particularly identified with the Arts.

Dr. Batty, M.D., the father of the Captain, long

and deservedly esteemed by his own profession,

has been equally long known as an amateur artist

and encourager of the Arts. The fair daughter of

the Doctor too, eminent for her topographical taste,

has given to the world a series of Views of Italian

Scenery, illustrative of a tour which she made to

those classic regions, in an elegant publication,

which will perpetuate her fame among the most

distinguished of her sex.” The venerable Doctor

still survives. The daughter, now married to Mr.

Philip Martineau of the Court of Chancery, retains

her brilliant talents, which served latterly to soothe

the suffering invalid, her brother, who, with para-

lysed limbs, painted within a few weeks of his

lamented death.

Lieut.-Colonel Batty was educated at the ancient

College of Gonville and Caius
;
and not long after

entering the army, he returned on leave to Cam-
bridge, and took his degree in Medicine, for which
profession he had been originally intended, but

which he finally relinquished for the army. He
again visited Italy, and also made the tour of

Spain, alone, with no other protection on his person

but the penknife he cut his pencil with. He for-

tunately met with no molestation, and sketched

some wonderfully accurate views of Madrid, and of

nearly every place of interest or importance in that

country. Of these, a very few years ago, he finished

in water-colour a selection for publication, similar

to and equalling, if not surpassing, his other works

;

and we regret that diffidence of success on the part

of the publishers to whom it was disposed of, has

hitherto prevented its publication.

His other works of Art, all of which have been
much esteemed, but which we have not now space

to mention more particularly, arc the French
Scenery, German Scenery, Views of the principal

Cities of Europe, and Welch Scenery.
His highly respected father-in-law, Sir John

Barrow, Bart., who survived him but three days,

died suddenly on the 23i'd of November last, at the

advanced age of eighty-four, having apparently
been, till within the hour of his death, in that
health and strength, which, with scarce an excep-
tion, he enjoyed during the whole of his life.*

MR. "WILLIAM SKELTON.

This eminent historical and portrait-line engraver
was horn in London on the 14th of June, 1763. He
was descended from the ancient family of the
Skeltons, in Cumberland, by a branch which
settled subsequently in Yorkshire. He was some-
time pupil of James Basire, and afterwards of

William Sharp, the celebrated engraver; he was
also a student of the Royal Academy, and enjoyed
through life the intimacy of most of the distin-

guished members of that Society.
Sir Richard Worslcy, Bart., and Charles Town-

• We are indebted to his friend, and brother soldier and
amateur artist, Captain J. D. King, for this notice. He
helped to soothe the last days of this accomplished man, and
witnessed daily the unremitting attention of the amiable
wife and daughters, to alleviate the sufferings of the best of
husbands and most affectionate of fathers.

ley, Esq., were amongst his earliest patrons. Then
both Boydell and Macklin (at that time rival print-

publishers,) gave him considerable commissions.

The Dilettanti Society employed him for several

years
;
and amongst their valuable engravings are

to be found the best specimens of Mr. Skelton’s

skill. Towards the close of his professional career

he published, on his own account, his series of

Royal Portraits, which embraced that of George
III. and every male member of his family.

His laboui's were so far rewarded, that in time a

competent independence accrued to him, and he
thus was enabled to indulge in his naturally bene-

volent disposition. He became, at an early age, a

guardian of the Asylum for Female Orphans at

Lambeth
;

to which valuable institution he was
introduced by his father, who was likewise a

guardian till his death. So great, indeed, was his

devotion to this Charity, that for nearly sixty years

he bestowed upon it his unceasing care. He was
upwards of fifty years on the Acting Committee, so

that he was called the Father of this Asylum, as

he well might be, for he was for several years the

oldest guardian. He seemed to know every mem-
ber, and to be deeply interested in the welfare of

every child in the Institution. Nor were his bene-

volent acts confined to this Charity : his quiet and
gentle earnestness in every work of private bene-

volence was unbounded
;
and at many a poor hearth

,

which he had cheered by his kindness, there will

be deep sorrow for the loss of this most amiable

old man. He died at Pimlico, on the 13th of

August, 1848, in the eighty-sixtli year of his age.

MR. CHARLES HEATH.

The death of this eminent engraver took place on
the ISth of November, in the sixty-fourth year of

his age. He was brought up to his profession by
his father James Heath, who had also acquired

reputation in this d partment of Art by his plates

for illustrating books, and more especially by his

full-length portrait ot “ Washington” after Stewart,

“Death of Major Pearson” after Copley, and
“ Riots in Broad Street ” after Wlieatly. Many of

the works of Stothard and Smirke have been
admirably executed by him. The father was an
able preceptor, and the son availed himself of

the instruction afforded him, in a manner to carry

book-illustration in the form of the Annual, to a

very high degree of perfection. Indeed, it is in

this class of plates that his excellence has been
principally shown, his larger productions being of

unequal power. Some of his plates after the single

figures of G. S. Newton, lt.A., were exquisitely

tender in treatment
;
and the feeling characterising

the portrait of Lady Peel, after Lawrence, has

never been surpassed. In his execution there was
a delicacy of line perfectly adapted to book illus-

trations; but when this was applied to larger plates,

necessarily demanding more forcible treatment,

the effect was not so happy. It has been said

fur Mr. Heath, that he was the projector of the

Annual
;

the originator he was not
;

but he
was at least early in the field, and until a late

period of his life had been engaged in works
which may be said to have originated in this

temporarily popular kind of work, to which it

cannot be denied that Art of every department is

much indebted. Enterprises of this kind were

numerous: some were successful, and many were
failures; they afforded, however, employment to

painters and engravers, and were a means of bring-

ing together the artist and the living author, the

labours of the former having been principally be-

stowed on the illustration of the works of the men
of a past time. The plates of Mr. Heath have been
among the latest surviving works of the genre with

which they have been so extensively identified,

and to their author there is due no small share ot

the honour of having contributed to establish a

taste for superior book illustration
;

for to those

who have watched the progress of book-plate

engraving, it must be obvious that the excellence

of this department of Art has enforced a corre-

sponding amelioration in every department asso-

ciated with letterpress. Mr. Heath’s very exten-

sive engagements led to the employment of many
pupils and assistants, some of whom have already

acquired reputation. Mr. Doo, the engraver of

“ Knox Preaching before Queen Mary,” was a

pupil of Mr. Heath, as also was Mr. Watt, another

of the most eminent artists of our day. Of late

years he may be said to have been the principal of

a school of engraving, for of the many works that

came forth under his name, there were but few
that were executed by his own hand, his principal

occupation being the superintendence of the nume-
rous publications in which he was interested. Mr.
Heath has left a large family to lament his loss,

one of whom is already distinguished in the same
profession in which his father has long enjoyed a

position so eminent.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

TOE WOODEN BRIDGE.

1’AINTr.R, SIR A. W. CALLCOTT, U. A. ENGRAVER II. BENTLEY.

This is a small gem, belonging strictly to the class

of imitative Art
;
a faithful objective treatment of

a simple prospect
;
one of those homely scenes in

which the vicinity of our English towns and villages

so richly abound.
“ The Wooden Bridge ” occupies the centre of

the picture
;

the clear water of the calm stream
which passes under it, is slightly rippled by some
ducks sporting on its surface to the right

;
on the

opposite side, a man seated in a boat is conversing
with a woman, who holds an infant in her arms,
and stands on a small landing-place near him—the

greeting, perhaps, of a wife and husband after the

latter’s return from market. On the left of the
bridge above is a farm-house, or some other rustic

tenement, agreeably situated in the shelter of a
cluster of tall trees. The otherwise calm solitude

of the scene is interrupted by the passing cart, just
on the point of crossing the bridge

;
a simple inci-

dent,—one, however, which agreeably and effec-

tively connects our retired scene with the busy world
beyond it.

The execution of the picture is very elaborate,

and it is much more positively coloured than the
generality of the larger works of the painter.

The fine cluster of trees contrasts beautifully with
the bright sky above, and the eye is very cleverly

drawn to the bridge, the principal feature of the

picture, by the judicious introduction of the white
horse just emerged from the shady retreat on the

left. The colouring is remarkably rich and healthy
throughout, and the foreground acquires consider-

able force by the delicacy with which the distant

prospect, seen beneath the bridge, is managed.
Besides “ The Wooden Bridge,” the Vernon Col-

lection contains other remarkable examples of this

artist—painted at epochs far apart. These works
exemplify, that how much soever a man of genius
may yield, for a time, to the prevailing axiom of a

school, he could not consent to look at Nature accord-

ing to rule, and paint her from reflection. Callcott

was a student to the end of his life
;
with him it was

never too late to learn
;
and if we examine the works

of any painter who sincerely acknowledges this,

they will ever be distinguished by the freshness of

Nature, without betraying signs of the waning
powers of the physical man—a fact incontestibly

evidenced by the last important picture painted by
this artist, entitled, we believe, “An English
Landscape,”— a work of merit sufficiently exalted

to take rank by the side of the rarest productions
of any school.

Manner is the heresy of Art, and it is deeply inte-

resting to observe a powerful and inquiring intelli-

gence growing up to conviction in the true faith—

•

that of Nature. We see in this collection the point

of departure of this distinguished painter, and we
remember the last of his glories

;
we instance, in

short, his alpha and omega, but we have not space

here to follow the progress of his conquest of repu-

tation. Like many other men, Callcott mistook

the direction of his powers. He intended himself

for a portrait-painter, and laboured hard to make
himself one, but without success. His first essay

in landscape-painting, ventured by ac^’ice of a
friend, was a common-place subject, a heath scene,

or some such material. It was at once a reputation,

and changed the destinies of its author.

The character of the works of Callcott is a com-
bination of sweetness and tranquillity unbroken by
any acerbity of intonation, undisturbed by any
obtrusive impertinence. He saw and admitted the

importance of every component of natural composi-

tion, and he dealt with the whole in a manner
which few have accomplished

;
he recorded and

enumerated every item and existence which he
himself saw

;
they are all on his canvasses, but the

eye must seek them
;
and this constituted a great

measure of his superiority over others who could

only generalise by omission ; for if these attempted

an accurate relation of what they beheld, they fall

into vulgarities which they mistake for emphatic

expression. The best living landscape-painters

recommend students to begin by carefully studying
“ little bits.” When we look at the unassuming

picture, “ The Wooden Bridge,” our eye always

falls upon the sedges at the water’s edge, and

we recognise at once the value of the precept.

Certain painters affect to have done with Nature—
and they close her book—but if we mark this epoch

of their lives, here we find the beginning of their

decline. The Sybillinc volume was before Callcott

even to the end of his life : and thus, had he lived

even longer, his hand might have trembled with

age, but the works of that hand must have ever

been fresh and young.
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PILGRIMAGES to ENGLISH SHRINES.

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY
F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A.

THE BIRTH-PLACE OF THOMAS CHATTERTON.

HATTERTON—poor
Chatterton ! We
Lad been brood-
ing sadly over
his fragment of

a life, ending at

seven teen—
when ordinary
lives begin—and
turning page
after page of Ho-
race Walpole’s
literary fooleries,

to find his ex-

planations and
apologies for

want of feeling

and sympathy,
flippant style, and heartless commen-

taries, illustrate to perfection; and we closed,

with an aching heart, the volumes of both the
parasite of genius, and him who was its mightiest

creation and most miserable victim :
—

‘ The marvellous boy who perished in his pride !

’

It was only natural for us to recal the many
instances we have ourselves known, during
the past twenty years, or more, of sorrow and
distress among those who sought distinction in

the thorny labyrinths of literature :—those who
‘ waged with Fortune an eternal war,

Checked by the scoff of Pride, by Envy’s frown,
And Poverty’s unconquerable bar ;

’

and those who, after a brief struggle with unto-

ward fate, left the battle-field, to die, ‘unpitied

and unknown !

’

We have seen the career of a young literary

man commenced with the first grand requisite

of all excellence worth achieving

—

enthusiasm
;

high notions of moral honour, and a warm de-

votedness to that ‘ calling’ which lifts units to a

pinnacle formed of the diy bones of hundreds
slain. We have seen that enthusiasm frozen by
disappointment—that honour corrupted by the

contamination of dissipated men—that devoted-
ness to the cause fade away before the great

want of nature—want of bread—which it had
failed to bestow. We have seen, ay, in one little

year, the flashing eye dimmed—the round cheek
flattened—the bright, hopeful creature, who
went forth into the world—rejoicing like the
sun to run his course—dragged from the waters
of our leaden Thames, a discoloured remnant of
mortality—recognised only by the mother who
looked to him for all the world could give !

This is horrible—but it is a tragedy soon
played out. There are hundreds at this moment
possessed of the consciousness of power without
the strength to use it. To such, a little help
might lead to a life of successful toil—perhaps
the happiest life a man can lead. A heritage of
usefulness is one of peace to the last. We knew
another youth, of a more patient nature than he
of whom we have just spoken. He seemed never
weary. We have witnessed his nightly toil; his
daily labour; the smiling patience with which
he endiu’ed the sneers levelled, only in English
society, against ‘ mere literary men.’ We remem-
ber when, on the first day of every month, he used
to haunt the booksellers’ shops to look over the
magazines, cast his eyes down the table of con-

tents, just to see if ‘his poem’ or ‘his paper’
had been inserted—then lay them down one
after another with a pale sickly smile, ex-

pressive of disappointment, and turn away
with a look of gentle endurance. The inser-

tion of a sonnet, for which perhaps he might
receive seven shillings, would set him dream-
ing again of literary immortality

;
and at last

the dream was realised by an accident, or rather,

to speak advisedly, by a good Providence.
He became known—known at once— blazed

forth : something he had written attracted the
town’s attention, and ladies in crowded drawing-

rooms stood upon chairs to see that poor, worn,
pale man of letters : and magazines, and grave
reviews, and gaily-bound albums, all waited for

his contributions—charge what he pleased ; and
flushed with fame, and weighed down with
money—money paid for the very articles that

had been rejected without one civil line of
courtesy—the great sustaining hope of his life

was realised
;
he married one as worn and pale

with the world's toil, as himself—married—and
died within a month ! The tide was too tardy

in turning !

Who shall say how many men of genius have
walked, like unhappy Cliatterton, through the
valley of the shadow of death, and found no
guide, no consolation—no hope

;
if, the one

Great Hope had not been most mercifully

planted early in their hearts and minds.

It was with melancholy pleasure that, during

the past summer, our Pilgrimage was made to

the places connected with the boy’s memory, in

Bristol
;

first to Colston's school, in which he
was educated ;* next to the dull district in which
he was either born or passed his boyhood ; then
to the Institution, where his ‘ Will,’ a mad docu-

ment, and other memoranda connected with his

memory, are preserved with a degree of care,

that seems—or is—a mockery, when contrasted

with the worse than indifference of the city to all

that concerned him when alive
;
next to the

house of Master Canynge, and next to the monu-
ment (RedclifFe Church) with which his name will

be associated as long as one of its stones remains
upon another : chewing the cud of sweet and
bitter fancies through its long-drawn aisles

;
pon-

dering sadly in the muniment-room, where the

cofres that suggested the forgeries, still lie rot-

ting; and gazing with mingled sorrow and surprise

on the ‘ Cenotaph to Chatterton,’ which now,
taken to pieces, occupies the corner of a damp
vault

—

‘ A solemn cenotaph to thee,
Sweet Harper of time-shrouded minstrelsy !

’

knocks. A poor organ-boy, whom we have long

known, was moving, rather than walking, in the

centre : his hat flapped over his eyes by the rain,

yet still he turned the handle, and the damp
music crawled forth : he paused opposite our

door, turned up the leaf of his hat, and looked

upwards : we missed the family of white mice
which usually crawled on the top of his organ

:

poor child, he had sheltered them in his bosom

;

it was nothing more than natural that he
should do so, and the act was common-place
enough—but it pleased us—it diminished our
gloom. And we thought, if the great ones of

the land would but foster the talent that needs,

and deserves, protection from the storms of life,

as that lonely boy sheltered the creatures en-

trusted to his care, the world would be all the

better. We do not mean to insult the memory
of such a genius as Chatterton by saying that he
required a patron—the very sound is linked

with a servility that degrades a noble nature

:

but we do say he sadly wanted a friend—some
one who could have understood and appreciated

his wonderful intellectual gifts; and whose
strength of mind and position in society would
have given power to direct and control the over-

leaping and indomitable pride which ultimately

destroyed ‘the Boy.’ His career teaches a

lesson of such rare value to all who seek dis-

tinction in any sphere of life that we would have

it considered well—as a beacon to warn from ruin.

* Oh ! what a tangled web we weave,
When first we practise to deceive !

•

Despite his marvellous talents, his industry, his

knowledge, his magnitude of mind, his glorious

imagination, his bold satire, his independence,

his devotional love of his mother and sister—if

lie had lived through a long age of prosperity,

Chatterton could never have been trusted, nor

esteemed, from his total want of truth. His is

the most striking example upon record of the

necessity for uprightness in word and deed.

Where a great end is to be achieved

—

Ah ! such books as we have been reading, and
such memories as we have been recalling, are,

after all, unprofitable —a darkness without light

We closed our eyes upon the world, which, in our

momentary bitterness, we likened to one great

charnel-house, entombing all things glorious and
bright. We walked to the window; the rain

was descending in torrents—pour, pour; pat-

tens clattered in the areas, and a solitary post-

man made the street echo with his impatient

» Of Edward Colston, well and beautifully has William

Howitt said, ‘ You cannot help feeling the grand beneficence

of those wealthy merchants, who, like Edward Colston,

make their riches do their generous will for ever ; who
become thereby the actual fathers of their native cities to

all generations'; who rolloff, every year of the world’s pro-

gress, some huge stone of anxiety from the hearts of poor

widows; who clear the way before the unfriended, but

active and worthy lad
;
who put forth their invisible hands

from the heaven of their rest, and become the genuine

guardian angels of the orphan race for ever and ever

:

raising from those who would otherwise have been out-

casts and ignorant labourers, aspiring and useful men

;

tradesmen of substance
;
merchants the true enrichers of

their country, and fathers ofhappy families. How glorious

is such a lot ! how noble is such an appropriation ofwealth

!

how enviable is such a fame ! And amongst such men
there were few more truly admirable than Edward Cols-

ton ! He was worthy to have been lifted by Chatterton to

the side of the magnificent Canynge, and one cannot help

wondering that he says so little about this great benefactor

of his city.’

there must be consistency, a union between
noble daring and noble deeds— there must
be Truth ! No man has ever deviated from
it without losing not only the respect of the

thinking, but even the confidence of the un-

wise. Chatterton’s earliest idea seems to have
been how to deceive; and, were it possible to

laugh at youthful fraud, there would be some-
thing irresistibly ludicrous in the lad bewilder-

ing the old pewterer, Burgum. Imagine the

fair-haired rosy boy, the brightness of Ins extra-

ordinary eyes increased by the covert mischief

which urged him forward—fancy his presenting

himself to Master Burgum, who, dull as his own
pewter, had the ambition, which the cun-
ning youth fostered, of being thought of an
‘ancient family’—fancy Chatterton in his poor-

school dress presenting himself to this man,
whose business, Chatterton’s biographer, Mr.
Dix, tells us, was carried on in the house now
occupied by Messrs. Sanders, Bristol Bridge,*

» Our engraving shows this house, and Bristol Bridge,
both memorable as being connected with the earliest of
Chatterton’s fabrications. Bristol Bridge was finished in
September, 1768, and in the October following Chatterton
sent to ‘Felix Farley’s Bristol Journal,’ the curiously
detailed account of the ceremonial observances on
opening the ancient bridge at Bristol, * taken from an

F



and informing him that he had made a discovery

—presenting to him various documents, with a

parchment painting of the De Burgham arms, in

proof of his royal descent from the Conqueror.

Mr. Dix assures us, ‘ that never once doubt-

ing the validity of the record, in which his own
honours were so deeply implicated, he presented

the poor bluecoat-boy, who had been so fortunate

in finding so much, and so assiduous in his en-

deavours to collect the remainder, with five

shillings
!'

Blush, Bristol, blush at this record

of a citizen’s meanness ;
the paltry remuneration

could have hardly tempted even so poor a lad

as Thomas Chatterton to continue his labours

for the love of gain; yet he furnished Burgum
with further information, loving the indulgence

of his mystifying powers, and secretly satirising

the folly he duped.

It is quite impossible to trace back any circum-

stance which could, to speak advisedly, have led

to such a course of deception as was practised by
this boy

;
bom of obscure parents, his father, a

man of dissolute habits, was sub-chanter of the

Cathedral, and also master of the free school in

Pyle-street
;
this clever, but harsh and dissolute

man died in August, 1752, and the poet was
bom on the 20th of the following November.*
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Such a parent could not be a loss
; he would

have been, in all human probability, as care-

Old Manuscript, ’ and which, being; his first printed
forgery, led, by the attention it excited, to the produc-
tion of other works, and among them the Rowley
Poems. At this time he was in his 16th year ; but some
years before he had fabricated Burgum’s pedigree, and
some poetry by a pretended ancestor of his, of the alleged
date of 1320, called 1 The Romaunte of the Cnyghte.’ The
house where Burgum lived, and where Chatterton first

tried his powers of deception, is the central one of the
three seen above the bridge in our cut.

• The place of Chatterton’s birth has been variously
stated; Mr. Dix, in his ‘Life of Chatterton,’ has men-
tioned three. His first being that ‘ he was born on the
20th of November, in the year 1752, in a house situated on
Redcliff Hill, behind the shop now (1837) occupied by Mr.
Hasell, grocer,’ and which has since been destroyed. But
in the appendix to his volume is a communication stating
that Mrs. Newton (Chatterton’s married sister) left a
daughter who ‘ died in 1807, in the house where Chatter-
ton was born

; I believe in the arch at Cathay,’ a street

leading from the church-yard to the river-side. But the
most certain account seems to be that of Mrs. Edkins (also

printed by Dix) who ‘went to school to Chatterton’s
father, and was present when the son was born, at the
Pyle School.’ Now, as Chatterton was born about three
months after his father’s death, and he had been for some
years master ofthe school, itis unlikely thathis wife would
be removed from the house she inhabited until after her
confinement, ‘when,’ says Mrs. Edkins, ‘she went to a
house opposite the upper gate on Redcliff Hill.’ The house
appropriated to the master of Pyle Street School is shown
in our engraving, it is at the back of the school, which
faces the street, and is approached by an open passage on
one side of it leading into a small court-yard, beyond which
is a liitle garden. Over the door is inserted a stone, in-
scribed, 1 This house was erected by Giles Malpas, of St.
Thomas Parish^ Gent., for the use of the master of this
School, A. D. 1749.’ The house has but two sitting-rooms,
one on each side of the door, that to the right being the
kitchen ; and in one of them the dissolute father of the
Poet is said by Dix to have ‘ often passed the whole night
roaring out catches, with some ofthe lowest rabble of the
parish.’ He was succeeded in the office of Schoolmaster
by Edmond Chard, who held it for five years; and he was
followed in 1757 by Stephen Love, who was master twenty-
one years, and to whom Mrs. Chatterton first sent her son
for education

;
and who, ‘ after exhausting the patience

of his schoolmaster, was sent back to his mother with the
character of a stupid boy, and one who Was absolutelv in-
capable of receiving instruction.’

less of bis son as he was of his wife
;
and, at

all events, Chatterton had not the misery of

early cruelty to complain of, for he had a

mother, tender and affec-

tionate, although totally unfit

to guide and manage his

wayward nature. Her first

grief with him arose, strange

as it may seem, from his

inaptitude for learning

—

as a child he disdained

ABC, and indulged him-
self with his own thoughts.

When nearly seven years old

he ‘ fell in love,’ to use his

mother's phrase, ‘ with an
illuminated French manu-
script,' and thus learned his

letters from the very sort of

thing he spent liis early days

in counterfeiting. His pro-

gress was wonderful, both
as to rapidity and extent,

and his pride kept pace

therewith. A friend, wish-

ing to give the boy and his

sister a presentof china ware,

asked him
what device

he would choose to ornament his

with. ‘ Paint me,’ he said, ‘ an
angel with wings and a trumpet,
to trumpet my name over the
world.’ Here was a proof of
innate ambition

;
if his mother

had had an understanding mind,
this observation would have
taught her to read his character.

Such ambition could have been
directed,—and directed to noble
deeds.

He was admitted into the Blue
Coat School, commonly called
‘
Colston’s School,’ * before he

was eight years old, and his en-

thusiastic joy at the prospect of
learning so much, was damped
by finding that, to quench his
thirst for knowledge, ‘ there were
not books enough.’ When he took

in rotation the post of doorkeeper at the school,

he used to indulge himself in making verses ;+

wrote verses, and gave it back to her the follow-

ing year. There was nothing in this species of
tuition or companionship to create or foster

colston's school.

either the imitations or the satire he indulged
in

,
he had neither correction nor assistance from

any one. Even before his apprenticeship to
Mr. John Lambert he felt he was not appre-
ciated or understood

;
perhaps no one ever acted

a greater satire upon his own profession than
this harsh attorney, who deemed his apprentice
on a level with his footboy. He must have been
a man utterly devoid of perception and feeling

;

his insulting contempt of what he could not
understand added considerably to the sarcastic

bitterness of Chatterton's nature, and it is easy
to picture the boy's feelings when his produc-
tions were tom by this tyrant and scattered on
the office floor ! He has his reward. John
Lambert, the scrivener, is only remembered as
the insulter of Thomas Chatterton !

*

CHATTERTON AS DOORKEEPER.

and his sister, who loved him tenderly, pre-

sented him with a pocket-book, in winch he

* This school, founded in 1708 by Edward Colston, Esq.,
is situated in a street called St. Augustine’s Back behind
the houses facing the drawbridge. It is the mansion in

which Queen Elizabeth was entertained when she visited

the city : and was purchased by Colston, because of its

applicability to his charitable purposes. Here the scholars
are boarded, lodged, and clothed, and are never permitted
to be absent—except on Saturdays and Saints’ days, from
one till seven. They arc simply taught reading. Wiring,
and arithmetic. The school-room is on the first floor, and
runs along the entire front of the building; the bed-rooms
are the large airy rooms above. Behind the house is a
paved yard for exercise. Chatterton remained here about
seven years.

t The gate seen at the side of Colston’s School in our cut,

is that by which the school is entered
;
a narrow paved

passage beside the house conducts to the angle of the
building, when you turn to the left, and so reach the house
by an open court-yard. In a corner of this angle, com-
manding a view of the entrance to the school, and also of

LAMBERT S OFFICES.

It is impossible not to pause at every page of
this boy’s brief but eventful life, and lament that

the outer gate, is placed the doorkeeper's lodge delineated
in our cut. It is a small building of brick, covered with
lead, about six feet in height. It has within an iron seat,

and an iron ledge for books. The windows are unglazed
;

and in winter it must be singularly uncomfortable, parti-

cularly as the occupant must traverse the length of the
yard in all weathers. It is said to be the intention of the
authorities to remove this little building : this is to be re-
gretted, as it is almost the only unchanged memorial of

her boy-poet which Bristol pos-esses. It was customary
for the boys to take the office of doorkeeper in rotation for

the term of one week; and it was in Chatterton’s twelfth
year, when he was doorkeeper, that he wrote here his first

poem ‘ On the Last Epiphany, or Christ coming to Judg-
ment.’

• Lambert’s first office was on St. John’s Steps
; but the

unceasing spirit of change, which haBmore or less destroyed
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starving, he wrote home to Mr. Catcott, and con-

cludes Ills letter by stating that he intended
going abroad as a surgeon, adding, ‘ Mr. Barrett
has it in his power to assist me greatly, by his

giving me a physical character

;

I hope he will.’

He seems to have had no idea that he was
asking Mr. Barrett to do a dishonest action.

But the giand fraud of his short life was boldly
dared by this boy in his sixteenth year. Why
he should have ever descended to forge when he
felt the liigh pressure of genius so strong within
him, is inexplicable. Why, with his daring pride,
he should have submitted to be considered a
transcriber, where he originated, is more than
marvellous. The spell of a benighting antiquity
seemed around him

;
it might lead one to a

belief in ' Gramarie ’—that some false spirit had
issued forth from the ‘ cofre of Mr. Canynge,’*

all the Bristol localities connected with Chatterton, has
swept this one away

;
‘ the Steps ’ have now been turned

into a slopin'; ascent, and the old houses removed or reno-
vated. Shortly after he had entered Lambert’s service, his
office was removed to Corn Street, and here, from the
house delineated in our cut, he dated his first communica-
tion to Horace Walpole. It is immediately in front of the
Exchange, and although the lower part has been altered
frequently within remembrance, the upper part remains
as when Lambert rented it. It may be noted, that the
upper floors of the adjacent houses are still devoted to
lawyers’ and merchants’ offices.

* The great Bristol merchant, William Canynge, jun.,
is buried in Redeliffe Church, which he was a great
benefactor, as he was to the city of Bristol generally.
He entered the church to avoid a second marriage,

he had no friend; reading, as we do, by the

light of other days, we can see so many passages

where judicious counsel, given with the intelli-

gent affection that would at once have opened

his heart, must have saved him
;
his heart, once

laid bare to friendship, would have been purified

by the air of truth
;

it was its closeness which

infected his nature. And yet the scrivener con-

sidered him a good apprentice. His industry

was amazing
;
his frequent employment was to

copy precedents, and one volume, in his hand-

writing, which is still extant, consists of three

hundred and forty-four closely-written folio

pages. There was in that gloomy office an edi-

tion of Camden's ‘ Britannia,’ and, having bor-

rowed from Mr. Green, a bookseller, Speight’s

‘ Chaucer,’ he compiled therefrom an ingenious

glossary, for his own use, in two parts. ‘ The
first,’ Mr. Dix says, ‘ contained old words, with

the modem English—the second, the modern
English, with the old words ;

this enabled him
to turn modem English into old, as an English

and Latin dictionary enables the student to turn

English into Latin.’ How miserable it is,

amongst those evidences of his industry and
genius, to find that all his ingenuity turned to

the furtherance of a fraud. He seems to have

been morally dead to everything like the disgrace

attending falsehood
;

for, when struggling after-

wards in London to appear prosperous while

so long preserved in the room over the north

porch of this Bristol church of Redeliffe—a ‘cofre,'

secured by six keys, all of which being lost or
j

mislaid, the vestry ordered the
1
cofre ’ to be opened ; and not

only ‘ Canynge's cofre’ but all

the ‘ cofres ’ in the mysterious
chamber

;
not from any love of

antiquity, but because of the

hope of obtaining certain title-

deeds supposed to be contained

therein. Well, these intelligent

worthies, having found what con-

cerned themselves, took them
away, leaving behind, and open,

parchmentsand documents which
might have enriched our anti-

quarian literature beyond all cal-

culation.' Chatterton’s father

used to carry these parchments
away wholesale, and covered

with the precious relics, bibles

and school-books : most likely

other officers of the church did

the same. After his death, his

widow conveyed many of them,
with her children and furniture,

to her new residence, and, woman-like, formed
them into dolls and thread-papers. In process
of time, the child’s attention being aroused by

with considerable tact, in answer to all questions

asked of him as to how he obtained the poems
and information, that he himself had searched

MUNIMENT ROOM.

the old ‘ cofres
’* and discovered the poems of

the Monk Rowley. Certainly he could not have
had a better person to trumpet his discovery

than ‘ a talkative fool ' like Burgum, who was so
proud of his pedigree as to torment the officers

of the Heralds’ College about his ancestors ; and
I he was not the only one imposed on by Chatter-

I ton's talent. His simple-minded mother bore
testimony to his joy at discovering those ‘ written

1 parchments upon the covered books ;’ and, of

.

course, each discovery added to his antiquarian
knowledge; for, though no trace exists of the

i
Monk Rowley’s originals, there is little doubt

! that on some of those parchments he found
enough to set him thinking, and with him to

• think and’ act was the same thing
;
indeed, there

is one passage in his poems bearing so fully upon

j

the fraud, that we transcribe it. He is writing
of having discharged alL his obligations to Mr.
Catcott

:

—
‘If ever obligated to thy purse.
R iwley discharges all, my first chief curse !

the illuminated manuscripts, he conveyed even-
bit of parchment he could find to a small den of a

room in his mother’s house, which he called his

own
;
and, when he grew a little older, set forth,

and was made Dean of the College of Westbury, which
he had rebuilt. There are two monuments to his

memory in Kedcliffe Church, both of which are seen in our
engraving. One is a raised altar tomb with an enriched
canopv

;
and upon the tomb lie the effigies of Canynge and

his wife in the costume of the fifteenth century. The
other tomb is ofsimilar construction, and is believed to have
been brought here from Westbury College

;
it represents

Canynge in his clerical robes, liis head supported by angels,
and resting his feet on the figure of a Saracen. Here
Chatterton frequently ruminated

;
indeed, the whole church

abounds with memorials which call to mind the sources of

his inspiration
;
near the door is an effigy inscribed

‘Johannes Lamyugton,’ which gave name to one of his

forgeries. He was never weary of rambling in and about
the church, and all his early works originated here.

* The muniment-room is a large low-roofed apartment
over the beautiful north porch of Kedcliffe Church, which
was constructed by Canynge. It is hexagonal, and lighted

by narrow unglazed windows. The floor rests on the
groined stones of the porch, strong beams of oak forming its

roof. It is secured by two massive doors in the narrow
passage leading from the stairs into it. Here were preserved
several large chests, and amongthem Canynge's cofre,- from
which Chatterton assured the world he had obtained the
Rowley MSS.

;
and from which MSS. were carried away and

destroyed, but the old chests still remain. There are seven
in all, and they bear traces of great antiquity. Many have
been strongly bound with iron, but all are now in a state

of decay. This lonely cheerless room, strewn with antique
fragments and suggestive of the boy-poet’s day-dreams, is

certainly the most interesting relic in Bristol. Its com-
fortless neglect is a true epitome of the life of him who
first shaped his course from his reveries within it.

* The house said to be that of Canynge is situated in
Redeliffe Street, not very fur from the church. It is now
occupied by a bookseller, who uses the fine hall seen in our
cut, as a storehouse for his volumes. Chatterton frrqucntlv
mentions this ‘house nemptc the rodde lodge;’ and iii

Skelton’s ‘ Etchings of Bristol Antiquities’ is an engraving
of this building, there called ‘Canynge’s chapel or Masonic
Hall,’ showing the painting in the arch at the back, repre-
senting the first person of the Trinity, supporting the cru-
cified Saviour, angels at each side censing, and others
bearing shields. This was ‘ the Rood ’ with which Chat-
terton was familiar, and which induced him to give the
name to Canynge’s houscin his fabrications. Thi- painting
is now destroyed, but we have restored it from Skelton's
plate in our engraving.
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For had I never known the antique lore,

I ne'er had ventured from my peaceful shore

;

But, happy in my humble sphere, had moved
Untroubled, unsuspected, unbelovcd.’*

A Mr. Rudhallf said that, when Chatterton

wrote on a parchment, he held it over a candle

to give it the appearance of antiquity ; and a

Mr. Gardener has recorded, that he once saw
Chatterton rub a parchment over with ochre,

and afterwards rub it on the ground, saying,

‘ that was the way to antiquate it.’ This expose

of Chatterton’s craft is so at variance with his

usual caution that we can hardly credit it. A
humble woman, Mis. Edkins, speaks of his spend-

ing all his holidays in the little den of a room
we have mentioned, where he locked himself in,

and would remain the entire day without meals,

returning with his hands and face completely
begrimed with dirt and charcoal

;
and she well

remembers his having a charcoal pounce-bag and
parchment and letters on a little deal table, and
all over the ground was a litter of parchments ;

and she and his mother at one time fancied he
intended to discolour himself and run away to

the gipsies ;
but afterwards Mrs. Edkins believed

that he was labouring at the Rowley manuscripts,

and she thought he got himself bound to a
lawyer that he might get at old law books. The
testimony she bears to his affectionate tender-

ness towards his mother and sister is touching

;

while his pride led him to seek for notoriety

for himself, it was only to render his mother
and sister comfortable that he coveted wealth.

It is not our province to enter into the con-

troversy as to whether the MS. were originals or
forgeries : it would seem to be as undecided to

day as it was three quarters of a century ago :

the boy ‘ died and made no sign :
’ and the world

has not been put in possession of any additional

facts by which the question might be determined

:

the balance of proof appears in favour of those
who contend they were the sole offspring of his

mind, suggested merely by ancient documents

himself to Dodsley, the Pall Mall bookseller,

once with smaller poems, and afterwards on
behalf of the greatest production of his genius

—

the tragedy of ‘ ./Ella but the booksellers of

those days were not more intellectual than those

at the present : they devoured the small forgery

of the great Horace Walpole, ‘ The Castle of

Otranto,’ and rejected the magnificence of a

nameless composition. This man’s neglect drove
the young poet to the ‘ Autocrat of Strawberry
Hill.’ In reply he at first received a polished

letter. The literary trifler was not aware of the

poverty and low station of his correspondent,

and so was courteous; he is ‘grateful’ and ‘sin-

gularly obliged ;
’ bowing, and perfumed, and

polite. Other communications followed. Wal-
pole inquired—discovered the poet’s situation;

and then he changed ! The poor fond boy ! how
hard and bitter was the rebuff. How little had
he imagined that the Walpole’s soul was not,

by five shillings, as large as the Bristol pewterer’s

!

—that he who was an adept at literary impo-
sition could have been so harsh to a fellow-

sinner ! The volume of his works containing
‘ Miscellanies of Chatterton’ is now before us.

Hear to his indignant honesty ! He declares

that ‘ all the house of forgery are relations

;

and that though it be but just to Chatter-

ton’s memory to say his poverty never made
him claim kindred with the richest, or more
enriching branches, yet that his ingenuity in

counterfeiting styles, and I believe hands, might
easily have led him to those more facile imita-

tions of prose—promissory notes.’ The literal

meaning of this paragraph stamps the littleness

of the man’s mind. A slight—a very slight

effort on his part might have turned the current
of the boy’s thoughts, and saved him from
misery and death. We do not call Chatterton
‘ his victim,’ because we do not think him so

;

but he, or any one in his position, might have
turned him from the love of an unworthy noto-
riety to the pin-suit of a laudable ambition.

(jocc*<&>
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from which he could have borrowed no idea

except that of rude spelling
;
yet it is by no

means impossible that poems did actually exist,

and came into his hands, which he altered and

interpolated, but which lie did not create.

In aid of his plans, Chatterton first addressed

• The monk Rowley was altogether an imaginary per-

son conjured up by Chatterton as a vehicle for his wonder-
ful forgeries. He was described by him as the intimate

friend of Canynge, his constant companion, and a collector

of books and drawings for him. It has been well remarked,
that although it was extraordinary for a lad to have written

them in the ISth century, it was impossible for a monk to

have written them in the loth. Indeed, it seems now both

curious and amusing that his forgeries should have deceived

the learned. When Rowley talks of purchasing his house
‘on a repayring lease for ninety-nine years,’ we at once
smile,and remember his fellow-forger Ireland’s Shaksperian
Promissory note, before such things were invented. Our
lac-simile of the pretended Rowley’s writing is obtained

from the very curious collection of Chatterton’s Manuscripts

in the British Museum. It is written at the bottom of

some drawings of monumental slabs and notes, stated to

nave been ‘ collected ande gotten for Mr. William Canynge,
by mee, Thomas Rowley.’ There are, however, other auto-

graphs of Rowley in the collection, so entirely dissimilar in

the formation of ths letters, that it might be expected to

have induced a conviction of forgery. Many of the manu-
scripts too are still more dissimilar; and the construction

of the letters totally unlike any of the period. Some are

written on little fragments not more than three inches

square, the writing sometimes neat and clean, at other

times bad, rambling, and unintelligible. The best is the

account of Canynge’s feast, which has been engraved in

fac-simile by Strutt, to the edition of Rowley’s Poems,
1777. The writing is generally bolder than Barrett’s fac-

simile ; and that gentleman, in’endeavouring to revive the

faded ink, has greatly injured the originals, which arc now
in some cases almost undistinguishable. The drawings of
pretended ancient coins and heraldry are absurdly inven-
tive

; and the representations of buildings exactly such as

a boy without knowledge of drawing or architecture would
fabricate

;
yet they imposed on Barrett who engraved them

for his history of Bristol. Many of his transcripts show
the shifts the" poor boy was put to for paper: torn frag-

ments and backs of law-bills are frequently employed.
Among the rest is a collection of extracts from Chaucer to

aid him in the fabrication of his MRS. The whole is ex-
ceedingly instructive and curious.

t This gentleman was the proprietor of the ‘Bristol

Journal,' to which Chatterton sent his first forgery
; and

with whom he afterwards became intimate.

Following in the world’s track (which he was ever
careful not to outstep), when the boy was dead,
Walpole bore eloquent testimony to his genius.

The words of praise lie gives his memory are
like golden grains amid the chaffy verbiage with
which he defends himself. If he perceived this

at first, why not have come forward hand and
heart, and shouted him on to honest fortune

1

?

But, like all clique kings, he made no general

cause with literature
;
he only smiled on his

individual worshippers, who could applaud when
he said, with cruel playfulness, ‘ that singing

birds should not be too well fed!’

His master, Lambert, dismissed the youth from
his service, because he had reason to suppose he
meditated self-destruction

;
and then he proceeded

to London. How buoyant and full of hope he
was during his probationary days there, his

letters to his mother and sister testify
;
his gifts,

also, extracted from his necessities, are evidences
ofthe bent of his mind—fans and china—luxuries
rather than necessaries

; but in this, it must be
remembered his judgment was in fault, not his

affections. In all things he was swayed, and
guided by his pride,—his indomitable pride.

The period, brief as it was, of his sojourn in the
great Metropolis proved that Walpole, while he
neglected him so cruelly, understood him per-

fectly, when he said that ‘ nothing in Chatterton
could be separated from Chatterton—that all he
did was the effervescence of ungovernable im-
pulse, which, cameleon-like, imbibed the colours
of all it looked on

; it was Ossian, or a Saxon
monk, or Gray, or Smollett, or Junius.’ His first

letter to his mother is dated, April the 26th,

1770. He terminated his own existence on the
24th of August in the same year. He battled
with the crowded world of London, and, what
was in his case a more dire enemy than the
world, his over-whelming pride, for nearly four
months. Alas ! how terrible are the reflec-

tions which these few weeks suggest ! Now

borne aloft upon the billows of hope, sparkling
in’ the fitful brightness of a feverish sun, and
then plunged into the slough of despair, his

proud, dark soul disdaining all human participa-

tion in a misery exaggerated by his own unbend-
ing pride. Let us not talk of denying sympathy
to persons who create their own miseries

; they
endure agonies thrice told. The paltry remune-
ration he received for his productions is recorded
by himself. Among the items is one as extra-

ordinary as the indignant emotion it excites :

—

Received from Mr. Hamilton, for 1C songs, 10s. Gd.

Of Mr. Hamilton, for ‘ Candidas ’ and Foreign
Journal 2s. !

!

We arewearied for him ofthe world’s dark sight

:

yet in the same book is recorded that the same
publisher owed him £10 19s. 6d. ! This sum
might have saved him, but he was too proud to

ask for money; too proud to complain
;
too proud

to accept the invitation of his acquaintances, or

his landlady, to dine or sup with them ; and all

too proud to hint, even to his mother and sister,

that he was anything but prosperous. Ardent as

if he had been a son of the hot south, he had
learned nothing of patience or expediency. His
first residence was at Mrs. Walmsley’s, in Shore-
ditch, but, doubtless, finding the lodging too

expensive, he removed to a Mrs. Angell’s, sac- (or

dress) maker, 4, Brook Street, Holborn. This
woman, who seems to have been of a gentle

nature, finding that for two days he had confined

himself to his room, and gone without sustenance,

invited him to dine with her; but he was offended,

and assured her he was not hungry. It is quite

impossible to account for this uncalled-for pride.

It was liis nature. Lord Byron said he was mad’:
according to his view of the case, all eccentricity

is madness
;
but in the case of unhappy Chat-

terton, that madness which arises from ‘ hope
deferred,' was unquestionably endured. Three
days before his death, pursuing, with a fxiend,

the melancholy and speculative employment of
reading epitaphs in the churchyard of St. Pan-
eras, absorbed by his own reflections, he fell into

a new-made grave. There was something akin to

the raven’s croak, the death-fetch, the fading

spectre, in this foreboding accident
;
he smiled

at it, and told his friend he felt the sting of
speedy dissolution :

—

•
‘ Then black despair,

The shadow of a starless night, was thrown
Over the earth on which he moved alone.’

At the age of seventeen years and nine

months, his career ended
;

it was shown that

he had swallowed arsenic in water, and so

—

‘ perished in his pride !
’

An inquest was held, and yet though English-

men—men who could read and write, and hear

—

who must have heard of the boy’s talents, either

as a poet, a satirist, or a political writer—though
these men were guided by a coroner, one, of

course, in a more elevated sphere than those

who usually determine the intentions of the

departed soul—yet was there not one

—

not
one of them all—with sufficient veneration for

the casket that had contained the diamond

—

not one with enough of sympathy for the

widow’s son—to wrap his body in a decent

shroud, and kneel in Christian piety by his

grave !—not one to pause and think that,

between genius and madness,
‘ What thin partitions do the bounds divide !’

In a letter from Southey to Mr. Britton (dated in

1810,to which wehave already referred, and which
Mr. Britton kindly submitted to us with various

other correspondence on the subject), he says,

‘ there can now be no impropriety in mentioning
what could not be said when the collected edition

of Chatterton’s works was published,—that there

was a taint of insanity in his family. His sister

was once confined; and this is a key to the eccen-

tricities of his life, and the deplorable rashness

of his death.’ Of this unhappy predisposition,

indeed, he seems to have been himself conscious,

for ‘ in his last will and testament,’ written

in April, 1770, before he quitted Bristol, when
he seems to have meditated suicide—although,

from the mock-heroic style of the document his

serious design may be questioned,—he writes, ‘ If

I do a mad action it is conformable to every

action of my life, which all savoured of insanity.’

His ‘ sudden fits of weeping, for which no reason
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could be assigned,’ when a mere child, were but

the preludes to those gloomy forebodings which
haunted him when a boy. His mother had said,

‘ she was often apprehensive of his going mad.’

And so,— the verdict having been pro-

nounced,—he was cast into the burying-ground

of Shoe Lane workhouse—the paupers’ burying-

ground,—the end, as far as his clayey taber-

nacle was concerned, of all his dreamy great-

ness. When the ear was deaf to the voice of the

charmer he received his meed of posthumous
praise. Malone, Croft, Dr. Kuos, Wharton, Sher-

win, Pye, Mrs. Cowley, Walter Scott, Hayley,

Coleridge, Dermody, Wordsworth, Shelley,

William Howitt, Keats, who dedicated his
‘ Endymion ’ to the memory of his fellow-

genius
;
the burly Johnson, whose praise seemed

unintentional
;

the gentle and most Christian

poet, James Montgomery,—have each and all

offered tributes to his memory. Robert Southey,
whose polished, strong, and long unclouded mind
was a treasure-house of noble thoughts, as-

sisted Mr. Cottle in providing for the poet’s

family by a collection of his works; and, though
last, not least, excellent John Britton has laboured

all his long life to render justice to the poor
boy’s memory. To him, indeed, it was mainly
owing, that the cenotaph to which we have
referred (and which now lies mouldering in the
Church vault), was erected in the graveyard of
Redcliffe Church, by subscription, of which the
contributions of Bristol were veiy small.*

chatterton’s cenotaph.

Chatterton was another warning, not only that
‘ Against self-slaughter

There is a prohibition so divine—’

but that no mortal should ever abandon Hope !

for a reverend gentleman,—who was, in all tilings,

what, unhappily, Horace Walpole was not,—had
actually visited Bristol, to seek out and aid the
boy, while lie lay dead in London.

‘ Beware of desperate steps
;
the darkest day,

Live till to-morrow, will have passed away.’

The knowledge of these facts cheered us as

we set forth to the neighbourhood of Shoe-lane
to see the spot where he had been laid. Alas ! it

is very hard to keep pace with the progress of
London changes. After various inquiries we
were told that Mr. Bentley’s printing-office stands
upon the ground of Shoe Lane Workhouse. We
ascended the steps leading to this shifting em-

• The cenotaph erected to Chatterton, in 1838, from a
design by S. C. Fripp, has now been removed : it stood
close to the north porch, beside the steps leading into it.

One of the inscriptions, which he directs in his will to be
placed on his tomb, has been adopted. ‘To the Memory
°f Thornns Chatterton. Reader, judge not, if thou art a
Christian. Believe that he shall be judged by a superior
Power. To that Power alone is he now answerable.’

poriiun of letters, and found ourselves face to
face with a kind gentleman, who told us all he
knew upon the subject, which was, that the
printing-office stands—not upon the burying-
ground of Shoe Lane Workhouse, where he had
always understood Chatterton was buried—but
upon the church burial-ground. He showed us
a very curious basso-relievo, in cut stone, of the
Resurrection, which he assured us had been
‘ time out of mind ’ above the entrance to the
Shoe Lane burying-place ‘over the way,’ and
which is now the site of Farringdon Market.
Tins, when ‘ all the bones ’ were moved to the

old graveyard in Gray’s Inn Road, had come
‘ somehow ’ into Mr. Bentley’s possession.

We were told also that Mr. Taylor, another
printer, had lived, before the workhouse was
pulled down, where his office-window looked
upon the spot pointed out as the grave of Chat-
terton, and that a stone, * a rough white stone,’

was remembered to have been ‘ set in a wall
’

near the grave, with ‘ Thomas Chatterton ’ and
something else ‘ scratched ’ into it.

We strayed back through the damp chill of
the city’s evening fog to the market-place, hoping,
even unconsciously, to stand beside the pit into

which the marvellous boy had been thrust
;
but

we grew bewildered. And as we stood upon the
steps looking down upon the market—alone in

feeling, and unconscious of everytliing but our
own thoughts—St. Paul’s bell struck, full, loud,

and clear
;

and, casting our eyes upward, we
saw its mighty dome through the murky atmo-
sphere. We became still more ‘mazed,’ and
fancied we were - gazing upon the monument of
Thomas Chatterton !

ON RAFFAELLE-WARE.

It is a pleasant task to look back at the produc-

tions of past generations, and to scan their

progressions, their powers, and their weaknesses,

as we should those of individuals. And it is

also a most profitable task, provided that the
mind, divesting itself of the prejudice which a
love for the relics of antiquity too often en-

genders, can glean from the memorials ofancient

thought, all that is akin to the truly beautiful,

and discard that which is simply quaint or utterly

grotesque. And scarcely does any age, the most
distant to which we can refer, fail to offer these

varied characteristics. There is even in the

primitive labours of Egyptian skill an amount of

beauty which, had it dawned under more auspi-

cious circumstances, might have become a note-

book of taste to succeeding centuries
;
the godlike

creations of Grecian genius have, with few excep-

tions, rightly merited their woi*ship
;
and the

works of the middle ages, casting their cathedral

shadows upon the graves of our own ancestors,

and enlivening in our minds a deep and earnest

sympathy, display the most remarkable com-
mingling of the purely elegant and the crude
and monstrous. It is the separation of these

qualities which becomes the duty of the artistic

alchemist of the nineteenth century, it is his

office to analyse and to refine, and, discarding

every manner of dross and impurity, to offer only
the sterling metal fully prepared for adaptation.

The Renaissance, so denominated from the
revival of Art in the sixteenth century, or at the
close of the fifteenth, was not less a revival of

old types. All that remained of medieval im-

press was its material, on which the spirit of the

cinque-cento set its seal, modelled from the antique.
The most original Arts of that era were the fictile

wares, which, neither copied from the Greek and
Etrurian, nor from the so-called Samian, yet
rivalled them all in then- beauty of form and
ornamentation, heightened by the brilliant co-

lours of the East. These fictile wares come
under three distinct heads, one claimed by
Germany, one by France, and one by Italy. To
Germany and Flanders, with their dependencies,

the richly embossed ornament and diversified

forms of the stone-ware wine-pitchers (of the

recent re-introduction of which specimens have
been engraved in the Art-Journal) are to be
implicitly ascribed; to France the creations in

embossed ware of beautiful colours by Palissy

and his successors
;
and to Italy, the productions

variously styled Majolica, Faenza, and Raffaelle-

ware, with which last the present observations '

are more immediately concerned. None, how-
ever, of these titles are, it will be seen, sufficiently

comprehensive for the large class of objects they
are used to designate. Majolica is considered to
be a corruption of Majorca, from which island

i

the Italians are supposed to have first acquired
a knowledge of these wares

;
Faenza comes from .

the name of a town in Italy, celebrated for its i

manufactures in this department under consi-

deration
;
and Raffaelle, from a celebrated artist

of this name who was for a long time con-
j

founded with the divine Sanzio. Majorca,
at the time of which we speak, was under
the dominion of the Spaniards, and it is more
than questionable if any specimens exist of
the so-called Majolica-ware really ascribable >

to Spanish origin. We should therefore receive

with distrust such a term as applied to the i

fabrics which have obtained this denomination.
The term Faenza is equally objectionable, as 1

Urbino, Pesaro, and other localities were equally
famous for their productions ;

and the number
supplied by Faenza would possibly bear but a

j

small proportion to those furnished jointly by
neighbouring states. For a similar reason we '

should object to the term Raffaelle-ware, with
respect to a manufacture wherein Raffaelle

obtained a celebrity for which De Rovigio and
M. Giorgio were important, and possibly, even
overpowering rivals. It will perhaps, therefore,

under these circumstances, and in the diffi-

culty of deciding in favour of the Spanish claim,

be most consistent to speak of these curious and
interesting objects under the general term of

Italian wares, only bestowing the names of artists

and towns on those examples executed by the
|

one and in the other. Such is the amount of

obscurity in which the history of this Italian

ware is involved (an obscurity which it may also 1

be said attends all its co-fabrics), that the subject

seems to have been carefully avoided by writers

upon Decorative Art in this country, and has been
sparinglynoticed even by Continental antiquaries

;

M. de Brogniart beiug almost the only one who
has attempted a classification of the different

kinds of Italian ware, accompanied by a few scanty
illustrations. Here then is open to investigation

!

a field which abounds in curious theories for
1

the pen, and agreeable recollections for the pen-

cil. During the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies Italy produced a vast number of specimens
which have been scattered throughout the public

collections abroad, and the magnificent private

cabinets of our aristocracy in England. These
specimens are of endless variety in form and in

the character of their decoration ;
nor are their

degrees of meiit less diversified. Many examples
are simply curious, and not to be regarded in

any other light than as historical documents,
j

memorials of the occasionally distorted taste of
j

the period in which they were executed, bearing ;

symptoms, and symptoms only, of the fast l

approach of a purer and a better school (these

generally include the earliest performances)

;

examples are also found hastily designed and
carelessly executed, coarse in their texture, in-

accurate in their geometrical forms, and probably

intended to be sold at a cheap rate ;
while others

combine in shapes of unusual and striking ele-

gance the high Art of the historical painter with

the elaborate arabesques of the ornamental

designer. It is to the latter kind that the fol-

lowing observations will principally tend. It is

proposed that in a few successive numbers of

the Art-Journal a history (so far as it can be
ascertained), of this most beautiful but long

neglected species of fictile fabrication, shall be
given, together with illustrations from the

choicest remaining pieces in this country. The
early and curious specimens will be carefully

described, and the coarser kind alluded to
;
while

the engravings will consist only of such speci-

mens as may be found practically useful to the
designer and manufacturer of the nineteenth
century ; and it is thought that a series may be
thus brought together on the one hand, throw-
ing light upon the obscurity of a fabric of which
so little is known, and on the other, offering

ideas of form and decoration, eminently sug-

gestive to all concerned in the study and develop-

ment of the beautiful.

W. Harry Rogers.
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scroll. It may be used for various other purposes than that for which it is more immediately intended, such as iron-work, wood-carving, &c.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS

FOR MANUFACTURERS.

The Original Designs which, from month to month, appear

in the pages of the Art-Journal, nave been purchased of

the several artists who designed them, and are, through

the medium of engraving, presented to Manufacturers,

who have full liberty to make use of them in any way

they may think advisable. It is, however, not generally

recommended that objects should be produced in a manu-

factured state precisely as they are here represented ; in

many cases the designs are to a certain extent unsuitable

for execution ;
but it must be evident that such artists as

are able to produce the designs in question, are compe-

tent to produce others modified by necessity, economy,

or the requirements of the manufacturer. On this

account it is our practice to append to each design the

address of its designer, believing that the surest way of

bringing into existence a perfect work is by that species

of co-operation by which the manufacturer is assisted by

the artist’s taste, and the artist instructed by the prac-

tical experience of the manufacturer. It is a state of

things which has long been wanted, and which it is our

pleasing duty to forward and foster.

Artists are also invited to send to the Office of the

Art-Journal, Marlborough Chambers, 49, Pall Mall,

Original Designs for any class whatever of British

Manufacture, when, if accepted, they will be paid for

and engraved in our pages, accompanied by the name

and address of the designer ;
and if declined, they will

be promptly and confidentially returned.

Rose, Shamrock, and Thistle. By W.
Harry Rogers (10, Carlisle Street, Soho). This

design is an elegant combination of the three

national emblems. It might be usefully applied

to a variety of manufacturing purposes.

Design for a Door-
Scraper. By J. Rawl-
ings (19, Langbourn
Chambers, Fenchurch
Street). The composition
of this design is exceed-

ingly bold and well
arranged. It is formed
of two grotesque figures,

bearing some analogy to

what heraldically is

termed the Wyvern, with
their tails interlaced.

Design for a Car-
riage-Door Handle.
By W. Harry Rogers.
There is much originality

in this design, which at

once explains itself. It

consists of three terminal

horses, semi-classical and
semi- Italian, harmon i-

.
.

.

ously grouped
;
and affords a good substitute for the unmeaning devices we commonly see applied to

these objects. There is abundant room for amendment in the metal decoration of carriages and harness.

Design for a Cornice Moulding. By — Leighton. This, the last design on the page is

based on the convolvulus plant, the tendrils of which are gracefully enwreathed round a Grecian
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Design for a Candlestick. By— "Wilkin-
son (12, St. Paul’s Square, Birmingham). This
design, which should be executed cither in silver

or porcelain, is full of rich ornamentation in the

Italian style. In the original model the cup which

that whatever fancy and ingenuity may be exercised in the production of designs, these qualities
rarely achieve so successful a result as the simple appropriation of the numerous beautiful forms
which nature displays either in her own wild
luxuriance, or under the cultivating hand of man.
A leaf out of her book, or a flower from her par-
terre

,
is worth a volume of imaginary devices,

however curiously contrived or cunningly wrought.
There is a proof of the fact in the design before us,

formed on the model of the Canterbury-bell
; the

lower portion is composed of the flower itself
;
the

ornamental parts of the handle being made from the
buds and leaves. This design should be executed
in silver in order fully to appreciate its excellence.

Design for Hat-fins. By A. Fussell (2, Oakley Square). If we cannot commend this design
for its beauty, it is nevertheless entitled to praise as an excellent adaptation of the grotesque in which
the sculptors and designers of times
past so much delighted. We have seen,

of late, several very good specimens of
hat-pins from the manufactories of Bir-
mingham

;
it is an object which admits

of considerable taste, and is well worth
the attention of the designer.

Design for a Decanter Stopper.
By W. Harry Rogers. This design,
which is of extreme lightness, is pro-

posed to be executed in silver only,
the fragile nature of glass precluding
the advisability of its being manufac-
tured in this material. Its ornamen-
tation is evidently taken almost entirely
from the fruit and leaves of the vine,
in a manner which is sufficiently made
known by the sectional view on one
side. The complete object suggests the
idea of an open imperial crown, in the
centre ofwhichhangs a bunch ofgrapes,
the curved portions being decorated
with the leaf. We anticipate some
difficulty in the way of its execution,

but its novelty and elegance would
certainly repay any amount of labour
expended upon it; and our workmen arc not in the habit of shrinking from trouble where their skill
and ingenuity are proportionately rewarded,
beautiful, and when applied to such
objects as that before us cannot fail to

please, as much by its novelty as by its

beauty.

Design for a Garden Gate. By
•J. Strudwick (106, New Bond Street).

The external decoration of our
dwelling-houses affords but few
opportunities to the mere de-
signer for exhibiting his taste

;

whatever is done in this way
belongs more appropriately to

the architect, and is commonly
effected by him, or under his

immediate superintendence

;

but there are certain parts in

which the aid of the manufac-
turer and artisan may be judi-

ciously called into requisition,

especially in iron-work, now' so

commonly introduced in and
about modem mansions. The
iron palisades at Hampton
Court, of which we gave a
drawing in our last number,
show how much room there is

for the exhibition of beautiful

ornament in this description of
work, and to what extent itmay
be carried out; and one has hut
to visit some of the old baronial
halls and ancient edifices with
which our rural districts are

studded, to find abundant ex-
amples of similar excellence in

this branch of manufacturing
Art, which seems to have had
greater attention paid to it in

the earlier periods of our his-

tory than at present. The
Italians of the mcdiajval ages,
and the blacksmiths of the Low
Countries, pre-eminently ex-
celled in their iron-work, most
of which, as it exists at pre-
sent, appears to have been
wrought Avith the hammer,
and not cast. Mr. Strudwick’s
design for a garden gate is ex-
ceedingly beautiful

; the several
parts adapt themselves well to

each other, and form a graceful
combination of curved lines.

Although especially intended
for a garden, the design is

equally applicable to the outer
door of a church, or any other
edifice.

1 he combination of silver and glass is at all times very

contains the sconce is smaller than it appears in

our drawing, where it seems somewrhat out of pro-
portion to the size of the shafts, and too large for

its intended use.

Design for a Hand-bell. By J. Strudwick
(106, New Bond Street). We have often remarked,
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Design for. a Dinner-Plate. By II . Maye (19, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road). The orna- imaginative, and even if too elaborate to be at once

mental portion of this design consists of scroll-work foliated, not in a running pattern, but terminating executed for an object so little noticed as the

in the centre of each division. Utility and novelty are united in the construction of the plate, the

three ovals here seen being intended for the various condiments used at dinner, salt, mustard, &c.

;

they must consequently be hollowed out in the manufacture of the object.

Design for a Dinner Plate. By H. Green (63, Great Tichfield Street). Though considerable

attention has been paid of late to this branch of manufacture, very little has been done combining

cheapness and elegance of design. The larger object introduced below unites both these qualities: it is

rich, without being over elaborated, and might, we should think, be produced at a moderate cost.

Design for a Key-Handle. By W. Harry Rogers. A slight allusion is here attempted to the

purpose of this object. The key, at all times a type of bondage, is decorated with the figure of a slave,

his legs wrestling with a serpent, and his shoulders supporting an ornamental yoke, which terminates

in rich foliage at the top. This idea is altogether new, and very good; the figure being so introduced

as in no way to interfere with the convenience or usefulness of the key.

bell-pull ofa carriage-gateway, is at least suggestive

of an elegant work of simple ordinary character.

“ The Ringers,” a design for a Bell-Poll. By H. Fitz-Cook (13, New Ormond Street!. This

composition is very elegant. Two terminal figures are here seen vehemently pulling cords which are

twisted, and thus are supposed to effect the ringing of the bell, while, from the upper part, three little

fellows are looking down to detect the originators of the sound. The design is highly poetical and
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THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The British Institution will open, as usual, early

in February
;
we confess we see little reason

to hope that the Exhibition will be of a higher

character than it has been during the last four

or five years. The Directors have, it appears,

determined upon appointing no successor to the

late Mr. Barnard, conveying his duties to the

secretary, who will be ere long called upon

to give proof of his fitness or unfitness for the

task. We have no desire to prejudge him ;
but

we trust he will take warning by the errors of

his predecessor ; it is greatly to be regretted

that the appointment was not bestowed upon

some gentleman whose position, experience, and

character might have been accepted as guarantees

for judgment, impartiality, and integrity : we
believe there were several candidates whose qua-

lifications could not have been questioned
;
and

we cannot conceive a reason why one of them
was not selected : better no keeper than a bad

keeper; but assuredly the occasion ought to

have been taken advantage of for the restoration

of the Gallery from the deplorable state into

which it has of late years fallen.

It seems that, in future, pictures which have

been previously exhibited elsewhere will be

admitted into the Gallery:—thus rescinding the

resolution entered into in 1844. The circular of

the Directors states that “no picture or other

work of Art will be received which has been

already publicly exhibited, unless by special

, order." What this special order means, or from

|
whom it is to emanate, we cannot say ; we trust,

!
however, that it does not bear either exclusion

! or peculiar reference to the aristocracy of the

I profession. The rule, now in spirit abrogated,

j

was made chiefly to prevent members of the

Royal Academy (who enjoy great and manifold

• advantages over their brethren,) from claiming

as a sort of heritage the best places in the British

I Institution whereon to hang then- unsold works,

j

Year after year this evil had been endured;

!

pictures which had not only stood the test of a

j

season in Trafalgar Square, but had run the
1 gauntlet of the provinces, were sent hither as a

last resource. They were rarely disposed of;

but their exhibition occupied spaces, generally

! large, and contributed to swell the annual list of

I “upwards of four hundred rejected for want of

! room.”

It cannot be denied that the experiment of

hanging works that had not been seen previously,

has been a failure. The Exhibitions of the last

four years have been undoubtedly bad—falling

from bad to worse. We fear the Directors have

attributed this evil solely to the non-appearance

of Academicians among the exhibitors : not being

permitted to send old productions, they declined

i to furnish new, and so kept aloof from the Insti-

i
tution altogether.

The Directors, however, may be assured that

such is by no means the real source of the evil

which all must lament—the unworthy aspect of

the Gallery of late years. They cannot but know
that confidence has been withdrawn from them

;

proofs in abundance have been supplied that no
artist stood the smallest chance of being judged
according to his merits; that, unless distinguished

I by high name or high patronage, he was sure of

either rejection or a dark comer. Year after

year we have stated facts that were never, and

j

could not have been, contradicted ;
and of these

! facts the Directors were fully aware. It is need-

less to repeat them; let us, however, merely
quote the names of the four or five artists lately

elected associates of the Royal Academy, and
ask which of them owes an iota of his reputa-

tion or income to the British Institution—Ward,
Frith, Frost, Egg? We might easily adduce

evidence that the majority, if not the whole

of these artists, had abandoned the Institution

in disappointment—may we not say in indigna-

|

tion and disgust

!

The Directors of the British Institution are

noblemen and gentlemen of lofty station and of

unblemished fame, and not that only ;
they are,

for the most part, patrons of Art, and foremost

in all that tends to glorify and benefit their

country
;
but it is notorious that they have left

the Institution to the tender mercies of self-

interested underlings. The Exhibition is formed

usually, while they are away from London ; and

we venture to assert, without the fear of contra-

diction, that not one of twenty of them sees the

collection until the day of private view—when
gross acts of omission or commission cannot be

remedied ;
when indeed it is in a great degree

idle to consider

“ The sad varieties of pain ”

to which many have been subjected by official

ignorance, heedlessness, or turpitude.

There was but one way of preventing a recur-

rence of this annual mischief : the appointment

of a gentleman responsible first to the directors,

next to the artists, and next to the public. Un-

happily, the opportunity has been, this year,

lost
;
and we repeat we have therefore little

hope, that the Exhibition of 1849 will be a whit

better than the Exhibitions of the four years

preceding.

CORRESPONDENCE.

PROPOSAL FOR A VERNON MEDAL.

To the Editor ofthe Art-Journal.

On several occasions, discussions have arisen at

our house on the subject of a testimonial to Mr.

Vernon (in acknowledgment of his gift to the

Nation), from those who, as amateurs, or as artists,

have equally profited by his generosity.

Many schemes have been suggested, but the

following appears to be worthy of attention, as it

identifies Mr. Vernon’s memory for ever with that

profession with which he was associated during

his life.

It is, that a sum of money be raised by subscrip-

tions
;
the interest arising from it to he expended

on a medal, to be called The Vernon Medal, and
that this medal be annually awarded, as an hono-
rary distinction, by the President of the Royal
Academy, to meritorious students in the Academic
class.

Towards this object we have already received

several subscriptions, which we trust, ere long, to

pay into the hands of a committee formed to carry

out the scheme.

Paul and Dominic Colnaghi.

[We have submitted this letter to Mr. Vernon, and are

authorised to state that be cannot disapprove of a plan that

tends to identify his name with the Art he loves, and the

advance of which he earnestly desires. Averse, as he

would be, to any project that might have the semblance of

pressing him before the public, he cannot object to that

which makes him, indirectly, the means of encouraging the

student to thought and labour—the only paths to distinc-

tion. Such was, indeed, mainly his purpose in presenting

his collection to the National Gallery, and if the artists and

friends of Art think it may be aided by the mode here

suggested, it is impossible that Mr. Vernon can feel other-

wise than pleased to see it carried out.]

THE FEMALE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Sir,—

T

he parents, relations, and friends of the

pupils in this School are grateful to you for having
exposed a system which, if not intended to bring

about its ruin, is unquestionably calculated to do
so

;
and thus to destroy not only a very important

branch of the government establishment, but the

only branch of it that has worked well, and been
free from those “ squabbles ” which have been per-

petual in the other branches, effectually preventing

it from achieving much public good.

Surely it is worse than scandalous that some fifty

or sixty young women should be subjected to in-

numerable petty annoyances, totally needless

;

located in premises where the light is bad and in-

sufficient, and even where there is not a single

advantage for study
;
to say nothing of the lodging

provided for them being in one of the least re-

putable of London thoroughfares
;

while half

the sum, paid for the upper part of a tallow-

chandler’s house, might have sufficed to procure

suitable and convenient lodgings for the secretary,

whose rooms at Somerset House would have been
more than ample to accommodate the female

pupils, comfortably and respectably.

I sincerely hope the Board of Trade will in-

terfere in this unfortunate affair. The tallow-

chandler’s apartments have been taken for a year

;

the year’s rent must be paid
;
but it is better to

sacrifice the sum than to permit the degradation to

continue,—at all events the secretary might be
removed thither.

TnE Guardian of a Pupil.

[We earnestly hope the attention of the Board of Trade

may be directed to this matter. Some evil genius is busy

to work the ruin of this Institution; scarcely a month

passes which does not furnish some proof of its bad man-

agement
;
the chief school is in perpetual hot water, and

the removal of one cause of offence seems to be only the

introduction of another. In the Provinces affairs appear

equally confused. Of the Glasgow School we have given

some report; but no explanation has yet been accorded of

the circumstances which led to the removal of Mr. Mac-

Manus, and the appointment in his stead of Mr. Wilson,

whose Report caused the dismissal of the gentleman whose

successor he became
;
neither have we been informed why

Mr. Wilson is no longer Provincial Inspector— an office to

which he was appointed when he ceased to be Director,

and in which he followed Mr. Poynter, who is now one of

the “ Committee of Management,” Mr. Poynter having been

a Member of the Council from which he retired to become

the Provincial Inspector—a paid officer. These matters

are very mysterious, not to say suspicious
;
and ought to

be explained. Mr. Wilson, at all events, stands in a posi-

tion which we grieve to 6ce him occupy
;
for his case stands

thus : during one of his Provincial visitations, he made, as

Provincial Inspector, a Report, the result of which was

that the Board of Trade discharged Mr. MacManus the

master, and appointed the very same Mr. Wilson in his

stead ;—thus getting rid of a Provincial Inspector (an office

we believe not to be again filled up), upon terms very easy

to all parties, except Mr. MacManus. Meanwhile, a large

majority of the pupils of Mr. MacManus memorialize

for his return, ancl quote the compliments annually con-

ferred upon him, for his zeal, attention and ability, by the

Trustees of the School. The inevitable infe rcncc from all this

is—that Mr. MacManus satisfied everybody connected with

the School, except Mr. Wilson. We repeat that as a gen-

tleman and a man of honour Mr. Wilson is bound to explain

these circumstances away ;
and we render him a service in

enabling him so to do.]

PICTURE DEALING.

Tiie following occurrence can only be regarded as

an example of self-delusion to an extent almost un-

paralleled. A man of great wealth, a sugar-baker

of the highest respectability at the eastern extre-

mity of the Metropolis, became infected with the

desire of forming an extensive collection of pictures.

Certainly it is no wonder that with the craft so

skilfully applied by low dealers, some individuals

should occasionally be entrapped in their meshes

;

but that a gentleman of large fortune should be

immolated to a vast amount of money by three or

four illiterate persons, is passing belief. The con-

stant efforts on our part, aided by the press gene-

rally, we imagined had reduced such nefarious

transactions to merely occasional occurrences be-

tween parties playing the knave and fool to their

hearts’ content on a small scale. But here we have

to record the expenditure, as it is currently reported,

of nearly forty thousand pounds in pictures pur-

chased of some three or four advertising dealers.

Their names are known to us, and we are well

aware they are intimately connected—nay, closely

associated—in their trading affairs with each other.

If we look over the advertisements of the daily

papers, we find no lack of single pictures, under

peculiar circumstances. Small collections ofgentle-

men going abroad, and with every shade of excuse,

are most temptingly offered, with the sly proviso,

that no dealer need apply. Among other schemes

one advertiser announces that many a picture pos-

sessed by some gentleman, that was considered

worthless, turned out to be of great value when the

said advertiser had restored it
;
and another wishes

to tell the amateurs that many of them are blessed

with riches, but are ignorant of its possession. This

conjuror awards the wealth to its right owner, by
being permitted to clean his picture, which will

prove a first-rate highly valuable original after

passing through his hands.

For some months past a long and very expensive

advertisement has been almost daily repeated, en-

titled “The New Discovery!” being a varnish

imbued with the virtues of quackery, as a cure for

all evils incident to pictures, price one guinea per

bottle. The capacity of the bottle is not indicated,

whether merely the size of a thumb, or the more
expanded form of a magnum bonum

;
but the per-

severing repetition for months of an expensive

announcement in the leading daily journal is an

unerring sign that the race of the deceived is no
more extinct than that of the deceivers.

li
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THOUGHTS
CONCERNING ART AS APPLICABLE

TO MANUFACTURES.

INTRODUCTION.

Sra,—For some years past your wide-spread
journal has been the organ of all matters con-
cerning Art in every department. Under your
superintendence it has reached its present impor-
tance, and amongst the services it has rendered
to the cause of Art may be numbered those which
have emanated from the attention you have your-
self given to Art, as applied to manufactures, and
the interest you have awakened in others to this
useful and important branch. No more appro-
priate place could therefore be selected than the
pages of your journal for the few thoughts I
have to offer on this subject, should you deem
them worthy the space they will occupy. Others
must determine their practical value

;
I offer

them to you as humble additions to the many
contributions you have already received towards
the further spread of beauty in its application
to UTILITY.

I do not know that I need trespass much on
your space. What I have to say will relate to
certain simple principles graphically illustrated,
and such as a workman may readily comprehend
and practise. I would endeavour to furnish the
intelligent artisan with some materials which
may excite his thoughts, and actively employ
them, and render him more animated and inte-
rested in his occupations.

I am the more tempted to address myself to
the practical man, because many of the valuable
inventions and improvements which have in-
creased the comfort, prosperity, and advance-
ment of the human family, have been contributed
by him, whose whole mind being engaged on
one particular object, is likely often to evolve
new and useful thoughts. Much of the beauty we
at present possess we have derived from our con-
tinental neighbours

; but it does not follow that
this must continue to be the case. Our own
artisans are generally reputed as amongst the
most adroit in manufacturing, and fashioning ma-
terials of every kind. This shows their skill and
intelligence

: these powers being placed under
artistical guidance in our Schools of Design, it is
not unfair to suppose that our native produc-
tions may equal, and perhaps eventually surpass

°J~
e

,

rs
’ as weU in elegance of form, as in beauty

of fabrication.

It may be said that, of late years, Art has
been more appreciated by the English nation
than formerly. Absorbed in commerce or
politics, her sons unconsciously overlooked
the enjoyment it supplied, or forgot its many
claims to their attention. Generally speaking,
painting and sculpture have alone been regarded
as productions of Art. Many, to whom their
ancestors have bequeathed works from the easel
or the chisel, not having that knowledge of Art
or that natural and inborn feeling for it, which
would prompt them to seek gratification from
its resources, suppose themselves indifferent to
or unworthy of its claims. They are, however!
neither so indifferent, nor so regardless as theymay appear to themselves, or to others ; nor is
Art as generally imagined, so exclusively con-
fined to the productions issuing from the artist’s
studio.

He whose whole mind has been engaged in
every variety of commercial enterprise, and
whose unwearied exertions have made his “ purse
plethoric which erst was gaunt,” betakes himself
to enjoy the otium cum dignitate. What is the
first step?—the purchase of an estate. What
the condition?—that it must be beautiful. Ahouse or a mansion is required : that also mustbe beautiful—and the furniture no less so. When

does not supply, hi kind or degree, the
beauty sought, recourse must be had to Art.Un the estate the landscape-gardener is an-pealed to, to clear away redundant foliage, andopen out new and beautiful prospects, or, where

ml
t0 pl“‘ "'!th a Tiew to the beautiful
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dges constructe<l, md approaches,

-walks and drives made, so that every feature of

beauty may be seen to the greatest advantage.
The architect must design—Gothic, Grecian, or
Elizabethan. Examples of beauty are sought
from every period, and have been at every sub-
sequent period, more or less, directly copied. If
exactly followed, it was because of their unques-
tioned beauty

; if changed, to suit any pecu-
liarity of ground, aspect, or necessity, it has
always been with the idea of obtaining more
beauty. The conditions are, not only that it shall
be adapted to overy purpose of life, but beautiful
withal : and so with the furniture, decorative
or useful, from the most to the least important
article; the desire is always eager to possess
as large a share of beauty as possible, and to
obtain all the embellishments Art can supply,
even to the decoration of food. Without Art!
where is the difference externally between the
rich man and the poor man, the man of refine-
ment, and the boor,—the palace and the cottage ?

All having the means to obtain Art, strive in
various ways to possess it, though not equally
discriminating in their choice. All mankind is
subject to its influence, more or less ; the civi-
lised man and the savage. All derive enjoy-
ment from it, but not in a like amount or degree.
The full enjoyment of Art depends, as in other
cases whence mental enjoyment is derived,—on
EDUCATION.
The most indifferent are influenced by it in

a degree greater than they themselves imagine.
For all material wants the estate need consist
of nothing beyond what will supply sheep and
oxen, game, fruit, and vegetables. "The house,
with bare walls only, would yet shield from the
scorching or inclement seasons

; a deal table, a
stool, a wooden trencher, a horn drinking-cup
would be sufficient adjuncts to the repasts which
sustain life. The nobles of bygone days had
little more. Now, however, who will be content
with such a limited supply ? Let those answer
who enjoy the luxurious contributions of Art,
and who are surrounded by its refinements and
its blandishments. Let such imagine their halls,
their apartments, and their banquets suddenly
bereft of all which Art has contributed to their
adornment

; let the elegant, the sumptuous, and
the elevating beauty be exchanged for bare and
blank necessities.—Would they then feel as now
they feel? Could they in their deserted halls
feel as the same beings? Impossible. These
questions apply equally to those who have the
smallest share of Art, as to those who have the
most abundant,—the same reply will be given.
All are subject to the pleasing impressions of
Art, and all seek it as a necessity in some shape
or other, although it be often acknowledged as
a luxury only, or its presence recognised but in
pictures or statues.

It is not necessary here to describe and define
distinctly the maimer in which Art affects us, or
its influence over us : sufficient that it is daily,
nay hourly demanded, and that it is indispensable
to the comfort and pleasure of our existence.
Without it, nations would lose half their sources
of wealth and distinction; wealth its external
manifestations, rank and refinement their in-
signia. Imprinted on all things surrounding us,
and perpetually the subject of our contemplation
and conversation, it constantly adds lustre to
oiu’ mental faculties, elevates and refines our
emotions, and ameliorates our social and moral
nature.

Beauty, wherever and in whatever displayed
by the civilised of all nations, has been sought
and admired. Man, at every period, as his
intellectual being has advanced, has endeavoured
to give to the work of his hands, whether for
utility or ornament, forms of beauty : never
content with contributions to personal ease and
comfort, unless something be superaclded satis-
factory to his sense and perceptions of the beau-
tiful : and he fabricates forms of beauty, or justly
appreciates them only in proportion as his natural
powers have been cultivated. It is the same
sense differently developed which directs the
operations of the tattooing needle in the hand
of the savage, as the chisel in the hand of the
sculptor. The former employs liis rude imagina-
tion to decorate his own form : the latter, deeply
impressed with that beauty which intense con-
templation and earnest study has discovered,
aims to give a like form to the shapeless marble,

nor rests content until he produces an all but
breathing imitation of his matchless prototype.

Beauty of colour may be appreciated naturally,
but in any high degree only as the fruit of edu-
cation. The power to see, combine, and arrange
colours in harmony is essentially a natural gift,
like an ear for music, and some individuals have
possessed this power in a remarkable degree,
whilst there have been, and still are many whose
sensations are so entirely dead as to mistake one
colour for another, such as blue for green, or
black, and some again are wholly unconscious
of red.

The Indian who decorates his person with
beads, furs, and feathers, arranges them so as
often to produce very hannonious effects of
colour. When he would add further decoration
by pigments, like the infant, his untaught eye
perceives greater beauty only in the brilliancy
of the colours, but if he attempt form, as in his
idols, his productions are the masterpieces of all
that is hideous, repulsive, uncouth, and extrava-
gant. Such are the failures ofuncultivated nature.
The Chinese, as regards a sense of the beautiful
in form, are almost as benighted as the savage.
We see, it is true, in the various specimens of
their manufacture which have reached us great
taste shown in the arrangement of colours, but
too frequently on very barbarous forms.
The love of the "beautiful in form would

seem to be connected with that polish and re-
finement which education generally imparts to
every faculty and feeling, if we may judge by
the Greeks, who have left a rich inheritance of
the purest form, universally admired. It may
fairly be deduced from this that the production
of beautiful form is superior to colour, since the
barbarian may arrange or even produce beautiful
colour, but never beautiful form.
Art has a universal influence, great in propor-

tion to the degree of beauty it presents. The
constant presence of beauty increases our love
of it, and our power to distinguish the most
perfect, or to observe the least alloy of deformity.
There is no object so trifling but may receive its
impressions of grace and beauty, and yield its
measure of pleasurable sensation. That study
therefore cannot be deemed unworthy which
aims to enhance the beauty of the most
humble. Believe me.

Yours truly,

J. D. Harding.
3, A lercom Place, Pec. 1.

INO AND BACCHUS.

FROM THE GROUP BY J. H. FOLEY.

The exquisite group of Ino and Bacchus, by
Mr. Foley, belongs to that order of sculpture
which at once fixes our admiration by its exceed-
ing beauty of conception and exquisite delicacy
of treatment : the graceful and easy attitude of
the principal figure, and the apparently unstudied
natural position of the boy, are unsurpassable.
The composition of the group is faultless

; the
symmetry of the female form has never been
better developed, whether we regard the whole
or any detached portion

; and the accessories are
so introduced and arranged as materially to
augment the beauty of the composition and
enrich it. There are hundreds, doubtless, in the
metropolis who have seen the work, and who
will readily bear us out in the assertion, that
few, very few modem sculptures equal, none
absolutely go beyond, it. If the artist should
never execute another, he has here done enough
to place himself in the ranks of the foremost men
of the age. The Earl of Ellesmere has evinced his
taste andjudgment in selecting Mr. Foley’s group,
which is most delicately sculptured in marble, to
adorn his new and princely mansion now erect-
ing in Cleveland Row. It would be a manifest
injustice to Mr. Roffe, who has engraved this
plate, were we to pass unnoticed the highly
satisfactory manner in which he has executed
his task

;
we have rarely seen the texture and

delicacy of marble more truly defined, while he
has most happily caught the playful expression
and attitude of the two figures, rich as they arc
in all the attributes of classic beauty.
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THE AKT-JOUENAL.

THE ILLUMINATED LITERATURE OF
THE PRESENT DAY *

An important feature of our age is the modified
revival of old customs, pursuits, and operations.
Arts which had slept for centuries have been re-

discovered during the last few years
;
antiquarian

investigation has placed before the public examples
of the industrious talent of our ancestors, and
modem science has originated means for producing
similar works with unheard of facility. The light
which has recently been thrown on the fabrication
of stained-glass, of enamel, of niello, of embossed
leather, and many other Arts of mediaeval birth,

has proved successful in furnishing a variety of
vehicles for the infusion of the beautiful, and a
large field for the efforts both of designer and
manufacturer. The introduction ofmoulded bricks,
which have been proved by a Correspondent of the
Archaeological Journal to have been used in some
parts of England at a very early period, has greatly

I
facilitated the employment of architectural orna-
ments in buildings, while the adoption of gutta

I

percha, and many other novel substances, has made
I

the elegant designs of antiquity easily and cheaply
transferable to book-covers. Nor have books them-

!
selves been less subject to the influence of the same
spirit. The best illustrated literature of the day is

|

a happy blending of past and present, an engraft-
ing of the decorative feeling of ancient missals upon
the scientific principles of the nineteenth century.
The caligraphic gems which have descended to

us, and are preserved in public and private libraries
both here and on the Continent, contain the most
dazzling memorials of the successive changes which

I

style underwent from the Anglo-Saxon period to
the sixteenth century. In the earliest examples
we find that intricate profusion of interlaced work
which exhibits itself in the first artistic attempts of
every people

;
this gradually gives place to a purer

taste, wherein foliage occupies a prominent posi-
tion, and which is in turn succeeded by conven-
tional forms, covering each page of vellum
with magnificent combinations of line and colour
on the one hand, subdued by neutral tints, and on
the other illuminated with gold. And all must be
alive to the exquisite beauty of those decorations
which, in the fifteenth century, were adopted to
form the borders to copies of the Sacred Volume,
or of the Poets and Romancists of the day, consist-
ing almost entirely of sprigs of wild flowers, closely
painted from nature, and placed upon a field of
gold. But this fashion was eventually swept
away, and the art of illuminating, majestic in its

decline, was, when superseded by the invention of
printing, honoured by the high Art of Julio
Clovio, and the classical enrichments of Fraucesco
Veronese.

It was, until recently, a complaint that these
splendid productions were inaccessible to the public,
while they might prove of immeasurable service

i
not only to the student of design, but to a vast

j

number of other classes. The advantages they
offer to the antiquary and the historian are only
to be compared to those they hold out to every

I

individual connected with the Arts, from the archi-

|

tect to the simple artisan. Strutt, and a host of
writers of less celebrity, have proved to what an
extent the development of historical costume is

indebted to the preservation of these brilliant re-
cords, and the decorator in the composition of his
designs does well to turn to the borders of illu-
minated books for assistance, finding there the
most perfect harmony of colour, the purest com-
bination of ornamental forms, and the choice of
subjects both from the animal and vegetable king-
dom, of the greatest propriety for the purposes of
his Art. All obstacles to gaining access to these

* “Maxims and Precepts of the Saviour;” being a

selection of the most beautiful Christian precepts contained

in the Four Gospels
;

illustrated by a series of illumina-

tions of original character, founded on the passages—
“Behold the fowls of the air," &c.; “Consider the lilies

of the field,” &c. By the Illuminator of the “ Parables ”

and “ Miracles.”—“ Ecclesiastes; or, the Preacher.” From
the Holy Scriptures. Being the twelve chapters of the

Book of Ecclesiastes, elegantly illuminated, in the missal

style, by Owen Jones.—“The Song of Songs, which is

Solomon's.” From the Holy Scriptures. Being the eight

chapters of the Song of Solomon, richly illuminated, in the

missal style, by Owen Jones.—“A Record of the Black

Prince
;
” being a selection of such passages in his life as

have been most quaintly and strikingly narrated by Chroni-

clers of the period. Embellished with higbly-wrought

miniatures and borderings, selected from various illu-

minated MSS. referring to events connected with English

history. By H. N. Humphreys. Longman & Co.

treasures are now fast dying away. Mr. Henry
Shaw was one of the first to repeat, by coloured
engravings, portions of ornament, and some few
miniatures selected from the best and most inte-
resting of them, and so cordially were his efforts

received by the public, that other gentlemen felt

authorised to follow his example upon an extended
scale. And while Franco was ushering into the
world the “Paleographic Universelle ” of M.
Silvestre, perhaps one of the most wonderful
specimens in existence of the union of laborious
skill and expensive execution, Mr. Henry Noel
Humphreys was preparing for the libraries of all

persons of taste in this country, his work on “ The
Illuminated Books of the Middle Ages,” a work
brought out upon a liberal scale, exquisitely printed,
and conveying a perfect idea of the range of suc-
cessive styles in MS. decoration, from the time of
the illumiuation of the Durham book in the seventh
century, to the decay and eventual disuse of the
Art in the seventeenth. To possess this book is

almost to possess a number of original works, as

far as value for reference is concerned
;
and a glance

at the volume is sufficient to show the capabilities
of the plates it offers. The illuminated books of
the middle ages, of whatever period, contain prin-
ciples of design consistent with the times in which
they are executed , and untiring indeed must have
been the labour of the cloister from whieh emanated
a stock of MSS. so large that, after a lapse of many
centuries, they yet occupy a spacious and valuable
portion of our national and collegiate museums.
The architect may do well to study from these
glorious receptacles to assist him in the restoration
of edifices whose style may be cither doubtful or
indefinite; the artist will find subjects treated with
that chaste simplicity of feeling which is so much
wanted in our day; and the ornamentalist will
find arabesques, whether in the foliated style of
the fourteenth, the natural style of the fifteenth, or
the grotesque and semi-Italian style of the sixteenth
century, which will not only bear repetition as ec-
clesiastical decorations, but often surpass any which
his own inventive fancy might have originated.
Of such value and importance are ancient illu-

minated MSS., and thus ably have they been per-
petuated and illustrated by modern perseverance

;

but it is also necessary that we should glance at
the effect which the publication of them has had
upon the pictorial literature of the day. Majuscles,
or initial letters, have become fashionable and
popular in works of even minor pretension, and
they generally display the evidence of an improving
spirit. The title pages and chapter headings of
many new works also show, by their ornamental
foliations printed in colours, and occasionally re-
lieved with gold, that the taste of the times has
been materially influenced, if not altered, by the
dissemination of our forefathers’ designs. Not
many years back all colour seemed to have been
discarded, leaving only black and white, and the
neutral tints; now, on the other hand, colour is

pre-eminent. Polychromatic decoration is finding
its way to our walls and ceilings, in some instances
to our furniture, sometimes to the covers of books
and albums, and constantly to the embellishment
of music. Indeed, much praise is due to Messrs.
D’Almaine, of Soho Square, for the care and skil-
fulness with which, under their superintendence,
many beautiful frontispieces to music have been
executed in printed colours from designs in medi-
eval taste. Every thing shows that an apprecia-
tion of colour, as a vehicle for conveying sentiments
of pleasure, is on the increase, and we think that a
feeling for harmony of tints is equally progressing.
The gross violations of consistency in this respect
with which the eye was assailed at the introduction
of the Art of printing in colours into this country,
are no longer met with

;
and the ornamental designs

which now form the borders of books are superior,
though not less original, from the fact, that ancient
MSS. have been suggestive iu their creation.
The foregoing remarks have been rendered neces-

sary at this time by the publication by Messrs. Long-
man of four illuminated works, which do equal credit
to the spirit of the publishers and the skill of the
artists whose services they have engaged. The
first is entitled “ Maxims and Precepts of the
Saviour,” and consists of a selection of the words
which fell from the lips of our Lord on earth, sur-
rounded by ornamental borders of birds and flowers,
printed in gold, silver, and colours. However, as
this is the least successful performance of the whole,
we willingly pass it by to speak of those with which
we are pre-eminently pleased. The name of Owen
Jones is one which has for a considerable time
occupied an honourable place in public estimation.
His work on the decorations of the Alhambra will
ever be a standard book of reference for Moresque
ornament, and his subsequent designs for illu-

minated borders, &c., have received from us their
meed of approbation. But it has been complained

31

of the compositions in question that they partake
too much of Moorish character to be really what
they profess, viz., imitations of the missals and

j

other manuscripts which were illuminated in
Europe during the period of Gothic Art. Such a
complaint cannot, however, be urged in reference

1

to the books now before us. If anything of eastern
character be distinguishable in them, it is only l

so much as produces additional grace to the exclu- I

sion of some portion of mediaeval grotesque. ‘
‘ The

|

Preacher,” a large quarto, containing the book of
Ecclesiastes, is a splendid production, the pages
alternating between masses of dazzling gold and
colours, and the more sober effects derivable from
a faint use of red, blue, and black, in lines which
have the appearance of being made with the pen.
The title page of this book is in itself a complete
galaxy of magnificence. The cover, designed by
the illuminator, is of wood, stamped, we believe,
from a pattern carved by W. G. Rogers, and no-
thing, as a binding, coulil be thought of more in
character with the interior. The next book, by
the same artist, is an edition of “The Song of
Songs, which is Solomon’s,” executed with equal
taste, and having in each leaf borders and groups
of foliated ornament in solid colours heightened

I

with gold. The cover is of stamped leather, beau-
'

tiful in design, and very careful and correct in
execution. We now come to a small octavo, less
full of bright colouring, but possessing many
claims upon our estimation. It is the production of
Mr. H. Noel Humphrej-s, and is entitled, “ A
Record of the Black Prince,” being a selection of
such passages in his life as have been most quaintly
and strikingly narrated by chroniclers of the period,
embellished with highly wrought miniatures ancl
borderings selected from various illuminated MSS.
referring to events connected with English history

;

and the cover of the book is tempting, being orna-
mented in a heavy black material, with the arms
of Edward, the Black Prince, enriched by an
agreeably designed border of Gothic cusps and
tracery. The illuminated miniatures throughout
the book are beautifully managed, though some-
what sparingly distributed

;
and the view of the

tomb of the Prince, at the close of the volume, is

worthy of all praise. In a word, these examples
of the illuminated literature of England at the
present day do credit to all parties who have been
engaged in producing them, and will doubtlessly
obtain the support of all persons of taste, and be
found on the table of every lover of the graceful
or the delicate in Art.

PAINTING IN OIL.*

By all who interest themselves about the appli-
ances and means of the old masters, these two
volumes will be regarded as an invaluable contri-
bution to Fine Art Literature. They are the result
of a commission confided by Government to Mrs.
Merrifield in 1845, to proceed to Italy with a view
to collect as far as could be effected, all authentic
information as to the materials employed by the
earlier Italian painters. Mrs. Merrifield is already
in the enjoyment of reputation as the translator of
the treatise of Cenniui, and as a writer on works on
fresco, and it is doubtless to the knowledge of Art
evinced in those works to which she is mainly
indebted for this important commission. The first

volume contains a long introduction of three hun-
dred pages, divided into six chapters, the subjects
of which arc respectively—On the State of Society
and of the Arts during the Middle Ages, Miniature
Painting, Mosaics, Glass, Gilding and other Arts,
Painting in Oil. The remainder of the first volume
is occupied by the manuscripts of John Le Beque,
with those of S. Audemar, of Eraclius, and of
Alcherius.
Jehan le Beque was a licentiate in the law and

Notary ofthe Mastersof the Mintat Paris, and com-
piled this work in 1431, being then iu the sixty-
third year of his age, from a collection of papers on
Art, in the possession of one Jehan Alcherius, or
Alcerius. The original is inthe Ribliothtlque Royale
at Paris ; it is written on paper, and is numbered
6741. Jehan le Beque was not a painter, not even
an amateur, as it would appear, otherwise he had
been at more pains, with more effective means at
hand, to avoid the inaccuracies into which he has
fallen

;
nor do we learn that Alcherius was a

painter, but he was evidently an ardent lover of the
Art, and a man of acquirements much superior to
those of Le Beque. Of the vocation of Alcherius
we are not informed. The earliest notice of him is

in 1382. In 1398 he was at Paris, and wrote his

* “Original Treatises on the Arts of Painting inOil,”
&c. By Mrs. Merrifield. Published by John Murray.
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treatise “ De Coloribus, &c.,” from the dictation of

Jacob Conn, a Flemish painter, and from that time

nothing more is known of him until 1409, when it

appears he was at Milan engaged in copying recipes

from a book lent him by Fra Dionisio, a monk of

the order of St. Mary. In 1410 he wrote on the

preparation of ultramarine, and was collecting re-

cipes at Bologna
;
and in the same year he returned

to Paris, where he employed himself in the arrange-

ment ofthe material he had thus obtained. Twenty
years afterwards his manuscripts were in the hands

of Le Bcquc, by whom they were probably arranged

in the form in which they now appear. The date

of the manuscript of Pebras de S. Audemar, or

Pierre de St. Omer, is doubtful
;
the writer was a

native of, or at least a resident in, the north of

France. Of the history of Eraclius nothing is

known : even his country and the date of his work
are undetermined. Only two ancient copies of

Eraclius are known, and both are bound up with
MSS. of Theophilus. The most ancient is in the

library of Trinity College, Cambridge. It was dis-

covered by Raspe, and was published by him in his

work on oil-painting in 1801. The first and second

books of Eraclius, consisting entirely of recipes,

“ De Coloribus et Artibus Itomanorum,” is writ-

ten in Latin hexameters. The second volume
of the work contains the Bolognese manuscript

—

the Marciana—the Paduan—the Yolpato, and the

Brussels manuscripts, together with extracts from
other papers.

The Bolognese manuscript is supposed to be of

the fifteenth century and belongs to the library of

the Convent of S. Salvatore, at Bologna. This
manuscript was taken, it appears, to Paris, where
it was stamped “ Bibliotheque Nationale.” Its

existence was first publicly announced in 1842.

Neither the date nor the writer of this manuscript
arc known, but it is supposed to have been written

about the middle of the fifteenth century. Like
others of these early MSS., it is rather a collection

of recipes than a compendious treatise. Five of the

seven books treat of the preparation and manufac-
ture of blues, greens, and lakes

;
the sixth is devoted

to the composition of “ porporino,” an imitation of

gold ;
and the seventh prescribes a practical course

ofpainting according to the precepts ofone Magister
Jacobus de Tholeto. This MS. occupies nearly
three hundred pages, and is followed by the Mar-
ciana MS., which is in the library of S. Marco at

Venice. The latter consists of recipes in medicine,

surgery, farriery, painting, illuminating, gilding,

&c., and is believed to have been written about
the beginning of the sixteenth century. Among
them are some with which arc associated the names
of Andrea di Salerno, Frate Venetiano, Sansovino,

Giovanni da Udire, Fundano, &c. The Paduan
MS. is considered to be Venetian ; it is on paper,

but there is no date, nor does the name of the

author appear. Like the preceding, it consists

only of recipes, many of which are curious. The
Volpato MS. is entitled, “ Modo da tener nel

Dessingcr,” and is believed to have been composed
in the latter part of the seventeenth or the beginning
of the eighteenth century. Giovanni Batista Vol-
pato was a painter, and a pupil of Novelli, who
had studied under Tintoretto; he was born at

Bassano in 1633, and eventually settled there and
instructed several pupils. The substance of this

document is given in the form of a dialogue between
two students, an elder, and a tyro

;
the former ex-

plaining to the latter all the technicalities of Art
according to his method of practice. The Brussels

MS. was written in 1635, by Pierre Le Brun, and
is regarded as a description of the practice of the
French School of that period, and seems rather
addressed to amateurs than painters. This writer
treats of painting in distemper and fresco-painting,
painting on glass and the composition of colours.

The eighth chapter is entitled “ Secrets in Paint-
ing,” and among those secrets we find the now
well-known precept which excludes white from all

flesh shadows. “ The author also advises the use
of mineral colours, which were to be previously
ground -with oil,” but if he intends this for flesh

painting the experience ofthe present day is against
him. In his enumeration of “les plus excellens
peintres dcl’univers,” he calls Rubens a “ tres

habil homme,” and says that Vouet is “ estime
des meilleurs d’aujourdhui.” These, with some
other observations show that his information rela-
tive to the great painters of his time, and the old
time before him, was limited and inaccurate.
The days of the garqons de l’atelicr are gone

;

it is now no longer necessary to keep the muller
going every day, or on certain days of the week.
When every painter was his own colour-manufac-
turer many had their segreti per colon, and some
communicated them freely to their pupils. It is,

however, highly interesting to peruse these ancient
MS., of which we believe that very many have
perished or been lost; for in Italy alone there must

have been many more of these documents than are

now known.
In the first volume Mrs. Merrifield gives the

results of conversations which she had with living

Italian painters on the methodsofthc Old Masters.

The colours employed by the Venetian painter’s

were of the commonest kind, as in the present day,

because the commonest colours are the best. The
method of Titian and the materials he used are

tolerably well ascertained
;

it is believed that the

Venetian manner was to lay the whole of the flesh

in with black and white, modelling the parts very
accurately, and then working over that with ordi-

nary flesh tints of ochres, vermilion and lake.

Signor C., a Venetian artist, says that Titian laid

in the subject with colours approaching nature,

and that he always painted the shades cold. Sig-

nor D., another Venetian painter, says that Gian.
Bellini, Titian, Giorgione, Bonifazio, and the two
Bassani painted their shades warm, and the first

flesh colour very rosy. The fact is that any man
who paints earnestly from nature will perhaps
never work out two pictures precisely in the same
manner ; genius is not to be fettered by dry rules

;

the methods of Titian have long been the philoso-

pher’s stone of Italian Art, and ifit were discovered,

in detail,—the particular colours used in particular

pictures, the mannerofdead colouring, ofscumbling,

shading and glazing,—the next object would be to

impetratc the gift of the genius of Titian.

The present Art-movement in this country has
brought forth many highly useful treatises both on
practice and theory. The really sound principles

propounded in these ancient documents are still

adhered to, though in bulk they may be classed

among the curiosities of Fine Art literature. The
volumes throughout, with the notes and introduc-

tion, bear evidence of the experience and earnest

application with which Mrs. Merrifield has dis-

charged the commission intrusted to her.

THE ROYAL GENERAL ANNUITY
SOCIETY.

We believe the habit of indiscriminate charity-

giving, without inquiring whether those who
solicit alms can or cannot help themselves, is a
serious offence against, and a positive injury to, the
well-doing of society. To instruct the needy how
to help themselves may be considered a state ser-

vice, as truly as that to give to those wrho either

will not work or squander what theyfearn, is an en-

couragement to pauperism deliberate and deter-

mined. But while we condemn the habit of pro-

miscuous alms-giving, there are two classes who
have such unquestionable claims on society, that

there can be no doubt there is a positive duty
imposed upon us for their relief—the parentless

young, and the infirm old.

In a well ordered community a friendless child

would be a thing unknown
;

but youth, no matter

under what circumstances it be placed, has its

treasure-store of hopes
;
whether realised or not,

they are in themselves a Happiness. The world
is all before the young; if it rain to-day, the

sun may shine to-morrow; if the up-hill of life

has its toils, it has, at least, the ideal of a better

prospect when the summit is attained. This, as

far as this world is concerned, is denied to those

who, amid storms and trials, disappointments and
deaths, have proved that 11 All is vanity and vexa-

tion of spirit.” The wealthy, old in pampering
and pride, get at odds with the world, its aches

and its pains, its diseases, engendered by luxury
;

its cares, to them only the embarrassments ofriches
;

its anxieties, how to part with the treasures heaped
one upon the other in old ancestral descent, or piled

by the stained hands of greedy speculation. How
different the feelings of those whom the General
Annuity Society would seek and comfort. Our atten-

tion has been especially drawn towards the Charity

by the polling paper, which shows that there are

sixty-one candidates, of whom three only can be
elected in January. Sixty-one candidates, from
the middle classes of society, panting to obtain an
annuity of from 18£. to 24£. a-year ! These candi-

dates had all—to quote a simple phrase, full to

overflowing of the saddest retrospect of life
—“ seen

better days !

”

Sorrows and privations have accompanied, and
goaded, and taunted, and accelerated their progress

down the hill of life ; and were it not for this

almost forlorn hope, their transit from the work-
house to the grave must be certain, and, we would
hope, speedy. If friendless Infancy claims sympathy
from our hopes, Old Age has a claim on our grati-

ture. Here are strong claimants, indeed! It is use-

less to endeavour to trace back the origin of their

misfortunes. In a commercialcountrywe hang upon
each other like swarming bees, and if a link is

broken, those beneath are loosened from their hold.

If the peer does not employ the peasant, the peasant

starves
;

if the gentleman does not pay his bills

—

ay, and punctually—the tradesman is ruined
;
every

year hundreds are rendered “unfortunate” by
circumstances over which they have no control.

The young rally—they fight on the battle of life,

and frequently come off' victorious
;
but the dis-

eased, the aged, sink beneath the infliction. No
matter how well their duties have been discharged,

no matter how “ well to do ” they have been, no
matter how ready to succour others, misfortunes

hurry them towards a friendless grave. Age, as

we have said, bears so heavy a “ fardel,” that

riches and rank fail to lighten it
;
how then must

the wayfarer sink beneath its burden, who has

every ill added to the one of declining nature

!

For the sake of the future we arc bound to care for

the young; but a still higher feeling commands
our attention and tenderness to the aged. The
constitution of this most Christian Society embraces
very important objects—affording relief to decayed
merchants, bankers, professional men, master
manufacturers, tradesmen, their widows, and
clerks, and to single females, daughters of persons

in these valuable classes of the community.
Various as arc the institutions of our great Metro-

polis, there was not one which existed, until the

establishment of this society, having for its object

the relief of such distressing cases as are daily

occurring. Who is there at all in prosperous cir-

cumstances not constantly appealed to to aid the

needy—where age and distress render it utterly

impossible they should assist themselves. This
society only colls for moderate subscriptions to

carry out its purposes
;

and the satisfaction of

aiding, not one, but many, is surely rich interest

for the money devoted to its support. There is no
possibility of imposition : the claims of the appli-

cants arc thoroughly investigated, and every effort

used to alleviate their distress. Surely at this

season, and under the proud and happy circum-

stances in which our noble country so gloriously

and pre-eminently stands, we are more than usually

called upon to offer up our “ prayers and oblations,”

as evidence of gratitude to Him who hath placed a
girdle round our Islands. No charity—not even
those for whom we have so frequently and so suc-

cessfully pleaded in these pages—deserves better

support than this “ Royal General Annuity So-

ciety.” A. M. H.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Royal Academy.—The 9th of December being

the eightieth anniversary of the foundation of

the Royal Academy, a general assembly of the

Academicians was held on that day, when the

following distribution of premiums took place :

—

To Mr. F. Cowie, for the best copy made in the

school of painting, the silver medal
;

to Mr.

E. Eagles, for the best drawing from life, the

silver medal
; to Mr. W. Jackson, for the best

model from the life, the silver medal. To Mr.
J. Bidlake and Mr. C. A. Gould, silver medals

were awarded, for drawings of the Whitehall

front of the Banqueting House ; to Mr. F. Clark,

for the best drawings from the antique, the silver

medal
;
to Mr. J. Kirk, for the best model from

the antique, the silver medal. In consequence

of the continued indisposition of Sir M. A. Shee,

the premiums were distributed by Mr. Jones,

the keeper, who, in a short but eloquent

address, enforced on the minds of the stu-

dents the necessity of sedulous attention in

the schools. The general assembly afterwards

proceeded to the choice of officers for the en-

suing year,when the following were appointed :

—

Sir M. A. Shee (re-elected) president. Council

—

old list : Sir R. Westmacott, J. P. Deering, W.
Wyon, and F. R. Lee, Esqs.—new list : C. W.
Cope, W. Dyce, E. Landseer, and R. Cook, Esqs.

Visitors in the Life Academy—old list : W. Mul-

ready, D. Maclise, S. A. Hart, H. W. Pickersgill,

and W. Wyon, Esqs.—new list : C. W. Cope,

W. Dyce, F. R. Lee, and C. Landseer, Esqs.

Visitors in the School of Painting—old list

:

S. A. Hart, D. Maclise, W. F. Witlierington, and

C. Stanfield, Esqs.—new list : A. Cooper, C. W.
Cope, W. Dyce, F. R. Lee, and C. Landseer,

Esqs.—W. Mulready, Sir R. Westmacott, and

P. Hardwicke, Esqs., were elected Auditors.

The Vernon Gallery continues to be visited

daily by thousands of all classes, from the highest

to the most humble; and it is not a little

amusing to hear the criticisms it receives.



These generally refer, however, to the recep-

tacle wherein the pictures are placed, upon

which are heaped compliments in a genuine

English style ;
sufficiently hearty and epigram-

matic to justify at least the conclusion, that

if a demand is made for a grant to erect a

proper building in which the works may be all

seen—and at all hours—it would be anything

but against the wishes of “ the people.” Some

judicious changes have been made, but it cannot

be denied that the works of our painters here

have a dismal doom
;
half of them are not to be

seen at all, when the rooms are crowded, and

the other half have usually that dim aspect

which most objects obtain “ atween lights.” We
cannot doubt that when Parliament assembles,

some steps will be taken in this matter, as well

as to place upon record the national sense of the

gift to the nation—a duty omitted last year, we
trust only to receive greater solemnity this.

Asylum for Aged Governesses.—A lady,

having a presentation to the Asylum for Aged
Governesses, desires to place it at the disposal

of the daughter, or sister of an artist. She

must be sixty years of age, and have been, for

some period of her life, resident in a private

family, and her present income must not exceed

twenty pounds per annum. The Asylum it is ex-

pected will be opened in May next ;
further par-

ticulars will be found in the advertisement

(inserted elsewhere) of the Governess Benevolent

Institution. It is needless to add, that this

Asylum being intended for ladies who have

laboured long in the great cause of education,

but who have not been enabled to realise inde-

pendence towards the close of life—its inmates

will be treated with respectful consideration :

the position, however painful in some respects,

is one which no gentlewoman can hesitate to

occupy. Communications in reply to this notice

may be addressed A. B. C., Office of the Art-

Journal, 49, Pall Mall.

The Artists and the Art-Union of Lon-

don.—It is said that a memorial to the Board of

Trade has been in circulation, the object of which

is to sustain it in its position hostile to the Art-

Union of London. Possibly such an attempt has

been made, and it may have been abandoned; we
can learn nothing more than a mere rumour on

the subject; sucha step would be, to say the least,

unwise on the part of the few Artists who side

with the Board, for a counter-memorial would, of

course, be “ got up,” and it would, beyond all

doubt, be signed by twenty times the number of

those whose signatures might be appended to that

which the Board would incline to lean upon.

Tins is not the time for an effort to crush the

Art-Union
;
during the past year we believe

that nine out of ten of the third-rate artists sold

literally nothing at the exhibitions, metropolitan

and provincial, except the works disposed of to

prize-holders ;
the returns from Manchester,

Liverpool, Birmingham, Norwich, and other

places, are miserable in the extreme
;
such a

memorial as that referred to could not be signed

by artists who depend on annual sales for the

means of subsistence ; and we should think very

ill of prosperous artists who, having nothing to

dispose of, or no necessity for seeking purchasers,

would seek to cut off their weaker brethren from
almost their only source of life.

New Coin.—We have recently inspected a new
example of Mr. Wyon's skill, which must be
considered as a pattern coin for England; the
workmanship being probably too delicate, and
the name too foreign, for it to be generally

adopted. It is called a florin
; and has on the

obverse the Queen’s bust, crowned and robed in

the same elaborate style as upon the beautiful

pattern crown by the same artist
;
around it is

inscribed “Victoria Regina, 1848.” The obverse

has the shields of England, Ireland, and Scotland

arranged crosswise ;
the spaces between being

filled by the Rose, Shamrock, and Thistle
;
the

inscription being “one florin, one-tenth of a

pound.” The intention is to produce a decimal

coinage, easily multiplied and comprehended by
foreigners. So far it is good, but the name is

not so happy; it is un-English and strange to

the multitude. There is one other thing which
strikes us might be altered : when the shields

are arranged crosswise, as on this coin, the arms
of England occur twice over ; why not, instead
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of this, place the arms of Wales as one
1

? It

would be but a just and honourable tribute to

an ancient and loyal Principality, which never

seems to have its fair meed of notice.

The State Apartments in Windsor Castle.

—These apartments arc open gratuitously to the

public on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays. The Lord Chamberlain’s tickets may
be obtained in London, gratis, at all the principal

printsellers ; of whom also guide books may be

obtained, for one penny each. The tickets are

available for one week from the day they are

issued. They are not transferable, and it is

contrary to her Majesty's command that payment

for or in reference to them be made to any

person whatever. The hours of admission are,

from 1st April to 31st October, between eleven

and four; and from 1st November to 31st

March, between eleven and three.

Venetian-Glass Paper Weights, &c.—The
curious and interesting specimens of the Art of

enclosing ornamental coloured glass within a

shell of colourless transparent glass, which have

lately been made familiar to us in the forms of

paper-weights, door-knobs, tazzi, &c., is a revival

of an art practised by the Venetians five or six

centimes since. For at least four centuries we
have no indications of any such manufacture

;

and, indeed, until very lately, it may be

regarded as having been lost. The interior

patterns are first formed by taking soft glass,

coloured with metallic oxides, which is drawn

into small tubes. These tubes are combined to

form a pattern, and are fused together length-

ways, making one variegated elongated mass of

any required diameter. One of these compound
tubes is taken, slices of the thickness of a lozenge

are cut off, cither at right angles to the length,

or obliquely. These transverse sections are all

of identically the same pattern if cut from the

same tube. In this way any required pattern can

be formed, and any variety of colours produced.

The pattern being thus made by combining

sections of this soft coloured glass, it becomes

necessary to secure the whole, and give beauty

to the design by covering it, in front with a white

and perfectly transparent glass, and at the back

with a white opaque variety. This is done, as in

the ordinary process, by putting different layers

of glass one upon the other. Sometimes the

coloured mass, or section of the tubes, is dipped

partially into the opaque glass in a state of

fusion first, and then the whole is covered with

pure flint glass, or sometimes the opaque glass is

applied in the melted state to the back after the

flint glass has covered the face. The interior

coloured tubes, being more fusible than the outer

transparent glass, soften when the melted flint

glass is applied, and in this soft state it admits of

any of those operations of the workman necessary

to give elegance of form to the finished article

;

and thus also the two varieties of glass become
united into one consistent mass. These articles

are sold as of foreign manufacture, but we are

assured, upon the best authority, that very large

quantities of them are made in England—indeed

in the metropolis—are sent to France and Ger-

many, and bought in these countries to supply

our own markets. This is not the only instance

within our knowledge in which our manufactures

find their way to the public, at a greatly advanced

price, by re-importation as the productions of

foreign industry. Surely it is time that all such

ridiculous prejudices should cease.

Works of Art in Rome.—Hardly a week was

suffered to elapse after the news had anived in

London that the Pope was dispossessed of his

political power by a revolutionary faction, than

agents, either real or pretended, of the mob-in-

stalled government, appeared with a proposition

to some capitalists in the city to effect the loan

of half a million sterling. The conditions of the

offer were to receive 80 1. for every 100?., at the

rate of five per cent, per annum interest, the

entire loan to be redeemed at the expiration of

ten years. The security proposed was no less

than the deposit of the great works of painting

and sculpture which exist in the palaces, mu-
seums, and public buildings of Rome. These were

to be consigned to London, tho proceeds of their

public exhibition to be applied in part payment
of the interest on the loan. However strange,

astounding, or even absurd the transaction may
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appear, it is not the less certain that the propo-

sition was entertained by the City capitalists, but

with the condition that the works of Art should

be duly valued, and their presence in England

insisted on as the basis of the negotiation.

Picture by Count D’Orsay.—This accom-

plished gentleman, whose artistic talents are

most successfully displayed in every department

of Art which he attempts, some time back painted

a picture of Christ pronouncing the prophecy,
“ Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my
words shall not pass away.” The work is one

of high merit, indeed we may certainly affirm

that we know of no modem painter who could

surpass it in the dignity of its conception, and
the mild yet majestic expression which the coun-

tenance reveals; the painter has undoubtedly

invested his subject with much of the attribute

of Divinity. The figure is of half-length, but of

life-size, the right hand rests on a globe, the left

is uplifted in the attitude of enunciation. This

fine work will shortly be in the hands of the

public, in the shape of a most charming litho-

graph, which Mr. Lane has recently completed,

and which most entirely embodies the eleva-

tion and the beauty of the original. We hail

the appearance of prints of such a character with

feelings of satisfaction ;
they are calculated to

produce a healthy tone in the minds of all who
love Art for its own sake, and to sustain this

feeling in those who revere it in its noblest

qualifications. The Count’s picture and Mr.

Lane’s lithograph, may be seen at Mr. Hogarth’s,

the publisher, in the Haymarket ;
and the picture

will astonish many who know the Count only as

a “ leader of fashion.”

The Royal Etchings.—This matter has been

again before the Vice-Chancellor’s Court on a

motion to dissolve the injunction by which the

defendants, Messrs. Strange and Judge, were

restrained from publishing the engravings in

question . The matter was argued at considerable

length during two entire days, without being

brought to a final issue. Sir Knight Brace requiring

additional evidence as to Mr. Strange’s answers to

the affida vits before pronouncingjudgment. The
case on behalf of the plaintiffs was not put upon

the law of copy-right, but upon the equitable

right to protection against the invasion of rights

of protection. This indeed is the common sense

view of the question, which it requires not the

subtleties of legal knowledge clearly to compre-

hend ;
the etchings were private property, “ sur-

reptitiously” obtained by some one, and unlaw-

fully intended to be used for the profit of others,

either directly or indirectly, to the injury of then-

own er. To this protection her Majesty, if she

were a private lady, would have an undoubted

right ; but what shall we say of those who have

invaded the privacy of the Queen ? what but that

they should be excluded from all honourable

society.

The Graphic Society.—The first meeting for

the season of this Society was held on the 14th

ultimo, and was numerously attended. Among
the varieties exhibited on the table we noticed a

volume of capital “ Interiors ” by Redgrave

;

several etchings by T. Landseer, from pictures

by E. Landseer : a book of designs by Flaxman,

illustrating “ Ovid’s Metamorphoses ;

” some of

Hunt’s characteristic water-colour drawings
;
a

number of admirable calotypes by Mr. Owen

;

and various contributions by Ansdell, Bartholo-

mew, J. Bell, and others, with the original sketch

for Mr. Cross’s large picture of Richard Cceut

de Lion.

Art Union of London.—This Society has

removed its offices from Trafalgar Square to

more eligible and commodious premises, No. 444,

West Strand, where it will find greater facilities

for carrying on its operations. Now that mer-

cantile confidence is reviving, and monetary

transactions are assuming an improving and

healthy tone, we hope to see the subscription

list greatly enlarged for the ensuing season.

Exposition at Manchester.—The Royal Man-

chester Institution, it appears, intend to have

another Exposition of products of Art and Indus-

try during the year 1849. We earnestly hope it

may be successful, but we cannot forget that the

experiment of 1846 was saved from being a

failure by the zealous cooperation of the council

and officers, and the master of the Government

*«
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School of Design—with whom in fact the pro-

ject originated, and by- whom it was conducted
throughout. We trust that certain circumstances
which then occurred will not have the effect of
preventing a cordial junction between the two
societies.

Art-Union of Liverpool.—

W

e understand
|

that the subscription list of this Society will be
1

closed on the 8th of this month, and that the
drawing of the prizes is fixed for the 10th inst.

;

no time should therefore be lost by those who
desire to become subscribers. This Institution

has already done much good in its locality
;
we

shall be glad to see its usefulness and operations
1 still more widely extended.

The Cupstone Street Society-.—

I

t has now
been for some time in contemplation by the
Society to remove to premises more conve-
nient than those wliich they havo for so many
years occupied; no locality has yet, however,
been determined on. The advantages offered
by this institution are of a kind permanently
to secure the regulated number of subscribers,
to whatever locality the society may remove.
Many of the compositions which are produced
here on the “sketching nights” (Friday evenings)

j

are works of infinite power and spirit, A subject
1

is proposed on the evening, and treatedimpromptu,
either in oil, water-colour, or charcoal, according
to the improvisatori respectively, many of whom
are artists of high reputation. The evening ter-

minates with a general inspection ofthe sketches,
many of which, although done in two or three
hours, are distinguished by a finish indicative of
great command of material and rapidity of
execution.

The Colosseum.—

A

new exhibition is to be
immediately opened here, designed under the
direction of Mr. Bradwell, but entirely distinct
from the other apartments of the Colosseum.

|

A theatre has been designed and constructed in

j

such a manner as to serve either for musical
entertainments or panoramic exhibitions. The
entrance will be from the Albany Street side,

1
and the visitors will pass through a saloon fitted

1 np with infinite taste as a “ Rustic Armoury.”
Of the decorations of this theatre, it is enough,
at present, to say that they arc in every way
worthy of the taste and skill of Mr. Bradwell,
and equal to those of the other departments of
the Colosseum. The first representation intended
to be brought forward will be that of the effects
of the earthquake at Lisbon.
Porcelain Brooches.—

T

ho application of
porcelain to ornaments for the person is a novel
feature in the productions of our manufac-
turers

; one or two specimens of ladies’

,

brooches in this material, produced at Burslem,
we have seen, which are exceedingly beautiful in
their designs, and exquisitely delicate in work-
manship. There is no metallic setting in those

1
we have inspected, though we think this might
not only enrich the object, butlikewise strengthen
the porcelain, which, we should fear, would bo

|

subject to damage if not somewhat protected.
The idea is however good, and from its novelty
will doubtless be appreciated by the public,
while it admits of tho development of consider-
able artistic taste.

The New Water-Colour Society.—

A

County
Court summons has been served upon one, or it

may be all, of the members who retired from
this society last year, for the recovery of fines,
amounting in each case to 20£, reduced to come
within tho jurisdiction of such court. The case,
however, has not been heard in consequence of
the matter having been moved on the part of
the defendants into a higher court.
The Paris Exposition of Industrial Art.

—

This year the exposition should take place, in
due course

; five years having elapsed since the
last : but it is likely to be postponed in conse-
quence of the unsettled state of trade and manu-
facture in Paris, where both fabricant and ouvrier
are, literally, without occupation

; and have con-
sequently “ no heart ” for improvements.

Glass Manufacture.—

I

t is with pleasure that
wo find one of our most scientific glass manu-
facturers, Mr. Apsley Pellatt, is about to publish
a work entitled “ Curiosities of Flint-glass Manu-
facture,” in which we may expect to find every
information in this most interesting branch of

! British skill.

The Freemasons of the Church.— The
Society entitled the “ College of Freemasons ol

the Church,” founded for the proper develop-
ment of architecture in its connection with the
dependant Arts, is one of high importance as an
engine which, to be permanently useful, requires
only to be better known. And we hike this
opportunity of referring to the advantages it

offers in bringing artists and manufacturers in
conjunction with architects, frequently a class
of men otheiwise inaccessible, and in extending
information from the most acknowledged sources
upon subjects relative to thoso Arts in which
architecture is concerned. Tho institution is

governed by a body of noblemen and gentlemen,
and twelve chaplains, and holds during the year
twelve chapter meetings, which occur on tho
second Tuesday in every month. The last meet-
ing for 1848 was held at the residence of tho
Secretary, 10, Carlisle Street, Soho Square, who
delivered an inaugural address upon tho occa-
sion, and informed the meeting that all future
business of the College will be conducted at
49, Groat Marlborough Street. Among tho ex-
hibitions at the last meeting were many works
of Art and unpublished books placed before tho
Society by Mr. S. C. Hall, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Black-
burn, F.S.A., &c., and a remarkable example of
the Sacred Monogram by Mr. C. B. Wall, M.P.,
and Vice-president. The following is a list of
the lectures for the coming year :—

-

January 9. On Scottish Ecclesiastical Architecture, by
D. Wilson, F.R.S.S.A.
February 13. On the importance of a knowledge and

observance of the principles of Art by Designers, bv \V.
Smith Williams.
March 13. On London Remains, by J. W. Archer, Cor-

responding Member, R.S.S.A.
April 10. On Roman Architecture, by G. R. French, G.M.
May S. On Palestine, by the Rev. George Fisk, M.A., &c.
June 12. On Light, in its relation to Painting, by W.

Cave Thomas.
July 10. On Medal and Seal Engraving, by A. J. Stot-

hard, F.N.S. Medal Engraver in Ordinary to Her Majesty.
August 14. On Jerusalem, by J. Finn, M.R.A.S., H.B.M.

ConsHl for Jerusalem.
September 1 1 . On the Architectural Antiquities of Nor-

way, by P. Gellatly.

October 9. On Pointed Architecture
,
by W. P. Griffith,

M.R.J.B.A., F.S.A.
November 13. On Historical Painting, by W. Fisk.

W. Harry Rogers, Hon. Sec.

Banvard’s Panorama of the Mississippi.

—

An exhibition of a remarkable kind has recently
been opened at that celebrated resort of sight-

seers, the Egyptian Hall, where all that is re-

markable from all quarters of the globe generally
finds a meeting place. The exhibition consists of
a panorama painting delineating more than three
thousand miles of country, and covering a can-

vas to the extent of three miles if exhibited in

one continuous line. Both sides of tho Missis-

sippi and Missouri rivers are delineated, and the
picture (which moves on cylinders) gives a
perfect idea of the wonders of this celebrated
“ stream.” Mr. Banvard is one of those self-relying

enthusiasts, who in the ardency of youth con-

ceived tho project of painting this enormous
undertaking, and in the midst of solitude and
privation accomplished it. He lacks artistic perfec-

tion, but his work gives unswerving truthfiilness

in all its details, and it is matter for reflection of
tho most profitable kind, as we pass so much of

scenery that is peculiar, beautiful, grand or ex-

traordinary. The geological formations are

sometimes most startling and curious; but to

our minds the pictures of native Indian life in

the journey across the prairie are the most fasci-

nating. The lonely primitive villages ; the
hunting grounds with the countless herds of
buffaloes ; the lovely tints of the flower-covered
grounds, and tho wondrous effect of the prairie

on fire, possess a truth and originality which
claim attention and applause. Mr. Banvard
modestly says that “he does not exliibit the
painting as a work of Art, but simply as a correct

transcript of Nature." Nature, however, has done
that for his picture which Art could not do, and
many ofhis effects are for that reason abundantly
beautiful. As an Exhibition the work is deeply
interesting.

Schwanthaler.—

W

e await a memoir of this

illustrious man from the pen of our German
correspondent, which has not arrived in time
for publication hi our present number. By his

death the Arts sustain an irreparable loss. He
died in the prime of life, at the age of forty-five.

Sale of Sketches, &c., of the late B. R.
Haydon.—

A

series of sketches and drawings by
this artist have been sold by Mr. Robins. Among
these remains was one picture commenced in
oil ; the rest consisted of perhaps the least valu-
able of his works, but nevertheless we believe,
had the intended sale been more publicly known,
the proceeds had amounted to more than 53 (.

—

all that was realised. Many persons who would
have beep glad to possess a memento of Haydon
never heard of the sale until it was over.

Mr. Ward’s “Alderney Bull.”—

T

his picture,
which was painted by Mr. Ward many years ago,

has been exhibited at the Carriage Bazaar, in
King Street, Portman Square, during the Cattle
Show. It was lighted powerfully by gas, and
having been newly varnished for the occasion,
was seen to very great advantage. This bull,

which is grouped with a cow and calf, was painted
in rivalry of the picture by Paul Potter. Mr.
Ward’s model has been a highly bred and veiy
symmetrical animal, and herein this picture has
an advantage over that by Potter, who never saw
any animal of improved breed. The latter pic-

ture represents a bull without one commendablo
point

;
but there is yet a masteiy in this cele-

brated work which transcends everything which
has been brought into comparison with it. The
painting of Mr. Ward is a work of the veiy
highest merit.

Patent Vitrified Glass.—

W

e have had sub-

mitted to us by the manufacturers, Messrs.
Edwards, Pell, and Cartisser, several exceedingly
beautiful specimens of ornamented glass, pro-

|

duced by a peculiar process, which, being
patented, we ax e, of course, not at liberty to dis-

close
;
we may, liowevei1

,
state that no “ kind of

acid is used,” as many who have seen the speci-
|

mens suppose. This glass possesses numeimis 1

and great advantages over the ordinary orna-

mented or matted glass
;

it exhibits the design
equally well from whichever side it is seen, and
by lamp light the oraament comes out in strong
relief, showing the minutest portions with extra-

j

oi’dinaiy brilliancy. It would be almost impos-
sible to enumerate all the uses to which this

elegant material may be applied, inasmuch as
eveiy kind of decoiutive design may be adapted
to it

; among several we saw, may be mentioned
an imitation of muslin curtains, with borders,

every fold and thread of which are delineated in

the most perfect manner
;
imitations of the most

delicate lace-work, groups of flowers, arabesque
and Greek ornaments. One great benefit deriv- 1

able from its use is, that in no case does it in

the least interfere with the light, as does ground
glass and painted glass

; and being vitrified, it is

impossible for the ornament to be removed.
There is not any difficulty in cleaning it, a little

;

water being all that is necessaiy for the
purpose.
Drawings by Mr Fahey.—

O

ur advertising

columns, last month, announced the intention of
an artist whose works have long been before the
public, to dispose of them by public subscription.

Another similar scheme, proposed by Mr. Fahey,
a member of the New Water Colour Society, has
been placed in our hands. It is with very sin-

cere concern that we see men of undoubted
talent and considerable reputation compelled to

have recourse to such means for the sale of their

pictures,—whereby it is shown that the pressure

upon the monied classes, during the past year,

has been so great as to exclude many deserving

artists from l’eaping the reward of their skill
j

and industry by the ordinary channels of dealing.

We have our doubts, too, with regard to tho
productiveness of such schemes, which it is

greatly to be feared will be multiplied by tho

mere force of example, till tho public mind is

surfeited and the public purse exhausted, and
the high character hitherto sustained by tho

whole body of our artists will suffer in propor-

tion. It is a matter, however, mainly between
them and the public, with whom we must leave

it. It is our duty to point out what we con-

scientiously believe may be the result of such

projects as are hei’e adverted to.

Portrait of W. Etty, R.A.—Mr. Wass has

just completed an engraving in mezzotinto of

this distinguished artist, from a picture painted

by himself some years ago. It reached us too

late for further notice in our present number.
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The Life of William Collins, Esq., It. A.
By his Son, W. Wilkie Collins. Published
by Longman and Co.

The perusal of these two volumes worthily justifies

(if any such confirmation were wanting) the high
appreciation in which the character—not less than
the works—of this excellent man and accomplished
artist has been held. The qualities whereby Mr.
Collins in early life secured the esteem of friends

and the admiration of the public, were his unas-
suming amiability in social intercourse, and his

persevering acquisition of knowledge available in
his Art. In speaking of himself in his diary,
portions of which are interspersed through these
volumes, he describes, with much simplicity, a
frame of mind well calculated for the achievement
of distinction in any walk of life, but more espe-
cially in the profession of Art. He began liis

studies with that earnest humility and unflinching
perseverance which cannot fail of a triumphant
result, his labours being directed rather by a just
appreciation of the meritorious performances of
others, than by any overweening confidence in his
own efforts, impressed with the truth, that there is

little hope for him who is entirely satisfied with
his own works. William Collins was born in Great
Titchfield Street, on the 18th of September, 1788.
His father was a native of Wicklow, and his mother
of the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. His early
bias to the career of Art was induced by the society
which frequented his father’s hou$e, a disposition
of which the delighted parent predicted with truth,
future distinction. The young student began with
one of the hardest phrases in the book of nature

—

he made his first essay on the beach at Brighton,
and after five or six baffled attempts to sketch the
waves, closed his sketch-book and burst into tears.
He was a pupil of George Morland, but it may
readily be supposed that he did not gather much
information from such a master. In the year 1807
he entered as a student at the Royal Academy,
and in the same year his name appears in the cata-
logue as an exhibitor. As a student his conduct
was orderly, his industry was unwearied, and his
bearing among his fellows and preceptors unas-
suming, insomuch as to acquire for him the
unqualified esteem of all. During the first three
years of his contribution to the walls of the Academy
and the British Institution, his pictures were for
the most part small, and low in price, but in 1810
they began to assume a more important character,
and of course realised better prices. In 1812 he
suffered an irreparable domestic affliction in the
death of his father, a bereavement which was felt

the more poignantly from the terms of affection
upon which they had uniformly lived. Up to the
year 1814 he had already reaped a harvest of golden
opinions from such works as “ The Pet Lamb,”
“The Bird Catchers,” “The Blackberry Gather-
ers,” “ The Town Miss, Visiting her Country
Relations,” “ The Weary Trumpeter,” &c.

;
and

in this year, on the 7th of November, he was
elected an Associate of the Academy. About a
year after this he determined to depart from the
style of subject which had hitherto occupied him,
and accordingly, urged by his earliest ambition,
determined to paint coast and sea scenery, with
which view he left London for Hastings. Among
the first works produced from his new material
were “ Sunrise,” and “ Fisherman coming Ashore
before Sunrise”—“ Preparing for a Voyage

;

” and
such was the success of these and other similar
works, that he permitted himself the relaxation of
a journey to Paris, in company with Leslie and
Washington Allston.
Mr. Collins’s high talent, gentlemanly bearing,

and sterling probity, gained' him many valuable
friends, among whom we find Sir Thomas Heath-
cote, Sir George Beaumont, Lord Liverpool, the
Duke ofNewcastle, and other distinguished patrons
of Art

;
and he continued to rise also in the esti-

mation of the profession, inasmuch as to be elected
a Royal Academician in 1820.

If we examine the pictures of this truly natural
painter, it is obvious that there is no trick of exe-
cution in their honest elaboration—there is no trace
of the finger on the pallette knife—the brush is

exclusive, and so highly are many of them wrought,
that it was impossible for him to exhibit more than
one or two at each exhibition. In his figures there
is nothing of the gaucherie of the model : their
habiliments, be they what they may, belong to
themselves. Every component of his simple themes
is brought forward with a force and truth that
refer at once to nature. In 1836 Mr. Collins
visited Italy, which presented a field of material
new to him, and of which he availed himself in the
production of some very beautiful works.
Among the pictures by this eminent painter

were, “Fetching the Doctor,” “Early Morn-
ing,” “ Shrimpers Hastening Home,” “ Mede Foot
Bay,” and others which cannot be forgotten by
those who may have seen them. Mr. Collins
was united in marriage, in 1822, to Miss Geddes,
the sister of Mrs. Carpenter. In 1842 was first

discovered the malady, disease of the heart, which
in February, 1847, deprived our school of a painter
who has never been surpassed in his department
of Art. We might, with great advantage to our
readers and ourselves, occupy some pages with ex-
tracts from these most interesting and instructive
volumes, which confer the highest credit on the
son of the artist, but there are this month so many
claims on our columns that wc must refer to the
book, which ought to be in the possession of all

who love Art.

Rembrandt and his Works. By John Bur-
net, F.R.S. Published by David Bogue.

About “ Rembrandt and his Works” much has been
already said and written, but so perfectly has Mr.
Burnet in his imitative etchings realised the feeling
of the great master, that no improvement upon the
material here presented to us can ever be ex-
pected. In the hands of this gentleman the sub-
ject is brought forward with a new interest, arising
not only from his research, but from his practical
observations on Rembrandt’s method of working
on copper. Everything relative to this great master
is deeply interesting, but unfortunately we have
but a very imperfect biography of him. Wilkie,
when at Amsterdam, visited the house reported as

that of Rembrandt, and remarked, that if it were
even stuffed in every part, it could not have held
one-sixth of the effects which were in the inventory
found by Nieuwenhaus, and said to describe the
effects of Rembrandt at the time of his bankruptcy.
His will, which is still extant, docs not bear the
date of the street in which this house is situated.
Wilkie concludes that if this house was even
inhabited by Rembrandt, it was only temporarily.
The place of his decease is not less questionable
than his residence ;

indeed after his bankruptcy,
there exists no certain record of his whereabouts.
Woodburn, in a catalogue of his drawings says,
“ that a search has been made among the burials at

Amsterdam until the year 1674, but his name does
not occur

;
probably Baldinncci is right in stating

that he died at Stockholm in 1670.” Among other
conjectures it has been believed that he came to

England; Hull and Yarmouth are mentioned as
having been his places of abode. The plates in this

interesting work commence with an etched portrait
of Rembrandt as frontispiece

;
and of course as the

Mill consecrated by his name must not be omitted,
we have a view of both, an interior and exterior

—

the former that of a stone building known as having
been possessed by the father of Rembrandt, the
latter a representation of a wooden structure,
which was etched originally by Rembrandt him-
self. These plates are followed by a night view of
“Rembrandt’s House,” to which is attached the
reputable name “ J. Burnet,” a plate so masterly
in manner and effect, as to be in reality beyond all

praise. This is succeeded by the inventory, con-
sisting principally of pictures, books, and those
items invaluable to a painter, which Rembrandt
used to call his antiques. This inventory contains
the whole of the effects, even to the linen in the
possession of the laundress, a subject of contempla-
tion the more melancholy, when we remember the
current prestige of Rembrandt van Ryn. The
etchings in continuation are “ The Entombment,”
“ The Youthful Saviour between his Father and
Mother,” “ Christ and his Disciples at Emmaus,”
“ The Nativity,” “ Doctor Faustus,” “ The Bur-
gomaster Six,” “ Portrait of Van Tolling,” “ Six’s
Bridge,” “Rembrandt’s Mill,” “Fac-simile of a
drawing by Rembrandt,” “ Portrait of Rem-
brandt’s Mother,” “ Portrait of Rembrandt and
his Wife,” “ View of Amsterdam,” anda“ Cottage
with white palings.”
Mr. Burnet’s description ofRembrandt’s method

of etching is so interesting, that we extract it

:

“ His first etchings were often bit in with aqua-
fortis when the shadows have but few ways crossed
with the etching point

;
these are often strongly

bit in that when covered over with finer lines, the
first may shine through and give them trans-
parency. In the next process he seems to have
taken off the etching ground and laid over the
plate a transparent ground (that is to say, one not
darkened by the smoke of a candle)

;
upon this he

worked up his effect by a multiplicity of fresh lines,

often altering his forms and adding new objects as
the idea seemed to rise in his mind. After which,
avhen the plate was again subjected to the operation
of the acid the etching ground was removed, and
the whole worked up with the greatest delicacy
and softness by means of the dry needle, to the
scratches of which the aquafortis is never applied.

This process it is that gives what is called the &w?v,
and renders the etchings of Rembrandt different
from all others.” In the chapters on chiaroscuro
and colour, there is much on which we would wish
to remark, but wc can only say that as a valuable
contribution to our Art-literature, the artist and
amateur would do well to consult the book for
themselves.

The Bares in the Wood. Published by
Joseph Cundall.

These admirable etchings we have examined more
than once, and had it not incidentally come, to our
knowledge that they were the work of a lady, we
should have pronounced them at once studies care-
fully elaborated by some one of our most accom-
plished artists. Water-colour drawing is cultivated
to a great extent by our countrywomen, and the
works of many of them that we have seen in this
department, certainly equal those of masters of the
art. But these compositions present an essay of the
highest class, anddeclare thestudies of the authoress
to have been directed with a view to the acquisi-
tion of a feeling to which thousands aspire during
a lifetime with very much less success. The cul-
tivation of such a tone in a lady will, wc trust,
exert a salutary influence upon those who patronise
Art, guided by their “ knowledge of what pleases
themselves ”—the principle of selection which gives
support to so much bad Art. We remember to
have seen nothing of this kind before by the same
hand

;
if therefore these designs are the first, the

triumph is yet the greater. Of their exquisite
purity and deep feeling we cannot speak more
highly than to say, that many of them would form
beautiful bas-reliefs. This would be a severe test,

but they might be subjected to trial without
change. They are ten in number and with four
verses of the ballad, and accompanied bysymbolical
compositions at the top and bottom, each occupies
a page, the text being engraved. The frontispiece
shows the two children seated at an ancient case-
ment, amusing themselves by feeding birds. Above
them in the centre of the arch is a death’s head,
on which is seated a boding raven as ominous of

)

untimely death. In the first of the scries we see
the dying father about to sign his will in the pre-
sence of the notary, and witnessed by his brother.
The upper and lower agroupments are allusive
to the notary’s office, as consisting of parchment,
pens, ink-bottles, books, &c. The second is a
charming drawing, the father recommending the
children to the care of the uncle

—

“ Now brother, said the dying man,
Look to my children dcare

;

Be good unto my boy find girl,

No friendes else have they here.”

The father is seated in an arm-chair with his hands
clasped in an attitude of prayer; the little boy
kneels beside him, and the mother is lying on a
couch clasping the girl to her bosom

;
the uncle is

seen on the other side. The heads, especially
those of the parents, are remarkable for elevated
expression

;
the lines are diversified with a perfect

knowledge of good composition
,
and the chiaroscuro

presents a beautifully effective balance. We see
after the death of the parents the uncle taking the
children home with him, and the next scene illus-

trates the verse

—

“ He bargained with two ruffians strong,
Which were of furious mood.
That they should take these children young
And slay them in the wood.”

The respectable triad are grouped in deliberation, 1

the uncle is seated at a table on which lies the
j

reward, the murderers stand on each side of him.
[

The upper and under garniture of this page con-
sist of daggers and money-bags. Again we see the
ruffians which “ were of furious mood ” bearing off '

the children to the woods, their fate being typified

by branches of oak, in which is hung a knife and
a bird’s-nest. In the sixth plate the villains arc
fighting, one of them having relented

—

“ And be that was of mildest mood
Did slay the other there,

Within an unfrequented wood,
The babes did quake for fear.”

He who is favoured by the vantage has his back
turned to the spectator. The action of this figure
is marked by life and energy, and the pose is I

remarkably firm. The limbs arc distinguished by
vigorous drawing, the drapery most successfully
disposed, and there is a truth and force in the
shadow that seems to have been derived from a
candlelight study of a modelled group. In the
next plate wc find them wandering in the wood,
and at length lying side by side in death.

“ The Babes in the Wood” is a hacknied sub-
ject, and very few who have essayed it have been
able to reach the pathos of the verse

;
the concep-

tions of the fair artist in this case are endowed
with a sentiment which does ample justice to the
tenderness of the subject.
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The Independents Asserting Liberty of
Conscience in the Westminster Assembly
of Divines, A.D. 1644. Painted by J. R.
Herbert, R.A. Engraved by Samuel Bellin.
Published by Thomas Agnkw, Manchester.

We have more than once had occasion to speak of

the enterprise of Mr. Agncw, of Manchester

—

assuredly the most spirited of our provincial pub-

lishers. With whatever sentiments the subject of

this work is viewed, the circumstances which it

embodies, and those to which it is more remotely

allusive, mark a very important period in the

history of the religion of this country. It will

readily be understood, that as a picture containing

seventy-one portraits, each of wmch presents to the

spectator some recognisable feature, and many of

the more prominent impersonations being unex-
ceptionable identities—it will be readily under-

stood, we say, that such a work imposes upon a

painter, together with long and anxious research

for portraiture, the necessity of subduing certain

of the greatest difficulties of his art. In the exe-

cution of the picture the gravity and importance

of the subject has been deeply felt, hence the

character of the assembly is everywhere powerfully

sustained, without the admission of the slightest

impertinence in anywise prejudicial to the

solemnity of the scene. The engraving is of ample
dimensions to do full justice to the work, being

about thirty-four inches in length by a propor-

tionate breadth. The plate is worked in the mixed
manner—mezzotinto, line, and stipple, each being

judiciously employed according to the surface to

be represented. To those who object to the deco-

ration of churches and chapels, this were a truly

legitimate kind of patronage to afford to Art.

What, to any Protestant community, can be more
acceptable than a truthful illustration of the great

facts of their religion ?

The “ Assembly of Divines,” called together by
Act of Parliament to assist in settling the govern-

ment and Liturgy of the Church, met first in 1643,

and continued its sessions until 1649. They
assembled first in Henry VII. ’s Chapel, but after-

wards they met in the Jerusalem Chamber, and
here it is that they are represented in deliberation

in the picture, in which the artist has followed the

description of Principal Baillie, one of the northern

commissioners, who thus writes to a friend in

Scotland:—“The like of that Assembly I never

did see, and as we hear say, the like was never in

England nor anywhere is shortly like to be. They
did sit in Henry VII. ’s Chapel, in the place of

convocation, but since the weather grew cold they

did go to the Jerusalem Chamber, a fair room in

the Abbey of Westminster. On both sides are

stages of seats. At the uppermost end is a chair

set on a frame for the prolocutor, Dr. Twisse.

Before it, on the ground, stand two chairs for the

two Mr. Assessors, Dr. Burgess and Mr. White,

&c.” Opposite to the prolocutor, or president of

the Assembly, stands Philip Nye, the principal

speaker of the Independent party. He is repre-

sented as asserting, in the name of his brethren,

the principle of religious liberty. In the fore-

ground is William Bridge, of Yarmouth; near

him Jeremiah Burroughs, Joseph Caryl, Dr. Tho-
mas Goodwin, Dr. Lightfoot, Stephen Marshall,

Christopher Love, Edward Reynolds, afterwards

Bishop of Norwich and Vice Chancellor of Oxford

;

all men known for their energy, zeal, and learning,

even in our own days. There are the Earl of

Essex, the “ Good Earl of Warwick,” the perse-

cuted Prynne
;

as also Pym and Whitelocke,
Cromwell, John Milton, Sir Harry Vane, and a
long list of others more or less famous.
In works of this kind, a great difficulty is the

effective distribution of the figures. The artist

has here succeeded in the attainment of an
arrangement so well diversified and judiciously

relieved of undue formality, as to rank the work,
with its other high qualities, as one of the very
best works of its class. To the publisher all praise

is due for this truly patriotic effort in the cause of

high class Art. The fact of the non-popularity of

such subject matter cannot be denied, and hence
is the greater honour due to every one who, in the
face of this unpalatable truth, exerts himself to

promote an amelioration of taste.

among the tombs, for it is evident that the chimes

of the bell have not yet ceased. The picture is one

of a very pleasing character: it is a pleasant memory
of a gone-by age, yet describes that which is still

enacted in many a village of the rural districts of

England. The artist is entitled to high praise for

his selection and treatment of so agreeable a theme;

and he has been ably seconded by Mr. Brandard.

Threading the Needle. Painted by John
Absolon. Lithographed by John Brandard.
Published by Lloyd Brothers.

This print is a companion to the above, and is

worthy to be associated with it. Lads and lasses

are at play “ on a village holiday,” and are hearty

at the good old English game. Few prints so

interesting in subject and so meritorious in treat-

ment have been of late years issued in tbis style of

Art. They arc suggestive of thought, and cannot
fail to afford pleasure

;
it is positively refreshing to

meet them among so many recent issues of nonen-
tities with pretty faces and animals made to look
human.

heard in a drawing-room, would have been called
1 patronising,’ ‘ Go on !—I loike to see what ee’s

doing ; it ’s naething much as yet.’

“ The artist smiled and continued sketching
;
he

heard the man breathing very hard, first at one

side, then at the other
;
sometimes he uttered an

‘ eh !
’ or * ha !

’ but always a sound of dissatisfac-

tion. At last he exclaimed :

—

“
‘ If that be paainter’s wark, I ’m doon ! Yae

look doon—and yae mak a serai,—then yae look

oop—straight for’ard—and yae mak another scrat;

then yae look doon again, an’ yae mak a manny
scrats,—anyfool could do that—haw ! haw !

’ and,

with the grin and the laugh of a satyr, the rustic

critic turned from the gate and strode away.”

Sunday Morning in the Last Century.
Painted by John Absolon. Lithographed
by John Brandard. Published by Lloyd
Brothers.

This is a lithographic print on a large scale : the
subject has been treated with much judgment and
feeling

;
the groups are skilfully arranged, and the

costumes have been accurately studied. The title

sufficiently indicates the subject; the scene is the
churchyard—at the church-porch

;
the squire and

his lady advance through a lane of country folk

—

his tenants
;
peasants are chattering in various parts

The Art of Illumination and Missal Paint-
ing. By H. Noel Humphreys. Published

by H. G. Bohn, London.

The introduction of chromo-lithography and the

perfection which this beautiful style of printing

has reached, have been the means of disseminating

far and wide a knowledge and a taste for a branch
of Art that, heretofore, was limited to a very few.

The rare manuscripts and costly volumes which
the monks, almost the only artists of the mediaeval

ages, were employed to decorate in the solitude of

their cells, had for a very long period slept in the

muniment rooms of the wealthy, or the cabinets of

the curious and learned, sealed books to all but
the privileged. Modern research and perseverance

have, however, disinterred the buried treasures,

wiped off the encumbering dust, and reproduced
them in all their original purity and brightness.

In effecting this object, none have worked more
diligently nor more successfully than Mr. Humph-
reys

;
the practical result of his labours, and the

means employed in their application arc described

in the little volume before us, which is, in fact, a
“ Guide to Modern Illuminators,” illustrated by a

series ofspecimens from the MSS. of various periods.

These specimens are most elaborate in design and
most richly coloured

;
and the accompanying text

explains in concise and explicit terms the principles

upoh which this style of ornament is based. Inde-
pendent of the value of its artistic enrichments, the

book will afford a useful guide to the beautiful art

of missal painting, which in the present day has

many disciples.

The Drawing-Room Table-Book. Edited by
Mrs. S. C. Hall. Published by George
Virtue, London.

This volume contains twenty very beautiful en-

gravings, the choicest of those that have appeared,

from time to time, iu the Art-Journal. They are

fine impressions of the plates, having been taken
for the especial purpose to which they are here
applied. The work is beautifully printed and ex-

quisitely bound
;
and among the Gift-books of the

season it cannot fail to hold a prominent place.

The letterpress consists of twenty Tales and Poems.
The Tales are from the pen of Mrs. S. C. Hall,

and the Poems are the contributions of popular
authors—Leigh Hunt, Mary Howitt, and others.

The following passage, introductory to one of Mrs.
Hall’s stories, will amuse some of our readers

;
it

is from the story which accompanies the print of

Paul Potter:—“This charming engraving, ‘fiat

and Flemish ’ though it be, recalls to my remem-
brance an anecdote, told by an artist, whose pen,

did he use it as frequently as he does his pencil,

might make it doubtful to which of the two profes-

sions—Art or Letters—he belongs. He was sketch-

ing in the magnificent studio, which—not more at

the command of Paul Potter than the poorest youth
who peers, with wondering eyes, into the mysteries

of a daisy or a butterfly—Nature provides for all

her true and faithful followers; and which only
the faithful and the few know how to appreciate :

he was seated, alfresco, his back leaning against a
low gate, intent upon a fair vista

;
the interlacing

branches of two aged trees forming a cathedral

arch in the foreground, while the landscape melted
into hazy distance. He was not aware of the pre-

sence ofany living creature until a halfgrumble, half
exclamation, made him look behind

;
when he was

amused at seeing a countryman—his arms crossed

over the gate, his felt hat stuck on one side, his

lips apart, Ins eyes wide open—staring, literally

with all his might, upon the ‘ rough sketch ’ the

artis t was making.
“ ‘ Go on, go on !

’ he said in a tone which, if

The Society of Friends. Painted by J. F.
Herring. Engraved by T. L. Atkinson.
Published by H. Graves & Co., London.

The title of this print would lead those who had
not seen the work itself to suppose that “ it repre-

sents a gathering of some of the respectable and in-

telligent body called Quakers this would, how-
ever, be a grand mistake, for Mr. Herring’s
“Society of Friends” are no others than the

heads of two of his favourite horses, in close com-
panionship with a pair of beautiful pigeons, selected

from tbe valuable and extensive aviary of those

birds which he is known to possess. This interest-

ing group is composed with the acknowledged
skill of the artist, and rendered with the closest

approximation to the characteristic qualities of the

animals introduced. Mr. Atkinson has most ably
performed his portion of the task and has produced
a really fine engraving which forms an excellent

centre to Mr Herring’s other prints of the “ Tem-
perance Horses,” and the “ Frugal Meal.”

Cattermole’s Portfolio. Part I. Published
by Gambart & Co., London.

Lithotint, in which these sketches are produced,
seems especially adapted to bring out Mr. Catter-

mole’s broad and effective style of pencilling with
the greatest advantage. His bold manipulation
and his judicious arrangement of chiar’ oscuro are

better displayed by the use of the brush than by the

port-crayon and the chalk
;
and ifwe lose somewhat

of the refinement of execution which the latter

materiel gives us, we are amply compensated for

this absence by the exhibition of extraordinary
freedom andvigour. The “ Portfolio of Drawings,”
as it is called, has rather the appearance of a
portfolio of fine mezzotinto engravings, except that

they lack something of the brilliancy we see in this

last style of Art. Mr. Cattermole’s breathes and lives

among the days that are gone
;

his mind is stored

with the scenes and memories of the feudal times,

and could we pry into the recesses ofhis studio, we
should expect to find it peopled with the spirits of

those who erst feasted or waited in the “ baron’s

hall,” or

Paced the battlement with vizor down.”

No other living artist has so completely identified

himself with these mementos of our earlier history.

The present series includes twelve subjects, all of

them of so great excellence that it is difficult to

make a selection ; we must, however, enumerate
among those which best please us, No. 1, “ Hamil-
ton, of Bothwellhaugh, lying in wait to assassinate

the Regent Murray;” No. 2, “Weighing a
Scruple :” a sturdy sentinelat the door of a prison-

house holds in his hand a purse offered him by one
in the garb of a confessor, evidently an assumed
character. No. 11, “The Monk’s Refectory

—

Saying Grace.” No. 8, “ The Abbot’s Apartment
—Reading the Scriptures,” displays much charac-

teristic devotional feeling: and, No. 7, “ The Con-
vent Door—Distribution of Alms,” is a fine

composition. Most of these prints are of consi-

derable size, suitable for framing
;
we trust the

publishers of them will receive such support as to

justify a continuation of this most interesting pub-
lication.

Whittington. Painted by J. Neweniiam
;
En-

graved by T. A. Prior.

Mr. Prior, the engraver of the well-known print

after Turner’s picture of “Heidelberg,” lias here

put forth his skill on a very different subject, and

has shown himself as able in delineating the figure

as in embodying the magic of our great landscape-

painter’s clnaro-scuro. The future Lord Mayor of

London is seen reclining on a shaded bank, in a

secluded lane within the “ sound of Bow Bells,”

of whose music he has caught the echo, to which

he listens with astonishment and delight: these

feelings are well expressed. Mr. Prior’s translation

of the painter’s fancy is good ;
the texture of each

portion of the work is consistent with its particular

character, and the whole is solid, and executed

with much freedom.
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IK LETTERS ADDRESSED TO A RELATIVE.*

oor dear Collins and I

entered the Royal Aca-
demy as probationers
the same week. I drew
the “ Torso ” of Michael
Angelo, I drew the
“Laocoon.” We drew
the “ Laocoon” side by
side, with many now no
more

;
poor Haydon,

ardent, mistaken in some
respects, but still glorious in his enthusiasm,
drew at the same time

;
his zeal and that of

Hilton in the cause of historic Art urged me to
persevere, and, by their example and precept, I
certainly benefited and was encouraged. I ad-
mired the taste and feeling of Lawrence

; I got
my friend Fuseli to give me an introduction

; for
in those days “ Old England ”

students ap-
proached by decent and regular steps the sanctum
sanctorum of genius; now “Young England” tyros
take a shorter cut, but not a better. Often
without letter, sometimes without even manner's,
they boldly knock at the R.A.’s door, “ I want a
letter to the Museum,” “ I want a letter to the
Academy.” We did things differently in former
times :—enough

;
no more of that

;

they will
know better in time, for they are, generally
speaking, well-disposed and tractable.

_

I got the introduction
; my uncle went up to

him, had an interview, was pleased, made an
agreement with him to take me for twelve
months, and paid down a hundred guineas for
me. Oh ! what a man was my uncle : with a
family of his own, which he brought up most
respectably, he found means and time to foster
his brother’s children and forward their' views ;

he was a British merchant, and citizen of Lon-
don, and worthy of the name and city. Behold
me then, in the house of Sir Thomas, in an attic,

the window of which you can yet see in Greek
Street, Soho Square. I was left to struggle with
the difficulties of Art and execution, for Law-
rence s execution was perfect—playful, jet precise—elegant, yetfree ; it united in itself the extreme
of possibilities. I tried, vainly enough, for a length
of time, till despair almost overwhelmed me

; I
was ready to run away

;
my despondency in-

creased. I was almost beside myself
; here was

the turn of my fate. I felt I could not get on; the
incessant occupation of my master left him little

time to assist me ; despair of success in copying
his works had well nigh swamped me ; but here
again is a lesson for the young; a voice within
said “Persevere.” I did so, and at last triumphed;
but I was nearly beaten.

I had now turned the comer
;
difficulty fled

before me, crying, “ S'auve qui peut,” and happi-
ness and peace again dawned on me. I found
copying other pictures, even the old masters,
comparatively easy. The great key to Art,
“ power of execution,” I was beginning to mas-
ter

; for, as Sir Thomas said, “ it is a great evil
when a man's ideas go beyond his powers of
execution

;
” and so, indeed, I found it. But

now I began to get my chin above water: I
could before this have cried out, “Save me, 0

• Continued from page 13.

God, for the waters are come in even unto my
soul." I finished my twelvemonth. I was glad
again of entire freedom and liberty to do and
paint what I liked : and thinking for myself was
always what I liked, when folks told me to
imitate my master

;
but I did not like the ser-

vility of imitation. I went to the British Gal-
lery, copied old masters, painted from nature

—

heads in the day-hour, and was always constant
at my Academic studies, in which I took great
delight. The old lofty Life Academy at Somer-
set House was a place which, having spent many
of the pleasantest hours of my life in, I venerate
almost to devotion, and Somerset House was
truly a School of Art. Sir Thomas soon after

employed me to copy the picture of the Queen,
by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and a friend of mine,
Lukin, a student of promise, to copy the King.
We copied these hi Somerset House, and my
master was pleased with our copies, and I after-

wards frequently worked for him at my own
home

;
and I feel it to be a pride and pleasure

to think that I enjoyed the friendship of this

brilliant and benevolent individual to the la-

mented period of his premature death, which
cut me to the heart. Silently but secretly
making my way by daily and nightly study over
the difficulties and dangers of my Art, I laid the
foundation of that extensive knowledge of the
human figure, male and female, which the prac-
tice of so many years of pains and studies must
give.

“ By slow degrees to noble Art we rise,

And long, long labours, wait the glorious prize.”

When one night in the ‘ Life,’ Fuseli was visitor,

I threw aside the chalk and took up my pallet,

set with oil-colour, and began to paint the figure.

“Ah, there,” says Fuseli, “you seem to be at
home

;
” and so I truly felt. Living in daily

contact with men like these, the heart must be
cold that catches not an inspiration, even if he
had not any of his own

;
the contact and collision

elicited correspondence
; electric sparks and fire

are the offspring of such sparks.

About this time my brother went his sixth
and last voyage to India (in one of winch they
fought, for foi’ty-six minutes, the La Forte
French frigate of forty-four guns, and he was
complimented by his Captain on his bravery)

;

and my beloved uncle died and left us. The
kind care of that dear uncle did not cease with
his breath

; bountiful and benevolent to the last,

ho bequeathed at his death a handsome legacy
to enable me to prosecute my studies. When I
saw him on his death-bed, it was, indeed, a lesson
of grief and pathos, and yet of consolation. It
was the death-bed of a good man—a Father, a
Friend, and a Christian. I can never forget its

moral force. I burst into a flood of tears at this
touching scene. These are things that fox-cibly

impress the heart, the soul, the body. He was
gathered to his kindred, and I was left again
without a home like a paternal one. I took
lo.dgings, and continued my studies. I had
friends, and kind ones, who stood by me and
supported me. I worked away, “ nulla dies sine
lined.” I am not sure that mine is good Italian
or Latin, but plain English I seldom have passed
a day without inditing a line or two. I painted
heads from nature, copied from pictures, worked
from living models, at the Royal Academy,
studied anatomy, sketched from prints after the
antique, drew from the antique, but painted from
the golden effects of light by night, and found
my notions of light and colour my favourite
themes. I established theories of action of the
human figure— endeavoured to compose my
groups on the principle I had drawn from au
extended study of nature, not only in the studio
and the Academy, but in the streets, fields,

l’ooms, or wherever the spontaneous actions of
the figures presented themselves; for on this
mainly depends their grace, truth, and beauty of
action and attitude.

“ Fame is the spur, that the clear spirit doth raise.
To scorn delights and live laborious days.”
But the fair guerdon when we hope to find.
And think to burst out into sudden blaze,
Comes the blind Fury—

”

About this time of my life circumstances
occurred, which, as the recounting of them may
form a useful lesson to my younger brethren
of art, I will be rather explicit about. I tried for

all medals, gold and silver, and never got any of
either class

;
this was not all, I was defeated, and

foiled and baffled in a much more vital road to
fame. I had seen, like most others, the bad and
mediocre things that more or less get into all

modern exhibitions, and thought I could surely
do better thaD they

; I boldly set to work there-
fore, nothing doubting

;
I got one, two, three,

perhaps halfa-dozen pictures of some sort or
other ready; ordered smart gilt frames, and
boldly sent them, properly marked, and list

of prices, I have little doubt, and tout au
fad, as I thought. I slept unconscious of my
hard fate, dreaming probably of the success that
I supposed awaited me ; for that ill weed, vanity,
will spring up in the human mind, do what you
will. In due time I went to inquire their fate

;

Samuel Strowger, the R.A. porter and only male
model, brought forth the book of fate—“ Four
out, sir, and two doubtful !

” There was a blow !

Well, still there is hope ! two, no doubt, will get
in.—No, all were returned

; both at the Royal
Academy and British Gallery year after year !

Can this be—am I awake? where are all my
dreams of success—the flattering talo of hope

—

where ? Driven almost to madness, the sun shone
no sunshine on me

;
darkness visible enveloped

me, and Despair almost marked me for her own.
After the first paroxysm of grief and disappoint-
ment had subsided, I began to weigh the matter
more calmly, but deep was the wound my vanity
and self-conceit had received

; but it was a deep
cut, in order to cure. I began to think I was
not half the clever fellow I had imagined, and
indeed I even began to suspect I was no clever
fellow at all. I thought there must be some
radical defect

;
my master told me the truth in

no flattering terms
;
he said I had a very good

eye for colour, but that I was lamentably deficient
in all other respects almost. I believed him.
I girded up my loins, and set to work to cure
these defects. I lit the lamp at both ends of the
day. I studied the skeleton, the origin and in-

sertion of the muscles
; I sketched from Albinus.

I drew in the morning, I painted in the evening,
and after the Royal Academy, went and drew

I from the prints of the antiquo statues of the
Capitolini, the Clementina, Florentine, and the
other galleries, finishing the extremities in black-
lead pencil with great care. This I did at the
London Institution in Moorfields. I returned
home, kept in my fire all night to the great dis-

may of my landlord, that I might get up early
next morning before daylight to draw ; in short
I worked with such energy and perseverance to
conquer my radical defects, that at last a better
state of things began to dawn, like the sim
through a November fog; and though I did not
get a medal from an informality in my part, I

gained it in point of fact, for my picture was es-

teemed the best, and Mr. West said of it, it.

would one day be sold for a Titian. I had what
was better, a high compliment paid me, from the
President’s chair, by Sir Martin Shee, on my copy
of the Ganymede of Titian. I then sent a small
picture to the British Gallery, highly finished and
carefully wrought

;
it made a considerable noise.

I sent a larger the same year to the Royal
Academy, it made a still greater noise,—“ The
Coral Finders.” “ The Cleopatra ” was the next
year. Sir Francis Freeling my patron. It made
a great impression in my favour. Sir Thomas
jocularly said to me of it :

“ They, the public,

leave Marc Antcny ”—meaning himself—“ whist-
ling in the market-place, and go to gaze on your
Cleopatra.” “ The old Times ” even deigned to
notice me, though as much in the shape of a
castigation as in any other

;
but still the Times

noticed me. I felt my chariot wheels were on
the right road to fame and honour, and I now
drove on like another Jehu !

I notice these things more definitely, my
young friends, that you may not in the darkest
days despair

;
press on “ for the mark of your

high calling.” Difficulties and dangers dragon-
fanged will beset your path, but let “ valiant and
constant” be the motto on your shield; you
will need both qualities—Valour, moral courage
to triumph over obstacles, and constancy in your
perseverance in good.

In the summer of 1822, in company with a
friend, whose kind attention I shall ever re-

member with gratitude, I set out for Italy
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—for Rome. It was one of the hottest sum-

mers ever known. We went vid Paris; the

heat there and on the route was terrific. We
arrived in Rome the time of year for the malaria.

I went to Naples and escaped it, and here I

received great kindness from Hemy Vint, Esq.,

since the respected Mayor of Colchester ;
who

did not let his kind attentions cease in Italy, but

sent to me in England a beautiful cast, size of

life, of the celebrated statue of the Grecian Shep-

herdess, the original in the museum of Naples. I

drew from the antiques, visited Baice and the Ely-

sian fields, drew the Tauro Famese in the gardens

by the sea. And here also, in this gentleman’s

residence on the Piazza Falconi, after the labours

of the morning in the Museum were passed, he

used to take me home to dine with him
;

re-

galed me with red mullets and other delicacies,

and Lachrymal Christi wine, and, after all, last,

not least in my estimation, tea, in the English

style. Here then, cheered by his conversation

and hospitality, I almost forgot my cares and
pains, and passed several very pleasant hours.
“ Vasi et altre antiqui” elegancies of the olden

time decorated his apartments, which were in a

lofty part of Naples, commanding a superb view

of the beautiful bay and coast ; here, till the live-

long daylight failed and the sun dipped behind

the mountains, I sat. Look below ! there are

the numerous Neapolitan fislring-boats spreading

then.’ winged sails and standing out to sea ; and
hark ! what sound is that which sweetly rises on
the evening breeze, wings its way on high, rising

like an exhalation 1

—

it is the fisherman’s song to

the Virgin. How like the iEolian harp, melo-

dious, mysterious
; now swelling on the car, now

dying like a dream away ;
well might Lord Byron

say,

‘ ‘ Ave Maria ! Blessed be thehour !
”

All is again silent. The sea-breeze rises and
shakes the casements; the night steals on, and
with her comes the silver moon, shedding her

soft light on this enchanting scene. And lo ! to

the left, like another Chimera, Vesuvius; belch-

ing forth smoke and fire,—the mountain is most
active to-night. Away I fly in a curious Neapo-
litan cabriolet, to the foot of the mountain.

“What, ho ! a guide, Salvadore,” “Eccola ! Signore

Eccellenze.” “What, ho!’’ Salvadoretheguidewas
called, I bargained with him, and began the

ascent on foot ; the roads were stony and steep,

the way was long, but the wind was not very

cold. I was, indeed, intensely hot with the

exertion ; a peasant from some orange-gardens

gave us some oranges fresh“from the trees, which
I took with eagerness and pleasure, and pressed

on. After long toil we arrived about ten or

eleven o’clock at the hermitage. Knock, knock !

Father Francisco ! Again we knock, again we
wait ; at last a dark brown figure of a monk with
lamp and hood appeared, like a well painted

picture by Spagnoletto
;
he led me to a chamber

brought some bread and cheese and wine, and
left me to repose on a hardish couch. I slept,

however, as well as my fatigues and the explo-

sions of the mountain would let me. Now, you
would imagine all Woolwich and the ordnance
were having a field-day, though it was dead of

the night
;

fitful gleams and flashes of lightning

glance, and the mountain shook under me. At
a signal given by my guide I again started, and
up the cone of ashes was now our difficult and
toilsome ascent

;
I sunk back into the ashes at

least half the distance of each step, and the heat

burnt my boot-leather, my breath was well nigh
gone with fatigue, exertion and heat. On we
scramble,—respetto un poco ! I must rest : and
sat me down on a great lump of scoria for a few
minutes, panting for breath

;
I thought my heart

would not be able to send its tide fast enough to
get up the very steep ascent. I take hold of the
guide's girdle and that helps me a little

;
but it

was a fearful struggle to gain the wished-for
point, and then, gracious heaven !—what a scene
of hell opened upon my astonished eyes,—the
crater vomiting from its deep-mouthed caves,
thousands of tons of red-hot stones and lava,
with the explosion of loud thunder, flashes of
lurid lightning, and sulphurous flame. The dark
blue sky and moonlight pale formed the fondo
from which this awful scene stood out like an
apparition. Behold me then, alone, in the dead

hour of midnight on this lofty pinnacle, with an

Italian of whom I knew nothing before, throwing

out, as is the custom, defiance, threats, to II

Diavolo, who seems to " answer them aloud,” by
new explosions

;
intoxicated almost with this

grand, yet appalling, scene. After staying some
time we began to think of retracing our steps,

this was much less fatiguing and more pleasant

;

in descending, day began to dawn, and Naples !

its beautiful bay, Pausilippo, Bake, and the coast,

spread beneath us like a map. I dived into the

damps of Herculaneum, cold as it was, and
washed off the lava dust in the blue sea of

Naples.

While here, we pic-nicked in the palace gar-

dens of Pompeii ;
plucked delicious grapes grown

on the ashes of two thousand years, which yet

covered two-thirds of the interesting city. We
rambled over its amphitheatres, its temples, its

gardens, its streets, its houses, and its tombs;
and after viewing its statues, its pictures, its

various refinements, arrived at nearly the same

sage conclusion that Solomon had come to some
thousand years before us, viz. : “that there is

little or nothing new under the sun;” there,

beneath a serene and delicious sky, with weather

so hot, and roads, so far from being sloppy, we
were up to the axle-trees in dust ;

there, I say,

lifting up our admiring eyes to the clear sky,

and seeing the giant mountain heave its noble

front before us, in sunshine, and still throwing

forth its smoke, the evidence of its internal and
eternal fires, it seemed to say to us, “ My fine

fellows, if you say there is nothing new under
the sun, you must at least allow, on seeing me,

there is something old, and though old, has not

yet lost his power to fulfil the mandates of its

Maker, as it has done before,” and which, sure

enough, was sufficiently proved about three weeks

after, when that part of the cone on which I

stood on the night of my ascent, was blown into

the air, and the whole outline of the upper part

of the mountain changed by a tremendous erup-

tion, which sent its torrents of red-hot lava

rolling down the mountain sides, and its ashes

into the distant city of Naples itself.

It has been my happy lot through life to

have met on all occasions with tried and valued

friends, who, through evil report and good
report have stood by me, and with the blessing

of God, assisted me materially in gaining the

station I have done. With thankfulness and
gratitude, I acknowledge it to the latest hour of

my life; the names of D’OrviUe, Vint, E s,

mid many more, will live engraven on my heart.

To form a just estimate of a man’s character,

one should know his weak points as well as his

strong ones. One of my prevailing weaknesses

was a propensity to fall in love 1 Perhaps, how-
ever, it is a weakness I would not wish to be
incapable of, but what a miserable madness it

is—though not without ces delices. .When I

ascended Vesuvius, and when in the horrors of

the French revolution, I was deeply, desperately,

and almost hopelessly, in love ! My heart within

was a volcano of itself.

What a magic there is in sweet sounds, espe-

cially when applied to the noblest of all human
purposes,—devotion to the Supreme Being ! I

have heard a lark, looking like a speck of gold

in the azure sky, quivering its little throat and
wings, and singing its matin song at the gate of

Heaven for near an hour, untiringly
;
this I saw

over my friend Pugin's castle, at Ramsgate.
“ Surely,” said I, “ something holy lodges in that

breast, if it were only by physical strength sus-

tained it must drop to the earth.” No, a portion

of the spirit that awoke David’s lyre and Judah’s

harp, sustained it. I have heard the Agnus Dei

of Mozart in York Cathedral, and in Westminster
Abbey’s dim religious aisles, till the soul was
dissolved in ecstacy and tenderness indescribable,

but I shall never forget the Neapolitan fisher-

man’s Vesper Hymn, as it rose on the wings of

the sea-breeze that night.

I now returned to Rome, and began to paint

in the Borghesi Palace, and the Capitol, and
then visited at intervals the paintings and
places of interest, by the kindness and attention

of my friend; worshipped the Apollo Belvidere

in his shrine, and the Laocoon, and not last nor
least, the Cupid and Pysche inimitable ! Visited

Tivoli, Frescati, painted from nature, studied the

antique, lingered in the marble halls, or the all-

glorious Vatican, enriched with inspirations from
Raphael, grandeur from the mighty Michel

Angelo. Still I had another goal to start for,

and which I burned with desire to see—that was
Venice ! Deal’ Venice—Venezia, cara Venezia!—
thy pictured glories haunt my fancy now !

Venice, the birth-place and cradle of colour, the

hope and idol of my professional life, its towers

and campanelles rising like exhalations from the

bosom of the Lagunas, the Queen of Isles. I

hear the bells from the towers thereof, mark
well her bulwarks, the gondola glides, the dark

gondola. Stanzas of Tasso and Ariosto are sung

beneath my windows
;
the scene enchants me,

even in a dull day in November. I felt at home
most in Venice, though I knew not a soul. I

had good letters, however, and soon found

friends. Mr. Eastlake kindly gave me a letter to

Harry D'Orville, our Vice-Consul, Hopner, our

Consul, were both friends to me
;
the first, D’Or-

ville, proved a most invaluable friend
;
he took

me to his house and hearth and treated me like

a brother : such I must ever esteem him. Che-

rished by him, I soon began my important

labours in sucking, like a bee (for I really was
industrious), the sweets of Venetian colour.

Nostra Paolo—divine ! Nostra Tintoretto, el

Tiziano, de grand Tiziano Vicelli, Bassano, Boni-

facio, and all the radiant glories of that beloved

city, which seemed to love and cherish me as I

loved it. Its grand and glorious Academia
where the godlike statuary after the antique

stand in a circle, and hold their council. It is

one of the best appointed and most complete Aca-

demies of Europe. Here I studied, and they did

me the honour to elect me an Honorary Acade-

mician. Charleston, America, gave me the first

diploma, Venice the second, England the third
;

last, not least in my estimation—
“ Titles may lend a gloss unto your name,
But Virtue only is the life of Fame.”

A sentiment in which I cordially concur. I

worked in the day in the cold marble halls till my
fingers were almost petrified. I worked at night

in the Life Academy ;
the professor used some-

times to come to me and say if he was to prick

my study with a pin it would bleed.

Dr. Franklin pithily remarks “ If you want a

thing done, go yourself, if not, send I know he

is l-ight in the remark : as a proof characteristic

at once and illustrative of the maxim, I give you
the following extract taken from one of my
Italiansketch-books :

—

“I was leaving dear Venice

for a season, burning with the desire of copying,

large as life, the celebrated picture of Titian,

“The Venus of the Tribune,” taken once by
Buonaparte to Paris, but now restored to its own
shrine. Off I went in a gondola across the

Lagunes to Terra Firma, Lago Scuro, and that

interesting and melancholy feudal city, Ferrara,

its towers and drawbridges and prisons, pregnant

with recollections of Tasso, Ariosto, and those

times of old. I was, luckily, well armed with

some good letters to some of our embassy in

Florence or I should have lost my labours ; the

governor of the gallery was an amiable man, but
unluckily, his second in command was a Jack-in-

office, and bothered me not a little. Kept one

waiting ten days doing nothing, but we mastered

my gentleman at last, and brought away the

lady in triumph. On this long journey then

I was bent
;
“ over the hills and far away” was

the object of my admiration
;
but deep was the

desire to accomplish my object. Bologna the

Fat (il grosso) was reached, a charabanc for the

mountains was bargained for, and I began the

ascent in the forlorn hope of overtaking by that

means a vetturini who had, a few horn’s before,

departed for Florence, as we were told, with a

short complement of passengers. I had visited

Verona and Mantua, the scene of Romeo and

Juliet, and Shakespeare ;
the scene also of the

glorious composition of Giulio Romano in the

Palazzo del T.,

—

saw the smooth-gliding Min-

cius crowned with vocal reeds ;
" Mantua gave me

birth, Naples or Calabria saw me die,” says the epi-

taph of Virgil Mantua is a strong city, the key of

Italy, and very interesting. But I must go—Flo-

renceisbeforeme,my friend is waiting who accom-

panied me from England ; I must reach Florence

by Sunday night, this is Saturday. “ Veiy well, so

you shall
;
but not so fast.” It was only a few
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horn’s before dark I had bargained with the

owner of this charabanc, sedia, or one-horse chair,

in order to overtake the departed Vetturini,

being assured by the proprietor we should cer-

tainly overtake it at Logano or Scarigolasino, the

first twenty, the other twenty-five miles from

Bologna
;
as the Vetturino would certainly sleep

at one or the other of these places that night.

Well, I got my passport and set off with all the

speed the poor tired horse would let us, which

was not very great
;
when I was leaving Bologna

I had a presentiment we should not overtake

our Vetturino, but I had a pressing necessity

for getting on with all speed, and it is well I did

so, or my Mend would have left Florence
; as it

was, I just caught him in time. But to return

to our story : on we went, over one mountain

and down another, till the man who, I think,

had not been in this part before, and his poor

horse, Pistole, seeing mountain succeed to

mountain, began to cry out it is quite “ a scala," or

ladder, and seemed out of heart. I stopt at a

cottage a little off the road to get a draught of
mil k, if possible, for it is very difficult in these

parts
;
and I let the man go on, thinking I could

easily overtake him ; but I had stayed so long

taking the milk and bread, for I was both
thirsty and hungry, that after running till I was
out of breath, no signs appeared of my fellow or

his horse Pistole. I thought it odd, and ran again,

which in those up and down hill roads is no joke ;

I came to a farm-house and inquired if they had
seen my vehicle

;
they said he had passed. Well,

I followed as fast as I could, I stopped and
listened,—heard nothing ; hallood,—no answer.

I thought it very strange, but kept running on

;

till at last, tired and almost exhausted, I came
in sight of him, and felt very much inclined to

give him a good scolding
;
however, as it was

partly my own fault, I let it pass. Over hill

and over dale, till the shades of night began to

fall
;
poor Pistole was very tired, we got out and

walked to help him on, and walked a long way.

Dark night now came on and we saw nothing of

the Vetturino, but kept dragging on till eleven

o'clock, then on searching the sedia I foimd my
Italian grammar missing, which I had left in the
carriage when I began to walk ; it was a book
not only useful to me in the language, but made
now doubly valuable by my having, while at

Rome, filled the blank leaves thereof with
sketches from the figures of Michael Angelo,
sketched from the originals in the Capella Sis-

tina. Here was a loss, what could I say ? I

could not expect the poor horse, Pistole, to look
behind him and take care of it, poor thing

;
he

had enough to do to drag himself along, and as

for the driver, he was much the same : what was
to be done then 1 I was much annoyed, and
thought I must give it up for lost

;
however,

about half past eleven we came in sight, at the
bottom of a valley before us, of a light, not a
Will-o’-the-wisp, but a true light

;
for that we

made, and found it was the village of Logano,
the first village of the two : the man asked me if

we should stop here. Fatigued as we all were
I instantly determined to stay, but the Vetturino
we had come in chase of had not stopped there
that night. Well, I did not like losing my book

;

tired as I was I made known my loss, and search
was again made about the vehicle,—but no booh ;

well, I soon determined, and asked for a candle
and lantern at a miserable inn at a miserable
village, in the heart of the Apennine mountains.
The landlady had brought out a little candle in

her hand ; I asked her for it, but she said it was
too small to last, and she was right. I waited
and waited, and seeing no lantern brought I was
obliged to be more imperative

; some said “You
had better send a man, do you want a man?”
but I, knowing that if I hired a man, I should
lose both book and the scudi, for I should have
to pay him, determined to go myself, on Dr.
Franklin's principle. At last the lantern and
lamp are brought

;
’tis now near midnight. I

never shall forget it,—the miscreants around
me,—one says, “ Mind, if you break that lantern,

you have five paoli to pay.” “ Bene.” And
they being angry because I had not employed
one of them, sneering and laughing at my hope-
less chase, and one called out, as I was starting,
“ Vederla,”

—

See him. I cared not
;
I had deter-

mined. I answered him ironically in the same

spirit, “Addio cara,”

—

Farewell, dear friend, and
off I went

;
and when I had got some little dis-

tance from the village began to examine the
road very scrupulously. I went over this hill

and over that, yet saw no signs of my book

;

nothing but dust and stones, but still kept
moving on, sometimes stopping to listen. I

thought it was a wild adventure. At midnight
in the midst of these vast and lonely mountains,
to walk back in the dark several miles in search

of this book
;
proceeding onwards and onwards

and yet unsuccessful, I began to think somebody
had picked it up,—persevered, however, now
and then stopping to listen. The awful silence

of midnight in these vast regions was broken
only by the shrill note of the cicala; a thin

crescent of the moon was fast dipping towards
the horizon in a mass of dark clouds. Pacing
along the road, I came to a something, large and
dark, in the pathway, and, on putting my light

to it, I found it was an immense toad
;

it eyed
me with its brilliant diamond eye, and I bade it

good night ; when suddenly I heard at a distance,

men's voices, boisterously singing. They came
nearer and nearer, they passed ; it was a group
of mountaineers returning home, bydegrees their

voices died away in the distance, and all was
again silent and dark and lonely. Still pressing

forward and forward, till I thought there was
little or no hope of seeing my lost treasure again,

and was beginning to think of tracing my steps

back to the distant Logano, when lo ! I came all

at once on a squarish brown mass in the light-

coloured road, and stooped, it was my booh. That
moment repaid all I had suffered and endured

;

I knelt down in thanks, I kissed my book, and I

know not what other extravagance I committed
iu my joy.

Thus then, at a considerable distance from the
village we had stopped at, I found my lost trea-

sure, and returned with it to the inn ; at some
distance from thence I found the mountaineers
who had passed me had bivouacked on the road,

some slept, others, who saw my lamp glide by
them like a Will-o’-wisp, turned and looked at

me, walking like a ghost at that untimely hour

;

my lamp began to wax very dim and flickering

;

however, I went back to the village with a much
lighter heart. I entered the village

;
all was

silent, but the dogs barking as they heard me
pass ; I knocked at the door—a woman and the
driver had sat up for me; I showed them my
book, took my lamp, and retired to my room;
a coarse earthenware jug stood on a rude table

with water to wash myself; almost ovei’come
with heat and fatigue, I lifted the jug to my
lips, and thought it so delicious, I drank it

nearly all, then threw myself on the bed and
slept sweetly and soundly till the Sabbath morn
awoke me.

After this I proceeded to Florence ; found my
friend E waiting. He received me with his

usual kindness. He forwarded my views as to

copying the “Venus,” which I completed. We
then returned to Venice together, and proceeded
with our studies, and after some time, to Paris.

Behold me then, after a year's sojourn in

dear Venice, and with labour infinite returning
back to Florence, to copy Titian’s celebrated

Venus, large as life
;
after difficulties were sur-

mounted I was allowed to copy it, and brought
it and numerous copies and studies—studies of
all the numerous pictures and works I had set

my mind to do—and having got with difficulty

through the various Doganas, and States and
snowy mountains and seas, I brought them in

safety—stopping and copying and painting in

the Louvre as I returned in 1824, having spent
about two years of my life in Italy and France.

I came with a mightycase of studies and treasures

of Art to my little home in Lambeth, one frosty

moonshiny night, in the winter of 1824 ;
icicles

hung to my hair, and the capote which had
almost boiled in Italian suns was stiff with ice ;

a warm fire and dear friends received me, and
I was soon at home, and the next night saw me
at my post on the Academic bench.

Pandora, formed by Vulcan, and crowned by
the Seasons, from Hesiod, claimed my fii’st

attention, and a picture of eight or nine figures,

with accompaniments, was begun and finished in

a few weeks, and sent to the exhibition of the
Royal Academy ; my dear master, Sir Thomas

Lawrence, bought it, and the Royal Academy
elected me an Associate for it.

“
Strike ! while the iron is hot,” said my be-

loved master
;
striking at the time his own thigh

to " suit the action to the word.” And again, I

“ You see what may be done by a little courage,”

was another word of encouragement.
I have had my beacon star to lead me on and

j

guide me; it has been one of hope, industry,

and pei’severance
;
and this reminds me, that i

never see a star hanging alone on the blue vault
of heaven, like a beautiful silver cresset or !

sparkling diamond, that I do not feel, or fancy I

feel, its holy and mysterious influence. It is

like the eye of heaven looking afar on us in this

nether sphere, and one feels afraid to think or j

act anything not quite in unison with its pure,
|

lofty, and radiant apparent intelligence ! My
dear departed Mend, Cottingham, the eminent
Gothic ax’chitect (whose noble offer to restore

York Minster, free of professional charge, must
ever endear liim to my hcai-t and to all the
lovers of the Gothic), had just the same feeling

of the influence of a star which I have.

Like many other men, my character has been i

much misunderstood by some—not a few

—

because I have preferred painting the unso-
phisticated human form divine, male and female,

in preference to the production of the loom
;

or,

in plainer terms, preferred painting from the I

glorious works of God, to draperies, the works
of man. I have been accused of being a shocking
and immoral man ! I have even heard my
bodily infixmities—brought on, in a great mea-
sxxre, by my ardent devotion to my Art, and
studying in hot rooms in Life Academies—turned
against me ; and, unacquainted with my tempe-
rate habits,been accused ofdrinking. I coxxfess my
sin, I am fond of drinking, but only ah hannless
beverage, tea; and I certainlyvenerate the memory
of the man, be he who he may, who invented tea,

and to any who thus calumniate me I forgive,

and only ask them to exanxine my life. That I

have had ei’rors and failings too many, I know,
and tx’ust to the goodness of God to foi’give

;
but

it is a duty I owe to myself to state, what I do
with sincerity, that ixx whatever station I found
myself thrown, whether printer’s devil or Royal
Academician, my honest endeavour has been to
do my duty in it to the best of my power

; a
principle I can with confidence I’ccomxnend to
all who may come after me, and one to which
they will never regret to look back upon.
My next importaxxt work was the “ Combat, or

Woman Pleading for the Vanquished,” to illus-

trate the beauty of Mercy :

—

“ Morey ifi like the gentle dew from heaven

;

It blesses him that gives, and him that takes—

”

it made a great impression in my favour. “ The
History of Judith,” in three colossal pictures

;

“ Benaiah, one of David’s chief captains
;

”• “ The
Origin of Marriage,” from Milton, bought by the

Marquis of Stafford
;
“ Ulysses and the Syrens ;”

“Joan of Arc,” in three colossal pictures ;
making

in all nine pictures exceeding the natural size,

and numex’ous other works, which other’s may,
but I, cannot recollect, but ifput together, would
fill almost Westminster Hall, in size, number,
and space. Of their merit or demerit I let

others judge
;
suffice it for me to feel I have

endeavoured in this life to earnestly and seriously

do my duty ; a principle I caxx with confidence

recommend in the language of the immortal Nel-

son :
“ England expects thus every man this day

will do his duty.” And here I will recommend
to my younger brethren pux-sxxing the Art, that

whether they follow High Art, or Low Art, let

their aim in the Profession be excellence, and
encouragement will follow as a necessary conse-

quence
;
let their conduct in life

—

their aim, be

virtue, for its own dear sake, as well as excellence

in their beautiful Art for its own sahe. And happy
will be the day they make this their fix’m deter-

mination ; the prize of happiness and glory will

be within the reach of minds so constituted

;

but if neglectful alike of their true honour and

* It would be injustice to my kind and generous patrons
the Artists of Scotland, who so nobly set the example as

cncouragers of the highest class of Art, not to offer them
here my grateful acknowledgments of their very liberal

purchase of most of my efforts in the Epic class of Art, and
trust they may prove to them a source of that golden

reward they so well deserve.
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that of their noble Art, they degrade it and
themselves by base views and improper conduct,

bitter will be the fruits ; if they use the oppor-
tunities of an artist for the purposes of vicious

indulgence, a miserable mistake will blight their

prospects, and the sun of prosperity and hope
will cease to shine on their labours. As a wor-
shipper of beauty, whether it be seen in a weed,
a flower, or in that most interesting form to

humanity, lovely woman, in intense admiration
of it and its Almighty Author, if at any time I

have forgotten the boundary line that I ought
not to have passed, and tended to voluptuous-
ness, I implore His pardon

;
I have never wished

to seduce others from that path and practice of

virtue, which alone leads to happiness here and
hereafter

;
and if in any of my pictures an im-

moral sentiment has been aimed at, I consent it

should be burnt; but I never recollect being
actuated in painting my pictures by. such senti-

ment. That the female form,'in its fulness, beauty
of colour, exquisite rotundity, may, by being
portrayed in its nudity, awake like nature in

some degree an approach to passion, I must
allow, but where no immoral sentiment is intended,

I affirm that the simple undisguised naked
figure is innocent. “To the pure in heart all

things are pure.” My aim in all my great pic-

tures has been to paint some great moral on the
heart :

“ The Combat,” the beauty of mercy
;

the three “Judith” pictures, patriotism, and
self-devotion to her country, her people, and
her God ;

“ Benaiah, David's chief captain,”

valour ;
“ Ulysses and the Syrens,” the impor-

tance of resisting sensual delights, or an
Homeric paraphrase on the “ Wages of Sin is

Death
;

” the three pictures of “ Joan of Arc,”
Religion, Valour, Loyalty and Patriotism,
like the modem Judith ; these, in all, make nine
colossal pictures, as it was my desiro to paint
three times three.

After my nine large pictures, the following
are a few of my principal works :—

“ The Judgment of Paris,” formerly painted
for Lord Darnley. *

“ Venus attired by the Graces,” the Rev. E. P.
Owen.
“The Wise and Foolish Virgins,” Mr. Serjeant

Thompson.
“ Hylas and the Nymph,” Mr. Serj. Thompson.
“The Dance described in Homer's Shield,"

a gentleman of Liverpool.
“ The Prodigal Son—I will arise and go to

my Father,”—Child, Esq.
“ The Bevy of Fair Women,” Milton. Duke

of Sutherland.
“ The Pont d’ Sospiri," Venice—my excellent

friend Macready had painted with an incident
corresponding with its sad name. Studied in
Venice by moonlight and daylight in a gondola.

“ The Destruction of the Temple of Vice—And
He sent evil Angels amongst them,” Henry
Payne, Esq., Leicester.

“Youth at the Prow and Pleasure at the
Helm,” Gray’s Poems. R. Vernon, Esq.

“ The Three Pictures of Joan of Arc,” R. Collis,
Esq., 168, New Boiid Street.

“ The Rape of Proserpine,” J. Gillott, Esq.,
Birmingham.

“ La Fleur de Lis,” William Witherbed, Lynn.
“Adam and Eve at their Morning Orisons,”

the late William Beckford. Esq.
“ The Prodigal in the Depth of his Misery,”

the late William Beckford, Esq.
“ The Prodigal's Return to his Father and

Home,” Marquis of Lansdowne.
“ Pandora,” Joseph Neeld, Esq., M.P.
“ The Parting of Hero and Leander,” Joseph

Neeld, Esq., M.P.
“ Diana and Endymion,” H. Monro, Esq.
“ The Death of Hero and Leander,” R. Thorp,

Esq., Alnwick.
“ The Graces,” Cupid and PsyGhe.

“To arms
!
yc brave !

”

tl The Coral Finders,” R. Nicholson, Esq.,
York.

“ Amoret freed by Britomart from the Power
of the Enchanters.”

• This fine picture is in the hands of Mr. Wass, who is

engraving it on a scale and in a manner worthy of the
painter and the subject.—Ed. A . J.
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“ Robinson Crusoe wrecked on a Desert Island
returning thanks to God for his Deliverance.'’

“Somnolency,” G. T. Andrews, Esq., York.
“ Magdalen,” the Rev. J. Spencer, York.
“ The Good Samaritan,” my kind and attentive

medical friend, R. Cartwright, Esq., London.
“ Samson betrayed by Delilah,” Alexander

Grant, Esq., Manchester.
“Judgment of Paris,” Joseph Gillott, Esq.,

Birmingham.
“ The Three Graces,” Joseph Gillott, Esq.,

Birmingham.
“Zephyr and Aurora,” William Witherhed,

Esq., Lynn.
“ The Innocent are gay,” R. Nicholson, Esq.,

York.
I had almost forgotten an event in my life

which was remarkable. In 1830, I followed to

Paris some friends of mine, and was soon in-

volved in all the alarm and hubbub of what the
French call “ the three glorious days.” Ifglory
consists in bloodshed, and the upsetting of all

moral and social order, then I agree this was
glorious

;
but I don't think it does ; however,

there I was in the lion's mouth, and never shall
I forget. I was advised to stay in doors, but I

could not. I was out every day, and often in

dangerous circumstances. “ If I am to die,” I
said, “let me die in the open air.” I was paint-
ing in the Louvre when grape shot was pouring
on the populace, by the Pont Neuf, and mus-
ketry rattling everywhere. I was nearly going
the next day when the mob rushed through like

a torrent, carrying all before them. I had five

studies to bring down from the upper end of
the Louvre, and my painting-box; the porter
thrust them into a cupboard behind the door,
I never hoped to see them again

;
the storm

was raging without, and in getting along the
streets home, I found to 'my surprise I was
unwittingly walking up to the muzzle of a loaded
cannon. This was in truth “ seeking the bub-
ble reputation even at the cannon’s mouth.”

It was, indeed, a scene of horrors, to tread on
the blood-stained pavement of Paris, to see the
wounded, the dying, and the heaps of dead with
black and horrent hair, clotted with blood ; to

smell the putrescent bodies as you passed the
pits in which they wore thrown

; to hear the
cries of “ Vive la Charte,” mingled with the roar
of cannon, the sharp rattle of musketry, the
deep tone of the tocsin of Notre Dame, and the
sharp call of alarm, the pick-axe pulling up the
pavement for barricades, the crash of lamps, the
crackling of fires of destruction, the clatter of
cavalry, formed a hell of sounds in the dread
hour of the night which would have almost
frightened the dead. Tho moon looking calmly
on this scene of death, and seeming to smile.
“ Oh that I had wings as a dove, then would I

flee away and be at rest,” thought I, and God
decided that I should escape. Three days of
this, and then triumph ! A day or so after

the consummation of the terrific Three Days’
conflict and the flight of Charles Dix, it became
in Paris most sultry, and the evening most
oppressive. I had been to Montmartre to see
my lady friends, and on leaving them I retired
home to my garret bed-room, assured that some-
thing was coming. Now and then a faint blue
flash of lightning lit the air, and the wind sighed
mournfully along the corridor. Another flash,

and then the wind louder, the trees shook, the
shutters banged, and tingle tangle fell the glass,

and then a silence like the grave. No rain, no
thunder as yet : it was something awful beyond
belief

;
the lurid lightning flashing almost with-

out interval, broken only by the fury of the
whirlwind. Be it known, that the army of
Marmont, with a formidable park of artillery,

was yet true to its master, and within a few
leagues of Paris, which he had threatened to
storm, and put all he met to the sword. The
distant growl of “ thunder heard remote,” now
stole upon the ear. “ Gracious heaven !

” the
Parisians cried, in terrific groups on the landing-

places, “ It is the artillery of Marmont ! At.t. is

lost !
” And nothing was ever more like. Now

nearer he comes. He must be at Montmartre.
Louder rolls the thunder, peal after peal ; the
heavens one ceaseless blaze of blue fire

;
descends

the rain in torrents. I never witnessed anything
like it—I really thought the end of all things

was at hand. After a night of horrors, the still
grey peep of mom slowly' came on. The re-
volutionists said the storm was a judgment on
the exiled monarch; the royalists said it was
heaven's anger against the Parisians. I bided my
time, watched the opportunity, with difficulty got
passports and places in the Diligence, and true
to my charge, like a knight of old, whose
favourite motto is “Valiant et Constant,” I
brought my female friends, a young lady and
her mother, my five copies and myself, safe to
Dover. It was a fine day, I went on Shakes-
peare Cliff and turned to the tranquil blue sea
that divides us from France. It was just like
Landseer’s picture of “ Peace.” “ Happy Eng-
land,” said I, “ if only thou art sensible of thy
true happiness !

”

I should be unjust as well as ungrateful were
I to write this memoir of my life without putting
on record my opinion of an Institution to which
I owe so much, and to which the public and the
country owe so much—I mean the Royal
Academy of London—an institution I have pride
and pleasure in stating, after an experience of
upwards of forty years, having gone through all
its grades from probationer to the highest
of its honours I am ambitious of

;
having done

this and had that experience of its laws, consti-
tution and management, the zeal, integrity, and
chivalrous sense of duty which actuates its

officers, I am, as I said, happy to say it is in
every respect worthy of the country, and of
the proud station it holds

; and I hope to live

to see the day when the public and the country
will appropriate that institution in a way more
correspondent with its merits than they appear
to me hitherto to have done.

In conclusion, then, my life has been, sinco I
was free from bondage, and pursuing the re-

treating phantom of Fame, like the boy running
after the rainbow

;
my life has been, I say, (with

the exception of some dark thunder-clouds of
sorrow, disappointment 'and deprivation) one
long summer's day ; spent in exertions to excel,
struggles with difficulty, sometimes Herculean
exertions, both of mind and body ; mixed with
poetic day-dreams, and reveries, by imaginary
enchanted streams. I have passed sweetly and
pleasantly along, now chewing the cud of sweet
and bitter fancies, and regretting my inability to
do greater and better things

; but God is good,
and I desire in all my thoughts to give Him
glory in the highest, that He has blest me and
mine with a fair reputation and the solid com-
forts of life in a degree beyond my deserts

; and"
I now retire from the arena, with the best feel-

ings of peace and good-will to my brethren of
the Art, for their uniform kindness, considera-
tion, and support, in my long professional
career.

And not only to my brethren the artists, but
to all classes in that noblest of all European
cities, London ! my gratitude is due, from my
generous patrons, to my respected tradesmen, my
good, well-disposed, and attentive models, and to
others my best recollections are due and cheer-

fully paid.

But before finally taking leave of my young
friends, the students in Art, amongst whom I
well know there are many amiable and promising
young men, I will take the freedon, as a retiring
veteran and friend, to say a few words that they
may imprint on their minds “an invincible
desire to excel in their noble art : to be an
honour to their country, a credit to their friends
and themselves, and the faithful servants of
God. To be always attentive to His public wor-
ship and ordinances, and strictly to respect His
Sabbath of rest to the soul otherwise, as I have
myself, I am sorry to say, formerly experienced,
a neglect of this makes us too much attached
to the world, too much “ of the earth, earthy,”
for the artist, of all men, ought to be intellectual,

spiritual, virtuous. If the students and followers
of the Art, from this my precept and example,
are induced to do these things, and to make them
their guide through life, they will have reason to
bless the day on which your application induced
me to write this record of my life.

Your affectionate cousin,

W. Etty.
Yorlc, November, 1 84S.
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THE ETCHING CLUB.*

This is the fifth annual production of the Etching

Club, from whom thus proclaiming themselves

indissolubly

“Married to immortal verse,”

we may reasonably hope to see a succession of

labours of love. This is opening the store of the

eclectic subject-matter of our literature, and albeit

we had rather see it painted than etched, these

essays may serve in some degree to point the atten-

tion of those who think not for themselves, to other

sources than those which as common stock supply

the never-failing quota to every exhibition. Each
couplet of this quaint poem supplies a paintable

thenje, but according to the spirit of the verse,

although many may be treated with much eleva-

tion, there are none of the images that may be

dealt with in severity, and the majority would
suffer even from gravity of treatment. The illus-

tration of “ L’Allegro ” is of course to be followed

by that of its pendant “
II Penseroso,” though far

more penetrating than either is the elegiac spell of
“ Lycidas,” which we humbly think as a whole
surpasses any one given eclogue of Virgil, and
successfully competes with the sweetest verse of

the Greek minors—from first to last the poem is a

piece of the purest classic composition, but withal

charmingly simple, for we never forget that

“ — Old Damcetas loved to hear his song.”

The local imagery of “ L’Allegro” is common-
place, having been suggested to Milton by the

rural scenery surrounding his house at Forest

Hill, near Oxford. The book is brought out with
much taste

;
the style of the typography is that of

the seventeenth century, and the poem is printed

from the edition of 1645. The Etching Club con-

sists ofseven members—Thomas Creswick, A. It. A.,

H. J. Townsend, Frederick Taylcr, C. W. Cope,

It.A., John C. Horsley, R. Redgrave, A.R.A., and
C. Stonehouse. The first plate represents the con-

signment of Melancholy to the “ Cimmerian
desert it occupies the entire page, and is the pro-

duction of Mr. Cope.

“Hence, loathed Melaucholy

!

Of Cerberus, and blackest midnight born
In Stygian cave forlorn,

’Mongst horrid shapes and shrieks and sights unholy.”

The lower part, according to the letter of the

verse, shows the Stygian shore, with a variety of

impersonations appropriately characterised. The
apostrophe is pronounced by a Spirit whose pre-

sence brings an effulgence, which contrasts power-
fully with the lower part of the composition. The
passage

“ Haste thee Nymph, and bring with thee,” &c.

is treated by Mr. Townsend with a nice elabora-

tion, which entitles the plate to be called an
engraving rather than an etching

;
the figures are

numerous, and all conceived to the tripping cha-

racter of the verse. Mr. Creswick contributes a

plate from the lines

“ To hear the lark begin his flight,” &c.

This is also a finished engraving—the material
being a view over an expanse of English landscape
seen under an effect of sunrise. Nothing can be
more successful than the sky in this vignette.

Mr. Redgrave contributes a composition equally
elaborate with those already named, from the
passage

“And every shepherd tells his tale.”

The figures here are two, a shepherd and shep-
herdess, the former opening a gate for his flock.

Mr. Stonehouse illustrates

“ Meadows trim with daisies pride,
Shallow brooks and rivers wide

in a charming vignette, in which is maintained
throughout the true spirit of etching

;
it is a broad

landscape with water, trees, and distance, all made
out with a most agreeable variety of tone.

“ The cynosure of neighbouring eyes”

is rendered by Mr. Horsley
;
she is seated at her

toilet-table, and accompanied by the items which
may be associated with a beauty of the seventeenth
century. The episodes of Faerie arc pictured by
Redgrave, Cope, and Townsend; the last describes

the feats of the “ drudging goblin,” particularly his

achievement of the work of ten able-bodied men on
the thrashing-floor, where we see him working with
the flail with extraordinary effect. Creswick’s
“ tow’red eitie ” is a beautiful plate, a composition
of Rhenish materiel treated writh a Venetian efful-

* “ L’Allegro,” illustrated by the Etching Club. Pub-
lished by J. Cundall.

gence. The contributions of F. Tayler are few
;

he has two vignettes on the eighteenth page from
passages well suited to his genius. The former of

these represents the state and circumstance of a

tournament
;
the latter shows the event of a joust

d I'outrance ; a knight is overthrown and his adver-

sary presses upon him with his lance
;
the concep-

tion and treatment arc full of spirit. The last

plate by Horsley is a subject that would paint

admirably—it is one among

“ Such sights as youthful poets dream,
On summer eves by haunted stream

in which a shadowy elfin procession is detailed

with fine effect.

These plates are all wrought out in a spirit of

graceful poetry suiting well with the sentiment of

the text; they arc nearly all finished engravings,

in which opinion we are well assured we should

be supported by Rembrandt van Rhyn. Could
he look out from his unknown whereabouts,

he might be induced to tell us precisely in how-

many minutes by Amsterdam clock he etched Six’s

bridge while waiting for the mustard at the table

of his friend.

It is highly gratifying to see a number of accom-
plished artists associating together for the purpose
ofillustrating the poetical literature oftheir country;

it stamps them as men of the right mould, whose
delight is in their Art, and in the varied practice

which it suggests. The little
“ bits ” which this

and the preceding publications of the Etching
Club contain, arc gems whose beauty of design and
execution carry us back to the “ olden time,” when
the great masters of painting did not deem it dero-

gatory to their fame to handle the etching needle.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

VENICE.

Tainter, C. Stanfield, R.A. Engraver, J. Couscn.

SUe of the Picture 2 ft. 1 li in. by 2 ft.

This picture, a “ View on the Canal of the Giu-
decca, Venice,” was painted in 1836. Though not
one of those works of mark with which Mr. Stan-

field has so often adorned the walls of the Royal
Academy, it is still one of those beautiful transcripts

of nature which, besides charming us as a work of

Art, carries us unwittingly to the original locality,

and so separates from our thoughts every idea

unassociated with the immediate scene before us,

that we arc for the moment unconscious that it is

a picture we are looking at.

To the right is a fine block of houses peculiarly

Italian, and indeed Venetian in its character. The
blinds, the roofed terrace, and balcony, bespeak
the sunny clime

;
and the style of building, the

watery way, and the waiting gondolas, that it is

Venice that is before us. The church (De’ Gesuati)

in the middle ground is a prominent and beautiful

feature, and the retiring buildings with the tall

campanile, and the view of the distant mountains,

present a combination of beauties which the queen
of the Adriatic can alone afford.

The unloading felucca and the lounging Greeks
to the left, remind us of the former greatness of

Venice when it was the emporium of the west for

the trade of the Levant; and they at the same
time inspire us with a hope that its prosperity will

yet return to it under a good government.
This is an example of that kind of picture, in

painting winch Mr. Stanfield is facile princeps ;

whether we regard the present or the past, he
displays a power of picturing land and water to an
extent never yet exhibited in the same individual.

Such works as “ Trafalgar,” “ Mount St. Michael,”
and “ Sarzana,” are singly sufficient to ensure a

painter’s immortality, ana yet these works are but a
very small section of the magnificent contributions

of this distinguished painter towards the glory of

the British School of Art. River, coast, or ocean
scenery, wc have been made familiar with all, by
Mr. Stanfield’s indefatigable pencil

;
from the

sunny ripple of Como’s beautiful lake, to the

furious ocean wave, under the rage of the tropical

monsoon.
The examples of Mr. Stanfield’s productions in

this collection, though beautiful works in their

class and degree, may not be considered as convey-
ing an adequate idea of his great powers

;
but we

trust that the time is not very remote when we
shall see one of his greater works adorning the

walls of our National Gallery.

[In reference lo this engraving, Mr. Stanfield writes us

thus

I

am much pleased with the plate, and am certain

you could not have chosen letter with regard to the

engraver.”]

ANCIENT SHIPS.

The prowess of King Richard I. was a favourite

theme with the ancient poets, they were never
weary of recounting his deeds in metrical tales,

or of singing them to the harp on “ high holi-

days.” He was the beau ideal of a hero in the

middle ages. Possessing herculean strength, he
is reported to have been able by a stroke of his

axe to cleave a Saracen to the chine, as easily as

he could “ rob the lion of his heart.” He was
described as merciful and courteous to those, of
his enemies who properly submitted themselves

;

but he showed no pity to the “ foul paynims ”

who had in keeping the Holy Land ; and even
when fair ladies of the Saracenic faith approached
with love-gifts, he would without compunction
to Soldan’s daughters declare to their mes-
sengers

—

“ I shall not wed with an hethen liounde ;”

which being considered as the right mode of
carrying out true principles in these rude days,

was applauded to the skies ; and Richard became
the personation of all that was true in faith and
brave in war.

His adventures in Palestine was a favourite

theme
;
and the old romance •which describes

them, and which Weber in the introduction to

his Ancient Metrical Romances, says was no
doubt written before 1300, as it is referred to in

tho Chronicles of Richard de Gloucester and
Robert de Brunnc, gives us many powerful pic-

tures of his prowess. There is a curious relation

of a sea-fight which occurs as Richard is on his

journey to Acre, which will be an interesting

illustration of these actions. Richard per-

ceives a

“ dromond * so heavy fraught
That scarcely might it sail aught.”

This large ship is going toward the Saracens

laden with com, wine, and other provisions, and
with “ wild fire ” and “ Greek fire

"
for defence

;

the latter being unused by the English army at

this time, but it was a famous defensive agent

often alluded to, and believed to be the parent

of modern gunpowder. Richard calls up his

captain, Aleyn Trcnchemer, and orders him to

put off in a row-boat, and inquire who they are.

He speaks to the captain, who answers in good
English. Aleyn is not convinced that they aro

no “ pagans,” and insists on having speech with
the men. He is answered decisively— ^

“ ‘ With no more men shall ycu speak here.

They were this night in a sore tempest,

And now they lie and take their rest.’

‘ Certes,’ said then good Aleyn,
‘ To Ivingc Richard I will seyne f
That ye arc arc all Saracens,
Charged with corn and rich wines.’

The Saracens started up all presto i
And said, ‘ Fellow! go, do thy best

!

For King Richard and his galleys,

We would not give two flies /’ ”
§

Cccur-de-Lion is not the man to allow such

braggarts to escape, he is delighted at the oppor-

tunity of assaulting them ; his men row with a

hearty cheer towards the Saracens, “ as fast as

an arrow from a cross-bow.” The battle is well

told :

—

“ Then were the Saracens armed well

Both in iron, and in steel
;

-

And stood on board, and foughten hard.

Against the doughty King Richard.

* I must refer the reader to the first paper, p. 9, for a

description of the kind of vessel here named, or to the

conclusion of the present one.

f Say. \ All in a crowd.

§ In this, as in all other quotations from medievalromance
poetry, I have modernised the spelling only, as I was
anxious to show how smoothly the old versifiers occa-

sionally told their tales. By the substitution of a modern
word of the same meaning and measure as the old one, I

hope to make my readers know that these old poets felt as

strongly, and described their scenes as powerfully as

their modem brethren. For myself, I must own to the

exquisite pleasure I have had from the earliest youth in

reading the works of these grand old minstrels, who had
the keenest appreciation of the beauties of nature, and who
never missed a chance of describing her beauties, the har-
mony of birds, or the loveliness of fair maidens, which
they descant upon with the true heartiness of a genuine
poet. It is a pity their works should be classed among
“ all such reading as was never read," and confined to the

shelves of the antiquary. Is there no good man and true,

among the modern brethren of the lyre, who will rescue

his elder brethren from the cave of oblivion ?

K
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And King Richard and his knightcs
Slew the Saracens down rightes.

And as they 'gan to worke them woe,
Ever they stood up mo’ and mo’

;

And rapped on them, for the nones"
Stem strokes with hard stones,

Out of the top-castle on high.

That Richard was never his death so nigh.”

These top-castles are exhibited in the cut here

given, and were placed at the top of each mast

;

they held one or more warriors, with a proper

supply of arrows, javelins or stones, to annoy the
enemy. The second of our figures affords a good
illustration of the quotation given above. The
soldier in this instance is supplied with arrows
to use also, the shafts of which are seen behind
him. While employed in casting the stone, an
arrow from the opposing vessel has transfixed

him. It may be readily supposed that these

men in the top-castles had a very marked and
dangerous position. It was impossible to avoid
an arrow in such an exposed and isolated situa-

tion : archers were at this time wonderfully
expert, and the mischief these topsmen did,

would make them especial marks for their

arrows. The first figure in the cut casting his
“ bolt ” or large heavy arrow upon the enemy, is

a curious and valuable illustration of the ordi-

nary modes of defence adopted in these early

times.

As Richard approached the dromond in his

galley, he rowed boldly into that vessel, and
“the frond” or iron spike in the head of the
galley broke “a large quarter” of the vessel

away, which fell into the sea. If the reader will

refer to the last part of the preceding paper, he
will see a curious representation of such a galley

as this of Richard’s. It is filled with armed
soldiers, who cany cross-bows, axes, slings, and
spears. A knight in front carries a gonfanon,
emblazoned with tho arms of the commander.
The steersman, who manages the helm, encou-
rages their valour by sounding a war-note on
the horn. At the sides the rowers are placed ;

the vessel is banded with iron, and a strong pro-

jecting spike is in front, which, when the galley

was strongly rowed into a larger vessel, could
scarcely fail of breaking a dangerous hole in it,

or perhaps sinking the ship.f

The battle between Richard and the Saracens
waxes hot

;
and the action, and the prowess of

the King is thus powerfully told :

—

“ Then came seven galleys behind,
To that dromond quick salynde.J
And on board stood baron and knight,
To help King Richard for to fight.

A strong battle there began,
Between them and each heathen man,
With swords, spears, darts keen,
Arrows and quarrells \ flew between;
All as thick, without stint,

As hail, after thunder dint.
And in the bykerll that was so hard,
Into the dromond came King Richard.
When he was come in, in haste
He placed his back unto the mast.
With his axe that he over-wrought,
Hastily his death he caught. «j

* For the purpose, on purpose.
f In a battle between the English and French in 1217,

many vessels were sunk by galleys with iron prows, which
stove in their sides.

t Sailing.

§ The square-headed arrows shot from cross-bows.
|| The fight, or melf-e.

U All those over whom he lifted his axe speedily caught
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Some he hit on thebacyn,* *

That he cleft them to the chin

;

And some to the girdlestead, t

And some unto the ship’s brede
; J

Some in the hals,§ so hit he,

That head and helm flew into the sea

;

For no armour withstood his axe,

More than a knife is stayed by wax.”

The vessel of the King 'of Antioch is thus
gorgeously described :

—

“ Richer on sea was never non

;

It was as white as the whale bone

;

And every nail with gold begrave,
||

Of pure gold was the stave ;^f

Her mast was of ivory

;

Of samyte* * the sail intirely.

Her ropes were off tuely silk,f f
All as white as any milk.
That noble ship was all without
With cloth of gold spread about.
And her loof and her wyndas,
Of azure, forsooth, it was.”

The description given by the poet of Richard's

first equipment for the Holy Land and the

lading of his vessels is curious :

—

“ Many folk that the cross would nomen,t {
To King Richard they were comen

;

On horse and foot, well apparelled

;

Two hundred ships were well victualled.

With strong hauberks, swords, and knives;

Thirteen ships were laden with hives

Of bees
;
of timber great schydys clong,§ §

He had made-a tower full strong;
That quaintly engineers made

;

Therewith there ships were well lade.

Another ship was laden yet,

With an engine called Robinet.
It was Richard's own mangonel, || H

And all the tackle that thereto fell.”

But it was Richard’s brother, King John,
whom Sir Harris Nicolas considers as the founder

of the Royal Navy. He constructed ships for

his own defence, and his orders for their govern-

ment was minute and particular. Galleys and
galliasscs were the principal vessels of war, but
another kind of vessels termed “long ships,”

are also named at this time : they were probably
only another species of galley, and were used
for coasting. Another kind of ship, termed
“ Cogs,” were also used as coasting vessels, and
for conveying passengers to France. Merchant-
vessels were called Schuyts and Snakes. The
first term is evidently borrowed from the Dutch

;

the second reminds one of the dragons and
serpents of the old sea-kings. The largest kind
of vessel at this time, it is satisfactorily proved,

had but one mast and one sail. The king's

vessels were occasionally lent to seaport towns
for their defence, they themselves finding the
men

;
and on occasions of emergency the king

made use of the merchant-vessels.

Allusion has been already made to the manner
in which the sails of these ancient ships were
decorated with heraldic bearings. The king’s own
sailing vessel displayed the three lions of the

English royal coat ;
and we here give an engrav-

ing, representing the royal ship, with the sail

properly emblazoned, copied from the Manu-

* The bascinet or iron helmet, such as is seen worn
by the men in the top-castle in our cut.

t The place for the girdle, the waist.

t The ship’s deck. § Neck.
|| Engraved. «f Rudder. * * A rich Eastern silk.

1 1 Silken stuff, probably derived from toile de soie.

1 1 Take. § § Great billets of wood fastened together.

II H A warlike machine for throwing stones, generally
used to batter down walls.

script by Matthew Paris, alluded to at p. 9 of

our former article.

In the reign of Henry III., the crew of the
King’s “great ship” consisted of only thirty

men, besides the commander and officers; and
from documents of the time it is clearly esta-

blished that ships had but from fifteen to twenty
men each

;
that one Cog carried twenty-six, and

the rest sixteen, with their masters.

The largest ship of this country did not, it is

presumed, much exceed eighty tons. Twenty
was about the number of horses they could

carry, and a thousand seams of wheat was appa-

rently their heaviest cargo. Of the galleys, an
idea may be formed from the size of their sails,

only 200 yards of canvas being required for the

sail of the king’s vessel.

The great seals of the old sea-port towns of

England are particularly valuable for the illus-

trations they afford of our early naval architec-

ture. The vessel represented on that of the
town of Winchelsea is delineated in our cut.

The bows and sterns of the vessels were alike.

A short fighting deck termed the bellatorium, or

fore and stern-castle, surmounted the extre-

mities of the ship. In the fore-castle was
erected the standard of the royal aims, or the

aims of the commander
;
the cross of St. George

was emblazoned on the flag at the top-mast. In

the stem-castle were placed trumpeters who are

so frequently represented in these old seals

that the custom of haring them on board must
have been common. Beneath this castle sat the

steersman, who still guided the vessel with his

side-paddles. The cabins were reached by
descending beneath these castles, and the prin-

cipal cabin was termed the Paradise; a name
prostituted in the middle ages to designate any
place' merely neat or clean, and which modem
luxury, (or even comfort) would pronounce
unbearable.
We now hear of the crew of a vessel consist-

ting of a hundred and ten maimers
;
these facts

show that ships were beginning to be built

larger than hitherto, and larger than represented

in old seals and drawings. But the fault of these

representations is the same one that has been
already pointed out in the earlier ones we have
engraved, the mariners are too big for the boats :

indeed down to the beginning of the fifteenth

century, this fault is predominant
;

and we
occasionally meet with drawings of ships of war
with three or four aimed heads only seen in

them, which are in themselves large enough to

fill the vessel and leave no space for the bodies.

The largest vessels, Sir H. Nicolas says, that

were at this time in use, had two masts, (fore and
main-mast,) with two square sails

;
but they had

“no bowsprit, and the foremast raked consi-

derably over the bows.” Vessels with two sails

arc mentioned in 1270 as going on a voyage

to Sicily, but these he considers to have pro-

bably been Feluccas. Nascelles are mentioned at

this time, which appeal* to have been small

vessels or barges ;
and Caravels, which would

seem to be of Spanish origin.

A minute account of the ships that were sent

against the Isle of Anglesey during the war with

the Welsh, in 1277, is preserved, and affords

some useful information. The fleet consisted of

eighteen ships, all of which were furnished by
the Cinque Ports, except a dromon (literally
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“ dromedary/’ clromedarius) belonging to South-
ampton, and four other vessels, one of which
was called the Rose. Sir H. Nicolas, in his
“ History of the Navy,” p. 290, says :

—

“ Numerous ships were purchased in 1282 for

the expedition against the Welsh, the account of
the cost of which, and of the money paid in

wages to the sailors, on that occasion, still exists.

Each ship had one master and one constable,

both receiving 6d., and the sailors 3cZ. a-day.

The price of the ships varied from 4 /. to 13/,

which proves that they must have been very
small vessels, for double the largest of these
sums was then paid for anchors and cables for

the kings’ ships and galleys ; and 4/. 3s. were ex-

pended on small ropes, iron nails, and in making
clayes for them. A galley, however, cost 45/. ;

and a new barge with its rigging, bought at

Romney, for the king’s service, and a new barge
built and fitted out at Winchelsea, cost altogether
80/. 9s. llrZ. The crews of the ships and Cogs of
the Cinque Ports,—one of which was called
c The Cow/ aud another ‘ The Holy Cross,’—as
well as others, were paid by the Crown, and the
whole expense incurred was 1404/. 9s, 10£cZ.”

He then gives a curious detail of the stores,

provisions, and other necessaries of the “ great
sliip ” which, in 1290, was sent from Yarmouth
to Nonvay to bring thence the king’s daughter,
the Lady Margaret. Besides the necessaries of
ale, beef, pork, and stock-fish, they had also figs,

raisins, saffron, and ginger-bread

;

though the
latter was probably expressly obtained for the
use of the fair ladies. Among the necessaries
were wax torches, tallow candles, cressets,

lanthoms, napkins, wood, and biscuit
; to whicli

were added a banner of the king's arms, and a
silk streamer for the ship.

Imperative commands were sent on the 12th
of August, 1325, to every searport, north and
west of the Thames, to despatch all ships of
fifty tons and upward to Portsmouth by the end
of the month, well armed, and furnished with
double rations, for the war with France.* The
commanders and masters of these ships were
enjoined to serve in person, and to place them-
selves under Kyriel, the admiral of the said
fleet

;
and if any of them did not proceed to the

appointed rendezvous, he was to be seized and
his name sent to the king. All captains and
masters of ships of less burthen than fifty tons
were to remain with their vessels in their several
ports, and not on any account, for fishing or
other cause, to quit them until the king gave
orders to the contrary. If any such vessels were
found at sea, they were to be seized by the
admiral, and their masters imprisoned.
No fact in the naval history of the thirteenth,

and early part of the fourteenth century, is more
remarkable than the piratical habits of the
sailors of this and other countries. During a
truce or peace, ships were boarded, plundered,
and captured by vessels of a friendly power, as
if there had been an actual war. Even English
merchant-ships were attacked and robbed, as
well in port as at sea, by English vessels, and
especially by those of the Cinque Ports, which
seem to have been nests of robbers

; and judging
from the numerous complaints it would appear
that a general system of piracy existed, which
no government was strong enough to restrain.
Remonstrances and demands for satisfaction,
were constantly made by one sovereign of
another, for some aggression committed by his
subjects at sea; and when justice was not ob-
tained, letters of marque and reprisals were
granted, which were, in fact, permission for
individuals to take the law into their own hands,
and to obtain compensation for their own private
injury from any innocent countrymen of the
aggressor. A striking instance of the real beauty
of that pseudo-romantic period which novelists
delight in calling “ the good old times !

”

One remarkable instance Is the case of William

* About 1325, according to Walsingham, three admirals
of the three coasts ofEngland, namely, Sir John Sturmy, Sir
Nicholas Kyriel, and Sir John de Felton, having the
custody of the sea, with full power to “ invade, harass, and
destroy ” all merchants of France, put to sea with a fleet of
ships belonging to Yarmouth, Portsmouth, and the western
ports, and soon captured one hundred and twenty Norman
ships, which they brought to England. To this circum-
stance Walsingham attributes an “inexorable hatred
between the two kings.”

de Huntingdon, who, having in 1314 made a
voyage to Dublin, went into that city to pay the
customs on his ship and merchandise, when one
John de Lung of Bristol with other “ malefactors
and pirates,” captured and carried off his ship,
with all the goods and merchandise on board,
and afterwards maliciously burnt the vessel.

In 1323 or 1324, the ship Annet of Ditton,
laden with fish for the king's use, was boarded
between Lynn and Oxford, by John Russell and

j

others, of Spalding, who killed the crew and took
the vessel to Seaford where they sold the ship
and cargo.

In a MS. in the British Museum (20. D. 1,)

written in Italy in the early part of the four-
teenth century, are representations of ships,

with two masts, supported by shrouds which in

some instances have ratlines
;
the foremast is the

largest ; but both carry only one large square
sail. Both masts are surmounted by top-castles

in which the flag-staff is placed with a long
|

pencel or streamer from
it. At the stem and
sometimes in front of the
vessel, is an elevated plat-

form termed a stage, castle,

or bellatorium, in which the
best soldiers were placed,

and where the banner was
displayed in times of peace,
guarded by a single armed
man, as seen upon the great
Seal of Rye. The reader
will notice that the paddle
for turning is still retained
at the side of the ship.

The small row-boat beside
the vessel, and which be-
longs to the ship, is of value,

as it shows their form at
this period. Above the
sides of the vessel the heads
of the warriors encased in

their helmets will be seen,

and the crown which sur-

rounds that of the monarch appeal’s in the
centre. This cut is a good illustration of
what has been said before of inaccurate and
thoughtless drawing

; \
the heads of these

armed men bear no proportion to the size of
the ship

; while in the vessel nearest the spec-
tator, the rower appears no bigger than one of
their heads. It is Hogarth’s false perspective
outdone !

Sir H. Nicolas observes that the professional
reader will be surprised that no bowsprit, nor
any fore and aft-sail is mentioned ; "which fact,

together with the imperfect apparatus for steer-
ing, renders it difficult to suppose that these
vessels could have kept their wind within at
least seven or eight points ; so that they could
only have made progress when sailing large or
before the wind. In some illuminations of the
fourteenth century, ships are however repre-
sented with a kind of short bowsprit, to which a
stay is attached from the fore-mast

; but it does
not support any sail

;
and it was not until com-

paratively a very recent period that a jib or
stay-sail appears to have been introduced. It is

also remarkable that a pump is not said to have
been in any of these ships.

A point of much nautical interest now arises,

and upon which some light can be thrown,

though the question involved cannot be defi-

nitely settled. Great doubt has long existed
about the invention of the modem rudder ; and
no English Antiquary has traced it to an earlier

date than the middle of the reign of Edward III.

Cruden in his History of Gravesend observes
that the modem rudder occurs to the ship on
the coin called “a noble,” struck by that
monarch. Like every other subject connected
with maritime affairs, this has received much
of Monsieur Jal's attention in his admirable
“ Archteologie Navale,” and after stating that
the old plan of steering a vessel by a paddle on
each side was not abandoned until long after the
improvement was discovered, which agrees with
finding ships represented with paddles in manu-
scripts of a much later date than these in which
the modern rudder is seen, and that paddles are
still used by the “ burcliii ” at Venice, he refers

to the Seal of the City of Damme attached to a
charter in the year 1328. That curious Seal

j

contains a ship with a fore and stern-castle, in

j

each of which is a man holding a banner ; it has
only one mast, and no yard or sail, but there is

j

a short bowsprit with a rope from the outer end
leading in over the bows. The shrouds, or
rather stays, go from the top of the mast to the
bow and stern, and a man is sliding down one of
them. At the stem is the present rudder, "with
pintle and gudgeons; and the tiller was shipped
over the rudder-head, instead of being placed in
a cavity through it.

Sir Harris Nicolas, however, believes that he
has obtained earlier evidence of the use of the
modem rudder than this, and quotes a manu-
sex-ipt in the Royal Collection, Bxitish Museiun,
(20. A, 5.) which he considers may be safely
assigned to the commencement of this century,
probably about the year 1300, in which ships
are represented with a rudder at the stem, and
a man steering with a tiller.

The top-castles at this time contained from
three to six choice soldiers armed with quarrells,
(the lax’ge square-headed ari’ows already spoken
of) and stones.* Men were impi’essed for the
king’s service and ships also. The sailors were
paid threepence a-day ; which was higher pay
than was given to the foot-soldiei’s who had but
twopence

; still it was less than was paid to the
mechanics, such as carpentei’s, masons, smiths,
and sawyers, who l’eceived as wages fourpence
a-day; plasterei’s and men of less skill had
threepence, which was the pay of the sailor.

The rich burghei’s of Bmges now decollated

their ships goi’geously; and among the other
appointments we are infox’med that the trampe-
ters had silver tmmpets. Our cuts show these
adjuncts to martial glory, which are frequently
mentioned by old annalists. That noble old
poet, Roger Minot, describes the Spaniards who
sailed forth

—

“ In a summer’s tide,

With trumpets and tabors,
And mickle other pride.”

* In the battle between the French and Flemish in 130-1
we are told that the soldiers in the top-castles hurled
stones as large as loaves upon the Flemings, who under
cover of their shields strove in vain to shoot them.
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Edward. Ill is more identified with our early

naval glories than any other English King
;

lie

was styled
“ King of the Sea,’ a name of which

he appears to have been proud ;
and in his

coinage of gold nobles, he represented himself,

with shield and sword standing in a royal ship,

“full royally apparelled” as if asserting that

sovereignty. He fought on the sea under many
disadvantages of numbers and ships

;
and in one

instance battled till his ship sunk under him.

The English merchantmen and other vessels

had been seized by the French, and the King

went nobly forth to defend his subjects. He
met the French fleet at Sluys, having until them

the English ship, Christopher. Froissart has

described the scene so well that I will quote his

account “ The King of England and his retinue

came sailing till he came before Sluys; and

when he saw so great a number of ships that

their masts seemed to be like a great wood, he

demanded of the master of the ship what people

he thought they were
;
he answered and said,

‘ Sir, I think they be Normans, laid here by the

French King, and they have done great dis-

pleasure in England, and have burnt your town

of Hamton, and taken your great ship, the

Christopher.’ ‘Ah !
’ quoth the King, ‘I have long

desired to fight with the Frenchmen, and now
shall I fight with some of them, by the Grace of

God and St. George, for truely they have done

me so many displeasures that I shall be revenged

and I may.’ Then the king set all his ships in

order, the greatest before the others, well fur-

nished with archers, and ever between two ships

of archers he had one ship with men-at-arms,

and then he made another batell to lie aloof

with archers, to comfort ever them that were

most weary, if neede were. And there were

a great number of countesses, ladies, knights’

wives, and other damosells, that were going to

sec the queen at Ghent
;
these ladies the king

caused to be well kept -with 300 men-at-arms

and 500 archers.
“ When the king and his marshals had ordered

his battle, he drew up the sails, and came with

a greater wind to have the advantage of the sun.

And so at last they turned a little, to get the

wind at will
;
and when the Normans saw them

go back they had marvel why they did so. And
some said, they think themselves not meet to

meddle with us, therefore will they go back. They
saw well how the King of England was there

personally, by reason of his banners. Then they

did apparel their fleet to order, for they were

sage and good men of war in the sea, and did

set the Christopher, the which they had won
the year before, to be foremost, with many
trumpets and instruments, and so set on their

enemies. There began a sore battle on both parts,

archers and cross-bowmen began to shoot, and

men of aims approached and fought hand to

hand ;
and the better to come together they had

great hooks and grapples of iron to cast out of

one ship into another, and so tied them fast

together. There were many dedes of armes

done, taking and rescuing againe. And at last

the great Christopher was first won by the

Englishmen, and all that were within it taken

or slain. Then there was great noise and cry,

and the Englishmen approached and fortified

the Christopher with archers, and made him to

pass on before, to fight with the Genoese. This

battle was right fierce and terrible, and endured

from the morning until it was noon, and the

Englishmen endured much pain, for their

enemies were four against one, and all good men
on the sea.” But he says :

“ the King of

England was a noble knight of his own hands,

he was in the flower of his youth,” and was sur-

rounded by such noble men “ who bare them-

selves so valiantly that with some succours that

they had of Bruges and of the country there-

about, they there obtained the victory. So that

the Frenchmen, Normans, and others were dis-

comfited, slain, and drowned; there was not

one that 'scaped, but all were slain. When this

victory was achieved, the king all that night

abode in his ships bofore Sluys, with great noise

of trumpets and other instruments.”

The ships of this period varied but little from

the older ones ; nor did they change much in

form. The ship engraved here is copied from
the seal of John Holland, Count of Huntingdon,

1417, and is similar to that on the noble of

Edward III.
;

it is especially interesting for the

minute details of build and decoration it exhibits,

the embattled castles at the stem and stern are

not raised on platforms as in the older vessels,

the sail is richly emblazoned. The staff in the

top-castle, from which flies the long pencel or

streamer, will be worth noting ;
but not the

least curious feature is the lanthom in the stem-

castle, with its beacon-light burning over the

waters. Sails, when not emblazoned, are at this

time mentioned as dyed of two or more colours,

but in no instance do we meet with mention of

more than one sail to each ship in the various

records of this period. The ships were some-

times named after saints, and emblematic banners

displayed, but they were generally those of

royalty, the admiral, or some eminent man who
commanded them.*

No great changes were made in the navy from

the time of Richard II. in 1377 to the death of

Henry Y. in 1422, except that Henry built larger

ships for the navy than any of his predecessors.

In the reign of Henry V. when Bedford sailed

from Harfleur, August 1416, the battle between

the French “ sea-castles ” and the English ships

became unequal. As on previous occasions the

height of the Genoese carracksf afforded them

lance to lance, arrow to arrow, dart to dart,

stone to stone, iron masses to lead success

depended entirely upon courage and physical

strength, and as in such contests the English

have generally been victorious, the French ships

were carried by boarding after a sanguinary

conflict of five or six hours.

The usual dimensions of large ships in 1419

are shown by the description of one which was
building for the king at Bayonne, which was

one hundred and eighty feet long. It was splen-

didly decorated and painted with arms and

badges.

The ship of Henry Y. at Southampton “ The
Holy Ghost,” was adorned with images of his

supporters, a swan and an antelope
;
and one of

his other great ships was painted with swans,

antelopes, coats of aims, and his motto “ Une

sans pluis.”

The great seal of Richard Duke of Gloster

(afterwards Richard III.) in 1467, depicts the

vessels of the fifteenth century very clearly.

The variations from that last engraved it will

be seen are very slight. There is one point of

difference worthy of note, it is the forecastle,

where an open cresset is seen burning instead

of the lanthorn of the older ship.

great advantage over the low-built English

vessels, and it is said that the people on our

decks could hardly reach the soldiers in their

lofty vessels with their lances. The conflict was

very severe, fighting hand to hand, or to use the

words of a contemporary writer, “ man to man,

* A great variety ofvessels are named in time Edward III.

The navy consisted of two fleets, one formed of ships

belonging to ports to the northward, the other belonging

to ports to the westward of the Thames, including the

vessels of the Cinque Ports. A southern fleet is mentioned

in 1360. Ships appear to have averaged about 200 tons,

and the largest of which the tonnage is given was only 300.

They were manned with about G5 men to every 100 tons of

burthen, besides soldiers and archers, who were generally

equal in number, and ami,unted to about one-half of the

crew ; a ship with one hundred mariners being armed with

25 soldiers and 25 archers.

t Carracks were vessels of five hundred tons, standing

very high out of the water.

Ships with two sails arc now commonly seen.

The illuminations to the fine copy of Froissart’s

Chronicles in the British Museum, and which

were executed about this period, exhibit such

vessels. Our cut displays one of them and a

galley for conveyance of troops. The original

picture represents the embarkation of various

French and English knights on an expedition to

Africa to assist the Genoese. “ They were em-

barked on board of ships and galleys ;
it was a

beautiful sight to view this fleet with the em-

blazoned banners of the different lords glittering

in the sun and fluttering in the wind, and to hear

the minstrels and other musicians sounding their

pipes, clarions, and trumpets, whose sounds were

re-echoed back by the sea.” I know of no more

interesting picture of shipping than this drawing

exhibits. The armed knights in the vessel, each

i



carrying his emblazoned shield, while rows of this paper have been copied. They require

others ornament the sides, is especially good. I but little in the way of description, as they suffi-

ciently explain themselves. The sail is

richly emblazoned with the arms of the

Earl, and his pennon, which hangs from

the top-castle, displays his badge, “the

Bear and Ragged Staff
;

” the Staff’ alone

is painted round the castle sides. The
door beneath the forecastle, by which

the cabins were reached, is very clearly

shown. The hinder beUatonuin, or figlit-

ing-deck, has given place to a covered

poop, from whence the rudder is guided,

as in a modern vessel. The guns along

the deck will also be noticed. Sir Harris

Nicolas says, that the first notice of the

use of cannon on shipboard occurs hi

1338, but that they were commonly used

about 1373.

The vessel with four masts and sails

here delineated, and of which more than

one example occurs in this series of draw-

ings, is chiefly curious for its peculiar

build and number of masts, showing

how much the study of naval architec-

ture was on the increase. But although

this vessel was in the service ofan English

nobleman, it does not appear to have

been an English vessel, but one of those

jL

The way in which the galley is arranged is also

worthy of note ;
the entire body of the vessel

being filled with armed men, the rowers being

placed in a light frame-work affixed to its sides.

The snakes’ heads which project from each vessel

is a curious feature ; but I know of no later ex-

ample than this of such fanciful decorations.

It should be noted that a third sail was some-

times raised on a mast planted in the midst of

the forecastle
;
but one large mast and sail, with

a smaller one behind, was the general usage.

John Rouse, the Hermit of Guy’s Cliff, and

no mean artist in his day, illustrated the life of

Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, with a

very spirited series of sketches ;
and from these

drawings now preserved in the British Museum
(Cotton MS. Julius E. 4), the two last cuts of

light-sailing Genoese boats, of which we occa-

sionally meet notices in our old annalists.

F. W. Fairholt.

Sr
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PERSPECT1VE LINES.

To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

Sir,—Since a correct and certain method of

drawing lines in perspective to vanishing points,

which are beyond the limits of the picture, has

long been a desideratum among artists, I trust

that the accompanying diagram may afford the

requisite information to your numerous readers.

John Saddler,
Lecturer on Perspective to the Society of

British Artists.

w, x, y, z, are the limits of the picture.

a, the point of sight.

b, the point of distance.

The object to be drawn in perspective is

situated at an angle of 30° with the piano of the

picture, its return or rectangle is therefore 60°.

Divide the hue a, b, into four or any number
of equal parts. From c, draw lines equal to the

angles of inclination which the sides of the

figure to be drawn in perspective make with the

plane of the picture, which are here assumed to

be 30° and 60°, till they intersect the horizontal

line at D and E. These two lines will divide the

horizontal line between a, f, and a, g, into the

same number of parts which the line a, b, has

been divided into (in this case four). From the

point H, which is here the comer nearest the

plane of the picture, of a parallelopiped, draw a

line to the point of sight a. Now, through any
point (assumed at pleasure) in the line H, a, for

example, a, draw a horizontal line from side to

side of the picture ;
then draw lines from H to

the vanishing points d and E, which will inter-

sect the horizontal line a, in b and c ; from the

point a set off the space a, b, on the line a, J,

equal to the number of parts that the line a, b,

has been divided into (i. e. four), counting a, b, as

one
;
also on the line a, K, set off a, c, as many

times as a, b, which will give the points J and k ;

through these points J, k, draw lines from H,

which will give the lines sought, as correctly as

though they had been drawn to their natural

vanishing points, F and g.

If it should be requisite to draw a series of

perspectively parallel lines to the same vanish-

ing points F and a, it is only necessary to raise

vertical lines from the points h, t, k, a.

From the given points, l, m, n, draw lines to

the point of sight a, and through the points

where they intersect the vertical line a,f in

d, e, f, draw horizontal lines till they intersect

the vertical lines J, Q, and k, t, in o, p, Q, and
r, s, t; then proceed to draw lines from l, m, n,

through o, r, Q, and R, s, T
;
these lines will con-

verge in their natural vanishing points, F, o, as

correctly as though those points had been used

instead of the method here demonstrated.

The principle of the method here recom-

mended is that of a right-angle triangle in per-

spective, the perpendicular side of which, h, a, a,

vanishes in the point of sight ; its right angle is

consequently parallel to the plane of the picture,

and its hypothenuse is the angle of inclination,

which the original object makes with the plane

of the picture—here it is 30°.

As a triangle may be divided into a number

W

of triangles, then the triangle a, b, d, is equal to

one-fourth of the triangle a, b, f, therefore the

perspective triangle h, a, d, is equal to one-fourth

of the triangle H, a, f, and the triangle H, a, z,

is one-fourth of the triangle H, a, J.
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THE WHITE DOE OF RYLSTONE.

; Thus checked, a little while it stayed :

A little thoughtful pause it made
;

And then advanced with stealth-like pace,

Drew softly near her—and more near,

Stopped once again

:

—but, as no trace

Was found of any thing to fear,

Even to her feet the creature came.”

WORDSWORTn.
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Sir William Charles Ross was born in London
on the 3rd of June, 1794, and may be said to
have imbibed Art from his infancy

; his father
being a min iature-painter and drawing-master of
considerable repute, and hismother (a sister ofthe
late Anker Smith, A.E.R.A.,) also a clever artist.

Like most young men of genius, conscious of
their powers, his first efforts were directed to
historical painting, in which he was eminently
successful, and for which he was rewarded with
numerous prizes adjudged to him at the various
Art-institutions; indeed, no artist of his time
surpassed him in the number of these testimo-
nials of honour. In the year 1807, he received
from the Society of Arts the small silver palette
for a copy in chalk of Smith's engraving of “The
Death of Wat Tyler ;” in 1808, the silver medal
and twenty pounds for an original drawing, “ The
Judgment of Solomon and in 1809, the great
silver palette for a miniature of “Venus and
Cupid. In the following year the silver medal
and twenty pounds were again awarded to him
for an original drawing, “ Samuel presented to
Eli;’ in 1811, he received the silver medal for
an original drawing, “ The Triumph of Germani-
cus ;

” and a gold medal for a miniature of the
Duke of Norfolk

; and in 1817 he gained the
gold medal for an original painting, “ The Judg-
ment of Brutus, and the Royal Academy’s silver
medal for a drawing of an academical study.

„fTi,e ,
e
,??

raving on wood is fr°ni a portrait painted by
Mr. T. linage about four years since.]

At the early age of ten Sir William entered
the Royal Academy where he soon attracted the
notice of West, Fuseli, and Flaxman, who, to the
end of their lives wrere his warm friends and
constant advisers. Though there seemed every
prospect of his attaining eminence as a historical

painter, he considered it advisable to abandon
the higher walk of Art for the more lucrative

practice of portraits and miniatures
;

in the
latter of which he has raised himself to the very
highest point of excellence, and carried away
with him almost the exclusive patronage of the
court and the aristocracy. The charm of his

works lies in their exquisite grace and delicacy
;

other artists may perhaps surpass him in power
of expression, but in elegance and in beauty of
conception he is unapproachable.

In 1838, he was elected Associate of the Royal
Academy

;
and in 1842, Academician. On June

1st, 1842, he had the dignity of knighthood con-

ferred upon him.
Sir William Ross is proud to acknowledge the

benefits he derived in early life from the instruc-

tion of the late Mr. Andrew Robertson, the
father of our school of miniature-painting

; with
whom he maintained a warm and friendly inter-

course until the day of the death ofthat esteemed
artist The great merits, however, of his works
are due entirely to his own genius and progres-

sively acquired power. We have not yet dis-

covered in them that point of excellence at
which artists, after years of anxious labour,
usually stop, and seek only to sustain themselves

without advancing further. Of late years we
find his works transcending those of all preceding
times, how excellent soever the productions of
those years may have been. No artist has ever
so well understood the truly valuable points of
miniature, and assuredly no one has realised

them with such eminent success. In colour.

Sir William Ross has carried miniature-painting

to a degree not only far beyond all others who
have professed the Art, but far beyond what
might have been expected from the means and
appliances of the Art. The warm transparent
hues of his representations of flesh approach
vitality with more truth than anything that has
ever been seen on ivory. His single figures are

remarkable for their grace, and his groups for

their pictorial and effective arrangement
; and

with respect to material, surface and character,

—draperies and accessories have never been
brought forward with more striking truth.

With the exception of Lawrence, to no artist

of any period has a career so distinguished been
opened in the department of portraiture. He
began (as we have intimated), to learn to draw at
eight years old, under the instruction of his father,

and executed portraits at a very early age. Up
to the end of the past year his works in number
amount to two thousand and fifty. We mention
some of those of late years which cannot fail to

be remembered by all who have seen the recent
exhibitions of the Royal Academy. In 1837, he
painted a miniature of the Queen and the
Duchess of Kent

; of the latter again in 1839:
as also of Prince Albert and Queen Ade-
laide, the Duke of Cambridge, the Prince
of Leiningen, Prince Earnest and Prince Ed-
ward of Leiningen, with a macaw and dog;
the Royal Children in various works ; the Duke of

Saxe Coburg, the Duchess of Saxe Coburg, the
Princesses of Saxe Weimar, the King and Queen
of the Belgians, and the King and Queen of the
French, in separate works; many of the junior
members of the French Royal Family, as the
Duke and Duchess of Nemours, the Princesses
Adelaide and Clementine, &c. In 1838, Lady
Howard de Walden and three children, a group

;

the Earl of Gainsborough, the Marchioness of
Breadalbane, and in succeeding years down to
the present time, a long list of persons of distinc-

tion, among whom may be briefly mentioned

—

the late and present Archbishops of Canterbury,
the present Archbishop of York, the Duke and
Duchess of Argylc, the late and present Duke of
Northumberland, the Marchionesses of Douro,
Ely, Queensberry, Londonderry, and Abercom,
the Duke and Duchess of Marlborough, the
Marquis and Marchioness of Ormond, the Mar-
chioness of Waterford and Lady Canning, &c. &c.
Many of these works, with others that we have
not space to particularise, must be classed as the
most beautiful examples of miniature-painting
ever yet produced, and the unflagging energy of
the artist justifies a reasonable hope that the
scries yet to come will be long and not less bril-

liant. He is yet in the prime of life, and in the
maturity of powers which we trust may be
long, very long, preserved to him.

If the talents of Sir William Ross as an artist

entitle him, as they unquestionably do, to the
respect and admiration of all who take delight
in Art, the qualities of his heart must, even more
than these, gain for him the esteem of all who
can appreciate and love goodness

;

amiable and
cheerful in disposition, gentle and unassuming
in manners, kind and benevolent, he is an orna-
ment to his profession, and the dispenser of
happiness in the social and domestic circle. Like
his distinguished contemporaries Lawrence and
Shee, his courtly and prepossessing manners
have rendered him an universal favourite among
the aristocratic circle into which his profession

calls him ; and to this, not less perhaps than
to his talents, he owes much of his success.

No man’s countenance can be a safer index to his

character. To the young student in Art he is a
wise and discriminating, but friendly counsellor,

ever ready with his advice and assistance, with-

out other thought of reward than that which a
kind action brings with it ; and on all occasions

where his presence or his words may be required

to promote the interests of Art generally, he is

always, like a faithful sentinel, at the post where
his services may be most effectual.
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In the records of the lives of artists, how rare

it is to meet with one who has established his

reputation, and spread his name far and wide,
almost before he has reached the years of man-
hood, especially in a branch of Art which is

universally allowed to stand the highest, and to

offer the greatest obstacles to unqualified success.

Fame and honour are commonly the reward of
long years of toil and active exertion

;
yet even

these fail oftentimes in attaining the end for

which laudable ambition strives, and by which it

is animated in its wearisome progress. The
subject of this notice has not been compelled to

mourn over hopes deferred, nor to feel the
truth of the poet’s words

—

“ How hard it is to climb the weary steep

Where honour sits

while even yet young, he has produced works
worthy to be classed with the very best examples
of modem sculpture.

If Ireland has supplied our fleets and armies
with many of our bravest and most skilful

commanders, so also she has given birth to

some of the brightest names in the annals of

[The engraving on wood is from a portrait by Mr. E.
Walker, painted about two years ago.]

our literature and art. Among the last we
may place John Henry Foley : he was bom in

Dublin on the 24th of May, 1818, and owes the

first direction of his thoughts towards the Arts

to his step-grandfather, a sculptor in that city.

At the age of thirteen he commenced drawing
and modelling in the schools of the Royal Dublin
Society. While there his studies were of a
very varied character, comprising those of the

human form, landscapes, ornamental designs,

animals, and architecture, having, as it would
appear, no definite object in view

;
still, in each

of these classes, except the landscape, in which
he never competed, he gained the first prize.

In the year 1834, he came to London; then it

was he began to study sculpture with the inten-

tion of adopting it as a profession ;
accordingly,

in the following year he was admitted as a
student in the Royal Academy,—that Institution

which notwithstanding all that has been urged
against it as a School of Art, has undoubtedly
fostered and educated a majority of our most dis-

tinguished artists
;
and on its roll of great names

we shall, ere long, expect to see that ofMr. Foley.

We find it for the first time in the catalogue of

the Academy for 1839, when he exhibited “ The
Death of Abel,” and the model of “ Innocence
the last figure was subsequently executed in

marble. The followingyearhe exhibited the model
of the exquisite and truly poetical group “ Ino and
the Infant Bacchus,” an engraving of which from
the marble appeared in our last number

;
this

work, as we stated, elevates the sculptor to the
highest rank in his profession

;
and considering

his comparative youth (only twenty-two years of

age) when it was modelled, and the little expe-

rience he could have gained theoretically, and
still less practically, it is a marvellous produc-
tion, and one which would do honour to the
most matured powers. In 1842 he produced
“ The Houseless Wanderer,” a striking and
affecting figure of a half-clad young Irish girl

;

and in 1844 he exhibited, in competition at

Westminster Hall for the selection of sculptors

to decorate the New Houses of Parliament, his
“ Youth at a Stream.” This work gained for

him the commission to execute a statue of
“ John Hampden,” now on the eve of comple-
tion, which when finished will be placed in

St. Stephen’s Hall, one of the approaches to the
House of Lords.

Mr. Foley's works will sustain the closest exami-

nation of the critic, as they bear indubitable

evidence of extreme care and deep study
;
the

details and accessories are finished with all the

delicacy which the marble is capable of receiving,

yet are kept subservient to the general effect,

while unity of form is preserved with masterly

skill. We have proofs of these sterling qualities

of Art in his “ Ino and Bacchus,” already referred

to ;
where a high degree of refined feeling and

execution is imparted to a figure which, emanat-
ing from a mind less pure in conception, would
have become coarse and voluptuous

;
and the

like perfection is manifesteven in the subordinate

parts,—the drapery, and the fruit which enriches

the ground. These points of excellence have
not however been attained without very laborious

study
;

his natural genius has been aided and
improved by energy and perseverance, his judg-

ment by education, and his taste in the selection

and appreciation of beauty, by his constant pur-

suit of it. Although his clay model may be
partially or wholly finished, any alteration or

improvement which his own ideas, or the sug-

gestions of others may point out, he never hesi-

tates to adopt, even should it involve the loss of
the labour of weeks—ever working with a true

artistic spirit, and stopping only with the convic-

tion that what is done will stand the test of the

severest criticism. It must not be forgotten

that his Art-education has been confined to this

country without any adventitious or foreign aid

;

he has not made personal acquaintance with the

sculptured treasures of Rome or Florence, nor
imbibed his taste from that experience and
knowledge which some assume that foreign

travel can alone give.

Those we have mentioned above are the prin-

cipal productions as yet sent forth from Mr.
Foley's atelier

;

he is one however who will not

sleep upon the laurels he has earned thus early ;

a successful and we trust a long career is before

him, to add to their number and augment their

value. We have often cause to regret that, with

the exception of monumental sculptures and
busts, so little patronage is bestowed upon this,

the noblest department of Art, the most difficult

and costly of execution, and the most uncertain

of other reward than fame, when complete. The
sculptor labours at a disadvantage beyond all

other artists
;
the cost of his material for a work

of any magnitude involves a moderate capital

;

for instance, a block of the purest marble, suit-

able for a life-size figure, cannot be had for less

than a hundred pounds. His casts and his clay,

and the paraphernalia of his studio also add
largely to his first outlay ; and perhaps when all

is done, he finds no purchaser for his work.

There is genius enough in this country to pro-

duce sculptures of the greatest eminence ; those

who possess mansions suitable for their reception

should see that this genius is not neglected.

Sculpture-galleries in England are very rare : the
Duke of Devonshire and the Earl of Egremont
can alone be mentioned as patrons of our native

sculptors to any extent ; true, it is only those

with large means and ample accommodation who
can form such collections

;
yetare there hundreds

of our wealthy countrymen able to follow the
example of the above-named noblemen.

M
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PILGRIMAGES to ENGLISH SHRINES.

BY MRS. 8. C. HALL.

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY
F. W. FAIUHOLT, F.S.A.

THE TOMB OF THOMAS GRAY.

HE v^cw ^om ^ic

' Windsor is one of

•
logger we gaze the

m°re WG aPPrecla*c

nrious richness, and

is in truth a glorious

landscape, unrivalled in Europe. Well may the

Sovereign who, day by day. looks over such a

scene, be proud thereof ! The smiling villages,

the spired churches, the embowered dwellings

of • knight and squire,’ the stately mansions, the

wide spreading lawns, the variegated parks, the

noble forest sheltering beneath its foliage the

tributary strangers of distant lands—the stately

avenue, the noble river upon whose banks the

‘ antique towers

That crown the wat’ry glade,’

nurture, within time-honoured walls, the future

leaders of the senate and the field—under the

very shadows of the Royal pile they thus learn

to reverence with all the deep devotion of

English hearts, and to defend as much by wisdom

as by the dauntless bravery that carries English-

men triumphant through the world :

—

‘ From the stately brow
Of Windsor’s heights, th’ expanse below
Of grove, of lawn, of mead, survey !

’

No foreigner should be permitted to leave

England without spending a long day at Windsor,

and it should not be the first, but the last, of

his Island excursions, inasmuch as it is the

radiant crown of our English sights. It is,

indeed, delicious to stand upon that noble

terrace, to lift our eyes to the horizon and cany
the sight over the intervening space,—resting it

midway upon the quaint points and pinnacles of

Eton, to which we may thence descend by ‘ the

hundred steps.’ From this exalted position it

is impossible to imagine anything in nature more
surpassingly beautiful than the wide range of

country within ken ;
and if read (as who is not 1)

in the history of the past, how peopled it becomes
with glorious memories—with pageants and tour-

nays, with accidents and incidents, with great

struggles too between arbitrary power and a

people who would be, and are, free—the only

really free people at this time of writing, in

broad Europe. But it is not well to withdraw
from the terrace and believe you have seen

Windsor. You must leave the stately apart-

ments, the carvings, the paintings, the sculpture,

the tapestry, the corridor, the chambers—where,

in the sanctity of private life, the Lady whom we
honour both from duty and affection, reigns

paramount as woman, as fully as queen :

—

you
must turn from the cups of Benvenuto Cellini,

and forget the vase that graced the Spanish

Armada, and the golden salvers, and relics of

old times;—you must look your last at the

banners in St. George’s Chapel, while you re-

member that the pavement you have trod covers

the mouldering dust of kings ;

—

you must not, if

your time be limited, listen a moment longer to

the tones of that unrivalled organ, pealing to the

fretted roof : but away—not direct to the Long
Walk— but through the ugly and straggling

Clewer Green—not gazing back until after passing

the pretty lodge gate at St. Leonard’s, and
entering the domain, you look up at the stately

castle from the lowland you are about to leave.

The foreground is such as Cuyp has painted,

and as Sidney Cooper can paint still, especially

if the sun is preparing to set, and

* the lowing herd winds slowly o’er the lea

the meadows have that soft green ‘ plashy ’ look
which refreshes eyes aching from the effects oi

the rich and gorgeous palace; they are as a prairie

to groups of beautiful cattle
; each a study—the

whole a picture. Above sits the castle, the fine the forest land breaks down into a glade, and,

grey stonework standing out against the sky, far beyond it again rises the castle. But that is

whose deep blue is fading, so as to harmonise all not all
;
you must pause at the statue of the

the better with the colour of the noble pile
;
and third George, and look along the three mile

from this point of view the objectionable parts drive, terminated by the castle entrance ;
this

of the town, which sometimes interfere with the view gives you only the entrance, seeming more

dignity of the palace, are not visible
;
yet you like the erection of a fairy tale, than a reality

;

must not tarry there, but proceed—still on— but it is a wonderful lesson in perspective. It is

still refreshing your eyes with the shady dells of matter of regret that the double row of trees at

deep copses that stretch to the right and left of either side are elm ; they will not last as long

your wooded way. Pause again, a moment, on as the oak or the ash, but there is no tree

the brow of St. Leonard’s Hill before you are in better adapted to receive grand masses of light :

sight of the entrance to the dwelling, and fail —nor is its foliage heavy ;
its leaves are small,

not to look down upon the valley, with Maiden- it hangs loosely, and is, in general very pic-

head in the distance. Keep the high-road, which turesque ; it is the first tree to salute the spring,

either ancient right, or the liberality of the pro- with its light and cheerful green
;

and, in

prietor, permits you to do, until you reach the autumn, its yellow leaf harmonises with the

Queen's highway, leading, past Forest Hill and orange of the beech, and the ochrey tint of the

Prince Albert's farm, to Wingfield
;
cross it, and royal oak. These elms are at present in high

pass through a gate, and then, for the time being, perfection, and ‘ the long drive,’ duiang which

you are as free of Windsor Forest, as the red the castle grows in magnitude at every step, is

deer, or the white goats, or the wild buffalos who never tedious. Nothing is more contemplative

enjoy its full freedom with you. For some time than a long avenue ; its monotony is so sugges-

your road conducts you through a copse of young tive. How much such a circuit as that we have

oaks, stretching on both sides as far as you can endeavoured to describe, fills the mind ! how

see over ever waving ferns, affording cover rather much is taken in by the eye, to prompt the

than food to the pheasants, who gaze at you with imagination !

starry eyes, and hardly deign to rise at your And if there be yet time, how well it may be

approach. Here and there, fitting respect has employed in visiting the resting-place of the poet

been shown to some ancient oaks that have with- Gray, which is but two miles from Slough. The

stood the storms of centuries :

—

space has been steeple of his * country church ’ is one of the

cleared around them ;
several are perfectly most remarkable of the objects seen from the

hollow, others gnarled and rugged ;

—

such fine Terrace. Without knowing it to be the one

studies for the pencil, that we expected to see hallowed by ‘ the Elegy,’ the stranger could

an artist, instead of a satyr, start from the wood, not fail to inquire concerning its name and

fully equipped for service. Presently you perceive whereabouts. A visit to this church and its ‘ lap

to the left an open prairie, always spotted with of earth ’ will be repaid amply,

deer, and then leaving the close wood behind, It was a lovely sabbath morning, before sum-

you pass another royal lodge, on lofty ground ;
mer had quite finished her sojourn among us,

then on to Queen Anne’s green drive
;
there and when autumn had barely touched the top-

pause, and see how the castle bursts upon you most branches of the trees with her golden

in full magnificence. We know nothing more wand, that we determined on a pilgrimage to

glorious than to view it when the sun is setting, Stoke Pogis, and left the pretty hill of Clewer

the heavens flooded with tints of amber and of at an early hour to go to church,* at the place

rose : the castle, from its commanding seat, rendered immortal by the Poet who wrote so

looking the more cold, and grand, and dark, little, and yet so much. We passed through the

when contrasted with the brightness of the sky, ugly, scrambling town, hanging on the skirts of

while here and there some tree or moimd seems royalty, as a tattered parasite around a lordly

adopted by the heavens, and steeped in its own
j

tree
;
and over the bridge, which Eton youths

splendour. The road leads gallantly on to where
j

may not cross, into the town of the boy-college,

a group of noble beeches overshadows the way
;

where the Poet was educated with his friend

_

' West : and though West
-v went to Oxford, and

j

^ ^ to Cambridge, their

is** w
Full many a sprightly race

nnAY-s HOUSE at stoke • Disporting on thy margent green,
OKAY S HOUSE AT STOKE.

Tfie pathg q[ pleasure ,race .

— ‘ Who foremost now delight to cleave,

• The manor house of Stoke Pogis, where Gray resided With pliant arm thy glassy wave ?

with his mother and his aunt, was a solitary house suited —
to the retiring character of the Poet. When he lived in it

{

it was then in the possession of Viscountess Cobham. Its when he wrote the Elegy

;

it had been handed about in

architecture was of the Elizabethan era, and Gray himself MS. previous to its publication, and bad met with many

has happilv described it in his Long Story .— admirers ;
among them was Lady Cobham. She felt a

strong desire to become acquainted with the autnor, ana
‘ In Britain’s Isle—no matter where— Lady Schaub and Miss Speed, then at Stoke Pogis, under-

An ancient pile of building stands
: took" to introduce her to the Poet. They called on the

The Huntingdons and Hattons there, author at his aunt’s solitary residence, and not finding him
Employed the power of fairy hands at home left their cards. The Poet surprised at such a

To raise the ceiling's fretted height compliment returned the visit ;
and in commemoration of

*S cfothing, so unexpected

And passages that lead to notrnng.
tleman pulled down the greater part of the mansion, but

Full oft within those spacious walls, left the portion we have engraved, as a memento of his

When he had fifty winters o’er him favourite poet.

My grave Lord Keeper led the brawls
; , The a]tar-tomb seen near the church, beside which

The seals and maces danced before him.
two figures stand, covers the grave of Gray’s aunt and

The house originally belonged to the Earls of Huntingdon mother ;
it was erected by him, and

^

the concluding words

and the family of ‘Hatton. It was here that Gray lived of the epitaph simply, hut most touchingly, record his
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Edward in age, singularly contrasts with that of
the Charles Edward either of history or imagi-

nation, when, in his young days, he held court at

Holyrood, and enlisted the warm sympathies of
many a high-hearted man, and pure-souled
woman. The fallen fortunes of the Prince
might have excited the enthusiasm of the poet

;

but Gray was a remarkable example of poetry
without enthusiasm.

The letters and journals are, however, full of
interest and models of a close and yet graceful
style

; of rare value now-a-days, when writers
elaborate words rather than thoughts. His
morale also was of the highest. He honoured
Art, and his classics were worthy of old Rome ;

he was, certainly, of a musing, melancholy turn,

not likely to move the affections of any except
those who knew liim in his earlier years, when
the yielding heart readily receives strong impress
from light matters

;
for in one of his letters he

complains bitterly of living for a month in the
house with three women, who did little but
laugh from morning to night, and would concede
nothing to the sullenness of his disposition.

Again, and in another, he says seriously, ‘ Cam-
bridge is a delight of a place, now there is nobody
in it. I do believe you would like it if you
knew what it was without inhabitants.’

As we drove along we talked over what we
had read, until we remembered that the calm
dignified classic poet, who loved Cambridge only
when it was without inhabitants, was bom amid
the bustle of Comliill, and even in mid-life re-

built his house there
; so that his theory and

practice by no means harmonised. He was born on
the 26th of December, 1716, and was educated at

Eton under the care of his mother's brother
Mr. Antrobus, who was at that time one of the
assistant-masters, and also a Fellow of St. Peter’s

College, Cambridge, to which Mr. Gray removed,
and was admitted as a pensioner in the year
1734. He contracted a friendship while there
with Horace Walpole, who was fond of asserting,

in his keen epigrammatic way, what seems to be
very true, that ‘ Gray never was a boy.’ Gray’s
correspondence with this trifler in great things,

is veiy interesting. He accompanied Mr. Wal-
pole abroad, and though their acquaintance was -

dissevered, Mr. Mason says Mr. Walpole laid the
blame on himself. The Poet had all the sensi-

tiveness and mistrust of self which accompanies
true genius

;
and there is something to excite a

smile in his nervous anxiety touching his ‘ mis-
fortune,’ as he expresses it, ‘ of receiving a com-
munication from the “ Magazine of Magazines ” *

for the time being—saying that an ingenious
poem, called “Reflections in a Country Church-
yard ” has been communicated to the editor,

which the editor is printing
; and begging, not

only the writer's confidence, but the honour of his

correspondence.' Like all persons of narrow views,

the proprietors of the ‘ Magazine of Magazines ’

thought they conferred an honour on the author
of the Elegy by bringing him into notice / as our
generous-hearted injudicious neighbours the
Americans do to this day, when they scrape
together the rakings of literature, and describe

the minutise of our habits and dwellings—think-

ing the notoriety, which to our English habits is \

the most painful of all things—fame ! Gray so

instinctively shrunk from this, that he wrote a
most simple and earnest letter to Mr. Walpole,
entreating him to get Dodsley to print the
‘Elegy’ forthwith anonymously, and to print it

without any interval between the stanzas, giving as

a reason, that the sense is in some places con-

tinued beyond them !+ Being thus relieved from

* This journal was originated by a speculative bookseller,

and it was intended to combine in its pages the pilh of its

various monthly contemporaries, in the same way that the
‘Gentleman’s Magazine ’ had first done by the newspapers.
The success of the last-named miscellany, which was begun
by Cave, in 1731, soon led to the establishment of the
‘ London Magazine

;

’ and the success of both to a host of I

imitators : and their number led to the establishment of
this ‘ Magazine of Magazines,’ which was to condense the
best articles from all.

t Gray’s ‘ Elegy,’ like all his other poems, appears to
have been much elaborated in thought, and subject to 1

great supervision. At the sale of his books and papers, at I

the end of the year 1845, the original manuscript was sold
for 100L, and Mr. Penn, of Stoke Pogis, was believed to
have been the purchaser. There was a curious instance of
this supervision of the lines which now stand—

‘ Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,

Some Cromwell guiltless of his country’s blood.*

sense of that most melancholy bereavement, for which the
world can offer no substitute-^ mother’s love. It reads
thus :

—

IN THE VAULT BENEATH ARE DEPOSITED,
IN HOPE OF A JOYFUL RESURRECTION,

THE REMAINS OF

MARY ANTROBUS.
SHE DIED NOVEMBER 5, 1749,

AGED 66.

IN THE SAME PIOUS CONFIDENCE
BESIDE HER FRIEND AND SISTER,

HERE SLEEP THE REMAINS OF

DOROTHY GRAY,
WIDOW, THE CAREFUL AND TENDER MOTHER
OF MANY CHILDREN, ONE OF WHOM ALONE
HAD THE MISFORTUNE TO SURVIVE HER.

SHE DIED MARCH 11, 1753,
AGED 67 YEARS.

The Poet’s name is not upon the tomb, but he also lies

with them in their grave, and it is recorded on a tablet

fixed in the church wall

‘

Opposite to this stone in the

same tomb upon which he has so feelingly recorded his

grief at the loss of a beloved parent, are deposited the re-

mains of Thomas Gray, the author of the Elegy written in

a country churchyard’, &c. &c. He was buried August 6,

1771.’
• Our cut is engraved from a sketch by Alfred Montague.

Upton Tower is very old, and bears traces of Norman work-

It added to our enjoyment to visit the scenes
of the Poet's early days on our way to his

favourite village
; to look upon the old walls

within whose sanctuary he imbibed that classic

taste, perfected at Oxford, and the fruit of which
seemed the chief solace of his life. It

is impossible to read his few poems and
letters and journals without feeling that
his affections were circumscribed within
a very small compass—and all under his

control. We could not imagine him
betrayed into an emotion, or shaken by
a sympathy. And yet he was so tho-

roughly right, so elevated and ennobled
by genius, that while you doubt the pos-

sibility of his reviving or exciting enthu-

siasm or affection, you venerate and
admire him as a true poet and an admira-
ble man.

His friend Mason, at the commence-
ment of the collected edition of his poems
and letters, makes the trite observation,

—that the lives of men of letters seldom
abound with incidents

;
and perhaps, no

life ever afforded fewer than that of the
Poet to whose grave our pilgrimage is

made—that is to say, of what people of the
world consider ‘incidents,’ but to the
poetic temperament, things having nei-

ther name nor habitation, yet existing,

—

shadows of thoughts and feelings, re-

vivals of past times, or the creations of
the imagination, supply not only ‘ inci-

dents,’ but become events; so that often

a life has been full to overflowing of
such as cannot be recorded

;
or if it were

possible to record them, they could not
be understood. Mason may most justly

describe Gray as a ‘ virtuous, a friendly, and an
amiable man;’ indeed, his truth, uprightness,
and sincerity, rendered him peculiarly adapted
for the highest friendship : it was the atmo-
sphere in which he lived

—

‘Neither too hot nor too cold ’

for his moral constitution.

There is in the volume we
have read, one letter to his

friend West, who was evi-

dently an erratic genius,

fond ofchange ofscene, and
the luxury of no employ-
ment, or who perhaps
called his day-dreams oc-

cupation : the letter is to

be found on the 187th page
of Rivington’s little edition,

with a frontispiece and
vignette by Mr. Uwins,
designed before the accom-
plished Painter went to

Italy and returned to de-

light all who look upon
his pictures—the letter is,

as we have said, on the
1 87th page, and is a model
of refined feeling, practical

sense, and earnest, hardy,

disinterested friendship, evincing the extentof his

discretion and the soundness of his judgment at

the age of four-and-twenty. It is much more phi-

losophic than poetic, and proves that the excite-

ment of foreign travel (he dates from Florence) did
not in the least throw’ his mind off its well-poised

balance. Indeed, nothing can be more matter-
of-fact than Mr. Gray’s account of his lengthened
stay abroad. * We went there, and saw that, and
then visited the other :’ there is little more in his

descriptions
; and yet he is so clear, that you see

all he wishes you to see. He is rarely, if ever,

roused into enthusiasm
; his warmth is that of a

Greek statue
;
his eye is of stone rather than of

fire. At Rome he met ‘ The Pretender ’ and his

two sons ; the peculiar character of Gray pre-

vented his giving any sympathy to this crushed
branch of the House of Stuart (a circumstance
much to be deplored), and his account of Cliaries

manship. It is very near Eton, and is believed by many to
have been the one the Poet had in mind when writing. ’

It

certainly accords better than that at Stoke Pogis with his
description ; Upton was one of his early haunts. The
gloomy character of the church and neighbourhood in twi-
light must well have been suited to one so 1 unlike a boy,’

as he is described to have been.

The captive linnet which enthrall ?

What idle progeny succeed
To chase the rolling circle’s speed,

Or urge the flying ball V

But now, on the Sabbath, all was still ! the dew,

STOKE POGIS CHURCH.

unmarked by a single footstep
;

the shadows,

—

shadows, which arc to the eye what echoes are

to the ear—lying heavily upon the grass ! We
passed too (though somewhat out of our road)
‘ the ivy mantled tower ’ of Upton Church.*
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respect and admiration is kept in as perfect

order as any flower-garden can be : it is separated

from the meadow, through which the carriage-

road continues after passing the lodge by a sunk
fence, and you see, to great advantage, the

church, with

‘ Those rugged elms, that yew-tree’s shade,’

backed by ancient plantations. We have never

visited a more meditative scene
;
and this feeling

was increased by the winning voice ofthe church-

bell, fraught with its divine message, swelling

above the landscape ;
the mingled congregation

moving on noiselessly, the rich and poor, the

old and young, might have been imagined an

array of pilgrims, bound for the sacred temple.

‘Imagined!’ Were they not so
1

? are we not

all pilgrims, toiling onward
;
working our way

through anxieties and tribulations, now led

forward by hope, now driven back by disap-

pointment,— all pilgrims!— all troubled— all

unsafe—all uncertain of success ;
whose ears

hear the church-bells, though their promise

may not strike upon the heart. Pilgrims, and
weary and profitless pilgrims are we all, to our-

selves and others, until we find the right path ;

and keeping our eyes fixed upon the bright star of
salvation hold out both hands to help onwards our
fellow-men

;
knowing and believing that, despite

the hardest the world can do unto us, there is a
living and eternal hope
which never fails !

Oh ! what glad tidings

of great joy are brought
to every faithful heart
by these musical church
bells !—In groups, or one
by one, the congregation

entered the porch which
Mr. Fail-holt’s little wood-
cut so faithfully pour-

trays.* And yet the scene

had so inspired us with
meditation, that we still

lingered within the en-

closure. We thought
how strongly it must
have acted on the mind
of the poet (Robert Mont-
gomery) when he visited

Stoke Pogis, and was
there inspired by one of

his sweetest and most
tender poems

—

‘ Memories bright and deep pervade

The quiet scene, where once a hard hath thought.

How many a foot, where pensive Gray hath rov’d,

Will love to linger ! ’Tis the spell of Mind
That consecrates the ground a poet trod

;

The air is eloquent with living thoughts,

And fine impressions of his favour’d muse ;

While Inspiration, like a god of Song,

Wakes the deep echoes of his deathless lyre !’

We cannot recall the poem stanza by stanza

;

like a strain of music heard long since, it comes

in broken fragments to our memoiy.

« But lo !—the churchyard !—Mark those “rugged elms,”

That “ yew-tree shade,”—“ yon ivy-mantled tower,”

And thread the path where heaves the mouldering heap;

Then stranger, thou art soulless earth indeed,

If the lone bard beside thee does not stand,

Formed into life by Fancy's
moulding spell 1

’Twas here he mused, — here
Poetry and Thought,

And Silence, their enamour’d
sister, came

;

And Taste and Truth their

kindred magic blent,

And proud Attempt, and pure
Conception rose,

While Melody each chord of mind
attun’d,

’Till soft Religion, like an angel,

smiled,

And bade his genius make the
grave sublime.’

The bell ceased,—the

only living creature linger-

ing on the path, was a

pretty, gentle-looking girl

of ten or eleven years old,

using every possible art to

tranquillise a child whose
thin wailing voice seemed
strangely at variance with
the quiet beauty of the

scene.

Theaccompanyingsketch
of the Poet’s monument
wasmade before the groundTHE PORCH OF STOKE POGIS CHURCH.
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his nervousness, he continued tolerably tranquil

until informed that it was in contemplation to

publish his portrait with his poems. This threw

him into a fresh agony. He again wrote to Mr.

Walpole, saying, ‘ Sure you are not out of your

wits
;
this I know, if you suffer my head to be

printed, you will infallibly put me out of mine.

I conjure you immediately to put a stop to any

such design. Who is at the expense of engraving

it I know not, but if it be Dodsley, I will make

up the loss to him. The thing as it was I know

will make me ridiculous enough ; but to appear

in proper person, at the head of my works, con-

sisting of half-a-dozen ballads in thirty pages,

would be worse than the pillory. I do assure

you, if I had received such a book, with such a

frontispiece, without any warning, I believe it

would have given me a palsy!’

We had thought of visiting Burnham, where

the poet’s uncle resided, if it were only in

memory of the description, half serious, half

absurd, which he gives of a spot famous for its

beauty and its beeches ;
but the summer had

passed without our putting our design into

action. Much as Gray loved and venerated his

mother, and respected the aunt (Miss Antrobus)

who, to remedy liis father’s extravagance, joined

with her in the establishment of a species of

India warehouse at Cornliill, there is a tone of

well-bred mannerism and respect in his letters

to his mother, rather than the out-pouring of

warm affection. In all his memoirs there is no

trace of his having formed an attachment, or, as

it is called, ‘fallen in love’ with anything less

mortal than a classic Muse ;
and while we

loitered through the beautiful drive which, as

we approached Stoke Green, became perfectly

umbrageous, we could not recal a single line of

Gray’s that bore evidence of inspiration by the

‘ tender passion.’

The repose of a Sabbath morning was over the

country
;
we passed, and met, groups of persons,

and hordes of little children ‘dressed for

church the bells had not yet commenced send-

ing forth their summons
;
and the elders of the

people were standing beneath the shadows of

their homesteads, or looking after the ‘young men
and maidens,’ the heritors of their toil, and their

dwellings, with as much pride as pleasure. There

had been a long continuance of rain previous to

our excursion
;
so that the sunshine made this

Sabbath one of more than ordinary beauty and
happiness

;
the leaves clung to their parent

trees, and the verdure was more bright and fresh

than usual for the season ; the swallows ‘ hawked’
rapidly through the air

;
the cattle stood sleepily

in the ponds fringed by graceful willows ; many
hard-working horses felt that this, even to them,

was a day of rest, and looked, we fancied, with
pitying eyes on those who experienced no free-

dom from labour
;

the dogs winked in the sun-

beams, and the dignified hen stalked trium-

phantly at the head of her full-grown brood.

Few spots in England can boast of anything

more lovely than the park and lane scenery im-

mediately in the neighbourhood of Stoke Pogis

;

the church,—in its intense retirement, forming a

portion, and a most beautiful and hallowed por-

tion ofthe domain—rendered even more interest-

ing by associations with the venerated name of

Penn—does not stand like ordinary churches, by
the way-side or in a village, but like the church

at Great Hampden, amid time-honoured trees,

shedding a halo on the residence which has lately

found a new proprietor—one who is entitled to

all respect,—and who isworthy to be its occupant

—but who can never be entirely at home among
these

‘ Brown o’er-arching proves
That Contemplation loves.’

All matters at Stoke Pogis are better cared

for than at Great Hampden
;
you drive through

a pretty gate-way guarded on the left by a

lodge covered with climbers; on the right, an
embowered path leads to the monument, and
the parterre which surrounds this memento of

They had originally been—
‘ Some mute inglorious Tully here may rest,
Some Caesar guiltless of his country’s" blood.’

The alteration is curious, as it shows Gray’s love of classi-

cality ; ultimately overruled by the dictates of a sound
criticism, which would make such allusions out of place in
a poem so eminently full of pure English simplicity.

* The reasons which induced our ancestors so constantly

to plant yew-trees in churchyards have been variously

stated. Some affirm that it was to insure a supply of yew-
bows that the young men of the parish might practise

archery, when enjoined by law. But Brady in his Claris

Calendaria, says, ‘ Among our superstitious forefathers,

the palm-tree, or its substitute box and yew, were solemnly

blessed on Palm-Sunday, and some of their branches burnt

to ashes and used on Ash-Wednesday in the following year

;

while other boughs were gathered and distributed among
the pious who bore them about in their numerous proces-

sions, a practice which was continued in this country until

the second year of Edwurd VI.’ Caxton, in his Directory

for keeping the festivals in 1483, also shows that the yew
was substituted for the palm in England ‘ but for that we
have non olyve that beareth grained leaf, therefore we take

yew instead of palm olyve.’ The melancholy shade and
evergreen tint of the yew afford a good type of immortality
which may have also been another reason for their constant

appearance in our churchyards, many of which contain
yews of many centuriesgrowth.

* The porch of Stoke Pogis is a very fine example of an
ornamental structure of the kind ; the open tracery at the
sides is boldly and tastefully executed, and there are few
of our country churches which can boast a more beautiful

specimen. In the olden time the church porch was the
gathering-place for the villagers ;

and here marriages were
solemnised. The reader of Chaucer will remember the
Wife of Bath’s declaration :—

* Husbands at chirche-door have I had five.’

At that time stone porches were usual, which, with the

room over them, termed the Parvise, became a sort of little

chapel, having a Piscina. Fire-places are frequently found

in them, showing that they were dwelt in. In these rooms
it was not uncommon to keep the church chests, within

which the various writings and other valuable properties

of the church were kept. Some few of these still remain
;

as at Newport Church, Essex, where a very remarkable

one exists.
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immediately around the testimonial was arranged

as a parterre
;

* upon our page it appears broken,

uncultivated, whereas, in reality, it is exquisitely

arranged, and contains numberless flowers,

—

breathing incense to the Poet’s memory,—nor

do we think the perspective quite correct, it

seems to us that the church is much nearer the

monument than it here appeal’s. The monu-

ment, however, is fidelity itself ; and is seen to

great advantage from various points of the

surrounding country.

Before we entered the church (whither the little

girl, having won the child to tranquillity by her

caresses, had gone before us, and as it fearing

the renewal of a disturbance, to which she was

most likely accustomed, had crouched down just

inside the door) we turned for a moment to look

at the tomb, or rather tombs, the one conse-

crated by the Poet to the memory of his mother,

the other marking his own resting-place

—

‘ Upon the lap of earth.’

We could hear the tone of the minister’s voice,

and almost fancy we could distinguish the words

;

but there was no mistaking the ‘ Amen ’ of the

congregation, so earnest, so solemn, rolling

round the building ;
the fervent ‘ So be it ' of a

Christian church, not shouted forth in ecstasy,

or with fanatic exultation, but a deep-hearted

solemn aspiration that thrilled the very heart,

inspiring resignation and hope, and all the meek
yet mighty virtues of our exalted faith. Those

country churches are wonderful landmarks of

history and religion
;
the aged and low bending

trees that have stood the storms of centuries,

the massive ivy, the grey, stern, steady walls,

tell a State’s history as well as one of a higher

and holier origin : it will indeed be long before

the neat, new, trim ‘ Ebenezers ’ show such time-

honoured marks as dear ‘ Mother Church;' for

ourselves we feel strangely moved when we see

the spire of the village church pointing to the

heavens, or hear the faintest sound of the dis-

tant church bells float above the landscape.

We passed the little maid and her infant chaige

as we entered ;
it would have been difficult for an

artist to catch the anxious yet most lovely expres-

sion of the young girl’s face ;
her ‘ divided duty ’

well performed, yet most unsatisfactorily to her-

self; her uplifted finger arrested the child's

attention, while her eyes were for a moment
fixed upon the fine intelligent head of the

clergyman, eager not to lose a syllable of those

time-honoured and most faithful and touching

petitions to the throne of mercy which abound

in our Church service, and yet chained back to

the worldly duty of restraining the temper and

° The monument was erected by the Mr. Penn who
purchased the house and estate of the Poet, and was re-

paired, and the flowers planted around it in 1831
;
when it

was inclosed with a feuce. The sketch shows it in its

original condition. It bears appropriate inscriptions on each

side—passages from the Poet.

team of her fretful charge, whose wandering

eyes and sharp, pale, pinched-up features, de-

noted a precocious intelligence and the acid

temper of a fragile or diseased body.

The interior of the church is picturesque and
well cared for, and after sendee, which was per-

formed throughout with dignified simplicity,

and completed by a sermon sufficiently plain

to be comprehended by the unlettered, while its

graceful language aud unaffected piety carried

the listener beyond this world to the happiness

rather than the terrors of the next; we were
shown the entrance-porch to the house of Stoke,

and the pew appropriated to the use of the
family—the old seats, the richly stained glass,

the subdued light, the beautiful domain beyond,
the overhanging trees, the full-bosomed melody
of the birds, the murmurs of the half-whispered

greetings and retreating footsteps of the congre-

gation as they passed out of the public porch,

the manner of our guide, whose attention in-

creased in proportion to the expression of our
sympathy with the scene—are all vividly im-

pressed upon our memory.
‘ The churchyard was full, very full,’ our

guide had said, ‘and a wonderful quantity of

persons visited it and read the epitaphs, and
even scratched their names on the church walls,

though it was forbidden, and took away bits of

the yew and wild flowers. It was,’ he thought,

‘a pleasant churchyard to be bui’ied in. Not
too full, but not lonely;’ and indeed he said

truly, for in those country churchyards—once

at least each week—the children’s children of

the silent dead pass beside their graves; the

modest head-stone and the light waving grass

seem more akin to humanity and human feelings

than the dungeon-like vaults, or huge ‘slabs,’

pressing so heavily upon what we loved so

well in the churches or church-yards of our
towns. Again we stood beside the Poet’s grave,

read the epitaph on his mother, and cast many
a longing, lingering look behind, while leaving

the churchyard immortalised by the most per-

fect Elegy in our language.

The locality is, indeed, full of objects of deep
interest

;
there are, in the immediate neighbour-

hood, many shrines worthy of pilgrimage ;
but

there is one which in its pure and unadorned
simplicity, in the abundant thoughts to which
it cannot fail to give birth, and in its close asso-

ciation with incidents which have since become
a history, goes far beyond all the rest—we mean
the Grave of William Penn, the founder, or—as

he is styled upon the grave-stone of his son, in a

village-church not far distant—the Proprietor of

Pennsylvania. The remains of this truly great

man lie in the little Quakers’ grave-yard of
“ Jordans,” near to the village of Chalfont

St. Giles, some four or five miles from Stoke
Pogis ; to this Shrine we hope ere long to be
accompanied by our readers.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

York.—The sixth annual meeting of the branch
Government School of Design in this ancient city

was held towards the close of the past year. The
Report submitted to the friends and supporters of

the Institution was, in all respects, highly satis-

factory, proving that the importance of such an
establishment is acknowledged by those who
directly or indirectly will participate in its benefits.

It will in future too have the able personal assist-

ance and advice of Mr. Etty, R.A., who has re-

cently taken up his residence in this his native

city, and has added a class, superintended by him-
self, for the study of the living model, which has
been in operation for a few weeks only, but from
which much good is anticipated. The number of
pupils attending the various classes has been pro-
gressively on the increase during the past year,

many of whom are youths employed in the Ord-
nance Survey, and in the locomotive establishments
of the railway companies. Several young men
have likewise been sent from places at a distance

to avail themselves of the advantages afforded by
the school, which they could not have in the
respective localities where they resided. The
attendance of the female class has been doubled
during the year, and the course of instruction

carried out has induced many young persons of a
higher grade of society to join it. The Report con-

cludes by stating that the school has been of groat
service to those engaged in carving in marble
and wood, to lithographers, engravers, decorators,

cabinet-makers, modellers, &c.
The prizes having been distributed to those

entitled to receive them, the meeting was addressed
by several speakers, among whom was Mr. Etty,
who, in adverting to the benefits which this and
similar institutions conferred generally, took occa-

sion to reply to some objections made to the York
School as interfering with the interests of the resi-

dent teachers of drawing, more especially by the
permission given to persons of the higher ranks to

attend the classes. He thought that little evil was
to be apprehended on this score, as the studies

marked out by public and private teachers dif-

fered most essentially
;
the one adapting Art as an

accomplishment, the other keeping within the
bounds of such instruction as may be applied to

practical purposes.

Mr. Etty’s connexion with the parent School of

Design in London as a member of the Council for

several years, must have given him a clear insight

into the workings and requirements of these insti-

tutions
;
and we have no doubt that his experience

and profound knowledge of Art will be brought to

bear most efficiently at York.
Liverpool.—The Art-Union Society of this

town held its annual meeting for the distribution

of prizes on the 10th of the past month. Notwith-
standing the recent pressure of the times, which
has been felt as much, ifnot more, at Liverpool than
at any other place in the kingdom, we are glad to

find the subscriptions exceeded those of the pre-

ceding year, although very far short of what we
should wish to see among so wealthy a community'.
Second only to our metropolis in intelligence and
mercantile activity, it has hitherto held the same
position in the patronage extended to Art; indeed,

our artists for years past have considered the exhi-

bition-rooms of Liverpool a sure market for the

disposal of works which have been passed by in

the overstocked rooms of the Royal Academy and
other Societies of Art. On the present occasion we
learn that the subscriptions amounted to 40/. more
than those of last year

;
leaving 255/. to be divided

in prizes after all expenses arc paid, and an addition

made to the reserved fund. The prizes, of which
the highest was of the value of 40/., were distri-

buted to eighteen subscribers. With reference to

the future, the report of the committee stated that

every subscriber to the next year’s list should receive

an original engraving, or other work of Art
;
and

arrangements were in progress for presenting each
member with a season-ticket for the exhibition of

the Liverpool Academy. This is a novel, and wo
have no doubt it would prove an attractive, feature

in the management of Art-Union Societies in gen-
eral

;
nor do we see any valid reason why, within

certain limitations, the public should not have free

admission to all picture-galleries that are not private

property. It gratifies us much tostatc, that the sales

arising out of the present exhibition at Liverpool,

including the Art-Union purchases, amounts to

nearly 1800/., being at least 800/. more than in

1847
;
a cheering sign that a more hopeful state of

things for all classes is at hand. Such a populous,
rich, and enterprising place as this ought to sub-

stitute thousands for hundreds, and there is no
doubt will do so with the revival of her commer-
cial transactions.

K
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ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE

TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ARTIFICIAL STONE.—TESSERA, &C.

(second article.)

The manufacture of bricks dates from the most

remote antiquity. We learn from Holy Writ

that the Tower of Babel was constructed of

burnt bricks, although in some cases the moulded

clay was merely dried in the sun. This appears

to have been the case in Egypt, and it is evident

from the remains of the Aztecs that they rarely

burnt their bricks or pottery. The temple of

Sais, according to Lenormant, which must have

been built 3000 years since, was constructed of

unbumt bricks; but the palace of Croesus of

red hard-burnt ones.

The Greeks appear to have been the first

people who carried the manufacture of bricks to

any considerable degree of perfection. Pliny

informs us that they made bricks of three sizes,

known by different names; but his accoimt is

instructive and worthy quotation :
—“ As for the

manner of making walls, by daubing windings

and hurdles with mud and clay, also of rearing

them otherwhiles with unbaked bricks ;
who is

so ignorant that he knoweth it not 1 Howbeit,

for to make good bricks, they ought not to be

made of any soil that is full of sand and gravel,

much less than of that which standeth much
upon grit and stones, but of a greyish marl or

whitish chalkic clay, or at leastwise a reddish

earth
;
but in case we be forced to use that

which is given to be sandie, yet we must choose

that kind of sand which is tough and strong.

The best season to make these bricks or tyles,

is in the spring time
;
for in the midst of summer

they will cleave and be full of chinks; but if

you would use good bricks for building, they

ought to be two years old at the least. Now,
the batten or lome that goeth to the making of

them, ought to be well steeped and soaked in

water before it has fashioned into brick or tyle.

Bricks are made of three sizes : the ordinary

brick that we use is called Piadoron, which
carrieth in length one foot and half, in breadth

one foot ; a second sort is called Tetradoron; id est,

three feet long
;
and the third, Pentadoron, of

three foot and nine inches in length; for the

Greeks of old time called the span or space of

the hand from the thumb to the little finger’s

end stretched out, Doron, which is the reason

that gifts and rewards be called in their language

Pone, for that they were presented by the hand.

You see, therefore, how according to the length

that they carry, either of four or five spans, they
have their denomination of Tetradora or Pen-

tadora, for the breadth is one and the same in

all, to wit, one foot over. Now, there being this

difference in the size, in Greece the manner is to

employ the smaller sort in their private build-

ings, but the bigger serveth for greater publick

works.”*

Those bricks were often ornamented, and
even the most ancient bricks recovered from
the ruins of the temples of the Assyrian Empire,

exhibit upon their surfaces markings which
prove that an engraved mould had been em-

ployed in their manufacture. The period at

which tiles or tessera of hardened clay were
first employed for paving is exceedingly uncer-

tain. The earliest specimens of ornamental

pavements with which we are acquainted, are

composed of coloured stones cut into shapes,

such as that described in the book of Esther, as

ornamenting the palace of Ahasuerus, “ a pave-

ment of red, blue, and white marble.” The
taste which at one time prevailed among the

Mosaic workers of Greece for the combination
of bright colours in their works, not merely
those intended for the decorations of the walls

and ceilings of temples and grand apartments,

but for pavements; which taste must have suited

that of the people for whom they were con-

structed
;
doubtless led to the manufacture of

many artificial stones of particular colours. The
polychromatic patterns which have been dis-

* The History of the World, commonly called the
Natural History of C. Plinius Secundus. translated into
English by Philemon Holland, Doctor of Physic. London,
1601.

covered, all display a strong passion for colour

among the Greeks, notwithstanding the notion

which has long prevailed that all their architec-

tural ornaments were colourless.

According to Mr. Digby Wyatt, whose splendid

book on “Geometrical Mosaics” is now before

us, the opus figlinum, or fictile work, appears

to have been what is now generally called

lavoro di smalto ; that is mosaic composed of

silica and alumina, though containing a larger

proportion of flint than is now used by the

modern Italians. Pliny fixes the date of the

employment of this material as about twenty-

four years before Christ. He writes :
—“ As for

those pavements called lithostrata, which be

made of divers coloured squares couched in

works, the invention began in Sylla’s time,

who used thereto small quarrels or tiles at

Preueste, within the temple of Fortune, which

pavement remaineth to be seen at this day. But

in process of time, pavements were driven out

of groundfloors, and passed up into chambers,

and those were sealed overhead with glass, which

also is a new invention of late devised; for

Agrippa, verily, in those baines which he caused

to be made at Rome, annealed all the pottery

work that there was, and enamelled the same with

divers colours, whereas all others he adorned

only with whiting; and no doubt he would

never have forgotten to have arched them over

with glass if the invention had been practised

before, or if, from the walls and partitions of

glass which Scaurus made upon his stage, any

one had proceeded also to roof chambers there-

with.”+

This glass appears to have been evidently only

a glazing, probably of silica and the metallic

oxide required to give colour to the tiles, with

which the “ pottery ” was covered. The same

author says :

“ The most famous workman of

this kind was one Sosus, of Pergamus, who
wrought that rich pavement in the common
hall, which they call Asaroton cccon, garnished

with bricks or small tiles annealed with sundry

colours."*

In all the specimens of Roman mosaic dis-

covered in this country coloured stones are

found combined with earthen tessera. It does

not appear that the use of tiles, or the construc-

tion of tesselated pavement was ever abandoned;

not only do we find mosaic work marking the

settlements of the Romans over nearly every

portion of Europe, but we see it adopted by the

eai’ly Christians in their churches, and, at times,

becoming a prominent ornament in the decora-

tion of these fanes throughout the mediaeval

ages. We cannot conclude our brief historical

notice without referring again to Mr. Wyatt's

publication,—to which we would direct the atten-

tion of all those who are interested in this

subject, for the following notice of the prevalence

of this Art among the ancients.

“ Turning our attention awhile from the

regular varieties of European workmanship, it

maybe well to notice that during the middle

ages mosaic obtained to a very considerable

extent among the eastern nations, in India, at

Agra and Delhi, in the form of inlaying with

precious stones, marble, and coloured composi-

tions ;
in Turkey and Asia Minor, in the form of

huge pieces of faience, coloured on the surface

and fitted together. In Spain, the Moors

adopted it as an essential element in the forma-

tion of dados and mural decoration. The

Spanish affection for “ azuleijos,” or painted tiles,

has indeed grown into a proverb. One instance

only occurs in the Alhambra of the employment

of mosaic as pavement. The tiles composing the

Alhambraic wall-decorations are usually square,

and stamped on the surface with very intricate

patterns
;
the colouring matter being then floated

over, sinks into the indentations, and on being

wiped away from the plain faces remains only

in those sinkings which define the ornament.

The sides are so cut away at an acute angle to

the face as, when laid together, to leave a key

for the plaster, and yet come to a perfectly neat

joint externally.”

Thus, we perceive, that by a natural process

man advanced from the discovery that clay in

drying contracted into a very coherent mass to

the manufacture of bricks ;
sun-baked in the

first instance, but afterwards hardened by the

action of fire
;
and then to the formation of tiles,

either plain or stamped, and eventually to the

construction of tiles and tessera, to winch arti-

ficial colour was given by the incorporation of

metallic oxides with the argillaceous mass.

Although we do not intend to enter into any
description of the manufacture of the common
building brick, or of the ordinary roofing tiles,

but to confine our attention to such as aim at

purposes of ornamentation, still, as the same
material enters in the composition of all these

varieties of artificial stones, we think it right to

describe briefly its mode of occurrence and
peculiar chemical characteristics before we pro-

ceed to any description of its manufacture.

Clays of all kinds, and there are numerous
varieties, must be regarded as mixtures of mi-

nerals, produced by the disintegration and other

decomposition of some adjacent rocks. By the

constant action of the atmosphere on the face of

exposed rocks, a compai'atively rapid disintegra-

tion takes place ; by rains and tempests these are

canied away and eventually deposited in lakes

or seas in a regular order, the particles of the

mass arranging themselves according to their

specific gravity, and also, in all probability, in

obedience to some law determined by their

form. Thus we find bands of clay, of sand, and
of vegetable matter, which no doubt formed at

one period the chaotic debris of some land

undergoing the process of denudation. Clays

are by no means uniform in their composition,

but all those bodies, which from their tenacity

we distinguish by this general name, contain by
far a larger quantity of the earth, alumina, than

of any other, alumina being indeed the pure clay

freed from all other matters. The best mode of

obtaining it is by precipitating it from common
alum, (which is essentially a sulphate of alumina,

and manufactured either from clay or alum-

shale, a variety of clay-slate) by ammonia.

In this state it is, when dry, of a pure white

colour, which, when moistened with water,

forms a tenacious paste. The experiments of

Sir Humphrey Davy proved this, like all the

other earths, to be a metallic oxide, to which

metal the name of aluminum has been given.

As a common test by which to distinguish clays

or clay-stones, the simple one of trying if they

adhere to the tongue from the absorption of

moisture is the most familiar. These natural

productions divide themselves broadly into

indurated clay, or clay-stone, Porcelain clay, or

china clay, Potteds clay, Pipe clay, Loam, Fullers

earth, and Tripoli. These are again subdivided

and well distinguished, by what may be regarded

as accidental admixtures of sand, iron, vegetable

matters, and the alkalies, soda and potash, with

the earths, lime, and magnesia, in very different

proportions.

Brogniart in his admirable “ Traite des Arts

Ceramiques ou des Poteries ” classifies the clays

into fire-proof, such as are infusible in the

greatest heats of our furnaces, and of which

furnace fire-bricks are made
;
fusible, or such as

contain much alkali and silica, by which, in the

fire, a seini-vitreous mass is formed
;
calcareous,

containing much lime, which interferes with its

tenacity, and ferruginous, which are such as have

a strong colour from the admixture of iron.

The composition of Porcelain clay has been

already given in the former article. From our

own analyses we now add the composition of

some of the other varieties.

PIPE CLAY, FROM DEVONSHIRE :

—

Silica 39-6

Alumina 50-0

Lime 3-4

Water ?’0

ORDINARY POTTER’S CLAY :

—

Silica
65-00

Alumina 30-08

Iron ’22

Lime J ^0
Water 2 '00

* Pliny '8 Natural History, Book xxxvi., Chapter 25.

+ Ibid.

FULLERS BARTH :

—

Silica

Alumina
Iron
Lime
Potash
Water .

1-50

0 11
13-00



MARL, FROM CORNWALL :
—

Silica 51-00

Alumina 20-05

Iron 3-15

Lime 12-20

Potash . . . . . . 0-10

Water 13-50

From these materials in a finely comminuted
state, and sometimes combined with other sub-

stances, those varieties of artificial stone which
claim our attention are manufactured. When
it is known that the proportions of these con-

stituents of the clays are constantly varying, the

value of chemical science to the potter, and even

to the brickmaker, must be evident.

Fresh clay is rarely adapted for use in tile-

works, it is therefore customary to remove large

portions from its native bed, and expose it for

some time spread out, to the action of air, by
which a disintegration of the masses takes place.

The action of frost is found to be exceedingly

beneficial, no doubt owing to an increased

mechanical action of a similar character. This

weathering being effected, the clay is pitted with

a sufficient quantity of water to soften all the

lumps
;

it is then spread out in layers upon a

wooden floor, and undergoes the operation of

treading, which is performed by the workman
with naked feet, by which he ascertains if any
stones or vegetable matter are mixed with the

clay, after which the other materials, if auy
are required to be united to it previously to its

being moulded, are worked in.

Where extensive works are established this

primitive, but still common, process is performed
by machinery ; and we have eleutriating and
moulding machines of a very curiously complete

and interesting construction employed. Al-

though moulding by hand is not, even for the

superior kinds of tiles, entirely done away with,

machines are, in most cases, now employed for

this purpose.

Ordinarily ornamental tiles are formed of two
pastes, of the same nature and composition, but
differing in their degrees offineness

;
the inferior

being coarse and the upper layer very fine. If

we break an ornamental Dutch tile this is evident
;

upon the upper surface is impressed by a stamp
the ornaments, en creux ; these cavities are after-

wards filled with the finer paste, and coloured

with such metallic oxides as are infusible at the

heat of baking, such as manganese, chrome, &c.

Considerable skill is required to insure the equal

contraction of the fine and coarse clays in these

compound tiles in the process of firing. On the

continent there are many veiy celebrated manu-
factories of these ornamental tiles ;

among whom
Brogniart selects the following as the most
celebrated :

—

M. L'H6te, of Montereau, who manufactures
red tiles of great hardness with the incrusted

ornaments perfectly level with the red ground.

M. Julicn, of Orleans, whose tiles are of two
colours, adapted for forming good mosaics. M.
Matelin, of Orleans, who manufactures by ma-
chinery red tiles with black ornaments. M.
Courtat, of Paris, and M. Leblanc, Paroissien, &
Co., at St. Cyr, not far from Tours, whose tiles

are made by machinery with very great preci-

sion, and sometimes marbled of various colours.

Mr. Blashfield in his valuable work on mosaic
floors informs us that about forty years since,

Mr. Charles Wyat obtained a patent for a mode
of imitating tessellated pavements, by inlaying

stone with coloured cements; this plan, and
also the use of Terra Cotta, was, however, found
to be imperfect.

In England no manufacturers have effected so

many and such admirable improvements in the

manufacture of tiles and tesBera, as Mr. Singer,

Mr. Pether, Mr. Blashfield and Mr. Prosser, in

connexion with Messrs. Minton & Co., to whose
processes we must now direct attention.

In this manufactory, tessera are made as small

as the eighth of an inch square ;
and ornamental

tiles of twelve inches square. The coarser kinds,

such as are employed for doorways or open
passages are prepared from the common Stafford-

shire clays which are found associated with the

coal
;
the finer varieties are made of selected

clays. The clay is reduced to an impalpable

powder, by grinding and sifting, and being thus

prepared it is put, in its dry state, in iron moulds
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of the size and shape required, and compressed
by machinery made under the patent of Mr. R.

Prosser, of Birmingham. The powdered clay is

placed in the mould so as to completely fill it

;

the ram of the press which exactly fits the

mould is brought down upon it with a pressure

of two hundred tons, by which all the particles

are brought within the limits of powerful cohe-

sive force, and are held firmly together. By
this great pressure the mass is, of course, much
reduced in size

;
and on being removed from the

mould it is carefully smoothed off on the surface

and submitted to the operation of baking in the

kiln. It will be obvious that tiles or tessera

thus prepared, must contract less in baking than

those which have been moulded wet and without

pressure ;
in fact, the greatest amount of contrac-

tion they undergo in the fire is only one-sixteenth.

It will be remembered by those who have read our
last article, that the porcelain statuary contracts

as much as a fourth or fifth. The tiles require

nearly as high a temperature as the biscuit

ware, to impart that firmness necessary for the

uses to which they are put.

At the same manufactory encaustic tiles are

prepared. A clay of good quality, but of a red

or buff colour, is pressed into a mould, which
gives the form to the tile, and leaves an impres-

sion one-fourth of an inch in depth, to be tided

with variously-coloured clays. On leaving the

mould, the tiles are allowed to harden in the
air, after which the coloured material, composed
of Devonshire or Cornish clay and 6ome metallic

oxides, is then poured over the whole surface in

a state of thick slip, when it is again dried to a

certain extent. A layer of fine clay is also

applied to the back of the tile, which is pierced
with holes in the first process of moulding ; as

the finer clay does not contract so much in firing

as the common kind of which the body is made,
those holes serve to seal the two varieties of
clay together, and to equalise the contraction of

the mass. The attention which has been given

by Messrs. Minton & Co. to this branch of manu-
facture, and the amount of skill and scientific

knowledge displayed in the improvement of all

the processes connected with the production of

this class of artificial stone cannot be too highly

commended. As an ornamental paving for the

halls of houses or any open spaces in public

buildings, nothing can be more beautiful
;
and

from its extreme durability it is really econo-

mical. There is evidently a growing taste for

this species of decoration, and since by the aids

of modem science we are not only enabled to

execute all that the ancients did, but to employ
many colours with which they were not ac-

quainted ; we can produce finer specimens of

the mosaic Art than any which have been pre-

served from the ravages of Vandalism or the

decaying touch of time.

By the kind attention of Mr. Singer, of the
Vauxhall potteries, we are enabled to add the

following information on the manufacture of or-

namental tiles from the ordinary stone ware.

The “
fine stone bodies,” as they are technically

called, which are manufactured from the Devon-
shire clay admit of being stained of almost any
colour. These colours are preparations of iron,

manganese, nickel, cobalt, chrome, tin and anti-

mony.
The clay being properly prepared, and mixed

with the metallic compound which is to give it

the required colour, is placed in a squeezing

machine and made into long narrow ribbons.

These ribbons of clay being slightly oiled are cut

into squares, and those squares placed upon each

other, generally to the number of twenty. These
piles of clayare thenpassed under a frame—across

which pass very fine steel wires,—sliding in two
perpendicular grooves,—so that when the frame
is pressed downward the wires pass through the

clay, subdividing the slices into such geometri-

cally shaped tessera as are required ;
they are

then baked in the ordinary manner. There arc

several manufactories of tiles and tessera in the

kingdom, but as the process employed by Mr.
Minton, exclusively under a patent, and that in

use at Mr. Singer's establishment, represent the

main features of the operations in all, no further

reference to them is required from us.

The mode of forming these tessera into paving

slabs is as follows :—Upon a flat slate table the
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small pieces of tessera are carefully laid, face

downwards, in the required design, and the
whole secured by strips of wood or slate fast-

ened round them. Portland cement is then
poured over the back, and two layers of commo n
red tiles are added with more cement, and the

whole allowed to consolidate. When properly
set, the whole forms together an exceedingly
strong slab, which will endure wear equally with
marble or any of the ordinary paving stones

which are appropriated to ornamental purposes.

We cannot conclude this paper without a
notice of the Dutch tiles which have long been
celebrated and most extensively employed in

many parts of the Continent. They are essen-

tially nothing more than ordinary earthenware,
but owing to the liability of this material to

crack, by the unequal temperatures to which
the tiles are exposed in the construction of the
porcelain stoves, numerous attempts have been
made to obviate this difficulty. The most cele-

brated manufactories of these tiles are those of
Feilner in Berlin, and Pichenot and Barral. The
“ body ” ofthese tiles consists of a mixture of seve-

ral kinds of clay and sand, or ground fragments of
earthenware most carefully kneaded together.

After the mixture has been properly effected, the

mass is stored away in cellars. This storing is

an operation of the same kind as the weathering
already spoken of. All countries have adopted
it, although we have no veiy satisfactory reason
assigned for the custom. In all probability the

good effect which practical experience has dis-

covered resulting from it, arises from the che-

mical combination of oxygen with some of the
elements of the mass, which aids still further the
mechanical disintegration effected by grinding.

Pichenot employs an unusual quantity of lime
in the composition of his tiles, but it appears to

interfere with the uniformity of the glaze and
the application of the colours, although it cer-

tainly at the same time prevents the cracking of

the tile by heat. Barral uses a fine material

of plastic clay, marl, &c., to cover the coarser
“ body

;

" but, though he thus secures a better

surface for his colours and glaze, the tiles will

not stand the direct action of the fire, owing to

their extreme fusibility.

We did intend in this article to have included

some notice of encaustic painting, and of the

general character of hydraulic cements, but
finding that it is impossible to do justice to a
subject which is both interesting and practically

important, we have resolved to devote a subse-

quent article to this portion of our subject. By
deferring for a short time the examination of

those artificial stones which arc composed prin-

cipally of carbonate and sulphate of lime, we
hope to have the benefit of some important ex-

periments which are now in progress.

Although not exactly in place in this article,

we cannot refrain from noticing those beautiful

imitations of paintings known as lithophanous

pictures or transparencies. These are manufac-

tured of the finest, the most translucent por-

celain. If a mould is carefully formed in which
all the lights of the design are in relief, and all

the middle tints and shadows in intaglio, it will

be seen, if a porcelain body is uniformly spread

over this, that all the high lights will be very

thin, whilst the mean shadows and deeper lines

will be of varying but gradually increasing thick-

ness
;
consequently as the light is more or less

obstructed in its permeation of the porcelain

tile, it represents all those effects of light and
shade which constitute representations of natural

objects. The baking of these interesting speci-

mens of the Potter's Art is attended with great

difficulty. Some attempts have been made to

produce the same effect by reflected light, but
the result lia8 not equalled in picturesque effect

that produced by those arranged for transmitted

radiations. To illustrate more perfectly our

description of the manufacture of these litho-

phanous images, we venture to suggest as ex-

amples some pleasing effects of a similar char-

acter, which can be produced by placing different

thicknesses of paper upon each other, or still

better, of thin parchment. It is curious, that if

we cement together three pieces of parchment,

so that they overlie each other, and thus present

three different thicknesses for the passage of

light, and then place the compound piece, so
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that the sun shines through it, taking care only

to cut off the light around the edges, by placing

it behind a hole in a board, or some opaque
body, that we not only have three distinct

shadows, but each thickness presents an actual

tint
;
colours—yellow, red, and blue—fading into

black, present themselves. With a little in-

genuity this arrangement may be made to pro-

duce many most pleasing effects, which are in

all respects similar to the porcelain pictures

above described.

In the halls of the Reform Club, of the Society

of Arts, and in a portion of the flooring of Wilton
Church, near Salisbury, we have fine examples
of modem tesselated pavements.
We are strongly impressed with the idea that

a skilful disposition of colours in accordance
with that chromatic harmony which prevails in

the physical decomposition of light by the
prism, or by reflection from thin films or striated

surfaces, advances towards the realisation of the
highest elements of beauty, and we do hope that

the growing taste for tesselated ornament will

not rest content with imitating the works of the

ancients, which, although beautiful as it regards
form, are sadly deficient in chromatic harmony,
but will advance to the construction of new ar-

rangements, which shall at once delight the eye by
their design, and charm by their interblending
colours. We are in duty bound to refer our
readers to the publications of Mr. Digby Wyatt,
and Mr. Blashfield, for additional information
on this interesting subject.

Robert Hunt.

OBITUARY.

LOUIS SCHWANTHALER.
This distinguished German sculptor was borne to
his last home on the 17th of November in the past
year, in presence of all the artists of Munich, and
of an immense number of other inhabitants

;
in

fact, it was a display of sorrow and sympathy such
as we have never till now witnessed in a similar
case. Every one felt the severity of the loss, and
many thousand eyes were filled with tears, while
the mortal remains of their admired and beloved
fellow-citizen were sinking in the grave amid the
sound of trumpets and the singing of hymns.
Ludwig Schwanthalcr was born in Munich, in

1802; he was the son of Franz Schwanthaler, a
sculptor of no little merit, but yet without a name.
The boy was destined for the sciences, but he
acquired, by his great skill in sketching horses,
permission to become a battle painter. In a short
time, however, the genius of the young artist
found its way to sculpture as its particular field of
action, and he became a pupil of the Royal Aca-
demy of Munich. At that time the Art in Germany
experienced a total reform, and the accomplished
productions of Thorwaldsen, Cornelius, Overbeck,
&c., were already highly esteemed. But the
director of the Academy of Munich, Peter V.
Langer, was the same individual who had dis-
missed Cornelius from the Academy of Dusseldorf,
as a young man without talent, and Heinrich Hess
from the Academy of Munich for a similar reason.
The shrewd director went to the mother of
Schwanthaler and advised her to take her son
from the Academy, as one possessing no genius for
sculpture. But at this time, the King’s equerry
having observed the young artist studying the
forms and attitudes of horses, recommended him to
the King, Maximilian, who engaged him to execute
a table-service in silver, which was to be orna-
mented with bassi-relievi, taken from the Grecian
mythology. In this way originated the first work
of Schwanthaler, the “Entrance of the younger
Deities to Olympus.”

In the mean time Cornelius had arrived in
Munich, and was engaged upon the decorations of
the Glyptotheca, and no sooner had he seen
these works of Schwanthaler, than he engaged
him to execute different bassi-relievi for the
Glyptotheca. The career of our artist was
now opened

; Schwanthalcr went to Rome, and to
Thorwaldsen, who received him with his well-
known amiability, and with that respect and re-
gard which he showed for every talent. In a year
he returned with the elegant and beautiful bassi-
rehevi of the “Birth of Venus,” and of “ Cupid
and Psyche,” which are now in the Glyptotheca;
and afterwards he executed the other' relievi in
the same edifice, the “ Battles between the Trojans
and the Greeks,” near the ships, and between
“Achilles and Pantheus, and the other river Gods.”

The first of his statues was that of “ Shakspere,’
in the theatre at Munich, and the first great basso-
relievo, that of the “ Triumph of Bacchus,” in the
palace of the Duke Maximilian. After these works,
Schwanthaler laboured assiduously in the service
of King Louis. He was engaged to execute two
statues for the tympanum of the Glyptotheca, after
the models of the late Haller; the statues for the
southern tympanum of the Walhalla, after the
sketch by Rauch, and the sketches for the twenty-
five statues of the painters for the Pinacotheca, as
well as the bassi-relievi taken from the history of
Bavaria for the same building.
In the year 1832 Schwanthaler went a second

time to Rome, and in 1835 became Professor of
the Royal Academy in Munich. His atelier was
already enlarged, and a great number of younger
artists and assistants were in his service. Schwan-
thalcr possessed an inexhaustible fancy, and an
incomparable facility of production, so that ho
seemed not to form or to design, but to write his
ideas and representations. For which reason King
Louis, intending to adorn his new palace (Neue
Konigsbau), with representations taken from the
poetiy of Greece and Germany, engaged Schwan-
thaler to execute the designs for the greater part
of the Greek poets. He also designed the cartoons
for a long frieze, representing the “ Expedition of
the Argonauts,” from the poem of Orpheus; an-
other with the “Theogonia” of Hesiod, and a
number of representations taken from the “Shield
of Hercules,” and “ Works and Days.” He after-
wards designed the sketches for a noble series of
representations taken from the tragedies of
ACschylus and Sophocles, and from the comedies
of Aristophanes, a work full of mind and humour.
The throne-saloon was adorned by him, with an
extensive and elegant frieze in basso-relievo, re-
presenting the “ Olympian Games,” and with
other bassi-relievi taken from the “Odes” of
Pindar. In the same place he adorned the stair-

case with allegorical figures of the eight provinces
of the kingdom, and with the statues of Nemesis
and Nikeapteros, as the symbolic signs of the
king’s motto, “ Gerecht und beharrlich ” (Justice
and Perseverance,) as well as the ball-room with a
large frieze representing the “ History of Venus.”

In the meantime the first Walhalla group was
finished, and Schwanthaler was engaged to adorn
the northern tympanum from his own designs : on
the southern was represented the last liberation of
Germany in the years 1813-15; for the northern,
the King fixed upon the first liberation from the
Roman yoke, and Schwanthaler chiselled out of
the marble one of the finest works of modern Art,
“ The Battle of Arminius.”
The King now commenced the Saalbau, a large

building for festive purposes, annexed to the Royal
palace in Munich, and Schwanthaler modelled for

the great throne-saloon twelve statues of the most
celebrated ancestors of the Royal House, which,
being executed in bronze and gilt, are objects of
universal admiration

;
also eight allegorical figures

for the attica of the portico, and a number of

medallions for the portico itself, representing the
history of Bavaria. The great ball-room was
adorned by him with bassi-relievi, representing
different dancing groups

;
the saloon of Barbarossa,

with an extensive frieze, containing the “ Cru-
sades

;

’
’ and for six saloons on the ground-floor he

designed a series of compositions taken from the
Odyssey, which are being painted by Hillensperger.

The erection of a large building for exhibitions

brought to Schwanthaler a new and extensive

engagement— the representation of the various

Fine Arts, protected by Bavaria, in colossal marble
figures, destined for the tympanum of that building.

During these great and various labours a desire

arose in Germany for the erection of monuments,
and Schwanthaler’s studio became the factory of

most of them. He modelled the monumental
statues of “Mozart,” for Salzburg; “ Jean Paul,”
for Bayreuth

;

“ Gothe," for Frankfort
;
the Bava-

rian legislator “ Kreitmayr,” for Munich; the
“Prince Friedrich Alexander von Ansbaeh,” for

Erlangen
;
the “ Grand Duke of Baden, Carl Fried-

rich,” with four excellent allegorical figures, for

Carlsruhe
;
thejcolossal statue of the “ Grand Duke

of Hesse Darmstadt, Ludwig,” for Darmstadt

;

the statues of “ Tilly and Wrede,” for Munich;
of the “ Emperor Rudolfvon Hapsburg,” for Spire;
and likewise of “ King Charles John,” for Sweden,
and a series of twenty statues of celebrated Bohe-
mians (Libussa, Podiebrad, Huss, Ziska, &c.), for

a great national monument, which is being erected

at Liborch, near Prague, through the patriotism of

a simple citizen, named Veith. For Vienna
Schwanthaler modelled an excellent fountain, with
the allegorical statues of Austria, of the Danube,
the Oder, the Po, and the Vistula, which are
executed in bronze

;
for Erlangen he executed a

monument in stone, representing the “ Union

between the Rhine and the Danube,” a union
effected by the great canal of King Louis. But
the clicf-a'atuvre of all these undertakings is the
colossal figure of “ Bavaria,” which is destined for
the Bavarian Ruhmeshalle, in Munich.

Schwanthalcr did little in works of Christian
Art, if we except the statues of “ Christ with the
Evangelists; ” and “St. Peter and St. Paul,” for
the Ludwigskirchc, in Munich; a statue of the
“ Virgin Mary,” for the church in the Vorstadt
Au, a suburb of Munich; and a “ Crucifix ” for
the dome of Bamberg, and some small bassi-relievi.

In his latter days Schwanthaler was occupied
with the decoration of the famed Bavarian Ruhmes-
halle, the two tympana of which, as well as the
metopes, are ornamented with his figures and
relievi; the colossal Victorias, destined for the
Befreiungshalle, near Kehlheim, on the Danube,
are also from his chisel.

A wonderful work of Schwanthaler’s is his
“ Shield of Hercules,” containing more than 146
figures, executed in bronze, a masterpiece of the
finest taste, and full of beauty and fancy

;
it exists

in two or three copies. Another able work is the
table-service, representing the “Niebelungen and
Amelungin,” the property of the present King
Maximilian, a composition of a number of graceful
and highly interesting romantic statuettes. For
the same monarch Schwanthaler modelled two
nymphs, “ Melusina and Aslanga,” and a colossal

“Swan,” for the castle of Holienschwangan
;
an-

other “ Nymph,” for Count Arco (and in repetition
for Earl Fitzwilliam in London)

;
and the “ Nymph

of the Danube,” for Prince Schwartzenburg in
Vienna

;
the statues of Venus, Diana, Vesta, Ceres,

Apollo, Cupid, Bacchus, and Pan, and two dancing
girls for the Duke of Nassau

;
Ceres and Proserpina,

in Carrara marble, for Count Rhedern, in Berlin
;

several sepulchral monuments : and an immense
number of busts and medallions, which it is impos-
sible to enumerate.
Schwanthaler was a good and amiable man, warm-

hearted, kind, unassuming, natural in worth and
work, simple in his manners, and a true and sincere
friend. He was witty and full of humour, and in
the highest degree what we call gemiithlich. For
the last ten or fifteen years of his life, he was
always an invalid. He was never married, and
had no relations, except a cousin. Though alone
with his sufferings, you would have erred if you
had expected to find him unhappy. Surrounded
by the figures and events of his inner world, he
replied to every condolence—“ I am not alone

;
I

am not unhappy ! My fancy is my society, and
my Art my happiness !

” F.

BLUE BELL.

FROM THE BAS-RELIEF BY R. WESTMACOTT, A.R.A.

This beautiful little bas-relief was executed in
marble some years ago, and is now in the possession
of the Earl of Ellesmere. The pendant, similar in
size and style, represents a sylph sporting with a
butterfly. Both belong to the picturesque and
decorative style of sculpture, and have that flowing
wavy grace, in form and combination, which wFe

associate with the arabesques; but they are dis-

tinguished from the merely vague and capricious
creations which disport in the genuine arabesques
(or what we are pleased to call so)

,
by a touch of

significance and sentiment which would there be
out of place. We do not know what may have
been the intention of the artist in this graceful
conception. It is plainly a sylph, who sits beneath
the bell without bending its slender stalk; and,
according to the Rosicrusian theory, the sylphs
were once women

;
so whispered Ariel in the ear

of Belinda

—

“ As once your own, our beings were of old.

And once enclosed in woman’s beauteous mould;
For when the Fair in all their pride expire,
To their first elements their souls retire.

The sprites of fiery termagants in flame
Mount up, and take a Salamander's name

;

Soft yielding minds to water glide away,
And sip with nymphs their elemental tea

;

The graver prude sinks downward to a gnome,
In search of mischief still on earth to roam

;

The light coquettes in sylphs, aloft, repair,

To sport and flutter in the fields of air !

”

Then, according to this sylphic mythology, was
not this lovely Blue Bell once a Blue ? Has she
not left “ the gross world in which she wandered”

—

alone in her aspirations, disdainful of her womanly
vocation

;
and does she now sit drooping in penance

on her Blue Bell, and thinking of all she left

below ? Whatever may be the interpretation, the
conception is most elegant; and the engraver,

Mr. Rolfe, has succeeded perfectly in rendering
the delicacy of the original.

1
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The examples are all drawn with the greatest

care and fidelity ; but the gems of the collection

are the elevations of this most exquisite shrine,

the elaborate and gorgeous detail of which is

rendered with an amount of delicacy truly sur-

prising
;
various portions are engraved more at

large—the enamels, jewels, &c., being given in

their proper colours.

Mr. Pugin in his Glossary of Ecclesiastical Orna-

ment says, “ A shrine is a rich case to enclose

the body, or chief relics of a Saint. Many of these

that were portable were called Feretories. Fere-

tory in its strict sense signifies a Bier, but as the
shrines containing the sacred relics of the Saints

were frequently carried in solemn procession, the

shrines themselves in course of time became thus
designated. Raised shrines in churches, like that

of St. Edward at Westminster, were called Fere-

tories. The use ofthe Feretra, or portable shrines,

is exceedingly ancient
;
we have abundant testi-

mony of their use in the Anglo-Saxon Church,
both by record and representation. They are

mentioned in the Life of St. Adelard, who flou-

rished in the eighth century ;
and there is little

doubt of their having been used long previous.
“ The type of a Feretory is a coffin ; and those

which are of the most ancient form are simply a
chest with a ridged top like a roof, generally

ornamented by pierced work or cresting, with
the tops and sides engraved and enamelled.
This shape was always retained, for the richest

examples of portable shrines executed in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are all con-

structed of the same form, but covered with
ornaments and images in high relief surmounted
by pinnacles or small spires, of delicate detail.

The relics of the Saints were borne in solemn
procession round the churches on the anniver-

sary of the festivals ; also canned in times of
public calamity, such as pestilence, with litanies

and supplications, on the Rogation Days and
other solemn occasions.”

No documentary evidence exists by which we
can prove the precise date of the beautiful relic

from which our illustration is taken, but those
who have been accustomed to examine works of
an early character, will have little difficulty in

making a close approximation to the time of its

execution. From its magnitude and elaboration

there can be little doubt but it was a long time
in progress, which seems evident from the variar

tions of style shown in different parts of the
design. Our specimen and the earlier portions

appeal’ to belong to the end of the twelfth or

beginning of the thirteenth centuries, while the

splendid columns supporting the canopies over

the effigies, the pointed arches within them, and
the costume of the effigies themselves, would
indicate a considerable advance towards the

middle of the thirteenth century. The follow-

ing description of the Shrine has beeii taken

from that of one of the authors of the work
above mentioned :

—
“ In the middle of the flanks

of the parallelogram are raised two gable-formed

facades corresponding to those of the extremi-

he subjects we have chosen for the second paper under the above title have been selected on
the principle we shall adopt during the series

;
that is, of exhibiting as much variety as possible,

so that all classes of manufacturers and decorators may receive hints and suggestions which
their own taste and practical knowledge may enable them to apply, or to vary according to
the purposes for which they are required.
To anticipate any critical objections that may be made to the title we have adopted, it may

be as well to state that some of the articles to be engraved, will belong to an earlier, and
some to a later time than that called medieval, according to the strict understanding of the
term. It is generally considered to embrace the period between the Conquest and the six-

teenth century
;
but if we confine ourselves altogether within these limits, it will be impossible

to show all the variations of style exhibited in Ornamental Art from the time of its revival in

Europe in connexion with the Christian religion, till its general decline during the seventeenth
century. And thus we should deprive ourselves of the use of many very elegant specimens of
Saxon workmanship still existing, as well as examples of decoration, executed between the
time of the Reformation and that of Charles I. These latter are found in abundance, and
frequently display considerable beauty of design, and taste in execution. They have also the
advantage of being more generally suited to modem purposes than similar examples of an
earlier date, which have usually a sacred rather than a secular' character, or at all events seem
misplaced when not in union with the architecture, or other decorations of the times to
which they belong.

Our first illustration is a finial taken from the celebrated shrine in the treasury of the Cathedral
at Aix-la-Chapelle, and has been copied from a very elegant work now in the course of publication
at Paris, entitled, “ Melanges DArchfeologie, D’Historie, et de Litterature

;
redigtfs ou recueillis, par

les auteurs de la Monograpliic de la Cathedrale de Bourges, C. H. Cahier et Art. Martin.
This is one of the most beautiful books that has yet appeared on the subject of Archajology.
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ties
; this gives the general plan the form of a

cross. On each side of the central facades the
vertical buttresses are occupied by three gables
resting upon groups of three columns to enclose
the statues. The largest statues decorate the
four grand fafades, and are surmounted by a
large trefoil arch within a gable. On the sides
of the roof are trefoil arches resting on double
columns, within which are bas-reliefs of most
delicate workmanship.

“ This is the usual arrangement, whatever may
be the materials of decoration or the illustrations
employed.

“In large constructions the architect of a
cathedral had for his principal resources sculp-
ture, mural painting, and painting upon glass.

The sculptured ornament covered with immortal
flowers the principal lines of the edifice

; sculp-
ture and historical painting relieved the naked-
ness of the walls, spreading life over the whole
work

; and the painter upon glass transformed
the blessed daylight into a net-work of lively
harmonious colours robbed from the rainbow.
The goldsmith in liis art found corresponding
resources : under his hands, chasing, moulding,
and the chisel took the place of sculpture

;
the

painter in enamel vied with the mural painter
and the painter upon glass; and lastly, the
filagree to the graceful foliage, the stones of a
thousand hues, the transparency of crystals and
of pearls gave to these works new elements of
richness and of beauty.
“Are not all these combined here most happily!

The walls are covered with patterns presenting a
regular Mosaic

;
and upon the gold grounds by the

vivacity of their colours and the variety of their
patterns, the enamelled columns, and the hori-
zontal bands form the skeleton of the monument.

“ The decora-

tion of these
bands consists of
enamel arranged
alternately with
filagree. You
admire in the
enamel immense
diversities of pat-

terns which al-

ways combine
happily

;
the pre-

cious stones, and
rich pearls shin-

ing in the centre
of the filagree,

like flowers in

the midst of
foliage. With
these rich details,

the lines which
connect the prin-

cipal profiles

would have ap-

peared monoton-
ous had they not
been varied by
covering the crest

of the roof with
open foliage of a
bold and elegant
character ; and
lastly, on the
points of the
gables, and at

equal distances

along the roofs

are flowing

branches sup-

porting spheres
crowned with
leaves and cones,

the whole pro-

ducing the most
splendid results

the art of filagree

ever attained.”

The four per-

sonages under
the principal

canopies are
Jesus Christ, the
Blessed Virgin,

Charlemagne and
St. Leo III.

Under the smaller gables are ranged the Apostles,
and the Life of our Saviour is represented on
the roof.

Our Saviour is seated upon a throne, crowned,
and holding in his left hand a globe ; the crown,
nimbus, throne, and portions of the dress being
formed of filagree-work richly studded with
jewels. All the thrones are equally rich and
elaborate, but the dresses of the apostles have
fewer jewels and a smaller amount of filagree-
work than the four principal figures.

The relics this shrine was made to enclose
were four in number, and stated to be the robe
of the Blessed Virgin, the swaddling-clothes
taken from the manger, the scarf of St. John the
Baptist, and that worn round the loins of our
Saviour at the crucifixion.

In a work devoted to the Fine Arts we are
not called upon to express any opinion as to the
authenticity of these relics in particular, or the
value of relics in general, as an auxiliary to
Christian worship. We may merely observe that
a practice which may be unnecessary, if not im-
proper, in the present advanced stage of civilisa-

tion may have been beneficial in times when the
general ignorance of all classes beyond the pale
of the Church made it necessary to appeal to the
imaginations of those whose reasoning faculties
had never been properly developed. At all

events, we cannot help feeling convinced that
the Christian religion, as then practised, called
into activity a vast amount of genius and talent
calculated to promote the cause of civilisation

through the medium of Art ; and we may there-
fore feel grateful that so many splendid examples
still exist in all its branches to afford instruction

and delight both to ourselves and those who
may succeed us.

We have been thus elaborate in our description of this magnificent work of Art, of which
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The last engraving in our series represents a

cup and cover, taken from a work begun in the
year 1836, and published at Berlin, the title of

which maybe rendered as “ The Wooden Archi-

tecture of the Middle Ages, with a Selection of

the Finest Productions of Mechanical Industry
of that Period

;
by C. Bcetticher, architect.”

Our initial letter is taken from a magnificent

copy in Latin of Josephus, written about the
latter part of the twelfth century. It is two-
thirds the size of the original.

The capital letters of the twelfth century are

remarkable for the richness, boldness, and in-

tricacy of their designs. The pattern was always
clearly defined by a strong outline, sometimes in

black with the whole highly wrought in gold
and colours, but more commonly in red and re-

lieved by very simple tints. In the bibles and
other MSS. ofthat date they are frequently given
on a very large scale, and sometimes have groups
of figures, or effigies of the Prophets or other
distinguished personages within them, holding
scrolls inscribed with passages from their writ-

ings. Masks, lizards, and birds were also em-
ployed to give variety to the foliage.

Henry Shaw.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

SANCHO AND THE DUCHESS.
Painter, C. R. Leslie. R.A. Engraver, R. Staines.

Size of tbe Picture, 4 feet llj inches by 4 feet.

This picture is certainly one of the masterpieces
of the English school of genre painting. It is a
repetition of a subject painted by Mr. Leslie for

Lord Egremont in 1823 ;
with several alterations

in the details, which the artist introduced in order
that it might not be an exact copy. It was exhi-

bited at the Royal Academy in 1844.

Sancho is admitted into the presence of the
Duchess, and the easy dignity with which the
beautiful young gentlewoman, seated on a couch
towards the middle of the picture, listens to the
quaint wisdom of the worthy but somewhat ludi-

crous squire, is perfectly charming. Her various
female attendants are permitted to partake of the
entertainment, which the young women on the
right appear to be enjoying with all the zest of
ingenuous nature, while the staid old housekeeper
on the left offers a ludicrous picture of the really

comic effect of an assumed and misplaced dig-

nity. The attitude of Sancho, with his finger

pressed against his nose, might perhaps have been
rendered a little more elegant with equal effect.

The stooping female figure in the foreground is

admirably introduced, and so judicious is the choice

of attitude, that had any other been chosen, this

figure could not have been introduced at all.

Much of the excellent effect of the picture is due
to the very masterly treatment of its light and
shade, which, in spite of the absence of glazing,

gives it a remarkable depth and substantiality, and
wholly supplies any necessity for an absolute

transparency of colouring. This mastery of chiar-

oscuro is prominently displayed immediately
around the Duchess: the dark shade above, the

white marble pilasters, with the life-like mulatto
girl on one side, and the black-draped housekeeper
on the other, cause the complexion and the robes of

the Duchess to appear perfectly resplendent, though
the whole is managed without even the introduc-

tion of a positively secondary tint; and the only
piece of absolute colour in the picture, is the red

cap of one of the female attendants to the right.

The colouring of the entire picture is surprisingly

subdued, and yet, owing partly to the large mass
of light in the centre, and the general skilful

arrangement of the colours, there is no lack of

brilliancy of effect in any portion of the work. It

is, in fact, a very capital example that excellence

and force of colouring depend much more upon
the mode in which the colours are applied, than
in any peculiar richness or intensity of the colours

themselves. In the spirit of this picture there is true
humour without that boisterous display which is

too frequently its substitute in the works of many
painters, who are however not the only people who
occasionally mistake vulgarity for wit. Mr. Leslie
is emphatically not one of these, but a worthy scion
of that race of humourists which counts among its

number the great Cervantes.*

* On an etching of this engraving being submitted to

Mr. Leslie, he expressed his perfect approbation of the
work in its then state; and on the completion of the plate,

he writes, “ Mr. Staines has finished * Sancho and the
Uuchess’ entirely to my satisfaction.”

we offer only a “ brick as a specimen,” because we would direct the attention of our readers who
may at any future time visit Aix-la-Chapelle, or have already done so without having explored

the treasury of the Cathedi'al there, to the many splendid examples of early goldsmith’s work to

be found in that depository, and of which the guide-books

fu rnish either a very inadequate description, or none at all

;

merelydirecting the visitor'sattention to the relics themselves, and
leaving unnoticed the gorgeous vessels in which they are enclosed.

Our woodcut represents one of the ornaments rising from the

apex of the gables over the principal figures, and continued at

intervals along the roof of the shrine. It is formed of a ball or

globe covered with most elaborate and elegant filagree work
rising out of a series of branches of clustered leaves of a bold and

graceful character, with pine-cones between them. From the

top of the globe similar leaves rise from a branch and fall over

in the shape of a dish, out of which other cones spring at irregular

intervals, with a larger one in the centre.

Our second example represents a very elegant book-cover of

the twelfth century, taken from one in the hands of a piiest

sculptured on the exterior of the cathedral at Chartres. These

early designs of book-covers are interesting as few of the covers

themselves have been preserved. They were frequently adorned

with rich metals and valuable stones, which excited the rapacity

of plunderers and iconoclasts. A few specimens may be seen in

the MS. department of the British Museum.

The last two cuts on the pre-

ceding page, and the first on this

represent the side, back and front,

of the binding of a copy of
“ Erasmus on the New Testa-

ment," in the possession of Mr.
Pickering of Piccadilly. It is of

calf-skin, and the white lines in

the engraving are of gold in the
original.

This is one of the most beau-
tiful designs of the kind we have
met with. The arrangement and
interlacing of the black lines is

full of elegance, and the graceful

forms and delicate lines of the
tendrils supporting the leaves and
flowers produce a very playful

effect.

This example might be applied

with advantage to a great variety

of pui’poses. It would be very

effective as panelling for a room,

the back being introduced be-

tween the panel representing the

side, in the shape of a pilaster.

Or it would form an admirable

top for an inlaid table, or a pat-

tern for carpets or paper-hang-

ings, in which the colours might
be varied, or other flowers or

borders employed. The pattern

of the front of the book is tooled

on the edges of the leaves in the

shape of dots.
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THE WORKS OF PAUL DELAROCHE.

It can scarcely be a subject of disputation

whether the poet or the painter ofany country has

the greater chance of obtaining popularity

among nations foreign to his own ;
for while

the former speaks in a language, the melody

and beauty of which are altogether untrans-

latable
;
the latter, for the most part, ad-

dresses himself to the entire civilised world,

so that he is understood and appreciated

wherever his works are seen. Hence, while

the poet enjoys little reputation beyond
the confines of his own land, the genius of

the painter secures for him universal admi-

ration among all, the unlearned as well as

the learned, who are capable of receiving

in themselves the impress of the beauties

of nature. Yet while present advantages

are thus far in favour of the latter, to the

former belongs that enduring immortality

which, save in the name, outlives the other.

Manycenturies of yearshave failed to deprive

us of the thoughts and conceptions which
flowed from the minds of Homer, and
iEschylus, and Pindar, and Euripides

;

while Virgil, and Horace, and Terence, of a

somewhat later date, are as familiar to the

classic reader as his mother tongue
;
yet of

the painters contemporaneous with these

great writers, we know nothing but their

names
;
not a vestige of then- works has

descended to us—nought but a few scanty

fragments of their history, to tell us what
those wonderful productions were which

formed the glory of their fellow-country-

men.
Perhaps no modern historical painter has

achieved a wider or more deserving popu-

larity than Paul Delaroche, arising not less

from his high attainments as an artist, than

from his choice of subjects, which generally

have been selected from some well-known

passages of history, to which all men lay a

prescriptive claim on the score of knowledge. I

Yet this remark must not seem to imply that
|

his best energies were employed upon
positive facts ; on the contrary, the

walls of the amphitheatre in Paris bear

noble testimy to his great talent in

dealing with Allegory and Fiction.

There is, too, an originality of con-

ception and a profundity of thought

to be found in his pictures, which stamp
them of no peculiar school, and least

of all, the French School ;
unlike his

fellow-countryman’s, H. Vernet, which
bear indubitable marks of the land of

their nativity. If the latter has painted

the poetiy and the chivalry of groat

actions, so has the former delineated

their morale and then' philosophy ;
Ver-

net appealing to the excited feelings of

the moment, Delaroche fixing our
thoughts, and offering us food for

meditation. But our object at the pre-

sent time is neither to institute com-

parisons between contemporary artists

of the same school, nor to enter upon a

critical examination of the works of

P. Delaroche ; the latter subject our
readers will find described at consi-

derable length in the Art-Journal for

February 1845. Our purpose is to

introduce a few illustrations engraved

(except the second) especially for us by
Mr. W. T. Green, from pictures by
Delaroche

;
we adopt this course, that

those unacquainted with his style and
character may be enabled to judge of

their excellencies. It is our intention to

pursue thisplan with reference to foreign

artists, as circumstances may permit.

The first engraving is “The Execu-
tion of Lady Jane Grey,” from the pic-

ture painted in 1834. a work which
attracted universal admiration when
exhibited ; the composition of this pic-

ture is extremely simple, but the group
is effectively arranged, no gaping spec-

tators are introduced to disturb the

solemnity of the awful scene wherein

all present appear individually and collectively concerned,—the victim, her attendants, the
minister of consolation, and the executioner. The next is engraved from the exquisitely beautiful
painting “ Fame,” on the walls of the Piize Amphitheatre in Paris

; she is kneeling at the bottom
of a flight of steps which lead to the thi'one of the “ Arts of Greece,” and is preparing to offer

a crown of laurel to the renowned in Art. The third engraving represents one of the canonised

saints of “Sacred and Legendary Art,”—St. Amelia; this picture was also painted in 1834, and
was intended as a model for the great window of the chapel at the Chateau d’Eu. The last subject
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is from his well-known work, “ The Young Sons of Edward confined in the Tower,” painted in

1831. This picture has been repeatedly engraved and is said to have originated Delavigne’s LECTURES ON ART
BY MR. E. V. RIPPINGILLE.

On the evening of Thursday, the 4th of last month,
Mr. Rippingille delivered at the London Institu-

tion the first of a series of Six Lectures on the

Arts of Design. The introduction on this evening
dwelt upon the advantages of the study of Art,

pretension to taste, &c. After a few observations

on the philosophy of intellectual culture, the

lecturer with much tact divided his view of human
acquirement into knowledge and taste, and pro-

ceeded to say that the field of the former has been
cultivated with infinite research and assiduity,while

the province of the latter has been neglected and
left to produce its own wild and spontaneous fruits.

Science, in all its branches, has been pushed for-

ward with an energy and success which peculiarly

distinguish the age in which we live. All the

mechanical Arts, all that is the direct result of

manual skill and industry, exists among us almost

in a state of perfection. There are colleges and
public schools of learning, philosophical and me-
chanics’ institutions, societies for the diffusion of

useful knowledge, lectures, libraries, reading-

rooms, with books and periodicals on every sub-

ject; but what has been done for the cultivation of

public taste ?—literally nothing. In what system

of education is taste inculcated ? The young come
to maturity without even hearing it mentioned.

The existence of taste is on all hands admitted, but

who has sought for its principles or professed to

teach them, or even admitted the necessity of their

being taught ? All we know of taste is that it is

some kind of faculty about which men are agreed

to differ. It is not intended to enter upon the

investigation of the elements of which taste may be

constituted in this lecture—this will be attempted

in a future lecture—the object of the present being

to show the immense disparity which exists between
the general means afforded us for acquiring know-
ledge, and for studying, cultivating, and under-

standing the principles of taste. After other

remarks on the deficiency of the appreciation of
1 excellence among us, Mr. Rippingille continued to

I observe that no productions of human ingenuity

]

have been honoured with a larger share of the

i
approbation and esteem of liberal and enlightened

men of all ages, than the Arts of Painting and
Sculpture, but while these Arts have been the

theme of praise, and their results the objects of

admiration, less has been done to facilitate the

study of them than of other branches of refined or

useful acquirement, so that in their higher attri-

butes, in their nature and influences, these Arts are

less generally understood than any other subjects

of interest and importance. To those who would
know something of Art practically, it was remarked
that a perfect system of instruction should embrace
not only the practical details, but those elements

and principles which constitute a pure taste in

Art, and promote an acquaintance with every order

of its productions, with a just estimate of its value,

and its claims as a useful and a liberal pursuit.

The lecturer spoke of the errors and defects of

the ordinary course of Art-education and dwelt

at length on the advantages and enjoyments of

that kind of instruction in Art which enables

men to judge for themselves apart from the inane

absurdities of professed connoisseurship. The
opinions of Reynolds and others were quoted in

favour of criticism emanating from natural im-

pression, as that kind of judgment whereby the

artist is to a certain extent benefited. Hogarth,

on this subject, observes that those who arc “ in-

quisitive after a knowledge of pictures,” have

their eyes less qualified for judgment than others
;

and those others must be the less assuming class

who judge from natural impression. It is, how-
ever, to be observed, that how valuable soever this

natural taste, it does not carry the possessor far

I enough, and hence the necessity of cultivation.

There is much in this lecture which we should

have desired to quote at length, but want of space

compels us to limit our notice to a few allusions

only. In closing his lecture, Mr. Rippingille

adverted to the custom of speaking of Art rather

as an elegant refinement and an amusing resource,

than as a means of civilisation. Diflerences of

opinion may exist as to the best means of supplying

the requisite kind and degree of information, but
it is an axiom of the wisdom and experience of

all who have considered the subject, that the

triumph of Art rests upon the exaltation of the

public taste. The subjects of the other lectures

are Perspective, Analysis of Form, Machinery ot

Art, Beauty and Beau-ideal, Attributes and quali-

ties of Art, &c., all which subjects, in the hands of

a lecturer and artist of the skill and experience oi

Mr. Rippingille, will undoubtedly be amply illus-

trated.

tragedy on the same subject. We are inclined to wonder at the popularity of the work, for

though replete with intense feeling calculated to produce the deepest emotion, it is too painful

for unqualified admiration, because, however much we may value it as a work of Art, suffering

innocence can never be a theme for pleasant meditation. Painters always commit an error when
they select such subjects for their pencil.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS
FOR MANUFACTURER13.*

Design for a Gas-Bracket. By Bernhard Smith, (101, Stanhope Street, Mornington Crescent).
Simplicity, combined with elegance, should be the prevailing features of every design applicable to
useful or decorative purposes

; a redundancy of enrichment frequently destroys the effect it is meant to

convey, and often borders upon vulgarity. In the best subjects which have descended to us from the
most refined periods of Art, we find this rule strictly adhered to except in particular cases where an
excess of ornament is necessary to carry out the leading idea of the composition. The design by Mr.
Smith exhibits much simplicity and grace

;
the figure, adorned with the butterfly’s wings, holds a tulip

by the stalk, the latter forms the tube for the gas, while the flower, which should be of glass, becomes
the shade. In manufacturing this design, it is intended to have the figure modelled in marble or. manufacturing this design
porcelain, and the bracket of ormolu or bronze,

Design for a Wine-Glass. By J. Strud-
wick, (14, New Bond Street). This design is

specially intended for enamelled glass, the dark
lines represent the colours. There is a stiffness in

the stem, perhaps, which might be amended by
the manufacturer.

Design for a Decanter. By J. Strudwick.
This is designed en suite with the wine-glass above,
and should be executed in a similar manner. The
leaves and flowers of the fuchsia have suggested
the ornamentation, though the forms of the latter

have not been strictly adhered to. The stopper,

with its overhanging cluster of leaves, shows much
originality of idea.

Design for a Finger-Glass. By W. Harry Kogers, (10, Carlisle Street, Soho). There is

considerable originality in the form of this design as applied to its specific object. The outline being
deeply indented at regular distances

;
the intermediate spaces are embellished with the leaves, fruits,

and tendrils of the grape, an appropriate ornament for its intended place on the dessert table. These,
of course, would be enamelled or coloured, the other parts being left white; the green leaf, and
purple or ruby grape, on an opaque ground, would produce a most beautiful effect.

* The design for a Cornice Moulding in our last number v
have been by Mr. Muckley, Wordsley, near Stourbridge.

s erroneously attributed to Mr. Leighton ; it should
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Design for a Candlestick. By R. P. Cuff,

(7, Owen’s Row, Goswell Road). The Italian

style of decoration, with its richly laden ornament,
in which the acanthus leafforms the most prominent
feature, is here introduced with much taste. The
outline of the object is very graceful

;
it should be

executed in silver, fully to appreciate its beauty.

Design for a Silver Mug. By G. Leighton, (3, Ashby Street, Clerkenwell). The chief merit

of this design is the exceeding boldness of its ornament, which is not here broken or frittered away by
unmeaning detail

;
the handle, forming a graceful curve, shows

the main stem of the plant, and the leaves and tendrils spread

themselves in various directions hut without confusion over
the bowl. Those made of matted gold or silver on a burnished
ground would be very brilliant.

Design for a Door-Handle. By H. Fitz-
Cook. We have frequently remarked, that no
object in ordinary use is so trifling as to be un-
worthy of the artist’s skill

;
in fact, the more

common it is, the greater is the necessitv for its

Design for a Tea-pot. By J. Strudwick. The domestic habits and customs of nations long
since passed away, have oftentimes become known to us as much by the remains of their household
furniture which the industry of antiquaries has gathered together, as by the learning and research of
historians

;
the information supplied by the latter not being always so explicit and so readily understood

as that which the former convey. The observation holds good even in our own day, when travellers
among the yet uncivilised countries of the globe, become acquainted with the habits and pursuits of
their respective inhabitants from what they meet with in their rude huts and mud-walled dwellings.
In like manner the tea-pot is a sort of household deity in the families of most Englishmen, and may be
considered indispensable to his domestic comfort. Hence the attention given by manufacturers of late
to this essential article of utility, and the various devices employed to render it ornamental as well as
useful

;
this too being the rather necessary, inasmuch as the breakfast or tea-table admits but little of a

highly decorative character. The design engraved below is well worthy to employ the art of the
silversmith : the body is somewhat melon-shaped, and the handle is formed of the twisted stalks of the
plant, terminating with its leaves. The latter portion of this ornament is again repeated on the spout.

being a work of Art. If proof of this were desired,
we have only to refer to our museums, and notice
the productions of the ancients, which, however
worthless the material, are as regards form, “ things
of beauty.” The door-handle here engraved is

decidedly good; a winged “Atlas” bearing the
globe, the two extremities terminating in a Grecian
scroll. The whole design is possessed of extreme
elegance, and though some parts are apparently
slight, when cast in metal they will be found of
sufficient strength for their purpose.
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Design for Iron Balustrades. ByWilliam

Boutcher, (165, Aldersgate Street, City). This

design is chiefly to be commended for its exceeding

lightness, and for the novel ornamentation of the

upright supports. The intermediate spaces are

well filled in with the scroll-work, which indicates

strength without heaviness. It would form an

excellent balustrade for a stone staircase.

worked out with considerable taste and ingenuity,

incorporating some gothic tracery into the pattern.

Design for a Bell-Pull. By J. B. Robinson, (13, John Street, Westminster.) We are not
cognisant of the fact whether or no our artist is a freemason, but a portion of the insignia of that ancient

and mysterious fraternity have evidently suggested

to him the design engraved below, which he has

Design for a Fire-Grate and Fender. By
W. Harry Rogers, (10, Carlisle Street, Soho).

The construction of this object seems somewhat at

variance with the prevailing fashion in similar

articles, the bars being placed considerably higher

than we generally see them. The design is how-

ever bold and highly ornamental. The artist seems

to have studied principally to connect in a harmo-

nious whole the lines formed by the stove with

those of the fender, and in this respect he has

been perfectly successful.

Design for a Chain-Brooch. By H. Fitz-

Cook, (13, New Ormond Street). The above is one

of several designs intended for execution by Messrs.

Ellis and Son, of Exeter, whose ingenious manu-
facture of these bijoux we noticed in a previous

number. Among the many we have seen, that

engraved above is perhaps one of the best, from the

novelty of its form, and its suitable adaptation

either to gold, silver, or enamel. The chasing in

metal would be exceedingly rich ;
while the execu-

tion of the pattern in enamel affords abundant

scope for the introduction of brilliant colouring,

now so commonly used in the manufacture of

jewellery.
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ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

PARIS.—The National Assembly has voted the
sum of 650,000 francs for the erection of a temporary
building on the Champs Elysees, for the purpose of

the Exhibition of the production of the Industrial

Arts, which is intended to take place in the month
of May ensuing. More than a third of the timber
work has been prepared for the immense con-
struction, and gives the Champs Elysees the
appearance of a perfect forest of white wood.

—

The National Assembly voted some time ago a

sum of 150,000 francs to be applied in affording

temporary aid to the artists of Paris
;
and it

has subsequently voted a further sum of 200,000
francs, to be disbursed by giving commissions
for pictures and sculptures applicable to the
adornment of public edifices, as well as to relieve

cases of pressing misery, brought on by the political

convulsions of last year. This vote has given rise

to a host of clamorous demands. The more talented

class claim the distribution as a right on this ac-

count, while the less favoured sons of genius look
on it as an eleemosynary gift to assuage their
greater distress. One very clever artist has been
seen hawking journals in the street for sale, and
some names of good repute were found applying
themselves to coarse drudgery with the saw and
axe in the national workshops.—

T

he Louvue.

—

The minister of public works, M. Vivien, has pre-

pared an elaborate report of the present condition
of the Louvre, for necessary repairs and embellish-
ments, as well as opening other saloons. The sum
required for the present year is 200,000 francs, and
1.800.000 for the following one. The report is at

considerable length
;
the principal features being

—

1st, The entire reconstruction of the roof of the
grand gallery, to admit the light from the top, and
to close the side windows. 2nd, To redecorate and
alter the disposition of the Grand Salon, and the
Salon des sept Chemindes. 3rd, The entire repara-
tion of the Gallery of Apollo. In the budget for

the present year, the first item is calculated to

cause an expenditure of 160,000 francs. The re-

decoration of the Grand Salon is estimated at

600.000 francs
;
the Salon des sept Chcminees is

set down at 400,000 francs; and finally, the
expenses calculated to restore the Gallery of Apollo
at 1,000,000 francs. In consequence of this report,

a commission was nominated to consider the pro-
position, and on its meeting, in the Hall of the
Institute, most of the distinguished artists of Paris
were present. The plan given by M. Dubau, the
architect, was the subject of a very learned discus-

sion. The style of ornamentation especially was
investigated. M. Ingres proposed a red ground,
with very rich decorative details; his opinion was
strongly enforced by Messieurs Drolling and Horace
Vernet. M. Delacroix suggested a more sober i

colour as the ground, with very slight ornament. !

It was remarked that good colourists had always
preferred a ground that would lower the lustre of

j

tints, and render their brilliancy more harmonious
j

by opposition with a positive vivid colour; while,
on the other hand, it was agreed that where colour
was not the characteristic of artistic works, a more
unobtrusive ground would give them due advan-
tage. The proposition of Messieurs Ingres and
Horace Vernet however obtained the suffrages of
the commission, and was finally adopted.—The
Palace of the Tuileries, now called in republican
jargon L'Hotel National, has been duly inspected
by command of the minister of the interior, at the
earnest instigation of the friends of the Fine Arts,
with a view of adapting it to the annual exhibition
of modern Art. Great interruption of the study of
the ancient masters was always experienced by
covering the walls of the gallery of the Louvre
with a framework, on which the modern pictures
were hung. At first the minister did not yield
to the many solicitations on the subject, and the
ci-devant Palace of the Tuileries was announced
to be let on lease by public adjudication, on the
20th ult. This intention has been formally with-
drawn at the request of the administration of
National Domains, and it is positively intended
that the forthcoming exhibition of the works of
living artists shall take place therein. A commis-
sion appointed to examine the building has re-

ported that it is excellently adapted for the purposes
by its spacious apartments and excellent light. It

has suffered but little, comparatively, by the vio-

lence of the attacking multitude in February last,

the damage being confined to destroying the
furniture and breaking the magnificent looking-
glasses that decorated the principal rooms.

—

The fury of the modern iconoclasts in February
last fell the most heavily on the works of the great
artists of France. Comparatively little destruction
took place with ancient examples of painting

: the
great mass of fragments now gathered in the Salon

jpBfc
—-—

—

Henri IV. at the Louvre, is chiefly composed of
the ruins of modern historical pictures. “ The
Neapolitan Improvisatore,” of Robert, has disap-
peared, a piece of it containing the central group
has appeared for sale at a broker’s shop. “ The
Mameluke, ” by Gericault, the “ SoldatLabourcur,”
by Horace Vernet, and the “ Equinoctial Tide,”
by Roqueplan, are also missing. At the palace of
the Palais-Royal, the destruction lias been great.

Two exquisite heads by Masaccio; three fine

portraits by Holbein, and some by Pourbus, of
great celebrity, have been burnt. The celebrated
pictures of the “ Oath of the Swiss,” by Steuben

;

“ Gustavus Vasa,” by Hersent; “The Brigand’s
Wife,” by Schnetz; “Cupid and Psyche,” by
Picot, and several interiors by Granet, are irre-

coverably ruined. Horace Vernet is the artist

whose works have been the most injured
;
although

he may be considered as the most popular painter
among the people and the military, yet the excess
of vengeance has mutilated his pictures beyond
others. The “ Attack of the City of Constantine ”

j

has been cut out of the frame and either stolen or

j

destroyed
;
several other pictures were found cut

|

out, but left behind in the universal destruction

j

and pillage. But the battles of “ Hanau,” “ Mont-
1 mirail,” “ Jcmmapes,” and “ Valmy,” are slashed
all over with sabre-cuts. “ The Confession of a
Brigand,” the “Review of Hussars,” “Camille
Desmoulins displaying the Green Cockade,” and
the “ Peasant Girl of Ariceia,” are torn and cut
to rags. “ The Neapolitan Mother,” by Robert,
and his “ Roman Funeral,” are pierced by nume-
rous thrusts of bayonets. “ The White Horse,” by
Gericault has not escaped, nor several ofPrudhon’s
most charming works

;
it appears a general mas-

sacre, and the hall of the Louvre is the charnel-
house of the destroyed inspirations of genius.

—

Republican taste in France docs not appear founded
upon the simplicity that distinguished it in former
ages. A friend of M. Marrast, on departing from
an audience of the President of the National
Assembly, observed in one of the splendid apart-
ments where the ci-devant Hedacteur of the
“ National ” has installed himself, a cradle exqui-
sitely carved, adorned with mother-of-pearl and
gilding; in fine, a perfect gem of elegance. He
expressed his admiration of it, and asked one of
the attendants to give him the name of the skilful

manufacturer. “ I don’t know the maker’s name ”

was the reply, “ but it was the cradle of the Count
of Paris, and M. le President has ordered it to be
brought here for his grand-daughter ”

!

BRUSSELS.—Several artists of Belgium have
united to assist an unfortunate member of their
body in a manner highly praiseworthy

;
long ill-

ness and a very numerous family dependent on his
exertions, had brought misery and destitution into
his household, llis brother artists subscribed each
a small work of his own performance

;
M. Gallait

gave a beautiful drawing, and the collection was
disposed by a lottery, which the public readily
responded to by purchasing the tickets. A suffi-

cient sum has been raised to answer completely the
benevolent intentions of the projectors.—The bud-
get for IS 19 comprises a demand on the part of the
government for 283,000 francs for the support of
the various schools of Art, and purchase of works
of Art for the various museums and public build-
ings.—M. Gallait has taken his picture of “ The

,
Last Moments of the Count d’Egmont,” to the
Hague, where it met the highest admiration of the
King of Holland. His Majesty made an unlimited
offer, if the Banker of Berlin, M. Wagner, would
have resgined his purchase

;
and immediately con-

ferred on the painter the order of the Oaken
Crown.—M. Winterhalter has taken up his abode
in Brussels for the present; his occupation as
Court portrait-painter at Paris having vanished
with the monarchy.—A superb work has been
announced under the patronage of his Majesty, to
commemorate, by a series of large lithographies,
the artistic fete of September last. The Minister
of the Interior has subscribed for twenty-five copies
for the Germany public libraries of Belgium. The
undertaking will be under the direction of M.
Balat, the architect, and published by M. Dero-
Bcckcr.

GERMANY.—The statue of Gluck, by Bruggcr,
erected on the Odcon-place, and displayed to the
public on the 15th of October, is a work of the finest
execution

;
face, hands, drapery, and all the other

forms arc modelled after nature herself, but the
whole effect is not so free and speaking as we find it

in the best works of the deceased Schwauthalcr. The
great composer is represented with a sheet of paper

j

in his right hand, while he raises the left just as if

he were listening
;
a wide cloak incloses the whole

figure, thus giving it a solemn and grand, but at

the same time a heavy appearance, and, when
viewed from behind, it loses all beauty of form.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The British Institution.—Tho Exhibition
will open as usual, we presume, on the first

Monday of the present mouth. Wo leam with
much pleasure that we may anticipate a satis-

factory collection : several of the younger mem-
|

hers of our school, of good promise, being among
tho contributors : we trust the “ hanging ” will

be properly cared for, and superintended, at

least, by some of the Directors. For many years
past, there has been no such opportunity as that
which now exists for restoring the gallery to
its “ palmy state.” We shall heartily rejoice to

find it has been taken advantage of.

Society of British Artists.—There are
several rumours afloat in reference to this

society, to which we think it would bo un-
generous to refer more distinctly at present;
arrangements now in progress may result in

completely remodelling the Institution, and
enabling it to assume the standing and character
indispensable to its existence.

Free Exhibition of Modern Art.—This
association is steadily progressing, the number
of exhibitors having increased to nearly fifty

above that of last season, some of them being
men from whom much may be expected. The
prospects of the Exhibition are fully equal to
the most sanguine hopes of its most active pro-
moters. The gallery will be open this year to

the public before either the Royal Academy or
tho Society of British Artists.

The Vernon Medal.—Arrangements are in
progress for carrying out the suggestion of tho
Art-Journal for January, which originated with
Messrs. Colnaglii, viz., “ that a sum of money be
raised by subscription

;
the interest arising from

it to be expended on a medal, to be called the
Vernon Medal

; and that this medal be annually
awarded, as an honorary distinction, by the
President of the Royal Academy, to meritorious
students hi the academic class.” A committco
has been formed to effect the object ; at present

I

it consists of the following noblemen and gentle-

men ;—The Marquis of Northampton ; Lord
C’olbome; Sir Robert Peel ; Sir J. E. Swinburne ;

Sir G. T. Staunton
; Sir J. Wigram; the Dean of

Westminster
;
Capt. L. Smith

;
Messrs. J. Arden ;

D. R. Blaue; W. J. Broderip
; S. Cartwright;

T. J. Pettigrew
;
C. Bany, lt.A. ; C. L. Eastlakc,

R.A.
;

P. Hardwick, R.A.
; S. Hart, R.A.

;
G.

Jones, R.A. ; C. Landseer, R.A. ; E. Landseer,
R.A.

; D. Maelise, R.A.
;
H. W. Pickersgill, R.A.;

D. Roberts, R.A.
; C. Stanfield, R.A.

; T. Webster,
R.A., and W. Wyon, R.A. Our readers will re-

collect that we thought it our duty to consult
Mr. Vernon on tliis subject; to such a project
he could make no objection. We shall have
more to say concerning the matter in our next
number

;
the proposal canuot fail to receive the

cordial support of all lovers of Art.
British Glass Manufacture.—In watching

the progress of our native manufacture it affords
us much real gratification to witness the obvious
improvements which are constantly taking place.

In no department is this more decidedly shown
than in our flint-glass manufacture, since it has
been relieved from the restrictive duties and
excise incumbrances, which for years completely
shackled the hand of our glass makers. Tho
very rapid improvement which has already
taken place, particularly in the ornamental de-

partment of glass making, is quite a sufficient

assurance to us that the ingenuity and unweary-
ing industry of the English artisan will place
our glass manufactory on a level with, if not
supeiior to, any of the continental productions
within a very short period.

We have been much interested in examining
some specimens of coloured, threaded, and
engraved glass, the productions of the Islington
Glass Works, Birmingham, in which colours as
brilliant and designs as elaborate as any seen in
the Bohemian specimens were produced. The
articles we have seen consisted of compound
Millefleur paper-weights, coloured and engraved
goblets, caraffes, and glass slabs of a most beau-
tiful character in green and silver, adapted for
finger plates and similar purposes. The whole
of these specimens were little, if anything, in-

ferior to the most choice productions of the
continent.

Q
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Engraving after Murillo.—There has been

submitted to us an engraving by Mr. Charles

Cousen which, we think, possesses most singu-

lar merit. It is from the head of one of

Murillo’s figures in his well-known picture of

the “Spanish Beggar-bovs” in the Dulwich
Gallery. The subject of Mr. Cousen’s plate is

life-size, and it is engraved in a style that reminds

us very forcibly of some of the works by the

early masters of the art
;
showing remarkable

boldness and vigour in the handling of the

point, yet retaining sufficient delicacy to make
the work valuable on the score of refinement

;

with an entire absence of everything approach-

ing to formality or stiffness in the arrangement
of the lines. The print indeed exhibits all the

characteristics of the painter, and is, in every

respect, one which must place the engraver

among our “ best men.” Mr. Cousen is, we are

informed, engaged upon another plate, “Murillo's

Flower Girl," which will form a fit companion
to the above.

Proposed Exhibition of Shakspere Relics.

—

In aid of the fund for the purchase of Shakspere's

house, it is proposed to get together a series of

relics, which will, it is hoped, attract sufficient

visitors. The questionable Chandos portrait is

to appear, and perhaps some portraits. The early

editions of the Poet's plays are named, although

their interest is solely in the scholar’s library

;

such things are nothing to look at, and could

never induce visitors. The collection of Mr.

Wheler, of Stratford, has been also named as

forthcoming, consisting of Shaksperian docu-

ments ; but we understand without that gentle-

man’s sanction. After so large a sum has been
subscribed by the public, and so many means
taken for adding to it, it is scarcely to be won-
dered at that popular excitement cannot be
longer kept up. The committee should have
condensed their labours a little more, .and we
cannot help fancying that they should also have
curbed their own expenditure.

Views in America.—A prospectus for pub-
lishing a series of views in Canada and the

northern parts of the United States, by Mr. G.
Harvey, an American artist at present residing

in London, has been placed in our hands. He
explains his design as consisting of “forty historic

or atmospheric American landscapes, illustrating

the progress of civilisation in the northern section

of the New World,” by which we understand
that the various localities will be displayed

under certain atmospheric effects of day and
night, storm and calm, sunshine and gloom.
These views arc to be accompanied by letter-

press descriptions from the graceful pen of

Washington Irving. As we have not yet seen a

specimen of the publication, we are, of course,

unable to speak of its merits.

Mr. Andrew Wilson.—The death of this gen-

tleman, who was known to a large circle of the

profession, took place in Edinburgh. He was
for many years master of the Trustees' Academy
in that city, and on his retirement from that

office he proceeded to Italy, and fixed his resi-

dence at Genoa, where he remained during more
than twenty years of the latter paid of his life.

In Cunningham's life of Wilkie, a correspondence

occurs on the subject of some portraits by Van-
dyke, procured from Mr. Wilson by Wilkie for

Sir Robert Peel. His experience in Art, and
knowledge of the Italian masters, and private

and public collections, placed him in a
position to render valuable assistance in the

enrichment of many private galleries in this

country.

Pencil Drawings.—The style of pencil draw-
ing practised and taught by Mr. T. C. Galpin is

exceedingly bold and effective, excellently

adapted to sketching from Nature. We have
recently seen some very capital studies of aque-
ous plants executed by him, of great breadth
and vigorous handling, and close i nitations of
nature. It has been generally observed that,

owing to the vast quantities of rain which have
fallen during the past summer, almost every
kind of succulent plant has attained unusual
magnitude

;
this circumstance Mr. Galpin has

taken advantage of
; some of his specimens ap-

pearing of almost giant growth, yet, we are
assured, they are not beyond the limits of their
natural size.
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Acquisition by Her Majesty.—In the late

Exhibition at Brussels a picture by M. Van
Eycken, entitled “l’Abondancc de l'annee 1847,”

excited the delight of the connoisseurs, and was
immediately purchased by M. Vandcberg of

that city. The composition is that of two lovely
\

infants (twins) sleeping on a couch strewed with

cars of corn, grapes, and roses, over which a

young and graceful mother bends with anxious

delight. Independent of the elegance of the

drawing, the colour is of the most beautiful tone

and richness of hue. Her Majesty, the Queen
of England, having expressed a wish to possess

it, it was immediately ceded by the proprietor,

and in her Royal Collection it has become an

admirable exponent of the Modern School of

Belgium.
Engravings in Aqua-tinta.—Two specimens

of engravings by Mr. Scott, of Glasgow, have

been forwarded for our inspection, which he
informs us are engraved by a novel process,

that is, by one aqua-tinta ground
;
parts which

at first sight appear to be etched being brought

out by re-biting the original ground. We are

assured the plates will stand as many impres-

sions as the ordinary style of engraving, and they

can be done at a far less cost. The two prints

wc have seen (one of them Wilkie's “ Blind

Fiddler,” on rather a large scale) are certainly

very effective, but they arc deficient in delicacy

and refinement.

Tassel Fastener.—Our lady-readers will

thank us for calling their attention to an orna-

mental and useful invention by Mr. Dismore, of

Liverpool, for fastening cloaks, mantles, &c. It

consists of two pins which may be made of the

cheapest or most costly manufacture, from each

of which a chain terminating with tassels is sus-

pended
;
these chains work upon a small block

or pulley, and the pins being inserted one on
each side of the garment, it may be loosened or

tightened at the discretion of the wearer by
merely drawing together the chains. As an
application of an ingenious design to a useful

purpose, it is worthy of mention in our columns.

Robbery of an Artist's Studio.—A most
singular robbery has been lately committed at

the residence of Mr. Maclise, R.A., his house

having been entered and his painting-room

plundered of as many as nineteen sketches and
studies in oil ; several small bronzes and various

books were also taken from another apartment.

To add to the loss which this accomplished

artist has sustained, the thieves have taken what
we know he values more than his purse,—the

very portfolio to which he was constantly re-

ferring for the pictures he is now engaged upon

;

this contained upwards of one hundred sketches

and “ bits,” with sundry memoranda and writings

from his personal friends. It is difficult to

accoimt for this extraordinary theft, which can-

not have been effected for the mere purpose of

gain, as the rogues could scarcely hope to turn

the pictures into money. If offered for sale

without the artist's name, few would be found to

purchase them from ignorance of their value
;

and if with it, the matter would be easily de-

tected. Wc would, however, caution persons

who deal in pictures and other works of Art,

who may happen to have such property as Mr.

Maclise has lost brought to them for disposal, to

make all necessary inquiry that they may be
satisfied of their being honestly come by, before

a purchase is made.
The Royal Etchings. Prince Albert v.

Strange.—Sir J. K. Bruce on the 16th ult.

delivered judgment in this case, which had stood

over from the preceding month. His Honour's
address, which occupied two hours in the

delivery, is well worth a careful perusal
;

it con-

tains much sound argument both on points of

law and equity, clothed in forcible and eloquent

diction. Its length, however, entirely precludes

us from giving even an abbreviated report of it

;

but we cannot refrain from quoting the conclud-

ing observations which not only embody the

verdict, but bear out the remarkswe offered when
writing on the subject last month :

“ I think not

only that the defendant here is unlawfully in-

vading the plaintiff’s rights, but also that the

invasion is of such a kind, as it affects this pro-

perty, as to entitle the plaintiff to the present

mode of injunction
;
and if not the more, cer-

tainly not the less, because it is an intrusion

—

an unbecoming and unseemly intrusion, an in-

trusion not alone in breach of conventional

manners, but offensive to that innate sense of

propriety which is national and individual, if in-

trusion can fitly describe that which is a sordid

prying into the privacy of domestic life, into the

home—a word hitherto sacred amongst us—into

the home of a family, of a family whose private

life forms not their only unquestionable title to

the most marked respect. To relax the restraint

that has been imposed upon the defendant is,

consequently, what I am not now, at least, dis-

posed to do.” It will thus be perceived that the

injunction originally obtained remains in full

force ; while with respect to the affidavits filed

subsequently to October referring to another

defendant, Judge, the Vice-Chancellor stated,

that the motion for admitting them must, like-

wise, for the present be refused, with an under-

standing that the suits in both cases should be
heard next Trinity term.

Freemasons of the Church.—The first meet-

ing of this society for the present year was held

at 49, Great Marlborough Street, on January 9,

on which occasion a very valuable paper was
read by D. Wilson, Esq.. Sec. R.S.S.A., on the

Architectural and Decorative peculiarities of the

recently destroyed Church of the Holy Trinity,

Edinburgh. The principal point of the paper
consisted of an attempt to prove that certain

ornaments and arrangements were in vogue in

Scotland long before their introduction into this

country—an assertion which, if true, must greatly

affect the nomenclature of Gothic architecture

at present in use. Among the works of Art and
antiquity exhibited before the meeting, were an

oriental casket of ivory of the most elegant

design, the property of Mr. Jarman
;
a rubbing

taken by Mr. W. Harry Rogers from an orna-

mental trinket case of French execution of the

fifteenth century from the collection of the late

Sir S. Meyrick; and another casket probably

intended for the reception of jewels, contri-

buted on the part of Mr. George Isaacs. The'

latter object engaged considerable attention from
its miniature-like imitation of architectural forms.

The sides and top are elaborately carved into

Gothic tracery, with the occasional introduction

of fleur-dc-lys and foliage, while the angles arc

formed of delicate slender columns, having
twisted shafts and moulded capitals and bases,

j

The subject for the coming month is
—

“ On the

importance of a knowledge and observance of

the principles of Art by Designers," by Mr. W.
Smith Williams.

Picture Cleaning.—Considerable excitement
' has been created in the circles of Edinburgh in

consequence of the treatment to which some of

the valuable paintings in the Royal Institution

have recently been subjected. According to the

statements made in the Scottish papers, and
confirmed to us by other authorities, it appeal’s

that several of the finest of these works were
!
placed in the hands of a picture-cleaner to be

|

cleaned and restored, and' that while undergoing
the ordeal, two noble “Vandykes” and a “Pous-
sin ” have received irreparable injury, as well as

others of less importance. The question is asked
of the Directors whether the opinion of compe-
tent artists was taken as to the necessity of their

being submitted at all to the cleaner, and whether,

if so, a sufficient surveillance was kept over his

proceedings in order that no mischief might be

done. The latter could not have been the case,

for there are in Edinburgh a host of practical

men well skilled in such matters, whose opinions

ought to have weight above the mean mechanical

restorer, or the judgment of a non-professional
“ Board.” There is also, wc believe, a curator of

this gallery who ought to have known something

of what was going forward. We are ourselves

entirely ignorant of the facts of the case, but

have seen them so represented as to leave us no

alternative but to state what has been already

made public, that those most concerned may

j

have the opportunity of exculpating themselves

from the charge of ignorance or neglect in a

matter of so much importance.

The Arundel Society.—The Council of this

Society, to which we alluded about six months
since, is now formed

;
we shall find occasion next

month to refer more fully to it.
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L’Allegro and II Pbnseroso, Illustrated
in a Series of Thirty Wood-engravings.
Issued by The Art-Union of London.

It was a wise and fortunate determination on the
part of the Art-Union Society, to distribute to their
subscribers such a work as the one before us

;
and

it was equally judicious to preclude any artist from
submitting more than one composition! Yet, how-
ever varying in style and subject, a spirit of har-
mony appears to pervade the whole, as if worked
with a common feeling, and that too a feeling in
entire unison with the matter in hand, so that it is

difficult to imagine there had been no preconcerted
embodiment of ideas among the artists engaged.
We would not hereby imply that all have been
equally happy in the execution of their tasks, tor
amid so large a number, glimpses of comparative
inferiority were reasonably to be expected

;
but

these are mere specks which scarcely dim the
brightness of the accumulated mass. Milton’s ex-
quisitely beautiful poems supply abundant mate-
rials for the artist’s fancy, from their varied imagery
and lofty descriptions

;
they are dreams of enchant-

ment, but so closely allied with nature as almost to
realise the every-day experience of what we either
see, or hear, or feel

;
they are the creations of the

Poet’s contemplative mind, drawn, not from the
world of fiction, but of fact : and truth is ever the
most solid foundation on which the painter can
erect the monuments of his Art.
In noticing this series of engravings our space

will only permit a brief reference. 1. “Hence,
loathed Melancholy !” engraved by S. Williams,
after G. Scharf, is a most agreeable composition,
in which a troup of joyous maidens advances to
meet the Poet (so we judge by the likeness) who,
with his right hand, discards his late unwelcome
companion. 3. “Haste thee, Nymph, and bring
with thee,” engraved by E. T. Thompson, is, if

we mistake not, a passage from Mr. Frost’s admi-
rable picture of this subject exhibited last year at
the Royal Academy. 4. “ And at my Window
bid Good-morrow,” engraved by W. Measom, after
R. Iluskisson, is full of the artist’s exuberant and
poetical fancy. 5. “ And every Shepherd tells his
Tale,” is engraved by J. Bastin, from a design by
Absolon

;
it is a charming bit of rusticity. S.

“ Where Corydon and Thyrsis met,” J. Thomp-
son, alter Topham

;
may lay claim to a similar

appellation. 9. “ And Young and Old come forth
to Play,” engraved by W. T. Green : we at once
recognise Mr. Goodall’s excellencies in this speices
of composition

;
we should much like to see this

painted as a companion to his “ Village Festival,”
in the Vernon Gallery. 12. “There let Hymen
oft appear,” engraved by G. Dalziel, after J. Ten-
niel, is poetical, but lias much of the German School
in its character. 13. “ Then to the well-trod
Stage anon,” engraved by E. Dalziel, fullysustains
Kenny Meadows’ humorous fancies. 14. “Lap
me in soft Lydian Airs,” engraved by W. T.
Green, after if. Iv. Browne

;
few would know the

comic “ Phiz ” in this classical and truly delicate
composition.
The first engraving which illustrates “ II Pense-

roso ” is No. 16, by E. Armitage, engraved by M.
Jackson, “Hail, divinest Melancholy!” it is a
well-conceived subject, admirable in drawing. 18.
“ Come, pensive Nun, devout and pure,” by W.
C. Thomas, engraved by M. Jackson

;
possesses

considerable poetical feeling, and makes a highly
effective picture. 23. “ Where I may oft out-
watch the Bear,” engraved by M. Jackson, from a
drawing by J . Gilbert

; represents the astronomer
at his nightly studies,—the words of the Poet have
been rendered with much truthfulness and imagi-
nation. 28. “ There in close Covert by some
Brook,” by E. M. Ward, A.R.A., engraved by W.
T. Green, is a charming composition,—refined and
fanciful. 30. “The Peaceful Hermitage,” en-
graved by H. Vizetelly, after J. D. Harding;
though last in the volume, is by no means the least
in merit; indeed, we much doubt whether there be
one which surpasses it in the essentials of genuine
Art. The landscape portion of the series, to which
no allusion has been made, is well sustained by the
contributions of Messrs. Leiteh, Dodgson,' II.
Warren, Duncan, and Hulmc; there is also a
capital interior by D. Roberts, R.A.
We have devoted thus much space to a review of

this book, not only because we think it deserving
of it, or even more

;
but also because we believe

the Art-LTnion of London has moved a long step
onwards in furtherance of its avowed object to
encourage Art in all its departments. We sin-
cerely wish its other efforts had been as successful,
for we arc sure that every subscriber with this
work in his hand must admit that his guinea has
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realised its value
;
the plates are, without exception,

highly meritorious, and exceedingly creditable to
the various engravers employed in their execution

:

most of them are beautiful examples of the Art.

Doctor Birch and his Young Friends. By
M. A. Titmarsh. Published by Chapman
& Hall, London.

Mr. M. A. Titmarsh may think, if lie pleases, that
he has an affection for boys; but he is mistaken

; he
likes them very well so long as they are tumbling
about in petticoats, when it is no easy matter to
tell a pretty boy from a bouncing girl, but he does
not really care about them

;
to use a homely phrase,

“his heart is not with them;” consequently this

clever brochure is rather a succession of cold chills

than a genial, or even amusing, Christmas book;
and we do not wonder at it, the young tyrants of
this creation are only interesting to their mamas,
or, if unusually well-behaved, to their grandmamas;
but society at large would be rather improved by
their being extinguished during their passage from
ten to twenty. The only creation under the
paternal care of Doctor Birch, with whom his
biographer sympathises, is Miss Raby. He has so

completely the artistic power of dashing off a
character with a few strokes of his pen, that the
girl is at once before you. You see she has a loving
tender heart the moment she places that little curl
of silken hair in her work-box

;
and you are well

pleased when Captain Davison comes to take her
away. The sketch of Miss Raby is altogether
natural and charming: all Mr. M. A. Titmarsh’s
sympathies lie that way. But the gem of this, and
of all other books published this season, is what
the author pleases to call “ The Epilogue.” The
sentiments of this delicious poem are not new—they
arc born of every day experience, but they have
never been so exquisitely developed, so well and so
thoughtfully harmonised

:

“ I ’(1 say wc suffer and wc strive

Not less, nor more, as men, than boys

;

With grizzled beards at forty-five,

As erst at twelve, in corduroys.
And if, in time of sacred youth,
We learned at home to love and pray,
Pray heaven, that early love and truth
May never wholly pass away.”

The play and variety of the poem is as charming
as its construction; every line is full of philosophy,
and what is better still—true piety. Yet you never
dream of a sermon, though the heart, however hard
and careless when you commenced, overflows with
perfect faith and trust in God’s all-caring wisdom
ere the book is closed, when perhaps you express
your astonishment at the “well of sweet waters”
into which Titmarsh has dipped his pen, and
wonder— as the public did, that Thomas Hood,
whom it profanely dared to consider a punster,
should have written “ The Bridge of Sighs.”

Memorials of Edinburgh in the Olden
Time. By Daniel Wilson, F.R.S., S.A.
Published by Hugh Paton, Edinburgh.

In the annals of the city of Edinburgh there is

certainly more of romance, and for its size, not less
of interesting historical matter than in those of
London. Apart from the legitimate history of the
place, there is an abundant fund of personal and
picturesque narrative to which the graver historians
of Edinburgh have not stooped. Nothing could
be more felicitous than the gatherings of Mr. Robert
Chambers, given to the public as “Traditions.”
From these, however, the two volumes, which we
here notice, differ, as also from the heavy though
accurate histories of Maitland or Arnot. We find
in this work a mass of matter forming no part of
any other account of Edinburgh, and fully confirm-
ing the assertion of the author, that he had con-
sulted hundreds of old charters, title-deeds, and
records of various sorts. The volumes are abun-
dantly illustrated, with a view’ to furnish examples
of all the architectural styles that were to be found
in the wynds and closes of the old town of Edin-
burgh. The letterpress of the first volume is thus
divided :—Earliest Traditions, from the Accession
of the Stuarts to the Death of James III., from
the Accession of James III. to the Battle of
Flodden, from the Battle of Flodden to the Death
of James V., from the Death of James V. to
the Abdication of Queen Mary, from the Acces-
sion of James YI. to the Restoration of Charles
II., Historical Incidents after the Restoration.
In the second volume the memorials are headed,
The High Street, the High Street and Nether Bow,
the Canongate and Abbey Sanctuary, the West
Bow and Suburbs, &c.

;
and hence any inhabitant

or temporary inhabitant of Edinburgh may at once
understand how interesting are the details brought
fonvard under those heads. The Castle figures of
course prominently in these Memorials. In a

vignette in the second volume the extent of the
buildings arc shown in 1575, presenting an aspect
very different from what is now seen. According
to a hacknied saying, Paris is now France

;
we

may hence call the High Street of Edinburgh,
Scotland

;
for here of yore was the limited arena in

which were contested their liberties and even the
crown. We have no space to afford any extracts
from the antiquarian or romantic portions of these
volumes

;
we can only say, that all who are inter-

ested in the history of Edinburgh, will be amply
gratified with the matter of which the narrative is

constituted.

The Haunted Man and the Ghost’s Bar-
gain. By Charles Dickens. Published
by Bradbury & Evans, London.

We are a month too late with our notice of this
delicious mysticism. It lias been reviewed “ every-
where,” but we may still give to it a few words

;

for in its highly poetic construction it is more ideal
than any of Mr. Dickens’s former books. There
will be more decidedly two opinions of this, than
of any of his preceding tales. Mnny, who seek re-

petitions of “ Sam Wellers ” and “ Richard Swivc-1-
lers,” and whose comprehension of character is

limited to these worthies, will be disappointed

;

while those whose refined minds take a wider
range and enjoy in prose what may be compared to
Tennyson’s or Coleridge’s poetry, will experience
a rich treat in the shadowy outlines and the
delicately moulded realities of this bewildering but
entrancing volume. Every page is perfumed by
love and charity, and the spirit of Christian duty
and forbearance breathed throughout, is perfectly
devoid of sectarian cant and preaching presump-
tion. It is less “ mannered ” than anything Mr.
Dickens has heretofore written : and it is marvellous
how he combines strength and delicacy of descrip-
tion. For the latter, the few sentences uttered by
Milly, telling of the influence the memory of her
dead child has on her conduct to the living, arc so
instinct with female life,—so out, as it were, of the
depths ofwoman’s heart, that it is difficult to know
by what power Mr. Dickens has extracted them.
He frequently astonishes us with this instinctive
knowledge of human nature— of every one’s na-
ture ! And this comes in admirable relief to the
“ shadows ” with which the chemist, Redlaw, is

surrounded.

An Historical Enquiry into the True Prin-
ciples of Beauty in Art. By James
Ferguson, Esq., Architect. Published by
Longman & Co., London.

This volume consisting of 536 pages and abundant
illustrations, is only the first part of the projected
work, and consists of Essays on Egyptian Art

—

Western Asiatic Art—Grecian—Etruscan—and
finally Roman Art. The second part is intended
to treat of Eastern Asiatic Art, from the earliest
times to the present day—containing a sketch, not
only of the Buddhist and Hindoo styles of the
Peninsula of India, but also of the neighbouring
countries of Affghanistan, Ceylon, Burmah, and
Thibet, and extending also to Java and China.
Mahommedan Art will be considered, as also
Byzantine and Gothic.
The book before us therefore constitutes the first

part of this projected work. The Art sections are
severally headed :—Phonetic Arts, Politic Arts,
Beauty in Art, The Sublime in Art, Beauty of
Association, &c. &c. Many of the propositions
held by the writer are at least novel. Speaking
of the expressive power of Art, he says, “Sculpture
and painting, even in their boldest flights, have
never reached, or attempted, the highest mode of
human utterance, nor do I think it probable they
ever will. Narrative and imagination arc more
especially their province, and then they often rival
words, not only in vividness, but in conception
also.”

This utterance is described as “ man confining
himself to the observation of God’s works for his
facts, and using his reason alone to draw from them
those beautiful and sublime conclusions which arc
the highest aim, so far as we know, that he can
reach to. Inasmuch as the true end of Art is a
faithful reflection of nature, we can by no means
agree, that, as far as the limit of Art admits, this
utterance has not been attempted. It is practice
alone that teaches the limit of the language of
painting and sculpture, and this absolute boundary
determined, it is impossible for the artist in anv-
wise to entertain the theories which lie beyond.
In the chapters treating of the Art of Egypt, many
new views and ingenious propositions are brought
forward on the Egyptian race and their institu-
tions—the successive dynasties, and especially upon
the pyramids and temples—the whole being pro-
fusely illustrated with cuts and diagrams.
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Lending a Bite. Painted by W. Mulready,
R.A. Engraved by H. C. Siienton. Pub-
lished by J. Hogarth, London.

There is a vast amount of quiet drollery in Mr.
Mulready’s pictures—a quaint dry humour per-

vading every portion of them. Though his subjects

are often culled from rustic adventures, boyish

amusements and roguish trickeries, and common
scenes of ordinary life, he exhibits no violation of

the most scrupulous propriety
;
his works are pic-

tured stories told with the refined pencil of a pure

mind. Equal to the best of the old masters of the

Dutch and Flemish schools in conception and ex-

ecution, he is without the indelicacy manifest in

many of their productions. “ Lending a Bite ” will

be remembered among the works by Mr. Mulready
exhibited at the Society of Arts last year; it is

therefore unnecessary that we should describe the

picture further than to say a young rustic most
grudgingly “lends a bite” of an apple to a com-
panion who seems accidentally to have come in his

way. Among the lookers-on are an Italian organ-

grinder and his monkey; the latter crouched

vis-a-vis to a shaggy dog, seems also expecting a
“bite,” but not of the apple. Mr. Shenton has

most truthfully rendered the artist’s meaning, and
given to the engraving the entire character of the

original
;
it is executed in line with much force and

delicacy, and cannot fail to become popular.

Portrait of William Etty, R.A. Engraved
and published by C. W. Wass, Adam Street,

Adclphi.

The forms and features of distinguished characters

are of universal interest; they become, as it were,

the pi-operty of all mankind, not only of the gene-

ration in which they lived, but of every succeeding

period
;
indeed, are of more historical value to those

who know not the living man, than to those who
walked with him on the platform of the earth, and
marked his career of honour and renown. In this

respect, therefore, portraiture may be regarded as

the most important application of the Arts, giving

to the future all that can be rescued from the grasp

of mortality—a rich legacy from the treasure-house

of the good and great. This portrait of Mr. Etty
is a tribute of filial affection : it was painted by
himself, at the wish of his mother, about twenty-
five years ago, and consequently represents him in

the prime of manhood. It is almost in profile
;
but

the face is remarkably intelligent, and the mouth
expresses much energy and perseverance : there is

no doubt of its being a very faithful likeness of the

artist at the period when taken. Mr. Wass has
made a most effective mezzotinto engraving of his

subject, at which we are sure he has worked con

amove.

Rudimentary Architecture. By W. II.

Leeds. Published by John Weale, London.

This is one of a series of elementary works in the

sciences and the useful Arts. The design which
Mr. Leeds has studied to produce, is to make the

non-professional acquainted with the Art of Archi-
tecture in the simplest and yet most comprehensive
form ; so as to give him as much knowledge of its

principles and their application as will enable him
rightly to appreciate its beauties, while at the same
time lie is cultivating his taste. The chief points

embraced in the book are the “ Orders ” as existing

in what is generally known as Classical Architec-

ture : these Orders" the author has explained and
described in a clear and succinct manner, divesting

his remarks of all superfluous technicalities, and
pointing out to the reader where he may meet
with tho best examples of each, and the rules by
which these examples, both ancient and modern,
have been constructed. We do not remember to

have met with any publication of its class which
we can more confidently recommend to the

beginner. A short glossarial index at the end is

not the least valuable portion of its contents.

The Stowe Catalogue, Priced and Anno-
tated. By II. R. Forster. Published by
D. Bogus, London.

The interest taken by the public mind in the sale

of the Duke of Buckingham’s vast property at

Stowe, was, during the close of the past year, of
more universality than perhaps even that occa-
sioned by the dispersion of Horace Walpole’s
collection at Strawberry Hill. Certainly, in point
of extent, magnificence and duration, no other sale

within a great number of years can have the
smallest pretension to vie with that of Stowe.
We have already, in a past number of the
Art-Journal , made reference to the general
character of the works of Art contained in
the mansion of the Temples, and we are now
compelled to revert to the Collection in conse-
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quence of the publication, by Mr. Henry Rumsey
Forster, of the Stowe Catalogue, priced and anno-
tated. This document, interesting alike to those

who did and those who did not visit the spot, is a

valuable memento, showing the average estimation

in which works of virtfl are held at the present
day, and preserving histories and associations con-

nected with particular objects, from which they
might otherwise have been for ever separated. The
volume is enriched with a considerable number of

engravings from the principal gems of the sale,

headed by an excellent mezzotinto of Rembrandt’s
giant work, “ The Unmerciful Servant,” purchased

by the Marquis of Hertford for 2200 guineas. The
pages are also interspersed with anecdotes of the

auction and dissertations as to the date, style,

origin, and authenticity or non-authenticity of

various works of special importance. A history of

the Grenville family is attached, accompanied by
a list of all the theories which have from time to

time been advanced respecting the celebrated

Chandos Shakespeare. As one of the best illus-

trated catalogues ever placed before the public, we
cordially recommend the book before us to all who
feel interested in the vicissitudes of the productions

of ancient Art.

Episodes of Insect Life. By Aciieta Do-
mestica, M. E. S. Published by Reeve,
Benuam, & Reeve, London.

This volume might have been called the poetry of

the insect world ;
it toys with natural history as

though it were a fairy talc, and leaves as much to

the legendary as the actual. Itis said.in a thoughtful

and charming preface, that “ few can entirely

lack opportunity for becoming more observant of

nature's wonders—more impressible to her influ-

ence and her teachings, or more alive to the supe-
rior intelligence visible in her works,” and it is

added that “ on nothing, perhaps, are the signs of

that intelligence more obviously impressed, than
on the operations of insects, which, as creatures

pre-eminently under the rule of instinct, attest

as pre-eminently,

“The mind that guides them, is divine !
”

It has puzzled many to say where instinct ends,

and where reason begins
;
to us the insect world

has always been full of deep interest, pregnant with

mystery as well as beauty. It is impossible to

imagine a more charming country companion than

this beautiful volume—a poem, in fact, from the first

page to the last. The illustrations are excellent

and faithful
;
each tells a story illustrative of the

habits of the class of insects to which reference is

made; and they are printed in colours with admi-
rable accuracy and effect. The book deserves

a first place amongst the favourites of the year.

Studies of Ornamental Design. By C. J.

Richardson, M.J.B.A., F.S.A. Published

by Weale, ISIS. London.

The study of Decorative Art has been for so long

time on the increase in this country, that it has

given birth to a multitude of publications of an-

cient examples, which, wore it not for the feeling

of the age, might never have been brought to light.

The young designer can only perfect his labours

by a diligent study of these works, which reveal

all the resources of ornament under the various

mutations it has undergone, and form a stock of

information which can never be too much enlarged.

Under these circumstances, we hail with pleasure

every addition to the student’s library, which will

now include Mr. Richardson’s book on Ornamental
Design. The work in question consists of a variety

of subjects taken from antique sculpture, Italiau

architecture, ancient glass, and cinque-cento em-

broidery, drawn with masterly fidelity and beauti-

fully “got up.” The tapestry patterns and diapers

arc especially valuable and suggestive acquisitions.

But there is, nevertheless, a want of unity in the

book as a whole, which will be a barrier to that

success that, as a work of much study and expense,

it certainly merits. It appears either that too much
has been grasped at once, or that too little has been

offered upon each department that the author has

undertaken. The letterpress is in every sense worthy
of Mr. Richardson’s position and research.

A Trat to Catch a Sunbeam. Published by
— Wright.

This is one of the most charming stories we ever

read
;

it may be compared to a uew-found violet,

or an early primrose, or the first May rose, or the

song of the lark floating between heaven and earth
;

it is real, simple, pure in intention, and full of the

best philosophy. We thank the author heartily,

and hope Easter, Midsummer, or, at farthest,

Christmas, may bring us such another story.

The Christian Life: A Manual of Sacred
Yer.se. By Robert Montgomery, M.A.
Published by A. Hall & Co., London.

The author of these poems came before the public,

and was acknowledged as a poet of extraordinary
eloquence and power, at an age when youths, if

they attempt to soar, do it with unfledged wings, and
often flutter to destruction. Flattered, admired,
and wondered at, Mr. Montgomery numbered

,

numerous men of letters as his fast friends, but was I

too successful not to have created enemies. To one
of these he alludes in his introduction to the pre-

sent most sacred and interesting volume. “ The
Omnipresence of the Deity,” which we may add

j

has arrived at its twenty-fifth edition, as now pub-
lished, has been corrected almost into a new poem,
when compared with the early editions. “This,”
its author adds, “appears to be unknown or for-

gotten by certain writers; hence the sarcasm which
appeared some sixteen years ago in the Edinburgh
liedew, and since republished with Mr. Macaulay’s

j

name, only serves to perpetuate verbal errors, and
defective lines, which no longer exist

,
except in his

criticism.”

There arc very few authors who would thus so

frankly admit their faith in the opinion of a re-

viewer, particularly in one so tremendously severe

on the enthusiastic production of a young poet, as

the writer in the Edinburgh had been, in a cri-

ticism, able in itself, but impotent as a destructive

weapon, against one who has established his reputa-
tion amongst a host of admirers.

The present volume of poems has a double claim

on our admiration; it is winged by charity. Mr.
Montgomery, from its commencement, gave the

Hospital for the Cure of Consumption a fixed place

in his affections. His is no lagging love
;
zealous

and earnest in whatever he undertakes ;
wherever

he could find a church, he was ready to preach a
sermon for the sake of alleviating the tortures of

this cruel disease, and eventually, it is to be hoped,
exterminating it altogether. He has been, perhaps,

with the exception of Mr. Philip Rose and Miss
Jenny Lind, its greatest-benefactor; and not con-
tent with devoting his eloquence in the pulpit to

its support, lie has sent forth “ The Christian Life”

in aid of its funds.

There is less preaching, and more poetry in this

volume, than the public meet with in poems called

religious; our modern “Canticles” are either

sectarian, or lectures done into rhyme; but these

arc spiritual poems, some of them mingling the

simple aud the sublime, so as to afford the truest

pleasure to the Christian, as well as to the poetic

reader. Those called “ The Beatitudes,” are com-
posed quite in the spirit of the holy sentences they
illustrate ; but there are two poems very full of
interest to those who have watched the progress,

the rising up of tho walls, and tho propelling of
the same, of the great Charity we have already

alluded to. One is called “ The Dying Girl,” and
dedicated to Mr. Rose, as the founder of the IIos-

1

pital; the other, called “The Hospital.” “The
Dying Girl” is certain to find an echo in but too

many English bx-casts, for the disease has made
many homes desolate

;
and the poem is so full of

pictures, so true to nature, so wailing as to the

passing away from the young of the young world,

which they must love, however hopeful of

the future, that we consider it as a true and
tender record of what occurs around us day by day.

We wish we could quote the poem, but those who
have watched the progress of the disease must feel

the force of the following lines :

—

‘ Seldom she sighs, but veils wiiliin

Much that would grieve fond Love to know,
And when some pensive tears begin,

She tries to check their overflow.

Safe in the arms of Jesus rests her soul,

Nor does the early grave with gloonx the mincl control.

“ Not for herself, but for the heart
Of love parental she could weep

;

And often in her dreams will start,

Ard make some watching gazer weep,
As faintly through her lips there steals a word

—

Ar.d, ‘ Uh, my mother dca. l’ is like low music heard.”

What follows reminds us of a picture by Redgrave
or Prentis.

“ She dies, as Beauty ever dies,

Whe -i sad Consumption finds a tomb :

inHi brilliance in her dep-set eyes,

.lr.d cm herface a hcal'hlcss bloom.

No harsh transition, but a soft d cxv, 1

Like dream-born tunes ofNight, that melt by dawn away.”
j

We rejoice to see the Poet’s feelings as earnest in
i

the fullness of manhood, after twenty years' wear

and tear, both in and out of tho pulpit, as they

were in his young days, and we expect as well as

j

desire for this volume the popxilarity that sent

i his poems into every English home.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON ART.
ADDRESSED TO THE UNINITIATED.

BY MBS. JAMESON.

t series of very beautiful

engravings from the
finest works of mo-
dern, and particularly

of English, sculptors,

is to appear succes-

sively in this Journal,

and I have been re-

quested to say some-
thing “ germane to the
matter”—something of

the present state of sculpture with reference to

Art generally.

I wish I could do this worthily
;

I wish I

could venture to place myself between the pub-
lic and the artist as a sort of interpreter in an
humble way, not to discuss critically the beau-
ties of the art or the merits of the artist—easy
work comparatively—but rather to point out and
to explain some of thoso common-place difficul-

ties and popular mistakes which seem likely to

arise in the present state of things. For the
patrons of Art are not now, like the Dillettamti

and Cognoscenti of the last century, to be
counted as the select few

; they are the many

—

the million ;—we are to have Art it seems for
the million. Now it is certain that this dif-

fusion, through all ranks, of the love of orna-
ment and beauty, will not raise the standard
of excellence: that was fixed some two thou-
sand years ago, in the days of Phidias

;
but it

will raise the standard in every individual mind
;

it will bring home and illustrate to the popular
apprehension, those principles, eternal and im-
mutable as the law of nature itself, on which
that eternal standard is founded. I am not one
of those who believe that excellence will become
less excellent by being diffused, or that the sense
of the true, the beautiful, the pure, will become
less valuable, by being rendered more familiar

—

indispensable to the sentient being as love, light,

and air. All human sympathies flowing in a
right direction—and in Art, as in morals, there
is a right and a wrong—gather strength as they
flow by the confluence of many minds. It is

some comfort that we do not see in these days, at
least we do not so often see, that pretension to
the exclusive right to feel and discriminate, that
mingled scorn and despair with which the real
lover and judge of Art was wont to regard the
ignorant blunderings of public patronage

; and
on the other hand, I think we have outlived that
truly vulgar error, so flattering to indolent
mediocrity, that “ in matters of Art, every man
with two good eyes in his head is competent to
see whereas, where Art is concerned, the
faculty of seeing becomes in itself an Art ! Yes,
it is a good sign when the worshipful many are
beginning to feel that the Fine Arts are not
merely imitative, but involve something more,
and far beyond imitation ; it is a good sign when
a man is no longer affronted by a doubt of his
power, and even of his right of judgment, and
lias candour enough to wish to educate his per-
ceptions up to that point where the just appre-
ciaton of comparative excellence first unfolds
itself to the delighted intellect. It were too
much to expect to find developed alike in all, the

I

instinctive sense of beauty in Art, or the capacity
for enjoying its manifestations. No popularising
of Art, will ever equalise the power to feel and
to judge of Art ; but we may hope that the mul-
tiplication and diffusion of objects through which
the taste is exercised, will tend to facilitate com-
parison and quicken sensibility. Too long has a
degraded taste on the part of the public tended
to degrade the artist, who from want of con-
science or want of bread, becomes subservient to

the ignorance and caprice which he regards with
secret contempt

;
and too long has patronage

dictated where it ought to learn. The effect has
been demoralising on both sides ; in the gifted

man of genius I have seen it produce absolute
deterioration of character, and end in a want of
truth towards others, of respect for himself and
his Art, and of faith in the high aims which had
once sanctified his ambition. Whilst the sub-

serviency of him who ought to be the teacher,

has altogether blinded the patron to the true
relation between them ; so instead of mutual
help, gratitude, reverence—we have self-assur-

ance, caprice, and a bargaining meanness on the
one side—silent contemptuous heart-burning on
the other.

If has been remarked with truth that public
opinion always comes right in the long-run,

—

that it never fails in time to recognise the truly

excellent,—that it never fails in time to bring to

its due level that which it has immeasurably
exalted. I have, since my childhood, known
four of the most celebrated artists who have
lived in modern times :— FIaxman, Canova,
Chautrcy, and Sir Thomas Lawrence. They are

gone ; the grave has closed over all. I can speak
of them now as minds, not men. Of these four,

the one who had whilst living the least reputation
was certainly Flaxman. Y et he it was who took
the highest ground

;
we have since been work-

I
ing up to him, and every day, eveiy hour, we
become more sensible of his true artistic great-

|

ness
;
whilst, I believe, it is pretty generally ad-

j

mitted, that the others during their lifetime

I

were overrated ; that Canova could be feeble

;

and effeminate; that Chantrey and Sir Thomas

j

were below par in creative Art. Such is the
wide difference between reputation and fame.
The better a public are educated, the sooner will

such justification take place
;
the less will fashion

usurp the part of taste
;
the less we shall hear of

people deciding in a cavalier manner on sub-

jects, for the right understanding of which an
almost life-long education is necessaiy.

When in the last century a cause relative to
the piracy of a print, was tried before one of our
judges, (Lord Kenyon, I believe) the evidence
relative to critical discrimination in the degree of
merit in the original and the copy, the variety
of opinions and arguments astonished and some-
what perplexed both judge and jury. Lord
Kenyon in summing up expressed his regret
that he had lived all his life without an idea of
some of the points which had been brought for-

ward, and his conviction “ that there was more
in those things than he had ever conceived
before.” Now, there are many in the same case
with this most wise and candid judge—many
who, like him, have passed through a long life

of various and dignified pursuits without having
given a moment’s thought to the conditions of
beauty which enter into a print, a picture, or a

statue, and may be suddenly wakened up to a

perception “that there is more in these things
than they had ever conceived before.”

A state of profound peace has generally been
considered as favourable to the development of
the Arts, yet where the clash of social interests

has roused to unwonted activity the intellects

and imaginations of men, it has been good in the
long-run for those who standing apart from the
tumult, yet feel it react upon them. High deeds
must be done before the poet can sing them or
the artist commemorate them

;
and where grand

stirring influences fill the mind of the people,

they become not less but more alive to the
forms in which their sensations, so to speak, are

reproduced to themselves. We see this in the
histoiy of the greatj republics of Greece, and
Italy, in distracted Athens, in more distracted

Florence. May not these present days of re-

volutions, and wars, and famines, and gold-

seeking, be succeeded by the days of artistic

creation in new forms? Even now, more is

written and thought about Art, more encourage-
ment given to artists generally, than at any period
in the history of our community. Not only is

there an increasing demand for the higher pro-
ductions of mind and skill, but in the mere
objects of luxury, ornament and utility, Art
and artists are put in requisition. We call for
an architect where we formerly employed a
bricklayer; and our house-painters are accom-
plished in the theoretical harmony of lines and
colours.

This is more particularly the case with the
Plastic Arts. Under this term we comprehend
all imitation of form, from the expression of
ideal beauty and lofty sentiment, the godlike
and the spiritual under the human semblance,
set forth in enduring marble or more enduring
bronze, down to the bisque statuette on the
chimney, the vase or ewer on the tea-table, or
the arabesque frieze to decorate our rooms.

This passion and fashion for works of beauty
and decoration has been growing among us as-

sisted by many causes. The invention of most
ingenious mechanical processes by which the
magnificent remains of antiquity, and the produc-
tions of living artists may bo reproduced with
marvellous delicacy and exactitude, and of other
processes by which ornamental carving and
casting from faultless models may be executed
at a trifling expense—the perfection to which
modem chemical science has brought the finest

preparations of clay, as bisque and terra cotta,

together with the application of new materials,
gutta percha for instance, to the purposes of Art.
and, though last not least, the institution of
Schools of Design all over the countiy : all these
have combined to assist by mechanical means
the multiplication of what the French call

Objcts de gout et de luxe. That this growing taste
may not be vulgarised, is a matter of great im-
portance. We may entertain the deepest sym-
pathy for the artist struggling to live by the
proceeds of that Art to which he has given his life,

and applaud the efforts made by public means
to render his works known, and give him a fair

chance for reputation
;
(it is not for one generation

to givefame). But let it be ever borne in mind that
we best assist our native artists by placing before
them and the public who is tojudge them, in every
possible form, those productions which bear the
stamp of original greatness, and have been conse-
crated by the admiration ofsuccessive generations
of men ; things which exist at a distance, or have
become so rare and so expensive, that they are
locked up in national collections, or in the port-
folios of amateurs. On these the principles of
Art are founded, or rather by these they are
illustrated, for these lead us back to nature,
pure nature, which is only another name for the
pure ideal, and whence all must proceed, which
is to endure through the vicissitudes of conven-
tional manners and modes of thought.

This is the main object of a society lately

instituted—the Arundel Society. Between this

society and one begun some years ago for the
encouragement of modem Art and native artists,

there should be no rivalry—rather the most
close and friendly co-operation. Every help to

the knowledge of genuine Art is a help to the
liring artist ; and only the meanest, narrowest,
and most shortsighted views would make a man
think otherwise.

The result of all this, and what I would
inculcate by every means in my power, is that a
knowledge of the just theory of the Imitative
Arts might well form a part of the education of
the young, and particularly, I think, of young
women. It is not very intelligible why so much
pains should be taken to initiate a girl into the
knowledge of the theory of music—to cultivate

her taste for it by concerts, private and public,

even where proficiency in the art, as an Art, is

out of the question, and, at the same time, leave
her in the most pitiable ignorance, or abandon
her to self-culture with regard to the elementaiy
principles of the other Fine Arts, on which,
nevertheless, she is called in a thousand ways to
exercise her faculties Really it seems ridiculous
when one thinks of it, that a girl should be
taught the elements of Natural Philosophy and
Chemistry, be initiated into the secrets of nature,
while the laws which regulate the harmony and

d
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proportion of lier visible forms remain a scaled

book. Superficial knowledge of all kinds is the

perdition of women, and a superficial taste in the

Fine Arts leads them into that perverted and

frivolous taste for mere prettiness which is

destructive to the best interests of the best

artists among us.

The faculty of delight in beauty needs to be

educated like all our faculties, and I wish Miss

Martineau had said something upon the subject

in her admirable little treatise on household

education. We know that women have written

very sensible and elegant letters, with but little

knowledge either of orthography or syntax ;
yet

no one I suppose argues that a woman has,

therefore, no need to study spelling and gram-

mar. A knowledge of thorough bass and of

elementary physics now enters into every liberal

scheme of female education. Why, therefore,

should not some attention be paid to the elemen-

tary principles of the Fine Arts 1 Why should

not the best models of each be early placed

before a young girl, and their comparative excel-

lence pointed out to her attention ? What a

source of innocent enjoyment it would open to

innocent minds at that age when the faculties

are athirst for pleasurable sensation ! A land-

scape painter once told me that sitting down on

some occasion to make a study of foliage, his

attention was attracted by a group of featheiy

grass and weeds by the hedge side, and he was

so touched by the inexpressible gracewith which

Nature had thrown together their flowing lines

and various forms, that he sat for many moments
contemplating them without venturing to put

his pencil to the paper, until he felt his eyes

moisten with devout admiration and love ! It is

in truth one of the greatest advantages of a

cultivated taste in Art, that it multiplies a

thousand-fold our enjoyment in the beauties of

Nature
;
wakes up our attention to innumerable

minute and transient effects of grace, which we

should otherwise pass by unperceived. We do,

indeed, meet with persons who have a good deal

of connoisseurship, of whose morals we cannot

think very highly, but we soon learn to distin-

guish this sort of merely conventional taste from

that really purified perception of the Beautiful,

which leads us through the love of Art to the

love of Nature, and from Nature up to God.

But I must not be tempted from the original

purpose of this essay. Every one admits that a

just taste in Art is desirable ; no one denies that

knowledge is better than ignorance, and that in

the perception of fitness and beauty, as well as

the perception of right and wrong, it may be as

well to “ train up the child in the way it should

go.” For the
'
present, therefore, I will notice

merely a few of the commonest mistakes com-

mitted daily from that want of feeling or want

of reflection, which in matters of Art goes by

the general name of want of taste. To the

knowledge by which they arc to be avoided or

rectified there is no Royal road, and here I only

suggest them for consideration, and with re-

ference more particularly to one of the Fine

Arts—Sculpture,

These mistakes are of two kinds. The first

have relation to the external conditions of a

work of Art,—its material, size, and situation.

The second have relation to the aesthetic condi-

ditions of a work of Art, as the design and con-

ception of the subject,—the form best suited to

it, whether painting or sculpture (for observe

that the form is distinct from the material)

;

the treatment, as regards the grouping, expres-

sion, colour, and all qualities depending on the

mind of the artist, and addressed to the mind of

the observer.

The material in sculpture may be bronze,

marble, stone, wood, plaster, terra-cotta, shells,

or precious stones, &c. Now every one who
would judge of Art, should know something of

the inherent capabilities of these materials and
their proper application ; for they cannot be
used indiscriminately for all subjects and pur-

poses. I have seen strange mistakes made by
persons ordering in marble what could only look

well in bronze. But why] on what principle

shall a particular subject, group, or figure, look

ill in marble and well in bronze 1 It is not

here the relative value or beauty of the
material which is in question; it is its fitness.

It is not only the artist or the artificer who
should be able to enter into these considera-

tions, for I have seen the artist’s judgment over-

ruled, either because he could not clearly ex-

plain in words, principles which had grown up
in his own mind with his mind, or that no

explanation could render his reasons intelligible

where the faculties of attention and comparison

had never been brought to bear on such points.

Hence there ensued distrust, vexation, loss, and
disappointment.

Size is another of these conditions which is of

great consequence. Not every subject which

looks well large will look well small
;
far more

rarely will a subject, graceful and agreeable of a

small size, endure to be magnified. The nature

of the subject has to be considered. In general,

though size be one of the elements of the sub-

lime, the reallysublime and ideal work ofArt loses

but little when reduced in dimension, as long as

the proportions are exactly attended to. You
can have colossal proportions and god-like power
within the circumference of a gem for the finger

;

figures and groups which might be magnified to

any size and lose nothing either in delicacy of

finish or delicacy of expression : some of the fine

Greek bronzes arc examples. For instance, the

little bronze “ Jupiter ” in the British Museum,
about a foot in height; the exquisite little

“ Mercury,” not more than six inches high
;
arc

at hand to testify to the perfection of majesty and

grace in diminutive forms. On the other hand,

picturesque sculpture will seldom bear to be

magnified, nor will any subject which is merely

ornamental or conventional in the treatment.

The pretty statuette of “ The Prince of Wales as a

Sailor,”the little figure of “Fanny Elssler dancing

the Cachucha,” would be insufferable if enlarged

to life-size. There is a curious law too by which

size and material act on each other
;
a bust or a

statue in marble of the exact proportions of life,

will often look much smaller than life
;
some

thought and attention are due therefore to the

conditions of size.

Then as to situations. I say nothing here of

those mental associations which should always

influence the selection of a work of Art, with

reference to its purpose : which would prevent

eveiy one from taking down a “ Nativity ” from

an altar, and placing it over a sideboard, or

hanging up a “ Massacre of the Innocents ” in a

lady's boudoir. I would merely refer to those

physical conditions by which a work of Art, be

it painting or sculpture, is fitted to the situation

it occupies, or the situation fitted for that parti-

cular object ;
the distance at which it is to be

seen, the point of view, the degree of light are

of the highest importance. I have seen ridicu-

lous, and, as regarded the destinies of the object,

fatal, mistakes of this kind committed from a

want of the sense of adaptation, or from not

considering how far a work of Art executed for

a particular locality can bear removal to an-

other. For example, the Pensiero of Michael

Angelo, to produce the full effect intended by

the artist, must be placed at a considerable

height, and must be lighted from above. A
lower situation, or a side-light, interferes

with the sentiment. Michael Angelo himself, in

the first fresco which lie executed for the ceiling

of the Sistine Chapel (the “ Deluge,”) committed

an error which he was careful to conceal in the

succeeding compositions ; the treatment was too

crowded, too complicated, to produce the effect

he had intended—he had not sufficiently consi-

dered the conditions of light and distance. In

the metopes of the Parthenon and the Phigalian

marbles the exact adaptation of the degree of

relief to the light and distance, and the arrange-

ment of the figures to the degree of relief, involve

considerations of the highest moment, and which,

being well understood, must enhance our admir-

ation of these wonderful things as productions

of mind, and assist us to those principles which

are capable of a universal application, as condi-

tions of fitness and excellence. The laws exem-

plified in the works of Michael Angelo and the

sculpture of the Parthenon may be applied to

the ornamental bas-relief over a chimney-piece,

or the chased work of a lady’s brooch.

As to the second class of errors, those which

have reference to the more spiritual conditions

of Art, I shall say little of them here, except to

impress on the mind of the educator the neces-

sity for exercising in a right direction the

faculties of admiration and reverence, as applied

to those productions of mind which are clothed

in form and colour, seeing that they surround us

on eveiy side, and make a part of our daily life.

Here also we should be taught by precept

and example, that there is a true and a false,

which cannot, by any arbitrary fashions of the

day, be overlooked or confounded with impunity.

Ignorance, that is, the want of educated percep-

tions, produces two evils which I have seen more
than once strangely combined in the same indi-

vidual. 1. An assumption that in these matters

the individual fancy has a right of judgment
unfettered by any moral responsibility. 2. A
want of self-reliance which leaves this same
unfettered fancy at the mercy of every change

of fashion, the mere slave of lawless liking and

disliking :—as I have heard a man' profess his

freedom from the pedantry of rules, and run to

his next neighbour to ask—what he shall think?

—which of two things he shall prefer ?

The most important, and at the same time the

commonest error I have met with, arises from a

total ignorance of the necessary limitations of

the various styles of Art. The graceless absur-

dities, the unreasonable demands on an artist’s

capabilities which I have seen result from such

mistakes would fill pages. Sir Joshua Reynolds

tells us somewhere of a nobleman who once

came to him and required him to paint a picture

representing the interview between James II.

and the old Earl of Bedford, the father of the

martyred Russell; when James requested the

assistance of the earl, he replied in a broken

voice, “ I had once a son who would now have

done your majesty good service.” Sir Joshua in

vain endeavoured to convince his noble friend

that the subject was one which could not be

adequately represented in any form of Art. I

forget how the affair ended, but probably the

patron left the artist with a meaner idea of his

powers than he had entertained before; and

found some one else to paint James IL and

Bedford standing opposite to one another. Not
all that we can image to ourselves as a passing

action or event,—not all that can be described

in words, is suitable for a picture
;
and in this

respect, if painting has its limitations, much more
narrow are the limitations of sculpture. Lessing

in the admirable piece ofcriticism, which(he has en-

titled “ The Laocoon,” was the first to point out

clearly the relative capabilities and limitations

of the two Arts
;
and I conceive that without a

just appreciation of this distinction, artists and
amateurs are likely to fall into the most grace-

less errors and absurdities.

I will venture on a familiar illustration of this

neglect or ignorance of a principle founded

in the absolute nature of things. When
at Rome I went into some of the ateliers

of the finest cutters of shells, and expressed

my surprise at the total unfitness of some of

the objects selected;—popular pictures, for

instance, transferred to bas-relief, Correggio’s

“ Holy Families,” and Guido’s “ Angels ” or the

“ Daughter of Herodias.” I was answered that

these were executed for the English market.

One of the most celebrated among the English

artists at Rome told me that he often accom-

panied those who came to him with letters of

recommendation to the ateliers of the different

bronze, mosaic, and shell works ; the plea being

that they, the purchasers, might be directed in

their choice by his superior taste and experience.

“ But,” said he, “ I know not how it happened,

I seldom could induce them to choose what was

really good,—really fine and appropriate ;
and

in presence of Italian workmen, I have blushed

for the vulgar mistakes made by my country-

women,—women of rank, education, and other-

wise elegant minds. “Their ignorance,” he

added with true artistic emphasis, “was on

such subjects quite dreadful!"

The source of these mistakes lay in the want of

an educated perception of certain laws, as much

founded in nature asimmutableas thosewhich re-

gulate harmony and the power of expression in

music. The persons alluded to by my friend, per-

haps looked to theworkmanship, examined it with

a microscope, believed themselves quite capable
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of judging whether the thing were well or ill

done ;—the more serious question, whether it

was a thing that ought to be done at all, having

never once occurred to them.
The beautiful ornamental casts and statuettes

which issue daily from the fabriques of Messrs.

Copeland, Minton, and others ;
the facility,

cheapness, and elegance with which form is

reproduced in twenty different materials, while

they delight the lovers of Art, may well excite

some anxiety and apprehension lest we be inun-

dated with graceful frivolities and common place

second-rate sentimental trash of every sort. Now
that the “ Million ” have become patrons of

Art, it becomes too obviously the interest of the

manufacturer to cater for the fancy of the
“ million,” and thus it is a matter of very serious

import that theyoung should be trained to discern-

ment and refinement in the situation of such

objects as are addressed to the mind through

the eye ;—thatthe public taste should
,
through the

rising generation, be more generally educated,

at least, that it should not be vitiated. All which

is humbly submitted to the consideration of the

reader.

OX THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE TINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ON CHEMISTRY OF THE COLOURS EMPLOYED IN THE
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.—NO. I. GOLD.

The importance of an accurate knowledge of the

chemical constitution of the colours employed
in Art and manufacture, is too evident to require

any argument—since the permanence of all

those efforts of the mind which seek to portray

nature', not merely in its form, but also in its

varying features, depends entirely upon the

fixedness of the few colours which the artist

mixes on his palette. The artist, living in a

world of his own, cannot be expected to dive

into the mysteries of the chemist's cell
;
and the

manufacturer engaged in producing at the most
economic rate a particular article, is not likely

to inqufre far beyond the sphere of his own
occupation

;
thus a considerable mass of infor-

mation, which promises to be of great use to

both the artist and the manufacturer, floats in a

space unexamined by either one or the other.

Science seeks to afford the aid of analysis, and
in this way connects itself most usefully with

technology ;
and whether dealing with high Art

or humble manufacture, renders itself an aux-

iliary aid of considerable value. It is our inten-

tion from time to tune to devote a few columns
of our Journal to the especial purpose of ex-

amining all the various conditions under which
any natural products become useful as colours

to the artist and Aid-manufacturers. Commenc-
ing with the metals and their compounds, we
intend to proceed on to all the colours which
are produced naturally, or by chemical agency,

from the organic kingdom, and to give, as far as

is practical, some history of each colour. Com-
mencing then our inquiry with the most valu-

able of the metals—gold—it does not appear
that the ancients were at all acquainted with the
colours produced by its oxides. That it was
used from a very early period in thin films is

quite evident from descriptions of the temple
decorations given by Theophrastus, Pliny, and
Vitruvius ;

and also from fragments which have
been spared from the wrecks of ancient civilisa-

tion. The colours employed by the Assyrians,

Egyptians, and Greeks, appear to have been ex-

ceedingly few, perhaps not more than four

—

red and yellow ochres, and blacks and whites.

Somewhat later, we find some mineral colours

employed, as the oxides of cobalt and of copper;

but even the Romans clearly knew nothing of

the purples or reds produced now from gold.

The Tlopcpvpa of the Greeks and the Ostrum of

the Romans, a purple long celebrated, was pre-

pared from shell-fish, which colour we shall

have eventually to describe when we come to

speak of the madder colours and the lakes.

Indeed, until the middle ages, when the strange

hope of transmuting baser metals into gold, and
the formation of the Elixir Vitce drew the atten-

tion of the alchemists to the chemical charac-

teristics of the metals, we have no' evidence to

show that any of the compounds of gold—ex-

cepting as alloys—had been discovered.

Up to the present time, we believe no che-

mical preparation ofgold has been made available

to the artist in oil or water-colours
;
but to the

enamel-painter, and for ornamenting glass and
porcelain, the oxides of gold and its combina-
tions have been of the utmost value.

The mode of applying gold hi the celebrated

Opus Alexandrinum and in the Byzantine works,
would appear to have been purely mechanical.

In all probability it was beaten into thin leaves,

and then applied to the surface by means of a
cement. We find, however, that it was secured

from wear, sometimes by the use of a kind of

resinous varnish, and often by a siliceous one,

the mode of applying which has been lost.

Gold, it is generally known, is discovered in the
primary geological formations. Although as in

Mexico and the Brazils it is sometimes worked
for in the quartz lodes, which fill up the fissures

of the granite and porphyritic hills, yet it is

generally procured from the accumulated sands

of the valleys, between such mountains, which
are indeed formed during an imlimited period,

by the abrasion, under the influence of atmo-
spheric changes, of the rocks which form these

formations. From such sand-wasliings was pro-

cured the gold of the Assyrians, the Egyptians
and the Greeks. We have clear evidence that

the Scythians worked over the Ural mountains,
which arc now so productive of gold to the trea-

sury of Russia; and passing over the wealth
thus acquired from Mexico and Peru by the

Spaniards, we have precisely the same kind of

formation in the valley of the Sacramento, and
probably over a still more extensive portion of

California.

Gold is always found in nature in a native or

pure condition, and from the difficulty with
which it is oxidized, it is preserved for thousands
ofyears unchanged, either near the surface mixed
with the soil, or in the beds of rivers. The
facility with which gold is beaten into thin leaves,

admits of the economic use of this metal for

numerous purposes of ornamentation to which it

could not otherwise be applied. A single grain of

gold may be extended over fifty-six square inches

of surface, and with five grains of gold 150 but-

tons are well gilt. It is so ductile that a grain

of gold may be drawn out into 500 feet of wire.

Reaumur, the celebrated French chemist, by
rolling out a fine silver-gilt wire, reduced the
coating of gold to the twelve-millionth of an inch
in thickness, yet under the microscope no im-
perfection could be perceived in it.

Gold was formerly employed for gilding in

combination with mercury. This fluid metal
may be regarded as a solvent for gold, and as it

volatilises at a comparatively low temperature,
the gold is left behind on the application of
heat. By this method watch-cases, sword-han-
dles, and other articles were usually gilt; but
since the discovery of the electrotype process,

this operation, so highly injurious to the health

of all those engaged in it, has been almost en-

tirely discontinued. It having been lately dis-

covered that the oxide of gold will combine with
some of the alkaline preparations forming double
salts, these solutions are now extensively em-
ployed for gilding copper and other metals. A
solution of this land may be made by dissolving

the oxide of gold, formed by precipitating gold
by potash, from its solution in aqua regia, or nitro-

muriatic acid, in the cyanide of potassium. It

forms a perfectly transparent solution, to use
which nothing more is necessary than, having
well cleaned the metal which we desire to gild,

to rub it over with some of this cyanide of
potassium and gold, mixed with a little whiting;

in a short time a very perfect although thin

coating of gold is formed over the metal. Steel

may be gilded by the employment of an ethereal

solution of gold, in an interesting manner. If

we agitate ether with a solution of the chloride

of gold, the metal combines with ether, which
floats on the surface of the other fluid. If into

this auriferous ether pieces of polished steel are

dipped, they, by a peculiar electro-chemical

action, become covered with gold of great bril-

liancy.

Many vegetable and animal substances may be

gilded by merely placing them in a solution of
gold and exposing them to the reducing agent
of the solar rays. If a solution of gold is washed
over paper, and it is then exposed to sunshine,

it slowly changes colour; but, if shortly after

the change is observed, the paper is held in a
current of steam, a most beautiful purple colour
is rapidly produced. By a method similar to

this Sir John Herschel produces very beautiful

photographic pictures. Among other uses to

which the chloride of gold is applied, may be
named that of giving greater fixedness to the
daguerreotype pictures. The picture being com-
pleted, a weak solution of chloride of gold is

floated over it, and by means of a lamp the
metal plate is heated ; the gold is by this method
precipitated, and forms indeed a film ; a varnish
of gold over the surface. Gold may be revived
from its solutions in a very curious manner, and
silks or linens ornamented with this metal by
the use of hydrogen gas. This process was in-

troduced by Mrs. Fulham about fifty years since.

Any design is drawn upon the fabric with the
chloride of gold, and while yet moist it is ex-

posed to the action of a stream of hydrogen gas,

which at once revives the metal of a fine yellow
colour. This may be effected by the ordinary
gas which we employ for illumination, but from
the many impurities it is liable to contain, the
gold may be tarnished, and thus the best effect

lost.

One of the most beautiful applications of gold
is for colouring glass of that fine ruby which is

so much admired in many specimens of Bohe-
mian manufacture.

Kunkel, one of the last of the alchemical
school, first introduced the use of gold in glass

manufacture. The only preparation employed
by him was the Purple of Cassius, which was
discovered in 16S3 by Cassius of Leyden, is best
made in the following manner :—Protochloride
of tin is added to a solution of the perchloride
of iron till the colour of the liquid has a shade
of green, and adding this liquid, drop by drop,
to a solution of perchloride of gold which is free

from nitric acid and very dilute. After twenty-
four horn’s a brown powder is deposited, which
is in a small degree transparent, and purple red
by transmitted light : when dried and rubbed to

powder, it is of a dull blue colour. (Graham.)
This purple of Cassius may be formed in different

ways, and the resulting compound may be either

of a pink or of a violet colour, and thus the artist

is enabled to produce a considerable variety of
intermediate shades. Some German chemists
consider that the muriate of ammonia is to be
preferred to the chloride of iron in combination
with the tin. One part of the purple of Cassius
will colour 30,000 parts of glass. At a meeting
ofthe Society for the Promotion of Manufacturing
Industry in Prussia, Dr. Fuss first proved that

ruby-coloured glass may be prepared without
the use of the purple of Cassius

;
that indeed a

simple solution of gold is capable of producing
rose and carmine-coloured glasses. There are

some very curious phenomena connected with
this coloration of glass by gold. After this fusion

of the mass, the glass is colourless ; but when
heated, not above a red heat, it becomes of a

bright red colour. Professor Rose suggests tliat

gold is contained in the glass in a state of prot-

oxide, which forms a colourless silicate by fusion,

but sets free some portion of the protoxide when
reheated to a temperature a little below that

which forms it. This protoxide disseminated in

a small quantity in an extreme state of division,

is believed by him to give the colour. When too

much heated, the red changes to a brown, from

the reduction of a portion of the oxide of gold,

and metallic gold being set free. A similar case

is presented by copper, for glass containing the

protoxide of copper is colourless after fusion, a

silicate being formed, but it becomes green after

heating, owing to the liberation of oxygen. The
ingredients used in auriferous glass vary mate-

rially with different manufacturers. One mixture
used by a large house in this country is

—

Quartz (well selected) . . 4G lbs.

Borax 12 lbs.

Nitre 12 lb3.

Minium 1 lb.

Arsenious Acid . . . . 1 lb.

Gold—Eight ducats dissolved in Aqua
Regia—and the whole fused together.
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The cakes of glass of a ruby colour made in

Bohemia called Sckmelze, is said to be composed

of

—

Silica or Quartz .... 500

Minium 800

Nitre 100

Calcined Potash 100

Gold, 151 grains,—dissolved in Aqua
Regia.

The richest Bohemian Ruby glass contains in

addition to the materials already named,—sul-

phuret of antimony, peroxide of manganese, and
instead of the ordinary preparation, a fulminating

gold is employed. This fulminating preparation,

which is highly explosive, is prepared by preci-

pitating gold from its solution in nitro-muriatie

acid by ammonia ; it is probably a compound of

two atoms of ammonia and one of gold. The
Venetian ruby-glass, according to Bohme, is

composed of—

_

Gold 0 01

Peroxide of Tin . . . . 069
Peroxide of Iron .... 2--0

Oxide of Lead 22-93

Magnesia 0-50

Lime 3-80

Soda 579
Potash 0 70

Silica 28-93

and probably some arsenic.

Gold and its salts are employed in the prepa-

ration of artificial gems. In the artificial topaz

1 grain of gold in 1000 with 30 or 40 grains of

antimony glass has been detected. In the best

specimens of the factitious ruby we have a similar

mixture, but the yellow is changed to red by
re-melting in the oxidising flame of the blow-

pipe. In the artificial amethyst and the Syrian

garnet we have either the purple of Cassius, with

oxide of cobalt, or fulminating gold with anti-

mony. The perfection of many of these factitious

gems is such as to deceive any but the most

practised eyes.

In the beautiful process of painting on glass,

gold is employed to produce the fine purples and

reds. This Art appears to have attained its

highest perfection in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, when it was materially aided

bv the labours of the alchemists. We have the

great satisfaction of witnessing its revival among
us, and deriving additional assistance from

the industrious labours of modern chemistry.

Success in this operation demands a complete

vitrification of the pigment without any ir-

regular extension of the colour over the matrix ;

hence the melting point of the colours must be
considerably below that of the glass upon which
they are painted. The Bohemian hard glass,

being prepared without lead, is well fitted for

glass-painting, and the flux mixed with the

colours so rendered easily fusible by the use of

bismuth or borax.

In that most permanent of proceses, by which
the designs of the artist can be preserved, enamel-

painting, gold becomes an important agent. We
may probably, on some future occasion, make a

review of the history and progress of enamel-

painting, which presents many curious and inte-

resting points. We must, however, now confine

our attention simply to the mode of applying

the colours. We have received much information

on this point, of which we shall in these articles

avail ourselves, from Mr. Bone, whose exquisite

enamels display great artistic excellence, and
much practical skill. The oxide of gold pre-

cipitated from a solution of chloride by an alkali,

or finely divided gold thrown down from a
similar solution by the proto-sulphate of iron,

arc combined with a flux, and the drawing being
made upon copper1

, it is exposed to the action of
heat in an enameling furnace. Indeed the same
descriptions of colours are employed by the
enamel painter as are used in painting on
glass or porcelain. In the decoration of pottery
the purple of Cassius is a most important com-
pound, and the utmost attention has been given
to its preparation. Brongniart, in his admirable
Traite dcs Arts Ceramiques on des Poteries, has
devoted a considerable space to the consideration
of the various modes in which this curious
chemical compound is prepared, and having
detailed all the precautions and manipulatory
details necessary to produce a fine colour, he

gives the following table of analysis by eminent
chemists

Gold. Stamric Acid. Chemisl
Fine Purple 24-00 76-00 Proust.

Do. 79-40 10 00 Obi-rkampf.
Violet Purple 40 00 G0-f0 Do.
Fine Purple 28-50 60-00 Euissor.

Do. 28 35 64-30 Berzelius.

These results show the exceeding uncertainty

of this composition, and hence arises the pecu-

liarities of the colours produced by different

manufacturers.

A colour called by Brongniart “ Rose Isabelle
”

is also given by gold. This appears to be a

mixture of solution of gold and alumina, which,

at the consistence of a syrup, is applied to the

porcelain, and then the rich colour brought out

by exposure to a great heat. For the production

of violets some additions are made of lead and
manganese. An analysis made by Malaguti

gives the following as the composition of the

carmine and violets on the English china. :

—

Silica ...... 36-13

Bomx 24-49

Oxide of Lead .... 2666
Oxide of Tin 10-70

Gold 2-02

In addition to this, however, we believe that

in nearly all cases a small portion of the chloride

of silver is added to the mixture when it is

desired to produce a carmine colour.

The following valuable particulars relative

to the preparation of the vitrifiable pigments
prepared from gold arc from a paper by Dr.

Wsechter, whose experience in the manufacture
of porcelain colours, and the amount of chemical

knowledge which ho has brought to bear on the

subject, renders his communication exceedingly

valuable. We can only give a very condensed
account of the results of an extensive series of

experiments. For the preparation of Light

Purple about seventy-five grains of grain tin are

dissolved in boiling nitro-muriatie acid, and the

solution concentrated in a water-bath until it

solidifies on cooling. This per-chloride of tin is

dissolved in a little distilled water, and thirty

grains of a solution of proto-chloride of tin, ob-

tained by boiling granulated tin in muriatic acid,

is added. This mixed solution of tin is combined
with two gallons of distilled water, which must
contain just so much acid that no turbidness

results from the separation of oxide of tin. A
clear solution of seven and a half grains of gold

in nitro-muriatie acid, which must be as neutral

as possible, is poured into the solution of tin.

To render the gold solution neutral, it should

have been previously evaporated nearly to dry-

ness in the water-bath, then diluted with water

and filtered in the dark.

On adding the solution of gold to that of the

tin the whole liquid becomes of a deep red,

without, however, producing any precipitation ;

this instantly separates upon the addition of 750

grains of solution of ammonia. The supernatant

liquid should be poured off as speedily as pos-

sible, and the precipitate washed five or six

times with fresh spring water. When sufficiently

washed the precipitate, still moist, is mixed very

intimately with 300 grains of lead-glass, pre-

viously ground to an impalpable powder. This

lead-glass is obtained by fusing together two
parts of minium with one part of silica and one
part of calcined borax.

A dark purple is prepared by dissolving seven

grains of gold in nitro-muriatie acid and diluting

it with two gallons of water, and mixing there-

with, with constant agitation, 112 grains of the

solution of the proto-chloride of tin prepared in

the manner already described. The liquid is

only coloured a brownish red at first, but upon
adding a few drops of sulphuric acid the preci-

pitate falls. This precipitate, when washed, is

mixed with 150 grains of the lead-glass as above.

A red violet is formed by treating the above
dark purple precipitate with a lead-glass prepared

by fusing four parts of minium with two parts

of quartz and one of calcined boi’ax. A blue

violet is produced by burning, at a lower tempe-

rature, and by an additional quantity of lead-glass

being added to the dark purple precipitate. Dr.

Wsechter states that by mixing the light purple
with the dark purples, in different proportions,

or with the red violet, &c., without addition of

silver, evciy variety of rose tint may be pro-

duced.

For gilding porcelain, gold is precipitated from
its solution by the protosulphate of iron or
green vitriol. It is thus obtained in the state of

,

a brown powder. This is washed, united with
oxide of bismuth, and mixed into a paste with
oil of turpentine which has been exposed to the
air for some time.

The use of the bismuth is to form a flux with
the surface of the glaze, by means of which the
gold is firmly attached. When removed from
the fire the gold has a dull yellow appearance,

but it is afterwards burnished with agate, which
produces the fine rich colour we see, almost in-

variably, upon English china. The heat neces-

sary varies from about 1200 Falir. to upwards of
1800.

Gold powder, formerly much employed for

embellishing the missals of the Romish Church,
was prepared by grinding gold leaf with honey.
It is now usually procured from the ethereal

solution of gold by evaporation, or by precipita-

tion with a salt of iron, or of mercury from the

chloride of gold. These preparations are com-
bined with the gum tragacanth, honey, or a
resinous varnish, according to the purposes for

which it is to be employed.
Those are the most important purposes to

which gold and its compounds are applied in

connexion with the Arts.

Robert Hunt.

THE VERNON-

GALLERY.

THE BROOK BY THE WAY.

T. Gainsborough, R.A., Painter. J. C. Bentley, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 4 ft. 11 in. by 4 ft. 3 in.

This is a true English landscape, and one which
our distinguished painter was particularly happy
in both selecting and representing. And many of

our readers may recollect, before railways had
rendered travelling rather a mere matter of busi-

ness than a toil mingled with pleasure, and when
bridges were less abundant than now, the not
unfrequent necessity for horse and vehicle to wade
through such brooks as that before us, even on our
highways; especially in the hilly West, whence
this picture probably derived its origin. Gains-
borough settled at Bath, attracted by its landscape
beauties, and he spent there the flower of his life,

—nearly twenty years.

As the pictures of Wouverman are characterised

by their Grey Horse, so are those of Gainsborough
almost as generally distinguished by their Horse
and Cart : here a weary waggon-team returning
from their day’s toil, have turned to the road-side

brook to refresh themselves in the limpid stream.
The careful, or perhaps the impatient waggoner, on
the rustic bridge by their side, breaks short with
his whip the too eager draught.

This is, on the whole, a noble specimen of this

favourite English landscape-painter : the bold and
broken foreground, with the picturesque ruins of
what was once a majestic oak, gives a due position

to the well made out details of the beautiful
middle distance, which is so well defined, that a
less vigorous pencil would have failed to preserve
the just balance of the two parts

;
and these toge-

ther with the sunny distance, resplendent with the
rich evening glow which slightly overspreads the
whole landscape, combine to produce an effect

truly magnificent
;
a magnificence almost peculiar

to the richly wooded scenery of England.
The colouring of this picture is somewhat ob-

scured by the unavoidable contingencies of some
eighty or ninety years’ exposure to a London
atmosphere, a great portion of which time it was
uietly located over a mantelpiece in Bedford
quare. Its careful execution shows that it is one

of the painter’s earlier performances
;
before he fell

into that chaotic, uncouth, shapeless, though
masterly hatching, as Sir Joshua Reynolds desig-

nates Gainsborough’s later method of handling,
and of which we have a very good example in the

well known “ Market Cart.”

The nation may congratulate itself on the
possession of so fine a specimen of one of its great-

est masters
;
and we only render justice to Mr.

Bentley in thanking him for his very admirable
engraving of the work.
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ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.

The animal meeting of the Royal Dublin Society

for the presentation of premiums to the successful

students, was held on the ‘20th January. The
attendance of visitors was unusually large and

important, the Lord-Lieutenant with a numerous
staff from the viceregal court, the Archbishop of

Dublin, and many other distinguished personages

being present. It is customary on these occasions

to commence the business of the meeting with an

address, and on the evening in question, Dr.

Allman, Professor of Botany, delivered a lecture

on the connexion of the Fine Arts with Natural

History. We sincerely wish we could transfer to

our columns the whole, or even a portion, of this

most elegant and erudite oration, for we have

rarely read a more eloquent expression ofthoughts

in relation to the matter in hand. Take, for

example, the following paragraph, with which
the learned professor concludes his address, and

which we would commend to every student in Art

as an instructive lesson—one to be engrafted on

the memory to aid him in the prosecution of his Art

:

‘
‘ The Painter must be no mere imitator even of

nature, for with all his efforts how far, far shortmust

he fall, of the utterly inimitable original. Attempts

to give an exact imitation of natural sounds in

music, or of natural forms in painting, must be

alike abortive and alike incompatible with high

Art. The most finished portrait of external form

is, if it go no deeper, all but worthless
;
the shape

of the leaf, the sub-divisions of the branch, the

asperities of the bark, may be all there as far as

paint and pencil can convey them, but nature is

not with them
;
the material body, lifeless, pas-

sionless, soulless, may be present, but the spirit

which animated it is away
;
and he who has no

higher conception of Art must fail, miserably fail,

in touching one deep feeling within us, in awaken-

ing one sympathy of the heart for his cold paint

and canvas.
“ Higher and holier is the mission upon earth of

the great painter
;
far beyond the sphere of mere

imitation is the region of thought in which he
dwells—form and colour are to him but the exter-

nal symbols—the significant language of an un-

dwclling spiritual life. Of the artist, in the true

sense of that honoured name, it can never be said

that
“ ‘A primrose by a river’s brim,

A yellow primrose was to him,

And it was nothing more.’

He reads a deep meaning in every blossom and in

every spray, and
“ ‘ The last red leaf, tbe last of its clan,

That dances as well as dance it can

;

Hanging so light, and hanging so high,

On the topmost branch that looks up to the sky—

’

is to him full of mysterious import—an import

which it is his high privilege to comprehend and to

reveal
;
and his works are the expression to man-

kind of those lessons he has read in nature—of that

beauty, and truth, and good which deep beneath

the surface of the external world, invisible to pro-

fane eyes, unveil themselves to his purified sense.

“ Few they are, however, who are thus admitted

to the penetralia of the great temple. Days, and
nights, and years of thoughtful and wearying study

must be passed, and pure must be the heart and
high the soul of the aspiring neophyte

;
for on such

only can the glorious mission be conferred by which
the artist becomes a great higli-priest to his fellow-

men, entrusted with the duty of making them
wiser, and better, and happier. All mankind are

his congregation—the temple in which he ministers,

the world
;
for to him the wide-spreading earth,

and everlasting hills, and o’er-arehing heavens are

the floor and the columns and the roof of a Holy
of Holies, where the Shecliinah of God’s presence
dwells for ever !

”

The Earl of Clarendon expressed his gratification

at being able to attend the meeting
;
he considered

it a duty as well as a pleasure
;
for he felt it to

be a “ duty in one who filled the high office he
held to omit no opportunity of marking his sense

of the various and eminent services rendered by
this Society.” His Excellency alluded to the efforts

he had made to promote the establishment of

Schools of Design in Ireland, and the result of

those efforts in the formation of schools in Dublin,

Belfast, and Cork
;
the first of which he proposed

to place in connexion with the Royal Dublin

Society, a connexion which, he thought, must
ultimately prove highly beneficial

;
and with re-

spect to the general influence of these schools on
the manufacturing industry of the country, his

lordship observed that “ though deprived of the ad-

vantage of a fair start, Ireland will not be behind-

hand in the race of competition with her more
advanced countrymen on this side the channel.”

The name of this most" distinguished sculptor

has been so long associated with the Arts of this

country, and his life and history are so well

known, that any lengthened biography or critical

notice of his works would be, at this time, super-

fluous. A few observations will alone suffice for

our present purpose. John Flaxman was born

at York, on the 6th of July, 1755, but was
brought to London when only six months old.

His father, a modeller of figures, kept a shop

in New Street, Covent Garden, and it was in this

humble studio that the after great man im-

bibed the first impulses of Art. At the age of

fourteen he became a pupil of the Royal Aca-

demy, and for a considerable period employed
himself in designing and modelling figures for

the Wedgwoods and others, by whom his talents

were much appreciated. In 1782, having estab-

lished himself in a house in Wardour Street, he

did what Reynolds considered a most imprudent

act. Sir Joshua addressed him one day thus :

—

“So, Flaxman, I understand you are married;

if so, sir, you are ruined for an artist.” The
President’s prophecy was not, however, fulfilled

;

the young sculptor’s choice. Miss Ann Denman,
was a most accomplished lady, whose taste and
judgment proved highly serviceable to him, even

in his Art.

In 1787, Flaxman, accompanied by his wife,

set out for Italy, where he passed seven years.

The first great work he executed on his return

[The wood engraving is from a bas-relief, by the sculptor,

engraved by Freebairn, to accompany the famous copy ol

the Shield of Achilles. Perhaps, however, the most perfect

likeness of this great sculptor is that by Jackson, which
many of our readers will recollect : it conveyed a fine idea

of gentle yet firm expression, and the broad and high fore-

head, so full of majestic thought. His form was weakly
from youth upwards

;
but the head is characteristic of

intellectual strength.—

E

d.]

was the noble monument to Lord Mansfield.

This paved the way for his introduction to the
Royal Academy, of which he was elected Asso-

ciate in 1797, and in 1S10 he was appointed to

the Professorship of Sculpture. He continued
to enjoy uninterrupted professional prosperity

and domestic happiness till the year 1820, when
the death of his wife left a blank in his existence

for which nothing could compensate him. He
still continued, however, to work on assiduously

and effectively till the day of his death, which
took place on the 7th of December, 1826. He
was buried in the churchyard of St. Giles-in-the

Fields.

The genius of Flaxman is perhaps more re-

markably developed in his designs and composi-

tions, than in his modelling and execution. His

conceptions from the writings of Homer,
/Eschylus, and Dante, exhibit an intellectual

power which few artists before him, and none
who have succeeded, ever attained

;
yet of

all his productions, the Shield of Achilles, cast

in silver for George IV., is not only his noblest

work, but one of the most magnificent specimens
of modern Art. Among his statuary sculptures,

“Michael contending with Satan,” stands the
first in order, whether we consider the grandeur
of the subject or the sublime conception with
which it is rendered

;
the great Angelo himself

would not have disdained to own it as partaking
of those lofty qualities of Art, approaching to

the severity of the Greeks, which marked his

own achievements. In subjects of a devotional
character, Flaxman was eminently successful

;

his heart being deeply impressed with religious

sentiment and feeling, which elevated them
above the ordinary ideas of common minds :

—

“ pure and benevolent in spirit, the man exalted

.and seconded the artist.”
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The first pages in the histories of artists worthy

the name, are generally alike
;
records of boyish

resistance to every scheme, parental or tutorial,

at variance with the ruling desire and bent of

the opening mind. It is so rare an accident that

the love of drawing should be noticed and

fostered in the child, that we are hardly entitled

to form any conclusions respecting the probable

result of an indulgent foresight
;

it is enough to

admire the strength of will which usually accom-

panies every noble intellectual gift, and to be-

lieve that, in early life, direct resistance is better

than inefficient guidance. Samuel Prout—with

how many rich and picturesque imaginations is

the name now associated
1

?—wasborn at Plymouth,

September 17th, 1783, and intended by his

father for his own profession
;
but although the

delicate health of the child might have appeared

likely to induce a languid acquiescence in his

parent’s wish, the love of drawing occupied every

leisure hour, and at last trespassed upon every

other occupation. Reproofs were affectionately

repeated, and every effort made to dissuade the

boy from what was considered an “ idle amuse-

ment,” but it was soon discovered that opposition

was unavailing, and the attachment too strong

[Our engraving on wood is from a sketch in crayon by
Sir W. Ross, R A.,—one of Mr. Prout’s many friends ;

no
member of the profession has ever lived to’ be more tho-
roughly respected—we may add beloved—by his brother
artists

; no man has ever given more unquestionable
evidence of a gentle and generous spirit, or more truly de-
served the esteem in which he is so universally held. His
always delicate health instead of, as it usually does, souring
the temper, has made him more considerate and thoughtful
of the troubles and trials of others

;
ever ready to assist the

young by the counsels of experience, he is a fine ex-
ample of upright perseverance and indefatigable industry,
combined with suavity of manners and those endearing
attributes cf character which invariably blend with admi-
ration of the artist, affection for the man.

—

Ed.}

to be checked. It might perhaps have been
otherwise, but for some rays of encouragement
received from the observant kindness of his

first schoolmaster. To watch the direction

of the little hand when it wandered from its

task, to draw the culprit to him with a smile in-

stead of a reproof, to set him on the high stool

beside his desk, and stimulate him, by the loan

of his own pen, to a more patient and elaborate

study of the child’s usual subject, his favourite

cat, was a modification of preceptorial care as

easy as it was wise; but it perhaps had more
influence on the mind and after-life of the boy
than all the rest of his education together.

Such happy though rare interludes in school-

hours, and occasional attempts at home, usually

from the carts and horses which stopped at a

public-house opposite, began the studentship of

the young artist before he had quitted his pina-

fore. An unhappy accident which happened
about the same time, and which farther enfeebled

his health, rendered it still less advisable to

interfere with his beloved occupation. We have
heard the painter express, with a melancholy

j

smile, the distinct recollection remaining with

him to this day, of a burning autumn morning,

on which he had sallied forth alone, himself

some four autumns old, armed with a hooked

j

stick, to gather nuts. Unrestrainable alike with

;

pencil or with crook, he was found by a farmer,

towards the close of the day, lying moaning
under a hedge, prostrated by a sun-stroke, and
was brought home insensible. From that day for-

ward he was subject to attacks of violent pain in

the head, recurring at short intervals ; and until

thirty years after marriage not a week passed

without one or two days of absolute confinement

to his room or to his bed. “Up to this hour,”

we may perhaps be permitted to use his own

touching words, “ I have to endure a great fight

of afflictions; can I therefore be sufficiently

thankful for the merciful gift of a buoyant

spirit ?
”

That buoyancy of spirit—one of the brightest

and most marked elements of his character

—

never failed to sustain him between the re-

currences even of his most acute suffering
;
and

the pursuit of his most beloved Art became
every year more determined and independent.

The first beginnings in landscape studywere made
in happy truant excursions, now fondly remem-
bered, with the painter Haydon, then also a

youth. This companionship was probably rather

cemented by the energy than the delicacy of

Haydon's sympathies. The two boys were
directly opposed in their habits ofapplication and

modes of study. Prout unremitting in diligence,

patient in observation, devoted in copying what
lie loved in nature, never working except with

his model before him
;
Haydon restless, ambi-

tious, and fiery
;
exceedingly imaginative, never

captivated with simple truth, nor using his

pencil on the spot, but trusting always to his

powers of memory. The fates of the two youths

were inevitably fixed by their opposite characters.

The humble student became the originator of a

new School of Art, and one of the most popular

painters of his age. The self-trust of the wan-

derer in the wilderness of his fancy betrayed him
into the extravagancies, and deserted him in the

suffering, with which his name must remain

sadly, but not unjustly, associated.

There was, however, little in the sketches

made by Prout at this period to indicate the

presence of dormant power. Common prints,

at a period when engraving was in the lowest

state of decline, were the only guides which the

youth could obtain
;
and his style, in endeavour-

ing to copy these, became cramped and man-
nered; but the unremitting sketching from
nature saved him. Whole days, from dawn till

night, were devoted to the study of the peculiar

objects of his early interest, the ivy-mantled

bridges, mossy water-mills, and rock-built cot-

tages, which characterise the valley scenery

of Devon. In spite of every disadvantage,

the strong love of truth, and the instinctive

perception of the chief points of shade and
characters of form on which his favourite effects

mainly depended, enabled him not only to obtain

an accumulated store of memoranda, afterwards

valuable, but to publish several elementary

works which obtained extensive and deserved

circulation, and to which many artists now high

in reputation, have kindly and frankly confessed

their early obligations.

At that period the art of water-colour draw-

ing was little understood at Plymouth, and prac-

tised only by Payne, then an engineer in the

citadel. Though mannered in the extreme, his

works obtained reputation
;
for the best drawings

of the period wei’e feeble both in colour and
execution, with common-place light and shadow,

a dark foreground being a rule absolute, as may
be seen in several of Turner's first productions.

But Turner was destined to annihilate such rules,

breaking through and scattering them with an
expansive force commensurate with the rigidity

of former restraint. It happened “ fortunately,”

as it is said,—naturally and deservedly, as it should

be said,—that Prout was at this period removed
from the narrow sphere of his first efforts to one

in which he could share in, and take advantage

of, every progressive movement.
The most respectable of the Plymouth ama-

teurs was the Rev. Dr. Bidlake, who was ever

kind in his encouragement of the young painter,

and with whom many delightful excursions were

made. At his house, Mr. Britton, the anti-

quarian, happening to see some of the cottage

sketches, and being pleased with them, proposed

that Prout should accompany him into Cornwall

in order to aid him in collecting materials for

his “ Beauties of England and Wales.” This was
the painter's first recognised artistical employ-

ment, as well as the occasion of a friendship

ever gratefully and fondly remembered. On
Mr. Britton’s return to London, after sending to

him a portfolio of drawings, which were almost

the first to create a sensation with lovers of Art,

Mi'. Prout received so many offers of encourage-

ment, if he would consent to reside in London,
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as to induce him to take this important step

—the first towards being established as an

artist.

The immediate effect of this change of posi-

tion was what might easily have been foretold,

upon a mind naturally sensitive, diffident, and
enthusiastic. It was a heavy discouragement.

The youth felt that he had much to eradicate

and more to learn, and hardly knew at first how
to avail himself of the advantages presented by
the study of the works of Turner, Girtin, Cou-

sins, and others. But he had resolution and
ambition as well as modesty, he knew that

“ The noblest honours of the mind
On rigid terms descend.”

He had every inducement to begin the race, in

the clearer guidance and nobler ends which the

very works that had disheartened him afforded

and pointed out ;
and the first firm and certain

step was made. His range of subject was as yet

undetermined, and was likely at one time to have
1 been very different from that in which he has

since obtainedpre-eminence so confessed. Among
the picturesque materiel of his native place the

forms of its shipping had not been neglected,

|

though there was probably less in the order of

Plymouth dockyard to catch the eye of the boy,

always determined in its preference of purely

j |

picturesque arrangements, than might have been
afforded by the meanest fishing hamlet. But a

! strong and lasting impression was made upon
him by the wreck of the “ Dutton ” East India-

man on the rocks under the citadel
;
the crew

were saved by the personal courage and de-

votion of Sir Edward Pellcw, afterwards Lord
Exmouth. The wreck held together for many
hours under the cliff, rolling to and fro as

the surges struck her. Havdon and Prout
sat on the crags together and watched her
vanish fragment by fragment into the gnash-

ing foam. Both were equally awestruck at

the time
;
both, on the morrow, resolved to paint

their first pictures
;
both failed

;
but Haydon,

|

always incapable of acknowledging and remain-

ing loyal to the majesty of what he had seen,

|
lost himself in vulgar thunder and lightning.

Prout struggled to some resemblance of the

actual scene, and the effect upon his mind was
never effaced. At the time of his first residence

in London, he painted more marines than any
thing else. But other work was in store for

him; about the year 1818 his health, which as

we have seen had never been vigorous, showed
signs of increasing weakness, and a short trial of

Continental air was recommended. The route

by Havre to Rouen was chosen, and Prout found
himself for the first time, in the grotesque laby-

rinths of the Norman streets. There are few
minds so apathetic as to receive no impulse of

new delight from their first acquaintance with
Continental scenery and architecture; and
Rouen was of all the cities of France, the
richest in those objects with which the painter's

mind had the profoundest sympathy. It was
other then than it is now

;
revolutionary fury

had indeed spent itself upon many of its noblest

monuments, but the interference of modern
restoration or improvement was unknown. Bet-

ter the unloosed rage of the fiend than the
scrabble of self-complacent idiocy. The fafade
of the cathedral was as yet unencumbered by
the blocks of new stonework, never to be carved,

by which it is now defaced
; the Church of

St. Nicholas existed (the last fragments of the
niches of its gateway were seen by the writer

1

dashed upon the pavement in 1840 to make
room for the new “ Hotel St. Nicholas ;”) the

Gothic turret had not vanished from the angle

of the Place le Pucclle, the Palais de Justice

remained in its grey antiquity, and the Norman
houses still lifted their fantastic ridges of gable

along the busy quay (now fronted by as formal

a range of hotels and offices as that of the West
Cliff of Brighton). All was at unity with itself,

and the city lay under its guarding hills, one

labyrinth of delight, its grey and fretted towers,

1
misty in their magnificence of height, letting the

|

sky like blue enamel through the foiled spaces of

j

their crowns of open work
;
the walls and gates

. of its countless churches wardered by saintly
1

' groups of solemn statuary
;
clasped about by wan-

J

deiing stems ofsculptured leafage ;
and crowned

by fretted niche and fairy pediment—meshed
like gossamer with inextricable tracery : many a

quaint monument of past times standing to tell

its far-off tale in the place from which it has

since perished—in the midst of the throng and
murmur of those shadowy streets—all grim
with jutting props of ebon woodwork, lightened

only here and there by a sunbeam glancing down
from the scaly backs and points and pyramids of

the Norman roofs, or carried out of its narrow
range by the gay progress of some snowy cap or

scarlet camisole. The painter's vocation was
fixed from that hour. The first effect upon
his mind was irrepressible enthusiasm, with

a strong feeling of a new-born attachment to

Art, in a new world of exceeding interest.

Previous impressions were presently obliterated,

and the old embankments of fancy gave way
to the force of overwhelming anticipations,

forming another and a wider channel for its

future course.

From this time excursions were continually

made to the continent, and every corner of

France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Italy

ransacked for its fragments of carved stone. The
enthusiasm of the painter was greater than his

ambition, and the strict limitation of his aim to

the renderingof architectural characterpermitted

him to adopt a simple and consistent method
of execution, from which he has rarely departed.

It was adapted in the first instance to the neces-

sities of the mouldering and mystic character of

Northern Gothic ; and though impressions re-

ceived afterwards in Italy, more especially at

Yenice, have retained as strong a hold upon the

painter’s mind as those of his earlier excursions,

his methods of drawing have always been in-

fluenced by the predilections first awakened.
How far his love of the picturesque, already

alluded to, was reconcileable with an entire ap-

preciation of the highest characters of Italian

architecture we do not pause to inquire ; but
this we may assert, without hesitation, that the
picturesque elements of that architecture were
unknown until he developed them, and that

since Gentile Bellini, no one had regarded the

palaces of Venice with so affectionate an under-

standing of the purpose and expression of their

wealth of detail. In this respect the City of the

Sea has been, and remains peculiarly his own
;

there is, probably, no single piazza nor sea-

paved street from St. Georgio in Aliga to the
Arsenal, of which Prout has not in order drawn
every fragment of pictorial material. Probably
not a pillar in Yenice but occurs in some one of

his innumerable studies
;
while the peculiarly

beautiful and varied arrangements under which
he has treated the angle formed by St. Mark's
Church with the Doge’s palace, have not only
made every successful drawing of those buildings

by any other hand look like plagiarism, but have
added (and what is this but indeed to paint the
lily !) another charm to the spot itself.

This exquisite dexterity of arrangement has
always been one of his leading characteristics as

an artist. Notwithstanding the deserved popu-
larity of his works, his greatness in composition
remains altogether unappreciated. Many modem
works exhibit greater pretence at arrangement,

and a more palpable system : masses of well-

concentrated light or points of sudden and
dextrous colouv are expedients in the works of
our second-rate artists as attractive as they arc

commonplace. But the moving and natural

crowd, the decomposing composition, the frank

and unforced, but marvellously intricate group-
ing, the breadth of inartificial and unexaggerated
shadow, these arc merits of an order only the
more elevated because unobtrusive. Nor is his

system of colour less admirable. It is a quality

from which the character of his subjects naturally

withdraws much of his attention, and of which
sometimes that character precludes any high
attainment, but nevertheless the truest and
happiest association of hues in sun and shade to

be found in modem water-colour Art,* (except-

ing only the studies of Hunt and Dc Wint) will

be found in portions of Prout's more important
works.

Of hispeculiar powers we need hardly speak, it

would be difficult to conceive the circle of

their influence widened. There is not a land-

scape of recent times in which the treatment

of the architectural features has not been
affected, however unconsciously, by principles

which were first developed by Prout. Of
those principles the most original were his

familiarisation of the sentiment, while he ele-
|

vated the subject, of the picturesque. That
character had been sought, before his time, either

in solitude or in rusticity
; it was supposed to

belong only to the savageness of the desert or

the simplicity of the hamlet
; it lurked beneath

the brows of rocks and the eaves of cottages
;
to

seek it in a city would have been deemed
an extravagance, to raise it to the height of a
cathedral, an heresy. Prout did both, and both
simultaneously

;
he found and proved in the

busy shadows and sculptured gables of the Con-

tinental street sources of picturesque delight as

rich and as interesting as those which had been
sought amidst the darkness of thickets and the

eminence of rocks ;
and he contrasted with the

familiar circumstances of urban life, the majesty

and the aerial elevation of the most noble architec-

ture, expressing its details in more splendid accu-

mulation, and with a more patient love than ever

had been reached or manifested before his time by
any artist who introduced such subjects as mem-
bers ofa general composition. He thus became the

interpreter ofa great period of the world's history,

of that in which age and neglect had cast the

interest of ruin over the noblest ecclesiastical

structures of Europe, and in which there had
been bom at their feet a generation other in its

feelings and thoughts than that to which they
owed their existence, a generation which under-

stood not their meaning, and regarded not their

beauty, and which yet had a character of its

own, full of vigour, animation, and originality,

which rendered the grotesque association of the

circumstances of its ordinary and active life

with the solemn memorialism of the elder build-

ing, one which rather pleased by the strangeness

than pained by the violence of its contrast.

That generation is passing away, and another
dynasty is putting forth its character and its

laws. Care and observance, more mischievous

in their misdirection than indifference or scorn,

have in many places given the mediaeval relics

the aspect and associations of a kind of cabinet

preservation, instead of that air of majestic

independence, or patient and stern endurance,

with which they frowned down the insult of tho

regardless crowd. Nominal restoration has done
tenfold worse, and has hopelessly destroyed

what time, and storm, and anarchy, and impiety

had spared. The picturesque material of a
lower kind is fast departing—and for ever.

There is not, so far as we know, one city scene in

central Europe which has not suffered from
some jarring point of modernisation. The rail-

road and the iron wheel have done their work,
and the characters of Venice, Florence, and
Rouen are yielding day by day to a lifeless

extension of those of Paris and Birmingham.
A few lustres more, and the modernisation will

be complete : the archaeologist may still find

work among the wrecks of beauty, and here and
there a solitary fragment of the old cities may
exist by toleration, or rise strangely before the

workmen who dig the new foundations, left like

some isolated and tottering rock in the midst of

sweeping sea. But the life of the middle ages is

dying from their embers, and the warm mingling

of tho past and present will soon be for ever

dissolved. The works of Prout, and of those

who have followed in his footsteps, will become
memorials the most precious of the things that

have been
;

to their technical value, however
great, will be added the far higher interest of
faithful and fond records ofastrange and unretum-
ing era of history. May he long be spared to us,

and enabled to continue the noble scries, con-

scious of a purpose and function worthy of
being followed with all the zeal of even his

most ardent and affectionate mind. A time will

come when that zeal will be understood, and his

works will be cherished with a melancholy gra-

titude when the pillai's of Venice shall lie moul-
dering in the salt shallows of her sea, and tho
stones of the goodly towers of Rouen have be-

come ballast for the barges of the Seine.
* We do not mean under this term to include the draw-

ings of professed oil-painters, as of Stothard or Turner.

T
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THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

EXHIBITION—1 849.

This exhibition opened for private view on
Saturday the 10th of February, and on the fol-

lowing Monday to the public. The number of

pictures is 504, and the sculptured works are

14, but in this large number of productions of

Art there is a striking paucity of compositions
which display anything like well directed thought.

It has been laid to the charge of our school that the

mechanical, rather than the intellectual, has been
our great end in Art, and the aspect of tliis ex-

hibition supports such a conclusion. There are,

it is true, many pictures of high merit, but their

subjects ai’e either unsusceptible of the poetry
ofArt, or this quality has not been communicated
to them. We cannot help deploring the low
tone of subject-matter from which so many
painters of genius are content to work : this

will sufficiently appear in the subjoined notice.
• No. 1. ‘On the Gulf of Spezzia,’ G. J. Hering.
The view is brought forward under a tranquil

evening effect, which is rendered with much
truth. It is to be observed of this picture that in

execution it is more decided than any we have
ever seen by the same artist, and in other quali-

ties it will rank among the best of his works.
No. 2. ‘ A Girl of Brittany,’ F. Stone. A head,

wearing the French peasant costume : it is accom-
panied by another, ‘Alice,’ (No. 18,) by the same
painter. Both pictures are small

; the latter is a
half figure of rather a youthful penitent than a
devotee, if we may take into account the length
and luxuriance of the hair. Both are very care-

fully painted, and evidence a departure from
the uniformity of character which has marked
the studies of the artist.

No. 4. ‘The Old Market at Rouen— Nor-
mandy,’ E. A. Goodall. This work is admirable,
especially in composition, and with respect to

characteristics it is a perfect identity. The spec-
tator is placed under an archway, the massive
pillars and shaded vaulting of which tell forcibly
against the more distant houses, mid the nearer
crowd of market people. In colour and effective

manipulation it excels every thing that has pre-

ceded it from the same hand.
No. 5. ‘ Maple Durham Mill—on the Thames,’

G. Stanfield. The material is of the simplest
character, but it is wrought into value by a very
close observance of nature under the best prin-

ciple of out-door study—that of carefully painting
scraps and limited combinations.

No. 8. ‘Dutch Boats on the Y—off Amster-
dam,’ E. W. Cooke. A very small picture, dis-

tinguished by all the sweetness which marks the
North Sea subjects of this painter, though not
so fresh in touch as others of the same kind,
which he has even recently exhibited.

No. 14. ‘On the Canal near Bingley, York-
shire/ J. C. Bentley. These materials are of
the simplest kind, but they are rendered effective

by a veiy judicious treatment.
No. 17. ‘The Successful Deer-Stalkers/ R.

Ansdell. The men and animals here are life-

sized, and are painted, especially the latter, with
great command of effective manner in the repre-
sentation of animal textures

;
but have we not

seen this subject under every incidental variety ?

No. 20. ‘A Welch Hill,’ T. Creswick, A.R.A.
A passage of scenery somewhere in the neigh-
bourhood of Bettws, but presenting in the man-
ner of its treatment here a problem as diffi-

cult of solution as any in Landscape Art. The
triumph of the picture is its light and air, both
of which are realised upon a cast of material
as uninviting as the baldest subject-matter we
have ever seen. It is a green hill, and nothing
more ; the sun is just behind it, affording a
charming play of oblique rays, which, together
with the aerial gradations, is realised with mas-
terly effect.

No. 22. ‘ Scarborough, from the Sea/ J. Danby.
In the manner of this picture there is power
and originality, but the lights are somewhat
heavy and monotonous in hue, and something is

wanting to the balance of the chiaroscuro. These
objections are, however, nothing when we re-
member the amount of excellence in other works
under the same name.

THE ABT-JOUBNAL.

No. 23. ‘ The Palace of La Reine Blanche

—

a summer residence of Blanche La Belle, built

1299/ J. Holland. A small view, sketched with

the usual freedom and precision of this painter.

We see nothing but the entrance—a very 'unpre-

tending one for a palace, and of a character appa-

rently rather two centuries later than the date

assigned to it.

No. 31. ‘Evening—Returning from Labour/
E. C. Williams. A small picture, the foreground

of which is closed by a screen of trees which

break the evening sky with an effect that could

be wrought out only by long study of the parti-

cular aspect under which the objective is brought

forward.

No. 33.
1 Paris

—

1848/ F. Goodall. This beau-

tiful production presents many points for con-

templation. It proclaims, in the first place, a

change of subject-matter, but more remarkably

a change of executive principle. The scene is

the stall of a Parisian cobbler, who, with emphasis

and earnest energy, enacts the part of priest of

the oracular Siecle, which he reads to an anxiously

listening knot assembled on the outside of his

window. No stall was ever furnished with more
skill and taste, and no stall ever so charmingly

painted; but it is the manner of the Art that we
would more particularly notice. Throughout the

whole there is an extraordinary depth and trans-

parency combined with a richness and variety of

hue that have never been surpassed. The dif-

ference from preceding works exists in the

absence of the usual amount of solid painting,

and evidently from a successful inquiry into the

available qualities of working material.

No. 34. ‘ Scene in Kensington Gardens,’ E. J.

Cobbett. This picture has a valuable quality,

that of appealing to have been painted upon the

spot which it represents. It exhibits even greater

power than others of the wooded scenes that

have been exhibited under the same name.

No. 36. ‘Buck Shooting—Marlborough Forest,’

J. Stark. The shaded masses in many of the

pictures of this artist are painted with a solidity

and truth equal to those of the works of the

Dutch masters, but solidity and breadth are

scarcely sufficiently sustained in the lights. Of
such excellence and default this work partakes,

but it is distinguished withal by incontrovertible

evidence of patient study from nature.

No. 42. ‘Nonchalance,’ J. IxsKipr. A rustic

belle enveloped in a shawl, and wearing a black

bonnet of the zingaro cut, by which her face is

partially shaded. The picture sustains the repu-

tation of the painter for that free and sketchy

handling we have so often eulogised.

No. 47. ‘English Meadows,’ F. R. Lee, R.A.,

and T. S. Cooper, A.R.A. In this scene a river

flows down to the foreground, which on the left

is closed by a group of trees ; on the right the

course of the stream retires into a distance which

is painted with more feeling for aerial gradation

than recent pictures of the former of the two
artists have shown. The foreground and more
distant groups of cows are painted with all the

knowledge and accuracy of the latter painter.

No. 52. ‘A Mountain Chieftain—Funeral in

Olden times/ Francis Danby, A.R.A. The sub-

ject is a night-procession, according to the spirit

of the title
;
the figures and objects being seen of

course by torch-light. The field of the composi-

tion is extremely dark, and the lights, which are

in small proportion to the shade, are effective

though unobtrusive, and beautifully true. The
purpose of the painter is fully answered in the

picturesque character, rugged grandeur, and
mournfully impressive sentiment of the picture,

but there are few ordinary residences in which
such a picture can be seen to advantage, and in

time the lights will lose their present brilliancy

and the depths their transparency.

No. 54. ‘Early Pencillings—A Scene in the

Kitchen at Fleet Farm, Hants/ A. Pnovis. An
interior painted with great truth of representa-

tion, with much firmness of execution and judi-

cious distribution of light and shade.

No. 58. ‘The Flight into Egypt,' J. Linnell.

The scene is a passage of precipitous landscape

composition shaded in the near parts by trees

painted with all the careful elaboration with

which the works of tliis painter are usually

made out. Mary is, as usual, mounted on the

ass, which Joseph very carefully leads down the

nigged path. The work possesses many of the
best qualities of the style of its author, but, as a
whole, is perhaps not so attractive as others that
have preceded it.

No. 65. ‘A Quiet Morning— North Wales/
H. J. Boddington. The centre of the field is

occupied by a river flowing between well wooded
banks down to the foreground. The lower part
of the composition lies in cool shade, while the
highest points are touched by the morning light.

The work is distinguished by valuable qualities.

No. 69. ‘A Fresh Day on Folk Common

—

Kent,’ R. Sidney Percy. A piece of rough
heathy pasture of that kind which this artist

paints so well. It is broken by trees and diver-

sified with light and shade in a manner so judi-

cious as to present to the eye an effect of unex-
ceptionable excellence. In touch, colour, and
natural truth, it is admirable.

No. 73. ‘A Fi’osty Morning/ C. Bran white.
A winter scene of much merit, but not so effec-

tive as former works.

No. SO. ‘A Reverie/ E. J. Parris. A small

study of a classically draped female figure at a

fountain
;
the pose and expression are well de-

signed to support the title.

No. 82. ‘Una,’ H. Le Jeune. A small half-

length figure, treated in a feeling of some severity,

but nevertheless appropriate in a great degree

to the subject.

No. 87. ‘Interior of a Farm House,’ E. A.

Goodall. A small picture presenting a rustic

interior, which must have been studied with
great earnestness from the reality. The shades

are transparent and rich, with a variety of har-

monious hues, and the finish applied to the roof

and the various objective is productive of the
happiest result.

No. 99. ‘The Pet Rabbit,’ F. Goodall. The
exquisite finish of this gem reminds the spectator

of a very successful daguerreotype. The rabbit

is in a hutch, before which is a group of children,

the greater part of the scene being shaded by a

rude outhouse or shed. Nothing can exceed

the excellence of the arrangement and the paint-

ing quality of the items, and with respect to

colour and transparent depth it exceeds every-

thing of its class that wo have ever seen.

No. 100. ‘The Lace Pillow,’ A. J. Woolner.
An agreeable study, with more solidity of pur-

pose than we usually see in the works of this

artist.

No. 101. ‘Summer/ G. Lance. Apples, grapes,

pine, and other fruits, with an accompaniment of

a basket, and the never-failing matting, with leaves

and minor items, all described with the power
and truth which distinguish all the works of the
accomplished artist.

“ Hunger and thirst at once,

Powerful persuaders, quicken at the sight

Of that alluring fruit.”

No. 110. ‘Morning/ G. F. W. The Rosy-fin-

gered Eos descending from her home of im-

mortal light in the eastern sky. The figure is

well drawn and classically circumstanced. It

is, we believe, by the author of the “ Caractacus
”

cartoon
;
but there can be, and ought to be, no

reason for the mei’e initials.

No. 112. ‘Summer Amusement/ Mrs. Car-
penter. A child seated on the sea-shore, amusing
himself with his little boat. The figure is painted

with the usual qualities of the substantial manner
of this lady.

No. 115/‘ Dressed for the Ball/ T. F. Dicksee.

A lady in the costume of the last century—she

is looking for the last time in the glass—that is,

before entering the ball-room. The figure is

graceful, and very carefully painted.

No. 116. ‘The Harvest Field/ H. Jutsum. A
large landscape, closed on the left by a group of

trees, the foreground being an deration com-
manding a distant view over a luxuriant country.

Although not so carefully finished as others we
have seen by the same hand, it discovers much
of the easy handling of the artist.

No. 117. ‘Scarborough, from the Westward,’

J. W. Carmichael. We are here placed upon
the sea at such an angle with the town as brings

the castle into the centre of the picture. It is a

bright morning, and, being high water, there is

movement among the craft, some of whom are

coming in, and others are departing. The water,
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the vessels, and the morning effect are all highly

successful.

No. 122. ‘The Rialto—Venice,’ J. Holland.

This is a very near view of the famous bridge,

and no representation was ever more perfect.

The spectator stands within a few paces of “ the

keystone of the arch ;

’’
let him step into one of

these gondolas, and dream
“Of mighty shadows whose dim forms despond
Above the dogeless city’s vanished sway.”

No. 123. ‘A Sylvan Glade among the Chil-

terns, &c.,’ W. Parrott. A greensward vista of

very attractive character; the shaded portions

of the picture are well painted.

No. 129. ‘Joshua commanding the Sun to

stand still,’ J. Martin. The same subject is

known as an engraving, having been published

some years ago. The composition of this picture

seems to be, for the greater part, identical, but
there is much more light here than in the plate.

In the execution there is much that is objection-

able, but if we can lose sight of that minute
manipulation whence results the impropriety of

distant sharpness of detail—if the contemplation

be limited to the idea—there is very much of

sublimity in the conception.

No. 130. ‘ Evening : a Scene in Essex,’ S. C.

Dibdin. The objective, a church, with trees

and a portion of broken foreground compose
well, and are treated in perfect consonance with
the feeling of the proposed effect.

No. 133. ‘ The Rustic Sybil,’ S. West. A gipsy

girl inviting the spectator to hear her expo-

sition of his fortunes. The head is successful

in expression, and life-like in colour.

No. 138. ‘ The'Broken Chord,’ W. Fisher. A
lady in an Oriental costume regulating a broken
string of her guitar. The features are charac-

terised by a touching expression, and the com-
position of the picture is distinguished by much
good taste.

No. 139. ‘Italian fishing-craft off the Torre
del Marzocco—Leghorn,’ E. W. Cooke. A large

picture partaking more of the feeling of the

artist’s earlier works than we have seen in any of

his Mediterranean or Adriatic subjects.

No. 142. ‘ Fleur de Marie,’ C. Do kes. A sub-

ject from the “ Mysteries of Paris it is a small

single figure drawn with much care.

No. 144. ‘An English Landscape,’ T. Cres-

wick, A.R.A. This is a composition treated with

a spirit which well sustains the title. The spec-

tator is placed upon an eminence commanding
an extensive view over a charmingly verdant
country, over which the eye is led to a distance,

retiring with the nicest gradations until lost in

the filmy horizon. The subject is extremely
simple, but its substantial truth is irresistibly

captivating.

No. 150. ‘Venice—1550/ J. C. Hook. This
period is illustrated as

—

“ When they did please to play the thieves for wives.”

We see, accordingly, a hall communicating with
perhaps the Grand Canal, in the nearer portion

of the composition is seated a maiden, and in a
remoter nook, her father

;
clearly a senator, one

of the best sinews of the Doge’s right hand. On
the right appears a youth, wearing a mask, who
has just stept out of a gondola, and is earnestly

entreating the lady to flee with him. The story

is well told and is read the more satisfactorily

that it is so substantially wrought out.

No. 149. ‘ The Highlands in 1746,’ J. A. Hous-
ton, R.S.A. A mountain refugee “ for Charlie’s

sake” looking cautiously down from his eyrie,

with a view of getting a shot at the sidier roy.

The rugged figure is well drawn and substan-

tially painted, and tells in effective relief against

the sky.

No. 151. ‘Strawberry Gatherers in Norbury
Woods,’ R. Redgrave, A.R.A. A small picture

presenting a passage of wood scenery
;
painted

with so much of reality as to seem to have been
elaborated on the spot.

No. 153. ‘ La Belle de Bruges,’ J. M. Joy. A
small figure attired in a French or Flemish cos-

tume. She is carrying a tray with coffee and
wane or brandy

; it is executed with much careful

and neat execution.

No. 154. ‘Domestic Ducks—after Nature,’

J. F. Herring. They are grouped in a weedy
nook by the side of a pond, and drawn and

painted with an approach to nature as near as

can be attained by Art.

No. 155. ‘Study of a Head,’ H. W. Phillips.

This is not a portrait, but a picturesque study,

to which is given much elevation of style.

MIDDLE ROOM.

No. 161. ‘ Murder of Thomas a Beeket,' J.

Gilbert. A’Becket is seen lying upon the steps

of the altar, one attendant being about to raise

him—his murderers are retiring. This work is

the very antipodes of those we have been accus-

tomed to see under this name. In suppressing

colour the artist has made all his shadows too

black.

No. 167. ‘The Double Theft,’ N. J. Crowley,
R.H.A. Three small half-length figures firmly

painted
; but the stoiy is not very clear.

No. 169. ‘The Desecration of a Church by
the Covenanters in the time of the Common-
wealth,’ J. Stephanoff. A small picture, con-

taining numerous figures grouped as an audience
to a fanatical preacher, who occupies the pulpit.

The little picture has much merit, but it wants
finish and effect.

No. 175. ‘ The Chapel Room, Knole,—the

ancient seat of the Dukes of Dorset,’ J. Holland.
A rapid and effective sketch; much of it seems

to have been drawn with a pen.

No. 184. ‘Hungarian Peasants at the Shrine,’

J. Zeitter. A sketch very grey throughout,

but possessing points superior to those of works
lately exhibited by the artist.

No. 186. ‘One of a series of Sketches and
Studies from the pencil of a Portrait-painter,’

R. Rothwell. A country girl with a bouquet

of roses
;
the face is painted with all the bril-

liancy of the best works of the painter.

No. 193. ‘View of Goodrich Castle looking

down the Wye, Herefordshire,’ Copley Fielding.

The castle is seen in the distance lighted by the

rays of the evening sun, the foreground being

contrasted by the shadow’, a favourite mode of

effect with this artist.

No. 194. ‘The Ponte della Paglia—Venice,

W. Callow. A sketch remarkably like a water-

colour drawing. It is subdued in colour, but

nevertheless a striking production.

No. 198. ‘The Close of Day,’ G. A. Williams.

The dark foreground is closed by a screen of

trees, w’hich arc opposed to the twilight sky with

perfectly natural effect.

No. 199. ‘Summer Breezes,’ F. R. Lee, R.A.,

and T. S. Cooper, A.R.A. This is a large com-

position, painted in a breadth of almost unin-

terrupted light. A shallow stream occupies a

considerable portion of the field, the left bank
of which is overhung by trees, while on the

right another group rises against the sky.

Groups of cows are in the water and on the

banks. The effect had been improved by a more
marked proportion of shade.

No. 206. ‘ The Interior of the Fisher’s Cot-

tage,’ Miss J. Maci.eod. This is a subject from
“ The Antiquary,” the lamentation in the cottage

on the occasion of the death of the young
fisherman. The composition is full of figures,

characteristic, well drawn and skilfully painted.

No. 211. ‘ St. Cecilia,’ H. O’Neil. This and
‘ St. Catherine,’ (No. 213) form pendants. Both
are small half-length seated figures, painted with

much care, but the features of each partake too

much of the attributes of this world for the

elevated sentiment which should distinguish

such impersonations.

No. 212. ‘A Quiet Couple,’ G. Lance. These
are a brace of dead ducks, accompanied with an

ale-jug, all admirably painted.

No. 214. ‘ The Death of the Banished Lord,’

R. T. Bott. A picture of considerable preten-

sion, from a tale by Victor Hugo. A large

number of figures are grouped together with

much dramatic effect and knowledge of com-
position

;
the attention of the spectator is, how-

ever, drawTi from the principal person in the

the scene by two ill-drawn dogs standing near

his head.

No. 215. ‘ Solitude,’ W. D. Kennedy. A large

landscape, the materials of which arc sufficiently

romantic, being a lake overhung with cliffs and
trees. It is low’ in tone, and the feeling of the

title is effectively sustained.

No. 223. ‘Burns and Captain Grose,’ R. S.

Lander, R.S.A. The scene is supposed to be
the sanctum of Grose, wlierein we find the “ fine

fat podgel wight ” himself seated in his dressing-

gown and Burns standing near him. We cannot
speak too highly of the composition of this pic-

ture, in w’hich figure in exemplary order tho

“Rusty airn caps and jinglin jackets,”

immortalised by the poet.

No. 229. ‘An old Trespasser,’ R. Ansdell. A
pony has made his way into a field of newly
reaped corn, to which he is helping himself

when attacked by the farmer's dogs. The execu-

tion of the picture is certainly better than that

of the larger works of the artist.

No. 234. ‘ My pretty Page look out afar,’ A. J.

Woolmer. Were it not for the identical manner
w’hich pervades all these works, there is fre-

quently in them a quality of colour worthy of a
more solid and earnest manner.

No. 237. ‘ From a Scene in Sussex,’ H. B.

Willis. A small circular picture, showing from
an eminence a road winding through a tract of

level country : it is painted with much firmness.

No. 248. ‘A Page full of Wisdom,’ Hablot K.

Browne. The subject is a page who has retired

from the tournament to the temporary enjoy-

ment of a cold fowl, which he carves with more
eagerness than grace. There is in the picture

the vein of quaintness which has characterised

other works of this artist.

No. 251. ‘ The Rain Storm—River Conway,’

W. E. Dighton. A scene accurately descriptive

of Welsh scenery. The stream, apparently swollen

by recent rains, seems to rush over its stony

bed with augmented rapidity, a feature har-

monising perfectly with the sullen aspect of the

sky charged with its heavy rain-cloud.

No. 257. ‘ A Scene in North Wales,’ T. Danby.
A striking merit of this picture is, that it bears

no evidence of the leger-dc-main of execution.

The subject is by no means attractive, the mate-

rial being simply a rocky stream bounded by
banks of no very picturesque character, to which
to communicate the kind of interest wherewith
the composition is invested is a result of no
small command of the means of good effect.

No. 269. ‘The Deserted,' C. Branwhite. A
large picture, the subject of which seems to be a

nook, perhaps at Bairc, at least the intention is to

describe faded and fallen magnificence. The
scene is composed of a breadth of water enclosed

by rocks and trees, the whole lighted by the

rays of the sotting sun. The only semblance of

life is the Faun who still dances, notwithstanding

tho ivy fetters that Time has thrown round him.

This class of subject is scarcely fitted to the

genius of this artist : he has done better things.

No. 270. ‘A Native of the Abruzzi,’ D. W.
Deane. A small three-quarter-sized female

figure in Italian costume, charming in colour

and skilful in execution.

No. 273. ‘ Scene from the Taming of the

Shrew,’ J. E. Landseer. From the first Scene

of tho third Act, in which the personai are

Luccntio, Hortensio, and Bianca, the construing

lesson being given to the lady by Lucentio.

The spirit of the subject is well sustained, and

the composition is in good taste
;
there is, how-

ever, a crispness of execution which we have not

before seen in the works of the author.

No. 290. ‘The Pass of Dolly Dellyn—North

Wales,’ J. A. Hammersley. A highly picturesque

passage of sceneiy, proclaiming at once the

whereabouts of the reality.

No. 292. ‘The Picture Gallery— Stafford

House,’ J. D. Wingfield. A very large picture,

painted with truth unimpeachable, and finish so

careful as to equal that of the very best produc-

tions of the kind. All the pictures arc at once

recognisable ;
indeed, every passage of the work

is treated with a knowledge and pow'er of which

no small amount is necessaiy to bring forward

such a subject in any wise successfully.

No. 299. ‘ The Stepping Stones,’ T. Creswick,

A.R.A. This is a reminiscence of the earlier

class of subjects whence the reputation of this

artist arose. We have a smooth but shallow

stream, in which are mirrored the trees that

cover the opposite bank, and retire transversely

from the foreground. Of this beautiful produc-

tion it is enough to say, that it is equal to the

best efforts of its author.
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No. 300. ‘ The Coast of Forfarshire,’ J. Wilson.
Simply a sea wall, with figures and craft brought

forward with judicious effect.

No. 309. ‘Man from first to last requires as-

sistance,’ S. Phillip. The composition is sug-

gested from the lines of Wordsworth, according

to which we see an aged man moving feebly,

assisted by a crutch and stick, and again a child,

aided by its mother, in its first essay at walking

alone. The picture is admirably executed, and
displays more sentiment than any preceding

work of the artist.

No. 312. ‘ Near Gondhurst, Kent,' A. Barland.
A small picture, of which the subject is a piece

of judiciously selected scenery, painted with
good feeling.

No. 313. ‘ A Summer's Evening,’ J. Linnell.
The subject is by no means attractive, being a

river of deep and smoothly flowing water, with-

out any attractive feature. The evening sky is

brilliantly reflected in the water, which con-

trasts powerfully with the subdued tones of the

surrounding landscape. It is a different class of

composition from that which we have been
accustomed to see under this name.

SOUTH ROOM.

No. 318. ‘Admonition,’ E. V. Rippingille.

This is an allegorical composition, the subject of

which is derived from “ Poetical Sketches ” by
the artist himself. The impersonations are

two, Youth and Experience, the latter offering

to the former an impressive admonition on the

vanity of a life of pleasure. The work is dis-

tinguished by many valuable qualities, and the

sentiment is sufficiently pronounced.

No. 332. ‘.View on the Loyne Fiord—Norway,’
W. West. A passage of wild precipitous scenery,

portions of which are treated with much success.

No. 338. ‘Back of Dulwich College,’ J. V. De
Fleurt. A small picture, somewhat low in

tone, yet painted with much truthful feeling.

No. 342. ‘Sketch from Nature—Wandsworth
Common,’ J. T. Soper. A small picture, touched
with decision, but left somewhat too hard.

No. 349. ‘Morning,’ J. W. Glass. A small

picture, in which appeal’s a lady on horseback,

galloping to join a hawking party. The horse

and rider are extremely spirited.

No. 350. ‘ Hauling out the Weather-earing,’

R. C. Leslie, Jun. Two or three seamen grouped
upon a studding-sail yard ; there is at least

much originality in the subject.

No. 351. ‘ The Fiddlers Reverie,’ E. W. S.

Hopley. A composition in which is pictured

with much ingenuity the career of a musician.

No. 353. ‘ The Pride of the Hamlet,’ J.

Pemell. A small half rustic figure, painted

with solidity and characteristic truth.

No. 359. ‘A Naiad,' W. E. Frost, A.R.A. This

is a very small academical study, of infinite grace

and sweetness. It is remarkable for its bril-

liancy and exquisite finish.

No. 364. ‘ Enamel of the Scotch Bard,’ W.
Essex. A portrait of Scott, distinguished by all

the brilliancy which characterises the produc-
tions of the artist.

No. 365. ‘ Dutch Coast—near Scheveling,’ E.
W. Cooke. A small canvas, representing per-

fectly the low sandbanks of this coast ; the

foreground and middle distances are full of truth.

No. 366. ‘ The Roadside Barn,’ J. Middleton.
A charming example of chiaroscuro and mechani-
cal power although it must be observed that

much of the natural form seems to be sacrificed

to this.

No. 368. ‘ Ophelia,’ H. Le Jeune. She is pre-

sented in a stooping pose, hanging wreaths upon
the boughs within her reach. The picture is

perhaps more freely painted than others we
have lately seen from the same hand : but there
is yet in it a style well fitted for subject-matter
of the highest class.

No. 382. ‘ Scene on the Medway,’ J. Tennant.
The aspect under which the materials of this

composition arc brought forward is different from
that usually seen in the works of this painter.

A deep shade preponderates here which is not
so skilfully treated as the sunny pictures we
have hitherto seen.

No. 383. ‘ Enforcing the Sanitary Laws,’ R.
McInnes. A girl washing a child at a fountain.
There is much beautiful execution in the picture.

No. 385. ‘ Making an Acquaintance,’ C. Col-

lins. The new acquaintance is a dog, which we
are told was painted by the late W. Collins, R.A.

It is a small picture agreeably painted, containing

moreover a group of children, by one of whom
the acquaintance is acquired.

No. 396. ‘ A Dutch Ferry House,’ A. Mon-
tague. An attractive subject, very skilfully and
effectively painted, but somewhat grey in tone

and, it may be, deficient of force.

No. 407. ‘ The Mills in the Common,’ J. C.

Bentley. A windmill circumstanced on an open
landscape, the ground of which, with its rough
diversities, contributes strikingly to the good
feeling of the work.

No. 416. ‘The Little Stranger,’ Reuben
Sayers. The stranger is a stray spaniel, which
two little girls are coaxing to drink from a

saucer. The picture is a pleasing one of its

class
;
the head of one of the children is decidedly

good both in colour and expression.

No. 418. ‘The Peasant's Home,’ T. Brooks.

A cottage door with a rustic family presented in

a manner perfectly characteristic. The figures

are carefully drawn, and the whole harmoniously

coloured.

No. 424. ‘ Medmenham Abbey— on the

Thames,’ E. J. Niemann. The river and its

shores occupy the near breadth of the canvas,

the substantive material, the trees and other

objective, being removed to the middle distance,

behind which is the setting sun. The water and
the near breadth of the picture display gi’eat

power of execution.

No. 431. ‘The Trial of William Laud, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury,’ Alex. Johnston. This is

a large picture executed from a subject which
necessarily demands the introduction of numer-

ous figures. It has been studied upon the prin-

ciple of preserving an unbroken breadth of

light, the force of the composition being confided

entirely to skilful dispositions, character, and
substantial painting. The Archbishop stands

upon the left, and is in the act of addressing the

court : and the feeling shown by the individuals

who listen to his words sufficiently declares the

part each takes in the trial. Another picture by
the same artist is entitled ‘Roger and Jenny.'

The subject is from “The Gentle Shepherd;”
and in firmness of execution and other good
qualities it partakes of the excellence of the

preceding.

No. 439. ‘The Rabbit Warren,’ H. Jutsum.

The most agreeable picture which this artist

has for some time exhibited. The foreground is

a charming passage of art.

No. 440. ‘ * * *,’ T. H. Illidge. A picture

without a name
;
but a passage from “ 11 Peu-

scroso” expresses its subject.

“ Come pensive nun,” &c.

A life-size figure, which well embodies the poet’s

conception
;

it is painted with all the skill and
vigour that so practised a hand as the artist’s

would lead us to expect.

No. 442. ‘ When the Morning Stars sang toge-

ther, and all the Sons of God shouted for joy,’

S. Bendixen. If the execution of this work had
been equal to the design, it would be a valuable

production ;
still there is considerable merit in

it as an essay in a high range of Art.

No. 443. ‘ Giotto on the eve of his departure

from his parents to accompany Cimabue to Flo-

rence, and there to study as an artist,’ Chev.

Bezzuoll This gentleman is, we believe, presi-

dent or director of the Florentine Academy. W

e

are glad to see works of this kind in juxta-

position with those of our own school. There are

numerous figures in this composition, and it has

been carefully studied, but it is less successful

than others we have seen by the same hand.

No. 446. ‘ A Misty Morning on the River Exo,’

F. Dandy. The principal object in this picture

is a fishing-boat, which is carefully drawn, every-

thing else is lost in mist
;
a thin film of which,

by the way, should have veiled in a very slight

degree the boat.

We are reluctantly compelled to break off our

notice here somewhat abruptly
;
there are many

pictures of more than average merit which we
are forced to pass over altogether

;
but, in truth,

the exhibition is not one which calls for very

minute scrutiny or much space.

ITALIAN FICTILE WARES OF THE
RENAISSANCE.

Vulyo MAJOLICA, faenza, fynlina, raffaelle
WARE.

The influence which the revival of Art in Italy

exercised upon every species of manufacture,

exhibited itself perhaps most strongly in the

creation of those fictile wares which formed so

prominent a feature in the article of luxury and
domestic use during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. Until the period in question,

scarcely any thing since the decline of ancient

Rome had been known of the vast scope and
capability of fictile productions, but they were
now suddenly and largely appreciated, and a

series of objects, as original as they were beau-

tiful, were soon ushered into existence, pure in

form, harmonious in colour, and now alike in-

teresting to the antiquary and the student of

decorative design. These Italian wares appear

to have had their immediate origin from two
distinct sources, viz. : the plastic compositions of

the Della Robbia family, and the poetic learning

of orientalised Spain. The latter half of the

fifteenth century furnishes us with a sufficiently

large variety of dishes for domestic use, to which
the term Majolica is most often extended, and
which, whether actually of Arabo-Spanish or of

Italian fabric, are generally characterised by
moresque designs, from which geometric devices

are by no means excluded. Many of these bear

the blazon of Spain and her dependencies, and
some that of Majorca itself ;* but it should be
remembered that in the first adoption of an Art,

conventional subjects are rarely departed from

;

so in the first attempts of Europe in porcelain,

Chinese monstrosities were retained, and in the

very century with which we have now to do,

Venice embossed on her works in metal the

inscriptions of the Alhambra.

The distinguishing points of the so-called

Majolica are coarseness of ware, intricacy of

pattern, and occasionally prismatic glaze. A
large class ascribed, although possibly on insuffi-

cient grounds, to Valencia, is characterised by ela-

borate conformity of pattern flushed with metallic

lustre, on a greyish-white ground. Our two first

illusti-ations are evidence of the elegant though
somewhat crude designs occasionally met with

on the wares in question, unusual in their ar-

rangement of familiar forms, and especially indi-

cative of a style antecedent to the sixteenth

century. Both examples are from plates kindly

furnished for the purpose by Lord Hastings.

Of the positively Italian wares, though they

were so greatly in request that most of the cities

of the Romagna instituted manufactories of them,

but little can be ascertained prior to the six-

teenth century. A beautiful specimen, from the

collection of the Count Portales, of the end
of the fifteenth century, is not ascribed to

any precise locality; and M. Brogniart, who
describes it cautiously, abstains from even

hinting at its country, though the internal

evidence it affords would at once stamp it as

Italian, were not an analogous specimen in the

cabinet of R. Bernal, Esq., M.P., bearing the

Visconti arms, and a second, insciibed Charolus,

at Melton Constable, similarly suggestive. This

ware, which is of excessive rarity, is of so pecu-

liar and decided a character that it canuot be
mistaken. The cntii’c surface is mottled, appa-

rently in imitation of marble with coloux*s, of

which yellow and green mostly predominate,

while the figures and ornaments are simply

incised. Our third engraving represents the

Portales example, which, both ixi its general

form and in its foliated embellishments, is ex-

ceedingly graceful and full of suggestions for the

execution of an ornamental tazza at the present

day.

1 Mr. George Isaacs, in a memoir read before the Free-

masons of the Church, and called for by the Arehteological

Association, drew sufficient attention to the danger of

trusting to armorial bearings as evidence, when unsup-

ported by concurrent testimony. In disputing the claims

to English origin, advocated for a bottle in the Museum of

Economic Geology, impressed with the arms of Queen
Elizabeth, he cited an example in which the same arms,

accompanied bv the same date and motto, were alternated

with the arms of Cologne, which city he proved by docu-

mentary evidence to have been at the period in question

the furnisher of England with stone wares.
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It was, however, during a period extending
from 1520 to 1560 that these wares attained
perfection. The classical designs of RafFaelle,

of Julio Romano, and of Marc Antonio, were

adopted and correctly developed; the most
i also worked at Castel Durante and Florence,

graceful figure-compositions, selected from the as did the Chevalier Piccolpesso, a talented
Grecian and Roman mythologies, were sur- painter, and the author of a work on pottery.

drug-bottles, of which we have engraved two
good examples, from the extensive assortment of

The towns most celebrated after a.d. 1500 for

their artistic productions are Pesaro, Gubio,
Asciano, Bologna, Cita-castellana, Ferrara, Forli,

Fynlina, Pisa, Perugia, Rimini, Sienna, and Spello;

and the first is considered the earliest site of a
manufactory in Italy, notwithstanding the at-

tempts of the ingenious Eugene Piot in favour
of Deruta. So early as 1509 Guidobaldo della

Rovere, duke of Urbino, granted a patent to

Jacques Lanfranco, of Pesaro, for “the applica-

tion of gold to the Italian faience,” by which is

probably intended that lustre of a golden colour
wliich so brilliantly sheds its prismatic hues on
the fictile performances of this period. The
next in antiquity is Gubio, which boasted in

Giorgio Andreoli of one of the most famous
masters in his art. In 1511, and subsequently,
he, improving on the invention of Lanfranco,
gave to his wares a ruby splendour, restricted to

his works alone, for the artist and his secret died

rounded by borders of imaginative arabesques.
The colours less brilliant than before, were now
more harmoniously combined, while the glaze
became more transparent and more evenly
applied than ever. Plates, dishes, vases, cisterns,

fountains, now came into being in full magnifi-

cence, while goblets, salt-cellars, and other appen-
dages to the table received the same careful

ornamentation with works of greater pretension

but less utility.

At Pesaro, in 1542, flourished Geronimo, and
in 1550, Mathieu, when large dishes were first

made, having a profusion of ornaments executed
in relief. Of this kind of ware, which is seldom
met with, a fine and perfect example from the
Hastings Collection, is engraved in the lower
portion of the following page. With these
artists successfully competed Terenzio, son of
Mathieu; Batista Franco, a skilful designer, en-

trusted with the direction of the works; Taddeo

Rivalling also the above in fame were Guido
Selvaggio of Faenza, Francesco Xante de Rovigio,

too, worked the brothers
Flaminio, and Orazzio Fontana, of Urbino, on
the dinner-services which Guidobaldo caused
to be made for Charles V. and Philip IL Orazzio

;

At this and a subsequent period were executed

together. His works are usually inscribed at

the back M°. G°. (Maestro Giorgio), which title

he assumed on his ennoblement. At Gubio also,

George’s son, Vincent, is said to have laboured
in the same department.

i
who was a support of the manufactory at Urbino

;

Zuccaro and the two Raffaelles—one Ciarla, the Frederico Brandini, and Guido Durantino.

other dell Colie—both
for a long time con-

founded with the im-
mortal Sanzio. There,
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country, unskilled as it remained till a much
more recent date in the fabrication of pottery,

were represented by the singular painted and
gilt “roundels” or fruit trenchers often simi-

larly inscribed. Of these latter memorials, of
which Mr. Swaby of Muswell Hill possesses a
pleasing collection, a succinct account will be
found in the Archaeological Journal, vol. iii.,

p. 333.

The first of our illustrations on this column

is a border taken from a fine and curious drug-

bottle ;
the second is a circular compartment of

great simplicity and equal beauty, found upon a

plate formerly in the cabinet of M. Eugene Piot

;

and the last is a subject from the Duke of

Buckingham’s collection at Stowe, a salt-cellar of

pure Italian form and character. The noble

chimeree by which it is supported give it much
the effect of the old Florentine bronze inkstands,

referred to in a past number of the A H-Journal.
The prevailing colours in this salt-cellar are blue
and yellowish-brown, but the wings of the three
monsters are brilliantly illuminated. The date of
this charming object is probably 1560, the period
to about which we have now brought the history

of the Art, which we purpose to resume in a
following paper, illustrating the subsequent

turies for chemical pursuits amongst the most
illustrious by birth and rank, need not here be
more than hinted at in accounting for the costly

decoration of articles, which, at a first glance,

might appear to have been only destined for the

taken from a magnificent plate of the best period

of Italian arabesque, in the large and important
collection of R. Bernal, Esq., M.P. It is one of

a class of objects which were manufactured to a

considerable extent in Italy as receptacles for

workshop of the apothecary, but which were
really dedicated to the laboratories of royal and
noble personages. Guidobaldo himself was no
less remarkable for his attachment to chemistry
than for his passionate support of an Art which

sweetmeats, were frequently ornamented with
trophies of arms, and occasionally bore amorous
or chivalrous sentences. A broad flat border
and a welled centre almost invariably characterise

these interesting works, which, in our own

vertu at the establishment of Messrs. Falcke of

Regent Street, and they particularly deserve

insertion, as forming a large and highly impor-

tant branch of these wares. The taste, especially

in Italy, during the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

received its first impetus from him, attained its

most glorious beauties during his life, and de-

cayed immediately after he and the artists he
had patronised had ceased to live.

The first engraving on the present page is

changes which took place in Italian wares, and
referring to the choicest examples produced in

the following century.

W. Harry Rogers.



ORIGINAL DESIGNS
FOR MANUFACTURERS.

Design for a Decanter. By J. Strudwick,
(14, New Bond Street.) The ornaments of this
design are taken from the leaves and flowers of the
water-lily

;
in the drawing submitted to us these

of course appeared in their natural colours, green
and white, the body of the decanter being red

;
it

might thus be manufactured, or the ornaments
might be made of silver.

Design for Snuffers. By J. Strudwick.
The several portions of this design have much
novelty, and the whole are well combined. It
would show best if executed in silver.

Design for a Tea-Kettle and Stand. By W. IIarry Rogers, (10, Carlisle Street, Soho.)
This, like many other articles of ordinary domestic use, has rarely claimed the attention of the manu-
facturer’s designer

;
hence we seldom see any improvement upon the old oval-shaped kettle which for

years has sung its

song on the social

liob. It is, how-
ever, an object
which is suscepti-

ble of considerable
taste. The design
before us is intended
to take the place of
the tea-urn on the
breakfast-table, and
it has consequently
been arranged with
a due regard to its

destination. Its

form is circular,

with an octagon-
shaped lid

;
the

decorations consist

of portions of such
plants as would
naturally be sug-
gested by the ob-
ject

;
the handle

being made of the
sugar-cane, a
bunch of the tea-

plant surmounting
the lid. The sugar-
cane is repeat-

ed on the body
of the kettle,

and the tea-

plant in the
supporters,
and on the pe-

destal which
holds the
spirit-lamp.

This design is

equally well
adapted for

either silver,

bronze, or
copper. The
form and posi-

tion of the
spout mightbe

improved by giving it more curve, which it would
require to permit the free outpouring of the water.
Design for a Hand-Screen. By William

Boutcher, (165, Aldersgate Street.) It is in-

tended that this design should be carved in fancy
wood, a material not usually employed for such a
purpose, yet one which may be made available.

Design for a Tea-Cuf. By J. Strudwick.
The outline of this engraving is simple and ele-
gant, yet possibly the cup might be found rather
awkward for use, from the upper part being too
much compressed.

The design below, for a small Sour Tureen, is

by H. Fitz-Cook (13, New Ormond Street.) The
leaves of which it is formed are taken from that
graceless plant—the cabbage.

fev 'I

I
1



Design for an Etui. By G. G. (12, Conduit Street, West, Hyde Park). The work-case, of which

we have engraved a front and top view, may be regarded as a positive acquisition to manufacturers from

the novel and graceful features which it exhibits in company with the appurtenances which are grouped

the key form the word “ True;” and the thimble

bears the motto “ I guard well ”—each thus ex-

pressing the services rendered to their fair pos-

sessor. One of the chief

merits evinced by the

design before us is the

im
unlimited and unbro-
ken harmony which
pervades the whole,

percha, stamped leather, andothersubstances, which

the ingenuity of the present age has so largely con-

tributed to the stock of vehicles for Art. The
foliage introduced is of a type well known to the

students of historical ornament, as being con-

stantly met with in the late wood-work of our own
and the Flemish and German churches, circa 1500.

The articles to be contained in the case will speak

for themselves, and would of course be brought

out in keeping with the materials of the box itself;

that is, in more or less costly metals, according to

those adopted for the handles, scutcheon, &c. The
artist has ventured in some of the objects to intro-

duce inscriptions, which always add to the interest

and may often be made singularly appropriate.

Thus on the box is seen, with the idea of its being

or less expressive) “ Forget me not;” the wards of

we may however add, that as isolated under-

takings, the stiletto and scissors might be produced

!

with considerable effect in wrought steel or com-

j

bination of steel and silver.

a gift, the old phrase, (not however less often used uniting by an easy link the elaborate sculpture of

the box with the simplest instrument it enshrines
;

and we cannot help feeling that the manufacturer
would be amply repaid in the execution of a work
like the present, precisely as it is placed before him

:
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to the visit concerning which we now write, and 1 a lady or more than middle age, and of that
the garden as neat as when in those days we species of beauty depending upon expression,
asked permission to see the house, and was an-

j

which it is not in" the power of time to wither
swered by an elderly servant, who took in our because it is of the spirit rather than the flesh

;

message
;
and an old gentleman came into the and we also remembered a green parrot, in a

hall, invited us in, and presented us to his wife, fine cage, that talked a great deal, and was the

MARVEL’S HOUSE. FRONT VIEW.

PILGRIMAGES to ENGLISH SHRINES.

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY
F. W. FA1RIIOLT, F.S.A.

THE HOUSE OF ANDREW MARVEL.

few months ago we
had been strolling

about Palace-yard,

and instinctively

paused at No. 19,

York-street, West-
minster. It was even-
ing ; the lamplighters

were running from
post to post, but we
could still see that

<9 ‘
' the house was a plain house to

look at, differing little from its asso-

ciate dwellings
;

a common house, a
house you would pass without a thought, un-

less the remembrance of thoughts that had been
given to you from within the shelter of those
plain, ordinary, walls, caused you to reflect

; aye,

and to thank God, who has left with you the

memoriesand sympathieswhich elevatehuman na-

ture. Here, while Latin secretary tothe Protector,

was John Milton to be found when ‘ at home ;’

and in his society, at tunes, were met, all the
men who with their great originator, Cromwell,
astonished Europe. Just think of those who
entered that portal

;
think of them all if you

can—statesmen and warriors
;

or, if you are

really of a gentle spirit, think of two—but two
;

either of whom has left enough to engross your
thoughts and fill your hearts. Think of John
Milton and Andrew Marvel ! think of the Pro-

tector of England, with two such secretaries !

Evening had deepened into night
;
busy hands

were closing shutters, and drawing curtains, to

exclude the dense fog, that crept slowly and
silently, like an assassin, through the streets ; the

pavement was clammy, and the carriages rush-

ing through the mist, like huge-eyed misshapen
spectres, proved how eager even the poor horses

were to find shelter
;

yet for a long while, we
stood on the steps of this building, and at length

retraced our steps homeward. Our train of

thought, although checked, was not changed,
when seated by a comfortable fire. We took

down a volume of Milton ; but ‘ Paradise Lost’

was too sublime for the mood of the moment,
and we * got to thinking ’ of Andrew Marvel, and
displaced a volume of Captain Edward Thomp-
son’s edition of his works; and then it occurred to

us to walk to Highgate and once again enjoy the
sight of his quaint old cottage on the side of the
hill just facing, ‘ Cromwell House,’ and next to

that which once owned for its master the great

Earl of Lauderdale.
We know nothing more invigorating than to

breast the breeze up a hill, with a bright clear

sky above, and the crisp ground under foot.

The wind of March is as pure champagne
to a healthy constitution ; and let mountain
men laugh as they will at Highgatc-hill, it

is no ordinary labour to go and look down
upon London from its height.

Here then we are, once more, opposite the
house where lived the satirist, the poet, the
INCORRUPTIBLE PATRIOT.

It is, as you will see presently, a peculiar-

looking dwelling, just such a one as you might
well suppose the chosen of Andrew Marvel

—

exquisitely situated, enjoying abundant natural

advantages
;
and yet altogether devoid of preten-

sion
;
sufficiently beautiful for a poet, sufficiently

humble for a patriot.

It Is an unostentatious home, with simple
gables and plain windows, and is but a stoiy

high. In front are some old trees, and a con-

venient porch to the door, in which to sit and
look forth upon the read, a few paces in advance
of it. The front is of plaster, but the windows
are modernised, and there are other alterations

which the exigencies of tenancy have made
necessary since Marvel’s days.

The dwelling was evidently inhabited;—the
curtains in the deep windows as white as they
were when we visited it some years previous

only thing which seemed out of place in the
house. We had been treated Math much courtesy

;

and, emboldened by the memory of that kind-
ness, we now ascended the stone steps, unlatched
the little gate, and knocked.

Again we were received courteously and kindly
by the lady we had formerly seen

; and again
she blandly offered to show us the house. We
went up a little winding stair, and into several
neat, clean bed-rooms, where everything was so
old-fashioned, that you could fancy Andrew
Marvel himself was still its master.

‘ Look out here,’ said the old lady
;

‘ here ’s

a view ! They say this was Andrew Marvel’s
writing closet when he wrote sense

;

but when
he wrote 'poetry, he used to sit below in his
garden. I have heard there is a private way
under the road to Cromwell House, opposite ;

—

but surely that could not be necessary. So good
a man would not want to work in the dark

; for
he was a tree lover of his country, and a brave
man. My husband used to say, the patriots of
those times were not like the patriots now;

—

that then, they acted for their country,—now,
they talk about it ! Alas ! the days are passed
when you could tell an Englishman from every
other man, even by his gait, keeping the middle
of the road, and straight on, as one who knew
himself, and made others know him. I am sure
a party of roundheads, in their sober coats,

high hats, and heavy boots, would have walked
up Highgate Hill to visit Master Andrew Marvel,
with a different air from the young men of our
own time,—or of their own time, I should say,

—

for my time is past, and yours is passing.’

That was quite true ; but there is no reason,
we thought, why we should not look cheerfully
towards the future, and pray that it may be a
bright world for others, if not for ourselves ;

—

the greater our enjoyment in the contemplation
of the happiness of our fellow-creatures, the
nearer we approach God.

It was too damp for the old lady to venture
into the garden

; and sweet and gentle as she
was, both in mind and manner, we were glad to
be alone. How pretty and peaceful the house
looks from this spot. The snowdrops were quite
up, and the yellow and purple tips of the crocuses
bursting through the ground in all directions.
This, then, was the garden the poet loved so
well, and to which he alludes so charmingly in
his poem, where the nymph complains of the
death of her fawn

—

‘ I have a garden ofmy own,
But so with roses overgrown,
And lilies, that you would it guess,
To be a little wilderness.’

The garden seems in nothing changed
; in fact,

the entire appearance of the place is what it was
in those glorious days, when inhabited by the
truest genius and the most unflinching patriot
that ever sprung from the sterling stuff that
Englishmen were made of in those wonder-work-
ing times. The genius of Andrew Marvel was
as varied as it was remarkable ;—not only was
he a tender and exquisite poet, but entitled to
stand facile princeps as an incorruptible patriot,
the best of controversialists, and the leading
prose wit of England. We have always consi-

marvel’s house, back view.



conceited ; from him—whose memoryconsecrates

thatcottage—wit came sparkling forth, untouched

by baser matter. It was worthy of him
;

its

main feature was an open clearness. Detraction

or jealousy cast no stain upon it ; he turned aside,

in the midst of an exalted panegyric to Oliver

Cromwell, to say the finest things that ever were

said of Charles I.

The Patriot was the son of Mr. Andrew Marvel,

minister and schoolmaster of Kingston-upon-Hull,

where he was born in 1 620 ; his father was also

the lecturer of Trinity Church in that town, and

was celebrated as a learned and pious man. The
son’s abilities at an early age were remarkable,

and his progress so great, that at the age of

thirteen, he was entered as a student of Trinity

College. Cambridge ;
and it is said that the

corporation of his natal town furnished him with

the means of entering the college and prose-

cuting his studies there. His shrewd and

inquiring mind attracted the attention of some

of the Jesuit emissaries who were at this time

lurking about the Universities, and sparing no

pains to make proselytes. Marvel entered into

disputations with them, and ultimately fell so

far into their power, that he consented to aban-

don the University and follow one of them to

London. Like many other clever youths he was

inattentive to the mere drudgery of university

attendance, and had been reprimanded in con-

sequence ; this and the news of his escape from

college, reached his father's ears at Hull. That

good and anxious parent followed him to Lon-

don
;

and, after a considerable search, at last

met with him in a bookseller’s shop ;
he argued

with his son as a prudent and sensible man should

do, and prevailed on him to retrace his steps

and return with him to college, where he applied

to his studies with such good-will and continued

assiduity, that he obtained the degree ofBachelor

of Arts in 1638. His father lived to see the

fruits of his wise advice, but was only spared

thus long ; for he was unfortunately drowned in

crossing the Humber, as he was attending the

daughter of an intimate female friend, who, by
this event becoming childless, sent for young
Marvel, and by way of making all the return in

her power, added considerably to his fortune.

This accession of wealth gave him an oppor-

tunity of travelling, and he journeyed through

Holland, France, and Italy. While at Rome he
wrote the first of those satirical poems which
obtained him so much celebrity

;
it was a satire

on an English priest there, a wretched poetaster

named Flecknoe. From an early period of life

Marvel appeal’s to have despised conceit, or imper-

tinence, and he found another chance to exhibit

his powers of satire in the person of an eccle-

siastic of Paris, one Joseph de Maniban, an abbot

who pretended to understand the characters of

those he had never seen
;
and to prognosticate

their good or bad fortune from mi inspection

of their hand-writing. Marvel addressed a poem
to him which, if it did not

effectually silence his pre-

tensions, at all events ex-

posed them fully to the

thinking portions of the

community.
Beneath Italian skies his

immortal friendship with

Milton seems to have com-

menced ; it was of rapid

growth butwassoon firmly

established ; they were, in

many ways, kindred spi-

rits, and their hopes for

the after destinies of Eng-

land were alike. In 1653
Marvel returned to Eng-

land, and during the event-

ful years that followed,

we can find no record of

his strong and earnest

thoughts, as they worked
upwards into the arena of

public life. One glorious

fact we know, and all who
honour virtue must feel its

force, — that in an age

when wealth was never

wanting to the unscru-

pulous, Marvel, a member
of the popular and successful party, continued

poor. Many of those years he is certain to have

passed

—

in the humble capacity of tutor of languages to

their daughters. It was most likely, during this

period, that he inhabited the cottage at Highgate.

opposite to the house in which lived part of the

family of Cromwell, a house upon which we
shall remark presently. In 1657 he was intro-

duced by Milton, to Bradshaw. The precise

words of the introduction run thus, ‘ I present

to you Mr. Marvel, laying aside those jealousies

and that emulation which mine own condition

might suggest to me, by bringing in such a

coadjutor.' His connection with the State took

place in 1657, when he became assistant secretary

with Milton in the service of the Protector.
‘
I

never had,’ says Marvel, ‘ any, not the remotest

relation to public matters, nor correspondence

with the persons then predominant until the

year 1657.’

After he had been some time fellow-secretary

with Milton, even the thick-sighted burgesses of

Hull perceived the merits of their townsman,

and sent him as their representative into the

House of Commons. We can imagine the

delight he felt at escaping from the crowded

and stormy Commons to breathe the invigorating

air of his favourite hill, to enjoy the society

of his former pupils, now his friends ;
and to

gather, in

* a garden of his own,’

the flowers that had solaced his leisure hours

when he was comparatively unknown. But

Cromwell died, Charles returned, and Marvel’s

energies sprung into arms at acts which, in accord-

ance with his principles, he considered base,

and derogatory to his country. His whole efforts

were directed to the preservation of civil and

religious liberty.

It was but a short time previous to the

Restoration, that Marvel had been chosen by

his native town to sit as its representative in

Parliament. The Session began at Westminster

in April 1660, and he acquitted himself so

honourably that he was again chosen for the

one which began in May If 61. Whether under

Cromwell or Charles, he acted with such thorough

honesty of purpose, and gave such satisfaction

to his constituents that they allowed him a

handsome pension all the time he continued

to represent them, which was till the day of his

death. This was probably the last borough in

England that paid a representative.* He seldom
spoke in Parliament, but had much influence

with the members of both Houses
;
the spirited

Earl of Devonshire called him friend, and Prince

Rupert particularly paid the greatest regard to

his councils
;
and whenever he voted according

to the sentiments of Marvel, which he often did,

it used to be said by the opposite party, that ‘ he
had been with his tutor.’ Such certainly was
the intimacy between the Prince and Marvel,

that when he was obliged to abscond, to avoid

falling a sacrifice to the indignation of those

enemies among the governing party whom his

satirical pen had irritated, the Prince frequently

went to see him, disguised as a private person.

The noted Doctor Samuel Parker published

Bishop Bramhall’s work, setting forth the rights

of kings over the consciences of their subjects,

and then came forth Marvel's witty and sarcastic

poem, ‘ The Rehearsal Transposed.’ t And yet

how brightly did the generosity of his noble

nature shine forth at this very time, when he

forsook his own wit in that very poem to praise

the wit of Butler, his rival and political enemy.
Fortune seems about this period to have dealt

hardly with him. Even while his political satires

rang through the very halls of the pampered
and impure Charles, when they were roared forth

in every tavern, shouted in the public streets,

and attracted the most envied attention through-

out England, their author was obliged to ex-

change the free air, apt type of the freedom

which he loved, for a lodging in a court off the

Strand, where, enduring unutterable temptations,

flattered and threatened, he more than realised

the stories of Roman virtue.

The Poet Mason has made Marvel the hero of

his ‘ Ode to Independence,’ and thus alludes to

his incorruptible integrity :

—

1 In awful Poverty his honest Muse
Walks forth Vindictive through a venal land

;

In vain Corruption sheds her golden dews,

In vain Oppression lifts her non hand ;

He scorns them both, and arm’d with Truth a

Bids Lust and Folly tremble on the throne.'

Marvel, by opposing the ministry and its

measures, created himself many enemies,£ and
made himself very obnoxious to the government,

yet Charles II. took great delight in his conver-

sation, and tried all means to win him over to

his side, but in vain ; nothing being ever able to

shake his resolution. There were many instances

of his firmness in resisting the offers of the

Court, in which he showed himself proof against

all temptations.

We close our eyes upon this peaceful dwelling

of the heroic senator, and imagine ourselves in

the reign of the second Charles, threading our

way into that ‘ court off the Strand ’ where

Marvel ended his days. We enter the house,

and climbing the stairs even to the second floor,

* The custom of paying members of the House of Com-
mons for the loss of time and travelling expenses, was
common in the seventeenth century

;
constituencies believed

such equivalents necessary for the attention to their in-

terests and wishes, which a Parliamentary agent was
expected to give. In the old Corporation books of provin-

cial towns are many entries for payments to members of

Parliament, and in some instances we find them petitioning

to Government for disfranchisement, beciuse they could

not afford to pay the expenses of a Member.
t Marvel's first expose of Parker’s false logic was in

1672, in the poem named above, which was immediately
answered by Parker, and re-answered by Marvel, who
appears to have had some private threat sent him, as he

says his pamphlet is occasioned by two letters; one the

published ‘Reproof’ of him by Parker in answer to his first

attack; ‘the second, left for me at a friend’s house, da’cd

November 3rd, 1073, subscribed J. G., and concluding with

these words If thou darest to print any lie or libel

against Dr. Parker, by the Eternal—I will cut thy

throat.’ This last reply of Marvel’s, however, effectually

silenced Parker :
‘ It not only humbled Parker, but the

whole party,’ says Burnet, for, ‘from the king down to

the tradesman, the book was read with pleasure.’

t No stronger satire could be penned than that descrip-

tive of the Court of Charles, in the poem called ‘ Britannia

and Raleigh :
’—

‘ A colonv of French possess the Court,

Pimps, priests, buffoons, in privy chambers sport;

Such slimv monsters ne’er approach'd a throne

Since Pharaoh’s days, nor so defil’d a crown

;

In sacred ears tyrannick arts they croak,

Pervert his mind, and good intentions choak.’

But not only do the courtiers feel the lash, for when
Raleigh implores Britannia to urge his duty on the king,

and save him from the bad who surround him, she inter-

rupts him with

—

* Raleigh, no more ! for long in vain I ’vc try’d

The Stuart from the tyrant to divide.’
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perceive the object of our wannest admiration.

He is not alone, though there is no possibility of

confounding the poet with the courtier. Andrew
Mai-vel is plainly dressed, his figure is strong,

and about the middle size, his countenance open,

and his complexion of a ruddy cast; his eyes

are of a soft hazel colour, mild and steady
;
his

eyebrows straight, and so flexible as to mould
without an effort into a satirical curve, if such
be the mind’s desire

;
his mouth is close, and

indicative of firmness
;
and his brown hair falls

gracefully back from a full and noble forehead.

He sits in an upright and determined manner
upon an uneasy-looking liigh-backed chair. A
somewhat long table intervenes between him
and his visitor

;
one end of it is covered with a

white cloth, and a dish of cold meat is flanked

by a loaf of bread and a dark earthenware jug.

On the opposite end is placed a bag of gold,

beside which lies the richly-embroidered glove
which the cavalier with whom he is conversing
has flung off. There is strange contrast in the

attitude of the two men. Lord Danby lounges
with the ease of a courtier and the grace of a
gentleman upon a chair of as stiff and uncom-
fortable an appearance as that which is occupied
after so upright a fashion by Andrew Marvel.

‘I have answered you, my lord,’ said the
patriot, 1

already. Methinks there need be no
further parley on the subject

;
it is not my first

temptation, though I most fervently desire it

may be the last.’

The nobleman took up his glove and drew it

on. * I again pray you to consider,’ he said,
* whether, if with us, the very usefulness you so

much prize would not have a more extensive

sphere. You would have larger means of being
useful.’

‘ My lord, I should certainly have the means of

temptingusefulness to forsake duty.’

The cavalier rose, but the displeasure that

flushed his countenance soon faded before the

serene and holy expression of Milton’s friend.
‘ And are you so determined 1 ’ said his lord-

ship, sorrowfully. ‘Are you really so deter-

mined ? A thousand English pounds are there,

and thrice the sum—nay, anything you ask
’

‘ My lord ! my lord !
’ interrupted Marvel, in-

dignantly, ‘this perseverance borders upon in-

sult. Nay, my good lord, you do not so intend
it, but your master does not understand me.
Pray you, note this : two days ago that meat was
hot

;
it has remained cold since, and there is

enough still for to-morrow
;
and I am well con-

tent. A man so easily satisfied is not likely to ex-

change an approving conscience for dross like

that !

’

We pray God that the sin of Marvel’s death
did not rest with the great ones of those times

;

but it was strange and sudden.* He did not leave
wherewith to bury the sheath of such a noble
spirit, but his constituents furnished forth a
decent funeral, and would have erected a monu-
ment to his memory in the church of St. Giles-

in-the-Fields, where he was interred
; but the

rector, blinded by the dust of royalty to the
merits of the man, refused the necessary permis-
sion. Marvel’s name is remembered, though the
rector’s has been long forgotten.f
Wood tells us, that Marvel was in his conver-

sation very modest, and offew words ; and Cooke,
the writer of his life, observes that he was very
reserved among those whom he did not know,
but a most delightful and improving companion
among his friends. John Aubrey, who knew
him personally, thus describes him :

‘ He was of
a middling stature, pretty strong set, roundish
cherry-cheeked, hazle-eyed, brown-haired.’ He
was (as Wood also says) in conversation very
modest, and of a very few words. He was
wont to say, that he would not drink high or
freely with any one with whom he would not
trust his life.

Marvel lived among friends at Highgate ; ex-

actly opposite to his door was the residence of

General Ireton and his wife Bridget, the eldest

• ‘Marvel died in 1878, in his fifty-eighth year, not with-
out the strongest suspicions of having been poisoned

;
for

he was always very temperate, and of an healthful and
strong constitution to the last.’

t On the death of this rector, however, the monument
and inscription was placed on the north wall of the church,
near the spot where he is supposed to lie.

daughter, of Oliver Cromwell; and which house still bears his name, and is described in
‘ 1 rickett s History of Highgate,’ one of those local topographical works which deserve en-
couragement :

‘ Cromwell House is supposed to have been built by the Protector whose name it
bears, about the year 1630, as a residence for General Ireton, who married his daughter and
was one of the commanders of liis army

; it is, however, said to have been the residence of
Oliver Cromwell himself, but no mention is made, either in history or in his biography, of his having

f?
er dycd at Highgate. Tradition states, there was a subterraneous passage from this house to

the mansion house which stood where the New Church now stands, but of its reality no proof
has hitherto been adduced. Cromwell House was evidently built and internally ornamented
in accordance with the taste of its military occupant. The staircase, which is of handsome pro-

portions, is richly decorated with
oaken carved figures, supposed to
have been of persons in the general’s
army, in their costume ; and the
balustrades filled in with devices
emblematical of warfare. On the
ceilings of the drawing-room are
the arms of General Ireton

; this
and the ceilings of the other prin-
cipal apartments are enriched in
conformity with the fashion of those
days. The proportion of the noble
rooms, as well as the brick-work in

front, well deserves the notice and
study of the antiquarian and the
architect. From the platform on
the top of the mansion may be seen
a perfect panorama of the surround-
ing country.’

The staircase above described is

here engraved. It is a remarkably
striking and elegant specimen of
internal decoration, of broad and
noble proportion, and of a solid and
grand construction suitable to the
time of its erection

;
the wood-work

of the house is everywhere equally
bold and massive ; the door-cases
of simple but good design. There
are some ceilings in the first story
which are in rich plaster work, or-

namented with the ax-ms of Ire-

ton ; and mouldings of fruit and
flowers, of a sumptuous and bold
enrichment.

The series of figures which stand upon the newels ot the staircase arc all engraved below.
There are ten remaining out of twelve, the original number

;
the missing two are said to have

been figures of Cromwell and Ireton, destroyed at the Restoration. They stand about a foot in

height, and represent the different soldiers of the ai-my, from the fifer and drummer to the cap-

tain, and originally, to the commanders. They are curious for more reasons than one
; their

locality, their truthfulness, their history, and the picture they help us to realise of the army of
Cromwell are all so many claims on our attention.
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There can be no stronger evidence of the almost
universal thirst for Illustrated Literature than the
number and variety of works which are constantly
placed before the public. The majority of these
must not be regarded as mere publishing specula-
tions, but are put forth to supply a demand which
the spread of knowledge has rendered absolutely
essential. Nor does this desire altogether originate
in vague curiosity, which would result only in the
production of such books as should help to wile
away the hours of idleness, or minister to the
wants of self-gratification, or even please the eye
of luxurious taste; the student and the man of
letters demand that Art should be sometimes made
subservient to their demand and their purposes,
with the feeling it can afford them efficient assist-
ance in the prosecution of their labours. Hence
the appearance of Mr. Rich’s “ Illustrated Com-
panion to the Latin Dictionary and Greek Lexicon,”
a most valuable publication, which ought to find a
place wherever the literature of Greece and Rome
is matter of study or agreeable occupation.
The book is, in fact, a complete glossary of all

the words connected with the Arts, Manufactures,
&c., of the Greeks and Romans, illustrated by a
large number of objects drawn from the antique.
We have selected at random a few of the engrav-
ing?) which will show the nature of the work,
giving at the same time the authorities whence
they are taken. The Dictionary of course explains
each word fully and comprehensively.

Chorea. A choral dance, in which the per-
formers join hand in hand, and dance to the music
of their own voices. From a painting in the baths
of Titus at Rome.

Coroxarius. A maker of garlands, or floral
crowns, &c. From a Pompeian painting which
represents male and female genii thus occupied.

Fibula. A brooch, clasp, or buckle
; the last

named object is here introduced
: the drawing was

made from a silver buckle found at Herculaneum.
The design is very elegant.

Camixus. A blacksmith’s forge in the following
engraving, which is taken from a sepulchral mar-
ble at Rome.

Ala. The wing of a bird
;
also a large recess

in Roman houses of considerable size and splen-
dour. The appended illustration applies to the
latter description

;
it is a portion of the house of

Sallust at Pompeii.

Pr^ficje. Womv^hired to act as mourners at
the funerals of distinguished individuals. From
a marble sarcophagus, in which the funeral of
Meleager is represented. AuLyEA. A piece of tapestry used to decorate

the walls of a dining-room, and for other purposes.
In the illustration, which is from a bas-relief in
the British Museum, the aulamtn forms the back-
ground to a tricliniary chamber

; similar ones are

Incisura. A term used by Roman painters to
express what by our engravers and artists is termed
“ hatching.” The illustration is a fne-simile of a
piece of sculptured pavement in the Cathedral at
Siena.

Vexatio. A hunt, or hunting of wild beasts.
This illustration is copied from a painting of the
Nasonian sepulchres

;
it represents a boar-hunt, in

which are introduced the principal actors and the
various instruments they used.

of very common occurrence in sculpture and paint-
,
mgs, where they are introduced as a sign that the

I scene in which they appear is not laid in the open

* The Illustrated Companion to the Latin Dictionary,
and Greek Lexicon. By Anthony Rich, B.A. Published
by Longman & Co., London.
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PROGRESS OF BRITISH MANUFACTURED ART.

Though our efforts for a long time past have been chiefly directed to assist the Manufacturer by
placing before him such artistic designs as, in our judgment, might be applied to his business, -we are

by no means inclined to close our pages against such productions as his own skill and ingenuity, or

those of others whom he may employ, have brought into profitable exercise
;
it is our duty to encourage

him in every successful attempt by recording whatever we may deem worthy of commendatory notice

:

the merits of the appended designs, wrought in the manufactory of Mr. Potts, of Birmingham, will be

so obvious to all as to render any apology for their introduction here unnecessary. Upon the policy,

as well as the duty, of making occasional reports concerning the progress of British Manufactures, we
shall offer some additional remarks at the close of this article.

It is peculiarly gratifying to perceive the positive impulses of vitality which are now evidenced in the

awakened movements of the Manufacturing Classes : an activity that has no parallel in this country

now pervades them : the necessity for Art as an adjunct to their productions, long unfelt and unacknow-
ledged, is at length admitted, almost universally. We may hope that an amended vision will repair

the errors that have resulted from a blindness by which our Continental neighbours have largely

profited, and which, with all our energy and perseverance, to entirely eradicate, must necessarily be
a labour of time.

The introduction of the statuary-porcelain has
not only given a powerful impetus to its own imme-
diate manufacture, but is destined to exercise a

considerable and marked influence upon Industrial

Art generally, presenting as it does a valuable

auxiliary, which may in interwoven or appended
ornament, minister most felicitously to elevate and
enrich the particular branch to which it may be

conjoined. Upon its own individual merits we
have on various occasions enlarged, and shall there-

fore confine our present remarks to its peculiar

fitness for the purposes now under review.

The examples from which we have engraved our

sketches are, with one exception, executed in sta-

tuary-porcelain and metal
;
the ornamentation in

every instance is of metal, gilt or silvered, the

manipulation of which is exceedingly skilful, and

the figures are in the statuary-porcelain, from Mr.
Copeland's manufactory at Stoke -upon -Trent.
The works are the production of Mr. Potts, a

Birmingham manufacturer, of very considerable

That we shall do so, ultimately, we have not the least doubt. Still the sooner the task is commenced,

the earlier and easier will be its completion
;
and the more earnest and zealous the efforts brought

to bear upon it, the more effectual and permanent will be the influence of its operations.

A new combination of artistic media, offering strong claims to public

patronage, both on the score of elegance as well as novelty, demands our

special notice. It is an adaptation of’the union of metallurgical and ceramic

manufactures to purposes of ornament and utility,—such as chandelier-lustres,

lamp-brackets, ink-stands, flower-stands, cheval and toilet-glass frames, &c. &c.

taste and judgment, who has by this introduction
given a most important stimulus to his trade, and
for which, as the originator, we trust he will be
repaid both in fame and profit. The rage for

novelty taxes the talent of invention most severely,

and frequently leads to the perpetration of mon-
strosities that offend the eye or vitiate the taste,

according to the standard of the spectator’s judg-
ment

;
but in this instance we recognise and acknow-

ledge an application in which a higher degree of

fanciful embellishment is at-

tained by truly artistic and
legitimate means.

It is unnecessary to remark
that our engravings can but
convey a faint idea of the out-

lines of the different objects.

For an adequate judgment to

be formedofthe extreme beauty
of their details, we must refer

to the works themselves. The
golden texture of the metal-

lurgical enrichments enhancing
the purity of the statues, pre-

sent together an ensemble in

the highest degree chaste and
elegant.

The Ink-stand is extremely
graceful, and yet a material

point has been gained; the

exercise of fancy has not af-

fected its utility. The female

figure nestling the dove, typical

of faith and protection, may
haply tend to influence the

feelings of those to whose use

it may be devoted ;
and the execution ofthe dolphin,

both as to the modelling and the manufacture,

is certainly equal if not superior to any work of its

class that has ever come under our observation.

The Gas-brackets. These designs are well con-

ceived and worked out with judgment, and are a

most decided advance upon any production appli-

cable to the same purpose. The foliated scroll is

extremely florid and graceful, and the boy pointing

to the light is effective and pleasing.
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The plainer outline of the next contrasts well

with its precursor. The female with the cornu-

copia, from which the light proceeds, is introduced

with much taste, and the play of line presented by
the attitude is of considerable grace.

The remaining objects so continue the series as

to convey a reasonably fair idea of the manner in
which it is executed. The manufacture is in all

cases admirable
;
indeed, it is not too much to say,

that in the sharpness and brilliancy with which
the metallic details have been executed, the several

objects are unri-

valled in this coun-
try. The flower-

stand may be
accepted as a most
satisfactory example
of this order. The
glass or porcelain

bowls which sur-

mount the flowers

have been omitted
in our sketch. The
design for a pen-
dant branch-light

is by far the best

we have seen. Our
selection of objects

has, however, been
made more with
reference to such as

are ready lor circu-

lation, than to such as exhibit the greatest taste

in design. Our next report of this manufactory
may show a large advance upon the specimens we
now publish

;
for it is but an act of justice to Mr.

Potts to state, that deserving of high commenda-
tion as his present productions are, the different

works which he has in progress—some very near
completion—are, as may be expected, when much
taste directed by unwearied enterprise is brought
into action, of a still higher order. Indeed, it is not
too much to say, that some of the models now
executing in statuary- porcelain, intended as emble-
matical illustrations for clock-stands, are

deserving of unqualified praise, and may
fearlessly challenge comparison with the

finest productions of France in the same
class. This we are

aware is a high
meed of praise, but
still it is worthily
deserved, and the
publication of the
works will fully

verify the justice of

its award.
We have in this

article resumed a
plan which the pres-

sure of more imme-
diate matters com-
pelled us for some
time to lay aside.

In resuming it we
shall have the great

and manifest ad-

vantage of making
our report more
satisfactory, because
the progress of Bri-

tish Manufacturers
during the past year
or two has been
such as to exhibit

much more nume-
rously, and in an .

infinitely more gra-

tifying manner, the
wise combination of

Manufacture with
Fine Art. When, in

January, 1846, we
commenced in this

Journal the ar-

duous, difficult, and somewhat dishearten-

ing task, of representing the works of

|

Manufacturers—by engravings as well as

I written descriptions—we had obstacles to

surmount which are either no longer in

our way, or exist with very diminished

force. Booksellers and print-publishers

had their acknowledged organs
;

their

publications were reviewed as regularly as

they appeared
;
but the Manufacturer had

1 no medium by which he could communi-
cate his improvements to the public, except

the very doubtful and insufficient one of
“ the shop-window.” The Manufacturers
generally have not only progressed of late

(reports of their proceedings will not only

be more to their renown and profit than

they have been), but they have become
aware of the wisdom of publicity, not

alone as a wholesome stimulus, but as a
sure reward.
While, therefore, we shall continue to

furnish such Original Designs as we think

may assist them in their progress, we shall

also give frequent reports of such improve-

ments as they introduce, wherever the pro-

ductions of their Factories seem to us to

have merit sufficient to demand publicity

and justify recommendation.
It is more than likely

that, ere long, we shall

make another Tour into

theMANUFACTURING DIS-
TRICTS

;
not only to those

we have not as yet visited,

but to those from which,
in 1S46, we furnished some-
what lengthened reports :

we shall then, as we know,
receive proofs in abundance
that our labours, at that

period and since, have been
practically serviceable to

very many producers.
Meanwhile, we shall gladly
receive such information,
and such drawings of ob-
jects, as manufacturers
may consider it conducive
to their interests to furnish
us with, taking care that
before they arc transmitted

to us with a view of pub-
licity, the form of “ Regis-
tration ” has been gone
through

;
for this form,

although by no means what it might be, is some protection;

and should be available in reference to all good things.
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PROGRESS OF BRITISH MANUFAC-
TURED ART.

PAPIER MACHK—GEM-ENAMELLING.
THE WORKS OF JENNENS AND BETTRIDGE.

There appears to be little or no limit either to

the variety of objects in which papier-mache may
be produced by the use of the simple material it-

self, or to its combination with other materials

whereby its elegance and richness are enhanced.
Among the numerous improvements to which this

manufacture has been subjected by Messrs. Jcnnens
and Bettridge, that which they have termed
“Gem-enamelling” is not the least important, as

well from its novelty as from the gorgeous appear-
ance which the articles thus ornamented present.

Though the invention is “ patented,” we do not
feel ourselves at liberty to describe the process by
which the work is produced, but shall merely refer

to its effect as seen in several articles submitted to

us, such as screens, writing-desks, wrork-boxes,
portfolios, &c. &c. This effect is that of jewels of
every kind inlaid with burnished gold ornaments
upon delicately tinted grounds

;
these are worked

into various patterns with great skill and taste,

which involve themselves into a combination of
colours at once splendid and harmonious. The
eheval-screen, engraved above, will give some idea,

though an imperfect one, of the effect of this Gem-
enamelling, every allowance being of course made
for the absence of colour. The design is in the
arabesque style, peculiarly adapted for this kind
of decoration

;
the outer portions are of white and

gold pierced
;
the inner parts solid, containing the

“ gems,” set in groundwork of light blue, pink,
white, &c.

;
the centre may have either a looking-

glass, or a painting of any kind, for each of which
it is equally well adapted. This screen was exhi-
bited at the Society of Arts last year, and attracted
much admiration. It was the first specimen of

enamelling produced by Messrs. Jennens and Bet-
tridge

;
but in one of a similar form we have re-

cently seen, several marked improvements may be
discerned, the obstacles which attended their first

essay having been surmounted to a very consider-
able extent. The difficulties which stood in the
way of a complete and entirely satisfactory result,

were indeed so great as for some time to deter the
manufacturers from any further attempts, but with
that spirit and determination without which no-
thing beyond mediocrity can be obtained, they
have persevered till final success has rewarded their
efforts.

The establishment of these widely-known manu-
facturers of papier-mache, in Halkin Street, West,
is well worthy of an inspection : a visit we paid
them a week or two since confirms us in our
opinion that the Arts as applied to Manufactures

are progressing with them. Among the multi-
farious beautiful objects with which their show-
rooms abound, we noticed a large and magnificent
loo-table, made entirely of papier-mache

;
the

centre is richly inlaid with pearl, and is orna-
mented with a splendid group of flowers painted in

a style that would bring no discredit on some of

the Dutch masters in this branch of Art; a fine

wreath of flowers forms a border to the centre
;
the

mouldings and stand are boldly and elegantly

worked in burnished gold on a black ground : it is

altogether a beautiful work of Art, and is intended
for exhibition at the Society of Arts this year. A
chair, in the Alhambra style, to match the cheval
screen, particularly attracted our notice by its

chasteness and elegance.

The approaching Exposition of British Manu-
factured Art at Birmingham will be, we believe,

made available by Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge
for a display of all their best productions of the

past year. We shall look to it with much interest,

as furnishing proof of British pre-eminence in one
class of Art, in which our competitors of the Con-
tinent have not as yet approached us.

THE PYRO-PNEUMATIC STOVE-
GRATE.

Numerous contrivances have from time to time
been introduced to the notice of, the public, pro-

fessing to be impi'ovements on the ordinary modes
of keeping up an equable temperature in large

buildings or in private apartments. These have
been of very various orders of merit, but most of

them, even those whose radiating powers are ex-

cellent, and in which the consumption of fuel is

small, are objectionable from the circumstance that

they render the air too dry, and consequently pro-

duce unpleasant sensations, and indeed often induce

real disease in the animal economy. Nearly all

the stoves which have hitherto been introduced
have closed fires

;
this in itself is not agreeable to

our English habits
;
and in many, which claim to

be arranged upon scientific principles, during the

slow combustion of the fuel, gases are formed, but
not ignited, which slowly escape from the fissures

in the apparatus, much to the annoyance of all

who are subjected to their influence. Again, the

warming process consists in the circulation of air

around the heated iron, and this occasions some
peculiar change in the physical conditions of the

atmosphere, which is found objectionable. The
fact is, that nearly every kind of stove which has
hitherto been tried by the public, has been sub-

ject to one or other of the disagreeable conse-

quences to which we have alluded. It is, there-

fore, with very great satisfaction that we have
witnessed the operation and examined the principle

of the pyro-pneumatic stove, invented by Mr.
Pierce, of Jermyn Street.

This arrangement presents many favourable

conditions, which we must briefly describe:—We
have the comfort of an open fire, as in any ordinary
fire-grate. In our common arrangement our fire’s

combustion is maintained by drawing the air from
the room, which very rapidly passes away up the

chimney, and to supply this exhaustion, a current of

cold air is constantly passing into the apartment
through every crevice of door or window, and we
have the constant annoyance of chilling drafts in all

parts of the room in the line of the currents. As
Pierce’s stove has an open fire-place, it will be
asked how is this obviated. It is effected by a

counterbalancing power of an ingenious and effec-

tive description. The fire, as in the common case,

is fed with oxygen from the air of the room, but
the air removed is replaced in the following man-
ner :—Behind the fire-place are a series of tubular
air-ways circulating around it, which are supplied

with air by means of a pipe from without, the pipe

being carried by any convenient course to the outer

walls of the building. The air, warmed by the

heating surface, rises and passes through the orna-

mental perforated top into the apartment, and thus

a constant stream of warmed air passes upwards to

supply the waste of combustion. A most effective

system of ventilation is obtained by this stove ; the

deteriorated air passes away by the chimney, and
a constant supply, raised to a genial heat by the

pneumatic apparatus, is passing into the room, in

such a manner that no annoying current can be
detected in any part. This warmed air, it must
be particularly stated, derives its temperature from
the heating channels, which are cylinders or hol-

lows formed in lumps of anthracite clay. Nothing
can be purer than this material

;
and the remark-

able sweetness, we may say freshness, of the air,

as examined by us even in Jermyn Street, was too

obvious to escape notice. The whole of the interior

lining of the pyro-pneumatic stove is of this clay,

and in no part was the exterior covering of iron so

hot but that the hand could be held in contact

with it for some minutes without any inconvenience.

When we remember that the power of communi-
cating heat is thirty-three times less in clay than
in iron, it will be readily understood how this

lining operates. As these masses of clay being
once heated, cool but very slowly, combustion is

carried on very efficiently in the grate, and for

many hours, with a mere handful of fire, a most
agreeable warmth is produced. At the same time,

an arrangement is made for increasing the heat to

a very great degree. Under ordinary circumstances

the warmed and' still moist air passes from the

stove at a temperature of about 70 degrees.

The ornamental character of these stoves is an-

other great recommendation. In cordially con-

gratulating Mr. Pierce on the successful result of

his numerous experiments on stoves, as exemplified

in the Pyro-pneumatic stove-grate, we conclude

by quoting the following from his descriptive

catalogue :

—

“ Pierce’s Pyro-pneumatic stove-grate is the

most powerful and economical grate that has yet

been submitted to public notice, constantly burning



with the clear, open, cheerful, radiating fire, (not

being at any time an enclosed stove,) requires no
attention or management, and cannot be put out

of repair, as its principle of construction is wholly
self-acting, and distributing in all portions of the

space in which it is placed the benefits of perfect

warmth with healthful ventilation, and is made of

various sizes, so as to provide the requisite quantity
of warmth and circulation of air, suitable to the

spaces which they are intended to warm; and, in

like manner, the casings of these grates arc made
of various dimensions, and at prices adapted for

the situation for which they may be required,

—

from the unadorned School-room, at a very mo-
derate and economical cost, to others for the
beautiful Gothic Church, the enriched Entrance
Hall, or splendid Gallery, in which the price will

be governed by the embellishment
;
but it is not in

any case an expensive stove—in fact, it is the most
economical stove-grate that can be made use of,

the small size not consuming more than twenty-
one pounds of coals in twelve hours, and the largest

size not exceeding sixty pounds weight in the same
time

;
and being constructed upon the most simple

and unerring principle, requires no more attention

than the ordinary grate
;
and although the most

powerful in producing warmth, consumes a smaller
quantity of fuel than any other.”

THE BIRMINGHAM EXPOSITION.

The simultaneous announcement of the Expo-
sitions of Arts, Manufactures, and Trades, in

Manchester, Birmingham, and the Great National
Exposition of France, to be held at Paris in May
of the present year, has induced us to consider

whether a few remarks in reference to these in-

valuable aids to the progress of national industry
might not be at the present time more than
usually acceptable. We have in a late portion
of our Journal, directed attention to the move-
ment in Birmingham’; and ere this article reaches
our readers, the second Manchester Exposition
will have opened its doors for the admission of
the public, and we are assured with every pros-

pect of a successful result. It is matter of con-

gratulation, that the canvas for contributions

among the manufacturers generally for the
Manchester Exposition has proved in a decided
manner what we have long believed, viz., that

a time was fast approaching when our manufac-
turers would rather court publicity than secrecy,

and that narrow-minded views which have so

long retarded the progress of improvement are

fast falling before the conviction that there is

nothing to be gained by putting our light under
a bushel

;
and further, we have noted the

success of those who have had the courage to

break ground and set a good example by afford-

ing such assemblages of manufactures assistance

and support by sending contributions. We
have, from time to time, as opportunity occurred,

chronicled our opinions of the French and
Belgian Expositions

;
we have ever found such

warmly praised by the contributors, and the
inhabitants of these countries. Their effects

we have noted in the gradual improvement of
the articles submitted for competition, and in

the healthful excitement arising from the stimu-
lus afforded by comparison, naturally suggested
between the works of the various manufacturers.
It has long been our wish that a thoroughly
National Exposition should be held, and one
which would represent not a section but all

divisions of our industrial resources : that the
subject has been canvassed we know, that its

practicability has been proved we are equally
aware of

;
but here the matter rests for the pre-

sent, and we heartily regret that it should do so,

for at the present time there is more urgent
reason than there ever was why we should know
in what we are defective, and in what superior.

For a period extending to nearly six years we
have never ceased to advocate the interests of the
manufacturer. We have pressed upon his atten-

tion the necessity of infusing some portion of

beauty and elegance—or a better taste—into the
products of his factory

; we have supplied him
from time to time with designs, by no means all

perfect we admit, but still suggestive of improve-
ment in the objects to which such were applied.

We have procured, at some cost and from a dis-

tance, specimens of earthenware, metal castings,
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and textile fabrics : these we have circulated, and
have seen improved, copied, and all but surpassed

by the potters of Stoke, the founders of Bir-

mingham and Colebrooke, or the weavers of Man-
chester. We have thus obtained conviction that

in mechanical manufacture we have had but little

to learn, in artistic handling much. We have
on the Continent been witnesses of the utility,

nay the paramount importance, of well-regulated

Schools of Design,—at home we have watched
the progress of the pupils, and we now wish to

sec some proof that the instructions received at

these invaluable auxiliaries to the manufacturer
have been incorporated into the productions of

his manufactory
;
we waut, we say, to see some

evidence that our Schools of Design are serving

the purpose for which they were intended, and
this we feel assured we never shall be able to

observe in a satisfactory manner until we have
a thoroughly National Exposition. Every local

attempt at an Exposition shall have our warmest
countenance and support, but it must be evident

to all that its effect must necessarily be partial

and limited to the particular locality, or works
procurable in the immediate vicinity of such
Exposition

;
and it is scarcely to be expected it

should be otherwise, when we consider that the
preparations for exhibiting, in an effective and
attractive manner, a nation’s industrial resources,

would require such pecuniary aid as could only

be procured from a national treasury. And
when we state that the French Exposition of

1844 was held in a temporary building of such
vast extent that the walks through its different

departments extended to upwards of three miles,

we feel assured we have all but convinced
our readers that such an assemblage of manu-
factures could only have been effected by no-

thing short of liberal national patronage. To
afford some idea of the materials of which
such an Exposition is formed, we will glance

somewhat briefly over a few of the leading fea-

tures. It was, in truth, a vast collection of all

that was rich, rare or useful ;
utility and orna-

ment were here wedded together, each lending

to each a double value, as the eye of the de-

lighted visitor wandered through long avenues of

stalls, which literally groaned under the weight
of precious burdens : it fell on the rich and gor-

geous hues of the china of Sevres, on the ex-

quisite forms of the wares of Beauvais : from
elaborately cut-glass lustres a thousand diamonds
shot their brilliant lights

;
richly ornamental

lamps for oil, candlesticks or tripods, met the gaze

at every turn
;

fair ladies examined exquisitely

figured textile fabrics of silk, wool, cotton, fragile

and spider-web-like lace ; or they coveted the

almost fairy-finger-wrought filagree workmanship
of the Parisian jeweller. Those more domestic in

their habits and partial to household comfort exa-

mined the numberless articles of furniture. Chairs

of all kinds were there, and of tables there were no
lack

;
bedsteads of wood and metal—there were

plenty for selection. You might scrutinize your
person in mirrors of all shapes and sizes; or

choose for your drawing-room a cabinet or chif-

fonier. A gaming-house might be fitted up with
apparatus for bagatelle or billiards

;
and a whole

wilderness of musicians furnished with instru-

ments, from a Jews-harp up to a “grand” piano.

Brilliant but elegantly figured paper-hangings

formed not the least ornamental featui’c; and
while on paper, we may say that the illustrated

kinds for general correspondence far surpassed

that of English manufacture. We may further

state, that the lithographs were countless
;
equally

so the engravings
;
and that in this class or section

were exhibited portions of the great French work
on Natural History : the bookbinder furnished

also specimens of his craft, both ingenious and
novel. Even “young France” was not neglected

;

dolls'and toys were admitted, to the evident delight
of many little masters and misses, while for their

elder sisters and mammas there were corsets or

stays sufficiently \myielding to twist and com-
press the female form into shapes never dreamt
of by mother Eve. Unimportant as the mysteries

of the toilet are to the generality of Englishmen,
our limits would fail us did we to attempt to

enumerate the various kinds of hair-oils, or es-

sences which were here displayed. The baker and
confectioner were not excluded

;
while the former

sent specimens of bread and biscuits, the latter
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excited the palate by exhibiting sweetmeats and
bonbons, or cases of preserved meats, which had
remained untainted for years. To aid the culinary

operations there were cooking apparatus out of

number, while to afford objects for using the
same, the sportsman was supplied with ingeni-

ously constructed fowling-pieces,—self-loading,

priming, and capping
;
there were also muskets

for the national army, and exquisitely damasked
or ornamented swords for the leaders of the
same. Did they wish an airing,—then here might
they select chariot, carriage, or phaeton to their

taste. Dwellings must be secured from the
entrance of the spoiler,—then they could choose
from the stock of locks brought together, of all

shapes and sizes, something to suit their purpose ;

but we are sure we can safely say the infinite variety

would have puzzled a Wolverhampton or Wil-
lenliall locksmith, or have driven the ingenious

Chubb to distraction. The importance of agri-

culture was not overlooked, and manures for the
fructification of the soil : implements for turn-

ing up the earth or gathering in its fruits were
prominently displayed : for reducing the same
into a substance fit for the subsistence of men,
mills of all kinds were exhibited

;
and, to aid

in facilitating the transit of the labours of the
manufacturer or agriculturist, engineers sent

models of engines, locomotive or marine. For
the ship-builder there were lessons in naval

architecture
;
and marine-glue to take the place

of bolts, or the former modes of securing pieces of

timbertogether, exposed to the action of water. Of
the labours of the bronze-worker there were
excellent specimens shown in numberless cle-

verly modelled and cast statuettes, and the
smaller class of metal ornaments. The sculptor

became artist-manufacturer by sending pieces of
stone-carving, or marble chimney-pieces richly

chiselled over with foliated scrolls and figures.

Numberless as were the contributions of the

classes we have alluded to, still they form only a
tithe of what composes a National Exposition in

France. We may best give an idea of its magni-

tude if we say that a great nation’s manufactures
were here collected together in one vast recepta-

cle, and exposed to a nation's gaze. Here did its

people leani lessons- of tiue greatness—of

triumphs superior to those gained by their

idolised Napoleon !

There is, in general, less jealousy in the com-
position of the French character than in ours

;

but it will not be here improper to remark that

the unity of feeling among manufacturers in

France has more than probably arisen from the

circumstance that in that country an Exposition

is a government measure ;
and it will not here be

out of place to describe the machinery set in

motion to effect such successful results. It is a

known and recognised scheme that at a period

varying from four to five years, the manufac-
turers of the various districts are called upon to

forward to Paris, as a central dcp6t, then- various

wares for Exposition
;
to facilitate the movement,

the management of the whole is vested in a

central board of twenty-two persons, who are

either men of rank or influence, or individuals

completely conversant with the sciences and
manufactures

;
the whole is under the immediate

superintendence and presidency of the Minister

of the Interior. The devolving upon a minister

of the crown the direct management, thus

gives better effect to the call made upon the

local authorities of the various provinces, who
in their turn will be the more anxious to en-

courage contributions from manufacturers in the

districts under their control. In addition to

the central board there are local committees

whose duty it is to stimulate the enterprise

of manufacturers, and to encourage them to

pi’occed with objects for competition
; to smooth

down obstacles and procure suitable receptacles

for contributions until forwarded to the Exposi-

tion : these again in turn nominate a council

whose province it is to inspect the articles

offered, and who shall decide if such are suitable,

and they are further instructed in a particular

manner to observe that nothing is rejected

because made of a coarser material,—if such be
likely to be beneficial to the public generally

or conducive to a reduction on the price of such
commodities. It will readily be observed by
our enumeration of objects which formed the
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Exposition of 1844, that such are not confined

to articles of novelty only, but extend to ever}’

display of increased proficiency in matters of

manual industry. As all expenses of transmission

and removal of the articles are paid by the

Board, the local check is therefore useful in pre-

venting the transmission of useless articles and
thereby saving unnecessary expense.

Such then arc the leading features which dis-

tinguish the management of the French Exposi-

tions, and it will be admitted they are sufficiently

simple, but effective, for the purpose in view.

Their frequent recurrence can lead only to

one conclusion, viz., that they are eminently

useful in a national point ofview : that they have

grown with what they feed upon is clear from
the circumstance that the earlier Expositions

were held in the lower galleries of the Louvre,

whereas in that of 1844, the contributions so far

exceeded the limits of accommodation that the

temporary building we have already directed

attention to was erected in consequence. These
are cheering and healthfully exciting prospects

to those who have Expositions in prospect and
who are disposed to support them. A visitor to

that held in Paris in 1 827, thus expresses him-

self,
—

“ During the continuance ofthe Exposition

the merits of the various productions were
eagerly canvassed, and the names of the success-

ful competitors enumerated with pride, while

every one engaged in the prosecution of any
branch of industry, or possessing aptitude for

invention here enjoys the advantage of inspecting

freely whatever has been most successfully

achieved in any branch ;
he also gains valuable

information, or possessess himselfof a hint which
may be improved into important discoveries.

And thus while the public becomes essentially

benefitted, the manufacturer and expositor of

every class obtains the most advantageous pro-

mulgation of his individual merits, and secures

to himself a reputation for skill and proficiency

in his particular branch of trade, which is likely

to prove to him substantially beneficial
;
others

are here enabled to ascertain the most fitting

quarters in which connections in trade may be
formed; and in all a spirit of emulation is

excited which is the sure earnest of rapid im-

provement.
We can only hope, and we do so earnestly, that

the Provincial attempts at Expositions will force

upon the Board of Trade, more particularly than

they have yet done, a conviction of the paramount
necessity of some decided step being taken upon
the subject ;

and we do think that a better oppor-

tunity for making up for past negligence could not

occur than the present. Although the metro-

polis is of all others the place which should be
selected for a National Exposition, it would be
well to consider whether some assistance ought

not to be afforded by the government in the

way ofpatronage and pecuniary aid to the spirited

effort about to be made in Birmingham. Its

central situation, the ornamental and useful

character of its manufactui'e, would point to it

next to the chief city of the empire as a most
likely spot where something effective might be
accomplished, and that at a period when men
distinguished by their knowledge, whether of

Science or Art, or both united, are met together

for the advancement of science : we repeat it, we do
think a more fitting season could not be selected,

or a more graceful mode of acknowledging in a

delicate way their obligations to those sources of

wealth and national prosperity, which so much
exalt us as a nation. Amid all the turmoil of

revolution and intestine warfare, France has

never lost sight of the benefits she has derived

from her Expositions
;
and in the first lull which

has followed, the National Assembly has an-

nounced to the manufacturers that another Expo-
sition will be held at Paris in May of the present

year; to facilitate this and defray costs, they have
granted upwards of 20,000/. They manage these

things better on the Continent than we do
;
and

while it says much for the government, it says
something for a people who can so readily lay

down their weaponsof warand resumetheirpeace-
ful pursuits. It will show that they who can so

readily throw up barricades to defend what they
esteem their political rights, arc equally ready
to raise those bulwarks which shall protect their

national industrial ones. It shows that the mad

but splendidly deceptive theories of Blanc have
been unsuccessful in sapping the foundations of
their manufacturing greatness. It at the same
time should teach those who occupy high places

in this land, ourmanufacturers, and even the hum-
blest mechanic who labours in our factories, that
we have obtained but a trifling, if any advantage,

by the revolutions of a past year ; whereas, if we
had been up and doing as we ought, we might
have obtained a great and permanent one. It is

true that the period gone by has been one of
commercial pressure and distress

;
but it will

we think be found that this is in the eyes of
those who view matters right, but as a breathing

time in which energies are to be concentrated,

and preparation made for a greater conflict. In
the hurry and bustle of business, men care less

for impi-oving their manufactures ; they can then
scarce supply the demand

;
in times of depres-

sion, the purchaser gets more fastidious, and
it therefore becomes a necessity to cater for

tasteful designs the better to excite the want.

Further, the gradual spread of the esthetic prin-

ciple, ever the true source of excellence, makes
men desire the substitution of elegance in lieu of

ugliness, and it at the same time tells them that

what is useful, may without injury, also bo made
beautiful

;
this is the foundation of all progress,

—it is an object aimed at and fostered by every

Continental Exposition. There are many fea-

tures in the Expositions of other countries which
we would willingly desiderate, and we think

without much injury to the general effect of the
whole

;
but the principle upon which they are

formed is without doubt excellent, and must
exert an incalculable influence for the better on
the manufactures of a nation

;
and while pre-

paration for the same can only be made by
increased ingenuity or a spread of the knowledge
of the principles of Art among its mechanics, the
diffusion of the same in articles of every day use
fails not to operate with a beneficial influence on
the national intellect collectively. It is upon
such important grounds we take our stand in

favour of Expositions. The time is opportune
;

we might have urged the matter more enthu-

siastically, but the subject is ono which no mere
enthusiastic wish will accomplish

;
it is a consum-

mation only to be effected by a perseverance and
patience commensurate with the magnitude of

the end to be attained.

Our friends of Birmingham have our warmest
wishes for success

;
we shall leave no stone

unturned to aid their cause, but we would most
earnestly impress upon them that a good local

Exposition is preferable to a bad or partial

national one
;
and therefore let them bestir

themselves, and see that they overlook not at

home much that is better than what may be
procured at a distance. We strongly recommend
a searching and earnest examination of the

manufactures of the town and surrounding
country ; we feel assured there are many de-

serving individuals unknown, the producers of

really excellent works, which it will be the

duty of the committee to bring out, and by doing

so they I'ender a most important service to the

producer and the public. We do earnestly

trust the committee will bear in mind that due
prominence ought to be given to works of Bir-

mingham manufacturers
;
and while they are

doing so, let them exercise their duty with an
impartial hand, let them afford to no one an
undue advantage either in position or the num-
ber of specimens admitted. After this, special

invitations addressed to manufacturers at a dis-

tance will be duly appreciated and esteemed as

a mark of respect, a tribute to acknowledged
excellence.

If, as we have heard stated, a National Expo-
sition is contemplated, then by all means let it

be so, not in name only but in deed. Let an
agitation be at once commenced, a meeting of

the leading manufacturers held, a vigorous effort

made to direct the attention of the government
to the subject, and more particularly that section

of it which presides over the interests of manu-
factures and management of the Schools of

Design. It is only by such a course we can

expect to receive that assistance which will

enable ms to realise all that a National Exposi-

tion should be. We are justified in asking this

aid ; we ask government for money only to

effect a national benefit or purpose, and no legis-

lature is justified in withholding that which will 1

result in the yet further prosperity and happi-
1

ness of the people or nation governed.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

LivERrooi,.—The number of pictures sold at the
last Exhibition here was eighty, and the gross

sum realised by the sales was 2050/. instead of

1800/., as stated in our former notice, the preceding !

month. The following is a correct list of the works
purchased :

—
‘ Landscape and Cattle,’ J. Wilson,

Jun.
;

‘ The Market Girl,’ T. F. Marshall
;

‘ Coast
of Gower,’ E. Duncan; ‘Arch of Constantine,’
W. Parrot; ‘ Cowper’s Task,’ John Gilbert;
‘ Mont Blanc,’ G. A. Fripp

;

1 Vessels in a Breeze,’

C. Fielding
;

‘ A Road Scene,’ A. M’Dougall

;

‘A Gipsy Encampment—Morning,’ J. Curnook;
1 Squally Weather,’ E. W. Cooke

;

‘ New Brighton
Sands,’ R. Reinagle; ‘Sylvan Scene,’ E. J.Cobbett;
1 Suspicions Confirmed,' J. S. Walker; ‘A Trout
Stream,’ J. Starke; ‘Twilight,’ H. B. Willis; I

‘Welsh Farm,’ A. Vickers
;

‘ Valley of the Ribble,’ 1

H. Dawson
;

‘ Julian and Fcnella,’ T. F. Dicksee
;

‘ The Crested Cormorant,’ F. Barry
;

* The Futile
i

Disguise,’ A. J. Woolmer; ‘Early Morning,’
Charles Barber; ‘Snow Balls,’ J. A. Pullen;
‘ Bridge at Lynmouth,’ F. W. Watts

;
‘ The Hag’s

Lake,’ F. H. Henshaw; ‘ Cattle in a Farm Yard,’
J. Dearman ;

‘ Rydal Lake,’ W. Havell: ‘Banks
of the Thames,’ A. Vickers; ‘Diligence Yard, at

ltouen,’ W. Oliver
;

‘ A Fruit Piece,’ W. Duffield;
‘ The Brook Side,’ J. Smetham

;
‘ The Cottager’s

Return,’ B. Callow :
‘ Duvock Water,’ W. J.

Blackloclc
;
‘A Timber Yard,’ J. B. Percy

;
‘Gipsy

Encampment,’ J. Curnock
;

‘ Fishing Boys,’ J. J.

Hill
;

‘ The Devastated Sanctuary,’ W. E. Dighton

;

‘ Reginald Pole and Henry .the Eighth,’ W. L.
Wiudus

;

‘ Study of Trees,’ A. M‘Dou<*all
;

‘ Mare
and Foal,’ A. Corbould

;

‘ A Light Breeze,’ G.
Wilson; ‘Fishing Boats,’ C. Bentley; ‘Tomb of

Shakspcare,’ R. S. Lauder; ‘ Bridge on the Dart,’

Mrs. Oliver; ‘View of Florence,’ W. Oliver;
‘ Scene from Tristram Shandy,’ J. Absalom

;

‘ Snowdon,’ C. Fielding
;

‘ A Boy with Mice,’

Nancy Rayner
;
‘View in Kent,’ C. Fielding;

‘ Gathering Sea-weed,’ E. Duncan
;

‘ Christmas
Morning,’ G. Dodgson

;

‘ Crossing the Brook,’ G.
Dodgson

;
‘ The Arch of Titus,’ W. Parrot

;

‘ Hay Field, near Reigate,’ C. Davidson
;

‘ Hay
Fields,’ C. Davidson; ‘Coast of Durham,’ T. M.
Richardson; ‘Jar of Flowers,’ Miss Harrison;
‘ A Smuggler,’ J. Buchanan

;

‘ Castle Gondol-
pho,’ J. Radford; ‘North Shore, Liverpool,’ R.
Tongue

;

‘ Sunday Morning,’ II. J. Boddington

;

‘ The Truants,’ H. Shirley
;

‘ Katuyk,’ Coast of

Holland,’ E. W. Cooke; ‘An Old Mill,’ J. W.
Oakes

;

1 Mother and Child,’ J. J. Hill
;

‘ The
West Llyn, Lynmouth,’ W. Havell; ‘A Corn
Field,’ J. Wilson, Jun.; ‘Lake Guelthy,’ A.
Vickers; ‘A Bacchante,’ H. Lejeune; ‘Gipsy
Girl,’ W. Shayer

;

‘ On the Medway,’ E. Duncan
;

‘An Autumn Evening.’ II. Jutsum; ‘Mother
and Child,’ R. S. Lauder; ‘The Widow,’ J.

Phillip; ‘The Lover’s Retreat,’ A. Johnston;
‘ The Cabin Hearth,’ A. D. Fripp

;
‘ Flora,’ T. F.

Dicksee; ‘Working off a Sand Bank,’ E. W.
Cooke; ‘Crotchet,’ J. Phillip; ‘Sketch of the

Trial of William Laud,’ A. Johnston.
Edinburgh.—The drawings, paintings, models,

and other works of Art executed by the students

attending the School of Design under the charge of

the Board of Manufactures, were exhibited in the

galleries of the Royal Institution towards the close

of the month of January. The whole of these

productions excited considerable attraction
,
and by

the marked improvement visible in most of them,
afforded evidence of the progress of the School
under the able and judicious management of Mr.
Christie. Two branches of recent introduction,

modelling from flowers, and carvings from natural

objects, seem to have produced highly pleasing
|

results. On the afternoon of the opening day, His '

Grace the Duke of Buccleugh, in the presence of a

large and most respectable assembly, awarded the

prizes to the successful competitors in the ordinary

classes, while several extra prizes were given for

original designs lor decorative work and articles of

manufacture. This is a wise and prudent step on

the part of the management; it will do more
towards carrying out the purposes of such institu-

tions than any other plan which could be adopted.

We are likewise glad to find that the study of

geometry has been introduced here, a science of

which some acquaintance is absolutely indispen-

sable for a perfect knowledge of the Art of

Design.
Leeds.—The second annual conversazione of

the Leeds School of Design was held at the rooms
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of the Institution, East Parade, on Thursday
evening, January 31st, and was numerously and

very respectably attended. In addition to the

liberal grant of plaster casts recently received from

Somerset House, and the books and other speci-

mens of Art belonging to the School of Design, a

numerous and interesting selection from the draw-

ings of the pupils was exhibited. J. H. Shaw, Esq.,

Mayor of the borough, presided. Mr. Wilson,

chairman of the School of Design, read the Deport,

of which the following is a short extract :
— “ In re-

ference to the increased accommodation which had
been provided for the School, and which had been

rendered necessary, not from the greater number,

but from the more" advanced progress of the pupils,

the Report states that the committee conceive that

they are now in possession of premises in which
the'experiment of a School of Design may be fully

tried. Should it succeed as the committee confi-

dently anticipate, a question may hereafter arise,

whether it should not be accommodated in a build-

ing which, by its architectural beauty, may cor-

respond more fully with the purposes of such an

Institution. The collection of easts and drawings,

though not inadequate to the present wants of the

Institution, will require considerable additions,

with the advancement of the present pupils, and
still more with any great increase in their number.

For the means of furnishing these as they may be

required, the committee rely on the public spirit

of their fellow-townsmen and on the support of the

Council at Somerset House.
“ It seemed to them inexpedient to institute any

canvas during the commercial depression which
has prevailed almost during the whole period of

their operations ; but with the returning prosperity

of the country, they trust that the time has arrived

when they may call with confidence on their fellow-

townsmen not only to relieve the Institution from

the debt, but to supply the moderate sum which

with the fees of the pupils and the Government
grant is necessary to enable them to carry on the

school with unabated efficiency.”

LAVINIA.

FROM THE STATUE IN MARBLE BY B. E. SPENCE.

The name of this sculptor is, as yet, little known
among our roll of artists

;
it is one however

which we doubt not will soon be more familiar

to us. Mr. Spence is a native of Liverpool

;

his father, also a sculptor of some celebrity in

that town, and a fellow-student with Gibson,

at the early age of sixteen, modelled a bust of

Roscoe, which is to this day, considered the best

extant. Gibson as is generally known, soon
left England for Rome, but kept up a constant

correspondence with the associate of his early

years, and learning that the latter had a son

who evinced great talent for sculpture, wrote

to the father, entreating that he would send the

youth to him to Italy. This was done about

three years since, and the subsequent progress

of the young artist (he is now about twenty-six

years old) has fullyjustified anticipations concom-
ing him. Prior to his quitting this country he
had acquired considerable reputation in the

locality of his birth, chiefly by a group which he
modelled of the ‘ Death of the Duke of York at

Agincourt ;

’—a work that about a year or two
back received the prize at the Manchester Ex-
hibition.

The story of 'Lavinia’ in Thomson’s 'Seasons’
must be familiar to most of our readers ;

—

“ The lovely young Lavinia once had friends
;

”

—

she is here represented in the character of

a gleaner, as described by the poet
;
the expres-

sion of her face and her attitude are easy and
natural ;

there is a lack, (and in this we think

the treatment judicious) of that refinement of

sentiment which too many of our artists indulge

in when picturing rustic maidens
;
yet there is

considerable grace and a feeling of modesty
which does not ' o’erstep the bounds of nature.’

The statue is altogether a work that does great

credit to so young a hand : it was a commission
from Mr. S. Holme, an opulent builder in Liver-

pool, at whose residence it now is.

Mr. Spence is at present engaged upon a
statue of ‘ Ophelia ’ for Mr. Brassy, the eminent
railway contractor.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY OF
DESIGN.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

A Meeting of this Institution was held on the
13th of February, at 49, Great Marlborough Street,

the Rev. G. Pocoelr, LL.B., Y.P., in the chair.

The usual business of the evening having been
gone through, and the list of presents made to the

College read by the Secretary, Mr. J. Brown placed
before the members a chart illustrative of the first

principles of perspective, and a variety of specimens
of figured glass applicable as hall or conservatory

windows, &c., were exhibited by the manufacturer
and patentee, Mr. Pell, of 21, Castle Street, South-
wark. This exhibition gave rise to a disquisition

from Mr. Wilmshurst. the well-known professor of

glass-staining, containing hints as to the superior
effect obtained by a moderate use of colours, as

exhibited in many of the Cathedrals of Europe,
and especially in that of Seville. A valuable paper
was then read by Mr. William Smith Williams,
“ On the importance of a knowledge and observance
of the principles of Art by Designers,” a subject of

the highest importance to a civilised community,
but peculiarly interesting to our readers. The
lecturer, in accordance with the scientific tendency
of the body he was addressing, commenced by an
examination of those principles upon which depends
the success of architectural endeavours, and gra-

dually descended to a review of the sister arts in

their intricate ramifications at the present day,
observing that an accurate imitation of style is

often mistaken for observance of the principles of

Art
;
but style is only a special part of a general

comprehensive whole. By studying the principles

of Greek or Christian architecture and ornament,
we may imitate these styles to admiration

;
but

something more is required in order to invent. It

then becomes necessary to investigate, understand,
and act upon those broad fundamental principles

which form the basis of all Art, and apply equally
to every style past, present, or to come

;
for without

a due observance of principles, ingenuity becomes
perverted, invention runs wild, and then the types
of past ages must be the moulds in which alone the

ever active mind of genius can pour forth its ideas
with the certainty of their assuming shapes of

beauty and dignity.

Two distinct movements in opposite directions

are now observed in the world of Art : the one is

retrograde, the other progressive. Upon both these
movements Mr. Williams offered some lucid obser-
vations which we should like to give entire, but
we must content ourselves with following him to a
portion of his subject which it is indispensa-

ble for us to lay before our readers in a con-
densed form.
We will then pass to the department of Orna-

mental Art, in which there is most need of princi-

ples to guide inventive talent and adaptive
ingenuity. “ The value of ornament consists in its

being used to add beauty to common things, and
to relieve the blankness of bare walls, floors, and
ceilings. Since the Puritans banished colour from
English churches until the present time Decorative
Art has performed perpetual penance in a sheet of
whitewash, and our national ecclesiastical archi-

tecture has been mutilated and deformed, not only
by tasteless churchwardens, but by accomplished
architects, who, in respect of English architecture,
were as ignorant as their employers. But let us
not forget what we owe to Wren ;

nor that to his

discerning encouragement we oavc the development
of the genius of the greatest ornamentist this

country has seen, Grinling Gibbons, Avhose Avood-

earvingshaA-ebeen so Avell appreciated and emulated
in our OAvn day by Mr. W. G. Rogers.

“ In entering upon the Avide field of ornament,
it becomes necessary to draAv a distinct line of

demarcation betAveen the several branches of orna-

mental design
;

namely, the ornamentation of

architecture, of vessels, utensils and implements,
and of textile fabrics. Each of these is governed
by different principles, but in all the practice of

illusory imitation is alike objectionable. True Art
repudiates shams. The great blank space of raw
Avhite plaster that shocks the sense as well as the
taste in almost every room Ave enter, from the poor
man’s garret to the gilded saloons of the Avealthy,

is a relic of puritanical aversion to colour, and the
drab hues that make dreary our parlours and
dining-rooms are only a Quakerish compromise.”
Here folloAved some just, but too lengthy to be

here introduced, observations upon painted ceilings

in general, Avhether of historical or decorative

character, and the lecturer continued. “ In painted
decoration, and in the patterns of paper-hangings,
curtains or carpets, form ought to be regarded
chiefly, if not wholly, as a vehicle of colour. Hoav

tiresome and tantalising is the reiteration of pat-

terns in a paper-hanging, especially when great

splotches of red or some other powerful eolour are

scattered over it, or cutting lines of positive blue
divide theAA’alls into strips. Intense colours ought
to be used sparingly and distributed skilfully, so as

to enliven the mass of secondary tints
;
for a room

is made to seem smaller by strong contrasts of
colour or harsh outlines, as ceilings are apparently
loAvered by deep mouldings or powerful hues. In-

deed, vivid colours are not essential either to the

elegance or cheerful aspect of a room ; the Avails

should form a chaste but not dull background to

the furniture, pictures, and occupants. Gaudy
carpets oflarge patterns are therefore objectionable;

if positive colours are used these should be sub-

divided bv the intricacies ofa small and undefinable
pattern, like the Persian and Turkey carpets Avhich

have never been equalled for richness and sobriety

combined.
“ In designing patterns for textile fabrics the \ises

to which the drapery is to be applied requires to be
more considered than is commonly the case. Ob-
A-iously, the pattern for a dress should not be so

large as that for a curtain, yet one sees silks and
satins in the mercers’ windoAvs, the Avcarers of

Avhich Avould certainly appear as if robed in win-
dow-curtains or Avail-hangings. The elaborate

imitation of flowers in dresses is Avrong upon prin-

ciple, because the effect is to direct attention from
the ensemble presented by the dress and the

wearer; the nondescript patterns of India shawls

in Avhich the effect is seen in the mass, are still

superior to modern designs. A great nosegay of

flowers on a shaAvl, or a dress sprinkled Avith

bouquets, is only a degree less absurd than the

horns and trumpets Avhich decorate the dressing-

gown of Signor Lablache in ‘IlFanatico per la

Musica.’ The effect of harmonious combinations

of colour is Avhat the pattern designer should rely

upon
;
and of these the variety is endless. Form

is the medium for displaying colour
;
in draperies

that hang in heavy folds like curtains, it is evident

that the shape of the pattern is not seen truly
;

its

effect as shoAvn in the play of colour is infinitely

varied by the folds, and therefore a large bold

pattern as in damask is preferable. In dresses

where the folds are smaller, and especially in

scarfs, angular patterns are not only admissible

but pleasing, because the multitude of cross folds

not only destroys the formality of pattern but
gives rise to an infinity of piquant combina-
tions.”

Nothing could be more just than Mr. Williams’

suggestions Avith regard to designs for liard-Avare,

in Avhich, he observed :
“ Form andproportion are

paramount
;
no ornamentation, hoAvever rich or

fanciful, can redeem bad proportion or ungraceful

form, while a beautiful form unadorned is itself

ornament of the most refined and pleasing descrip-

tion. Neither should ornament be so prominent
as to overlay or prevent the full development of

form ; Avhile neither form nor ornament ought to

interfere Avith utility. The shapes of Greek and
Etruscan vases, beautiful as they are, are not more
adapted to modern pottery or hardware than is the

decoration of the fictile wares
;
avc do not Avant to

conA-ert lachrymatories into scent-bottles, funeral

urns into tea-pots, vases into floAver-pots
;
nor are

the forms of amphora? suitable for decanters, or of

patera; for caudle-cups. The material and uses of

the vessels should determine its form; tea-pots

that will not draAv, jugs that can never be washed
clean, glasses and cups that one cannot drink out

of comfortably, however elegant their form, are

essentially defective. And the adaptation of the

thing to its purpose, so far from producing ugli-

ness, tends to beaut}’, and it also induces neAV

forms. The problem to be solved is simply this:

—

‘ Given, the use and material of the article, to

find a beautiful shape.’ In the commonest, rudest,

and oldest implements of husbandry—the plough,

the scythe, the sickle,—we have examples of simple

yet beautiful curves. The most elementary and
simple forms, if Avell-proportioncd and of graceful

contour, are the most pleasing.”

The lecturer, then, after entering into various

points of design connected Avith the tasteful manu-
facture of porcelain, and deprecating many prac-

tices Avhich are only tolerated from habit, remarked
in conclusion: “There are other points that need

to be touched upon, and those that have been
adverted to need fuller investigation, but enough
has been said, I trust, to prove the importance of a

knoAvledge and observance of the principles of Art

by designers
;
and perhaps to shoAv also that these

principles arc easily ascertainable by studious atten-

tion and rational reflection.”

We are glad to see a society of literary and
scientific men like this engaging themselves on a

subject so closely connected Avith Art, and hope to

find it followed up by others also.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHOMETER.

Since the photographic power of the solar rays

bears uo direct relation to their luminous in-

fluence, it becomes a question of considerable

importance to those who practise the beautiful

art of photography, to have the means of readily

measuring the ever changing activity of this

force. Several plans, more or less successful,

have been devised by Sir John Herschel, Messrs.

Jordan, Shaw, and Hunt. The instrument

however which is now brought forward by Air.

C’laudct, who is well known as one of our most
successful Daguerreotypists, appears admirably

suited to all those purposes which the practical

man requires. The great difficulty which con-

tinually annoys the photographic amateur and
artist, is the determination of the sensibility of

each tablet employed, relatively to the amount
of radiation, luminous and chemical, with which
he is working. With the photographometer of

Air. Claudet this is easily ascertained. The fol-

lowing woodcuts and concise description, will

sufficiently indicate this useful and simple appa-

ratus.
“ For an instrument of this kind it is import-

ant in the first place to have a motion always

uniform, without complicated or expensive

mechanism. This is obtained by means founded
upon the principle of the fall of bodies sliding

down an inclined plane. The sensitive surface

is exposed to the light by the rapid and uniform

passage of a metal plate a, b, having openings of

different lengths which follow a geometric pro-

gression. It is evident that the exposure to

light will be the same for each experiment, be-

cause the plate furnished with the proportional
openings falls always with the same rapidity, the
height of the fall being constant, and the angle
of the inclined plane the same. Each opening
of this moveable plate allows the light to pass
during the same space of time, and the effect

upon the sensitive surface indicates exactly the
intensity of the chemical rays. The rapidity of
the fall may be augmented or diminished by
altering the inclination of the plane by means of

a graduated arc c, D, furnished with a screw e,

by which it may be fixed at any angle. The
same result may be obtained by modifying the
height of the fall or the weight of the moveable
plate. The photogenic surface, whether it be
the Daguerreotype plate, the Talbotypc paper,

or any other preparation sensitive to light, is

placed near the bottom of the inclined plane f.

It is covered by a thin plate of metal pierced
with circular holes, which correspond to the
openings of the moveable plate at the moment
of the passage of the latter, during which the
sensitive surface receives the light wherever the
circular holes leave it exposed.

“ The part of the apparatus which contains
the sensitive surface is an independent frame,
and it slides from a dark box into an opening on
the side of the inclined plane.

“ A covering of black cloth impermeable to
light is attached to the sides of the moveable
plate enveloping the wholeinclined plane, rolling
freely over two rollers r, it', placed, the one at
the upper and the other at the lower part of the
inclined plane. This cloth prevents the light

of the secondary radiations of the camera obscura;
this is, however, a very simple matter, and it

appears to us exceedingly easy to adapt an in-

strument of this description to the camera itself.

By this instrument Air. Claudet has already
determined many very important points. Among
others, he has proved that on the most sensitive

daguerreotype plate an exposure of tij&v part of
a second is sufficient to produce a decided
effect.

Regarding photography as an auxiliary aid to

the artist of no mean value, we are pleased to

record a description of an instrument which,
without being complicated, promises to be ex-

ceedingly useful. In this opinion we are not
singular

;
at a recent meeting of the Photogra-

phic Club, to which this instrument was ex-

hibited, it was with much real satisfaction that

we learned that several of our most eminent
artists were now eager and most successful stu-

dents in photography. The beautiful produc-
tions of the more prominent members of this

club excited the admiration of all, particularly

the copies of architectural beauties, and small
bits of landscape by Messrs. Cundell and Owen.
We think that now the artist sees the advantage
he may derive from the aids of science, that

both will gain by the union.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

GERMANY.

—

Munich.—Since the death of

Gartner the Royal Academy has remained without
a director, and nobody is named as the probable
successor. It is the same case in Frankfort, where
the place "of director Yeit in the Art Institute,

which he quitted four years ago, is not yet filled up.

You know Rottman and his magnificent land-

scapes
;
he is executing a series ofGrecian landscapes

for King Louis. Within the last few days he has
finished one of them, which appears a work of

magic. It is the “Field of Marathon.” The
effect of the storm in the foreground is visible—

a

There is exhibiting atpresent in the Royal Gallery

at Sans Souci the latest picture of De Biefve, of

Brussels, painted by order of King William IV.
It is twenty-four feet in width and eighteen high,

and represents the moment in which Charles I. of

England signs the treaty of peace with Spain
(1G24), after having decorated the painter, P. P.
Rubens, the Spanish ambassador, with the

golden chain of honour. Beside King Charles

we see the Queen with the Prince of Wales
(Charles II.), surrounded by the members of par-

liament and the grandees of the crown. The pic-

ture is very rich, and produces a great effect.—The
cupola of the chapel of the royal palace in Berlin

is finished, and was divested of all its scaffolding

the loth October, the birthday of the King.—The
new wing of the marble palace in Potsdam is

finished. It is ornamented with frescoes between
and above the doors and windows of the marble
colonnade. These frescoes arc a long series of re-

presentations of the Nibelungen, designed by
Kolbe and painted by’ Kaselowski, and another
series of landscapes, representing the theatre of the

scenes of the above-named epochs.

PARIS.—The annual exhibition of modern pic-

tures, sculptures, and lesser works of Art is deferred
until the 1st of May. The necessary preparations in

the ci-devant palace of the Tuileries,andthe desire

to open it simultaneously with the Exposition of the

Industrial Arts, have occasioned the postpone-

ment.— Messrs. Pradier, Sinart, Seguin, Fontaine,
Ciuli, Scagnoli, &c., artists, employed in the con-
struction of the tomb of the Emperor Napoleon,
have petitioned the President of the Republic to

the effect that since the revolution of February,
all their requests and entreaties for the payment of
considerable sums due to them for their labours on
this monument, as well as monies expended, have
remained unpaid. That, in consequence, great em-
barrassment has ensued in their affairs, and they
are no longer in a condition to continue the work-
men employed thereon, unless their urgent claims

are responded to by payment of the debts con-

tracted by the state.—A superb colossal statue of

Scsostris, in red granite, entirely covered with
hieroglyphics, has just been received in the Egyp-
tian Museum, recently constructed on the ground
floor of the colonnade of the Louvre.

Sittings of the Cour d'Appel, January 2 &; 3.

—

A singular history of a picture among the tribe of

dealers has occupied the court during these two
days. St. Jean, of Lyons, is a celebrated painter

of flowers, and his works are eagerly sought
for at enormous prices. However, a small pic-

ture, bearing a rose and flowers, was purchased
in that city at a broker’s by M. Pilte, for 100 francs.

He exchanged it with M. Favard, a dealer in

Paris, by whom it was estimated at 120 francs.

M. Baroilhet obtained it of this latter in exchange
for a couple of pictures valued at 500 francs, who
in his turn exchanged it with AI. Cerf-Levy for

pictures estimated at 700 francs. This M. Cerf-

Levy made an exchange with M. Durand-Ruel for

two pictures by Robert Fleury and one by Eugene
Isabey, valued at 3,800 francs. In the latter per-

son’s possession it was seen by an artist of celebrity

who expressed doubts of its authenticity, and on
removing the varnish, the name and date, 1836,

disappeared, proving the very recent baptism of

striking the sensitive surface before and after

the passage of the moveable plate.”

It will be seen that this apparatus enables the
experimentalist to ascertain with great precision

the exact length of time which is required to

produce a given amount of actinic change upon
any sensitive photographic surface, whether on
metal or on paper. Although at present some
calculation is necessary to determine the differ-

ence between the time which is necessary for

exposure in direct radiation, and to the action

group of trees and broken boughs; a horse is

running over the heath
;
the rider, who has been

flung off
-

,
follows from afar. The whole picture is

full of effect, as well in the composition as in the

force and harmony of the colours.

Dr. Forster is finishing the German edition of

Vasari : the index of the whole work is now in the

press. In the mean time a new edition of the same
book has been just published in Florence, which
deserves to be highly recommended. The annota-

tions arc written by different young literati,

Milanesi, Pini, &c., and give a series of notices of

artists and their works, till now unknown.
C. Hcrrman of Berlin is here, exhibiting his

series of designs representing the history of the

German people, which he is about to publish in

fifteen large plates. He has engaged the best

engravers to execute his work, which he hopes to

see finished in two years.

Bf.ulin.—The base of the monument of Frederic
II. is finished, but the monument itself will not
be erected before 1850. The monument of Frederic

William III., destined for Konigsberg, in Prussia

Proper, is progressing. The artist engaged, Pro-
fessor Kiss, has finished the base with its allegorical

female figures of “ Patriotism,” “ Peace,” “ Wis-
dom,” “ Religion,” “ Fortitude,” and “Justice,”
and the bassi-relievi representing “Legislation,”
“Domestic Life,” “ Agriculture,” the “ Represen-
tation of the States,” and the “ System of Arming.”
The whole monument, thirty-five feet in height,

part of which is already cast, will be of bronze.
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the picture. Finally, M. St. Jean himself denied

the paternity, and hence a series of law proceed-

ings between all the parties, down to the purchaser

at the broker’s shop in Lyons. The court decided

that “ In works of Art where the name of the

the painter of a picture is made use of in

bargain or sale, it becomes an integral part of

the property, and if any error of description is

established, the transaction is vitiated and an-

nulled.” The court condemned all the parties to

return the pictures severally given in exchange,

or to repay the respective sums at which the mock
original was estimated in the ascending scale from
120 to 3,800 francs.

BRUSSELS.—The “ Cercle Artistique et Lit-

teraire ” has received so great an accession of new
members since the late fetes, that they have decided

on adding an adjoining saloon of great dimensions

to their institution, in which they propose to give
“ Soirees Musicales.” As all the eminent pro-

fessors have joined the Society, the entertainments

arc expected to be of the highest order. The
pictures painted for the decoration of the grand
ball in October last, are about to be applied in

adorning the suite of apartments where the Society

is held, and the most distinguished members of tire

Society have spontaneously offered their gratui-

tous assistance to complete the decorations.—The
National Museum of Brussels has re-opened, with
the accession of the picture of the “Adoration of

the Magi,” by John Van Eyck
;
and a celebrated

work of Philip Wouvermans, engraved by Le Bos,

under the title of “ Les Adieux.”—The great pic-

ture of the “ Battle of Lcpanto,” by M. Slingen-

eyer, which was painted by a commission from
the government, has just been placed in the hall of

the “ Palais de la Nation.” Thepicture has under-
gone several alterations and improvements since

the Exhibition, in deference to the sound remarks
made by the public voice upon it; M. Yerbocck-
hoven offered the painter the use of one of bis vast

ateliers for thepurpose, which wasgladly accepted.

—

The Baron Gustuf Wappcrs, director of the Royal
Academy of Antwerp, has been named by the

Queen of Portugal Commander of the Order of
Christ.

The Hague.—The Exhibition of Modern Pic-

tures is announced to take place on the 21st of

May ensuing. All works intended for it must be
delivered between the 16th of April and the 7th of

May, inclusive. Foreign artists are invited to con-

tribute their performances on the occasion.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

CHAPEAU DE BRIGAND.

T. Uwins, R.A. Painter. L. Stocks, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. 5 in., by 1 ft. 9! in.

“ The Brigand’s Hat,” such is the fanciful title

given to this interesting example of childish play-

fulness and curiosity.—Though but a little girl

dressed up in an incongruous selection from the
professional wardrobe of the painter—a medley of

costume—we have at the same time a picture of

incipient womanhood indulging in one of its

strongest propensities, personal decoration.

As a painting, this picture is a very beautiful

and graceful example of the artist’s pencil
;
the

whole grouping is happy and tasteful, and, notwith-
standing the superabundance of costume, the coun-
tenance of the little artiste is emphatically the
picture, and the crossed hands, with the rosary and
crucifix, form a charming secondary picture, equally
suggestive on its part ; the colouring and light and
shade of the picture are unexceptionable.
The history of the picture is briefly this : the

artist was suddenly called away from a little girl,

who was sitting for her portrait
;
being detained

for a considsrable time, the child, at a loss for

amusement, dressed herself in all the varieties of
costume lying about the studio

; on the return of
Mr. Uwins, he found her surveying herself in a
large glass, which exhibited her from head to foot.

The hat, wherein she had stuck some peacock’s
feathers, is the common peasant’s hat of Italy, and
the ornament twisted round it implies that the
wearer has made a pilgrimage to Loretto

;
the

ruff of the age of Rubens, the duck-tailed old
woman’s jacket of sixty years since, the Italian

peasant’s petticoat, and the corona of beads, with
its appended crucifix, made altogether a whimsical
assemblage, irresistible to the artist, who could not
avoid the temptation of sketching the droll yet
picturesque object before him.*

* Mr. Uwins writes to us as follows respecting this plate:

“Mr. Stocks’s beautiful engraving has been under my
hands for the last time. I shall be most happy to bear any
testimony to its excellence, and to give any evidence of my
satisfaction.”

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Eighth Report op the Commissioners of
Fine Arts.— In this report, which has just

appeared, the Commissioners express their satis-

faction at the works already executed in the

houses of Parliament, the effect of which con-

firms them in the opinion, that under certain

circumstances of light and distance, fresco paint-

ing is well calculated for the purposes of deco-

ration
;
while from requiring the preparation of

careful designs, the method recommends itself

as being fitted to promote the study of form.

Two subjects remain to be painted in the House
of Lords, that of “ Prince Henry acknowledging
the authority of Chief Justice Gascoigne ” and
that of “Justice ;” of which the former is com-
mitted to Charles West Cope, R.A., and the

latter to Daniel Maclisc, R.A., and thus two
corresponding frescoes will be executed on each

wall by the same artists. The commissioners
recommend this course not only because they
are satisfied with the ability displayed by these

artists, but also as a means of insuring a due
conformity of style and a duo symmetry of com-
position in the works. The commissioners
declare themselves ready to conclude an agree-

ment with William Dyce, R.A. to decorate the

Robing Room in fresco, the subject proposed
being the legend of King Arthur. According to

the terms of the contemplated agreement, Mr.

Dyce undertakes to complete certain stipulated

work within a period not exceeding six years,

commencing from the first of July, 1848, and for

which it is proposed that he be remunerated at

the rate of eight hundred pounds a year : other

conditions being included in the agreement which
may make it his interest to complete the work,
subject to the approval of the commissioners, in

less time ; and on the other hand, allowing an
extension of time in the event of certain addi-

tions or changes in the decoration being pro-

posed by the commissioners. Other commissions
for frescoes have been given to John Callcott

Horsley, the subject “ Satan touched by Ithuriel's

spear while suggesting evil dreams to Eve ;” to

Charles West Cope, R.A., the subject “ The
trial of Grisclda’s patience to John Rogers
Herbert, R.A., the subject “ Lear disinheriting

Cordelia ;” to John Tenuiel, the subject “ Alex-

ander’s Feast.” These works are to be executed
in the Upper Waiting Hall, as illustrative of

Milton, Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Di-yden.

The order of the statues hi the eighteen niches

of the House of Lords, beginning at the throne

end of the house, is as follows :—Stephen Lang-

ton, Archbishop of Canterbury
;
Henri de Loa-

dres. Archbishop of Dublin
;
William Earl of

Salisbury
;
William Earl of Pembroke

;
Almeric,

Masterof the KnightTemplars
;
Earl of Warrenne

:

Earl of Arundel
;
Hubert de Burgh

;
Earl of

Clare
;
Earl of Aumerle

;
Earl of Gloucester

;

Earl of Winchester
;
Earl of Hereford

;
Earl of

Norfolk; Earl of Oxford; Robert Fitzwaiter;

Eustace de Vesci; William de Mowbray. The
substance of this report has been for some time
spoken of, but we have refrained from touching
upon the subject in the absence of official infor-

mation. If we consider the merits and reputa-

tion of the several artists selected for these

works, it cannot be doubted that the results of
their labours will afford unqualified satisfaction.

The Vernon Medal.—We have little to re-

port at present—since our last notice respect-

ing this testimonial. One or two meetings of
the committee (to which a few names have
been recently added) have taken place

;
and

subscriptions to a considerable amount have
been sent in—as will be seen by a reference

to our advertising columns. At the head of

the list stand the names of her Majesty and his

Royal Highness Prince Albert, who have thus
shown themselves the earliest to recognise the
value of Mr. Vernon’s munificent gift : we
shall however be glad to see those of the class in

every way most interested in the matter—the
artists of Great Britain, without any exception.

An opportunity is here afforded them of testify-

ing their feelings of gratitude to one who has
done more to elevate the English School and
give it “ a local habitation and a name ” than any
other patron past or present

; if they neglect

this opportunity a stigma will attach itself to

them for ever. The sum required for the speci-

fied object is comparatively small, and might,

and ought to be raised among them alone—if only

for the purpose of manifesting to the world that

they arc capable of doing honour to, and appre-

ciating the worth of, a man whom no titles could

exalt in the minds of all who can estimate time

greatness and nobility of character. We arc

confident our appeal to the Profession will be
answered in a manner that becomes them ; not
a name that appeal’s in the catalogue of our
exhibition of whatever class—not one who prac-

tises Art as an occupation,—sculptor, painter,

or engraver,—for all are concerned,—but should
aid the subscription according to his ability. To
this subject we shall recur next month.
The Royal Academy.—The time for taking

in pictures for the ensuing exhibition has been
extended to the 10th and 11th of April—a week
later than ordinary. We have every reason to
believe, that this year the exhibition will be
worthy of our school

;
artists have not had then’

time and attention diverted from the Academy
by Westminster Hall; and, with one or two ex-

ceptions, none of our leading men arc to be
found on the walls of the British Institution :

thus, every opportunity is afforded for an accu-

mulation of strength in Trafalgar Square which
we shall hope to see put forth.

Richard Westmacott, Esq. has been elected a
member of the Royal Academy in the room ofR. R.
Reinagle, Esq., resigned : we believe this election

will give very general satisfaction to the public as

well as to the profession. Mr. Westmacott has
been many years an associate : and this promotion
was due to his talents and especially to his high
character. He is the sou of Sir Richard West-
macott, the only one of his sons, we believe,

who follows in the steps of the venerable and i

accomplished sculptor ; and although Mr. West-
macott has not startled the world by the pro-

|

duction of any very remarkable work—excepting,
J

perhaps, the pediment of the Royal Exchange

—

he is esteemed and respected generally for

abilities which fully entitle him to the distinction.
|

Moreover, lie is a scholar of more than usually
|

large acquirements, and a gentleman who confers
honour upon the profession from which he
obtains honour.

Society of Arts.—The third amiual exhibi-

tion of British manufactures will be opened at

the rooms of this Institution, on Wednesday, the
7th of March. From the information we have
been able to gain there is every reason to believe

that the exhibition will be in no way inferior in

quality to, while in quantity it will surpass, its

predecessors, especially in fabrics, paper-hangings,

and in a beautiful collection of metallic produc-
tions

;
departments of manufacturing Art in

which the Society has hitherto done but little.

The Council also propose, as far as their space

will allow, to exhibit all the drawings and de-

signs received in competition for the prizes, and
to mark those which have received the award of
distinction

;
thereby affording both the public

and the competitors an opportunity of testing

the merits of the designs by comparison, and
also the justice of the selection made by the

Council. On the evenings of the exhibition,

papers will be read as heretofore, on the various

new processes employed in the manufacture of

the specimens exhibited, and directing attention

to those manufacturers who have shown the

greatest advance in combining Art with Manu-
factures since the last Exposition. From all we
can learn, there is no doubt that much will be
seen both interesting and important to all

classes concerned in the welfare of the indus-

trial community.
The Royal General Annuity Society held

their twenty-first anniversary festival on the
14th ult. at the London Tavern; the Marquis of
Salisbury presiding, supported by Lord Fever-

sham, Lord Saye and Sele, Col. T. Wood, M.P.,

Mr. Newdegate, M.P., Mr. B. B. Cabbell, and
several other influential gentlemen, friends of
the Institution. Between 300 and 400 sat to

dinner, and the subscription announced in the
course of the evening amounted to nearly 1800£,
showing the interest which the claims of the

Society created. These claims we have on
former occasions advocated : the Institution
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seeks to rescue its objects from the accustomed
refuge of the pauper. Its funds we rejoice to find

flourishing, whereby its means of usefulness are

proportionably enlarged; there is however a

wide field in which the resources of the charity

might be well employed, were they ever so

ample.
The Free Exhibition,—A Report of the last

general quarterly meeting of this Association is

before us, from which we are pleased to learn

that its affairs, as regards the present state of its

finances and its prospect of future success, are

of a highly satisfactory character. It is not

necessary for us to enter into the details which
the Report embodies ;

it will be sufficient to

state that all the current expenses of the past

year have been liquidated, leaving a balance in

hand which would be larger but for a defalcation

on the part of the late treasurer. Since the last

exhibition the committee have elected forty-three

new members out of nearly one hundred appli-

cants, which added to the original list, swells

their numbers to one hundred and twenty-

three ; a tolerably good proof that the society is

rapidly rising in the estimation of the profession.

We learn, from other sources, that it is in con-

templation to seek a more eligible locality for

their exhibition titan that at present occupied

near Hyde Park Corner, which is not sufficiently

central for the purpose. There is some talk of

Oxford Street or its vicinity
;

this would be
better than their position in the “ far west,” but

still too much out of the way.

The Architectural Association have fixed

to open their first exhibition at the Gallery of

the New Society of Water-colour Painters, in

the present month. The works eligible for

exhibition are drawings of edifices either con-

templated or in actual progress, designs sub-

mitted in competition during the year, studies

and delineations of existing buildings, antiquities,

and architectural models. The Society have
wisely determined to make it a free exhibition,

with the exception of Saturday, considering

that by bringing their productions before all

classes of the public, a taste may be widely dif-

fused, which will operate in every way to the

advantage of the architect. The cordial co-

operation of the profession is duo to this Asso-

ciation, which may benefit them individually

and collectively
;

for architects have no oppor-

tunity of displaying their designs where they

can receive the attention they merit. True,

there is a room at the Royal Academy, but it is

the only one rarely entered by the visitor, simply

because other subjects of a more engrossing

nature claim priority of attention, and which,

when he has passed some hours in reviewing,

unfit him altogether for the study of less exciting,

but perhaps as important matters.

The New Society of Painters in Water-
Colours will not open then- Exhibition till the

23rd of April, which is somewhat later than

usual, in consequence of then- rooms being occu-

pied during the month of March by the Archi-

tectural Association. They have lost, by seces-

sion, Mr. J. J. Jenkins, a valuable contributor to

their Exhibition, but have added some new names
to their list Mr. J. S. Prout, an associate of

this Society some years back, and recently re-

turned from Van Diemau’s Land; Mr. Wyld of

Paris, whose works we have frequently referred

to in our notices of the exhibitions in that city;

Mi's. Oliver, and Mr. Harrison Weir.
The Old Society of Water-Colour Painters

have elected Mr. J. J. Jenkins, from the younger
Society

;
Mrs. Criddle, whose pictures in oil oc-

casionally exhibited at the British Institution

have attracted notice
;
and Mr. C. Brauwhite, of

Bristol, well known for his “ Frost Scenes," as

associate exhibitor's. With respect to the first-

named gentleman, we cannot avoid expressing

our regret that we are compelled every season

to announce these changes ; a regret which,

we know, is shared in by many of the most
esteemed member of the profession. The two
Societies can scarcely be called rivals, inasmuch
as the strength of each has hitherto differed

widely from the other
;
each has pursued its own

course, and acquired distinction in its relative

department, so that their merits may be consi-

dered on a par
; why then do we see year after

year these draftings from the “New” into the

“ Old 1
” They who thus “ leave their first love

”

may be assured their professional reputation is

in no way enhanced by such procedure, nor

would their works realise a higher price on the

walls of one Exhibition-room than they do on the

other. There is ample room for both societies

;

or would it not be better still to amalgamate
their interests 1

The Society of British Artists.—This So-

ciety will open its annual exhibition about the

usual period. We hear little authentic of the
“ sayings and doings ’’ of its members, save that

their prospects for the ensuing season are bright-

ening. We trust these reports will prove to be

well-founded.

Mediaeval Monuments.—Mr. Richardson, the

sculptor aud archaeologist, who so ably restored

the crusaders' monuments in the Temple Church,

and subsequently published illustrations of them
which we favourably noticed at the time, pur-

poses, if sufficiently encouraged, to publish in a

similar manner the whole of the interesting

mediaeval monuments in Elford Church, Stafford-

shire. These monuments consist of the effigies

of Sir Thomas Arderne and his lady, temp. 1400,

reclining on a rich table-tomb adorned with

twenty-two statuettes of angels
;

a singular

effigy of a civilian, temp. 1440 ; Sir John Stanley,

temp. 1474; and Sir William Smythe and his

two wives, temp. 1526 ;
with some other highly

interesting memorials of the above periods. We
have also seen, by the same artist, illustrations

of his military monuments recently placed in

Canterbury Cathedral to the officers and privates

of the 16th Lancers and the 31st Regiment of

the Line, who fell in the campaign of the Sutlej.

That of the 31st (an etching) consists in part of

the tattered flags of the regiment, and several

elegant Sikh trophies, &c. ;
that of the 16th (a

tinted lithograph) mainly records an incident in

Aliwal, executed in bold relief on the monu-
ment,—a wounded officer tended by one of his

troop, whose horse, together with a palm-tree,

forms a varied and pleasing back-ground
;
the

names of the gallant fellows are inscribed on
two broken columns. Besides his Elford Resto-

rations and other minor works, Mr. Richardson

is proceeding with other military testimonials

arising out of the Sutlej wars.

The Graphic Society held its second conver-

sazione for the season on the 14 th ult.
;
the

rooms were full to overflowing with artists,

amateurs, and their contributions. Among the

works which most attracted our notice were two
studies in oil by Etty, a “ Penitent,” and a “ Girl

Bathing," both fine examples of the ai*tist’s

colouring; several paintings by “Linnell,” one

of them a copy in large of a small picture in

the Vernon Gallery ; a small copy of Guido’s
“ Aurora.” by A. C. Hayter, jun., framed in imi-

tation of the compartment on the ceiling which

contains the original
;
two paintings by F. Good-

all ; folios of sketches by Sir W. Jones, J. Uwins,

nephew of T. Uwins, R.A., J. Gilbert, G. E.

Hering, J. S. Prout, &c. ;
Haghe's last litho-

graphic work on Belgium, not yet published ;
an

illuminated work by Owen Jones
;
drawings by

Turner, R.A.
;

an admirable engraving by
Gibbon—“ Roebuck and Hounds,” after Land-

seer
;
Shenton’s “ Lending a Bite,” after Mul-

ready, and various other productions, to enume-
rate which would fill a column.

Lord Ward’s Gallery.—Lord Ward has had
placed in a convenient locality in Lower Brook
Street, Grosvenor Square, a considerable portion

of his fine pictures, both from his country man-
sion and his recent acquisitions in Italy. They
are gathered here for the gratification of his lord-

ship's immediate friends, who alone enjoy at the

present moment the opportunity of viewing

them. It is very rare that works of such high

excellence as these are acquired in founding a

collection : a few of them deserve especial

notice. The most interesting is a “ Crucifixion,”

of considerable size, by Raffaelle, painted in his

youth, at the age of seventeen, for the Church
of Saint Agostino, at Castello

;
which Vasari says

would be attributed to Perugino, if the name of

Raffaelle were not painted on it. The size of the

work, the extreme beauty of the heads, and
graceful dignity of the forms, recalling in rivalry

the “Sposahzio,” with the undoubted authenticity

of the picture, render itof the highest consequence

among the examples of ancient Art in England.
The collection comprises also the finest landscape

by Salvator Rosa in existence, wondrous in its

primitive freshness of tone; a pair of Angels'

heads in fresco by Correggio, and a magnificent

composition of many figures by Fra Angelico,

the finest of his works ever brought to England.

To these may be added most of the great names
in their rarest excellence, and in the most per-

fect state of preservation.

Splitting Bank Notes.—A correspondent of

the Builder states, that the process of splitting

bank notes or any other piece of paper is the

invention of a print-mounter, who was induced

to make the experiment for the purpose of

obtaining an engraving from the illustrated

newspaper, without the letter-press at the back.

Our contemporary also quotes the following

method for effecting this object :—Procure two
rollers or cylinders of glass, or amber resin, or

metallic amalgam
;
strongly excite them by the

well-known means, so as to produce the attrac-

tion of cohesion, and then with pressure pass

the paper between the rollers. One half will

adhere to the under roller, and the other to the

upper roller, aud the split will be perfect.

Cease the excitation and remove each part.

The Royal Etchings.—We trust the dis-

reputable proceedings connected with these

works of Art have received their quiet ns. An
appeal from the Vice-Chancellor’s judgment was
argued for three successive days before the Lord
Chancellor, who confirmed the injunction with

costs. The view taken by his lordship was
clearly that which common sense, as well as

equity, would dictate, the question being not

one of copyright, but of absolute right in pro-

perty. It is to be hoped that the parties who
have violated this right with so indecent a dis-

regard for the feelings of the illustrious per-

sonages interested will now let the matter rest,

aud consider well before they again move, as we
hear it is their intention to do

;
further inter-

ference by them would be too gross an act for

any but the confirmed scoundrel to contem-

plate.

The Art Union of London.—Encouraged by
the success that attends the publication of this

illustrated volume — “ L'Allegro and II Pen-

seroso ”—the Society are about to commence a

series of illustrations to Goldsmith’s “Traveller”

—a fine subject for Art : it will contain thirty

engravings on wood from designs by leading

artists. We may take this opportunity of con-

gratulating the public, as well as the Society, on
the total abandonment by the Board of Trade of

all interference with the plans and projects of

the Institution. We may therefore hope to see

the Society deriving and carrying out many
beneficial arrangements for the advantage of

Art and artists. Truth to say, it has become
necessary for them to make some marked advan-

ces
;
for the subscribers will absolutely require

such improvements as they may easily make
and ought to make.

Commission to Mr. Cross.—We understand a

commission has been given to Mr. Cross by
Mr Peto, the famous builder, to paint six pictures

at the price of 500 guineas each : this is indeed

a noble commission—and not the less noble

because it is conferred by a trader ; such exam-

ples of judicious liberality are becoming more
and more numerous every day : already British

Art is depending for prosperity upon the “ mer-

chant princes ” of the country. We have heard

of several other cases, of recent occurrence,

almost equally munificent
;
while on the other

hand, our merchants and manufacturers are

daily becoming cognisant of the fact that pur-

chases of “old masters” are grievously bad

investments.

Mr. Minasi.—One of those extraordinary pen

and ink drawings for which this ingenious artist

has become celebrated is now on view at Messrs.

Colnaghi’s, Pall Mall East. It is a portrait of

the Duke of Wellington, from Lawrence’s well-

known half-length, and is executed with a deli-

cacy and firmness truly astonishing
;

so much
so, indeed, as not to be distinguished from the

finest line engraving.

A case demanding much sympathy and prompt

pecuniary assistance has recently been brought

before us. Mr. W. Stevenson, a young portrait



painter, rapidly rising in his profession, while on
his way to the residence of the Earl of Cardigan,

at Hounslow, was on the 30th of December last,

suddenly struck with death and carried home
lifeless. He has left a widow and two children

of tender ages, totally unprovided for; to ame-

liorate the condition of whom, a subscription

has been set on foot by a number of noblemen
and gentlemen acquainted with the deceased and
interested in the future welfare of his family.

We shall be happy to receive any sums the

benevolently disposed may think fit to entrust

to us for their benefit; which subscriptions

shall be duly acknowledged in the columns of

our Journal.

In tue Autobiography of Mr. Etty there

occurs an error. Among the purchasers of his

pictures the name of “ Witherbed ” is mentioned;

it should have been “ Wethered." Mr. Wethered
is a tailor in Conduit Street, and supplies one of

those instances, by no means uncommon in this

country, of wealth obtained by trade being ex-

pended in the acquisition of works of Art. Of
examples of Mr. Etty he possesses many, some
of them being his choicest productions

;
and his

selections of other artists (all British) manifest

sound and judicious taste. He is, in truth, one
of those “ patrons ” of Art whom circumstances

often render more really serviceable and more
practically useful to the artist than men of for

higher rank. His taste is, we understand, not

only exhibited in his collection of pictures, but
finds its way into, and operates upon, the articles

of his trade—a result that may be reasonably

expected. That the cultivation of taste cannot
foil to influence for good the ordinary produc-

tions of commerce, is a truth we have been
always deeply anxious to impress upon the

minds of our readers. The case of Mr. Wethered
is only one of many.
The Velasquez Portrait of Charles I.

—

The proprietor of this picture, Mr. John Snare,

of Reading, seems destined to bo the hero of

adventures with it, so that in addition to his

previous pamphlet thereon, subsequent occur-

rences will materially increase the interest at-

tached to the subject. By a tyrannic anomaly
in the law, the picture was seized for rent due
to the landlord of the house in Old Bond Street

where it was placed for public exhibition
;
and

although Mr. Snare was nothing indebted for the
hire of the exhibition room, the seizure and
expenses of redeeming his picture from the
possession of the sheriff amounted to nearly four

hundred pounds. Having regained legal pos-

session of the picture by the sacrifice and loss of

this large sum, Mr. Snare went with it to Edin-
burgh to offer it to the gaze of the curious, and
here a seizure of a different kind has overtaken
this unfortunate property. Lord Fife claims

the picture as an heirloom, which he asserts

has been stolen from him, and it has been taken
possession of by the sheriff under this plea It

may be recollected that Mr. Snare was very
anxious in his pamphlet to prove that the pic-

ture was the one described in the catalogue of a
former Lord Fife’s pictures. The event will

probably give rise to a law-suit, and it will be a
singular question if an innocent purchaser in a
public sale room, should become liable to lose

his purchase, if proved to be entailed pro-

perty.

Picture by Murillo.—A card of invitation

has been extensively issued inviting the lovers

of Spanish Art to view a picture recently re-

ceived from Madrid, and consigned to a respec-

table mercantile firm in London for sale. The
subject is “ The Immaculate Conception,” and
represents the Virgin standing in the emble-
matical crescent, with many groups of angels

above and below. It is placed in the studio of

Mr. Walton, the portrait-painter, in New Bond
Street

;
and not being a work authenticated by

its pedigree, is open to the opinion of connois-

seurs upon the title to originality by an investi-

gation of its artistical qualities.

Picture by J. Van Eyck.—A very fine picture

is now on view at Mr. Artaria’s gallery, No. 33,

George Street, Hanover Square. It is attributed

to J. Van Eyck, and a rigid inspection of it seems
to justify the appellation. In every minute
detail, particularly of the hands, the distant

architecture, the ornaments of drapery, &c., it

closely resembles the master's pencilling, and is

well worth a visit by the lovers of the early

school of the northern regions, to whom the
proprietor gives the most liberal access.

Life Academy, Margaret Street, Cavendish
Square.—A conversazione was given here on
Tuesday evening, the 20th ult., by the members,
to a numerous meeting of artists, and friends of
the Arts. The object was to show the studies

made from the living model. These were ar-

ranged on the walls, and made a very satisfactory

display of the advantages of painting the human
figure from living examples. In general the
scale of colour aimed at, is that so successfully

demonstrated by Etty, which bids fair to become
the standard of the English School ; for some
time at least. Besides these there were eleven
of Etty's finished pictures aud academical studies

exhibited—and a great variety of other works,
either pictures, drawings, fine prints, &c. The
rooms were crowded, and the several works of
Art critically examined, and generally with great
delight.

Society of British Artists.—Mr. Rippingille

gave a lecture on Italian Art in the rooms of this

Society on Monday evening, the 19th ult., which
was well attended. Mr. Hurlstone also gave a
lecture on the Spanish School of Painting on the

24th ult., which he very ably elucidated to a
numerous auditory.

Damask Manufacture.—We have had much
pleasure in noticing, from time to time, the
very great improvement, in fabric as well as

in design, which manufacturers of skill, taste,

and enterprise have introduced into this—almost
the only—article of manufacture for which Ire-

land has obtained pre-eminence. Happily, its

supremacy has been maintained—to exercise the
ingenuity of its producers, and to sustain the
hope that under more auspicious circumstances
that country may become, as it ought to be, and
as nature intended it to be, the great factory of
the kingdom. Belfast is, however, at present (if

we except the trade in tabbinet), the only town
of Ireland in which linen of the finer quality is

produced; and until very lately the producers
there never thought of patterns other than those

which descended to them from the looms of
their grandsires or were borrowed of some chance
introduction from France. It is now most en-

couraging to find the manufacturers there not
only keeping pace with, but generally outstripping

in the race, their competitors in England. We
have recently been requested to examine—at

their town-warehouse, 3, Laurence Lane, Cheap-
side—several of the productions of Messrs. James
Blain & Co., of the Hopeton Damask Works,
Belfast; and we have done so with exceeding
pleasure, not only as favourable indications of
increased commerce in a country which cannot
fail to interest us deeply, but as most satisfactory

examples of progress in Art ; for although the
specimens consist of objects upon which it has
hitherto been considered Art was “ thrown
away,” we have learned to think better, and to

know that its most legitimate and beneficial

exercise is upon the objects of cvery-day use
which are frequently before the sight, to become
either aids to a right estimate of beauty, or
teachers of indifference towards deformity. The
fabric of the finer damasks of Messrs. Blain is of

singular delicacy and beauty
;
and in that which

more especially concerns us, their ornamenta-
tion, judicious taste is manifested in all the

articles submitted to our notice. This orna-

mentation consists chiefly of groupings of fruit

and flowers
;
but they are introduced with much

discriminating care, and due regard to harmony
aud order

;
in more than one instance the damask

work might be described as an agreeable pic-

ture.

Marochettt, the Sculptor.— This distin-

guished professor has arrived in London, and
brought with him the finished bust of his Royal
Highness Prince Albert. Another of the conse-

quences of the Continental political disturbance

is exemplified by this artist’s intention of taking

up his abode permanently among us.

H. A. J. Munro, Esq. has added to his fine

collection, the picture of the “ Nuns of Sion,”

painted by P. F. Poole, A.R.A., and exhibited

two years ago at the Royal Academy.

REVIEWS.

The Works of Quintus Horatius Flaccus
Illustrated chiefly from the Remains
of Ancient Art. With a Life by Real
Henry Hart Milman. Published by John
Murray.

How embittered soever may have been our early
hora lloratiance under some well-remembered
Orbilius, who may have spared us only the satur-
nian Livius Andronicus, an edition de luxe is not
necessary to tempt us back to a consideration of
maxims not less applicable to the every-day life of
our own time, than that of Horace. There is this
charm, however, in the book before us

;
we cannot

read Horace without gaining a perfect conception
of the Roman society of his time. Human nature
as it is now, as it ever has been, is the great test of
the truth of his pictures

;
and of the author of

these profound ethical essays we are never weary
of hearing. We desire to see Venusia, the Poet’s
birth-place, and Mount Voltore, (Carm. III. IV.),
whereon he was covered with leaves by doves

;

and the river Aufidius, the Fons Bandusia, and
other localities familiarly mentioned. Well, these
and other places immortalised by the Poet are pre-
sented to the reader in wood-cuts.—But let us
describe this luxurious book, the exterior colour ol
which would alone rivet the eye of the antiquary,
being bound in a dark Pompeian orangc-colourccl
paper which no union of burnt ochre and raw sienna
could ever reach

;
there is nothing in calf, or half-

calf, though even gilt and double-lettered, so con-
solitary to an eye fretted with gold and eccentric
tooling, as this captivating hue. We have to begin
with a life of Horace by the editor, Mr. Milman,
not a mere summing-up of Fasti Horatiani, but an
elaborate and carefully common latory piece of
biography founded on a close examination of the
works of the Poet, and a perfect acquaintance with
contemporary history. This is succeeded by Fasti
from his birth in the consulship of L. Aurelius
Cotta and L. Manlius Torquatus until his death in
his fifty-seventh year. This is followed by a letter

written by Mr. Dennis “ Dc Villit Horatii,” on the
site of the Sabine Farm

;
then come the Persona;

Horatianm, a long array of names embafcned in im-
mortal verse, among whom we find all those plea-
sant fellows to whom Horace gave his leisure hours
—not Augustus, Ma-ccnas, and others of that class,

—but to Lamia—and others of a like honourable
standard. To the illustrations of this book there
is no name of cither draughtsman or engraver.
The style of what we may call the wood-cuts of
scenery is foreign, we believe German : these re-

present places, as before .alluded to, mentioned by
Horace. The other cuts are from classic remains,
and arc introduced in illustration of the Latin
text; the first ode, for instance, is accompanied by
a drawing from the bust of Maecenas, and a cliariot-

raec according to the lines

—

“ Suntquos curriculo pulverem Olympicum
Collegisse juvat, metuque fervidis, &c.”

These illustrations are profusely scattered through
the book, they consist of Greek, Roman, and even
Etruscan compositions, brought in wherever an
allusion to the subject or impersonation may occur.
Very many of them are of rare excellence; indeed,
the possession of this bookwould be an inexhaustible
source of reference to an artist, and we may fairly

say that we had never hoped to see such a desirable

edition of any classic author.

Cosmos; A Sketch of a Physical Descrip-
tion of the Universe. By Alexander
von Humboldt. Translated from the Ger-
man by E. C. Otte. Published by Henry
G. Bohn, London.

Alexander von Humboldt in this, the fine labour
of his old age, the accumulated treasure of the
industry of nearly eighty busy years, confesses that

the first incitement to travel was derived from
inspecting Hodge’s pictures of the shores of the
Ganges. (Art-Journal,

No. 125.) Thus we have
the pleasing knowledge that Art in its many-shaded
ministries to the improvement of the human race,

kindled that spark in the mind of Humboldt, which
has burnt on, a never dying flame, illuming and
rendering more radiant every object upon which
its intelligent light fell. The effects of the early
studies of this great man are evident throughout
the “ Cosmos." Travel-worn—for from the Hima-
layas to the Andes he has sought for the wonders
of creation

;
and world-honoured—for his fame

‘‘beautiful and bright," extends yet further than
his feet have travelled :—our philosopher sits

waiting for the departure of day, and as the sha-
dows lengthen on the dial of time, he calls up from
the storehouse of his varied knowledge the great
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facts of science, and applies tliem, aided by “ the

tomb-searcher memory," to explain all the grand
physical phenomena of nature, and to trace the

relations between them and the psychological

characteristics of races. It is not the task of any
ordinary genius, it i3 no mere gathering together

of independent facts, but the “ Cosmos," embracing
the history of the progress of the human mind
from the dawning of intelligence among those

people whose labours, wonderfully preserved for

centuries, arc now being gathered into our own
museum to teil us the tale of their “art-manu-
factures,” seeks to develope the natural influence

which through the stream of ages has led to the

intellectual exaltation of the mind of modern
Europe Through all this we have the feeling of

the poet blended with the critical acumen of the

philosopher. The inspiration of the Beautiful as

it glowed upon the youthful soul, when contem-

plating in the house of Warren Hastings the

pictures of that great river of the land which lives

l'or ever unchangingly bright.

In the long sunny 1 ipse of a summer day's light

;

is revived in age, to diffuse its charms over the

survey of cosmical phenomena, which forms the

crowning labour of a well spent life.

We have already had two translations of this

delightful work, by which it has been made fami-

liar to a large number of English readers. This

translation by Mr. Otte now before us, is quite

equal to either of those which have preceded it,

and it comes recommended to the public, not only

by additional notes, the conversion of foreign

measures into English terms, and the restoration

of passages omitted in those translations it attempts

to rival, but in being published at less than one

third the price of either of those which have yet

been published. The earnestness with which
Mr. Bohn has entered on the task of supplying

literature of the first class cheaply, deserves the

best thanks of all who take any interest in that

diffusion of knowledge, the seeds of which, we
doubt not, arc already germinating, to produce for

the next generation a more noble growth than has

yet been witnessed, notwithstanding our boasted

march of intellect.

Illustrated Poems. By Mrs. L. II. Sigourney.
With Designs by Felix 0. C. Darley. En-
graved by American Artists. Published by
Carey &' Hart, Philadelphia.

Mrs. Sigourney is not more admired in her own
country than she is in this. Her poetry is read,

and felt, and quoted universally
;
moreover, she is

not only valued as a poet, but respected as a

woman
;
and those who had the pleasure of meet-

ing her during the period of her visit to Europe,
feel towards her as towards a friend whom they
earnestly desire to meet again. All Mrs. Sigour-

ney’s poems are essentially womanly. She feels

and thinks, and reasons as a woman. She loves

flowers and sunshine, and has sympathy with the

good and beautiful, the tender and the delicate.

Her Republican sympathies do not extend beyond
her own country, and she is entirely free from the

prejudice and vulgarity which we are too apt to

stigmatise as “ American," without remembering
that we have an abundance of prejudice and vul-

garity of the same kind in our own land. The
tone of Mrs. Sigourney’s poetry is not more ele-

vated than her expression is pure, and her verses

arc singularly harmonious.
The present issue of this refined and accom-

plished lady’s poems confers honour on the pub-
lishers. Not only is the volume beautifully printed

and got up, but it is illustrated in a very exquisite

manner. The designs are appropriate, and care-

fully drawn, and the feeling is charmingly ren-

dered by the engraver. Mrs. Sigourney’s poems
are decidedly suggestive

;
they contain so many

allusions to, and actual pictures of, American
scenery, that we should like to have seen more
of landscape illustration. The book is worthy of a

place in any library
;
and no woman who appre-

ciates the genius and purity of her own sex should

be without it.

The Lady’s Flower Garden of Ornamental
Flowers; and The Lady’s Flower Gar-
den of Ornamental Perennials. By
Mrs. Loudon. Drawn from Nature, and
arranged in a Series of Plates, by H. Noel
Humphreys, Esq. Published by Ore & Co.,

London.
The two names on the title page of this most
beautiful work will sufficiently guarantee the high
character of the production. Mrs. Loudon has in

her former works shown that she possessed the
happy art of simplifying without enlarging

;
and

we hope in this she will bear in mind, that while
she keeps up the tone of information, the work is

chiefly intended for the drawing-room table.

Botany, like medicine, has gloried in hard words,

but the more rapidly this i3 done away with, the

better will it be for the diffusion of knowledge.
We congratulate Mrs. Loudon on having such an

assistant as Mr. Humphreys.

Paxton’s Magazine of Gardening and
Botany. Published by W. Oitu & Co.,

Paternoster Row.

As the Magazine of Botany, the publication of

which extended over a series of fifteen years,

has come to a conclusion, Mr. Paxton projected

the work, of which the first number is now before

us, for the purpose of showing that garden struc-

tures for plants and fruits are very different from
what they were when the “ Magazine of Botany ”

was commenced. “ The system of heating and
ventilation,” he says, “has received a large share

of attention, and being conducted on scientific

principles, the atmosphere of our glass houses,

which was formerly unhealthy and often pesti-

ferous, has now, generally speaking, become sweet
and wholesome ;

while bottom heat, bj* fermenting
materials, has yielded to hot-water tanks.”

Indeed, every department of knowledge has
advanced astonishingly, aud every thing connected
with gardening is better understood than it was.

This number is full of information, and worthy of

Mr. Paxton’s high repute
;
moreover, it is perfectly

intelligible, and every one who wishes to do so,

can understand it. We promise for “ Paxton’s

Magazine of Gardening ” a most extensive circu-

lation.

The Cottage Gardener; or, Amateur and
Cottager’s Guide to Out-door Gardening
and Spade Cultivation. Conducted by
George W. Johnson, Esq. Published by
Orr and Co., London.

The next best thing to having a garden is to know
what to do with it

;
and surely this pleasant serial

is full to overflowing with the knowledge of floral

and every species of garden culture, and that

without any parade of those learned names which
puzzle a tyro in old Adam’s art—it quite makes
one long for the summer and sunshine. Those who
cultivate a few garden flowers in their own win-

dows will find ample information as to the manage-
ment of those domestic bulb3 and blossoms, that

shed freshness and fragrance through many a

heated room. We must say, however, we were

somewhat amused at the editor (who certainly has

a tenderness towards poetry) putting in an apology

for the introduction of a poem, and assuring a

correspondent, who has no love for the muses, that

it was only inserted to fill up a space ! Surely an
occasional poem, illustrative of country enjoyments,

could not be out of place in such a publication, and

the poem referred to is one of no common order.

A Practical Treatise on Musical Composi-
tion. By G. W. Rohner. Published by
Longman & Co., London.

Foreigners are frequently apt to taunt us with our

want of taste in the science of music, and our

ignorance of what constitutes its chief charms. We
will not admit the charge, for in no country of

Europe are its most accomplished professors more
eagerly sought for, or more appreciated on the

ground of their intrinsic merit. The cultivation of

the Art among all classes whose means enable them
to gain instruction, is perhaps as universal here as

elsewhere; a fact sufficiently evidenced by the

numerous publications, from the elementary to the

most scientific, which are constantly placed before

the public. Mr. Rohner, in his present work, has

put into the hands of the teacher such materials as

will greatly assist him in the task of instruction.

It is a simple yet scientific grammar of music
;
the

examples are clear, and therefore easy of compre-

hension, so that much of the difficulty which

learners have met with in their endeavours to

understand the theory of composition may be over-

come by a careful study of this Treatise. A Key
to the exercises accompanies the work, and will be

found a useful addendum to it.

The Impending Mate, and Mated. Engraved
by W. H. Simmons, from the Pictures by F.

Stone. Published by Gambart & Co.,

London.

Whatever opinion we may have of the class of

subject usually chosen by Mr. Stone for the dis-

play of his talent, few will deny him the power of

giving to that class its full measure of justice
;
nor

would we quarrel with an artist who delights to

portray in all its phases that silent, yet invincible

spirit, which at some time or another leads all men
captive, of whatever degree. There are, too, in most

of his works, a refinement of feeling and a delicacy

of treatment, which make amends for the absence

of more stirring qualities of character and action ;

he is, in truth, the chevalier d' Amour. The pair of

prints published under the above titles, are two
elegant compositions in the artist’s best style

;

the story of the pictures is most ingeniously told

by a reference to the chess-board, at which, in the

one, the young lovers are seated, and which, in the

other, is pushed aside, the game being played out

;

both having conquered in the deeper and more
important one that has engaged their hearts, if not

their fingers. The place of both pictures is an
open balcony overlooking some noble park-like

scenery, and the contending parties belong to the

class whose homes would be in such a locality

—

young aristocrats, habited in the costumes of the

last century. The subjects arc most effectively

engraved by Mr. Simmons
;
they will doubtless

find many admirers among the thousands who can

appreciate the artist’s theme.

Report of the Judgment of Vice-Chan-
cellor Sir J. L. Knight Bruce, in the
Case of the Royal Etchings. Bv J. H.
Cooke, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Published
by Maxwell and Son, London.

We are glad to see this pamphlet, and cordially

recommend it to all who are interested in works
of Art considered as property. The subject is too

important to be recorded only in the ephemeral
columns of a daily paper

;
while the arguments and

legal points arc so clearly and eloquently enforced

by the Vice-Chancellor, as fully to justify a more
extended and lasting circulation, which, in their

present form, they will undoubtedly have.

The Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage
of Great Britain and Ireland, for 1849.

By C. R. Dod. Published by Whitaker
& Co., London.

Mr. Dod’s annual volume is, as regards the titled

classes, worth an entire “ Heralds’ College,” as it

affords us a vast amount of information, without
wading through ponderous tomes, or vast rolls of

parchment. The book before us, which is the

ninth of its family, brings the lineage and con-

nexions of our aristocracy down to the commence-
ment of the present year, and includes several

features not introduced into the previous volumes.
The labour of classifying and condensing such a
mass of materials must be immense, leaving out of

consideration the research and inquiry incident to

such a publication. As a work of reference it is

invaluable, and must pi'ove a text-book of the

subject it embraces. It should be in the hands of

all persons who find such a companion either con-

venient or necessary
;

and certainly no public

office should be without it.

Pharaoh’s Chariot Horses. Engraved by
C. W. Wass, from the Picture by J. F. Her-
ring. Published by J. Gilbert, Sheffield.

This print is worthy of all honour, for we have
never seen any class of subject rendered with a

closer approximation to nature. The picture was
exhibited a year or two back at the British Institu-

tion. All that is seen of the “ Chariot Horses ”

are their three heads, with a portion of the chest

above the water
;
but these arc depicted with such

amazing power and animation, as clearly to indicate

the impending struggle for life. The centre head
is a perfect study, and the entire group is evidence

of what genius may effect with apparently the

slightest materials. Mr. Wass, in the engraving,

has we think surpassed all his former efforts
;
the

work will place him in the foremost rank of our
mezzotinto engravers, although lie has here united
mezzolinto and line, a combination which materially

adds to the effectiveness of the print.. We arc glad

to recognise such an undertaking as resulting from
a provincial publisher

;
it is alike creditable to his

judgment and his enterprise.

The Inundation. Painted by C. F. Kiorboe.
Engraved by T. W. Davey. Published by
Ackermann & Co, London.

The original of this engraving claimed our favour-

able notice when reviewing the Royal Academy
Exhibition of the past year, as a work of great

imagination and power. We need scarcely de-

scribe the picture, for most of our readers will

remember the “ Newfoundland Dog and her Pups
in danger of being overwhelmed in the flood of

waters the agonising howl of the mother, and
the terrified looks of her young, make a most
pathetic appeal to the feelings,—one indeed that

would be truly distressing, did not we see, by the

approaching boat, that relief is at hand. The
engraving well sustains the character of the sub-

ject
;

it is boldly yet carefully executed in every

particular.
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EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL
SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

k
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UR friends in tlie North
have come out in their

twenty-third annual es-

say to meet or lead the
public taste; and the
present is one of the
most highly charactered
of their Exhibitions. It

is true that but little ap-

proximation has been
made to the excellence of
our Royal Academy or to

the usually fine talent of the British Institution

;

hut the works now exposed on the walls of the
Scottish Academy are more desirable than in any
previous season. This result, the friends of Art
are disposed to attribute to the general diffusion
of the knowledge of, and the particular education
of taste in, matters artistical, in combination with
the salutary influence exerted by the Academy
itself. The question as to the utility or inutility
of Academical corporations is so wide that on
this occasion we have no wish to deal with it at
any length. No doubt, there is reason in the
averment that the progress of Art in special
localities, as well as the success or failure of an
artist, may be traced to a combination of circum-
stances over which an Academy may have no
control ; but we believe that the general mass of
facts is greatly on the side of the utility of such
institutions. It is well ascertained that, with
very few exceptions, the Royal Academy has
upon its list, either as members or associates, the
highest artistic talent in England; and, with
regard to the Royal Scottish Academy,—though
but of some twenty years’ standing,—it may
safely be averred, with all respect for those
without its pale, that thei'e are enrolled in its

books the names ofthe most able of the Northern
artists.

The philosophy of matter and mind has been
hitherto cultivated in Scottish collegiate semi-
naries with so much earnestness and fervour, as
well as success, that a Scotsman of education is

almost invariably tinged with a love of meta-
physics ; while a corresponding regard has by no
means been shown to the education of taste, and
the fostering of that class of its manifestations
which go to meet the out-goings of the imagina-
tion. But education must ever be considered as
incomplete, while any division of men’s powers
and affections are permitted to he unchallenged
and quiescent. It may even be alleged that no
being can taste the refinement of happiness, un-
less all the attributes of his nature are in har-
mony

;
and that is impossible so long as

imagination is regarded as of but slight impor-
tance to the proper forming of the character.
Our Northern friends are beginning practically to
acknowledge that every philosophy is imperfect
which does not recognise imagination as a human
property, just as much as the intellect, and
equally given to man to be educated. This feel-

ing finds a discursive and befitting range in the
world of Art. Its exercise can never be more
spiritual than here

;
and the treasures which it

brings home to the mind, re-uniting and purifying
scattered aspirations, are not now deemed feeble
agencies in humanising the affections and soften-

ing down the asperities by which our every-day
character is too often hardened and deformed.

These things being premised, we proceed to
take up in detail such works of Art in the pre-
sent Exhibition, as, from their main attributes, we
conceive to be deserving of public attention.
By the arrangements of the Royal Scottish

Academy, we regret to see that sculpture is

treated even more unfairly and with greater
indignity than in our own institutions. We for-

merly had a hole, for the entombment of statues
and busts, at Somerset House

; and we have
now an apartment at the National Gallery totally
unfitted for their display, as the Gallery itself is

unworthy of the people of England. But in the
Edinburgh Exhibition, there is a mere series of
shelves in the small Water-colour Room, oppo-
site the glare of a -window, and surrounded on
the other sides by gilt frames in all their gaudeiy
and glitter

;
in consequence of which many of

the finer qualities of the works are miserably
sacrificed : the marking of a vein or of the
smaller muscles is scarcely discernible. Several
of our sculptors, annoyed and vexed at the in-

dignity of the mal-arrangement, have refused to
jeopardise their character by sending works,
over the modelling and carving of which they
have spent weaiy months,—to a scaffold where
they must lose their vitality

;
nor is this sur-

prising. Accordingly, we see that the name of
Mr. Steell, whose genius entitles him to take
rank in the first order of modem sculptors, has
very seldom appeared in the catalogue of exhi-
bitors for several years

; and, in the language of
the leading Northern journal, we unhesitatingly
declare that were we of the artistic lineage of
Phidias or Praxiteles, we would imprison our
works for ever from the light of day, iu prefer-
ence to sending them to the Exhibition of the
Royal Scottish Academy, under the present very
objectionable arrangements. We are, however,
rejoiced to learn that in the new Academical
buildings to be erected, according to the classic
plan of Thomas Hamilton, Esq., R.S.A., architect,
ample provision will be made for the advanta-
geous display of sculptured works. This is as it

ought to be, and has only been delayed too long.
The picture which occupies the largest space

on the walls of the Exhibition Rooms, and which
has given rise to the greatest amount of specula-
tion, is No. 1 ; embodying the tradition of the
* Spirit of the Storm appearing to Yasco de
Gama, passing the Cape of Good Hope,’ from the
easel of David Scott, R.S.A. It is an original
and most impressive work. True, it is not free
from the mystery and extravagance which inter-
fuse all the products of the author, but there is

extenuation in the peculiar character of the
subject for the free range of the imagination.
The “ Spirit ” is faintly imaged in a dark storm-
cloud on the left, as though grasping the elements
of air and water, and directing their combined
fury against the hapless vessel, straggling amid
the yawning waves. The crew, variously grouped,
are distraught with diverse emotions, ranging
through intense veneration, awe, fear, defiance,
and helpless pusillanimity. The several attitudes
are in accordance therewith, and the character
of the bared muscles interpret the respective
passions as clearly and forcibly as do the faces.
There has been an intrepid mind at work in the
drawing of the crew ; tranks and limbs are,
seemingly without hesitation, thrown into the
most difficult action, yet there is no confusion of
objects, and the admirable fore-shortening keeps
every member in its proper place. In many
of the figures there is decided excellence; in
that of Gama, for example, which nobly expresses
moral trust in combination with reverence

;
that

of a young Portuguese noble, the action of which
is intrepid and defiant

;
and that of the Domini-

can, which is shattered by terror and dismay.
We could have wished the colour to be more
closely imitated from nature, but in despite of
this, the picture is a great, nay, almost a sublime
performance. We deeply regret to add that its

gifted author has died since the opening of the
Exhibition

; we hope to be prepared with a
memoir in our next number.
And another vacancy has been caused in the

Northern Academy by the recent demise of
WilliamSimson, R.S.A., known among ourselves,
as well as in his own country, by those woody

or mountain landscapes with figures, in the paint-
ing of which he was so successful. He was not
happy in History, though he occasionally at-

tempted it ; but in his proper style of Art he
had few rivals. Five of his pictures have been
sent to this Exhibition, among which is a scene,
subjectively admirable, (No. 120,) ‘ Novar Deer
Forest,” and rendered with truth and power. A
deep glen, cloven by a mountain stream, is

capped by a drifting stormy cloud on which a
rainbow is effectively thrown, and the deep
transparent shadow from above is admirably pro-
nounced on the range of hills. Though there is

too much of local colour in the figures in the
foreground, they are yet well drawn and well
placed in the picture, and give animation to the
whole.

Alexander Johnstone exhibits his * Burial of
Charles I,’ which has been very generally ad-
mired for the intelligence with which its figures
are grouped, its happily conceived action, and
its elevated and touching expression. The hair
of the chief figures is treated in a loose and
gentle manner, the costumes freely cast, the
colour fine in quality, and subdued in accordance
with the character of the event narrated.

Horatio Maculloch, R.S.A., is the Magnus
Apollo of the Northern landscape artists. His
mountain subjects are in general well chosen,
and his power of hand in transcribing them on
the canvas, is very masterly

; but he is equally
at homo upon the Highland loch, or in the old
Caledonian forest. There is a picture here,

(No. 36,) ‘ Highland Strong-hold,’ painted under
a breezy showery effect, which is so intensely
true to nature as to be almost an illusion. The
eye watches to see the storm-charged masses roll

down the mountain slopes, and the ear listens

to catch the whistling of the wind as it pros-
trates the ferns and tosses about the dwarfed and
scauty-foliaged trees, and the hiss and roar of
the waves as they cleave themselves into spray
on the rock which juts into the water from the
natural mound on which the old grey fortress is

perishing. On the left is a fine luminous sky, with
warm buoyant clouds, lighting up the distant
hills, but developing its influence more strongly
in the sparkling water. The foreground is of
immense force in colour, as it needs to be to
send back the bold rocky promontory which runs
into the loch in the centre. The same artist

has an equally desirable picture, (No. 85,)
‘ Inch Murran, Loch Lomond,’ the main subject
of which is a group of old oaks, very broadly
and crisply handled. The branching of the one
in decay seems liny, but how gloriously translated
is its rough, half-naked bole ! A gleam of light

occurs in the centre of the picture which lends
extraordinary brilliance to the general tone, and
the distances recede as happily as can be desired.

Sir David Wilkie’s sketch for the large pic-

ture of ‘Alfred in the Neatherd’s Cottage,’ is

here, and preserves all its original excellence.

Time has, however, mellowed its lustre, and its

darks have deepened in a like ratio, but the har-

mony of the entire must still be regarded as a
choice study. Another specimen of this great
master is also exhibited, (No. 145,) ‘ Cellini pre-

senting a censer to Paul III.,’ which has wonder-
ful clearness and brilliance, not so much from
the actual force of the tints, as from the admirable
manner in which they are arranged. The fleshes

and all the most valuable passages of this gem
retain their purity, but the glazing of the back-

ground is giving way.
Sir Wm. Allan, R.A., and P.R.S.A., retains

and exemplifies Ins excellent skill in drawing,
as well as his knowledge of grouping

; but his

colour is more gloomy and unsatisfactory than
at the time when he painted ‘ The Polish Exiles,’

the ‘ Murder of Archbishop Sharpe,’ and the
‘ Death of Rizzio.’ In his portrait of himself,

(No. 179,) the alteration is not so perceptible, for

it has all the requisite clearness; and his ‘ Sunday
Summer Morning,’ (No. 110,) is marked by the
cheerful truth of nature

;
but his two most ambi-

tious efforts, (No. 138,) ‘Incident in the Life of
the Duke of Wellington,’ and, (No. 149), ‘Incident
in the Life of Napoleon,’ are overcharged with
very dark cold greys. This is to be regretted,
for the invention of each is excellent, the figures
well drawn and judiciously disposed, and both
of the “ incidents ” impressively narrated.

..
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' J. Noel Paton, A.R.S.A., has nothing which

merits especial notice, his contributions being

limited to two small sketches, carefully finished,

but not of sufficient importance to enhance his

fame.*
‘The Deserted Hall,’ (No. 114), by John A.

Houston, R.S.A., is a well-folt and very poetical

bit. The lonely edifice is carefully and correctly

drawn, and painted under the effect of a calm

golden sunset. The idea of solitude and decay

is very impressively pronounced, both in the

chief subject and in the accessories,—all of

which are appropriate and beautifully painted.

The ‘ Prodigal Son,’ (No. 6,) is the most desirable

of Mr. Houston’s present efforts. The design is

simple and unaffected, and the tints, although

rich, free from gai’ishness or parade of colour.

The penitent has “come to himself,” and the

sorrowing over the past, as it ebbs and flows

into the resolution to “go to his father,” is

most successfully indicated in the pose and ex-

pression. In the fleshes we have that clear

fresh pearliness, so indicative of vitality, with

such a pure and telling manner of marking the

muscles and veins, as undeniably shows the re-

sult of sustained attention to the living model.

The handling is delicious, and the general effect

full of tender sentiment.

There is a large canvas, an unfinished picture, by
the lamented J. M. Muller, (No. 107,) and named
‘ View on the Thames.’ The mass in the centre,

consisting of a dredging-lighter and a Thames
barge running close alongside, is as delightful in

colour, as it is correct and bold in its lines. The
sky is beautifully broken, with a strongly pro-

nounced sunlight and showeiy effect, deliciously

reflected in the water, but the breaking forms of

the latter are too monotonous. As a whole, it

is instinct with the freshness of nature, and is

touched with a full-fed sweeping pencil.

J. Graham Gilbert, R.S.A., contributes a con-

tingent of four pictures, one of which, (No. 2,) a

‘Portrait of Gibson, the Sculptor,’ has created

quite a sensation. If Gilbert be not eloquent as a

draughtsman, he has at least a fine eye for colour;

and the force and veritable nature of this por-

trait, its juiciness and breadth, merit all the

eulogiums of which it has been the subject. Its

general character, as well as that of No. 97, ‘A
Market Girl,” shows that the glow of Titian is

that which the artist has been endeavouring to

realise, and which if he has not obtained, he at

least stands in the front of many competitors

who have struggled for the same glorious object.

The “Market Girl,” (No. 197, )is a fine subject,

freely disposed and supported by a noble

chiaroscuro.

George Harvey, R.S.A., has two pictui-es

;

one, ‘ Blowing Bubbles—the Past and Present,’

(No. 41,) exhibited last year in the Royal Aca-

demy
;

and a ‘ Landscape,' (No. 271.) The
former is hung on the line, in a good light, so

that the- marvellous beauty of its background is

now more distinctly seen than when it was
exhibited in London. Though the figures are

hard, it is an example of good design and im-

pressive feeling. The second is a plain moun-

tain slope without any natural feature of inte-

rest, and valuable only as the successful product

of a courageous mind resolved to make a picture

out of the most unpromising elements. In this

view it is a clever, nay, a really wonderful, work.

James Eckford Lauder, R.S.A., does not

show such strength of talent as in the two past

years. Two fancy subjects, ‘ The Toilet,’

(No. 199,) and ‘The Ballad,’ are very graceful

cabinet specimens, and are to be desired for their

sobriety of tint and careful finish. ‘ The Foun-
tain,’ (No. 261,) is a more homely subject, free

• Mr. Paton has been, for some months past, occupied
in producing a work, intended for the exliibition of the
Royal Academy; the subject is the “Quarrel of Oberon
and Titania,” and it forms a pendant to that which ob-
tained one of the premiums of the Royal Commission. It

is however of excellence far beyond that work : the young
artist has been labouring, and not in vain, since that work
was painted

;
and as may be naturally expected, the pro-

duction upon which he is’now engaged, exhibits the results

of time, thought, and well-directed study. The labour
required to complete this truly great work, has prevented
him contributing effectively to the Edinburgh Exhibition

;

but we have reason to believe that this circumstance will
be by no means regretted in Scotland, when they find how
well he has been employed for his own fame, the glory of
his Art, and the honour of his country.

—

Ed.

and bold in drawing, powerful in colour, and
masterly in liandling. With his ‘ Lorenzo and

Jessica,’ (No. 292,) many of our readers are

already acquainted. The grouping of the figures

is natural, truthful, and full of sentiment
;
the

accessories so arranged as to aid the general

effect, and the whole of a fine quality of colour.

‘ Miranda,’ (No. 9,) another subject from Shak-

speare, is by no means a successful effort. The
entire is wanting in character. Though exquisite

as a bit of colour, and though the chief masses

are in the right place, the heads of all the figures

want force as well as finish, and are almost vapid

and passionless. Mr. Lauder has earned a high

fame, and he deserves it ; but he must be careful

of his laurels.

Charles Lees, R.S.A., has always been noted

for his exquisite manner of rendering reflected

lights; and there are specimens exhibited by

him here which furnish apposite examples of

his power in this respect :
‘ Picking a Thom,’

(No. 93,) and ‘The Cheval Mirror,’ both of

which arc not only correct in drawing and ex-

cellent in colour, but very charming in then-

executive. This artist has also contributed

twelve miniature portraits in oil, which are pen-

cilled in a very pleasing style of Art.

Two large pictures by "David Roberts, R.A.,

have been lent to the Exhibition. One, (No. 12,)

‘ Ruins of the Temple of the Sun, at Baalbee,’

the property of E. Bicknell, Esq., of Herne Hill,

and the other, (No. 376,) ‘Ruins of the Great

Temple of Kamac, at Thebes,’ the property of

James Arden, Esq., of Rickmansworth. These

paintings being so well known, there is the less

necessity for now animadverting on them in any

detail. In the first named, the colossal forms of

the architecture are nobly transcribed, and there

is sound judgment manifested in the manner in

which the fallen masses are distributed on the

mid-distance and foreground, as also in the

placing of the living figures ; but we think that

the local colour on these last is too powerful,

and that the lights generally want loading. The
‘ Temple at Thebes ’ is equally elaborate, painted

under a ruddy sunset effect. The sky is unaf-

fectedly drawn, and fine in colour, and is nicely

sent back by the range of hills and the huge

masses of the temple. Mr. Roberts’s practical

knowledge is well illustrated in the disposition of

the groups of travellers preparing for their rest,

and many of the figures have a gracefulness of

form and a freedom of pose which greatly

enhance the generally attractive character of the

picture.

A specimen of the prismatic pencil of J. M. W.
Turner, R.A., hangs in the south octagon, with

the artist’s average amount of excellences and

defects. It is called ‘The Wreckers,’ and is

numbered 339. The stormy haze from the sea

gradually curtaining a castle on a distant point

of land, is truthfully pronounced, and a telling

sky lends its aid to the completion of the idea.

There is also a fine imitation of wet sand in

middle distance, and nice colour on the figures

that are saving a part of the wreck ; but on the

other passages of the picture, and on the general

handling, we must be silent.

Daniel -M‘Nee, R.S.A., is, doubtless, known
to our readers as a painter of portrait and fancy

subjects, in both of which departments he ex-

hibits meritorious specimens. (No. 265) ‘ Por-

trait of a Gentleman,’ and (No. 264.) ‘ Portrait of

a Lady,’ pendants, are full-length cabinets,

clearly and smoothly finished, even to the most

minute detail. The shadows are peculiarly

striking, from the truthful manner in which

they are projected
;
and the arrangement and

expression of both pictures are all that could be

desired. His head of ‘ Shylock examining the

Bond,’ (No. 260) is a well arranged and powerful

bit of colour, effectively distributed, and the

entire firmly painted. But the most pleasing,

if not the most forceful of the artist’s products,

this year, is a conversational piece entitled

‘ Gossip.’ Two country girls—rather too refined

by the way, in costume and general style—are

engaged in earnest talk, their pitchers running

over, the while, with the water of the fountain at

which they have met. The heads of both are

exceedingly pure and tender in colour and deli-

cate in treatment, and the pose of the figures

delightfully intei-preting then- resolution to finish

their “ twa-handed crack ” before they separate.

The warm tints are judiciously carried through

the picture, the foreground effectively broken

;

the distances— extending over a range of country

—made to recede in the happiest manner, and

the whole most carefully manipulated.

E. T. Crawford, R.S.A. is a very clever view-

painter, somewhat after the manner (lonr/o

intervallo) of Stanfield, but richer and more
forceful, though not more natural in colour.

In his marine pieces the shipping and craft arc

always accurate in drawing, but too frequently

wanting in truth and reality, from the manner

in which they are placed in breezy water—so

unlike the moving objects of E. W. Cooke.

‘ Aberdour Harbour—Edinburgh in the distance,’

(No. 48,) is a pleasing subject, vigorously handled.

All the accessories are well made out, the fore-

ground judiciously broken, the larger trees well

rounded and relieved, and the lights and shadows

very agreeably arranged. ‘ Dutch Market Boats,’

(No. 133,) has afforded the artist a fine excuse

for exhausting the round of his palette, and he

has used his most glowing colours, with con-

siderable effect, too, on the stems and quarters

of the schuyts, as well as on the picturesque

draperies of the buyers and sellers. The water

is clearly imitated, and the entire broadly mani-

pulated, but the key is pitched too high.

John Stevens, 1LS.A. exhibits seven portraits

of average merit. The colour is occasionally too

snuffy, as in No. 79, and the arrangement of the

subject mannered, as in No. 94 ;
but the mani-

pulation is usually broad and masterly, and the

general effect good. His best effort this year

is (No. 203,) portraits of two boys, which is,

indeed, a well-felt and excellent performance.

W. Smellie Watson, R.S.A. is not so liberal

in his contributions as usual, but what he wants

in number, he makes up in quality. A pail- of

admirably treated full-length portraits of ladies,

which hang in the large saloon, have created a

“ sensation ” by their graceful elevated air, their

correct and careful drawing, their tenderness in

the carnations, and their free and natural ren-

dering, and arrangements of hair and costume.

Without any approach to littleness in style, they

are finished with exceeding beauty.

‘ The Skittle Players,’ that delightful effort of

the late William Collins, R.A., is also here,

and is the cynosure of many eyes. Why should

it not 1 As a combination of intelligent drawing,

unaffected rendering of a common scene,

intensely natural expression, clever and careful

pencilling, tender, mellow, and harmonious

colour, we know not how it could be surpassed.

Its most delicate glazings are as fresh and clear

as ever; and indeed, the whole picture is as

perfect as when it came from the easel.

D. 0. Hill, R.S.A., the Secretary of the Aca-

demy, exhibits two of his warm misty sunsets,

full of graceful and poetic feeling, and of pure

and impressive chai-acter. They are called

‘ Ellangowan ’ (No. 175,) and ‘ Sunset ’ (No. 197).

Other specimens we have in Nos. 176 and 220 ;

the former a sketch, the latter a large finished

picture of ‘ The Braes o' Ballochmyle,’ and both

estimable for their truth to nature and spirited

pencilling.

J. Watson Gordon, A.R.A. and R.S.A., stands

foremost among the portrait artists for his

design and vigorous manner. His full-length of

the ‘Earl of Roseberry ’ (No. 42,) is characterised

by force and grandeur, and a fine, legitimate

arrangement of colour. The chiaroscuro is true

and effective, the accessories simple and appro-

priate, and the power of hand such as designates

the artist to be a worthy successor of Raeburn.

Mr. Gordon exhibits other portraits of great

merit.

In the same line of ai-t, Colvin Smith, R.S.A.,

has produced a fine full-length of the ‘ Lord

Justice General Boyle,' (No. 144,) somewhat tco

dark in the tone of its background
;
but the

figure is free and dignified in pose, the render-

ings of the various textures eminently truthful,

the mental character of the subject well ex-

pressed, and the pencilling firm and spirited.

Of the other works exhibited by the artist we
cannot now say more than that they have great

merit both in the elevation of their design and

in their force of colouring.

The ladies of the Nasmyth family exhibit
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several sweetly pencilled landscapes, tender, yet

somewhat cold in tone ; and Miss Stoddard, who
has made amazing progress, has a well-felt and
elaborately finished view of ‘ Balmoral,’ (No. 70,)

the wood and water of which prove the fair

artist's excellent appreciation of nature.

Surpassing anything he has as yet produced,

is the ‘ Visit of Mercy ’ (No. 89,) by M. Burton,
A.R.S.A. A venerable clergyman is being con-

ducted over a mountain by a young Highland
girl, the intelligent, yet sad expression of whose
countenance plainly expresses that her commis-
sion is from the bed of the sick or dying. The
invention of the picture is of the highest charac-

ter, the tints finely distributed, and the feeling

and general effect very expressively pronounced.
W. B. Johnstone, R.S.A., is an excellent

draughtsman both of the human figure and of

architectural subjects ; and he has a fine eye for

colour, but lacks finish in manipulation. His
‘Woman of Pompeii’ (No. 25,) is a careful study :

and his ‘Turf Gatherers of Glencoe’ (No. 53,) is

true to nature and crisply handled ; but his

most successful effort this year is No. 72, ‘Isle

of Skye girl Knitting,’ which is pleasing as a
subject to begin with, graceful in attitude, with
loosely falling drapery, and with a bold and
effective distribution of light and shadow.
Thomas Faed, we prophesy, will achieve great

celebrity in his department of Art,—rustic inte-

riors with figures, and conversational pieces. Al-

though but a very young man, and, so recently as

three years back, a mere careful penciller, without
much skill hi design, he has by unremitting study
of nature and practice at his easel, gained such a
knowledge of the principles of composition, and
theblending and arrangement of colour, with such
amazing freedom of hand, that his name and
talent cannot hide. All of his pictures not pre-

viously purchased, though pretty highly priced,

were sold on the day of opening. ‘ The Keeper's
Favourites” (No. 383,) and an interior, with finely

grouped and painted figures, representing the
reading of a ‘ Letter from Emigrants,’ (No. 162,)

are pure and valuable gems of Art. The de-

mands upon our space forbid us entering into

further detail, but we hope soon to see some
specimens of this clever artist’s pencil hi our
Metropolitan Exhibitions.

Macneal Macleay, R.S.A. has gone backward

:

but his accomplished relative,Kenneth Macleay,
R.S.A. still maintains his supremacy in miniature
portrait. He also exhibits a fancy subject, ‘The
Gloaming Tryst,’ (No. 168,) which is correct in

drawing, and finished with extraordinary beauty.
Among many meritorious works, we would

briefly direct special attention to the following :

‘Peggy and the Gentle Shepherd,’ (No. 208,)

by Gourlay Steell, A.R.S.A., which is a choice
and successful study

;
Nos. 63 and 415, two

clever portraits by W. Bonnar, R.S.A., and a

fancy subject, ‘The Amateurs,’ (No. 131,) by the
same accomplished artist; No. 55, ‘Harvest
Home in the Highlands,’ a vigorously worked
mountain landscape, with figures, by J. C.

Brown, A.R.S.A.
;

‘ Highland Funeral,’ (No. 239,)

by R. M‘Iax, treated with an accurate know-
ledge of Celtic habits and costume, and though
somewhat misty, forcefully manipulated

;
a sub-

ject from “ Master Humphrey’s Clock,” ‘ The
Little Sick Scholar,’ (No. 49,) by Mrs. MTan, a
depiction of true and tender feeling

; a case of
exquisitely 'wrought miniatures, by John Faed,
A.R.S.A

;
sundry life-size portraits, by John

Ballantyne, A.R.S.A., but particularly 1 A Mag-
dalen,’ (No. 193) beautiful in design, and tender
in the fleshes, but rather cold in tone

;
‘ Distant

View of Ryde,’ (No. 575,) by E. Duncan, made
out with the minutest care in all its parts, and
beautiful in colour, but hung in such a position

as to escape the notice of the general visitor

;

two Marine Pieces, the former (No. 5,) ‘ Coming
into Port,’ by R. Norie, correctly drawn and
spiritedly painted, and the latter (No. 59,) ‘Leith

Roads,’ painted on a large canvas, by L. C.

Heatlte,—the shipping are not only accurate

in their lines, but moving in the water, and the
general effect good

;
portraits, by John Irvine,

A.R.S.A., that, particularly, which is numbered
334, and by Robert Ixnes, whose pencil has
moved with free and flowing sweep in No. 87 ;

two bits of water-colour, (No. 591,) a Venetian
subject, and No. 592, ‘Ben Bhordhe,’ by W. L.

Leitch, masterly imitations of nature
;
No. 255,

a ‘ Last Supper,’ by James Archer, freely

grouped, solemnly fine hi expression, and most
creditable as an entire work : the head of St.

John is lightly and beautifully touched. This
young artist is making rapid progress. Let a

careful reading be also given to No. 365,

by Robert MTnnes, ‘ Scene at the Carrara

Mountains,’ the life and nature in which arc

masterly; No. 371, an ‘Astrologer,’ by W.
Douglas, fine and imposing as a conception,

and painted with a strong and fearless pencil

;

No. 83, ‘ Oral Tradition,’ an interior, with figures,

by James Drummond. A.R.S.A., ably treated

;

and several sketches, by the same hand, of old

houses with balconies, carefully studied from
subjects in the “wynds” and “closes” of the

old town of Edinburgh
;
these are among the

most interesting little bits in the Exhibition.

We would also direct attention to W. Craw-
ford’s cleverly-painted fancy subject, ‘The Vil-

lage Belle;’ (No. 251,) to a large and crowded
canvas, by John Philip, entitled ‘A Scotch Fair,’

full of character, and most elaborately finished ;

and finally, to Patric Park’s busts, which,

although in two instances overloaded with dra-

pery, are always characteristic and full of ani-

mation, as well as to an exquisitely chiselled

head, in marble, from the all-expressive hand of

John Steell, R.S.A., Sculptor to Her Majesty.

Taken as a whole, the Exhibition is, as we
have previously stated, more highly charactered

than any of its predecessors
;
many sales have

been effected, both to piivate purchasers and to

the Scottish Art-Union
; and the artists, like the

commercial world, are now looking forward to

fuller employment and more prosperous times.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

THE SCHELDT, TEXEL ISLAND.

C. Stanfield, R.A., Painter. Robert Wallis, Enjfravcr.

Size of the Picture 4 ft. 1J in. by 3 ft. 3} in.

This picture, which is an excellent specimen of
another of those various efforts of Mr. Stanfield’s

pencil, of which we spoke in a previous number,
formed one of the principal ornaments of the Royal
Academy Exhibition in 1844.

As a work of Art it belongs, like most of the
works of this painter, strictly to the class objective ;

the treatment is purely natural. The subject of

the picture is the Old or Oude Schild, Texel
Island, on the northern extremity of Holland

;
the

view looking towards Nieuwe Diep, and the
Zuider Zee

;
a stiff breeze blowing.

The whole picture expresses squally weather

—

clouds, land, and water
;
and the effect of the blast

is not better expressed in the swelling sails, than
in the white crested wave. Everything is wet,
cold, and windy in spite of the sun—a natural
picture of disagreeables of unpleasantly frequent
occurrence on the muddy shores of the Texel.
The ruined picturesque mill on the right speaks
of many such storms in the past

;
while on the

other hand the vessels riding in the offing proclaim
the safe roadstead of Texel harbour, the refuge
of many a shattered vessel after the rival contests

of Dutch and English fleets in the eventful times
of Blake and Van Tromp.
The picture is full of incident, and the prepara-

tion of the busy female in the small fishing-vessel

in the foreground, with her good store of vegetables
and capacious cauldron, remind us that there are

means even of counteracting the effects of the
chilling storm, which, notwithstanding the partial

burst of sunshine, evidently hangs over the scene.

Yet the peculiarities of the bleak Northern sea,

even when so faithfully represented as we find
them here, become in a corresponding degree as

attractive in a picture as they are unpleasant in
reality. Such is the charm of true Art, the murky
clouds and the muddy waves of the Zuider Zee,
rival in interest the sunny skies and azure waters
of Italy.

The picture has received ample justice from the
hands of the engraver. The print may be re-

garded among the best of Mr. Wallis’s works
;
the

water is full of motion, and the gleam of sunshine
which lightens up the centre of the picture has
been well preserved : the whole scene betokens
animation. Mr. Stanfield has expressed to us his

entire approbation of the engraving.

SOME THOUGHTS ON ART.

ADDRESSED TO THE UNINITIATED.

BY MRS. JAMESON.

n.

Art is for pleasure and for contemplation.
To multiply the sources of pleasure and to en-

large the sphere of contemplation are the objects

we propose to ourselves hi cultivating what we
j

term a taste for the Fine Arts.

But not only must we have pleasure and con-

templation associated together; they must be
associated in equal measure

;
for as surely as the

one or the other predominates, there shall be
I

no full concord, no complete, harmonious enjoy-

ment of the object before us. The intense feel-

ing of Beauty, merely as such, without a corres-

ponding exercise of the faculties of the intellect,

or a due subjection to the moral sympathies,
leaves the soul of man unsatisfied, and produces,
if not a degraded and frivolous, at least a narrow
and defective, taste in Art.

On the other hand, where the Fine Arts become
subjects of disquisition and analysis, as manifes-

tations of the human powers, as part of the his-

tory of human culture, as an instrument available

in the hands of government for the amusement
or improvement of the people,—as a means, in

short, to some end out of themselves, be that

end what it may, the highest or the lowest,

—

then such a merely speculative, utilitarian appre-
ciation of Art, can lead to nothing very good
I believe, except it be a grant from the trea-

sury to help Mr. Layard, or a new National
Gallery, with room for Mr. Vernon's pictures.

For individual enjoyment, for individual eleva-

vation and improvement, what can it do 1 But
blend with the sensuous pleasures of form and
colour thrilling through nerve and fancy, a world
of awakened thoughts crowding in like divine

guests to a divine banquet, and then we have
indeed a joy at once subjective and objective,

infinite, complete, and worthy of our immor-
tality : a joy, which no lower nature can share

with us,—which higher natures, if they did not
share, might envy us.

I pointed out on a former occasion the import-
ance of cultivating in early education a refined

and exact taste in the Fine Arts, and the advan-

tage of being prepared by some knowledge of

those principles which define the objects and
limit the capabilities of each, to understand what
we may reasonably demand from the Art and
from the artist. But we must remember that a

refined, an educated taste, is not necessarily an
exclusive or fastidious taste ;

on the contrary, the
more cultivated the taste, the more catholic

—

catholic, I mean, in the sense of universal. Artists

by profession must, of course, choose, or be im-

pelled by the natural bent of their genius which
leaves them no choice, to selecta particular branch
of one or other of the Fine Arts. The streams

which would otherwise diverge to fertilise a

thousand meadows, must be directed into one
deep narrow channel before they can turn a mill.

And not unfrequently we find others, not profes-

sional artists, indulge a passion for some parti-

cular department of Art. One collects prints
|

after Claude ; another, Marc Antonio’s : one buys
Dutch pictures, another Etruscan vases : but

exactly in proportion as we have cultivated a

knowledge of all the Fine Arts, and all the

various schools of Art, in then' relation to each

other and to our own souls and to universal

nature, will be the correctness of our judgment
in that one to which we have especially devoted

ourselves, and the measure of the delight it will

afford us.

Neither is it true that a correct and elevated

standard of taste, or a catholic appreciation of

whatever is excellent in every department of Art,

necessarilyexcludes orweakensindividual feelings

and preferences ;
far from it. As oftwo persons,

two characters, whose qualities and gifts of person
(

and mind we know to be pretty equally balanced,

one shall be unspeakably dear, in every action,

every look, eveiy movement interesting to us;

their absence or theirpresencemake the difference

between darkness and light :—wliile the other

shall be comparatively indifferent, though when-

ever brought before us we have all the pleasures
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of admiration and appreciation
;

so it is with

the productions of mind in the Fine Arts. In

as far as they are stamped by originality, and
bear the various impress of individual character,

and in as far as our own sensibility is genuine as

well as refined, in so far we shall unite with

large perception and keen enjoyment of all that

is good, a power of being excited through our

sympathies and associations, and tone and tem-

per of mind, to form preferences, to take delight

in some one object, or some one style of Art
more than in another.

In contradistinction to a catholic taste in Art,

we may have an exclusive or sectarian taste,

which seems to me in most cases to argue one
of two things—either a want of natural sensi-

bility, or something factitious and narrow in the

training of that faculty.

For example—and I will turn to Music for an
illustration as being, of all the Fine Arts, the

most generally cultivated and understood—if we
should hear, (as I have actually heard,) a soi-

disant connoisseur profess to worship Handel,

and at the same time speak of Mozart as merely
“ the composer of some pretty songs," and de-

nounce all the operas of Rossini and Bellini as
“ intolerable trash,”—what should we say 1 It

sounds grand and imposing, this Aut Handel aut

nihil

;

but so to love Handel is not to love

music ; or such love of music is like the piety

of the man who could say his prayers no where
but in his own parish church. So, if we should

hear one discourse on the “ old masters ’’ and
“ early Christian Art,” while the vigorous nature

of Landseer and the animated elegance of Leslie,

and the deep refined feeling of Eastlake, exist

for him in vain ; or another enthusiastic about
Claude and Poussin, while the breezy freshness

of Lee’s home scenery or the bright poetry of

Stanfield's Italian landscapes arc to him as though

|
they were not, then we may be silent

;
but it will

be the silence of pity rather than of sympathy.
For myself, I would rather have the quick

sensitive ear of the Harmonious Blacksmith who

1

had delight in the variety of tones struck by his

|

own hammer—I would rather have the mere in-

i stinctive pleasure of a child that claps its hands

i

when the rainbow spans the sky, than the fan-

I tastic exclusiveness of such lovers of Music,

—

1

such lovers of Art ! Between Handel's wondrous
“ Hailstone Chorus,” executed by six hundred
musicians to an audience of six thousand people,

and Paesiello’s “ Nel cor piU non mi sento,”

I warbled from a star-lit terrace, there is certainly

as wide a difference,—and the same kind of

1

difference,—as between Michel Angelo’s “Last
Judgment ” and one of Fra Angelico’s angels of

Paradise. Happy are they who feel and worship

either
;
but happier far those who can compre-

hend both,—whose hearts can thrill to every

chord of power and beauty struck between these

two extremes of grandeur and of grace !

Now, to x’etum to the especial object of these

preliminary observations. We must begin by
admitting the position laid down by Frederic

Schlegel, that Art and Nature are not identical.
“ Men,” he says, “ traduce nature, who falsely

give her the epithetof artistic;" for though Nature

comprehends all Art, Art cannot comprehend
all Nature. Nature, in her sources of pleasure
and contemplation is infinite, and Art as her

reflection in human works, finite
;
Nature is

boundless in her powers, exhaustless in her

variety : the powers of Art and its capabilities

of variety in production are bounded on every

side. Nature herself, the Infinite, has circum-

scribed the bounds of finite Art. The one is the

Divinity; the other the Priestess. And if Poetic

Art in the interpreting of Nature share in her

infinitude, yet, in representing Nature through
material, form, and colour, she is,—Oh ! how
limited ! The highest genius is best shown in

its power of perceiving and respecting these

bounds, and working within them in a perfect

and noble freedom.
Now, as I have already observed,* if each of

the forms of Poetic Art has its law of limitation,

as determined as the musical scale, narrowest of

all are the limitations of Sculpture, to which, not-

withstanding, we give the highest place. And I

have also attempted to show that it is with re-

gard to Sculpture, we find most frequently those

mistakes which arise from a want of knowledge
of the true principles of Art. Now I will en-

deavour to explain, with reference to Sculpture,

the distinction between an exact critical taste

and a narrow, exclusive, and factitious taste.

Admitting, then, as necessary and immutable,

the limitations of the Art of Sculpture as to

the management of the material in giving form
and expression ;

its primal laws of repose and
simplicity ; its rejection of the complex and con-

ventional
;

its bounded capabilities as to choice

of subject :—must we also .admit, with some of

the most celebrated critics in Art, that there is but

one’style of Sculpture—the Greek ? And that

every deviation from pure Greek Art must be

regarded as a depravation and perversion of the

powers and objects of Sculpture, and stigmatised

as such or only scornfully endured 1 This is a

question which we may at least consider.

We are not now looking back to the antique

time. We are not thinking of what Sculpture

was to the Greeks, but what it is or may be to

us,—as the expression of our present life,—that

is to say, of all that is worth anything in life, its

religion and its poetry. The Assyrian, the Egyp-

tian, the Lycian Sculptures, so wonderful and
interesting to us as monuments, are in every

other sense done with. They may be imitated,

copied ; but them life is gone into the past.

They are forms of what exists no longer, and
forms which we should not borrow to clothe in

them either our own memories or our aspira-

tions. They are to us dead. There remain to

us Greek Art, and that style which, for the sake

of brevity and clearness, I will here call Gothic

Sculpture
;
not admitting the propriety or exact-

ness of the epithet, but using it in a general

sense, as we use the term Gothic Architecture,

—

to comprehend all sculpture not produced under

Classical influence.

Now as for Greek Sculpture, what can it do for

ns ? what can we do with it ? Many things—beau-

tiful, glorious things ! not all things !

It is absolute that Greek Art reached long ago

the term of its development ;
it can go no farther.

We may stand and look at the Sister Fates of the

Parthenon in awe and in despair
; we can do

neither more nor better. But we have not done
with Greek Sculpture. What in it is purely

ideal is eternal ; what is conventional is in accor-

dance with the primal conditions of all Imitative

Art. Therefore though it may have reached the

point at which development stops, and though
its capability of adaptationbe limited by necessary

laws
;

still its all-beautiful, its immortal imagery

hangs round us, haunts us : still “ doth the old

feeling bring back the old names," and with the old

names, the forms
;
still in those old familiar forms

we continue to clothe all that is loveliest in

visible nature ;
still in all our associations with

Greek Art
“ ’Tis Jupiter who brings whate’er is great,

And Venus who brings everything that ’s fair 1”

That the supreme beauty of Greek Art—that

the majestic significance of the Classical Myths,

will ever be to the educated mind and eye as

things indifferent and out-worn, I cannot believe !

Our sculptors still seek there what they cannot

find elsewhere, the perfection of ideal beauty in

the undraped human form ;
still does Gibson

run variations on the tale of “ Cupid and Psyche,”

and its perpetual beauty wearies us never !

Foley’s “ Ino and Bacchus the new version of

“The three Graces,” by Baily; the “Eucharis”
of Wyatt; the really Olympian “Venus and
Cupid ” of Edward Davis, show us in how fine a

spirit Greek Art is felt and rendered by these

and others of our native sculptors.

But it may well be doubted whether the

impersonation of the Greek Allegories in the

purest forms of Greek Art will ever give intense

pleasure to the people, or ever speak home to

the hearts of the men and women of these times.

And this, not from the want of an innate taste

and capacity in the minds of the masses—not

because ignorance has “ frozen the genial current

in then’ souls”—not merely through a vulgar pre-

ference for mechanical imitation of common and
familiar forms

;
no, but from other causes, not

transient—not accidental. Because a Classical

education is not now, as heretofore, the only edu-

cation given ; and through an honest and intense

sympathy with the life of their own experience
;

and from a dislike to vicious associations, though
clothed in Classical language and Classical forms

;

thence it is that the people have turned with a

sense of relief from Gods and Goddesses, Ledas
and Antiopes, to shepherds and shepherdesses,

groups of charity, and young ladies in the cha-

racter of Innocence. Harmless, picturesque

inanities !—as much Sculpture as Watts’ Hymns
are poetry. But is this Art for the Million '? we
might as well feed our “ Million ” on soupc-au-

lait. To such things has Greek Art in its popu-

lar form been reduced. But Gothic Sculpture

has tliis in common with Gothic Architecture,

that it has within it a principle of almost ex-

haustless development ; and if that development
be guided and governed by reverential feeling

and a just and harmonious taste—if we be not
deluged with the merely ornamental and senti-

mental, or the vulgarly familiar and extravagant

—we may, in following out the principle of Me-
dieval Art, be allowed to seek in Sculpture the
expression of what is most venerable and dear

to us in memory ;
in life, and in after-life.

All Sculpture was in its origin combined with
Architecture, and subservient to it : and as the

Greek Sculpture when disengaged from Architec-

ture fell into new and various forms without

losing its characteristics of intenseness and sim-

plicity, the same is true of Gothic Sculpture

;

—with this essential difference,— that as Greek
,

Sculpture was the apotheosis of mortal beauty

and power, it found early and necessarily its

limits of perfection, and the highest possible

adaptation of its principles in the deification of

external nature : but as Gothic Sculpture was
the expression of a new life introduced into the

world—of Love purified through Faith and Hope
—of human affections, sorrows, aspirations ;—it

follows, that we have not yet found or imagined

any limit to its capabilities ;
we test its perfection

by a wholly different law. We find its highest

inspiration in our Religion and our Poetry, and
hitherto, its grandest adaptation in those sweet
and solemn types of form handed down to us

by the religious artists of the Middle Ages.

Therefore what the people now demand from
Sculpture is the introduction into our places of

worship of a style of Art embodying the grand
and holy memories of our religion, the solemn and
gracious figures ofthe scriptural personages :—and
into ourrooms andhouses,theformsofthosebcings
consecrated in our poetry or memorable in our

annals. It is true that hitherto in many instances
j

where this has been attempted there has been
j

complete or partial failure, either from tasteless
J

treatment, or injudicious selection, or ignorance,

or neglect of the primal laws common to all
,

Sculpture, and that the result has been not
j

legitimate Sculpture, but the transfer of a picture

to marble, and this will never do.

It was natural that the abuse of Religious Art
in the Middle Ages should lead to a reaction.

This reaction had reached its ultimatum in the

defaced, denuded parish churches, the wretched
formal white-washed Dissenting Chapels, which

j

people were pleased to call a return to primitive

Apostolic simplicity, whereas it was only Puri-

tanical intolerance, tasteless incapacity, poverty

of means or of mind. Now the pendulum swings

back again ;—we must only be careful that the

impulse given does not send it too far in the

contrary direction.

Music, Painting, Sculpture,—if these are a

means of lifting up the heart to God, it is a

proof that he intends us to use such means.

The abuse of such means to purposes which

enslave the intellect or misdirect the feel-

ings, only proves that like all the best gifts of

God, these too are liable to abuse. Rowland
Hill (he of the Chapel, not of the Post

Office) used to say, that he saw no reason

why the Devil should have the monopoly of

the best tunes, and in the same manner I see

no reason why in these days Sculpture should be

held fit for secular purposes alone. “ It is not
”

says Landor, in one of those wise and eloquent

• Art-Journal, cxxix. See also Eastlake’s “ Contribu-
tions to the Literature of Art,” Coleridge’s sketch “On
Poesy in Art,” and the work of F. Schlegel, to which I have
been, in the foregoing observations, largely indebted.
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passages which so often occur in his pages

—

“It is not because God is delighted with hymns
and instruments of music, or prefers bass to

tenor, or tenor to bass, or Handel to Giles

Holloway, that nations throng to celebrate in

their churches his power and his beneficence.

—

It is not that Inigo Jones or Christopher Wren
could erect to him a habitation more worthy of

his presence than the humblest cottage on the

loneliest moor :—it is that the best feelings, the

highest faculties, the greatest wealth, should be
displayed and exercised in the patrimonial palace

of every family united ;—for such are churches

both to the rich and poor.”

I was about to venture on a few words relative

to the selection of Religious and Poetical subjects

which have been, or may be adapted to Sculp-

tural treatment, and are fitted for the present

state of feeling and opinion
;
but this demands

so much consideration, and would lead us so far,

that it must be postponed to a future occasion.

THE HYDE PARK GALLERY.

This Exhibition opened on the 26th of March,
somewhat too late in the month to enable us to do
justice to the numerous catalogue of meritorious
productions which it contains. The entire collec-

tion is of a character incomparably superior to that
of last year; indeed, we find in it works embodying
the very highest qualities of Art. The strength of
the Exhibition may be said to be centred in land-

scape, a perhaps too prominent feature of many of

our Exhibitions. Of pure historical composition
we expect but little on the walls of any of our
societies, but we maintain that there is yet a harvest
to be reaped in the poetry and melodrama of Art.
Thus, of the figure subjects, a very few are sacred,

a few from our own classics, and the rest ideal.

The prospects of this Society and their accessions

of strength have induced a majority of them to

determine upon removing to premises which are

to be fitted for the reception of the works which
shall be contributed to the Exhibition of next year.

The site of this proposed Gallery is Regent Street,

nearly opposite to the Polytechnic Institution, and
the resolution was passed at a meeting on the 14th
of March. This is a locality infinitely preferable

to Hyde Park Corner: its advantages are so obvious
as to require no illustration

;
it is, however, to be

regretted that it should have been acquired only
by a division of the members preparatory to the
secession of the minority. Infant institutions of
this kind generally suffer from disunion, but we
believe the present Exhibition will so far establish

the character of the Association as to remove all

obstacles to its permanent establishment, although
increased expenses diminish the probability of the
realisation of a “ Free” Exhibition.

This limited notice having been necessarily
written before the catalogue was printed, before
even all the pictures were hung, may be in some
degree impeded as regards the titles of many of
the works given to them by their respective authors.
With respect to the good pictures which were yet
to be contributed, we can only regret the circum-
stances which denied us a sight of them. At the
centre of the extremity of the room, to adopt the
probable order of the catalogue, we find by F. W.
Hulme, two close compositions, consisting of trees,

water, and picturesque country houses, painted
with a truth and feeling which far out-distance all

the previous productions of this artist; the trees
especially in these works are a result of immense
labour with corresponding profit. A cottage inte-
rior by Brandard is a highly successful study,
though not distinguished by the qualities of light,

depth, and finish which appeared in his ‘Black-
smith’s Shop.’

E. Corbould. ‘ A Chaucerian Phantasm,’ the
scene of which is we believe the ancient village of
Knightsbridge, in front of “ y

e Hostelrie of y>'

Golden Lion.” The best man of the company,
though there be a tall fellow or two present, is a
carrier, as good as either of these that refused
Gadshill the lantern at Rochester

;
he travels in

good fellowship with himself and his neighbours,
and is clearly, by his cattle and appointments, a

man of substance in his way. The composition
presents other characteristic figures, and the whole
constitutes a work of much power and originality.

A. W. Williams. A small picture by this

artist gives a passage of scenery very like that of
the Isle of Wight

; it is painted with much forcible

effect, but the most valuable contribution of this

artist is an admirable picture painted from ordinary
materials dominated by a storm-cloud which, toge-

ther with the consequent aspect, is painted with a
power equal to the very best efforts of this class of

Art.
D. W. Deane. ‘ El Aguador.’ ‘ The Capuchin ’

and other larger works exhibited under this name,
but the titles of which we do not know, exhibit an
extraordinary power of handling and command of

colour. The minor works of the artist arc produc-
tions of rare excellence.

F. M. Brown. ‘ The Infant’s Repast.’ A small
picture of a mother and child, finished with all the
exquisite nicety of an elaborate miniature.
— Percy. The subject-matter selected by this

artist is consistent in a character well adapted to

his effective and original style of execution. The
picture of which we would directly speak here,

is crossed by a screen of trees with a threatening

cloud on the right, and a light breaking on the
left, which falls upon the foreground. It is a
highly successful work. The beautiful detail exe-

cution of this artist is especially' remarkable in his

smaller pictures.

R. S. Lauder. * Suffer little Children, and for-

bid them not to come unto Me.’ This picture is

among the most powerful and original that have at

any time been painted from Scripture. It strikes

the eye at first as worked out upon a scale of tones

too low
;
but like all the results of great labour

and deep study, the high merits of the conceptions

are only apparent upon inquiry and contemplation.
There is no affectation of execution or manner

;
no

clap-trap mechanical brilliancy in colour ;
indeed,

no egotistical prominency of any kind. This pic-

ture is comparatively small, but comprehends many
figures, in the study of which is seen but a small
leaven of accepted forms and conventionalities. It

is a picture to which, had we space, we could
devote a column

;
but of it we can say no more

than that the study of the best old masters has
been so profitable to the painter, that his work is

by no means unworthy to be spoken of in associa-

tion with theirs.

R. R. M‘Ian. ‘Winnowing Corn.’ This is a
scene in the Highlands, affording a passage of lake
and heath scenery, so full of truth as to bear every
appearance of having been executed in a great
measure on the spot. There are many figures in

characteristic costume, all of which are evidently
very careful studies. This is the best picture which
the artist has as yet exhibited.

J. Peel. ‘ Whorlton on the Ribble.’ A com-
position of ordinary' material, deriving much value

from the manner of its treatment. This artist

exhibits many other works, all equally original

and powerful.
J. Franklin. Two small pictures, Groupes Cos-

tume's of different periods. They are scenic, origi-

nal, and in colour brilliant to a degree.
— Sant. ‘ Head of a Magdalen.’ Painted with

a solidity and unaffected taste, which reminds us of

the earnestness of the old masters.
— Pasmore. ‘ The Merry Wives of Windsor.’

They are comparing the letters received from
Falstaff. The style is sketchy, but the identity of

the characters is wanting. There are other works
by the same hand.

J. D. Wingfield. ‘ A Hampton Court Pic-nic

ofthe last Century,’ in which the figures are grace-

fully disposed and effectively distributed
;
few artists

paint the costume of this time with so much taste.

C. Dukes. ‘ A Scene from Tom Jones.’—The
figures are well drawn and life-like, but the colour

is a trifle too flat. There are other very careful

studies by this artist.

G. A. Williams. This artist exhibits two very
carefully finished pictures, one of which is a river

view of great merit, the other a forge at the ex-

tremity of a village. The former picture in colour,

description ofmaterial, and chiaroscuro is eminently
successful.

E. J. Cobbett. ‘A Distant View ofWindsor, ’is

exhibited by this artist with other contributions,

but his best production is a warm picture present-

ing a view on the French coast. The air and
glowing light of the picture are remarkable for

their natural truth.— Desanges. ‘ The Frozen Fountain.’ This,

we believe, is the title given to a composition which
presents a female figure enveloped in a transparent
drapery. The conception assimilates with the
German school of poetry

;
it is made out with

infinite skill, the head of the figure is distinguished

by extraordinary beauty. This artist exhibits

other works of high merit.

Bell Smith. ‘ Madge Wildfire.’ This work is

an evidence of a material advance upon those of

the last year. The motley heroine is a felicitous

conception.

M. Claxton. ‘Una and the Lion.’ Spenser
is among the most difficult of our poets to paint

from ; much, however, of the spirit of the verse is

embodied in this composition.

E. A. Goodall. This artist contributes the
picture which was seen at the last exhibition at
Westminster Hall. It is, however, much improved
since then and is here seen in a much better light.

The architecture is painted with a truth and solidity
rarely attained to, and the figures are admirably
spirited.

E. J. Niemann. ‘Kilns in Derbyshire.’ A
rugged and therefore more or less picturesque
passage of close scenery painted with force and
facility of handling. All the other pictures of this

artist exhibit an equally skilful manipulation and
exhibit a marked progress in comparison with
those of preceding years.

F. C. Dibdin. Two landscape compositions of
materials extremely simple, but rendered valuable
by judicious treatment.

E. Williams, Sen. ‘Lock and Mill at Ship-
lake.’ A river-side view presented under moon-
light, an aspect which none represent with more
truth than this veteran painter.

W. Oliver. ‘ Two views of Rome,’ taken from
points, and embracing portions of the city very
seldom painted, as showing in each, both shores of
the Tiber with all the adjacent buildings. We
cannot sufficiently praise the truth and precision of
these views.

A. Gilbert. ‘ A Willow Bank.’ The picture
is traversed by a screen of feathery pollard willows,
objects frequently introduced into the works of this

artist. From these the eye is attracted to the fore-

ground, luxuriant with wild herbage and docks,
which are painted with all that exquisite relish

which in Art gives so much value to objects other-
wise inconsiderable.

W. Maddox. ‘ The Golden Age.’ Female half-

figures posed with much spirit in the act of dancing.
They are admirably drawn and painted with soli-

dity. Other works of merit are contributed by the
same artist, of which may be honourably mentioned
a small picture, the subject of which is Hagar.

Other exhibitors to whose works we cannot now
advert from want ofspace, are T. J . Soper, O. Camp-
bell, Barraud, A. Fraser, Davis, J. C. Bentley,
W. B. Johnstone, D. W. Deane, II. M'Culloch,
O. A. Deacon, M. Wood, &c. &c. To the pictures
by these artists we shall recur with pleasure in a
future notice.

OBITUARY.

CHARLES FOX.

It is with much regret we have to announce the
death of Mr. Charles Fox, the engraver, which
took place lately at Leyton in Essex, where he was
on a visit to a friend. Mr. Fox was bora at Cossey
near Norwich, where his father was steward to the
late Lord Stafford, of Cossey Hall. Mr. Fox’s
early pursuits were turned to agriculture and flori-

cultural matters, until an accidental visit from Mr.
Edwards the engraver, at that time engaged with
the Messrs. Childs the publishers, of Bungay in
Suffolk, induced his father to place his son as a
pupil with that gentleman. After the period of
his engagement he came up to London, the point
of attraction for all who have any pretension to
talent and perseverance to make that talent avail-

able. On Mr. Fox’s arrival in town he became
an inmate in Mr. Burnet’s studio, who was at that
time engaged in engraving some of the late Sir
David Wilkie’s principal works, and assisted the
artist in their completion. The engravings, ex-
ecuted entirely with his own burin are several
small plates after Wilkie for Cadell’s edition of
Sir AValtcr Scott’s novels, and various illustrations

to the Annuals of the day. Mr. Fox’s large en-
gravings arc—a whole-length portrait of Sir George
Murray, after Pickersgill

;
and the First Council of

the Queen, after Wilkie. At the time of his decease
he was engaged on a large print after Mulready of
the Fight Interrupted. Mr. Fox’s early habits and
love of flowers never left him

;
and on his towns-

man Dr. Lindley being appointed to the superin-
tendence of the Horticultural Society, Mr. Fox was
chosen as a judge and arbitrator for the various
prizes

;
and during the whole time gave the great-

est satisfaction, both on account of his scientific

skill and his strict impartiality. The Doctor has
paid him a high compliment in the Gardeners'
Chronicle

,
and given a strong attestation to his

undeviating integrity and judgment. In the
Florist, a work for which he executed the whole of
the embellishments, the editor has also recorded
his tribute of praise, and from our own knowledge
we can conscientiously add our humble mite. To
go through life without an enemy, and die with the
universal regret of his friends, is a tribute that adds
lustre to any talent, Mr. Fox was born on St.
Patrick’s day, and had he survived, would have
been fifty-three on the last anniversary.

2 B
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THE EXHIBITION

AT THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

The advantages which must naturally accrue from

an Annual Exhibition of recent Art and Manufac-

tures, even if only in the form of a selection, are

too apparent, and have been too often dwelt upon

by us to require, on the present occasion, more than

a glance at the subject. By this means a warm
spirit of emulation is produced and kept up among
manufacturers

;
purchasers are directed to those

sources which are most worthy of pati-onage, but

of which they might have remained ignorant, while

artists and designers are led to devote their talents

to new spheres of operation, and to apply to one

branch of manufacture the experience they may
have derived from the study of another.

The Grand National Exposition in Paris, sus-

tained and “ paid for ” by the French government,

has been apowerful agent in the cause ofContinental

improvement, and may be regarded as the model
of a still prouder and more extended Exhibition,

of which Englishmen may perhaps boast at a not

very distant period. For the present, however, it

is our duty to give every praise and encourage-

ment to the attempt, on the part of a respected

body, the Society of Arts, to secure upon a limited

scale the chief benefits attending such a scheme as

we have alluded to. Two exhibitions have now
taken place at the Society’s rooms, John Street,

Adelphi
;
and although they were certainly on the

onset surrounded by many difficulties, and were by
no means perfect in their internal arrangements,

we are happy to state, of our own personal know-
ledge, that they were enthusiastically hailed by
the public, and what is even more, were productive

of much real good. So convinced were we of the

advantage of these exhibitions, less perhaps upon
their own grounds than upon those to come here-

after, that we devoted a large amount of our space

to a critical examination of both of them, detailing

the more important articles contained in the selec-

tions, giving an unbiassed opinion as to the manage-
ment of the project itself, and pointing out each

particular in which that management seemed
faulty. It is with sincere pleasure we find that

our hints were taken, and that a spirit of fairness

and good feeling on the part of the Committee of

the Society of Arts is now lai-gely displayed, where
we before had to record an appearance of par-

tiality evinced to a particular clique and the pro-

jects of individual scheming—entrenching upon
those grounds which ought to have been solely

devoted to public advantage. All the various

contributions of manufacturers to the collection

this year appear to be ably and judiciously ar-

ranged, without any attempt to give undue or

predominant importance to one article or series

;

and the descriptions attached to them in the cata-

logue, have been well studied and carefully ren-

dered by the Society’s excellent secretary. The
distribution of prizes and medals has also been this

year effected with greater fairness and liberality

than ever. In most instances merit, and merit only,

has been rewarded, while in some cases the pro-

ducers of worthy manufactures, even of a class not

specified by the Committee, have received pre-

miums in acknowledgment of their endeavours.

Thus the management and pestling up ofthe Exhi-
bition this year arc a vast improvement on those of

its predecessors; and, as our readers will shortly

see, both the quality and quantity of the works
exhibited, have progressed in a proportionate ratio.

But before proceeding to examine somewhat in

detail the most worthy objects of manufacture con-

tained in the rooms, it is necessary that we should

acquaint our readers with a few facts which speak

loudly and powei'fully, as undeniably proving the

interest which the yniblic mind is rapidly taking in

the cause of Arts and Manufactures. The first of

the Society’s recent exhibitions of this character

(we say recent, because as early as 1755 a like

principle was adopted and afterwards neglected,)

took place in 1847, since which time the number ot

contributors has been nearly doubled ; besides

which, in many more instances now than then,

articles have been exhibited,—not by agents, but
by the fabricators themselves. This is an un-
doubted improvement, not only because the plan is

more satisfactory to visitors of the Exhibition, but
because it also prevents as far as possible the
reward of merit, if any, falling upon the wrong
individual. The Society’s first Exhibition in 1847
was attended by about 20,000 persons, the second
attracted a concourse of more than 70,000, and
there is every reason to expect that the popularity
of the present one will increase in proportion

;

should such be the case, the council will have
to congratulate themselves on having effected

one of the most startling triumphs upon record

relative to the advancement of Decorative Art, and

will be justified in looking forward to a far more
extended and National project. The following is a

statement of the ideas at present entertained by
the Society, and in the prosecution of which we
cannot but feel every desire for its success, and
offer our most cordial co-operation. This Exhibi-

tion is only one of a series which it is proposed

shall take place every fifth year, in a large National

Exhibition, embracing all manufactures. The
revolution of the first fifth year will arrive in 1851,

and the council feel that it will be necessary forth-

with to mature those arrangements for giving due
effect to this event, which have already been suc-

cessfully instituted, and carried to a certain point

with the President of the Board of Trade, and the

Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests. The
Board of Trade has already promised co-operation,

and the Chief Commissioner of Woods a suitable

site for the building in which the Exhibition may
be made. It only remains for the Government to

take the risk of providing a temporary building of

dimensions sufficiently ample for the purpose. The
Society of Artshaving practically demonstrated the

means of establishing such exhibitions, and having

educated most successfully a numerous public of

all classes of society to appreciate them and crowd

to see them—having induced able designers, emi-

nent manufacturers, ingenious mechanics, skilled

workmen, and men of science, all to assist in these

exhibitions—having been aided by the active

co-operation and good-will of the most distin-

guished among the Nobles and the Commons of our

country in lending specimens for exhibition

—

enjoying the benefit of the personal interest and

advice of His Royal Highness Prince Albert, the

President of the Society, and having been honoured
with the direct and practical assistance of our Most
Gracious Sovereign in promoting the success of

these Exhibitions—the council feel that they shall

be warranted in preferring a request to Her
Majesty’s government to do its part in this great

object, and to provide once in every fifth year a

suitable building in which a National Exhibition,

duly representing the best productions in all

branches of British Manufactures, may be formed.

Such and so extensive arc the intentions of the

Society which, having lain dormant for a great

number of years, may be now said to have awakened
to a full appreciation of its capabilities of useful-

ness, and to have assumed an activity seldom met
with even in the enthusiasm of infant societies.

The sphere of action allowed by the Society’s

charter is nude, and we heartily trust that the

comparative wonders it has already achieved on

re-entering the field of honourable exertion, may
be an encouragement to the prosecution of projects

even more important, and if possible, even more
successful.

The rooms of the Society'—which were opened on

Wednesday the 7th of March, and will probably be

thronged for about six weeks—present an appear-

ance of excessive brilliancy', if not of magnificence;

the principal features being a choice selection of

recently executed works in the precious metals, in

carved wood, and in the department of paper-

hanging. No pains seem to have been spared in

making these classes of manufacture as well repre-

sented as possible
;
and it is cheering to find, that

among the contributors to this good work, we find

the names of Her Most Gracious Majesty and of a

considerable number of noblemen and gentlemen,

the fortunate possessors of objects of modern Art,

meritorious both in design and execution.

Here we find grouped together a quantity of

racing-plate of the highest order
;
a superb silver-

gilt dessert-centre, mainly designed by His Royal
Highness Prince Albert

;
and the celebrated testi-

monial to Sir Moses Montefiore, designed by Sir

George Hayter, and made by Messrs. Hunt &
Roskell, in massive silver.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert’s centre-piece,

the first object in the catalogue, is of Italian cha-

racter of the best class, and is in every respect a

work of more than ordinary merit, the top being

formed of a quatrefoil dish, embossed in foliage, ana
surmounting an elaborate fountain-like stem, orna-

mented with boys, scrolls, and lions’ heads, beneath
which are shells, and a group of Her Majesty’s

favourite dogs, beautifully modelled by' E. Cot-

terell, and manufactured by Messrs. Garrard.

To Sir M. Montefiore’s testimonial Ave have
alluded on a former occasion, and have awarded
its meed of praise

;
nor shall Ave do more than glance

at the superb racing-cups, of which descriptions are

remembered byr most of our readers, and Avhich,

noAV assembled in one mass, produce one of the

finest collections of articles in gold and silver ever

placed for exhibition before a British public. But
Ave cannot refrain from speaking of two contiguous

performances, AA'hich equal, if they do not in some
points surpass, the finest Italian manufactures of

the sixteenth century', xvhich can be seen or ima-
gined. The first (No. 15) is a dish and stand in

the style of the renaissance, ornamented on the

loAver part Avith supports of an exceedingly fine

character, and on the top with that faintly raised

class of enrichment Avliich in the sixteenth century

Avas borroAA'ed from the Moresque. The Avhole is

parcel-gilt, manufactured by Hunt & Roskell.

The companion (No. 16) is a soup-tureen in the

same style, manufactured by Messrs. Garrard.

The handles, formed of boys and dragons, are very
charming, and a group of children at the top play-

ing Avith a tortoise, well imagined and very appro-

priate. Both these exquisite objects are the pro-

perty of H. T. Hope, Esq., M.P. Messrs. Gass, of

Regent Street, are entitled to considerable praise

for a light and elegant centre-piece produced by
them in silver, from a design representing the

Egyptian lotus
;
nor must we neglect to mention

that these enterprising silversmiths have tastefully

produced a pair of small candlesticks, representing

Night and Morning, as severally portrayed by a

nightingale singing and a nightingale xvith her
head beneath her Aving, designed by Morgan, and
published for the benefit of manufacterers in the

Art-Journal. Nothing can more strongly' or hap-

pily shoAv the progress of Art in gold and silver,

and the increasing patronage bestowed upon such
performances than the collection before us, which
all must see Avith pleasure, as placing British

talent in a position of healthy rivalry with the

Continent.
Among the bronze contributors we find the Avell-

lcnown names of Messengers, J. A. Hatfield, &c.,

forwarding many meritorious Avorks
;

to the latter

gentleman the Society has axvarded the Gold Isis

Medal, for the improved colour exemplified in his

“Dying Gladiator.” Pitt’s “Shield of iEneas”
is here in bronze, made by Hunt & Roskell

;
and

an inkstand, formed of a large group of St. George
and the Dragon, contributed by Garrard & Co.,

is a bold step, as attempting in an object for the

library-table a realisation of the purposes of high
Art. The department of iron-casting is represented

by a feAv specimens of beautifully finished Avork-

manship, but scarcely offering any novel features

in design. By far the greater number are from
the Colebrookdalc Company, Avho have secured

the Society’s Gold Isis Medal. Among other me-
tallic works Avhich please us, avc must enumerate
four or five tea-urns of various designs, manufac-
tured by Messrs. Warner; an elegant, plated toast-

rack, and other things of a similar class, by Broad-

Avood & Atkin
;
including their Britannia Metal

dish-cover, ornamented on the top Avith a group
of figures in Parian

;
and the ingenious Equivchant

Chamber-candlestick, for which AA-e are indebted to

Messrs. J. H. & R, Ferryman.
Mr. Penny, of Union Street, Middlesex Hospital,

has contributed a A'ery prettily executed carriage

door-handle, in metal gilt, from a design by W. H.
Rogers, published in the Art-Journal, representing

a group of three sea-horses. Among Avorks of a
different class in metal avc must not omit to men-
tion an iron-safe placed in the Society’s model-
room, decorated on the front Avith an inlaid gold

pattern of tasteful and elegant character, but having

a porcelain handle, the fragile nature of Avhich

scarcely harmonises in our opinion Avith the strength

and security of the object itself. In a conspicuous

position near the entrance is placed a hall-table of

cast-iron with hat-pegs, brush-drawer, mirror, &c.,

designed by H. Case, at the suggestion of Felix

Summerly; and although there is novelty in the

application of so many different purposes to one

object, aa'O cannot praise even the idea, which is

puerile, or the execution, which is destitute of

invention; and avc think that the table placed

AA-here it is, is likely to do more harm than good,

from the false impression of the Exhibition Avhich

it produces on entering.

We now come to the portion of the catalogue

headed “ Pottery,” and this includes most of the

elegant statuettes in Parian and Carrara from the

firms of Minton and Wedgwood. In the latter

material Ave find ably repeated the unexampled
models of our immortal Flaxman, including his

“ Triton,” “ Cupid and Psyche,” “ FnAvn,” “ In-

fant Bacchus,” “Diana,” &c
;
and in the former

we have many of the best subjects which appeared

last year, together AA'ith tAvo or three neAV statuettes,

and a A'ariety of appurtenances to the breakfast-

table of exquisite form and simple enrichment.

Most of these are ornamental, with Avild floAvers

embossed upon their sides in faint relief, treated

Avith sufficient conventionality to remove them
above casts from nature, and rendered clearly defi-

nite from the advantages possessed by the material

(Nos. 180, 181, &c.) We conceive this appeal to

the neglected fields of nature to be a healthy

symptom of the progress of decorative design. Mr.

W. Potts has contributed the best of his beautiful
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manufactures—combinations of glass, metal, and
porcelain—under the following names: (No. 171—
176.) Triple Figure Card-disli,Slave Flower-holder,
Climbing-hoy Candlestick, Wall-sconce, Roman
Inkstand, and Dolphin Inkstand : in all of them
the figures are well modelled, and the metal por-

tions accommodated in a masterly manner
;
how-

ever, the subject has so recently received a long
notice in our Journal, that we must refer our
readers to it for further explanation. We had to

speak in favourable terms last year of the brilliance

and purity of British glass, we must now even add
to the commendations we then bestowed by saying
that designs are this year receiving that attention
which we formerly had to lament was almost solely
lavished on excellence of execution. Messrs.
Richardson have certainly achieved wonders in

this fragile and delicate material
;
their engraved

and frosted jugs, finger-glasses, andeven candelabra,
must astonish foreign manufacturers

;
while Mr.

Phillips and Mr. Christy are also making efforts to
secure on their parts clearness and elegance of form
on a simple principle. The taste and perseverance of
Mr. Apsley Pellatt have never been found wanting
in carrying out a chaste design under any diffi-

culties
;
and his manufactures are so extensively

known, and have been for so many years duly appre-
ciated by the public, that little remains for us to
say in commendation. The chief of his contribu-
tions this year are very meritorious, but we must
speak with special praise of his Water-jug, enriched
with bulrush and waterlily (No. 393a), Vine-jug
(No. 394.\), and Water-bottle and glass, elaborately
engraved (No. 397a). We seldom admire the effect
of cast-glass, as possessing none of the advantages
of the material

;
in combination, however, with

cut-glass, the candelabrum (No. 398a) shows that
it may indeed be turned to some profitable account.

After turning for a moment to inspect Mr. Wyon’s
series of medals, including the two shilling piece
in its variously suggested forms, we come to the
subject of wood-carving, in which branch we find
a large assemblage, principally the production of
amateurs. Many of them, as might be expected,
exhibit a wasteful expenditure of time unguided by
experience

;
but some few, as being the work of

untutored hands, might well astonish many who
are skilled in the Art. Several works by G. Cook,
rewarded by the Society, have the peculiar merits
of the latter class

;
and an ear of corn, a most diffi-

cult object to treat with the chisel, has been carved
with the utmost truth and fidelity by Frederick
Field, a railway labourer. We have never seen
any specimen of amateur carving so redolent of
innate feeling for the Art as this little work.
Messrs. Taylor, Williams, and Jordan, and Messrs.
Philip and Wynne contribute a more than usual
amount of their productions, consisting of carved
subjects of animals, looking-glasses, furniture,
dishes, &c. We much admire, by the former firm,
a Stilton Cheese-stand, ornamented with appropriate
subjects, among which are the cowslip, daisy, &c.
Mr. Webb has received a medal for the execution
of a carved cellaret, elaborately ornamented with
grapes and vine-leaves, and having a small statue
at the top. There are certainly many good points
in this composition, but in our opinion it is far too
heavy for its purpose, while its proportions and
details are much more appropriate for statuary than
carving. A large inlaid marauetrie door, with
carved frame, in a pseudo-Elizabethan style, placed
near the entrance to the Society’s large room, at-
tracts considerable attention from its great size and
elaborate execution. The style adopted is not a
favourite one with us, but we must speak approv-
ingly of the work as a whole. There is much har-
mony in it, and a good balance of the opposing
details. The principle upon which the marquetrie
of this door is executed, is that of using only white
veneers, which having been cut into the requisite
device, are separated and dyed the required tints,

when they are replaced in their original position
and finished in the usual manner. This door
(No. 516,) is the work of Mr. Henry Bailis. We
are glad to find that Mr. W. G. Rogers has this
year been persuaded to forward to the Exhibition
one or two specimens of the highest order of wood-
carving. The first is a female figure in Italian
walnut-tree, being one ofthe supports of a gorgeous
chimney-piece in progress of execution for Bankcs
Stanhope, Esq.

;
above it will be bold architectural

details and a frieze in basso-relievo representing
the destruction of the children of Niobe. The
next is a small Elizabethan frame carved in box-
wood, from the design of a German engraver of the
sixteenth century, and the last is a work in the
style for which Mr. Rogers has become so de-
servedly celebrated. It represents the back of the
new pulpit, executed by him for the Church of
St. Mary-at-Hill, and consists of bold fruit and
flowers in the richest manner of Grinlin Gibbons.
Among the miscellaneous objects in the catalogue,

a verypleasing one next claims a passingremark from
us

;
it consists of a plateau of oriental pierced china,

including chalices, vases, cabinet-cups and saucers,

tazzas, &c., of the most classical shapes, and highly
finished with fruits and flowers, painted on a yellow
ground, manufactured by W. Chamberlain & Co.,
and selected by the committee at Worcester as a
present to Mademoiselle Jenny Lind, Feb. 2, 1S49.
All who know the lady and see the present will

admit that a beautiful work of Art has in this

instance been judiciously devoted.
Many are aware of the peculiar ingenuity of

Miss Mary Ann Nichols in representing upon flat

surfaces of ivory the effect of raised cameos, but
she has this year exhibited so many astonishing
specimens we really think that her talent might be
made eminently available for the decoration, on a
similar principle, of toilet and trinket boxes, &c.

Messrs. Jennens & Bettridge have done wonders
with their papier-mache

;
they, this year, offer

specimens of a novel species of enrichment which
approach, in appearance, the oriental inlaying of
pearls and rubies, &c., and have a gorgeous effect.

The last portion of the Exhibition is one in which
all are concerned who delight in the adaptation of
the beautiful in Art to objects of every day use, and
in which our fair reader's are peculiarly interested.

We have here a perfect and original display of
woven fabrics, silk, lace, embroidery, chintzes and
carpeting. Of these, far as they are from being
unworthy of notice, so little is there to be said in

our columns that we remark they must be seen
and compared with each other to be fully appre-
ciated

;
calling, however, especial attention in the

first department to the productions of Messrs.
Walters and Messrs. Keith, both of which firms
have, we believe, been rewarded by the Society of
Arts in the present instance. We give every praise
to Mrs. Maclauchlan (Rev. A. Gilmour’s, Martha
Brae, Greenock), for her tact and talent in repre-
senting by the needle, for the purposes of screens,

the beauties of landscape and flower-painting. Her
ruins of Paestum, Wolfs Crag, Campsie Glen, and
studies of flowers (Nos. 621—625), are beautiful
examples of what patience and ingenuity may
accomplish in this branch. They are not trifled

away with little details, but are produced with bold
and artistic feeling

;
and we are sure that the lady

who is capable of performing that which has been
unheard of since the days of Miss Linwood, deserves
the encouragement which she will no doubt
receive from those who are able to become patrons.
Miss Kingsbury has also forwarded some pretty
specimens of the same nature, though not compris-
ing landscapes. Some of the laces exhibited are
exquisite

;
and we are glad to see that the graceful

collars of Norwich, made by the children of Miss
Stanley’s school, have met with the substantial
approval of the Society of Arts. The silk, damask,
and Cachmere Fillover scarfs and shawls in the
same room present some patterns designed with
the truest view to general effect, and perhaps some
of the chintzes have never been equalled for har-
monious design and careful execution. The enter-
prising contributors ofthe latter works are Swainson
& Dennis, and McAlpin & Co. We have not
reserved to ourselves sufficient space to speak in

detail of the carpets, of which there is a very good
and creditable selection; and we therefore conclude
our notice of this most satisfactory Exhibition by
glancing at the paper-hangings, which show an
evident improvement in this particular. Every
credit is due to Mr. W. B. Simpson for his efforts

to raise the character of the manufacture, and to

apply to it the best native designs rather than to

adopt the old and absurd fashion of borrowing from
the French, and of deprecating every pattern not
procured by this degrading means.
Four masterpieces of block-printing on paper

are exhibited (Nos. 760, 761, 762, 763), represent-
ing landscapes and subjects of animals, which, at a
hasty glance might actually be mistaken for oil-

paintings. But among the choicest figured papers
for the walls of the drawing-room, we must mention
an Italian design (No. 758), having graceful
arabesque pilasters in pale colours between wider
compartments. The only fault we are able to find

with this tastefulproduction is thatthe narrowinter-
mediate borders are both in drawing and colouring
somewhat harsh and crude, in comparison with
the pilasters themselves. Upon leaving the Society’s
house, a carved stone Corinthian capital, of large
size, meets the eye, executed by Taylor, Williams
& Jordan, with much freedom and precision, and
with, this we take our leave, finally urging all who
are studious ofthe progress of Decorative Art in this

country, or concerned in its welfare, to pay a visit

to the Third Annual Exhibition of the Society of
Arts, where they will find much to amuse and in-

terest beyond that which we have reported, and
gain broader ideas of what is taking place imper-
ceptibly around them in the operative world.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

PARIS.—We find, that a remark we made
some time ago touching the proportion of artists

transported among the June insurgents, has been
considerably quoted, and it has been sometimes
asked of us, of what character or position those
artists were. We may say, that in ordinary times
there resides at Paris a numerous body of artists

and Art-students, in proportion to the population
of the city, and considering also the large number
resident in Lyons and other provincial towns.
The number is variously calculated at from five to
ten thousand, or even more

;
but that looked upon

as nearest the truth is sight thousand, though even
that sum seems improbably great. Of these, how-
ever, not more than a few hundreds can claim a
recognised position through talent and fame. The
others are obliged to look for support to any of the
innumerable ways in which, more or less, acquaint-
ance with Art is useful. These, in every branch of
Art,—engraving, etching, lithographing, drawing
on wood, copying ancient and modem pictures,
designing and modelling for manufactures, porcelain
drawing, teaching of drawing, down even to sign
and letter-painting,—are ever ready to turn their
small talents to account. But many, during even
the most prosperous times, are more than sufficiently

miserable; while, during periods of distress and
uncertainty, such as have succeeded the last Revo-
lution, they are absolutely abandoned to starvation.

It was only such as these, rendered desperate by
misery, who engaged in the June affair. The
Garde Mobile and the Ateliers Nationauxhad been
in their case, as in that of most other trades and
professions, a sort of safety-valve for the temporary
uietude of the Republic. But the latter being
issolved, and enlistment in the former rendered

difficult or impossible, such of these artists—many
more than the one hundred and fifty transported

—

as hunger rendered reckless of life and social order,
threw themselves into the ranks of the insurgents,
and acted their part in the deplorable and desperate
drama of June. It was remarkable, however, that
it was only these, and none of the more “res-
pectable,” of their class. In July, 1830, and in the
last Revolution, well known and highly-gifted
masters dashed into the movement in a bodj’, and
with ready impulse, and acquired for themselves a
place in history—at least in the one of July, the
only one, of course, which is yet “ storied.” But
in the June affair nothing of the kind took place.

A lottery has been established to aid the suffering
circumstances of the numerous body of young and
less talented artists who have been plunged into
adversity by the unsettled state of the country
during the past year. It consists of 100,000 tickets

at 2 francs 50 centimes each, making a capital of
250,000 francs to be expended in pictures, drawings,
&c. There will be 3000 prizes, varying in value
from 5000 francs to 10 fs. each. Every prizeholder
above the sum of 100 francs will receive with his

picture the receipt of the artist for the same. The
choice of works is made by a committee, as they
will be better able to appreciate the necessities and
ability' of the candidates who desire to avail them-
selves of these means to sell their works. M. D’Al-
bert de Luquc is President; M. Nieuwerke, Vice-
President; MM. Ingres, Paul Delaroche, Eugene
Delacroix, Henriquez Dupont de Gisors, and
Francois de Casteyrie de Tremcnt, form the com-
mittee.

During the administration of power by the Pro-
visional Government, M. Lcdru Rollin assigned to

M. Chenavard, more known as a decorative artist,

a commission to cover the whole interior of the
Pantheon with pictures. The undertaking includes

one hundred and sixty compositions, each eighteen
feet high, by eleven in Avidth, a frieze eight hun-
dred feet in length, four A-ast columns entirely

covered with painted ornaments, to fill all the
vaultings and medallions, and besides these, five

subjects in mosaic, each seventy feet in diameter.
No single undertaking on so vast a scale has ever
been attempted. M. Chenavard is to employ thirty

artists, who, it is calculated, Avill haA'C prepared
all the cartoons, under his inspection, in the course
of two years, and it is calculated that it will occupy
eight years more for completion. The scale of re-

muneration is fixed at 10 francs daily, a modemuch
practised in early epochs, and now revived to meet
the exigencies occasioned by republican ideas. The
general intention of the pictorial representation is

to give the history of man from his creation to his
future destiny beyond this world

; and in a Christian
church will be found personated by the artist’s

hand, Brahma, Confucius, Jupiter, Bacchus, Osiris,

Isis, Mahomet, Jesus Christ, and the Caliph Ilakem,
if a more Avholesome change of religious feeling
should not succeed to these loose vagaries.
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GERMANY.—Munich.—The Royal Institute of

Porcelain Manufacture has received an able inspector

in the person of Eugene Neureuther, who is well-

known to your countrymen as a painter offancy and
originality. The first wishes of Neureuther were to

compose new forms for different porcelain utensils;

the second, to find a less expensive method of fabri-

cation. He has designed several models for different

beer-jugs, breakfast-cups, &c. It is the opinion of

Neureuther that the artistical forms of utensils

must be in harmony with their implied uses, and
that Apollo and the Muses are quite out of place on

our countrymen’s soup-bowls. Beer is our national

beverage for the rich man as well as for the poor,

therefore Neureuther has chosen national forms for

his beer-jugs, after the architectural style of the

14th and 16th centuries, and has embellished them
with pictorial representations, the contents ofwhich
unite with, or allude to, the thoughts or recollections

of the present time. The forms are not antique,

nor gothic, but country-like
;
the pictures and other

ornaments are in unison with the forms,—Alpine
landscapes, groups of goats, sheep, ducks, and other

birds, and representations taken from the rural

poesies, named “ Schnadahupfien.” Neureuther
has engraved all these ornaments and representa-

tions on steel or copper, and transferring the prints

to the porcelain, he spares the trouble of drawing,

at a third of the expense.*
King Louis is occupied with the execution of his

unfinished artistical plans. It is now said that the
“ Befreiungshalle,” near Kelheim, on the Danube,
though already given up, is to be continued

;
and

that the “ Propylees,” in Munith, are to be com-
menced in a short time. Kaulbach has been deno-

minated Director of the Royal Academy of the

Fine Arts in Munich. He has painted several

compositions intended for the outside of the new
Pinacotheca

;
in one of them is the painter himself

with his friends and scholars, (Eberle, Feichlein,

Marr, Echter,) in Rome, studying groups of pea-

sants praying and dancing, of bearded monks and
charming girls

;
in another we see Cornelius,

Klcnze, Schnorr, Gartner, Hess, &c., studying

j

the antiques and the works of Raffaelle and
Michael Angelo

;
in a third, King Louis collecting

and combining the best works of antique sculpture

and ornamental Art, as well as the pictures of the

I middle ages. These pictures are to be executed

on a large scale on the outer walls of the new
Pinacotheca in the style of Stereochromy, the dur-

I ability and other excellences of which I have
1 noticed on a former occasion.

Dietz, a genre-painter of merit, who served as a

volunteer in the war against the Danes, has pub-

j
lished an album with representations from this

1 campaign, consisting of portraits of the most emi-

nent officers, of the different soldiers and volunteers,

and with interesting camp and battle-scenes. The
most picturesque personages are the Freischaaren,

I a sort of armed band, who, like the robbers in the

I

Abruzzi, are more agreeable on canvas than in

reality. Another genre-painter, A. Adam, was in

Lombardy during Radetzlcy’s expedition against

Milan, aiid has returned with a large collection of

drawings, scenes, portraits, &c.
The artist-festivals in Munich have always

been splendid, original, and very popular; in the

beginning they were only fancy balls, but from
the members making choice of different pictorial

costumes they soon became a sort of represen-

tation, and by the conception of a distinct idea

by the leaders, they received a dramatic significa-

tion. In this manner we have seen Wallenstein’s

Camp performed with all the individual features of

the thirty years’ war; the times of Albert Durer
i and Maximilian, with all the eminent characters
' of that epoch

;
the great knights and statesmen,

the most celebrated artists, poets, and literati
;
the

representatives of Industry and Handicraft, &c.

Another time the artistical fantasy produced a

poetical world ofmerry and comic figures, the reign

of Prince Carnival and his buffoons. The serious-

ness of the present time, the hopes and dangers of

our common country, have given another direction

to a public festival. We have an old tradition of

the Emperor Barbarossa’s residing on Mount
Kyffhauser. The emperor sits sleeping at a stone

table, and cannot awake till the German empire is

restored to its ancient glory
;
from time to time he

demands, “Do the ravens still fly about the

mount?” (viz., is the cry of discord not yet
silenced ?) And on receiving the answer, “ Yes,
theydo,”the emperor continues sleeping. Another
tradition is connected with this legend : There is

a pear-tree on the “ Walser-haide,” which was
cut down twice during the thirty years’ war, and

* Oar correspondent has kindly furnished us with a
number of these designs, which are exceedingly appro-
priate and elegant, though too German in style to suit
English tastes.

in the last century (I believe by the French), and
has grown up again each time from the root, but

without having blossomed till now. The tradition

is, that when the pear-tree of the Walser-haide

blossoms, the German empire will flourish anew.
Miraculously enough the above-named pear-tree

blossomed for the first time last year. From these

two national traditions you have the origin of our

artists’ festival which took place the loth and 20th

of February, in the Odeon, in Munich. You
might there have seen the interior of Mount
Kyffhauser and the emperor Barbarossa sleeping

at the stone table, surrounded by gnomes forging

arms. Above the mount stands the castle of

Kyffhauser, a high and large gothic structure with
seven portals, in the centre of which the pear-tree,

pregnant with fate, extends its branches
;

trees of

all sorts crown the mount, and two staircases lead

up to its different terraces. An old shepherd
speaks of the discord between the Germans, of the

misfortune, the expectation, and the hopes of our

country, but is interrupted by a scene in the

interior of the mount, taken from the above-named
tradition, and by different national songs in the

background. The four principal German races

arrive from different sides to the blooming pear-

tree, with the busts of the four greatest geniuses

of the nation,— Schiller, Goethe, Mozart, and
Beethoven,—and thus having acknowledged them-
selves members of the same nation, they proclaim

the restored unity of Germany. The emperor
awakes and arises from his tomb, and taking his

place among the united races announces the re-

generation of Germany. Now come people from
all sides, and a long festival procession displays the

beauty, riches, and multifariousness of the different

states and nations of our common country. The
procession is arranged according to the four tribes

of Bavarians, Suavians, Franconians and Saxons.

In it are represented all the capital towns, with
their characteristic buildings or persons, the Arts

and Sciences, Industry and Agriculture
;
you see

the Hanseateswith ships and symbols of navigation

;

the inhabitants of the Alps, with the production of

their cattle
;
the Silesians with their linen

;
the

people of the Black Forest with their cloaks and
scythes : shortly you sec the whole of Germany,
with all its material and intellectual powers, united

to a common aim by love and enthusiasm, but pre-

serving the individual substantiality of every race

and state. The throng to the festival was immense
;

Icing Maximilian and queen Mary were also pre-

sent
;
king Louis sent a sum of money for the

festival fund. After the representation, the ball

began, and continued till morning.
Professor Amsler has finished his engraving of

the great picture of Overbeck, in Frankfort, re-

presenting the union between Religion and the

Fine Arts. Above, is the Virgin Mary with the

Holy Child, surrounded by the saints of the Old and
New Testament; below, in very beautiful groups,

the principal artists of the different Christian epochs,

from Niccola Pisano and Cimabue to Raffaelle,

Michel Angelo and Albert Durer
;
likewise the re-

presentatives ofthe Church and the Empire—Pope
and Emperor. The engraving is a little hard and
dull, but very faithful, and executed with the accu-

racy and strength which characterise all the labours

of Amsler : it gives a perfect idea of the work of

Overbeck and the genius of his Art.

The “ Kunstverein,” which has existed these

twenty-five years has 2979 members, dwelling in all

the countries of Europe and America, among which
there are no less than fifty-three crowned heads.

During the twenty-five years the Kuntsvcrein has

expended 434,582 florins for the acquisition of

works of Art
;
in the last year 24,067 florins for

114 works. A design by Christian Nilson, illus-

trative of Schiller’s poem of “ The Bell,” has been
engraved by Adrian Schleich, and distributed

amongst the members.
Schwanthaler’s last compositions, designed with

the left hand because the right was palsied, are

representations taken from the New Testament and
the Holy Legend, and arc destined for the new
portal of the Dome of Cologne. The late artist

has bequeathed the museum built by him, with

the collection of his works, to the Royal Academy
of Munich, a splendid monument of the genius and
of the patriotism of the great master.

BELGIUM.—When the Exposition of National

Industrial Art took place in Brussels in 1847, the

manufacturers of Ghent, from some political or

jealous feeling, declined to take any part therein.

Being convinced of the advantages such occurrences

prove to commerce, the authorities of Ghent have

taken steps to hold such an exhibition in their own
city, and to unite with it a series of artistic and
other fetes, in imitation of those given in the capital

last year, which gave such a beneficial impulse to

the retail business of the metropolis.

SIR WILLIAM ALLAN.

Sir William Allan, R.A., President of the

Royal ScottishAcademy, Member of the Academy
of St Luke, &c., &c., was bora in the year 17S2,

at Edinburgh, and was educated there partly at

the High School of the city, under William

Nicliol, the companion of the poet Bums, a

somewhat severe disciplinarian. At a very early

age Allan evinced a love for the Arts, and all his

spare hours were devoted to drawing
;
he studied

for several years at the Trustees’ Academy, com-

mencing on the day that Graham entered on his

duties as master, at which time Wilkie also

entered as a student. Wilkie and Allan were

therefore among Graham’s first pupils at the

Academy. They began drawing from the same
example, and thus continued for months, using

the same copy and sitting on the same form.

The friendship thus begun by the young painters

increased as they grew to manhood, and ceased

but with the life of Wilkie, whose character as

a student, as an artist, and as a man, it has been,

and still is, the delight of the surviving subject

of this memoir to hold up as an example to the

young aspirants in the profession who seek his

counsel. After the close of his studies with

Graham, of whose instructions and kindness

Allan has ever cherished a most grateful remem-
brance, he removed to London and was admitted

to the School of the Royal Academy, where he

remained some time
;
but not ultimately finding

professional employment, and after many hard

straggles in the great brick wilderness, he deter-

mined on going abroad to try whether en-

couragement might not be had elsewhere.

Russia suggested itself as a country where an

opening for his talents might be expected, and

as one abounding in stirring and novel subject-

matter for the pencil.

Sir William's well-known character for ener-

getic action when once his plans are resolved on

was here manifested. He scarcely gave himself

time to communicate his intention to his friends

in Scotland, but with one or two letters of

introduction to some of his countrymen resi-

dent in St. Petersburgh, lie embarked in a vessel

sailing for Riga. Adverse winds threw the ship

almost a wreck into Memel, in Prussia
;
and

thus our artist, with, by no means, a heavy purse,

was cast upon a strange land, of whose language

and people he was ignorant. The universal

language of his Art, however, he could speak

;

and relying on his innate powers, he took up his

abode at an inn and commenced portrait-painting,

beginning with the portrait of the Danish consul

to whom he had been introduced by the captain

of the vessel. Having, in this way, recruited his

exhausted finances, he lost no time in resuming

his journey northward. He proceeded overland

to St. Petersburgh, encountering on the road

various romantic incidents, and passing through

a great portion of the Russian army on their

way to the battle of Austerlitz. On his arrival

at. 'Petersburgh, he was, through the kindness of

Sir Alexander Crichton, then physician to the

Imperial family, introduced to many valuable

friends
;
and eventually, was enabled to pursue

his Art diligently and successfully. Having

attained a knowledge of the Russian language,

he travelled into the interior, and remained for

several years in the Ukraine,’making excursions at

various times to Turkey, Tartary, to the shores of

the Black Sea, Sea ofAzoph, and the banks of the

Kuban, amongst Cossacks, Circassians, Turks, and

Tartars
;
visiting their huts and tents, studying

their history, character, and costume, and col-

lecting a rich museum of their arms and armour,

as maticres premieres for his future labours in

Art. In 1812, Mr. Allan began to meditate a

return to fatherland, as in some measure he had

accomplished the objects of his journey and stay

abroad. But the French invasion had com-

menced; Napoleon had already passed the

frontier with his numerous army; the whole

country was thrown into confusion and alarm :

so that our painter's return became a matter of

impossibility ;
and thus he was forced to witness

not a few of the heart-rending miseries of that

eventful period. In 1814, after an absence of ten

vears, Mr. Allan returned to the romantic city of

his birth and boyhood, and had the happiness of
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again seeing his father and other dear friends.

Our space will not permit us to do more than
glance at Allan’s Edinburgh life at this time

;

suffice it to say, that the most eminent of his

countrymen in Literature and Art visited and
were in daily intercourse with the young and enter-

prising artist
;
among whom were Scott, Wilson,

Lockhart, and other distinguished literati of the
day. He commenced by embodying some of the
romantic scenes which his travels and adventures
had suggested. The first subject that brought
his name into general notice in this country was
the “ Circassian Captives,” a work full of exqui-
site and novel matter, character, and expression

;

and remarkable for the masterly arrangement of
its parts. This picture was exhibited at Somerset
House in 1815. Other works of kindred excel-
lence succeeded:—“Tartar Banditti,” “Haslan
Gheray crossing the Kuban," “ A Jewish Wed-
ding in Poland,” “Prisoners conveyed to Siberia
by Cossacks,”—pictures which have never been
forgotten by those who saw them. These and
many others the artist brought together and
exhibited in his native city, along with the
armour and costumes he had collected in his
travels. This exhibition was highly attractive

;

the artist rose higher in the estimation of his

countrymen, but received few commissions. Ho
had determined to make Scotland his future resi-

dence, and historical painting his exclusive pro-
fession. The beginning was thus up-hill work;
but fortunately for historical Art in Scotland,
there still remained a few of the Russian roubles.

After a time, Sir Walter Scott, John Wilson the
poet, his brother James the naturalist, Lockhart,
and a number of the artist's other friends pur-
chased his “ Circassian Captives ” at a price they
thought considerable

;
and haring resolved to

decide by lot whose property it should become,
the Earl of Wemyss became possessor of this
beautiful work, which now graces his lordship’s
collection in Stratford Place, London. The
Grand Duke Nicholas, present Emperor of
Russia, visited Edinburgh, and purchased several
pictures from the artist

;
one, “ Siberian Exiles,”

and another, “ Haslan Gheray.” Things began
to look better ; Allan’s works now found a more
ready sale

; and his picture of “ The Death of
Archbishop Sharpe,” a work of very high cha-
racter, was purchased by Mr. Lockhart, of Milton
Lockhart, M.P.

;
his most affecting picture “The

Press-Gang,” by Mr. Horrocks of Tillyheeran
;
his

“ Knox admonishing Mary
, Queen of Scots,” by

Mr. Trotter of Ballendean
;

“ The Death of the
Regent Murray,” by his Grace the late Duke of
Bedford; “ The Ettrick Shepherd’s Birthday,”
by the late Mr. Gott of Leeds ; his whole-length
cabinet portraits of “ Scott and Bums,” by his
friend Robert Nasmyth, Esq.

;
and “ The Orphan

Scene at Abbotsford,” by King William IV.
A serious malady in the eyes now threatened

the artist with total blindness, and was a source
of great suffering for several years, causing a
cessation of all professional labour. A change of
climate was prescribed, and he went to Italy;
spent a winter at Rome, and from Naples made
a journey to Constantinople

; and after visiting
Asia Minor and Greece, he returned to Edin-
burgh with health restored. “ The Slave Market,
Constantinople,” purchased by Alexander Hill,
Esq., publisher, was the fruit of this journey.
Also, “Byron in the Fisherman’s Hut, after
swimming the Hellespont,” bought by Robert
Nasmyth, Esq. In 1834 an ardent wish to visit

Spain, and to gather new material for his Art,
led him once more to go abroad. He sailed for

Cadiz and Gibraltar, went into West Barbary,
and crossing again to Spain, travelled over the
greater part of Andalusia, intending to go on to
Madrid, but was prevented by news from home
from accomplishing the latter project. We can-
not in so brief a memoir do more than mention
the names of a few of his other works. Among
them are “ The Moorish Love-letter,” “ Murder
of Rizzio,” “ Battle of Prestonpans,” “ An Inci-
dent in the Life of King Robert Bruce,” “ Whit-
tington and his Cat,” “Polish Exiles on the road
to Siberia,” (this latter picture was bought by
W. Burn Callender, Esq., of Preston Hall), all
remarkable for scrupulous correctness of cha-
racter and costume, and lacking none of the
higher qualities of Art.
Haring long desired to paint a picture of the

Battle of Waterloo, he several times visited
France and Belgium to make sketches of the
field of action, and otherwise to collect material
for his purpose. The view he chose was from
the French side, Napoleon and his staff being
the foreground figures. This picture was in 1843
exhibited at the Royal Academy, and purchased
by the Duke of Wellington, who gratified the
artist by expressing his satisfaction at the truth-
fulness of the arrangement and detail in his
work. Such high commendation induced Sir
William to throw himself with all the indomi-
table energy for which the veteran President
of the Scottish Academy, not less than the young
adventurer of the Ukraine, was still remarkable,
into another great picture of “ Waterloo ” from
the British side, with the view of entering the
lists of the Westminster Hall competition in
1846. This work also gained the approbation of
“ the great Captain,” and was much praised by
the public

;
it was voted for by one at least of

the best judges in the committee as worthy of
public reward, but without so favourable a result.

Let us hope that a work so replete with truth and
spirit may yet meet its just reward in the
National adoption.

Undaunted by defeat, the patriotic President
is now engaged with his wonted vigour in paint-
ing the “ Battle of Bannockburn,” on the same
extensive scale as his latter picture of Waterloo.
May success and reward attend his noble
effort.

In 1844 Allan revisited Russia, and had an

;

opportunity of seeing again his early patron, the
Czar. There he painted a picture of “ Peter the
Great teaching his subjects the Art of Ship-
building.” It was exhibited at the Royal Acar
demy in 1 845, and is now in the Winter Palace,
St. Petersburgli.

For a long period the only resident historical

painter of his country, and for seventeen years
Master of the Trustees’ Academy, where he and
Wilkie first began their career, Allan has had the
opportunity of communicating much of his own
enthusiasm to the students of Art in Scotland,
and is now surrounded by a numerous body of
highly talented professors of his own branch of
Art. In 1838, on the death of Mr. Watson,
the original President of the Scottish Royal
Academy, Mr. Allan was unanimously elected by
the body to fill the chair which he still worthily
occupies. The labours of the Academy during
his presidency have been many; and some of
them, having most important bearings upon the
Fine Arts not only of Scotland, but of the whole
kingdom

; an account of them, however, must
be looked for elsewhere. Mr. Allan was elected
Associate of the Royal Academy in 1 826, and
Academician in 1835. On the death of Sir David
Wilkie he was appointed Her Majesty’s limner
for Scotland, and in 1 842, he received the honour
of knighthood. Did our space allow it would

I

afford us pleasure to bear testimony to the

J

genial, hospitable, and liberal private character

j

of the worthy knight
;
but this we believe is as

well known to most of his southern brethren in
Art as to his own countrymen, who have frequent

|

opportunities of meeting at his elegant table the
men of note who visit the northern metropolis,

j

We conclude our necessarily defective notice of

|

one who has had much beneficial influence on
the Arts of his country, by expressing our earnest

j

hope that he may long be spared in health and
|

honour, to guide by his experience and stimulate
|

by his example, the rising professional body of
1 which he is the head.







Many of our readers have probably seen a re-

duced and restored copy of the Elgin friezes,

which is to be met with in the collections of

most lovers of Art; while rude and inferior

multiplications of the same may frequently be
found on the well-laden shelf owned by the peri-

patetic Italian image-seller
:
yet it is likely that

one-half of these our readers, looking at the fine

head which forms one of our sketches of modem
artists, may inquire—who “ John Henning ’’ is 1

This is just the question that we wish to answer,

in order that the artistic world may acknowledge
a man to whom it owes large obligations, which
have been but poorly repaid.

These restored friezes, so well known to

artists and connoisseurs, and so widely dissemi-

nated throughout Europe, were executed by the

subject of our present notice. The fame of his

work has extended far and wide, while his name
has been comparatively unknown. Half of his

long life has been spent in complete obscurity ;

no Academies rank him among their honoured
lists—no Exhibitions display his name to the

public—and yet we scrapie not to say that John
Henning is a man of the very highest talent

and a true artist. The story of his life adds
another to the many chronicles which show the
upward tendency of the human mind when the
spirit of genius is strong within it—how that it

will force its way through every obstacle of birth

or circumstance, and attain the destiny for which
it was sent on earth.

John Henning’s parents were in a very humble
sphere, and this circumstance is justly one of
the sculptor's proudest boasts. His father,

Samuel Henning, was a carpenter and cabinet-
maker from Galloway, who married and settled
at Paisley, where on the second of May, 1771,
his eldest son, John, was born. It forms a
curious link between past and present, to hear

the white-haired old artist dilate on this im-

portant event, which took place “ a little after

sun-rise, by the concurrent testimony of great-

grandmother, grandfather, father, and mother.”
Verily, they must have been a long-lived race,

the family of the worthy carpenter of Paisley !

The boy thus introduced on the busy stage of
life, seems to have been much like all other boys.
His first teacher was the best of all—a mother.
Mrs. Henning must have been a woman worthy
to fulfil that highest duty

;
for to this day her

son speaks of her with long-remembered tender-

ness. His story forms no exception to the oft-

repeated circumstance, that almost every man of

talent or celebrity may number among his

early records the blessing of a good mother.
Other teachers succeeded, whose names are

faithfully chronicled in a MS. we have before us,

and from whence we draw this history
;
an auto-

biography, remarkable for its preciseness and its

homely simplicity. Therein the worthy octo-

genarian dilates with fingering fondness on a

Mr. Sprout, who taught “ English reading and
English grammar at 2s. 6d. per quarter and a
Mr. Bell, who instructed in

“ reading and pen-

manship, and provided ink for his pupils.”

Doubtless, a stone in some quiet kirkyard at

Paisley has long ago become the sole record of

both masters and scholars.

This slender instruction, the only teaching the

boy ever had, terminated when he was thirteen
;

and immediately he “ began seriously to handle
the hatchet, saw, plane, and other implements
of carpentry.” But manual labour did not
altogether supersede learning, for he used to

read to his mother while she plied her needle,

and in this manner acquired a knowledge
of Rollin and Hume, the latter of whom the
old Scotsman still indignantly denounces as

being prone to “ cunningly devised fables.”

Captain Cook’s, Anson's, and Byron’s Voyages,

—the usual provender of youth, brought their

frequent result. John Henning, like many
another boy, conceived a great longing for the
life of a sailor. To accomplish this end, he
with greater forethought than belongs to such
young adventurers in general, studied geometry,
trigonometry, and navigation. “ Then,” says

Mr. Henning, in a delicious Gallico-Scottish

idiom, “ when I had sixteen years and eight

months, I determined to go to sea, being, I may
say, Robinson-Crusoe mad. Nobody was to hear
of me till I had got on au island of my own. I

had packed up my wardrobe for flight, but my
mother, for whom I had great affection and
respect, fell ill. This caused me to delay my
departure, under the impression that my clan-

destine movement might prove very injurious to

her in her present delicate state of health.

Washing-day occurred, and some one laid hold
of my knapsack, when I told my intention

frankly. My sister’s called me mad
;
and from

my father I got such a lecture, that I never

j

thought of going to sea afterwards.”

j

About tins time Henning first attempted to

handle the pencil. It was only a carpenter's

pencil though, and his drawings were confined

I
entirely to the very small degree of architec-

]

tural Art required by his father's business. But

j

that new and higher feelings were even then
dawning in his mind, is evident from a little

I

anecdote, which he thus simply relates :

—

I
“In 1799 a small collection of models, pen-

!
drawings, and other matter’s of virtu was opened
in Paisley, admission sixpence. One evening,

meeting with an intimate acquaintance, we wan-
dered round together, marking our likes and
dislikes. He particularly praised some coloured

wax busts with glass eyes, wigs, and frills
;

I

preferred some casts of medallions in pink-

coloured wax, very well modelled, at which he
made some contemptuous remarks on my want
of taste. I said, ‘ If such things are liked, I see

no difficulty in pleasing the multitude.’ My
friend rejoined in a very ungracious manner, * I

would like to see an attempt of yours in that

way.' ‘ I have never thought of such a thing,’

said I, which was indeed quite true
;

‘ but I

conceive that sculpture has only to do with
form ; and whether the form be beautiful or not,

in my judgment good taste must prefer it of
one colour, be it white, black, brown, or grey,

to tawdry images of coloured wax dressed by the

tailor, the milliner, the wigmaker, and the glass-

blower.’
”

This unbiassed impression of one who was at

the time a mere carpenter’s workman, and to

whom Art was an intuitive sense, not a study

—

furnishes an incidental comment on the contro-

versy, which has lasted even to these modern
days—How far Sculpture should descend from
its marble purity to simulate life 1 The slight

circumstance also shows the thoughtful tendency
of the young man's mind, and the straightfor-

ward independence of character which afterwards

caused the humble mechanic of Paisley to put
forth his opinions as fearlessly before royalty

and nobility, as before this unlettered companion
of his own rank.

It is probable that the incident thus related

exercised a considerable influence on the artist’s

future fortune : for in the same year, 1799, John
Henning made his first attempt at modelling.

The circumstance is best told in his own words

:

“ Having resolved*to be married, I wished to

visit Edinburgh before I settled in fife, thinking
I might never have another opportunity of going
so far from home. On August 16, 1799, I got
into the stage-coach at Glasgow, at eight o’clock

a.m., and landed in Edinburgh about six in the

afternoon,”—a momentous journey, at which one
cannot help smiling in these railway days !

“ I

got lodging with a carpenter who was working
for Henry Raeburn, Esq., to whose house I

accompanied him on the following day. I was
ushered into a room, where I was pleased to

recognise a likeness of General Mac Dowall.

But on looking again it did not strike me so
forcibly. I resolved to attempt a portrait my-
self, and try to model a head in wax. When I

got home to Paisley I took for my first model a

bench comrade, (A. Woodrow)
;

it turned out a

strong though a coarse likeness, and I was
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teazed by some of my acquaintances to model
their portraits. I did so, working in the even-

ing and thus gradually improved in my finish.

Then ” continues Mr. Henning, in this curious

record of times so long gone by, “ Kate and I

buckled to on the 26th September, 1799.”

The “ Kate ” thus mentioned is still the old

man’s “ auld wife,” his faithful and affectionate

partner during fifty years of wedded life, and the

j

mother of his eight children.

In his own immediate neighbourhood, the

fame of the untaught artist began to dawn.
Sitters came to him, tradesmen of Paisley,

country-farmers, and afterwards, country-squires

;

of these he took medallion portraits in wax,
several of which he still has in his possession.

They are curious relics, executed with a hard,

1 sometimes rude, but evidently faithful hand ;

the head of Woodrow the carpenter is life-like

and characteristic in the extreme
; it might be

i intended for one of Scott’s immortal portraitures.

There is a sturdy farmer too, a veritable Dandie
Dinmont, when grown stout and elderly, and a
portrait of Sir William Forbes, a stately geutle-

! man whose delicate aristocratic features suit well
the antique frill and queue. In these models
the accuracy of drawing is wonderful

;
so that

one is almost tempted to acknowledge Dame
Nature's as the best academy after all.

This success did not tempt the embryo artist

from his carpenter’s bench. He still worked
under his father, whose business fell off in con-

sequence of the war ; until out of fifteen or
twenty journeymen the only one that Samuel
Henning had remaining was his steady and
diligent son. They worked together, “ for,” says
John Henning, “ I had not yet imagined that I

had the hobgoblin genius, and my wife said that
I was bom a carpenter and cabinet-maker.”
But in spite of this conjugal dictum, in the

following year the young sculptor’s destiny came
upon him in right earnest,—we say “ came upon
him,” for instead of seeking after notoriety,

he seems to have struggled vehemently against

entering the vocation of an artist. We give his

own naive account of the circumstance which
decided his fortune.

“ Early in 1800, being in Glasgow on business
for my father, I had been obliged to stay the
night at the house of a friend. Modelling being
my hobby at the time, I always carried wax
and tools in my pocket. I did medallions of
my friend and his wife during the evening. He
showed them to his master, James Monteith,

j

Esq., whereupon Mr. Monteith proposed to sit

to me. I wrote stating that having no intention
of following modelling as a profession, I felt

i sick at the idea of being dragged into public
notice, by practising an Art to which I was not
competent.” However these objections were

;

at last over-ruled by Mr. Monteith, who appointed
a day for the sitting. “This was the 2nd of

;

May, my birth-day. I took my way to Glasgow

;

in a very uneasy state of mind. On seeing me,
Mr. Monteith said, ‘ I am too engaged to sit, but
I have nine sitters ready for you.’ At this my
trepidation increased, and I went away with

;

him, feeling very miserable. As we trudged
along, a gentleman accosted Mr. Monteith, and
while they stood talking, I slipped into a close.

It was not a thoroughfare, or I think from the
humour I was in, that I should have run away,
and so have done with modelling for ever.”
But this was not to be. The introduction to

Mr. Monteith was the turning-point in John
Henning's career : from that time he relinquished
the carpenter’s tools for those of the sculptor.
Proceeding to Edinburgh, he passed at once
from obscurity into repute, and the artist-me-
chanic of Paisley began to mingle in the far-famed
literary society which then was found in the
Scottish capital. Among these, the foremost of
his friends—we will not say patrons, for to assist

struggling genius is not a merit, but a privilege

|

—was Mrs. Grant, of Laggan. From the bril-

:
liant circle which surrounded this talented and

j

generous woman, Mr. Henning received praise,

)
and continual occupation in his Art ; but from

!

herself he received more, friendship, advice, and

j

assistance—alike honourable to the bestower

j

and the recipient.

In the list of celebrated characters whom the
artist now numbered among his sitters were a

set of young barristers, then just rising into

fame—a fame which the world has since con-

firmed— Lord Jeffrey, Lord Murray, Lord
Brougham, and Francis Homer; Mrs. Siddons
also, when visiting Edinburgh, had a medallion
taken by Mr. Henning, probably one of the best
likenesses extant of this great actress. From
this portrait we may date an after-phase of the
sculptor’s fortune, of which more anon. He had
many other models not less renowned—men of

letters, in which Edinburgh society was then so
rich ; among these, who became through a
natural succession his sitters, acquaintances, and
friends, Mr. Henning ranked Walter Scott, Adam
Ferguson, Dugald Stewart, and Archibald Alison.

Other friends, whose names bore the less honour-
able stamp of worldly nobility, were not slow in

receiving, even into their most intimate society,

this man whose acknowledged talent and self-

acquired education caused him to be no unmeet
companion for those high in titles or in intellect,

while his simplicity, and honest, independent
mind made John Henning a living exponent of
his noble countryman’s most noble saying

—

“ The rank is but the puinea stamp,
The man ’s the gowd for a’ thut.”

As the sculptor’s fortune rose he meditated
that most formidable scheme—at least in those
days—a visit to London. He “landed” there
in July 1811, being then in his forty-first year;
still he was only on the threshold of his artist-

life, and knew it too. He had received no aca-

demical education whatever, and perhaps nature,

in giving such wonderful correctness of eye, had
done so much for him, that he felt inclined to

condemn the usual routine of artistic study as

unnecessary. These opinions, which Mr. Hen-
ning has boldly held through life, we shall not
discuss here ; but it speaks volumes for the mar-
vellous natural powers of the man who, disre-

garding anatomy, and deprived by circumstance
of all preliminary Art-study, has yet been able

to execute so much.
Mr. Henning’s first welcome in London was

from his friend Francis Horner, who took him
to the Marquis of Lansdowne’s, and Earl Grey’s.

In the galleries of these noblemen he made
various drawings and studies. As he was pre-

paring to return home, a casual street-meeting

—

one of those trifles which we call chance, but
should more rightly entitle fate, or providence,
induced John Henning to visit the Elgin marbles,
then newly brought over and placed in a stable-

like apartment in the corner of Burlington
House. They struck the Scottish sculptor with
wonder

; he longed to stay the winter in London,
and draw and model from these precious relics

of antiquity, which as yet were almost unknown,
even to artists. But here family cares intervened,
and might have prevented the scheme, had not a
friend, worthy the name and the deed, stood
forward, only too glad to share in the good causo
of aiding merit. A letter of introduction to

Lord Elgin, requesting permission to draw or
model from the marbles, resulted in an incident
too characteristic to be omitted. It is best
told by the artist himself :

—

“ His lordship called on me, saying it was
customary to bring a letter from an Academician.
I answered :

‘ My lord, I cannot understand why
noblemen or gentlemen should not dare to allow
an individual to draw or model from works of
Art in their possession

;
I call this the popery

of Art, and I protest against such slavery.’ His
lordship left me : the following morning he came
again, accompanied by Mr. Px-esident West, who
praised my drawings and models very much.
Loi’d Elgin then said he was going to givo
me leave to draw from the marbles. Mr. West
replied, ‘To allow Mi*. Henning to draw from
your lordship’s marbles would be like sending
a boy to the University before he had learned
his lettei*s.’ This produced a solemn pause.
Lord Elgin coloured

; the Pi’esident looked
abashed, and I mustered my dancing-school
science and bowed them out right gladly. His
lordship then returned in a few minutes, and
said good-humouredly, ‘You are a very odd man
not to comply with custom.’ I said, ‘ My lord, I
never will to what seems to me absurd custom

;

it has long been my confhmed opinion that Aca-
demies, from their selfish spirit of exclusion,

have not always been promotex*s of Art, but
sometimes have actually retarded willing stu-

dents : to-day has shown me an instance of this

which I never can forget.’
”

Truly there was much of the spirit of old

John Knox in this fi*ee-spoken, fearless Scotsman.
It probably pleased the excellent nobleman, who
bad thus drawn it forth, for Mr. Helming
received a cordially-gi*anted admission to the
temporary museum at Burlington House.
“ There,” he says, “ I began to draw on August
16, 1811, which fixed me in the mud, dust, and
smoke of London. I was so fascinated with
the study that I was there by suni'ise every
morning but Sunday, and even the cold of winter
did not mar my darling pursuit. I took an early

opportunity of calling on the President with my
drawings after the marbles. He received me
coolly, but did not show me any of his, as he
had promised to do, and I did not like to ask
him.”

This independent ax*tist was thus made almost
a Paria by the Academicians, with one exception,

that great and good man, who was always x*eady to

encourage talent, Henry Fuseli. He offered Mr.
Henning admission to the Academy at Somerset
House, with all the privileges of a student. Of
these the sculptor could not avail himself in the
day-time, but obtained permission to attend the
evening Life Academy. “ So I went,” he says,
“ that night to the live-model room, and seated

myself between my fiiends David Wilkie and
William Thomson. I had just whetted my chalk

and was about to commence, when the person
who had the setting of the figure challenged me
rudely. ‘ Who sent you here V I answered,
‘ Mr. Fuseli.’ ‘ You must nevertheless be off,’

j

he said
;
and I went. Being too proud to tell

j

Mr. Fuseli, I let the matter rest, and never
meddled with the Academy afterwards.”

In the following year i*oyal patronage visited

Mr. Henning. His medallion of Mrs. Siddons 1

was brought by that lady under the notice of
|

the Princess of Wales, which resulted in many i

interviews with her Royal Highness and the
Princess Charlotte, the latter of whom the
artist modelled repeatedly. The old Scotsman

j

yet lingers with a tender remembrance over the

time of his intercourse with these princesses
;
for

j

it became indeed a friendly intercourse, marked
by kindly condescension on the one hand, and

|

affectionate loyalty on the other. To this day
the old man often speaks, and not without tears,

of many a long conversation with that young
creature whose foot was doomed to turn from
the yet unascended throne, to the darkness of an
eai*ly grave.

It was a commission from the Princess Char-
lotte that originated the idea of the Parthenon
Friezes. Looking over his drawings from the

marbles, she asked him if he could x*educe a
special group in ivory, restoring all the mutila-

tions of the original. He succeeded, and after-
j

wards seventeen more were executed by him in

a similar manner for the Marquis of Lansdowne,
Duke of Devonshire, &c. He then commenced

,

the chief labour of his life, which occupied him i

“ twelve long years from the morning’s dawn to i

the gloaming ”—the restored Frieze of the Par-

thenon. At first the material used was ivoiy,

on which he worked in relief, but an incident

occuiTed which caused him to change this plan,

while he made at the same time a valuable dis-

coveiy.

Poverty obliged him, as he himself expresses

it, “ to act the dominie ” in his own household.

One day, when giving his youngest son a lesson

in arithmetic, he observed the little delinquent

amusing himself by cutting a head in the slate

with a tool that the father used to carve ivoiy.

The same acuteness which has convci*ted many
a child's toy into a mighty instrument in the
hand of science, caused John Henning to reason
upon, and apply the experiment. The i*esult was
the discovery of intaglio. In this manner the
fi-iezes were done—first cut in slate and then
cast. Thus this man, almost uneducated and
unaided, save by the powers of his own strong

and active mind, produced a work which is

known throughout Europe as the best,—indeed,

the only effort at reproducing these glorious

remains of Grecian Art. The value of Mr.
Henning’s work was early proved by that most

2 D
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unjust but most decisive test—imitation. No
sooner were the friezes completed than they
were pirated by innumerable modellers, who,
buying the original, were enabled to take from
it cast after cast, at an expense comparatively
trifling. These inferior reproductions were sold

everywhere, with Mr. Henning’s name appended

;

thus injuring not only the artist’s pecuniary in-

terests but his fame. The law of copyright
afforded him no protection, and consequently he
was doomed to see the labour of twelve years
thus utterly thrown away; and these vile copies so
beliedthe originals that he had not even the conso-

lation ofknowing that he dispensed good, though
unrequited, and perchance unknown. He had
no remedy against the real authors of this piracy,

though he might by law have seized and impri-

soned the poor wandering Italians, who were the
unconscious promulgators of the cheat. But
was such a course likely to be followed by this

generous, kind-hearted, honest man 1

The work of surreptitious imitation did not

!
end here. Before long a Parisian firm brought

I out a series of auaglyptic engravings from Mr.
Henning's frieze, the artist’s name being, in the

I first issues, not even mentioned. This omission

was afterwards reluctantly rectified, but the

;

engravings were of a character little likely to do
I

justice to the work; yet in spite of this infe-

|

riority, the firm boasted in 1835 that they had
sold 12,000 copies. Another unacknowledged
imitation of the reduced frieze may be seen
in the model of the Parthenon, now in the
British Museum. These facts bear incontrover-

tible testimony to the importance of the work in

the eyes of the million
;
its value to artists is

confirmed by the witness of Flaxman, John
Henning’s attached friend; of Canova, whose
letter of enthusiastic unsought praise is still

treasured by the Scottish sculptor, and of many
others who rank high in a calling which is the
greatest of all.

It is the remark of a clever writer that “ the
mind of man acknowledges two classes of bene-
factors— those who suggest thoughts and plans,

and those who develope and fit for use those
already suggested.’’ Perhaps the same observa-

tion may apply to original and reproductive Art.

He who by the wise exercise of an imitative

power familiarises the world with the works of
the great master-spirits of old, surely fulfils no
unworthy mission. To such an end John Hen-
ning has devoted his life. His Elgin friezes were
succeeded by a work of almost equal value

; the
Cartoons and the Transfiguration of Raffaelle,

engraved in intaglio, in the same delicate and
beautiful style. In this undertaking the father

was assisted by his sons, now growing up, and
following the profession. Other works in relief

were executed by the same united hands, among
which we may mention the friezes on Hyde Park
gate, of which John Henning, Jun., furnished the
designs

;
those on the Athenaeum Club-house, and

a diplomatic box engraved in steel, after Flax-

man. These works, together with numberless
medallions and busts, occupied the sculptor
until 1846. Then, advancing in years, and
unequal to much exercise of his Art, Mr.

I
Henning began to consider a plan whereby he

!
might reap from his long-pirated works the
benefit which he, alas ! sorely needed.
He agreed with his friend, the late Mr. Frec-

baim, to commence an undertaking whereby the
latter was to make anaglyptic engravings of the
Parthenon frieze, thus securing for Mr. Henning
a correct interpretation of his work, as well as

the advantage of copyright. The series were to

be published by subscription, the sculptor and
engraver making an agreement that secured to

both due remuneration. Thereupon Mr. Henning
revisited his native place, where he was received
in a manner that might well gladden the old
man's heart. Subscribers were quickly obtained,
and a dinner,—Professor Wilson presiding,—was
given at Paisley in honour of the man who forty
years before had followed his lowly trade within
the precincts of the town. The engravings were
commenced, but before the second plate was
finished Mr. Freebairn’s lamented death put an
end to the undertaking. It has never been re-

newed, for the means of the aged sculptor are
inadequate to complete it.

Thus the matter stands. John Henning, whose

long labours in reproductive Art have benefited
his brethren far and wide, is now struggling with
that poverty which, though honourable, is

fraught with much of suffering
;
the more so as

it impedes his leaving behind him a worthy
transcript of his work, so as to do justice to his

fame, and benefit the children for whom he has
toiled during his whole life. He is alike too
honest and too proud to ask for the advance of

these promised subscriptions, which sum could
alone enable him to complete the engravings.
But that kindness which the sturdy independence
of the old Scotsman would never ask, his friends

might well and worthily give without the request.

We propose a scheme which is not charity,

inasmuch as it will only be the advancement of
funds already promised, which are the artist's

just due. To pay an engraver, there needs a
sum which John Henning, whose sole means
consist in a trifling pension from the Spalding
fund of Edinburgh, is unlikely ever to have the
power to outlay. But his subscribers might
voluntarily pay their subscription—not into the
artist’s own hands, for he would probably not
consent to that—but into a bank, where the
money thus advanced could be drawn out as

required, for the sole purpose to which it would
be applied. The list of promised subscriptions

—not one farthing of which Mr. Henning has
either received, or asked for—supplies a fund
sufficient to defray all expenses, leaving a con-

siderable overplus
;
while the copyright thus

secured, will remain a source of income to the
artist during the remainder of his life.

We feel sure that these circumstances need
only be known to furnish opportunity for a deed
—we will not say ofbenevolence—but ofthought-
ful kindliness. No man can be more widely and
warmly respected than Mr. Henning, both hero
and in Scotland. Whatever may be the opinion
respecting his peculiar creed in Art, there can
be no doubt that there must be something great

in the man who—commencing his career at

forty years of age, has been able to reproduce
the works of Greek sculptors and Italian painters

in a style original and perfect in its kind—who,
by the force of his own powerful mind, supplying
all deficiencies of early education, has acquired a

knowledge of Greek, Hebrew, Latin, Italian, and
French—who for nearly forty years has num-
bered among his friends the names most cele-

brated in Literature and Art. Most of these
are now past awaywhile he remains alone,.braving

with patient and independent fortitude the cares

of a world which is as rough to him in his old
age as it was in the days of his youth. Surely
there will be some hands found to smooth it for

him at the last.

[We shall, with pleasure, receive any communi-
cations respecting the subscriptions adverted to

above. The manner in which it was originally in-

tended to produce theworkmaybe best seen from
the specimen here given; as aworkofArt, nothing
can exceed it in beauty, and the correctness of
the subject is beyond all question, as the process
of engraving by the anaglyptic macliine insures

the most perfect copy of the original. The
peculiar fitness of this process for engraving from
bassi-relievi is already well known to the public
through the specimens we have at various times
inserted in our Journal, and the extraordinary
combination of inventive ideas and refinement of
execution which the Parthenon-frieze displays,

renders it admirably adapted for such represen-

tation. It is no less for the cause of Art than
for the advantage likely to accrue to the pro-

jector, that we desire to see such a publication

brought to a successful issue, yet when there
seems a reasonable prospect of both objects being
attained, it is our duty to aid their accomplish-

ment by every means in our power. Wc ask
then all who profess to love true and genuine
Art with sincerity to assist in carrying out this

plan
;
here is evidence that the scheme is no

vain or plausible speculation—one in which they
may or may not have full value for their outlay

;

it is rather one wherein both “ he who gives and
he who takes ” will have full satisfaction. Eveiy
information respecting this matter may be ob-

tained on referring to Mr. Henning, Thornhill

Bridge, Caledonia Road, Battle Bridge ; but we
shall gladly be the medium of any communica-
tion our subscribers may entrust us with.]

THE SCENERY OF THE STAGE.

Royal Italian Opera.—The directors of this
establishment have shown in its fullest extent what
English Art is able to achieve in scenic decoration,
with ample time for preparation, and liberal ex-
penditure. The success of such a display will
necessarily create a demand on the part of the pub-
lic in all directions for greater excellence than it has
been accustomed to, and will be no longer contented
with hasty productions, or “ makeshift jumble ”

of antagonist varieties. The scenery of “ Masa-
niello ” possesses a remarkable unity of intention; it

is Italian in its entirencss
;
truly the sunny Naples

with its bright sky and the blue waters of its bay
;

that city of which the inhabitants have made a
proverb “ Vedi Napoli, epoi man."

The first scene is a trcllised colonnade on the
borders of the sea

;
the waves are gently curling

on the shore, and the surface of the waters is dotted
with the blanched sails of the vessels. The second
scene is of singular beauty for its brilliant hues and
simplicity of subject. It is a rocky bay, with
Vesuvius among the hills in the distance. The
gentle l'ipple of the water is admirably expressed

;

the groups of picturesque boats are so artistically

arranged that they animate what would otherwise
be a solitary scene.

The scene following, of the market-place, ex-

cited great delight. The church with its campanile
in the back-ground, of a dazzling, bleached white-
ness, indicative of a genial clime, and the massive
group ofpalazzi erections on the left hand, formed
the framework of a multitudinous and motley asso-
ciation of busy persons in eveiy variety of costume
peculiar to such localities in Italy

;
giving a reality

never before witnessed, to such an extent, on any
stage in England. The chaste and pure treatment
of the architecture, added to the perfection of the
entire display.

The last scene was, however, the occasion for the
consummation of the painter’s Art combined with
dioramic effects. A peculiarly elegant balustradcd
terrace on the shores of the Bay of Naples, was
decorated at each extremity with an open loggia of
rose-veined fluted marble columns. Mount Vesu-
vius rose in majestic sullenness across the deep-
toned blue waters of the Mediterranean sea

;
the

opposite shores were studded with the casinos of
the luxurious Neapolitans. A rich solid intensity

of colour prevailed throughout, as if nature wore
the frown of mental tumult. A slight curling

vapour from the crater demonstrated the internal

throes that were raging within its cavernous jaw,
before exploding into an overwhelming eruption.

The daylight became gradually obscured, the dis-

tant objects amalgamated into dense gloom, when
the burning streams of lava creeping down the
sides of the mountain announced the catastrophe.

The eruption burst forth
;
immense volumes of

flame rush into the air, carrying fire, cinders, and
masses of rock in bewildering shoals o’er the face

of Nature’s chosen garden, crushing into ruins and
desolation the graceful terraces and columniations
which had previously realised the “ dolce far
niente ” of the fair Parthenope.
The artists who have so successfully developed

these scenic decorations, are Messrs. Thomas Grieve
and Telbin. In the execution they have relied

entirely on the poetic conception of a leading idea

in each single subject, and have placed no depend-
ence on the meretricious aid of gaudy colour.

Purely bright and natural tones are employed
throughout, which become perfectly atmospheric
by contrast with the gorgeous costumes and acces-

sories of the performance. The “ niise en scene ”

of this opera fully justifies the pretension of the

English School of Art to the supi-eme domain of
landscape-painting

;
and it can only have been the

parsimony and ignorance of former managers, that

allowed stage-scenery to exhibit so degrading a

scale of artistic acquirement. "When it is recol-

lected that for four entire hours in our great

theatres, an assembly of between two and three

thousand persons of the highest scale of mental
acquirement, is placed in view of scenic decorations,

while musical science is lavishing its enchanting

modulations on the ear, it is certain that the full

enjoyment of our most refined faculties demands an
equal scale of excellence in every department that

contributes to the illustration. With an inherent

feeling for landscape representation dominant in

our national taste, and the means of gratification

by possessing in our own school such names as

R. Wilson, Gainsborough, Constable, Turner, and
a host besides, there are ample stimulants for

our stage-scenery to sustain supremacy in this

branch of Fine Art. The route is at length opened
and the present exposition of excellence will, by
the public opinion, assure managers that the Fine
Arts may be as much appreciated by an audience,

as dramatic talent or lyric perfection.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

Sir,—Haring full confidence in the assertion re-

peatedly made in your valuable Journal, that you
will at all times advocate the cause of Art and
artists, I beg to lay before you a statement of pro-
ceedings which I think injurious to the one and
unjust to the others.

When first the Government established Schools
of Design in our large manufacturing towns, I felt

gratified at the prospect of so extended a diffusion

of taste for artistic effort as must result from such
institutions, if well conducted. I hailed them as

the dawning of a new era—as the means of ele-

vating and refining, if not of creating national
taste—as schools open alike to rich and poor, to
the instructed as well as to those who seek instruc-

tion. It seems to me, however, that one essential

to the success of such schools is, that the masters
shall be so amply remunerated as to be able to

devote their undivided energies to the instruction
of the pupils. I learn from the Reports pub-
lished in your Journal, that the masters of the
Government Schools in Glasgow, Sheffield, &c.
are fully employed

;
and considering the peculiar

manufacture carried on at Nottingham, a towh
with a population of upwards of fifty thousand, it

is surprising that sufficient employment cannot be
found to occupy the full time of the Government
teachers there. If such is not the case, and if

there is no prospect of an increase in the number
of students, there ought to be one master only
instead of two

;
or, if not sufficient work can be

found to occupy the time of one, the school ought
to be closed as not being required in the district.

But it cannot have been any part of the design of
Government, that the advantage of fixed salaries
paid by it, combined with the recommendation of
competency consequent upon their appointment
to such offices, should be made use of by the
teachers of such schools as means for supplanting
the professional teachers in the district, and of
bringing their efforts into disrepute. Yet such is

the conduct of Messrs. Hammersley and A.
M'Callum, the masters of the School of Design at
Nottingham. This ought not to be necessary,
even in a pecuniary view. If these gentlemen arc
worthy the position they occupy, their spare time
might be profitably employed in painting for the
various exhibitions

;
by such means not only would

their own fame be enhanced, but our national cha-
racter as patrons of the Arts would be raised in the
estimation of the world. A certainty of salary
affords a. rare opportunity for a rising artist to
devote his attention to the higher branches of his
profession. I care not, sir, for fair competition

—

let every man prosper according to his talent and
industry—but I do complain of the injustice ofmy
being compelled to pay my quota of taxation
towards the support of men who use that pittance
as a means of depriving me of bread.
In these observations I disclaim any jealous

feelings towards those gentlemen. It is not against
the men, but the principle, I speak

;
for you are

well aware, sir, that with those not capable of
judging, place and talent are convertible terms :

and a man appointed by Government is assumed
to be equal to the duties incident to his situation.

I should wish every large town to have its

Government School of Design. I believe that
already the advantage of such institutions has been
felt, in different branches of Art and manufacture

;

but I hope the voice of the country will not allow
those who have laboured for Art previously to
their establishment—to whose exertion we owe the
greater part of present attainments—to be sub-
jected to an unfair competition with those who,
receiving Government pay, use that and the eclat
of special appointment to their detriment.
A similar complaint of this unfair principle of

competition was made by the masters in the York
district, when Mr. Etty replied to the objections
by stating, “that he thought that little evil was
to be apprehended on the score of opposition, as
the studies marked out by public and private
teachers differed most essentially—the one adopt-
ing Art as an accomplishment, the other keeping
within the bounds of such instruction as may be
applied to practical purposes.” But my ground of
complaint is not as to what method of teaching is

employed, or what such schools may teach, I
quarrel with the unjust principle of competition
carried out of the sphere of their appointment, by
men enjoying the advantage of government pay
and patronage, and employing that advantage to
the prejudice of the local masters.
The plan of the foundation of such schools is, I

believe, that the district in which such schools
are established shall contribute its share towards

establishing the same, and Government to find the
remaining portion. On this principle the inference

is, that the district so contributing, has a right

to expect the undivided energies of such a teacher
;

and I cannot think that Government, in assisting

such district, contemplated that to make up an
insufficient salary, the master should enter into an
unjust competition with local masters, to the
neglect of that establishment they have paid him
to superintend. But if Government should intend
that an insufficient salary paid to the master should

be made up by such competition, then is the assist-

ance rendered to such district inefficient, inasmuch
as that district has not the full value of such
teacher’s energies.

W. H. CUBLEY.
Kirk Gate, Neioark-upon-Trent.

[We have inserted the above communication omitting

certain portions of a purely personal nature, which do not

bear_upon the main subject, and on which also there may
be, two opinions. Regarding the complaint made by our

correspondent, there is certainly some cause for the feeling

under which he writes. But where lies the blame ? un-

doubtedly not with Messrs. Hammersley and M'Callum,

who have an unquestionable right to exercise their talents

in any way most conducive to their own interests so long

as they do no injustice to their neighbour
;
and the fact of

their using their position as masters of the School of

Design to further the object they have in view, is neither

to be wondered at, nor to be deprecated. The onus of such

a state of things lies with the Government, who think that

a man of talent, with a respectable position to maintain,

and certain necessary expenses to incur incidental to his

appointment, can do so on a salary of about 100i., or 150/.

per annum. Until the Government make their masters

independent of chance occupation, they must expect to

hear of such complainings. Would that there were fewer

reasons for them.]

THE VERNON GALLERY.

THE FALL OF CLARENDON.
E. M. Ward, A.R.A., Painter. F. Bacon, Engraver.

Size of Lord Northwick’s Picture, C ft. by 4 ft. 5 in.

Size of the Vernon Picture, 2 ft. 4J in. by 1 ft. 9 in.

Tins is a duplicate of a larger picture in the pos-
session of Lord Northwick, and exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1S46.
Though Mr. Ward is a painter whose name has

been but few years before the public, he has already
established a widely-spread reputation

;
and for

the peculiar excellences exhibited in this picture,

(sustained as they were by others which succeeded
it) the careful and accurate treatment of costume,
he promises to be unrivalled in the present English
school.

The picture represents the disgrace of the Earl
of Clarendon after his last interview with Charles II.

at Whitehall, in 1667. The passage which sug-
gested this subject, is quoted by the painter, from
the “ Life of Clarendon,” in the Exhibition Cata-
logue, as follows:—“After two hours’ discourse,

the King rose without saying anything, but ap-

peared not well pleased with all that had been
said, and the Duke of York found he was offended
with the last part of his discourse. The garden,
that used to be private, had now many in it to

observe the countenance of the King when he came
out of the room

;
and when the Chancellor re-

turned, the Lady (Castlemaine), the Lord Arling-

ton, and Mr. May, looked together out of her
balcony with gaiety and triumph, which all the
people observed.”
The general composition and execution of the

picture are admirable
;
the treatment of the pic-

turesque costume of the age is especially successful

;

it is painted with unusual brilliancy, and is exhi-

bited with great variety of effect. The higher
qualities of Art, however, are not so prominent as

the ornamental in this work. The two principal

actors are well conceived—their pose is most
happy

;
and though the King has literally turned

his back upon the Chancellor, and is altogether in

the background, he is nevertheless conspicuously
one of the principal figures in the composition.

But on the whole the expression of the picture

is throughout more dependent upon the situation

or action of the figures than upon any nicer de-

lineations of character: all the actors, save one,

appear to be of the same family. This is, however,
perhaps as it should be, in an age when the habit

was the man
;
when modesty was prudery, and to

be profligate was to be fashionable.

The engraving Mr. Ward considers a faithful

transcript of his picture.

THE BAS-RELIEFS OF THE
ART-UNION.

A premium of one hundred pounds it will be
remembered was offered by the Art-Union of
London for a bas-relief, to be engraved we believe
by Bates’s patent. Works sent in competition
to tlie number of twenty-four have been ex-
hibited, and the choice has fallen upon a com-
position by an artist named Hancock, the subject
of which is the “Journey of our Saviour to
Jerusalem.” The names of the other artists are
not known, being sent in under seal. That the
determination of the premium is just there can
be no question ; we wish the matter had been
rendered more difficult of solution by a greater
uniformity of excellence. The successful work
is simple in conception, and though full of
movement, yet somewhat deficient of spirit.

The Saviour occupies the centre of the composi-
tion, being preceded by a crowd of people, and
followed by his disciples. When we consider
that the lists were open to every free lance, the
number of competitors is not great, and yet the
guerdon is ample. It is however to be regretted,
that out of twenty-four works of Art studied and
sent forth in competition, there should exist in
only one a sufficient degree of excellence to
justify the award. We cannot help adverting to
the want of artistic knowledge shown in many of
these works, an ignorance only equalled by the
egotism which could submit such productions to
exhibition. Many of them, independently of
poverty of conception, are cast in the coarsest
plaster, and so indifferently sketchy, as to be
altogether unfitted for execution in the manner
proposed. In the subject-matter there is little

essay at originality
; the current subjects of the

time of course supply their quota, as for instance,
“ Comus” curiously enough yields three composi-
tions from one passage. Others are—“ The
Death of Boadicea,” “ The Entry of Christ into
Jerusalem," “St. Paul Preaching,” “Orpheus,”
“ Richard II. and Bolingbrokc,” “ The Slaughter
of the Innocents,” “ The Fall of Satan,” &c. &c.
It is proposed to purchase another of these works
for execution in bronze—“ The Death of Boadi-
cea” is in contemplation. The work to which
the premium is awarded is a bas-relief, with one
or two figures approachiug alto-relief; but this
qualification is not sufficient to vitiate the deci-
sion.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

We referred in our last number to the intention
of this society to open an annual exhibition of
drawings, &c. at the rooms of the New Water
Colour' Society

;
this intention they havo carried

out, and we have accordingly paid a visit to the
gallery, for the purpose of noting what prospect
there is of ultimate success attending their pri-

mary efforts. Had our expectations been great
we should have felt disappointment, but knowing
the difficulties which ever stand in the way of
all first attempts to get together an exhibition
of artistic works, not of the most popular kind,
we must give the society its due meed of praise

for what they have done, and express a hope
that sufficient encouragement may be shown
to induce them to persevere. It is not necessary

that we should enter upon a critical examination
of the respective works which are suspended
on the walls, inasmuch as a large number of
them have already appeared before the public

;

as, for instance, several of the competition
designs for the Army and Navy Club House,
Mr. Papworth’s “ Facade to St. Maria del Fiore
at Florence,” his “Metropolitan Music Hall,”
and “ National Record Office,” and many others
we could name. Added to these are not
a few which can scarcely be called legitimate
associates of architectural designs ; such as some
clever water-colour drawings of ancient mins,
and interiors of the class one is accustomed to
see in an ordinary picture exhibition, views of
old English churches, and here and there a
design for some article of furniture. Now all

these, though excellent in themselves, are scarcely
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what we expected to find here, and which we
trust another year will render quite unnecessary

for the mere purpose of covering the walls. It

must, however, be home in mind that this

Association is composed chiefly of young prac-

titioners, who, by the way, appear to have

incurred considerable expense in getting up this

exhibition—an expense which, it is to be hoped,

the veterans in the profession will assist them to

bear. We should indeed have been pleased if

some of these had stood forward with their

names and them works to aid the objects of the

Society
;

such assistance would have proved
alike honourable and profitable to all parties, as

fellow-labourers in the same cause—the welfare

of their Art. It is difficult, however, to associate

old and young in any common object
;
opinions

differ, views arc dissimilar; age, if it brings expe-

rience, does not always bring wisdom nor con-

sideration for others
;
and youth is often self-

sufficient, egotistical, and impatient of control.

These remarks are made in no unkindly spirit,

nor with a personal allusion to this Association,

nor to the great body of the profession; but
we desire to see unanimity among them all in

their efforts to direct public attention, and enbst

public feeling in furtherance of them Art, without

which every isolated effort will be rendered
nugatory and fruitless. The Architectural Asso-

ciation has our best wishes for its ultimate

success ;
let us hope this feeling will extend to

others who may more effectually assist in accom-

plishing it.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Glasgow.

—

The Subscribers to the Art-Union
of Glasgow assembled on the 13th ult. to receive

the Annual Report of the Committee, and to

witness the drawing for the distribution of prizes.

The Report is encouraging
;

it states that the in-

crease of subscribers since the last meeting has been

400, and that there is every prospect of the present

list being greatly enlarged. The engraving of
“ Harvest,” by Wagstan, from the painting by
R. Macnee, R.S.A., has been delivered to the sub-
scribers of the last year, and that for the present

year, “May Morning,” engraved by W. H. Sim-
mons, from the picture by E. Corbould, is now
ready for distribution. The Committee have selected

for the subscribers of 1849-50, Mr. T. A. Prior’s

engraving of “ Whittington,” after F. W. Newen-
ham, a print we noticed in our “Reviews” a

month or two back, and which we think the Com-
mittee have done wisely in thus appropriating. It

is also purposed to lithograph, in the best manner,
the same size as the original, Philip’s picture of
“ Highland Courtship,” one of the prizes to be
allotted. This Society adopts the plan of selecting

the prizes through their Committee
;
they who are

entitled to them afterwards making their own
choice, according to seniority in the drawing, from
these. There is something in this plan which we
think worth consideration by similar Societies

;
it

probably ensures a judicious selection of works,
without forcing on the subscriber such as he may
not approve, except perhaps in the last two or

three chances. At this distribution twenty-four
paintings were allotted, ranging in price from
1207 downwards; the most important of them was
J. Noel Paton’s large and clever picture of “ Christ

bearing his Cross,” formerly exhibited, if we mis-

take not, at Westminster Hall. In addition to the

above class of prizes were six casts of Mossman’s
statuette of the “ Wayside Flower,” and thirty

Indian proofs before letters of the engraving “ May
Morning,” framed and glazed. It is somewhat
singular that one subscriber, the Earl of Eglinton,
gained a prize in each of the three classes. We
annex a list of the pictures selected :

—

‘ Christ bearing his Cross,’ J. Noel Paton, A.RriA.,
1201. ; John Ewing.

‘ Vessels in a light Gale,’ E. W. Cooke, 70 1. ;
Mr. Shirley,

Greenock.
‘ Hill Preaching in the West Highlands,’ James Drum-

mond, A.R.S.A., G0I. ; G. P. Macindoe.
1 Peace in a Cottage,’ J. E. Lauder, R.S.A., 40/.

;
W.

Kidston, Jr.
* View on the Scarborough Coast,’ Aaron Penley, 30/.

;

Alex. Muir.
‘Ferry on the Clyde,’ J. C. Brown, R.S.A., 25/.; Mr.

Finlayson.
‘Fruit, &c.,’ W. Duffield, 21/.; Mr. David Smith.
‘ Rusthall Common,’ II. Jutsum, 18/.; Adam Knox.
‘Caught Napping,’ T. Clater, 15/.; James Watson.
‘Heath Scene,’ J. Starke, 15/.

; Earl of Eglinton.
‘ On the Water of Ayr, near Barskimming,’ J. M. Donald,

15/.
;
George Stirling.

‘Highland Courtship,’ John Phillip, 15/.; James Gibb,

Manchester.
* Castle of Esa, near Nice,’ C. R. Stanley, 14/.

;
E. Mont-

gomery, Montreal.
‘Forest Scenery,’ F. II. Henshaw, 10/.; A. Stewart,

Dumbarton.
‘ Hide and Seek,’ J. F. Marshall, 7/. ;

Mr. Douglas.

‘The Drunkard Punished,’ J. A. Puller, 5/.; Mrs.
Me Inroy, Greenock.

‘ Loch Ard,’ Allan A. M'Dougal. 51 . ;
Scott & Drysdale.

‘ On the Cowal Coast,’ W. D. Clarke, 51 . ; D. Me Donald.
‘ Near Easby, Yorkshire,’ James Peel, 51 . ;

John Clark,

Greenock.
‘ Lane in Kent,’ A. Vickers, 51.

; Robert Jamieson.
‘ Near the Trosachs,' A. Richardson, 41 . ; James White.
‘Effect of Nature near Derby,’ A. Richardson, 41. ;

A.

C. Cruickshank, Aberdeen.
‘ On the River Slugway, N. Wales,’ J. W. Oakes, 3/.

;

J. F. Mackav, Greenock.
‘ Pembroke Mill, Devonshire,’ J. W. Oakes, 3/.

;
Robert

Watt.

PICTURE SALES.

The various annual picture auctions liave com-
menced for tbe season with unprecedented
vigour; tbe last page of the Times newspaper
offers daily demonstration of tbe fact. Perhaps

it is a favourable sign for tbe living artists that

so many old mediocre pictures are seeking a

forced market, as the prices of this class are

decidedly on the wane ; and, with the advancing
intelligence of amateurs, it becomes impossible

for them ever to recover their former “
figure.”

The numerous sales by the hammer of these

inferior and decayed works are a sure indication

of a general sauve qui pent. The sales hitherto

have been of a very trashy species, with one ex-

ception, that of a collection (anonymous) of good
pictures of our own school. If we could have

named the possessor and shown that he was not

one of those who infest the traffic in works of

Art, it would have been worth notice to detail the

prices at which the pictures were knocked down

;

but as they are nearly all still purchasable, the re-

cord of these amounts would supply no guide to

their pecuniary estimation. The picture that was
marked at the highest sum, is “The Sleeping

Beauty,” by D. Maclise, R.A. This was registered

at 6517 The dramatic excellence with which

the biddings for this picture were performed

would be worthy of the legitimate drama : it

was the perfection of histrionic’ art—a farce of

the most refined truth. Among the pictures in

this sale were those of Edwin Landseer, W. Col-

lins, Sidney Cooper, Etty, Stanfield, Creswick,

Muller, &c. One picture (lot 11) was printed in

the catalogue with the name of F. Danby. The
picture was legibly signed Thomas Danby : this,

which was most probably an error of the print-

er's, should have been corrected in the printed

proof of the catalogue; and although not of

much consequence, from the low price it was

bond fide sold for, yet the purchaser is believed

to have bought it under the belief that he had

obtained a picture by the Associate of the Royal

Academy, instead of one by his son. As a sam-

ple of what is yet in store of even excellent

works of Art of various kinds, the Times, of

March 13, had attached to the name of only

one auctioneer the following announcements :

—

March 15. Miniatures from Stowe. 16. Collection

of Pictures. 17. Idem, with thirty pictures by
the late H. Howard, R A. 21. Pictures. 23. Mr.

Blayd’s pictures. 24. Continuation of Mr. Blayd’s

pictures. 26. Antique gems of Mr. Du Roveray.

27. Carvings and bronzes of the same gentleman.

30. Mr. Blayd’s early Italian pictures. 31. Con-

tinuation of the same. April 12, 13, and 14.

Pictures and stained glass from Germany. End
of the month of April. Pictures at Aston Hall,

near Birmingham, and Messrs. Town and
Emanuel’s decorative objects. May 4 and 5. The
gallery of the Marquis of Montcalm, from Mont-

pelier. 11. The cabinet pictures of Mr. C. Blind.

.Tune 2. The Spanish pictures of Mr. T. Purvis,

Q.C., and June 9, The eaifly Italian pictures of

Mr. Conyngham. There is not much in these

announcements to excite any extraordinary in-

terest among the frequenters of the picture

markets ;
nothing in short of more than the

average merit of what we are accustomed to see

submitted to the hammer in the spring of every

year, except, perhaps, the Montcalm Gallery.

THE LONDON INSTITUTION.

We are rejoiced to see this body, so valuable as

a means of instilling information of all charac-
ters in the minds of the worthy citizens of this

metropolis, embracing more warmly than ever
the cause and interests of Art. Only a short
time since the soirees of the Institution, fre-

quented by a large majority of distinguished

visitors, and abounding in objects of interest to

the lovers of mechanical science, offered little

or nothing as representative of tho Fine Arts.
The matter seemed not to have come within tho
scope of the Institution, but it is far otherwise
now ; and we think we may regard the fact as

a great end gained, and a sign of increasing
utility. Art must eventually prove and maintain
her rights

;
her banishment from learned socie-

ties has been so long and so tyrannically insisted

on, that she at last throws aside the feeling of

exile, and returns home less as a captive than as

a conqueror. In Institutions haring for their

great object the cultivation and progressive
development of the public mind, the benefits

derivable from a study of Art must be apparent.
The wonders of mechanical invention—the
power of the steam engine, the rapidity of tho
calculating machine, the vast comprehensiveness
of the microscope—whenever exhibited, must
act upon the intellect of society, and beautifully
depict the relative positions of man and his

Maker; but the poetry of Art is requisite to
touch the soul and influence the affections. Our
observations are elicited by a visit to the last

soiree of the London Institution held on Feb.
14, when tho rooms were thronged with a
“ goodly company,” for all of whom something
presented itself of amusing or instructive nature.
A lecture was delivered by Dr. Ward on “ Com-
parative Physiognomy ” in tho theatre, when all

present retired to the library, which was well
furnished with favourable examples of natural
and scientific objects.

We were struck with the elegant designs upon
some textile fabrics of barbarous manufacture
from Timbuctoo, distributed on one side of the
gallery, which might easily have been mistaken
for the products of some nation much more
advanced in the scale of civilisation. Specimens
of Egyptian antiquity were by no means wanting

;

they included some pieces of finished porcelain
and a mummied chamelion. Mr. Chaffers, F.S.A.,
supplied, from his own museum, a collection of
Roman pottery discovered in London, including a
vase of most remarkable and beautiful character.
The process by which this vase was executed,
might we think be introduced with good effect at
the present day. It appeared to have been thus
managed :—The body of the vase being formed of
a dark-coloured clay, a pale-yellow clay was ob-
tained and modelled into various leaves, stems, and
other foliated ornaments which were then
applied to the exterior of the vase. By this
means a faint bas-relief was acquired, with tho
additional advantage of the field or surface being
of a different colour from the raised enrich-
ments. Mr. Tite, Hon. Sec., L.I., exhibited a
very elegant set of twenty-eight silver counters
or jetons of the period of Charles I. They are
thin, but of about the diameter of a shilling,

and are exquisitely engraved with full length
figures of the kings of England, commenc-
ing with Edward the Confessor, accompanied
by inscriptions supported by lions. A per-
forated box of the same metal encloses them,
having at the top a portrait of Charles and at the
bottom one of his Queen Henrietta Maria. At
the end of the room were two very large
cartoons by Frank Howard, representing scenes
in the life of Edward the Black Prince, accom-
panied by a sketch in colours showing their

ultimate application in the .Grammar School,
Preston. A design for a silver salver, containing
many figures, was also exhibited by the same
artist. A number of pictures of the modern
school appeared on the walls, and the depart-

ment of wood-carving was represented by the
bold and beautiful productions of Mr. W. G.
Rogers, destined for the pulpit and organ gallery

of the church of St. Mary-at-Hill, London, to

which we refer elsewhere.
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EXAMPLES OF MEDIAEVAL ART APPLICABLE TO MODERN PURPOSES.

eginnino our article with one of the magnificent letters with
which early manuscripts were so profusely decorated, it may
not be considered superfluous to point out some of the char-

acteristics of illuminated books executed anterior to, and about
the period of, the example we have chosen. In doing so it

will be beside our purpose to enter upon a liistory of writing
before an additional interest was given to manuscripts, either

from the richness of the materials employed, or from the artist

being invited to join the scribe in producing for the use of
princes and nobles, or for the service of religious communities,
copies of the Scriptures, or devotional books, in a style calcu-

lated to show their appreciation of those sacred volumes.
The earliest enrichment applied to written documents

appears to have been the employment of red letters to mark
the titles, commencement, or most important words. These
are found in the most ancient Egyptian manuscripts, and
frequently in connexion with mythological figures, painted in

the most simple and gaudy colours, blue, red, green, yellow,
and white. From Egypt the practice may have passed to

Rome and Greece, as we learn from Ovid and Pliny that long
before the destruction of Pompeii the Romans were accus-

tomed to rubricate their manuscripts and adorn them with
painting.

The initial letters of manuscripts of the earliest periods were
not distinguished in size from the rest of the text, the whole
being then written in capitals, the colouring being of a very
simple character. During the first ages of Christianity, how-
ever, a practice began to prevail of giving extraordinary
brilliancy and splendour to books produced for those who
could afford the cost, by means of writing in gold.

The process of laying on and burnishing gold and silver

appears to have been familiar to the Oriental nations from a
very remote period, and was so common among the later

Greeks (who probably derived their knowledge from Egypt or

India), that the scribes or artists in gold seem to have formed a
distinct class.

The next luxury was the employment of vellum stained of a rose or
purple colour; the earliest instance of which is recorded by Julius
Capitolinus, in his life of the Emperor Maximinus the younger, to whom
his mother made a present of the poems of Homer, written on purple
vellum in letters of gold. This took place at the beginning of the
third century.

For upwards of a hundred years the practice seems to have continued
of rare occurrence, but, towards the end of the fourth century, we find
from a well-known passage of St. Jerome, that it had become much
more frequent. It was, however, confined wholly to copies of the
Scriptures and doctrinal books. A fragment of the New Testament in
the Cottonian library (Titus, chap, xv.), is the earliest example remaining
in this country, and was written about the fifth or sixth century. This
taste for gold and purple manuscripts seems only to have reached
England about the close of the seventh century, when Wilfrid, Arch-
bishop of York, enriched his church with a copy of the Gospels thus
adorned, which is described by his biographer Eddius as almost a
miracle, and before that time, unheard-of in this part of the world.
But in the eighth and ninth centuries the art of staining the vellum
seems to have declined, and the colour is no longer the same bright
and beautiful purple, violet, or rose colour of the preceding centuries.

Manuscripts written in letters of gold on white vellum are chiefly
confined to the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries. Of these, a copy of
the Gospels in the Harleian Collection, (No. 2788,) is one of the finest
examples extant. In England the art of writing in gold in early times
seems to have been but imperfectly understood, and the instances of it

are very uncommon. It was less employed in the eleventh, twelfth,
and thirteenth centuries than in earlier times, but it again came into
usage in the fourteenth century. It then exhibits, however, a totally
different appearance from the ancient Art, and the gilding seems to bo
applied not in a liquid state, but in leaves.

From the eighth to the eleventh centuries occur in Greek and Latin
MSS. initial letters (sometimes of a large size), at the commencement of
books and chapters, fancifully composed of human figures, animals,
birds, fish, flowers, &c. These letters generally correspond with tho
subject they ornament. In an alphabet given by Montfau5on from
MSS. of the tenth and eleventh centuries, are many examples which



are both singular and ingenious, such for instance as an H, composed of

two men, each placing a foot on a blazing altar ; a T, represented by a

fox on his hind legs, holding a pole on its mouth horizontally, from each

end of which is suspended a cock.

The Irish, or Hiberno-Saxou school of illumination, though originally,

no doubt, borrowed from the Latins, is characterised by a style of design

and execution not found in the MSS. of other nations. This style is seen

in the greatest perfection in the celebrated Durham Book in the British

Museum, written in the beginning ot the eighth century. The chief

features of the ornaments and letters are extreme delicacy and intricacy

of pattern, the most ingenious interlacing of birds, knots of various

geometrical forms composed of bands crossing each other in all directions,

sometimes terminating in the heads of serpents or birds, to which may be
added the use of red dotted lines round the edge of the larger letters.

The drawings of the Apostles and other figure-illustrations found in

manuscripts executed before the twelfth century, are generally of a very
rude character, and present a wonderful contrast to the accuracy, delicacy
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and taste generally exhibited in their initial letters, borders, and archi-

tectural details.

Towards the close of the tenth century a decided change took place in

Saxon MSS., which then began to be distinguished by boldness and rich-

ness, as well as accuracy of drawing, a fair example of which is exhibited
in the initial letter commencing this article, though of course it is impos-
sible to convey in an uncoloured print a satisfactory idea of the beauty of
the original illumination, that is outlined with vermilion, the whole of
the ornament brilliantly gilt, and the spaces between picked in with blue,

red, and green colours. It is taken from a remarkably fine Latin copy of

the Gospels, with the canons and other articles which generally accom-
pany them. Its illuminations are richly gilt on purple vellum, and
consist chiefly of figures of the Evangelists and ornamental initials. Some
leaves are covered with elegant mosaics, which remind us of the patterns

found in Roman tessellated pavements. The canons at the commence-
ment of the volume are written between columns supporting semicircular

arches, which we may be justified iu considering as authentic specimens
of the architectural ideas of the age. The capitals of the columns are

especially curious, and with the columns themselves, probably show us
the manner in which at this early period the architectural ornaments of

churches were painted and gilt. In some instances there are evident

representations of marble columns.

In a future paper we shall point out the chief peculiarities to be found
in illuminated volumes of a later period, as there can be no doubt they

offer a most prolific field for investigation and study to all who either

practise or take an interest in Art.

The subject of our second woodcut is a very elegant Ciborium of silver-

gilt, from the cathedral of Sens in France, The cathedral of Sens pos-

sesses an interest for every English traveller, from its containing in its

treasury, besides a number of other curious relics, a quantity of vestments,

stated (with every probability of truth, from their style and character) to

have belonged to Thomas a Beckett, who resided at Sens for some time

between his flight from England in the year 1164, and his return in 1170.

This Ciborium, from the character of its ornaments, cannot be dated long

after Beckett's visit, and may have been there at that time. A tragical

story is told in connexion with it by the authorities of the cathedral

;

they state that in the year 1541 a young man of the environs of Nevcrs

stole it while hanging over the altar, and being discovered, was con-

demned and burned alive before the cathedral.

For the information of those unacquainted with the uses of the various

utensils employed in connexion with the ceremonies of the Roman
Catholic Church, we may state that the term Ciborium was formerly used

to signify a canopy or covering for the altar, supported by four pillars,
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before the more modem custom prevailed of leaving the altar exposed,
and fixed to the wall. Its uses were to cover and protect the altar, to

sustain the curtains that were drawn round it, to support the cross rising

from its roof, and for the preservation of the holy Eucharist which was
usually suspended from the centre under the cross in a pix, generally in

the form of a golden dove.
Ciborium also signifiies a vessel (such as our specimen) in which the

holy Eucharist is reserved. Formerly the blessed sacrament was reserved
only for the communion of the sick, and kept in a smaller and more
portable vessel, called a pix.

The more modem custom ot administering the communion to all the
faithful, in health as well as in sickness, has led to the introduction of
the Ciborium, as larger and more convenient for the purpose.
The example here given is characterised by considerable beauty and

simplicity in its forms, and great elegance in its details, and might with
but little alteration be deprived of its ecclesiastical character, and made
to form an excellent model for many articles suited to ordinary use.

The size of the original is twelve inches in height and seven and a half in

its greatest width.
Our next subject is a silver gilt grace-cup belonging to Magdalen

College, Oxford. Its date can only be presumed from the shape and
character of the workmanship, as its history seems to be entirely unknown
to the authorities of the college. This may be fairly assumed as about
the latter part of the seventeenth century, and may have been made to
replace the Founder’s cup, which was probably committed to the melting-
pot with the plate belonging to this and other colleges to assist in sup-
plying the necessities of Charles I. When we reflect on the many exqui-
site specimens of goldsmith’s' work, of various ages, belonging to the two
universities, as well as in the king’s private collection, we can scarcely
help execrating the memory of those who sacrificed such beautiful relics
for the mere intrinsic value of the metal of which they were composed,
and which must have proved but as a drop in the ocean towards meeting
the requirements of the Royalists. A few scattered specimens still exist
to make us sensible of the treasures we have lost. Our example is not
one of them, but it possesses some features worthy of application to
modern purposes. The bowl, which has something of the appearance of
an inverted balloon, is rather singular than beautiful, but the stem has a
great deal of character which may be employed to advantage.
The two following cuts represent specimens of diapering, from stained

glass in the celebrated cathedral at Chartres. This cathedral is one of
the most interesting in France, not only from the great profusion of
magnificent painted glass still remaining in it, but also from the numerous
effigies of a very early character with which its exterior is decorated, and
the fine examples of carving of various ages, down to the period of the
renaissance, to be found in its interior.

Nearly the whole of the windows are filled with the original glass,

still in a very excellent state of preservation. They were painted during
the thirteenth century, when two modes of filling windows with stained
glass prevailed. The one, in which tints were very sparingly used, (both
from notions of economy and also for the more free admission of light)

;

and the other, where the whole window had a gorgeous, mosaic look,

which has been compared to a Turkey carpet, or the designs produced in

a kaleidoscope, from its rich combinations of colours and fanciful distri-

bution of geometrical forms. The whole of these windows are of the
latter character , the general arrangement being, a broad border of foliage

within the mullions, inclosing a succession of medallions containing sub-
jects from the Scriptures : the spaces between such medallions and the
borders being diapered with patterns of a similar character to our speci-

mens. In the first example, the circles at the intersection of the bands
are of white glass, the bands ruby, and the 'ox-namental portions blue.
In the second the fleurs-de-lis are of a golden colour on a brown ground

;

the crosses within the circles being blue.

Our last illustration is taken from a very fine specimen of embroidery
made about the beginning of the sixteenth century, at Hardwicke Hall,

Derbyshire, one of the seats of the Duke of Devonshire. The ground is

formed of yellow silk, the outline crimson, and the branches, flowers, and
fruit, of gold thread

; a variety being given by some portions of the orna-
ment being worked in a more open manner, and arranged in the form of
scales.

It would be vain in the few lines we can devote to the subject, to
attempt to describe the many attractions this charming old residence offer's

to the artist, the antiquary, or the mere lover of the picturesque.
When we enter the noble hall, ascend the ample and peculiar staircase,

and wander through the spacious room, and lengthened gallery ; the walls
all covered with gorgeous tapestry, relieved only by portraits of the
ancestors and connexions of the noble owner, or the celebrities of past
times

; the plaister friezes still retaining their quaint devices and colour-

ing
;
the state bed of crimson velvet, with its nodding plumes of pink and

white ostrich feathers, and embroidery of gold and silver ; the canopy of
state, of similar materials

;
and the ancient furniture, formally arranged,

and uncontaminated by the presence of a single article of modern cha-

racter
;
we cannot help wishing to dispense with the intrusion of even a

modern attendant, and to be left alone free from all influences but those
of the genius of the place, to examine its contents with the interest they
deserve, and to ruminate on the many strange scenes that may have been
enacted in their presence.

Who can enter the room in which the arms of Mary Queen of Scots are
carved conspicuously over the door, with the date of 1599, repeated in

the various panels and said to have been prepared at that time to receive
the black velvet bed, window-curtains, and tapestry still standing in it

(embroidered by her own hands while a prisoner at Chatsworth) without
a feeling of sympathy for one whose greatest misfortune consisted in being
beautiful, and whose greatest fault, in the eyes of her subjects, was a rigid

conformity to the rules and ceremonies of the religion in wbich she had
been educated

; whose life was first rendered miserable and then taken by
a rival queen whose reputation has been gradually waning, as modern
investigations have shown how large a share of the faults .and weaknesses
peculiar to the female character were, in her case, blended with the mas-
culine energy and talent, calculated to secure popularity among a half
civilised people ; who knew little of, or disregarded the vices of a court,
or the cunning, duplicity, and treacheiy of the diplomacy of the time.

Or, who can examine the portraits here brought together of men
celebrated as warriors, as statesmen, or as philosophers

;
or of women,

whose charms, or whose wit, made them equally celebrated; without
dwelling for an instant before the interesting likeness of the extraordinary
woman who raised Hardwicke, and with whom building seemed to be
almost a passion.

The clear delicate complexion (even in age), the handsome features,

and shrewd penetrating expression of this interesting portrait, make us
feel that we are in the presence of one whose beauty, talent, and tact,

were likely to have made her the wife of four husbands and the founder
of a noble family—a family, with the chiefs of whom, power and popularity
have almost invariably gone together

; whose pride it has been to distribute

the greater portion of their wealth at its source ; and, while maintaining
the hospitality suited to their rauk and princely fortunes, have made their

bounty felt through every grade, down to the very lowest of their

dependents ; and thus, by promoting the happiness of all, they secured
to themselves an amount of attachment and devotion better calculated

to maintain the influence of an aristocracy than the best possible laws
framed by senates.

Before bidding adieu to this venerable structure which has been as

carefully preserved as if it had been deemed a sacrilege to remove a
single beauty time has added to its features, we may be allowed to
remark, that its external characteristics are as highly calculated to arrest

attention as its internal treasures. Standing on the brow of a commanding
hill, and overlooking a stately park studded with oaks, (many of them
decaying with age) and yews of an unusual size, formerly denizens of the
famous forest of Needwood, you approach the hall through a most
picturesque gateway, in the centre of the wall enclosing the courtyard.
At each angle are smaller buildings of a less decorated character ; and
from the coping of the walls rise at certain intervals ornamental panels
terminating in small obelisks, which have a very pleasing effect. The
walls being covered with fruit trees and evergreens

; the gardens arranged
with formal symmetry, and planted with a profusion of beautiful flowers

;

and the monotonous character of the building, varied by ivy creeping
over nearly the whole of one of the wings,—the general appearance is

both unique and delightful.

Henry Shaw.

——BW—aMfro
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PILGRIMAGES to ENGLISH SHRINES.

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

THE CHURCH OF ST. ANDREW UNDERSHAFT,
THE TOMB OF JOHN STOW.

are old London ! We
pass with a gaze of
chilled astonishment
along the interminable

lines of nearly red-

dened orstuccoed houses
which like the web of the

spider, cross, and fret,

and disturb at every
step. Truly, those who
dwell in modern te-

nements must put
great trust in Provi-

dence, for they can have
none in brick and mor-
tar. Such things! Puff!

We fancy we could blow
them down

;
they will

never live long enough
to tell a story

;
they

grow green, not grey, with

age ;
and when in a

humour for ‘ substantial,’ it is indeed a pleasure

to get away from them into the city, where the

dwellings of old times were built to endure, and

where enduring memories hang around them.

Of all the time-honoured names associated with

the antiquities of London, there is none in which

we so much delight as that of John Stow; and

we feel grateful for the hours passed with

so much profit and pleasure in his society, iu

traversing with him the lanes, and streets, and

alleys—visiting the old churches (least changed

of all) and contemplating the beauty

of the monuments contained therein.

Much as we owe him for the storehouse

of antiquarian riches he bequeathed to

such as desire to learn from the past

what may be expected from the future,

we owe still more to the earnest and
honest example of the simple and
single-minded old pilgrim, who was
entirely devoid of all love of display

—

without ostentation, without an aim to

achieve aught but truth

—

which, next

to his God, he worshipped ;
humble-

minded as to himself, and desirous of

means, not for the indulgence of

luxury, but that he might finish what

he had begun, in the fear of God, and

to the gloi'y of the city of London.

The days we have spent in turning

over his interesting survey of his fa-

vourite City* and Westminster, until

the shades of evening reminded us that

we had been, with (despite its present

living multitudes), what might be called

a city of the dead ! None of those

senseless ones who sneered at his

occupation are abroad now, nor of

those, near to him in blood, but far from
him in heart, who disturbedhim day and

* The general aspect of the City of London from the

bridge eastward to the Tower, may be seen in the above

engraving, as it appeared in the year 1589. The principal

feature is old London Bridge, the only roadway at this

time over the Thames between London and Southwark.

This bridge was the especial glory of Londoners
;
and all

the older writers speak of it in the most rapturous terms.

In the edition of Abraham Ortelius’s Epitome of the Theatre

of the Worlde, published in London by James Shaw in

1603, its praises conclude the sum total of Great Britain’s

glories, when speaking of the ‘Ancient and flourishing

famous cittie of London, which, as wel for beautic, riches,

and trade, is not inferior but equal with the beste citties of

Europe. The river of Thames is beautefied with statelye

pallaces built on the side thereof, moreover a sumptuous
bridge sustayned upon nineteen arches with excellent and

beauteous housen built thereon.’ Times have indeed

changed since this was written; when the nineteen arches

were gloried in, which formed the strongest argument in

ourown time for its demolition. The fortified gate seen on the

Southwark side of the bridge, was known as the Traitor's

Gate
;
and above it were exhibited the heads of those who

had suffered for treason : the reader will perceive several

stuck upon poles above the eastern tower. Here it was that

the head of Sir Thomas More was placed
;
and afterwards

when about to be cast in the Thames, was purchased by

nigbt witb unfounded accusations—nor of those

young buoyant spirits who cried aloud in the

streets, or made rare sport, which joyed the old

man’s heart to hear, though it might disturb his

meditations. Did we not say, truly, that we were
wandering through a city of the dead? How
have we gone over, thought by thought, the

traits given in these cumbrous volumes of the

olden time ! The curious memory of Smithfield,

originally Smoothefield, ‘ both in name and
deed' ‘where, save on holy Fridays,’ earls,

barons, knights, and citizens repaired to see or

buy ambling horses, pacing it delicately; or
trotters, fit for men at arms, riding more hardly;

or boys racing one horse against another, with a
;

desire of victory, or a hope of praise. And old !

Stow loved well to quote whatever redounded
[

to the honour of his glorious city. Thus, from
old Fitz-Stephen, he gives his eulogy thereon— '

‘ Ancienter than Rome, built by the ancient

Trojans and by Brute, before that was built by
Romulus and Remus, and, therefore, useth the

ancient customs of Rome. This city, even as

Rome, is divided into wards. It hath,’ he con-

tinues, glowing with enthusiasm, ‘ it hath yearly

sheriffs, instead of consuls
;

it hath the dignity

of senators in aldermen
;

it hath under-officers
;

common sewers and conduits iu streets : accord-

ing to the quality of causes, it hath general

courts, and assemblies upon appointed days. I do
not think there is any city wherein are better

customs.'* And then, after enumerating their

customs, he continues, ‘The only plagues of

London are immoderate quaffing among the fool-

ish sort, and often casualties by fire.’ How plea-

santly does Stow enumerate the changes which
had taken place since the Chronicle was written,

and which he considers improvements. He tells

us how ‘ the skinners dwell in Budge Row, in-

stead of in St. Mary Pollipers ;
’ how ‘ the vintners

have moved from the Vine Tree into divers

places ;
’ but that ‘ the brewers, for the most part,

remain near to the friendly waters of the

conduit in the Cheap,* into Grass Street and
St. Nicholas’ Shambles ;

’ and ‘ the Paternoster
bead-makers and text-writers are gone out of
Paternoster Row, and are called stationers of

Paul's Churchyard
;

’ he also says that ‘ the
patten-makers of St. Margaret's, Patten’s Lane,

lovers of their city, proud of it as the focus of England’s
greatness. Their enthusiasm is pleasant to read. Stow
never let slip a chance of lauding his London

;
and William

Camden, in his Remaines, did the same by his native
country generally. His hearty, sterling English feeling
makes him speak of his countrymen as ‘ this warlike, vic-

torious, stiff, stout and vigorous nation ;’ of his country
as ‘ walled and guarded by the sea, with safe havens, so
that it may be termed the lady of the sea of the air as
‘ most temperate and wholesome,’ and of the language as a

Thames
;

’ how ‘ the poulterers have gone from
the Poultry, between the stocks and the great

his daughter Margaret Roper, and piously buried in a

leaden case in the family vault in St. Dunstan’s Church,
Canterbury, where it still reposes. This entrance to Lon-
don was defended by a portcullis and a draw-bridge beyond.
The stack of houses beyond that formed a second South-

wark gate and tower, which was finished in 1579, and it

consisted of four circular turrets, connected by curtains

and surmounted by battlements, containing a great num-
ber of transom casements ;

beneath was a broad covered
passage, the building projecting considerably over each
side of the bridge. It was a noble and ornamental struc-

ture, but the most splendid and curious building which
adorned London Bridge at this time, was the famous
Nonesuch house, so called, because it was constructed in

Holland, entirely of wood, and being brought over in

pieces, was erected in this place with wooden pegs only,

not a single nail being used in the whole fabric. It is the
next building seen in our view with central and side

towers, and was most elaborately carved and painted. For
further information on this structure, we must refer the
reader to Mr. Thomson’s learned and curious volume, The
Chronicles of London Bridge.

* The elder London antiquaries were true men, hearty

selection of the best qualities of all others, ‘ gathering the
, honey of their good qualities, and leaving the dregs to
themselves. IIow then can the language, which con-
sisteth of all these, sound other than full of sweetness ?

’

* The Cheapside Cross and Conduit are exhibited
above, from Le Serre’s engraving representing the entry

I

into London of the queen mother Mary de Medicis to visit

her daughter Henrietta Maria, the queen of Charles I. The
; cross was destroyed on the 2nd of May 1643, under the pre-
tence of its being papistical, by the fanatics who had begun
their reign of gloom. A troop of horse and two companies
of foot waited to guard those who demolished it, * and at

the fall of the top-cross drums beat, trumpets blew, and
multitudes of caps were thrown in the air, and a great

|

shout of people with joy. The 2nd of May the Almanack
sayeth was the Invention of the Cross, and the sixth day at

n'ght was the leaden pope’s burnt in the place where it

stood, with ringing of bells and great acclamations, and no
hurt done in all these actions.’ The Conduit of West-cheap
was built by John Wells, grocer, mayor in 1433, who
caused fresh water to be conveyed from Tyburn to the con-
duit here for the service of the city. Water at this time
was procured for home consumption at these conduits, to
which apprentices and others were sent; and the large
water-pots in which it was carried home, form a curious

I feature in some of the old views surrounding the various
conduits.
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are clean worn out.’ And after much more
information of the same sort, he comments upon
the charge of ‘ immoderate quaffing’ and ‘fire

casualties,’ and moumeth that quaffing is mightily
increased, but adds that great preveutatives are

used against fires
; of himself he complaineth of

various faults, which excite a smile when the
present state of the streets is considered, how
that a number of cars and drays, carts and
coaches, inconvenience the streets,* and ‘the

coachman rides behind his horses’ tails, and
looketh not behind himself ;

'

and the drayman
sleeps, and suffers his horse to cany him home,
although, except on royal service, * no shod’ carts

should enter the precincts of the city.

We often close our eyes after the perusal of a
particular passage, and recall the scenes so simply
yet so graphically pictured by this most patient

of historical antiquaries. We conjure up the
gay presence of Richard Nevill, Earl of Warwick,
who ‘ lodged,’ with his six hundred men (whose
red jackets were embroidered with ragged staffs

before and behind), in Warwick-lane. Beef-eaters

they might well be called, devouring ‘ six oxen
at breakfast !

’ merry men ! ready to roister in

the city, and prank gaily through the streets, to

the great annoyance of the city fathers, and the
great delight of the mild
and fair city maids, who,
however mild and fair,

were, and are, ever more A
ready to prefer such
scarlet-jacketed knaves 'm 1
to the more grave ap- /M .

prentices. + Or, in the
reign of the Seventh ( ''ff%feT
Henry, we hear the bells fy Wk
of the nearest steeple ,J9rf~y
ringing a sort of half I W
joyous, half solemn peal,

giving notice to the A
poor, that Richard Red-

;

j f
man, the Bishop of Ely,

1

/
was about to go forward

; n i

a man of holy and un-
bounded charity, main-
taininggreat housekeeping, an alms-dish,and scores
ofthose who could do no work, and yet caused the
bells to tell of his progress, so that the poor might
come forth and receive each his largess at his hand,
given with a sweetening and preserving blessing.
And truly the people did pour forth abundantly
to taste his charity. Our religious ancestors
certainly excelled in this ‘ most excellent gift

;

’

and it is no small merit to our City Historian that
at the very name of charity, his heart seemed to
open widely, as the rose opens its beauty to the
sun. He quotes the statement of Venerable
Bede, ‘ how that the prelates of his time, having
peradventure but wooden churches, had, not-
withstanding, on their board at meals one alms-
dish, into which was carved some good portion
of meat out of every other dish brought on
their table; all which was given to the poor,
besides the fragments left.’ The rare lesson thus
conveyed being, not that the ‘fragments’
only were given to the poor—we are all ready
enough to cast the ‘ fragments ’ when our hunger
or our taste is satisfied, to the poor or to the
dogs, caring little which, inasmuch as being no

longer needed, they become unpleasant—but the
lesson was to have, as Christ said we must have,
‘ the poor always with us,’ and thus to proride for

them, carving into the alms-dish, in the first

instance, a portion of whatever was provided
for ourselves. To our mind this was a noble
custom, a lesson of piety and Christian charity,

a text, and a sermon. Surely this was render-
ing our feasts ‘ a bond

if hearty reconciliation were the work of a
moment. Such freedom of trast is sure evidence
of a foolish or a noble mind

;
and, of a truth,

there was no folly in that of John Stow.
Charles Knight calls Stow a ‘trudger and

trencher’ in the field of London antiquities,

and so he was
; but he did not confine himself

—as we have already shown—to mere 1 trudging

* For a notice of the popular dislike to the increase of
coaches in the streets of London, we mustrefer to the scries
of illustrated papers on early carriages, published in the
previous volume of this Journal. Nothing could exceed
the virulence with which they were hated by the vulgar,
who termed them hell carts, and abused all who rode in
them.

f The city apprentice of the days of Stow is delineated
in our cut above, with his water-jug as he would go to the
conduit on service of his master. The peculiarity of civic
costume at this time was its plain-
ness; the elders dressed in long rs-**.
furred gowns over their doublet
and hose, the younger ones and N
apprentices were gownless ; but all

were distinguished by ‘ the city flat ^ wTlflHP
cap,’ of which a cut is here given. tSW?
These flat caps are the ‘statute
caps ’ alluded to by Shakspeare in
Love's Labour's Lost, and they were /
so termed because they were en- {
joined by the statute of the fifteenth > "5?
of Queen Elizabeth to be worn 4 by
all persons above the age of six
years (except the nobility and some others) on sabbath
days and holidays ’ upon penalty of ten groats. This was
done ‘in behalfc of the trade of cappers,’ for it was also
enjoined that each cap should be made of wool, ‘knit,
thicked, and drest in England.’

of love.’ But much
as the Church was
given to deeds of
charity, there is am-
ple proof in our
chronicles that a love
of feasting was time
out of mind a char-

acteristic of the wor-
thy citizens of Lon-
don. Their, inordi-

nate desire after the
good things of this

life was deemed ne-

cessary of retrench-

ment by an act of
council, reprinted in

1680, that no ‘ maior
or sheriff should have
at then’ table any
more than courses
one, not to consist

of more than six

dishes !
’ and no ban-

quet after dinner
save ‘ ipocras and
wafers !

’ It would be curious to know if this and trenching :
’ while he investigated, he

act of council hath been repealed. We should elevated, and liis veneration for all that was
suppose it has, to judge from the long bills

]

ancient, fully accounts for the affection which
of dainty fare which we see announced in the there is no doubt he bore to the things and
daily journals on the annual accession of each forms of a religion—whatever he might feel
city monarch.

His intense love of the city makes old John
Stow an enthusiast in all that concerns it

;
each

drop of the Thames glitters like a diamond in

his eyes, and every pebble is a jewel
;
and yet

much as he honoured relics of all kinds, he
honoured them only as types ofgreater things

—

as data to go from, as texts to preach upon. As
we have said, the beauty of his character was
truth, and in truth only was his strength

;
it

was the care of his life to think, to act, to speak,
to gather truth. He was neither an abstract histo-

rian, dealing only with principal events, nor was
he a hunter after mere dust and ashes, bits and
scraps, but a thinker and combiner, being himself
the rare combination of an historian and an anti-

quary
;
minute in all small things that tended

to the illustration of great things, and, knowing
that the universe is made up of atoms, deeming
no atom of that universe beneath his notice.

Every little detail of the Christmas and Easter
pageants is given in his ‘ Survey,’ with a zest of
enjoyment at innocent pastimes; and the few
words of introduction to his description of the
May-games, is redolent of the perfume of the
hawthorn and wood-violet. No cold, dry, chip-

ping antiquary, not even Jonathan Oldbuck,
could write thus:—'In the month of May,
namely, on May-day, in the morning, every man
(except impediment) would walk into the sweet
meadows and green woods, there to rejoice their
spirits with the beauty and savour of sweet
flowers, and with the harmony of birds

—

praising
God in their kind !

’

as to its spirit—which he lived to see over-

thrown! and insulted by Heniy and Elizabeth.

John Stow was born, according to his biographer
Stiype, in 1525, a ‘citizen of the citizens’

—

tradesmen of respectability dwelling upon Com-
liill*—where it is fair to suppose John was born,
though he is afterwards found residing near the
pump at Aldgate, and finally in Lime-street ward,
St. Andrew’s parish. Strype quotes his grand-
fathers will, which is curious from its elaborate
weakness and verbosity, .particularly when con-
trasted with that of his mother, as remarkable
for its concentration and strength. After noting
that his body is to be buried in the little green
churchyard of the parish church, at St. Michael’s
in Comhill,* and calling himself 'citizen and
tallow-chandler,’ he bequeaths to the high altar

of the aforesaid church, for ‘
forgotten tithes twelve

pence, to Jesus’ brotherhood twelve pence, to

St. Christopher and St. George twelve pence, also

to the seven altars in the church aforesaid, in

the worship of the seven sacraments every year,

during three years, twenty pence; five shillings,

to have on every altar a watching candle—burn-
ing from six of the clock till it be past seven—in

worship of the seven sacraments, and this candle
shall begin to burn and to be set upon the altar

from all Hallowe’en day, ’till it be Candlemas
day following, and it shall be watching candle of
eight in the pound.’ The tallow-chandler would
have good weight ! He also bequeaths twenty
pence to the brotherhood of clerks 'to drink,’

and his charity to the poor is by no means dis-

interested, for though he gives to a poor man
All through the history we note the same holy and woman, every Sunday in one year, ' the sum

feeling, not thrust iu, but the spontaneous growth
j

-

of the good man’s mind, even as fair flowers * The old view above exhibits a north-east view of Corn-

spring up amid the ruins of old Borne; for in-
hffl in the rei^ of Efabclh, mth the pump or conduit for.

t
0

-
1

,, , • ,1 r. , , merlv situated at the intersection of Gracechurch Street,
stance, in the chapter concerning the Sports and Cornhill, Bishopsgate Street, and Leadenhall Street. To
Exercises, we have been delighted with picturing 1 the spectator’s right appear the walls of the church of

the bonfires according to his description ‘ The 1 st - Pcter on Cornhill. The building with the double row
1 , 1r ,

... , , ,, of pointed windows to the left is the ancient Leaden Hall,wealthier sort, at Midsummer, setting out tables
1 built by Sir Simon Eyre, who was Lord Mayor in 1445,

before then1 doors, illumed by the blaze of those
I
having been originally purchased by Sir Richard Whitting-

sacred fires, and upon the tables placing stores l0ll
>
an(l presented to the city. In 1534 it was designed to

of sweat bread and good drink, wkereunto they
aaAe * ’,0”“ “ “"'““Be, but the idea was

nrs»il,4 *1 •
°

i i ,

J abandoned. As early as 1523 there was a market for fishwould invite their neighbours and passengers here
;
and in 1533 another for butcher’s meat, with the

also to sit and be merry with them, in great 1 understanding that the charges for such sold there was not
familiarity, praising God for his benefits bestowed

j

toexemi ‘one halfpenny a pound for beef, and one farthing

on them These were railed bonlirA ns well of 1

e
,

xtr
?
for mut

,
ton - Leadenhall itself was considered as the01 uiem. ine.se weie calico, oonja es, os well ot chief garner for corn in the city under the management of

good amity amongst neighbours, that, being ! the mayor. Stow says that Roger Aohclev, mayor in 1512,

before at controversie, were there, by the labour ‘ k °i lt tlie market so well, that he would he at the Leaden

of others, reconciled, and made of Utter anemia
1

:

7 • r 7 >t>x . , r ,

‘ 0,, tnence he went to the other markets, to the great comfort
loving friends. But good Master Stow writes as : of the citizens.’



of one penny,’ it is to say ‘ five paternosters and

aves, and a creed,’ for the repose of his soul, so

that he had more of a trader's spirit than

descended to his grandson : the whole of the

items are in accordance with his belief that the

pmyers of the living can rescue the souls of the

dead
;
and the wonder hath always been, not

that the Church, we mean the priesthood of the

Roman Catholic church, receive so much from

their flocks, but that they receive so little ; for

who with such belief would not give all their
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worldly goods to secure their own salvation.

Either John Stowes mother was of a different faith

from her husband’s father, or she had imbibed

the spirit that was purifying the sacrifice ;
she

bequeathed her body to be buried by her hus-

band’s, in the same parish, allowing a proportion

to bury her decently, ‘ ten shillings, to drink

withal, after her funeral,’ an unconditional and
unrequited gift to the poor of ‘ five shillings,’ and
these pious and trusting words of the belief in

free redemption :

—

‘ I bequeath my soul unto Almighty God, my Maker and

Creator; and to his only Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, my
only Saviour and Redeemer

;
with the Holy Ghost, and

into the fellowship of the holy host of heaven.’

Whether he followed his family's occupation

or not, has been matter of grave debate. It is

now ascertained that he pursued the trade of a

tailor,* which it is very clear he exercised in

the early part of his life, from the record of a

quarrel he had with a certain man named
Ditcher, whose wife appears to have deserved

• Grindall. in his report to tho Privy Council, after

they ordered his house to be topsy-turvied to search for

treasonable books, culls him * Stow, the tailor.’ The old
hall of the Tailors’ Company is engraved above, from a
drawing made by William Goodman in 1599. Pennant
says, ‘At the extremity of Threadneedle Street appears
the origin of its name in Merchant Taylors’ llall, at the
period when they were called “Taylors, and Linen Ar-
mourers,” under which title they were incorporated in
1280

;
and by Henry VII. by that o’f the “Art and Mystery

of Merchant Taylers.” To the right is seen the hall with its

louvre, some time belonging to “ a worshipful gentleman,
named Edmond Creping.” The lower buildings in the centre
are the alms-houses belonging to the company. The build-

ing, occupied a considerable space, with gardens behind
reaching to Cornhill. The interior of the hall was adorned
with costly tapestry, or arras, representing the life of the
patron saint of the company, St. John the Baptist

;
it had

also a screen supporting a silver image of that saint, in a

tabernacle of carved work. The windows were painted
with the armorial bearings belonging to the chief members
of the company; it was decorated also with flags and
streamers, and,’ when filled with tables, the floor strewn
with rushes, and the board covered on festive occasions
must have been “ a glorious scene.” The company had
much plate of a valuable kind, and after the great fire of
London bad destroyed their hall, the melted metal of this

kind alone weighed 200 pounds. The company was espe-
cially honoured by the great number of the nobility enrolled
as members; and they possessed a chamber expressly
devoted to the king when he visited the city, which was
furnished in a costly manner, having a gallery over it, and
bow-windows looking in the gardens. Rushes were dis-
carded in this room as early as the reign of Elizabeth, and
“ a large Persia carpet” purchased to cover it, and in 1601
so large a sum as £50 was spent on a new carpet, which
was, in 1618, superseded by one of needlework. James I.,

Charles I. and his queen, and James II. were all accommo-
dated here during their visits to the city, and the company
spared no expense in entertaining them.’

the ducking-school as an arrant shrew. Imagine

her coming in her fly cap, her hair (it must
have been of shrewish red) combed back, her

elbows stuck out from her grey jacket that was
pinched in over her thin waist, her lips tremu-

lous with passion, her voice ‘ cutting keen ’

—

there she stands, over against the stall, which
Stow, mild and gentle, and prudent, had very

wisely, healing the clangor of her approach,

deserted—there she stands, railing and abusing

the worthy citizen, his wife and daughters
;
and

the longer she
rails the fiercer

she becomes, not
on account of the
irritation caused

by reply, but the
more stinging ir-

ritation produced
by silence

;
and

then home she
goes, and, with
much railing and
wicked tears, ex-

cites her husband
to a breach of the

peace. Now, her
husband, William
Ditcher, was, we
take it, a small

man ; and John
Stow was ‘ tall of

stature, lean of

body and face,

with small crys-

talline eyes, of a

pleasant and
cheerful counten-

ance, sober, mild,

and courteous;’ yet did she so upbraid and goad
her husband, that the little Ditcher, watching his

opportunity, ‘ leaped (as Stow deposed) into his

face, and that he feared he would have digged out

his eyes, and was pulled off by the neighbours

;

and also threw tile-

shreds and stones at

Stow’s apprentice, till

he was driven from, off

the stall at his work;
and coming again to

John’s stall, the irate

Ditcher vowed if he
could catch that same
apprentice, he would
cart him, and swore he
would accuse him to

have killed the man at

the Mile's End, in Whit-

sun week,’ &c. &c. This
quarrel, which is so

petty and insignificant,

that we could wager it

originated all along
with the women of the
family— sprang from
some jealousy touching

the fineries of Stow’s
three daughters, who,
having * good services,’

a’ Sundays, and threw, by gay breast knots and
smart hoods, the less smart finery of fiery Mis-

tress Ditcher into contempt. This quarrel, we
say, shows our historian’s bland and gentle

nature to great advantage. He was no brawler

—

did not return railing for railing, and would not

have noticed all this evil talk, but for the pre-

servation of the characters of his wife and
daughters, which this family most falsely as-

sailed ;
and the breeze was but the forerunner of

a storm of slander which followed the after

career of the venerable man, who delighted so

in liis city’s celebrity. One other anecdote only

we will relate, as picturing the power held and
exercised by the great in those ‘ good old times

;’

and we tell it the more readily, as it sets forth

the generous nature and just mind of John Stow.

Where now the hall of the drapers’ company
stands, stood formerly a palace, built on the site

of a number of old and small tenements by Sir

Thomas Cromwell, who was afterwards Lord
!
Cromwell and Earl of Essex. One could almost

fancy that a certain portion, and a very con-

:

siderable one, of tyranny attached itself to that

name, so omnipresent in England even to this

day. ‘ Sir Thomas Cromwell's house being
finished,’ says honest John in his description of

Bread Street ward, ‘ and having some reasonable

plot of ground left for a garden, he (Cromwell)
caused tho palings of the adjoining gardens to

the north part thereof on a sudden to be taken
down, twenty-two foot to be measured forth,

right into the north of every man’s ground, a

line there to be drawn, a trench to be cast, a

foundation laid, and an high wall to be builded.

My father had a garden there,’ he continues,
‘ and there was a house standing close to his

south pale ;
this house they loosed from the

ground, and bare upon rollers into my father’s

garden twenty-two foot, ere my father heard of it.

No warning was given him, nor other answer,
when he spake to the surveyors of that work,
but that their master, Sir Thomas, commanded
them to do so ! No man durst go to argue the

matter, but each man lost his land, and my father

paid his whole rent (six and eightpence a year)

for that half which was left.’ This is strange

enough. The petted minister of Henry the
Eighth had no dread of removing his neighbour’s

landmark. We wonder what would be said if

modern ministers were to make such an attempt

!

Certainly, whatever we may think of old places,

the * old times ’ were not always the best. It is

also curious to know that the yearly value of a
garden so situated in those days, was just the
sum which you are now obliged to pay for an at-

torney’s letter ! Stow's parting observation upon
this act of unjustifiable tyranny is quaint and
pointed. He says, ‘ Thus much of mine own
knowledge I have thought good to note, that the
sudden rising of some men causeth them to
forget themselves.’ This was a keen and cutting

reproof to the son of the Putney blacksmith.

And for all that, Sir Thomas Cromwell’s injustice,

gross as it was, did not force Stow to take a
revenge which ordinary men would have taken
—the revenge of silence as to his good deeds.

Both are long since dust and ashes. The wounded
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came jauntily home feelings of the antiquary trouble him no more,
’ ' 1 ' 1 and the overleaping ambition of Cromwell led to

the scaffold
;
yet Stow records his charity with

right good will, and brings it forward when not

called upon to do so, save by the right-minded

justice of his honest nature. Mourning over the

decay of public almsgiving, he says, ‘ I have oft

seen, in that declining time of charity, at the

Lord Cromwell’s gate, at London, more than
two hundred persons served twice every day
with bread, meat, and drink sufficient.

One of his bitter foes, we should imagine, was
a fanatic curate of St. Catherine Cree, who has

been known to leave his pulpit and preach from
the boughs of a tree to the people. He is called

‘ Sir Stephen ;’ and, when Stow lived over against

Aldgate Pump,* excited the honest citizens’

• The portion of the old map of London engraved above,

executed in the reign of Elizabeth, shows the district con-

nected with .Stow’s' life and residence. The church of St.

Catherine Cree is seen to the spectators left in the street

running toward Aldgate. At the point where Fenchurch
Street joins with it stands Aldgate pump, which is probably
represented in the map, by the small building standing by
itself, opposite the point of the junction. These old city

pumps and conduits were frequently very picturesque, and
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our initial letter represents one, the pump which formerly
stood at the top of Bishopsgate Street, near the church of
St. Mary Outwich. The house which Stow inhabited is

certainly delineated amongst the rest in the view above,
but it cannot now be identified. It will be seen that
London was not at that time so closely built upon, and the
houses had gardens attached to them. The city walls and
bastions existed for it3 defence, and Aldgate (so called Stow
says because it was one of the oldest of the city gates) has
quite a fortified look

; and in the old time had seen some
sharp conflicts. The ditch beyond the walls which gives
its name to Houndsditch will be observed, and the de-
tached houses and gardens which bordered on London,
and in which the citizens would disport themselves with
buckler-play, foot-ball, and shooting at butts in the long
summer evenings, when all were enjoined by law to
' draw a good bow and shoot a long shot.’

Aldgate as it appeared previous to its demolition in 1760
is given above.

* Richard Grafton had published a rival Chronicle of
England, in which, as Stow says, ‘he had set his mark on
another man’s vessel,’ merely compiling from easily acces-
sible materials, and had not like Stow searched’ in un-
trodden grounds. He indignantly styles his book, in allu-

sion to his name, the ‘ noise of empty tonnes and unfruitful

graffes.' To this Grafton replied by terming Stow’s labours
‘lyes foolishly stowed together.’ The folly of literary
squabbles is shown by posterity—Grafton is forgotten, but
Stow is ever remembered.
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‘ the ungrateful backbiter slayeth three at once
|—himself by his own malice, him that crediteth

his false tales, ancl him that he backbiteth.’
|

He continued his labours despite every obstacle
j

that malevolence and poverty threw in his way

—

studiously and fearlessly enduring and hoping
all things. The charity he was so ready to

defend ought not to have suffered him to want
;

;

and yet he found none to do for him what he
had recommended others to perform in their i

charities. He advised all, then, to make their

hands their executors, and their eyes their over-
|

seers
; and yet the wealthy company of Merchant i

Tailors to which he belonged, and whom he
once petitioned as to his distress, suffered the I

good old man to pine in comparative want,* when
j

he was in the eightieth year of his age
;
and they

j

could not say they knew it not, for Stow me-
morialised also King James, and the king— I

base craven to all kingly greatness that he was !
[—gave—what ?—a home,—a pension gilded with

kind words? Not so
;
he gave him a privilege !— ;

he gave him permission—to beo ! We saw this

fact planted in the Chronicle, and deemed it a

libel upon the memory of any that had worn our
royal English crown. We would not behove it,

aud so posted off to the British Museum, hoping
not to find what we sought—in the Harleian col- 1

lection. Yet here is a true copy, from the ori-

ginal, there extracted :

—

‘James, by the Grace of God, King of England, Scotland,

France, and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, &c. To all our
well-beloved subjects greeting

:

‘Whereas our loving subject, John Stowe (a very aged
and worthy member of our city of London), this five and i

forty yeeres hath to his great charge, and with neglect of
his ordinary meanes of maintenance (for the generall good
as well of posteririe, as of the present age) compiled and

;

published diverse necessary bookes and chronicles; there- 1

fore we in recompense of these his painfull labours, and
for encouragement to the like, have in our royall inclina-

j

tion been pleased to grant our Letters Patents under our
great Seale of England, dated Eighth of March, 1603,
thereby authorising him, the sayd John Stowe, and his
deputies, to collect amongst our loving subjects theyr volun-
tary contribution and kinde gratuities, as by the sayd
Letters Patents more at large may appeare. Now seeing

this unusuall manner, to recommend his cause unto you,
having already in our owne person, and of our special!
grace, begun the largesse,® for the example of others.

‘ Given at our palace at Westminster.’

How exceedingly touching, knowing this, are
the brief words he speaks of the labours and
hardships through which he had to make his
way. ‘ It hath cost me,’ he says, ‘ many a weary
mile’s travel, many a hard-earned penny and
pound, and many a cold winter night’s study.’
How keenly will this be felt by all who seek by
the labour of their fragile pen to earn a subsis-
tence ; how little thanks they receive for the
pleasure they bestow, or the knowledge they
impart ! The sympathies they enlist are for the
sorrows of others, not their own ; and if they
complain, or tremblingly put forth some claim
to the aid and help of the wealthy and the
great, they are either neglected or reproached
with improvidence—as if they ever had more
than they needed from year to year, or, it may
be, day to day ! Charles Knight supposes that
Stow, ‘ who had long shown how secondary out-
ward circumstances were, in his regard, and who
felt that his poverty did him no dishonour, pro-
bably kept up his heart under the state of men-
dicancy to which he was reduced,’ and also adds
an anecdote for wliich he deserves thanks. Once,
long before the poverty of Stow was anticipated,

or the despicable meanness and shameful heart-
lessness of James established beyond dispute by
his own sign manual, Ben Jonson told his friend
Drummond of Hawthomden that he and Stow,
walking together, met two lame beggars ; when
Stow, as if with some half presentiment of how
he was to end his days, gaily asked them ‘ What
they would have to take him to their order ?

’

With a weary heart must he have oftentrodden
Cornhill and looked upon the wealthy merchant
menwho thronged Gresham’s Exchange; conscious
of having done his work nobly as the historian of
their great city, yet unrewarded and unrecog-
nised amid the throng, intent then, as now, on
their own aggrandisement.

f

EXTRANCE TO THE EXCHANGE, CORNHILL.

that our sayd Patents (being but one in themselves) can-
not be shewed forth in divers places or parishes at once
(as the occasions of his speedy putting them in execution
may require), we have therefore thought expedient, in

" The company had done something for Stow, but not
commensurate with his wants or his services. Herbert, in
his ‘History of the Twelve great Livery Companies of
London,’ notices an entry in the books of the Merchant
Tailors Company, dated July 5, 1592, which supplies some
hitherto unknown particulars of our antiquary. The first
entry acquaints us with John Stow's having ‘ presented to
this house his books entitled “Annals, &c., being a Brief
Chronicle of English History ’ and that the court in con-
sequence settled on him an annuity of 41. per annum. An
after entry states this 4/. annuity to have been raised to 0/.

and subsequently to 107. on the motion of Mr. Dove, one
of the assistants, and a worthy benefactor to the Merchant
Tailors’ Company. So that this valuable man’s services to
society were not altogether so ill rewarded as has been
stated. Stow’s ‘ Annals or General Chronicle ’ as after-
wards enlarged by Hawes, was again presented to the com-
pany by the latter in 1G14, who, it is not improbable lrom
that circumstance, was also a member of the company.
The Merchant Tailors’ Company has the further honour
of having restored John Stow’s monument in St. Andrew
Undershaft Church.

Those who would know farther particulars con-

* There is no account of this ‘largesse
;

’ it is more than
probable that it was never given. The date of the letters
patent cited in this document is March 8, 1603. Stow was
then verging on eighty years of age.

+ The curious view of Cornhill above engraved, forms
the background to one of Hollar’s large figures exhibiting
female costume, dated 1643. It gives, with all the faithful
minutim of this artist, the aspect of this principal London
thoroughfare with its shops

;
and it shows the entrance to

Gresham’s Exchange, with the square tower, which forms
so conspicuous an object in old views of the interior.
Opposite to this in the centre of the roadway stands the
conduit known as ‘ the tun,’ which was constructed in
1282

;

by Henry Walles, mayor of London, to be a prison
for night walkers and other suspicious persons, and was
called the Tun upon Cornhill, because the same was built
somewhat in fashion of a tun standing on one end.’ So
says honest John Stow, who adds, in 1401 it was made into
a cistern ‘ for sweet water conveyed by pipes of lead from
Tiborne, and was from thence called the Conduit upon
Cornhill.’ The well was planked over, and a strong cage
for prisoners constructed upon it with stocks

;
and on the

top of the cage a pillory for bakers who gave short
weight, scolds, and other offenders.

ment is, that he treats him so mercifully, parti-

cularly when we consider the truthfulness of
his own nature, and the extreme sensibility of
his temper, which made him most painfully

alive to things that might be considered nothings
to other men. He was also subjected to the
visits of government officers, who believed him
to be an ‘admirer of antiquity in religion as

well as in history.’ They sadly disturbed liis

books and shelves, making a rare dust, and yet
finding nought beyond some books and tracts

with odd names. But this investigation, out of
which he came purer than ever, planted an
arrow in his heart that rankled and festered

therein until his death. ‘ The false servant,’ as

Strype calls him, who perjured his soul to
destroy the antiquary, was his own brother !

Sad, sad it is, that this should so have been : it

is impossible to conceive the bitter anguish such
a discovery must have produced on such a mind.
He alludes to it frequently and painfully; all

other ills fade before it; all other wrongs are

forgotten in this great one; it was as scarlet

before his eyes until the day of his death. One
of his marginal notes on this painful subject is

singularly strong and expressive, and shows how
bitterly he could feel upon a matter, which hisown
purity and simplicityof heart taught him to abhor :

bitter indignation, by causing to be hanged, by
his false misrepresentation of simple words, the
bailiff of Rumford—‘ a man well beloved.’ He
was executed upon the pavement by Stow’s
door, there being at the time much disturbance
‘of the Commons’ in ‘Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,
and other shires.’

It was not until the year 1560 that, Stow ad-
dressed his ‘cares and cogitations ’ to the compila-
tion of his mighty chronicle, whichwas at first pub-
lished in small volumes. It was then, to use his

own words, that he consecrated himself ‘ to the
search of our famous antiquities.’ It was, in-

deed, a consecration to labour, and poverty, and
evil report—the latter only for a time. There
were literary pirates in those days, as well as in

our own—miserable thieves, who pick brains
when they dare not pick pockets. And such
Stow found Grafton to be.* Our only astonish-
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being a house-painter, painted the carved screen,

and pulpit, and organ-loft, with ‘ oak paint
;

’ and
Master Stow’s monument with ‘ white paint,’ and
that the gentlemen ever since have had much
work to get it off. If he had been a tinman, we
suppose, he would have coated them all with
tin ! Oh, the wickedness of the world ! We
wonder he did not repaint the twelve apostles !

At last we approached the old pilgrim’s tomb.
We felt as if in the presence of a shrine, and
prostrated our hearts before it. There is some-
thing inexpressibly holy and happy in the figure

of the venerable man : unlike all other monu-
ments, not being marble, it has not a cold and
chilling aspect. It was a long time reported to

be made of terra cotta
;
but as it was covered

with paint, some of the warm tints of the stone

beneath where the paint had been destroyed led

to the mistake. It has the smooth, stained,

shining (we had almost said warm) look of veiy
old ivory, and no design could better express
the character of the historian. He is seated at

his table, writing—there is an old swan- quill hi

his hand. Notwithstanding that the bridge of
his nose has been carried away by some rude
assault, the full-orbed brow, and the concen-

trated, yet benevolent mouth, are at once intel-

lectual and amiable. We have seen no engraving
that conveys this peculiar expression. There is a
clasped book, of the same character as those
we had just been inspecting, at either side ot

the little den in which he sits, and the inscription

is simple and beautiful. It is in Latin, but may
be translated

—

ceming thisvenerable man—who hathdrawnunto
himself the highest honour the heart can give

—

must peruse his works, which contain the rare

merit of being himself, and as such are better

than any biography. It is a sad pity that his
J

history of England has been lost
;
and the greater

|

and pleased a little with the interest we took in

what she respected, opened a long chest that
contains many old and valuable books, which,
standing all the time close by our side, she per-

mitted us to inspect. One we were greatly

delighted to see—an old folio edition of the

content wo have with what he hath himself
written, the greater regret we feel that we have
not more. Our pilgrimage to his monument
was quickly performed—and luckily ; for a very
quiet, patient sort of woman was cleaning the

vestry
;
she seemed much pleased by the admi-

ration we expressed for the beauty and antiquity

of the church, and assured us that many came
to see the monuments, especially that of ‘ Master
Stow.’ She kept herself busied so as to have an
eye to our movements, and yet was not in the
least obtrusive. But first let us explain what
Stow explained to us—that this church was
called St. Andrew’s under shaft, because that, in

old time, in every year, in May Day in the morn-
ing, a long shaft, or May-pole, was set up there
in the midst of the street, before the south door
of the church, which, when fixed in the ground,
was higher than the steeple. Hence the name,
St. Andrew under, below, the shaft. Chaucer*
hath assisted to immortalise the said Bhaft

—

* As ye would beare
The great shaft of Cornehill.’

We could tell you the history of its downfall,

but our mind is with the monuments, and the

church within, rather than the riots of ‘ Evil May
Day,’ and the destruction that followed without.^

It is truly a beautiful church. There is a curious
communion, or baptismal table, and railing, as

you enter at first ; and a noble screen bordered
with fine carving

;
a window of painted glass,

very beautiful in colour and execution. Stow
speaks of the liberal donations and great charities

of the inhabitants of this parish ; and for the
first time for some years, in reply to our question

concerning its present state, we were told that
‘ it had hardly any poor !

’—of course in com-
parison with others. We were glad to hear this

of the parish in which the remains of this good
old pilgrim mouldered. There are a great many
curious monuments and tablets in the church

;

two, particularly, within the communion table

;

that on the right must have been richly inlaid

with brass, but has been shamefully defaced.

The woman, wearied perhaps with our questions,

* This passage is not to be found in Chaucer’s published
works, but was quoted by Stow from a MS. now lost.

f The riot of city apprentices on the 1st of May 1517,
which ended in a general onslaught against all foreigners,
made stringent rules necessary for their turbulence, and

j

May-games were for a time forbidden. From that time
this famous maypole was hung upon hooks over the doors
of the neighbouring houses, until a fanatical sermon was
preached against it in the reign of Edward VI., whieh so

' inflamed the citizens, ‘ that after eating a heart y dinner to
strengthen themselves, every owner of such house over
which the shaft hung, with assistance of each other, sawed
off as much of it as hung over his premises

; each took his
share, and committed to the flames the tremendous idol.’—Pennant.

answer to Harding’s reply to Bishop Jewel’s

Apology. It is bound and studded with steel

entirely deprived of its brightness, and a long
and strong chain is attached thereto, which the

woman assured us ‘was solid gold, used for

marking the book !
’ There arc many other

volumes of much value in that chest, and we
wish they were carefully seen to, and repaired

where age and insects have worn and eaten the
leaves. They are without doubt the remains of
what Stow makes honourable mention of :

—
‘ At

the lower end of the north aisle,’ he says, ‘ is a
wainscot press, full of good books, the works of
many learned and reverend divines, offering at

seasonable and convenient times the benefit of
reading, to any that shall be as ready to embrace
it, as they and their maintainors to impart it.’

stow’s MOXUMKNT.

When we thought of this, we pondered over the
precious volumes the more

;
and would have

certainly seen all contained in the chest, had not
our watchful friend observed that, ‘ though we
had come to see Master Stow’s monument, we
had not yet looked at it

;
and she did not com-

prehend our feelings in the least when we told

her, that if we had seen it first we should have
seen nothing else. She also informed us how
that some years ago, one of the churchwardens

‘ Sacred to the Memory.
‘ Here John Stow, citizen of London, awaits the resur-

rection in Christ, who, having exercised very accurate
diligence in investigating ancient records, wrote, in a
luminous manner, Annals of England, and a concise

History of the City of London ;
deserving well of his own,

well of every future age. Continuing: through life with
piety, and gradually and happily retiring from it, he died
in the 80th year of his age, on the 6th day of April, 1605.

‘Elizabeth, his wife, as a perpetual testimony of her
love, grieving.’

This quiet record of his old wife’s love is not
the less moving because of its simplicity.

And there rests John Stow ;—and there, of

all other places would we have him rest; for

though there were thorns in his worldly career,

here all is as he, if living, would desire

—he is in the heart of his beloved city.

If anything could be heard in his narrow
resting-place, the peals of its thousand
bells would wake him before the day of
final doom. The parish in which he sleeps

is immortalised, by the charities he loved
and preserved, from the pangs of starvation

which have gnawed the very vitals of our
enduring people. Strangely enough, be-

side his tomb are the shelves which, Sun-
day after Sunday, are piled with bread
and money for the widow and the orphan

;

nay, the very scales are there, to tell the
justice of the weights. Right opposite the
monument is the pure font he mentions,
though its carved cover, one of the most
exquisite both in elegant design and per-

fect execution we ever saw, is not noted
in his 1 Chronicle ;’ but there it is

—

blessed to receive, and, in receiving, bless-

ing, the younglings of Christ's flock. Surely
he would rejoice to see those infant citi-

zens received into the holy Church ! There
he lies among those he loved— the
most honoured of those he delighted to

honour

—

the one John Stow !

Let no one sneer at the toils of the
antiquary : he has enjoyments peculiarly

his own, but his labours are pregnant with
instruction

;
his enthusiasm may not be at

all times intelligible, but out of it proceeds
enlightenment to thousands : he may

work like the mole—often in darkness and
underground—but that which he brings to the
surface is fruitful aud good. How many plea-

sures do we owe him : for how much of instruc-

tion are we his debtorn, bringing together the
present and the past,—illustrating histoiy by
proofs surer than hosts of witnesses. Rarely is

the antiquary other than the advocate and ally

of virtue
;

it is the gentle and generous only
who seek intercourse and intimacy with the
dead and the forgotten.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS
FOR MANUFACTURERS.

Designs for Door Furniture. By H. Mate
(19, Priory Street, Wandsworth Road.) In our
Journal for December, 1848, we introduced some
designs for this description of internal house-

[We have so frequently remarked that the designs which month after month appear in our columns arc intended rather

as suggestions than to be manufactured as they are given, that to repeat it would seem to be superfluous. Yet the

observations we occasionally hear, even now, of the impracticability of many of these designs being carried out, renders

it necessary for us again to remind the manufacturer that we do not pretend to furnish him at all times with what
he actually requires ;

according to our judgment we select such as appear suited to his purpose, with the recommen-
dation of taste and novelty : the adaptation we must leave in the hands of the practical operative.]

Design for a Dinner Plate. By R. Aglio (4, Oval Road, Regent’s Park.) Few articles of

ordinary domestic use are more susceptible of good ornamentation than the dinner plate
;
and there are

few, perhaps, which have received less attention. Mr. Aglio’s design is simple, but in good taste : he
suggests that it is more especially adapted for one colour, by the transfer of the ground-colour height-

ened, so as to admit its introduction on the common stone-china plate.

The following design is by W. M. Holmes (17, Frederick Street, Hampstead Road.) It forms one
of the wings of a Design for a Sideboard, exhibited at the Society of Arts in the past year. It is

full of elaborate and rich ornament, which cannot, however, be characterised by any particular style,
as we perceive portions of the Italian, Louis Quatorze, and Renaissance embodied in it The uses to

decoration, by the same artist who has furnished
us with these. Though somewhat similar in cha-
racter, the latter are much more graceful, and less

massive in the forms of the ornament than were
the former designs; the scroll-work is arranged
with a due regard to the co-
lours which might probably be
used in the manufacture, so

as to avoid anything like con-

which this article of furniture is applied, are indicated by various enrichments in the carving, such as fusion in the mass. The engravings are one-half
the vine, dead game, and other objects appertaining to the table of the dining-room the size of the intended objects.

2 G
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Design for a Candlestick.—By T. W. Holme (14, New
North Street, Red Lion Square.) There is exceeding novelty as

Designs for Book-Covers. By W. Harry
Rogers (10, Carlisle Street, Soho.) These two

well as much enrichment in this design : the pedestal rests upon
three inverted acorns, the shaft is supported by the same number

of grotesque figures, a wreath of
shamrocks is entwined about the
shaft which supports a
thistle for the candle-

socket
;
the tails of the

figures encircle the
rose

;
so that the na-

tional emblems of the

three kingdoms are
incorporated in the

design. Should it at-

tract the attention of

any manufacturer so as

to induce him to under-
take its execution, we
would suggest that the
column shouldbe some-
what bolder, as it ap-

pears too contracted
and weak in compari-
son with the other
parts : the entire effect

would be thereby great-
ly improved. While
referring to the subject

of candlesticks, it may
not be out of place to

mention that the pair

of very beautiful de-
signs by Mr. Morgan,
which we published
some few months back,
have been manufac-
tured, both in silver

and or-molu, by Mr.
Gass, silversmith, of

Regent Street
;

we
have rarely seen more
elegant productions of
the kind than they are,

fully justifying the ob-
servations which we
made at the time, that

a skilful silversmith

might employ these

designs to produce an
object of great beauty.
The workmanship of
the candlesticks is truly

exquisite
;
they would

make beautiful orna-

ments for the most
elegantly furnished
boudoir,— costly in

material and valuable
as examples of manu-
facturing Art.

Design for an Epergne. ByM. Jeannest (8, Percy Street.) The introduction
of figures into any design, however excellent in themselves, will fail in producing a

I successful result unless they form a portion of an idea and thus become an integral part
of the subject. They should serve some more definite purpose than mere decoration,
and their action should in all cases at once explain itself. In the object engraved below
this has evidently been well considered

;
the figures, though each is in a different atti-

tude, are all earnestly at their work supporting their massive and elegant burden. This

!

design is one which would tax the skill and ingenuity of the practical artist, but it is

also one that would amply repay his labours. Both in form and detail we have rarely
seen anything of the kind to surpass it as an adaptation of floral ornament to the Louis
Quaiorze style. The artist is a Parisian resident in England.

designs are an attempt to

introduce the Italian style of

decoration to the purpose of

bookbinding, and form there-

fore two corners for the

covers of books proposed to

be differently executed. Both are suited for

doth and might be either sunk or raised, but the

lower one is best adapted to be produced in

gold, while the upper one should be left “blind.”

These designs are a considerable improvement

upon the unmeaning corners and
centres so abundantly used by our
binders, but we should like to see

the idea still further extended.

The entire side and back of a book
should be expressly designed for it and made to

harmonise with the subject of the work, and a

connection should exist between all the orna-

ments introduced. The use of corners and cen-

tres is of itself in questionable taste unless lines

of union are provided, to prevent the appearanct

of the details being “ stuck on.”
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Design for a Cruet Stand. The framework of this design is by W. H. Rogers, the figure l>y

H. Fitz-Cook. The artists have here worked harmoniously together, and have produced a very
elegant object. The Italian style has formed their model

;
indeed, there is scarcely any other which

could with propriety he adopted for such a purpose. It was in the application of his genius to matters
like these, of comparatively trifling import, that Cellini achieved a reputation scarcely second to none
of the great sculptors of antiquity, evincing in his designs and his workmanship a beauty and a skill,

which even in this day secure to his productions a mercantile value almost incredible. Our own school
furnishes us with some
names that have worthily
followed so glorious an ex-

ample—Baily, Westmacott,
Chantrey, and Cotterill,

though not actual “ work-
ers in metal,” have lent

most efficient aid to those
who are, by furnishing such
models as have enabled them
to exercise their craft with
the happiest results. Pity
it is that in the category of
great names whose genius
has shed light on manufac-
turing Art, we do not find a
larger number of artists

whose reputation is already
established by their works
of a more elevated character.

It is an egregious error to

suppose that there is some-
thing derogatory in the
artist assisting the artisan

;

their duties are reciprocal,

and each, by cordially co-

operating with the other,

may add to his own repu-
tation, and assist his fellow

labourer in reaching the
same eminence.

Design for a Christen-
ing Cup. By H. Fitz-
Cook (13, New Ormond
Street.) The Italian style
has here again been put in

requisition, and with good
success. The ornamental
figures are strictly in keep-
ing with the use to which
the cup is appropriated

;
an

infant kneels in the attitude
of supplication, over whom
a seraph (forming the han-
dle), stretches its hands.
The shape of the cup is

exceedingly good, and the
portions requiring the sculp-

tor’s art chaste and simple.

It is of course intended for

execution in silver.

occurred to us how greatly the appearance of these

localities would be improved by the use of material
of a highly ornamental character. Instead of which,
however, one sees nothing but long rows of stiff

perpendicular spikes, broken at intervals perhaps
by a panel of twisted iron, serving only to make
the mass of formality more un-
sightly. We are quite aware of

the argument by which the use of

this description of rails is defended,
namely, that it offers more effec-

tual security against depredators,
as affording neither foothold nor
handling, whereby it could be
easily escaladed

;
yet this argument

is of comparatively little weight,

as our daily police reports prove
there are ways and means of sur-

mounting these obstacles, which
even the juvenile candidate for the

hulks is not slow to attain. Be-
sides, there would be no great

difficulty in the construction of

such work as would at the same
time afford an efficient barrier and
be truly decorative. We need not
stop to argue the advantage of this

in an architectural point of view
;

indeed, it is sufficiently obvious:

we would merely call the atten-

tion of those engaged in building

operations to the matter as well
worthy of their consideration.

The first of Mr. Hood’s designs

is for a Balcony panel
;
it is in the

style which the Italians employed
so successfully, and is light and
very elegant. The second design,

also in the Italian style, is for a
Staircase panel

;
it is rather more

elaborate than the preceding, but
possesses the same qualities of ex-

cellence. Both might be easily

manufactured.
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In this paper we must endeavour to embrace all

those vitreous substances which we have not yet

spoken of, and those hydraulic cements, com-
posed principally of the carbonate and sulphate

of lime, which, from the importance of their

application to the Decorative Arts demand our
attention. Of the former terra cotta, (literally,

baked clay,) and Ransome’s artificial stone, are

the most deserving of notice. Terra cotta

ware, under which name has been included

a great variety of moulded forms in clay, was
manufactured at a very early period of man's

histoiy. The Greeks were certainly proficient

in works of this kind, but it is not ascertained

whether they baked the clays in these orna-

mental vessels, or only diied them in the sun,

which is the mode of hardening adopted in many
countries

;
and in particular we possess numerous

specimens of sun-dried terra cotta, evidently the

production of the Aztecs, discovered in central

America. In Tuscany and Rome many spe-

cimens of friezes and whole figures have been
found in terra cotta. The Romans appear to

have had artists of great genius who turned
their attention to this particular manufacture.

In the Townley Collection at the British Museum
will be found many very interesting specimens.

Among the Roman terra cottas we find some
dried in the air, some baked, others baked and
coloured subsequently, while several varieties

exhibit much fixedness in their colours, which
were evidently applied previously to burning,

and often we find them ornamented with rich

gilding. The Art does not appear to have been
ever lost

;
indeed, Professor Buscliing has proved

that the monument to the Minnesinger Duke,
Henry IV., in the church at Breslau, gives evi-

dence of the practice being most successfully

carried on in the thirteenth century. It is need-

less to refer to the numerous examples of baked
clay ornaments which are found of all dates and
in every European country. They possess one
general character as to the composition of the

material, but differ widely in the taste which
has been directed to their execution. Our own,
and even the Continental works in terra cotta,

have of late years produced some articles of
exceedingly beautiful execution ; vases, brackets,

friezes, and even figures, showing some of the

best evidences of the good taste and care which
has been bestowed upon their manufacture.

Of course in ornamental works of this descrip-

tion the utmost care is observed in the selection

of the clay, the usual composition being pipe or

potter's clay, Ryegate sand, and finely powdered
potsherds. This being made into a firm paste is

pressed into moulds
;
and the article being first

slowly dried in the air, to insure as regular a
contraction as possible of the material, is then
baked in the ordinary way. In general the
terra cotta ornaments will not stand the action

of wet and frost when exposed to the atmosphere
of our changeable climate ; we have, however,
seen some specimens produced in Mr. Dillwyn’s

pottery at Swansea, which are of so firm a body
that they powerfully resist those destructive

influences. Some brackets and tazzi manufac-
tured by Mr. Dillwyn are exceedingly beautiful.

In nature we find many of our hardest rocks

formed by the agglutinisation of small particles

of sand, the cementing material of which is

evidently silica in most cases, although in some
the salts of iron certainly perform a similar office.

By availing himself of this fact, Mr. Frederick
Ransome has succeeded in producing an artificial

stone, which promises, from its physical pro-

perties and from all the results which have
hitherto been obtained, to prove most valuable
to the architect and the public. But before we
describe the peculiarities of Mr. Ransome's
patent process, we must briefly refer to the
experiments of Kuhlman and some others.

Professor Kuhlman of Lille has shown that
chalk may be rendered very hard by immersing

it in a solution of silicate of potash, exposing it

to the air for several days and afterwards wash-

ing. Although the chalk thus treated did not

contain more than three or four per cent of silica,

it was found capable of scratching many cements
and marbles. In a similar manner Kuhlman
discovered that he could harden carbonate of lead

and plaster of Paris. As he finds alkaline salts

in all the limestones containing silica which are

hydraulic, Kuhlman believes that they ori-

ginally resembled ordinary chalk in purity, but
have been silicified by infiltration of water
containing an alkaline silicate in solution, or

that the process in nature is analogous to his

artificial one.

This solution of silica is formed by fusing

silica with an excess of carbonate of potash or of

soda. That flint could be dissolved in an alkaline

ley appears to have been known to Van Hel-

mont, who obtained a soluble silicate of potash

by treating powdered glass with caustic potash :

this was his liquor silicum. Soluble glass was
prepared by Fuchs by combining three equiva-

lents of potash with eight of silicic acid, and this

compound, although soluble in hot, is scarcely

at all acted upon by cold, water. For ordinary

purposes this compound is obtained by melting

together fifteen parts of powdered quartz, ten

parts of potash, and one part of charcoal. The
mass having been purified by washing in cold

water, is boiled with five parts of water, in which
it slowly but entirely dissolves. This solution

gelatinises on cooling, and dries up when ex-

posed to the air, without absorbing carbonic

acid, into a transparent colourless glass. One
part of quartz and two of soda for some purposes

appeal’s to form a more perfect soluble glass than

the above. The chief use of these silicates is to

coat wood, paper, &c., by which those and similar

bodies, are rendered much less combustible.

This soluble glass becomes, however, a more
important article when it is mixed with some
other pulverulent substance, as a body, with

which it forms an efficient cement. A cement
of this kind may be used as a paint, and a very

satisfactory effect produced. In the Theatre at

Munich 465,300 square feet of wood surface was
coated with soluble glass, mixed with of

ferruginous clay. There are many advantages
attending the use of this material in large budd-
ings. In the first place, it places at our dispose

the means for rendering all the wood used in

decoration incombustible, which is in itself a
most important desideratum. If we take a piece

of wood, and prepare it with the silicate of potash,

or still better with the silicate, made into a paste

with plaster of Paris, chalk, or clay, we shall

find, upon throwing it into the fire, that it will

only undergo combustion when the heat is suf-

ficiently strong to char it through its vitreous

coating
;
that indeed we convert it into charcoal,

as we should do in a luted earthenware or
metal vessel. By no spark, or any ordinary
flame which could probably become the cause of

accident under other circumstances, could such
wood be ignited. In the second place, the soluble

glass cements offer facilities for decoration, and
the introduction of colours at a small expense,

which are not to be obtained by any other
means.
Such were the uses to which the siliciferous

compounds were put, or which they suggested,

previously to the introduction of the artificial

stone of Mr. F. Ransome. In describing the
manufacture of this material we cannot do better

than avail ourselves of the inventor's own words,

forming part of a communication made by him
to the Institution of Civil Engineers :

—

The process for making artificial stone was
arrived at whilst making experiments, for the

purpose of finding a combining material, by
which the particles of matter (such as stone,

marble, &c.) could be united to form a mass
uniformly equal in its texture.

It occurred that could flint or silica be brought
into a semi-fluid state, and be used as the me-
dium, the desired object would be effected, and
the artificial compound would possess the ap-

pearance and all the useful properties of natural

stone.

Now as silica (flint, &c.) is an acid, it will form
compounds with metallic oxides (earths, alkalies,

&c.) Most of these, however, are solid, and are

only fusible at very high temperatures
;
but

certain combinations can be formed with the

alkalies which remain fluid, and these are used
as the combining medium.
The process is very simple.—Broken flint is

subjected to the action of caustic alkali (soda or

potash) in a boiler, at a high temperature, under
pressure, and it is found, that the alkali will

dissolve a large proportion of silica, and will

lose its causticity ;
the solution, thus obtained,

can be evaporated to any required degree of

consistency.

It is generally employed at the specific gravity

ofl’600 (water being 1*000) ; and this solution

(soda being used as the alkali) is found to possess

the following composition in 100 parts :

—

. 20-43Silica

Soda
Water

When properly made, it is perfectly trans-

parent, possesses great tenacity, and, on the

addition of a strong acid, becomes a solid mass
by the precipitation of the silica.

When worked up with clean raw materials,

such as sand, clay, portions ofgranite, marble, &c.,

together with a small portion of powdered flint,

the compound possesses a putty-like consistence,

which can be moulded into any required form,

and is capable of receiving very sharp and deli-

cate impressions.

When taken from the mould it should be
allowed to dry very slowly, and afterwards be

submitted, in a kiln, to a gradually increased

temperature, up to a red heat, which is main-

tained for some time.

The changes which take place during this

operation are as follows :

—

The water is entirely driven off, the silicate of

soda is altered in its composition, and another

silicate, insoluble in water, is produced, by part

of the soda combining with an additional portion

of silex, at the high temperature to which it is

submitted, and the whole becomes a mass, which
appears to be indestructible by atmospheric

changes, or even by exposure to the action of

boiling water.

In preparing the silicious cement the following

process is adopted :—Pieces of broken flint are

suspended within the boilers filled with a strong

solution of caustic alkali, and then subjected to

a temperature of 300° Fahr. under a pressure of

from fifty to eighty pounds per square inch.

The caustic alkali under these conditions attacks

the flin t,, which is readily dissolved in it, wliilst

the earthy matters are precipitated and left in

the vessels when the silicate of potash is drawn
off. The water is then evaporated to as great an
extent as is deemed necessary, and to the fluid

is added the sand, a small quantity of pipe-

clay, and some powdered flint, the object ofwhich
is to combine with a free alkali in the solution,

which would otherwise diliquesce, and injure the

general character of the resulting ' stone. The
whole mass is then worked in a pug-mill for

about twenty minutes, till it has formed a kind

of granulated, but very tenacious substance, the

consistence of putty. In this state it is squeezed
into moulds, and receives and retains the

sharpest impressions. These casts are then
placed in a potter’s kiln, the temperature of

which is gradually raised for the first twenty-

four horn’s
;

the intensity of the fire is then
augmented, until, at the end of forty-eight hours,

a bright red heat Ls attained, and the kiln is then

allowed to cool slowly, which occupies about

four or five days.

No doubt, during this firing, all the alkali

chemically combines with the silex, and a per-

fect glass is formed through the mass of this

artificial product. This preparation has been
chemically examined by Dr. Faraday, Mr. Richard

Phillips, and other chemists, and their results

show that the combination of the alkali and the

silica is more perfect than it is even in glass.

By pounding glass in a mortar and moistening

it, alkali may be detected by turmeric paper

;

but no such indication is given when this arti-

ficial stone is so treated, and Mr. Phillips states

that heated acid does not produce anything like

decomposition in it.

We have seen ornamental slabs and figures

very carefully executed in this durable material

;

grinding-stones, columns, capitals, mouldings.
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cornices, &c. are produced with the finer mate-
rials, and from the coarser ones building-stones
of any variety of colour, which can be given
by the introduction of the metallic oxides. It

is certain that by this process Mr. Ransome is

enabled to produce a material which is applicable
to a very great variety of the most useful pur-
poses of life. We are not aware of the cost of
the artificial stone produced by this process, but
if it be within the limits of that economy which
especially demands the attention of the builder,
or the decorative artist, which we believe it to
be, it must, from its durability, offer so many
advantages as will ensure its adoption very
generally.

Another variety of artificial stone, of which we
have seen some veiy interesting specimens, is the
manufacture ofa Mr. Buckwell,but it differs essen-
tially from the production we have just described.
Mr. Buckwell’s artificial stone consists of frag-

ments of stone as large as will go freely into the
mould employed, the intersticial spaces being
nearly filled up with smaller fragments, and all

the remaining portion is filled in with the cement,
which is composed of chalk and Thames mud
burnt together. The mould in which the com-
pound mass is placed is perforated, and after the
cement, which is mixed with the smallest quan-
tity of water is added, to the stone, the whole
is rammed down by hammers like those em-
ployed in pile-driving. The little water which
is used is pressed out by the violent blows given
by the rammer. 'When taken out of the mould,
the stone is hard enough to ring, and it becomes
still harder by exposure to air or water for some
months. Here we have the formation of a
peculiar kind of brick, which may be, however,
made available for many important purposes.
We find indeed that Mr. Buckwell particularly
desires to apply his process to the formation of
sewers, and we have no doubt, from the com-
pact character of the stone we have seen, that
it would prove a really valuable application.
The formation of concrete is a process so analo-
gous to this last that our attention is naturally
drawn to it. The following suggestions of Mr.
Hawkins, from the Transactions of the British
Association, for 1843, are much to the purpose :

He suggested, that in making concrete, the
slackened lime should be brought to the con-
sistency of cream, the sand should then be first

mixed intimately with it, then the smaller gravel,

and ultimately the larger shingle
; working the

whole well together, so that every particle might
be thoroughly coated with lime, whilst the inter-

stices would be regularly filled by the pieces of
stone of corresponding dimensions, and they
would all rest upon each other, instead of upon the
lime, which would only be used for holding the
mass together. One part of lime to twelve parts
of shingle and sand he had found, under such
treatment, would compose a concrete, which in

eleven days had become harder than specimens
of a mass of Roman brick and concrete mortar,
or than a very superior specimen of a portion of
the foundation ofa wall at the East India Docks,
which had been built thirty years.

We must now proceed to examine the charac-
teristics of the Hydraulic cements, and first, as
the oldest, the Scagliola requires a brief explana-
tion. Scagliola, so called from the Italian
Scaglia, appears to have been used in Italy in
the sixteenth centuiy, having been invented by
Fassi, of Carpi. The earliest introduction into
this country of this mode of decoration was in
the columns of the Pantheon, in Oxford Street,
built by James Wyatt in the latter half of the
last centuiy, since which time it has been most
extensively employed. The great advantage of
Scagliola is, that, as it is used as a mere in-

crustation, columns may be made of wood and
hollow, and then rendered to all appearance
equal to the most ornamental marbles. The
cement is prepared of pure gypsum, which is

carefully calcined and then reduced to an impal-
pable powder by grinding and sifting. It is then
mixed with Flanders glue, isinglass, or some
such gelatinous body, and, usually, the colours
required are now united with the cement. As
the Scagliola is generally employed to imitate
the veined and ornamented marbles, its success-

ful use depends to a great extent upon the skill

of the artist. The process of applying this plaster

was long in the hands of Italian artists, and
much secresy was observed in the process, but
our own artists now far excel any of those on
the Continent. The different colours are laid

on and arranged by the workman, and the veins
and sti'eaks are, as it is technically termed, floated
in

; the surface is then rubbed down with pumice-
stone, and cleaned off with a wet sponge

;
then

being polished with tripoli earth and pure char-

coal first, and then with tripoli and oil; it is

lastly finished off with oil alone, by which a most
desirable polish is obtained.

It is quite impossible to examine the numerous
cements in detail which owe their consolidating
properties to the physical conditions of hydraulic
limestone. Among the most important of the
native materials must be named puzzolana, and
trass, or tarras. These are conglomerates of
fragments of volcanic rocks, and often contain
basalt, pumice-stone, trachyte, clay, slate, &c.
They occur in beds, both in Germany and Italy.

The material is powdered in stamping-mills, and
exported in this state. The chemical constitu-

ents of these cements are silica, alumina, lime,
magnesia, oxide of iron, potash, and soda. The
advantages of puzzolana and trass are that they
require no preparation by burning as do the
artificial compounds of lime.

Roman cement is one of the artificial forma-
tions. The material employed in its manufacture
are the nodules of a globular form, which are
found in the London clay, and known by the
name of scptaria. They are not merely found in

the London basin, but in the Isle of Wight, on
the coast of Kent, Yorkshire, and Somersetshire.
These nodules are composed of carbonate of
lime, with about twenty-five per cent, of mag-
nesia, alumina, and iron. They are calcined in

perpetual lime-kilns, and afterwards ground to a
fine powder and sifted, in which condition this

valuable hydraulic cement is sold.

Keene's marble cement, the lias cement, and
numerous other A’arietics, are compounds of
plaster of Paris with alumina and some of the
alkaline compounds. They all possess the pro-

perty of consolidating to a degree much beyond
that which is usual with plaster of Paris, and in
many of them the surface is so perfect as to

take a very beautiful polish.

Among the best examples of these kinds of
cement we would direct attention to the parian
cement, manufactured under Keating’s patent by
Messrs. Francis & Sons. This material is pre-
pared by combining borax with plaster of Paris,

and then calcining the mixture and reducing it

again to a state of fine powder. The parian
cement is used in the same manner as plaster of
Paris

;
it requires less water than that substance,

and is some horn-s before it sets. It is well
adapted for imitating either stationary or coloured
marbles, as it may be kept of the most perfect
whiteness or incorpoi’ated with the most delicate

colours. It sets very hard, and is susceptible of
a most beautiful polish. Beyond this, as the
parian cement unites very readily with oil and
water, it offers a surface which is susceptible of
a great variety of ornament. We have recently
seen some work executed in parian by Mr. Bell-

man, which is the most perfect imitation of col-

oured marble that we have hitherto seen. Some
experiments have recently been made with this

material for copying statues and works of high
Art, and the results are so satisfactory as to
warrant the hope that we may possess ere long per-
fect resemblances of the best productions of an-

cientArt in as durable material at a moderate cost.

Although there may be some apparent prefer-

ence in selecting those particular compositions
which we have thought the most proper to illus-

trate the general character of the hydraulic
cements, we beg to assure all interested in the
question that we have not the slightest feeling

in favour of any one preparation beyond another.
The following list includes all cements of this

character of which we have any knowledge :

—

Mortar, as commonly com-

Puzzolano mortar.
Concrete.
Parker’s, or Roman cement.
Atkinson’s cement.
Tarras.
Metallic cement.
Frost’s do.

Portland do.

Lias cement.
Martin’s do.
Keene’s do.

Parian do.
Marshall’s do.
Scagliola.

Plaster of Taris.

Venetian Pisd.

Blue mortar.
Maltha (usedby the Italians).

In addition to these there are numerous oil

and bituminous cements, as asphalte and bitumen
compounds, and among the oil cements we have

—

Mastic, as used by the Venetian cement.
Italians.

Hammelin’s mastic.
Paste, or putty composition.
Common putty.
Red cement.

Wood do.

China do.
Steam do.

John’s patent stucco.

One of the most beautiful, as well as the most
difficult of the applications of the principles wo
have endeavoured to develope is the production
of fresco paintings. So much attention has been
directed to this subject since the decoration of
the Palace of Westminster in this manner has
been determined on, that we need do no more
than refer to the process thus incidentally. As
fresco painting consists of colouring moist plaster,

it will be evident that great care is required in
the preparation of the tablet, to prevent any
chemical action between the lime of the compo-
sition and the colour employed. In addition to
this, the artistic skill demanded by the pecu-
liarity of manipulation, and the genius necessary
to the production of grand effects in this style of
high Art, requires that great permanency should
be given to the results. We are pleased to hear
that an actual glazing of silica is now applied to

the productions of Cornelius, and we understand
some experiments are in progress, with the same
object in view, in this country.

Robert Hunt.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Institute of the Fine Arts.—The Annual
General Meeting of the Institute was held in the
rooms in Marlborough Street on the 3rd ult.,

J. H. Illidge, Esq., in the chair. A report of the
council was read, showing, among other matters,

that the Institute during the past year liad suc-

cessfully exerted itself to relieve the Art-Union
from certain restrictions sought to be put upon
its operations by the Board of Trade, which, if

enforced, it was thought would have curtailed

the usefulness of that society, to the serious

injury of the profession. A balance-sheet duly
audited was also read, from which it appeared
that the debts were surely though slowly dimin-
ishing, the liabilities being 120X less this year
than the former. The feature of the evening
was the proposal to reduce the annual subscrip-

tion from two guineas to one, as recommended
by the council, the argument for the same being,

that many members had resigned on the plea
that the subscription was too large, and hope
was very generally expressed, that at the re-

duced sum such an accession of new members
might be looked for as would soon place at

the disposal of the Institute an income as large

as before, while its objects would be much
better accomplished by increased co-operation.

The proposition met with the hearty approval
of the meeting, and was carried unanimously.
Some resolutions of minor importance were also

passed, and the council and other officers for the
ensuing year were chosen, and after rather an
animated discussion on some matters of finance

connected with past audits, and a cordial vote of

thanks to their excellent chairman, the meeting
separated.

Queen’s College.—This establishment, at

No. 67, Harley Street, in connexion with the
Governesses’ Institution is, we rejoice to say,

progressing most favourably, although a year
has not elapsed since its foundation. There are

now nearly two hundred pupils of various ages.

Very large classes attend for instruction in

languages, in numbers, in harmony, and musical
composition, as well as in piano-forte playing.

The historical classes and those in which English
grammar and composition are made the subjects
of study are well attended. In addition to these
regular plans for carrying out the object of
a sound education the professors have under-
taken to give gratuitous evening lectures to

ladies themselves engaged throughout the day
in the business of education.

2 ii
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The Velasquez Portrait of Charles I.

—

Proceedings took place in the Sheriff’s Court of

Edinburgh on the 26th of February, relative to

the seizure of this picture by the Trustees of the

Earl of Fife, upon the pleas that it was an heir-

loom, and that it had been surreptitiously pur-

loined. It was decided, after hearing counsel on
both sides, that the Court had no power to

retain the property, which was ordered to be
returned to Mr. Snare. In the judgment deli-

vered by the Sheriff, he observed that “it is

admitted that the respondent is a foreigner, and
that he purchased bond fide the picture at a
public auction in England

;

” and in another

part of the decree he observes relative to the

delay which had been suffered to exist for a
considerable time in claiming the picture, that

“nothing is done until the foreign purchaser

crosses the Tweed.” It appears somewhat
startling to us, at this time of day, that our

living south of this boundary stream makes
an Englishman to be considered a foreigner in

Scotland; but it must be supposed to be an
existing relic of some barbarous law which the

progress of civilisation has not repealed. The
case having gone against the Trustees of the
Earl in the Sheriff's Court, they applied to Lord
Robertson to grant an interdict to prevent the

picture being taken out of the country. In the

subsequent pleadings in the Court of Session

under the presidency of Lord Robertson, his

Lordship stated that had he known the circum-

stances he would not have granted an interim

interdict, and said it was “ the most outrage-

ous proceeding ever heard of.” He therefore

recalled the interdict, and found the complainers
liable to expenses. However, Mr. Snare has not
recovered the picture, which is still retained by
the Trustees of the Earl of Fife, who have re-

solved to carry the case to the House of Lords,

and refuse to give up possession but on the con-

dition that Mr. Snare give security for a large

sum of money, in case the final decision should

be in their favour. This Mr. Snare declines

to do. A subsequent order of the Sheriff, dated
16th March, ordains that the picture be delivered

to Mr. Snare.

Mr. Leslie’s Lectures on Painting at the
Royal Acadomy have been exceedingly well

attended during the past month. This will

occasion no surprise to all who know how far

his knowledge of Art, and his powers of commu-
nicating what he knows, qualify him for the

task. It is our misfortune to feel, that in a

monthly publication, it is impossible to give a
full report of these lectures without occupying

—

not more space than they merit, but more than
we could afford, and to abridge them would be
an act of injustice to the accomplished lecturer.

We refer our readers therefore to the columns
of the Athewewm, which gives them at length,

and wherein we have perused them both with
pleasure and profit.

The Early German Pictures collected by
THE LATE Dr. FREDERICK CaMPE, OF NUREM-
BERG.—This collection, mentioned in Murray's
“ Handbook for Southern Germany,” page 70,

section 10, and referred to by Dr. Kugler, was
formed with the advice and assistance of the
Chevalier Heideloff. As may be imagined, it

contains several works of the highest import-
ance of its class, and doubly so as illustrating

a school of which in England there exists no
series, and very few detached specimens of con-

sequence. The death of the original proprietor
has made it absolute for his numerous heirs to

divide the property, for which purpose the pic-

tures have been sent to England for sale. The
pictures by Lucas Cranach contained in the col-

lection are of the highest quality
;

it would, in-

deed, be impossible to find anywhere a finer

example than the Saint Jerome, not only for its

intense elaboration, but for the exalted expression
of the countenance of the Saint. As the late
Dr. Campe gathered his works entirely from an
ardent love of the Art, he could never be in-
duced to part with any picture, however great
the sum; and for this one he refused 800/.,
offered for it by the King of Saxony. A small
altar with violets, attributed to Memling, but
probably by Dierick Stuerbout, is of the most
gorgeous kind for depth of colour, magnificence
of costume, and all the high qualities, only

equalled by the best works of Jan Van Eyck.
An Albert Durer, dated 1513 ; another Lucas
Cranach, inscribed “ Melancolio,” 1528 ;

and two
heads, attributed to Quintin Matsys, show how
accurately and patiently the early masters studied

the minutest details as the certain base of the

ideal excellence which it so fully led to develope.

The public will have an opportunity of judging

for themselves, as they will be offered for sale

by auction, and it is to be hoped that they will

meet an attentive and scrutinising examination.

The late Dr. Campe has also bequeathed to his

survivors an album, which has been four cen-

turies in formation, and contains autographs

written in it by most of the great persons who
have immortalised then’ names by their deeds
during this long period. Mention need only be

made of Luther, Melancthon, John Milton, &c.

The album consists of three hundred and sixteen

volumes. The early ones of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries have the original binding,

and are besides interspersed with some of

the rare prints of Albert Durer and his epoch.

Burford's Panoramas.—Two views of totally

dissimilar character have recently been opened
at the Exhibition Room in Leicester Square.

One, the “Ruins of Pompeii,” depicts the pre-

sent state of that ill-fated city so far as the exca-

vations have yet extended : this is a highly

interesting view, not merely because it places

before us temples, and gates, and dwelling-places

hidden for centuries from human ken, but be-

cause these are placed, by the skill of the artist,

in contrast with the beauty of the surrounding

country and the life that animates it—on one

side the “ City of the Dead,”— on the other, gay
groups of Neapolitan peasants keeping holiday

amid the purple vineyards and rich foliage of

Italian groves. The scene is admirably painted,

especially the range of the Apennines, the at-

mosphere of which is most cleverly expressed.

The other panoramic view is “ Switzerland from
the Summit of Mount RighL” Those who have

never visited this extraordinary country will be
astonished at what is here brought before them
by the power of the pencil alone; lakes and
rivers, valleys, and mountains of every height

and hue are stretched before the gaze of the

visitor in every alternation of light and shadow :

it is one vast solitude, but a solitude that de-

lights by its loneliness while it inspires awe by
its majestic grandeur. As a picture it is a

triumph in this class of Art.

The Society of Arts announce their inten-

tion to exhibit in June next the works of Wil-

liam Etty, R.A., on the plan adopted last year in

reference to those of William Mulready, R.A.

The exhibition cannot fail to be interesting and
instructive, and we heartily wish it success : we
can scarcely think, however, that the project is

served by giving to subscribers a print of Mr.

Doo’s engraving of “ Mercy interceding for the

Vanquished,” a print published in Finden’s
“ Gallery of British Art.”

The Exposition of Industrial Art in Paris

will not, we understand, be opened until the end
of May. A building to receive the works is in

process of erection on a scale of magnitude
similar to that of 1842 ; but much is not ex-

pected from the manufacturers, whoso trade has

been so materially impaired by the turmoils of

the past two years
;
whose enterprise has been

consequently checked, and who have not there-

fore prepared for the national “ show.” It will

be our duty to report it fully, and to make
arrangements for engraving the more remarkable

of the objects displayed.

J. D. Harding’s Lesson Desk.—The article

in question is one of the most sensible utilities

ever offered to the amateurs of an elegant

amusement; and not for drawing only is it a

convenience of importance, but for placing manu-
scripts, or indeed anything that requires copying

with the model placed in front for the purpose.

It has all the advantages that can be desired for

simplicity of construction, perfect adaptation to

the purpose, and reasonableness of cost. Mr.

J. D. Harding has conferred a benefit of great

importance to the young artist in making his

invention public.

The Artists’ General Benevolent Institu-

tion.—The 'anniversary dinner of this most
excellent institution will have taken place by the

time our Journal is in the hands of the public
;

we can therefore only express a hope that a
“ goodly muster ” of its friends and supporters

appeared at the board
;
for it is to this occasion

that the committee of management chiefly look

for the means of carrying out the benevolent

objects of the charity, which is one entirely

dependent on benevolent aid. It is therefore

often matter of regret to us to find how com-

paratively little of public sympathy there is with

the destitute objects of those professions which

so largely contribute to public gratification, and
have within themselves so few opportunities of

relieving their necessitous brethren, or, from

their own habitual pursuits, of advocating their

causes. Other professions, aye, and trades too,

include in their ranks numbers of wealthy indi-

viduals “ able to distribute.” It is not so with

the artist ; few, very few among them possess

competence ; a small proportion, sufficiency

;

the majority, not even that; what then can they

do in the hour of adversity unless other hands

are outstretched to offer relief! Surely this

ought not to be denied by the thousands who
have derived pleasure and instruction from their

labours, and whose own griefs and heart-weari-

ness have, perhaps, at some time or other, been

alleviated by the works of their hand. It is our

privilege—and such we esteem it—to plead the

cause of the artist, and to solicit for him what
his own unobtrusive nature prevents him from

asking—the liberal support in his hour of sick-

ness or destitution, of all who are able to

minister assistance. From the balance-sheet of

the last year, which we have received, we find

that this society has relieved fifty-four cases to

the gross amount of 667/., and that a sum of

392/. remained in the hands of the treasurer’s

banker to meet the applications due in January

last. It is scarcely necessary for us to add, how
much wider the operations of the institution

might be, with larger means at command ;
such

means in fact as it ought to have, and would
have, if its importance were more duly con-

sidered, and its demands upon public sympathy
more promptly listened to.

The Aged Governess Asylum.—The arrange-

ments for opening this truly good Asylum arc

nearly completed. It is announced that His

Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge will

open it in person, and the opportunity will be
made available for holding a bazaar in the grounds

of the Asylum—concerning which full particu-

lars will be ere long published—or may be found

in our advertising columns. The days upon
which the fate is to take place are the 12th

and 13th of June; and the committee will be
most grateful for any contributions that may be
transmitted to them. We have so often advo-

cated this interesting work, that we cannot fail

to feel exceeding pleasure at witnessing the

commencement of actual operations ;
and ear-

nestly hope that success similar to that which

attended the sale at Chelsea last year will again

attend the efforts of the committee.

C. Landseer’s picture of “ The Eve of the

Rattle of Edgehill,” which was exhibited at the

Royal Academy four or five years ago, is now on

view at Messrs. H. Squire’s & Co., in Cockspur
Street, preparatory to its being consigned to the

care of the engraver. A very careful etching of

the plate by Mr. Watkins stands beside the pic-

ture, from which we augur an effective and
highly interesting print. The subject is one
well calculated for engraving.

Views in Siberia.—Mr. Atkinson, an English

artist, who a few years ago produced a variety of

foreign scenes with skirmishes of troops, is now
travelling through Siberia, commissioned by the

Emperor of Russia to sketch the scenery of that

country. He is accompanied by his wife, an

English lady, and protected by a guard of

Cossacks. As of course the journey is per-

formed on horseback, it is a novel undertaking

for a lady in these wild deserts to ride with a

pair of pistols in her holsters and a gun in her

hand. This however she only employs to kill

the game for their sustenance, while her husband

is sketching the various views.

There is a picture among the works now exhi-

biting at the British Institution on which we
think it necessary to say a few words. It is one

we had marked for notice with many others, if
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we had not been precluded, by want of space,
from carrying out our intention. The subject is

“A meeting of Villagers at a well in Italy.”

No. 239, painted by a young artist named Burli-

son, a native of, and resident in, Durham, where,
we understand, it attracted much attention pre-

viously to its removal to London. The picture
is certainly highly creditable to his talent, the
composition is good, and the colouring brilliant

without glare
; the group of peasants is exceed-

ingly well painted, especially the faces, which
have a peculiarly sweet expression. We should
rejoice to hear that the work has found a pur-
chaser.

“ Grand Club Subscription.”—Our attention
has been drawn to a prospectus of a new scheme
for trapping the unwary

; it professes to emanate
from Manchester, and contains a list of seventy-
two prizes, pictures and prints, to be distributed
by lottery “on the same plan as the London
Aut-Union !” The prizes are valued at 3000
guineas, but only 1500 guinea shareholders are
asked for

; and each shareholder is to have at the
time of subscribing “ an engraving to the amount
of the value of his subscription.” The two first

prizes are—“ The Finding of the Body of Harold,”
by Mr. J. C. Hook, valued at 400 guineas; and
“ The Shepherd’s Offering, by Rubens,” valued
at 200 guineas. Another prize, valued at 200
guineas, is a painting called “ The Buiy Hunt,”
painted by two artists named Agar and Marden.
The Rubens is, of course, a forgery

;
but the

painting by Hook is a true picture
;

it was the
artist’s “ gold medal picture ” at the Royal
Academy, and was sold by him about four years
ago to a publisher in Manchester for something
less than 100/. By whom it is now “valued ” at
400 guineas we cannot say : certainly not by the
artist, who would readily paint for half the sum
a far better work than this clever but boyish
achievement. What, we may ask, has been the
use of the act for suppressing “ illegal lotteries
called Art-Unions 1 ” Upon what ground does the
Bear'd of Trade busy itself with embarrassing a
valuable Institution, and permitting these fraudu-
lent schemes to go on and prosper 1 We have
reported half a dozen such within the last year
or two

; yet n no instance has there been even
the threat of a prosecution.
The Arundel Society is making sure and

steady headway
; it already numbers some

hundreds among its subscribers. There is rea-
son to believe that sufficient support has already
been guaranteed to warrant the commencement
of the publication of some of their projected
works at no very distant day.

The Gutta Percha Company have forwarded
to us several specimens of their manufacture
adapted to ornamental design, which, for sharp-
ness and decision of outline, are certainly superior
to any we had previously seen. We hope soon
to pay a visit to the establishment, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining what prospect there is of
this material being made an extensive and really
useful agent in Art-ornamentation

; the result of
which we shall duly report.

Colour produced by Photography.—It was
announced towards the end of the autumn that
M. Edmond Becquerel had been successful in
obtaining, by the agency of the solar radiations,
distinct impressions of the colours of natural
objects. This announcement created much in-
terest, and led to many conjectures, many
doubting the correctness of the result which
was stated to have been obtained. We have now
before us a copy of the Report on the Memoir
in which M. E. Becquerel publishes the process
by which he attains his very curious results.
The tablets upon which the coloured images are
obtained are prepared in the following manner
A silver plate—such as is employed in the
daguerreotype process—is connected by a copper
wire with one pole of a small galvanic battery

;

a piece of platina foil being connected, by a
copper wire likewise, with the other pole. A
solution of muriatic acid in water being prepared—about one part of acid to two of water—the
plate and platina are plunged into it and brought
near each other, but not in contact. Of course,
the circuit being made up through the acid solu-
tion, a chemical action is established over the
surface of the silver plate, the chlorine of the
decomposed muriatic acid attacking the silver

and forming chloride of silver over the surface.

As the film of chloride of silver is produced and
gradually thickens, it passes through the colours
of Newton's thin plates, and at length assumes a
liliac, which is the sensitive coating. These
plates have not yet been rendered sufficiently

sensitive to ensure any action except from the
direct rays of the sun. But if a prismatic spec-

trum of a well-defined character is allowed to
fall upon the prepared plate, it will be found,
after an exposure of a few minutes, that a dis-

tinct impression of the seven coloured rays are
obtained in colour, every ray being represented
by its own colour on the plate, the red being the
most intense, and the yellow the least so. We
cannot but regard this discovery as a most im-
portant one, which will, we hope, lead to the
development of new photographic processes,
which will allow of our adding the charm of
natural coloration to the beauty of detail, and
the correctness of outline which wre now obtain
by the photographic process.

Elastic Moulds.—Mr. Mitchell, the master of
the Sheffield School of Design, lately announced
in a lecture the following plan for making elastic

moulds, which appears to possess great advan-
tages over the old method.—The moulds may
be made at small cost, and with great rapidity.
That which would occupy five or six days in
the modelling, may be furnished by this process
in half that number of hours. The principal
material used for the elastic moulds is glue or
gelatine. The best fish glue will answer as
well as gelatine, and is much cheaper. The
material is dissolved like glue, in a vessel placed
over the fire in a pot of hot water, stirring

it during the process. To each pound of the
gelatine it is necessary to add three quarters
of a pint of water and half an ounce of bees’
wax. It is ready for use when about the thick-

ness of syrup. The model must be oiled care-

fully with sweet oil, and the composition must be
poured upon it while warm, but not boiling.

Having set, it may be taken off the model.
When the model is small it should be placed in
a shoe or case, which gives facility for shaking
the mould well when the plaster is poured in,

so as to drive it well into the crevices. The
plaster should be fine, and in order that it may
harden and set quickly about half an ounce of
alum should be added to each pint of water
used in mixing it. Before using the mould it

should be carefully oiled. Great care is required
in mixing the plaster, and watching it when in
the mould, for if it be allowed to remain long
enough to heat, the mould is destroyed.

Carrington’s Model of Yorkshire and
Lancashire.—We are in no way travelling out
of our sphere in directing public attention to a
method of delineating the surface of a country
by means of plan-models

; wrhich Mr. F. A. Car-
rington, a gentleman who holds, or did hold, an
appointment under the Board of Ordnance, has,

for three or four years past, occupied himself
with bringing to maturity. Any one who studies
a map will, of course, see it marked with hill

and dale, cities, towns and villages, rivers, &c.,
but it will give him a very imperfect idea of the
actual face of the country as regards its various
elevations, &c., &c. At the residence of Mr.
Carrington in Henrietta Street, we have seen a
number of models executed by him, which may
be called “Bird’s-eye views” of the tracks of land
he has represented

;
the largest of these is a

model of Yorkshire and Lancashire. The supe-
riority of this system of “ mapping ” (if so it may
be called) over mere flat paper surfaces, will be
sufficiently obvious, inasmuch as the entire
locality is submitted to the view as it really
appears when surveyed from a lofty eminence.
These models are made of a white composition
and may, consequently, be coloured, after the
original features which they delineate. Our
space will not permit us to do more than point
attention to them, in the hope that those whom
they more immediately concern may take the
trouble of inspecting them. It is a matter
which, we think, the government should look
into, if only to test their utility

;
that so much

labour and apparent scientific knowledge may
meet with its reward.

Antiquarian Etching Club.—We understand
that a Society with this title has been formed by

a number of antiquaries, with a view to improve-
ment in the beautiful art of etching, as well as a
means of illustrating objects of interest, which
are at present to be found only in the sketch-
book, or private museum. Not the least recom-
mendation is the qualification for membership,
which is the contribution of three original
etchings during the year, by which means each
member will become possessed of a valuable
volume of illustrations at an expense of only a
few shillings.

Mr. Warner, a modeller on Stratford-on-
Avon, has submitted to us a cast of the “ im-
mortal Shakspeare,” modelled from the well-
known bust in the church of that town. There
are doubts among the learned, as to the authen-
ticity of the original, of which Mr. Warner’s cast
is so excellent a copy ; but opinion is much in
favour of its being a correct and true portrait

;

at all events, to those who are willing to believe,
he cast will be a valuable acquisition. The ori-

ginal has been copied with singular fidelity
;

it

is mounted on a plain slab of black marble, and
the effect is at once striking and interesting;
moreover, it is offered at a price which
brings' it within the reach of all who love the
great poet who “was not for an age but for
all time.”

Restoration of St. Mary-at-Hill, London.

—

In these utilitarian days, the expenditure of a
large sum of public or private money upon deco-
rative details, is positively a subject of amaze-
ment. We hear that 5000/. are at this moment
being devoted exclusively to the embellishment
of the Church of St. Mary-at-Hill, in the City of
London, and we hear this with the more plea-
sure, as we believe that the liberality of the
parish is supported by sound judgment in the
choice of both architect and artist. It is pro-
posed that the whole of the windows in the
edifice should be decorated with stained glass
from the designs of Mr.Willement,whose skill and
experience have long placed him at the head of
his profession. The other interior decorations
consist largely of wood-carving in the style of
the celebrated Gibbons, a style universal at the
time of the rebuilding of London after the Great
Fire, and consequently introduced into most of
the City churches. As this style is almost desti-
tute of symbolism, its beauties, which are indeed
those of nature itself, can be admired by every
sect and party. To Mr. W- G. Rogers the wholo
of the wood-carvings in this church have been
entrusted, and we have already described them
as very extensive. A new pulpit of great rich-
ness will supplant the original plain one, and
this object, so important in a Protestant church,
will be appropriately decorated with bold gar-
lands and bosses of flowers and fruit, the sound-
ing board being supported by a drop of equal
magnificence. The rector's pew is to bo carved
like the reading desk with perforated scroll
work, and the front of the organ gallery to bo
profusely supplied with trophies of devotional
music and similar devices.

German Pencils.—Many artists are familiar
with pencils of German fabrication

; they have
been received with very general favour in this
country, and are beyond all question vastly
superior to those of our own make which are
produced at low prices—at prices similar to
those for which the pencils of Germany are
offered. Some specimens, the manufacture of
M. Faber, have been submitted to us ; the lead
is very closely fitted into the cedar', and the
cedar is usually stained of various colours ; there
are many varieties of tint and hardness, and the
colour is remarkably good, especially in the
darker tones. The testimonials of several of the
leading artists of the Continent, among whom is

Cornelius, have been printed by M. Faber
; and

in this age, when we arc anxiously looking for
improvements of all kinds, our own artists will
do well to tiy them. We discharge our duty in
giving publicity to these introductions from
abroad. The lead and cedar are imported from
England by the manufacturer

; his merit there-
fore consists in the manner in which the lead is

prepared and cased
;
and especially in the power

he professes to enjoy, of supplying a perfect
article at the price of an inferior one.
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An Historical Account of the Worshipful
Company of Carpenters. By E. B. J upp,
Esq. Published by Pickering.

This work, a careful compilation from the records

of one of our Civic Companies, executed by their

clerk, and published at their expense, demands
some'extra share of attention, if it were.but for that

fact alone. Mr. Jupp very truly observes : “There
are perhaps few subjects less generally understood
than the constitution and history of the trading
companies of London, societies which, in the height
of their power, unquestionably exercised great
influence in public affairs, and which, while they
gave life to trade and commerce, formed at once a
strong barrier and a connecting link between the
nobles and the built of the population. The com-
panies became in fact a middle class, which afforded
protection to the weak against the tyranny of the
powerful, and at the same time lessened the wide
gulf of separation existing in feudal times between
the nobles and all other ranks.” The early insti-

tution of guilds or fraternities for mutual aid and
protection, and the charters granted for their
establishment by our mouarchs, prove the import-
ance of such bodies in the Middle Ages. The trade
guilds were particularly useful

;
inasmuch as all

who practised an art or trade, banded together, and
framed proper laws for their own guidance and
protection

;
and in process of time Powers of Search

were bestowed upon them for the general good,
giving them a supervisorship, intended to be the
means of preventing frauds on the public. Thus
the Carpenters had a general superintendance of all

persons concerned in the mystery of carpenters,
and they hired “ serjeants ” to seize defective
timber as early as 1474. They had also fees for
“ liberty to sett up ” houses, and they were the
referees when bad or defective building was com-
plained of; they fined persons whose boards were
of defective measure

;
and one man in 1572 was

committed to prison for the work which he did in

St. Paul’s Churchyard without licence of the
Master and Wardens of the Carpenters’ Company.
As a contribution to a somewhat neglected portion
ofour metropolitan history, this volume is especially

valuable
;
it gives so clear an insight of the power

and importance of the City Companies in by-gone
years. Mr. Jupp has done his task in the best
possible style, and made what might have been a
dry detail of entries in account-books, really an
amusing and instructive piece of history, as he has
connected his extracts with the great events of the
country, and shown how they mutually bear on
each other. The detailed account of their Social
Meetings in early times, the prices paid for “ dobyll
ale” and “ syngle ale,” for spiceries and solid

dishes, afford a curious picture of early socialities,

•while the account of the Old Hall and its decora-
tions, singular specimens of the Art in the sixteenth
century, and the various ceremonial observances
of the Company, are all peculiarly valuable to the
London antiquary. It is to be hoped that other
City Companies will be induced to follow the
example set them by the Carpenters, and give to

the world similar contributions to Metropolitan
history. If done with the same amount of judg-
ment and good taste which Mr. Jupp has exhibited,
we should hail them with much satisfaction. The
style in which the present volume is got up does
credit to all concerned in it.

Collectanea Antiqua, Etchings of Ancient
Remains, Illustrative of the Habits,
Costumes, and History of Past Ages.
By Charles Roach Smith, F.S.A., &c.
London, J. R. Smith.

It has ever been the lot of the true antiquary to

labour in the field of the past with but few to sym-
pathise with or assist him; yet to such thankless and
unrewarded labour do we owe many a great record,
many a valuable volume, to compile which its

author may have pined alone, and died in poverty.
John Stow, after devoting a life and all its prospects
in the investigation of the history and antiquities
of the richest mercantile city in the world, only
obtained a licence to beg

;
and a name since world-

famous became the only wealth of the aged anti-
quary. Modern circumstances do not permit so
glaring an act of injustice; but it is not the City of
London, or many other great mercantile cities, that
with eyes ever devoted to the search after mammon,
can value the labours of the student, even when it

records their own history. For years, while the
hand of change was at work in London, Mr. Smith
was assiduously watchful, at all sacrifices of time,
over the hand of destruction, and it is to his untiring
energy that we owe the preservation of the only
great Museum of London Antiquities our country

possesses, and which had been all ruthlessly de-

stroyed but for his intervention. The present work
lias been devoted by him to the “ waifs and strays ”

of antiquarian lore, and was established at his own
risk, to give a record to the world of many inte-

resting discoveries and facts at odd times and sea-

sons, the result of his own personal investigations, or

those of his friends and fellow-labourers In the
course of the five years occupied by the publication

of this volume in small parts, it is curious to find

how much of a valuable kind Mr. Smith has secured
to the world of Archaeological Science

;
and it is

gratifying to observe how his labours have been
assisted by many true friends who have aided one
of the most unselfish labourers in the field of

investigation. In this work we find the first record
of much that has since become notorious to the
numismatist and general antiquary, much that will

aid the future historian, or the lover of ancient
manners. The many plates given in the book are,

with few exceptions, the work of Mr. Smith’s own
hand, and although they cannot compete with the
labour of the educated engraver, they possess a
value he could never give, in their truthfulness of
delineation

,
the result of long study of the things

represented. To the antiquary this volume is a
desideratum,but we would particularly recommend
its preface to all readers, inasmuch as it contains a
strong appeal to all for the proper preservation of
our national monuments, and comments in pow-
erful language on the apathy shown by the govern-
ment of Great Britain, “ which, with resources

beyond those of any other state of Europe, is behind
all in the appreciation of its valuable national
monuments, and in the encouragement of inquiries
which have a direct tendency to advance the intel-

lectual and moral condition of the people. Ever
boasting of its institutions, and inculcating reve-

rence and attachment to them, it neglects the
preservation of those memorials the knowledge of
which can alone give sound notions on the origin,

progress, and value of national institutions, and
beget, in the people at large, a capacity to appre-
ciate the great social regulations and the political

organizations under which they live, and which
they are daily expected to cherish and defend.”

Materials for a New Style of Ornamen-
tation. By H. Whitaker. Published by
J. Weale, London.

We do not agree with the author of this volume
that “ the ornaments of the time of Pericles and
Titus have, notwithstanding their many beauties,
out-lived our liking, and begin to pall upon the

senses through everlasting repetition ancl faulty
application ;” nor do we think that “ ancient orna-
mental examples must be discarded,” by “the
reflecting artist and the man of taste;" for there

is very considerable doubt whether, whatever
genius may arise to astound the world by its novel-
ties, any power of invention will be able to surpass

in fitness and beauty, the friezes, pateras, arabes-

ques, scrolls, &c., which Mr. Whitaker would
consign to the tomb of the Capulets. We are

unwilling, however, to quarrel with him for his

opinions, notwithstanding our admiration of the

antique, and would gladly aid him in any effort

to add to the common stock of ornamental design
without subtracting one iota from those already
recognised as principles of decorative Art. His
present work supplies abundant material for such
matter, drawn entirely from flowers, subjects which
by judicious application may become highly useful

in ornamental compositions.

Views in the North of France. By H. C.

Brandling. Published for the author by
M. and N. Hanhart, London.

We rather suspect this to be the work of an
amateur : it consists of twelve coloured lithogra-

phic views selected with considerable judgment as

to their fitness for pictorial delineation
;
such as

portions of “Amiens Cathedral;” Rouen Cathe-
dral

;
” the “Market Place, Caudebec;” the

“ Church of St. Vincent, Rouen ;” the “ Chateau
d’Eu;” &c. &c. They are executed with much
artistic feeling, and a close adherence to the

originals of the subjects.

Revue du Salon de Bruxelles. Par MM.
Van Roy et T. Decamps. D. Raes, Rue
de la Fourche, Bruxelles.

This is an excellent quarto volume, embellished
with prints after the most celebrated pictures in

the late exhibition, accompanied by very judicious

criticism mingled with much instructive matter.
As a volume for reference it will be eminently
valuable at a future period, when the passing
remarks of an ephemeral press are either forgotten

or difficult of acquisition.

Athens : its Grandeur and Decay. Pub-
lished by the Religious Tract Society,
London.

This is a very interesting, as well as a clear and
distinct compilation. The young will find it a
pleasant and faithful guide to “ the eye of Greece ;”

and those who have been well acquainted with
classic history in youth, may refresh their memories
by half an hour’s reading of the grandeur and
decay of this once glorious city. The author says
in his preface, that “ at Athens the intellect pro-
bably reached the highest degree of culture and
refinement ever attainablebymerelyhuman means;
but it had no just views of the divine character, of
moral obligation, or of that future state to which
all mankind must come. Athens was a witness of
the fact, * The world by wisdom knew not God,’
and therefore had not happiness. Here then we
may discern how wretched arc the efforts of those
who idolise reason

;
and that they are only truly

wise who, sensible of their ignorance and proneness
to err, take the word of God as a ‘ lamp to their
feet and a light to their path,’ constantly seeking
the aid of the Holy Spirit, by whose inspiration it was
given.”

. It is a charming gift-book to the young.

The Luther-ztmmer—Luther’s Room in the
Castle of Coburg, as restored by the Architect
Goergel, after the designs of C. Heideloff.
Nuremberg, Conrad Geiger, 1848.

In this castle Luther resided for six months in the
year 1530, and the room he inhabited has recently,
with the other apartments, been restored to their
primitive condition of ornamental beauty. The
work illustrating the solitary abode of the great
reformer contains a general view of the room in
aqua-tint, and four outline prints of the ornaments
on the various sides. It was here he composed the
beautiful hymn which bears his name, “ Eine
feste Burg ist unser Gott.”
The castle had been utterly neglected for a great

number of years, and had become a mere lumber
repository for old arms; when in 1836 the late
Duke Ernest, who was a great lover of Art and
medifeval antiquities, determined on having it com-
pletely restored, and entrusted the execution to the
celebrated Heideloff. Now that it is completed, it

is one of the finest remains of the period existing
in Germany. The present work, which is in ob-
long folio, is but the commencement of further
numbers on the decoration of the state apartments

;

but the great interest attached to any reminiscence
of Luther and the connexion of the illustrious

family of Saxe-Coburg with the sovereign of
England, has occasioned the publication of it sepa-
rately at a moderate price.

Collection of Architectural Monuments
of the Middle Ages in the Byzantine
and Gothic Style. By Charles Heide-
loff, Architect and Professor of the Polytech-
nic School of Nuremberg, Germany. Conrad
Geiger, Nuremberg, 1848.

We have had occasion to notice this admirable work
during its progress with great satisfaction : it is now
completed in three volumes, containing altogether
one hundred and forty-four fine plates engraved on
steel. The entire collection embraces a vast variety
of ornamental works of all descriptions, adapted to
the architect, ornamentist, carver, cabinet-maker,
and jeweller. The various combinations are endless
in their application to the Industrial Arts, and no
person, whose occupation is dependent on design,
should be without this valuable epitome of ancient
skill as a reference for study. The execution is

equally beautiful, the delicate forms of tracery or
filagree being rendered with great picturesqueness
of effect without impairing the accuracy of form.

Auto-Photography, or the Mode of Repro-
ducing by Light, Drawings, &c. By
M. P. F. Mathteu. Translated from the
French by Joseph M'Meadows.

This publication bears the date of December, 1848,
and it is a translation of a pamphlet published in
Paris in 1847, which appears to have attracted
some attention in the French capital. When it is

stated that it does not contain one process, nor
give a single direction for manipulation, which has
not been made known in England in every Philo-
sophical Instrument Maker’s catalogue of materials
for at least nine years, our readers will be as asto-

nished as we are, at the boldness of M. Mathieu,
and the ignorance of Mr. M‘Mcadows. It has but
one parallel that we know of, and that is acci-

dentally trumpeted in the translator’s preface.

M. Blanquart Evrard published, by sending to the
Academy of Sciences, a Memoir on a new process
of Photography discovered by himself, which was
an unblushing piracy of the well-known Calotype
process in every particular.
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PROPERTY IN ART.

T may be said of the
artist that his first and
ruling motive is fame.

The idea of value, in the
pecuniary sense of the
term, or of the legal

right incident to the
production of genius, is

of an inferior or se-

condary nature, not
thought of, or not

heeded, perhaps, until the heart has lost something
of its freshness, or the mind somewhat of its eleva-

tion. The dictates of Justice, however, are not
less sacred than the aspirations of Genius, and
we may be excused by our readers for turning
aside for a moment from tho beautiful creations

of the latter, in order to point out, with accuracy,

the rights and privileges awarded to the former.

We feel assured, that the same liberality of feel-

ing which has hitherto marked both patrons and
artists, in reference to works of pre-eminent
merit, will continue to aid the diffusion of know-
ledge, by encouraging publications respecting
them, and by inviting that freedom of criticism

which is the best friend of Art. The limits to
these, will, as heretofore, be marked out by that

sense of propriety which is alike recognised by
manners as by laws. Of the thousands who, in

this and every other country, may truly and
sincerely be said to live for Art, the larger pro-

portion, must necessarily, live by it. All that

the laws can do is to define the rights of pro-

perty in Art, as well as in Science and Literature,

and by this means, insure to men of genius their

full reward. The study of these laws, so far as

they are applicable to the subjects from time to

time illustrated in our columns, may deserve

attention, from those who are as exquisitely sen-

sitive to the impressions of moral, as of material,

beauty. These, combined with intellect, give

the most perfect felicity which our being can
enjoy. Some such intellectual pleasure we have
felt from a perusal of the case of the Attorney-

General v. Strange, recently argued in the Court
of Chancery by advocates whose names are allied

to literature and fame,—Warren, Talfourd, and
Romilly ; and decided by Vice-Chancellor Bruce,
and Lord Chancellor Cottenham. Until the
discussion of this case, the rights of artists were
among the vexcitie qucestwnes of lawyers. Whilst
improvements in science were protected by the
laws of patents, and literature was specially

guarded by copyright statutes, which included
sculpture, musical compositions, maps, plans,

charts, and engravings, the painter seemed
to be altogether without any other right than
that which the property in the canvas gave to

him.
In point'oflawthereappears to be no distinction

between theprofessional artistand the privateama-
teur. The reason for withholding any statutory or

other specific protection from the painter, pro-

bably was, that he generally disposed of his

picture for a fair remuneration, and the multipli-

cation of copies by engravings or otherwise, was
considered as extending his fame and celebrity,

thereby conferring value upon his original pro-

ductions. It has generally been considered that

when an artist receives payment for his work,

he has obtained all that in justice he has a right

to claim or expect, and that he is befriended

by any publication which makes his genius and
excellence afterwards more generally known to

the world. In the case of young or obscure

artists whose merits are not known to society,

such notices are of the greatest value. It was
(and by some, still is) believed to be difficult to

define the period in an artist’s career, when he
acquires a right, by law, to complain of being in-

jured by an act of publication. To the engraver,

perhaps, he is indebted for being drawn forth

from neglected obscurity to imperishable fame.

The argument derived from public policy and
general utility would seem to be in accordance

with this view, by exciting emulation, encourag-

ing talent, and familiarising the masses with
works of taste. Still, it is undeniable, that

every artist, whether private or professional, is

entitled, if he pleases, to set his own value upon
his productions, and when once his legal rights

are ascertained, to enforce them strictly or to

waive the exercise of them. The ago in which
we live, is one in which the rights of individuals,

and of society, are being keenly criticised. The
task of modern legislation and jurisprudence

seems to be to reconcile the individual rights of

labour with the permanent good of mankind
;

looking to the former as the means, and to the

latter as the end. How far the recent decisions

in equity have this tendency, w'here manners
and morals are respected, and where privacy is

not invaded, is a question upon which public

opinion is still much divided. The decision of

the case of the Attorney-General v. Strange is

admitted to have been, under all the circum-

stances of the case, a righteous decision, and
must, unless reversed by the House of Lords, be
binding for the future. It has been considered,

however, by a large portion of the legal profes-

sion, as carrying the rights of property to their

utmost limits, which, in cases that may bo
easily put or imagined, must, to some extent,

admit of being relaxed or modified by circum-

stances, especially in the absence of any breach
of trust.

The earliest instance, with which we are ac-

quainted, of an attempt to give an exclusive pro-

perty or privilege to an invention, was the famous
case of Monopolies, in the 44th of Queen Eliza-

beth, where “ a grant of the crown of the sole

privilege of making cards within the realm was
declared void.” A statute (21st James I., c. 3,)

was afterwards passed declared that monopolies
should be left to the common law, the protection

to “ the working or making of any manner of

new manufactures within the realm, to the true

and first inventor thereof, being given for four-

teen years.” The enactment of this statute how-
ever was modified by this proviso,

—

“

so as also

they be not contrary to the law or mischievous

to the state, by raising of prices of commodities
at home, or hurting of trade, or generally incon-

venient.” The patent laws relating exclusively

to manufactures, do not fall within our province,

which is to point out briefly the law as it relates

to works of A rt, in the highest sense of the term.

It may be proper to refer, however, to the act

of 1835, (5 & 6 Will. IV., c. 83,) by the 7th section

of which, it is provided “ that if any person shall

write, paint, or print, or mould, cast, or carve,

or engrave, or stamp upon anything made, used,

or sold, by him, for the sole making or selling of

which he hath not or shall not have obtained

letters patent, the name, or imitation of the

name of any other person who shall have ob-

tained letters patent, for the sole making or

vending of such thing, without leave, in waiting,

of such patentee or his assigns, or if any person

shall upon such thing, not having been purchased
from the patentee, or some person who purchased
it from, or under such patentee, or not having

had the license or consent in writing of such
patentee, or his assigns, write, paint, print, mould,
cast, carve, engrave, stamp, or otherwise mark,
the word ‘ patent,’ the words ‘ letters patent,’

or the words * By the king’s patent,’ or any words
of the like kind, meaning, or import, with a view
of imitating or counterfeiting the stamp, marks,

or other device of the patentee, or shall in any
other manner, imitate or counterfeit the stamp
or mark, or other device of the patentee, he
shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty

of 501." The use of any particular envelope or
label, ornamented by any device or design, will

be so far protected, where an intention to impose
upon the public is shown by accompanying cir-

cumstances, that a court of equity wall interfere

by injunction, and a court of law will give
damages. As in the case of envelopes or wrappers
for metallic boxes, Blofield v. Payne, (4 B. & Ad.,
410,) and of particular medicines, Singleton v.

Bolton, (3 Dough, 293.) It must, however, bo
shown that the design was fraudulent, or had tho
effect of misleading the public, or the court will
not interfere by injunction. Lord Hardwicko
decided on tho former ground in a case where a
party sought to restrain the “ use of the Great
Mogul stamp ” upon cards, Blanchard v. Hill, (2
Atk. 484.) See the criticism on this case in a
work on Injunctions by C. S. Drewry, Esq.
Lord Cottenham decided upon the latter ground
in Millington r. Fox, (3 Mylne & Craig’s Reports,

338.) In applications for patents, it may be
sufficient to state that drawings are usually do- !

posited with specifications at the proper office.

(Jarman’s Conveyancing by Sweet, vol. vii., 474.)
|j“

Patents,” as Lord Mansfield has said, in the great
!

case of Millar v. Taylor, “ must be for method,
detached from all physical existence whatever.” >

“ There can be no patent for a mere principle,”

said Chief Justice Eyre; “but for a principle so
far embodied and connected with corporeal sub-
stances as to be in a condition to act, and to pro-

duce effects in any A rt, trade, mystery, or manual
occupation, I think there may be a patent.” It

is obvious that a particular method of preparing
canvas, or varnish, or colours, employed in
works of Art, would, if new, useful, and original,

be a fit subject for a patent. As the same
learned judge has said, it is for the “ practical

manner of doing the thing, or the process ” that
a patent is granted, (Boulton r. Bull, 2 H.
Blackstone's Reports, 463.) So far as manufac-
tures are connected -with the Fine Arts, it may
be right to call the attention of our readers to the
protection given by the statute of James to

j

patents. “ Manufactures,” as Lord Tenterden
observed in Rex. v. Wheeler, (2 Bam. & Aid.,

345,) “ may, perhaps, extend to a new process to
be carried on by known implements, or elements
acting upon known substances :

” “ something
that can be made by man from the matters sub-

jected to his Art or skill, or at least some new
mode of employing practically his Art and skill

,

is requisite to satisfy the word.” Among tho
subjects which have been referred to by writers
on the Patent Laws, and especially by Mr. Webster
in his work on the “ Subject Matter of Patents,”
are Zuicke’s patent for making verdigris, Dol-
laud’s achromatic object-glass, &c., &c. A ques-
tion frequently arises as to the sufficiency of the
description of an invention. In one case, the
patentee described his invention as a “ process
for putting a glazed surface upon the paper or
card intended to receive the impression, thereby
bringing out the finer lines with greater distinct-

ness.” He took out a patent in these words, “ for

certain improvements in copper and other plate

printing.” Yet the court held this sufficient,

Sturz v. De la Rue, (5 Russell, 322.) As to the
property in inventions, it may be mentioned
that it has been decided that tho book in which
the head colourman in a calico-printing estab-

lishment, has entered the several processes for

mixing colours, whilst in such establishment, is

the property of the master of such person,

although, many of the processes were the result

of such colourman's own invention (Makepeace
v. Jackson, 4 Taunton’s Reports, 770.)

The protection given to Science as applied to
j

those manufactures which are subservient to Art,

is ample and certain, if men of inventive genius
|

are prompt in availing themselves of it, and are

enabled to incur the heavy expenses which are i

necessary for obtaining letters patent. The re-
j

duction of those expenses would tend much to

encourage improvement in Art and Science, and
is a point to which the mind of tho legislator

should prominently be directed.

As it is the maxim of the English law, that
“ there is no wrong without a remedy,” we find

nearly every species of composition expressly pro-

tected, whether it be in Music, Sculpture, En-
graving, or Literature. Painting alone is without
any positive statutory enactment, depending upon
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theprinciples ofcommon law and equity, founded
upon the general law of property. That it should
have been omitted from the recent copyright

acts has been matter of surprise to mauy. The
omission may have arisen partly from accident,

and partly from the difficulties of dealing with

such a subject.

Painting is only incidentally mentioned in the

Copyright Designs, and other general acts. It

is probable that the legislature considered that

such men as Wilkie, Edwin Landseer, Cope, and
Eastlake, required no adventitious aid, and that

Art was best protected by its own intrinsic excel-

J

lence, and by the patronage of those whose taste

could appreciate, and whose wealth and patron-

age could reward it.

The property in Literary Composition was at

an early period of our jurisprudence considered
i as being founded exclusively on the common law.

There were serious doubts expressed upon the

point by several learned judges. Literary copy-
right may be considered as depending upon the

8th of Anne, c. 19 ; 12 Geo. II., c. 36 ;
34 Geo. III.,

c. 20
;

41 Geo. III., c. 107
;

54 Geo. III., c. 156,

except so far as they have been varied or re-

pealed by the recent statutes, 5 & G Will. IV.,

c. 65, protecting lectures ; and the 5 & 6 Viet.,

c. 54, (Mr. Seijeant Talfourd’s and Sir E. Bulwer
Lytton's,) which protects all literary works,
including sheets of music, maps, charts, plans,

and all dramatic compositions, the property in

which belongs to the author during his life, and
i to his personal representatives or legatees for

|

seven years afterwards. The act provides, that

1 if the seven years shall expire before the end of
1 forty-two years from the first publication, the

copyright shall endure only for that term of

forty-two years
; and that the copyright of every

book published after the author’s death shall

endure for forty-two years from the first publi-

cation, being the property of the proprietor of

the author's manuscripts, and his assigns. The
copyright in periodical works, encyclopaedias,

reviews, or magazines, exists in the proprietors,

projectors, publishers, or conductors for the same
periods, a right reverting to the author of essays,

articles, or portions of reviews, magazines, or

other periodicals, after twenty-eight years from
the first publication, for the remainder of the
term, viz., fourteen years. The proprietor, pro-

jector, publisher, or conductor is not permitted

to publish any such essay, article, or portion

separately during such term oftwenty-eight years,

without the consent of the author or his assigns.

By the 25th section of the act all copyright is to

j

be deemed personal property, and as such trans-

missible by bequest, or, in case of intestacy,

subject to the law of distribution as other per-

sonal property. Additional security is given

j

against infringement of literary copyright by the
International Copyright Act, 1 & 2 Viet., c. 59.

It would be foreign to our object in adverting

i to the rights of Art, as connected with this

Journal, to advert to the law applicable to dra-

matic or musical composition. The statute 3 & 4

Will. IV., c. 15, was passed for the protection of

the former, and the 5 & 6 Viet., c. 45, extends

the definition of the word “ books ” to a sheet of

music, and also protects the rights of dramatists.

Numerous cases in equity and at common law

have arisen out of attempts to pirate pieces of

musical composition.

The property in engravings and prints has been
specifically recognised and guarded by the legis-

lature by four statutes, namelv, the 8 Geo. II.,

c. 13 ;
7 Geo. HI., c. 38; the 17 Geo. III., c. 57

;

and the 6 & 7 Will. IV., c. 59. Analogous to

these subjects are those of designs and prints, of

patterns for articles of clothing and for manufac-

tures. The acts of Parliament giving protection

to the latter are the 27 Geo. III., c. 38 ;
29 Geo.

III., c. 19
;
34 Geo. III., c. 23 ; 2 & 3 Viet., c. 13 ;

the 2 & 3 Viet., c. 17, and the very important
Copyright of Designs Act, 5 & 6 Viet., c. 100,

passed in 1842. The substance of the statutory

enactments in favour of engravers may be briefly

stated. The 8 Geo. II., c. 13, recited that “di-

vers persons” had, “by their own genius, in-

dustry, pains, and expense, invented and engraved,
or washed in mezzotinto or chiaroscuro, sets of
historical and other prints, in hopes to reap the
sole benefit of their labours,” but that “ print-

sellers, and other persons had, without the con-

sent of the inventors, designers, and proprietors

of such prints, frequently taken the liberty of

copying, engraving, and publishing, or causing

to be copied, engraved, or published, base copies

of such works, designs, and prints, to the very

great prejudice and detriment of the inventors,

designers, and proprietors thereof. It then gives,

after the 24th of June, 1736, the “sole right and
liberty of printing and reprinting any historical

or other print or prints,” to “ every person who
shall invent and design, engrave, etch, or work
in mezzotinto or chiaroscuro, or from his own
work and invention, shall cause to be designed,

engraved, etched, or worked, any historical print

or prints for fourteen years,” it being a condition

of such privilege that the name of the “pro-

prietor” shall be engraved on each plate, and
printed on every such print or prints. It en-

acts, “that if any print-seller or other person

shall engrave, etch, or write, or copy and sell,

wholly or partially, by varying, adding to, or

diminishing from the main design, or shall print,

reprint, or import for sale, any such print or

prints without the proprietor’s consent in writing,

signed in the presence of two witnesses, or know-
ing the same to be planted or reprinted without

the consent of the proprietors, shall publish, sell,

expose to sale the same, the plates shall be for-

feited, and the prints themselves, to the pro-

prietor, and forfeit 5s. for each print.” The
act contains a curious proviso in favour of Mr.

John Pine, of London, who purposed “ to en-

grave and publish a set of prints copied from
the tapestry in the House of Lords, and his

Majesty’s wardrobe, and other drawings relating

to the Spanish invasion in 1588.” This act not

being found sufficiently protective of engravers,

the legislature by the 7th Geo. IH., c. 38, gen-

erally known as the “ Hogarth Act,” gave the

benefit of the previous act to all persons who
should invent or design, engrave, etch, or write

in mezzotinto or chiaroscuro, or from his own
work, design, or invention, should cause, or pro-

cure to be designed, engraved, etched, or worked,

any historical print or prints, or any print or

prints of any portrait, conversation, landscape, or

architecture, map, chart, or plan, or any other

print or prints whatsoever.” It gave to every

person who should engrave, &c., any print taken

from any picture, drawing, model, or sculpture,

either ancient or modem, the same benefit as

was given to a print engraved or drawn from the

original design of such graver, etcher, or drafts-

man. The act was called the “Hogarth Act,”

because it gave to that artist’s widow and execu-

trix the sole right of printing and re-printing his

works for twenty years. It extended the term
of protection or copyright from fourteen to

twenty years. Both these acts were further ex-

plained and extended by the 17 Geo. III., c. 57,

which rendered essential the written consent of

the proprietor of prints, enforcing the protection

by giving the remedy of an action upon the case,

with double costs of suit. The 6 & 7 "Will. IV.,

c. 59, extended the 17 Geo. HI., c. 57, to Ireland,

in the cases of prints made without the proprie-

tor’s consent.

The 27 Geo. III., c. 38, gave the copyright in

patterns for manufactures in linens, calicoes,

cottons, or muslins, to the inventor, designer or

printer, for two months, the name of the printer

or proprietor being required to be printed at the

end of each piece of linen, &c. The act gives

the remedy of special action on the case as against

any person who printed any such patterns with-

out the consent of the proprietor in writing, in

the presence of two or more witnesses. The
right of action is required to be limited to three

months only. As tins statute was passed merely

for one year, it was re-enacted by the 29th of

Geo. III., c. 19, and declared perpetual by the

34 Geo. III., which also enlarged the period of

protection from two to three months. The
2 & 3 Viet., c. 13, extended the 27th and
34 Geo. III. to Ireland, and moreover made them
applicable to “ fabrics composed of wool, silk, or

hair, and to mixed fabrics composed of any two
or more of the following materials, namely, linen,

cotton, wool, silk or hair.” The 2 & 3 Viet.,

c. 17 (passed in 1839), gave to the proprietor of

every “ new and original design ” an exclusive

right to use it for twelve calendar months after

registering such design. The purposes to which

such designs were to be applicable were declared

to be, 1st. A pattern or print worked into or
upon, or printed, or painted upon any article of
manufacture, being a tissue or textile fabric,

except lace, linens, cottons, calicoes, muslins,

and other articles mentioned in the previous

acts : 2ndly. For the modelling, or casting, or
the embossment, or chasing, or engraving, or for

any other kind of impressing an ornament on
any article of manufacture, not being a tissue or
textile fabric : 3rdly. For the shape or configu-

ration of any article of manufacture, except lace,

linens, cottons, calicoes, muslins, and any other
articles within the previous acts. The act confers

upon the proprietor of a new and original design

made for the modelling, or the casting, or the
embossment, or the chasing, or the engraving,

or for any other kind of impression or ornament
on any article of manufacture, being metal, or
mixed metals, the exclusive right of using it for

three years, from the time of registering, which
must take place previously to publication. By
the term “ proprietor,” is meant the “ author

”

of the design, unless it is executed for another
person for a consideration, and then the pur-

chaser is deemed to be the proprietor for the
purposes of the act. The penalty of not less

than 51, nor exceeding 30Z, is imposed for any
act of piracy in respect of such registered designs, 1

to be recovered by action, or by summary pro-

ceeding before justices. The act authorises the !

appointment of a registrar of designs, and sped- 1

fies his duties. But the 5 & 6 Viet., c. 100,
;

(the recent' Copyright of Designs Act of 1842,)

bas repealed the last five acts, reserving

however the copyright acquired under them
until the expiration of their respective term,

and the remedies under those acts, where
offences have been committed prior to 10th
August, 1842.

It will be useful to mention only the effect of

the third section, which provides “ with regard

to any new and original design, (except for sculp-

ture and other things within the provisions of

the 38 Geo. III., c. 71, and 54 Geo. III., c. 56,)

whether such design be applicable to the orna-

menting of any article of manufacture, or of any
substance artificial or natural, or partly artificial

and partly natural, and that whether such design

be so applicable for the pattern, or for the shape
or configuration, or for the ornament thereof, or

for any two or more of such purposes ;
and by

whatever means such design may be so appli-

cable, whether by printing, painting, embroidery,
weaving, sewing, modelling, casting, embossing,
engraving, staining, or by any other means what-
soever, manual or chemical, separate or com-
bined, Be it enacted, that the proprietor of every

such design, not previously published, within

Great Britain and Ireland, or elsewhere, shall

have the sole right to apply the same to any
articles of manufactures, or to any such sub-

stances as aforesaid, provided the same be done
within Great Britain and Ireland, for the respec-

tive terms hereinafter mentioned, such respective

terms to be computed from the time of such
design being registered according to this act.”

The section then mentions thirteen classes, to

winch such design and ornamenting may be
applied, and gives the copyright for a term vary-

ing according to each class, which may be stated,

for the sake of convenience, in the following

form :
—

Class 1.—Articles of manufacture composed
wholly or chiefly of any metal or_ mixed metals.

Copyright for three years.

Class 2.—Articles of manufacture composed
wholly or chiefly of wood. Copyright for three

years.

Class 3.—Articles of manufacture composed
wholly or chiefly of glass. Copyright for three

years.

Class 4.—Articles of manufacture composed
wholly or chiefly of earthenwai’e. Copyright for

three years.

Class 5.—Paper-hangings. Copyright for three

years.

Class 6.—Carpets. Copyright for three years.

Class 7.—Shawls, ifthe design be applied solely

by printing, or by any other pi-ocess by which

colours are or may hereafter be produced upon
tissue or textile fabrics. Copyright for nine

calendar months.
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Class 8.—Shawls, not comprised in Class 7.

Copyright for three years.

Class 9.—Yarn, thread, or warp, if the design

be applied by printing, or by any other process

by which colours are or hereafter may be pro-

duced. Copyright for nine calendar months.
Class 10.—Woven fabrics, composed of linen,

cotton, wool, silk or hair, or of any two or more
of such materials, if the design be applied by
printing or by any other process by which
colours are or may hereafter be produced upon
tissue or textile fabrics ; excepting the articles

included in Class 11. Copyright for nine calendar

months.
Class 11.—Woven fabrics, composed of linen,

and (as in Class 10,) coming within the descrip-

tion technically called furniture, and the repeat
of the design whereof shall be more than twelve
inches by eight. Copyright for three years.

Class 12.—Woven fabrics, not composed in

any preceding class. Copyright for twelve
calendar months.

Class 13.—Lace and any article of manufac-
ture or substance not comprised in any preceding
class. Copyright for twelve calendar months.

This act concludes bymakingseveral provisions
in detail for the registration, the transfer of
copyright, piracy of designs, (the penalty being
from 51. to 30 l. for every offence,) the certificate

of registration of design, and inspection of
registered designs. It will not have escaped ob-
servation that whilst a copyright for three years
has been given by the Act to Class 3, that for

nine months only is given to Class 7 ; the design
in the latter being applied solely by printing, or
by any other process by which colours may be
produced upon tissue or textile fabrics. There are
probably good reasons known to artists or manu-
facturers for the difference in the term of the
copyright as applicable to articles like shawls,
usually remarkable for elegance of pattern.

Having called attention to the statutory pro-
tection given to artists, and especially of de-
signers for the manufactures, we may conclude
tins branch of the Fine Arts, by noticing the few
cases which have come before the courts under
those enactments.

We need make no apology for thus dwelling
upon the subject of copyright of design, when
we remember its importance to the wealth
and commerce of Great Britain as well as to
Art itself. Not only has the excellence of
foreigners in designs been the subject of much
praise, but, it is well known that Sir Joshua
Reynolds in his first discourse to the Royal
Academy in 1769, took the earliest opportunity
of adverting to manufactures, although, of course,

in subordination to the higher departments of
taste ; whilst he warned the students against
merely mercantile considerations, he observed
that “ if the higher Arts of Design flourish, these
inferior ends will be answered, of course.” The
President, even in his dedication to the king did
not consider it below his dignity to advert to
the “ Arts of elegance ” as “ Arts by which
manufactures are embellished, and science is

refined.”

As to engravings and prints it seems that a
“ servile imitation ” of a chart or map, is liable

to be restrained by equity, although there is

obviously very little scope for variety or origi-

nality in such a work, (see Lord Eldon’s obser-
vations in Matthewson v. Stockdale, 12 Yesey,
274.) The copying of architectural plates and
plans, printed in “ Nicholson’s Practical Builder,”
such plates and plans having been taken from
other works, but arranged differently, was sought
to be restrained by Mr. Barfield, the proprietor
of an Architectural Dictionary, but the Court of
Chancery refused to interfere by injunction,
leaving the plaintiff to try his right at law, and
merely directing the defendant to keep an ac-

count (the case is reported in 2 Simon and
Stuart's Reports, p. 1.) In the case of Wilkins v.

Aikin, (17 Yesey, 422.) Mr. Wilkins had pub-
lished his well-known work entitled, “ The An-
tiquities of Magna Gracia the defendant, Mr.
Aikin, had published his work “ On the Doric
Order of Architecture.” The question was,
whether the defendant was liable to an injunc-
tion, it being alleged that he had, under the pre-
tences of quoting passages, made an improper
and unjust use of the plaintiff’s work to the

advantage of his own. The injunction was dis-

solved, and Lord Eldon in pronouncing judg-
ment, speaking of maps, observed, “ One man
publishes the map of a county, another man,
with the same design, if he has equal skill and
opportunity, will, by his own labour, produce
almost a fac simile, and has a right to do so

;
but

from his right through that medium, was it ever
contended that he might copy the other map 1

”

Two cases arose under the 8th Geo. II., c. 13.

In the first, Blackwell v. Harper, (2 Atkins, 95,)

Lord Chancellor Hardwicke was of opinion that
the act “ was not confined to inventions ” merely,
“ but extended to copies of natural objects,

buildings, &c.” The clause in favour of Mr.
Pine’s engravings from the tapestry of the House
of Lords, alone prevented any one from “ copy-
ing his prints of the tapestry,” that being only
copied from the drawings; (vide Jarman's Con-
veyancing by Sweet, vol. vii., for an excellent

summary of the laws of patents, and copyright,
with precedents, 3rd edition.) In a subsequent
case, Jefferys v. Baldwin, (Ambler's Reports, 164,)

the plaintiff filed an injunction bill in equity
to restrain the alleged piracy of his print of
“ The Busses of the Society of the British Her-
ring Fishery.” Lord Chancellor Hardwicke
thought the plaintiff's print was not within the
8th Geo. II., “ which was made,” said his lord-

ship, “ for the encouragement of genius and Art ;

if it was, any person who employed a planter or
engraver would be so too. The statute was, in

that respect, like the statute of inventions, from
which it was taken.” Under the act of 17th
Geo. III., c. 57, arose the case of Newton v.

Cowrie, (12 Moore, 467,) where the question was,
whether an engraving on a “ reduced scale of a
drawing annexed to a specification, was the sub-
ject of copyright.” It was decided in the affir-

mative, Chief Justice Best observing, “The first

engraver does not claim the monopoly of the use of
the picture from which die engraving is made ; he
says, take the trouble of going to the pasture your-

self but do not avail yourself of my labour, who
have been to the picture and have executed the

drawing.”

It is stated by Mr. Sweet, in his edition of
Jarman before referred to, that “ no copyright
exists under the statute of Victoria, or the old
acts, in a work published abroad, by reason
merely of such publication.” In Page v. Towns-
hend, (5 Simon, 395,) prints, which had been en-
graved abroad, but were first published here,

were held to be without the protection against
piracy given by the Engravings Acts. Another
case, under the 17th Geo. III., c. 57, came before
Lord Mansfield. The plaintiff brought an action
for the piracy of four sea-charts, which the de-
fendant had embodied in one. It was alleged
that the latter had copied the engravings. Lord
Mansfield told the jury that the question was,
whether the alteration was merely colourable or
not ? His lordship observed, “ There must be
such a similitude as to make it probable and
reasonable to suppose that one is a transcript of
the other, and nothing more than a transcript.

In the case of prints, no doubt different men
may take engravings from the same picture. The
same principle holds with regard to charts

; who-
ever has it in his intention to publish a chart, may
take advantage of all prior publications. There
is no monopoly of the subject

;
but, upon any

question of this nature, the jury will decide
whether it be a servile imitation or not. If an
erroneous chart be made, God forbid it should
not be corrected even in a small degree, if it

become thereby more serviceable and useful for

the purposes to which it is applied. But here
you are told that there are various and very
material alterations. This chart of the plaintiff's

is upon a wrong principle, inapplicable to navi-

gation. The defendant, therefore, has been cor-

recting errors, and not servilely copying. If you
think so, you will find for the defendant.” The
jury did so. In De Berenger v. Wheble, (2 Star-

kie, 548,) it was held that “the making a new
engraving from the original picture (by Reinagle),

was no piracy on the former engraving." It seems
scarcely possible to suppose that this could be a
question. In Martin v. Wright, (6 Simon, 297,)
the defendant had made a painting from an en-
graving of “ Belshazzar’s Feast,” and then ex-

hibited it at the Diorama, or Cosmorama. This

was held to be no infringement. In Murray v.

Heath, (1 Barnewell & Adolphus, 804,) “A being
employed by B to engrave plates from drawings
belonging to B, took off from the plates so en-
graved a number of proof impressions, which he
retained for his own use. A afterwards became
bankrupt, and,the proofs of which he so possessed
himself, were advertised by his assignees for
sale.” The court held, “ that neither he nor
his assignees were liable by the 17 Geo. III., c. 57,
to an action for haring disposed of pirated prints
without the consent of the proprietor, inasmuch
as that statute applied to impressions, engravings
pirated from other engravings, and not to prints
taken from a lawful plate.” It seems clear, how-
ever, that a court ofequitywould interfere in such
a case, byvirtue of its jurisdiction in cases of fraud
and breach of trust ; and direct the impressions
to be given up and restrain publication. Several
cases have been decided as to the necessity of the
name of the proprietor and the date appealing
on the print, to entitle such proprietor to protec-
tion ; they are all collected iu Sweet's Jarman
on Conveyancing, vii. 6S1.

It is, of course, well known, that any works
of Art of an immoral nature are without the pale
of protection. Happily, the national mind of
Britain is too healthy, vigorous and pure either
to require, or to endure, polluting and debili-

tating stimulants. The most recent case under
the statute, 7 Geo. III., c.c. 5—7, against pira-

cies of engravings, is Moore v. Clarke, (6 Jurist,

641.) The action was brought for an alleged

piracy of an engraving of a mare called “ Bees-
wing.” The defendant had published in a
periodical of which he was proprietor, a por-

trait, as it purported to be, of the horse i

“Coronation,” the winner of the Derby stakes
in 1841. Several artists proved this to be an
exact copy of the “Beeswing” engraving,
varied, however, in the circumstance of the
animal being represented as running to the left,

instead of the right ; the person of the jockey,
the back-ground, and other adjuncts of the pic-

ture, being wholly different. The questions sub-

mitted to the jury by the Chief Baron, Lord
Abinger, were, whether Mr. Moore’s engraving
had been substantially copied within the meaning
of the act ; and, if so, whether the plaintiff had
sustained any damage thereby. He told them
that “ it was for them to say whether the main
design had been copied

;
copying a part of a

print or engraving was not within the act, the 1

imitation might be in some prints so minute as
not to be within the act. In the present case,

the imitation was in points where the eye of an
artist alone could detect that there had been a
copying.” The jury finding that Mr. Moore had
sustained no damage, and a verdict being eu-

]

tered accordingly for the defendant, a new trial !

wasmoved for, upon the ground that “the learned
judge was wrong in telling the jury that the

j

whole of the engraving must be copied substan-

tially
;

the words of the act being, expressly,
‘ that if any person shall copy an engraving in the
whole, or in part but, that, at all events, Mr.
Moore was entitled to nominal damages, the fact

of the piracy being established. The court, in i

giving judgment, decided that the Chief Baron’s
,

direction was correct. “ The question,” they
said, “ was whether the statute renders the act

|

of copying illegal i If so, the party was entitled

to nominal damages ; or did it merely mean that

a party might copy if he pleased, but, if he did,

he should be liable to pay to the owner of the

print such damages as ajury might assess.” They
thought the true meaning of the statute was, to

render liable to an action any person who should

make an exact copy of the whole of an engrav-

ing, or perhaps, of some part of it, with imma-
terial variations

;
although they would not decide

on the latter point, as the question was properly

left to the jury, whose verdict being found against

the plaintiff, had not been impeached as being
against evidence. It seems, however, that the
words of the act are too strong and clear to be
got rid of, and it is questionable whether
such a construction would be given were the
case to be re-considered. In a recent case in the
Court of Chancery, an injunction was obtained
exparte to restrain the sale of pocket-handker-
chiefs, upon which it was alleged had been
printed a copy of the engraving of “ The Eleven
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Cricketers of England,” the main design having

been, as it was stated, preserved, although the

details were varied. It is understood that the

injunction was at once submitted to by the

defendants. It is honourable to engravers, and
indeed to society at large, that cases of piracy of

engravings or prints so rarely come before our

tribunals.

Sculpture first received its legislative protec-

tion in 1798, by the 38 Geo. III., c. 71. This

was confirmed and enlarged, about sixteen years

afterwards, by the 54 Geo. III., c. 56. The
former act gave the sole right and property for

fourteen years to every person who should

make any new model, or copy, or cast, made
from any such model, of any bust, or any part

of the human figure, or the head, or any part of

any animal, or the statue of any animal, or who
should make any copy or cast from any new
model, in alto or basso-relievo, or any work in

which the representation of any human figure

or figures, or of any animal or animals, should be
introduced. The remedy given by this act was
an action to recover damages. But being found

inadequate to the protection of sculptors, and,

especially, in a case of Gahagan r. Cooper,

(3 Campbell’s Reports, 111,) the 54 Geo. III.,

was passed, which used words more precisely

defining the subject of the copyright, as “ new
and original sculpture,” and “ any subject being

matter of invention in sculpture, or of any
alto or basso-relievo,” or of any “ cast from
nature." This act gave protection to purchasers

of the copyright. It also conferred on the original

sculptor, if alive at the end of the fourteen

years, and, if he had not parted with his pro-

perty in his work, a further term of fourteen years.

The case of Gahagan v. Cooper was an action

on the 38 Geo. III., c. 71, § 2. for pirating a bust

of Mr. Fox. It was held that it was no offence

under that act to sell a pirated cast of a bust, if

such cast had any addition to, or diminution

from the original, and it appeared to be no
offence to make a pirated cast, if it was a perfect

facsimile of the original. Lord Ellenborough,

after observing that the statute seemed so to

have been framed as to defeat its own object,

said, “these artists must again apply to Parlia-

ment for protection, and they had better not

model the new act themselves, as they seem to

have done the former.” Hence the act of

54 Geo. III.

It was contended in argument in the recent

case of the Attorney-General v. Strange, that

any gentleman or nobleman who had formed
a gallery of sculpture, or who had bought a col-

lection, such as the Arundel, or the Elgin

marbles, had a right to prevent any one from
making any drawings or representations of them,
or giving descriptions of them, or any of them,
without consent, express or implied. It seems
probable that equity would now interfere in

such a case, unless some act of dedication to the

public could be proved or inferred to have taken

place, and this, as an acute legal critic has said,

(13 Jurist, 42,) commenting on the Lord Chan-

cellor’s judgment in the Attorney-General v.

Strange, raises another question, what amounts
to a dedication to the public ?

Paintings have not, as such, been made the

subject of legal copyright, probably, because the

rights of artists respecting them, have rarely, if

indeed, ever been invaded, or, as is more likely,

because the artist, or the purchaser of the paint-

ing, has given authority to the engraver to copy
his production, and multiply such copies for the

admirers of Art. Other artists may have acqui-

esced in the art of copying from their works by
means of engraving, by reason of the celebrity

they thereby acquired and its consequent increase

of employment and fame
;
a point to which, we

think it is probable artists of eminence, will be
inclined to give more attention, than to those

strictly legal rights of property, unless in cases

of obtrusion upon their privacy. The right of a
painter in the portrait, or the landscape which
lie has painted, can, of course, exist no longer
than the period, during which he has a right to its

possession, and has uncontrolled dominion over
it, as his property. This includes, not simply
the right to the mere material substance, such
as the canvas, the paint, and the varnish, but
that form or image which has been stamped

upon the material, by his genius and intellect.

When the artist sells his painting, the purchaser

becomes invested with the same rights, and
amongst them, is included that of selling or

giving permission to multiply copies by means
of engravings or otherwise. A painter may, before

selling his picture, contract to permit an engraver

to make a print of it, and thus gain doubly, first,

by the value of his work, and secondly, by the

value of the license granted to multiply copies.

But, of course, such agreement, if not executed

previously to the purchaser's taking possession

of the painting, is not binding upon such pur-

chaser, or upon any subsequent possessor, who
is, in legal language, altogether a stranger to it.

Whether a painting is more or less valuable, by
reason of its having, or not having, been made
the subject of an engraving, may depend much
upon the mind and feelings of the purchaser.

The original painting of Wilkie’s “Blind Fiddler,”

for instance, is to its possessor, not the less

intellectually or artistically valuable, because

engravings from it have been published in every

part of the world. It is still the original, and
tliis fact, may, to most minds, increase mentally,

its value. The nobleman who purchases a

valuable painting, may be considered as prizing

it, on accoimt of its being the original. It can

signify little or nothing to him, whether a million

engravings have been been made from it before

it came into his possession, or whether none at

all has been made. It seems reasonable to believe

that the original painting would derive increased

value as a work of Art, in proportion as it was
known to be a favourite with men of taste. The
popularity of the engravings enhances the value

of the original, whose possessor, whether artist

or patron, can in no way be injured by the mul-

tiplication of copies. To be sure, if we may
suppose the improbability of an artist or col-

lector being actuated by sordid motives, he may
have in strictness a right to say, that in addi-

tion to the value of the painting (the maximum
of which, if the work proceeded from the easel

of a first-rate artist, he might himself fix,) he
would further profit by selling permission to

engrave it, whilst it was in his possession. It

was argued in the Attorney-General v. Strange,

in opposition to the motion, “ no doubt the

owner of anything may use every means in his

power to prevent that thing being seen by
another person

;
but, if that other person sees it,

the owner can have no right of property in the

notion or idea created in the mind of the person

who has seen it. A sculptor might embody in

marble the same ideas as those created by the

painter. It is a knowledge acquired by a power
given by God

;
it is like lighting my torch at

your torch,—you are nothing the poorer.” Such

an argument, of course, assumes permitted

access to the original, which, happily for the

public, is seldom or never refused. It would be

unpatriotic and injurious to Art itself to do

so. “ Paintings and statues,” said Burke, “ by
imitating nature, seem to extend the limits of

creation.” Who would narrow those limits by
arbitrary rules of law, or by rigorous legis-

lation ! There is in reality, no copyright in

a painting. The term is unknown to the

common law. It is altogether a creature of

the legislature, whose task it has been, in the

numerous statutes above referred to, to define it.

Such statutes, being penal, have always received a

severe construction. To talk of a “ copyright
”

in pictures, therefore, is to speak loosely and
without meaning. In legal language, the term

as applied to pictures, is unintelligible. It may
have a popular meaning, but it is erroneous.

An agreement or stipulation for the sale of the
“ copyright ” of a painting would be a novelty,

nay more, it would be an absurdity, for it would
become a nullity the very next moment after the

property in the painting changed hands, as it

might do by death or bankruptcy. The i-ight of

privacy is of course incidental to all property,

and this is all that exists, independently of

statute laws, by which paintings are unaffected.

Such, we trust, will ever remain the law of

England, for certainly such is its policy. The
copyright laws protecting literature, we believe,

are now considered to have had a mischievous

effect, both upon authors and the public. The
policy of such laws is inconsistent with modem

and more enlarged notions of public policy, and
political economy. To surround Genius with
statutory protection, is to deprive it of its

freedom of working out its own destiny, and its

own reward. It has been supposed that to leave

artists without a recognised copyright in their

paintings, is somewhat unjust. It is, we conceive,

sufficient that they have all those general rights

which property confers upon the rest of mankind,
without anything that is special or exclusive.

The question is, what is best for Art ? for with
this the interests of artists are identical. We
cannot hesitate to say, that that is the best for

Art, which leads men to despise mere ephemeral
success, and to aspire to the more distant, and
far higher, but not less valuable reward of

imperishable Fame. But our limits remind us
that we must abstain from argument.
The only remaining point to which we can

advert, is that recently discussed in the Attorney
General v. Strange, namely, whetherthe possessor
of copies, or of a list of works of Art, executed
by another, can, without his consent, exhibit

such copies, or publish such list, with or without
criticisms, to the world ? According to the
recent decisions by Vice-Chancellor Brace,

and by the Lord Chancellor, upon appeal, this

cannot be done. The case has been so recently

and so fully before the public, as to render it

unnecessary to dwell upon its details. The
judgment of Vice-Chancellor Bruce, has been
published in a detached form. The short
result of this case is, that an exclusive right

of property belongs to an artist, entitling him
by injunction to restrain the publication of

any list, or description of such artist’s works,
without permission. It seems to be settled

by this important case that the knowledge
of any particular works of Art upon which
labour and genius have been expended, unless

fairly and clearly obtained, cannot be made use
of for the purpose of giving publicity to such
works. The occasional loan or gift of such
works to friends or acquaintance, has been con-

sidered by one branch of the court as in no way
derogating from the right of the original pro-

prietor to retain them in a state of privacy. This
latter proposition has not assumed the form of
a solemn decision ;

it is a mere obiter dictum.

The loan of a painting or a statue, carries with
it an implied trust in favour of the rights of

tho original proprietor. The gift of a work,

ifabsolute and complete, conveys, it is conceived,

to the receiver, the same rights as those belong-

ing to a purchaser. "Whatever moral control in

point of honour and correct feeling, the proprie-

tor might have over his work, when given, in law

he could have none. It is merely the strict legal

and equitable rights of property that we have
been considering, and especially that property

which is the result of creation by the intellect

of artists. The paucity of cases in which rights

have been invaded, seems to prove that among
artists and engravers, and all who feel an interest

in the Fine Arts, a just, honourable, and liberal

feeling has always existed. The efforts of genius

have commanded, and ever must command
reverence. Whatever rights of property an
artist or a patron may possess, he will exercise

them merely defensively, against the imperti-

nence of the vulgar, or the selfishness of the

sordid. They will be left in honourable abey-

ance, when the knowledge of Art can be dissemi-

nated by exhibiting to the civilised world the

results of labour, talent, and genius, in the

production of the most perfect models of taste

and beauty. “No genuine work of Art ever

was or ever can be produced,” says Fuseli,
“ but for its own sake

;
if the artist do not

contrive to please himself, he never will finish,

to please the world. Can we persuade ourselves

that all the treasures of the globe could sud-

denly produce an ‘Iliad,’ or ‘Paradise Lost,’

the ‘Jupiter of Phidias,’ or the ‘Capella SistinaT

The age of Julio and Leone demanded genius

for its own sake, and found it,—the age of

Cosmo, Ferdinand, and Urban, demanded talents

and dispatch to flatter their own vanity, and
found them too ;

but Cosmo, Ferdinand, and
Urban are sunk. in the same oblivion, or in-

volved in the same censure with then- tools;

Julio and Leone continue to live with the per-

manent powers which they had called forth.”
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ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF COLOURS EMPLOYED IN THE
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

No. II. TIIE RARE METALS.

In endeavouring to give a clear description of

the chemical composition of colours, it will be
our aim to render every statement as full and
satisfactory as possible. This will of course

interfere with any attempt at making this series of

articles such as can properly be termed popular,

but they will we hope be essentially useful.

—

Although it will be impossible to avoid occa-

sionally the use of chemical terms, they will

be introduced as sparingly as may be consistent

with the correctness of description.

Science in its progress has furnished us with
numerous new metals and combinations, which,

although not yet introduced into Art or Manu-
facture, except in a few instances, promise to be
available, when chemistry has made us more
familiar with their constitution and compounds.
It has been thought advisable before we enter

on the description of the more important mineral

colours to devote an article to the consideration

of this class and of some others which may be
regarded as nearly allied to them.

In pursuing, according to this arrangement, our
investigations into the useful applications of the
colours prepared from the metals, and of the
metals themselves where employed for surface

ornamentation, the next which claims our atten-

tion is that exceedingly useful substance

PLATINUM.

Although this metal from its peculiar physical

properties is available for numerous purposes in

the Arts and Manufactures, it does not yield

many coloured combinations, and from its ex-

pense it is seldom employed by the artist.

Platinum was first discovered in 1741, and it

is now found in Brazil, Peru, the Uralian Moun-
tains, and in small quantities in the sands of the
Rhine. The oxides of platinum are of a black
or grey character, but by the addition of the
alkaline and earthy salts to solutions of platinum
we form triple compounds, which are generally
of a yellow or buff colour. It is now some
years since Mr. Field introduced these prepa-

rations to the artist, and among others a peculiar

platinum yellow, which although very permanent
was not sufficiently superior in tint to many of
the other pigments, to ensure its being adopted,
and the chromate of baryta now supplies its

place. A very fine and peculiar yellow may be
formed from platinum in the following manner :

Take a solution of the chloride of platinum, and
add thereunto a sufficient quantity of limewater
to render the solution perfectly neutral, and
then, in the dark, give a slight excess of lime to

the mixture. Place the solution in a clear glass

bottle in the sunshine, and gradually a yellow
powder will be precipitated, the quantity varying
with the amount of light to which the solution

is exposed. This colour appears to possess the
quality of unchangcability under the influence of
cither light or of the atmosphere. M. Salvetat, of
the National Manufactory of Sevres, has recently
introduced a grey, used in ornamenting porcelain,

which is prepared in the following manner from
platinum : He mixes togetherone part ofpowdered
platinum with three parts of minium, one part of

sand, and one of borax. This mixture produces in

the fire a veiy fine grey, which is of the best
quality for painting upon porcelain. M. Salvetat
has also stated that all the metals which ordi-

narily accompany platinum possess similar excel-

lent qualities, and fine useful colours are to be
produced from palladium and ruthenium.
The mode in which finely divided platinum is

prepared is by decomposing the ammonio-clilo-
ride at a red heat. The residue is a very porous
and but slightly coherent sponge. To produce
a still finer division the yellow salt is mixed with
some sea-salt before calcination, the salt being
afterwards washed out with boiling water. In
this state the metal is of a fine black, and is of
the utmost permanency. The lustre of platinum
is obtained by mixing with a concentrated solu-

tion of the metal some essential oil of lavender.

This solution is washed over the porcelain, which
is then exposed to a strong heat in a muffle,

upon which it soon acquires a fine metallic lustre,

which bears being highly burnished. Notwith-
standing the value of this metal to the chemist,
and in many processes of manufacture, its pre-

parations are not available, as a general result,

to the purposes of the artist. Indeed, with the
exception of the process of M. Salvetat, at use in

Sevres, we are not aware of any process of orna-

mentation to which it is at present applied as a
colour. The French manufacture Vases, the
surface of which are platinised by a process
similar to that which we have described above,
many of which are of considerable beauty, and
they possess the advantage over merely silvered

articles of remaining without tarnish for many
years.

Glass is platinised by precipitating the metal
directly from its solution upon the surface.

Dobereiner employs an alcoholic solution of
chloride of platinum, which he evaporates to

dryness, and then re-dissolves the dry mass,
which he again evaporates, and thus continues

until the metal is no longer precipitated by a
solution of sal-ammoniac, being in fact converted
into an organic compound of acetyle and chloride

of platinum. When glass is coated with a solu-

tion of this substance and held in the flame of
a spirit-lamp, the platinum is revived as a
brilliant metallic mirror over the surface. Four
parts of dry chloride of platinum, four parts of
alcohol, and five parts of the essential oil of
lavender, is the mixture employed both on glass

and hard porcelain by Ludersdorff. We have
in this last case a chemical combination which
does not differ materially from the former, and
the process will be seen to be in many respects

very similar to Drayton’s patent process for

silvering glass, to which we devoted an article in

the Art-Journal, No. 125, to which we must
refer those of our readers who desire more in-

formation on the action of the essential oils on
metallic solutions.

Iridium.— This is one of the metals which is

commonly discovered associated with platinum.
It indeed forms one of a class which are often

found together in nature, and which possesses

many physical and chemical properties in com-
mon, viz., platinum, palladium, osmium, rhodium,
and iridium. The oxide of iridium has been
employed in Germany, France, and England, in

the art of painting in vitreous colours. The
metal is of a fine grey, but its oxide produces a
black which is far superior to any of the mineral
blacks known. Its great advantage to the glass

and porcelain manufacturer is, that the fine

black is not decomposed at a cherry-red heat.

At a white heat, however, the oxide of iridium
loses its oxygen, and if placed in contact with any
hydrogen or hydro-carbon, the mass detonates
with violence. With the exception of in the
glass and porcelain manufactory we know not of
any use the iridium is put to, except for forming
with rhodium what is called the native alloy,

which being remarkable for its hardness, is some-
times used to form the bearings for delicate
philosophical instruments.
Palladium.—Although the chemical com-

pounds of this metal are not employed in the
Arts, it is of the utmost value itself, as prevent-
ing silver from tarnishing. When from fifteen

to twenty-five per cent of palladium is united
with silver, the compound metal may be exposed
to any of those chemical agents which blacken
silver, and no effect will be produced upon it.

In this way other metals may be protected from
oxidation. Mr. Reeks, of the Museum of Prac-
tical Geology, is now engaged actively upon a
process by which any metals may be coated with
Palladium, and thus effectively protected from
tarnish ; the value of this in many departments
of manufacture will be great.

Rhodium.—Some of the salts of rhodium are
of a most beautiful ruby red

;
but as yet they

have not been used in the Arts, owing princi-

pally to the scarcity and consequent cost of the
metal. Some of our English manufacturers have
recently employed a silicate of the oxide of rho-
dium, for giving to glass a fine ruby red

;
which

is as beautiful as that which is imparted by gold.
Uranium.—The oxide of uranium, when pure,

produces a beautifully delicate yellow; but most

of that which is employed in the manufactories
contains oxide of iron, and this gives a greenish
hue to the glass, which is not, however, un-
pleasing. Uranium is generally obtained from a
mineral called Pechblende, which is a mixture in

uncertain proportions, of the oxide of uranium,
of galena, and of iron pyrites, and the sulphuret
and carbonate of copper. There are several pro-
cesses by which the pure oxide of uranium may
be separated from the other metals ; but as these
are more particularly the operations of the che-

mist, we must merely state that having procured
a solution of the nitrate of uranium, the oxide is

precipitated as a yellow powder by ammonia,
and after well washing with soft water it is in a
state of purity.

Vanadium, a metal first discovered in the
slags of the reducing furnaces of Tabery, in

Sweden, and more largely in a peculiar lead ore,

is of a silvery lustre. Its oxide is occasionally

employed in giving a green colour to glass ; but
we are not acquainted with any other purpose to

which it has yet been applied.

Cadmium, which was discovered in some ores
of zinc by Stromcyer in 1817, yields an oxide of
an exceedingly beautiful orange yellow, which
appears to be of great permanency

;
but owing

to the scarcity of the metal, it has not hitherto
been employed in the arts or manufactures.

Tungsten.—This metal, which is of an iron-

grey colour, exists largely in nature, in combina-
tion with lime and with iron. In the tin and
copper mines of Cornwall, particularly the for-

mer, it is sometimes found intermixed in such
quantities with the tin ores as materially to

reduce their market price, owing to the difficulty

of separating the tungsten by any process of
smelting. This metal, until lately, has not
been rendered available for any useful purpose.
Within the last two years, however, a Mr. Oxland
has patented a process by which the tungsten
is separated, with great advantage, from the tin

ores, and consequently large quantities of the
tungstate of soda, and the oxide of tungsten, a
pale yellow powder, formed. In the metallurgic
arts a small quantity of tungsten has been em-
ployed, but its use is ill understood by any
except those who are in the habit of employing
it. The tungstate of soda promises to become
a valuable mordant, and we understand that
many experiments which have been made by
calico-printers have given the most favourable
results, particularly when employed with the
madder colours, for which it appears likely to
supersede the muriate of tin which has hitherto
been almost exclusively employed.

Silver.—As a colour this metal is rarely
employed, on account of its liability to change
under the action of light. By referring to the
article on Photography (Art-Journal, No. 119) it

will be found that nearly all the sensitive sur-

faces are produced by the agency of salts of
silver. The chloride changes with rapidity from
white to grey, and eventually to black, and even
the dark olive oxide’is, after a short time, turned
black with a metallic lustre, owing to the
separation of the pure metal. In porcelain and
glass manufacture the chloride of siver, produced
by adding common salt to a solution of silver in

nitric acid, is employed in combination with the
salts of gold to give greater delicacy and variety

to the carmines and purples. According to
Brongniart the utmost precaution must be
observed to protect the chloride of silver from all

light during the process of drying and also to

free it from every trace of copper, with which
the silver of commerce is frequently alloyed ;

since it appears the presence of any darkened
chloride or of any oxide of copper, interferes

with the production of the beautiful carmines
and purples which may be obtained by its mix-
ture with the purple of cassius. The processes
of preparing silver for silvering are precisely

similar' to those employed in forming similar

preparations from gold and platinum. Silver is

used by the glass manufacturer to produce some
of the yellow colours, particularly such as aro
introduced in window glass.

Manganese.—Metallic manganese is rarely
seen

; the oxides of this metal being alone em-
ployed in the Arts. The oxide of manganese is

largely employed for decorating porcelain, and
for staining glass. At S6vres it is used in the
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composition of violets and blacks, and replaces,

advantageously, the oxide of cobalt ; and in con-

junction with the oxides of iron it is used for

obtaining fine browns. In our own potteries

this oxide is now more extensively employed

than it was formerly. The native oxide of man-

ganese is sometimes combined with the oxide of

lead as a glaze, for the purpose of imparting a

peculiar brown to many descriptions of porcelain.

According to Brongniart, it is always advisable

to employ the oxide of manganese prepared as

recently as possible from its solution in hydro-

chloric acid, by precipitation with ammonia or

potash dissolved in a large quantity of water.

The precipitate, which is the deutoxide of man-

ganese, is well washed, and being dried, care-

fully calcined. The salts of manganese do not

appear to offer sufficient advantages over many
other colours, to render them available to the

artist in oil or water colours. In glass manufac-

ture the peroxide of manganese forms a very im-

portant substance. It is largely employed in

the manufacture of flint, crown, and plate glass ;

the principal use being to prevent the peroxida-

tion of the iron which enters into the composi-

tion, and thus to preserve the whiteness of the

glass. Some curious phenomena connect them-

selves with the use of manganese in glass. If

the quantity employed slightly exceeds that

which is necessary to prevent the peroxidation

of the iron, or if the glass has been exposed

to too long continued or too great a heat, it

j

assumes a fine pink or rose colour. Indeed,

I where glass contains an excess of manganese,

although it may preserve its desired whiteness,

it will, under the influence of sunshine, slowly

change and become gradually more and more
pinky. This change may be frequently observed

in the glass of the windows of old mansions, and

it is not an uncommon occurrence that a ship

proceeding to tropical climates with white glass

in her cabin windows, returns home with glass

!
of a fine rose tint. Much of the common cast

flint glass which is in the market is dis-

tinguished by this peculiar colour, produced

j

by the employment of an excess of the oxide

of manganese.
The English market is supplied principally

with manganese from Lifton, near Tavistock, in

Devonshire, and Nuneaton, in Warwickshire.

This mineral is found in some other districts,

but in no others are there such extensive

deposits as occur in these localities. It will be

seen that the colours which have hitherto been

described, are metallic preparations, which do

not afford any shades adapting them for the

palette of the artist, unless it is under some
peculiar circumstances. It must not, however,

be forgotten that the enamel-painter avails him-

self of all those colours which find a place in the

laboratory of the potter. It should also be re-

membered, that in employing any of the metallic

oxides which have been named, as enamel

colours, whether for glass, porcelain, or for the

higher Art of the enamel-painter, they are

mixed with silicious matter ;
with which, in the

heat of the furnace, they combine and form a

hard glass.

In our next paper on this subject, those

minerals which form the chromatic scale of him
who delights to copy nature in the beauty of

natural colour, and to represent humanity with

the mind in its varying moods, breathing, as it

were, through the features which he faithfully

represents by the magic of his Art on canvas,

will form the subjects of chemical and physical

examination. Mr. Apsley Pellatt, in Ins work
on the “ Curiosities of Glass Manufacture,” has

< given some formulae for the composition of

colours with the metals we have named in this

and the former article, of which we are exceed-

ingly glad to avail ourselves :

—

Ruby Red .—6 cwt. of batch (the technical

name for the mixture used for making flint

glass), with about 4 oz. of oxide of gold.

Amethyst, or Purple.—6 cwt. of batch, with
20 lbs. of manganese.
Common Orange .—6 cwt. of batch, 12 lbs. of

iron ore, and 4 lbs of manganese.
Gold Topaz Colour.—6 cwt. of batch, with

3 lbs. of oxide of uranium.
Robert Hunt.

THE BEAUTY OF GREEK ART *

It has been well said that the study ofthe Beautiful

is eminently beneficial, both speculatively, as a phi-

losophical exercise, and practically, as conducive to

moral improvement. The perception of beauty is,

besides, a source of the highest intellectual enjoy-

ment, and the cultivation of that faculty ought
therefore to be a primary object of education. That
there is an absolute perfection in ideal beauty

which elicits universal admiration, cannot be dis-

puted
;
and the man who succeeds in establishing

in any of the arts a standard of beauty on scientific

principles, who shows that by the application of

certain rules of harmonic proportion this perfection

is to be certainly and unerringly attained, not only

elevates human felicity by rendering its true source

apparent, but gives a criterion by which all artistic

productions may be tested. So much however has
this subject been involved in obscurity, so many
conflicting opinions have been advanced with
regard to the cause which produces the delight

excited by the perception of beauty, that it requires

no ordinary amount of courage to attempt to

account on plain common sense principles, and on
purely scientific grounds, for the universal admira-

tion with which the beau ideal of Greek Art has
been and ever will be regarded.

Such courage however is manifested by the

author of the work now before us, who in this, as

in other productions,+ has done much to simplify

and explain the principles of beauty both of form
and colour

;
and it is pleasing to find the man, who

by patient and diligent investigation, has latterly

effected so many improvements in those arts which
conduce to our social and domestic comforts, now
entering with loftier aim into the regions of the

higher arts, and dispelling, in some degree, the

darkness in which their first principles have been
hidden. In Mr. Hay’s present work we have
evidence which cannot rationally be resisted, that

it was by an application of the principles of geo-

metric harmony to the human head and counte-

nance, that the beau ideal head and countenance of

Greek Art was produced.
This is an application of iEsthetics which has

never hitherto been dreamt of, and which has

resulted in what we cannot but deem one of the

most interesting discoveries of modern times. How
many earnest thinkers, how many eloquent enthu-

siasts, have dwelt with rapture on the perfection

of Greek Art, but how few have been able to

account satisfactorily for the effect produced on
their minds, or have agreed as to the method by
which this perfection has been attained. Some
have alleged that it proceeded from the superior

mental and physical development of the Greeks

;

others from a selection and combination of features

and parts : others again from an inherent percep-

tion of beauty in the mind of the artists, superior

to the forms generally found in nature. Repu-
diating these different theories, Mr. Hay asserts

that this perfection was attained simply by adhe-

rence to geometric rule, and that these effects were
produced, because the proportions of those master-

pieces of Art were the proportions recognised as the

standards of perfection in geometry, and were those

which invariably have a pleasing response in the

human mind.
It cannot be denied that in the works of our

modern painters and sculptors, amidst much that

is original in design, and much that is individually

excellent both in conception and execution, we find

many instances wherein the laws of harmonic pro-

portion have been violated to such an extent, that

the individual parts or features, however good in

themselves, seem isolated and disjointed
;
we find

variety without unity, melodious notes rendered

inharmonious by discordant arrangement. It is

therefore apparent that aesthetic culture ought to

be insisted on as an essential part of artistic educa-

tion
;
for although men of high genius, from an

innate feeling for and perception of beauty, may
succeed in imbuing their works with that quality,

such results are not often attained without many
fruitless and laborious efforts, all of which may be

saved by a knowledge of the rules laid down by
Mr. Hay, which indeed seem so simple, that by
their application, the merest tyro may produce with

certainty the most perfect beauty. To the man of

genius this knowledge will prove of incalculable

benefit, while its extensive diffusion will enable

mankind generally to appreciate beauty and detect

deformity.

The following quotation from Mr. Hay’s preface,

* “ Hay on the Science of those proportions by which

the Human Head and Countenance, as represented in

works of Greek Art, are distinguished from those of ordi-

nary Nature.” Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

| Hay's “ Laws of Harmonious Colouring,” “On Orna-

mental Design,” “On Proportion,” “First Principles of

Symmetrical Beauty,” &c. &c.

shows the necessity there exists for some system of
proportion being generally adopted.

“ The recommendation of Sir Joshua Reynolds,
that 1 every opportunity should be taken to dis-

countenance the false and vulgar opinion, that

rules are the fetters of genius,’ ought never to be
lost sight of by those who treat of the arts of de-

sign.
“ It will be shown in the following pages, how-

ever, that the laws of proportion, in their relation

to the arts of design, constitute the harmony of

geometry as definitely as those that are applicable

to poetry and music produce the harmony of acous-

tics
;
and that, consequently, the former ought to

hold the same relative position in those arts which
are addressed to the eye that is accorded to the
latter in those which are addressed to the ear.

Until so much science be brought to bear upon the

formative arts, the student must continue to copy
from individual and imperfect nature, or from the

few existing remains of ancient Greek Art, while
he remains altogether ignorant of the laws by
which their proportions are produced

;
and, what

is equally detrimental to Art, the accuracy of all

criticism must continue to rest upon the indefinite

and variable basis of mere opinion.”

In his definition of iEsthetics, Mr. Hay alludes

to the writers on taste who have involved the sub-

ject in obscurity by confounding the understanding
with the imagination, the former being regulated

by certain fixed rules, the latter operating in the

production of ideal combinations. This is a just

remark, and we would follow it up, by asking those

who maintain that a feeling or sense of beauty
depends mainly on association, how it happens
that the statues and temples of Ancient Greece,

with which we can connect no associations, have
been and continue to be universally appreciated

and admired. We answer that this admiration

must proceed from the perception of some inherent
quality of beauty which finds a response in every
bosom. There is no reason to suppose that the
developments of the heads of the Greeks were more
remarkable than those of many modern nations,

nor that they were of better formation. The types

in Nature on which their temples, columns, capi-

tals, and ornamentation were based were in no
way superior to those primitive types found in

other countries, and we can therefore see no cause

to differ from Mr. Hay, when he infers that the

entire region of Greek Art, Architectural, Picto-

rial, and Sculptural, was based on the angles taught
by Plato to be the origin of all that is perfect in

Nature and Art.

There is much, indeed, in this inference, which
at first sight appears sufficiently humiliating to

those who have attained to excellence by the exer-

cise chiefly of their conceptive faculties. Tell a

sculptor or painter that by working on the Platonic

angles of forty-five and sixty, he will produce a
skull, which, when clothed with muscle, will equal

the best specimens of Greek Art, and he will very
likely laugh at the idea

;
but let him glance over a

few of the plates in this very remarkable volume,
and he will find that results which have hitherto

been attained by the labours of genius alone, can
be accomplished by the simplest means, and by
the humblest intellect. Peculiarity of feature and
expression must of course still, and always, depend
on artistic skill, talent, and observation, but the

osseous anatomy of the Art is based on the princi-

ples of Plato, now for the first time reduced to

practical application.

Mr. Hay’s work is divided into five parts :

—

Part I. Definition of iEsthetics.

,,
II. On Aesthetic Culture

,,
III. On the Harmony of Numbers, and the

method of applying it to Form.

,, IY. On the General Form and Beauty of

the Human Head and Countenance.

,, V. The Science of Proportion in relation

to Representations of the Human
Head and Countenance.

All of these essays are characterised by vigorous

thought, lucid arrangement, and elegant simplicity

of expression. Every opinion is modestly advanced
and logically illustrated

;
and the reader is gradually

led on to acknowledge that for artistic education

something more is requisite than mere imitation,

and that genius itself cannot be so efficiently trained

as in the school of harmonic proportion. Mr. Hay
shows, that by certain modifications of these fixed

rules, every variety of the human head can be given

—from the lofty brow of Jove, to the receding fore-

head of the African—and every modification of the

beau ideal, masculine as well as feminine, obtained.

But as any explanations without the accompanying
plates would be unintelligible, we cordially recom-

mend this most remarkable work to the artistic

and scientific, assuring them that they will derive

from its perusal the most delightful and profitable

instruction.
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JOHN GIBSON.

It is difficult to write freely concerning a great

living artist; to speak of what he is, how he
became what he is

;
and how was formed, trained,

built up, that individual mind and being of which
his works, in as far as he is “a good man and
true,” are but the visible manifestation ; to show
where the perfect thought has been worked out
in shape as perfect

;
where perchance— for

humanity is ever fallible—the creating hand has
fallen short of the divine conception

;
and how

the heaven-sprung genius, sustained by the
strenuous will, battled with the adverse world
and overcame it, until step by step the goal was
reached, towai’ds which his sold had yearned in

boyhood :—to speak of all this faithfully and
freely belongs to another time, another hand.
For the present we must even meet the difficulty

as we can; and who that admires Mr. Gibson
would wish the difficulty removed? To know
that he is now living and working among us is a
satisfaction which may well compensate to the
writer for the anxiety attending the task, as it

will surely reconcile the reader to what must
be unavoidably meagre and imperfect in the
result.

John Gibson was bom at Conway, in the year
1791. His father, a landscape-gardener, had
come over from his native place,Llanidan,** in

the Island of Anglesea, to lay out the grounds of
a gentleman of fortune, and continued to reside
at Conway for several years afterwards. In
general, wherever there has been a decided
talent for the Formative Arts, that talent has
been manifested from earliest infancy

; and, as

often, we find it recorded that the early talent

has been remarked and cherished by some dis-

criminating mother : Gibson is not an exception.
He began to draw on his father’s slate, and his
first production was a row of geese, as he had
seen them on the glassy inlet near Conway,
so well done, that his mother caressed and
praised him, and the geese became a standing
subject. At last his mother said,

“ Now, you
must not go on repeating this every day

;
draw

me a horse." The child ran out into the fields

;

watched a horse for some time
; came back and

drew it on his slate. His mother’s interest in
his progress and her fond praise decided the
taste : but at Conway there was no one to help
or encourage, and he saw nothing in the shape
of Art but his father’s plans for gardens and
shrubberies. At this time, it seems, the family
affairs were not prosperous; and when Gibson
was about nine years old, his parents removed
to Liverpool with the intention of emigrating to
America. This plan was never realised; but the
removal to a large town and a better school
opened to the young artist some means of im-
provement, of which he, in his childish uncon-
scious way, and unmarked by all, availed
himself.

The first objects that seized upon his atten-
tion in Liverpool were the prints in the shop-
windows. On his way to and from school,
he lingered, spell-bound and enchanted, before
these, struck with a new sense of beauty, filled

with vain longings to possess—to imitate. Hope-
less of obtaining what he so admired and coveted,
he hit upon a singular plan of study. He would
stand for a long time before some particular
print, dwelling on a single figure till it was im-
pressed on his memory

; then he would run home
quickly and imitate on paper the action or atti-

tude ; then return to the window again and
again, and correct and re-correct his drawing, till

it was completed. This habit of drawing from
recollection stimulated his perception and
strengthened his memoiy for form ; and he has
been heard to say that the advantages thus oddly

[The portrait, engraved on wood, is copied from the pub-
lished engraving of the picture by Penry Williams.
The drawing from which the statue of the Queen has been

engraved, was furnished to us, for the purpose of engrav-
ing, by Mr. Gibson.

—

Ed.]
* “ Llanidan is a little village near the shores of the

Menai, not far from the spot where the Romans landed

;

headed by Suetonius Paulinus, who massacred the Britons
by thousands. It is called by Rowlands, Maes Mawr Gad,
(The Great Army’s field) and lies about three hundred
yards from the Menai, and about six miles to the south of
the Menai Bridge.”— Guide to North Wales.

obtained were of incalculable importance to him
in after life. It was interesting and amusing too,

that even thus early, with the study of Art as a

taste, grew the practice of Art as a profession.

He used to dispose of his drawings to the school-

boys, and was thus enabled to obtain w'hat the
poverty of his parents denied to him, a little

pocket-money. One of liis schoolfellows having
received from his mother a new prayer-book,
wished to honour the gift by an “ illustration

’’

on the blank page. He applied to Gibson. The
subject selected—from what notion of the fitness

of things it would now be difficult to guess

—

was “ Napoleon Crossing the Alps,” from the
print after David’s picture, which they had seen
in a shop-window. The drawing was made

;
the

boy gladly paid sixpence for it, and stuck it as a
frontispiece in his prayer-book.

At the age of fourteen Gibson had to choose
his profession. He begged hard to be “ articled

to a painter.” The large premium required
rendered this impossible, and he was apprenticed
to a cabinet-maker. Unable to conquer his dis-

gust for this merely mechanical trade, but will-

ing to work, he induced his master to cancel his
indentures, and to bind him over again as a
wood-carver. He worked for two years at this

employment, carving scrolls and ornaments for
furniture. When he was about sixteen he visited,

with a young companion, the marble-works of
Messrs. Francis. Here, though the works pro-
duced were merely ornamental, chimney-pieces,
urns, sepulchral monuments and the like, yet
the elegance of some of the objects, which were
copies from good models, the lustre and beauty
of the white marble, struck poor Gibson with
surprise and enchantment, and he returned
home with a new ambition wakened in his

soul. What he had seen darkened his day
with melancholy—haunted his dreams by night.
His masters had hitherto regarded him as their
best and most promising apprentice ; he had been
treated with unusual kindness

;
his conduct

had been uniformly steady and respectful. Con-
ceive then the astonishment of the good cabinet-
makers, when the gifted but wilful boy threw
down his tools, and declared that “ he would be
a sculptor,—that he would never work for them
more !

” Not work !
—

“

we will have you up
before the magistrate,—and you shall serve the
rest of your time in jail !

”—He remained im-
moveable. “ They had been most kind to me,”
said Gibson once in relating his part in this
transaction, and speaking with deep and simple-
hearted feeling,—“and I was, as I think now,
horridly ungrateful

; but there was something
working within me too strong for me, or any
one to control

;
I felt it must be—there was no

help for it !
” In this dilemma Mr. Francis of

the mai’ble-works generously interfered, pur-
chased tbe remainder of his time, for which the
sum of 70 1. was paid to the cabinet-maker :

—

and the former indentures beingcancelled, Gibson
was bound apprentice for the third time,—a rare
circumstance

; but now how gladly, how grate-
fully did he exchange masters !

' He was the
happiest of the happy

; up at early dawn ; in-

cessantly at work ; designing, carving, modelling.
His new employers soon found that they had
made an advantageous bargain. They were able
in a short time to dispense with their foreman
who afterwards went to London and became
head workman to Chantrey.

But the young apprentice was destined for
greater things. He was beginning to feel that
the workshop of the Messrs. Francis could
afford him no more instruction

; aspirations
for something higher and better dawned upon
his mind

; but whither was he to go ? where, and
how, seek their fulfilment ? This was the turn-
ing point in his life. He wanted a friend, and
Providence sent him that friend in the person
of the late Mr. Roscoe, then rich and prosperous,
a successful author, a patron of Art, and regarded
by his towns-people with just pride and rever-
ence, as one who had achieved an European
celebrity.

Mr. Roscoe called one day at the marble-
works to order a chimney-piece for his library.
Mr. Francis seized the opportunity to introduce
young Gibson, and Roscoe after looking at his
designs and models invited him to Allerton

Hall. This first invitation was followed by
many others

;
a new world seemed to open upon

him. The kind and accomplished old man not
only placed before him a fine collection of prints
and drawings after the old masters, but lent him
some of the most valuable among them to copy.
At Allerton Hall he was introduced to Mrs.
Lawrence, who became his generous and enthu-
siastic patroness. She presented him to her
brother General D’Aguilar, and her sister Mrs.
Robinson

; the latter, a beautiful and accom-
plished woman, with a genuine taste for Poetry
and Art, appeal’s to have exercised at this time
a most beneficial influence over Gibson’s open-
ing mind and powers. Of what unspeakable
importance to a young man of genius is early
intercourse with pure, high-minded, intellectual

women, those can tell who know not only all tho
good it can bestow, but all the evil from which
it can preserve

;
and know too, how early

respect for womanhood tends to purify and
elevate those impulses which must live through
the works of the brain and hand, and are to the
talent what the forge is to the metal.

Mr. Roscoe had intended to send Gibson to
Rome at his own expense. The misfortunes
which fell upon him in his later years frustrated
this plan, but his generous interest and his

correct judgment were of the greatest use to the
young sculptor—-for Gibson had now decidedly
taken up the profession. He was about eighteen
when he commenced the cartoon of the Falling
Angels which is now preserved in the Liverpool
Institution. He had learnt from Mr. Roscoe tho
method pursued by Michael Angelo, Correggio,
and others of the great Italian masters when
designing the cartoons for their large compo-
sitions

; he modelled small figures in clay
and suspending them by a thread and throwing
the light upon them in the required direction,

he was thus enabled to fore-shorten them with
perfect accuracy and relief. At this time he ex-
ecuted another cartoon, the subject from Dante;
this cartoon is in the possession of Mr. Meyer of
Liverpool. Gibson saw it lately after the
lapse of eight-and-twenty years

;
as it has fre-

quently happened, under similar circumstances,
he was surprised by the energy and power dis-

played in this early production. “ He felt,” to
quote his own words, “ depressed and mortified,
rather than excited, and asked himself whether
he could do much better now ?’’ There is

scarcely an artist of eminence, who, on looking
back to his early attempts, has not experienced
the same disappointment, and felt inclined to
ask himself the same question

;
perhaps, because

the progress afterwards made is less in power
than in the art of using power. These first pro-
ductions of Gibson's creative imagination showed
the impression made upon his fancy by tho
works of Michael Angelo

;
but at this critical

time he was saved from becoming a mannerist
and an imitator, from falling perhaps into an
exaggerated or a vitiated style, by the excellent
advice of his friend, Mr. Roscoe. “No one,”
said Roscoe, “admires Michael Angelo more
than I do, but you are to be a sculptor, not a
painter. You must not imitate Michael Angelo.
Take for your guide Greek Art

;
there all is beauty,

dignity, and repose.” We have seen two little

casts from models, executed by Gibson, for

the centres of chimney-pieces, when he was
yet in the workshop of the Messrs. Francis

;

one represents a little Cupid in bas-relief,

the other a recumbent Psyche. So early had
this lovely Greek fable seized on his imagi-
nation !—and when he set aside Michael Angelo
as a model, and turned, as his friend Roscoe had
advised, to the divine tranquillity of Greek Art,
Cupid and Psyche came back to haunt him, and
appear to have haunted him ever since.

Those were happy days at Allerton Hall
; but

still at every step achieved there was a beyond

—

beyond !—and now the longing and the hope
to reach Rome, took possession of Gibson's ar-

dent mind. His friends, Mr. Roscoe and Mrs.
Lawrence, consulted together

; induced by them,
some munificent gentlemen of Liverpool entered
into a subscription to send the young sculptor
to Rome, and maintain him there for two years.
Furnished with a sum of money sufficient for
his modest wants, and a letter of introduction to
Canova, from his friend General d’Aguilar, he



started from Liverpool in tlie summer of the

year 1817.

In passing through London, Gibson was intro-

duced to Lord Brougham, and to Mr. Watson
Taylor, a well-known patron of Art ;

the former

gave him another letter to Canova
;
the latter

gave him some commissions (busts of himelf and

his family), the payment for which added to the

slender funds of the traveller. He made the

acquaintance of Flaxman, who looked over his

designs and drawings, and encouraged him with

kindly earnest praise. Flaxman considered a

journey to Rome absolutely necessary to the

education of a sculptor
;
Chantrey, on the other

hand, considered it so much time lost
;
and some

temptations were held out to Gibson to induce

him to settle in London, where one of his kind

patrons promised “ to push him.” Apparently,

Gibson had no desire “ to be pushed,” but a true

and passionate desire to distinguish himself in

the poetical department of his Art : and happily,

as we must think, the advice of Flaxman and his

own nobler ambition prevailed. He continued

his journey and arrived in Rome in the month
of October, in the same year.

He presented himself before Canova with his

letters and his roll of drawings in his hand
;
and

with such anxiety and trepidation in his heart

as took away all courage and self-possession.

But Canova was a good judge of character as

well as of talent ; his reception was more than

kind. General D’Aguilar, in his letter had re-

quested that Canova would point out the most
economical plan of study, the circumstances of

his young friend being very limited. On their

next interview Canova welcomed him with even

more cordiality, and spoke to him openly and
with apparent interest of his views, and his

means of carrying them out. “ I have been

thinking much about you,” said he kindly
;
“ with

steady industry you will become a great artist.

I know that many young men of great merit,

come to Rome to pursue their studies, with

very little money in their purse
;
now the want

of means must be no obstacle to your progress.

I am rich
;
you must allow me to pay all the

expenses of your sojourn here, till your own
talent and industry have rendered you, as they

certainly will render you, in time, independent

of everybody.” Gibson, with strong expressions

of gratitude, declined this offer
;
he had enough,

he said, to maintain him, with that strict economy
he intended to practise, for more than two years,

“ Well,” replied Canova with a smile, (he was not

accustomed, perhaps, to have such offers refused ;)

“ well, it shall be as you please
;

if you work
hard and make progress, I will introduce you to

some of your countrymen. We shall see.”

The generous sculptor kept his word. Per-

haps he remembered that when he arrived at

Rome a friendless youth, his first patron had
been an Englishman. He placed Gibson in his

studio, and gave him the privilege of attending

his Night Academy, where the students were
the most select in Rome, and were exercised in

modelling from life. Canova attended himself

as director twice a week, and Gibson never missed

a single night for three years. “ Then," said he,

in a letter we are allowed to quote, “ then, for

the first time in my life I received such instruc-

tion as I really needed, and learned the practice

and the laws which govern Sculpture. The
compositions I had executed at Liverpool were
the productions of a vivid imagination which
knew no bounds. All the designs 1 made at this

time were to be within those rules which marble
demanded. It was then I found how limited

sculpture is.”

On leaving Canova’s studio lie set up for him-
self in the Via della Fontanella. Here the writer

of this memoir found him at work in the year
1821, on his beautiful group of ‘•'Psyche borne
by the Zephyrs.” In the self-same studio he
was found twenty-six years afterwards, modelling
the exquisite bas-relief of the “ Hours leading
forth the Horses of the Sun.” There was some-
thing inexpressibly touching, and elevating too,

in this sense of progress without change : all

appeared the same in that modest quiet little

room ; but around it extended lofty and ample
ateliers crowded with models of works, already
executed or in progress; and with workmen,
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assistants, students, visitors. The sculptor him-
self,—perhaps a little sobered by years, but
unspoiled by praise and prosperity

;
pleased with

his success, and still aspiring ; with no alloy of

mean aims or personal vanity mingling with

the intense appreciation ofFame ;—appeared, and
was the same benign, simple-minded and simple-

hearted enthusiast in his Art as when he stood

before Roscoe an unknown youth,

“ And felt that he was greater than he knew!”

But little now remains to be told. One day
when modelling his group of Mai’s and Cupid, a

tall young man entered his studio. “Are you
Mr. Gibson !” “Yes, Sir.” The stranger mo-
destly announced himself—“The Duke of Devon-
shire. Canova has sent me to see what you
are modelling.” The Duke looked and admired

;

and not content with admiiing, ordered the

group in marble. It is now at Chatsworth. This

was the first commission Gibson received at

Rome
;
and the Duke may now recollect with

pleasure that he made a happy man that day.

The gi'oup of “ Psyche and the Zephyrs ” was
first executed in mai’ble for Sir George Beau-

mont, and has since been repeated for the

Hei-editary Grand Duke of Russia and Prince

Torlonia.

Among the drawings he showed to Canova
there was a sketch of the meeting of Hero and
Leander, made for his kind and generous pa-

troness, Mrs. Robinson. Canova stiuck by the

grace and passionate feeling of this sketch

desired him to model it in bas-relief. The Duke
of Devonshire ordered this also in marble, and
it now adorns Chatsworth.

After the death of his “ noble master,” for so

he delighted to style Canova, Gibson placed

himself under the direction of Thorwaldsen, and
aided by the instructions of this admirable artist

and by his own manly and moral sense, he has

shown that he could emulate the grace and
elegance, without being led into the faults, of

his first instructor. Quick to observe and to

appreciate nature, he chooses his models well.

A casual action or expression caught in passing

through the streets of Rome has suggested some
of his happiest conceptions

;

* while, through a

genuine poetical sympathy with all manifesta-

tions of feeling and power, he imparts to the

purest lines of form a degree of character and
pui-pose which is usually thought to interfere

with abstract beauty. Though this is a case in

which certain comparisons are odious, and
Gibson himself would not willingly accept a com-

pliment at the expense of his “ noble master,”

yet we must be allowed to illustrate our position

by an example. Of the ideal heads which Canova

sent out by dozens from his studio, under the

names of Beatrice, Laura, Psyche, Urania, Vestal

Virgins
, and so forth—who could distinguish one

from another! If we asked which is Laura!

which is Beatrice 1 we almost expected the show-

man’s answer—“Which you please, sir, which

you please !
” It has been said in excuse for

Canova's vapid heads, with theirperpetual straight

noses, short upper lips, and sensual mouths, that

Greek Art did not aim, ought not to aim, at

characteristic physiognomy. One day, on enter-

ing Gibson's studio, there was a bust recently

finished standing on its pedestal. “ Helen of

Troy !
” we exclaimed—and it was Helen. The

first glance brought her to mind, with all her

fatal loveliness, and with a look as though she

felt and knew how fatal. Again, we remember
two heads of Cupid and Psyche, now in the pos-

session of Mrs. Huskisson, perfect in truth of indi-

vidual expression, combined with exquisitebeauty.

The divine ardent boy—the tender innocent girl,

not yet translated to the heaven she bought so

deai'ly—are rendered with the utmost delicacy

of feeling : and nothing can exceed the finish of

the marble, particularly in the Psyche.

We have not space to give a catalogue of the

works with which Gibson has enriched the

palaces of his native land—and more particu-

larly of his native place, if we may so call

* We have heard Gibson mention his “ Wounded Ama-
zon falling from her llorsc;” the group, in bas-relief, of

“ Jocasta parting her Angry Sons the “ Nymph dancing

a Cupid ou her Foot,” as instances of natural action casually

observed, and afterwards adapted to the most poetical

purposes.

Livei'pool, which insists on claiming him for her

own : but we may mention a few of the most
sticking and important. In poetic Art, one of

the most beautiful—to our thought the most
beautiful—of all his creations, is the Cupid stand-

ing with a buttei-fly on his hand, and in the act

of drawing an arrow wherewith to transfix it. This

statue was executed for Lord Selsey ;
and dupli-

cates are in the possession of Mr. Richard Yates, of

Livex-pool, and Mr. Holford. The “ Cupid dis-

guised as a Shepherd Boy,” less ideal as a con-

ception,'but exquisite for its graceful archness

and simplicity, has been more popular. It was
executed for the Hereditary Gi-and Duke of

Russia, and the artist has had to repeat it at

least seven times ;
we recollect to have seen it

in the mansion of Sir Robert Peel, and in that of

Mi\ Appleton, of Boston.

The “ Hebe ” winged, and bearing her two
ewers, has the chaste loveliness which becomes
the goddess—“Jove’s Daughter1,” as well as his

cup-bearer
;
we believe, but are not sure, that

this statue belongs to Mr. Henry Sandbach, of

Livei-pool, who possesses also the “ Greek Hun-
ter,” and the “ Aurora.” The “ Sleeping Shep-

herd,” which would be a beautiful companion

for Thorwaldsen’s “ Piping Shepherd,” was ex-

ecuted for Lord George Cavendish, and repeated

for the present Duke of Noi’thumberland. The
“ Sappho ” standing foi'saken, her head declined,

her lyre unstrung and drooping from her hand,

is in the possession of Mr. Ellams, of Liverpool.

The “ Prosei'pina ” gathei’ing flowei's, at the

moment she is surprised by the ‘ gloomy Dis,’

was executed for Dwarkanath Tagore, of Calcutta.

Of his bas-reliefs, pei’haps the compositions

most remarkable for true antique spirit arc the
“ Amalthea feeding the infant Jupiter,” in the

possession of the Earl of Carlisle
;
and “ Hebe

pouting out nectar for Psyche,” (we know not

where the marble is) : for melancholy grace, the
“ Wounded Amazon leading her Horse,” now in

the possession of Mrs. Huskisson : and for

flowing animated gi’ace of motion, really like

music to the eye, the “ Horn's leading forth the

Horses of the Sun,” lately executed for Lord Fitz-

william, and which we may hope to see in this

year’s Exhibition.

Among his portrait statues, the precedence

must be given to that of Her Majesty, of

which an engraving is hei'e introduced.* When
Gibson visited England in 1844 for the first time

after an absence of twenty-eight years, the Queen
sent for him and commanded a statue of herself,

intimating at the same time a desire, that the
“ statue should be a faithful pci-trait, such as her

children should recognise, and calculated for a

room in the palace, not for any public institu-

tion.” All the rest, and the manner of carrying

out her wishes, the Queen with excellent sense

and taste left to the sculptor, as best under-

standing the capabilities of his own art. The
engraving will give an idea of the pose, which

has a gentle yet noble tranquillity, free from all

manner or assumption. The head and bust were
,

modelled from life, and also the beautiful hand

and arm extended with the wreath—the civic

crown. The diupcry is of course ideal, and

admii-ably managed. The tassels of the mantle

are acorns
;
and the l'ose, thistle and shamrock,

are happily combined into a classical ornament

at the comers. To bring the pale cold marble

into harmony with the interior decoration of a

palace, sumptuous with gold and colour, the

artist tried the effect of a slight and very delicate

tint (pale rose and pale azure) carried round

the edge of the drapery; the wreath and

the bracelet being also tinted with gold colour,

not gilt. This expei'iment could not be called

an innovation, for eveiy one knows that the

Greeks occasionally coloured their statues.

Yet at first there was a feeling of doubt and

apprehension, a difference of opinion with regard

* Mr. Gibson has favoured us with the following remarks

respecting his statue of the Queen. “ After an absence of

twenty-eight years, I visited England in the summer of ,

1814. During my stay in London I had the honour of
j

receiving a notice to attend at Windsor, by command of
j

Her Majesty the Queen. His Royal Highness Prince

Albert received me most graciously and made known to

me that the Queen wished to have her statue executed by

me. The bust was modelled at AVindsor.and Her Majesty

sat every day for ten days. The statue was executed at

Rome,”—and exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1847.

A duplicate of the work is now in progress for the Queen.
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which the artistic conception had been expressly
adapted. Mrs. Huskisson, therefore, withdrew
the marble statue, and replaced it by a dupli-

cate in bronze, the first of Gibson's works which
had been executed in this material, and it now
stands in the open square in front of the New
Custom House : it was inaugurated on the loth
of October, 1847, in the presence of Sir Robert
Peel, and at the public dinner afterwards given,

the health of Gibson was given by Sir Robert,
and drunk with acclamation. The marble was
presented by Mrs. Huskisson to the Loudon
Royal Exchange, and it now stands in the great
room at Lloyds.

Another portrait statue of exceeding elegance
is that of Mrs. Murray, executed at Rome, for

her mother, the Baroness Braye : it was exhi-

bited here in 1846.

We have not space to enumerate his monu-
mental bas-reliefs, chiefly executed for his

Liverpool friends. One of the most beautiful

and expressive is the “ Angel of Hope,’’ a tablet,

executed for Mrs. Henry Sandbach of Liver-

pool (the subject, we believe, suggested by her-
i self,) for the monument of this lady’s mother.
The tablet, nearly life-size, to the memory of
the late Lady Leicester, who died in child-

birth, is also of consummate beauty
;
an angel

conducts the mother and her child to heaven,

and the mother appeal’s to follow her child,

as it lies in the arms of the angel. “ If you
will not restore it, take me also !

” is the senti-

ment conveyed.
It has beeu to Gibson a source of most painful

regret that his absence from England prevented
him from soliciting in time the privilege of doing
honour to the memory of his revered and gene-
rous friend Roscoe. The commission for the
monument had already been given to Chantrey.
We cannot better conclude this brief memoir

than by quoting a few sentences from the dedi-

cation to Gibson which Sir Lytton Bulwer has
prefixed to the last edition of his “ Zanoni ”

—

the true, eloquent, noble-hearted homage of one
man of genius to another—of the poet to the
artist. After premising that “ in the circle of great
living Englishmen," he knew no one to whom
his work would be more fitly dedicated, he thus
proceeds :

—

“ Apart from our turbulent cabals—from the
ignoble jealousy and the sordid strife which
degrade and acerbate the ambition of genius
—in your Roman home you have lived amidst
all that is loveliest and least perishable in

the Past, and contributed with the noblest
aims and in the purest spii’it to the mighty heir-

looms of the Future. Your youth has been
consecrated to toil, that your manhood may be
devoted to fame, a fame unsullied by one desire

of gold. You have escaped the two worst perils

that beset the artist in our time and land—the
debasing tendencies of commerce and the angry
rivalries of competition. You have not wrought
your marble for the market—you have not been
tempted by the praises which our vicious criti-

cism has showered upon exaggeration and dis-

tortion to lower your taste to the level of the
hour

:
you have lived and you have laboured, as

if you had no rivals but in the dead, no pur-

chasers save in judges of what is best. In the
divine priesthood of the Beautiful you have
Sought only to increase her worshippers and
enrich her temples. Each work of yours
rightly studied is in itself a criticism, illus-

trating the sublime secrets of the Grecian

Art, which, without the senility of plagiarism,

you have contributed to revive amongst us. In
you we behold its three great and long unde-
tected principles—simplicity, calm, and concen-
tration. But your admiration of the Greeks has
not led you to the bigotry of the mere antiqua-

rian, nor made you less sensible of the unappre-
ciated excellence of the mighty modern, worthy
to be your countryman, though till his statue is

in the streets of our capital, we show ourselves
not worthy of the glory he has shed upon our
land. You have not suffered even your grati-

tude to Canova to blind you to the superiority
of Flaxman. When we become sensible of our
title-deeds to renown in that single name, we
may look for an English public capable of real

patronage to English Art—and not till then.”

A. J.

to the propriety of making the trial at all. It

was argued, that if once the introduction of

colour were allowed in sculpture, it could only
be under the guidance of the purest and most
refined taste

;
that the least excess, the least

mistake in the application, must be fatal
;
and

this is true. However, the question of colour in

Greek Art is one which involves such deep con-

siderations of climate, light, subject, situation,

style, &c., that we cannot enter upon it at pre-

sent
;
and in this particular instance, the objec-

tion is set at rest by the admitted success of the
experiment, the effect being in the highest degree
elegant to the taste, and satisfactory to the
eye : while to those who have deeply studied
the various styles of Grecian Art, it gives plea-

sure, as an illustration of the principles on which
they worked. This statue is now placed in a
vestibule at the top of the grand staircase in
Buckingham Palace. A second statue of Her
Majesty, somewhat different in pose and arrange-
ment, has been executed by Gibson for the
New House of Lords, destined, it is said, for

the Prince’s Chamber.
The statue of Mr. Huskisson, the great and

lamented statesman, was executed some years
before that of the queen, and was, we believe,

the first portrait statue undertaken by Mr.
Gibson. It was a commission from the gentlemen
appointed to carry out the object of a subscrip-

tion entered into by the merchants of Liverpool
and hundreds of other persons of all classes and
in every part of England, for the purpose of
erecting a memorial of their respect and admi-
ration of the dead, in the open cemetery where
lie lies buried. A small Greek temple is placed

[Our engraving is taken from a print after the portrait
of Mr. Gibson, painted by Penry Williams, an artist of
considerable reputation, resident in Rome.]

over the spot, and within it the statue of the
patriot and statesman. He stands, holding a
roll of paper in both hands ; a grand, simple,
placid figure, well suited to its destination, as

a votive, rather than a monumental statue.

Some years afterwards the subscribers to the
statue washed to remove it from a situation diffi-

cult of access, where few’ of the townsmen, and
yet fewer strangers, had an opportunity of seeing
it; and to place it under the central dome of the
new Custom House, then in course of erection.

The wish was natural enough; the situation wras

most appropriate for a memorial of the man
whose large heart and enlightened mind had con-

ceived and promulgated a new order of things in

the commercial relations of the civilised world.
The subscribers had no doubt the right to

do their pleasure
; but it was also natural that

the idea of this removal—this disturbance of a
consecrated spot—should be most painful and
repulsive to the hearts of some who survived
him. It was a dilemma involving some feelings

still too keen, and far too sacred, to be touched
upon here. Finally, the widow of Mr. Huskis-
son offered to present another statue to the town,
on condition that the monumental statue should
remain undisturbed, and her offer was accepted.
To Gibson, who had so well succeeded in

the first statue, this second commission was
given. He changed, and as far as purpose is

considered, he improved the leading idea : the
patriot and orator stands as in deep thought,
the head a little inclined, one arm slightly raised,

as if about to lay down a proposition, or
enforce an argument. When this statue was
completed it was found that a change in the
architectural arrangement of the building ren-

dered it impossible to place it in the situation

for which it wras originally intended, and for
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Engraved by T. Gilt".

“GOOD MORROW.”

Then to come, in spite of sorrow,

And at my window hid good morrow,

Through the sweetbriar, or the vine,

Or the twisted eglantine."

L’Allegro.
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David Scott, R.S.A.,* was bom on the 10th of

October, 1806, in the Parliament Square, Edin-
burgh, in one of those ancient high houses which
were formerly inhabited by the functionaries of
the law, as the safes and presses filled with
mouldering parchments testified for many years
afterwards. At the time of Scott’s birth, his

father was eminent as a landscape-engraver, and
had in his charge as pupils John Burnet and
others, who have since distinguished themselves.
At a very early age the tendency of David
Scott’s mind was developed, and the rudiments
of his Art were supplied by the prints, scraps,

and sketches, with which the house of his father

was completely littered. He was educated at

the High School of Edinburgh, and, although
weakly in constitution, not only made himself
master of the classics, but applied himself

earnestly to the study of French and Italian,

preparing himself even in boyhood to visit those

countries, whose artistic productions had excited

his youthful aspirations. While yet a boy, he
designed and engraved illustrations for various

books
;
and the “ Casket,” a work still retaining

popularity, contains proofs of his inventive

powers at that early period of life, while a series

of prints, after Stothard's designs, which he en-

graved for Thomson’s Scottish Melodies, attest

his skill as an engraver. Shortly afterwards, he
turned his attention to painting, and his first

picture, “ The Hopes of Early Genius dispelled

by Death,” indicated his future excellence in

conception and execution, while, alas, it also

foreshadowed his own fate. Several other pic-

tures, painted at this period, were also note-

worthy as promises of that invention and
powerful performance which afterwards charac-

terised him. Among them we may mention
“ Lot and his Daughters," and “ Fingal and the
Spirit of Lodi.” At this time his predilections

for the grand style were confirmed by the return
from Rome of a young sculptor, who had studied
with him at the Trustees’ Academy, and who,
while in Italy, had collected a portfolio of en-

gravings. This gentleman states, that on show-

[* The portrait has been drawn on wood by AV. B. Scott,
from a picture now in the Royal Scottish Academy, by
Charles Lees, R.S.A.]

ing his collection to Mr. Scott, he passed by
many until he came to “ An Outline of Michael
Angelo's Last Judgment,” when he paused, and,

after examining the work with rapt admiration,

exclaimed—“ I think I could do something in

this style." In 1832 he was enabled to visit Italy,

taking the Louvre in his way. In Italy he
visited every city remarkable for its collections,

and, at considerable length, gave embodiment to
his feelings in letters to his brother, as well as

in his own carefully kept journals. The works
of the Venetians struck him as material

;

while
the Bolognese impressed him with their intel-

lectuality. He differed from the generality of
artists who visit Italy hi that he did not make
elaborate copies, but preferred small sketches
indicating the intention of the pictures he ad-

mired. At Rome he remained nearly a year,

being engaged on a series of large studies of the
muscles in one of the public hospitals, and in

painting a number of small pictures, and one
large one, which was afterwards exhibited in

Edinburgh, under the title of “ Family Discord
—the Household Gods destroyed.” This paint-

ing, one of “ Sappho,” and also a series called
“ Morning, Noon, Evening, and Night,” were
exhibited in the rooms of the Scottish Academy.
Shortly afterwards he painted “ Taking Down
from the Cross,” an Altarpiece for St. Peters
Catholic Chapel, a picture, engravings from
which were the first circulated among the sub-

scribers to the Association for the promotion of
the Fine Arts in Scotland. Year after year he
progressed in his Art, enriching the Avails of the
Scottish Academy with singular and Avonderful

manifestations of genius. He never repeated
himself, and all his productions Avere pregnant
Avith poetic and philosophic thought. The fol-

loAving catalogue of works produced by him in

succession, will give some idea of the extent and
versatility of his genius :

—

“

Nimrod the Mighty
Hunter,” “ Sarpedon carried by Sleep and
Death,” “ Wallace defending Scotland," “ Mary,
Queen of Scots, receiving her Death-Avarrant,”

“Jane Shore found dead in the Street,” “Achilles
mourning over the body of Patroclus,” “ Orestes
pursued by the Furies,” “ Christian entertained

by Faith, Hope, and Charity,” “ Paracelsus, the
Alchemist,” “ Merry Wives of Windsor, played

before Queen Elizabeth,” “ Glo'ster conveyed to

prison at Calais,” “ Hope passing over the hori-

zon of Despair,” “ The Triumph of Love,”
“ Richard III. receiving the children of
EdAvard IV.,” “ The Dead rising at the Cruci-

fixion,” “ Christ in the Garden,” “ Peter the

Hermit addressing the Crusaders,” “ The Chal-

lenge,” “ The Baptism of Christ,” “ The Death of

the Red Cuming,” “ Ave Maria.” These, together

Avith a Cartoon for the competition at West-
minster, “ The Defeat of the Spanish Armada,”
and the grand picture in the present exhibition

of the Scottish Academy, “ Vasca de Gama
passing the Cape,” Avere all upon a gigantic scale.

Many of his smaller pictures were illustrations

of equally interesting topics :— “ Love and
Time,” “ Ariel and Caliban,” “ Love Whetting
his Darts,” “ Beauty Wounded by Love,”
“ Ascension of Christ,” “ The Boy Bishop, or
Christmas Mummers," “ Queen Mary at Execu-
tion,” “Ariel listening to the Mermaid,” “ Machi-
avelli and the Beggar,” and a host more.
PreA-ious to going to Italy, he published a series

of six outlines, called “ Monograms of Man,”
strange and profound things, full of glorious

imagination and indifferent drawing
;
they Avere,

in fact, metaphysical enigmas, and, as perhaps
might have been anticipated, their publication,

commercially speaking, was Avholly unsuccessful.

His only other illustrations published, so far as

we knoAv, were those of the “ Ancient Mariner ;”

and Avhen men can overlook minor defects in

their search for genius, we believe Scott’s
“ Ancient Mariner ” will become more highly
prized than it has yet been. A series of Illus-

trations to the Pilgrim’s Progress remains beliind

him
;
and, at the time of his death, he Avas en-

gaged upon some etchings for a Avork undertaken
conjointly Avith Professor Nichol of GlasgOAv.

In portraiture Mr. Scott did little ; but that

little Avas not umvorthy of him. His portraits,

if not pleasing, Avere true, life-like, and poAver-

fully rendered. Mr. Scott Avas one of the very
feAv Scotch artists Avho have ventured to aspire

after literary distinction. For this his previous

literary studies furnished him with ample mate-

rials
;
and energy of thought was as characteristic

of his wilting as his painting. An able series of

papers on the characteristics of the Great Masters
in connection Avith their schools, published in

BlackAvood in 1840, fully established Mr. Scott's

reputation as a man capable of writing success-

fully upon his Art, and were acknoAvledged as

Avorthy his reputation as an artist of a highly

cultivated mind.
Scott looked foiward with great interest to the

|

competition for decorating our neAv Houses of

Parliament in fresco. He had devoted his atten-

tion to the mechanique of fresco-painting, and had
exhibited some very first-rate specimens. Into '

that competition he entered Avith all the ardour
of enthusiasm, hoping to find there a sphere for

the deA’elopment of his genius; but the men
Avho excluded Cromwell could not be expected
to sympathise Avith originality of thought in any
other form. Great names, authority, precedent,

are the gods of such men
;
and as Scott Avould

not Avorship at their shrine, he Avas of course

unsuccessful. This prostration of his hopesvisibly

affected him, and, along with other neglects,

helped, we belieA’e, in no small degree, to sink a

frame already too attenuated for the ardent

spirit Avithin.

It must not be supposed, however, that he
sank under the heaviness Avliich this neglect

occasioned. When Ave last saAv him, in Edin-

burgh, the resolution of the artist Avas as manifest

as ever; but his health was failing. Tall and
large-limbed, he Avas far from strong. He had
led a long life, reckoned by its emotions and its

trials
;
he had both toiled and endured. And

though the eye looked strongly through all

cloud and storm from under the heavy broAv,

the fire was gone ; though the spirit stood up
stoutly, the frame Avas boAved by its long suffer-

ing. We heal'd of him months ago as ailing

;

then, that after some Aveeks' illness, he was gone
to where “the Avcary are at rest.” He died in

the month of March, at his residence, Easter-

Dairy House, Edinburgh. He Avas buried in the

Dean Cemetery, on a terrace overhanging the

Avooded bank of the Avatcr of Leith. His remains

Avere folloived by some hundred and fifty of the
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best men of Edinburgh,—the members of the
Scottish Academy, Professor Wilson, Sir William
Allan, Dr. Moir, Professor Fillans, Lord Murray,
&c.

To the various merits of David Scott's manifold

works, we feel by no means competent to do

;
anything like justice. They were all charac-

terised by grandeur ofconception, were all daring

in execution
;
all displayed a masterly knowledge

of the figure, and a power adequate to express

that knowledge. Where they fell short was in

their want of the pleasing. The grand, and not
the beautiful, was Mr. Scott’s forte. This made
Ins very choice ofsubjects sometimes “unhappy,”
and his works generally unpopular ;

and, which
was of far more consequence, sometimes marred
even the artistic perfectness of his great works,

for which grandeur alone is not sufficient. Where,
however, the beautiful, as distinguished from

j

the grand, was not indispensable, Mr. Scott was
1

greatly successful. We may instance here his

|

“ Family Discord.” The scene is the house of a

patriarch in the early ages of the world, in those

days when “ there were giants.” The first-born

has risen up against the father, who struggles

forward in the agony of his heart ; a figure tre-

mendous in power of drawing and conception.

On either arm, clinging in sorrow and dis-

may, are the mother and daughter, while in

front, the rebel son, the Jupiter who would
dethrone this Saturn, springing up from the
ground, where lie an overturned tripod and a
household god broken to pieces, holds up his

1 accusing right hand. This picture was first

painted in Home, and, two years afterwards,

repainted in Edinburgh. Beauty, in such a
subject, would have been out of character

;
the

tragic grandeur of the artist’s treatment suits

the conception : so also, in another picture of
terrible power, the “Dead rising at the Cruci-

fixion,” than which we can call to mind nothing
more stupendously awful. Very different is

the picture of the “ Merry Wives of Windsor,
played before Queen Elizabeth” in the Globe
Theatre, in which all the great men of that

golden era are portrayed in a critical and
powerful manner. In a similar walk of history,

may be particularly mentioned “ Paracelsus,

the Alchemist, in his lecture-room.” Perhaps
never came from the painter’s hand so fine

a representation of a grand empiric. The
audience is also very good. We should also

notice, if our space permitted, the “Peter the
Hermit addressing the Crusaders,” a picture full

of life and character
;

“ Mary, Queen of Scots,

receiving her death-warrant ;

”
“Glo'ster con-

veyed to prison at Calais
;

” “ Richard III.

receiving the children of Edward IV.
;

” and
“ Jane Shore found dead in the street.” But his

greatest work, which employed him some of the
latest years of his life, is “ Vasco de Gama
encountered by the Spirit of the Cape, in his

voyage to the Indies.”

A public subscription, begun before the death
of the artist, is now proceeding with great spirit

for the purchase of this picture (which is of im-
mense size), to be placed in the Hall of the
Trinity House at Leith.

Mr. Scott’s numerous sketches and designs, of
surpassing excellence in the higher qualities of
Art, are, we understand, to be published under
the superintendence of his brother, Mr. W. B.

Scott, Master of the School of Design at New-
castle, himself an artist and a poet, worthy of his
relation

;
like him, deep-thoughted and earnest, a

true worshipper in the inner sanctuary of the
Eternal. We trust he will publish also the
Letters and Journals of Italy, the Blackwood
papers, and, at the least, a selection from David
Scott’s poetical and other writings. Writers on
Art among artists are sadly wanted : it is much to

be regretted that many who could well instruct

their professional brethren and the public are too

prone to keep their knowledge to themselves.
The manners of the late Mr. Scott were simple

and his habits austere. His circle of friends was
large, and comprehended not only those eminent
in Art, but the highest names in Literature and
Science in Edinburgh and throughout Scotland.

Among all these he was deeply rospected as a
man of few and true words, of deep insight into

philosophy and nature, and of integrity of life.

W. J. L.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE
SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

On the thirty-first of last month this Exhibition

was opened to private view', and on the Monday
following to the public. The number of oil

pictures is four hundred and ninety-seven, and the

other contributions, in sculpture and water-

colour, raise the number of exhibited works to

six hundred and thirty-nine. This is a con-

siderable diminution in comparison with the
catalogues of former years, and it is effected, we
presume, upon the laudable principle of accept-

ing no more pictures than can be placed so

advantageously as to be seen. We observe,

accordingly, that the upper part of the walls

is unoccupied, and we remark with pleasure

that the works of non-members are more
favourably shown than we have ever seen them
in these rooms. Hence the line, and the other

best places, are not absolutely and exclusively

occupied to the prejudice of really meritorious

works contributed from without
;

a principle

which, in being maintained, cannot fail to win
for the Institution the respect of contributors.

No. 13. ‘Swabian Peasants returning from
Market,’ J. Zeitter. This is a group of figures,

very picturesque
;
but perhaps too sketchy—too

independent of nature. Nous leur serrons la

main—because they are old friends ; but they
lose, nevertheless, not one jot of their emphatic
description. The style is that of a spirited

water-colour drawing.

No. 15. ‘John Aubrey, the Antiquary, at his

Manor House at Eastern Priory—Wiltshire,’ A.
Provis. The best picture that the artist has yet
exhibited

;
it represents the sanctum of an an-

cient gentleman, abundantly set forth with appro-

priate items. John Aubrey is seated at a table,

and farther from the eye and at the fireside sits

a lady, who, unfortunately, does not keep
her place. A sedative tone should be given to

this figure.

No. 16. ‘ Mill—North Wales,’ W. West. This
mill is mimistakeably Welsh ; a rude pile of un-

hewn stones, with a rickety wheel driven by a

thread of water from above. The foreground is

a highly successful passage of Art, and the whole
beam the impress of substantial reality.

No. 19. ‘The Widow,’ R. J. Lewis. She is

kneeling in prayer, or in grief, in the studio of
her late husband, for his profession is indicated.

We are told that the bereavement is recent, and
the recital enters even into detail with an affect-

ing fidelity. The right hand portion of the work
would be improved without the skull.

No. 26. ‘ Scene in Portelet Bay, Jersey
;
Dead

Calm after a Storm,’ J. Tennant. This is a large

picture from a class of subject which has not
been usually treated by this artist. The principal

object is a large mass of rock which, by its posi-

tion in the precise centre, injures, we think, the
composition. The material has been most judi-

ciously selected
;
and the whole, especially the

foreground, is painted with masterly power.
No. 29. ‘Scene from Crabbe's Tale of the

“ Frank Courtship,” ’ E. Prentis. This is the
introduction described in the lines beginning

“
‘ Daughter, my friend

;
my daughter, friend ;’ he

cried,’’ &c.

a passage which the artist has very successfully

realised.

No. 47. ‘ The Wreck Ashore,’ J. B. Pvne. A
small and very charming picture, from materials

exceedingly slight. The sun, red, and partially

veiled in misty clouds, hangs over the horizon ;

the sea is on the right, where is seen in the
middle distance the hull of a large ship.

No. 54. ‘ The Young Student,’ T. Rippingille.
A small study of a child, described with much
characteristic sweetness.

No. 57. ‘ “ My Wife, this day, puts on first her
French Gown, called a Sac, which becomes her
very well,” ’ J. Noble. The subject, from Pepys’
Diaiy, is very felicitously conceived, and
worked out with much elaborate propriety. The
scene is a room containing articles of what we
may call ancient furniture, all of which are

drawn with precision and coloured with truth.

Pepys is seated, and the lady stands looking

over her shoulder, whence the sac depends in

well arranged folds
; it is of pink satin and the

material is accurately described. This work is

admirable throughout, the only material excep-

tion that can be made is against the perspective

of the immediate foreground.

No. 60. ‘Waiting for a Reversion in Expect-
ancy,’ F. Y. Hurlstone. A subject from Italian

pastoral life, presenting two boys attended by
j

dogs, one of which is looking anxiously for the
“ reversion ” of what appears to be the “ tale in

remainder ” of a slice of melon, held by one of

the young shepherds. There is, undoubtedly,
great truth in the Italian pastorals of this artist.

No. 67. ‘A Revel,’ J. J. Hill. A large pic-

ture containing many figures,—a kind of com-
position which we have not before seen under this

name. The revellers are gipsies, but in exterior

qualifications they lean to the rustic, and there is,

perhaps, more of joyous lightheartedness than
these dark mystery-mongers can afford. There
are some highly effective passages in the work.

No. 74. ‘Little Nell,’ W. Maddox. This is a
very careful study ; it is a small picture

; the
expression and character are agreeable and
appropriate.

No. 85. ‘ Caernarvon Castle,’ T. Danbt. Of
this subject we are weary ; it has, however,
never been brought forward with a sky which
reminds the spectator less of paint than in this

picture.

No. 95. ‘Portrait of William Jackson, Esq.,

M.P.’ T. II. Illidge. A fine, full-length portrait

of this distinguished member of parliament
;
the

pose is graceful and easy
;
the character is given

with much force
;
the expression, at once ener-

getic and thoughtful, has been studied with
great accuracy, and portrayed with the happiest
effect. Mr. Illidge also exhibits a very successful
‘ portrait of a Lady ;

” both are among the best
examples of the Art.

No. 96. W. Salter. There is no title given
to this picture, but the subject is the award of
the apple, inscribed “ to the fairest." The sub-

ject is one so difficult of treatment, from having
been so frequently painted by the magnates of
the art, that the painter seems to eschew any
assumption of novelty of arrangement. The
goddesses remind us of a usual agroupment of
the Graces ; the figures are painted with solidity,

and are certainly beautiful in colour, but what
more directly strikes us is the manner of relief

which is realised, not by chiaroscuro, but by
dispositions of colour. Any degree of success
in this is extremely difficult of attainment

; we
do not, therefore, hesitate to recognise this par-

ticular merit in this picture.

No. 119. ‘ Sun and Rain, near Childshill Gate,
Hampstead,’ J. Tennant. This is a small pic-

ture, the title of which is amply sustained by
successful treatment. The two aspects are con-

trasted with the best result, and it must be said

that the subdued and more sombre essays of
this painter, are more truthful than those which
have for their principles light with air.

No. 124. T. Clater. There is no title to

this work, but we presume it to represent

Lavinia announcing to her mother her engage-

ment to Palaemon. There is much to admire in

the execution of the picture, but the identity of
the impersonations is, perhaps, questionable.

No. 136. ‘The Young Culprits,’ W. Gill.

This is a small picture, finished with a nicety

equal to that of the most careful miniatui’c, and
[

without any sacrifice of breadth. The culprits

arc two boys, who, accompanied by their mother,
are taken before a magistrate for having robbed

j

an orchard, or some such misdeed. The story
is not sufficiently legible, the only demerit that
can be charged against the picture, except the
too frequent occurrence of red in the colour.

No. 137. ‘A Dutch Port—Morning,’ A. Mon-
tague. On the left of the composition are
some firmly painted old houses, much like those
we sec at Dort

; they arc in shade, opposing the
light of the morning sun with striking effect.

No. 138. ‘ Daughters of Salem,’ F. J. Wy-
burd. Two half-length figures, constituting a
composition in which there is much good
feeling, but being hung high it cannot be closely

inspected.

No. 141. ‘The Novel/ H. J. Pidding. A !

2 M
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single half-length figure—a girl reading—care-

fully executed, and in very good taste.

No. 148. ‘ Market Gardeners,’ J. F. Herring.
Two draught horses constitute the subject of

this picture, and they are drawn with all the

precision aud character which distinguish the

works of the artist; on the right of these arc

two figures, which, we think, detract from the

force of the work. The foreground has, as

usual, a garniture of pigeons and ducks, which
differ somewhat in manner from the horses.

No. 159. ‘A Fishing Boat putting about
for her rudder—off Elizabeth Castle, Jersey

—

Morning,’ W. A. Brunning. This is a large pic-

ture, in which the spectator views, as if at sea, the
various objective of the composition, the nearest

item of which is the lost rudder. The principal

boat is well painted, and rides easily on the

swell, which is painted from careful study of the
movement of water.

No. 170. ‘Sunset,’ A. Clint. The eye is here
arrested by execution more than in any preced-

ing picture that has been exhibited under this

name. The curfew has rung, and the sun has
descended below the remote horizon, leaving

the spectator in a dark solitude (nulli penetrabilis

astro), which is perhaps flat from a deficiency of

form, and which from the same cause precipitates

the sharp and unbroken horizon on the eye.

There is, however, much poetry in the conception.

No. 169. ‘ Lane Scene near Bettwys-y-Coed

—

North Wales,’ A. Barland. A small picture,

much of which is good enough to have been
painted on the spot. In this study there is great

truth.

No. 184. ‘ Game-piece,’ W. Duffield. A
black cock, a jar, and a few trifles grouped with
taste and painted with masterly knowledge.

No. 184. ‘ Mountains and Clouds—A Scene
from the top of Loughrigg, Westmoreland,’ J. A.
Hammersley. A large canvas describing a com-
bination of the most beautiful features of land-

scape scenery. The subject is one extremely
difficult of treatment ; it is here however skilfully

disposed of, and is rich in colour.

No. 185. ‘Ancient Round Tower and Stone
Cross at Monasterboice, South of Ireland,’ H. M.
Anthony. The objective of this picture is

brought forward under a very powerful effect

painted from a descriptive passage in Petrie’s

Irish Antiquities. Into the middle sky rises a

very black cloud, with which are contrasted the

tower and other material ; these are lighted by
the yet unclouded portion of the sky. The
execution of the work is most earnest and re-

markable for denial of colour. The artist realises

his purpose, but the glaze in the immediate fore-

ground propounds a question somewhat difficult

of solution.

No. 190. ‘Mary Magdalen,’ A. Johnstone.
“ But they stood without at the Sepulchre, weep-
ing.” Such is the particular passage from which
the picture is painted. It contains but one figure,

a conception according to the title. She stands

enveloped in a light-coloured drapery looking

towards the rocky sepulchre. The decided

manner of the manipulation indicates that uu-

!
wavering predetermination which is usually pro-

ductive of valuable result. The picture is re-

markable for severity of colour and absence of

deep tone.

No. 201. ‘ Portrait of an Old Lady,’ D. Wil-
liamson. This is a work of merit

;
the features

are a highly successful study ; they are painted

without affectation, and the whole though so

unassuming is full of pictorial quality.

No. 216. ‘ A Welsh Glen,’ H. J. Boddington.

A romantic passage of scenery from one

of the rocky streams of Wales. The immediate
portion of the picture presents a pool deeply

shaded by trees, and bound by its rocky sides
' within a very narrow limit. This gloomy soli-

tude of the trout and eel is contrasted with a
light glimpse of the distant banks of the stream.

There is less of colour, but not less care in this

work than in others by the same hand.
No. 217. ‘ The Way to Merton—Surrey,’ J. P.

De Flegry. This is a subject extremely difficult

of treatment, inasmuch as its features are not
remarkable for picturesque quality. It is a piece

of every day lane scenery— not one of the
“greeu lanes" of our suburban pastorals, but
evidently selected for a tow-de-force. In style

the work is more grave and earnest than any-

thing we have yet seen under this name
;

it is a

production which cannot fail to augment the

artist’s reputation.

No. 218. ‘ The Future Artist,’ Miss Fox. The
picture presents a farmer’s boy seated, and
having a sketch-book before him. The idea is

original, and the allusion may be directed to the

early life of Gainsborough or Chantrey, or others

among our living artists
;
for some there are who

have enacted real pastoral with as much of

poetical feeling as our never-to-be-forgotten friend,

the pastor of the flocks of iEgon. The picture

does much credit to the lady-artist.

No. 223. ‘ Oberwesel on the Rhine,’ J. B.

Pyne. This picture is remarkable for a grey

sobriety of colour which we have never before

seen in a degree so positive in the works of this

accomplished painter. The glistening reflection

of the water is among the most successful efforts

of the kind we have ever seen.

No. 246. ‘ Near Penryn,—North Wales,’ Miss

Nasmith. This is a small picture, but an admi-

rably literal transcript from nature. The sub-

ject is insignificant, but it is rendered important

by the successful manner of its treatment.

No. 253. ‘ Falling in with a Wreck the day after

a Storm,’ J. Danby. The sentiment of this

picture is derived from the portentous gloom of

the twilight, in which the objects are indistinctly

seen. We see a vessel hove to, apparently,

while her boat visits a derelict ship driving at

the mercy of the waves, and the behest of the
“ felon winds.” There is poetry in the concep-

tion which is worked out with success.

No. 275. ‘The Armourer,’ J. W. Glass. He
is seated aud in the act of cleaning a helmet.

On the left of the figure is a demi-suit of plate-

armour with cuisses, and near him, various

items of offensive armour. The picture is

sketchy but in good taste.

No. 309. ‘St. John's Vale—Cumberland,’ J. W.
Allen. The subject has been judiciously selected

for picturesque material
;
the picture presents

a sunny effect in which the hills acquire great

value.

No. 336. ‘ Mary Queeu of Scots accusing John
Knox of Treason,’ W. Bromley. This is a

large picture comprehending numerous figures.

Mary is seated ou a throne and Knox stands

before her; but to neither figure is there, we
think, sufficient importance given. Of character,

there are valuable points, but the lighting is

objectionable, and the composition is too much
subdivided.

No. 343. ‘The Fortune Teller,’ J. Curnoch.

A single figure ;
sufficiently swart and otherwise

characteristic for a gipsy oracle; the picture is

firm in execution.

No. 347. ‘A Hebrew Captive,’ E. Latilla.

This is a small half-length figure resembling

enamel in execution;—hence it is unnecessary

to say how carefully it is executed. The head

is agreeably characterised, and the features are

marked by a touching expression. The general

feeling is that of a foreign school.

No. 348. ‘High Tree Farm—Red Hill, Reigate,’

J. Wilson, Jun. A small picture of a very

unassuming farm-house with trees and ordinary

accessories ; but there is a charm in the tranquil

sweetness wherewith the simple subject is in-

vested which not only ranks the picture as the

best of its class that the artist has ever exhibited,

but as a work containing some of the best

qualities which adorn the works of those great

men, to whom our landscape school owes so

much. The artist exhibits, in another room,

the same subject under a winter aspect.

No. 351. ‘La Lecture,’ P. Boulat. A large

picture, painted in the manner of a foreign

school. It presents two female figures com-

posing, with a landscape background. In sur-

face and flatness of colour the work very much
resembles wax painting.

No. 350. ‘ Windsor Castle,’ A. Montague. A
small round picture, in which the castle rises

against a warm sky. The colour is harmonious,

and the composition effective.

No. 357. ‘On the Common, ngar Laurence

Well, Isle of Wight,’ S. R. Percy. This is a

small picture, from which, apparently, a larger

work, in the Hyde Park Exhibition, has been

painted. It represents a piece of rough fore-

1

ground, backed by a screen of trees ; the whole
painted with exquisite nicety.

No. 374. ‘ Killamey, with the favourite legend
of O’Donoghue,’ H. M. Anthony. This picture

is painted on a large canvas, and framed with a
segment of a circle, limiting the landscape

;
the

comers being filled with the story of O’Donoghue.
The view shows the lower and middle lake, with
the ranges of the Tomies, Glena, Maugerton,
and the M'Gillicuddy Reeks, formingAn associa-

tion of material equal in picturesque quality to

any in the world. The whole is elaborately

painted, and the distances are highly successful.

No. 393. ‘ Stable Friends,’ W. Shayer. This
is the best picture we have of late years seen
under this name. The friends are two well fed

draught homes and goats, all drawn and circum-

stanced in a manner that leaves far behind every-

thing the artist has of late painted.

No. 397. ‘ Cattle Watering— Evening— A
Sketch,’ T. Walter. A small production, and
in every respect, according to the title, a sketch.

It is only composed of a few cows, some water,

and a glimpse of distance
; but in colour, effect,

and execution, it is a charming picture.

No. 396. ‘ Cottage Girl,’ J. P. Drew. A small

head, endowed with character, and painted with
spirit.

No. 415. ‘Horses’ Heads, after Nature,’ J. F.

Herring. One of those round compositions of

which this artist has already exhibited several.

There are four heads in this picture, and we
cannot speak of it more highly than to say that

it is distinguished by the same valuable qualities

as those which have preceded it.

No. 418. ‘ A Welsh Rustic,’ J. J. Hill. A full-

length figure, relieved by a landscape back-

ground : it is distinguished by much sweetness

of colour, and great firmness and freedom of

execution.

No. 430. ‘The Proposal,’ J. A. Fitzgerald.

This composition shows two ladies, in the cos-

tume of the last century, one of whom (of a

certain age) holds a letter which contains, we
presume, “the proposal.” The characters are

successfully made out, and the draperies and
accessories very carefully painted.

No. 452. ‘ Fanny—A Portrait,’ O. Baxter. A
child lying by the brink of a stream ; substance

and roundness have been fully attained in this

picture ; it is also beautiful in colour.

No. 462. ‘Chewing the Cud of Sweet and
Bitter Fancy,’ T. Mogford. A portrait of a lady,

qualified with much excellence of execution, but
not the very remarkable finish which we have
seen in other works of this painter.

No. 464. ‘The Holy Well, Brittany,’ J. J. Jen-

kins. This is, we believe, the only oil picture

that has been exhibited by this artist. It is a

round composition, with a group of female
figures assembled at the well; all are highly

characteristic in costume, aud are especially dis-

tinguished by much beauty, and even grace.

The site is a rocky eminence, affording an op-

portunity of relieving the figures against the

sky. The picture is firmly painted, and bril-

liant in colour.

No. 496. ‘ Moel Siabod, North Wales—Even-

ing,’ E. Hassell. Tins is one of the best pic-

tures that have of late been exhibited under this

name. The evening effect is admirably sustained,

and the unbroken tranquillity of the scene is a

highly felicitous essay.

The space to which we are limited in this

notice does not allow of our doing justice to

those of the drawings which merit especial

notice : wo cannot, however, pass this room
without mentioning a few of the most prominent
works. A. Penley exhibits a romantic view of

Lochin-y-Gair ; Mrs. Hurlstone a studio compo-
sition, entitled ‘ Helping Pa ;’ Mrs. Bartholomew,
a group of poi’traits, the daughters of

Major-General Sir John H. Little, a composition

of much grace ;
‘ The Luncheon,’ W. and H. Bar-

ratjd ;
‘ Portrait of Count Bark,’ A. de Solome

;

‘ Group of Cacti,’ V. Bartholomew, one of the

most gorgeous flower compositions we have ever

seen—it is unsurpassable in natural truth. Other

commendable works are exhibited by G. David-

son, J. Dobbin, L. J. Wood, E. Richardson,

See. &c. ;
in addition to which are some ad-

mirable sculptural works, which we much regret

we are denied the pleasure of describing at length.
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THE HYDE PARK GALLERY.

Our notice of this exhibition was written last

month before the catalogue was printed, even

before some ofthe best pictures were contributed.

We therefore revert to it this month to remark

upon some works which we find, with pleasure,

are distinguished by even a higher degree of

excellence than is attributed to them by common
report. Indeed, from this collection a few

pictures might be selected which would alone

form an exhibition of rare interest.

|

No. 368. ‘The Girlhood of Mary Virgin,’

G. D. Rosette This picture is the most success-

ful as a pure imitation of early Florentine art

that we have seen in this country. The artist

has worked in austere cultivation of all the

virtues of the ancient fathers. The Virgin is

seated on the right of the composition, em-

broidering a lily on a piece of red velvet, her

work apparently being directed by Elizabeth,

who is seated by her side
;
and near them is a

cherub, watering a lily. There is no shade in

the picture, the figures being rounded by grada-

tions jealous of the slightest approach to depth.

The expression and character of the features are

intense and vivacious, and these, together with

the draperies and accessories, are elaborated

into the highest degree of nicety. Thus, with

all the severities of the Giotteschi, we find

necessarily the advances made by Pietro della

Francesca and Paolo Uccello, without those of

Masolino da Panicale.

No. 82. ‘King Lear,’ F. M. Brown. The
subject of this picture is the scene in the tent of

Cordelia, in the camp at Dover. The old man,
“ four-score years and upwards,” lies upon a

couch, and is tended by Cordelia, Kent, and
others. The moment chosen by the artist, is

that immediately before the waking of Lear

—

“ Physician. Louder, the music there.

Cordelia. Oh, my dear father,” &c.

The aged king lies upon his light side, with his

face turned to the spectator, and in his hand,

and yet in his hair, are some of the wild-flowers

with which he was ornamented in his madness,

the left arm is exposed, and every care has been

exerted to describe age. Cordelia stands at the

foot of the couch, with her arms extended before

her in an attitude which is, perhaps, the most
questionable part of the composition. Of her

features, too, it may be observed that they want
dignity. The musicians stand beyond the back

screen of the couch, which bears by the way, the

portrait of Harold, by Matilda of Flanders, in

the Bayeux tapestry. We have not space to

dwell upon the numerous attractive details of the

picture
;
we can only say, that it is a production

which embodies the highest qualities of art, and
if those of our historical and poetical painters

whose works confess them but “indifferent

honest,” would labour with half the earnestness

we see in this, they would not complain of their

department of Art being unpopular.

No. 92. ‘ Soldiers’ Wives waiting the result of a

Battle,’ Mrs. Me Ian. This is an admirable sub-

ject ; it is original in conception, and is carried

out with skill and knowledge, whence even

greater things may be expected. The principal

group is formed under a tree, the figures being

seated ; others are seen at short distances,

variously disposed, but of course subservient to

the principal. The costume is that of the last

ceutury. Two drum-boys are seen in the uni-

form worn by the Guards a hundred years ago.

The sky is finely painted and harmonises with
the prevalent feeling. The narrative is perspi-

cuous, even in its minute detail ; a title is not
necessary to tell us that the women are soldiers’

wives, and their position is sufficiently described

by the painful expression of their features. In

colour, drawing and execution, the picture is

masterly.—
• The Morning of Life,’ R. Sayers. The

pictures of this artist, of which there are four in

the exhibition, show much improvement upon
those of last year. The above title is very

happily illustrated by a cliild holding a pet

rabbit. The head is a highly successful study,

and the features are coloured with much fresh-

ness and adherence to nature.

—
‘ Little Red Riding Hood,” Mrs. Robertson.

A favourable example of the decided and forcible

manner in which this lady deals with pictorial

subjects.

No. 121. ‘The Head of Windermere,’ T. C.

Dibdin. The view comprehends the most attrac-

tive points of the lake district
;

it is treated with

taste and skill.

No. 158. * Scene on the Avon—Bristol,’ W.
Carter. The material is exceedingly pic-

turesque ; it is brought forward under an aspect

of sunset, in the representation of which there is

a degree of success.

No. 193. ‘View on Hampstead Heath,—Har-

row in the Distance,’ G. Barrett Wilcocks.

This view abounds with the very best elements

of landscape composition. The distance is

painted with infinite sweetness.

No. 247. ‘ Porto Ferrajo—Isle of Elba,’ T. S.

Robins. A large composition, in the nearer

parts of which are fishing boats, painted with a

firmness that keeps the distant shore in its

place. The movement of the water is well sus-

tained, and the whole is strikingly characteristic.

No. 253. ‘ Old Mortality,’ A. Fraser. This is

a large picture, in which the figure is a truthful

impersonation, but the landscape is scarcely in

character ; it may be a reality, but it does not

look like a place of sepulture, even of the slain.

No. 254. ‘Whitby Rocks—Coast of Northum-
berland,’ J. W. Carmichael. A small picture,

presenting a view of a wild and rugged coast

under a stormy aspect.

No. 266. ‘ Kirby Lonsdale Bridge—Westmore-

land.’ The bridge is seen from the bed of the

river below
;
the structure has an appearance of

solidity which could only be communicated by
earnest study of the reality. The water is trans-

parent and flowing, and the whole of the incident

described with studious truth.

No. 290. ‘ Claverhouse mortally wounded at

Killiecrankie,’ W. B. Johnstone, R.S.A. A large

picture in which the principal figures have their

backs to the spectator, as fighting behind a low

entrenchment. We see Claverhouse at a short

distance about to fall from his horse
;
a circum-

stance which is hailed by the near impersona-

tions with expressions of satisfaction. The
narrative is sufficiently clear, but the execution

had been improved by a greater degree of firm-

ness.

No. 354. ‘ The Alarm Signal—Smugglers off !

’

H. P. Parker, H.R.S.A. A class ofsubject which

the artist has made his own. The characters are

to the life, and the torch-light by which they are

seen is judiciously managed.

No. 357. ‘ Huy on the Meuse,’ L. J. Wood. A
small picture remarkable for beautiful elabora-

tion.

No. 361. ‘ Lady Teazle and Sir Peter,’ M.
Wood. In this picture the figures are very careful

and highly successful studies; remarkable .for

their spirit and close reading from the text of

the play.

No. 374. ‘ An Old Soldier,’ J. Stanesby. A
study of a Chelsea pensioner

;
low in tone, but

beautiful in its nicety of execution.

No. 377. ‘ Portraits of Favourite Dogs,—the

Property of the late Dr. Peyton, Goldingtons,

Hertfordshire,’ R. R. Scanlan. These are three

animals of different species, but each is described

with distinctive peculiarities, which show an in-

timate knowledge of canine characteristics.

No. 402. ‘ At Seven Oaks—Kent,' S. R. Percy.

A small picture in which is brought forward a

piece of rough landscape-scenery with infinite

sweetness and masterly execution.

The number of the pictures hung upon the

walls is four hundred and thirty-three ; the re-

mainder ofthe works, principally in water-colour,

being exhibited on three screens. These com-

prehend some highly effective productions by

Niemann, Rayner, Dibdin, E. H. Corbould, &c.

The contributions in sculpture amount only to

five,—three by E. H. Corbould and two by
Thomas

;
and all these works merit a lengthened

description, for which we regret we have not

space.

We rejoice to add that the “sales” are already

very considerable ;
exceeding in number, up to

this time, those of the whole of last year
;

the

future prospects of this Society look well.

SCENERY OF THE STAGE.

The emulation for excellence in scenic decora-

tion is daily producing cheering and satisfactory

results. In every theatre of the metropolis a

steady advance is noticeable, and in the smallest

establishments, where the means are restricted,

Art peers forth, and assumes the determination

to be no longer daubed out. The grand rivalry

is naturally occupied by the two Italian Opera
Houses, where space is found for the most im-

portant display, but the Lyceum and the Hay-
market must not be omitted from the. general

concurrence in the race for superiority.

The decorations of “Masaniello” engaged our

notice last month. Her Majesty’s Theatre has

now entered the lists, and in the scenery of the

new Ballet of “ Electra, or the lost Pleiad,”

which was produced on the 17th ult. for the first

time, has nobly contested for supremacy. The
mythological story of the aberration of one of the

daughters of Atlas and Pleionc, after being

changed into a constellation, afforded a theme for

highly imaginative pictorial effect. To adapt it to

ballet purposes, and in connection with a Scan-

dinavian legend, the action is represented in the

wild regions of Norway. The first scene is moun-
tainous, with a cataract, seen from the interior of

a rude dwelling. In the second, where the

Pleiades descend from the firmament, appears a

forest, in which, besides the phenomena attendant i

on the constellations becoming personified by

graceful nymphs, the corruscations of the Aurora
!

Borealis are cleverly introduced. The third scene

is pastoral, being a tranquil valley, between moun-
tains, with a rural hamlet on the distant border of

the green sward
;
a troubled stream, spanned by

a rustic timber bridge, occupies the right hand.

The next scene, of the rocky shores of the North
Seas, is boldly conceived, and with the following

one of the tranquil deep blue ocean lighted by the

moon, amidst the fleecy cirri, and its silvery

reflections on a mass of distant rocks, may be

received as a realisation of the brilliant atmos-

pheric displays peculiar to the high latitudes of

the globe.

The concluding scene of the ballet, into which
this last one merges, is intended to develope to

human eyes the gorgeous mysteries of the Em-
pyrean. Vapours and mists succeed each other

until the inner heaven assumes the intensity of the

nocturnal vault. The starry divinities having

now ended their adventurous visit to the wild

realms of the earth, re-assume their position as

the Pleiades of the sky, and in pity to the delusive

love of Electra, restore her to the place where :

astronomers still indicate this constellation, by a .

less powerful twinkle than her scintillating sisters.

In the grand gloom and diaphonous mists of the 1

scene the six elegant females who personify the

gems of the firmament ascend thither slowly,

each holding a lamp, whose brilliant radiations

gave them a spiritual vagueness. The central

figure, the erring Pleiad, rose in succession
;
her

form, which was illuminated by the new' electric

light, imparted its dazzling rays on the group. The
|

effect was acknowledged by the audience with the

most unbounded and rapturous shouts of applause.

A vision so truly poetical, so perfect in its unity,

and so entirely original, reflects the highest praise

on Mr. Charles Marshall, the painter of the scenery,

and to whose inventive conception this last magni-

ficent scene is due.

At the Lyceum, Mr. Beverley has again given

proofs of his artistic talent in the scenery to a melo-

dramatic piece, called the Seven Champions of

Christendom. One of the great merits of Mr.

Beverley’s productions is a singleness of thought

carried out -without fritter or feebleness. Whether

the subject be simple or complicated, he never

forgets the leading principle. Thus in the court-

yard of the Brazen Castle, and the half buried

columns of a temple in the valley of the Nile, there
i

is all the positive truth of the subject. In this
!

piece, however, the enchanted garden of Osman-

dine with its long vistas of rocky arcades, and the

camp of the Seven Champions, were the most gor-

geous and elaborate of the performances, truly

redolent of vivid daylight and gaiety of tint. In a

one-act piece called ‘‘A Romantic Idea,” a view of

the ruins of a Feudal Castle on a steep eminence, is

a landscape, which for purity of colour and delicious 1

tones of its aerial perspective, is worthy of many of

the great names among our English School. The
interior by moonlight of the same ruined edifice

has the gothic tracery exquisitely detailed
;

it is
j

drawn by the hand of the master and with the

eye of an architect
;
the cynical antiquary would

at least be pleased with it, if he were deaf to the

German mysticism which is given as the story to

this decorative painting.
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BRASS PRESSING.
THE PRINT OF PHARAOH’S HORSES.

We have already alluded to the spirited speculation
of Mr. Gilbert of Sheffield in his publication of an
engraving from Herring’s celebrated painting of
“ Pharaoh’s Chariot Horses,” ably rendered by
the graver of Mr. Wass; our purpose, in again
alluding to the subject, is more particularly to call
attention to the exceedingly elegant frame made
of stamped brass, also the suggestion and specula-
tion of Mr. Gilbert, and manufactured at the
establishment of Mr. It. W. Winfield, of the Cam-
bridge Street Works, Birmingham. The print is

circular, and the frame is formed in reference to
this particular, and consists of an ogee moulding,
around the concavity of which is introduced by
way of embellishment the national flowers which
distinguish the three united countries, viz., the
thistle, the rose, and the shamrock

;
a scroll panel

is introduced, which covers the junction of the
sections. Wc have seldom or never examined a
work in this class of industrial Art, which has
given us so much satisfaction

; the ornamental por-
tions being admirably brought out, sharp and clear,
and the colour chaste and gold-like.
In stamped brass goods our manufacturers

have of late years been compelled to do battle
against fearful odds; the importations of thetinselly
French cornices and drapery ornaments have done
much towards retarding the sale of English articles
ofthe same class

;
it is however but proper to state

that the cheapness of the imported article is their
only recommendation : their style is too florid, the
material of which they are formed much too fragile
for wear, while the ornamentation is not made out
with any degree of distinctness. Wc are of opinion
that these must have been produced from the cast
iron, instead of the accurately sunken cut steel die.
This perhaps is a part of the secret of their cheap-
ness. We have alluded to the distinction between
cast iron, and sunk steel dies; in explanation we
may say that the former is simply a matrix formed
by a casting from a modelled mould, the concave or
converse of the article to be produced

;
this after

casting is riffled up, but the brittle nature of the
material from which it is formed speedily renders
such useless for the production ofsharp impressions.
In the sunk steel die, the “sinker” proceeds in
the manner of a sculptor, to cut away the steel
until he makes a complete reverse of the model

;

this process involves a degree of skill and expen-
diture of time and outlay in a pecuniary point of
view, which adds materially to the expense of pro-
duction, but at the same time aids in producing a
superior style of work. It is somewhat however
against stamped brass foundry in an artistic point
of view, that these concavities where “light and
shade repose,” and the presence of which is ever
the true source of effect, can seldom or ever be
introduced by the process of stamping. It is essen-
tially necessary that the force attached to the falling
hammer should be wedge-like in form, the better
and more easily to be disengaged, or pulled up after
its fall

;
the action of the press or stamp used for

the production of goods of the class wc are descri-
bing. will be best understood when we say that it

is in effect similar to a pile-driving machine, the
hammer taking the place of the “ monkey,” and
the die occupying the position of the “ pile.” The
peculiarity we have already noticed, viz., the
wedge-like form of the “force,” is therefore inimi-
cal to the relief arising from undercutting, as it

will be readily understood that an overhanging
portion of a die would effectually hinder the
release alike of the thin plate metal, and the
force which urges the same into the concavity
of the die, and by which means a correct copy,
in convex, of the interior of the same is produced.
In explanation, we may say that the “force” is a
convex copy of the interior of the “die,” fitting
into the concavities of the sunk steel matrix or die

;

a series of these “forces” are used, varying in
relief from that which makes a simple indentation
on the thin plate of sheet metal, until, with all the
details anil every line of the matrix in relief, the
last blow is struck, and the finished object is pro-
duced. “ Forces, arc either made of lead, block
tin, brass, or copper

;
the various pieces of work

are annealed by introduction into a muffle between
each blow, thereby restoring in some measure the
ductility of the metal, which the preceding stroke
had in some measure deprived it of. Much of the
excellence of the finished work depends upon the
stamper, whose duty it should be, by repeated
cleansings and scourings, to remove the scalings
of the metal, and prevent the same from being
attached by pressure to the outer surface of the
metal. I\ot unfrequently as many as twenty
strokes are needed to produce the finished article

;and were it not that the consumption of things of

the kind is great, it would be quite impossible to pro-
cure them at so low a rate of charges as they usually
realise. The material of which stamped brass
goods are formed is called sheet, or rolled metal

;

it is first cast in strips, or ingots, and reduced by
rolls to the requisite thickness. It will be under-
stood that the repeated annealings indicate dis-
coloration of the surface of the metal, which is

removed
;
and the natural and gold-like colour

given by immersion in acids, which effectually
cleans the whole

;
the bright portions, or reliefs,

are produced by the action of steel burnishers of
various forms, to suit the various indentations, or
raised portions : when completed the whole is pro-
tected from oxidation by a spirit varnish, called lac-

quer, formed of a solution of seed-lac in spirits of
wine,and applied by a camel hair to the metal, which
is heated by being placed in a cast iron hot hearth

;

the shade of the lacquer may be changed by intro-
duction of soluble colouring agents in the varnish
already alluded to.

The introduction of stamped brass to picture
frames, window cornices, &c. &c. is by no means
new, but this is by far the most ambitious and the
most successful work we have yet seen

;
it is

amply suggestive, and the ease with which a frame
of the kind alluded to can be renewed, in com-
parison with the ordinary gilding pi-ocess, is

another argument in its favour : so satisfactory is

the thing as a whole, that we must earnestly desire
this spirited attempt to introduce a better style
and class of frame may end in a large sale, amply
remunerative both to’ Mr. Gilbert, and to the
producers. We regard all such works as steps in
the right direction, and we have always pleasure
in calling public attention to such meritorious
productions.

PICTURE SALES.

Four daj-s’ sale has taken place at Messrs.
Christie & Manson’s rooms in King Street, St.
James’s, of four hundred and forty-four pictures,
removed from Castle Hill, Englefield Green, and
two days’ sale has been held at Messrs. Brooks
& Green’s rooms in Old Bond Street, of the same
gathering; in the latter case said to be from a
Castle in the west of England.
The mass of pictures occupying the six days’ sale

was gorgeously, extravagantly, nay outrageously
framed. A small portion had been gathered"by the
gentleman during his travels through Italy; and
among the very early ones there were a few
respectable specimens, which, if left in their
primitive condition, would have been creditable
possessions. But they had been committed to
Regent Street restorers, and respectable cleaners
of Piccadilly, as an obscure penny printed, weekly
advocate designates the class. They had been done
up with spurious nostrums, and new discoveries,

—

Ilaerlem preparations and incompetent hands.
The greater portion consisted of the most paltry,

wretched, and trumpery things ever exposed in a
sale-room, even including the rubbish forming the
anonymous sales of the lowest dens of auctioneer-
ing. Each picture bore a tablet inscribed with
some glorious name in Art, exciting wonder at
the credulity which could have placed it there.
The result may be anticipated; the pictures, if it

may not be a scandal to call them by such a term,
were sold, generally, for less than the cost of the
frames

!

A collection of books and manuscripts, col-
lected by the same gentleman, was also disposed
of in the same way, and we only mention this to
say, that among them was a kind of missal, which
the infatuated collector purchased at a high price,
in the belief that it was adorned with miniature
paintings by Albert Durer. As such he showed it

to a learned virtuoso, who in a moment undeceived
him with the humiliating truth, that the minia-
tures were only coloured woodcuts. The most
lamentable feature of this enormous delusion is

that the sale was an absolute matter of necessity :

the collector is a ruined man.
A few words may be said on the subject of sales

by auction, and the extensive falsifications which
unblushingly form a part and parcel of the prac-
titioners. The evil has long been a grievance to
fair and honest traders

;
at length a very numerous

body have united to propound a remedy. On the
Continent no sale by auction is legal, but of effects
proceeding from death, bankruptcy, or cessation of
commerce. Works of Art are, however, exone-
rated from the law, it being only intended to
repress fraudulent sales of manufactured goods.
How the sales of pictures are there conducted will
on some future occasion lead to remarks in our
pages.

The pleasant feature of the last month’s sales
was the small collection of pictures and drawings
left by Mr. Bannister at his decease. Familiar in
our youth as the lively comedian, Jack Bannister,
his memory becomes gratefully reminiscent by the
works of Art, the performances of his friends and
cotemporaries, which he acquired during his life-

time. Two heads, by Sir J. Reynolds; five small
landscapes, by R. Wilson, one of which brought
sixty-six guineas

;
seven small pictures, by Mor-

land
;
a little view on Hampstead Heath, by Con-

stable, forty-three guineas
;
and many exquisite

morqeaux by Westall, Smirke, Girtin, and Lou-
therbourg. The gem of this refined collection was
“ Boats in a Gale,” a small painting, by J. W. M.
Turner, R.A., which brought 210 guineas. All
the great artist’s varied acquirements were com-
bined in this composition

;
the sky is one of

the finest illustrations of the disturbed element
ever conceived and painted : the masses and forms
exquisitely balanced, and the play of refracted
light over the entire scene managed with the
highest power of Art, and a consummate know-
ledge of the phenomena of nature. In this sale
were introduced some pictures of another property;
“a Yiew in Borrowdale,” by W. Collins, R. A.,
sold for 235 guineas, and “ Paradise,” by John
Martin, K.L., which brought 130 guineas. It is

painful to remark that these two last named pic-
tures have lost all their freshness, although they
date little more than a quarter of a century since
leaving the easel.

Sir,—As you have done good service to the
public by the unremitting exposure of picture-
dealing, I wish to call your attention to the follow-
ing practice at Foster’s Sale Room in Pall Mall.
There is a touter constantly present who makes

it his business to address any gentlemanly-looking
person that may enter the sale-room while the sale
is proceeding. Putting one-half of his spectacles
to his eye, and with a knowing squint, he exclaims,
“a beautiful picture;” then addressing his in-
tended victim remarks, “ I never saw the like, the
pictures are going for nothing to-day; I don’t know
what it means

;
look at that one, Sir, only ten

pounds are offered
; shall I bid for you ?

”

I have wntched this decoy duck for some time,
and it is evidently a link of the proceedings. At
the sale of a picture-dealer’s stock yesterday, by
this fellow’s importunities, a gentleman was in-
duced to give twenty -seven guineas for the portrait
of a child, an ill-drawn, scrubbed, and vamped up
piece of painting.

The buyer might have gone next door, to the
British Institution, and for his twenty-seven guineas
become possessed of a picture that would, at least,

have been original
;
have possessed ten times greater

artistic qualities, and possibly have gladdened the
heart of some worthy painter by the purchase.

Yours, &c.,

19<A April, 1849. A Visitor.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

THE PRAWN FISHERS.

W . Collins, R.A., l’ainter. J. T. Willmore, A.R.A., Engraver.

Size of the Picture 1 ft. 101 in- by 1 ft. 3J in.

The Prawn Fishers
;
apparently of the class of

amateurs. The oldest of three boys, an embryo
fisherman, is carefully lifting a net from one of
those sandy pools which the receding tide leaves on
the rocky beach

; the two younger boys are watch-
ing the result with intense interest.

The picture was painted in 1828; it is one of
those pleasing coast scenes, enlivened with traits

of human character, with which the distinguished
painter so frequently adorned the walls of our
exhibitions, and some of which, as the “ Haunts of
the Sea-fowl,” arc among the most beautiful and
interesting specimens of their class belonging to
the English school of painting. The landscapes of
Collins have a peculiar charm, through the happy
motive he invariably gives to the figures which
enliven them.
The effect of the broad expanse of sand and water

in this picture is well rendered, and the whole
skilfully thrown back by the strong warm colour-
ing of the rock upon which the little fisherman is

planted. A few sails are scattered in the offing;

and to the left, beneath a lofty cliff, is seen the
home of the fishermen. The light is broad and
clear, and the whole character of the picture is well
rendered in our engraving.
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THE OMMEGANG OF BRUSSELS.

The ancient procession of the Ommcgang or
gathering of the emblems of the provinces,

cities, and ancient guilds of the country in pro-

cession, was revived last year in Belgium, on the

occasion of the National Ffites, with remarkable
magnificence. The government allotted a sum
to the administration of each province towards
the expenses of constructing an allegorical car,

and the costumes of the accompanying cortege.
The designs for constructing and adorning the
cars were intrusted to the leading artists of the
province, and the intention was to typify the
agricultural or industrial character of the various
divisions of the kingdom.
The car of West Flanders was illustrative of

Agriculture and the Fishery on its coast. On a
large platform, the wheels of which were con-
cealed by a gorgeous drapery with armorial

designs, a throne and a canopy formed of wheat-
sheaves were erected. On the throne three
young females were seated

;
the centre one wear-

ing a crown of blades of wheat, com, flowers,
and poppies, represented the genius of Agricul-
ture. The persons in front of this were reapers
with their sickles near sheaves of com, a peasant
with a plough, and others. Behind the throne
was placed a fishing-boat, accompanied by fisher-

men in the costume of those of Blankenberg,
with their accessories. The car was suitably
decorated with banners, and drawn, as most of
the others were, by six horses. It was designed
by M. Wallacys.

The car of Luxembourg was emblematical of I bullets of the sportsman constitute its leading I gigantic trunk and limbs of an ancient oak were
the vast Forests of the Ardennes, where now, as feature. A mass of mimic rock covered with placed. A wild boar was mounted in front; in cre-
in more primitive times, the arrows or the

|
moss was erected, at the base of which the

)
vices of the rock appeared a fox and a wolf, and

on its summit a stag, with a cross between the
antlers, recalling the miraculous vision of St.

Hubert, the patron saint of the Ardennes.

This immense car was drawn by a number of
the small Luxembourg ponies, and escorted by
groups of persons in the attire of the ancient

Triviriens. The whole grouping had a wild and
primitive appearance

; the design for it was
made by M. Hendricks.
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The car of East Flanders was the very anti-
j

goddess Flora was seated, in the midst of all the
|

the reins were garlands, and the plumes on the

podes of the last named. It bore a canopy
j

varied glories of her kingdom. An elegant
j

horses’ heads were varied and elegant nosegays,

supported by palm trees, beneath which the figure of a Zephyr bore the reins of the horses ;
The immense profusion of flowers which deco-

rated this car gave it an appearance of gaiety
beyond belief, and as it passed along the per-
fume of their blossoms was scattered on the
multitude of spectators. The design of the
construction is due to M. F. Devigne.

The province of Lmrourg is especially dis- I thatched roof, and having the ever-present
tinguished for its Agricultural excellence, and

j

pigeon-house. In front of tliis humble erection,
the raising of Cattle. The principal idea of its a mast was fixed, decorated with banners and
emblem was the construction of a farm-building

|

gardens, imitative of the may-poles still hoisted
on the spacious platform, covered with its i among this rural people at the commencement

of the merry month. The various persons who
accompanied it were habited in all the varieties

ment was due to M. Hendricks, the designer of

the cars of Luxembourg and Brabant.
incidental to farm employment, and the vehicle

was drawn by four sturdy oxen. The arrange-
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The car of Liege was one of great importance,
representing the industry of the manufacturers
in metal of the Belgian Birmingham. The plat-

form was nine English yards in length and four

in width. The style of the base was the Gothic
of the fourteenth century ; at the angles were
placed the shields of the various

cities of the province, and in inter-

mediate compartments the names of

the present principal manufacturers.

In the centre of the upper part, above
the boiler of a steam-engine, rose the

famous “ Perron,” the cherished

monument of the liberties of its

warlike inhabitants. It was deco-

rated with all the emblems of the

Arts and Sciences. In front, a colossal figure, personifying Industry, was seated, and around
were distributed a variety of the metallic productions of the province, the whole adorned
with a profusion of banners; the end pourtrayed the poop of a steam-ship, surmounted by
the national tricolor flag. The design was arranged by MM. Herman, Ume, and Capray.

As Brabant boasts of being the capital of the kingdom of Belgium, the car was emblematical
of its greater refinement and luxury. The artist selected for its display the
form of an antique marine vessel. The gilding and draperies of the lower part
were sumptuously gilt and ornamented. On the poop an elegant pavilion
supported by six slender columns was placed, adorned with a multitude of banners.
On the throne beneath, the sitting female dressed in white with her head bearing
a civic diadem, personated the city of Brussels. Her shoulders were adorned
with a rich cloak of point lace. Six attendant young ladies with wreaths on
their heads, and dressed with classic elegance, were the representatives of the
other cities of the province. The design for this superb combination is duo to
the invention of M. Hendricks. Many other cars formed part of the Ommegang.

Antwerp was represented by a ship
fully rigged

; Malines, by a warlike giant
of colossal proportion. The Arts and
Sciences were not forgotten, and many
magnificent cars were emblematical of
their successful cultivation. That of the
Fine Arts was made from an existing

design by Rubens. One was dedicated to Music,
and another to Military Glory.
The woodcuts here given are taken from a

work published in Brussels by M. Jamar, called

and sold at a very moderate price. The volume
is a charming display of the revival of ancient
customs, with modern enjoyment of a highly
intellectual and beneficial character.

“ Les Files de Septembre Ulustries.” It contains
a great number of illustrations of the various
exhibitions and assemblies, as well as portraits
of distinguished persons, all beautifully executed.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOR MANUFACTURERS.

Design for a Candelabrum. By W. H. Rogers (10, Carlisle Street, Soho,) and H. Fitzcook

(13, New Ormond Street). It would be quite impossible for one who has been accustomed for the last

quarter of a century to perambulate those streets of our metropolis where the manufacturing industry of

the country is most prominently displayed, and who has given the least attention to the subject, to

be insensible of the gradual, but certain, improvement which has taken place during this period in every

description of Manufacturing Art. Whatever may have been the cause of this onward progress,

whether the universal intercourse with our continental neighbours, which we consider the mainspring of

our success, or the increasing taste and intelligence of the community at large compelling the producers

to give greater heed to what they placed before the public, if a market were looked for and expected
;

whatever, we say, may have originated

and carried forward the move, it has

so far been brought to a satisfactory

result. We seem now to have passed

the gulf which for centuries, in so far

as the Art of Design is concerned, sepa-

rated us, almost immeasurably, from

the rest of the civilised world
;
for it

cannot be denied that not only did the

artisans of Europe distance us in the

race, but that the semi-barbarians of

the East entered the lists, and success-

fully too, with us. Our present position,

then, should be matter of self-gratula-

tion to all, whether interested indivi-

dually or not
;
and

the progress already
made should act

as a stimulus to

future exertion in

those more imme-
diately concerned.

It has been charged
against those who
design for our
manufacturers,that

almost every thing

they do is copied

from the work-
shops of the Conti-

nent
;

“a good
imitation of the

French,” or “it’s
German in charac-

ter,” are remarks
we have frequently
heard upon some
article of our own
production

;
but is

not all Art imita-

tive ? and do not
the jewellers and
modellers of Paris,

and Berlin, and
Switzerland, have
recourse to what
has been done in

ages long gone by ?

Four thousand
years ago it was said “ there is nothing
new under the sun and now when
all things are growing old, is it a rea-

sonable expectation to suppose that in

anything save the accidental discoveries

of science,—such as we have seen in the

steam-engine,—the inventive genius of

man can excel the elegance of Classic

Art, or the rich and gorgeous creations

which the Middle Ages put forth ?

These, too, if not exact imitations,

were, for the most part, suggested

by earlier productions ; Egyptian,
Greek, Etruscan, and Roman
followed each other, as each suc-

cessive people advanced in the

scale of civilisation, and borrowed
from their predecessors lights

w'herewith to illumine their own
darkness. Invention is intuitive,

but the application of the prin-

ciples of beauty must be the result

of matured practice founded on a

direct acquaintance with means
essential to the attainment of the
end in view : this can only be
acquired by an acquaintance with
known laws and rules, learned in

the school of wisdom and expe-

rience. But we are leaving little

space to dilate upon the design be-

fore us, which is cleverly adapted
from the Italian style. The pe-

destal and shaft are sufficiently or-

namented without being overlaid

with ornament, and the branches are both light and elegant. We cannot perceive anything in it

which would present an obstacle to the manufacturer, either as regards the design itself or its

cost, which need not be very great. If made in ormolu, the figure supporting the upper

branches should be of porcelain
;
or the whole would look well in bronze. The general character

of this candelabrum adapts it for manufacture either on a large or small scale
;
it would be equally

suitable for the dinner-table or the mantelpiece. This desci’iption of decorative manufacture

abounded in the time of Louis Quatorze.

Design for a Coffee Cup and Saucer.
By H. Green. The component parts of the above

design appear somewhat crowded when seen in

mere black and white, which it would not show

in a tasteful distribution of colour.

Design for a Parlour Bell-pull. By H.
Fitzcook. The figure holding the shell is intended
to be made of porce-
lain

;
the other parts

of lacquer-work.
The design is a neat
adaptation of the
scroll-pattern.
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Design for Paper-Hanging. By J. Morgan, (48, Frith Street, Soho.) It will readily be seen that

the intention of this design is to divide the walls of the room into compartments by means of the side

Design for a Caddy Spoon. By W. H.
Rogers, (10, Carlisle Street, Soho.) The tea-

plant has here most appropriately been brought

V.-.'-

ornaments, the cornices forming a running pattern at the top and bottom, divided only by the corbels, and
by the shadows at the end of the mouldings, which are so coloured as to give the appearance of projec-

tions. This plan of decorating a large room is very attractive, and when done with taste produces an
elegant effect. The French manufacturers have hitherto succeeded with it far beyond ourselves, but

into operation, and forms the principal feature in

the ornament; there is also a novelty in the style
of connecting the bowl with the handle.
Design for a Key. By W. H. Rogers. This

reminds us of some of the beautiful specimens we
have occasionally seen by the old Italian manufac-

turers, who were accustomed to think that good

even with us it has lately come into more general use. Mr. Morgan’s design is good in every respect, Art might be extended to even the least important

being founded on pure principles of Art, the study of which can alone produce excellence. objects, a principle we would ever inculcate.
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Design for a Tea-Caddy. By H. Fitz-Cook We have been so long accustomed to see these
necessary adjuncts to our breakfast-tables placed before us in but one universal form, the simple
parallelogram, that the novelty of this design will at once arrest attention. It is surely time that
something were done to draw from the “good old paths” an article so universally used, but so little
improved upon, except in the material of which it is made, and we think Mr. Fitz-Cook’s idea is well
calculated to effect this object. Pearl, and ivory, and gay colours, will never impart beauty to common-

Design for a Buckle. By W. H. Rogers.
The curvatures of this design are cleverly arranged,
and its extremities well calculated to develope the
skill of the workman in imparting boldness to the
ornament, which is substantial without being
heavy. Colour might be here introduced with
good effect.

place or inelegance, though a rude casket may contain a costly jewel. The shape of this design is its

most distinguishing feature, as may be seen by the diagram or plan engraved below, which it is thought
necessary to append for the better understanding of the whole. Under each of the three projecting

angles stands a Caryatides, representing a slave, as emblematical of a portion of the contents of the
caddy

; and each of the medallions is respectively decorated with the tea-plant, the coffee-plant, and
the sugar-cane. The other ornamental portions consist of what is technically called “ Strap-work,” so
frequently used in Italian decorations. It is suggested by the artist that this tea-caddy should be
made of walnut and the figures carved in ebony

;
or papier-mache, without the introduction of much

colour, might be appropriately substituted for the first mentioned wood.

Design for Scissors. By H. Green, (63,

Great Titchfield Street.) Gothic tracery has here
afforded the designer suggestions for his object, of

which he has made good use. We do not pretend

to an acquaintance with the practical application

of such an article as this, but we should apprehend
that some inconvenience might be experienced
from the sharp points at the end of the handles,
which would be likely to catch the sleeve

;
this

objection might, however, be easily remedied.
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PILGRIMAGES to ENGLISH SHRINES.

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

WITH ROTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY
F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A.

THE TOMB OF JOHN KYRLE.

‘Rise, honest Muse, and sing the Man of Ross.'—Pope.

n a rocky eminence over-

looking the Wye, stands
the town ofRoss. Nothing
can be more picturesque

\ than its position : it is

I seen to most advantage
' from the Hereford road,

from whence our view is

taken. The church stands
upon an elevated ridge

of rock : and the town oc-

cupies the rising ground

;

while behind are woodcrowned hills, as grand
in their character and as beautiful as many
more celebrated Continental scenes. The view
from the walks beside the church and from
other parts of the town is singularly fine

; and
the curve of the Wye, which flows at the base
of the hills, is lovely in the extreme. It

would be difficult to point out a more fasci-

nating stream ;
flowing as it does through a

rich and well-wooded country, abounding in

natural beauties, and over which the eye may

it would have no other claim to celebrity than
that which it derives from beauty of situation.

The streets are all more or less upon acclivities,

and are narrow and antique-looking, with many a
gabled roof and bit of old carving or orna-
mental plaster-work upon time-worn fronts. The
market-house is a study worthy of the artist ; it

is in a very decayed state, and is supported by
columns of red sandstone, which have succumbed
to the action of the weather so considerably
that it looks as if it had been erected in the
time of the Saxons rather than that of Charles
II., in whose comparatively modern days it was
constructed. Upon a market-day, when it is

crowded with the peasantry from the neighbour-
ing forest of Dean, that primitive and almost
unvisited district, the scene is most picturesque
and unsophisticated. No railways rim near the
town, and the heavily-laden coach, as it winds its

slow way up the street beside the market-place,
does not jar with the old-world association of a
scene which seems rather to belong to the last

century than to our own.
The town of Ross is celebrated for the especial

purity of its air and for the longevity of its in-

habitants ; and the visitor who rambles in its

churchyard* will meet with many inscriptions,
recording the memory of those who had at-

tained their eightieth, ninetieth, and even one
hundredth year.

The entire aspect of Ross is that of a quiet
mountain home. The shopkeepers seem to con-
duct their business in the simplest and plainest

mm

ROSS, FROM THE HEREFORD ROAD.

rove untired for days,—the prospect is so rich
and ever-changing, as it is sun-lit, or shadowed by
the passing cloud. It is a scene which Turner
would have loved, and one that must be studied
on the spot to be fully appreciated. The country
is Arcadian

;
the river rapid and clear, forms a

curve of the most graceful form, wending its
way among the Welsh hills; the prospect has
that most perfect union of grandeur and beauty,
of pastoral simplicity and mountain sublimity,
which, when combined, become the perfection of
landscape scenery. But all these advantages,
all these beauties, are to be found in various
districts of our glorious country. Perhaps it is

because the rich valley, the swelling hill, the
fertilising river, the smiling village, are scattered
so abundantly throughout England, that we only
note them ‘ by their loss ’ when we visit other
countries, where, however novel, all things must
seem barren by comparison.

Ross has been rendered remarkable : it has a
reputation that will live as long as ‘ our land’s

language
;

’ a reputation created by the actual as

well as the ideal ; an immortality founded by a
good man, and celebrated by a man of genius,

who honoured himself while honouring ‘the
right.’ Yet it can boast of little historic interest

;

but for the Man who has made it world-famous.

manner, without bustle, and with a due amount
of attention. Carts jog quietly up and down
the inclined planes called streets. People walk
on the curb or in the road ‘ at their own sweet
will,’ and encounter none of the dangers of the

* The church is a spacious and beautiful building, with
a tower and elegant spire, for which it is indebted to ‘ the
Man’ whose body rests within its walls. Beside the pew
which he used, trees have forced their way beneath the win-
dow in the wall, and grow with great luxuriance withinside
the church, nearly cv.-ring tin- glass. Th.-y are two slight
and elegant elms, which wave their branches over his pew,
and which arc regarded with much veneration. The local
legend is, that some years ago a rector impiously cut down
some of John Kyrle's favourite trees, with which he had
adorned the churchyard, and which grew outside the win-
dow and immediately opposite to his pew, and that there-
upon they threw out fresh shoots, which forced their way
withinside the church, under the wall, and grew in the pew
of him who planted them, where they have been suffered
to remain and expand. Not a branch of these trees grows
without the church, but they luxuriate within it; reaching
nearly to the ceiling, and closely clinging with their
branches to the window-glass. They are carefully pre-
served and venerated

;
and the singularity of their posi-

tion and history is remarked by all. The other windows
contain many fragments of old glass. There are several
fine monuments in the church to the Rudhall family, who
were the ancient proprietors of the Manor of Rudhall, in
this neighbourhood. The recumbent figures of Judge
Rudhall and his lady, of the time of Henry VII., and the
martial effigy of Sir Richard Rudhall, who was knighted
at Cadiz in the reign of Elizabeth, are fine specimens of
the art of sculpture in those days.

tumultuous thoroughfares of London. There is

a serenity about life hi these country towns of
which those ‘ in populous city pent ’ have no no-
tion

;
people do not rush along the path of life

as if death were at their heels, and there was
literally no time for thought or the enjoyment
of existence. The clear well-opened eye, the
ruddy cheek and fresh bright lips of rural health,

tell of the absence of care and thought : if there
is less evidence of intelligence and the knowledge
of life which is seen in the haggard eye of the
manufacturer, or the worn and anxious look of
the pallid artisan, there is more of peace and
contentment, and above all, of health, in those
of the tiller of the soil.

We do not contend for the palm of intellect
for our rural population : they are heavy, the
men especially so, and hard to move, and' their
qualities and virtues are in the general way
rather negative than active. But the sloth has
always been transformed into the lion when
a great occasion summoned the peasant from his
cottage to protect his country and defend its

liberty; then other lights dance in his blue
eyes ; a deeper colour mantles his ruddy cheek

;

it is glorious to recall what English peasants
effected when they rose against ship-money, and
compelled justice to do her duty. Certainly
there is a distressing contrast between the
physical appearance of the ‘ Men ’ of Ross, and
those of our close manufacturing districts : the
anxious look and bloodshot eye that rests ever
on machinery, and rarely sees a flower or a leaf

;

the half-numbed eai-

, that hears no song of bird,

save from within those rusty bars upon which
even a defiled sunbeam seldom rests

;
the sunken

cheek, telling of hard labour and privation
; the

naiTow chest, never expanded by the fresh breeze
of the liill

; the limbs, more than half deformed
during aninfancyspent in bending overthe frames
of some overgrown manufactory,—all tell the dis-

mal story of eternal toil. The peasant has innu-
merable blessings which, however unconsciously
he may enjoy them, contribute to that health of
body and placidity of spirit, the latter of which
tends to create a heavy indifference to passing
events, which the keen and hungry-eyed manufac-
turer is driven by necessity, as well as by habit, to
attend to. The peasant has fresh pure air; he lives

in constant communionwith Nature
; byattention

the small garden can be rendered a source of profit
and enjoyment

;
he has frequently the conscious-

ness that those in better* circumstances, placed
as the world calls it, ‘ above him,’ take an inte-

rest in his temporal and spiritual affairs. In all

our agricultural districts schools have multi-
plied, and efforts are at last making by those
who ought to have made them long ago, to rouse
a spirit that will send labourers from the beau-
tiful fields of our pastoral districts into the
vineyards of our Lord. No one who has lived
pent up in the close city, and is able to leave its

feverish excitements,—its noise,—its atmosphere
laden with pestilence—for the tranquillity of the
country, but must feel renewed existence, at
being permitted to breathe the air in which the
lark sings, and which gives voice to the night-

ingale.

There are few things that so purify and
uplift the spirit, as the consideration of that
which mere will can achieve, even when un-
aided by what we consider wealth—wealth !

which renders charity of such easy and happy
performance, that the wonder is, how men so
underrate the power it gives in creating happi-
ness and conferring the enduring immortality
of benevolence, as to abstain from its bestowal
in the service of fellow-creatures

;
yet nearly

all our large Charities have been originated by
persons of great minds, but small means. And
the only regret we can have in contemplating
the noble monuments to humanity which are up-
springing around us, is, that in accordance—and
an evil accordance it is,—with the taste of the
times, there is too much money expended in

decoration. Public charities should dwell within
walls of severe simplicity, where show should
be sacrificed to comfort. Pope, refined as was
his taste, was of this opinion when he wrote his
encomium on John Ivyrle, “The Man of Ross.”

Exactly opposite the market-place, and in the
narrowest part of the town, still stands the house
of John Ivyrle, the world-famous ‘Man of Ross.’
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It is a plain building, situated on the slope of

the hill, and was a few years ago used as an inn,

known by the sign of the King’s Arms. While
the house was an inn it was visited by Coleridge,

and he commemorated his sojourn here in some
beautiful and touching lines. It has since un-

dergone alterations, and is now converted into

a bookseller's shop. The adjoining house, now
a chemist’s, appears to have originally been a
part of the building, and is ornamented with
a plaster medallion representing in the centre
‘ the Man of Ross.' * It is inscribed with Kyrle’s

name, and with the cognomen Pope has made
more famous

; and on a band beneath is given
the date of his decease—‘Died 'November 7th,

1724, Aged 88.’

The house bears traces of antiquity in the

carved brackets and the massive woodwork which
decorate the interior. Our cut shows the gallery

that nms along the first floor, and the reader

will remark the solid beams upon which the
ceiling rests. The carved arch over the staircase,

as well as some other * bits ' of the original work,
would lead to the conjecture that it was con-

structed in the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury ; it is said to have been built by Kyrle. The
rooms retain much of their old appearance, being
wainscotted in solid panels

;
and in one of them

THE GALLERY OF KYRLE’S HOUSE.

appears a decorated compartment, believed to

have been the work of Kyrle himself. It exhi-

bits his coat of arms, and the date 1689 execu-
ted in punctured or dotted outlines.

The house being in the centre of the town, has
but a small garden in its reaiO It is a square

* He wears a flowing wig and long neckcloth, but the
likeness appears to be but a very unsatisfactory one,
inasmuch as it is a poor work of art. In the ‘ Beauties
of England and Wales,’ mention is made of 1 a tolerable
portrait ’ preserved here when the house was an inu ; it is
not here now, but the original is said to have been in the
possession of Lord Muncaster. All the portraits now sold
here seem to lack vraisemblance.

plot of ground, reached by a sort of alley between
the walls of the adjoining houses. Here Kyrle
erected the summer-house represented in our
cut, but of which nothing now remains except the
foundation. It was here he read and ruminated;
but the advantages it possessed are few, as it

llOUSK.

is overlooked by houses on all sides, and is

a town-garden at best. The only pleasing fea-

ture is the church spire, which he aided in

building, and which gracefully overtops the
unpicturesque buildings around.

The beneficence and goodness of John Kyrle
owe their celebrity to Pope's noble lines. But
for the Poet’s acquaintance with his actions, and
his record of them in never-dying verse, he might
have been as little remembered as many other
philanthropists whose names are only written in
‘ the Book of Life.’ Pope made frequent visits to

Holm Lacy, the seat of Viscount Scudamore, to

whom he had been introduced by lus relative

Mr. Digby. He was near enough to Ross to

hear of all John Kyrle’s charities
; and he ren-

dered due homage to them in his Moral Essays.

The vivid colours of the Poet’s description

did not in this instance outdo the truth. Kyrle
literally did all that Pope declared in his outline

of the good man’s works.

THE SUMM

He was entered as a gentleman-commoner of

I
Baliol College, Oxford, in 1654, and was intended
for the bar

; but this intention he abandoned,

|
and returning to his native county he devoted

!

himself to agriculture and the improvement of
his native town. He always lived with great

simplicity, was an unmarried man, and had as

housekeeper, an old maiden aunt. His was
the olden hospitality ; beside his kitchen fire

t stood a large block of wood, which served as

j

a bench for the poor and the passing traveller to

sit upon and take the refreshment which was
never refused them. His own table was served
with much simplicity, and it is recorded that
he never drank anything but malt liquors and
cyder, and never had roast beef except on
Christmas-day. He was exceedingly fond of

cheerful society, and much enjoyed the weekly
market dinners, when he would join the farmers
and chat with them, being usually the last to

leave the table.

He is described as tall and thin, but well-

shaped, and by his temperance insured so much
good health, that his last illness was also his

first
;
he was fond not only of superintending

the many public and private labours in which
his mind was engaged, but of manually aiding

in them
;

and he would help the workmen
at their labour, in road-making and plant-

ing. The latter occupation was his favourite

one, and he delighted above all things in walking
about with an enormous pot of water, and
attending to the trees he planted. He was
generally seen trudging from place to place with
his spade on his shoulder.

His charities are so well told in Pope’s lines,

which are in the memory of all Englishmen, that
we need scarcely do more than refer to them
for the history of his actions. Every Sunday he
cooked a large piece of boiled beef and made
three pecks of flour into loaves, which was regu-

larly distributed to the poor

:

‘ Behold the market-place, with poor o’erspread,
The Man of Ross divides the weekly bread

;

He feeds yon alms-liouse, neat, but void of state,

Where age and want sit smiling at the gate

;

Him, portion'd maids, apprenticed orphans, bless'd,

The young who labour, and the old who rest.”

The universality of his benevolence and
thorough honesty of his character, made him the
referee in most disputes; and his leisure and
good-nature gave him means of settling many a
case which might else have involved much
wrangling and expense in law-courts. To the
sick he was also a doctor and attendant

:

‘ Despairing quacks with curses fled the place,
And vile attornies, now a useless race.'

He set his heart on the improvement of Ross ;

and its natural beauties and advantages were
heightened by his taste and care. Previous to his

time there was a want of trees about the town
and in the plain below it. Kyrle felt this, and
was a vigorous planter. It became ultimately
his greatest enjoyment to plant and water and
foster his sylvan children. The fine trees about

the church and avenues in the Prospect-ground

adjoining, were of his fostering. It was he

‘ who hung with woods yon mountain’s sultry brow,

and who called into existence many conveniences

and beauties which Ross has still to show. Kyrle
died at the age of eighty-four, full of years and
honour; the real grief felt when a benefactor

dies, was felt at Ross in 1724, when his remains
were carried to the last resting-place on the hill-

top where he had often walked and prayed. No



stone marked his grave for fifty-two years, but
kind hearts cherished the spot and remembered
it. In 1776, the tomb shown in our cut was
placed on the wall of the chancel close to the
communion-rails. Its history is told in this in-

scription which appears upon it :
—

‘ In virtue of
a bequest under the will of Constantia, Vis-

countess Dupplin, great-granddaughter to Sir

John Kyrle of Much Marclc in this county, Bart.

;

Lieut.-Col. James Money of Much Marele afore-

said, her executor and heir, erected this Monu-
ment in memory of his kinsman, John Kyrle,
a.d. 1776.’ The tomb is a work of much elegance,

KYKLE S MONUMENT.

it is of white and dove-coloured marbles edged
with black. A medallion in the upper part
exhibits a bas-relief likeness of Kyrle, above
which is hung a festoon. Beneath is another
medallion representing Charity and Benevolence
supporting each other.* The principal inscrip-

tion, which occupies the centre, runs thus :

—

‘This Monument was erected in memory of
John Kyrle, commonly called the Man of Boss.’

Immediately adjoining the churchyard is the

Prospect-ground, as it is termed, consisting of a
public walk extending for nearly a mile to the
southward, and which was formed by Kyrle.
He planted it with trees, and evidently intended
it for the ornament of the town as well as for

the health of its inhabitants; he constructed
seats for the weary traveller, as described by
Pope, and a summer-house at its termination.

But his townsmen had not that thought for

themselves which he in his benevolence had for

them. They neglected his gifts, and the Pros-
pect-ground became merely a field, instead of a
cheerful garden or a parterre

; the seats were
broken, the summer-house decayed, and many of
the trees were cut down. Worse than all, the
land became partially alienated from the people

:

the walks have been declared ‘ not public and
Kyrle’s townsmen, by their own neglect, have
been deprived of the advantages his benevolence
designed for them.
We cannot sympathise with those who had so

little sympathy with the exertions made for their

advantage by ‘ the Man of Ross ;
’ to us every-

thing connected with his name is hallowed.
We felt it a privilege to know how much could be
done with small means towards, not ephemeral,
but lasting good. We longed to show it to

those who enrol a donation on a charity list and
earn for themselves a great repute, by what is in

fact, no sacrifice.

There is a fashion in all things, and the cant

of religious charity is as degrading as any other.

John Kyrle acted upon the great ennobling pre-

cepts left us by St. Paul, and all who love to see

how

—

would be well rewarded by a pilgrimage to the
resting-place of The Man of Ross.

* It is engraved in our initial letter.

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF MODERN
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

In giving a short description of the modem
processes of ornamenting window glass, we
would dwell more particularly upon ornament
capable of frequent and cheap repetition.

Amongst designs of this character, arc the pat-

terns on what is termed “ frosted ” or “ white
enamelled glass,” their production as a branch of
Industrial Art, having been called into manu-
facturing existence in England by the repeal of
the Excise duty on glass. We lay stress on the
word manufacture not only as a contradistinction
to the single-handed method formerly employed,
but also to indicate its more general application,

as well as its greater importance as a trade. In
“ painted glass” designs, such as church windows,
&c., each specimen may be regarded as a picture,
usually executed but once, and depending
greatly upon the skill of the workman for its

beauty and effect. Such designs are not capable
of reproduction unless by the same tedious
operations that perfected the original

;
whereas

in the class of ornament to which we wish to
call the reader's attention, each design is capable
of easy as well as cheap and rapid repetition.

Compared with the “ painted window ” it is as
printing compared with writing

;
and though

the results hitherto obtained have been some-
what imperfect, yet they possess so much deco-
rative beauty, as to promise large and full

rewards for the further application of commer-
cial enterprise and the judicious aid of Art.
Our object is to point out the necessities and
peculiarities of the process, in the hopes of thus
enabling the artist to step in to the assistance of
the manufacturer in a manner that cannot fail to
be beneficial to both.

The art of colouring glass by means of the
metallic oxides is very generally understood, but
there are a few peculiarities in the process which
are not so well known ; these we will endeavour
to explain. The glass coloured by the oxides is

formed into sheets by two different methods
;

in

one instance the sheet is blown as usual, merely
substituting the coloured for the ordinary white
glass

; it is of course coloured throughout, and
is technically termed “ pot-metal.” In the other
instance the workman dips his “ blowpipe ” first

into coloured and afterwards into white glass

;

when the compound mass is blown out, both
glasses expand together, and
a sheet is formed of two
layers, one (generally very
thin) coloured and one
white. On looking through
this (flashed) glass, there is

no perceptible difference

between it and the “ pot-

metals,” but the distinction

is easily seen by looking at

the edge of the glass. All
the colours are occasionally

made in this manner, but
copper “ ruby ” glass is

always “ flashed,” because it

is naturally much too deep
in colour to allow of its

being blown of the ordinary
thickness ; the layer of
“ ruby ” glass on even the
darkest sheets is seldom
thicker than common letter-

paper, the substance of the
pane being white glass.

These thin coloured strata

of the “ flashed ” glasses

are easily removed from the
surface by the well known
methods of glass cutting

and engraving, or by the aid

of fluoric acid in etching or
“ embossing.” White pat-

terns on coloured grounds
and the reverse, are thus
readily procured

;
many of

them, especially the finely

cut and engraved ones, being

of exceeding beauty. Un-
fortunately, we cannot hope
by any engraving to give the

remotest idea of the brilliancy and life of these
designs, and are therefore compelled to leave
this part of the subject without an illustration.

The colours just referred to are produced
whilst the glass is in the furnace, and of course
before it is blown into sheets ; but by the pro-
cess of “staining,” all the various tints of yellow,
from a faint lemon through full yellow and
orange, up to a somewhat brownish red, can be
imparted to the glass after it is blown. This
process depends upon a peculiar property of
silver which is generally employed in the form
of a chloride, (hum cornea, or horn silver), and
is mixed and ground with some inert substance,
as oxide of iron or pipe-clay. The mixture, or
“
stain

”
is floated over the article to be coloured

by the aid of water or spirits of turpentine,
.and when dry the coating is about the thickness
of card or Bristol board. The glass is then
brought gradually to a full red heat, and after-

wards annealed
;
during the operation the silver

penetrates and actually dyes or “stains” the
glass, the oxide of iron or clay remaining loose

upon the surface. The colour thus obtained is

perfectly clear and brilliant, and the surface of
the glass appeal's to have undergone no change

;

so that finished cut glass goblets, decanters, vases,

&c., can be coloured entirely, or (by very simple
and apparent modifications of the process) in
any device that may be desired. The tint of the
“ stain ” is intense, generally in proportion to

the quantity of silver in the mixture, and the
degree and duration of the heat

; but the darkest
and richest tints can only be produced on glass
made for the purpose.*
To the ornamental window-painter this pro-

perty of silver is invaluable : it enables him to
introduce colour (although bis choice is limited)
into designs executed upon common window-
glass, and by using “ flashed ” glass and partially
removing the layer of colour by etching with
fluoric acid, he eftn “ stain ” the white glass thus
laid bare, and is a step nearer the solution of his
grand difficulty, the production of various clear
and transparent colours in the same piece of
glass.

• If by any means the other colours,—red, blue, green,
&c., could be “ stained,’’ an immense boon would be con-
ferred upon the Art, and though a “red stain,” by the
oxide of copper, is produced on the continent and patented
by a Mr. Bedford for this country, still it is, at the best,
so very tedious and uncertain ns to be useless to the glass
window-painter, and we arc quite without any method of
“staining” blue, green, See.
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The coloured glass paints never possess the

clearness and richness of those colours already

described ;
the paints are very fusible glasses

ground and mixed with oil of turpentine, they
are laid on with a brush in the usual manner and
when sufficiently heated they melt and fasten to

the glass, but never become quite clear and trans-

parent. The difficulty of insuring even moderate
success in glass painting, is mainly owing to the

great and often apparently capricious alterations

which the colours undergo in baking
;
the shade

or opaque colours also vary in tint as they are

seen by reflected or transmitted light, and when
to these obstacles is added the well-known brittle-

ness of the material, it is scarcely surprising that

the longest experience and most practised care

cannot always avoid disappointment.
We have next to notice the “frosted” or

“ enamelled ” glass, one feature in which, is the
absence of colour, the ground being produced by
white enamel, and the pattern by the trans-

parency of the glass at those parts from which
the enamel has been removed. And though one
element ofbeauty is wanting, yet there is so much
chasteness and elegance in the material itself and
so great a public advantage in its reasonable

price, that this manufacture deserves cultivation

and only requires a fair share of attention to

become of very considerable importance as a
branch of decorative Art.

The first process in the manufacture is to cover
one side of the sheets of glass with an even and
thin coating of white enamel, which is ground to

an impalpable powder and mixed with gum or
milk and water

;
when dry the coating adheres

well, though not very strongly, to the surface. The
pattern is cut out of paste-board or some pliable

material, and is used as a stencil plate, with this

difference however, that instead of any colour
being brushed on, as in the usual mode of sten-

cilling, the enamel is brushed off through the
openings of the pattern

; by this simple method
the whole of a large sheet is rapidly covered
with a pattern, and it is then ready for fixing.

The peculiarity inseparable from stencilling,

viz. the disjointed lines, is very apparent in

the whole of the cheap patterns, of which we
have given engravings

;
the three designs which

illustrate this article have been chosen with a
view to show how the difficulty can be most
easily avoided. In fig. 1. each line is indepen-
dent, there are no crossings and no lines very
close together, the stencil-plate does not in this

case at all interfere with the completeness of the
pattern. In fig. 2. the “ holdfasts ” are em-
ployed to give the over and under lapping of
the broad lines, the natural defect of the process
being thus turned to good account

;
but in fig. 3.

the deficiency of stencilling is very marked, the
numerous fine lines crossing and recrossing are

merely indicated, and though the design may
be easily traced, yet it is far from being clear

and effective. The designs for this purpose
should therefore be such as would profit by
this peculiarity, or at least such as will not
render the imperfection very apparent

;
and

all long and fine lines, particularly curved
ones, should be avoided, and as many and as

strong “ holdfasts ” left as possible. In some
patterns the enamel left by the “ holdfasts,” is

removed by hand, or by one or more extra sten-

cil plates, but the labour and uncertainty of the
execution are so greatly increased, that few
designs will bear the additional expense, and the
great desideratum is to obtain good designs,

capable of being completed at one operation.

So far as the manufacturers have had experience
in this branch of trade, there appears to be no
saleable medium class of ornament between these
cheap designs and such as are executed entirely

by hand, and therefore partake of the character
of drawings or paintings. By using a style to

remove the enamel from the glass, the most ela-

borate drawings can be executed, each stroke of
the style answering to a stroke of the pencil upon
paper ; the beauty of the device in such cases
being limited only by the skill of the draughts-
man. The style is occasionally used in conjunc-
tion with stencilling

; a bunch of fruit is sten-
cilled, the leaves and berries being cut out of the
plate, and the stems and fibres are put in by
hand with the style

;
and both the style and

stencil plates are sometimes combined with the

painting upon glass, described

in a former part of this paper

:

a very usual and advantageous
mode of combining these va-

rious kinds of work, being to

surround a window with a
richly coloured and painted
border, and to fill up the centre

squares with stencilled pat-

terns.

Engine tinning has also been
suggested as a means of orna-

ment, but the attempts which
have been made to introduce

it have entirely failed. A mode
of transfer * similar to that

employed in the pottery manu-
facture has been patented and
abandoned. The transparency
in place of the opacity of the
material, requires the use of a
much larger quantity of colour;

this cannot be confined at the

edges, but renders them ragged
and uneven, giving the whole
design an exceedingly poor
and weak effect. By far the
most successful results with
“ transfers,” have been obtained

by what is technically known
as “ stopping out ;

” the colour
ink employed is composed of

materials which will not adhere
to the glass when heated. The
transfer is first made on the
glass and the enamel laid on
afterwards ;

when burnt, the
ink colour is removed and
being under the enamel, pre-

vents it from adhering to

those places covered by the transfer; stencilling however, has so much the advantage of

transfer both in rapidity and certainty, that it is the only method pursued by the majority of

manufacturer The price of this glass does not much exceed that of plain ground glass, and is

now very generally used in its place. An ornamental window can be procured for less than
the cost of common window glass before the repeal of the Excise duty, and its consumption
is daily increasing for staircase-windows, skylights, domes, lanterns, vestibule-doors, hall-

lamps, &c., and for the lower panes of windows in lieu of wire-blinds, which only show their

pattern from the outside, whereas the enamelled glass displays the design either from the inside

as a transparency or from the outside as an opaque object.

There are three variations in the method of executing these patterns, which are worthy of

notice. The first is termed “ flocking,” and consists in grinding the whole of one side of the

glass, and ornamenting the other in the usual manner
;
the contrast between the ground and

pattern is much lessened by
this treatment, but for some

FJG 3
situations a considerable ad-

vantage Ls obtained by having
a completely obscured glass

which cannot be seen through.

The second, “ double matt,” is

similar to “ flocking,” except
that, instead of grinding, a coat

of enamel is laid on the reverse

side, and the bright lights and
fibres are taken out of this

second ground
;
a very beau-

tiful damask-like appearance
is thus obtained. The third

variation is in the use of a
coloured instead of a white
enamel

;
when this method is

employed conjointly with the
“ double matt,” the ground
being tinted and the orna-

ments white, a peculiarly fine

effect is produced, but when
this conjoined method is still

further assisted by painting

and “staining,” it affords by
far the most chaste and beau-
tiful decorations that can be
applied to domestic purposes.

In this short and superficial

essay we have endeavoured to

point out some of the difficul-

ties that are in the path of

those who may wish to

' Transfer is effected by printing
from a copper plate upon a very
thin paper; the print is then laid
face downwards on the glass, and
the paper is rubbed off with a wet
sponge, leaving the ink or colour
attached to the surface of the glass.
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impi’ove what has already been accomplished.
We hope to have said enough to direct attention

to the “ Art of ornamenting common windows,”
and by so doing, we believe we are helping to

spread the elegancies of life amongst those who
have hitherto been comparatively strangers to

them. And we hope also to have been the means
of bringing the matter to the notice of some of

those who may be able to add greatly to its im-

portance by the good help of their genius and
artistic skill. Henry Deacon.

PRINCE ALBERT’S DESIGN FOR A TABLE ORNAMENT.

All who love Art must experience much gratification in finding among its votaries the high-

born and noble. The intellectual mind, whatever position its possessor may occupy, must
busy itself in congenial pursuits ; it can neither repose in sluggish inactivity, nor waste its powers
on unworthy and frivolous objects. But it is a rare occurrence for the hand of royalty to use
the pencil in furtherance of Art, especially in that department which is far too generally
regarded as the sole province of the artisan.

In our notice last month of the Exhibition at the Society of Arts, we briefly remarked upon a
“ Gilt Centre-piece, executed by command of her Majesty, from a design by Ins Royal Highness
the Prince Albert.” The object is in all respects so worthy a specimen of his Royal Highness’s

taste and skill in designing, that we gladly introduce an engraving of it. In character it is

Italian, and consists of a circular base with projecting trusses, which support a quadrangular
pedestal. This is again surrounded by a rich salver of antique form resting on four demi-
figures with birds’ heads at the angles. Upon the principal pedestal are placed four of her

THE VERNON GALLERY.

J. Constable, R.A., Painter. J. C. Bentley, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 4 ft. 9i in. by 4 ft. 1 in.

This picture was painted in 1835, and it is one of
the last and best of Constable’s efforts

;
a worthy

companion to the “ Corn Field,” presented to the
National Gallery, by the admirers of the painter,
some few years ago.
The picture is full of incident, treated with that

poetic feeling which distinguishes even the most
simple subjects of this painter. The commonest
field-stile became under Constable’s pencil an
interesting object, and many a rustic post in the
neighbourhood of Hampstead has ensured an im-
mortality little dreamt of by the heedless labourer
when he placed his rude work in its earthy bed.
In the “ Valley Farm,” however, we have a con-

centration of all those objects which it was the
painter’s chief delight to represent. The cluster
of tall trees to the right, with all its variety of form,
light and shade, and colour, is a masterpiece of
foliage

;
and such foliage as few but English farms

can afford. The bright glimpse of the farm-house
itself, beneath the broad branches of the trees,

9hines like a gem amidst the deep shadows that
surround it.

The careful treatment of the various minute
objects of the immediate foreground, displays that
attentive observation of the individualities of
nature, which was one of the characteristics of
Constable’s style. The little spots or touches of
light, also, spread over almost every object, show a

still more striking peculiarity of this painter’s
style

;
it is less obtrusive however in the print,

than in the picture. This peculiar effect, cer-

tainly originating in truth, Constable frequently
carried to an excess, and allowed to degenerate into

manner. He lived at Hampstead, and was accus-
tomed to early rising and morning sketching. Thus
many of his studies were made with the dew-drop
still on the grass and leaves, and its sparkling
lights are the source of that sprinkling of refracted
rays which is so frequently spread over Constable’s
pictures

;
a spottiness sometimes pervading even

his clouds.

The colouring of this picture, however, is re-
markable for its warmth, and the tints are laid on
with the vigour of a Rembrandt.
On the 8th of April, 1835, Constable writes thus

to a friend concerning it :
—

‘‘I have got my picture
into a very beautiful state

;
I have kept my bright-

ness without my spottiness, and have preserved
God Almighty’s daylight, which is enjoyed by all

mankind, excepting only the lovers of old dirty
canvas, perished pictures at a thousand guineas
each, cart-grease, tar, and snuff of candle. Mr.

, an admirer of common-place, called to see
it, and did not like it at all, so I am sure there is

something good in it. Soon after, Mr. Vernon
called, and bought it, having never seen it before
in any state.” The picture was exhibited the same
year at the Academy, but was not sent to Mr.
Vernon till some time after, for in a letter,

dated December 9th, to Mr. Leslie, R.A.,
we find the following remark, which shows
how intent Constable was on making it

worthy of his great name: “ Mr. Vernon’s
picture is not yet gone to him

;
he wants it;

but it never was half so good before, and I
will do as I like with it, for I have still a greater
interest in it than any body else.”

The “ Valley Farm ” is a view of a little farm-
house known as “Willy Scott’s House,” and
situated on the bank of the river close to Flatford
Mill, the property >of the artist’s father, near East
Bergholt. It is a principal object in many of
Constable’s pictures, the most exact view of it

occurring in that engraved in the English landscape
under the title of a “Mill Stream,” but it has
never been more picturesquely rendered than in
the view here presented.

Majesty’s favourite dogs
;
a greyhound and a Scotch terrier stand beside a dead hare; and on the

opposite side are another terrier and a turnspit dog watching a rat in a round wire trap. On
two sides of the circular base are the arms respectively of the Queen and Prince Albert, and
upon the other faces the Royal Initials : an elegant ornamental moulding runs round the base of

the “ Centre-piece ” except where it is intersected by the royal arms.
The animals were modelled by Mr. Cotterill, whose reputation in this class of work is uni-

versal
;
and the “ Centre-piece ” in itself was manufactured by Messrs. Garrard.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

AMATEUR PICTURE DEALERS.

Sir,—You have, with very proper feeling and
spirit, shown up a set of fellows who practise upon
the public in the guise, or rather the disguise, of
“picture dealers;” for I have no doubt you
know well how to distinguish the false from the
“ true men.” There is another set which has not
yet come under your notice, more pitiful and con-
temptible still, with whom the public ought to be
made acquainted, and above all, the artists them-
selves. These are the studio sneaks,—the picture
pedlar, the gentleman broker, the mock patron

!

Now, your low broker may be a sharper, and, if you
like, a scamp, but he meets you boldly upon the
road, and if you are too weak to resist him you
become his victim ; but his daring and address
save him from utter contempt. But what will
you say ofthe puny, paltry, picture-peddling, painter-
patroniser, who, under the prestige of a double-rap
and a coat of broad-cloth, makes his way into the
studio of an artist, pretending to be a genuine
admirer of Art and a humble votary of Taste

;
yet

who comes with no other motive but to throw his
victim off

-

his guard and then to turn his careless-
ness, his good nature, or his necessities, to account.

I know what you will say,—but having been
threatened with this half-a-dozen times in his life,

he defeats your purpose by taking himself off to

visit a more manageable victim. Having found
him, his first movement is admiration, adulation,
delight, extending to the darkest and dustiest cor-
ners of the painting-room

;
no recess, no cockloft

or exhibition-exaltation, no obscure retreat behind
a phalanx of canvasses is proof against the searching
eye of Taste, and the liberal hand that now draws
forth the reluctant, long-hid doings of the past.
The painter had consigned them long since to
obscurity, never wishing to see them himself or let

others see them
;
but a Maecenas is at hand, the

eye of the connoisseur is upon them, the voice of
a lover of Art calls them forth and they must come.
For what purpose ? To figure in a public auction
twelve months hence as “ the property of a gentle-
man !

” The true broker in spirit will say that the
painter having chosen to let his pictures go, ought
not to complain of the consequences

; this is true
or false, according to the sense in which it is taken.
In natural history there is an instance of some huge
animal who is doomed to be the prey of a tiny
reptile that is always pursuing him and using
every vile stratagem for his destruction, and when
this is effected the little brute epicure will eat
only his brains /—to which illustrative fact the same
spirit will remark that he ought to keep out of his
way. The broker, in the spirit of his calling, tells

you that he cannot afford to give you more than
the price of the canvas and colours for your
picture

;
you think him a low rogue, and part with

it, either because you do not value it, or want the
little he offers

;
or you refuse it

;
at all events it is

a fair tussle between buyer and seller. But in the
other case it is a very different matter. Here is a
gentleman who buys pictures only because he
adores Art and admires artists

;
he laments that he

cannot reward you according to your talent, and
he carries his admiration so far as to desire to

possess what you do not care about. How can you
refuse such a man

;
you would rather give him

what he wants than disappoint his liberal longing.
Then, again, there is something so noble in his

spirit,—what a pity his means are not equal to it r

He will take all you have, everything
;
sketches,

half-finished pictures, failures and first thoughts,
duplicates, all at a certain price, or give you a
piano-forte, a book-case, or a bedstead in return.
But there is one picture you will not part with

;
it

is a Martin, a Linnell, an Etty! Admiration
again ! What, have you a real Etty—are you so
lucky ? He has a passion for Etty and has been
trying all his life long to get one of his pictures

;

what a fortunate man you are
;
enviable man

! you
must part with it, and you do—urged on by a
warmth of admiration “ for the master,” that
would put Wardour Street to the blush.
But, I fear, Sir, you will think this a fictitious

character and unnatural, because these are not the
doings of a gentleman, who is above such paltry
tricks. Do not make too sure of that, Mr. Editor

;

all the gentlemen-blacklegs are not confined to the
turf, they are occasionally found in the studio.
The true gentleman, like the true patron, is

another order of being. In addition to the real,
there is the spurious gentleman

;
the casual gentility

of a commercial country, among which many are
found who defile the sphere above them with the
native mud of their own

;
and because Taste is an

attribute of station and worth, it is not unfre-

quently assumed for the vainest as well as the
meanest purposes.

I am led to these remarks by some glaring in-

stances which have lately presented themselves to

notice. Very recently at Phillips’ Rooms there
was an auction of modern pictures, “ the property

of a gentleman.” This is the second auction got
up by the same gentleman ; the first gave his name
and the place of his abode, a respectable residence
into which he had just stepped to give the better
colour to his project,—the last is without name or

address, a trick not without an object. The fact

is, that the true huckstering character of the thing
is now coming out, and the immaculate patron is

culminating again into the broker, and the love of
Art turns out to be a love of money, or one of the
many dodges of the day for an existence. How far

the interests of the artists are concerned you may
judge from the prices at which certain articles at

this sale were “ knocked down.” Collins, “ Moon-
light,” 21. 10s. ! Eastlake, “ Study from Nature,”
Forty-five shillings! Etty, “Head of a Moor,”
much such a price, but not remembered. Frost,

“Study from Life,” 51. Pickersgill, “Welsh
Scenery,” 21. 15s. Constable, “ Landscape,” 5 gs.

E. M. Ward, “ Thorwaldson in his Study,” 6 gs.

Pyne, “A Landscape,” 6 gs. Turner, “Land-
scape,” 10 gs. Sir Joshua Reynolds, “ Mrs. Mar-
tin,” 7 gs. Von Holst, “ Girls in a Market-place,”

1 guinea. Frank Stone, “ The Toilet,” 21. !

Now, Sir, supposing these to be really the pro-

ductions of the artists to whom they are attributed,

is there not a moral and professional cruelty and
indelicacy in dragging into public notice what the
parties themselves wish to conceal, and which, if

really obtained in the manner described, is no
better than a moral felony. All the world knows
that men (the eminent) in every high order of
pursuit, frequently produce things infinitely below
their reputation. Carelessness, weariness, tem-
porary unfitness, and experiment, lead to this as a
natural consequence, and the mean dabbler who
has the plausibility and low cunning to get posses-

sion of such things, and whose cringing necessities

are thus fed upon the degradation of genius, is a
being utterly below contempt, or worthy only of

public and professional scorn.

Your obedient Servant,
Antiscrub.

PIRACY OF DESIGNS.

We abridge from the Sheffield Independent a case
of considerable importance to manufacturers, adju-
dicated by the magistrates of Sheffield, on the
19th of March:—“Messrs. Broadhead and Atkin,
manufacturers and electro-platers, who are the
proprietors of the design of ‘ the Anglo-Argentine
Boudoir Candlestick,’ registered under 5 & 6 Viet.,

c. 100, complained that their design for a 1 Boudoir
Candlestick ’ had been unlawfully imitated by Mr.
Joseph Wolstenholme, also of Sheffield, Britannia
metal manufacturer. It was distinctly proved that
Messrs. Broadhead and Atkin’s was an original

design : that it had been duly registered
;
that Mr.

Wolstenholme had been making and selling candle-
sticks precisely the same in design, though a little

different in detail, under the name of ‘ toilet can-
dlesticks.’ The proof of the imitation was curiously
confirmed by the fact that, when applied to for

one of his own ‘ toilet candlesticks,’ Mr. Wolsten-
holme first actually supplied one ofBroadhead and
Atkin’s * boudoir candlesticks.’ For the defence,
it was argued that Messrs. Broadhead and Atkin’s
was not original, but was taken from French pat-
terns, published from time to time in the Art-
Journal; though it was admitted that the idea of
Mr. Wolstenhoime’s, which he also had registered,
was taken from Messrs. Broadhead and Atkin’s.
The magistrates decided that Messrs. Broadhead
and Atkin’s was an original design, within the
meaning of the act; that the variation in the style

of ornament introduced by Mr. Wolstenholme did
not render his the less an imitation, and that it

was not protected by the subsequent registry
;
and

they inflicted a penalty of 15/. and costs.”

[It may be remembered that about two years
ago we published in the Art-Journal (by consent
of Messrs. Broadhead and Atkin,) an engraving of
this “boudoir candlestick,” stating that “although
an imitation of articles of this description manufac-
tured in France, it was not a copy of any one of
them

;
” and adding that “ we believed the produc-

tion arose out of the models we had from time to

time given in our Journal, in the course of our
illustrations of French manufacture.” Somuchwas
admitted in evidence by the clerk of Messrs. Broad-
head and Atkin

;
but such admission by no means

justifies the piracy of the article, which was to all

intents and purposes original, although the idea of
forming chamber-candlesticks upon this plan (a
judicious combination of leaves and flowers), ori-

ginated in France. The decision of the magistrates
is, therefore, strictly legal as well as just.

One of the magistrates, Mr. Vickers, remarked,
that “he always understood one of the objects of

the Art-Journal was to suggest ideas for designs

in Art and Manufactures
;

” and so it unquestion-

ably is
;
but the worthy magistrate drew a very

proper distinction between the idea suggested and
the actual model presented : the one is common to

all
;
the other belongs by law to the party who

first avails himself of it. If the candlestick in

question had been a direct copy from a French
model, any manufacturer might have made it

—

not indeed from the one manufactured in England,
(if registered) but from the one manufactured in

France. In this case, however, although the idea

was taken from French productions, the article

itself was an invention justly entitled to the protec-

tion it received.

We desire to make it clearly understood that we
publish from time to time in this Journal, engrav-
ings of three distinct classes of designs. 1. Copies
of such as have been produced on the Continent

;

2. Such as arc invented and manufactured in

England (contained in “ Reports of the Progress of
British Manufacturers ”) ;

3. Original Designs for

Manufacturers. The first and third are open to

all parties—to copy either as a whole or in part

;

the first is common property in the article itself,

and of course therefore in the engraving
;

the

third we purchase from designers, under a special

agreement that such designers shall have no right

over them after publication—so making them the

common property of all who desire their use.*

But with reference to such engravings and
descriptions of articles produced by British manu-
facturers, as from time to time appear in our pages,

it is clear that they may no more be copied than
may a book of which we have given a review. In
the case under consideration, we published an
engraving of Messrs. Broadhead & Atkin’s Boudoir
Candlestick, as an original work invented by them,
and of course their property

;
we distinctly stated

it to be such—that “ although the idea was taken
from French productions of a class, it teas not a
copy." It is highly to their credit that they were
the first to adopt the suggestion. We rejoice to

learn that “ the sale of the candlestick has been
considerable ;” and we have only to say to Mr.
Wolstenholme that the idea is as free to him as it

was to Messrs. Broadhead & Atkin.]

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

PARIS.—M. Gourlicr has recently communi-
cated to the Academyof Sciences of Paris, a discovery
made by M. Stahl, which bids fair to be of much
service to those employed in taking casts of objects,

in which process it not unfrequently happens,
that much difficulty arises from the farinage or

adherence of the plaster of Paris to the surface of

the objects to be copied, or to the moulds of deep
intaglio, thus interfering with the correctness and
fineness of the impression. These inconveniences
are more frequently met with in the following

cases:— (1) In obtaining casts of soft fresh anato-

mical preparations, in which case they are covered
with a layer of oil

; (2) Of specimens which have
been preserved in spirits of wine

: (3) Of wax
objects : (4) Of deep intaglios, especially when
somewhat old, or not recently used. Having the

charge of the castings for the Museum of Natural

It is right to state, however, that our invariable prac-

tice is to accompany these original designs with the name
anti address of the designer, in order that the manufac-
turer who desires to work out a design may, by applying
to the designer, obtain such alterations as render it more
suitable for his purpose, and, at the same time, enable him
to register it as his own property

;
for though subsequent

to such registration, any other party may copy our pub-
lished design, with or without alteration, he cannot copy
those alterations which have been previously introduced

into it by a manufacturer—either by himself, the designer,

any person employed by him. In other words, although

_j registry of an actual copy of one of our original designs

would hold good
;
any alteration of it would hold good as

far as such alteration is concerned. It is very essential

that this point should be clearly understood ;
for nearly all

the articles that have been manufactured from our original

designs, have been were copies—not entitled to any pro-

tection whatever. We give these original designs gene-
rally as suggestions ; fully aware that certain changes are

required to suit them for manufacture
;
aud we recom-

mend that in all cases application be made to the de-

signer; such application will entail little additional ex-

pense to the producer, inasmuch as for the design the

artist has been, iu all cases, previously recompensed by
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History at Paris, M. Stalil has paid considerable
attention to this subject, and has long searched for

the cause of thisfarinage, and the means of reme-
dying it. In the course of his researches he was
led to remark, that it never arose in taking casts

of those objects which had been preserved in a
solution of chloride of zinc instead of spirit of wine

;

and on applying the solution to those cases in
which the above-mentioned matter was previously
met with, the most complete success attended the
application. Having next made several experi-
ments with the view to ascertain the strength of
the solution best adapted for the purpose, M. Stahl
gives the following directions for the guidance of
those who wish to make use of the process.

If casts be required of soft or small anato-
mical specimens, whether fresh or previously kept
in spirit of wine, these should be immersed for a
few hours in a solution of chloride of zinc of the
density of twenty to twenty-five degrees Bcaume,
(equal to specific gravity 1-161 to 1-210) after which
the easts may be taken without any other prepara-
tion being required. If, on the contrary, the speci-

mens arc of too large a size to be conveniently
immersed, it will be found sufficient to apply the
solution either to the whole of the specimen at
once, or to each portion of it in succession, in such
a manner that the solution may be thoroughly
imbibed. This last process is equally applicable to
wax figures, whatever their dimensions.

If moulds of deep intaglio be employed, these,
having been soaped some hours before use, should
be moistened with the solution of chloride of zinc
of the density of fifty degrees Beaume (equal to
specific gravity 1-530), after which a coating of oil

must be applied as usual.
M. Stahl has succeeded, by the use of the chloride

of zinc, in taking a cast of a beautiful model figure,
the work of the late M. Giraud, a distinguished
sculptor, now in the possession of M. Yatinclli,
who, after the refusal of several casters, had des-
paired of ever obtaining a cast, either in plaster or
bronze, ofthis much esteemed production. M. Stahl
has also taken casts of the most delicate specimens
of natural history, as well as of intaglios of various
kinds, obtaining the most complete and faithful
reproduction of the minutest details, such as the
smaller scales of fishes, &c.
The Louvre.— The wing of the Louvre

called the Gallery of Apollo is undergoing ex-
tensive repair, and a great number of workmen
are employed in it. The timbers of the roof were
found so much decayed that the entire reconstruc-
tion became necessary. Some of our visitors to
Paris before the Revolution of February 24 may
recollect the statue of the unfortunate son of Louis
Philippe, the Duke of Orleans, adorning the centre
of the Court of the Louvre. This has been removed
as offensive to Republican notions, and preparations
are making to transport the fountain of the
“Marche des Innocens” to replace the statue,
which is, for the present, condemned to oblivion.
It would be an alleviation of the public expendi-
ture in this protean country if the national monu-
ments were constructed on moveable frames, so
that they might be exhibited or withdrawn, as
often as changes of dynasty or the domination of
new ideas required.

Exhibition of Modern Art.—The National
Assembly has determined that the annual exhibi-
tion of the modern productions of Art shall take
place in the ci-devant palace of the Tuileries, now
named the “ Palais National.” It will not open
before the loth of June. A sum of 1400/. has
been voted to defray the expenses of the fittings,

and a further sum of 3000/. towards the other ex-
penses attendant on the exhibition. The furniture
and ornamental objects of the palace are in course
of removal to the stores of the “ Garde Mcuble.”
Exhibition of Industrial Art.—This exhi-

bition is now advertised to be opened positively on
June 1. The Minister of Commerce has issued an
official notice that no foreign productions or works
executed by foreign residents shall be received.
This resolution was determined in consequence of
the majority of the Chambers of Commerce in the
different manufacturing districts having memo-
rialised the Minister to this effect.— Moine, the
Sculptor.—This artist, who had attained consi-
derable distinction in his profession, has committed
suicide. Pressed by numerous creditors for debts
incurred by the suspension of occupation, and
having passed some days without food, or the means
of obtaining any, in a fit of delirium he put an
end to his existence.

Brussels.—The Minister of the Interior has
submitted to his Majesty a proposition for his
government to undertake the publication of cheap
prints for circulation among the humble classes.

They are to comprise the historical events of the
country, portraits of eminent persons, remarkable

monuments and antiquities, as well as local

views. A series will also be executed relative to

the Natural Sciences, Rural Economy, the Arts
and Sciences, the Marine and Commerce. The
religious pictures of the great masters of the Fle-

mish school will furnish a contingent, and no
subject will be admitted but those of instructive

tendency or a moral purpose, and drawn with
correctness of form. They arc particularly in-

tended for the use of schools, and will bear inscrip-

tions in the French and Flemish languages. By a

decree of the king, dated November 29, 1848, the

Minister of the Interior is authorised to carry the

proposal into execution. The prints will all be
from wood engravings, and are to be sold at two
sous (one penny) each. The additional expenses
that will be incurred are to be defrayed from the

amount charged in the Budget for the advance-
ment of the Fine Arts.

GERMANY.

—

Berlin.—A new edition of

Kugler’s “ Handbuch der Kunstgescliichte ” has
been published

;
but the author is not the editor

of this second edition, which is edited by Burk-
hardt, a young Swiss of extensive knowledge.
Another author, the architect Veit, in Munich,
has published a series of copper-plates, illustra-

tive of the text of the Handbook.
Ulm.—The minster of this city is one of the

most celebrated in Europe. Within the last year
extensive reparations have taken place, so that the

conservation of this magnificent monument of the

middle ages is assured for many hundred years.

The interior is to be greatly embellished by the

removal of a large and tasteless arch, and by the
erection of a new organ-loft, decorated in the style

of the dome.
Bonn.—Within the last few years a number of

interesting works of Roman Art have been dis-

covered in Cologne
;
a large mosaic with the por-

traits of the Grecian philosophers and poets,

—

Chilo, Cleobulus, Socrates, Diogenes, Sophocles,

&c., now preserved in the chapel of the town-
house.
In Weyden, near Cologne, they have found a

Roman Columbarium, with a Sarcophagus and two
well preserved and splendid stone chairs, sculptured

in the form of tress-work, also busts and vases.

In the tomb of Welsclibillig, near Treves, and in

the vicinity, have been discovered several Herma,
a beautiful marble statue of an Amazon, and a

silver statuette of Apollo. You will find extensive

notices of these and other antiquarian discoveries

in the “Fahrbucher des Yereins von Alterthums-
freunden in Rheinlande,” which are published in

Bonn by Professor L. Lcrsch. The most interest-

ing object has been brought to light by an excava-

tion at Mayence, the 10th of August, 1848. It is

a sword with a silver scabbard, ornamented with
basso-relievos of gold. The first of these relievos

shows Tiberius silting before Victory—a shield

rests on his throne with the inscription, “Fe-
licitas Tiberi

a

similar shield is in the hand
of Victory with the inscription, “ Vic. Aug.”
(Victoria August!). Before Tiberius you sec

Germanicus offering Victory to the emperor, and
in the background Mars (or Vulcan) with arms.

In the middle of this side of the scabbard is a

medallion with the portrait of Tiberius, on the

end a temple and a female figure, perhaps repre-

senting Rome. This part of the scabbard is also

ornamented with oak crowns and sword-chains.

The other side, originally made of fine wood, has,

with the exception of a little remnant, been
destroyed by the tooth of time. The possessor of
this precious work is the printseller and antiquary
Gold in Mayence. F.

SONNET.

NATURE THE EXEMPLAR AND THE END OF ART.

Say, what is Art ?
—

’tis but the imaged creed

Of all-pervading Nature. When the winds
And waves—that dread Omnipotence unbinds

—

Their breathings make, on shore, in vocal reed,

They music teach: the full-voiced organ’s peal,

And harp Eolian, drew from them their birth.

The vast-spread skies that canopy the earth,

And forest-depths, that in long vistas steal,

Hung in the air the awe-inspiring dome,
And gave to man the dim religious aisle.

Love traced a shadow, and at that wakening smile

Painting and Sculpture in the heart found home :

And the field-flower that twined around a tomb,
Typed the proud orders both of Greece and

Rome.
C. O.

OBITUARY.

MR. JAMES BATEMAN.
This artist, who enjoyed a reputation as an

animal painter, died on the 24th of March, at his
residence at Holloway. He was born in London
in 1814, and displayed at a very early age a predi-
lection for that profession in which he subsequently
distinguished himself. The delicacy of his consti-

tution subjected him even in childhood to a
long and painful illness, during which he occupied
himself in drawing and painting while confined
to his bed. His first attempt in oil was at the age
of fourteen—the essay was in portraituie. Yielding
to this confirmed inclination, his friends placed
him with a painter on glass, but this department
of Art was perhaps not to his taste, as he did not
pursue the study of it, but accepted an engagement
as clerk. Every hour that was not due to the dis-

charge of the duties of his avocation was devoted
to drawing and painting. He held this appoint*
ment until 1837, when an offer was made to him
which marked an era in his life. This was a pro-
position on the part of two gentlemen that he
should at once enter upon the exercise of Art as a
profession, they at the same time entering into an
engagement to take all his productions during the
space of one year, allowing him a hundred pounds.
In 1838 he made the acquaintance of Mr. Lance,
from whom he x'cceived much valuable instruction,

and so rapid was his progress that in 1840 he
exhibited three pictures at the British Institution,

and others in the same year at the Royal Academy
and the Institution of British Artists. From this

period he has been a yearly exhibitor, and from
time to time his works have been favourably
noticed in the Art-Journal. From the age of seven
years the health of Mr. Bateman became delicate,

insomuch that in after-life he was frequently com-
pelled to relax his professional application, and at
length his constitution yielded to repeated attacks
of indisposition. In the relations of husband and
father, the tenor of his life was most exemplary,
and he fulfilled the duties of a Christian with
earnest piety. A very painful part of our duty is

to announce that Mr. Bateman has left a wife and
four children altogether unprovided for. The only
property left consists of the pictures now at the
British Institution, and those which have been sent
for Exhibition at the Royal Academy, together
with a collection of works and sketches at the resi-

dence of the artist, situated No. 3, Claremont Cot-
tages, Eden Grove, Holloway. To these we ear-

nestly invite the attention of patrons of Art
;
they

who admire his department will, by becoming
purchasers, gratify themselves and perform an act

of Christian benevolence.

PAUL BOURti.

Paul Boure, a young Belgian sculptor, died at
the end oi last December. His life, as Lord Mahon
says of Wilkie, was too short, at least for his

friends. He had hardly attained the age oftwenty-
five years when he died

;
yet in 1845 he exhibited

a statue which excited much attention, and it was
decided by the amateurs that he “ gave promise.”
Boure had a contemplative and persevering
mind, and laboured incessantly in spite of the
disease which was undermining his constitution.

There is in the letters of Leopold Robert
a passage full of melancholy, which well applies to

Boure. He says—“ I was so happy when I could
work from the commencement of day until the

night, from passion not from duty. Alas ! I have
aspired to the things impossible, I am seized with
the malady which attacks those who desire too

much; and yet I have always loved the simple,

A life calm and contemplative, is it not preferable

to the raptures of an ambitious heart ? I have
read this night the Bible, and I have sought in its

sublime exhortations a tranquillity which always
flics me. Religion and Nature arc my two con-
solations.”

Boure was a true student of nature, and the bent
of his genius was to what our neighbours call la

realite. He sought, for example, expression, in his

heads, even at the expense of beauty, and for move-
ment, at that ofrhythm of attitude. There was in his

Joueur de billes mixed with the grace of the Grecian
bas-reliefs, a little of the gamin of our days. His
“ Savage struggling with a Serpent,” is a study
full of knowledge and energy. An eminent
French critic remarked on seeing this work,
“ Boure doit etre range dans le categorie des
peintres coloristes.”

The “ Prometheus,” however, to which we have
alluded above, is his most remarkable work. In
this he has not only shown his mastery of the
secret of beautiful forms, but he has imparted a
depth and a grandeur of expression which is irre-

sistibly felt.

§;.j
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy.—

S

ome absurd rumours
have recently bceu circulated through the daily

and weekly press, alleging that the Royal

Academy had refused admission to various

pictures from Scotland, in consequence of their

non-arrival on the days notified for reception
;
the

steamer conveying them having been detained

on its voyage by stress of weather. Although
entirely discrediting a report, which, under the

circumstances, would be too monstrous for

belief, we caused inquiry to be made, and find

there is not the least foundation for the “ scan-

dal ;

’’ (it is this and nothing else) an order was
issued by the council at once to admit all the

pictures which had thus been detained, subject

of course to the usual regulations
;
they were

accordingly received on the following Thursday.

The statement originated in the Observer, a paper
in all respects entitled to confidence except in

matters connected with Art. The paragraph, we
regret to find, has not been contradicted.

The New Water Colour Society.—

T

he
exhibition of this Society was opened to private

view on Saturday the 21st of April, but in

consequence of its being so late in the month,
we arc denied the satisfaction of giving more
than a very brief announcement in this number.
Since last year the Society has received a con-

siderable accession of new members, many of

whom are already favourably known : these are

T. S. Prout, Bennett, Weir, Wild, M'Ewen, M. A.

Hayes, Mrs. Hayes, Mrs. Oliver, and Rowbotham.
As our notice was written before the opening
of the Exhibition, we have not the gratification

of being enabled to give the titles of all the
works worthy of notice, but in the next number
of the Journal, with the assistance of the cata-

logue, we shall have an opportunity of doing
them more justice in a more comprehensive
notice. An attractive composition from Thom-
son is exhibited by Davidson; and among the
other admirable productions in and near the

line, we observe ‘ Mussel Gatherers/ by Mole
;

‘ Fontainebleau,' by Chase
;

1 Plenty,' by Absalon;
‘ Portsmouth,’ T. S. Robins :

‘ Hop-Pickers,’

James Fahey; ‘Windsor Castle,’ W. Bennet ;

‘Vespers at Bruges,’ an extraordinary work, by
Haghe

;
‘ Amiens,’ T. S. Boys

;
‘ Twilight,’

A. Penley
;

‘ Peace,’ Wehnert
;

‘ The Murderers
of T. Chase of Amersham,’ E. H. Corbould ;

‘ Rouen,’ Rowbotham
;

‘ St. Peter’s,’ Vacher
;

‘Joseph’s Coat,’ Warren; ‘ French Fish Girls,’

W. Lee. The titles of many other excellent

drawings we do not know, but we may cite the
names of Green, Mrs. Margetts, Mrs. Oliver,

Miss Corbaux, Miss Steer, Comick, &c.

Art Union of London.—

T

he Society will

have distributed its prizes before this Journal is

in the hands of its readers. The report will have
been published, and subscribers will be made
aware of the future prospects of the Institution.

It would be of course idle to speculate upon
the matter, until the facts are before us.

The Royal Family by Winterhalter.—

M

r.

Alderman Moon has submitted to us an etching

of the engraving now in the hands of Mr. Samuel
Cousins, from this very famous picture, of the
Queen, Prince Albert, and their most interesting

and beautiful children. The engraver enjoys

the highest repute
; his class of art has never

been carried so near perfection in this or in

any country, as by him
;
and it may be safely

j

supposed that upon this work he will expend
i

all his talent, not alone because of its great
importance, but inasmuch as he is to receive for

i it a larger sum than, we believe, has ever been
1

paid for any single engraving—a sum of 3000

j

guineas, exclusive of that which is to be paid

|

him for “ touching ” every impression that

1

issues from the printer. For the copyright

i

of the picture Mr. Winterhalter received 1000
guineas

;
so that before the print is in the

hands of the public, the enterprising publisher
will have expended no less than 6000/. in

,

its production—a case, we believe, without
i

parallel in the history of Art. We sincerely hope
it will answer his hopes and expectations

; for
the Alderman lias issued many great works, the
best of which has been, we regret to say, the
least profitable

;
and his trust must be—as it

may be—strong in the national feeling towards

the subject of this print to justify so enormous
an outlay of capital. We believe he will not be
disappointed, the theme has been so treated as

to appeal universally. In this picture the Queen
is not in state ; she sits by her husband’s side

among her children, in one of the balconies of

Old Windsor—the model, as all her subjects

know her to be, of an English wife and mother.

The theme has been treated by the artist with

judgment and taste ; the portraits are strikingly

like, the grouping is excellent, and the children

are introduced naturally and gracefully. We
may judge of what the engraving will be from
what the etching is

;
it is somewhat advanced,

and even now conveys a very accurate idea of

the picture. It is indeed impossible to over-

praise the care the engraver has bestowed upon
his work ; and we cannot doubt that, in the

issue, the artist as well as the public will have

much to thank him for : the print promises to

be the best mezzotinto that has ever been pro-

duced. This is the more essential, inasmuch as

the picture is unquestionably the court favourite

—it was exhibited at Buckingham Palace by espe-

cial command of the Queen—and inasmuch also

as a lithographic copy is now in circulation (pro-

duced and presented to subscribers by direct

order of the Queen) which by no means affords

a just idea of the original. It was, we believe,

executed in France from a bad copy ; while the

print of Mr. Cousins will be made entirely from
the picture, intrusted to him by her Majesty for

tho purpose of ensuring the aceuracy and per-

fection of the engraving. We may therefore

warn subscribers against forming a judgment
from the lithograph of what the mezzotinto

print of Mr. Cousins will be—a most valuable

acquisition to all who love Art, and give to

the throne that affection and loyalty which were
never so firmly united in England as they have
been during the reign of Queen Victoria.

The Diorama.—There has been a shifting of

scenes at this popular exhibition-room during

the past month/ The new view represents the

Valley of Rosenlaui, in the southern part of the

canton of Beme, one of the wildest and most
picturesque glens to be found within the chain

of Alpine mountains which separates the Bernese

Oberland from the Canton Valais. The scene is

well calculated to display the advantages of this

kind of painting
;
for the lofty, bold, and rugged

mountains, through which divers streams twist

and dash with fearful rapidity, afford the painter

fine oppoi'tunities for the effective management
of light and shadow. Of these he has ably

availed himself by exhibiting the valley under
various aspects, especially during a storm, which
gradually obscures the whole scene, except when
the tops of the giant hills, covered with snow,
are lit up at intervals by flashes of lightning.

Much credit is due to M. Diosse for the truthful

and artistic feeling he has thrown into his work,

which is certainly one of the best landscape

views we remember to have seen here. The
other picture now exhibited—the “Church of

Santa Croce, at Florence,” is an old acquaint-

ance ; but it comes to us again as fresh and as

welcome as when we saw it some five or six

years back, with its “ dim* religious light,” shed-

ding a subdued radiance on the tombs of Michel
Angelo and a host of Italian worthies. The
transition from daylight to artificial illumination

in this view is exceedingly well managed, and
the illusion under the latter effect is complete.

Panorama of the Mississippl—

A

nother mon-
ster panorama has found its way to us from the

farther shores of the Atlantic, and may now be
seen at the rooms, in Leicester Square, where
Miss Linwood’s exhibition of needlework for-

merly was held. We suppose that this pano-

rama must be regarded as a rival to that of Mr.

Banvard, as the views extend over nearly a similar

range of country, viz., from the Gulf of Mexico
to the falls of St. Authony, cn the banks of the

lands inhabited by the Chippewa tribes. On the

merits of a picture which is said to be four

miles in length, it would be idle to descant as a
work ofArt ; it is enough to observe that for every

purpose of information and interest it is amply
sufficient. The painting exhibits three distinct sec-

tions of country, with their individual peculiari-

ties, the corn, the cotton, and the sugar regions,

with their infinite varietiesofscenery—now richly

cultivated, and interspersed with thriving towns
and cities ; and now vast forests of almost pri-

meval vegetation—giants in stature
; and rivers

broad and deep, and apparently of interminable

length. These views are seen under almost
every aspect of light and shade, whether resulting

from the agency of man, as fire-light, explosions,

&c., orfrom that unseen Power which “ gamisheth
the heavens.” There is something one feels that '

is nearly akin to the marvellous, in contemplating
such nature as is here represented. To Mr.
Smith, we believe, is due the chief credit of this

performance, Professor Risley having aided only
with hisjudiciousadvice and knowledgeof locality;

to both, however, we would give every praise for
j

their highly interesting exhibition.

Mr. Rogers’s Raphael.—

W

e must call atten-

tion to one of the most beautiful engravings

which have appeared in modern times :—The
“ Christ on the Mount of Olives,” by Mr. Louis
Gruner, after Raphael. Those who have had
the honour of breakfasting with Mr. Rogers, or

have visited his celebrated collection, will remem-
ber the charming little picture which hangs in

his breakfast-parlour just over his writing-table.

It is one of a series of fine small compositions

which the nuns of St. Antonio in Perugia sold to

Christina of Sweden, and which together with
most of her pictures passed into the Orleans
gallery. There exists a bad Frenchified print

among the engravings of that collection. Very
different is the one before us, which has just

been executed in England from the original

picture.—It is in the purest and most perfect

style of Art ; every touch and line of the burin,

most feeling, delicate and spiritual. It is evident

that Mr. Gruner has studied and emulated the

fine old engravers of the sixteenth century, who
were themselves real and first-rate artists. It is

not too much to say that such an engraving after

Raphael has not appeared since the days of

Marc Antonio, of undying fame. This print

after Mr. Rogers’s Raphael forms a companion to

the “Dream of the young Knight” executed

after the precious little Raphael in our National

Gallery, and published by Mr. Gruner a year or

two ago.

Exhibition of the Model of the Cathedral
of Cologne. —There is now on view at tho Cos-

morama Rooms in Regent Street, a model of this

colossal edifice. The scale of it gives a height

to the towers of eight feet, and the length is

eight feet eight inches. The immense elabora-

tion, which is necessitated by the reduction of

the original to even the good proportion for a

model, will be best understood by saying that

the Cathedral has externally nine porches richly

decorated, 128 windows filled with excellent

tracery, a swarm of nearly 5000 crocketed pin-

nacles, and 376 statues. Every one of these

portions is finished with the minute detail of

filagree, and with a perfect acquaintance of

medieval design. Upwards of eight years' labour

have been spent in the execution, and it will bo
j

sufficient guarantee for its perfection to say that
;

the learned architect and antiquary of Nurem-
berg, the Chevalier Heideloff, superintended the !

progress of the model. On the sixth centennial

jubilee held at Cologne in August 1848, it was
exhibited to the numerous Savans who met
there on the occasion,* and elicited general

admiration. When finished it will be the

largest of any single edifice existing. In the

long struggle for German unity, now stamped
with the impress of success, the completion of

this fabric would become its fairest and most
enduring emblem, bearing, as it does at the pre-

sent day, the disjointed type of her six centuries

of discordance. The entire building is 500 feet

in length, the transverse width 290 feet. The
roof of the choir is 200 feet high. The towers

are to rise 500 feet, upon foundations of 100

feet below the ground line. M. de Noel says, »

“ I have examined the foundations of the towers 1

through an aperture made on the right of the

principal entrances on one of the large buttresses

of the southern tower, and although I descended

a depth of forty-four feet I was unable to discern

with any certainty the origin of the foundations.”

In Victor Hugo’s Rhine, he says, “ I approached

the steeple, the dimensions of which are prodi-

gious. What I had taken for towers at the four
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angles are merely the projection of the buttresses.

Nothing is complete but the first story, consist-

ing of a colossal pointed arch, and yet already
the part finished reaches the height of the
towers of N6tre Dame at Paris. If ever the
projected spires be raised upon this huge mass
of stone, Strasburg must sink into insigni-

ficance !
” More need not be added—the exhi-

bition is instructive to the archreologist, anti-

quary, and architect, while the Christian of

to-day will derive pleasure from the gorgeous
monument of the piety of ages long gone by.

i Portrait of Faraday.—Mr. Claudet has just

issued a portrait of the able experimental phi-

losopher Dr. Faraday, whose researches on elec-

tricity and magnetism have placed him in the
first rank of the investigators of nature. The
portrait is lithographed from a daguerreotype
taken by Mr. Claudet. The truth of the likeness is

well preserved ; and, although we could have
desired a little more artistic feeling in some
parts of the picture, we feel that the artist has
been boimd by the stern truth of the original, to

which he has rigidly adhered. The result is a

most faithful, unflattering resemblance to the
celebrated original. We understand Mr. Claudet
intends from time to time to publish portraits of
eminent scientific men from daguerreotype pic-

tures in his possession. The reality of these
productions is such, that the public will be
certain of obtaining possession of the most
faithful resemblances which can be secured of
those whose genius and industry have secured
them the world’s honour.
The Tubular Bridge at Menai.—Two in-

teresting lithographic views of the greatest
engineering work which has ever been under-
taken by man—the tubular bridge which is to

cross the Menai Straits—have been submitted to

us by Mr. Russell the artist, by whom they have
been executed from drawings made on the spot.

One of these lithographs shows the mode of
constructing the gigantic tube, through which
the railway train is to run; and the other
represents the embankment, piers, and towers,

now in the progress of construction. Although
these drawings have been made rather with a
dew to exhibit the engineering skill which is

displayed in this great work, than with any aim
at artistic effect, yet the last is not sacrificed

;

and we have two lithographs which combine
these distinct qualifications in such a degree, as

to render them available alike for use—as

mechanical drawings—and ornament, as pictures.

The Velasquez Portrait of Charles I. Mr.
Snare has recovered his picture from the fangs
of the law, and is now exhibiting it in Edinburgh,
where the notoriety of its seizure has materially
augmented the number of visitors who desire

to see it.

Moist Colours.—The inconvenience felt by
artists and amateurs when sketching from nature
in water-colours made after the ordinary manner,
from their liability to crack and become hard
when exposed for any length of time to the open
air and the action of the sun, some time since

suggested to the manufacturers of these mate-
rials the advantage to be derived from a colour
that would not be subject to such results.

Various attempts have been made with more or
less success, but the best that have been sub-

mitted to our notice are those manufactured by
Mr. Newman, of Soho Square. We have tested
the qualities of these colours, and found them
peculiarly brilliant and free working

; nor do
they appear to become in any degree deterio-

rated from the causes already referred to.

Another important feature with regard to them
is, that being contained in cups of gutta percha,
the weight of the box is very sensibly dimi-

nished, an advantage which every sketcher can
fully appreciate. Moist colours are now used by
a large number of painters, in their studies as well

as out of doors, as they require no grinding, but
merely the application of a wet pencil.

The Highlands.—Mr. Jacob Thompson’s
picture, funder this title, exhibited in West-
minster Hall in 1847, representing a lake among
the mountains, and a feny boat filled with
numerous figures in front, is now being engraved
on an important scale in the line manner by
Mr. Wilmore. The etching of it has been com-
pleted, and is a very satisfactory commencement

of a work worthy of both the distinguished
artists.

Etching and Gilding on Steel.—Sometime
ago we spoke of an improved process of etching
and gilding articles, manufactured of steel, the
invention of Mr. Thomas Skinner, of Sheffield :

this process he has of late so far perfected as to

be now enabled to bring it into actual work :

and it is, we understand, at this moment
generally adopted in this town, to the produc-
tions of which it is unquestionably a boon of
magnitude. The leading features of this process

are its simplicity, clearness, and especially cheap-

ness: the specimens which Mr. Skinner has
submitted to us are of varied character

;
but the

prices range from one penny to threepence, for

the decoration of each article : that is to say, by
adding the sum of threepence to the cost of an
article—knife, scissors, or objects of greater size

—such articles may be decorated with some
elegant and appropriate design in gold. The
process is not limited to steel : although to this

metal it will prove of especial advantage. Some
of the examples submitted to us are on ivory

:

in one case we have a knife-handle extensively

engraved at a cost of threepence ; and in another,

a surgeon’s scalpel, containing a large number of

letters, the charge for engraving which, in gold,

is twopence. Mr. Skinner, indeed, writes us
“ that any design occupying the space of a razor-

blade, no matter how much work (say twenty
or thirty figures), a view of London, or anything
else, can be etched for one halfpenny, of gilt for

twopence
;
” he adds “ large dirks and daggers

are covered with ornaments for threepence
each.” Our purpose is to direct attention to

this great improvement on the past :—whether
Mr. Skinner's process bo entitled to be styled an
“ invention ” we cannot say : probably not

;
but

at all events it is a large advance upon the

practice hitherto adopted in Sheffield, which
entailed so much additional cost as almost to

preclude engraving, except upon articles of
value. It is not too much to say that this “ dis-

covery ” or application of a discovery, will

change the whole character of the trade of

Sheffield
;
from whence, hereafter, nothing how-

ever common will emanate without the adorn-

ment of Art. It becomes therefore a very
serious matter for artists to consider the extent

to which they can aid this movement
;
there is

no object, however small the cost, or limited in

use, to which the hand of taste may not give such
value as shall render it a teacher : if a design
for the ornamentation of a penknife, a fire-shovel,

or a fender, can be made and executed for a few
pence, how direct is the encouragement to

original design for every object that becomes a
want or a luxury. We trust that artists as well
as manufacturers will inqufre concerning this pro-

cess of Mr. Skinner’s : our own impression of its

great value is borne out by that of Mr. Finney,
the present master cutler of Sheffield, who thus
writes us : “I consider the present improvement
a complete triumph over the old system of
ornamenting steel ; it has in fact opened up an
entirely new field for the most beautiful designs
the skill of the artist can furnish ; to the traders
of this town, it is of the very highest impor-
tance

; for not only is the work vastly superior,

but its cost infinitely less.”

Pictures by the early German Masters.—
On Friday, May 18, the collection of these very
fine specimens formed by the late Dr. Campe, of
Nuremburg, will be sold by auction by Messrs.

Christie and Manson, in King-street, St. James’
square. As this school is but little known in

England, and has been of late years only appre-
ciated by our connoisseurs, an opportunity will be
given on the public view not frequently offered.

The sale will be a bond fide affair, in pursuance
of the legal distribution of the late possessor’s

property among his successors.

Oil of Turpentine.—Our attention has been
directed to a discovery which promises to be of
great benefit to a numerous class of artizans.

By a new process of manufacture, the unhealthy
and truly baneful properties of the common
oil or spirits of turpentine are so far removed as

almost entirely to free it from smell, and accord-

ing to the testimony of an eminent chemist, t©

deprive it of those qualities which hitherto have
caused it to be so prejudicial to health among

those who are constantly in the practice of using
it. We understand that this “ sweet ” turpentine

is adapted to any purpose for which the common
spirit is required, and that to the artist it will be
of important service.

A New Method of' Etching.—Dr. Schwarz
and Dr. R. Bahme of Dresden have recently

introduced a process for etching on copper or
steel, which has many advantages. In the ordi-

nary process with nitric acid, much care is

required. The gas vesicles, consisting of nitro-

gen, adhere to the metal, and protect certain

portions from the action of the acid. It is

necessary to remove these by means of a camel-

hair pencil. The nitric acid etching fluid has
also a certain tendency to corrode the margins,

so as to make it difficult to produce an etching

sufficiently deep, whenever the line is required
particularly fine. Again, the escape of nitrous

gas is extremely injurious to the operator. The
processes proposed by Drs. Schwarz and Bahme
have given the most satisfactoiy results as far as

they have hitherto been tried ;
and it is with a

view to further inquiry, that we insert the par-

ticulars in the Art-Journal. Etching Fluid far
Copper.—Ten parts of fuming muriatic acid of
commerce is diluted with seventy parts of water ;

a boiling solution of two parts of chloride of

potassium in twenty parts of water is added to

it. A solution containing much free chlorine

is thus obtained. It may then be diluted with
one hundred to two hundred parts of water for

etching the more superficial portions
;
and by

allowing the same a longer time to act, or by
adding a stronger fluid, the deeper tones are

producod. Etching Fluid for Steel.—Take two
parts of iodine and five parts of iodide of potas-

sium, dissolve both in forty parts of water, by
which the strongest fluid is obtained. This
solution may be again diluted with forty parts

of water to draw the finest lines. By waiting

some time, or applying stronger fluid, deep tones

will be produced. The lines are very deep,

exceedingly straight, and the finest lines will

flow together.

Irish National Gallery.—At a recent meet-
ing of the Royal Irish Art-Union, Mr. Stewart

Blacker, the Secretary, announced that a most
munificent donation had just been made to this

country, being no less than two cartoons of
Raphael, similar to the well-known and highly-

valued productions of the same great school at

present at Hampton Court. The subjects were
“St. Peter and St. John healing the lame Man
at the beautiful Gate of the Temple,” and
“ Elymas, the Sorcerer, struck Blind.” Early in

1847 Mr. Blacker had some correspondence with

a Mr. Nicolay, of Oxford Square, London, when
getting up the exhibition of the works of ancient

masters for relief of the then general distress.

Mr. Nicolay had kindly placed his collection at

his service; but not wishing to undertake the

responsibility of valuable works from so great a

distance, ho had to decline the offer. He re-

ceived the other day a letter from Mrs. Nicolay,

saying that she was but carrying out the wishes

of her late respected and much-loved husband
in asking him, Mr. Blacker, to take charge of two
cartoons of Raphael, which lie prized most
highly, and was desirous should be presented

for the formation of a permanent Gallery of Art
in Dublin. Mrs. Nicolay accompanied the gift

with a short statement of their history, and how
they came into Mr. Nicolay’s possession, which

appears to have been simply this :—These fine

specimens of the great Italian school of Art

were picked up by Sir Joshua Reynolds

during his celebrated tour in the Low Coun-

tries, in one of the towns where they had

been originally sent for the purpose of manu-
facture into tapestry. At Sir Joshua’s death,

and at the subsequent’ sale of his effects,

they passed with one intermediate hand into the

possession of Mr. Nicolay. They appear to have
received the encomiums of Mr. Eastlake and
others of the best judges of works of art in Lon-

don ; and last, not least, Mr. Holloway, whose
whole life was almost spent in engraving the

scries of seven cartoons at Hampton Court,

thought so highly of these two fine duplicates

that he finished two of his engravings from
the actual cartoons now presented to this

country.
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Landscape Painting in Oil Colours. By
John Burnet, F.R.S. Published by David
Bogus.

To the aspirant in Art it is humiliating to reflect

that by the wisdom which is proffered by the mul-
titude of counsellors, he can only profit by inquiry
as laborious as that by which they have qualified
themselves. The legerdemain of Art, how fasci-

nating soever it may be, is infinitely lower in
value than natural expression. That mechanism
known as manner, is appreciable only when original

and purely subservient to an imitation of natural
effect. The adoption of a manner, as an evidence
of feebleness, denies an artist credit as an originator,

and no reputation can exist without some degree
of originality. Hence, it will be understood, how
little “a master” can do for a pupil; how much
the pupil can do for himself. In the preface to the
book before us, Mr. Burnet says, “ He who can
render even a tree or weed with truth and taste,

possesses the pass-word which makes Nature un-
fold her more hidden treasures. No one can con-
quer this seemingly unimportant object without a
correct eye and much reflection

;
and when these

are acquired by habit and industry, higher pro-

perties can be successfully grappled with and
achieved.”
Mr. Burnet conveys his precepts in an epistolary

form, addressed to a supposed pupil. The prin-
ciples which he propounds are deduced from
Wouvermans, Cuyp, Rubens, Teniers, Berghem,
Claude, and Titian; blended with instruction re-

sulting from his own experience and observations
upon the practice of celebrated painters of our own
school. Mr. Burnet turns the attention of his

pupil to these masters in accordance with a re-

mark of Reynolds, to the effect that painters
ought to apply to the Dutch School to learn the
Art of painting, as they would go to the grammar
school to learn language. To learn the higher
branches of knowledge, they must go to Italy. It
is at once evident to an artist that Mr. Burnet’s
analysis ofthe methods which he exemplifies is the
result of a long practical experience. The rules
which he lays down are simple

;
and they are

always proposed in reference to nature. They are
intelligible, because severely practicable, and en-
tirely unincumbered with florid cantabout mystical
qualities in nature, seen only in imagination, and
which could be approached only by a charmed
hand. The instructions commence, as, time out of
mind, with the sky

;
and the first lesson is founded

on the practice of Wouvermans, whose skies are
contrasted with those of Albert Cuyp, to whom
Dordrecht owes so much of its fame. The skies of
Teniers, Vandervelde, and others, are then spoken
of

;
and the next lesson is on the subject of distance.

Many of the results of the combinations of colour
arc so mysterious to amateurs, that we cannot help
extracting the plain instructions for a method of
foliage painting. “ In adopting the process of
glazing over your masses of trees or clumps of
buildings, you will find painting into the depths of
the shadow with decided dark touchings prevent
the whole from being flat or heavy

;
also let me

draw your attention to the necessities of painting
into the retiring portions (while wet) with more
delicate opaque tints, this will not only take off the
effect of too much sameness, but enable the advanc-
ing branches to have more relief, as glazed colours
have this property in a greater degree than any
other method.” These instructions extend to the
production of various effects, and wc make this ex-
tract with a view to show, as briefly as possible,
the manner in which instruction is conveyed.
These descriptions of skies, distance, middle dis-

tances, and foregrounds, are aided by etchings
from the works of the painters already mentioned;
and of the book generally, we may say it is

thoroughly practical, its precepts are advanced
without pretension and upon acknowledged autho-
rity. The author does nothing more than put the
student in leading strings, with an injunction to look
to nature for support

;
and this, essentially, is all

that can be done for the student in landscape Art.

The Picture Collector’s Manual. By James
R. Hobbes. 2 Vols. Published by T. & W.
Boone, London.

There was a time, and that not many years distant,
when a well arranged and correct dictionary of
painters possessed more value, and would have
been more generally appreciated, than at present

;

but inasmuch as the desire for acquiring old pic-
tures is very sensibly on the decline, excepting
those ofrare excellence and undoubted authenticity,
the necessity of such a work must manifestly now
be of a limited character. Yet, in our own day,
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and within the compass of our individual know-
ledge, had some luckless collectors carefully studied
the pages of some such publication, they might not
only have been spared much disappointment, but
have kept a few thousands in their purses which
have gone to enrich the dealer and maintain those
whom he employs. The writer who sits down to

compile a dictionary of painters should bring to his
task not only the qualifications of industry and re-

search, but a thorough, well-grounded knowledge
of Art in its various departments

;
that he may be

able, by his own personal acquirements, to supply
the deficiencies of previous authors, and to correct
their errors. He should be an artist, theoretically
and practically, ere he profess to put himself for-

ward as the historian of Art, even in its least im-
portant features.

How far Mr. Hobbes is really competent to the
execution of such a work, his present volumes
afford us little opportunity of judging; inasmuch
as the first volume is little better than an alpha-
betical list of the names of every eminent painter,
the dates of each one’s birth and death, and the
department in which he excelled,—an epitome, in
fact, of what we find in Pilkington or Bryan.
There is no attempt at criticism worthy of the
name, the few observations appended to each artist

being nothing more than a general reference to a
few principal pictures; neither has the style in
which this is done much to recommend it. The
book, indeed, bears'evidence of haste in getting up,
for wc find in looking over its pages many gram-
matical errors and ill-constructed sentences

;
for

instance, speaking of Caroselli, the author says,
“ he was chiefly employed in (on) easel pictures
and portraits, he also possessed an extraordinary
talent of (for) copying,” &c.

;
again, under Buda,

we find that ‘
‘ he was employed on various occa-

sions by his master, especially in painting the
rebels that fled at the siege of Florence;” and
again, ‘‘Buns was a portrait painter, that is all

Houbraken says of him, and other researches can
find nothing more.” We have no desire to be
hypercritical, but clearly such sentences as these
required careful revision before they wrere issued
from the press. The second volume is by far the
most useful of the two

;
it contains an alphabetical

list of the principal scholars, imitators, and copyists
of the various masters, arranged under their re-
spective chiefs, and an index of subjects with the
names of those who practised them respectively.
Thus, under “Sea-pieces, Shipping,” we find
Artevelde, Aviani, Backhuysen, &c.

;
under

“Moonlight Pieces,” Canuti, Coignet, &c.
;

under “ Fire and Candle-light Pieces,” Bischof,
Blondel, Bol, &c., and so on. Attention to this

portion of Mr. Hobbes’s dictionary may be of some
service to the amateur and the collector in assisting
his judgment upon the authenticity of works,
though even here we have detected some errors

;

consequently it cannot be implicitly relied on.
As a book of data only, we think, these volumes
may be consulted with safety.

Architectural Publication Society. Plates
to a Proposed Dictionary of Architecture.

It is about a year since a number ofgentlemen con-
nected with architecture formed the Society which
owns the above name, believing, as their prospectus
affirmed, “ that it is expedient to form a society
for the promotion of the publication of works con-
nected with architecture, as the profession is sadly
deficient in English works calculated to expand
the mind and increase the stores of the memory of
the student, and as in this respect this nation is not
so much on an equality with the rest of Europe as
it has been

;
many, if not most of the works daily

publishing in France, Germany, and Italy, deserv-
ing to be studied, and any comparison of catalogues
showing that our deficiencies are very great.”
Among the other propositions was one to “gra-
dually fulfil the hope expressed by Professor
Cockerell in 1845,thatthe English architect, taking
the dictionary of Quatremere de Quincy as an ex-
ample, would produce a perfect book upon the
Art, one man taking one part, and one another
part, so as to render it of the highest authority, of
extreme use, and of a character to reflect such
dignity and glory on all concerned, that he was
anxious to see it commenced.” This is now begun
in the work before us, containing many plates of
architectural details in illustrations of particular
terms,

—

campanile, ceiling, chimney, &c., which
are to be descanted on in the text. The idea is

an excellent one, and it will be well if the profes-

sion in general will throw open their portfolios for

general use, forgetting all that exclusive jealousy
which is the bar to the improvement and informa-
tion of all. The examples in the part before us are

good. The field is a large one. Many equally
interesting works are also proposed, the general
utility of which cannot be doubted.

The Angel’s WHisrER. Painted byF. Goodall.
Engraved by E. Goodall. Published by
H. Graves & Co., London.

The poem which suggested this charming picture
is, we need hardly tell our readers, from the pen of
Mr. Samuel Lover

;
a name connected so closely

with Artand Literature, that it is impossible to say to
which it most belongs

;
all his songs are artistic,

that is to say suggestive of illustration; even more,
for they not only create, but call into action. The
very poem from which Mr. Goodall has certainly
selected the choicest line, the point upon which the
poem turns, is in itself a series of pictures

;
and this

is the reason why Mr. Goodall deserves so much
praise: he has not only expressed but combined;
and proved that while the artist is deeply indebted
to the poet, the poet owes a debt of gratitude to
the painter, for giving to the eye, palpably, what
before reached the heart only through the medium
of the ear.

That Mr. Goodall has a deep and earnest love
for poetry, more especially the ballad-poetry of our
country, is evident from his choice of subjects

;
the

Muse of Campbell inspired him with “ The
Soldier’s Dream,” which he has now with equal
excellence accompanied by ‘

‘ The Angel’s Whisper. ’ ’

They are both engraved by his father, and are well
calculated to adorn our English homes

;

“ The
Angel’s Whisper” is clearly and beautifully ren-
dered; mezzotint engraving is well calculated to
impart softness and tenderness to such a subject,
and the engraver, whose hand has lost nothing of its

cunning, has worked con amore on the subjects,
furnished by the high genius of his son.
Mr. Lover is more highly favoured in one respect

than 'the great Scottish poet
;
he has returned to

England in good time to see his “ poem set to
painting;” and to feel, we hope, that his exquisite
imaginings are appreciated as they deserve.

The Romance of the Peerage. By George
Lillie Craik. Vol 2. Published by Chaf-
»ian & Hall, London.

“The family history,” Mr. Craik tells us in his
preface, “gone over in the present volume, which
is still confined mainly to the age of Elizabeth and
James, is most of it closely connected with the
public history of the time.”
The volumes already published, are nearly, if

not quite, indispensable to a right understanding
of the history of the period to which they refer,

and it is impossible to speak too highly of Mr.
Craik’s patience and labour, in searching out
authorities, and plodding through old histories, so

as to get at facts—facts ! which, coloured and dis-

torted as they are by writers of the past and the
present, frequently appear of little more value
than fictions.

The contents of this interesting volume are a
many-leaved Instory in themselves :

—

The kindred of Queen Anne Boleyn.
The old Percies, those “ Hotspurs of England.”
Earl Henry the Wizard, more noted for his con-

federacy with Raleigh and Cobham, than for his

quarrel with Sir Francis Yere.
The Romance of the Last of the Ruthvens.
The tragedy of Lady Jane Grey and her sisters,

showing Elizabeth, not “ the good Queen Bess ” of
song and story, but the tyrannical imperious blood-
stained Queen, who, however suited to times past,
would not have been tolerated on any throne in

Europe, in times present.

All the “histories,” in fact, that Mr. Craik has
as yet compassed, are full of the Romance of a

fearful reality, and are the more valuable from
their simple and unostentatious mode of telling.

What we require in such a work is truth, not
eloquence; volumes to refer to, with certainty and
safety: the narratives might have been rendered
more amusing if their author had adopted a lighter
style, but the incidents only need a calm and quiet
recital, unbiassed by interest or party-spirit, to

become necessary to our domestic literature, and
this Mr. Craik has accomplished.

The Palace of Westminster. Published by
Warrington & Son, London.

The first three numbers of this interesting pub-
lication have reached us. The principal illustra-

tions in them are “The Royal Court;” “The
Elevation of the Lower Part of the Victoria

Tower;” “View of the South Wing Towers;”
“Interior View ofEast Entrance, Victoria Tower;”
“ North Wing Towers,” and the “ Back of South
Wing Towers.” Some of these are engraved on
steel, while others are very delicately executed in

lithography: woodcuts, &c., also accompany the

letter-press descriptions. The work, when com-
pleted, will prove an interesting record of the

noblest edifice of modem times.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

THE EIGHTY-FIRST EXHIBITION—1849.

a n the first Monday of

May, as usual, “ the

Exhibition ” was opened
to the public, the Friday
and Saturday preceding
having been accorded to

the private view, “ the
dinner,” and the visit of

rthe Queen.
The Exhibition of

1849 differs in no re-

spect from that of either of the ten or twelve
preceding. We miss from the walls, as usual, a
few established favourites ; others contribute but
little; others againappearin all theirstrength

;
and

we pei’ceive, here and there, satisfactory and safe

proofs of on-progress on the part of those younger
aspirants for fame upon whom must depend the
future of British Art. The character of the
Exldbition is, then, just what it has always been :

a “ show ” of the works of the Royal Academy
(the only great monopoly left us of the many
bequeathed by the wisdom of our ancestors)

augmented by the voluntary contributions of
sundry British artists

;
that is to say, the whole

of the Profession throughout the empire, aux-
iliary to the privileged and fortunate “ Forty !

”

Those who love Art, who earnestly desire to

extend its salutary influence, and especially to

promote its welfare in Great Britain, wall look in

vain—and with deep regret—for any evidence
of rational movement and wise reform to in-

dicate, on the part of the Academy, a spirit

in harmony with that which distinguishes the
age. The noblemen and gentlemen who dined
in the “ East Room ” of the Royal Academy
on Saturday the 5th of May, and saw assembled
there a number of eminent and prosperous
artists, brimful of hope—whose labours of the
past year had been, generally, well recompensed,
and to whom “ the line ” had now secured the
additional compensation of fame—such visitors

little knew how many “sick hearts” were on
the outside of these beautifully furnished walls
—how many struggling painters were starving,

literally, while professional magnates feasted
with munificent patrons.

It is this year as it has always been :
“ want

of room” is the poor excuse for crushing many an
aspiring, hopeful, and anxious spirit—of dragging
back many who are on the high road to fame

;

and of engendering bickerings, heart-burnings,
and autipathies, which are equally fatal to health
of body and of mind.* We might furnish scores

* The public have been informed through the Police
Reports that one rejected contributor to the Royal
Academy—an artist named Evans—has been so mad (for
we can only attribute the act to maduess) as to commit a
brutal assault upon Mr. Knight, the Secretary of the
Academy. Mr. Knight’s evidence, at Marlborough Street,
was as follows :

—

“ A circular was sent round to those artists whose works
could not be accepted. Mr. Evans sent works to the
Academy, but they could not be exhibited, and a printed
oircular, in the usual form, was sent to Mr. Evans. On
the evening of April 27, about eight o’clock, witness, while
engaged with the council, received a message from one of
the porters of the Academy, who said a gentleman, named
Evans, wished to see him on the subject of a letter he had
sent. Witness told the porter there must be some mis-
take, as he had liimself written no letter to Mr. Evans.
Afterwards, thinking that some mistake might have oc-

of coses—of those whose offerings have been re-

jected altogether, and of others whose works
have been effectually blighted by ill places

—

which might carry conviction to the honoured
guests of the Academy, that no public Institu-

tion exists in Europe more open to those
changes which “ eighty-one ” years have rendered
necessary, and of the policy of which no second
opinion can be, by any possibility, entertained.

We have so frequently dwelt upon this topic,

that we may now content ourselves with a
passing remark— arising out of painful impres-
sions derived from the knowledge that once again
we •visit an Exhibition of the Royal Academy,
of a character unchanged and consequently
unimproved. We have still the Octagon hole

;

the lines of paintings over the miniatures and
architectural drawings; the lines of paintings

close to the ceilings and touching the floors ;

and among the pictures thus condemned, we
may, as usual, recognise some of the best masters
of our school,—in more than one instance of
masters of whom the most prosperous member
of the Royal Academy might take lessons, with
benefit to himself and advantage to his Art.
Nay, we may ask, in passing, which of the mem-
bers has not taken lessons from the works of
Mr. J. D. Harding, one of whose perfect produc-
tions (a picture, small in size, and singularly

delicate in subject and in finish) has been placed
at the top of the Architectural room 1 Is it to a
sin of omission or of commission that this

accomplished artist is to attribute the happy
circumstance under which he makes his public
appearance in Trafalgar Square ]—whereto, un-
luckily for him, he sought a removal from less

stately but more comfortable apartments adjoin-

ing—in Pall Mall East. Is it by accident or
design that Mr. George Harvey, one of the best
paintera of the age, appears as an “ over-door ” of
the West Room ?

We may allude to these cases, because
Mr. Harding and Mr. Harvey arc removed by
professional rank and by general esteem, from
all danger that might follow exposure ; but
artists less firm in their seats cannot bear the
notoriety of their condemnation, neither can
they dare to quarrel with those in whose hands
is the destiny of their lives

;
but Mr. Harding

and Mr. Harvey are by no means the only painters

who have been thus put down—for a purpose :

while of the hundreds of the excluded (more for-

tunate perhaps than those who, like Mr. Harding
and Mr. Harvey, have been publicly proclaimed
“incompetent”) there are, as we well know, many
whose works would confer honour upon the
line in the East Room, where the brilliant as-

sembly of honoured guests met on the 5th of

May to congratulate and rejoice.

We are weary of this theme, but we dare not
cease to recur to it until some change for the

better shall be effected in the Royal Academy.
We say again, that if its members were in ear-

nest to desire “ more room,” more room would
be found for them

; but we also again say, that

so long as there is in Trafalgar Square space
sufficient to display to advantage their own pic-

tures, so long will the Academy abstain from
efforts by which that space might be so aug-

mented as to exhibit to equal advantage the
pictures of all artists who desire and deserve

currcd in the delivery of the circular, witness determined
to see Mr. Evans, who was a perfect stranger, and explain
anything that might require explanation. Witness went
into the hall, having fortunately taken the precaution to

put on his hat, in consequence of the coldness of the
weather. Witness saw Mr. Evans, and, in reply to a
question, said he had not sent a letter to him. The de-
fendant produced a circular, and asked if his name was to

it ? Witness replied it was, but the circular did not come
from him individually, but as the organ of the society.

The defendant, in a violent manner, desired to have “ no
shuffling,’ he wanted a direct answer. Witness replied

he could no longer bandy words with the defendant; if

the defendant wished for further information, he would
get it in the clerk's office. Witness turned to leave the hall,

but on hearing a step following, and the words ‘ shuffler ’

and 1 infernal scoundrel ’ used, he turned j’ound, and saw
the defendant lay hold of the small end of a stick which he
carried, and strike a blow at him with the thick end. The
blow was aimed at witness’s head. It fell on the forehead,
broken in force by the hat, but sufficiently violent to raise
a large swelling on his head. The porters rushed in and
prevented further violence. Witness never offered the
least attempt at violence. Witness had turned to leave
the hall, when he was followed, and struck. From the
effect of the blow he fell against the wall, and was uncon-
scious for a moment or two; was very sick and dizzy."

exposition within the walls of the only National

Gallery of British Art.

Our present business, however, is with the

Exhibition—as we find it. We are not without

hope that the members of the Royal Academy
will, at no very distant period, see how greatly

they may advance the Arts and their own
interests by a more liberal policy than that

which they have hitherto pursued
;
individually,

there are no men more worthy of respect and
honour; collectively, they have unquestionably

arrayed themselves against that national advance

in Art, which it was especially their duty to

foster and to strengthen. But Time is doing its

work with this Institution as with all others :

the men who have lived with a past age, and
who are fit only for a past age, must relinquish

their places in due course to men who are of,

and with, the present. It cannot be doubted
that various causes will, in addition, contribute

to bring about that reformation in the Academy,
which will be alike the safeguard and the glory

of British Art.

The present Exhibition consists of 1341 works,

including 145 works in sculpture, forced into

the miserable “gallery,” against which there

have been useless protests without end. It is

however onlyjust to observe, that this year there

is a very striking improvement in the placing

of the works here
;
there is nothing like confu-

sion, each of the principal sculptures is well seen,

aud the visitors are not embarrassed in narrow
passages. The exhibition of pictures is on the

whole encouraging. It may not be an advance
upon that of last year, and certainly not upon
that of the year preceding ; but it sustains the

character of our school, and is enlivened, if it be
not elevated, by some two or three of the issues

of the trials at Westminster Hall. Our leading

artists have essayed nothing new—they have

gone on as they have gone on always
;
the major

part being content to “ dwell ” in those “ decen-

cies ” which are more profitable than fame-giving

:

but the young men are supplying proofs of a

better and more aspiring spirit
;
they show that

they have been reading and thinking, and not

confining themselves to a library of two books.

These introductory remarks may for the pre-

sent suffice; some such observations have ap-

peared necessary, ere we proceed to our duty of

reviewing the collection.

No. 7. ‘ Monsieur Guizot,’ N. Mottez. These
features arc so well known that the title might

have been dispensed with. The cast of habitual

thought which prevails in the expression is

precisely that of the reality. The colour is

somewhat foxy and the surface of the flesh over-

wrought.
No. 8. ‘ Henrietta Maria in distress relieved

by Cardinal de Rctz,’ A. L. Egg, A. The sub-

ject is from Miss Strickland’s “ Lives of the

Queens of England.” The passage which is quoted
describes a visit paid by the Cardinal to the

Queen when “ her last loaf was eaten and her

last faggot had been consumed and she was
destitute of the means of purchasing more.”

The unfortunate Queen is seated on the right of

the composition, and the Cardinal occupies aposi-

tion facing the spectator, and is speaking of the

relief which he causes to be brought—provision

for her table and wood for her hearth. Besides

the Cardinal and the Queen there are two or

three other figures. In conception of character

and pictorial quality this is a production of a

high order. About the centre of the compo-

sition is a window which shows a wintry day

without. This induces sympathy in the priva-

tions of the suffering Queen, but for which

perhaps too much has been sacrificed.

No. 10. ‘Fruit,’ Mrs. Harrison. A composi-

tion of black grapes, leaves, a pine, and other

items, all presented with a feeling which wo
have rarely seen surpassed in this department

of Art.

No. 12. ‘ Tilbury Fort—Wind against Tide.’

C. Stanfield, R.A. This is a large picture

affording a prospective up the river, the specta-

tor having Tilbury Fort immediately on his right

at a point of the river close to the Essex shore.

The immediate objective consists of a hay-barge,

—a telling craft on canvas, a Thames dredger

with two figures, an Indiaman at anchor, aud a
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varied fleet coming down the river. The most
has been made of the 6hred of Italian archi-

tecture, forming the river face of the Fort, and
sorting so ill in the reality with the red tile

roofs. The disposition of the graduated lights

in this picture is truly masterly
; the eye is first

caught by the shining side of the hay-barge, it is

then led to the Fort, then passed to the broken
and more subdued lights scattered throughout
the composition. The great purpose in the
water has been to avoid hardness, the waves
even are not crested with any opaque wind-
curd, but they are transparent in their volume,
and their movement is singularly descriptive of
the stiff breeze which is sensibly blowing across
the field of view. The picture is equal in execu-
tion to the best works of the artist, and in

subject more interesting than those of a great
many of his recent productions.

No. 13. ‘The Desert,' E. Landseer, R.A.
The interest of this work centres at once in a
dead lion, a study we believe from an animal
which died recently at the Zoological Gardens.
The scene supports the title of the work, being
a drear and rocky solitude, veritably “ the place
of a skull.”—The two components of this picture
are distinct, the lion, and the gloomy landscape

;

but they are admirably adapted. The pose of
the animal does not look so much that of the
ultimate agony, as a studied position. The head
and shoulders, with their garniture of mane,
have all the fulness of life, but the other pai’ts

of the frame seem wasted by disease—this is' a
repulsive feature of the picture, but we presume
that the animal is described as he appeared.

No. 22. ‘ His Excellency the Prince Metter-
nich,” H. W. Phillips. A half-length portrait
of the size of life, showing the Prince attired in

ordinary costume, but bearing the decoration of
the order of the Golden Fleece and other in-

signia. This work is remarkable for the high
finish of the flesh textures and the successful
elaboration with which the resemblance has been
perfected.

No. 23. ‘ Religious Controversy in the time
of Louis XIV.,’ A. Elmore, A. An admir-
able subject for the display of character of
that description which it is the forte of this

artist to delineate. It is derived from
“ Louis XIV. et Son Siecle,” being a passage in
which is mentioned the resolution of the king
“ to employ only good Christians in public
situations," meaning thereby good Catholics

;

which, being publicly announced, it was not
unusual for those infirm of faith to institute
religious discussion in their own houses. The
subject of the picture is as emphatically pro-
nounced as any subject can be. The discussion
is proceeding between a Huguenot clergyman and
a Capuchin

;
on the left is seated a cardinal,

but he is too young for Mazarin. Near him is

the inquiring and hesitating lord of the mansion,
and on the left are the female and other branches
of the family. The Protestant preacher sits

collectedly, referring to his biblo, but hearing
at the same* time the intemperate arguments of
the Capuchin. This figure is a carefully studied
development of argumentative essence

; the
head is beautifully painted, its legible characters
bespeak self-possession and extraordinary deter-
mination of purpose. And not less powerful in
expression are the other impersonations

; in
every part of the picture we are met by an
assertion of savoir faire which distinguishes this
work as an emanation of mind far exceeding
everything that has yet been exhibited under
this name.

No. 24. ‘Avenue of Limes at Hatfield,’ J.

Middleton. In execution, composition, and
chiaroscuro, this work possesses great merit

;

but the uniform brown tint of the foliage had
been better if relieved.

No. 28. ‘A Ruin of a Monastery near Bou-
logne,’ E. J. Cobbett. A small picture showing
the ruin, associated with trees, which are kept
down in tone, insomuch as to contrast very
strongly with a powerfully effective sky. The
materials are slight, but they are subjected to a
treatment which yields a result, that in forcible
description, we have rarely seen surpassed.

No. 29. ‘ Sketch from Nature,’ R. J. Lewis.A small picture, the subject of which is a
glimpse of sylvan scenery

; the trees are beeches

with their Autumn foliage, which may be a
trifle too hard, but the chequered light is spirited
and full of truth.

No. 31. ‘Portrait of R. J. Wyatt, Esq.,

Sculptor, Rome,’ S. Pearce. A small half-

length, very simple in treatment. The subject
is in his studio and accompanied by a small clay
sketch which ho may be supposed to be study-
ing. The portrait is characteristic, but it is defi-

cient in force.

No. 36. ‘Portrait of the Right Hon. the
Countess of Eglinton and Winton,’ J. Watson
Gordon, A. The lady is presented at full length,
standing

; she is attired in white satin, a highly
successful imitation of the material. This
artist does not exhibit mauy portraits of ladies,

his power is more manifest in masculine por-
traiture.

No. 37. ‘Clearing off after Sunset,’ T. S.

Cooper, A. Again we tread the milky way in

company with this eminent expositor of bucolics.

Taurus, however, is not this time in the ascen-
dant,—the chief place is given to a milch cow,
having her ribs finely “ developed,” as phreno-
logists say, by the morning and evening visits of
the milk-pail. The composition strongly reminds
the spectator of the Dutch pictures of this

class

—

“ Est via sublimis ccelo manifesto serene,
Lactea nomeu habet candore notabilis ipso

—

that is, it presents a raised mound, which,
together with the entire region, is called “ lactea,”

as being admirable pasture for cows. The sun-
shine effect in this work is equal to the very
best efforts of the artist, and the animals are
painted with his usual finish and accuracy.
This picture is pronouncedly Dutch in composi-
tion

;
the foreground being a green mound

surmounted by a cow. The substantial life of
the animal is extraordinary, she is tangibly
relieved against the sky. The proposition of
the picture is light, and the word of promise
in the catalogue is not broken on the canvas.
There are other animals, especially two sheep, the
fleeces of which light up with admirable effect.

The shred of landscape is pure in feeling.

No. 39. ‘ Interior of an English Cottage,’ G.
Hardy. Every brick in the floor is marked

;

it is a successful study in all but the white
round the fire-place.

No. 41. ‘ Among the Lynmouth Hills,’ ‘ H. J.

Townsend. A small picture, representing a
romantic piece of scenery, the principal fea-

ture of which is the rocky bed of a mountain
stream. The whole is united into agreeable
composition.

No. 42. ‘ Sunday Morning,’ T. Clater. A
cottage interior, with its inmates engaged in

their devotional exercises. The head of the
family, an aged man, is reading the bible

;
this

is the best figure of the group. The composition
is treated in the usual firm manner of the
painter.

No. 43. ‘Omnia Vanitas,’ W. Dyce, R.A. A
Magdalen, of whom only the head and bust are
given

; a skull is before her, and she looks up-
wards with much intensity of expression. The
style of this picture is at once severe and ele-

vated; it is a deduction from a pure source
without the slightest indication of infirmity of
purpose.

No. 44. ‘A Mountain Stream,’ H. Jutsum. A
small picture, richer in sentiment than any-
thing we havo seen by the same hand. The
material consists simply of a thread of water
flowing through its rocky channel—shaded in the
immediate foreground by a group of trees, on
the left of which are seen the distant hills where
it takes its rise. An exquisite feeling pervades
the colour and composition.

No. 48. ‘A Portrait,’ W. Boxall. A half-

length portrait of a boy
;
the head is executed

with fine feeling ; the features are full of anima-
tion, but the pose wants relief.

No. 53. ‘Portrait of Sheridan Knowles,’ W.
Transchold. A life-sized figure, represented
seated ; the features are felicitous in their re-

semblance to the original.

No. 54. ‘ Portrait of Mrs. Fraser,’ E. Dubufe.
The name and works of the elder M. Dubufe
are well known in this country; he has long
practised portrait painting with success in Paris.

This is a full-length, life-sized figure, by his son,
representing the lady costumed in a pink silk

dress of excellent taste, enriched by lace. The
silk, as a study of material, is most perfect ; and
the features are painted with infinite care. This
work is a beautiful example of the best style of
the French school of portrait painting.

No. 55. ‘Scene from Henry VIII.,’ C. R.
Leslie, R.A. A composition from the fourth scene
of Henry VIII. The king disguised, with a
company of maskers and torch-bearers, enters

and salutes Cardinal Wolsey, by whom the royal

person is, of course, recognised without difficulty.

The king leads Anne Boleyn, and these two im-
personations occupy the centre of the grouping.
The picture is distinguished by valuable points
of this painter’s practice, but the subject is by
no means a grateful one.

No. 56. ‘Sympathy,’ J. Ward, R.A. The
“ sympathy ” exists between a sleeping colt and
its dam : the former lies extended upon the
grass, while the latter stands dozing. Tins is

the best picture that has lately been executed
by the venerable painter.

No. 60. ‘Amoret Chained,’ W. Ern, R.A.
This is but a life-sized head and bust

;
there is

nothing whereby to distinguish Amoret from
Andromeda. It is highly felicitous as a display
of flesh-painting.

No. 62. ‘ Portrait of Sir William Davy,’ W.
Gush. A half-length portrait of an officer in

military uniform. The figure is standing in an
easy pose,with the left hand resting on a sword,
and the right holding a plumed hat. The features
are drawn with decision and firmness.

No. 63. ‘Scene on the Clyde, the Kyles of
Bute—Mountains of Arran in the distance,’ W.
A. Knell. This work is hung very high, but it

nevertheless declares good quality. The river

is introduced under the subdued light of
evening, which brings the distant mountains in

marked relief against the fading light.

No. 65. ‘Portrait of a Lady,’ T. F. Dicksee.
We find here the same good qualities which we
have more than once praised in preceding works
exhibited under this name. The lineaments are

accurately drawn, and the skin textures are so

successfully wrought as to appear as if they
would yield to the touch.

No. 66. ‘Portrait,’ Sir William Allan, R.A.
That of a lady attired in black velvet, the depth
of which material has enabled the painter to

force the features into striking brilliancy.

No. 67. ‘River Scene—North Wales,’ F. R.
Lee, R A. The view is one that no artist could
pass by unmoved. The centre of the composition
is occupied by the course of a stream, in which
the current is interrupted and broken by rocks,

in a manner to afford valuable dispositions of
relief. The banks of the river are screened by
luxuriant foliage, which at a short distance closes

the view. The execution of this picture is

unusually careful
;
the water is distinguished by

depth and good colour. The harmonies in this

part of the work contrast in some degree with
the unsubdued hues of the foliage.

No. 68. ‘ Old Age,’ E. V. Dounard. This is

a cottage composition, in which we see as

principal, an aged man—one who has long lived

on in “second childishness.” The head is a
careful study

;
the impress of extreme age being

effectively made out.

No. 71. ‘Portrait of John Bright, Esq. M.P.’

J. P. Knight, R.A. A half-length figure with
features strikingly like the original It is

simple in style, the purpose being solidity of
execution in the mask, an end which is sufficiently

answered.
No. 72. ‘ Lear disinheriting Cordelia—in pro-

gress in fresco in the New Houses of Parliament,’

J. R. Herbert, R.A. In producing imitations of

fresco by means of oil, we apprehend that the

better characteristics of each are in some degree
unavailable. This work therefore being in

the feeling of fresco, must be considered as

a work in that department of Art, although

there is in the execution what could not be
attained in fresco ; to account for which it

must be remembered that the fresco will not

be so near the eye. Lear is seated on his throne,

and occupies the centre of the composition
; on

his left stand Cordelia and Kent—before him
kneel Goneril and Regan, and on his left are
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Cornwall, Albany, and others. Cordelia has
declared in favour of a division of her love be-

tween her father and her future husband, to

which her father replies, swearing by all the
“ operation of the orbs ”

—

“;IIerc I disclaim all my paternal care,

Propinquity, and property of blood
;

And as a stranger to my heart and me,
Hold thee from this for ever,” &c.

The old man’s effort lifts a load of years from
his frame ; equally with his eyes and his lips he
expels his daughter, while he presents his crown
for equal division to his sons-in-law. The whole
of the characters have been assiduously studied

:

ingenuous expression would not more become
the features of Goneril and Began, than would a

sinister aspect suit those of Cordelia To the
narrative every item of the composition is made
to contribute in language so intelligible that the
subject is at once declared without a title.

No. 73. 'Portrait of H.R.H. Prince Albert

—

intended for presentation to the University of
Cambridge,’ F. R. Say. This is a full-length

portrait, presenting the Prince in Academical
robes. The ample draperies are relieved by a
red curtain, and the dais upon which the Prince
stands is also covered with red. The pose of
the figure is easy, and the situation may be sup-
posed to be that of addressing an assemblage.

No. 76. ‘ Portrait of a Lady,’ D. Macnee. An
abandon is communicated to tiie figure by repre-

senting the lady leaning against a table. The
portrait is high, but the head seems to be care-

fully drawn and judiciously coloured.

No. 77. ‘ Mrs. Entwisle,’ F. Grant, A. Very
agreeable in expression, and particularly rich in
colour.

No. 80. ‘Waiting for a Customer,’ E. Armi-
tage. A composition of figures in Italian cos-

tume, brought forward in the feeling of a foreign
school Two men, a woman, and several chil-

dren are variously grouped in the picture, and
so perfectly accurate is their nationality in

costume and feature that they must have been
studied with much care from marked types.

No. 81. * The Wreck Buoy,’ J. M. W. Turner,
R.A. This artist follows as nearly as he can the
“good old plan” of Scott—that of selecting

titles, which shall, merely as titles, conveynothing
to the “ courteous ” reader either of the book or
the picture. The spirit of the canvas is a rain-

bow effect at sea, and it is certainly the best of
his late productions. "When we lose sight of
passages of objectionable execution, and these
works are reduced to black and white, they are
frequently more pleasing in such simple ele-

ments than in the compounded form of pictures.
A variety of vessels arc here distributed on the
water, all more or less aiding the effect. On the
left the sky is closed, and the immediate part of
the picture lies in shade ; the rain-cloud stoops
upon the waters in a manner winch renders it

difficult to account for the rainbow. It is, how-
ever, there—the second in all its gorgeousness

—

yet again the contracted span of the arch is

difficult to understand; but not so the chiaro-

scuro, dispositions and depth, which are all

eloquent in description. The nearest undulations
are not sufficiently transparent to save the per-
spective from question. But let no man speak
of the beaux rentes of this great artist, who writes
on this canvas

—

“ tell my friends,

Tell Athens, in the sequence of degree,
From high to low throughout, that whoso please
To stop affliction, let him take liis haste.
Come hither, ere my tree hath felt the axe,
And see me.”

No. 83. ‘ Trusty Tomkins appearing before
Sir Henry Lee,’ C. Landseer, R.A. The subject
is supplied by a passage in “ Woodstock,” be-
ginning “ As he spoke, the military preacher
abandoned his leafy screen, and stalking for-

ward,” &c. The old cavalier, Sir Henry Lee,
and his daughter Alice, are seated, and according
to the text, Trusty Tomkins stands before them.
The characters are rendered with so much accu-
racy that the source of the theme is at once
evident.

No. 84. ‘ The Crochet Worker,’ W. Etty, R.A.
The head and bust of a girl sedulously occupied
according to the title. There Is certainly great
facility of execution in the work, but it is not
advantaged by proximity to the eye.

No. 85. 'Charles Barry, Esq., R.A.,’ H. W.
Pickersgill, R.A. The figure is of the size of
life, representing the subject in a loose morning
dress. The features are distinguished by a
vivacious expression and a striking resemblance
to those of the eminent original. The work is

remarkable for the absence of colour.

No. 90. ‘ Mrs. John Walton,’ Mrs. Carpenter.
The lady wears a dress of crimson velvet, the
depth of which, with the appropriate background,
gives great power to the flesh tones. In execu-
tion the work equals some of the most prominent
exhibited on these walls.

No. 91. ‘A See-Saw,’ T. Webster, R.A. A
plank having been adjusted across the bole of a
newly felled tree, a mischievous butcher's boy
has induced another boy of lighter weight to

become his vis-a-vis, when he plays him the trick

of keeping that end of the plank upon which
the latter is mounted, in the ascendant, much
to his confusion. His expression of apprehension
is highly relished by the butcher’s boy, and
another who is present as a spectator. It is

impossible that an incident of this kind could bo
more racily rendered by any other hand. Wo
hear, even at a' distance, the wicked chuckle of
the two elder boys, and equally distinctly the
plaintive deprecation of the victim. The whole
of the material of this beautiful production is

brought forward with the most delicate finish.

No. 93. ‘ A Sister of Charity of Ravenna,’ S.

A. Hart, R.A. This small picture exhibits the
figure kneeling in a devotional attitude. She is

attired in a white religious habit, that seems to
have been studied with much care. The entire
interest centres in the face, which is charac-
terised by great beauty.

No. 100. ‘ Fireside Musings,’ C. W. Cope, R.A.
This is a small composition, showing a single

figure, that of a lady seated according to the
title. The costume is of a graceful form and
medieval taste, but the accessories of the com-
position are modern. The head and hands are
remarkable for the beautiful miniature finish

with which they are painted. The figure is seen
in an unbroken light; we think had this been
modified, the work would have acquired force.

No. 101. ‘ The Wounded Greek,’ A. Cooper,
R.A. The distance in this picture is occupied
by two contending hosts, —the conflict from
which “ the Wounded Greek ” has retired. Ho
is attended by two women of his nation, and his
horse stands near this group. The incident is

set forth with good taste, and reads well.

No. 102. ‘Francis, the Son of William Beck-
ford, Esq.,’ J. Sant. This, as a portrait, is one
of the most original compositions we have lately
seen. The boy is posed upon cushions in a
manner widely differing from the commonplace
of portraiture. The head is painted with much
firmness.

No. 107. ‘Life's Illusions,’ G. F. Watts. This
is a large picture,—the title is illustrated by
an allegorical essay, in which the vanity of
human pursuits is pointedly shown, especially
in one passage of the work, where a knight
in panoply of plate-armour is careering after a
bubble. He has arrived at the brink of the pre-
cipice to which the gaudy bubble has led him,
and, Curtius-like, he plunges forward, though
not with a motive so worthy. Others are driven
by thefr various vanities to the dread brink

;

and on the left of the composition, and forming
its principal feature, appeal’s a female figure

ascending. These impersonations have not the
fear of the demons that accompany them, which
operated upon the adventurer in the fifth bolgia,

when in company with the ten. Their demon
drives them on—they see

“ un diavol nero
Corrcndo, sn per lo scoglio venire.
Ahi quant'egli era neU’aspetto fiero

E quanto mi parea nelT atto acerbo,
Con l’ali aperte e sovra i pie lcggiero !

”

No. 108. ‘The Forester's Family,’ E. Land-
seer, R.A. This charming picture sets forth in
the plainest phrase a beautiful passage of simple
nature. This family consists of the forester’s

wife who has been cutting long grasses or fern,

for the sake of which she is followed by a
number of fawns that have, perhaps, lost their

dams
; she is also accompanied by her little boy,

whose kilt, more emphatically than her own

attire, tells us that the incident is gathered from
the Highlands. The boy carries on liis shoulders
the antlers of a stag with somewhat of grotesque
arrangement. There is less of nice finish in the
work than we observe in the productions, gene-
rally, of this painter ; that is, the extremities of
the figures are only marked. The colour of the
whole is singularly sweet ; the figures are re-

lieved against an open landscape, composed of a
piece of lake scenery.

No. 110. ‘ Study from Nature, near Reigate,
Surrey,’ G. E. Hering. A small picture, sup-
porting the assertion of the catalogue. The
view is extremely picturesque, and bears the
impress of a truth which nothing but close study
from nature could confer.

No. 113. ‘Fortress at Orvieto, in the Roman
States,’ T. J. Elmore. This is also a small pic-

ture, presenting an extensive view, bounded by
the remote mountains. It is brilliant in colour,
and remarkable for its dreamy tranquillity.

No. 115. ‘II Tempo del Carnovale,’ C. Land-
seer, R»A. The subject is a girl looking from a
window, whence, we may suppose, she views the
crowd below. The features are expressive of
fixed attention.

No. 116. ‘A Study,’ R. F. Abraham. A small
study of the head of an old woman, which is

drawn and painted in very close imitation of
nature.

No. 117. ‘Coloured Study for Fresco in the
House of Lords—Griselda's First Trial,’ C. W.
Cope, R.A. A small essay in colour

;
the cartoon

is exhibited in the miniature-room. Griselda
has cast herself on her knees before the empty
cradle of her child who is borne off by a ruffian

brandishing a dagger in his hand. The figures
are few, but they individually contribute to the
story in a manner which at once declares the
subject. If the fresco is brought up to the bril-

liancy of this sketch it will be a work of extra-
ordinary power.

No. 120. ‘Portrait of the Infant Son of T. K.
Hervey, Esq.,’ F. Stone. A small head and bust,

hung too high for close examination. It looks
cold in colour, but the life-texture appeal’s soft
and yielding from the nicety of pencilling.

No. 124. ‘ View of Venice—Sunset,’ C. Burli-
son. This picture is hung very high, but the
effect seems to be realised with much success.

On each side of the composition the palaces of
the City of the Sea rise apparently from the
water against the lighter evening sky. The
materials are slight, but the effect is finely felt

;

beyond this nothing can bo seen. We have,
however, seen elsewhere pictures under this

name which sufficiently satisfy us that the work
is worthy of a place on the hue.

No. 125. ‘Dona Chimcne do Gormas—Cor-
neille’s Cid,’ F. Newenham. This is a life-sized

figure, and were it not for the severity of the
expression, more of a portrait than a picture.

It has, however, been assiduously studied.

No. 127. ‘The Sirens,’ W. E. Frost, A. These
three ladies are seated on the shore of their isle,

singing to lure the luckless crew of some passing

craft. Whatever may be their success with
these coasting amateurs we know not, but
it is signal with the throng of spectators now
around them

;
none can pass their isle with-

out stopping to listen. The centre figure

is singing
;

she on the left invites the en-

chanted visitors, and the third addresses the
spectator. The expression of the features is vo-

luptuous, and the heads are altogether modelled
with a fine feeling for the beautiful. The draw-
ing of the figures is accurate, and their movement
graceful

;
they are not idealised according to

sublimated and improbable types—but warm
and breathing realities, individualised from well-

selected examples of living symmetry. The skin

textures are warm, soft, and yielding, and with
great care a distinct complexion has been given
to each. The figures are placed on the open
shore, close to the water’s edge; the back-
ground rising into a distance is painted with
much sweetness.

No. 130. ‘ A Dutch Calm,’ E. W. Cooke. If

the group of boats were on the right instead of
the left, this picture would very much resemble,
in composition, the small one in the Vernon
Collection. This, however, is much larger, and
the light upon the water is somewhat more
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forced than in the other. The material is ex-

tremely commonplace, but it is impossible to

praise too highly the profound tranquillity of

the whole scene. The sails hang in idle indul-

gence, not a whisper of the “ felon winds ” is

heard ;
and the glassy surface of the tide is un-

ruffled by a single ripple. The Dutch and their

dirty water were never more worthily celebrated

;

the picture has only to be seen in Holland—then

will the artist be immediately elected burgo-

master of some place ending in dam.

No. 131. ‘A Glade in the Forest,’ T. Cres-

wick, R.A. From the nature of its composition

the subject is of great difficulty, and this may
be considered to be confessed by the artist him-

self, from the extreme care of the pencilling.

On the right stands a group of trees, the leafage

of which is described in a manner more light

and feathery than we have before seen in these

works. The masses are deep, judiciously broken,

and harmoniously coloured, disclosing the season

to be that immediately preceding the sere ma-

turity of the leaf. In the more distant trees of

the left there is little massing, the structure

of the trees is shown, and the thinner foliage

touched with much delicacy. This is. perhaps,

the most finished of the painter’s works.

No. 132. ‘A Mother Praying to the Madonna
for the Recovery of her Sick Child,’ P. Wil-

liams. We see but few of the productions of

this artist in consequence of his being settled in

Rome; but of those that have of late years

been exliibited, his present contributions are

the best. This picture shows an Italian

woman who, while holding her sick child,

tells her rosary before an image of the Virgin.

The work is extremely brilliant in colour, and is

executed with a finish singularly careful, but in

the face of the mother there is au absence of

that kind of expression which should accompany
earnest prayer. The title of another picture is

“ The Italian Mother,” which is equally careful

in treatment, and not less bright and harmonious
in colour.

No. 135. ‘Women Bathing,’ W. Mulready,
R.A. This is a comparatively new genre

—

that is, the artist has never before, we believe,

essayed the nude. The picture presents prin-

cipally a half-length female figure with the

back turned to the spectator : she stands nearly

up to the middle in water, and other figures are

grouped near her. When we remember the

beautifully elaborate academy studies of the

artist, they afford a key to the feeling of this

essay. The outline is somewhat too severe in

some parts, and the colour is not quite the out-

door colour of the nude. The distant figures

are also in tone and colour equal to those of

the principal, and this brings them up to the

eye with equal power. The interest of the work
is diminished by the absence of a face in the

picture. We admire a well-painted back, but

this picture will not be so highly appreciated as

those of the Primrose family :

—

“ What, shall King Henry be a pupil still,

Under the surly Public’s governance ?”

This may not be, for we think the painter will

not again paint the nude.
No. 139. ‘ A Royal Party at a Ferry,’ J. W.

Glass. This is hung too high to be examined,
but its general effect is that of a composi-
tion of much merit. The period is that of

Charles I., who is himself present waiting with a
party of followers, until the ferryman obeys the
summons of one of his people, who calls him
from the other side of the river. The costume
has been carefully studied, and, as far as can be
determined, the whole is distinguished by much
spirit.

No. 140. ‘The Right Hon. Sir Frederick Pol-

lock, Lord Chief Baron,’ F. Grant, A. This por-

trait has been painted for the County Hall of
Huntingdon. The figure is seated, wearing
robes of scarlet, which in some degree overpower
the colour of the face. The features are full of
animated expression.

No. 141. ‘Scene from Don Quixote, Part II.,

Chaps. 31 and 32. The Duke’s Chaplain, after
attacking Don Quixote for his Devotion to
Knight Errantly, and Sancho for his Belief in
his Master, reprimands the Duke for encou-
raging their Fancies, and leaves the Company in

a Passion,’ C. R. Leslie, R.A. The quality of

expression in which this painter excels is emi-

nently shown in this work, which is a worthy
continuation of the “genteel comedy” series

that has won him the distinction he enjoys.

It is more careful in detail than many that

have preceded it, and there is not a face in

the whole that does not contribute to the spirit

of the scene. The incident takes place in

a sumptuously decorated room, the tone of the

enrichments of which being deep, affords abun-

dant means of relief for the figures. The duchess

is seated at a table on the left, and facing her is

the duke, overcome with immoderate laughter

at the grotesque transport of the chaplain, who
is precipitately leaving the room with violent

gestures, and features disturbed with anger. Don
Quixote is on the right of the duke

;
he wears a

red cloak, and has risen with excitement at the

observations of the chaplain
;
Sancho is by his

side—the same interesting and valuable person

whose acquaintance we have already made on
preceding occasions. He is as pungent as his

own proverbs, a veritable stereotype of some
Sancho that this artist must have ever about

him. The duchess turns and looks after the

chaplain, a ruddy and wrell-conditioned person,

who is shaking the dust from his shoes with a

violence that gives considerable movement to

his robes. The decided manner in which this

figure is placed upon the canvas clears up the

whole composition into much brilliancy.

No. 143. ‘Aliwal, an Arab charger, the pro-

perty of Sir Henry G. W. Smith, G.C.B., and
ridden by him at the battle of Aliwal,’ A.

Cooper, R.A. A small picture, presenting only

the horse, which is drawn with a perfect know-
ledge of the distinguishing points of the varieties

of the equine race.

No. 144. ‘ Helena,’ C. L. Eastlake, R.A.

This is a head and bust bearing the impress of

that purity of style which characterises the pro-

ductions of this artist. There is no aspiration

after to Ka\ov in its vulgar acceptation. The
subject is derived from “ All ’s well that ends

Well,” and the conception suggests the lines

—

“ It were all ono
That I should love a bright particular star

And think to wed it,—he is so above me,
In his bright radiance and collateral light

Must I be comforted,—not in his sphere.”

This appears to be the text, for the realisation

sets aside the succeeding dialogue that occurs

between Helena and Parolles.

No. 149. ‘ Portrait of Her Grace the Duchess of

Bedford,’ C. Smith. The figure is presented in

profile but the head is turned so as to show
the three-quarter face. The lady is standing,

and wears the robes of a peeress, but the work
is hung high, insomuch that the detail is not

discernible.

No. 151. ‘Lugano,’ C. Stanfield, R.A. This

is the town situated on the lake of the same
name, the capital of Tessin in Switzerland. The
place at a distance looks like a miniature city of

palaces, but we are placed here on the brink

of the lake at the entrance to the town, a
position which at once dispels any such illusion.

The houses run from left to right, with many a
picturesque architectural gem sparkling in the

retiring line
;
the whole shut in by mountains,

which rise gradually from the water's edge.

There are in the foreground boats, figures, and
more movement than is seen there

;
but we

would not have one object removed. The
solidity, finish, and colour of the picture are

beyond all praise.

No. 153.
* * * E. W. Cooke.

“ Thou hast the sunset's glow,
Rome, for thy dower,

Flushing the Cypress-tree,
Temple and bower.”

These lines stand in the place of title to this

picture, which presents a view of a portion of

Rome, with the Tiber in the centre of the com-
position, on the right of which are seen the

castle of St. Angelo and the Vatican. The time
is evening, and the buildings tell in strength

against the warm sky, which by the way is

charged with clouds in greater number than we
think is generally found over Rome. This is

the best we have seen of the Italian subjects of

the artist
; it is a picture of great interest, but the

comparison between these Southern subjects

and those gathered on the shores of the North
Sea, is not a little instructive to the reflective

mind.
No. 158. ‘Portrait of Mrs. Thomas Todd’,

C. Baxter. A small head and bust. The
features are qualified with beautiful colour, and
are extremely vivacious and penetrating in ex-

pression.

No. 159. * * * F. R. Pickersgill, A.

“ Circe with the Syrens three,

Amidst the flowery-kirtled Naiades;
Who, as they sung, would take the prisoned soul,

And lap it in Elysium .”

So says Comus of his witching mother, who is

here the centre of the knot formed of her own
kin d—but we believe not a word of what Comus
says of the society into which she was admitted

—

iEgle and her friends were company too good
for her. Here, however, she is quickening even

the sluggish waves with her “ moist vows,” and
behind, a choir of nymphs are dancing under the

shade of the trees. The figures are numerous,

and disposed with good effect. In execution

and valuable quality this work is much superior

to others that have been exhibited by the same
artist. In the treatment of the sky, and the

objective, there is allusion to the enchanted isle

of Circe. We humbly submit that by dispensing

with this, the effect had been yet improved.

No. 166. ‘Mrs. Claypole—Cromwell’s favourite

Daughter—on her Death-bed at Hampton Court,

admonishing him to repent of his Sins and
Guiltiness,’ C. Lucy. In this composition the

two figures are of the size of life. Mrs. Claypole

is sitting up in bed, earnestly addressing her

father, who is seated at the foot of the bed, on

the left. Although we do not see the full face

of Cromwell, yet the resemblance declares him
at once. The artist describes him as a peculiarly

rugged character, violently acted upon by an
irresistible touch of nature, for in excess of

emotion he covers his face with his hands. The
narrative is clear in every passage, but the

subject is perhaps better suited for a smaller

canvas.

No. 168. ‘Swanilda, accused of Crime, is ex-

posed to be killed bywild Horses : she is innocent,

and is caressed instead of injured bythe Animals,’

G. Jones, R.A. The same subject has, we believe,

been exhibited by this artist as a drawing. It is

now reproduced as a small oil sketch, in which

Swanilda appeal’s surrounded by the horses. It

is spirited, and remarkable for fine colour. Near
this hangs No. 173. ‘A Sketch for an Altar-Piece,’

by the same hand, composed from St. Matthew,

chap, xxvii., verses 51 and 52, describing the

miracles that attended the Crucifixion of our

Saviour. This is also small, but admirable in

colour and effect.

No. 169. ‘ Sun and Shadow,' R. Redgrave, A.

This appears to be a piece ofgreen lane scenery.

The foreground is shadowed by trees, between
and beyond which, we have glimpses of the

sunny fields and the airy distance. It is one of the

largest works of the class of subject we remember
to have seen under this name. The masses of

foliage are finished in a manner which seems to

have been acquired by painting earnestly from

nature.

No. 171. ‘A Slide,’ T. Webster, R. A. Never
upon canvas was such a Gordian knot of adven-

turous youth before tied. The slide imme-
diately traverses the picture, and one of the

sliders having fallen, many others have been pre-

cipitated upon him
;
some of whom are laughing,

others remonstrating, and one is remarkable for

the howl that he raises about his almost broken

arm. The cry is still— “ they come !
” and many

are dreading the fearful descent. There is less

colour in the picture than in others of the

artist, but in expression and description of boyish

character there is no work of its class comparable

to it. The composition involves nearly fifty

figures in every diversity of pose ;
some ex-

tremely cold, others warm with the exercise of

the slide. The sky is clouded, but it is, never-

theless, a bitterly freezing day ; so cold that even

in the sight of the smoke from the village

chimnies there is some little comfort.

No. 174. ‘ The Stream at Rest,’ R. Redgrave,

A. One of those shaded passages of river

sceneiy which this artist renders with such

natural truth. The water is a dark and deep
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pool, the proper home of some tyrant jack ; it

is shaded by trees and fringed with weeds and
rank grass. The sentiment of the picture is

charming, and the execution masterly.

No. 177. ‘The Chevalier Bayard wounded at

Brescia,’ J. C. Hook. He is extended upon a
couch, and by him are seated the two ladies to

whose charitable attentions he was much in-

debted for his recovery. It is an extremely
graceful composition, rich in the charms of

colour and character. The face of the chevalier

resembles that of Francis I. in some degree

;

the features, together with those of the two
ladies, are remarkable for life-like truth. In
general colour the work is striking; the asso-

ciations of hue support each other admirably.
No. 178. '****,’ W. Etty, R. A.

“ Gather the rose of love
While yet 'tis time.”

A small picture presenting two half-length
figures, a lady and gentleman; the former
plucking a rose, the latter addressing her. This
picture, although slight in execution and in-

ferior to others on these walls, has still that in it

which, by the professor of the Art, is recognised
as the emanation of a master.

No. 179. ‘Portrait of Shaw Lefevre, Esq.’

J. Watson Gordon, A. This artist possesses two
enviable gifts,—he knows how to light his faces

for the best effect, and has the power of realising

that effect on his canvas. The head of this

figure is most successfully endowed with thought
and argument.

No. 180. ‘The Eve of the Battle,’ N. J. Crow-
ley. A lady, surrounded with military appoint-
ments, prays for the safety of her husband or
lover

;
the face is expressive of deep emotion.

No. 183. ‘Mrs. Fraser Grove with a favourite
dog,’ T. M. Joy. This is the semblance of a very
charming lady

;
a portrait subject, of which the

excellent artist has availed himself with his

usual skill and judgment. The work is admir-
ably painted, the pose easy and graceful, and
the expression very life-like. No. 146. ‘Portrait
of Miss Juliana Somerset,’ is another work by
the same artist, and is a production of consider-
able merit.

No. 186. ‘Portrait of Halil Aga Risk Allah,’
W. Maddox. This is the likeness of a Turkish
officer

;
he is presented standing in a pose of

relief, and resting his drawn scimitar on his left

arm. He wears the fez, and the rest of his
costume is national ; the head is a careful study,
characterised by thought and inquiry.

No. 188. ‘Sir Guyon (fighting for the Virtue
of Temperance) under the Conduct of his
Spiritual Guide, destroys the Enchantments
that have tempted his Companions from their
Duty,’ T.Uwins, R.A. This is a large picture, the
subject of which is not of the class usually
exhibited under this name. The particular
passage here illustrated is from Spencer :

“ The constant paire heard all

Yet swerved not, but kept their forward way
Through many covert groves and thickets close,
In which they creeping did at last display
That wanton lady and her lover lose,

Whose sleepie head she in her lap did soft dispose.” &c.

Sir Guyon, who is panoplied in a suit of steel
plate, having arrived in sight of the lady and
her “ lover lose,’ who is disposed according to
the letter of the verse, contemplates them in a
stooping attitude, his conductor standing by
him. The light falls upon the more distant
agroupment—the two figures are canopied by
a drapery raised by attendant Loves, a graceful
and classical arrangement. A remarkable part
of the picture is the armour of Sir Guyon,
which is painted with extraordinary success.
Every part of the composition abounds with
pointed narrative, insomuch that the allegorical
argument is distinctly legible.

No. 189. ‘A Gust of Wind and Rain,’ A. W.
Williams. This is a small landscape of extra-
ordinary excellence. It is a river-side view,
with a few pollard willows, on which and the
water the wind acts with perceptible violence.
The sky is dark with driving clouds and rain

;

in short, the descriptive truth of the whole is

beyond all praise.

No. 192. ‘A Village Genius,’ Miss J. Macleod.
The scene is a cottage interior, in which appears

a boy in a red jacket, playing the violin to the
delight of a wondering audience, composed of
his grandmother, sisters and brothers. There
are good colour and composition in the picture.

No. 193. ‘TheOgwen Lake, North Wales.’ F.

R. Lee, R.A. A large picture, but not composed
of the material usually selected by this painter.
The mountains which rise from the water’s edge
form a principal feature in the work, as occupy-
ing the centre breadth of the upper part of the
canvas. The immediate foreground is the rocky
shore, which continues to the left until its im-
portance is diminished by distance. The scene
is susceptible of much grandeur of effect

;
but

the artist prefers the simplest daylight phase.
The water and lower portion of the work are sub-
stantially laid in, and serve by their force to

throw off the more distant parts.

No. 195. ‘ Hethemett Church, Norfolk,’ J.

Stark. Of the church we obtain but a glimpse
through the trees which rise immediately before
us, on each side of the lane leading to the
edifice. The perspective and chiaroscuro dispo-
sitions are striking features of truth in this

picture, which has the appearance of having been
carefully elaborated on the spot. The manner
of the foliage and the breaks, which occur every-
where in it, are points that suggest comparison
with the careless and ineffective manner of sur-

face-painting, which prevails too much in leafage.

No. 196. ‘The Free Church,’ E. Landseer,
R. A. This is a scene from the heather braes of
the far north

;
a section of a Highland congrega-

tion, consisting of an aged herd, his equally aged
wife, their daughter, and the other members of
the family—two sheep-dogs and a terrier ; and
hence the freedom of this church. The freedom
of the land, some, like the Mavis of Ayrshire,
would interpret in another way.

“ Scotland, my auld respected mitlier,
Tlio' whiles ye moistify your leather, &c.

Freedom an' whisky gang thegither.
Tak aff your dram.”

Wemaythereforeaccept this asan improved accep-
tation of freedom which since the days of Burns
has “ marched,” as our French neighbours say.

The dogs here have the place of honour
; we are

not sure that it is not intended they should be
upon the table

; however, they accompany the
aged dame, while the old man stands without
the pale of their society. The decorous conduct
of the animals is most exemplary, and the ex-

pression of one (perhaps the sermon is long) is a
triumph of Art. The head of the old man is a
profession of deep devotion, and that of the old
woman is beautifully painted in reflected light.

We observe in the picture that the execution is

much more free than we have been accustomed
to see in the works of this artist. The head of
the herd is a study of Rembrandtesque character.

No. 205. ‘ The Summons of the Conclave,' S.

A. Hart, R.A. This a composition in which the
figures are life-size. The title is literally ren-
dered

; the summons being conveyed to a car-

dinal by a monastic servitor, who waits the
opening of the missive. There is a third peraon
present, the secretary of the cardinal, but it is in
the last-mentioned impersonation that the inter-
est centres

; his head is a fine study
; he opens

the letter thoughtfully, and his manner of doing
so at once engages the attention of the spectator.
The work is brilliant in colour.

No. 206. ‘Venus and Adonis,’ J. M. W. Tur-
ner, R.A. A work that will bear comparison
with the best of its class that ever emanated
from the Venetian school. The artist has
passed through many changes, having grown up
to giant force in each. We never heard of him
in a chrysalis state—do not believe that he ever
was a fledgeling

;
no register of his birth is

extant, and we have no faith in stories about
his ever having made cheap water-colour draw-
ings. His reputation has been high, time out of
mind, and here is proof that he lived in the light
of Giorgione, and was the friend of Titian and
Paul Veronese. This is a landscape subject;
Venus is lying in the shade on a bank, she is

very badly drawn, but so much the better.
Adonis holds his dogs in leash (these Veronese
himself put in afterwards) and is taking leave.
The trees were rubbed in by Titian and worked
upon by Mr. Turner, and hence an invaluable

picture, the production of those days when he
touched the lyric string with the appropriate
sentiment

—

“ To* "Efurx r
MiXtrOlOOCI, PfVOUTCt U.ITPOJS

HoXueivBsf^i;, itiitn'"

Who would say that this picture was executed
by the same hand, as, for instance, the other in

this exhibition, or even those all-beautiful Vene-
tian subjects. Thus in more than one way has
he

“ gone forth,

Tried what his credit could iu Venice do."

No. 207. ‘ The First Born,’ C. W. Cope, R.A.
This is a group of figures of the size of life,

consisting of a child asleep on a bed, over which
the father and mother stoop with affectionate

solicitude. The face of the mother, lighted by
reflection, is an admirable study.

No. 211. ‘Salvator Rosa's Studio,’ C. Stan-
field, R.A. The title describes at once the
picture. A composition of wild and rocky
precipices, animated by groups of the fierce

men who supplied models to the “ savage
Salvatore.” In the centre of the composition
yawns a cavern, the home of Salvator, who
stands, a boy, by the side of his dark abode
sketching the picturesque and iron-clad figures

of his friends, and the rugged features of the
world they lived in. A brow of rock overhangs
the cavern, which, with its feathery vegetation,

is painted with infinite care. Beyond this the
mountains rise into the region of snow, the
entire scene being one admirably conceived in

realisation of the subject.

No. 217. ‘Sunborough Head, Coast of Zet-

land—with the French Corvette “ Prevoyante ”

retiring from the Protection of their Iceland
Fishery, August, 1847—The Fitful Head in the
Distance,’ J. Schetky. The picture is kept low
in tone, with a view to forcible effect, and the
result is attained. The water is well painted,

and the ship is skilfully drawn.
No. 220. ‘ The Breakfast,’ W. F. Withering-

ton, R.A. This picture is of a character
superior to those which have been recently
exhibited under this name. It is a composition
of rustic figures, the principal of which, a
worthy example of an English yeoman, is

occupied in the discussion of the “breakfast,”

which has been brought to him by his wife and
children. His salle is the open fields, and his
“ state ” a newly felled log of timber. The
whole presents a picture of self-evident truth.

No. 224. ‘ The Interior of a Highland Inn,’

A. Cooper, R.A. Two apartments are shown,
the nearer is common to man and beast, as we
find it occupied by a horse, goats, and other
animals, together with human members of the
family. In the other apartment are seen two
sportsmen, refreshing themselves. It has the
appearance of a reality.

No. 225. Portrait of Mr. Seijeant Thompson,
late Recorder of Beverley.’ J. P. Knight, R.A. This
is a work of rare excellence, it is uncommonly
powerful in effect, and singularly rich in colour.

It will be classed among the best of the works
of its author.

No. 233. ‘ Head of a Jew—a Portrait,’ J. H.
Millington. This small canvas has the appear-
ance of being a work of some merit, but iu con-

sequence of the chilling of the varnish it cannot
be seen.

No. 235. ‘Interior of a Highland Cottage, from
sketches made on the spot,’ Eliza Goodall. A
very small picture, charmingly coloured, and
possessing the characteristics of high quality.

No. 237. ‘ A Peasant of Auvergne,’ C. Chaplin.
This is a small sketch of an old woman, broadly
marked with the feeling of the French school.

The figure is entirely unaccompanied, low in

tone, but very forcible.

No. 239. ‘Beech Mount, Merden Park, Surrey,’

J. Wilson, Jun. The subject is apparently a
section of a beech avenue, the foliage of which is

uniformly low in tone. The ground is in shade,
chequered here and there with sunlight. The

I

following number is by the same artist, it is

entitled “Stepping Stones, a Study in North
Wales;” both of these pictures are productions
of much excellence.

No. 242. ‘ The Cup found in Benjamin's Sack,’
Sir W. Allan, R.A. A large composition, inter-
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preting so literally the passages from the forty-

fourth chapter of Genesis, that the story is at

once declared. The steward, according to the

order of Joseph, has pursued the children of
Jacob, and the sacks being opened, the cup
is taken by a Nubian slave from that of
Benjamin, at the sight of which he appeals in a
state of frenzy to his brothers. The steward
and his attendants are attired according to the
authorities which exist for Egyptian costume

;

the features are also moulded after national cha-

racteristics gathered from the reliques found in

the valley of the Nile.

No. 243. ‘The Countess of Zetland,’ F. Grant,
A. The lady, dressed in black velvet, is seated
resting her arm on the base of a column, holding
a set of crochet needles in her left hand. The
pose is graceful, and the general treatment of
the figure unaffected. The features are painted
with much brilliancy, and characterised by much
sweetness.

No. 248. ‘Harvest Ale,’ A. Proyis. A girl is

here represented drawing ale from a butt; a
simple subject, but the effect and manner are

unexceptionable, and the composition of the
lower part of the picture is masterly. In the
upper part too much of the roof is seen.

No. 249. ‘A Gleaner,’ J. Hollins. A girl

resting with the result of her day's labour. The
face is animated in expression, bright in colour,

and well supported by the hues of the draperies.

MIDDLE ROOM.

No. 251. ‘ The Forest of Arden,’ F. H. Hen-
shaw. This is a large picture, but, nevertheless,

it is too high to be satisfactorily examined. A
screen of trees traverses the canvas from the
left. The feeling of the work will remind the
spectator of the Dutch landscape painters. It is

qualified by depth, solidity, effective dispositions,

and apparently much earnestness of execution.

No. 257. ‘ Evenings at Home,’ R. Rothwell.
A domestic circle, consisting of figures of the
size of life. These are a lady and her children,

the former reading to the latter. The picture is

not, perhaps, so striking as others lately exhibited
by this painter, but it is distinguished by much
of the usual excellence of his works. It certainly

is not an advance : we have looked in vain of
late years for the fruit of which the artist’s early

career gave promise.

No. 258. ‘ Grasmere,’ W. F. Witherington,
R.A. In this picture the sentiment of the verse
is successfully rendered

—

“ 0 vale of Grasmere ! tranquil and shut out
From all the strife that shakes a jarring world.”

Faithfully repeating the lights of the sky and
the shades of the earth, the lake extends from
the nearest section of the composition, leading

the eye to the foot of the mountains which con-
fine the view. The foreground is traversed by
a gleam of sunshine forced into effective light

by the strong tones by which it is surrounded.
The poetic feeling prevailing throughout the
picture is an expression of infinite sweetness.

No. 259. ‘ Old Friends,’ R. B. Davis. These
friends are a grey horse, a brown cob, and some
fox-hounds. The animals are well drawn, but
the picture is uniformly low in tone.

No. 260. ‘ Portrait of a Lady,’ T. W. Mackay.
A small half-length, seated, of which the face is

painted with much nicety of touch and sweetness
of colour.

No. 262. ‘ On the Hills—North Wales/ S. R.
Percy. The nearest passages of this picture are

laid in with a beautifully light and feathery touch.
The sky is charmingly felt, and the impress of
nature is perceptible throughout.

No. 263. ‘Hunt the Slipper,’ F. Goodall.
A picture which materially differs in many
points from those we have been accustomed to
see from the hand of this artist. The title is

accompanied by a quotation from the “ Deserted
Village ”

—

“ How often have I blessed the coming day,
When toil remitting lent its turn to play,
And all the village train from labour free,

Led up their sports beneath the spreading tree," &c.

The scene is one of extraordinary spirit, abound-
ing with those youthful sunny faces which we
find only in the works of this artist. A circle of
young villagers is seated under the shade of “ the

spreading tree,” in the centre of which is the
huntress of the slipper. The greater part of the
composition is in shade, the highest light falling

on the centre figure, in which is shown great spirit

and action. The colours are thrown in with
admirable effect, the warm and cool colours
operating upon each other in every part of the
circle. The aged figures are not less felicitous

than the youthful of the party. The tree and
the landscape parts are equally finished. On the
treatment of the subject we venture one sugges-
tion, and that is that its interest had been much
enhanced with one figure more, an impersona-
tion of him who loved the simple scenes of
Auburn not less than those hilarious groups
before us; of him, who writing in the first person
identifies himself as much with the “ Deserted
Village ” as any of its neglected primroses—we
mean of Goldie himself—as a contemplative
spectator.

No. 266. ‘La Esmeralda,’ W. Gush. A life-

sized half-length figure, beating a tambourine, and
dancing, as we usually see the character repre-
sented. The subject is readily determinable.

No. 269. ‘ Lear and Cordelia,’ H. Le Jeune.
“ nad you not been their father, these white flakes
Had challenged pity of them. Was this a face
To be opposed against the jarring winds,
To stand against the deep dread-bolted thunder ? ” Ac.

Lear is extended on a couch in his tent, and
Cordelia bends over him, gently touching his
hair, as she soliloquises. The physician stands
on the left, and the musicians beyond the couch.
The features of Cordelia are an expression of
the most moving tenderness, and the figure of
the physician is a study of pure Attic taste. It

is evident that the mind of the artist is deeply
imbued with the essence of the antique, which
cannot contribute truthfully in any extent to

the persona: of such a play as this. The drapery
of Cordelia is yellow

;
we may observe that had

it been a suitable tone of red it would have told

more harmoniously and brilliantly against the
bluish-grey drapery of the old king.

No. 270. ‘ Three Versions of one Subject,’ W.
Etty, R. A. These are three heads presented in

the manner of the famous portrait of Charles the
First. The studies are those of a female head,
the centre full face is looking up, the others
respectively in profile and three-quarter face.

The lineaments of the centre head are interest-

ing, but those of the others degenerate.
No. 273. ‘ Image-boys at a Roadside Alehouse,’

J. Collinson. This composition is crowded with
figures, of whom those of the Italian boys are

the least conspicuous. The circle comprehends
persons of all ages, busily canvassing Pio Nono,
Joan d’Arc, Cupid and Psyche, Napoleon, and
perhaps, Richard Cobden. The scene is rendered
with much spirit, and the characters individually
with becoming truth.

No. 277. ‘ Cattle returning from the Mea-
dows,’ F. R. Lee, R.A., and T. S. Cooper, R.A.
This is a large canvas, presenting a scene par-

tially closed on the right by a large tree over-

hanging a stream at which the cattle are coming
from meadows on the left to drink. The leafage

is painted with careful solidity and of a tone
less lively than usual. The cattle have the
benefit of all the skill and experience of the
latter-named artist.

No. 278. ‘A Friend,’ J. F. Dicksee. The
interpretation of the title is, that the subject is

a member of the Society of Friends. He is

presented at full length, seated, the figure being
circumstanced in such a manner as to give

peculiar force to the head, to which also has
been communicated a tone of thought that at

once challenges the attention of the spectator.

It is a work of a very high degree ofmerit.
No. 279. ‘Sycamore Trees—a Southerly Wind,’

W. E. Dighton. This picture is evidently the
result of earnest study, but it is hung so high as

to place it beyond the reach of examination.
The effect of the wind upon the trees is realised

with much felicity.

No. 282. ‘ Rotterdam,—An October Morning,’

J. Holland. This appears to be the best of the
pictures of northern subjects that have lately

been treated by the artist : but we must express
surprise at the place to which a picture of this

class should be raised.

No. 284. ‘ Drawing for the Militia,’ J. Phillip.

The subject is one affording a wide field for
diversity of incident and the development of
striking character; of its susceptibilities the
artist has abundantly availed himself; the can-
vas is thronged with figures, the scene being a
Town Hall or Court House, wherein the autho-
rities are assembled on the left, while the
right is thronged with a variety of appropriate
characters. A striking incident is the operation
of measuring the men, and the most important
personage in the circle figures in this quarter.
This is a burly recruiting-serjeant who is tailed

and powdered in the military fashion of the
beginning of the present century. The picture
is a decided advance in what we have hitherto
seen exhibited under this name— it displays
more depth of thought—a greater command of
the means of characteristic description than any
other work we have seen exhibited by the artist.

No. 285. ‘The Temple of Female Fortune,
with the Acqua Felice,’ W. Linton. The class

of subject lately adopted by this artist and his
manner of treating it, is much more felicitous

than those which have hitherto appeared in his
works. The ruin is seen on the left, whence a
deep shade traverses the scene, the distant
mountains rising into light. A greater value, we
think, would have been given to the deeper tone
if it had been more transparent.
No. 286. ‘ The Duet—Andante con moto.’

F. Stone. The scene is a section of a modem
drawing-room with a small society, principally

young people, habited in the taste now pre-

vailing. The duet is played by two young
ladies both seated at the same piano, whose easy
movement sufficiently marks the “Andante.”
Every part of the picture is remarkable for
refinement and finish.

No. 288. ‘A Study from Nature,’ J. S. Raven.
A small picture, presenting an open foreground
immediately bounded by a screen of trees. The
treatment of the material is a sufficient evidence
of the truth of the title.

No. 290. ‘The Destruction of Jerusalem by
the Romans under the command of Titus, a.d.

71/ D. Roberts, R.A. A stupendous work
of Art—it must have been in contemplation for

years. The local knowledge of the artist has
supplied him with the sceneiy around Jerusalem,
and the city has been laid out and the super-

structure raised according to plans of its ancient

state
;
but the labour and study necessary to

such a process with such a result, displays a
power to which in this kind of composition no
limit may be affixed. A collation of the com-
position with the acknowledged dispositions of
the best authorities, would prove an interesting

examination, but we have not the space to do
justice to the picture in this way. The spec-
tator overlooks the city on the side of the
temple, and from a point which shows its extent.

The siege was carried on from the 14 th of April
until the beginning of September, and the par-

ticular time represented seems to be after the
capture of the fortress Antonia. A portion of
the Roman forces occupy the near heights, and
thence operate upon the devoted city, which is

fired in several places. The picture cannot we
think be less than twelve feet in length, and no
portion of this large field is without its particular

interest. It is a production which can never
be surpassed in interest, and is the greatest work
of the painter.

No. 291. ‘Portrait of Mehemet Ali,’ T. Brig-
stocke. This picture, besides its merits as a
work of Art, which are considerable, has much to

interest
; it is the latest portrait of one of the

most remarkable men of the age. The artist has
been for some time resident in Egypt; this pic-

ture supplies proof that he has not been an
idler there

; that he has not impaired the reputa-

tion he had acquired previous to his travels.

No. 292. ‘ The Old Waggon Office—View in

Kent,’ G. A. Williams. A small picture seem-
ingly well executed, but placed too high for

inspection.

No. 296. ‘ Heavy Weather—Riding on a Lee
Shore,’ J. W. Carmichael. A ship riding with the
loss of topmasts, and almost among the breakers

;

a signal of distress flies in her rigging. The
description is very circumstantial, insomuch
that we are all anxiety for her fate. We pray
that she may hold her own till the turn of the
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tide. The sea-pieces of this artist are always

admirable, because always true, no living painter

more happily combines portraiture (in shipping)

with the picturesque.

No. 299. * Scene from the Lady of the Lake,’

A. Johnstone. The Douglas has just separated

Graeme and Roderick, with these words

—

“ Chieftains forego !

I hold the first who strikes my foe
;

Madmen forbear your frantic jar,

What ! is the Douglas fallen so far?”&c.

he is now standing between them. With refer-

ence to the other two, Douglas is an elevated

conception. The spirit of the description is fully

realised in the scowling menaces with which the

foes regard each other. On the left are Ellen

and Margaret, and, retired from these groups,

sits a harper, beautifully effective in treatment,

and contrasting powerfully in his repose with

the discord of the principal figures.

No. 302. ‘ A Summer Evening on the Thames,’

W. A. Brtjnning. The view resembles the river-

side scenery a little above Chelsea. The water

of the middle distance is judiciously painted.

No. 303. ‘ Benjamin West’s First Effort in Art,’

E. M. Ward, A. As the early history of West

is so well known, this story, we need scarcely

say, is that of his drawing from his sister’s

child when desired to watch while sleeping

in her cradle. We accordingly find little West
earnestly kneeling to his work, using, instead

of a pencil, a pen and ink. The door is open,

and Mrs. West is seen in the garden plucking

flowers. To those who have read the life of

West even carelessly, this picture will at once

suggest the source of the subject. All the com-

ponents are justified by that propriety which

characterises the works of the artist
;
no young

painter is a more assiduous student of nature,

and none have laboured more successfully to

combine sentiment with truth.

No. 304. ‘A Quiet Bend of the Thames,’

A. W. Williams. The material may be gathered

from the title, but the manner of bringing the

objective together merits a longer description

than we can give. It is a small work, pre-

senting the view under a clouded aspect
;
the

feeling of the picture cannot be too highly

praised.

No. 306. ‘A Dance of Nymphs and Satyrs,’

S. A. Hart, R.A.

“ Meanwhile the rural ditties were not mute :

Tempered to the oaten Ante
Rough satyrs danced, and fauns with cloven heel,

From the glad soimd would not be absent loug.”&c.

We have waited long for a subject from Lycidas,

the most perfect imitation of classic verse in our

language ;
and, with respect to its sentiment,

there is nothing so tender in the Eclogues of

Virgil,—nothing so entirely elegant in the Greek

minor poets. Every line is suggestive of teeming

imagery
;
but our artists generally do not read

for themselves, and the selection of the theme
in this case is indicative of independent research.

A dance of satyrs and nymphs is not a new
subject, and, if we remember the great ones who
have dwelt upon similar compositions, it will be

understood that there is no room for valuable

originality. In a scene like this there ls little

choice between spirit and grace, the former must
be the prominent characteristic, as it is here.

The picture is large, and every figure has been

brought forward with elaborate care.

No. 307. ‘ Portrait of the Right Hon. Lord
Rollo,' J. Watson Gordon, A. The composition of

this work is original and effective. The relief

of the head exemplifies the desirable qualities of

substance and roundness.

No. 308. ‘ Loch Scene on the Newton Marshes
—Dartmoor Hills in the distance,’ W. Williams.

A bright daylight effect, painted with much
sweetness.

No. 309. ‘Mr. Serjeant D’Oyley,’ J. Sant.

Portrait of an elderly gentleman, in which the

head is one of the most successful studies we
have ever seen.

No. 311. ‘Isabella,’ J. E. Millais. The
works that have been exhibited uuder this name
have already drawn forth unqualified eulogy

at all hands. This picture is not less worthy of

praise than any of those that have preceded it,

and these are few, for the author of the

work is a young painter, but already rich in

reputation. The picture differs in style from its

predecessors, inasmuch as it is a pure aspiration

in the feeling of the early Florentine school.

The subject is from Keats's poem, that passage

describing the feelings of the brothers on dis-

covering the mutual love of Isabella and

Lorenzo, who
“ Could not long in tbc self-same mansion dwell

Without some stir of heart, some melody;

They could not sit at meals, hut felt how well

It soothed each to be the other by."

The composition, with all the simplicity of the

old painters, presents two rows of persons

seated at tables, all for the most part seen in

profile, and there is no more shade than is de-

manded for the drawing, the relief being effected

by opposition of colour. The figures are crowded,

but this is a characteristic of the period to which

the work points. Upon the whole the picture

is an example of rare excellence and learning ;
the

artist arrives with apparent ease at a result which

others, with old reputations, have been vainly

labouring for half a life-time to acquire. The

picture is, perhaps, on the whole, the most re-

markable of the whole collection
;

it cannot fail

to establish the fame of the young painter.

No. 312. ‘Autumn,’ T. S. Cooper, A. The

season is illustrated by the brown and harmo-

nious hues of a sheep pasture, with two or three

animals of the black-faced race lying immediately

under the eye. The fleeces are painted with a

success equal to that of the very best productions

that have ever been exhibited under this name.

No. 313. ‘ Shipwrecked Smugglers,’ H. P.

Parker. A group of two are concealed under

the cliffs on the sea shore, where they have been

wrecked. The picture is small, but one of the

most successful produced by the painter.

No. 316. ‘ The Farm-Yard,’ Mrs. H. Arnold.

An actual transcript of the scene, painted with

much skill and judgment.

No. 31 S. ‘ Daniel Defoe and the manuscript of

Robinson Crusoe,’ E. M. Ward, A. Robinson

Crusoe was written by Defoe after he had been

a political writer for thirty years, and even after

he bad been stricken by apoplexy. His reputation

had however no effect in procuring him a pub-

lisher—the manuscript went the round “ of the

trade”—subject to the fate of “ Waverley," and

a score of other immortal works, the history of

which is patent. We see here poor Defoe re-

ceiving his manuscript (which, by the way, is too

small for the first part of Robinson Crusoe)

from a lounging puppy, seated at a desk—no

doubt young Quarto, who is bound in silk, but

“ not lettered.” This appears in the outer shop;

while within we see old Quarto in a suit of plain

untooled Russia, bowing to a noble authoress

who offers him her manuscript, which he receives

with pleasure. The subject, like all those of

this artist, is judiciously selected, and the satire

circumstantially carried out. It is the work of

a high mind
;
there is no bordering on caricature

;

yet, as in all the productions of the artist, it

is as pungent as usual.

No. 323. ‘ Portrait of the Rev. Edward Rice,

D.D., Head Master of Christ’s Hospital,’ T. H.

Illidge. This gentleman is presented in robes,

relieved by a dark-red curtain. The arrangement

of the picture judiciously fixes the attention on

the head. As a resemblance the lineaments arc

highly successful
;
indeed, as a whole, the work

may be classed among the most successful of

the painter’s productions. It is intended for

the Board Room of the Royal Free Hospital,

Gray’s Inn Lane.

No. 324. ‘ Rienzi vowing to obtain Justice for

the Death of his young Brother, slain in a Skir-

mish between the Colonna and Orsini Factions,’

W. H. Hunt. We have this year seen more

essays in the manner of early Art than we have

everbefore remarked in the countrywithin so short

a period. Of this class is the picture now noticed,

and it is perhaps more austere in its denials than

any of the others we have observed. The locale

appears to be a public road, where we see the

youth lying on a shield whereon he has been

borne. Kneeling by the body, for he is already

dead, Rienzi breathes his vow of revenge, and

how he kept it is matter of history. As an imi-

tation of the works of the early Italian schools,

the picture is admirable, but it must be remem-

bered that it adopts the weaknesses of the period

to which it recurs. The figures and their cos-

tume approach very nearly those of the fresco

compositions which represent certain of the

guilds of Florence on the cloister walls of one of

the monasteries of that city. The work is, how-

ever, assuredly that of a man of genius
;
if he be

young (we have not met his name before) he is

of a surety destined to occupy a foremost place

in Art.

No. 325. ‘ Lago Maggiore,’ C. Stanfield, R.A.

This dew is taken on the waters of the lake,

which extend under the eye until they reach the

distant shore
;

this rises into the mountains

that shut in the horizon. On each side, the

buildings at different distances are most advan-

tageously employed as points of light. In the

near part of the picture appears a boat with

figures, as a vehicle of colour. The water is, as

usual, charmingly toned.

No. 326. ‘ The Fountain—a Scene at Mola di

Gaeta,' P. Williams. The fountain is on the

right of the composition, shaded by the rich

luxuriance of the “gadding vine.’’ There are

several female figures in their holiday attire

engaged in carrying and drawing water. The

water-jugs borne upon the head as here seen

(also the Oriental manner of water carrying)

afford opportunity for graceful composition.

The picture is very highly finished, and charm-

ing in colour ;
it is, indeed, one of the most

meritorious works of the collection.

No. 327. * The Death of Gelert,’ R. Ansdell.

“
< Hell-hound ! by thee my child devoured,’

The frantic father cried,

And to the hilt his vengeful sword

He plunged in Gelert's side."

This is a painful story; the father holds his

child while vainly caressing the noble dog that

in his agony licks the hand that has slain him

—

the dead wolf lies on the floor. The figures are

of the size of life, and the general effect is good ;

the dying dog is a beautiful and touching pic-

ture, painted with singular accuracy.

No. 331. ‘ Near Miori—Gulf of Salerno,’ C.

Stanfield, R.A. The principal object here is

an old tower situate at the water’s edge, and

hence the eye passes at once to the mountainous

ridges which occupy the right of the composi-

tion. The left opens to the sea, which surges

on the rocks in a heavy volume. The old

machicolated tower is a most substantial repre-

sentation ;
among the nearest objective lies a

'

brass gun on a worn-out carriage ;
one of those

items which appear from time to time in the

works of this artist, marked by the most extra-

ordinary finesse of execution.

No. 332. ‘ Consulting the Astrologer,’ II. N.

O’Neil. Three figures enter into this composi-

tion—two ladies and the astrologer—the last

being on the right reading the star of one of the

ladies, who, in alarm at what she hears, grasps

the arm of her companion. In every part of

this picture the most elaborate execution pre-

vails ;
of the features and the hands it may be

said that they are too much refined upon. The

draperies and accessories all share the same

care. The narrative is clear and pointed.

No. 333. ‘ At Bait—a Roadside Scene,’ H. B.

Willis. A small picture of very ordinary mate-

rial, as the title declares, but it is painted with

knowledge and good execution.

No. 334. ‘ Ai’tists demanding a Night’s Lodg-

ing at a Convent,’ L. Smith. A small picture

showing the interior of the entrance to the

monastery, which is kept in shade, so as to give

great value to the sunlight admitted by the

opening of the gate.

No. 336. ‘Viscount Hardinge on tho Field ot

Ferozhushur,’ &c., F. Grant, A. We have seen

exhibited elsewhere a picture from a sketch

similar to that which supplies the background

to this work, in which Lord Hardinge appears

accompanied by his two sons, one acting as

aide-de-camp, the other as private secretary, and

Col. Wood his military secretary. The figures

are small
;
the resemblance to Lord Hardinge is

very accurate.

No. 338. ‘On the Ledder,—Derbyshire,’ W.
West. On each side of the water-course the

rocks rise abruptly, insomuch as to form a

passage of scenery, romantic to a degree. The

subject has been judiciously selected, and it is

brought forward with much success.
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No. 339. 'On the Tiber—Porta Portesia at
Rome,’ W. Oliver. The principal features of
this composition proclaim themselves, even at a
distance

; the picture appears carefully painted.
No. 342. ‘ Sabrina in the Hall of Nereus,’ C.

Rolt. Poor Sabrina ! Her Majesty’s commis-
sioners for the embellishment of the new Houses
of Parliament, have been instrumental in calling
her too often before the curtain. But we love
these hacknied subjects, because variety makes
them so difficult. There is, however, some
justifiable originality here, but it is by no means
gentlemanly in Nereus merely to

—

“ rear her lank head,
And give her to his daughters to imbathe
In nectared lakes strewed with asphodel,”

—

and then retire to his chair in the comer. The
composition is spanned by an arch, beneath
which appears the water and a group of nymphs,
secondary to those occupied in the foreground
with Sabrina. In the composition there is too
much parallelism of line, and there is a defi-
ciency of beauty in the heads. The merit of
the work is its conception.

No. 343. ‘A Stream in the Hills,’ T. Cres-
wick, A. The current, tranquil and apparently
shallow, passes on the left, without addressing the
eye as the conspicuous feature of the compo-
sition, which rises from the immediate fore-
ground, piling mass upon mass with picturesque
confusion. The whole is seen under shade, and
although the; subject is of the class usually
painted by the artist, it is not one of his most
felicitous efforts.

No. 344. ‘An Incident in the Life of Benjamin
West, afterwards President of the Royal Aca-
demy,’ C. Compton. This is the second version
of the subject we have observed in this exhibi-
tion, and is here literally rendered according to
the spirit of the passage selected. It is a fine
and very agreeable conception of the incident

;

the grouping exhibits much skill, and the minor
details are all carefully finished.
No. 347. ‘Hampton Court,’ G. Hilditch. A

small picture, showing the garden front of the
palace at some distance. The edifice is repre-
sented with extraordinary care, but the effect
of the picture is marred by the overbearing
tone of the near trees.

No. 348. ‘ Garden Scene,’ J. D. Wingfield.
This is also a view of the palace of Hampton
Court. We cannot but consider the subject
ungrateful, but it is here treated with much
sweetness.

No. 349. ‘Coming of Age,’ W. P. Frith, A.
This majority occurs Temp. nost. dom. Eliza-
betJue Regina, and the rejoicings are participated
by some sLxty persons. The scene is the narrow
limit of the court-yard of an ancient mansion or
castle, and we see the young lord, on the steps
of the entrance to the right, receiving the hearty
cheers of the assembled tenantry and retainers.
He is accompanied by his father and mother,
his grandmother is placed upon a chair near
him, and at the foot of the steps is the family
solicitor, a very business-like figure, announcing,
from a legal document, to those who chose to
listen, the prospects of the young lord. A bul-
lock has been roasted whole, in honour of the
memorable occasion, and wine and ale flow in
abundance. The variety of the characterism
brought forward displays uncommon resources,
and the solidity of execution prevailing through-
out the entire work renders it in this important
respect superior to every tiling that has pre-
ceded it from the same hand. Mr. Frith amply
maintains his position, and establishes his right
to the honour not long ago conferred on him.

No. 354. ‘The Holy Family,’ W. Oliphant.
This, as far as can be seen, is an imitation of the
Giotteschi. Perhaps the picture may bo too far
removed from the eye to declare its valuable
points, but we cannot see any good purpose in
reference to a period so remote.

No. 356. ‘Colly Dogs,’ E. Landseer, R.A.
ulioy are placed upon a heather bank on which
their master also lias been seated, having left
his bonnet and bible in his place. He is stillm sight of the dogs, for the attention of one of
them is du-ected to him. The picture is as
usual charming, but we observe less finish in the
works of this year.

No. 357. ‘The Awakened Conscience,’ R.
Redgrave, A. “ Look not thou upon the wine
when it is red—when it giveth its colour in the
cup,” Ac. The subject is from the twenty-third
chapter of Proverbs, and is of course treated
allegorically. The scene is an open landscape,
in which is seen a man admonished by an angel.
The wine cup is by his side, he looks at it with
a shudder. The subject is original, and treated
with great perspicuity.

No. 359. ‘Rotterdam,’ A. Montague. A small
picture showing the canal, with the cathedral as
a principal object at the extremity. The sky
presents a delicate atmospheric expression, and
the general effect is forcible.

No. 361. ‘Peeheurs des C6tes de Flandres,’
A. CoUN. A small picture in which is intro-
duced a group of figures, according to the title,
but the arrangement and poses are too much
those of a raise en scene. The manner is firm.

No. 362. ‘ Gipsy and Child,’ C. Dukes. In
pictorial quality this is the best picture that has
ever been exhibited under this name. The skin
textures are brilliant and mellow in hue, and
well supported by the other parts.

No. 363. ‘ Mill on the Ogwcn River—North
Wales,’ F. R. Lee, R.A. This stream is an in-
heritance of the painter

;
it affords associations

of material equal in interest to anything even in
the most vaunted regions. The mill is on the
left, and the water-course passes it in descent,
the stream being broken by numerous rocks.
The effect is that of unqualified daylight.
No. 364. ‘Rhodope, the Greek Cinderella,’

C. Landseer, R.A. This incident in the life of
Rhodope is given by iElian, who says, that while
she was bathing, an eagle made a descent and
bore off one of her sandals, which, having carried
to Memphis, he dropped into the bosom of
King Psammeticus as he was administering jus-
tice. The beauty of the sandal excited his
admiration, and having caused Rhodope to be
brought to him, he married her. The picture
describes the simple incident regarding the
slipper

; the eagle to the astonishment and
terror of Rhodope and her attendants carries it

off. The passage is a remarkable one, and it is
here rendered with striking perspicuity.
No. 365. ‘A Fresh Breeze,’ J. Wiison. A

small picture, the treatment of which is limited
to an expression of the title in the simplest
form. We have therefore only a breadth of sea,
on which is seen a boat making way under the
“fresh breeze,” which is realised with great
truth of effect upon the water.

No. 366. ‘Esquisse sur la Morfc de l’Archo-
veque de Paris—June 1848,’ E. Delfosse. This
is by no means an agreeable subject for a pic-
ture, and, if painted at all, could only be executed
as a link of a public historical series. There are
but few persons present. The wounded man is
tended by insurgents and others, the objective
of the surrounding locality being veiled in
smoke.

No. 367. ‘ Brook Scene with Cows,’ J. Dear-
man. A small composition of the utmost sim-
plicity, but coloured with much sweetness.

No. 369. ‘Banditti at Cards,’ J. H. Van der
Laar. The figures are small, but the picture
derives value from its depth of tone. Two ban-
dits are playing, they are sitting in profile, and,
as spectators, some of their companions are
introduced, but they are in deep shade. The
chiaroscuro is perhaps artificial, but it is very
forcible; it is borrowed from examples of the
Italian school. The picture is careful in execu-
tion.

No. 371. ‘Passing Showers,’ T. Creswick, A.
This is an entirely open scene, in which a wind-
mill appears in the near part of the composition,
whence the eye passes over a wide expanse of
country to the lower sky. There are two
masterly results attained in the foreground of
this picture ; these are, the wet appearance of the
ground, and the management of the light, show-
ing that there is a clear portion of sky, not seen
in the picture but reflected upon the ground.
The rain cloud on the left is instanced with the
most impressive effect. Fuseli, if he were living,
would not approach this picture without his
great coat and umbrella.

No. 372. ‘ The Destruction of Idolatry in Eng-
land.—Coifi, the High-priest, on his conversion

to Christianity, destroying the idols of his
former worship, in the presence of Edwin, the
Saxon King, a.d. 625,’ G. Patten. This is a
very large composition, of which the principal
figure, the High-priest, is mounted on a war-
horse, and directing the destruction of a statue
on the right. The king with his court, and
Paulinus with his attendants, occupy the left as
spectators of the work of demolition, which is
directly effected by the friends and agents of the
High-priest, who weld their axes in a manner
that nothing, save a stone, could long withstand.
The scene of this event, according to Sharon
Turner, is a locality a little to the east of York,
which in Bede’s time was called Godmundingham.
The subject is interesting as an important step
toward the establishment of Christianity in this
country.

No. 3/6. ‘The Children of George Smith, .

Esq.,’ Mrs. W. Carpenter. Two little girls, the
,

one semi-nude, the other dressed in white. The
|

picture is distinguished by that excellence which
we have so often had occasion to eulogise in this

[

lady's works.
No. 378. ‘Subject from Tristram Shandy,’ A.

Elmore, A. The passage here illustrated is “ Leave
we then the breeches in the tailor's hands, with
my father standing by him with his cane, read-
ing him, as he sat at work, a lecture upon the
latus clams,” Ac. Thus we have the tailor
seated at his window receiving instructions
from the old gentleman according to the title
of the text. In this picture both heads are
remarkably fine—that of the tailor possesses
refinement enough for a deeply reading student; i

and in the other, which is seen in profile, we
|have seldom seen a more vivacious appeal.

This picture is executed in a manner entirely
free from affectation

; the figures are well
rounded and forcibly lighted.
No. 380. ‘ The Dessert,’ J. C. Mertz. A small

picture, modelled in every thing on the works
of the genre painters of the northern schools, as
Metzu and Terburg. It shows two ladies in
ancient costume, one of whom is offering to a
little dog a piece of biscuit. The picture is low
in tone, but the dispositions are judicious.

No. 381. ‘* * F. S. Cary. The subject
of this picture, to which there is no title, is a
nun reading at a window. The head and bust
only are shown

; the face appears in reflected
light, and is painted with a perfect apprehension
of this effect. The study is highly successful.

No. 382. ‘ Othello’s First Suspicion,’ J. C.
Hook. Othello, overcome by conflicting emo-
tions, has covered his face with his hands

—

“ I will deny thee nothing

:

Wherein I do beseech thee grant me this,
To leave me but a little to myself.”

The concern of Desdemona is impressively ren-
dered, she regards Othello with painful surprise,
and stoops by his side unable to penetrate the
source of his affliction. The pose of neither
figure admits of grace or dignity, but the cha-
racter and circumstance point at once to the
subject.

Nos. 383, 384, and 385, P. F. Poole, A. 1

These numbers refer to three compartments
j

in one frame, forming altogether a work
of considerable magnitude. The subjects are
from “ The Tempest.” ‘ Ferdinand declaring
his love for Miranda ’ occupies the compartment
to the left. The scene is before the cell, and
Ferdinand and Miranda arc seated, while Pros-
pero stands in the shade listening to their con-
versation, but he is too near to support the idea
of concealment; a strong light falls upon the
figures from -without. The subject of the prin-
cipal compartment is ‘ The Conspiracy of Sebas-
tian and Antonio,’ the particular point being the

j

frustration of the plot by Gonzalo awaking. !

The persona of this scene are, besides Sebastian
j

and Antonio—Alonzo, Gonzalo, Adrian, Fran-
cisco, “ and others ;” but by a license, we find

j

ladies among the sleepers. The two principal
figures occupy the centre of the composition,
the others are disposed in sleep on the green
sward, and Ariel descends to the ear of Gon-
zalo. In colour, the figures, sky, and all the
components are very powerful, and the manner
of relief forcible to a degree

; but there are in
the drawing peculiarities, which here and there
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strike the eye. The subject of the right com-

partment is ‘ Ferdinand and Miranda discovered

by Alonzo at the entrance of the Cave playing

Chess.’ This picture we venture to prefer to

the others, the union of parts is more perfect

;

nevertheless, the series is uniform in qualifica-

tions of a very high order.

No. 387. ‘ Plough Hox-ses startled by a Rail-

way Engine,’ Miss J. Wedderbourne. This is

an extraordinary subject for selection by a lady ;

it is, however, treated in a singularly substantial

and spirited manner.
No. 389. ‘ Auld Robin Gray,’ A. MTnnes.
“ When mournful I sat on the stone at my door,

I saw my Jamie’s ghaist—I could na think it he,

Till he said I ’m come hame, my love, to marry thee."

Jamie accordingly presents himself to the young
wife of Auld Robin Gray at the door of the

cottage, and this is all that can be distinctly

seen, for the picture is distant from the eye. It

appears, however, to be as carefully touched as

the works of this ax-tist usixally are
;
and might

have extorted from common honesty a better

place.

No. 391. ‘Hessian Girl and Cows,’ J. W.
Keyl. The composition of this work is skilful

;

the girl drives two cows down a descending

road, which biings them in relief against the

shade of a bank. The heads of the animals are

admirably painted; insomuch as to make the

landscape look crude and neglected.

No. 392. ‘ The Solitary Pool,’ R. Redgrave, A.

We have, liithei’to, seen no figux'e pictures by
this painter

;
the observation, however, does not

escape us from any indulgence of the wish that

there should be one silvan subject the less. This

is a pond of clear water, surrounded and over-

shadowed by trees ;
the haunt of the paixxted

king-fisher, for the smallest of piscatores is the

only sign of life we have in this luxuriant nook.

Like other similar works of the painter, this

seems to have been closely studied from nature;

the water is deep and full of beautiful reflection,

and the leafage is woi’ked out with much fresh-

ness of colour.

No. 393. * Scene d’lnterieur,’ E. Delfosse.

This picture is entirely in the feeling of the

Dutch school, and without effort at originality.

No. 395. ‘A Nook on the Coast,’ H. J. Towns-
end. The subject is evidexxtly rendered literally

from nature ; it consists of a section of a rocky
cliff on the sea-shore covered with brambles and
weeds, which are all accurately made out. The
view extends to distance, observing the line of

the cliff, and forming on the whole a highly pro-

fitable study.

No. 397. ‘ Innocence and Guilt,’ A. Rankley.
The contrast is shown at public worship in a
countxy church, in a section of which we see a
portion of the congregation, consisting, on the
left, of the girls of the charity school ; the centre

is occupied by vaxious figures, chiefly elderly

women, and on the right we observe in an open
pew two persons,—both young, habited in the
extremity of fashion, that of the latter part of

the last centuiy. We presume that it is

between the demeanour of the lady (one of
the two figui’es) and the earnest devotion of
the humble worshippers, that the compax-ison

is to be drawn; she is making some idle

remark to her companion, and to attract his

attention tapping him with her fan. As an illus-

tration of the title the composition is, perhaps,
obscure ; but in every other quality it is admir-
able. The chiaroscuro has been studied with
the best results, and the drawing and execution
ai'e unexceptionable.

No. 401. ‘ Sunshine and Showers—A Sketch
in the Meadows,’ H. M. Anthony. The compo-
nents are of the simplest class, sexwing only to

demonstrate the effect. The sky is charged with
a heavy black cloud, x’epresentcd with singular
tratlx. The whole of the near composition is

ixx shade, while the distance is lighted up by
sunshine. Freedom and firmness are the charac-

teristics of the execution. The work is another
satisfactoryproofof that high ability by which the
namo of the artist has already been made famous.

No. 403. * The Village Schoolmaster,’ F.

Brooks. This is the famous disputant of “ The
Deserted Village ”

—

“ In arguing, too, the pastor owned his skill,

For e’en though vanquished he would argue still

;

While words of learned length and thundering sound
Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around,” &c.

His “ argument ” is addressed to the pastor, and
his positions are suppoi'ted by earnest gesticxda-

tion
;
the vis verbomm is all on his side, and his

opponent has the appearance of admitting him-

self to be worsted. The others who pex-fect the

group are a knot of villagers, listening with the

wonder ascribed to them in the text. They are

assembled under one of the trees that Gold-

smith describes, every figure being brought

forward with the utmost attention to detail

;

but the work had been infinitely better with

greater depth of shade.

No. 404. ‘ Sandpits,’ J. Linnell. This work
is a triumph of aid, ; it is one of the purest gexxis

that the English school has ever produced.

The elements are of the most ordinary kind, but

their beautifully compact disposition constitute

the charm of this kind of simple material. The
point of view is from a descending road, on the

right of which are the sandpits, with much
broken ground. Beyond this we are met by
the middle region, whence the eye passes to a dis-

tance, enchantingly touched and brought up
with incomparable sweetness to the sky at the

horizon. From long practice the artist has

acquired a perfect masteiy over transparent

colour
;

it has never before been used to this

extent with such perfect success. We cannot
conceive any thing more brilliant in landscape

ait than this picture.

No. 405. * * * J. Gilbert. There is no
title to this work, but the subject is from the

second part of “ Don Quixote,” showing how
* Master and Man alighted fx-om then- beasts and
seated themselves at the foot of the trees.’ San-

cho is already asleep, but the gadding thoughts

of the knight keep him awake
;
we see him in

profile, his head tells against the fading light of

the twilight sky. In considering this picture

together with others that we remember by the

artist, the comparison is incontestibly in favour

of the present production—a work of very high

merit.

No. 406. ‘The Cuirassier’s Forge at Caen

—

Normandy,’ E. A. Goodall. For a blacksmith’s

shop, this interior presents the most pictui'esque

association we have ever seen. It appeal's to be
the remains of a church ; on the right of the

picture the light is admitted through a lofty

Gothic window, and in the centre xases a

large column, beyond which are percep-

tible the remaining arches of the edifice. A
military blacksmith is working at the anvil,

surrounded by the circumstances of Iris craft, all

painted with exquisite nicety. The picture is

admirably lighted, and every part of the work is

wrought with the utmost care.

WEST ROOM.
No. 407. ‘Wise and Foolish Builders,’ G. Har-

vey. The scene is on the sea-shore : the foolish

builders, a company of schoolboys, having con-

structed their walls of sand within high-water
max'k, their edifice is destroyed by the rising

tide. Another set erect their structure beyond
reach of the waves, but the pictui'e is so high
that the maimer of the execution is not dis-

cernible. It is, however, needless to say that

the work is one of very great merit
;

it is a pro-

duction of the chief painter of the Scottish school

of Art—a school not second to that of London

—

it is his only contribution to the Academy
;
and

it is quite unnecessary to state that the excellent

artist and highly esteemed gentleman was not
likely to forward to the Exhibition a work un-

worthy of him to send, or of his brethren in

Art to receive. Last year, it will be remem-
bered, Mi-. Haiwcy’s most exquisitely beautiful

work— “Life’s Bubbles”—was placed in the

Octagon Room ;
this year his fate is a degree

worse, for he stands above the door of the first

(and consequently the worst) of the three rooms,
just above where the crowd entexs. Is it possi-

ble to believe that this is either the result of

accident, or of a conscientious opinion that Mr.
Harvey’s picture demanded no better place 1 Mi-

.

Harvey holds a rank far too elevated to render
this effort to “ damn ” him at all dangerous

:

he is beyond the reach of “envy, hatred, and
malice ;” but the public have a right to complain
of insult—conveyed by injustice towards one

of the most popular paintei's of the age and
country.

No. 413. ‘ The first pair of Trews,’ R. MTnnes.
It may be perhaps necessary to explain that this

is a Highland subject, and that the title, Anglice,

alludes to the substitution of the dress of the

Sassenach for that of the Gael. We are therefore

introdxxced within the residence of the tailor,

who is measuiing a fine youth of fifteen or six-

teen who has hitherto worn the kilt. The father

of the boy is present, and to him the tailor’s

wife proposes the national bevexage as refresh-

ment. The work is x-emarkable for its high

finish, but we contend that with some modifica-

tion of the light which prevails throughout the
woi'k, the effect had been improved.

No. 414. ‘Autumn,’ G. Lance. This picture

is somewhat larger than the compositions hitherto

usually exhibited by the painter, but the same
elegant taste prevails in it that distinguished the

long and goi'geous sexies on which his enduring

reputation is founded. The principal object is a

basket which is filled with fruits in variety, all

painted with surpassing trath.

No. 416. ‘On the frontier of Holland,’ C.

Adloff. The material is simply a tower sur-

rounded by water, presented under an aspect of

winter. The water is frozen, and skater's are

assembled on the ice. Thus from these few
words of description it will be understood that

the composition is essentially Dutch—it is not

so much the colour, but it is the minute elabo-

ration of the picture that attracts attention.

Microscopic Art cannot be carried further.

No. 417. ‘ The Shade of the Beech Trees,’

T. Creswick, A. The hnmediatc foreground is

shadowed by two groups of beech trees, one on
the light, the other on the left. The ground is

almost uniformly in shade, insomuch that it is

difficult to suppose that the sun’s rays could be
so effectually shut out. A very few spots of

light are admitted, which acquire from the cir-

cumstances of their introduction a dazzling

power. In the meadow beyond we see the out-

side sunshine in all its breadth.

No. 418. * Preparation,’ G. Lance. This large

picture is a pendant to one alx-cady noticed
;
the

canvas is covei’ed with a px-ofusion of fruits and
flowers in “ preparation ” for a banquet : the

flowers and some other components exhibit

rather firmness than finish.

No. 419. ‘Happy Hours— Italy as it was,’

W. D. Kennedy. The subject of this rather

large picture is a kind of fete champetrc, held in

the environs of some Italian city. The scene,

like many sites round Rome, affords a glimpse

of a church or loggia towering above the houses.

The figures are numerous, some in the light,

others in the shade of the trees, all introduced

in a variety and ease of pose which sustains the

movement and describes the inter-communica-

tion of the figures. The costume seems to be a

melange of different periods—the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The picture displays all

the high qualities which distinguish the produc-

tions of the artist. It Is original in style, charm-

ing in colour, and remarkable for clear and
splinted execution.

No. 420. ‘The Crafnaut Mountains— North
Wales,’ J. Danby. A passage of scenery so full

of truth as to seem to have been painted on the

spot. It is a green mountain solitude, into

which the intrusion of any ordinary animated

being had been an impei'tinence. The matei'ial

is of a kind that is continually painted, but we
rarely see it brought forward with such a feeling.

No. 428. ‘ Buck Washing—on Datchet Mead,’

J. Clifton. The affectation of this title had better

have been spared : the subject is a realisation

of Falstaff's desexiption of his being thrown into

the Thames at Datchet Mead. The buck-basket

is held by two stout fellows, who turn Falstaff

out of it into the river. This picture is remark-

able for its drawing and elaborate finish—the

basket itself is a marvel of patience.

No. 434. ‘ Evangeline in Church,’ C. Lucy.
The subject is derived from the verse of the
American poet Longfellow

—
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tion of the two lines. Evangeline, the principal

figure, as she kneels conspicuously apart from
the rest of the congregation, is the observed of
all observers. The point of the picture is at

once determinable.

No. 438. ‘ Lago Maggiore,’ J. D. Harding.
The point of view is admirably selected for the

effective association of objective. The imme-
diate right of the picture shows a small part of

the shore, near which is a boat and some .figures,

and far over the blue waters of the lake we see
the Isola Bella, that “ pyramid of sweets orna-
mented with green festoons and flowers.” The
picture is beautiful in colour, the boat and
figures tell powerfully in the near part of the
composition, and the cool hue of the water
throws off with striking effect the lighter and
warmer objects. This is one of the most judi-

ciously selected views of the lake we have ever
seen.

No. 441. 'Dover from the Canterbury Road,’
J. Danby. The view seems to be taken from
the road just above the village of River. The
material is of the utmost simplicity, but much
interest is communicated to it by harmony of
composition and the finely felt gradation of the
distances.

No. 443. ‘ The Return of Ulysses,’ J. Linnell.
A large picture, presenting a powerful effect of
sunlight. The scene is a little bay, having an
outlet in distance to the open sea. A single
galley, with her sails yet unfurled, floats near
the shore, from which Ulysses is removed

“ bed, and all

That furnish'd it; he still in thrall
Of all subduing sleep—

’

There is no other incident, the utmost care of
the artist having been to force the light. The
picture as a composition, without immediate
reference to nature, is not so attractive as other
productions of the painter.

No. 445. ‘ Romance,’ E. V. Rippingelle. The
title is accompanied by a stanza from “ Po etical

Scraps by the Painter ”

—

“.There is a region boundless as the sky,
A thought-created world exhaustless, rife
With beings that know no decay, nor die,

But ever fresh and young continue life,” &c.

The subject is idealised in a sylvan composition,
containing one nude female figure extended by
the side of a gushing rivulet. It is graceful in

pose, elegant in proportion, and in colour such
a hue as the human skin would acquire by
exposure. The whole is harmoniously rich in
colour, and in feeling it reaches the essence of
the title.

No. 447. * * * E. Armitage. The subject
of this picture is derived from the story of Gil-

bert Becket, who was made a prisoner in Pales-

tine while fighting for the cross. After two
years’ captivity he was released by the daughter
of his captor, who had conceived a devoted
attachment to him. She followed him to Lon-
don, and we find her here after a fruitless search
through the streets, resting by chance at the
door of Becket’s house, and exposed to the
taunts of a crowd of children that her dress and
appearance has attracted round her. In the
features of the principal figure there is a de-

ficiency of beauty, and this in some degree
deprives her of the interest which should
attach to the character. The picture wants
depth and a greater proportion of shaded parts,

but in all else it is a work of great merit, very
broadly marked by the peculiarities of the
French school.

No. 449. 'St. Peter and St. John healing the
Sick,’ E. U. Eddis. This is a large composition,
showing the apostles on the left, and near them
groups of those who seek relief. The figures of
Peter and John are placed together, and stand too
much apart from the others for that compactness
which should distinguish a subject of this kind.

No. 459. ‘ A Stormy Day—Scene in Surrey,’
T. J. Soper. The greater part of the breadth of
the canvas is occupied by a road, the parallelism
of which is not advantageous in composition. A
storm cloud lowers upon the distance, that is
graduated in a manner to produce a very power-
ful representation according to the title.

No. 460. The Glen—Chudleigh—Devon,’ J.

Gendall. An upright composition in which is

presented, with good taste, a passage of landscape
gardening of very romantic character. The
foliage is painted with extraordinary care.

No. 463. ' The Maids of Alcyna—The En-
chantress endeavouring to tempt Rogero,’ F. R.
Pickersgill, A. The subject is from the
“Orlando Furioso,” and its treatment is a
spirited deduction from the text. The knight
wears a eapA-pie suit of plate armour, and
maugre the temptation of the nymphs who
attend him, he urges his charger forward at
a rapid pace. These three figures are qualified
with a lightness necessary to flittiug rapidity of
movement

; they are graceful, well-drawn, and
are circumstanced so as at once to declare their
mission.

No. 465. ‘ The Old Hall at Stiffkey, near Wells,—Built by, and once the Seat of, Sir Nicholas
Bacon, Knight, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal
to Queen Elizabeth,’ H. Bright. The ruin is

seen at a little distance
;

it shows in its architec-
ture the taste of the sixteenth century. In the
near part of the view flows a stream crossed by
a bridge, and upon the further bank is concen-
trated the strongest light of the picture, and
thence the tones are graduated with a perfect
mastery of chiaroscuro. The picture is very
firmly painted and charming in colour.

No. 471. ‘Lady Macbeth,’ A. Elmore, A. She
listens at the door while soliloquising

—

“Hark! peace!
It was the owl that shrieked

;
the fatal bellman

That gives the stem’st good night. He is about it

:

The doors are open.”

The upper part of the figure is in shade
;
the

lower part being lighted up. The face is ex-
pressive of the conflict going on within, but the
features are, perhaps, somewhat too heavy. The
manner of the work is characterised by much
firmness.

No. 472. ‘On Hampstead Heath,’ G. Stan-
field. The material consists of a pool with
ducks, a screen of trees, a low bank, and a sec-

tion of a cross-road; but the dispositions of
light and shade give great value to these simple
components. Theexecution is careful throughout.

No. 473. ‘Launce’s Substitute for Proteus’
Dog,’ A. L. Egg, A. The subject is found in the
fourth scene of the fourth act of the “ Two Gen-
tlemen of Verona.” Launce brings back a bull-

dog, the animal having been substituted for
another committed to his care as a present to
Mistress Silvia. The figures are numerous and
have been carefully studied; the execution is

less marked by manner than that which we
have been accustomed to see.

No. 474. ' Malvolio in the Sun practising

Behaviour to his own Shadow,’ J. C. Horsley.
The affectation of this figure is a very just con-
ception of the character

;
it is, indeed, scarcely

possible that it can be exaggerated in this

respect. Maria, Fabian, Sir Toby and Sir Andrew
are in the back-ground, but they are brought
too forward. Malvolio is scarcely alone. The
figures are painted with great brilliancy.

No. 488. ‘ Mozart's Last Moments,’ H. N.
O Neil. Holmes’s “ Life of Mozart ” supplies the
subject. The great master is on his death-bed
taking the alto part in the Requiem which was
sung by friends assembled round him. The
death of a great musician is sufficiently obvious,
but it is, perhaps, not so clear that the dying
man is Mozart.

No. 489. ‘ The Outcast of the People,’ J. R.
Herbert, R.A. The passage illustrated is the
58th verse of the 9th chapter of St. Luke. “ The
foxes have holes and the birds of the air nests,

but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his

head.” The scene is a rocky wilderness, and
the time deep twilight. The Saviour is. presented
near the centre of the picture, seated on a piece
of rock

;
his eyes are cast down, and the expres-

sion of his features is that of profound sorrow.
The deep blue sky is studded with stars, and the
moon, in her first quarter, sheds from the left a

subdued light upon that side of the figure. We
cannot help comparing the manner of the execu-
tion of this picture with that of “ Lear ;” this

picture has all the depth that the oil vehicles

can afford. The subject is original ; and in

treatment it is endowed with a sentiment pro-

foundly touching.

No. 492. ‘ Portraits of the younger Sons of

the Earl of Burlington,’ J. Lucas. Two boys
grouped with a pony

;
they are drawn and

painted with much neatness. The character of
the heads is very much that of the Cavendish
family.

No. 497. ‘ Academy for Instruction in the
Discipline of the Fan—1711,’ A. Solomon. This
elaborate composition is suggested by a letter in
No. 102 of the “ The Spectator.” The ladies,

distinguished by variety of personal qualifica-

tions, are seated round in readiness to receive
their lesson from the professor who is now
addressing a lady on the right remarkable for
embonpoint. The costumes are admirably
painted, and the professor is a grotesque of some
pretension.

No. 498. 4 Moonlight off the Reculvers,’ C.
Stanfield, R.A. The spectator looks from the
sea along the coast towards Margate

;
in the

near part of the picture is a small portion of the
sand

; whereon lies a piece of drift wood with
nails painted with all the nicety whereby the
artist gives such importance to these trifles.

A ship has apparently just brought up, and
at a little distance, partially shaded by a cloud,
is a hay-barge, and beyond her another craft.

The distant objective is too definite
;
the man-

ner, however, of the work has all the usual ex-

cellence of the artist.

No. 499. ‘On the Monte Colma, above the
Lake of Orta, looking towards the Alps of Monte
Rosa,’ G. E. Hering. The principal object in

the foreground is the niche, with a statue of the
Virgin

; and beside this a fresco of the Descent
from the Cross. The lake lies below on the
right, bounded by the distant mountains. The
view is judiciously selected, and its execution
renders it, perhaps, the best picture ever painted
by its author.

No. 500. ‘ On the Conway, North Wales,’ J.

Barland. A small picture showing the stream
flowing between banks covered with trees. The
subject appears to have been carefully studied
from nature.

No. 505. ‘ Haddon from the Bowling-Green
Avenue,’ E. J. Niemann. The scene is nearly
closed by trees, wThich are painted with great
firmness of touch ; very little is seen of the Hall;
the effect is that of deep twilight.

No. 508. ‘Frost Scene, Evening,’ C. Bran-
white. These subjects are painted by the artist

with a better development of quality than any
other which he exhibits. The picture is a faith-

ful representation from nature.

No. 512. ‘ Evening Scene in the Highlands,’
E. Landseer, R.A. The subject is very similar
to that of “ The Challenge -” A stag appeal's in

the immediate foreground, the shore of a broad
lake, on the other side of which, but in the
water, is another—each being observant of the
actions of the other. With the exception of the
tops of the distant mountains the whole is in
deep shade, laid in with a mixture of some trans-

parent brown colour, in a manner different from
the usual clearly marked style of the painter.

No. 514. ‘The Blackberry Gatherers,’ P. F.

Poole, A. A group composed of a girl, and a boy
carrying a child, circumstanced in a nook closed
in by wild vegetation. The principal figure is

tall and her feet appear too small, but the head
is an admirable study, as is also that of the child

;

the skin textures look carefully stippled, but
the dresses are treated with freedom. It is

rarely we see so much interest given to a subject

so common-place.
No. 517. ‘Bianca Capello,’ J. C. Hook.

“ The young Bianca found her father's door

;

That door so often with a trembling hand,
So often—then so lately left ajar,

Shut—”

Bianca and her lover have just stepped out of a
gondola, they stand upon the steps of the palace,

and she is wrung in agony at finding the door
closed. Her lover urges flight, and the result of
his persuasion is well known. These two figures

are made out with fine feeling, they have been
carefully studied according to the tenor of this

oft-told tale.

No. 524. ‘ The Rising Mist,’ T. S. Cooper. An
effect seen in mountainous countries

;
the fore-

ground is a sunny cattle show, the composition
being closed by the forms of the high mountains



seen through the thickening mist. The descrip-

tion is full of natural truth.

No. 531. ‘ Morning on the banks of Zurich

Lake—with Pilgrims embarking on their way to

Einsettlin,’ F. Danby, A. The descriptive power

of landscape art cannot be carried further than

we find it in this picture. On the right is the

place of embarkation forming a part of a dark

mass—trees, houses, and other material lying

between the eye and the light, and consequently

rendered with all the depth which is given to

shade in the works of the artist. The lake opens

in breadth immediately before the spectator, and

there lies the charm that operates so powerfully

upon the sense. A boat with pilgrims is making

way across—the substance of this mass throws off

the filmy air, through which, as a medium, we
survey the retiring water and the remote shores

of the lake. The light and atmosphere of this

part of the picture have never been surpassed

at any period of the history of painting.

No. 535. ‘Family Jars—Study of Still Life,’

J. D. Croome. An original association, well

grouped and painted with much firmness.

No. 538. * The Wolf Slayer,’ R. Ansdell. The
figure and animals are, as they are always repre-

sented by the artist, of the size of life. The
scene is a rocky lair in the mountains, where

the hunter seems to have challenged his dan-

gerous game. He grasps one wolf by the throat,

and his uplifted axe is about to descend upon

the animal's head. The wolf had no chance, his

skin is now a trophy in one of the wooden halls

or huts in some nook below the Urals. The
other is engaged by two dogs until their master

can bring his axe to bear also on her. The
composition is singularly spirited

;
the drawing

of the animals is a result of long and laborious

study.

No. 544. ‘The Quiet Lake,’ T. Creswick.

This is like a passage of Welsh Scenery. The
entire breadth of the lower part of the canvas is

occupied by shallow water and a portion of

the shore lying in shade which extends to a

cliff crowned by trees, beyond which the filmy

light breaks upon the distant trees and cliffs

with an enchanting effect; the intermediate

water both in light and shade is lustrous and

transparent.

No. 547. ‘A View on the Blackwater, near

Fermoy—Ireland,’ Capt. J. D. King, H. Taken
from a point which shows the winding shores on

both sides covered with verdure. There is

great truth in the representation, and for picto-

rial quality the subject has been well selected.

No. 549. ‘ The Holy Sepulchre,’ J. Severn.

The composition is according to the twentieth

chapter of St. John. There are two angels

seated at the tomb
;
one is intended to represent

the angel of the Crucifixion, the other the angel

of the Resurrection. The women are descending

to the tomb followed by a mourning train.

There are in this picture many points of high

excellence. The composition is ingeniously

devised to contribute to the awful solemnity of

the subject.

No. 550. ‘A Forest Village,’ J. Stark. Like

all the works of the painter, these houses and
trees bear the impress of productions which no
experience could improvise.

No. 554. ‘Portrait,’ L. W. Desanges. That

of a lady, but treated with a license which few

portrait painters dare allow themselves, being

lighted by reflection. The head is a skilful

study.

No. 560. ‘The Crimple Valley Viaduct, near

Harrowgate—Yorkshire,’ J. D. Harding. The
prospective extends to distance from a roadside

point of view, which affords a foreground broken

and diversified with trees and other valuable

objective. The viaduct traverses the picture

retiring from left to right—now in light, now in

shade under a passing cloud. The subject is ex-

tremely difficult of treatment
;

it may have been

proposed as a tour deforce—be that as it may, in

colour and descriptive truth it is a production

of rare excellence.

No. 564. ‘Vue de Genes—embarquement
de l’Amiral Doria,’ M. T. Gudin. The artist is a

distinguished marine painter of the French

school. We see here very little of the city of

palaces, being placed upon the beach which bends
round from the right. It is an effect of sunshine
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described with the usual felicity of the painter

in all such essays, but the detail cannot be seen.

No. 566. ‘Arthur and JEgle in the Happy
Valley,’ J. Martin. The subject is suggested by
Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton’s “ King Arthur.”

“ ’Tis mom once more.”

Such is the argument of the picture, and the

solemn light, just sufficient to show the dim
forms of near and distant masses, is distributed

by a hand conscious of power. But all “ happy ”

influences have been overlooked; the place is a

wilderness of rocks, and the lake that is set in

the midst of them is a Stygian pool. Arthur

and yEgle are two figures ou the left of the

picture. With the exception of an intensely

blue sky, there is no exaggeration of colour in

the picture; in the conception there is much
sublimity, and the terms of the narrative are

appropriate and earnest in description of a scene

of desolation, for the voice from the earth drowns

the singing of “ the prophet race of the cold

stars.”

No. 567. ‘ Portrait of the Countess of Shrews-

bury, Waterford and Wexford,’ T. Mogford. A
small three-quarter-length figure, representing

the lady attired in black, and standing in a pose

of relief on a terrace overlooking the sea. It is

painted with the utmost nicety of finish.

OCTAGON ROOM.

We observe that this year spaces on each side

of the -window are left vacant, upon, we pre-

sume, the principle that it is better to reject

pictures entirely than to give them that “bad
eminence.”

No. 576. ? Isaac of York in the Vaulted Cham-
ber,’ J. A. Houston. He kneels as about to

unlock the heavy iron-guarded chest in which

he keeps his treasure. A lamp is on the floor,

which affords the only light admitted into the

picture. The head of the figure is too large,

but the effect has been sedulously studied.

No. 577. ‘ A Daily Scene in Bunyan’s Prison

Life,’ W. 0. Harling. The drawing of the ex-

tremities of the figures is imperfect, but the

dispositions of light and shade are judicious.

No. 579. * Portrait of the Rev. Oliver Ray-

mond,’ W. Ewart. A small full-length figure,

relieved by a dark background composed of trees,

and of a depth which gives great emphasis to

the head.

No. 581. ‘ On the banks of a river—Medway,’

A. Gilbert. A small round picture, in which

appears a row of pollard willows, and between

these we have glimpses of the water. The pic-

ture is characterised by the masterly execution

of the artist.

No. 586. ‘Portrait of Tavish M'Tavish, a

Highland fox-hunter of Inverness-shire, with his

pack of dogs,’ T. Woodward. He is seated on

a rocky mountain side surrounded by his dogs.

The work presents valuable qualities
;
the dogs

especially are successfully drawn.

No. 589. ‘A Sandy Road at Red Hill, Surrey,’

G. E. Hering. This is a beautiful passage of

simple nature. The road seems to be nearly on

the crest of an eminence, whence is afforded an

extensive prospect of -the rich country below.

Patches of fresh verdure are associated with the

bright hue of the road, offering in the nearest

site an unqualified contrast of natural local colour.

No. 592. ‘ Trout Fishing,’ J. Peel. The scene

is a work in a rocky stream, closed in by a screen

of trees : the water is still too red for trout

fishing. The picture displays knowledge of good

pictorial quality.

No. 594. ‘ Soldiers Surprised by a Party of

Indians,’ R. Hannah. Some boys playing at

soldiers are solicited for alms by one or two poor

Hindoos. The picture is full of material, even

insomuch as to embarrass the legibility of its

point ; but the figures and every accessory are

drawn and painted with accuracy and firmness;

still we must observe that the perspective is not

intelligible, a circumstance to be regretted, since

the work is distinguished by great originality

and decision of manner. It is a work that un-

doubtedly ought to have had one of the places

of honour, instead of being thmst into this hole.

No. 601. ‘ Group of Flowers,’ W. H. Geller.

Hollyhocks of various colours, drawn and painted

with much accuracy and freshness.
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No. 602. ‘ A Vase of Flowers,’ Edith Acraman.
The agroupment is relieved by opposition to a

red curtain : the flowers are selected and painted

with much taste.

No. 607. ‘ Portrait of George Mackenzie, Esq.,’

W. Crabb. A small full-length, representing a

Highland Laird in the costume of his clan. This

work is rather a picture than a portrait, the

principal figure grouping with that of a lady

seated near. It is placed high, but it is obviously

painted with much decision, and the colour is

extremely fresh and brilliant.
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No. 614. ‘Portrait of F. Crase, Esq.,’ T. F.

Dicksee. The quality of drawing in this head
evinces that kind of artistic power which pos-

sesses a perfect mastery of expression. The
vitality of the features is beyond all praise.

No. 628. ‘ Enamel Portrait of the Hon. Mrs.

Watson, from a Sketch by G. Woodley, Esq.,’

W. Essex. This work and another by the samo
artist, ‘ A Portrait of Lady Nugent,’ after Law-
rence, display the utmost excellence of enamel-

painting
;
the latter work, especially, is a produc-

tion of rare merit.

No. 676. ‘ Portraits,’ Miss M. Gillies. Two
figures, a lady in black and a child, painted in

oil with a singularly minute finish.

No. 707. ‘ John Dixon, Esq,’ T. Carrick. The
figure is seated, holding a newspaper ;

the head is

brought forward with great brilliancy by a dark

background. The great power of this artist is evi-

denced in every part of the work, and this year,

it is to be observed, that his life-colour is

warmer, more mellow than we have ever seen it

before. He exhibits also miniatures of ‘Mrs.

Graham,’ ‘ Lieut.-Col. Hood,’ ‘ George Mould, Esq.,

Mr3. Mould, and their Son,’ &c., &c.

No. 722. ‘ The Wife and Family of H. W.
Eaton, Esq.,’ R. Thorburn, A. This is a large

picture, for such it may be called, of several

figures, a lady and children, together with a

pony, all circumstanced in a landscape composi-

tion. It is eminently marked by that un-

approachable excellence which ever distinguishes

the works exhibited under this name. This is

a reminiscence of Reynolds and Gainsborough.

Other works by the same hand are ‘ The Earl of

Macclesfield and his Grandson,’ ‘ Lady Elizabeth

Lawley,' &c.

No. 731. ‘ Brooch Miniatures of Georgina

Flint and Emily Montague,—Niece and Daughter

of the Hon. Mrs. Spencer Montague,’ Mrs. V.

Bartholomew. These minute works are admi-

rably adapted for their destined purpose
;
they

are two heads of children, charming in colour

and remarkable for finesse and delicacy of touch.

No. 736. ‘Mrs. Henry Moore,’ W. Egley. A
miniature possessing, in a high degree, the best

qualities of this department of Art.

No. 768. ‘ Portrait of Mrs. Marshall,’ Sir W.
Newton. In colour and manner this work very

much resembles oil-painting
;

it is one of the

best we have seen by the artist, who also ex-

hibits portraits of the ‘ Right Hon. Sir G. Clerk,’

Bart., of ‘ John Clarke, Esq.,’ &c.

No. 774. ‘Sir Robert Heron, Bart.,’ C; Cou-

zens. The head in this miniatnre is distinguished

by a palpability and roundness rarely attained

;

it is life-like in colour and accurate in drawing.

No. 776. ‘ Her Grace the Duchess of Marl-

borough, Lady Louisa Spencer, and Lord

Almaric Churchill,’ Sir W. C. Ross. This

composition we had an opportunity of noticing

while in progress ,
on the occasion of its exhibi-

tion at the Institute of British Artists. It is a

charming production, abundantly exemplifying

the colour, drawing, expression, and elegant

taste, in which this eminent artist stands alone.

Other works now exhibited are portraits of * His

Grace the Duke of Marlborough,’ ‘ Mrs. Sigmund

Rucker,’ ‘ Oswyn Cresswell, Esq., and Son,’ &c.

No. 796. * The Lord Bishop of Worcester,’

T. Richmond. This work is in oil, treated like

a water-colour drawing : it is successful as an

example of the artist’s peculiar manner.

No. 808. ‘John J. Calley, Esq.,’ E. D. Smith.

A work remarkable for the vitality communicated

to the features, as also the colour, which so admi-

rably supports the living expression of the

face.

No. 897. ‘ Water-Colour Portrait of William

r- i

;•

,

1
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Esses, Esq.,’ W. B. Essex. Rather a large draw-
ing, showing the head made out with great care,
and yet with a freedom of execution extremely
valuable in this department of Art.

No. 900. ‘ Subject from Isaiah—Design for a
Fresco,’ G. F. Watts. A red chalk drawing of
charming feeling ; it is a small figure composi-
tion, reminding the spectator of both Correggio
and Raffaelle.

No. 903. ‘ Cartoon of Griselda—painted in
Fresco in the New Houses of Parliament,’ C. W.
Cope, R.A. A small oil-colour sketch of this
composition has already been noticed.

No. 916. 'The First Voyage,’ W. Mulready,
R.A. One of those beautiful red and black
chalk drawings which are exhibited from time
to time by this painter. The story is of a child
who was permitted to sail in a wash tub.
No. 908. ' Algernon, fourth son of Mr. and

Lady Caroline Turner,’ J. S. Templeton. This
is a chalk drawing on tinted paper

; the head is
brought forward with great power.

No. 931. * * * G. Jones, R.A. A chiar-
oscuro sketch in the free and effective manner
of this artist. The subject is the secret inter-
ment of some of the Colonna family. No. 938
by the same hand is ‘ The Battle of Meanee,’ an

|

outline drawing showing unexampled patience.
Other productions of much interest are

—

‘ Whalley, Lancashire—looking over Ribblesdale
from the grounds of John Taylor, Esq. at More-

[

ton Hall,’ J. D. Harding; ‘Mr. Edmond St.

j
John Mildmay,’ J. Dehaussy; ‘The Viscountess

j

Jocelyn,’ James Swinton
; ‘Portrait of Mrs.

I
Valentine Bartholomew,’ James Sperling; ‘A
Portrait,’ Mrs. Henry Moseley; ‘Portrait of

1 the Hon. Miss Caroline Dawson,’ J. Hayter;
‘ The Lady Caroline Leigh,’ W. Egley

;
‘ Mrs.

Mowatt, Emily Anne Scott, The Hon. Frederick
Petre,’ W. Watson

; ‘A Letter from Australia- —
a family group,’ C. Earles, &c. &c.

In this room also arc two very beautiful imi-
tation cameos by Miss M. A. Nicholls, and some
oil pictures of a degree of merit which entitles
them to a better place. If there were not works
infinitely inferior to them occupying some of the
best positions on the walls of the other rooms,
this fact had not struck us so forcibly. As it were
no compliment to signalise the works of artists

,
of talent as thus disgraced, we forbear enu-
merating them, in the hope of seeing their pro-

i ductions perhaps on a future occasion more
worthily considered.

In the Architectural Room are also some oil
pictures and water-colour drawings of great
merit, but many of them are distant from the
eye, insomuch as to render description difficult.
Of these we may mention—' Roslyn Chapel,’ S.
Read ;

‘ Mill on the Medway,’ E. Williams, Sen.;
‘ The Skirts of the Common,’ H. J. Boddington;
‘ A Vale in Kent,’ H. Jutsum

; ‘The Withered
Elm,’ J. M. Youngman

; ‘Near Gisborougli

—

Yorkshire,’ J. Peel; ‘Coast Scene—Evening,’
J. Wilson j

‘ Skirts of a Common,’ E. C. Wil-
liams

;
‘ Bamborough Castle—Northumberland,’

W.C. Smith; ‘Retirement,’ W. Linton; ‘Venice,’
J. D. Harding

;
‘ Landscape and Cattle—Evening/

E. J. Cobbett; ‘Inversnaed on Loch Lomond,’
W. West, &c.

SCULPTURE.

No. 1196. ‘ Marble group, a Nymph of Diana
taking a Thom from a Greyhound’s Foot,’
R. J. Wyatt. A realisation of the inci-
dent without poetical allusion. The nymph is
seated, holding the foot of the dog, which ex-
presses pain

; her features, however, do not
indicate the feeling with which a woman would
afford similar relief to a suffering animal. The
figure is semi-nude and very appropriately
adorned, rather with the graces of simplicity
than qualifications more aspiring.

* 199- ‘Eve, a model,’ P. Mac Dowell,
R.A. The subject is the temptation of Eve,
who stands with the right arm raised, the
hand resting on the head. She is supported
against a tree, round which the serpent
is twined. We have never seen a piece of
sculpture containing so little allusive accessorym which the subject was so clearly defined.
\v e see at once that it is Eve,—she listens to the
voice of the Tempter, whose

4

“ words replete with guile
Into her heart too easy entrance won.”

She is lost in thought on the import of what
she has heard ;—the pose is easy and natural, and
in the proportions of the figure we behold the
recognition of living graces in preference to
everlasting conventionality.

No. 1201. ‘Richard II. and Bolingbroke en-
tering London,’ E. G. Papworth. This is a
bas-relief in plaster, one of those recently ex-
hibited by the Art Union. The composition is

according to the spirit of the description in
Shakspeare.

No. 1202. * * * J. H. Foley. A small bas-
relief in plaster, detailing a touching stoiy.
There are two figures, a mother and child,
kneeling at a grave, that of the husband and
father. There is great originality in the
character of the work, and a tenderness of
sentiment very rarely developed.

No. 1204. ‘Marble Statue of Sir William
Follett, M.P., Q.C.’ W. Behnes. A colossal
statue in marble, presenting the subject in
robes, and standing as if speaking in Court.
The left hand holds, and rests upon, a roll of
papers, the right arm hangs by the side, hence
it will be understood that the treatment of the
statue is of the most studious simplicity. The
entire interest is concentrated in the features,
which 'are amply endowed with language and
thought, as well as affording a striking resem-
blance of this eminent lawyer.

No. 1205. ‘Marble Statue,—the Startled
Nymph,’ W. Behnes. This figure is life-sized,

the pose is erect with the head inclined down-
wards, the attention of the nymph being attracted
by a lizard at her feet

;
the expression of surprise

is perfectly natural, and the movement easy and
graceful. The work is remarkable for its soft-

ness of finish.

No. 1207. ‘ Christ’s Journey to Jerusalem,’ J.
Hancock. This we believe is the successful
bas-relief selected by the Art-Union for the
engraving

;
if so, it has been already noticed in

this Journal.

No. 1209. ‘Group, in marble, of the Graces,’
E. H. Baily, R. A. This is an entirely original
method of treating these ladies. They may be
said to be seated, and to form, as seen in front, a
pyramidal composition

; the centre figure being
somewhat higher than the others. Two figures
are seen in front, the third shows her back.
It is a work of a nature so delicately compli-
cated that its execution must have taken years
of labour. The figures are modelled with all

the elegance of proportion which distinguishes
those of the sculptor, and the lines of the compo-
sition are made to flow into each other with
admirable skill.

No. 1213. ‘Statue of Thomas Campbell to be
erected in Poet’s Corner, Westminster Abbey,’
W- C. Marshall, A. The figure is of the heroic
size

;
it represents the poet standing writing

“ The Pleasures of Hope.” The countenance is

expressive of deep thought, and the linea-

ments resemble closely those of the original in
his better time.

No. 1217. ‘Eurydice,’ L. Macdonald. This
is a small statue showing Eurydice at the
moment she is stung by the serpent. The
serpent clings to her ankle, and she stoops, but
evinces no pain or alarm. The head is a close
study from the Greek.
No. 1219. ‘ The Earl of Arundel, a statue to

be executed in bronze for the new palace of
Westminster,’ W. F. Woodinoton. This is in
plaster

; the figure is of the size of life wearing
a suit of mail under a surcoat.

No. 1226. ‘ Monumental figures of the late
Samuel Whitbread, Esq. M.P., and Lady Eliza-
beth Whitbread, to be placed in Cardington
Church, Bedfordshire,’ H. Weekes. The figures
are life-sized alti-relievi in marble; they are
represented in a devotional attitude and are
treated with the simplicity of portraiture.

. No. 1229. ‘Model of a Colossal Statue of the
late Sir James Shaw, Bart., executed in marble
for the subscribers and placed at the Cross of
Kilmarnock,’ J. Fillans. This work, in the
marble, was noticed at great length in the Art-
Journal, previously to its removal to Scotland.

No. 1231. ‘The Hours and the Horses
of the Sun,’ J. Gibson, R.A. A marble bas-

relief of an exquisitely classic feeling. Each of
the four horses is led by an Hour, and the
various movements of the animals and figures
form a composition in the purest feeling of the
antique.

No. 1240. ‘Sir Felix Booth, Bart., F.R.S.,’
W. Behnes. A marble bust treated without
affectation, and remarkable for its resemblance
to the bring subject.

No. 1259. ‘Bust of Capt. Maconochie, R.N.,
K.H., late Commandant of Norfolk Island,’ C.
Essex. The subject seems to possess all the valu-
able points for a fine work, and these 'have been
dwelt upon with much felicity by the sculptor.
The lineaments are endowed with language
dictated by firmness of character.

No. 1264. ‘Frederick Robertson, Esq./ T.
Campbell. A Bust in Marble, remarkable for
the expression given to the features by the
drooping of the eyehd.

No. 1265. ‘A Marble Bust of Angus Mac
Donell, Esq.,’ M. Noble. The features and
contour of the head were a profitable study, but
the whole is outweighed by the massive beard.

No. 1267. ‘Charles Barry, Esq., R.A.,’ W.
Behnes. Presenting a faithful resemblance of
this eminent architect.

No. 1.272. ‘Marble Bust of Viscountess Castle-
reagh,’ G. G. Adams. Plain and unassuming to a
degree

; the features are moulded into an expres-
sion of much feminine sweetness.

No. 1278. ‘Bust of Sir Richard Morrison/
J. E. Jones. This work is in plaster, preparatory
to execution in marble

; it is characterised by
much spirit.

No. 1281. ‘II Penseroso—a study in marble/
J. Durham. This is a bust, the subject being
essayed by the sentiment aud pose of the head,
which droops in a thoughtful manner. In the
style of the work there is a vein of refined
poetry.

No. 1288. ‘Marble Bust of John Elbotson, Esq.,
M.D., Cantab., F.R.S.’ T. Butler. A work remark-
able for fidelity of resemblance to the life. Like
many of the best antiques, it is simple even to
severity in treatment. The features are eloquent
of grave argument, and the character of the
whole is eminently that of a thinking head.

No. 1308. ‘Bust of R. Durant, Jim., Esq./
J. G. Lough. Vitality and intelbgence have been
communicated with much febcity to the fea-

tures.

No. 1316. ‘Bust in Marble of Avery, son of
Edward Tyrrell, Esq./ E. A. Foley. The artist
has succeeded hi amply communicating to this
bttle head that boyish motive which assorts so
well with the tone of the features.

No. 1 317. ‘ Bust in Marble of James Matheson,
Esq., M.P./ W. C. Marshall, A. The head is

sbghtly inclined upwards with an expression of
inquiry

;
the features are characterised by a

benignity well adapted to their peculiar cast.

No. 1318. ‘Marble Bust of Lady Clementina
Vilbers/ L. Macdonald. The head is sbghtly
inclined forward, a pose which, with the retiring
disposition of the features, gives a feeling of in-

finite sweetness to the work.
No. 1325. ‘Marble Bust ofMrs. George Forbes,’

H. Weeks. The high and elaborate finish of
this bust is instantly declared to the eye. The
marble is, in some degree, transparent ; which,
with the debcacy communicated by minute ela-

boration, gives an extraordinary softness to the
skin textures.

No. 1335. ‘ Marble Bust of His Excellency the
Earl of Clarendon, K.G., G.C.B., Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland/ C. Moore. This is almost a small
bfe size

;
the vitahty and argument of the features

are much assisted by the addition of sight to the
eyes.

To other works which we had marked for

notice we regret the impossibibty of giving the
space which to their merits is fully due. Every
one on which we have remarked we could have
considered at greater length had our space been
sufficient for this purpose. The titles of a few
of those for which we cannot find room, are,

—

‘ Marble Bust of Mrs. Wood/ G. G. Adams
;

‘Arethusa/ L. Macdonald; ‘Silvia and the
Wounded Fawn/ T. Earle ;

‘ Boy Crowned with
Hops,’ a marble bust, F. Tiirupp ;

‘ Marble Bust
of Sir John Jervis/ E. Davis ; &c.
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EXHIBITION OF THE SOCIETY OF
PAINTERS IN WATER-COLOURS.

The private view of the Exhibition of this Insti-

tution took place on Saturday, the 28th of April,
and on the following Monday it was opened to
the public. The number of drawings contri-
buted is three hundred and sixty-five, forming
the most attractive Exhibition that has for
some years been seen on these walls. There
are no drawings of any considerable magnitude,
but we feel no disappointment on this account.
Water-colours are not, in our judgment, suitable
materials for large pictures, and we have always
found that those of moderate size are not only
better appreciated, but the most saleable. The
majority of artists, even in this department, hold
the same opinion ; but it is a rule of this Society
to offer to its members in succession (three or
four in a season, we believe), a premium for
executing a large drawing to enhance the appa-
rent importance of the Exhibition : hence it

rarely opens without the appearance of some
such in the gallery. The plan is by no means
injudicious, as it tends to show what may be
done even with such comparatively slight mate-
rial. Indeed, our school of water-colour pain-
ters is unrivalled throughout the world

; no
country, either in ancient or modem times, has
produced such works. This season our old
friends give no sign of their having “ fallen into
the sear and yellow leaf ;” there is no diminution
of their powers—no evidence of worn-out con-
ceptions and intellects weakened by advancing
years

; while the younger exhibitors seem detei°
mined to show that they are worthy to follow in
the same course, and that the Society is not likely
to suffer in character when the “ patriarchs" shall
have ceased from among them.

No. 9. ‘Porch of Ratisbon Cathedral,’ S. Prout.
This is an attractive subject; it has already been
exhibited by this artist, but we think the former
work had not so much of the colour of the grave
reality as we see here. In the upper part of the
drawing there is a great denial of colour, and
hence the variety in the drapery of the figures
below acquires greater power. The architectural
ornamentation is described with masterly tact.

No. 15. ‘The Rival's Wedding— Brittany,'
Jos. J. Jenkins. A peasant girl is leaning over
a bank, looking at the nuptial procession below,
which is the key to the sentiment of the composi-
tion. The story is legible, and at once interests the
reader. In every production of this artist there
is a point which goes far beyond the simple forms
wherein it is embodied, and which discourses of
the romance of every-day life. Upon this it is a
luxury to fall back from the impertinences of
hacknied routine.

No. 14. ‘View from the Mons, above Taynuilt,
looking to Ben Slarive, and the Mountains at
the head of Loch Etive—Argyllshire,’ Copley
Fielding. A striking passage of Highland scenery,
in which the mountains close the view in the
distance. The remoter parts of the drawing are
forced in colour, but this is well ca'rried off by
the accompanying tones and hues. This is

one of a series of works of unusual interest by
this artist, many possessing the most exquisite
qualities of Water-Colour Art.

No. 18. ‘ On the River Stor—Harwich in the
distance,’ C. Bentley. The principal object in
this drawing is a fishing-boat containing a
figure with a red cap, telling with good effect
against a black thunder-cloud in distance. The
breadth of the paper is occupied by the water,
which is transparent and full of movement. The
material is slight, but the drawing is a work of
high character.

No. 22. ‘ Harvest Boys,’ 0. Oakley. These
are two figures represented as gleaners

;
they are

carefully studied, but the faces might have been
improved by colour. The manner of the features
is admirably adapted for portraiture. This artist
exhibits many drawings, all more or less suc-
cessful, but it is prejudicial to their more valuable
qualities that the figures generally play to the
spectator.

No. 27. ‘Barden Tower—Yorkshire,’ D. Cox.
The one aspect which this artist presents is

certainly brought forward with infinite power
and truth. The tower is but a small part of
the picture—it is a ruin seen on a near eminence,
over some trees. The drawing is as free in

execution as are usually those of the artist, and
equally simple in colour. There are other works
by the same hand, but the sky is so menacing
that few will seek their amusement in those
passages of landscape, how romantic soever, if

they would escape a wetting.

No. 28. ‘ Morning,’ Fred. Tayler. The scene
is a kennel, the inmates of which are two brace
of setters listening with painful anxiety for the
gamekeeper coming to let them loose for a day’s
sport. This admirable drawing has a pendant
entitled ‘ Evening,’ in which we see a leash or
two brace-of dogs asleep after their day’s work.
The point of each drawing is sufficiently clear.

Under the same name are exhibited some small
figure compositions,

r
perfectly unique in their

peculiar excellence of colour, composition, and
elegant feeling.

No. 32. ‘ Interior at Levens—Westmoreland,
the seat of the Hon. Mrs. Col. Howard,’ Joseph
Nash. One of those wainscotted rooms of the six-

teenth century, with a chimney embellished with
elaborate carving. In richness of detail, sur-

passing execution and effective truth, this draw-
ing equals the best productions that have been
exhibited by the artist. What may be the appear-
ance of the room now we cannot say, but this

drawing presents it as in its best time. Tho
shadows are blacker than we have been accus-
tomed to see them in these works.

No. 38. ‘View on the River Dart—Devon-
shire,' P. de Wint. The subject, like all those
of this artist, is by no means remarkable for any
striking picturesque association. The compo-
nents are ordinary, but they are treated with
decision, and the colour is unexceptionable. The
manner of this work reminds us of the best
qualities of the old school of water-colour. It is

accompanied by others under this name, some of
which are the long flat scenes which this artist
paints with unapproachable excellence.

No. 47. ‘Near Chatillon—Yal d’Aoste,’ Geo.
Fripp. The character of this scene is something
like that of the larger oil picture exhibited by
this artist last year. It is highly elaborated, but
by no means so agreeable either in colour or
material as his English subjects, in which is

evidenced much improvement.
No. 56. ‘Bellaggio, Lago cli Como,’ F. M.

Richardson. On the right of this composition
and at the water’s edge appears a house, grouping
with a boat and figures

; the left is open, carry-
ing the eye to the mountains rising on the other
side. The drawing is beautiful in colour and
successful in its atmosphere. Another charming
drawing under this name is entitled ‘Hay-
makers Resting.’

No. 72. ‘The Arran Fisherman’s Return,’
Alfred Fripp. A cottage interior with figures,
the principal of which is the wife of the fisher-

man, a seated figure, which is brought forward
by a strong light from the fire. A remarkable
feature of this drawing is the opacity of the
shadows. The execution is looser than we have
been accustomed to see in preceding works.

No. 82. ‘The High Altar—Cathedral of Toledo,’
Lake Price. This subject is generally made
a cheval de bataillc by those artists who can paint
it. It is here drawn with an infinite nicety of
execution, and probably with unquestionable
truth

; but it is to be regretted that, to the
elaboration of the drawing, its full value is not
given by a judicious play of chiaroscuro.

No. 96. ‘ Evening,’ C. Branwhite. A fore-
ground with water and trees is here opposed to
an evening sky

;
but there is too much light in

the horizon. This should be toned down to
bring it into harmony with the lower parts.
There is another work exhibited under this
name,—‘ On the East Lynn—North Devon ’—

a

large drawing, but deficient in breadth and
harmony of parts.

No. 109. ‘An Old Street in Frankfort,’ W.
Callow. The striking feature of this drawing is

an ancient and curiously built house on the
right ; it is worthily accompanied, the whole
forming a subject of much picturesque interest.

No. 112. ‘ Noontide Retreat,’ G. Dodgson.
One of those elegant garden compositions which

this artist executes with so much taste.
Others are entitled ‘ The Terrace,’ and ‘ A Sun-
shine Holiday,’ which are equally distinguished
by their composition, and by a careful finish
that does not detract from the general breadth.

No. 120. ‘Buchal Etive—Argyllshire,' W. A.
Nesfield. The peculiar features of Highland
scenery are maintained to good purpose. The
left middle distance is the most effective passage
of the composition.

No. 136. ‘ The Cartland Crags—Lanarkshire,’
G. Cattermole. This is a study of rocks—rather
a largo drawing—which it would be difficult to
ascribe to its author, without the assistance of
the catalogue. This class of subjoct is not
adapted to the powers that set before us so
perfectly those middle-age associations of which
he possesses an inexhaustible fund.

No. 139. ‘Viewof Lincoln from below the Rock,’
P. De Wint. The height of the cathedral
renders it a prominent object in any view of this
city- We see it rising on the right of the com-
position, whence the objective descends gradually
to the river. The time is evening, and the tone
and tranquil breadth of the drawing are charm-
ing.

No. 144. ‘ The Chase in the time of Charles the
Second,’ Frederick Tayler. This is one of
those subjects in the realisation of which this
artist stands alone. It is graceful in character,
and brilliant in colour.— ‘ The Fisherman’s Home,’ F. W. Topham.
The scene is a cottage interior, in which the
fisherman's wife is seated between two lights,
that of the fire, and that admitted by the open
door. The effect is managed with much success

;

indeed, the artist is eminent for his treatment
of this class of subject. The character given to
the figures is full of truth

; this, together with
the colour, depth, and texture, which we find
here, constitute a rare assemblage of valuable
qualities.

No. 152. ‘Houston Crag and Buttermere—from
Crummock Water,’ W. C. Smith. The material
of this view has been drawn and painted times
innumerable. The view is here treated with
simplicity, and presents a striking resemblance
to the locality. Another view by the same
artist is entitled ‘ Greenwich from the One Tree
Hill.’ This we need not describe

; it is enough
to say that it is extremely difficult to deal with,
but the result is a highly meritorious drawing.

No. 167. ‘ Lowestoft Roads—Vessels in a Gale
making for the Harbour,’ E. Duncan. A large
drawing, presenting as near objects a Belgian or
Dutch fishing-boat, and a ship standing in with
a wind apparently dead in shore. The boat is

reeling, bows under, on the crest of a sea, and all
hands, wherever we look, are taking in canvas.
The water is drawn and coloured with infinite
truth and skill, and the vessels are described in
a manner which can be acquired only by earnest
observation.

No. 174. ‘The Mouse, or the Disappointed
Epicures,’ J. M. Wright. The subject is not of
the most attractive kind. A fraternity of monks
having sat down to dinner, one of the company,
who is about to send round the soup, draws from
the tureen a mouse, to the great horror of the
brethren. The incident is veiy circumstantially
described.

No. 175. ‘Sheltering from the Storm,’ S.
Palmer. The principal object is an old spread-
ing tree, beneath tho spare foliage of which some
figures are supposed to be sheltered. This tree
alone is an interesting study.

No. 183. * On the East Lyn—North Devon,’
C. Branwhite. A large drawing, the subject-
matter of which is an association of the most
attractive features of river-side sceneiy, form-
ing a composition of romantic interest. But
the treatment leaves the eye no resting-place

:

the chiaroscuro is unfortunately broken up into
spots.

No. 187. ‘ Nature and Art,’ Mrs. Creddle. A
lady seated holding a child, and near them is a
canvas with a preparatory sketch of the sacred
subject, “ Suffer little children, and forbid them
not,” &c. Tho two figures are substantial and
like nature.

No. 195. ‘The little Boat Adrift—Scene in
Glen Dochart,’ H. Gastineau. A close river
scene, in which on the opposite bank are some



boys, one of whom is preparing to bathe. The
subject is selected with good taste, but would
have told better with more shadow.

No. 203. ‘ Hollyhocks,’ V. Bartholomew.
These flowers are grouped in variety, as red,

yellow, and purple
;
they are drawn with a

truth, and coloured with a tenderness, which
approach more nearly the delicacy and freshness

of nature than anything we have ever seen in

this department of Art. No. 217. ‘Flowers and
Fruit” is by the same artist. The former are

grouped in a jug round which the fruit is dis-

posed, and every object of the composition is

alike successful. The floral essays of this artist

place him at the head of his branch of the
profession.

No. 208. ‘ Devotion,’ Jos. J. Jenkins. A pea-

sant girl kneeling on a chair before the altar.

The pose, character, and circumstances support
perfectly the title.

No. 212. ‘Mussel Gatherers—Rhossik Bay,
South Wales,’ E. Duncan. An open coast scene,

painted with infinite sweetness—figures are dis

tributed in the foreground and middle distance

There is little in the drawing, but it is distin-

guished by a captivating mellowness of tone.

No. 216. ‘ Admiral Collingwood Breaking
the Line at Trafalgar,’ W. C. Smith. A large

drawing, showing the maimer in which this

daring feat was accomplished, according to the
description in James's Naval History. The order
of battle is clearly laid down, and with this re-

commendation, and the nicety with which the
ships are individually drawn, the work will be
interesting to lovers of marine painting,

No. 242. ‘ The Chapel,’ G. Cattermole. One
of a series of small figure-drawings which this

artist contributes to the Exhibition. There
is no important complicated work, but all are

endowed with the best qualities of Art. This
drawing presents an assemblage of retainers in a
castle chapel. We know not whether to desig-

nate him who officiates at the reading-desk a
learned clerk or a belted warrior. Another
beautiful production by this artist is entitled
“ The Goldsmith :

” it shows a goldsmith’s shop,
in which the principal is surrounded by his men,
variously occupied with pieces of gold and silver

plate. In these and the other figure subjects

we find all the power and original quality and
sketchy precision which give such a charm to

these works.

No. 259. ‘ Plums and Grapes,’ W. Hunt. The
works exhibited under this name are generally

fruit and flower subjects. There is a hiatus in

the narrative of the fortunes of the youthful
rustic, with whom we have sympathised for

many a year. These plums and grapes are
painted with extraordinary power of imitation

;

but all the works exhibited by the painter are

equally happy in their microscopic resemblance
to nature.

No. 270. ‘Traeth Maur, North Wales,’ W.
Evans. This is the best work we have seen
exhibited under this name. It must be remarked
that in the works of the artist there is a strong

predilection for black opaque shadow, the effect

of which no excellence of management in the
light can relievo.

No. 197. ‘Maison des Francs Bateliers, at

Ghent,’ W. Callow. This is one of the richly

ornamented facades of the fifteenth century
;

it

is a striking piece of architecture, more impor-
tant in the drawing than in reality ; it is, how-
ever, brought forward with great spirit, and is

readily recognisable by those who may have
seen the locale.

No. 186. * Basket of Roses,’ Maria Harrison.
These flowers are grouped with much taste, and
painted with great spirit and natural freshness

of hue. Other contributions are No. 68, ‘ Jar of

Flowers,’ No. 292, ‘ Grapes,’ &c., all of which
sustain the reputation of this lady in her depart-

ment of Art.

The latter of these works are upon the screens,

of which there are four, covered with small
drawings, many of which are works of very great
excellence, especially some of those by Copley
Fielding, David Cox, W. Hunt, Frederick
Tayler, Samuel Prout, &c.

;
and of certain of

these productions it may be said that they pos-

sess a charm of which larger works by the same
hands are devoid.

Sir W. Callcott, R.A., Painter. J. H. Kernot, Engraver.

Sire of the Picture, 2 ft. 11$ in. by 2 ft. $ in.

This is a comparatively large picture, consider-
ing the subject and its treatment, both of which
require the mind and the hand of a master to work
up into anything like an agreeable scene

;
for there

is little in the subject to arrest the artist’s eye, nor
has he endued it with that bustle and activity

which might have been applied to make a more
attractive picture

;
and yet there is a charm in its

very simplicity and repose—a repose which seems
to be shared by every object, animate and inani-

mate
;
for there is not the slightest indication of a

breath of air in the atmosphere to create a ripple

on the distant ocean.
The scene is evidently on the Dutch coast, as

the figures exhibit the costume of that nation
;
they

are presumed to be waiting for the arrival of the
fishing boats just perceptible in the horizon (for in

the catalogue of the gallery the picture is merely
described as a “ Coast Scene)

;
there can, however,

be no doubt that the artist had this idea in mind.
These figures, and the old pier, seen at low water,
constitute the materials of his work, which the
painter has unquestionably made the most of.

It is painted with considerable force and freedom

;

but there is a cool, grey tone which pervades the
whole, and renders it less effective as an engraving
than if the lights had been more strikingly brought
forward : such a treatment would, indeed, have
destroyed the harmony of the composition.

THE NEW SOCIETY OF PAINTERS
IN WATER COLOURS.

The works of this Society were submitted to

private view on the 21st of April, but it was too
late in the month for us to give any lengthened
notice of them. We were limited to a state-

ment of the fact with the mention of the names of
the new members and the titles of some of the
prominent works. The striking feature of this

body has been their figure-compositions, but this

year they are more than usually strong in land-

scape. Many of the figure-drawings are produc-

tions of rare excellence, but the range of subject

is generally matter of fact and unaspiring ; it is

impossible to see more absolute command of

material, greater variety of marvellous textures ;

but there is less amount than usual of senti-

mental and melodramatic narrative.

No. 13. ‘ * * * ’ Charles Davidson. This
drawing may be a composition, but it has
the superior merit of not looking like one.

The observation escapes us because it is cata-

logued with a passage from Thomson, in the

place of a title. The scene is a verdant pastoral

landscape, richly wooded, presented under the
aspect of a clouded summer day, the effect of

which is admirably sustained.

No. 14. ‘ Mussel Gatherers,’ J. H. Mole. It

is, of course, low tide, and the principal group is

assembled on the left of the composition. The
figures are drawn with accuracy, finished with
extraordinary care, and strikingly brilliant in

colour.

No. 35. ‘Fontainebleau in the Sixteenth Cen-

tury,’ John Chase. One of the spacious saloons

of Francis the First, with its magnificently carved
chimney. In this drawing there is an infinity of

work, but it is executed with great neatness, and
would have derived advantage from greater

depth of tone.

No. 39. ‘ The Washing Place—Coast ofFrance.’

William Lee. This is the most successful

essay we have ever seen by this artist. The
figures are costumed in the manner of the

French women about Boulogne ; each is a highly

successful study, distinguished by much charac-

teristic truth, coloured with much sweetness,

and endowed with no common share of beauty.

No. 55. ‘Plenty,’ John Absolon. This is a

large composition,—a harvest fieldwith numerous
harvestmen and gleaners dispersed in various

groups, the nearest of which contain many suc-

cessful rustic figures. It is a work of very

great power, and is singularly brilliant in colour.

No. 77. ‘ Portsmouth— Spithead from the
Spit-Buoy,’ T. S. Robins. The subject is, we
believe, exhibited elsewhere in oil, under the
same name; but if we may compare the two
works, he deals with it in this drawing in a
manner much more satisfactory. Here the
water is deep, clear, and heaving : the principal

object is a fishing-craft, but with a jib square
sail, mainsail and mizen

;
she carries too much

canvas, considering the squall that is at hand.
No. 89. ‘Flowers and Fruit,’ Mary Margetts.

There are roses, a melon, grapes and other fruit,

drawn and coloured with much truth, and dis-

posed with taste and good effect. This lady
exhibits other works, not less meritorious.

No. 95. ‘Windsor Forest—the Castle in the
distance,’ W. Bennett. This is an admirable
drawing; the colour may be a trifle too cold
and the masses too uniformly round, but in

texture and every good quality it is a work of
much excellence.

No. 102. ‘ Vespers in the Church of St. Anne
—Bruges,’ L. Haghe. The scene is a spacious

church, the altar is lighted, while the body of
the edifice is in deep shade

;
daylight, however,

is not altogether obscured, for some of the
near figures catch the light that falls yet from
the windows. These two lights are disposed
of in the most masterly manner

;
they are

sparingly admitted, considering the extent of

space, but to every ray is given incomparable
value

;
the figures arc highly picturesque, and

the whole, although not so striking as the reading
subject of last year, is by no means less suc-

cessful.

No. 111. * Chioggia, near Venice,’ J. H.
D’Egville. The material of this subject is in

its way as attractive as any fragment within or
near the City of the Sea

;
it is a most substantial

representation.

No. 125. ‘ Amiens, seen from the Banks of the
Somme,’ T. S. Boys. This is a large drawing, in

which the quaint and homely architecture of the
north of France is successfully contrasted with
that of the famous cathedral, which rises in

commanding elevation above them. The com-
position is judiciously enlivened by river craft

and figures, and forced into powerful effect by
opposition of tone.

No. 135. ‘The Hop Garden,’ James Fahey.
This drawing has the great merit of appearing
to have been made on the spot. It is extremely
fresh in colour, perfectly harmonious, and treated

in a manner so successful as to give to the sub-

ject a more than ordinary interest.

No. 146. ‘ Ferry, Tilbury Fort— opposite
Gravesend,’ G. Howse. A very favourable view
of this locale, embracing the most available fea-

tures, which are judiciously disposed.

No. 150. ‘Snowdon, from near Capel Curig,

North Wales,’ W. Robertson. Of this view we
have eveiy year at least one version. There is

much truth in this drawing, but the water had
better been rendered with greater breadth.

No. 160. ‘ The Murderers of Thomas Chase,
of Amersham, drawing up “ the Letter to the
Clergy,” ’ E. H. Corbould. This subject is de-

rived from Fox's Book of Martyrs. It is a work
of extraordinary power, qualified indeed so highly
as to rank it among the best—as, perhaps, the
very best—of this artist's productions. There are

two figures in armour, admirably drawn and
coloured

; the metallic lustre of the casques and
the steel plate is most perfectly imitated. The
proportion of light in the picture is small, but
rendered very effective from the breadth and
transparency of the shaded portions.

No. 166. ‘Twilight,’ Aaron Penley. This
title is accompanied by a lengthy quotation

from Gray’s Elegy, and the materials of the

composition suggest the view to be that of Stoke
Pogis. The theme is ably sustained, and the

perfect tranquillity of the scene coincides with

the sentiment of the verse.

No. 173. ‘ Lo Patriarche,’ Charles Weigall.
This is a small drawing,—one of those poultry-

yard subjects which this artist treats so success-

fully. The patriarch is a very handsome white
cock, surrounded by a brood of chickens.

No. 182. ‘Panama, from the Theatre of Taor-

mina, Sicily—in two compartments,’ C. Vacher.
The foreground objective comprehends the
ruined theatre of the ancient Taorminum, whence
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is obtained a fine view'of iEtna. The drawing
is extremely brilliaut in colour, perhaps red is

too prominent. The continuation, No. ^192, is

less important to the eye.

No. 185. ‘Peace,’ E. H. Wehnert. This
allegory is treated with but one impersonation,
a winged figure, holding in her left hand a globe,

and extending her right, in which is an olive

branch. The person is enveloped in a brilliant

orange drapery, the dispositions of which, to-

gether with the attitude of the figure, describe

movement in accordance with the spirit of the
apostrophe which accompanies the title. The
work is everywhere very carefully elaborated,

and the sentiment of the figure renders a title

unnecessary.

No. 191. ‘Rouen, from the heights of St.

Catherine,’ T. L. Rowbotham, Jun. A large

drawing containing, as may be well understood
from the title, a great variety of complicated
objective. The view is treated with an unbroken
breadth of daylight, and there is no shrinking
from detail, hence the subject is at once
determinable.

No. 199. ‘A Welsh River,’ D. H. MTvewan.
The stream flows amid a rocky solitude, to
which the treatment imparts a character of
much grandeur

;
it is, however, to be observed

that the repose is disturbed by the too positive

light which falls upon the near peaks.

No. 220. ‘ Giaffir,’ G. H. Laporte. The sub-

ject is from the “ Bride of Abydos,” and the
composition seems intended to display the
points of the Arab horse. The mounted figures

are numerous, and the animals are drawn with
a precision which shows an intimate knowledge
of equine character and anatomy.—

‘ Hagar,' Fanny Corbaux. The passage
selected is from Genesis, chap, xxi., ver. 15 :

“ she has therefore laid the boy down to die, and
now hears the voice of the Angel.” The work
well sustains the reputation of this lady.

No. 244. ‘ Moonlight,’ H. Maplestone. The
moon rises behind a screen of trees, which is

opposed to the lighter sky, with an effect aided
by the treatment of the water. The valuable
qualities of these parts are scarcely supported
by the foreground.

No. 248. ‘ Windings of the Wye,’ G. B. Cam-
pion. A large drawing, presenting a highly
picturesque passage of scenery. In the treat-

ment of this work somewhat more of breadth
had been desirable.

‘

No. 253. ‘ Village of Audley End.’ A small
and unassuming production of much merit.

No. 276. ‘Joseph’s Coat brought to Jacob,’

H. Warren. All the figures in this composition
have been studied with the utmost care. Jacob
is seated on the right, and he covers his face in

his grief at the sight of the stained garment
which is held before him by his sons. According
to the taste of this artist the background is open,
insomuch that the figures tell against the sky,

a circumstance which gives to the composition
very much the feeling of bas-relief.

No. 281. ‘The Servant of All-work,’ H. Weir.
A poor patient donkey described with much
truth. There is an excellent companion to this,

No. 268. ‘ The Forester,’ a rough pony in the
interior of a stable, with foals, &c. Mr. Weir is

a young member, who will eventually prove an
acquisition to the Society.

No. 290. ‘Philandering,’ C. H. Weigall.
The scene is a garden, and the figures are nume-
rous, distributed in “ accompaniments of
couples.”

No. 321. ‘ Scene on the Lago di Garda—Morn-
ing,’ W. Wyld. This and some other drawings
of considerable merit are by a new member,
long resident in Paris. He has also passed some
time in Italy, and the works now exhibited are
the results of his visits to that country.

There are yet many drawings of high merit to

which want of space denies us the pleasure of
giving individual description. A few of these
are : No. 294. ‘ An Old fortified Mill on the
Meuse,’ W. Oliver. No. 298. ‘Ludlow, Shrop-
shire,’ Fanny Steers. No. 315. ‘ The Cateran’s

Hearth,’ R. Carriok. No. 345. ‘Bank of Prim-
roses,’ Mary Harrison. No. 374. ‘Maiden
Occupation,’ B. R. Green. No. 391. ‘ Margaret,’
Jane S. Egerton. No. 392. ‘A Portrait,’ Sarah
Setchel. &c.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The exhibition, which closed on the 12th ult.,

may be said to have been as successful, with regard
to the sale of the pictures, as could reasonably be
expected, considering the still comparative depres-
sion of monetary affairs. Eighty pictures and
two pieces of sculpture have found purchasers,
a few of these being bought before they left the
studios of their respective artists. We subjoin a
list of these, with their prices, where we have been
able to ascertain them:—‘Joshua Commanding
the Sun to stand still,’ J. Martin, 800 gs., bought
by Mr. Scarisbrick

;

1 A Mountain Chieftain’s
Funeral in the Olden Time,’ F. Danby, A.R.A.,
350 gs., bought by Mr. Appleyard, the first prize-
holder in the Art-Union

;

1 The Deserted,’ C. Bran-
white, 150 gs.

;

1 Beth Gelert,’ T. J. Barker,
110 gs.

;

‘ Harwich, from the Stour,’ C. Bentley,
70 gs., bought by the Rev. Dr. Newman

;
‘ Alice,’

F. Stone, 40 gs., bought by the Earl of Elles-
mere; ‘The Old Market at Rouen,’ E. A. Goodall,
807 ; ‘The Pet Rabbit,’ F. Goodall, 507, bought
by Mr. C. B. Wall, M.P. ;

‘ The Harvest Field,’
H. JuTSUM, 707, bought by Mr. E. Bicknell

;

‘ Domestic Ducks, after"Nature,’ J. F. Herring,
50 gs.

;
No. 186, R. Rothwell, 707 ;

‘ Newton
when a Boy,’ F. Newenham, 50 gs., bought by
the Earl of Ellesmere :

‘ The Stepping Stones,’ T.
Creswick, A.R.A., 70 gs., bought by Mr. E.
Bicknell

;
‘ Dutch Coast, near Scheveling,’ E.

W. Cooke, 40 gs.
;

‘ Love in Humble Life,’ A.
Rankley, 60 gs.

;
‘ Age and Infancy,’ T. F. Mar-

shall, 60 gs.
;

‘ Evening,’ A. Clint, 45 gs.
; ‘A

Girl of Brittany,’ F. Stone, 40 gs., bought by
Mr. T. Creswick, A.R.A.

;
‘ Maplcdurham Mill,

on the Thames,’ G. Stanfield, 35 gs.
;

‘ Dutch
Boats on the Y, off Amsterdam,’ E. W. Cooke,
20 gs.

;
‘ Venice, 1550,’ J. C. Hook, 40 gs.

;

‘ Study
of a Head,’ H. W. Phillips, 30 gs., bought by
H.R.H. Prince Albert

;

‘ Coast Scene, Sunset,’
A. Clint, 507 ;

‘ The Little Stranger,’ R. Sayers,
507, bought by Sir J. Kirkland

;

‘ The Red
and White Rose,’ C. Baxter, 40 gs. ;

‘ The Vil-
lage Common,’ J. Middleton, 357 ;

‘ Roger and
Jenny,’ A. Johnston, 70 gs.

;
‘Scene on the

Moors, Staffordshire,’ W. Shayer, 367
;

‘ The
Itinerant Fishmonger,’ W. Shayer, 367; ‘The
Palace of La Reine Blanche,’ J. Holland, 16 gs.

;

‘A Sketch in the British Institution,’ C. W.
Stanley, Jun., 10 gs., bought by Lord Colbome

;

‘ Paris, 1848,’ F. Goodall
;

‘ Bacchante and
Young Bacchanals,’ W. A. Salter, M.A.F.

;

‘English Meadows,’ F. R. Lee, R.A., and T. S.

Cooper, A.R.A.
;

1 Early Pencillings,’ A. Provis,
157; ‘The Tired Vagrant.’ W. Ewart, 12 gs.,

bought by the Bishop of Winchester
;

‘ The Flight
into Egypt,’ J. Linnell

;
‘ A Fresh Day, on Folk

Common, Kent,’ R. S. Percy, 157, bought by T.
.Creswick, A.R.A.; ‘In the Vale of Neath,’ A.
Vickers, 107 ;

* Interior of a Farm-house,’ E. A.
Goodall, 25 gs.

;
‘ The Temple of Vesta, at

Tivoli,’ G. E. Hering, 20 gs., bought by Mr. T.
Hope, M.P.

;
‘Dressed for the Ball,’T.F.DiCKSEE;

‘ The Evening Star,’ J. Hayter, 20 gs.
;

‘ Near
Reigate,’ C. Simms, 10 gs.

;
‘ An English Land-

scape,’ T. Creswick, A.R.A.
;

‘ Banks of the
Derwent,’ A. Vickers, 20 gs.

;
‘The Chapel-

room, Knole,’ J. Holland; ‘ Hungarian Peasants
at the Shrine,’ J. Zeitter, 20 gs.

;
‘ David taking

the Cruse of Water from Saul’s Bolster,’ W. F.
Grant, 257

;

‘ Summer Breezes,’ F. R. Lee, R.A.,
and T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.

;
‘ Study of Light

Colour,’ G. Lance
;

‘ The Interior of the Fisher’s
Cottage,’ Miss J. Macleod, 257 ;

‘ St. Catharine,’
H. O’Neill, 50 gs.

;
‘ The Pauper,’ C. Wilson,

7 gs., bought by Mr. C. B. Wall, M.P. ;
‘ The

Idle Boy,’ C. Wilson, 10 gs.
;

‘Winter,’ G.
Lance, bought by Mr. Vernon; ‘A Naiad,’ W.
E. Frost, A.R.A. ;

‘ My Pretty Page Look Out
Afar,’ A. J. Woolmer, 15 gs. ;

‘ A Drowsy Shep-
herd,’ the late J. Bateman, 12 gs.

;
‘ Man from

First to Last requires Assistance,’ J. Phillip
;

‘ A Summer’s Evening,’ J. Linnell
;

‘ Michael-
mas Day,’ J. Poulton, 157

;
‘ Timber Carting,’

J. Dearman, 127 ;
‘ Girl and Bird,’ A. T. Derby,

18 gs.
;

‘ The Roadside Barn,’ J. Middleton, 157

;

‘ Dunstaffnage Castle, Argyleshire,’ Copley Field-
ing, 15 gs., bought by Mr. E. Bicknell

;
‘ A Misty

Morning on the Sands of the River Exe,’ F.
Danby, A.R.A., 20 gs.

;
‘ The Island of Capri,’ J.

W. Carmichael, 18 gs.
;

‘ Coast Scene,’ E. C.
Williams, 107; ‘The Lion of St. Mark, II. J.

Johnson; ‘ Scene in Kensington Gardens,’ E. J.
Cobbett, 15 gs.

;
‘Fisherman’s Children,’ E. J.

Cobbett, 20 gs.
;

‘ Near Chiddingstone,’ A. W.
Williams, 157
The Sculptures sold are : a ‘ Marble Bust of Ophe-

lia,’ T. Earle, 307, and ‘ Ino and the Infant
Bacchus,’ (engraved in the Art-Journal,) J. H.
Foley, both bought by the Earl of Ellesmere.

MEMOIR OF JAMES WARD, R.A.

The biography of an artist, who has passed his
eightieth year, and still lives to ornament the
walls of a great national exhibition with works
that show nothing of impaired faculty, and but
little of a hand weakened by age or infirmity,
falls to the lot of few to put forth. In most
cases, before the man of genius has reached his
allotted span of existence, his three-score years
and ten, time has palsied his fingers, toil and
study have exhausted his powers, or worse than
all,—far worse,—neglect and disappointment
have crushed his energy, vanquished him in the
great “ battle of life,” and left only a name, which
“ being dead, yet speaketh.”

It has not been thus with the veteran who
forms the subject of this notice. But before
entering on the particulars of his career, we
would state that ho has kindly furnished us with
a long and most interesting auto-biography,
which we are reluctantly compelled greatly to
abbreviate, quoting, however, his own language
where it is possible to do so.

James Ward, R.A., was born in Thames Street,

London, and was christened at All-Hallows
church, near Dowgate Hill, on October the 23rd,
1769-70. At the early age of seven, the circum-
stances of his family entailing the weight of its

support upon the mother, with five young
children to provide for, he was taken from school
to render what assistance one so young might be
capable of affording. At this time a brother,
seven years his senior, was articled to R. Smith,
the mezzotinto engraver, and when James was
twelve years old he was taken from his drudgery
and put under the same master, with a view to

apprenticeship, when his brother’s term had
expired. Here, however, he says :

“ I was made an errand boy, and so far from
receiving any care or instruction from Smith, he
would not allow me paper to draw upon, but,
like the Israelites of old, I was required to ‘ make
bricks without straw.’ Many of my efforts at
that time were drawn upon the backs of un-
finished mezzotinto proofs, the paper of which
was rendered so rotten for printing that it would
not take the chalk ; some of them I now have
by me. Such drawings, coupled with a natural
timidity, made an unfavourable impression on
the mind of my employer, who was accustomed
to say that I should never do any good. I suf-

fered much both from neglect and cruelty, yet
Smith reposed such confidence in me that he
once sent me by coach to Norwich to ride a
high-bred hunter, which he had purchased there,

up to London. Smith used at that time to

engrave after Fuseli, whom I frequently saw,
and whose oddities I thought strange in so great

a man. One day he had been correcting a hand
and an arm, and after he was gone I took a bit

of white chalk and drew the same from recol-

lection upon the front of an old box that con-

tained prints. My brother seeing it, was very
inquisitive to knowwho did it, and would scarcely

credit me when I told him. This little circum-
stance made an impression on his mind, and he
hinted to my mother that he could not bear
the idea of my being bound to Smith, and go
through what he had done ; he therefore pro-

posed my being turned over to him as soon as

I was seven years old. Smith took advantage
of this, and would not consent, but upon condi-

tion that my brother would engage to work for

him exclusively three days in the week for the

succeeding three years, at ten shillings per day

;

he also advised his removal from town. It was
about this period that an intimate acquaintance

sprung up between George Morland and himself,

and the former coming to live with us at Kensal
Green, whither we had removed, what with him
and Smith, and their connexions, I witnessed
little that was calculated to elevate the youthful
mind ;— one moreover, which, from childhood,
had imbibed a reverence for religion.”

“ After serving an apprenticeship of nine years
to engraving, namely seven and a half with
his brother and the remainder with Smith, a
slight circumstance changed the current of his

pursuits. About six months before he left his

brother, the latter had an accident with a
picture, by Copley, which he was engraving,
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and he was accordingly much distressed to get

the ^damage repaired. Young Ward offered to

do it, and getting a bos of colours, succeeded.

Being interested in his new acquisition, he after-

wards took up an old canvas, and endeavoured

to make something like a picture. This work

is now in the possession of his son, Mr. G. R.

Ward, the well-known mezzotinto engraver. On
seeing it,

—

“ My brother gave me a commission for two

small pictures, which, after his death, got into

an auction-room with a collection of Morland’s

works, and passed for his. I had never seen

any one but Morland paint, had never seen

the works of the old masters, and therefore

believed that he had gone before them all.

Morland’s rusticity was in fashion, and having

myself a strong feeling in that direction, I

dashed into the same style, and with such

eagerness, that although just liberated from a

long servitude, I offered to put myself under

Morland for two or three years. He did not

refuse me, though he already had two pupils,

Hand and Brown, but delayed an ultimate

decision till, being questioned by his friends, he

replied, ‘No, no, Jemmy will get too forward

for me.’ Thus starting on my artist-career with-

out instruction, I painted two pictures of rustic

subjects for my brother, which he engraved

and published, and they sold well, especially

in France; and afterwards many other’s of a

similar character, but all in Morland’s style,

many of which were also engraved and published.

Among the dealers whom I supplied was ono

who used to send Morland’s productions to

Ireland ; many of mine accompanied them, and
were sold as liis. One of my friends, a pupil

of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and afterwards Presi-

dent of the Dublin Academy, has since told me
he remembered the circumstances, and how
long the imposition lasted. About this time I

painted a ‘ Bull-bait ’ of rather a large size, with

1

a multitude of figures
;
the picture was exhibited

in a good position at the Royal Academy, and

I heal'd the visitors remark concerning it, ‘ That

is by a pupil of Morland ’
: thus I found myself

regarded as a second-hand Morland, yet without

! his instructions, and it disheartened me from

pursuing farther his style and subjects. Being

|
at a dinner-party where my old master, Smith,

i

was present, he said to me;—‘Ward, you have

taken to painting, and you are right, for it is all

over with engravers and publishers,’—alluding

to the French Revolution just then broken out—
‘ but you are looking at Morland

;
look at the

1 old masters,—look at Teniers ;
Morland after

1 Teniers is like reading a Grub Street ballad

after Milton.” I did not think so, yet desired

to see what he so highly prized. At this period

I was introduced to Mr. Bryan, whose wife was
sister to Lord Shrewsbury

;
the former dealt

largely in pictures, and at his house I saw the

finest works of the old masters. He engaged

me to engrave the “ Cornelius ” after Rembrandt,

the “ Diana ” after Rubens, with several others

;

and to paint a large picture, containing himself,

Mrs. Bryan, and children, life-size. There was a

law-suit between him and Lord about a

“ Venus,” by Titian, and he asked me if I could

copy it. I did so, and when done, Bryan said,

“ Now, Lord may take which he pleases.”

It answered the intended purpose, the Titian

was privately got bach, and I have reason to

believe that my copy was destroyed. About
the same period I was appointed painter and

engraver to the Prince of Wales, afterwards

George IV., the date of the appointment is 1st

January, 1794 ;
and I was engaged to engrave

the “ Review,” after Sir W. Beechy’s large pic-

ture, which I did in his gallery in London. A
proof of this engraving I presented in person to

the Queen, which she graciously received, and
said, ‘ it should not be put with the ordinary

presentation copies, but hung up in her bed-

chamber
;

’ she therefore requested I would get

it framed for that purpose.”

Another change now takes place in Mr. Ward’s
career. His desire to become a painter has

never subsided, but his success as an engraver

appears, in the opinion of some, to be an obstacle

in the way of advancement
;
he, however, pre-

sented the necessary drawing to the Academy
to be admitted a student, and also studied

anatomy under Mr. Brooks, of Blenheim Street.

He was at once admitted to the drawing-school

of the Academy, the President, West, and North-

cote complimenting him highly upon his per-

formance. Unluckily, at this time the schools

were so crowded that a re-election of students

was found imperative, and he was told that he

must undergo the ordeal a second time.

“ I drew back, determined to wait my studies

there until I became a member ;
but the question

arose whether I intended to come forward as a

painter or engraver. I inquired whether in the

event of my becoming an Associate engraver,

I should then be eligible for an academician,

should my success as a painter warrant the

election. The answer was,—‘IjTo, you must go
out, and be elected an Associate painter.’ I

determined at once for the painter, not foreseeing

any opposition. Among those who endeavoured

to dissuade me from my project was Hoppner,
who called on my wife and influenced her to

join the opposition. ‘ Ward,’ he said, ‘ has done
something which has never been done before,

and we all wish him to engrave after our works

;

he will command everything, and make a fortune,

and what more can he wish for 1 while, to take

up painting at his time of life is folly
;
he will

never be able to overtake and make a stand

with the painters; we shall, therefore, lose the

best engraver, which we want, and shall en-

courage a bad painter, which we do not want

;

I shall, therefore, vote against him.’
”

“ When I heal'd this I replied, Does Hoppner
think so 1 then I ’ll try

;
I engrave no more ;

”

and in one year, I believe I refused commissions

for the copper to nearly 20007, while I do not

recollect one single commission for a picture;

but the opposition still went on. Being some
short time after in the Isle of Tlianet, I received

an order from Sir J. Sinclair, President of the

Agricultural Society, to paint a high-bred cow,

and this I effected so satisfactorily that Lord
Somerville, who succeeded to the Presidency,

entered into an engagement with Messrs. Boydell,

under the patronage of the King and other friends

of the Society, to publish specimens of all the

various breeds of cattle. I travelled through a

great portion of the United Kingdom, and painted

more than two hundred portraits of animals

;

but the King, and the patrons, and the pub-

lishers died, the Society sank, leaving me a loser

to the amount of many hundred pounds. I had

also another prejudice to overcome, that of the

gentlemen of the turf, who thought I could only

paint cows and cart-horses
;
but happening to

paint portraits of a beautiful blood-mare and
foal, which picture was exhibited at the Academy,

it brought the turf gentry around me, and led

eventually to the publication in lithography of

my collection of horses, and, at the same time,

stamped me on the public mind as a ‘ horse-

painter.’ About this time also Sir G. Beaumont
bought a large landscape by Rubens for 1500

guineas : it was at West’s house, and he invited

me to see it. I did so, and remained in the

room nearly the whole day, during which I

heard the opinions of the different visitors, and
the general observation was, that Rubens used

some colours or vehicles which we did not. I

said nothing, but took the size of the picture,

and procuring a similar panel, painted my ‘ Bulls

fighting across a tree at St. Donat's Castle,’ and
then invited West to look at it. The latter

went instantly for Sir G. Beaumont, who came
and expressed his admiration of the woi’k. At
a subsequent period West brought it under the

notice of Mr. Beckford, and said to him in my
presence, ‘Mr. Beckford, I consider this the

perfection of execution
;
and when I go into my

painting-room and look at the Rubens, it is gross

and vulgar.’ Mr. Beckford engaged me to paint

the ‘ Twelve Signs of the Zodiac.’ This picture

gave rise to my painting four landscapes for

Lord Somerville, which I had the honour of

exhibiting to the King and the Royal Family.

A long conversation ensued, during which his

Majesty said, ‘ How, how, Mr. Ward, how is

this, that you so fine an engraver should take up
painting, and painting landscapes too

1

? I am
sure that can never pay you so well as engrav-

ing.’ ‘ Please your Majesty,’ I replied, ‘ I en-

grave to live, and I paint from my love of the

Art.’ ‘Well, well,’ said the King, ‘that puts

1

me in mind of Gainsborough, who told mo that

when he painted landscapes, nobody bought
them

;
so he turned portrait-painter, and then he

found purchasers for his landscapes
:
you do so

too.’”

West, who was Mr. Ward’s strongest encou-

rager, advised him to attempt something on a

large and striking scale, to remove from the

minds of the Academy the impression that he

was only an engraver trying his hand at the

sister-Art. He accordingly painted the picture

of the “ Horae and the Serpent,” life-size, and
sent it, together with a large landscape, to the

exhibition of the Academy. To his great morti-

fication it was rejected, which drew from Barry

the observation, “No wonder they rejected the

picture—it would cut them all to pieces.” Smart-

ing under the indignity thus offered him (for

the work was purchased and sent to America

for exhibition), Mr. Ward withdrew his name as

a candidate for Academical honours
;
but sub-

sequently, at the solicitation of many of the old

members, who promised to support him on the

first vacancy, allowed it to be replaced on the

list. He was soon after chosen Associate. An
introduction to Lord Ribblesdale about this time

led to his painting a large picture for his lord-

ship, of a curious waterfall, near the family seat,

at Gisboum, in Yorkshire. On the death of this

nobleman, his son, who had been a pupil of Mr.

Ward, came to him and said that he was un-

willing so fine a work of Art should be hidden
in an obscure part of the country ;

and therefore,

with the artist’s permission, he would present it

to the intended National Gallery, but till this

was built, he purposed depositing it at the British

Museum, where, Mr. Ward informs us, it still is,

rolled up. This is a matter which ought to be
inquired into.

That liberal patron of the Arts, Sir John
Leicester, afterwards Lord De Tabley, had
hitherto no personal acquaintance with the sub-

ject of our notice, but a mutual friend brought

about an introduction which led to a veiy in-

timate connexion between them. Mr. Ward
passed much of his time now at Tabley Park, in

Cheshire, the seat of Sir John, and he relates

many interesting anecdotes of matters which
occurred there, and of the pictures which
resulted from his residence. We regret we
cannot find room to enter upon these. One
circumstance, however, must not be passed over,

and that is the nai-row escape from drowning
which he and others had while sailing on the

lake that forms the principal feature in the

picture in the Vernon Gallery. Owing to the

unskilfulness of one of the party the boat upset

in a sudden squall of wind, and the whole crew

were precipitated in the water; yet they con-

trived to make their way to shore without other

misfortune than a thorough drenching. Mr.

Thompson, R.A., had escaped a similar danger in

the same place, some time previously. Another
favourite place of sojourn was Wichenor, in

Shropshire :

—

“ My earliest and latest cowntmj home, where
the ‘ Flitch of Bacon ’ now hangs in the hall. I

have the happiness to rank Theopliilus Levitt,

Esq., among my very first and most constant

friends, with whom I had the happiness to pass

a short time about three years ago, and painted

for them a portrait of the mother, from memory,
after twenty years' separation. Their house pos-

sesses many of my works from my earliest to my
latest manner, the last which I painted for Mr.

Levitt is a large landscape of the ‘ Deer-stealer,’

and for which he paid me 100 guineas more
than the stipulated price. Mr. L. told me on
my next visit that he had refused 1000 guineas

for it from a nobleman.”

A succession of professional visits appears

now to have engaged Mr. Ward in Wales and in

Derbyshire ;
one of the results of these visits

was his large painting of “ The Angel troubling

the Pool of Bethesda,” for a gentleman whose

name is not given, but who inherited the collec-

tion of pictures, drawings, &c. of Mr. Payne
Knight. This work was exhibited at the British

Gallery, and according to its author’s statement
“ was loaded with scurrilous abuse by the Press.”

—“ This,” he says, “was the beginning of a most

persevering opposition to my pursuing that walk

of art; and it only subsided on the death of
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those who raised it.” He, however, commenced
studying from the antique, and modelling from
the marbles in the British Museum. At the

suggestion of others he also sent to this Institu-

tion the whole of the engravings he had executed
in their various states : these amounted to 400
impressions.

“ Just at this time I received a circular from
the British Institution, offering a premium of

1000 guineas for the best oil-sketch of the

Battle of Waterloo, or anything connected with,

or illustrative of, that event. I had no relish for

troops of soldiers drawn up in modern line of

battle, but a friend reminded me that I could

take it up in any way I pleased,—allegorically,

if I liked. As an observer of the signs of the

times, and considering the battle as the crown-

ing act of Great Britain’s greatness, I conceived

the allegory, determined to be the poet as well

as the painter of the subject. My success

exceeded my expectation, for the praise bestowed
on the work was unbounded, and it was pro-

nounced the first premium sketch. This annoyed
many, and among the rest, Nbrthcote, who told

me ‘ there was nothing but rubbish in it.’
”

The Directors however awarded him the

premium and gave a commission for a large

national picture for Chelsea Hospital. The
work was executed under many discouraging

circumstances, arising from the opposition of

public writers, the jealousy of professional

brethren, the price he was to be paid for it, the

alteration, by desire of the committee, from its

original size even after commencement, the diffi-

culty of finding a room sufficiently large to

paint a picture thirty-five feet by twenty-one

;

and last not least, the impracticability of getting

the Duke of Wellington, who was on the eve of

embarking for the continent, to sit for his por-

trait. “ I went boldly to the Duke,” says Mr.
Ward, “ and asked him. His Grace received

me very kindly, but observed, ‘ I am just off to

the continent.’ I answered ‘ My lord, I will

follow you there.’ ‘Ah ! Mr. Ward,’ he replied
* a man that has five thousand troops under his

command knows not where he may be one day
after another; but I will sit to you on my
return

;

’ and he kept his word.” Mr. Ward
afterwards visited the Duke and Duchess at

Strathfieldsaye, where he was entertained with

the greatest kindness and condescension.

The picture was at length completed at the

Egyptian Hall, where it was intended to exhibit

it
;
the proceeds of such exhibition to go (proh

pudor!) towards the payment of the work. The
price demanded for the hire of the room was

300Z. for the season ; but Belzoni was there with

his mummies and Egyptian antiquities ;
the

affairs of Queen Caroline absorbed public atten-

tion
;
Waterloo, and all connected with it, had

not only lost their charms, but had become
offensive in the eyes of the sovereign people;

—what could be expected! the exhibition was

prematurely closed, and the picture forwarded

to its place of destination. But if it be true that

“ The course of true love never did run smooth,”

so neither in this country does government
patronage of Art. A new mortification awaited

the artist; after much discussion among the

authorities, the picture was hung on the south

side of the hall, with the blazing sim scorching

its back through each window. It was after-

wards removed to a place over the door, with its

top close to the wall, and the bottom projecting

over a gallery, “where,” writes Mr. Ward, “I
saw it for the last time, covered with dust

:

it is

now rolled up in the gallery upon my own rollers

on which it was painted.” Sic transit gloria

pictoris

!

It might naturally be supposed that the ill-

success and disappointment hitherto attending

the artist's performances on a grand scale, would
deter him from any future attempts in the same
course, but his spirit was not so easily daunted,

nor did his energies relax under discouragement.

He was a frequent visitor at the residence of a

well-known amateur and patron of Art, Mr.

Allnutt, of Clapham, who possessed a fine

Alderney bull and cow. Mr. Ward thought this

a good opportunity to carry out the suggestions

of his friend West, who had frequently asked

him why he did not paint a picture similar to

Paul Potter's celebrated “ Bull.” “ I well know
this picture,” said West; “it is much overrated,

the composition is poor, the figure is ill-drawn,

the horns are not set upon the head ; and yet it

is valued at ten thousand guineas ; so take up
the subject, for I know you can beat Potter to

nothing.” He did so, arguing, as he says, “ that

the world might see how, while I have been
soaring into the regions of allegory, I have lost

none of my powers over the lower world.” Thus
arose his large “ Bull ” picture, recently exhibited

at the Christmas Cattle-Show in Baker Street.

He was of course desirous to have an opinion of

its merits from the lips of those who were well
acquainted with the rival work. Among those
who pronounced most favourably upon it were
the Duke of Wellington, Stothard and Jackson,

the Academicians, and (in the estimation of the
painters, even of more value than these,) a Dutch
artist who, by order of the Duke, removed the
Paul Potter from Paris to the Hague : this gen-

tleman said to Mr. Ward, “Your picture is for

England what ours is for Holland.” It may be
matter of opinion how far a gigantic picture of
such a subject is suited to the tastes of our col-

lectors, identified as we English are in the minds
of all foreigners with “ prize oxen

;

” but its fate

proves we have little sympathy with the animal
upon canvas, in however fair a condition. The
work, though well known both here and in

America, has never found a purchaser, but is in

the hands of the artist's son, Mr. G. R. Ward,
before alluded to.

Although Mr. Ward reaped little or no pecu-

niary advantage from his great works, they much
contributed to extend his reputation, and bring

him into contact with the influential. George IV.

sent for him to his cottage at Windsor ;
told him

he was very desirous to see the “Bull,” and
desired that it might be sent to Carlton Palace

for this purpose.
“ While with his Majesty, I had an opportunity

of showing him two cabinet pictures, one belong-

ing to Mr. Allnutt, the other to Sir Charles

Blount. I had a large magnifying-glass with me,

through which the King examined them ; then

turniug to the Marquis of Conyngham, he said,

‘ Look here, Conyngham, tell me if you have

ever seen any thing like them. I never hare ;

and I wish they were mine.' I said, ‘Which!
your Majesty.’ ‘ Oh, both, both. Whom do they

belong to !
’ When I mentioned Sir C. Blount,

‘ Oh, he is my old friend ; I know him very

well.’ ” But neither parties could be prevailed on

to resign their acquisitions to royalty. Yet there

appeared a reasonable presumption for supposing

that the royal patronage would be bestowed
upon the artist, for he was commanded to go to

Cumberland L'odge, where rooms and attendants

were provided for him, and the king came down
and requested him to select from his stables

whatever he chose for a picture.

“His Majesty took me by the arm, and led

me into the stable
;
and upon my removing my

colour-box from a chair, remarked at the same
time that the king would please to sit

;
he did

so for a considerable time, while I examined the

points of the horses as he pointed out their

excellences. I now thought that I had sur-

mounted every difficulty, but soon found there

was some extensive underworking of an opposite

interest that determined I should not long have

a footing there. From what had passed between

me and the king, and his giving me a commis-

sion to paint what I pleased for him, I felt

assured he would be interested in seeing me at

work ; and his assigning me rooms at Cumber-

land Lodge justified the conclusion I had come
to. But in an interview with the Steward of the

Household, his lordship flew into a violent

passion :
‘ What !

’ he said, ‘ turn Cumberland

Lodge into a painter's shop ; no !
’ This im-

pressed my mind with the idea that, whatever

honour or advantage I might possibly derive

from my position, to have to battle against such

opposing interests would be like plunging myself

into a wasp’s nest ;
and being told that I must

not think of going up to the cottage without an

express order from his Majesty, and being un-

able to get an interview with Lord Conyngham,

I could but act as directed. The king’s health

began soon after this to fail, and my own, from

these vexations, had become somewhat impaired,

and increased my natural inclination to retire

from the more active duties of my profession.”

From the quietude of his picturesque cottage

in Hertfordshire, the veteran artist annually ex-

hibits to the world proofs of his wondrously

enduring powers. We have neither space nor

inclination to enter upon a critical examination
of what these were, or now are : two generations

have borne witness to, and have honoured his

genius
;
while many of the living can testify that,

in his case, the “ hoary head is a crown of glory.”

'

1
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William Edward Frost, A.R.A., one of the most
distinguished of our rising school of painters,

was bom at Wandsworth in Surrey, in September
1810. His fathei-

, discerning in the son from
his earliest years an unquestionable love of Art,

determined to afford him every opportunity of
cultivating his taste. About the age of fifteen,

he was introduced to Mr. Etty while the latter

was painting his celebrated picture of “Mercy
Pleading for the Vanquished,’' and by his advice

young Frost was placed at Mr. Sass's academy
in Bloomsbury Street, (now under the able

management of Mr. F. S. Cary,) where he
attended for three years during the summer
months

; and also studied, through Mr. Etty’s

interest, at the British Museum. In April, 1829,

Mr. Frost was admitted a student of the Royal
Academy, and having now definitely embarked
in a profession so identified with his tastes,

laboured diligently to qualify himself for its

successful pursuit. With the exception perhaps
of his kind adviser, Mr. Etty, no living artist

ever more fully and eagerly availed himself of
the advantages afforded by the lectures and
life-school of the Academy ; on entering which,
he commenced his career as a portrait-painter,

and during the fourteen years following, painted
upwards of three hundred portraits, few of
which, however, were exhibited publicly. Yet
so determined was the artist that his practice

should not interfere with his academical studies,

that he never allowed the distance to which he
had frequently to go to his sitters, to prevent
his punctual arrival at the doors of the Academy
when the life-school opened, or at the commence-
ment of a lecture : the result of so much assi-

Our engraving on wood is from a slight sketch in
oil by Mr. Frost, painted about eight or ten years back.

duity and attention was, that he gained the first

medals in each of the schools, except the antique,

where he had to contend with that powerful and

original draughtsman Maclise, to whom every

student succumbed.
Portrait-painting, however, was too restricted

a field for the tastes and talents of Mr. Frost

;

he aspired to emancipate himself from its de-

sultory and often thankless pursuit; conse-

quently, in 1839, he entered his name as a

competitor for the gold medal of the Academy,
the subject being, “ Premetheus bound by Force

and Strength,” and he succeeded in gaining it.

This picture was exhibited at the Academy in

the following year. Thus encouraged he deter-

mined to send a cartoon to Westminster Hall,

on the occasion of the Royal Commission being

I first instituted ; the subject, as many of our

readers will recollect, was “Una alarmed by
Fauns :

” here he was fortunate enough to obtain

one of the tliird-class premiums of 1001
;
many

j

competent judges, however, among whom was

Haydon, thought he merited a higher place in

the list. In 1843, a prizeholder of the Art-Union

j

Society selected his picture “ Christ crowned

i

with Thoms,” from the Royal Academy : this

was a matter of no small moment to the painter,

;

and may be adduced as one instance that this

! Society has done some real good to the cause of

i
Art, for it at once determined Mr. Frost to

relinquish portraiture, and devote himself exclu-

|

sively to original compositions. His feelings
' from the first inclined liim to subjects of a

sylvan and bacchanalian character, such as we
i find described in Spencer and Milton, where
the grace and loveliness of the female form

;

might be pictured in bright harmony with the

j

varied charms of natural landscape ; and his
1 indefatigable study of the human figure enabled

him to enter upon the illustration with entire

confidence : with what success this has been
effected the exhibitions at the Royal Academy
and the British Institution for the last four or
five years can testify.

In 1843, a sketch, “Confidence,” was exhibited

and sold at the British Institution: in 1844 a
“ Bacchanalian Dance,” was sold to Mr. Gibbon,
from the same rooms

;
and a picture of “Nymphs

Dancing,” was sold from the Royal Academy.
In 1845, he exhibited his “ Sabrina,” now in

progress of engraving for the subscribers to the
Art-Union of London. In 1846, he exhibited his
“ Diana and Actieon,” now in Lord Northwick’s
gallery : it was this work which placed Mr. Frost
among the Associates of the Academy at the
election in the following December. In 1847,

he painted and exhibited the picture of “Una
and the Wood Nymphs,” which had the honour
of being purchased by her Majesty

;
and in

1848, his beautiful work “ Euphrosyne,” painted

for that most liberal patron of British artists,

Mr. E. Bicknell. This picture likewise met
with the approval of her Majesty, and Mr. Frost
was commissioned to paint the principal group,

as a gift from the Queen to Prince Albert. It

was also exhibited at the Liverpool Academy,
and obtained the prize there.

The only works exhibited this year by him are,

a small picture, “A Naiad,” at the British Institu-

tion, and “ The Syrens,” at the Royal Academy

;

(the latter painted for Mr. Andrews.) Mr. Frost
was unable to complete in time a more important
production, upon which he has long been
engaged.

This enumeration of the principal pictures

shown to the public, proves that the painter is

more ambitious of excellence in what he does,

than to multiply liis effoi'ts. Subjects such as

he takes in hand, and executed in his careful

manner, are the offspring of much thought and
diligent labour

;
these have already produced

their reward, and will undoubtedly lead to yet
higher results. Mr. Frost is indebted to no
patron for the rank he occupies

;
his success

must be exclusively referred to his own assiduous
cultivation of those artistic gifts wherewith
nature has endowed him.

PENELOPE.

FROM THE STATUE BY R. J. WYATT.

The statue of Penelope, which is one of the

most graceful works of the sculptor, belongs to

her Majesty, and is placed in the private apart-

ments of Windsor Castle. The passage from the

history of the wife of Ulysses, Mr. Wyatt has

sought to embody, is taken from the twenty-first

book of the Odyssey, wherein Homer describes

the proposition she makes to her numerous
suitors, to bestow her hand on him who can send

a shaft from the bow of her absent lord through
twelve lings in succession. The queen of Ithaca

is supposed to be standing in the presence of the

assembled princes with the bow in her hand,

preparing to address them in the words of the

poet

—

“ Say you, whom these forbidden walls enclose,

For whom my victims bleed, my vintage flows;

If these neglected, faded charms can move ?

Or is it but a poor pretence you love?

If I the prize, if mo yon seek to wife,

Hear the conditions, and commence the strife

:

Who first Ulysses’ wond’rous bow shall bend,

And through twelve ringlets the fleet arrow send,

Him will I follow, and forsake my home,
For him forsake this lov’d, this wealthy dome,
Long, long the scene of all my past delight,

And still to last the vision of my night I”

The figure is portrayed with much classic

spirit ; the attitude is highly expressive of her

bereft and unfortunate condition, and her coun-

tenance exhibits the combination of natural

modesty and long-enduring sorrow. The dog,

which may be presumed to represent Argus, the

favourite dog of Ulysses, that died on the instant

he recognised his master, when returned, typifies

the fidelity of Penelope, and forms at the same

time an appropriate and effective adjunct to the

figure. The manner in which the drapery is

disposed is especially worthy of attention
;

it is

rich and full without heaviness.
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pntren for the rank ho occupies ; his success
must bo exclusively referred to his own assiduous

cultivation of those artistic gifts wherewith
nature lias endow ed him.
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ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

MAGNETO-ELECTRICAL PLATING.

When Lucretius described the stoue from Mag-
nesia which sent forth some subtile essence

capable of attracting small bodies floating near

it
;
and still morewhen the mysterious force which

compclls the magnet to point to the mariner
with fidelity the North, was closely examined, it

appeared that man had secured the end of a

thread by which he might explore the labyrinth

of Nature’s most wonderful works. But the

most volant imaginations failed in their out-

shadowings of the amount of its influence, or

of the direction of its workings; and although

we find Kircher referring every phenomena of

attraction or repulsion to magnetism, he never
thought that this power, of which he wrote so

extensively and with so much enthusiasm, was
capable of breaking up the most powerful of

chemical affinities. Modem science has, how-
ever, shown that it is so ; and in this age of

useful applications this power is employed by
the manufacturer to substitute that of the voltaic

battery in the process of electrotype deposit

;

and in Birmingham, magnetism is actively worked
for the purpose of plating ornamental articles

with gold and silver. In our article on the

Electrotype (A rt-Journal, April, 1848,) we briefly

alluded to this interesting application of Science,

and regretted that the process should not, as we
were then informed, be available on the large

scale demanded by the electro-plater. We have
now the satisfaction of knowing that in the
Magneto-plating and Gilding Works of the ori-

ginal patentee Mr. J. S. Woolrich, and also in

the establishment of Mr. Prime of Birmingham,
that the permanent magnet is the only source

of that electrical power which is necessaiy for

their particular branches of manufacture.

The phenomena involved in the process which
we have now to consider, may be regarded as

among the most remarkable of the discoveries

of modern times. The magnet has been long

known, and magnetism was long considered as

identical with the other forms of electricity ; but
until the beautiful discovery of Professor Orsted,

that a current of electricity circulating round a

bar of soft iron rendered it very powerfully

magnetic, no direct proof had been afforded of

their relation. As the electric current was found
capable of making a magnet, it became a point

of great interest to develope a current of elec-

tricity from a magnetised bar. This was event-

ually accomplished by Faraday, after a series of

researches, which are models of pure scientific

induction ; and we are now in possession of the

knowledge, that it is impossible to move a con-

ductor of electricity near the poles of a magnet
without producing an electrical disturbance. If

we place a link of copper wire around the pole

of a magnet, and connect the end with a galvano-

meter (an instrument for measuring currents of

this force,) the disturbance of its index, when
the link is moved from the magnet, will show
the conversion of that power which is in a state

of statical equilibrium in the magnet into a

dynamic condition in the wire. This simple

explanation, which may easily be examined by
experiment, is necessaiy to the clear understand-

ing of the principles of the magneto-plating

machines, which we shall now describe :

—

The accompanying woodcuts, 1 and 2, repre-

sent the magneto-electric machine in plan and
in elevation, a is a powerful horse-shoe magnet,

consisting of a number of magnetised steel bars

fastened together. This magnet is firmly secured

in a horizontal position to the table b. c is the

armature—a soft iron bar placed across the poles

of the magnet—which is fixed to a spindle d,

working in bearings e e, and which is made
to rotate by a band and pulley /. Opposite to

each pole of the magnet, but fastened to the

armature, are two coils of copper wire
; g is a

cylindrical piece of wood fixed on the axis, and
two semi-circular bars of metal, k l, are fitted on

this cylinder and carefully insulated
;
h is a

spring which presses on the upper part of the

cylinder g, and i, a similar spring, which presses

on its under side. The similar end of each coil

of wire must be joined to the same semi-circular

pieces of brass k l, which represent the begin-

nings and the ends of the coils. When the

armature is made to revolve, the springs h i are

alternately in connection with the commence-
ment and termination of the wires. Now, when
the armature is made to revolve, it will be seen

that the coils of copper wire move rapidly over

the poles of the magnet
;
and as they pass across

them, an active current of electricity flows

through the coil, and may be carried by means
of wires, as shown in our drawing, to the che-

mical solution from which it is required to revive

the metal. By occasioning a rapid rotation of

this charged armature, a current is kept con-

stantly passing through the wire. The annexed

with coils of copper wire, and that in passing

between the coils of the magnet, currents of

much power are set in motion. This last machine
was made for Mr. Prime of Birmingham, and
has been worked since February, 1844. The
intensity of the current of a magneto-electric

machine depends on the length and diameter of

the wire, of which the coils on the armature
are made; it admits therefore of being varied

according to the requirements of the operator.

Of course the great points for the manufac-
turer’s consideration are the facility of working,

the first cost of the machine, and the economy
with which it can be worked. All these points

have been satisfactorily answered. Machines,

similar to the one to which we have above
directed attention, can be made for about 70/.

The wheel which carries the armature is moved
by a small steam-engine in Mr. Prime's manu-
factory, which is also employed to do other

work; and that gentleman assures us that a tliree-

liorse power engine would drive twenty such
machines, and the cost of this would be about

15s. per week. This machine deposits when the

wires are carried into the plating solution, about

five ounces per hour, or from fifty to sixty ounces

a day. The wear of the machine is exceedingly

small
;

it may, indeed, with the exception of a

little wear on the breaks, which last two years,

and cost about 21., be considered as nothing. It

woodcut repre-

sents a oompound
arrangement of

great power, in

which four com-
pound magnets
aacia are arranged

as radii, a wheel
carrying the arma-
tures cccc on its

periphery, conveys
them duiing its

rotation with ra-

pidity between
the arms of each magnet. The general details

of this arrangement it is unnecessary to describe

in this place
;

it will be sufficiently understood
that the revolving armatures ai’e connected

is remai'kable and contrary to all preconceived

notions, that notwithstanding the constant action

on the magnets and the unceasing flow of a

current of electricity derived from them, that no
diminution of power can be detected. The ii'on

bax-s which hold locked within or about them an

attractive force of a remarkable character’, may
be regarded as an unfailing reservoir of electric

power*, which can be employed in rending asun-

der the most powerful chemical affinities, and in

doing the mechanical duties of covei’ing com-
moner metals with the more elegant and dui'able

coatings of gold or silver. Although the economy
of the magneto-electric machiixe can be no longer

questioned, it possesses advantages over the

voltaic battery which are still more important.

In the voltaic battery we are liable to irregulari-

ties of action, which are sometimes of the most
annoying descx’iption, but the machixie is mai’ked

by the most extrexue regularity and certainty of

action, nor is it influenced in any way by the

change of the atmosphere ; and of course there

are no annoyances from any gaseous fumes, such

as are always evolved fi’orn the voltaic battexy.

The depositing power’s of these machines is

regulated by an extremely simple contrivance.

By sliding a keeper or piece of soft iron on both
poles of the magnet, as the coils approach them,

more magnetism passes through the keeper and
less through them, and the conti’axy. This is a

great advantage in px’actice, as the plater has

thereby the power of altering, accoi'ding to the

2 v
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quantity of work in the vats, the amount of

current electricity. Tlie present patentees of this

process are the Messrs. Elkington, who, as stated

in a former article, still prefer the voltaic to the

magnetic process for the electrotype.*

It appears that Mr. Sturgeon was the first

person who employed magnetic electricity to

produce chemical decomposition, but his experi-

ments were upon an exceedingly small scale.

Mr. Woolrich was the first who employed it in

such a manner as to be available to the manufac-

turer. Acknowledging the kindness with which

Mr. Prime has furnished us with information on

the economy of the machine, and the readiness

with which Mr. Woolrichhas explained the whole

of his arrangements, we must leave this portion of

the subject, referring those who desire further in-

formation on this very interesting scientific appli-

cation to the excellent
“ Manual of Electro-Metal-

lurgy.” by Mr. Shaw, in which these magneto-

electric machines are particularly described.

The solutions from which gold and silver may
be precipitated, either by the voltaic or the mag-

netic process, are formed from the salts it forms

with chlorine, bromine, iodine, cyanogen, sul-

phurous, or liypo-sulphurous acids. The oxides

of gold or silver dissolved in the cyanide of

potassium, or the sulphite of potassa, are more
commonly employed than any other solutions.

The electro-platers to whom we have already

referred give a preference, particularly for silver,

to the sulphite solution, as not being liable to

spontaneous decomposition, unaccompanied by
any unpleasant smell, and yielding silver of

considerable hardness and very white.

Connected with this application there are

numerous interesting particulars with which we
cannot deal within the very limited space which
the demands upon our pages confine us to ; we
hope, however, we have been sufficiently explicit

to convey an intelligible idea of that process by
which, so wonderfully, solid metal is precipitated

from its solutions by the influence of a power
which we derive from an iron bar. A force

which, at the same time that it manifests itself in

the magnificent displays of the aurora borealis,

and in all the marvellous phenomena of ter-

restrial magnetism, regulating the molecular

arrangements of rocks, and determining the

form of natural crystals, affords, in the mariner's

compass, a faithful guardian to the wandering
seaman, and produces for the manufacturer, in

the magneto-electric machine, works of beauty

by its power : nor must we forget that the same
agency, from the same source, which decomposes

a salt of gold or silver in Birmingham or Shef-

field, conveys, almost instantaneously, over any
space the messages of man in silence and in

safety. Certainly this is one of the most beau-

tiful applications of science with which this age

of utility has furnished us. We cannot conclude

this notice without observing that Dr. Braun, at

Rome, is employing one of these magneto-elec-

tric machines for the purpose of copying by its

means those beautiful productions of ancient Art
which that city contains. Some specimens

executed by this gentleman have reached the

metropolis, and they are of the utmost beauty,

and, of course, of undoubted fidelity.

It appeal’s to us, that in the hands of the

amateur, who has ingenuity sufficient to devise

means by which the armature of the magnets
may be kept in constant revolution, which might
be done by an arrangement of a weight attached

to a cord running over a pulley, that the

magneto-electric machines offer the most econo-

mical and satisfactory arrangement for their use

in electrotyping; being quite free from the

objectionable trouble of the battery, and, com-
paratively, of little cost. With these remarks,
which we think sufficiently explain all the
advantages of the magnet over the battery, and
the difficulty which has prevented the patentees
from employing it more extensively than they
have hitherto done, we take leave of the subject.

Robert Hunt.

* Mr. Woolrich states that the large machine made for
the Messrs. Elkington should be capable of depositing
twenty ounces of silver an hour; but that experiments
made by Mr, Starr of America, with a view to apply it to
the production of the electrical light, has rendered it

unfit for plating. We have heard from another quarter
of undoubted authority, that Messrs. Elkington’s machine
is in many respects imperfect.

LETTER FROM DR. WAAGEN.

[We announce with much pleasure, and we are sure onr

readers will receive the announcement with great satis-

faction, the commencement of a series of papers on Art,

in this Journal, from the pen of Dr. Waagen, whose

name is famous in England, forworks which have indeed

obtained European renown. The following brief com-

munication, which prepares the way for the Papers he de-

signs to contribute, we print at the request of the writer.]

SSvicf be3 (Directors! SBnngen toon {Berlin,

an ben ^erauSgeber ber 3ettfd)rift

Art-Journal.

tSftcin §eix,

<5 rtau(’cn ©ic m it jiu)8ctec|l 3ljncn auf 3(jre

U'ci'ffie 3 »fd)fift nicincit ‘Pcifall liter 3f>rc 3 citfd)cift

miSjubriicfcn. Siefelte crfiillt hfttfjmiS iljren jjnrttf,

©inn tint jfamtnijs int ®creidj ter tilbenfrcn £iinftc

in Stjeem ffiatccfaiibe in roefteren £reifen 511 bertrcL

ten, fo it'ic ficfclOcn imincr ijicfji: mil ten bccfdjie*

t'cnen Sweigcn fee Satrifen unb £antwerfe in fflec*

(unbuild ju fe(icn, unt> tic StjCiigniiTc ter (efteccn 311

t'cecbcln. Suite id) fd)on fcci tec feufmen 9(u6gate

founi begreifen fonnen, tail ©ie ten
<Prci§ Dei cincm

fo ccidjen 3n()a(t/ bci eincc fo sal)(ccid)en 91 ueftot=

rung 111 it 9I66Ubung aflcc 9trt, bon benen becfdjietcne

alien 9(nfortcnmgcn ter £unft cntfpredjen, fo nictrig

Oaten ftcllcn fonnen, fo fmte id) t'ollent§ nad) ten

erften Cicferungen tiefet 3al)c6 tie 23 erbeficrungcn

im § orin at unb im 3nfialt, woniit 30 re Scitfcfjcift

jeftt crfdjeint, im 9>er()d(tni6 jn ter geringen fprci§=

er()o()ung ganj iitcrrafdjenb, unbc§ fann fjiaiarf) nid)t

fcOlen, tail fid) tic fdjon fo letljafte
t5 f)ei(na()nic fiir

3fjc fo fd)bite§ unt ni'if5lid)c3 Untcrncfjinen nod) imincr

t'crmcOrcn mull. £?a§ ©cbeiljen ter fd)ditcn ilunflc

in @roji= 93ritannien (icgt mir atcr auS ocridjicbenai

©riinten ganj tcfontcrS am Spcrjcn. Smmer ge=

ii'oOnt tie berfdjietenen ffiationen Suropa§ atri cincm

atlgcmcincrcn ©tantpunct 511 tctrad)tcn, erfannte id)

fd)on frill) in ten €nglantcrn t c n mdd)tigcn 3n»cig

bc$ groficn gcrmanifd)cn ffiotfcrftamnri, it)Cld)cr turd)

fcinc freicn Snftitntioncn, mie bued) feinc politifdje

Q5 ri)6c tcmciilt, tall tic ©ermanen 311 tan £>bd)ftcn in

tiefen Siitgen terufen finb, main fic nur in bic

rid)tigc 2Cc(tftcl[ung fommen, ma§ mcincm armat

a?ater(antc non ber 2>ocfcf)ung perfagt 311 fein fd)cint.

95 ci mcincm langcrcn 9(ufcnt()alte in Snglanb Por

jiublf 3 a()icn Icrntc id) atcr 3 tee Sanb&taitc aud)

im ginjclncn lictcn. 3n ter ganjen 9(rt 311 tenfen

unb 311 futlcn, fanb icf) cine enge unb mo()ltf)Ucnbe

2>crmanbtfd)aft. ©an} tcfonbcrS Oatte id) ti§tcr in

feinem beb anberen, bon mir tcfud)tcn Cdnbcrn in

tan Sttaaiie tic ©rattcit unb 'Srcutcrsigfeit bc§

Staractcr§ gefunben, moran ber £cutfd)C fo gern

feiuen ©tammc?gcno(Tcn erfennt. Um biefer gcojicn

ffiation meine 23 ci’c()rung 511 bcjcugai, um bic j\cnnt=

nil! ber uncrmciltidjcn 5vimftfd>a6 c, meld)c in biefem

Santc jerftreut finb, fomott tort atlgcmcincr jit per*

treiten, a(3 and) tan 9(ub(anbc taoon finite 311

geten, um cntl icf) auf tic SBcrcblung te§ ©cfc()inacf$

nad) ivrdftcn cinjumirfcn, gat id) tamald tab

2Bcrf, ilunftmcrfc unt 5Uinft(cr in Snglant tcraub.

Unb nact ten t'orttcUtaftcn 9(njcigcn ter fritifd)cn

ffii(dttcr, mcld)C tamatb crfd)icncn, nad) ten tci--

falligcn Qfcullcrungcn funftgctiltctcr Sngldntcr aub

ten t'crfd)ictcnftcn Sfaffcn ter ©cfellfdjaft, tjaOc id)

311 mcincr Smite atnetmen fonnen, tad id) meinen

3med nidjt perfetlt tatc. ©cit tern oocigen Sate
gcfictc id), meine ‘Pemunterung ter cng(ifd)en ffiation

nod) uitgcmein ertott mortal, tenn mdtrent tec
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an bee riettigen Totitif, an ban gefunben ©inn beb

ffiolfb ctenfo getroeten, mie feit 3atrtaufenbcn an

feinen iliiftcn bic manbefnben 2Bogen teb SDfcccb. 3d)

fete tater gnglaitb jc(3t a(b babjenige Canb an, mo
allc Winter teb ^rictenb, 3umat bie tittenten ^iin=
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nod) fortmdtrcnb ungeftotrt gcpflcgt merten fonnen.

Um tieju <md) in bemfelten ©inne, mie in mcincm

otigen 2Berf mein ©d)acflein teijutcagen, mcctc id)

batec mit Sceuben ber non 3 tncn an mid) ccgangcncn

MufTocterung (^citrdgc file 3 t<* Scitfdjrift 3U liefecn

nad)fommcn. 3ct tenfe bcmnddjft in ter 'gorm non

IBricfcn an cine funfilietenbe §cau, beren ict in

Gngtant t’erfd)icbne non fo grodcc 9(ubjeictnung fcn=

nen geternt teitc, mid) in m 0 g l i d) ft a (I g e m c i n

oecftanbtieter 2B e i f c, iitcr bab SSectaltnid

ber tittenten jUmfie 311 antcrcn £0?ittc(n menfd)tid)cr

Ipiiltung, iitcr tab ffiectattnid bie tiltenben i?iinft=

lerb 311c SRatur, 311 feiner jebcbmftligen 9(ufgatc, unb
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tattnid ter iputticumb ten (Denfmatten tec itunft

gegeniiter aubjufprccfjcn.
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£l)ce ju pcrtarrcn

t'f)P

©an; ergetenflcr S'icncr,

©. 2C a a g c it.

TRANSLATION.

THE DIRECTOR WAAGEN OF BERLIN, TO
THE EDITOR OF T1IE ART-JOURNAL.

Sir,—

P

ermit me to express to you my appro-

bation of your journal, as in every way realising

your object of the promotion in your country of

an extended knowledge of Fine Art, and the

adaptation of the same to the designs of

manufactures, with the view of enhancing the

taste and character of ordinary productions. I

cannot understand how you can, at a price so

reduced, bring out a work so rich in matter and
various engravings as specimens of every depart-

ment of Art
;
for I really find in the first number

of this year, the improvement astonishingly great

in proportion to the increase of price, insomuch
that the already extensive circulation of your
useful and beautifully illustrated work cannot

fail to be augmented. I have especially at

heart the prosperity of Art in Great Britain.

Accustomed to contemplate the various nation-

alities of Europe, I discovered early in the

English the powerful branch of the great

German stock, which, by its political greatness,

shows that the Germans are capable of attaining

to the utmost distinction, if they are but led

into the direct path, which appears by Provi-

dence to be denied to my unhappy countiy.

During my lengthened stay in England, twelve

years ago, I was taught to love the people of

your countiy ; in thought and feeling I found
among them a close and friendly sympathy I

had never hitherto discovered in any of the

countries which I had visited—that honesty and
uprightness of character whereby the German so

readily discovers his race. In order to prove

my reverence for this great nation, in order to

extend the knowledge of her treasures of Art,

as well to foreign nations as at homo ; in short,

with a view to the formation of taste, I pub-

lished the work “ Art and Artists in England,”

and, if I may judge from the kindly notices of

critical publications, and the opinions of intelli-

gent Englishmen of all classes of society, I con-

clude with pleasure that I have not failed of my
object. I confess that the last year has inex-

pressibly increased my admiration of England,

for, while the storm of revolution has burst

more or less over every country in Europe, en-

dangering all the best acquisitions of humanity,
civilisation, right, science, and art—the tempests

of this fearful movement have broken against

the firm institutions, the just polioy, the

sound sense of England, as the waves of

the ocean have, during thousands of years,

been broken on the inaccessible barrier of her

coasts. I therefore look to England as the only

country in which the children of peace, espe-

cially the Arts, the growth of which is the most
easily retarded,—can be permanentlyand securely
fostered. In order, therefore, to be enabled to

treat of Art in the same spirit as in my former

work, I accept, with much pleasure, your propo-

sition to contribute to your Journal; and the

form I propose to adopt is that of epistolary

communication to a lady, amateurs having the

honour of the acquaintance of several dis-

tinguished ladies in England. I propose, there-

fore, treating ‘in simple and intelligible terms of

Art in relation with other means of civilisation ;

of the position of the artist with reference to

nature
;
to the problem proposed to him, and to the

representative means of its solution ;
and lastly,

of the public, in respect of monuments of Art.

With sentiments of high esteem, I have the

honour to remain.
Your obedient servant,

G. F. Waagen.
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ANCIENT SHIPS.

In the sixteenth century ship-building had
greatly improved, and the large size of the

vessels which were now constructed, completely

threw the old single-masted ships into disuse as

men-of-war or trading vessels
;
although excep-

tions to this general rule may be met with,

they only occur in the earlier part of the six-

teenth century. Before however we finally dis-

miss the old single-masted vessel, we will present

the reader with one more example of a war ship

of the fifteenth century, because it is a very good

specimen of the craft ;
and it will also aid, by

its contrast with the more modem improve-

ments we shall exhibit, in showing what these

alterations consisted of. The original drawing
occurs in the very beautifully illuminated copy
of Froissart’s Chronicles, preserved among the
Harleian Manuscripts in the British Museum.
The ship is one in which the Dauphin of France
is about to embark with his soldiers, one of
whom precedes him bearing a banner; this

figure appears in our cut, but our object being
to exhibit the ship alone, the noblemen and
gallant knights who follow him have been
omitted. Allowance must be made in this

drawing (as in many others of the period) for

the awkwardness of the delineation
;
but it is

peculiarly valuable for the sort of bird's-eye

view it gives into the deck of the ship. The
turretted forecastle with its windows, and trum-
peters, sounding a gay note as the soldiers

embark, will be noticed in front : the single

mast in the centre, with its top-castle and its

one sail furled in the yard. Behind is seen the
raised poop, with the door leading to the cabins
below, with a window on each side of it. Above
appears another trumpeter, blowing as lustily as

his companion. In front of the ship is an ordi-

nary row-boat, of the kind used to convey pas-

sengers from the land to larger vessels, and also

by fishermen who went not far from shore. The
hood worn by the man rowing was the sou’-wester

of the middle ages ;
a pointed hood of strong

cloth, which covered the head and fell around
the neck, protecting that portion of the body
from the inclemency of storms at sea. It will

be seen that both boat and ship are built to

stand high out of the water, and would bear a
great deal of rough weather before they would
upset. The very odd and peculiar look these

ships had when they lay becalmed or at anchor
with sails furled, may be guessed at by one
represented in the distance; and although it be
but a mere indication, it is a faithful one of the

general aspect of these old vessels.

An important feature in the fifteenth century

was the great stimulus given to trade ; the

wealthy merchantmen of Flanders now rivalled

the nobility, and the numerous Hotels-de-Ville

constructed in mercantile towns, and expressly

devoted to the transactions of business, which
had at an earlier period been considered a de-

grading thing, now equalled in splendour the

Chateaux of the nobility, and they found them-

selves really less rich, and in many instances

less influential, than the once-despised trader.

Nor was commerce restricted by them to the

bringing of “ spices from far Cathay ” alone ; a

consignment of Greek manuscripts as frequently

accompanied the freightage of the noble family
j

of Medici, and of the merchant princes of the

middle ages. They were the foster fathers of
j

the Arts and Literature, and we owe more to

them than to the turbulent and overbearing

nobles. The great advances made in all the

useful Arts, and in the comforts and elegancies

of life, during the fourteenth century makes that

a great era in the history of civilisation. Navi-

gation had much to do with all this, and the ship

—one of man’s noblest inventions—did, like a

good servant raise and ennoble the being who had
called it into existence. Connecting all countries

and products, the world became as one large

family, and the amelioration of all mankind in a

large degree effected.

The advantages of trade were soon felt, and

the nobles and clergy occasionally trafficked as

merchantmen. Even royalty itself condescended

to be among the number, and Edward IV. is

recorded to have been a great gainer by com-

mercial undertakings. The clergy had been in

the field at a much earlier period, and frequent

mention of trading vessels, the property of

bishops and ecclesiastics of high rank, is made
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Matthew Paris informs us that William of Trurn-

pington, Abbot of St. Alban’s, in the reign of

Henry III., traded extensively in herrings, for

the purchasing of which at the proper season he

had agents at Yarmouth, where he had large

storehouses in which he kept them until he

could make a profitable sale
;

all of which the

historian says was “ to the inestimable advantage

as well as honour of his abbey.” The sovereigns

of England now began to look jealously at com-

mercial laws, and the protection and welfare of

the merchant was an object of as much solicitude

as the Royal Navy itself. Edward IV. we
have already noticed as haring paid attention to

the subject; he had six vessels of his own, a

remarkable thing in those days. Richard III.

also attended to the Navigation Laws, and the

proper regulation of commerce ;
but it was to

the clear-sighted, money-loving Henry VII. that

it owed most, as he saw that by its due en-

couragement wealth must flow into his own
coffers as well as into those of his subjects.

The company of Merchant Adventurers were

incorporated by this sovereign in 1505. The

passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope, and

the discovery of the New World by Columbus

also occurred during his reign.

It was his son and successor, Henry VIII., who
first began to construct a Royal Navy of imposing

grandeur. His ship, called The Great Harry, is

exhibited above, from a contemporary drawing.

At first Henry possessed only this one ship of war
of his own, to which a second was added by the

capture from the Scottish captain, Andrew Bar-

ton, of his ship called The Lion, in June 1511

;

an incident which led to the war between the

two kingdoms, the battle of Flodden, and the
death of James IV. of Scotland. The next year,

1512, Henry built another ship at Woolwich, the
Regent, weighing one thousand tons, and described

as the greatest ship that had yet been seen in

England. From an indenture drawn up between
the king and his admiral, Sir Edward Howard,
for the victualling of the fleet fitted out this year

;

to aid in the war against France, it appeal’s that
1 the Regent was to cany seven hundred soldiers,

j

mariners, and gunners. A ship apparently still

larger than this, however, is described as haring
been sent to sea this same year by the Scottish

King in a fleet which he equipped for the assist-

ance of France, but which was in a storm, scat-

tered and destroyed on its way to that country.

This Scottish ship, the largest that had been
built in modem times, was two hundred and
forty feet in length by fifty-six in breadth;
dimensions however which, in the latter direction

especially, were materially diminished by the

thickness of the planking, which, that it might
be proof against shot, was not less than ten feet.

This great Scottish ship carried thirty-five guns
(all on the upper deck) besides three hundred
smaller pieces of artillery called culverins, double-

dogs, &c. ;
and her complement consisted, besides

officers, of three hundred seamen, ono hundred
1 and twenty gunners, and one thousand soldiers.

But Henry did not satisfy himself with merely
building ships ; he laid the necessary foundation

for the permanent maintenance of a naval force

by the institution of the first Navy Office, with

commissioners, or principal officers of the navy
as they were styled, for the superintendence of

that particular department of the public service.

He also established by Royal Charter, in the

fourth year of his reign, the “ Corporation of the

Trinity House of Deptford,” for examining,

licensing, and regulating pilots, and for ordering

and directing the erection of beacons and light-

houses
;
the placing of buoys, &c.

;
to which ho

afterwards added subordinate establishments of

the same kind at Hull and Newcastle. The navy
yards and storehouses at Woolwich and Deptford
also owe their origin to this king Henry's great

ship the Regent was blown up with seven hun-

dred men on board of her, in a battle fought with

the French off Brest, a few months after she put

to sea ;
on which he caused another still larger

to be built, which he called the Harry Grace dc

Dieu

*

The next engraving represents a light pinnace

forthe disembarkationoftroopsused intheFrench

* “ Knight’s Pictorial History of England.” Henry also

erected the first pier at Dover, and provided generally for

the maintenance and support of the principal ports through-

out the kingdom.
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wars of the reign of Henry VIII. It is a vessel

square at the stem, carrying some few guns
there, and in the head ; and being propelled by
rowers. It has a single sail like the Genoese
boats, and is decorated at the sides with painted

|

ceived is still guided by the man at the helm.

In front of the vessel is placed a large cannon,

upon a portable carnage. There arc galleries at

the sides for rowers ; and the centre of the

vessel is closely packed with military, whose
“ forest of spears ” bristle

above them. Mounted high
upon the stem, the fifer and
drummer sound an inspirit-

ing strain, taking the place

of the old trumpeters ;
and

thus gaily do they proceed
on their errand of war.

On reaching the enemy
the aspect changes. War
loses its captivating state

and gallant bearing. The
sanguinary but necessary

evil

the men in the prow, mounted advantageously

and provided with these long pikes, preclude all

boarding if possible, the soldiers in the centre of

the vessel aim then- guns and pick off as many of

their opponents as they can. The arched cover-

ing for the protection of the steersman with its

row of small windows will be noticed in the

stem of the ship
;
above it floats the standard of

the commander. Smaller gun-boats assist these

larger vessels, one of which is seen in the fore-

ground of our group, filled entirely with soldiers

bearing fire-arms, who harass the enemy by row-

ing round their more unwieldy ships and firing

in upon them.
Our sixth engraving is an excellent example

of a galley for the conveyance of troops or pass-

engers on large rivers, or as a coasting vessel

;

it is constructed for this purpose alone, and not

for fighting. The covered deck gives it the

aspect of a pleasure-boat
;
the lower deck beyond

it exhibits steps leading to the prow; the upper
deck is devoted to the rowers, who stand to their

oars, which are secured by being braced together

by ropes, and steadied between row-locks ar-

ranged around the roof of the cabin ; the steers-

man sits in his covered recess behind them,
protected from wind and weather

;
and he man-

ages the rudder and the sail, as they had been
managed by those holding his office from the

earliest time. In our previous papers we have
engraved examples of this mode of managing the

vessel; and indeed the ships of William the

Conqueror do not very greatly differ from that

now offered to the reader’s notice. It serves to

show how little change was made in the navy,

and how slow was the growth of improvement
;

and that when improvement did take place its

adoption was not universal. Indeed, it has been
remarked by naval writers, that no class of men
are more bigoted in regal’d to the preservation

of things as they are, than ordinary sailors, and

copied from a German print, dated 1540, is a
!

capital specimen of a war-galley, a mere coasting-
;

vessel for the transport of troops. It has but one
I

sail, above which is the old top-castle, well armed
[

with darts for the use of the warriors destined I

for that post of danger. The sail it will be per-

* These French expeditions of Henry were very popular
among his subjects; and the glory which would accrue

,

from them was insisted on by all. The ballad-makers and
j

other popular rhymesters tuned their voices to the popular
strain, and sang of Henry, “ the royal Rose of England,”

|

in flattering terms :

—

“ This rose will into Franco spring,
Almighty God, him thither bring,
And save this flower which is our king,
This Rose, this Rose, this Royal Rose.”

All this flattery took place in the early part ofhis reign; in
the latter part of it there were few men who could shut
their eyes to his odiousness. Yet this idea of the Rose
became the favourite one with Henry; and the motto
which surrounds his head on his coins describes this
monarch as “ a rose without a thorn,” (Ilenri. Dei Gratia
Itosa Sine Spina.) Perhaps flattery never became more
absurd than when it applied such a term to such a king.

that above depicted ensues. It is

obtained from the same source as

our preceding cut, and gives an
excellent notion of a' fight between
gallies in the early part of the six-

teenth century. The eagerness of

the combatants on both sides is

well exhibited
;
the love for close

fighting which has been already

alluded to is seen, one of the men
with his boat-hook is pulling the

head of the enemies’ boat close to

that of his own ; while with the

other hand he wards oft’ the blow
an opponent is dealing him with
the long pike, with which they
endeavour to keep off those who
desire to board their vessel. While

“ hid in magnificence and
drowned in state,

Loses the fiend
;
assumes the name

of glorious war !

”

shields in imitation of the ancient style, when
the soldier's real shields were ranged round the

vessel. This “ flat-bottomed boat ” reminds one
rather strongly of those constructed by Napoleon
for the invasion of England, and which “ fright-

ened the isle from its propriety ” in the early

part of the present century. Our cut is copied

from the ancient picture representing the em-
barkation of the English at Portsmouth on the

19th of July, 1545.*

The continental vessels still continued small

;

if not used for long journies or of modem build

expressly as ships of war. The cut here given.

but now the fiend is con-

queror, and all feeling

but the one of struggling for victory is gone.

Boat to boat and man to man engage in fierce

and sanguinary encounter, and a scene like

I



less inclined to change for what the scientific

may consider improvements. The pride and

enthusiasm of a sailor extends to his ship ;
which

he loves in the end, and almost speaks of as a

living creature ;
as the companion of his glory,

his travels, and his “ hair-breadth ’scapes ;
” and

you might as easily persuade him that the figure-

head which he looks on as the ne-j)lue-ultra of

high Art was both hideous in feature and bad in

execution, as convince him that his “ good ship”

needed or could have an improvement.

The spirit of mercantile adventure, or the

more daring and romantic love of discovery,

exercised a strong and a marked influence in the

days of Elizabeth. Both Edward VI. and Mary

were too busily engaged with matters of state

and religion, to pay that attention to the navy

which it had received in the two previous reigns

;

and men’s minds were occupied with home con-
1

cerns, so that the commerce of the country went

slowly on by dint of its own vital energy alone.

I But in the very first year of the reign of Eliza-

i beth an act for the encouragement of commerce

was passed, which was remarkable for a liberality

of view, going far beyond the notions that were

clung to by our commercial legislators in much
later times’. With a protective policy the most

narrow-minded, all merchandise not of native

manufacture before this time was prohibited to

be imported or exported in any but English

vessels. This was felt as a great hardship by

foreign powers, who very sensibly taught English

law-makers the folly of such enactments, by

ordaining the same rules for the guidance of our-

selves in foreign ports, and prohibited their own
manufactures from being shipped in any but

I

native vessels. No more effectual mode of

destroying or crippling commerce could have

been invented, as it had the effect of diminishing

consumption, stopping the interchange of na-

tional manufactures, and injuring trade and

industry. It was now enacted that the exporta-

tion and importation of foreign goods should be

allowed in foreign vessels upon the payment of

the Alien custom.*
Whatever may have been the faults of Eliza-

beth as a woman, and she had many which no

historian would now venture to defend, as a sove-

reign she had few rivals
;
her reign was brilliant

and fortunate, and during its entire continuance

the country gradually improved, and its laws and

institutions assumed a firmer and a broader

basis. There were few sovereigns more loved

by their people
;
and scarcely any who knew

better how to secure a people’s affections. During

her reign maritime discovery flourished. The
names of Sir Francis Drake, Sir John Hawkins,

Sir Martin Frobisher, and Sir Walter Raleigh,

combine with others in a galaxy of nautical

glory which few other countries can exhibit.

Among her merchant men, what name more

glorious than that of Sir Thomas Gresham, that

true type of the noble-minded trader.

“ The evil that men do lives after them,

The good is oft interred with their bones !
”

but the name and good deeds of Gresham are still

i known and revered by all
;
and his “ good

deeds” even now fructify in modem London.

With such true hearts and noble minds around

|

her as Elizabeth assembled, both in court and

cabinet, on land and sea—her errors as a woman
were failings that may “ die with her,” her glory

as a sovereign must live.

The war-ships of the reign of Elizabeth were

like those of her father, of high build, with raised

deck of two stories in height, like the modem
Chinese vessels. They were well furnished with

double rows of guns ;
and, although clumsy

looking, were exceedingly picturesque, as may
be judged from our cut of the Great Seal of

Chai-les Lord Howard of Effingham, Lord High
Admiral of England, afterwards created Earl of

* The two great trading companies, the Merchant Ad-
venturers, and the Merchants of the Staple, were further

empowered twice in the year to export goods from the

liver Thames in foreign vessels, on payment of the foreign

dues. In the previous reigns the privileges which had

been granted to foreign merchants by Henry VIII. had been

most absurdly abrogated ;
and it was only by a sort ot re-

prisal that we were taught common sense. When we
reflect on the many restrictive and foolish laws which
shackled our early commerce, it is a matter for surprise

that it survived the enactments.
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Nottingham, and who was the distinguished

commander of the English fleet, which, in con-

junction with the winds of heaven, dispersed

and destroyed the formidable Spanish Armada
for the invasion of England in 1588. The seal

is the Great Seal of the Admiralty, and exhibits

a first-rate man-of-war. The sail of the main-

mast is painted. The top-castles are large, par-

ticularly the centre one, where the very old

fashion of surrounding it with shields of arms is

still continued. A very long pennon or streamer
is placed on it, emblazoned with the arms and
badges of the queen. The vessel altogether has

a stately and noble look.

Before the disastrous fire had occurred which
destroyed the late houses of Parliament, that

portion of the building devoted to the assembly

of the Lords, was hung with tapestry repre-

senting the defeat of the Spanish Armada, which
had been fabricated in Holland, and sent as a
present to Queen Elizabeth. It exhibits one of

the “ invincible ” vessels, with its high decks,

four masts, and external galleries at the stern.

Such ships were exceedingly unwieldy, and

smaller vessels frequently had the entire advan-
tage over them

;
stormy weather too made them

difficult and dangerous to manage, and they
would easily upset. All this was experienced
by the Armada

; four of the large ships foun-
dered at sea before reaching our shores, and
others were disabled in the same storm. When
our ships encountered them, our sailors soon
found that our apparently insignificant vessels

were really more effective and useful than the
clumsy unmanageable Spanish ships, which could
not bring their ordnance to bear upon our ves-

sels, but fired harmlessly over them
;

the
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English on the contrary were enabled to sail

close in, and pour a murderous fire on the

enemy, which told with terrific effect on those

huge ships crammed with men. Thus our

vessels attacked and receded until the fight

became almost what Sir Henry Wotton de-

scribed it to be—“a morris dance upon the

waters.” The wondrous success which attended
the attack gave our men much confidence. Lord
Howard behaved gallantly, indeed it was to his

noble determination the victory was owing ;
for

the queen believing the Spanish fleet disabled
j

by the previous storm, had given orders for the

discharge of the English sailors; but Howard
nobly replied, that rather than dismantle any of

j

his ships, he would run the risk of his royal mis- i

tress's displeasure in disobeying her commands,
and keep his navy afloat at his own charge. His

bravery met with a response, and although he
was so badly provided with ammunition, that

the battle ceased for want of gunpowder, he had
good men and true with him, who made up for

all disadvantages. As he followed in the wake
of the Spaniards he received ammunition and
all proper supplies from the shore

;
and his

force was continually increased by small ships

and men out of all the havens of the realm ;
for

the gentlemen of England hired ships at their

own charge, and with one accord came to fight

with him.
Howard had that “ lion-heart ” which has been

a characteristic of all our great naval commanders.

When he sailed to the Azores, in hopes of inter-

cepting the Spanish Plate fleet in its passage from

America, he was almost surprised by Alplionso

Basson, who commanded fifty-five ships destined

for its convoy. Howard stood out to sea with

five ships of his squadron, but Sir Richard Gren-

ville, the Vice-admiral in the Revenge, was sur-

rounded by the whole enemy’s fleet. He endear
I

voured to fight his passage through them, and
maintained a desperate engagement for fifteen

hours, during which he was boarded by fifteen

galleons successively. At length his crew being

almost all killed or disabled, his masts shot away,

his hull pierced by 800 cannon-balls, his powder
spent, and himself covered with wounds, he

ordered the gunner to blow up the ship, that

she might not fall into the hands of the enemy.
The execution of this order was prevented by
the lieutenant, who capitulated for the life and
liberty of the crew, giving hostages for the pay-

ment of their ransom ;
and Grenville being

brought on board the Spanish admiral’s ship,

died in three days of his wounds. The Spaniards

were amazed and confounded at his excess of

valour, which cost them 2000 men, who perished

in the engagement. Two of their largest gal-

leons were sunk, two of them were turned adrift

as unserviceable, and the Indian fleet being dis-

persed in a storm, some of the ships fell into the

hands of the English.

The fleet equipped to encounter the Spanish

Armada consisted, according to the original text

in the State Paper Office, quoted inTtyler’s “ Life

of Raleigh," of 117 ships, having onboard 11,120

men. Eighteen of these vessels are stated to

belong to the Merchant Adventurers, from the

Thames ;
and the greater number of the others

must have been the vessels above alluded to,

which came into the service voluntarily, or were

hired or pressed, according to the custom at that

time. Another account, givenamong the Burghley

State Papers, makes the entire number of ships

181 ;
thirty-four of them being men-of-war,

thirty-three furnished by the City of London,

forty-three hired vessels of various kinds, fifty-

three coasting ships contributed by various sea-

ports, and eighteen private adventurers. Of the

larger vessels we are told some few were from

800 to 1,100 tons burthen each.

Camden tells us that Elizabeth “rigged out

her fleet with all manner of tackling and ammu-
nition, so that it may be allowed to have been

the best equipped navy that was ever set out by
the English. For the defence whereof she built

a castle on the banks of the Medway near Up-
more, the usual harbour for the fleet, and aug-

mented the sailors’ and mariners’ pay ;
so that she

was justly styled by strangers the restorer of the

naval glory and the Queen of the North Seas.

F. W. Fairholt.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS
FOR MANUFACTURERS.

Designs for Ice-Plates. The first two sub-

jects introduced below are by W. H. Rogers,

(10, Carlisle Street, Soho.) The former of these
is based on the water-lily, the leaves and buds of
the plants appearing alternately on the rim of the
plate, while the buds alone are carried into its

centre. On the latter design, the snowdrop en-
twined with a band encircles the rim, and the

leaves and expanded flowers of the water-lily form
the central ornament. The period is fast approach-
ing when these articles are likely to be inquired
for; we Avould therefore direct the attention of
manufacturers to the designs here placed before
them, as appropriate to their purpose.

The two succeeding are by J. Strudwick, I peculiar import in the way of ornament, which is I has, however, some novelty worthy of being carried
(14, New Bond Street). They present nothing of

|

simple and in good taste. 'The outline of the plates
|
out by the glass manufacturer.

Designs for a Salt-Spoon and a Sugar- I

Sifter. By W. H. Rogers. These form por-
|

tions of a series of silver articles intended for the I future opportunity introduce. They are in the
dessert- table, the whole of which we may at some

|

Italian style, and very elegantly designed.
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Design for a Tea-Caddy Spoon. By W. H. Rogers. This has much of a similar character to

the designs for a Salt-spoon and Sugar- Sifter, by the same artist, on the preceding page
;
it is, however,

more richly ornamented, and in a bolder style than the others.

Design for a Gold Miniature Frame.
R. Eunson, (45, Rathbone Place).

By

Design for an Ornamental Flower-Pot.
By J. Strudwick, (14, New Bond Street).

Design for a Rustic Garden-Seat. By
J. Strudwick, (14, New Bond Street).

Design for an Iron Balustrade. By J. Strudwick. There is both novelty and ingenuity in

this design, which consists of a number of short triple-headed spears placed transversely, and forming a

most effectual barrier against any intruder. It would suit well the exterior of a churchyard, as har-

monising with the styles generally adopted in ecclesiastical edifices.

Design for a Tea-Caddy. By J. Strudwick. This very beautiful design is quite unique both
in form and character. It should be made of ivory inlaid with pearl or papier-mdehe. The decoration
is in the arabesque style.
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Three great monumental halls have been erected by King
Louis, the “ Walhalla,” a Doric temple, dedicated to the glory

of Germany
;
the “ Befreiungs Hall,” a Roman temple in the

style of the Pantheon, a monument of the victories over the

French
;
and the Bavarian “ Rulimeshalle.” This latter has

been built near Munich, upon the hill bounding the large

meadow where the October festivals are celebrated, and is more

than half finished. The architect is Leo von Klenze, and the

stvle Doric. The plan is very original, showing no more than

a wall, an interrupted rectangular, the longer side of which is

194 feet, the shorter 59. On each northern side of the wall is

erected a small quadrangular room, and a colonnade surrounds

the rooms and the wall, with the exception of the south side.

This hall, open throughout, stands upon a scale of 15 feet, and

three large steps, and is covered with a common roof without a

ceiling; it is 233 feet long, 105 feet broad, and 60 feet high.

The place enclosed by the three sides of the building is 120 feet

long and 65 feet broad. There are 48 pillars of the Doric order,

24 feet high (5£ lower diameter), the capitals of which are formed after the

model of the temple in JEgina. The two fronts of the smaller sides have

four pillars, and over the frieze a tympanum, filled with reclining marble

figures, representing the four principal Bavarian stems, executed by Schwan-

thaler. The 92 metopes of the frieze are sculptured with basso-relievos by

the same master and his scholars. Alternating with forty-four “Victories” is a

series of allegorical and symbolical representations of the history of our

civilisation: philosophy, astronomy, mathematics, mechanics, physics, medi-

cine, geography; justice administering, justice punishing; history, tactics,

cavalry, infantry, militia, military school, hunting, mining, commerce, steam-

engines, agriculture, cattle-breeding, hop-culture, vine-culture, moorland-

culture
;
also religion, administration, the universities, schools,

almonership, hospitals, liturgy, religious poetry, religious music;

epic, lyric, tragical poetry
;
comedy, profane music, civil archi-

tecture, military architecture, sculpture on stone, sculpture on
wood, foundry, painting, designing, painting on glass, genre-

painting, numismatics, constructive architecture. Two stair-

cases lead to the open hall, the interior wall of which is

coloured and ornamented, and destined in all its lower part for

more than 100 marble busts of celebrated Bavarians. In the

middle of the place enclosed by the hall is to be erected the

Colossus of Bavaria, by Schwanthaler, 94 feet high from the

first step of the pedestal to the summit ofthe crown. A staircase

in the interior of the statue leads to its eyes, through which you
see the city and its environs, and the long and beautiful chains of

the Alps. By order of King Louis, the whole monument, com-

menced in 1843, should be finished next year, but the present

political circumstances have caused an interruption in the execu-

tion, and we do not see whether and when it will be continued.

We have been struck with astonishment at the vast amount of encourage-

ment given to every class of Art in this comparatively insignificant kingdom

of Germany. It would seem as if the mantle of the Greek, in the person of

Pericles, had fallen on Ludwig 1st., so multitudinous and varied have been

and are his exertions to uphold the dignity of the Arts and to foster them.

And this too not so much by compulsory levies on his people as from his own
private resources, which he has so wisely economised as to enable him to

expend annually large sums in advancing his favourite pursuits : indeed almost

the entire architectural glories of his country have been erected at his own indi-

vidual cost. Surely the name of such a monarch will be more honoured by

posterity than if he had dragged whole nations captive at his chariot wheels.

THE RUHEMSHALLE, AT MUNICH.
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than upon a painter, in consequence of the prolonged study and

weary toil indispensable to the production of a finished work in

this department of Art. Thorvaldsen was about to return

dispirited to his native North, when his desperate fortunes

received from a stranger that impulse which bore them onward

to the most felicitous prosperity, and raised himself to the utmost

pinnacle of reputation
;
and if we may judge of the fate of dis-

appointed men whose power has been recognised only after they

THE WORKS OF THORVALSDEN *

The engraved outlines of sculpture here introduced, and which we propose to

follow up in a second notice, are from a work to which our attention has been
directed, and the success of which, inasmuch as it deserves every encouragement,
we are exceedingly desirous to promote, for the sake of Art, as well as for that of

the accomplished editor, Mrs. Frederick Rowan, a countrywoman of the distin-

guished Danish sculptor. The publication of the original edition was commenced
at Copenhagen in 1828, when two volumes appeared ; a third followed after an
interval of some years, and the fourth and last volume is now in course of publica-

tion in the same city. The drawings were made at Rome under the direction of

Thorvaldsen himself, and our engravings are from these drawings, and not from the
prints already published in Denmark

;
and the materials for the biography of the

artist were gathered by Professor Thiele, a Danish gentleman ofgreat literary attain-

ments,from whom the plan first emanated, and who rightly judged that his country-
men generally should have an opportunity of possessing some reminiscences of those
noble productions which are profusely scattered over a large portion of Europe,
although the Thorvaldsen Museum comprises the models and original casts of all the
sculptor’s works. Mrs. Rowan, related to this country by family connexions,

knows that no greater admirers of Thorvaldsen exist anywhere than in England,
and, presuming that a translation of the original work of Professor Thiele will

prove most acceptable here, has set herself to execute the task. It is intended to

publish the work in numbers, and to have the plates re-engraved here, comprising
a series of the whole of Thorvaldsen’s sculptures, in three hundred and sixty

copper-plate engravings chronologically arranged, of which our engravings (upon
wood) are specimens of the style and size. All of these subjects are worthy of
the refined and exalted genius of their author ; we shall be greatly mistaken if

they are not appreciated here as becomes their beauty and excellence. Mrs. Rowan
will gladly reply to any communication respecting her plan of publication.

The memory of the gentle Thorvaldsen is cherished by all of the profession

of Art who have had the good fortune to win his friendship in Rome, for he was
celebrated by two reputations—his transcendent fame as an artist, and his philan-

thropic character as a man. His long and honourable career, more than that
of any other sculptor of modem times, approaches the romance of the best
days of the antique. Among his friends he numbered more than one Pericles,

and received the spontaneous homage of many nations; and yet he was not
elated, being even towards the end of his life as accessible to the inquiring

student as he had been at any antecedent period. The early life of Thorvaldsen
affords a striking example of the utter inability of an unsupported artist to demon-
strate his powers. This is a difficulty which weighs more heavily upon a sculptor

* The Danish Sculptor, Albert Thorvaldsen, and his Works, preparing for publica-

tion by Mrs. Frederick Rowan, 3, Fulham Place, Maida Hill, West.

themselves have disappeared from among their fellows, we may
deem it probable that even Albert Thorvaldsen had lived in

obscurity but for one of those occasions which enable genius

* “Hope.” This impersonation has been realised according to

the spirit of a relic discovered at JEgina, because Thorvaldsen, with
his profound reference for Greek Art, did not think himself justified
in attempting to ameliorate that which had been accepted for

centuries by the Greeks and Romans. The statue was executed in

marble in 1829 for the Baroness Yon Humboldt, and a copy of it

was placed upon her tomb in the garden of her palace.
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to declare itself. It was an Englishman
who turned the tide of the Danish
sculptor’s fortunes

;
yet Flaxman, of whom

we hesitate not to speak in the same
breath with Thorvaldsen, spent his life

among Englishmen, but they knew him
not, and his unexecuted compositions,
conceived in the purest spirit of the golden
age of Hellenic Art, have gained for him
only a posthumous fame in the schools of
Europe.
The father of the subject of this notice

was Gotskalk Thorvaldsen, and the maiden
name of his mother was Karen Gronlund.
Albert Thorvaldsen," whose portrait pre-

cedes this notice, was born in 1770, and his

early predilection for Art derived its origin

from the occupation of his father, who sup-
ported his family by the execution of rough
carvings in the dockyards of Copenhagen.
“ For the earliest information concerning
his son,” says Mrs. Rowan, “ we are indebted
to some old ship-carpenters of Copenhagen,
who related that they perfectly well remem-
ber him as a handsome fair-haired boy,
coming to visit his father at the dockyards,
and that he was loved by all who saw
him.” The views of Gotskalk Thorvaldsen
with respect to the future career of his

son, did not extend beyond qualifying him
to act as an assistant in his own trade

;
and

it was with some difficulty that this deter-

mination was, by the earnest importuuity
of friends, commuted to the better pur-

pose of conferring upon him an artistic

education.

His studies commenced at the Academy of

Copenhagen in 1781, under the instruc-

tion of Hans Cleo, and after 12 months
of preparatory application (an unusually
short period), he was removed to the
life class. Three years were devoted to
the exclusive study of the human figure,

after which, “ for the first time casts from
the antique were placed before him,” a
course of study which seems to reverse
the order of progress laid down in the
existing schools of Europe. In 1786 he
began to work in clay. The Academy
was at this time under the direction of
the Sculptor Wiedewelt, but it was to

the Professor Abildgaard, under whose
immediate instruction he prosecuted his
studies, that he was indebted for an
affectionate and active interest, which
operating upon his own intelligent as-

siduity, enabled him to gain the silver

medal after an attendance of one year
in this school. When discoursing of his
student days, Thorvaldsen dwelt with
satisfaction upon one result of this

triumph, which was the respectful pre-

fix of Mr. to his name by his religious

examiner, on having ascertained that he
was the Thorvaldsen who had distin-

guished himself in the Academy com-
petitions.

The suavity of disposition which dis-

tinguished Albert Thorvaladen was gen-
uine. His temper was entirely inde-
pendent of ease and prosperity, and
was not less equable at the time when
his studio at Rome was unvisited, than
afterwards, when none proceeded to the
Eternal City without soliciting permis-
sion to see his works. With this winning
amiability he was taciturn, grave, and
devoted to his Art, insomuch that no-
thing beyond its sphere could excite his
interest. With the knowledge and execu-
tive power which he had acquired, he
looked beyond the rude style of Ids
father, but the latter, notwithstanding
the prospect which his course of study

* This portrait of Thorvaldsen was ex-
ecuted by Horace Vernet during his resi-
dence at Rome, and presented by him to
the great Danish sculptor. The original
was in the possession of Thorvaldsen at
the time of his decease. It bears this inscription
by the painter, “ Horace Vernet a son illustre ami
Thorvaldsen. Rome, 1835.”

I

•

®aJD'me(le here grouped with the Eagle of J upiter. The dimensions of the work are three feet four
|
inches by two feet seven inches. In this view of the work the disposition of the lines cannot be excelled.

t “ Minerva unveiling Vice, and taking Virtue under her protection.” This composition forms part
of a monument erected in honour of Sir Thomas Maitland, Lord Commissioner of the Ionian Islands,
the dimensions of the work are two feet six inches by two feet one inch.
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at the Academy opened to him, was earnestly

desirous of his return to the paternal atelier,

and to this wish the young artist had deter-

mined to yield filial obedience
;
but the inter-

cession of his master, the Professor Abilgaard,

together with the intreaties of his fellow-

students, obtained for him a division of his

time, part being given to study, and the rest

to his father’s business, which, it will be believed,

derived a new character from the co-operation

of the son, who, while with his father, exercised

individually as circumstances demanded every
department of the education of a sculptor. He
carved in stone as well as in wood, executed
bas-reliefs and sketched portraits. There is

extant a carved clock-case, a production of this

period of his life; and among other works in

stone in which he assisted his father may be
mentioned the Royal Arms over the door of an
apothecary’s shop in Store Kjobmager Street

in Copenhagen, and the four lions in the circular

area at the entrance of the gardens of the Royal
palace of Fredericksberg near that city. “The
earliest work of Thorvaldsen,” says Mrs. Rowan,
“now extant is, as far as I have been able to

ascertain, a small bas-relief executed by him in

the year 178 9, on the occasion of his participating

in the competition for the large silver medal.

This bas-relief, which gained the prize, repre-

sents a Cupid in an attitude of repose leaning

on his right arm, and holding in his right

hand his bow, while the left, which grasps an
arrow, hangs carelessly by his side. The air and
character of the head, and the disposition of the

locks, which are parted on the brow, betray

the influence exercised at this period on
our artist’s style by the precepts and
example of Abilgaard. The whole
composition must be considered as no-

thing more than a mere school exercise,

the interest of which he endeavoured to en-

hance by adding a bow and arrow and wings

to the figure that served as his model.”
As the space to which

we are limited denies us
the pleasure of pursuing
in detail the story of a
life so interesting as that

of Thorvaldsen, we can
only briefly speak of tho
most prominent inci-

dents.

In the Academy of
Copenhagen he distin-

guished himself inso-

much as to obtain the
gratuity known in Aca-
demies as the allowance
set apart for the “tra-

velling students,” and
thereupon proceeded to
Rome, the alma mater of
the artist. It is very
well known that his

success in Italy discour-

aged him and disap-

pointed his friends. The
period of the duration of
the travelling stipend
expired, without having
promoted his indepen-
dent establishment in his

profession. The period
was extended until the
year 1802, but this ad-

ditional term also expired
unprofitably, and he had
determined to return
home in the spring of

that year, but subse-

quently deferred his de-

parture until the end of
1 803, and re-commenced
his statue of Jason. He
had already treated the
subject in the year 1800 ;

the figure was of the size

of life, but not having
the means of defraying
the expense of casting

the work in plaster, he
destroyed the clay study.
The second Jason was

* “Mary with the Infant Saviour and St. John.” This is a bas-relief measuring nearly two feet
one inch by one foot eleven and a quarter inches. It is an acceptation from modern religious Art, but
in profound sentiment and unquestionable propriety of composition; even the most celebrated
versions of the subject are inferior to it.

f “ Cupid Stung by a Bee.” The subject of this bas-relief is the story of Anacreon, beginning, Ejav wfh poioiin.
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of extreme heroic dimensions, and this figure

was rescued from the fate of the preceding

only by the kindness of a lady, a country-

woman of the sculptor. As the immediate

source of our information with respect to this

precise period of the life of Thorvaldsen we
are indebted to the work of Professor

Thiele. Rich in reputation, but poor in substan-

tial means, Thorvaldsen now thought seriously

of his return home. His little property was soon

disposed in travelling order ;
his books and

prints were already dispatched, and his own
departure fixed for the following day, early in

the morning of which the vetturino was at his

door, and his luggage was fastened behind ;
but

he was not yet to revisit Denmark.
His proposed travelling companion
was the sculptor Hayemann, of

Berlin
;

and he, whose business

it was to procure the passports,

came to inform him that in conse-

quence of some informality it was
necessary that their departure
should be postponed until the fol-

lowing day. But again an event
occurred which opened a new pros-

pect to Thorvaldsen—he was now
about to commence the ascent which
enabled him to develope his tran-

scendent genius. On this day

—

which had otherwise certainly been
the last of his residence in Rome,
at least at that period of his life

—

the wealthy banker, Mr. Thomas
Hope, was conducted to his studio

by a valet-de-place. This visitor was
immediately struck by the grandeur
of the Jason, and at once inquired

upon what terms the sculptor would
execute it in marble. The sum
named by Thorvaldsen was six hun-

dred zechins, but Mr. Hope observed,

that as this was below the value of

such a work, he proposed eight

hundred zechins, and engaged to put
the artist in a position to commence
the statue without delay.

The joy with which Thorvaldsen
accepted this proposal can be readily

estimated. Rome had been the

great haven of his hopes, but he had
passed years there in disappoint-

ment, which but for a conviction

that he had yet duties before him,
had become a settled despondency.
This commission was to him the
commencement of a new existence,

and this change was the more grate-

fid that it was so unexpected. And
now commenced that long career

which was more than ever illus-

trious, even at the ultimate term
allotted to human life. Thorvaldsen
fixed his residence in Rome, passed
indeed the greater portion of the
remainder of his life there, and each
succeeding year brought forth from
his studio some precious example of

that series of works by which he is

immortalised. Henceforward the
incident of the life of Thorvaldsen
was his works, and these one by one
fell from his hands—brilliant creap

tions—each shedding its unquench-
able ray of glory on his name. As
this article must extend to the suc-

ceeding number, we shall, in addi-

tion to the compositions by which
it is illustrated, notice some of the
greatest works of Thorvaldsen, who
has been equally felicitous in mytho-
logical and religious sculpture. A
comparison of these classes deter-

mines at once whence the loftier aspiration

arises. The severity and dignity of sacred sub-

jects are most congenial to the grave character

of sculpture. Thorvaldsen’s sepulchral monu-
ments contribute not the least solid part of
his reputation. These productions were very
numerous, but in no instance has he dis-

qualified the dignity of sculpture by indivi-

duality or questionable taste. And the allegory
in all of these is so pointed, the narrative so

perspicuous, that no descriptive legend is necessary. In some of Thorvaldsen’s bassi-rilievi the

figures have too much roundness, but this is a defect which he has remedied from observation of
the Elgin Marbles, which are flatter than nature, in order to secure a greater breadth of light,

with a view to the better definition of objects removed from the eye. He was the greatest modem
master of basso-rilievo

;
how great soever the excellences of his statues, they are yet surpassed

by the learning displayed in low relief, confessedly the most difficult department of sculptural

composition. To excel in anywise in sculpture is an enviable distinction, but a superiority in

basso-rilievo is a transcendent pre-eminence. In the execution of round sculpture the artist is

supported by the tangible type of the living form, but relieved composition deviates from the

natural form in facto, the better to convey the appearance of truth—a paradox which is explained by
comparison of two low relief compositions, the one modelled strictly according to natural propor-

tion, and the other according to conventional principle. In the succeeding number will be
especially noticed the works at Copenhagen, where he has left a magnificent legacy that forms the

JOnN THE BAPTIST PREACHING IN THE WILDERNESS.'

pride of the Danish'capital
;
which legacy his admiring fellow-countrymen, with the respect due to

the most exalted genius, have raised a temple wherein it may be enshrined for the gratification

of the present and succeeding generations.

* “ John the Baptist Preaching in the Wilderness.” This sublime figure is placed in the centre of

the pediment of the Church of Our Lady, in Copenhagen. The statue is six feet five inches in height,

and is accompanied by an auditory grouped on each side, and adapted with respect to pose according to

the space architecturally allowed. An immediate allusion to the wilderness is found in the rock on

which the figure stands.
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ART-UNION OF LONDON.

The thirteenth annual general meeting of the

subscribers to this Society took place on the 24th

of April, at Drury Lane Theatre, for the purpose

of receiving the report of the council, and for

the distribution of prizes.

The introduction of the report alludes to the

late correspondence between the council and
the Board of Trade, the result of which our

readers are in possession of, from the notices we
have previously given

;
and to the expressions of

cordial co-operation with the Society on the

part of the various artistic bodies of the metro-

polis. It then adverts to the satisfactory

progress of the engraving of ‘Sabrina,’ due to

the subscribers of the present year, to the book
of wood-engravings already issued, and to the

engravings and the bronze casts, after Mr.

Hancock’s basso-relievo of ‘Christ entering Jeru-

salem.’ The engravings now in progress for the

coming and successive years, are ‘ Queen Philippa

interceding for the Burgesses of Calais,’ by H.
Robinson, after Selous ; the ‘ Crucifixion/ by W.
Finden, after Hilton; the ‘Burial of Harold,’

by Bacon, after F. R. Pickersgill; the ‘Irish

Piper,’ by Goodall, after his son, F. Goodall

;

and ‘ Richard Cccur de Lion,’ by Shenton, after

Cross. In addition to these Mr. Willmore,
A.R.A. is engaged to engrave the ‘ Villa of

Lucullus/ after Leitch ; and another book of

wood-engravings will be put in hand to illustrate

Goldsmith’s poem of ‘ The Traveller.’

A statement of the receipts and expenditure

of the year was then read by Mr. Godwin, one
of the honorary secretaries. It is to us mat-
ter of sincere regret, but not of surprise, to find

so lamentable a deficiency in the subscription

list-. The amount subscribed this year reached
only 10,391?. 17s., a far smaller sum than has been
collected since 1841, the fifth year of the founda-

tion of the Institution. This 10,391?. 17s. has

been apportioned thus

—

For purchase of pictures, busts, statuettes, £ a. d.

medals, proof engravings, and lithographs 4168 0 0
Cost of engravings for the year . . . 3372 9 2

Expenses and reserve of 2J per cent. . . 2861 7 10

The sum set apart for the purchase of pictures

by the prize-holders, 3205 ?., was thus divided :

—

16 works at 10?. each; 15 at 15?. each; 12 at

20?. ; 12 at 25?. ; 12 at 40?.
; 7 at 50?. ; 5 at 60?.

;

4 at 70?. ; 4 at 80?. ; 2 at 100?. ; 1 at 150?. ;
and

1 at 200?.

Additional prizes consisted of 20 bronzes of
‘ The Queen ;

’ 20 statuettes of ‘ Narcissus,’ after

Gibson
; 282 proof impressions of Robinson’s

engraving of ‘ Queen Philippa ;

’ 282 lithographs

of Tenniel’s ‘ St. Cecilia ;
’ and 30 medals, com-

memorative of ‘ Inigo Jones.’

The following pictures have been selected

from the various galleries by the respective

prize-holders up to the time of our going to

press :
—‘A Mountain Chieftain’s Funeral in the

Olden Time,’ F. Danby,A.R.A.,200?., with an ad-

ditional sum from the purchaser
;

‘ River Scene

—

N. Wales,’ F. R Lee, R.A., 126?., R.A. ;
‘ The

Holy Well, Brittany,' J. J. Jenkins, 80?., S.B.A.
;

‘ Harwich from the Stour,’ C. Bentley, 73?. 10s.,

B.I.; ‘Wood Scene, with Cattle and Figures,’ W.
Shayer, 60?., S.B.A. ;

‘ The Alarm Signal—Smug-
glers Off !

’ H. P. Barker, 50?., F.E.
;

‘ The Cui-

rassier’s Forge, at Caen, Normandy, E. A. Good-
all, 55?., R.A. ;

‘ “ My Wife this day puts on first

her French Gown,” ’ &c., J. Noble, 52?. 10s.,S.B.A.

;

‘Age and Infancy,’ T. F. Marshall, 50?., B.I.

;

‘Hagar,’ Miss F. Corbaux, 63?. N.W.C.S.
;
‘A

Shady Stream—North Wales,’ H. J. Boddington,
40?., S.B.A.

;
‘ View from the Moors, above Tay-

niell,’ Copley Fielding, 42?., W.C.S. ;
‘ Under-

cliff, Isle of Wight,’ W. Shayer, 45?., S.B.A.

;

‘ View near Brighton,’ G. B. Wilcocks, 25?., F.E.

;

‘St. Michael’s Mount, Normandy,’ C. Bentley,
26?. 5s., W.C.S. ;

‘ The Interior of the Fisher’s Cot-

tage,’ Miss J. Macleod, 25?., B.I.
;

‘ Flowers of

the Forest,’ R Sayers, 20?., F.E.
;

‘ Piedmontese,’

A. H. Taylor, 20?., N.W.C.S. ;
‘ A Mountain

Stream,’ H. Jutsum, 15?., R.A.
;

‘ The Morning
of Life,’ R. Sayers, 15?., F.E. ; ‘Fall of the Ma-
chin and Paudy Mill, North Wales,’ T. L. Row-
botham, Jun., 17?., N.W.C.S. ;

‘ Near Chidding-

stone, Kent,’ A. W. Williams, 15?., B.I. ; ‘At
Bait—a Roadside Scene,’ H. B. Willis,’ 15?.,

RA. ; ‘Desecrated Chapel of St. Jacques,

Orleans,’ S. Prout, 10?. 10s., W.C.S.; ‘Mill, at

Shae, near Guildford,’ C. Pearson, 10?., S.B.A.

;

‘Voreppc,’ H. Gastineau, 15?. 15s., W.C.S.
;

‘Interior, at Dieppe,’ S. Prout, 12?. 12s., W.C.S.;
‘ Horses’ Heads after Nature/ J. F. Herring, 80?.,

S.B.A. ;
‘ The Orphans of the Village/ T. F.

Marshall, 105?., RA. ;
‘Windings of the Wye/

G. B. Campion, 69?. 6s., N.W.C.S.
;

‘ Bianca

Capello/ J. C. Hook, 73?. 10s., R.A.
;

‘ Hessian

Girl and Cows,’ 73?. 10s., J. W. Ivevle, R.A.

;

‘A Fishing Boat putting about for her Rudder/
60?., W. Brunning, S.B.A.

;

‘A Poaching Terrier/

20?., J. Bateman, S.B.A. ;
‘ Domestic Ducks after

Nature/ 30?., J. F. Herring, B.I.
;

‘ A Peep under
Westminster Bridge/ 25?., W. A. Brunning,

S.B.A. ; ‘Entrance to aVillage,’ 20 ?., H.J. Bodding-

ton, S.B.A.
;

‘ A Shady Lane—banks of the Con-

way/ 20?., A. Vickers, R.A.
;
‘The ancient Rath

House of Coblentz/ 15?., Mrs. Phillips, R.A.

;

‘ Michaelmas Day/ 10?., J. Poulton, B.I.

EXHIBITION OF THE SCULPTURES
AND PAINTINGS OF M. ANTOINE ETEX.

This distinguished artist has brought to our metro-
polis a number of fine performances by his own
hand, and they are now exhibiting at No. 21, Old
Bond Street.

Monsieur Etex has executed a much larger pro-

portion of public works and monuments in France
than any other of the living sculptors of that

country. Among them may be reckoned the im-

mense groups in relievowhich decorate the triumphal
Arc de l’Etoile, Paris; the great monument of

Vauban, in the Hotel of the Invalids
;
the colossal

statue of Charlemagne in the Chamber of Peers

;

the statue of St. Louis, at the Barriere du Trone
;

the statue of Rossini, in the saloon of the Grand
Opera ; the tomb of Gericault at Rouen, and many
other works of high importance.
In the collection now exhibiting the most re-

markable objects are, of course, the marble statues

and ba3-reliefs. The first consist of a group of

Hero and Leander; a Roman girl, Nizzia (this is

executed in the very hard material known as Agate-
marble—Cristollano)

;
and a sitting female figure

of Damalis. These works demand a rigid appre-

ciation of the true in Art to develope their ideal

and artistic qualities. This section of the Fine
Arts inflexibly deprived of colour and dependent
on form viewed on every side, exacts a consummate
acquaintance with the anatomical structure of the
human body, as an imperative basis upon which to

erect the inventive power.
In the works here offered to critical investigation

,

the aim of the artist has been evidently to seek for

the truth of Nature, and to invest it with the flow-

ing contour of vital form. A simple and unaffected
purity is all that has been sought for, and it is

effectively achieved. The figures of these statues

are youthful
;
there is no exaggeration of muscle

—

no ostentatious display of theoretic learning—no
strained or affected posture. In treatment of the
masses forming the component parts of the body,
the largeness of early Greek skill is somewhat
aimed at, but without servile imitations of any
period, style, or school. The morbidezza of the
surface is palpable to the touch; the anatomical
framework evidences the laborious study upon
which excellence in this branch of Art can alone
be acquired.

M. Etex is also a painter, and those who pos-
sess the faculty of investigating the intellectuality

of performances unadorned by the glitter of colour
or the enticing charm of manipulation, will find

intense gratification in his pictures. The earnest-

ness of purpose is everywhere evident : no unne-
cessary accessories to fill surface are introduced

;

there is none of the chiqxie of mannerism. The
picture of St. Sebastian is a study of the foreshort-

ened human figure in a posture of great complica-
tion

;
and although the body is scarcely seen,

exceptingjust across the shoulders, yet its connexion
with the limbs is perfectly developed. The picture

of the death of a Prolctaire is an awful reality,

fearful to gaze on. The historical composition of

Joseph interpreting his Dream to his Brothers is a
picture displaying the most consummate conception
of a subject very difficult of rendering, but here
treated with pure drawing and great character.
Some busts of the heads of the leading men of
modern France will gratify the phrenologist, par-
ticularly the one of Proudhon, whose terrific cast

of feature expounds the turbulent storm that rages
within. Many drawings and designs are besides
displayed, and not the less interesting will be found
a series of outline etchings by the artist’s own
hand, illustrative of the dramas of ASschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides.

ASYLUM FOR AGED GOVERNESSES.

Until now we have not attempted to draw the
attention of our readers towards the Institution to

which many of them contributed so liberally last

season
;
the result of the Bazaar, in June 1848, sti-

mulated its promoters to continued exertion, and
we have the pleasure to inform those who remem-
ber what they owe to the guides and instructors of
their early days, that “ the Aged Asylum ” will

open its doors on the 11th of June,—the present
month—and receive within its sanctuary ten old

ladies, who, after that happy day, will be, at all

events, in possession of homes. The friends of

this much needed Institution thought that the open-
ing of the Asylum would afford an opportunity to

the public of inspecting the building, and ofjudging
for themselves as to its needfulness, its comforts,

its advantages, and its wants; and as the Duke of
Cambridge was graciously pleased to express his

willingness to be present on the occasion, and in-

troduce the oldest lady to the distinction of bein"
the “oldest inhabitant,” the committee decided
upon uniting “ profit with pleasure,” and com-
bining a fancy sale with the ceremonial. This
Sale will be held in the house, and in the grounds
attached thereunto, for two days, and the com-
mittee earnestly hope that the building erected

by the proceeds of one Bazaar may be en-
larged through the means procured by another

—

held on the very spot consecrated by the actual

presence of the aged who are proofs of the good
already achieved

;
the asylum will receive eighteen

ladies, but at present means are only at the dis-

posal of the founders to support ten : the visitors to

the fancy fair will have an opportunity of inspecting
all that has been achieved

;
and we may hope the

public will evince their approbation of what has
been done by doing more.
The claim of “ the Teacher,” aged by time, im-

poverished by circumstances, worn out, not only
by the continued but restless action of the think-
ing faculties that are constantly on the stretch
while imparting information—the claim, we say,

of the Teacher to sympathy during the whole
course of her useful existence, aud to assistance in

old age, if she has not been able to provide against
its trials and its sufferings,—is no more disputed.
No matter how long English society may have
been either unconscious of the existence of an evil

or careless as to its remedy, the moment it becomes
convinced of injustice or delay, reparation is as

generous as sincere
;

it rushes boldly, bravely, and
earnestly and interestingly forward in its work of
recompense, and eagerly appropriates wealth to

remedy the evils of thoughtlessness or neglect. It
cannot recall those from the grave who have fallen

victims to the sins of omission or of procrastination
;

but it resolves, and acts upon the resolve, that there
shall be no more victims

;
standing in the gap

between the afflicted and destruction. We do not
for a moment wish to detract from the generous
sympathy which saves and protects, but wc
cannot avoid saying, that without the sacrifice

of either luxury or comfort on the part of the
donors, much good may be effected

;
it seems

as though the “ good seed,” sown by generous and
thrifty hands, fructified beyond all expectation,
and produced abundant fruitage. Let no one hold
back a gift because of its smallness

;
let all who

would contribute to this bazaar remember the
widoic's cruse and rejoice

;
let no one turn back

from the plough, fearing the feebleness of strength,
or exclaim, “ What I can do is not worth doing.”
Everything is worth doing that is done for a good
purpose

;
every added brick enlarges the building;

and there is yet time to cast many offerings into

the treasury out of which is to arise this Refuge of

Mercy. Contributions will be received at the
Governesses’ Benevolent Institution in Harley
Street; at the Queen’s College, Harley Street;

at the office of the Governesses’ Benevolent Insti-

tution, Sackvillc Street, Piccadilly; by the Lady
Patronesses

;
by Mrs. David Laing, 63, Mornington

Road; and at the Chambers of the Art-Journal,

if directed to the care of Mrs. S. C. Hall,—until

the 10th of June.
When we remember that the sum of 2570?. was

collected at the dinner,* for the benefit of the
Institution, what may we not hope from the pro-

ceeds of the Bazaar to be held at the Aged Asylum
on the 11th of this present month? remembering,
however, that the sum raised at this Bazaar will be
devoted exclusively to the Asylum

; one of
the branches of the Institution which we
earnestly desire to see prosper, for it is a Temple
to Gratitude

!

A. M. H.

s 1

m i

* This sum includes 200L, the contribution of Miss
Jenny Lind, presented at the dinner by Mr. S. G. Hall.
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PARIS.

—

Exhibition op Modern Art.

—

The following are the regulations, approved by the

Minister of the Interior, for the reception of the

various pictures, sculptures, and other works of

Art:—Article 1.—A special jury shall be formed
to judge of the admissibility of the performances
offered. 2.—This jury shall be elected by the ex-

hibiting artists. 3.—Every artist, on presenting
the works he intends to be exhibited, is permitted
to deposit in an urn prepared for the occasion a

list of the persons he wishes to name for the jury.

There will be three urns, one for painters, and
engravers, and lithographers

;
one for sculptors and

engravers of medals
;
and one for architects. The

list given by the first class (painters) is to contain
fifteen names

;
that of the sculptors nine names,

and that of the architects five names. The names
of amateurs may form part of those selected.
4.—On the morning after all the works have been
received the urns shall be opened by the Director
ofthe Fine Arts in presence of the President of the
Academy of the Fine Arts, the Director of the Mu-
seums, and other public functionaries. The juries

will then be nominated from the names having the

greatest number of votes. 5.—The jury installed

by the selection of painters shall judge the pictures

;

that of the sculptors equally in their own class of
Art, and the same with the architects. 6.—Nine
members of the first, five of the second, and three
of the third juries must be present to make their

decisions valid. 7.—The decision of the juries

shall be given by the majority of the individuals

present: if the numbers should prove equal. 8.

—

The following classes of performances are to be
admitted without being subjected to the verdict of

the jury : all those executed by members of the

Institute, those by artists who have obtained the
grand prize of Rome, those by artists who have
received decorations for their works, and, finally,

all those who have had medals and recompenses
awarded to them of the first and second classes. 9.

—

The hanging of the pictures and placing ofthe other
objects will be effected by the juries, under the

presidency of the Director of the Fine Arts.

May 20.—The number of pictures, sculptures,

and other works of Art, sent for exhibition,

amounts at the present date to 3924.

BELGIUM.—Antwerp.- 1The preservation from
further decay of the two great works of Rubens
of the “ Elevation of the Cross,” and the “Descent
from the Cross,” has for some time engaged the
serious attention of the Belgian nation. The
late minister, the Count de Thcux, addressed
a note thereon to the Academy of the Fine Arts in

March 1847. In consequence of this communica-
tion a commission was immediately appointed to

consider the best means to be adopted for this laud-
able purpose. The painters De Brackeleer, De
Keyscr, Gallait, Leys, Navez, E. Ycrboeckhoven
and Wappers were chosen, with two members of
the Academy of Sciences, Messrs. Stas and Quetelet.
These distinguished persons met at Antwerp on
the 26th of March, 1847, at one o’clock in the
afternoon, in the Cathedral, where scaffolding had
been previously erected to give them every facility

for a close examination of the surface of the pictures.

After this procedure they repaired to the chamber
of the archives belonging to the Cathedral, and
replied to the following questions:—“ Is the place
where the pictures now stand suitable for their

preservation?” Answered unanimously “No.
They are near the outer doors in a continual cur-

rent of air, subject to dust, damp, and the glare of

the sun during several hours of the day.” The
next question was as to the condition of the panels
upon which the pictures are painted, and that was
also unanimously answered that “ the wood of the

panels is in a good state of preservation.” The
third question was whether it would be desirable

to transfer the pictures to canvas. This was decided
that they should remain as they were, on wood,
with the single dissentient voice of M. E. Ver-
boeckhoven. The remaining questions went to

inquire what ought now to be done, and this was
answered with the exception of one voice also, that
the varnish should be removed, the slightest pos-
sible repairs of the surface be effected, and that the
pictures should be re-varnished, always superin-
tended by a member of the commission in person.
It was further added that it was the decided opinion
of the commission, that the decay would continue
to advance if the pictures should be replaced in the
transepts of the Cathedral. In an interview with
the minister of the interior, M. Gallait suggested
that a suitable room should be erected in the Rue
Verte, adjoining the Cathedral, and entered from
one of the Chapels, to contain these famous pic-
tures. Artists were to be permitted to study herein,
and the public to view the chefs d’ceuvre at their
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leisure by paying a small admittance fee. Such an
apartment would give a proper light, by being
wanned in winter the effects of humidity would be
prevented, and the rays of the sun would no longer
act injuriously. Nothing has since been done, the
guardians of the Church being opposed to any
removal, or even to any steps being taken which
might, for a time only, strip the walls of the great
attraction the pictures are to foreign visitors.

This year the productions of living artists in
Belgium will be gathered in this city. The pro-
gramme just issued declares that every class of
subject in painting, sculpture, architecture, en-
graving, and drawing will be received from artists

of all countries and wherever residing. The
only conditions reserved are that no copies are
admissible, and the various works must not have
been previously exhibited in any other Belgian
exhibition. Every object intended for it must
be addressed to M. J. de Clerck, at the Mu-
seum at Antwerp, before the 1st of August, 1849.
It will open to the public on the 12th of August,
and close on the 23rd of September following. The
following prizes will be given, but the competition
is limited to native artists. First, for a Sculptured
Vase, emblematical of agriculture, a medal and
six hundred francs. Second, for the design of a
Town Hall, suitable to a population of one hun-
dred thousand souls, a medal and five hundred
francs. Third, for the design of a Gothic Chapel,
a medal and five hundred francs. Three thousand
francs are set apart by the Society of the Fine Arts
to be variously distributed to the most successful
examples of engraving, either on copper or wood,
or of die-sinking for medals. There will also be
an Art-Union lottery for pictures purchased by the
society by subscriptions for the purpose

;
the tickets

will be sold in the hall of the exhibition.

OBITUARY.

ROBERT VERNON, ESQ.

It is our most painful duty to announce the
death of this most munificent patron of British Art,
which took place on the 22nd of May. We have
only time thus briefly to speak of the event, as we
had already closed our number.*

H. TIMBRELL.

Died on the 10th of April, at Rome, of a most
severe attack of pleurisy and inflammation of the
lungs, Mr. Henry Timbrell, sculptor, after an ill-

ness of two months and eleven days
;

deeply
lamented by his surviving widow, his own imme-
diate family, and a very numerous circle of friends.

Mr. Timbrell was born in Dublin, in 1806; at
about the age of seventeen he began his studies,

and acquired the grammar of his Art as a pupil of
the late John Smith, Esq., of Dublin. In 1831,
he came to London, and shortly after entered as

an assistant in the studio of E. H. Baily, R.A.,
and wrought at intervals in the studio of that
gentleman for many years

;
at the same time dili-

gently studying his Art at the Royal Academy,
having become a student of that Institution. On
the 10th of December, 1837, he obtained the gold
medal of the Royal Academy for the best group in

sculpture, “ Mezentius tying the Living to the
Dead;” and in February, 1843, was elected tra-

velling student. The subject which gained him
his election was a group, “Hercules throwing
Lychas into the Sea.” In the second year of his

residence at Rome he executed a beautiful group
of three figures, a mother and two children, life-

size
;
“ Instruction ” was the subject, but unfortu-

nately the vessel was wrecked in which it was
forwarded to the Exhibition, and the group almost
totally destroyed. He was engaged on two figures
for the new Houses of Parliament, to be cast in
bronze

;
and along with many other commissions,

on one for Her Majesty, life-size in marble
;
he also

executed two bassi relievi for the temple at Buck-
ingham Palace.
Had he lived, Mr. Timbrell was an artist certain

to have attained the highest point in his profession.

In his early career he was a most ardent student,
labouring in the search of knowledge with zeal and
intelligence, aiming to attain the highest qualities
in Art. In private life he was esteemed for his
amiability of manner, his goodness of heart, and
integrity of friendship. By his brother artists in

Rome he was held in high estimation
;
in proof of

which his remains were honoured to their final

resting-place, being followed by Gibson, Wyatt,
Gott, Hogan, and about twenty of the resident
artists of Rome.

* The Vernon Gallery was shut by order of the
Trustees, between the death of Mr. Vernon and his
funeral, as a proper tribute to the memory of the donor.

SCENERY OF THE STAGE.

Messrs. T. Grieve and Telbin have had another
opportunity for the display of their artistic skill
at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden. The
grand story of “ Roberto II Diavolo,” with its

mysteries and incantations in the interesting
island of Sicily, formed the subject for unusual
aud singular combinations. The first act displays
the Bay of Palermo : on the opposite shore stands
the city, with its dazzling white palaces, crested
by a mountainous range of country beyond. In
succession to this brilliant and sunny scene the
wild and savage rocks of St. Irene form the con-
trasting features of Sicilian clime. The mysterious
vaults that followed, with the sepulchre of the
nuns, illumined by the faint and silvery moon-
beams, and the accompanying gyrations of a hun-
dred slender sylphide forms, created an illusive

scene of fascination that would need more phi-
losophy to withstand than mortals less sinful than
Roberto are likely to possess. The apartment of
the Princess Isabella, in her Palermitan palace,
was appropriately invested with the Saracenic
type. The groups of slender columns on cither side,

supporting the bold arch, the base, cornices,
and vaultings radiant with the hues and glitter-

ings of the Alhambra, and the massive drapery
pendant from the arched opening, with its em-
broidered mystic design, gave a lively impression:
of Moorish splendour in the bygone age of chivalry.
The last scene, where the demoniacal influences
are destroyed, and the triumph of good over evil is

manifested in the interior of a sacred edifice, with
the ostentatious altar, and all the pompous appen-
dages of Italian religious worship in its dominating
days

;
the vivid light from the ranges of chan-

deliers that fell on the crowd of knights, pages,
ladies, and attendants, with the forest of showy
banners, can hardly be equalled for intensity of
magnificence. As a spectacle nothing has hitherto
exceeded the display of “ Roberto II Diavolo

;

” the
important share of it that has been confided to
Messrs. Grieve and Telbin has been executed by
them with the true feeling of artists, and with the
highest success.

Her Majesty, who seldom remains so late as the
termination of operatic performances, having ex-
pressed a desire to see the concluding scene of the
ballet of the “ Electra, or the Pleiad;” it was
given, by her command, between the acts of the
Opera, in her presence.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

CATTLE—EARLY MORNING.

T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., Painter. J. Cousen, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 2 ft. IIJ in. by 1 ft llj in.

Mr. Cooper is a painter whose pencil wanders
among farm-yard scenes, and green pastures, whe-
ther in lowland or on moors

;
belonging to a school

whereof Paul Potter and Cuyp were the early

representatives, with both of whom at various

times he has closely allied himself. The charm of

his works lies far more in a pure feeling of nature,
in the knowledge and masterly use of the means of
representation which Art supplies, than in the sub-
ject itself, which generally requires more than
ordinary talent to create beauty from materials so

adverse, in themselves, to its realisation.

The scene he has here brought forward is drawn
from the Fells of Cumberland ;—rugged mountains
they are, aud often difficult of access; yet the
Border-drovers journeying towards the South
drive their flocks and herds over them in order to

avoid the tolls along the more regular roads.

When the evening draws in, they seek out some
green spot beside a stream for a resting-place

during the night, and the weary animals may be

seen scattered among the furze and heather, singly

or in groups
;
and at break of day they are again

brought together to proceed on their onward march.
This appears to be the hour chosen by the artist in

his sketch, for the grey mists of morning obscuring

the distant hills, which would otherwise close on
the left of the picture, are rolling along the valley

as the sun rises. The cattle are rousing up,

among which the most prominent is a noble ox
standing in the centre of the composition, a fine

study in itself, admirably drawn, and manipulated
with much skill. The other portions of the work
are equally meritorious.

The tone of the picture, though somewhat low,

is beautifully transparent: it is one of Mr. Cooper’s

latest works, having been exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1847. It is most exquisitely engraved
by Mr. Cousen.
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•in ..••'"(.riately n-.isted with the Saracenic

T V; .
• -. i, - -f «;*..,• <’*liimn«: on either side,

. »i: hold .' •?., base, cornices,
;

’ -ndiant with the buce and glittor-

> All ibm. and flic ma*- •< drapery
r»-.re aa.- tuvh'd opening, with it* cin-

gavc a lively mi jw'-svian

. • -i -« • regf**!--.. N.gt- oft lnveby.
-

. v*'* ' • • <;»»**’• influences
* evil is

«ilh

OBITUARY.

KOliliHT VEUNO.V, RSd.

It is our moet painful duty to aimminer the

death of this most munificent patron oi British Art,
which took place on tho 22nd of May. We have
only time tiiuv briefly to speak of the event, as wo
had already closed our number.*

U. TUIBRKU..
Died on tho 10th of April, at Rome, of a most

revere attack of pleurisy and inflammation of the
lung*., M.r. Honry Timbrel I, sculptor, after au ill-

new of two month* and eleven iluys; deeply
lamented by his surviving widow, his own imme-
iiuto family, and a very numerous circle of frit mis.

Mr. Timbrull was bom in Dubi:i>. u. ot

about ihe ok' tt a«venters u- be*
•ad acqsi.- 4 the g«*« ••.' r «f - 5

*s
:

the late J,rh:i *
'
-

lu came tx» Loudon, and Jim* .-oter. f a#

an o-aist-nt in the studio or 1 . . i I: ...

and wrought at intervals in the srohso *•; •; .*•

geti'lemau for many yc-ir»; at the sac.- dnredib
gently reudying lv- krt at iteyal A-v *. -

beconra n scudeot of tl.n* 1»*ntnt«wi

teolsdi*'.-. “ 3fl--z- title* t

•’ MO ..

; that !••;' -::i the * I'.nvd ol ..

I.diar, and atteuilauU., with tlie forret or «h**..y

bteiuci*, can hardly l» eqm.il led for in:*-- vf
magniiKcnc#. A* a speetmcls nothing has hitherto
exceeded tha display of *• iColwrtu li Diavoln

;
” tho

important share of it that hn* been confided to
Mean. Grieve and Telbin has been executed by
them with tho true feeling of artists, and with tho
highest succt ?*.

Her Majesty, who seldom remains so late as the
termination of operatic performance*, having ex-
pressed a desire to see the concluding scene of the
ballet of the “ Electra. or tho Pleiad;" it was
given, by her command, between the acts of the
Opera, in her presence.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

t him- \f The t

mtdt

of ..
, a Ml* i* *«4 t**» S'

viai- !• r-^ji sss fis *•:>* ••*>' «: .*-
-

IX w e* wreck* o * whs >< fl w** :

'•site! iii bRhJSJ. n'.- .Trsji almost
|

•woyed. lit * or. :wo figure*

« new Horn# • nf Pari t, t » b> cast in
br»*n*v; and t»i* ..

- otlu-r oommissions,
vs for Her V. :

• in marble . he also
'.

. i th. ’emple at Buek-
ioaham Ptlart.

H:..l . . -11 was an artist certain
I point in his profesrion.

In Ip- i
;

• * » -* * most ardent student,

iutelliycn a the highest qualities

in Art he m* «teem«d tor hi*

ami.oilit' uisMdBHs ot heart, and
integrity •. .»•. By his brother artists m
Roir.fi he was held is: ‘.ijih estimation

; in proof of
wh.. i his rcniii.. - *••* 1. -.oured to their final
- -e-place, beiun followed by Gibson, "Wyatt,
Gott, Hoitan. and about twenty of the resident
artists of Rome.

" Tbii V* rn*»n (iallory waa sLnt by »*nl* ef ib*'

Trnstera, t<**ts.re*j the cf Mr Vernon »u! las

fnn-rol. j-t a proper tribute to the memory of tfc • a-.&r.

iiarm of
»

-
;

-> *' :.*• nat* TO,

1 >•-. t|U llll- Of
"> !*i the *ub»

*i*« * 'aurally require* more than
- • t :« create beauty from materials so

•.h. 'aselvea, to it* realisation.

* , set n* ho has here brought forward is drawn
<iu the Veils of Cumberland;—nigged mountains
they are, and often difficult of access; yet tho
Border-drovers journeying towards the South
drive their flock* and hr i ds over tln-m in order to

avoid tho toils along the more regular roads..

When the evening draws in, they seek out some
green spot beside a stream lor a resting-place

during the night, and the weary anirnah may be
-ten *cattered among the furze and heather, n ig >7

or in grnufis; and at break of day they nro again
brought together to proceed on tlicir onward m.ireh.

This appear* to be the hour chosen by tlu artist in

his sketch, for the grey ini*tsof moruhig obscuring

the distant hill*, which would otherwise ci*-*.-

the left of tho picture, ire rolling along > v 1

a* tho si in rises. The cattle are ii. •

among which the moat prominent
standing in the centre of the e-!i*i- *.: •* •» '* •

with much skill. The i*t:i* r j«^-tu **.‘

are equally meritoriou-

The tom/ of th- v-
is beautiful 'y u

,

•••*-. i: iti- •••

lat«-<4 work* 1 . •.•..*•: lu-eii cx

A; lul. my in IM7. It is r

bv Mr •. u,.,*n.
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Exhibition of Paintings and Drawings by
Amateur Artists.—At the Cosmorama Rooms,
in Regent Street, a number of drawings and
paintings are being exhibited, the major portion
of which certainly do credit to their unprofes-
sional authors, while the benevolent motives
that gave rise to the project is honourable to the
feelings of all parties concerned ; as it is intended
to devote the proceeds of the exhibition for the
benefit of some charity schools near London.
The principal exhibitors are from our Lady
aristocracy, among whom we find the names of
the Marchioness of Waterford, the Countess
Somers, Viscountesses Combermere and Can-
ning, the Ladies Dacre, M. A. and C. Legge,
Grenville, H. Clive, E. and F. Finch, A. and
H. Cadogau, M. A. Alford, S. H. Williams, E.

Butler, C. Palmer, Hon. Mrs. Talbot, Hon. E.

Stanley, Hon. Lady Grey, &c.
;
and among the

untitled, the Misses Wedderbume, Gordon, F.

Boothby, E. and M. E. Sneyd, Swinburne, F.

Cust, and many others. Earl Compton, Viscount
Eastnor, Colonel Cornwall, Hon. E. Yorke, Hon.
T. Liddell, Hon. D. Finch, Hon. C. Hardinge,
Messrs. G. Vivian, R. Clive, R. Brooke, R. Two-
penny, Captain Williams, are also contributors,
Among the works which most attracted our
notice were ‘Walnut Gathering on the Lake
Lucerne,’ ‘ Amsterdam,’ and the ‘ Valley of the
Linth,’ by Miss Blake

;
‘ Berry Pomeroy,’ and

‘Westminster Bridge,' two large oil paintings by
Colonel Cornwall

;
‘ The Crown of Thorns,’ by

Earl Compton ; an ‘ Interior,’ by Miss Sneyd,
and another by Lady E. Finch

;

‘ The Return
of Tobias,’ a capital sketch in oil, by the
Marchioness of Waterford

;
‘ Half-way up the

Rock of Gibraltar,' a bold, graphic sketch in

sepia, by Mr. Twopenny
;
a * Study ’ of a young

girl, by Miss Houlton
;

‘ The Chateau de Valere,’

and ‘Venice,’ by Mrs. Davidson; a ‘Study of
Heads,’ in oil, by Lady C. Palmer

;
‘ The Castle

of Risti,’ by the Hon. Eleanor Stanley
;

‘ Mount
Athos,’ by Viscount Eastnor

; and a ‘ View in

the Campagna, Rome,’ by the Viscountess Can-
ning. But, unquestionably, the best drawing in

the room is ‘ Rest for the Weary,’ by Miss Blake

;

it represents an Italian female peasant and her
child seated on the steps of a church : both the
composition and execution of this picture would
reflect credit on the long-practised professional
artist. But, indeed, the entire exhibition is

worthy a visit, independent of its claims on the
consideration of the charitably disposed

;
it

is in many respects very important
;
the study

of the Fine Arts is a source of delight and
useful occupation to the well-educated classes,

and, but for the advancement of knowledge of
the objects and conditions of Art, artists in vain
may hope to have their works really appreciated

;

and it will be equally in vain that they pro-
duce works of a high character, if the public
be not educated to appreciate them; for even
in Art, to a certain extent, the commercial prin-
ciple must prevail, and the supply must be
equal only to the demand. These drawings
show so sound a knowledge of Art among the
higher classes, especially the ladies, that artists

may be well assured of having their works duly
estimated. Drawing, as an accomplishment, is

no longer the production of tea-board-looking
drawings copied from inferior coloured prints,

as was often the case within a period com-
paratively recent. Amongst those we have
enumerated we have omitted to notice some
very excellent woodcuts in imitation of the
etchings of old masters, which first appeared in
this Journal, executed by Miss H. L; Clarke;
a very clever head of a Scotch Terrier, by her
sister Miss Clarke

; and several very excellent
drawings in bistre, by the Hon. Mr. D. Finch.
The Select Committee of the House of

Commons “ appointed to inquire into the Consti-
tution and Management of the Government
School of Design, and to report their opinion
thereupon,” are still proceeding with the exami-
nation of witnesses. They have “ inquired ” of
the officers of the Board of Trade, of the masters
of the school, of artists, manufacturers, dealers
in manufactured objects, and others

;
a vast mass

of matter has been already printed for the “ Blue

Book
;

” but, as our readers are aware, we are
not permitted to make any comments upon the
evidence, or to quote any portions of it, until

after the Report has been submitted to the
House. We shall then, of course, pass the whole
of the documents under review. Meanwhile the
following has been transmitted to the leading

manufacturers in several branches, to be by them
filled up ; with a view to ascertain whether any,

and if any, what, amount of assistance they have
received from the school :

—
“ House of Commons.

A return of the number of designers, drawers of
patterns, putters on, modellers, chasers, and
other artisans engaged in the production of
ornamental designs requiring artistic ability, at

present employed by you
;
distinguishing them

into two classes :—Class I., numbers of those
who have not attended any school of design.

Class II., numbers of those who have attended
any school of design ; with the following details

so far as applicable to Class II. only :—Designer's,

&c. name—age—whether designer, &c., or not,

before he attended any school of design—name
of school he has attended—length of time he has
attended the school—how long employed by your
firm.”

The Graphic Society.—The last conversazione,

for the season of this Society, was held on the
9th of last month

; it was one of the most gra-

tifying meetings at which we ever remember
to have been present. The peculiar feature of

the evening was the presentation, by the mem-
bers to Mr. Brockedon, as Founder of the Society
in 1833, of a testimonial, the most appropriate
that a body of artists could offer to a professional

brother—namely, a large and handsome port-

folio of drawings, sketches, and engravings, the
works of the respective donors, each member
contributing. It is pretty generally known that
the Graphic Society contains among its one hun-
dred members the elite of the professors of Art,
painters in oil and water-colours, sculptors,

architects, and engravers. Some idea of the
unique and invaluable nature of the gift may
therefore be formed, when we state that in the
portfolio we recognised sketches and drawings
by C. Knight, Landseer, Roberts, Creswick, Cope,
Webster, Sir W. Ross, Sir W. Newton, Stanfield,

Redgrave, Goodall, Copley Fielding, Harding,
Prout, E. W. Cooke, Barry, Westmacott, Warren,
Duncan, Wyon, &c. &c., and proof engravings
by Pye, S. Cousins, Robinson, Fiuden, Willmore,
Stocks, &c. &c. The testimonial was presented
by Mr. T. L. Donaldson, the chairman of the
committee for carrying into effect the object
of the contributors. He prefaced the presen-
tation by a suitable speech, in which he set
forth the claims of the recipient to the gra-

titude and best feelings of the Society, not
only as its founder, but as one who did
honour to the Profession as a man and an artist,

and by his literary and scientific attainments in

connexion with Art; alluding more especially to

Mr. Brockedon 's valuable and beautiful work on
the Alps, to perfect which he had crossed that
vast chain of mountains more than one hundred
times. Mr. Brockedon, in returning thanks for
this manifestation of kind feeling on the part of
his brother artists, took a rapid sketch of the
progress of the Society since its establishment in

1833 ; and stated that its success was not the
result of his individual efforts, but the spirit

of unanimity and the zeal which at all times had
actuated the members in advancing its interests :

he had always found among them the “ aristo-

cracy of talent with the democracy of brother-
hood.” Professor Babbage addressed the meeting
on the part of the visitors (non-members) who
are invited to attend these pleasant reunions, and
observed that the testimonial then lying upon
the table was “ an offering made by the intellect

of the Society” to its worthy founder. We must
not omit to mention that the portfolio contained
a dedicatory page, exquisitely emblazoned in

colours by Owen Jones, and that Mr. Griffiths,

the secretary, a name well known in our Art
circles, took upon himself the cost and responsi-

bility of getting the drawings, nearly one hundred
in number, suitably mounted.

Spoliations of the Museum of Italy.—Lord
Brougham has lately uttered a severe denuncia-
tion, in the House of Peers, against the disposal

of works of Art, which are public property, by

the revolutionary governments of the several
states of Italy. The reports thereto would seem
to be well founded, as in the Times of the 5th
ultimo, among the foreign news, there appears
an extract from a newspaper of Marseilles an-
nouncing the arrival at the Port of a great
number of cases containing works of Art and
curiosity to the amount of 2500, according to
the catalogue forming the consignment

;
all of

them said to have belonged to’public institutions
in Italy. His lordship seems singularly innocent
of the fact that in the finest collections formed
by, and now belonging to, members of his lord-
ship’s order, there are at the present moment a
considerable number of pictures of the very
highest class which have previously adorned the
museums, palaces and churches of eveiy country
of the continent. That those which may now be
abstracted will find their way to England cannot
be doubted : excepting in Russia, perhaps, there
is no other European nation where the lovers of
Art have the disposition or the means to pur-
chase such costly luxuries. The highest pro-
ductions of human genius have always been
coveted by the powerful and the wealthy

; and
their attainment has never been regulated by
any reference to the circumstance that made
them purchaseable. Every sovereign and govern-
ment of the continent has sought their possession
by purchase, as well as by the triumph of arms.
In the present times the people have installed

dominating powers and delegated to them the
administration of the resources of the country.
When the fiscal contributions fail, as they usually
do, in revolutionary displacements of authority,
the government, de facto, acts as a private indi-

vidual would, on finding the income fail
;
resorts

to a relief, by the disposal of available property.
Should any of the great works of Art, in Italy, be
disposed of, they will not be lost to the en-
lightened, the studious and the admiring : where-
ever they find a resting place, thither will the
votaries follow to worship them. The loss of
the glories of Rome will fall eventually on the
Roman people. The attraction which drew
hundreds of wealthy visitors there to spend
their money will cease, and the consequent
distress and want of employment will fall

heaviest on the very persons whose violent
actions have generated the catastrophe and whose
infamy Lord Brougham so energetically con-
demns.
The National Gallery.—Within a few days

two recent gifts have been placed on the walls.

The first is “ The Adoration of the Kings,” by
Baldassare Peruzzi, the gift of E. Higginson, Esq.,

and the other representing “The Dead Christ
and Angels,” by A. Razzi, presented by Sir W.
C. Trevelyan, Bart.

The Halt.—A picture bearing this title is

now on view at Mr. Grundy's print-rooms in

Regent-street. It is the joint production of
Mr. Frith, A.R.A. and Mr. Ansdell

; and repre-

sents the exterior of a roadside inn, or rather a
high bank, which may be supposed hard by the
house of entertainment

;
the ostler is holding a

pail of water to a white horse, on whose neck a
young girl is leaning, in earnest and apparently
interesting conversation with her fellow servant

;

three dogs in the foreground complete the
group. The composition of the picture is highly
picturesque, and English in character, and the
sentiment of the subject is well made out : the
artists seem to have worked with an identity of
purpose which has told well. Mr. Ryall has
commenced an engraving from the work.

Bust of the Duke of Wellington.—A beau-

tiful little bust of the veteran Duke has been
recently produced in porcelain by Messrs. Cope-
land, after Count D'Orsay's model. The likeness

is admirable, especially when viewed in profile,

and the features, though somewhat sharp and
attenuated, are marked by that decision which
characterises the great original. A cloak un-
clasped is thrown over the shoulders, so as to

display the star, ribbon, and “St. George,” of
the order of the Garter. The bust is a worthy
companion to the various others circulated by
the same manufacturers.
Royal General Anngity Society. Our ad-

vertising columns inform us that the Fancy Sale
in aid of this Society will take place on the 20th
of June, and the tivo following days. We have,
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in times past, advocated the cause of this charity,

which affords relief to persons, in the middle
ranks of life, in reduced circumstances

; it there-

fore addresses itself to a large class of our

readers. The next election of annuitants takes

place on the 1st of July, and there are already

eighty-six candidates, among whom are the

daughter of a baronet, two widows of bankers,

several once opulent merchants, four daughters

of clergymen, &c., who have formerly known
not only the comforts, but the luxuries, of life.

A plan has been proposed for erecting an Asylum
when the funds will permit it ; but a reference

to the advertisement will supply every informa-

tion connected with the subject; one we cor-

dially commend to the notice of the benevolent.

Glass Mosaic.—

A

n ingenious young artist,

Mr. G. H. Stevens, of the Royal Gardens, Vaux-
hall, who is practising the art of geometrical

glass mosaic, has given us an opportunity of

inspecting some specimens of his work. These
consist of a pair of twisted columns upon pedes-

tals, intended to hold lamps or vases, for either

of which they are equally well adapted, being
about six and a half feet high. The columns
are made of Keene’s cement, which becomes as

hard, and bears as fine a polish as marble
;
the

mosaic is introduced around the spiral shaft in

various bands of different patterns, designed

with much taste and ingenuity, and producing a
veiy elegant effect. The pedestal is also orna-

mented in a similar style, only that the patterns

have a decided geometrical form, and differ, each

from the others, on the respective sides. In the

beautiful little church at Wilton, recently erected

by the Hon. S. Herbert, is a pair of columns
somewhat like these, that were originally at

Strawberry Hill
;
and we believe Alderman

Moon possesses another pair made by the indi-

vidual to whom Mr. Stevens served his appren-

ticeship. This kind of mosaic is suitable for

fire-places, table-tops, &c. ;
the columns we saw

would stand well in a hall, or on the landing of

a staircase.

Thames Angling Preservation Society.

—

Artists and anglers are, as applied to many of

our readers, terms of joint application; no
further apology need therefore be made for

introducing to their notice this Society, whose
object it is—wind and weather, and skill, per-

mitting—to secure to the angler “a good day’s

sport for a fair day’s labour.” To effect this, the

Society employs during the year a number of

persons about the fishing stations up the Thames,
from Kcw and Richmond to beyond Windsor,
to prevent fish being taken by improper or

unlawful means, and to promote, as far as possible,

the increase of the finny tribes. We learn from
the report read at the annual meeting of the

Society a few days back, that there is even-

prospect of a prosperous season, as the river is

well stocked with fish of all kinds
;
and we would

therefore recommend those .who take pleasure

in a quiet day's pastime on the water to enroll

themselves as members of the Society, for which
a guinea yearly is the necessary subscription. The
annual dinner takes place at the Star and Garter,

Richmond, on Thursday, the 21st of June.

Drawings for Copies.—

F

requent inquiries

are made of us by correspondents, especially

those resident in the country, as to where good
drawings may be hired for copies. We believe

there are three or four places where this may
be done, but the “ Fine Art Subscription Gal-

lery ” of Messrs. Fuller, in Rathbone Place, con-

tains we know a very large collection of drawings

by our best artists, in every department of Art,

suited to the student, from the earliest studies

to the most finished work.

The Royal Asylum of ' St. Ann’s Society.

The Floral and Fancy F6te of this Charity will

take place on the 21st and 22nd of June, at the

Hanover Square Rooms. Contributions of works
of Art, &c. will be thankfully received, in aid of

the appeal thus made ; and if sold will entitle

the donors to vote at the Society’s next election.

As a charity which provides a home, mainte-

nance, and education for the children of those
once in prosperity, it is entitled to extensive and
earnest support, and we sincerely trust that

the exertions of the committee will be rewarded,
on this occasion, by a numerous attendance of
visitors and buyers.

REVIEWS.

Bryan’s Dictionary of Painters and En-
gravers. By George Stanley. Published
by H. G. Bohn, London.

For more than thirty years past “ Bryan’s Dic-
tionary ” has been the only book of reference tor a
history of the lives, and a catalogue of the principal
works, of the great masters of Art. These volumes
(two quartos) have been long out of print, and
could only be occasionally met with at the sale of
some amateur's effects, or at one or other of the
old established booksellers, who might, hy chance,
possess a copy. Moreover, in spite of the inde-
fatigable research and labour which the author
bestowed on the compilation of his work, errors
are occasionally discerned which our more general
intercourse with the continent, and our more ex-
tensive acquaintance with the literature of Art have
since brought to light. These circumstances, to

which may be added the increasing interest felt

by the community at large in Art-matters, rendered
a new edition indispensable, and the compiler of
the present volume has used the opportunity
afforded him to enhance the value of his work by
the insertion of numerous excellent painters, par-

ticularly of the Dutch and Flemish schools, which
had escaped the observation of Bryan, or which, at

the time he wrote, were held in little consideration,
though now receiving their due share of public
esteem. He has also brought down his list to the
present time, including almost every name of our
own and the continental schools contemporary with
the present generation, and worthy of a niche in the
temple of Art-worthies. We know of none better
fitted to the execution of such a task than Mr.
Stanley, whose practical experience as an extensive
picture-dealer has made him thoroughly acquainted
with the history and productions of all ranks
of artists. He has also been assisted by others
equally conversant with the subject, so that the
accuracy of his work may be implicitly relied on.

We wish, however, that he had extended his labours
by the introduction of the names of the most dis-

tinguished sculptors (architects have their biogra-

pher in Mrs. Edward Crecy’s excellent translation

of “Milizia”); we should thus have had a dic-

tionary complete in all its departments, and useful

for every purpose which the connoisseur, the ama-
teur, or the writer on Art might require.

Anecdotes or Painting in England. By
Horace Walpole. Published by H. G.
Bohn, London.

This is a new edition of Walpole’s well-known
work, with Dallaway’s additions, the whole revised

and enlarged upon by Mr. Womum. Walpole
commenced his publication in 1761, but did not
complete it until ten years after : he began his

“ Catalogue of Engravers ” in 1763 ;
this is also

included in the present edition, which forms three

volumes. Both these books were based upon ma-
terials supplied by G. Vertue, the engraver, which
the original author worked up into several inte-

resting volumes, interspersing his notices with
amusing anecdote, and criticising the productions

of Art with much acumen and judgment. Mr.
Dallaway enlarged considerably on these, especially

by allotting a greater share to architecture and
sculpture, and the present editor, Mr. Wornum,
has increased the interest and value of the book by
his revisions and notes. Although it bears the title

of “Anecdotes of Painting,” it might, perhaps,

with as much propriety, be called “ Anecdotes of

Portraits,” as the general bearing of the remarks
applies, perhaps, more to the pictures themselves
than to their authors, and the prints which abound
therein are not the least welcome portion of it.

The publisher has done well in placing it once

more before the public, and in obtaining the as-

sistance of so able a writer as Mr. Wornum to

superintend its publication.

Form and Sound—Can their Beauty be
DEPENDENT ON THE SAME PHYSICAL LAWS ?•

A Critical Inquiry, by T. Purdie. Published

by A. & C. Black, Edinburgh.
This controversial volume is directed against the

theorists who assert that the principles which guide
sound are the rules which also govern form. The
beauty of ancient Sculpture and architecture he
declares to have resulted not from fixed laws known
and practised by them. “ but by the continued and
careful observation of those qualities which were
found most generally to please

;

” and he adds, “ In
the inner region of man’s nature there lies a vein

of treasure inexhaustible to him who can trace the

deep workings of the human heart, and embody
them in visible forms. Raffaelle was a mightier

artist far than any Grecian sculptor. Theirs was
but the voluptuous beauty of the form

;
his the far

nobler beauty of intellectual and spiritual expres-

sion.” We have not space to enter into the

elaborate arguments of this author to prove the
non-existence of their pretended laws of harmony,
but as an example of his style in its occasionally

humorous vein, we may select the following pas-

sage :
—“If the mode in which the various senses

act be ‘ uniform and ofa mathematical nature,’ and
our perception merely the response ofour ‘ internal

sense ’ to the development of an external mathe-
matical principle, as it is called, ‘ a homogeneous
principle existing in external nature,’ then it clearly

follows, that a man does not relish apple-dumpling
simply because it is agreeable to his palate,—

a

reason which stops all further inquiry—but because

sugar, forming an angle with its base of forty-five

degrees, while acidity forms one of thirty degrees,

sour stands to sweet in the ratio of two to three,

and, the variety being equal to the uniformity, the

result is harmony !

”

Portrait of Mademoiselle Lind. Engraved
by W. Holl. Published by Lloyd, Bro-
thers, London.

The best likeness we have yet seen of this accom-
plished cantatrice. It is painted by Mr. Solomon
from the daguerreotype by Kilburn, in the posses-

sion of Her Majesty
;
but Mademoiselle Lind sat

to the painter two or three times. Mr. Solomon’s
picture, which has been purchased we hear by the

Duke of Wellington, represents the lady in a sim-

ple evening dress
;
her features are lighted up with

a most sweet expression, and with that intelligent

look which those who have met her in private life,

know to be natural to her. It is excellently en-

graved by Mr. Holl, who has most happily caught
the painter’s feeling of his subject.

Phantasien und Wahrheiten. By Moritz
Retzsch. Published in London, byW illiams
and Norgate.

These Fancies and Truths with another set which
accompanies them, are the only works of this popu-
lar artist that have fallen under our notice for some
time. They are copper-plate outlines with more
detail than* his Faust, Hamlet, and other similar

productions. They are also various in conception,

and hence as may be gathered from the title, do
not constitute a series, nor illustrate a narrative.

With his extraordinary power in drawing, it has
been a matter of surprize, that Moretz Retzsch has !

not coincided in the prevalent taste for religious

Art which is so general among the most celebrated

artists of the German schools. His most famous
works have been hitherto dramatic

;
his reputation

was made by his Faust which he has not since

equalled. The powerful sentiment which charac-

terises the works of this artist, sufficiently distin-

guishes the compositions before us, some of which
are purely religious, and of the most exalted tone.

The other set of plates—“ Der Kampf dcs Lichtes

mit der Finsterniss,”—is, ns its title imports, a nar-

rative in five plates, describing the conflict between
Light and Darkness. The subject ofthe first plate,

is the “ Fall of the Angels ” in which Satan is the

principal figure. He is struck by a Hash of light-

ning, which leaves on his brow a fiery cross. The
next is “ Christ the Messiah after which is “ The
Reformation,” “ Strife between Light and Dark-
ness,” and “ the Victory of Light over Darkness.”
The Fancies and Truths, are “ Apollo denied and
despised,” “ The Mother,” “ The Human Heart,”
“The Kiss,” “A Country Girl resting with her
burden,” and “The Sleep of Infancy.” The
plates are distinguished by the beautiful drawing
which gives such value to all the works of this

artist. There is however one detraction from the

earnestness of these compositions, that is the intro-

duction of grotesque and diabolical masks, but in

all else they are worthy of their distinguished author.

The Anglo Saxon. Parts I. and II. Published
by Longman & Co., London.

An attempt at producing a central record of the

actions and history of the Anglo-Saxons of the old

world and the new, and to note their early history,

and their present power and future prospects. The
field is a very wide one, and it embraces so much
that is discursive, that if the intention be carried

out in the style of this commencement, our chil-

dren’s children could hardly expect to sec the end
of it. This may be “ the consummation ” at which
its projectors aim, but we scarcely think that the

public are prepared for it. However, there is

much good feeling shown in its pages, the result of

a true philanthropy, and many excellent truths

elicited worthy of reflective consideration, while

the “ Pride of Race” enforced by its writers goes

only to make the Anglo-Saxons higher in the scale

of nations by the exertion of brotherly love and
true chivalric honour. It appears to be the work
of earnest men, whose plans do not yet seem to be

properly matured.
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LETTERS
TO AN ENGLISH LADY AMATEUR.

BY G. F. WAAGEN.

' learn with much plea-

sure, Madam, from
your communications
that the taste for Fine
Art has very much ex-

tended in every circle

of English society since
my visit to England in

the year 1835. You
know what an admirer
I am of the greatness

of your country—that happy union of loyalty
and true freedom in its constitution, the ex-
traordinary development of human powers in
agriculture, manufactures, and commerce, in-

spires a sentiment of pride at one’s fellow-
ship with humanity. To all who are familiar
with other epochs of the history of the human
race, as, for instance, in ancient Greece and
in media?val Italy, the partiality of modem
moral advancement is obviously striking in
England, because there we see on the grandest
scale the progress of our time. When in all

exterior relations, interests purely material are
exclusively considered, mental cultivation and
the study of science prevail

; and, on the other
hand, as Fine Art, the province of the beautiful,
retires in these times from the outer circum-
stance of life, there remains very little in-

ward feeling for it. But since there exist in
England the first conditions of the growth of
the Art—free institutions and wealth, with the
indisputable genius of the nation—by means
of a general cultivation of Art, and by the utmost
possible diffusion of perfect works, intellectual
qualification may be most effectively promoted;
and by such means that harmony may be at-

tained which ever signalises the highest point
of civilisation. With the lively interest you
feel in works of Art, it may be perhaps more
acceptable to you that I treat of the exalted
mission of the Arts (among which I comprehend
architecture), with respect to the culture of the
human mind,—this matter which, in its manifold
relations, has penetrated but too partially into
general conviction. The end of Fine Art is a
representation by means of a simply palpable
medium, and according to principles of beauty
and truth, of the life of nature with reference
to its essential being; and here Art enjoys
in its operation on the human mind two advan-
tages denied to Science, and even to Poetry,
which has language as a means of expression.
In the first place, as in architecture, employing
substantial material,—and in sculpture and in
painting natural form,—it operates immediately
upon the sense, with an effect incomparably more
rapid, powerful, and impressive, than that of
any other means of communication

; and again,

the spiritual signification of these natural forms
is at once intelligible to every understanding,
insomuch that it involves a universalityaltogether
unattainable by any other means of communica-
tion. Thus the effect of literature is extremely
limited, in consequence of the variety of lan-
guages

;
for instance, the treasures of the French

and German schools are inaccessible to the
majority of English people, because communica-

tion by language, even when that language is

intelligible, supposes a preparatory education;
and hence to the lowest strata of society such
medium is a dead letter. The uneducated classes

will not understand the works of Shakspeare,
Milton, or Byron

;
but the truth and essential

meaning of natural forms are not only as intelli-

gible to the coalheaver as to the most carefully

educated nobleman—but even in the -wilds of
Canada the profounder emotions of the soul
would be excited by the “ Ecce Homo ” of
Correggio in the National Gallery

;
and the

joyous sensual abandon of the Bacchanals of
Poussin would be acknowledged. The subject
of the former picture is at once declared to all

Christian nations of the earth
;
but that of the

second is intelligible only to those who are
acquainted with ancient mythology. In conse-
quence of that power of effect, as also on account
of the general perspicuity of the language of
Art, it was employed by the Greeks and Romans
as a chief means of educating the lowest classes
of the people; and also, very early after the
establishment of Christianity, learned divines
have acknowledged the importance of Art as a
means of instruction. This is particularly alluded
to by St. Nilus, a pupil of St. Chrysostom, who,
in 440, commanded “ that the sanctuaries of
churches should on eveiy wall be decorated by
an accomplished artist, with compositions of
figures

; in order that those who could not read
might, by the contemplation of the pictures, be
reminded of the Christian virtues of others who
have served the true God in the right way, and
that they should be excited to an estimation of
those great works through which they were
enabled to exchange earth for heaven, for to
them the invisible was more estimable than the
visible.” This passage was regarded throughout
the middle ages as instructive to the professor
of Art, and not only in reference to religion, but
also extensively to State policy and to private
life. Since the commencement of the six-

teenth century, in consequence of the growth
of the Art of Printing, instruction by that means
has been carried to an •extent unanticipated,
and Fine Art has lost a great portion of its

importance as a vehicle of instruction
; but not-

withstanding this, Art is yet capable of effecting
great results, a fact which has been shown by a
noble prince of our own time, Louis Philippe,
in his judicious foundation of the Museum of
Versailles. By means of the productions of Van
der Meulen, Lebrun, David, Gros, Gerard, and
above all, of Horace Vernet; and again, by the
circulation throughout France of plates after the
works of these celebrities, the great events of
history are communicated to the French nation
in a general form, and received with a vividness
of impression which is beyond the power of an
entire course of historical literature to produce.
When I enjoyed the honour, three years ago, of
accompanying this unfortunate prince through a
portion of this magnificent monument, I could
not repress a lively expression of my feeling at
his having thus vindicated for Art in these times
the position and consideration which were
awarded to it in its most flourishing period.
Something of this kind, although in a less exten-
sive scale, will also, I observe, to my great satis-

faction, be effected by the frescoes on the walls
of the new Houses of Parliament, and what a
resource does English history, mediaeval as well
as modem, offer for such a purpose !

By means of the Beautiful, another quality
with which she endows her creations. Fine Art
can operate as effectively and extensively in these
days as in the times of Phidias and Raffaelle.

An intellectual feeling for the Beautiful is deeply
seated in the human breast, and this in its most
ordinary limit, according to the grounds above
stated, cannot be gratified by any more pure,
more noble, or more worthy means, than by
Fine Art. Among nationswithwhom, and in times
in which, this desire becomes a general and viva-
cious sentiment, as among the ancient Greeks,
and the Italians and the Netherlanders of the
middle ages, it does not rest until it is fully and
entirely gratified. As nature adorns the most
favoured regions of our earth with the greatest
variety of plants, and gives life to the whole
with a circle of animal existence, so has Art,
through the quality of Beauty, glorified in those

memorable epochs the whole earthly being of
these nations. Nowhere could the eye be
turned without encountering, in its very diverse
forms and relations, the genius of the Beautiful.
That the distribution of Art-influence was
general in ancient times, nothing proves more
strikingly than the numerous productions which
have been found in the small town of Pompeii.
Here, not only in the principal houses, but even
in the smallest, we discover an abundance of
pure and charming compositions on the walls

;

indeed all domestic utensils—vases, tripods,
candelabra, lamps, all bearing the impress of the
Beautiful in form and ornamentation, declare an
extraordinary activity of the human mind. In
the middle ages, also, a like direction was taken,
though not so extensively ; and as the results of
this, some of the rooms in the Hotel de Clugny
in Paris, and the Kuntstkammer in Berlin, are
valuable examples. Associations founded upon
Art exercise perhaps slowly, but surely and
powerfully, an ennobling influence on human
nature. And herein those epochs, whence we
look down upon the mediaeval period, possessed
an element of moral formation for the lower
degrees of society, which is almost entirely
wanting in our own time. Indeed, the produc-
tions of a Phidias, of a Raffaelle—works of art
accessible to every one in so many public places
—in temples, churches, halls, and council cham-
bers, afford, even to the meanest individual,

opportunity of immediate contact with spirits

who enjoy the highest position in the range of
human intellectuality; and thus they enable him,
in one way at least, to appropriate to himself
that degree of improvement which is attained to
only by intimate intercourse with the various
productions of the greatest minds, and by being
perfectly imbued with their spirit. And here
the German proverb—“ Tell me with whom
you associate and I will tell you who you are,”

is perfectly applicable. The higher classes of
society, who, through education and means, com-
mand the enjoyment of the creations of the
greatest poets and musicians, can more readily
endure the want of the ennobling influence of
Art. They can, at will, refresh the spirit with
the verse of Homer, the purest source of poetry,
or with Sophocles elevate it to the utmost
exaltation of passion, or descend into the awful
depths of Dante, or enter the marvellous world
of the mysterious Shakespeare. They may
indulge their impulse in the graceful and inex-
haustible humour of Cervantes, or may seek to

be penetrated by the fancy and profound
thought of Gothe, not to speak of the world of
enjoyment offered by such masters as Handel,
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and innumerable
other treasures in music and literature. These
more fortunate classes do not represent to
themselves the entire want on the part of others
of any enjoyment which raises them beyond
mere physical want, and gladden the spirit as
the immortal part of man. When in the years
1813 and 1814, as a Prussian volunteer I entered
upon the campaign against France, frequent
contact with the lower classes afforded mo
sufficient opportunity of observing the intellec-

tual inanity with which they passed their leisure

hours. A dull thoughtfulness, a languid con-
versation, or, at most, cards, were the resource of
the men, and endless chattering, perhaps accom-
panied by coffee, distinguished the women.
Whether the lower classes in England have
more worthy means of entertainment I do not
know. Your writers complain, as you know,
that many national sports and festivals which
were common in England are now no longer
practised. Let it not be urged on this point
that the people were happy in these amusements
because they knew of no superior state; this

may be also said of slaves, the most miserable of
mortals. That these classes feel the want of
something of a character more elevated, their

numerous visits to the museums and theatres
amply testify. And how often have I, in my
office of director of a gallery, observed the just
conception and real enjoyment of works of Art
on the part of the lower grades of society—how
eagerly have they listened to every word of
explanation which I addressed to them, or to
others, insomuch that I have often painfully
felt my own insufficiency in some measure

3 c
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to gratify this thirst for moral advancement.
And to what extent Fine Art is a form of

instruction which addresses itself to them, is

shown bythe innumerable copper-platesand litho-

graphs that we see in the dwellings of very poor
people, these being for the most part of a kind to

exert either a prejudicial influence or none at

all. To eveiy true philanthropist it must there-

fore be an important object to supply, by means
of the distribution of good works of Art, a
healthy supply for the gratification of this appe-
tite ; a purpose which could not be more suc-

cessfully answered at any period than at present,

in consequence of the number of available works.
This might be effected in your country, where
the feeling is so strong and general in favour of
enterprises of public utility, by the association

of a number of benevolent friends of Art and
the people, who might employ a number of
skilful artists to lithograph the famous Cartoons
at Hampton Court, in order to render them
accessible at a small price to the lower classes.

In England the knowledge of Scripture is

so widely disseminated, that these exalted and
noble interpretations of Apostolical history
would meet with an extraordinary reception.

At the same time, the people would have a
scale whereby to enable them to determine the
truly great and beautiful, and to teach them to
despise the base and ignoble. In this manner,
by degrees, the choice productions of the im-
mense treasures of art, foreign as well as native,

which Great Britain possesses, might become
the common property of the nation. Such a
benevolent Art-Union might effect another grati-

fying result, by the engagement of qualified per-

sons at a suitable rate of emolument, to deliver
gratuitous weekly lectures in the British Museum
and the National Gallery. I am convinced that
upon such occasions there would be a very
numerous attendance. Fine Art, as experience
and reflection show, is the only means of afford-

ing to the lower classes a really intellectual

improvement, of approximating their moral
position to that of the higher grades. To the
latter, as commanding all the treasures above
alluded to, this were an important result. This
subject, as also others relating to Fine Art, I

shall have the pleasure of treating in my next
letter to you.

Berlin, May 28th, 1849.

ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF COLOURS EMPLOYED IN THE
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

NO. UI.—IRON.

There is no metal which is so uniformly
disseminated through nature as iron; in the
mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms, it is

discovered perfonning the most important
offices

; indeed, recent researches would lead us
to believe that both in the organic and inorganic
creations, this metal determines the physical
arrangements of the mass. In economic value
there is no production of nature which is so
important as iron, there being scarcely any
of the wants of a civilised community to which
it does not directly or indirectly minister. At
present, however, we have only to deal with the
uses of iron in the arts, as a means of producing
coloured surfaces. From a very early period
its native compounds have been employed by
man. Upon examination of the most ancient
specimens of Art, wo discover that the yellows
and browns were produced by ochres. In
many of the fresco paintings of the earliest
Egyptian tombs, scarcely any colours are em-
ployed beyond those which may be produced by
ferruginous combinations : the reds, browns, and
yellows being all ochres, in most cases such as
are found in nature, but in some they have in
all probability been prepared by burning and
other processes. Pliny gives us some account
of these preparations, although he does not
appear to have been aware of their chemical
composition. He informs us that there are
certain mineral colours which serve the purposes
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of painters—among others sil, or ochre. This
ochre he says is a kind of muddy slime, the best
kind of which is brought from the neighbour-
hood of Athens, “ and every pound of it is worth
two and thirty deniers the second quality is

hard as stone or marble, and the third sort is of
a compact substance, which is brought from the
Isle of Scyros, and hence called Scyricum. We
arc informed also, that Polygnotus and Mycon
were the first painters who employed sil or
ochre in their works. “ The age ensuing,” says
Pliny, “ employed some kinds in giving light unto
their colours, but that of Scyros and Lydia for

shadows.” “ The sil of Achaia is used by pain-

ters for their shadows
; this is sold after two

sesterces the pound. As for the sil which
cometh out of France, called the bright sil, it is

sold, eveiy poimd, two asses less than that of
Achaia. This sil, and the first called Atticum,
painters use to give a lustre and light withal

;

but the second kind, which standeth upon mar-
ble, is not employed but in tablements and
chapters of pillars, for that the marble grit

within it doth withstand the bitterness of the
lime. This sil is digged out of certain hills not
past twenty miles from Rome ; afterwards they
burn it, and by that means do sophisticate and
sell it for the fast or flat kind called Pressum,
but that it is not true and natural, but calcined,

appears evidently by the bitterness that it hath,

and for that it is resolved into powder.”* We
find iron ores employed as a pigment by the
Romans under the several names of sinopis,

ruddoll or red stone, and vitriol or black. The
ruddell appears to have been the substance
known as Armenian bole at the present day.

Sir Humphry Davyf examined the colours em-
ployed in the baths of Titus, in the stucco
of the monument of Caius Cestius, and in the
celebrated Nozze Aldovrandine. He found the
dull red of the stucco to be an iron ochre, and
a purplish-red to be of the same general che-

mical character, and all the reds of the Aldo-
vrandine picture to be oxides of iron, as were also

all the yellows ; and a large earthen pot of yellow
paint found in one of the chambers of the baths
of Titus, when submitted to chemical examina-
tion was found to be a mixture of yellow ochre
with chalk or carbonate of lime. M. Chaptal
also analysed seven colours found in a colour
shop at Pompeii, and two of these proved to be
oxides of iron.:}:

All the ochres are native productions, but
they are sometimes submitted to calcination,

and to other methods of preparation. The
colouring matter in all of them is iron in

different states of oxidisement. The principal

are the following :—Red ochre, Yellow ochre,

Venetian red, Light red, Stone ochre, Roman
ochre, Oxford ochre ; and we may class in the
same list, although in some respects they are

distinguished from the other colours, Umber,
and Raw Sienna—these being also oxides of iron.

Venetian and light red are often prepared
artificially by calcining the protosulphate of iron

(green vitriol)
;
according to the degree of heat

to which the salt is subjected in the process of
burning, the colour varies. This appears to
depend more upon some peculiar arrangement
of the particles, when under the influence of
caloric, than on any chemical difference. Other
varieties of colour may be formed by mixing
muriate of soda (common salt) with the iron

salt, previously to calcination ; the muriate of
soda, however, acts merely in effecting a new
disposition of the atoms of the oxidising mass.

In the distillation of sulphuric acid from the
sulphate of iron, there is left in the retort an
earthy-looking powder, known in commerce as

colcathar, and sold as plate or jewellers’ rouge.

The same preparation, being finely levigated

and freed from grit by a process of elutriation,

is employed commonly as a pigment.
Umber is a native oxide of iron containing

some oxide of manganese. The best varieties

are said to be obtained in Cyprus, where the
colour varies from a yellowish to a blackish

brown. Burnt umber is simply the above
mineral, acted upon by heat; the iron passes

* Pliny’s Natural Histoiy, lib. xxxv.
t Philosophical Transactions for 1815.

t M. Chaptal, Annales des Chimie, vol. Ixx. p. 22. See
also Chimie appliqu6e aux Arts, by the same.

into a higher state of oxidation, and the colour
is deepened. It is not unfrequently that bitu-

minous masses of what are called earthy coal are
employed, instead of the true umber.
Raw sienna is a compound of earthy matter,

principally alumina and oxide of iron ; the
action of fire, as in the above case, occasions

the combination of more oxygen, and we thus
produce the burnt variety of a deeper colour.

Hajmatite, a name in use among the ancients,

and applied to all those varieties of iron which
are of a blood-red colour, is often reduced to a
fine powder and employed as a colour

; in this

ore the iron exists in its highest state of
oxidation.

Reddell, or red chalk, the common drawing
material, is a clay containing but a small propor-
tion of the peroxide of iron.

The permanence of all these colours is most
remarkable, notwithstanding their exposure for

ages to eveiy atmospheric change, to every alter-

nation of light and heat, and not unfrequently
to chemical exhalations

;
we find them in their

original brilliancy upon even those works which
were contemporaneous with the liberation of the
Jews from the bondage of the Egyptians.

A number of very beautiful blues are also

obtained from compounds of iron
;

the most
important 'of these is the prussian blue. This
pigment was discovered by Diesbach, a colour-

maker at Berlin, in the beginning of the
eighteenth century, but the process by which
it was obtained was for many years kept a
profound secret. It is now manufactured upon
a large scale in many parts of this country.
The formation of this colour involves some
exceedingly curious chemical changes, which we
shall endeavour to explain in the most simple
terms. The colour consists essentially in a
combination of iron with a peculiar body called

cyanogen, which is most familiarly known in

the form of hydrocyanic acid, or that principle

which gives the familiar odour to the essential

oil of the bitter almond, or the kernel of the
peach. To produce prussian blue it is necessary

to form a peculiar salt, known as the yellow
prussiate of potash, the true chemical name of
which is ferrocyanide of potassium. This com-
pound is prepared by calcining together blood,

horns and hoofs, with pearl-ashes and iron-filings.

The operation is conducted in large iron pots

arranged in a furnace, so that the mass can be
heated to dull redness, and continually agitated.

The calcining is continued as long as it burns
with a white flame, when this subsides it is

taken out of the pot, and when cold, boiled in

water and filtered. From this solution, by slow
evaporation, is formed the yellow crystals of the
prussiate of potash. Liebig, who lias very care-

fully studied the chemistry of this class of
compounds, has shown, that during the calcina-

tion no combination takes place with the iron

;

that the action is confined to the alkali and the
cyanogen alone

;
that indeed a cyanide of potas-

sium is formed, but that, on boding the mass in

water, some iron is dissolved by the cyanide and
the ferro-cyanide formed.

If we add a solution of this salt to a solu-

tion of the profo-sulphate of iron in pure
distilled water, a white precipitate falls, which
passes rapidly, by absorbing oxygen from the
air, into blue. If it is added however to a solu-

tion of a persalt of iron, an intensely coloured
prussian blue is formed. The former is called

basic prussian blue. In the manufacture of

prussian blue for the Arts the impure liquor

obtained by boiling the calcined mass of animal
matter, potash and iron, already described, is

decomposed by an excess of sulphate of iron,

and the resulting blue precipitate, after being
digested in muriatic acid, is exposed to the ah’

until it acquires the desired colour. To pro-

duce very fine tones of colour many precautions

are necessary, and it is not a little remarkable

that light materially influences the purity of the

tint. If precipitated on a dark or gloomy day
the colour will be muddy and dull, but if the

chemical change is effected in full sunshine

the prussian blue acquires great brilliancy and
beauty.
A preparation known as Turnbull’s prussian

blue is manufactured by adding the red prussiate

of potash to a pure protosalt of iron ;’ this colour
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is even of a richer character than the true

Prussian blue. It has been recommended by
Bachhoffner that prussian blue for artists should

be prepared by dissolving peroxide of iron in

hydro-chloric acid (muriatic) until the acid ceases

to act upon the oxide, then adding to it an equal

quantity of water, and throwing the whole on a

filter. To the clear liquid a solution of the ferro-

cyanide of potassium is added, until it ceases to

throw down a dense blue precipitate
;
the latter is

separated fromthe supernatant liquid, and washed
with diluted hydro-chloric acid, and afterwards

with distilled water ; this, when dried at a

moderate heat, forms a very pure and bright

prussian blue. Antwerp blue is prepared by
precipitating prussian blue from a solution of

iron alum, by which a considerable quantity of

the earth alumina is carried down at the same
time

;
or it may be made by simply mixing dry

alumina with the pure pigment to any required

tint
;
the only use of the alumina being to reduce

the intensity of the colour.

In the German blue it appears that an oxide

of antimony is combined with the iron salt.

This blue has a very remarkable purple tint.

There are some other salts of iron which are

rendered available to the purposes of the artist;

of these the chromates are of the most im-

portance, which class of salts will be more pro-

perly considered when we come to examine the

valuable class of pigments formed by chromic
acid in various states of combination.

Since the permanence of colours is of the first

consequence to one who desires that the visible

impressions of his genius should speak to future

ages, it is important to know that all the iron

salts which we have named are distinguished by
theirpersistence under all ordinarycircumstances.

Although under the agency of strong sunshine,

prussian blue has a tendency to whiten
;
yet in

darkness it so rapidly absorbs oxygen that a few
hours restores it again to its original colour.

Thus for centuries a series of minute chemical
changes may go on in the colours of a painting

without at all disturbing the chromatic harmony
of the arrangements, upon which so much of its

beauty depends.
As a colouring agent in porcelain manufacture,

iron offers many very superior advantages, and
it is consequently most extensively employed.
It affords a great variety of tints, both in the
various combinations of its own oxides, and in

their mixtures with those of other metals. Alone,
it affords a red, a brown, and a violet, and
mixed with the oxides of cobalt or oxide of zinc

it furnishes a black, a grey, sepia and yellow.

The colours formed by the oxides of iron will

not, however, stand the greatest heats of the
furnace

;
it combines, at very high temperatures,

with the flint of the body and thus becomes a
colourless silicate of iron. If, however, the
quantity of the oxide of iron is increased con-

siderably above the quantity which will combine
with the silica of the felspar, a reddish brown
colour is obtained called technically broum-lake.

Brongniart gives some veiy expressive direc-

tions for calcining the sulphate of iron to form
the oxides which they employ in the porcelain

manufactory at Sdvres, by careful attention

to which they obtain oxides of iron, at first

of an orange-yellow, then red, carmine, lake, and
lastly, violet. For the preparation of the colours

to produce the browns, greys, and blacks for

porcelain, it is best to employ the oxide of iron
formed by precipitation from some persalt by
ammonia, potash, or soda. It is a curious fact,

which has not been yet sufficiently investigated,
that although the oxide of iron thus obtained
gives precisely the same results upon chemical
analysis, it very materially varies in its quality

of producing certain given colours. This is a
point of the greatest importance to the potter,

and experience guideshim with tolerable certainty

in the right path
;
but as a scientific question

it has much interest in connection with those
very remarkable physical conditions of iron,

which present to us the phenomena of the same
body exhibiting almost opposite properties. Al-

though iron is employed for the purpose of
colouring some varieties of glass, it does not
appear that it is often available except for produ-
cing a common brown-red glass, forwhichj>urpose
the hematite iron ore is generally employed;

although sometimes the oxide formed by roast-

ing the sulphate is used. The protoxide of iron

will give a pale green, of no great brilliancy

to glass; but the copper-greens are in general

preferred. A very fine emerald-green is, how-
ever, produced by employing a mixture of the

oxide of copper and iron.

Ayenturine, a kind of coloured glass which
was formerly manufactured at Venice, and
adapted by those ingenious Art-manufacturers

to numerous ornamental purposes, owes its

peculiar colour to the combination of iron and
copper. It may be stated that this artificial

preparation,—made to resemble the natural

production, a variety of rock-crystal,—is of a

light brown or yellow colour, and it incloses

numerous fine sparkling lamina? having the

appearance of micacious particles which give to

it its peculiar characteristics. Careful examina-

tion has proved that these sparkling scales are

minute crystals of metallic copper, revived from
the oxide by the action of phosphoric acid and
tin and iron salts. Peligot has published the
following analysis of Venetian Aventurine

Silica 67.7

Potash 5.5

Lime 8.9

Soda 7.1

Oxide of tin 2.3

Oxide of lead 1.1

Metallic copper . . . .3.9
Oxide of iron 8.5

100.0

To the dyer and calico-printer the iron salts

are of the utmost importance, yielding several

very permanent and beautiful colours in addi-

tion to black. The blacks are essentially tanno-

gallates of iron ; that is, they are combinations
of gallic or tannic acid, two substances which
change very readily into each other, and iron.

These acids are the astringent principles of

numerous vegetable productions, and from what-
ever source they are obtained, they equally

strike a black with iron, (forming, indeed, ink).

Galls, sumach, logwood, walnut-peels
;
the ana-

cardium of India, oak-bark, and some other
vegetable products are employed by the dyer

;

the three first, as containing by far the largest

quantity of gallic and tannic acid, being the
most extensively used. The process of dyeing
is essentially a chemical one, and within the
limits of this article it is impossible, even
were it desirable, to give the details of the pro-

cesses. In general the article, be it wool, silk,

or cotton, being carefully freed from all grease,

is boiled in the vegetable extract, that the fibres

may become thoroughly impregnated with it;

this being effected, it is removed to vats contain-

ing hot solutions of the sulphate or acetate of
iron, and the metallic salt thus combines with
the vegetable acid, and forms the required black
dye. Ink, a preparation so important to the
civilised world, is of the same character as the
black dye. It is of the utmost value to obtain

such a composition as shall write black and pre-

serve its colour. The great fault of nearly all

inks, particularly since steel pens have been
60 extensively employed, is that they contain
too much iron ; this oxidises by age and the ink
turns brown, and even eventually becomes of a
pale yellow. Nutgalls, sulphate of iron, and gum-
arabic, are the only substances essential to form
a good ink, and on the careful adjustment of pro-

portions its qualities entirely depend. An excel-

lent ink may be formed as follows : digest for

twenty-four hours one pound of the best Aleppo
galls, bruised fine in a gallon of waterpoured upon
them boiling, occasionally stirring the infusion

;

dissolve three ounces of green sulphate of iron

in water, and add it to the infusion of galls,

after having strained it ; then add three ounces
of gum-arabic dissolved in a pint of hot water,

aud having thoroughly mixed all together, let

the ink stand exposed to the air until it has
acquired the necessary degree of blackness, and
then carefully bottle it, and exclude the action

of the air by the use of good corks.

Calico-printing is only another mode of apply-
ing colour to woven fabrics. In most cases a
mordant is first applied to the cloth, and a che-

mical preparation being put upon the block on
which the pattern is cut, the one is brought
with moderate pressure upon the other, and the

colour is produced either by a chemical reaction
between the mordant and the dye, or, as is often

the case, the only use of the mordant is to fix

the colours.

Iron mordants are employed for producing
all the black patterns upon printed cotton goods,
and also many of the blues. The mordant gene-
rally used in calico-printing is the acetate of
iron, formed by mixing a solution of acetate of
lime or lead with a solution of copperas

; double
decomposition takes place, and a sulphate of
lead or lime falls to the bottom, insoluble, and
the acetate of iron remains in solution. A great
quantity of the “iron liquor” used in print-

works is, however, now prepared by digesting

for several weeks old iron nails, &c. in the crude
pyroligneous acid (the acid formed by the de-

structive distillation of wood). The small quan-
tity of bituminous matter which is always united
with this acid retards the action of the air on

;

the acetate of iron formed, and it is on this
;

account preferred. In calico-printing the nitrate i

of iron is also extensively employed
; it is used

j

to produce the “ iron buff,” as it is technically

called, and also as a mordant to receive the I

yellow pmssiate of potash, by which a blue is
[

produced.
A very simple experiment will illustrate to

those who may desire to render themselves
I

familiar with the processes of calico-printing the
i

changes which take place with the iron mordants
and the colouring matter :—Wet thoroughly with
a solution ofsulphate ofiron a piece of clean white

|

cotton cloth, and quickly dry it. Cut out in two
j

cards any design, and soak one of these cards in
j

an infusion of nut-galls, or oak-bark, or even
green tea ;

soak the other in a solution of the
I

yellow pmssiate of potash
;
then press the two

cards into veiy close contact with the mordanted I

cloth, and allow them to remain for some time i

together
; upon removing them it will be found

|

that two perfect copies of the excised design, one
|

black and the other blue, will be left upon the
cloth. The colours are much enlivened by the
action of the fumes of muriatic (hydrochloric

acid). In some cases blues are produced by
printing the cloth with the red ferroprussiate of
potash. At first there is scarcely any visible

impression
;
the cloth is then passed into a bath

of steam and muriatic acid vapour, by which
this salt is decomposed and a very beautiful

blue produced.
There are few processes of Decorative Art

which so directly depend upon the researches
j

of the chemist as those of the dyer and calico-
j

printer : every colour produced being the result

of some chemical combination or change
;
their

|

permanence being dependent on the mordants
(chemical solutions) employed, and indeed every
minute detail of the processes involving accurate
knowledge of the laws of chemical combination.
Probably the subject is of so interesting a cha-

racter we may return to the subject of calico-

printing on some future occasion ; at present,

since we are only dealing with the colours which
are employed in the Arts and Manufactures, it

would be out of place to enter further than we
have done into its details.

The importance of iron as a colouring agent
will now, we hope, have been rendered evident.

Indeed, in its nature we find this metal entering

into, and modifying the conditions of every sub-

stance, from the blood which flows through the
veins of the animal to the sap which traverses

the tubes of the forest tree, from the soil on the
surface of the earth to the rock buried at the
greatest depths reached by the ingenuity and
industry ofman ; we may detect its presence in all

waters, and the researches ofmodem science have
proved the existence of iron in our atmosphere.
So in the Arts we find this important element per-

forming a most interesting part, and whether we
take a fresco from the walls of Nineveh, or a
painting from the National Gallery, we shall find

iron giving permanence to the idealisation of
man

;
and in our Manufactures, iron, too, is em-

ployed in manifold ways, all of which tend to

establish it as perhaps the most important, in

its economical and physical peculiarities, of any
metal which has been made by man to minister

to his necessities or add to his luxuries.

Robert Hunt.
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The Annual distribution of prizes offered by this

Institution for the encouragement of Arts and
Manufactures, took place in the rooms of the

Society at the Adelphi, on June 14. His Royal
Highness Prince Albert, the president, occupied

the chair, and was supported by many distin-

guished personages. The large room was filled

to excess, and its walls being covered with the

glorious works of Mr. Etty, it presented a very
brilliant and animated appearance. His Royal
Highness, in opening the business of the meeting,

alluded more especially to the subjects for which
he individually had offered prizes

;
namely, one

for “ a good cement to bind glass together,” which
was not awarded, because tbe object had, as yet,

been unattained; and the other, for “the best

treatise on the cultivation and manufacture of

sugar.” Mr. Scott Russell, the secretary, then
read the report. It stated, that during the past

year the number of members had been doubled

;

that the revenue of the Society had also increased

in like proportion, from 800/. per annum to

1600Z. ;
and that, stimulated by the success of

the French exposition of manufactures, the
Society had applied for assistance to the Board
of Trade and the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests, to enable it to cany out a similar pro-

ject at stated periods,—about every five years.

It is expected that the government would grant

the application, and allot a piece of ground for

the purpose required. Many of the leading

manufacturers of the country had expressed
their willingness to aid the plan, and it was con-

templated to aid the first Exposition in 1851.

The following is a list of the principal prizes

awarded in the section of Fine Arts and Manu-
factures :

—

To Mr. W. B. Simpson, for his paper decorations

and efforts to promote the improvement of design
in connexion with paper-hangings—the gold Isis

medal.
To Messrs. Walters & Son, for the excellence of

the manufacture exhibited in their damasks, broca-

telles, tabourets, &c.—the gold Isis medal.
To Messrs. Jennens & Bettridge, for the selec-

tion of ornament, and its execution in pearl on the

top of a papier m&che table— the gold Isis medal.
To Mr. J. A. Hatfield, for the improved charac-

ter of his bronzes, specially exemplified in the
“ Dying Gladiator”—the gold Isis medal.
To the Coalbrookdale Iron Company, for the

superiority of their iron castings—the gold Isis

medal.
To Mr. J. F. Christy, for his specimens of print-

ing on glass with enamelled colours—the large

silver medal.
To F. Osier & Co., for their glass manufactures

—the large silver medal.
To Messrs. A. Pellatt & Co., for their specimens

of coloured and cut glass—the large silver medal.
To Mr. J. Hetley, for his specimens of flowers

painted on glass—the large silver medal.
To Mr. W. Potts, for his novel union of metal,

glass, and porcelain, the large silver medal.
To Mr. J. Tennant, for his efforts to promote

ornamental art in British marbles—the large silver

medal.
To Messrs. Halls, for their Florentine mosaic

table-top—the large silver medal.
To Mr. Bailes, lor his specimens of marquetrie

—

the large silver medal.
To Mr. John Webb, for his carving in wood of a

cellaret—the large silver medal.
To Mr. G. Cook, for his specimens of carving on

wood, being an amateur—the large silver medal
and 51.

To Messrs. A. Pellatt & Co., for their'glass claret

jug—the silver Isis medal.
To Messrs. H. B. & J. Richardson for their com-

bination of cut glass with Venetian ornament—the
silver Isis medal.
To Mr. Leighton, for his specimens of bookbind-

ing—the silver Isis medal.
To Mr. Lecand, for his specimens of wood-carv-

ing, the silver Isis medal.
To Mr. F. Field, for his specimens of wood-

carving, being an amateur—the silver Isis medal
and 21.

To Miss Catherine Marsh, for her series of ori-
ginal drawings of wild flowers from nature—the
silver Isis medal and 21.

To Messrs. Garrard, for their group in Florentine
bronze of 11

St. George and the Dragon,” and their
efforts to improve art in metals—the honorary
testimonial.

To Messrs. Hunt & Roskill, for their group of

Mazeppa and the shield of -Eneas— the honorary
testimonial.

Among the speakers who addressed the assem-
bly during the meeting was Mr. Redgrave, A.R.A.
He explained the importance which the Society

attached to Schools of Design for raising the
character and style of our manufactures

;
and

also expressed his regret that the manufacturers
had not hitherto shown much disposition to

avail themselves of the facilities with which the

Schools of Design, now established, were begin-

ning to supply them.
,

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Nottingham.—Mr. Hammersley, who has so

long and so satisfactorily filled the post of head-
master at the School of Design here, has been
nominated by the Board of Trade in London, to

the more important and lucrative situation of

master of the School of Manchester.
Leeds.

—

ThelastreportoftheGovcmment School
of Design established here is before us

;
but there

is nothing in it which seems to exhibit these esta-

blishments in a more favourable light than we have
been compelled to regard them, generally, from the

information we are constantly receiving. It appears

that, although the School has been established but
two years, there is a debt due from it of 200Z, and
while it may reasonablybe supposed that, at the out-

set, expenses must necessarily be incurred which are

not likely to arise again, yet it might naturally be
inferred, that those who are interested in its success

would make some effort to give it a free and a fair

start. Yet we find that the annual subscriptions

for the past year amount to 15/. 2s. Of/., little more
than half of what the committee have paid during
the same time for lighting the Schools with gas.

The fees paid by the pupils, amount to 88/., and
the government grants to 115/., altogether less

than the salaries of the officers
;
and leaving every

contingent expense, however necessary, to be paid

for as may be. We impute no blame either to

managers or masters
;

all are doubtless energetic

and active in the discharge of their respective duties,

and desirous of the success of the establishment

;

but it is clear that this end will never be attained

till their fellow-townsmen are fully impressed with
the conviction that their interests are allied with its

prosperity, and that it requires their pecuniary and
personal aid to secure this. The matter is one we
are heartily tired of

;
so often and so fruitlessly have

we told the same tale.

Manchester.—The exposition of manufactures

and objects connected with the practical sciences,

at the Royal Institution, has just closed. In the

manufactured articles of silver, glass, bronze, parian,

buhl, marquetry, cabinet-work, &c. there was
much to admire, and much that exhibited im-

proved taste and ingenuity on the part of our
artisans. Nor must the fictile goods be overlooked,

though the specimens were comparatively few,

especially when it is remembered that the exhi-

bition took place in the very centre of their growth.

The Manchester School of Design was re-opened

on the 11th of June
;
on the evening of which day

Mr. Hammersley, the newly-appointed head-mas-
ter, delivered a long address to the friends and
students of the Institution on the '• Social and
Commercial Influence of Schools of Design.”
Bristol.—The Exhibition ofthe BristolAcademy

for the promotion of the Fine Arts, was opened at

the commencement of the past month. The cata-

logue contains a list of 243 pictures
;
and among

the contributors whose names are familiar to the

visitors of our metropolitan galleries, we find those

of J. Z. Bell, Boddington, Bartholomew, Bran-

white, W. Callow, Cobbett, T. Danby, A. T.

Derby, Dearman, A. Fripp, C. Fielding, Hulme,
Joy, Jutsum, Lucy, T. F. Marshall, Oliver, G.

Patten, A R.A., T. M. Richardson, Stark, W. C.

Smith, Townsend, Vickers, T. A. Woolnoth, &c.

The local school is chiefly represented by Canning-

ton, Curnock, R. H. Essex, Fisher. Hewitt, S. Jack-

son, Sen. and Jun., S. C. Jones, W. E. Jones, Park-

man. Pritchard, Walker, W. West, Wilmot, and
W. H. Woods. Some of the few pictures here

exhibited have appeared in London, but a consi-

derable number, and of a good class too, are brought

before .the public for the first time. In another

part of our Journal we have alluded to the posi-

tion the Academy of Bristol should take in con-

sequence of the noble bequest recently made to it,

and trust that at no far distant day, it may be

our pleasing task to record the benefits resulting

from so timely and liberal a gift.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

INTERIOR OF BURGOS CATHEDRAL.

D. Roberts, R.A., Painter. E. CbalUs, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. 11J in. by 2 ft. i in.

The city of Burgos, the capital of old Castile, is a
place of great antiquity, and prior to the beginning
of the sixteenth century, was distinguished for its

opulence and commercial industry, being the cen-

tre of all the trade carried on from the interior of

Spain with the various parts on the Bay of Biscay.

But Charles V. having transferred the seat of

royalty which Burgos enjoyed, alternately with
Toledo, to Madrid, the first-named city declined in

prosperity, yet it still retains many indications of

its former glory.

Among these is the cathedral, a portion of which
forms the subject of the annexed engraving.

According to some accounts, this beautiful edifice

was commenced in 1221 by Ferdinand III., but
was not finished till some centuries after. Milizia,

in his “ Lives of Celebrated Architects,” ascribes

it to Giovanni di Badajos, who flourished about
the beginning of the sixteenth century. It seems
however most probable, that Giovanni completed
and ornamented it in the florid Gothic style, here
seen, which came into general use about his time.

Mr. Roberts's picture was painted from a sketch

made on the spot in the autumn of 1832
;

it repre-

sents (according to a statement he has kindly com-
municated to us) a singular and extraordinarily

beautiful staircase leading into the north transept

of the cathedral from the street immediately above
it. To account for so unusual a construction, it is

necessary to inform the reader that Burgos stands

on the declivity of a hill, the summit of which was
originally crowned by a castle, built at the com-
mand of Alphonso III., by Diego Porcelos, in 884

;

this castle is now in ruins. When, in process of

time, the Moors receded gradually to the south of

the city, the higher parts were abandoned for a

lower position towards the plain, so that the street

which is now the highest was formerly the lowest
in the place

;
and the cathedral is now so situated

that the whole of the north flank of the edifice,

more particularly the transept itself, is partially

buried by the declivity of the hill, while that to

the south is clear and overlooks the entire city.

The communication on the northern side is, con-

sequently, by this most singular staircase.

The admirer of Gothic architecture might visit

the greater number of European ecclesiastical

edifices without finding anything so rich in deco-

ration, and designed with such exquisite taste, as

the subject here presented, every square yard of

which possesses some feature of beauty. Let the

eye travel from the lowest step of the staircase to

the most elevated part of the work, it will discover,

in every detail of the elaborate ornament, some-
thing to arrest his attention and gratify the sight ;

while the entire composition, if thus it may be
called, forms a magnificent whole. The artist has

treated hissubjectwith consummate skill, arranging

his lights so that they fall upon those portions of

the building where they must of necessity be most
effective, and where the most valuable points are

brought out. The half-light falling across the

picture does not proceed from the window seen to

the right, but from another window which is not

introduced into the plane of the picture. Had the

painter adopted the former treatment, a greater

body of light throughout the whole must have
been exhibited by reflection, and the powerful

contrast now presented by the shadowed parts

would be partially destroyed. The figures which

give animation to the scene are placed in those

spots that seem to require their presence, by
assisting to conceal the comparative bareness of

the walls; thereby enriching the entire composi-

tion, of which they appear to form a part, in-

stead of being put in to fill up a vacant space.

Mr. Roberts well knows the true value of such

introductions, and how to dispose them to the best

advantage.
No living artist has done more than Mr. Roberts

to make known to us the rich and picturesque

scenery of Egypt and the Holy Land, with all

their highly interesting associations—the glorious

remains of the most stupendous architectural

monuments the world ever saw. Baalbec and

Palmyra—the cities of the Desert, Nineveh and

Babylon ;
in fine, every place celebrated in sacred

or classic history, has become familiar to us through

his unwearied and arduous pilgrimages in those

lands. He has no rival in a department of Art,

which, by the Dutch and Flemish painters of past

years, was practised with much success.

Mr. Roberts has expressed to us his entire satis-

faction with Mr. Challis’s work.
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on 1. declivity ?.:* a - ill, the v,u ff. was
originally crowned bv n castle, built at the c«.m-

mand of Alphonso III., by Diego rorcelos, in 88-1

;

this castle is now in ruins. When, in process of

time, the Moors rcc.-ded gradually to tho south of
the city, the higher narts were abandoned for a
h wee jKwition towards the plain, so that the street

which is now the highest was formerly the lowest
in tho place

;
and the cathedral is now so situated

that the wholo of the north flank of the edifice,

more particularly the transept itself, is part; illy

buried by the declivity of the hill, while that to

the south is clear and overlooks the entire city.

The communication on the northern side is, con-

sequently, by this most hingular staircase.

The admirer of Gothic architecture might visit

the greater number of European ecclesiastical

edifice without finding anything so riehindeco-
' i,’... . designed with such exquisite

. . • r. presented. *v . -v •

To M. 1 f'

ornamental art \ ..

medal.
To >•. - >. iff- : . <

table-top—the- ' / -'aJ.

To Mr. Bailc s. fur his sj.c '•miens of marquvtriv
the large silver medal.
To Mr. John Webb, for hi* cars ing in v i«k! of 1

cellaret—the large silver medal.
To Mr. G. Cook, for his specimen* >f carring on

wood, being an amateur—the largo -V r medal
undo/.
To ’ffessr.--. A. Pellatt& Co., for thr r'y 1 .isa claret

jug—the silver Isis medal.
To Messrs. H. II. & J. Ribhanlson fur their com-

bination of cut glass with Venetian ornament—tho
silver Isi- medal.
To Mr. Leighton, for bis specimens of bookbind-

ing—- fhe silver Isis medal.
To Mr. Lecand, for his specimens of wood-caiv-

ing. the silver Isis medal.
;

1) ^i r. F. Field, for hi? specimens of wood-
carving. iag an amateur—tb 5 sUrcr Isis medal

\Il*s Catharine Marsh, for her scries of ori-
^rawing* f wild flowers from nature—the

’ : 1
’

s medal and 2/.

Garr;-rd, for t> ir group in Florentin<

\
J "'t t»*-org«* and tho Dragon," and thrir

irovo art in metals—the hooorar-

- • Uitvg ri vhica day
: -appoir.l'd h ad-ma-

« . -. .'•••* to tho friend* and
• 'v ,r’-.n on the *• Social and

•

: nr.- of SchuA.'* of Design."
• x -I..- -Tbc Exhibition of • ho BristolAcademy

j-Mi- the promotion of the Fine '.ns, was opened at

the commencement of the
j

:»*•. month The cata-

logue contains a list of 2 . lure-; and among
the contributors whose nau.-.» *rc fami’utr t.< the

visitors of onr metrep-'lita* s>*i!crics. we find those

J.7. Bell, Boddin-v • Harth'.i n:?w, Bran-
white, W. Callow, ( T l>. -

1

; . A. T.

Derby, Dearmai;, A. }'. !'i* h.ioi*. Ilulme,

Joy, Jutsum, I.Y. . r Marshall. Oliver, G.
Patten, A R.A . T.' M iff. >-^rd.>. n. Stark, W. C.

. . iith, T'l.v: -.- in!, ’A’-- ' noth, &c.

Th-. locn'i sch' •; i- <\ • l>.y Canning-
ton, C11 nock. V. H F i ishor.ll - 'vitt, 8. Jack-

son, Son. and -Tun. y. 1
'

J mcs, W. E. Jones, Park-

man, Pritchard, Walker. W. Wc't, Wilmot, and
W. I! 'Vo ids. Sonu of the few pictures here

• ited have appeared in London, but a consi-

derable number, and of a good class too, arc brought

before the public for the first time. In another

part of our Journal wc have alluded to tho posi-

tion the Academy of Bristol should take in con-

• qucc.cc of tlie noble bequest recently made to i*.

and trust that at no far distant day. it raw b.

oar pleasing task to record the benefit* resulting

ff 90 timely and 1th - a 1 a gi*'

, J • haa

; ’iog

• y f»U upon *hnae p ;f

• , .
- re-* -f necessity be most
-h t. -*? valuable point* are

V. half-light falling across the
to*, dufa not proceed from tho window seen to

the right, but from another window which i* not

introduced into the plane of the picture. Had tho

painter adopted the former treatment, a greater

body of light throughout the whole must have
been exhibited by reflection, and the powerful
contrast uow presented by the shadowed per**

would bo partially destroyed. The figures whuh
give animation to the scene are placed in thews

spot* that seem to require their presence*, bv
assisting to conceal the comparative bareness 01

the walls; thereby enriching the entire COraposi

lion, of which they appear to form ft port, in-

stead of being put* in to fill up a vacant space.

Mr. RobcTts well knows the true value of such

introductions, and how to dispose them to the best

advantage.
Ko living artist hasdone* more thqn Mr. Itob*'! t

to make known to >•* the rich-anu puturesq.'

scenery of Egypt and the Holy Land, with a.

their highly interesting association*— th-' •

remains of the movt stupendous archit« t

monuments the world cv.-r «*
Palmyra—the cities of th- f.< .

Bakvion; in fine, evrry r-
1 -<» • • • i re: ! •>

or classic history, has heeetr,** f

.

hi-' unwearied .v irihiou: -

lands. He h« > • -Gal ‘ •*

which, by r • z

years, w >-•. praclw ’ «• -

'

.

" Mr. I'.-'V-rr •

! fiction, with >:
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THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The exhibition now open at these rooms consists

of one hundred and forty-four pictures, the works
of the old master's and of deceased artists (with
the exception of Turner) of the British School. Of
this number the Earl of Yarborough has contri-

buted sixty-three or nearly one-half, the remainder
being made up from various private collections.

Many of the works now hanging on the walls have
been exhibited here before, and some among them
had been as well away, seeing they can yield little

either of pleasure or profit. We would not for an
instantdepreciate the kindly motives which prompt
noblemen and gentlemen to allow their mansions
to be stripped of their glories for the gratification

of the multitude, or for the probable benefit of the
rising generation of artists

;
but on looking round

the rooms, at the annual exhibition of these old

masters, we are often tempted to ask, “ What good
end is to be here attained ?” feeling, as the majority
of visitors must, that there is little sympathy
between the tastes of modern times, and those
which called into existence the productions of past

ages. Here and there we may admire, and others
may learn, but the exceptions are far more numer-
ous than the rule.

The collection of the Earl of Yarborough con-
sists principally of the Italian school

;
of which the

most important work in size is the ‘ Annunciation,’
by Gueiicino, painted in 1629, and formerly in
the possession of the Confraternity of the Holy
Cross at Reggio

;
the peculiar shape of this picture

renders it somewhat difficult to judge of its merits
as a whole, yet it is a good example of the boldness
of execution and violent contrast of light and shade
exhibited by this painter in his early years. No. 6,
‘ The Dead Christ with the Maries,’ by A.Caracci,
is a small picture, distinguished by much pathos in

its conception. No. 8, ‘ Landscape with Figures,’
by Claude, is a bright and gay scene, painted with
more power than we generally find in the pictures
of this master. No. 18,

‘ Scene on the Ice,’ by
Cuyp

;
a lofty tower rises to the right in strong

relief against the sky
;
the various groups of figures

are arranged with the most picturesque effect, and
a clear mellow atmospheric tone pervades this

really beautiful work. No. 20 is a noble ‘ Land-
scape ’ by G. Poussin, in capital preservation.
No. 25, ‘ The Salutation,’ by F. R. Salviati, is a
small picture of the Florentine School, rich in
colour and painted with extraordinary firmness.
No. 31, ‘ Venus and Cupid,’ by Vander Were,
exhibits extraordinary finish, but confirming Rey-
nolds’s criticism that “ his flesh has the appearance
of ivory or some other hard substance.” No. 32,
‘ The Circumcision,’ by Garofalo, though small,
bears evidence by the expression of the heads, and
the correctness of the drawing, of what the painter
learned in the school of Raffaelle. We now come
to two pictures of our own school, No. 38, * The
Wreck of a Transport Ship,’ and No. 63, ‘ The
Opening of the Vintage of Macon;’ painted in

1803, both by Turner. The contemplation of
these works makes us regret that the artist should
ever have left his “ first love,” so noble are they in
conception, so truthfully yet poetically treated, and
painted with such a free and vigorous pencil.
Between these hangs No. 42, ‘ The Holy Family,’
by Titian, a rich piece of colouring which throws
its two companions into comparative obscurity.
Nos. 48 and 50, ‘ The Ratcatcher ’ and ‘ A Farrier’s
Shop,’ by Dietrich

;
the former of these is painted

almost entirely with different tints of brown,
having much the appearance of a work in sepia

;

the latter is strong in colour : both are very highly
finished, and are good examples of this artist, who
belonged to the German school of the last century,
and successfully imitated several of the Dutch
painters. ‘ The Marriage of St. Catherine,’ No.
67, by L. Caracci, is a tine work, powerfully
coloured, with a vast breadth of light and shadow.
No. 68, ‘ A Sea Piece,’ by W. Vandervelde,
glistens with sunshine

;
the perspective of the ves-

sels is admirable. No. 71, ‘A Landscape,’ by
Rembrandt, affords a powerful contrast to the
preceding picture by the deep and sombre
tone which pervades it; the artist’s masterly
arrangement of chiaroscuro has scarcely ever
been more manifested than in this fine work.
Over the fireplace, in the middle room, hang
two pictures, by a Dutch painter, whose produc-
tions arc few, but of rare merit. Nos. 77 and 79,
‘ A Lady receiving a Letter,’ and a ‘ Gentle-
man writing a Letter,’ by G. Metzu, from the
collection of Mr. H. T. Hope, though differently
treated, charm by their contrast as well as by the
intrinsic qualities of each

;
the former shows but

little colour, and still less subject
,
but it is valuable

for its truth and expression : the latter is exceed-

ingly rich in colour, yet unexaggerated
;
the atti-

tude of the figure perfectly natural, and the breadth
of light almost marvellous

;
the cover of the table

at which the “ gentleman ” sits, is an extraordinary

bit of finished painting. Hauging between these

two is No. 78, ‘ A Village Festival,’ by Wouver-
mans, bright and sparkling, in strong opposition

to No. 84, a ‘Merry Making,’ by Jan Steen,
which is low in tone, yet painted with almost un-
exampled truth. No. 83, ‘ The Lion and the

Mouse,’ is a characteristic specimen of the com-
bined talents of Rubens and Snyders

;
the huge

animal, fretted with his vain attempts to release

himself, is rampant with rage : it is a most powerful
conception. No. 86, * Frost-piece,’ by J. Ostade,
is a capital picture, replete with incident suited to

the subject
;
and No. 95, ‘ A Landscape,’ by Ruys-

dael, exhibits the best qualities of the painter.

The south room is principally filled with the pro-

duction of the British School
;
many of which are

familiar to our readers.

THE NATIONAL EXPOSITION AT
PARIS.

It might very reasonably have been expected that

the melancholy position which French commerce
has assumed during the past year, and the want
of confidence which has been displayed, both by
purchasers and manufacturers—a want of con-

fidence, however, which we believe to have been
much : exaggerated—would have seriously af-

fected the progress of the industrial Arts in the

country, and, consequently, have rendered the

Exposition in June smaller, and far less interest-

ing than usual. An increase in the number of

exhibitors could have been anticipated by none.

Yet, in spite of the unpropitious circumstances
under which the collection has been made, the

Exposition of the present year is one which
in many respects does infinite credit to the

taste and perseverance of French manufacturers,

and which, instead of being hastily made up of
flimsy and insignificant trifles, contains a pre-

ponderating share of those solid and substantial

performances, with which we are perhaps too

little apt to associate continental Art. The
following report of the numbers of exponants,

from the first establishment of this excellent

scheme for ameliorating the state of manufac-
tures, showing as it does a little-expected in-

crease during the present year, will startle many
of our readers.

In 1789

„ 1801 .

„ 1802

„ 1806.

„ 1819

„ 1823.

„ 1827

„ 1834 .

„ 1S39

„ 1844 .

„ 1849

110 Exhibitors.

1642
1695
2447
3281
3960
4494

We have good reason for being able to confirm
the Report (which has been doubted by many of
our cotemporaries) that the edifice erected to
contain all the agricultural and decorative
works exhibited, has cost the government
36,000?. sterling.

Of what then does the Exposition consist?
We must ask the patience of our readers till our
next number, for an accurate, illustrated answer
to this question. In the meantime we may re-

mark that we have been agreeably taken by
surprise by the splendid display of marble
chimney-pieces, of stained glass, of objects of all

descriptions in gold, silver, bronze, and iron
;
of

textile fabrics, of decorative designs, and illumi-

nations on vellum. In almost everything exhi-

bited, an increase of refinement, a decrease of
the outre and ridiculous may be easily observed.
We find a considerably less distribution of un-
meaning grotesques than ever, a purer feeling

for the beautiful, and a happier result of the
study of the best models, and adherence to the
most orthodox principles of ornamental Art.

In fine, we are astonished and gratified at this

national exhibition of the best productions of the
country, and propose, next month, to give it the
attention it so eminently deserves.

OBITUARY.

MR. ABRAHAM WIVELL.

This well-known portrait-painter was born on
the 9th of July, 1786, in the parish of Marylebone,
London. His father, a tradesman, at Launceston,
in Cornwall, being unfortunate in business, removed
with his family to London a year before the birth

of his only son, and died shortly afterwards, leaving
his widow and four children in penury. Young
Wivell, at the age of six years, was hired as a
farmer’s boy

;
his time being occupied in feeding

cattle, and driving away the crows from the corn.

In this place he remained for two years, and then
returned home to his mother, who was his sole

instructress in reading and writing until she was
enabled to send him to the Marylebone School
of Industry, where he was employed in heading
pins and pointing needles, and afterwards in the
more profitable occupation of making boots and
shoes. About this time his mother became house -

keeper to a Mrs. Smith, whose walls were decorated
with engravings of the best masters, the sight of
which first created a taste for the Arts in the boy.
At the age of nine he entered the service of Mr.
Pointing, a housepainter, where he remained eight
months. In 1799 he was apprenticed for seven
years to Mr. Osborne, a peruke-maker and hair-

dresser, and served the entire time with him.
He subsequently commenced on his own account
in the same business, to which he added that of
a miniature-painter in water-colours, specimens of
which were placed in his window, interspersed with
blocks and wigs. These attempts, rude as they
were, gained him the friendship of Nollekens,
and Northcote, who wished him to devote all

his attention to the Arts; “for,” said North-
cote, “ success is sure.” But the young artist,

having married in 1810, found that he could not,

without injuring his rising family, devote himself
exclusively to the Arts

;
so ho still continued his

business of peruke-making and hair-dressing,

although he took every advantage of his intimacy
with the above-named artists, to frequent as often

as possible their studios, for the purpose of per-
fecting himself in his profession. At the time of
the Cato Street Conspiracy, an acquaintance with
one of the keepers of Clerkenwell prison, obtained
him an interview with Thistlewood and the other
State prisoners, so notorious at that period

;
they

all sat to him, and their portraits were much in
request. Mr., now Alderman Kelly, the publisher,

engaged him to take them again when on their

trial at the Old Bailey. Whilst thus employed
he had the good fortune to meet Mr. John Cordy,
who, admiring the spirited likenesses of the Con-
spirators, called upon him the next day, and ever
afterwards materially advanced his interests. Mr.
Cordy engaged him to paint a portrait of Miss
Stephens, the vocalist, and advanced him for that
purpose the sum of 407. ; hut after several negotia-

tions the lady refused to finish the sittings. In 1820
Mr. Wivell sketched a portrait of Queen Caroline,

at the balcony where she appeared to receive the
congratulations of the public. This sketch was
so admired, that it was shown to the Queen by a
gentleman of her household, when she expressed
her wish to have her portrait completed, and sat

for it accordingly. The Queen’s Trial coming on
immediately afterwards in the House of Lords,
Mr. Kelly engaged our now rising artist to draw
portraits of the principal personages on the trial

for a work then publishing
;
but Mr. Wivell had

no means ofentering the House, whichwas crowded
with the rank and fashion of the day, attracted

thither by the interest felt in the trial of a Queen,
unparalleled since the reign of Henry VIII. In
this dilemma, and when hovering about the

entrance of the House of Lords, he happened to

recognise an acquaintance in a barrister’s clerk,

who could not resist the offer of the artist to paint

the portraits of himself and family if he could gain
him admission to the House. Next morning he
was admitted accordingly, with a bag and papers,

in the guise of his friend
;
and seating himself at

the table appropriated to members of the bar,

began to sketch away with a rapidity equal to the
exigency of the case, not knowing how soon a
summary ejectment might follow his unwarrantable
assumption of the character of even a small limb
of the law, which, in his mind, was associated
with the unendearing names of John Doe and
Richard Roe. The surprise of the bar was soon
turned into astonishment as the sketches were
handed round the table

;
they soon found their

way from the bar to the benches, and from the
benches to the woolsack, and so pleased the parties

interested that he was permitted to remain in the
same place during the continuance of the trial.

Most of the noble lords and gentlemen taken gave
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him a sitting or two to finish their portraits.

Amongst these and others, were the Queen,;
Her Majesty’s Attorney-General, Mr. Brougham

;

Her Solicitor-General, Mr. Denman; Mr. Copley,
now Lord Lyndhurst; his late Lady and their

daughter; Count Fosari; Mr. Austin, the Queen’s
protege ; Mr. Alderman Wood, and His Majesty's
Counsel and Ministers. He also took the noto-

rious Theodore Majocchi, and all the other wit-

nesses against the Queen at the trial. The artist

now advanced rapidly to the zenith of his profes-

sional fame. Amongst the distinguished indi-

viduals whose portraits he took immediately after

the Queen’s trial, were—H.It.H. the Duke of

York, H.It.H. the Duke of Gloucester, William
IV., when Duke of Clarence

;
Prince George of

Cambridge, and the Princess Augusta, when chil-

dren
;
George IV., Lord Suffield, Lord Holland,

Captain Scrosby, Sir John Cam Hobhouse, Mr.
Joseph Hume, Colonel Macaroni, General Pepe,
aid-de-camp to Murat, the ex-king of Naples

;

Lord Cochrane, the Hon. Spring Rice, Mr. William
Freemantle, Sir Francis Burdett, the Right Hon.
George Canning, the Right Hon. William Hus-
kisson, Lord John Russell, Sir Astley Cooper,
Bart., his portraits of whom were all engraved.
He likewise painted portraits of nearly two hun-
dred members of the House of Commons, for a
view of the interior of the House, published by
Messrs. Bowyer and Parkes. In 1825 his friend,

Mr. Cordy, prevailed upon him to go to Stratford-

on-Avon to take a drawing of the marble bust of

Shakspeare, placed in the chancel of the church, in

the poet’s birthplace. This Mr. Wivell executed
admirably; it was engraved by J. S. Agar, and
is still allowed to be the best published. The
success attending this engraving led him to engage
on his admirable work, “ An Inquiry into the
History, Authenticity, and Characteristics of the

Shakspeare Portraits,” which was first published
in 1827 ;

and although the work showed great
research and admirable execution, and contained
twenty-six faithful engravings of all the genuine
and spurious portraits and prints of the immortal
bard, with engravings of the Stratford Monument,
Roubilliac’s, and the Westminster Abbey statues

;

yet it failed as a publication. Mr. Wivell’s fearless

exposures of the various tricks used by picture-

dealers and others in manufacturing pictures to

suit the taste of the day, drew upon him the
attack of a whole nest of hornets about to be
deprived of their lawful prey—the public

;
and the

unenvied possessors of the spurious portraits of the
poet, for which some of them paid a very high
price, swelled the torrent of disaffection raised

against the work
;

so that an undertaking which
cost him 700 guineas, besides two years of the best
of his life, worth at least 2000 guineas more,
realised only 2501. Cart-loads of copies were sent
to the cheesemongers, and the engraved plates were
disposed of to pay the publishers. Time has since
signally avenged him for the wrong done to his
assiduity

;
for he lived to see eight guineas offered

for a single copy of the work, but time has not
made up the pecuniary loss, which reduced him
from affluence to comparative poverty.
After the failure of the Shakspeare portraits, his

uncle, Abram Wivell, of Camden Town, died and
left him the house in which he lived, his household
furniture, and an annuity of 100?. per annum for

the remainder of his life Amongst the plates sold

to pay the publishers for the Shakspeare loss, were
portraits of the leading actors of the day, including
Charles Young, Elliston and Kemble, Miss Sheriff,

James Wallack and Munden, Miss Ellen Tree,
Mr. Sinclair and Miss Somerville, Cooper, Harley,
Miss Stephens, Master Betty, the Young Roscius;
and Helen Faucit, Mr. Macready, Mr. Farren, and
the elder Matthews, all considered first-rate like-

nesses, to which may be added Cramer, Mori,
Moschelles, and Hertz, the composers.
In 1828 Mr. Wivell’s attention was first directed

to fire escapes, and he invented the Rope Fire
Escape, which in the course of time was superseded
by his patent one now in use. In 1829 he gave lec-

tures on the subject, illustrated with models and
drawings. Shortlyafterwards a meeting was held in
Lawson’s Rooms, Gower Street, where a chairman,
committee, &c., were appointed, being the nucleus
of the present “ Royal Society for the Protection of
Life from Fire,” established in 1836. Mr. Wivell
was made superintendent of fire escapes to this

society at a salary of 100?. per annum, and con-
tinued in that capacity until 1841, when, having a
dispute with a newly-elected committee, he threw
up his engagement with them, aod went to reside
at Birmingham in the latter end of that year. He
spent a great deal of money and time in perfecting
these fire escapes, and so useful have been their
advantages to society, that above one hundred
lives have been saved by them in London alone.
It is seldom that we hear of such practical results

arising from the labour of the philanthropist, but
our artist was a man of singular energy in carrying

out any undertaking which he commenced. In
Birmingham he resumed his artistical career with
Thomas Atwood, Esq. ,

M.P., and the principal gen-

tlemen ofthe town and neighbourhood. In 1847 he
was engaged by Mr. Robertson to take the por-

traits of the railway celebrities for the Monthly
Bailway Becord. This was his last public work.
It contains the portraits of G. Hudson, Esq., M.P.,
D. Waddington, Esq., M.P., Capt. Mark Huish,
George Carr Glynn, Esq., banker, S. M. Peto,

Esq., M.P., J. P. Westhead, Esq., M.P., W.
Chadwick, Esq., Richard Creed, Esq., H. C. Lacy,

Esq., M.P., and Charles Russell, Esq., chairman
of the Great Western Railway Company.
He died of chronic bronchitis, at Birmingham,

on the 29th of March last, in the 63rd year of his

age, leaving his second wife, to whom he was mar-
ried in 1821, and a large family of ten children un-
provided for to lament his loss. The sole care of

the family devolves upon his eldest son, Abraham
Wivell, who, although a very young man, is already

a most promising artist.

THE COUNTESS OF BLESSINGTON.

Although not an artist, this accomplished lady
was for so long a period associated with artists and
connected with Art, that some notice of her life

will be looked for in our pages. Her death took
place in Paris, early in June. It was some-
what sudden, although not entirely unexpected.
She had suffered from enlargement of the heart,

and there can be no doubt that the disease was
augmented by the painful position of her affairs,

which led to a sale of her property, including her
most cherished “ household gods,” but a few weeks
prior to her decease. Few people die absolutely of

a broken heart; but how many are prematurely
consigned to their graves by those disappointments
which, by impairing health of mind and body,
make the work of death easy and sure. The
pecuniary embarrassments under which Lady
Blessington suffered, and which we do not hesitate

to say shortened her life, were not the result of

extravagance or even thoughtlessness
;
her income

was derived from Ireland, but for the last three or

four years only a small proportion of it was paid

;

the consequence was that her affairs became con-
fused

;
and although, we believe, the sale of her

effects sufficed to pay all her creditors, the result

has been to her—death.

Lady Blessington was the author of many excel-

lent works; and in all her writings she was the
strenuous advocate of goodness and virtue. The
most popular of her productions was her “ Conver-
sations with Lord Byron,” originally published in

the New Monthly Magazine, then edited by S. C.

Hall, Esq., at whose suggestion they were written.

The works which more immediately connect this

lady with Art, are “ The Keepsake,” and the

“Book of Beauty,” of which she was the editor

for some seven or eight years past.

Those who were acquainted with Lady Blessing-

ton bear testimony to the generosity of her disposi-

tion and the kindness of her heart : no one ever
manifested more ready zeal to serve a friend

;
upon

no one could more thorough reliance be placed for

services wherever services were required, by those

who could advance any—even a slight—claim to

them. She was largely indebted to Nature for

surpassing loveliness of person and graceful and
ready wit. Circumstances connected with the
earlier years of her life (to which it is needless to

refer) “told” against her through the whole of
her career

;
but we entirely believe that the Nature

which gave her beauty, gave her also those desires

to be good which constitute true virtue. Those
who speak lightly of this accomplished woman,
might have better means to do her justice if they
knew but a tithe of the cases that might be
quoted of her generous sympathy, her ready and
liberal aid, and her persevering sustenance when-
ever a good cause was to be helped, or a virtuous
principle was to be promulgated.
The feeling we desire to convey to our readers

has been so finely expressed in the columns of the
Literary Gazette, that we extract a passage full of

generous eloquence :—“ That few of the great
human fatalities which have through long years
tried our spirits by their unexpected occurrence,
and the emotions they excited, have been attended
with more heartfelt pangs of sorrow than this

lamentable close to the life of One possessed of the

richest gifts of nature, and endowed with endearing
qualities of no ordinary standard. Let those who
think they are entitled to do so, cast the first stone

at what may have been the real or imputed errors

of Lady Blessington
;
but there are many besides

ourselves who knew and could appreciate the
genuine warmth and goodness of her heart, her

alacrity in succouring the lowly and oppressed who
stood in need of help, her devotedness to the ser-

vices of consanguinity and friendship, her gentle
manners and amiable disposition, her brilliant con-
versation, her literary attainments, the charm she
imparted to the society in which she moved as a
delightful centre, and, in short, all the captivating
attractions of her character, and they will bear
witness, with us, to the fine attributes of a being
(like ali mortal beings imperfect, but yet) made to

be esteemed and loved far above the common lot of
her sex, most worthy as that sex is of the admira-
tion and gratitude of Mankind. A thousand intel-

lectual and happy days are associated in our mind
with the dead form we remember so full of youth,
and gaiety, and loveliness; And all this sunshine
is darkened in a moment. Is it the doom of literary

pursuits that they must end mournfully ?
”

MR. THOMAS WRIGHT.

We extract the following brief notice from the
Athemeum :—“To the necrology of artists lately

deceased we have to add the name of Mr. ThomasWright, who died some weeks ago in George Street,

Hanover Square. As an engraver of portraits Mr.
Wright was excelled by none of his contemporaries

:

in proof of which we may refer to those which he
executed for the Avork entitled “ The Beauties of
the Court of Charles II.,” edited by Mrs. Jameson.
He also practised portraiture himself Avith success,

in the various modes of pencil drawing, water-
colour painting, and miniature. That, possessing
such variety of talent, his name should not have
been more familiar to the English public is ac-
counted for by a long residence—one of not less

than fifteen or sixteen years—in Russia
;
whither

he Avent in the first instance to arrange the testa-

mentary affairs of his brother-in-law, the late Mr.
George Dawe, the Academician. At St. Peters-
burg he was patronised by the Imperial family,

many of whom sat to him for their likenesses, as

did also many of the public characters and literary

notabilities of that capital. Several of these por-
traits he also engraved. Soon after his return to

this country, Mr. Wright issued proposals for an
engraving of Sir Joshua Reynolds’s great picture

of ‘ The Infant Hercules
;

’ of which he had made,
as our readers knoAv, a charming copy, from the
original in * The Hermitage.’ Unfortunately, the
plate remains in so unfinished a state, owing to the
artist’s long illness preceding death, that it is

doubtful whether it can noAv ever be brought
before the public. This is the more to be regretted,

because it would liaA’e been a more enduring mo-
nument than the original (now fast perishing) of

Sir Joshua’s poAver in poetic composition.”

MR. FRANCIS ENGLEHEART.

The name of Engleheart has for upwards of half
a century been associated with our records of Art

;

one member of the family, uncle, Ave belieA'e, to

the subject of this notice, having for many years
occupied the position in miniature-painting, which
in our day is filled by Ross, Newton, and Thorburn

;

that is, at the head of the department which he
practised. Mr. Francis Engleheart was born in

London, in the year 1775. He served his appren-
ticeship, as an engra\rer, to Mr. J. Collyer, and
afterwards became an assistant to Mr. James Heath.
The first plates to Avhich his name was attached
were after the designs of Stothard, and he also

engraved a large portion of the “ Canterbury Pil-

grims,” which Mr. Heath completed. But the
works that brought Mr. Engleheart more pro-

minently before the public were from the pictures

and draAA'ings of Mr. Richard Cook, the Academi-
cian. These were altogether of a higher character,

and were more finished than any of his preceding
engravings, especially the “ Castle,” a subject from
Scott’s “ Lady of the Lake,” which was justly

considered one of the finest book-plates ever pro-

duced in England. His next employer was Mr.
Smirke, who was engaged by Cadell and Davis,

the booksellers, to furnish designs for works of

their publishing. Mr. Engleheart engraved nearly
thirty plates for their edition of “ Don Quixote.”
Sir David Wilkie afterwards enlisted his services

to engraA-e his “Duncan Gray,” and the “Only
Daughter,” published by Alderman Moon. His
last work Avas from Hilton’s fine picture in the

National Gallery, “ Serena rescued by Sir Calepine,

the Red Cross Knight,” the engraving of which
must be regarded as his most important produc-
tion. Among his more pleasing engravings on a

small scale may be ranked his contributions to the

various annuals, which must now be classed with
the “ bygones.”
He died, after a feAv hours illness, on the 15th

of February last, in the 74th year of his age.



CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ARUNDEL SOCIETY.

To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

Sir,—

Y

ou have more than once alluded with
praise to the plans and purposes of the Arundel
Society, even before they were matured

;
they have

now reached a certain degree of completeness, and
may fairly therefore be submitted to the examina-
tion of that public whose acceptance they claim

;
I

therefore enclose the prospectus of the Society,

and I venture to accompany it with a short state-

ment of the present condition of this Society, and
with a few observations on the effect it may have
on Art, and its appreciation in England.
The list of subscribers contains already more

than 400 names, among which are those of several of

our eminent artists, such as Mr. Barry, Mr. Boxall,
Mr. Dyce, Mr. Eastlake, Mr. Horsley, Mr. Land-
seer, Mr. Richmond, Mr Roberts, and others, whose
co-operation with that of many influential mem-
bers of the educated classes, which the Society has
already secured, will, it may be expected, soon
gather the six or seven additional hundreds that
are required to carry out its purposes with any
efficiency. That these purposes will be faithfully

and clearly kept in view, the constitution of the
Council gives a fair promise. Considering however
that the object is to act upon public taste, and to
give it a somewhat new direction—some discre-

tionary power must be allowed for a time to this

Council as a preliminary necessity. Without some
such concentration its very first steps will be infirm.

With regard to the results that may be ex-
pected from a well managed and numerous
Society of this kind, it would be difficult to over-
state their importance, as much that is imper-
fect in England in the matter of Art in general,
and that of Painting in particular, can only be
mended by some such powerful agency as this will

probably soon become. Ever since the times of
Sir Joshua Reynolds, the great founder of the
English school of painting-, both artists and con-
noisseurs have shown themselves dissatisfied with
its progress, though at different times it has pro-

duced great works. The evil has been attributed
to different and opposite causes, but the true one,
I apprehend, has not been named among them.
At one time it was the Royal Academy, which, by
its jealous constitution, repressed the aspirations
of the young artist

;
at another, the English preju-

dice which put obstacles in the way of the student
of anatomy. Then our houses are too small for

large pictures, which we scarcely admit in our
churches, and the public buildings are very unfit
receptacles of works of Art. Much of this is, or
rather was—true ! but now the Royal Academy has
opened its willing arms to the young painters, who
gave evidence of their ability in fresco painting,
which involves artistic powers, that few of our
older painters had the opportunity of acquiring.
Now, too, the study of anatomy is almost as easily

pursued in England as anywhere else; the “Vision
of Ezekiel” is still one of the largest pictures in

the world, though it covers little more than a foot
square of space. Moreover, we have a National
Gallery, and it is not conceivable that we should
not before long have one more worthy of the
treasures this contains : while the New Houses
of Parliament will soon be both a Pinacotheca
and a Glyptotheca

; but the loudest and most
reiterated complaint urged as an excuse for

our confined taste, for what are called with an
odd sort of candour “furniture pictures,” is that
the patronage bestowed upon painters is scanty
and insufficient.

This is not a fit opportunity to enter upon the
great question, how far artists and patrons might
be mutually benefited by a freer and more digni-
fied intercourse

;
whether, for instance, the exclu-

sion of artists, as such, from the English Court,
ought not to be considered an anachronism

;
but

by scanty patronage it is generally meant that
money enough is not spent in England upon pic-
tures; and it is forgotten that in the two great
epochs of Grecian Art, and in Italy, from Giotto’s
time to Raphael’s, probably nothalf as much money
found its way into the pockets of the first artists,

as our second-rate painters get here in our own
days. It is from a point very far behind mere
accidents that the short-comings of the English
School of Art must be traced. They unfortu-
nately proceed from the undeniable facts that
the artist and the public have not yet recog-
nised the true end of Art,—that they do not
approach it with sufficient reverence, nor assign

to it the high place which is its due among the
most efficient means of individual and social

education. The artist too often looks upon it

merely as a creditable way of getting an inde-
pendence, the purchaser of pictures as an exhibi-

tion of wealth, or, at best, as a refined pursuit.

No extrinsic motive certainly can inspire the artist

with the self-denial and the exclusive devotion to

a high purpose, without which no high purpose

can ever be obtained
;
but the Arundel Society pro-

poses to do the best that any influence extrinsic can
do; it undertakes to collect diligently and with
discrimination the highest and best examples of

Art, and to bring them before hundreds of English
minds, which would never otherwise have been
touched by such guiding and elevating influences.

A better appreciation of works of Art must ensue,

and act beneficially upon the English school of
painting, which can be said, without presumption,

to be already the first of any in existence for its

many technical excellences, for its feeling for

colour, and for its freedom from mere convention-

alities, and superstitious adherence to limited

standards. A more enlightened public taste must
lead her into a path hitherto untrodden but by few
of our great artists, and by them only occasionally.

The student, whether professional or not, will also

be enabled to trace the progress of Art from its

earliest eflorts, to discover its leading characteristics,

to follow them in later works and more perfect

examples, and the painter made more and more
conscious through all those processes of the great

power he wields, will shrink more and more from
misapplying it in the perpetuation of thoughts
without poetry, and forms without beauty.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

G. A. B.

LESSONS ON ART *

The substantial purpose of this work declares itself

in the first page, but we have been at some pains

to examine the method by which it is proposed to

realise the great desideratum, an amelioration in

the method of communicating a practical know-
ledge of Art. We may during a life-time read the
sublimated essays of theorists, without being em-
powered to analyse the simplest composition

;

indeed, this kind of study without practice has
originated the most obstinate abuses. Although
the public is advancing in taste—a taste which
evidences a growing love of Art, there yet remains
an acknowledged degree to be attained, and we
shall never arrive at that until Art-instruction is a

recognised element of education. Drawing, it is

true, is taught in every school, but from these

courses of discipline the human intelligence departs
uninstructed

;
for this drawing, as it is called, forms

no part of Art-education. The philosophy of Art
teaches the student to see what he never saw before

;

it is, in truth, a second sight ofthe circle of material
nature. The work before us is the production of a

master of European reputation, who seems to feel

acutely the absence of a more extended intelligence

in matters of Art. His view of the remedy which
may be efficaciously employed for the cultivation

of good taste, is, we believe, the onlyjust one—that
for which we have ever contended—that practical

development of principle which influences the
judgment as long as accurate perception re-

mains. In the study of Art by the initiatory

steps through which Mr. Harding conducts his

pupil, he entirely sets aside the question of taste

or genius. If the taste or genius of the school-

boy were consulted with respect to the study of
Greek or Latin

,
there would be but little classical

instruction. “ My object,” says Mr. Harding, “ in

this work is not to amuse but to instruct
;
not to

show how time and talents may be lost or wasted
in pretty pastime, but how their value may be
increased by another means for rightly employing
them. Truths of nature are placed before the
minds of the pupil, and their imitation before his

eyes by methods of ready attainment, and such as

are adapted to the comprehension of youthful minds
and powers.”
The method of teaching drawing in schools is

too frequently a system of the merest empiricism,
the object being rather to make a show creditable

to the master than to communicate sound instruc-

tion to the pupil. It is a principle too common to

proceed at once to complicated results which are
utterly unintelligible to the tyro, rather than afford

him that gradatim support which will enable him
to stand alone and see for himself. The system
before us supposes the student to know nothing,
but at the end of a hundred and forty very simple
lessons, he rises possessed of an amount of available

knowledge which places him to a certain extent on
a par with the practical artist. The lessons com-
mence with instructions for drawing a straight
line by means of dots, and thence show the con-

* “Lessons on Art.” By J. D. Harding. Published
by D. Bogue, London.

struction of angles, squares, and other mathematical
figures, but the rules are entirely free from the
complicity of mathematical proposition. The first

number concludes with instructions for drawing a
Gothic arch. In the second number shade is intro-

duced, and the practice of drawing from memory
is urged. As a test of the power and progress of
the pupil, it shows the master whether the pupil
has really learned the progressive lessons, or has
merely copied it mechanically. All students of
Art arc anxious to proceed at once to shading, but
“ drawing, and not shading, is the difficult acquire-
ment. It is the form of the shadow, not the depth
of its colour, that is of importance.” In the first

three numbers of the series, the attention of the
pupil is directed to the consideration of familiar
objects, the outline description of which demon-
strates those principles by which the most elegant
forms and most picturesque combinations are
drawn. These three numbers constitute the half
of the system, and in them are laid down, in a
manner plain to the most untutored intelligence,

instructions for drawing in perspective the most
complicated objects, but without entering upon
the formal study of perspective. This is one of
the great points of this admirable work, for by
these lessons the student acquires a knowledge of
perspective more directly applicable to practical
drawing than if he had gone through a course of

perspective. The fourth number shows a collection

of the most striking forms of objective in picturesque
architecture, proceeding upon that well-known
axiom, on which artists insist—in instructing the
pupil

;
which is simply—to study carefully “ little

bits,” a principle which has maae the reputations
of some of the most distinguished of our living

painters. In every lesson we find reference made
to examples already given, wherein are illustrated

first principles; and up to the fifth number the
instructions refer to the cube as a base of opera-
tions, and again in this number the same figure is

dwelt upon in every variety of place and propor-
tion. The axioms so simply exemplified are the
complicated difficulties of perspective, but the great
purpose here is to qualify the pupil to deal with
all objects satisfactorily, without having at the
same time to contend with the difficulties of the
regular study of perspective

;
in short, the student

acquires a knowledge of perspective without the
ordeal of that dry technicality which is so repulsive

to the young pupil. But it will be understood
that it is not here proposed to supersede the study
of perspective, for we observe it is the purpose of
Mr. Harding at a future time to devote a continua-
tion of this work to instruction in the science.

These hundred and forty lessons arc amply illus-

trated by diagrams and examples. We find in the
sixth and last number a short series of subjects of

the most attractive character, each illustrating the
application of preceding rules. These are “ A
Cattle Shed,” “Farm buildings at Penshurst,”
“ Italian building at Sisterone,” “ Part of a Castle

near Luxembourg,” “Italian Stable at Angera,”
“ A portion of the crypt of the Castle of Ehren-
berg, on the Moselle,” “ Buildings at Puzzano— |

Lago Maggiore,” “ An Old Bridge at Launceston
—Devonshire,” “ German buildings on the Lahn,”
“ Italian buildings—Isola Pescatore, Lago Mag-
giore.” Of these two last lessons “ the intention

is,” says Mr. Harding, “ to exercise the pupil in

drawing the objects they present, first separately,

and then with the difficulties annexed to their

combination, and without the aid of a diagram,
referring only to what, I presume, he cannot fail

to have learned from one and all of the previous

lessons. Therefore, supposing that the forms of

the objects can be accurately drawn, and that the

method or methods of drawing them have been
thoroughly learned, I have ventured to complete
them more, and to set before the pupil objects at

various distances.” Then follow precise instruc-
j

tions for executing the former of the last two
lessons, after which the author continues, “All
this exercise is to the pupil most important. It

has been one of the essential features to which
every lesson given has tended, viz.—previous to

drawing an object to have a clear mental percep-

tion of it, without which he knows not where to

begin or how to proceed, as everything springing i

from clear mental knowledge and perception must
be right, every attempt made in mental obscurity

must be wrong. Precisely in proportion as an
object is foreseen in all its forms, qualities, and
relations, so will the drawing of it be unhesitating
and sure. Knowledge dares, from the proofs it

can bring on all sides of its truth, and its power is

seen in its daring. Art coming from such a source

is bold
;
from any other, presumptive ignorance at-

tempting to wear the character of boldness without
the authority of knowledge—an ample illustration

of the jackdaw in the plumage of the peacock.”
The remaining examples in the last number are
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“ A Ruin of a Castle, with square and round
Towers,” “ Interior of an apartment in Tunbridge
Priory, now destroyed,” “Part of Breston Priory

—

Norfolk,” “Remains of a Greek Temple,” and
“ San Pietro Val D'Aosta,” all of which are litho-

graphed with the marked excellence that dis-

tinguishes every thing Mr. Harding touches.

Such are the fascinations of Art that many are

tempted to essay colour and composition before

they have acquired first, principles. This class of

aspirants always retire from the study in despair

;

but those who pursue steadily the precepts laid

down in this work cannot foil to arrive at that kind
of practice which is more than half the accomplish-

ment of the power of painting. Of all Mr. Hard-
ing’s invaluable contributions towards the facili-

tating a practical knowledge of Art, this must be
regarded as the most essential—it is a truly liberal

exposition of the means of arriving at the desired

end, and will add yet further to the wide-spread
reputation of its author.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

GERMANY.

—

Munich.-—I do not know what
progress the daguerreotype has made in England
during the last years. Formerly it appeared to
be not so much esteemed as in France, where it

has become a common business, and the price of a
daguerreotype is very low. There wove two great
impediments to the propagation of this admirable
invention—the metallic glitter of the daguerreo-
typed portraits, and the want of artistical concep-
tion and harmonious execution. These two impe-
diments are not insurmountable. The principal
progress has been made by the application of paper
instead of silver plates. Till now, however, these
experiments have always been unsuccessful, except-
ing perhaps those made by Locherer, in Munich,
whose photographic portraits appear indeed without
any defect. They are executed with a fine artistical

taste, and with due observation of the character of
the person whose portrait is to be taken. But the
importance of this invention for the Industrial
Arts is perhaps more significant. Locherer copies
with the greatest facility and accuracy all sorts of
engravings, woodcuts, lithographs, &c., and even
designs in crayon and pencil. The original, united
with a prepared leaf of paper, is pressed under a
glass-plate and exposed to the light of the sun for

a short time. In this way you get a true, but nega-
tive, copy of the original on the prepared paper,
all the lineaments white for black. This negative
copy serves for an original plate, from which you
receive positive copies as many as you please.
We have to bewail the loss of Professor Samuel

Amsler, one of the most celebrated engravers of
Germany. He was bom 1794, in Soliingnach, in

Switzerland, and a pupil of Zess, at Munich.
In 1816 he arrived in Rome, and formed friend-

ships with Overbeck, Cornelius, Thorvaldsen,
and the other heads of the new school, of which
he became a member. Accuracy and character
in the lineaments, simplicity in the execution,
after the classical examples of Marc Antonio
and Albert Durer, were the principles he fol-

loAved in contradiction to the pictorial and effec-

tual, but in form and expression, negligent engrav-
ings of the modern Italian, French, and English
schools. In this manner, in conjunction with his

friend Barth, he engraved the great frontispiece of
the “ Nibelungen ” of Cornelius, and the “ Alex-
anderzug” of Thorvaldsen. In 1829 Amsler became
Professor of Engraving in the Royal Academy in

Munich, where Cornelius, Schnorr, Hess, and
others of his friends were already in activity.

Besides different small works he executed in Mu-
nich, he engraved Raffaelle’s “Entombment of
Jesus Christ,” in the Borghese GalleTy of Rome;
“ The Holy Family,” and “ The Madonna Tempi,”
bv the same master, both conserved in the Pinaco-
theca. His last work was an engraving of the
great painting of Overbeck, in Frankfort, “ The
Union between Religion and the Fine Arts,” the
completion of which coincides nearly with that of
his life. He died on the 19th of May. He was
not only an excellent artist, and an estimable
character, kind, modest, and very good-natured,
but also an admirable instructor of his Art, who
taught a number of pupils, now celebrated en-

|

gravers
;

as Merz, who engraved “ The Last
Judgment” of Cornelius, and is now occupied
with “ The Destruction of Jerusalem ” by Kaul-
bach

; Gonzenbach, the author of different engrav-
ings after Kaulbaeh, Schlcich, &c.
Within the last few days we have seen a picture

which puts one in mind of past times, so extra-
i ordinarily favourable for the Fine Arts. It is a

great painting of “ The Entombment of our Sa-
viour,” the author of which is Anton Fischer, the
same who executed the cartoons for the glass win-
dows which King Louis presented to the Dome of
Cologne. The figures are in full-length

;
the com-

position is rich
;
the design and colouring arc of

the purest style, and a deep and true feeling pene-
trates the whole composition. The picture has
been purchased by King Louis for his own Pino-
cothcca.

The painter Franz Schubert has finished a large
oil-painting for the Prince of Dessau, representing
the “Rain ofMannaintheWilderness.” It is fifteen

feet high and eighteen broad. The composition is

very expressive, and the execution shows a deep
and serious study of the Italian masters. Above
you see the heavens opened with the figure of the
Deity and his angels, who strew manna and let

quails fly. Moses is standing and elevates his

hands in thanksgiving; about him are different

groups of Israelites in attitudes of gratitude, or
collecting and eating the manna, or catching and
roasting the quails. Schubert was a long time in
Rome and Venice, and his colours give testimony
to his acquaintance with the Venetian school.

Perhaps you may have seen an engraved work by
him, containing the frescoes of Raffaellc in the
Farnesina, the best published copy of those beauti-
ful and celebrated compositions.
Eugene Neureuther, whose inventions and com-

positions for the porcelain manufactory I men-
tioned on a former occasion, has exhibited a new
work, a great pedestal of porcelain, richly deco-
rated with architectural ornaments in the gothic
style, and with paintings and arabesques. F.

PICTURE SALES.

The collection of pictures, chiefly of the Italian
school, formed by Mr. W. Coningham, so well
known in the circles of Art, was sold by Messrs.
Christie & Manson on the 9th of June. Many of
these works have on former occasions appeared in
the same rooms, when offered for sale from other
collections

; but the prices realised at the present
time, though not great in some instances, prove
they have not become deteriorated in value, nor
are less sought after than in times past. The most
important picture in the collection was the ‘ Holy
Family,’ by Sebastian del Piombo, formerly be-
longing to the late Sir T. Baring, and sold by his

executors in these rooms for 900 guineas
;
on the

present occasion it fetched 18907., being bought
again by one of the same family

;

‘ The Infant
Christ in the lap of the Virgin,’ a large pic-

ture, by Carlo Creveli, formerly in Mr. Otley’s
collection, realised 9667. ;

‘ Christ praying on
the Mount of Olives,’ by Raffaelle,’ 7877. 10s.

;

‘The Death of Procris,’ by P. Veronese, 5257.;
‘ Christ praying on the Mount of Olives,’ by A.
Mantegna, from the Fesch gallery, 400 guineas;
‘ Tarquinius and Lucrctia,’ by Titian, 520 gs.

;

Rembrandt’s noble * Portrait of the Dutch Sur-
geon, Martin Looten,’ sold for 730 gs.

;
‘ Portrait of

Vincento Anastasi,’ by the Spanish painter, known
as “ II Greco.” was knocked down for 1157. 10s.

;

‘ The History of the Creation of Man and Woman,’
described in the catalogue as the work of M. Alber-
tinelli, brought 1897.

;
‘ A Shepherd Piping,’

ascribed to Murillo, but of which there is a doubt,
sold for 1527. 10s.

;
a small picture by J. Van Eyck,

‘ St. Jerome in his Study,’ recently in the late Sir

T. Baring’s collection, 155 gs.
;
the cartoon of

‘ The Virgin and Child,’ attributed to Raffaelle,

270 gs.
;

1 The Circumcision of Christ in the Tem-
ple,’ by Garofolo, 2607, 10s.

;
a small study of

Rubens’s ‘ Judgment of Paris,’ 190 gs.
;

* The Wise
Men’s Offering,’ by Fra Filippo Lippi, 270 gs.

;

‘ A Landscape,’ by Bassano, 200 gs.
;
a small pic-

ture of ‘ The Circumcision,’ by L. Mazzolino,
140 gs.

;
‘ The Virgin and Child,’ by Gio. Bellini,

175 gs.
;

‘ The Angel declaring the Resurrection,’

by A. Mantegna, 128 gs.
;

‘ A Marine View of a
Port,’ by Claude, 260 gs. ; ‘A Landscape,’ attri-

buted to the same master, 130 gs.
;

‘ A View on the
Dee,’ by R. Wilson, 215 gs.

;
and the drawing of

Wilkie’s 1 Reading the Will,’ made for the engraver,
with Wilkie’s touches, sold for 25 gs. There was
a considerable number of other pictures, which
brought sums varying from 15 guineas to 100
guineas.

On the 15th and 16th of the month the pictures

belonging to Mr. W. W. Hope were consigned to

the hammer by Messrs. Christie & Manson. The
majority of these works are of the Dutch and
Flemish schools, and were hastily brought over
from Paris some time back, when political distur-

bances threatened the peace of that city. A few

only realised large prices; the principal were
‘ An Interior,’ by Slingelandt, 140 gs.

;

1 A Young
Lady in a White Dress,’ by Greuze, 120 gs.

;

a fine composition of ‘ A Shepherd and a Shep-
herdess, seated in a Landscape,’ by A. Vander
velde, 400 gs.

;

‘ The Virgin and Child,’ an
oval picture of the highest quality, 580 gs.

;
a

small ‘ Rustic Landscape,’ by Ruysdael, 175 gs.

;

a rather small marine view, ‘ A Calm,’ by W. Van-
dervelde,’ exquisitely finished and charming in
tone, 340 gs.

;

1 The Bowl-Players,’ by J. Ostade,
245 gs.

;
* Three Oxen,’ by P. Potter, another small

picture of excellent quality, brought 560 gs.
;

‘ The
Three Smokers,’ by Teniers, one of those indeli-
cate subjects in which this painter frequently in-
dulged, but a picture of rare excellence in other
respects, sold for 520 gs.

;
‘ An open place in a

German Town,’ by Vander Heydcn, with figures
by A. Vandervelde, most elaborately finished, 370
gs.

;

1 The Poultry Market,’ by Jan Steen, a small
picture of the very highest quality, 500 gs.

;
* Por-

trait of the Dutch Admiral Van Tromp, by Rem-
brandt, not equal to the portrait of ‘ Van Looten,’
sold at Mr. Coningham’s sale, 450 gs.

;
a brilliant

little work of W. Mieris, ‘ Antony and Cleopatra,’
105 gs.

;
* The Adoration of the Shepherds,’ by A.

van Ostade, a small picture luminous and trans-
parent, 450 gs.

;
‘ The Virgin and Infant,’ ascribed

to Rubens, but greatly deficient in his richness of
tone, 200 gs. ;

* Cavaliers preparing to start from a
Stable,’ by P. Wouvermans, a fine example of the
painter, 350 gs.

;

1 A Landscape,’ by Claude, a
large picture that has lost much of its original
brilliancy, 550 gs.

;

1 Ariadne,’ by Greuze, the
head of a girl with her hand on her bosom, a work
anything but agreeable in character and expression,
sold for the enormous sum of 530 gs. The rage for
pictures by this graceful yet feeble painter of the
French school is extraordinary; here is a work
containing neither “mind nor matter,” selling at
a price which would purchase half a dozen far
superior productions from any one of our own
galleries. Another equally insipid picture, from
the same hand, was sold some weeks back for

600 gs., showing what fashion, not pure taste, can
do to enhance the value of puerile performances.
A large picture by Hobbema, ‘ A Woody Scene in
Guelaerland,’ realised 350 gs.

;
and ‘ The Repose

of the Holy Family,’ by Murillo, 780 gs.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

DUTCH BOATS IN A CALM.
E. W. Cooke, Painter. T. Jeavons, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 2 ft. 3 in. by 1 ft. 4} in.

The peculiarly picturesque build of Dutch boats
renders them especial favourites with our marine
painters, clumsy and ill-shapen as they are, when
compared with the trimly constructed vessels of
modern times

;
for it is singular that the ship-

builders of Holland have made but little alteration

in the forms of their ships since the days of Van
Tromp and Opdam. But the rounded head and
stem, the rich brown colour with which they are
painted, with now and then a bright green or a
red stripe to relieve the monotony of tint, are all

of valuable assistance to the artist.

Mr. Cooke has for a long period ranked with
the foremost of our painters of these subjects,

having exhibited for several years some most ex-
cellent pictures; among which is the one here
engraved, which was purchased from the British
Institution in 1844. It is a quiet and delicately-

handled representation of one of those North Sea
scenes which the painter has frequently delineated
with so much truth and feeling. The work is

composed judiciously and effectively, the distance

is obtained by a very careful management of aerial

perspective, and the groups of boats on each side

are well balanced. There is little or no motion in

the mass of clouds stretching towards the horizon,

nor does there seem a breath of wind to swell the

sails that hang listlessly on the spars and rigging.

In the composition of the picture we are strongly

reminded of Vandervelde, but the atmospheric
tints which pervade it are brighter than we are

accustomed to see them in the works of the Dutch
master. Among Mr. Cooke’s later productions are

several Italian subjects, in which however he does

not seem quite so much at home, as in scenes

similar to that before us.

Simple as the subject is, it makes a highly effec

tive engraving, the arrangement of light and
shadow forming a strong but not violent contrast.

We are enabled to add that the print has the

testimony of Mr. Cooke's approbation.
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PICTURE SALES.

The collection of pictures, chiefly of the Italian
school, formed by Mr. W. Coningham, so well
know-n in the circles of Art, was sold by Messrs.
Chri«tio & Manion on the 9th of June. Many of
these works bare on former occasions appeared in
the same rooms, when offered for sale from other
collections; hut the prices realised at the present
time, though not great in some instances, prove
Ih.-y have become di Uricrated in value, nor
are less sought after than in times past. Tho most
important

j
cture in tin- collection was the * Holy

Family,’ by Sebastian del Fiombo, formerly be-
longing to the late Sir T. Baring, and sold by his
executois iu these rooms for 900 guineas; on the
present occasion it fetched 1M>0/., being bought

; Lrist in she tap • J
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• 1

collection.
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;
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.
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galleries. Another equally indpid picture, from
the same hand, was sold some weeks back for
000 gs., showing what fashion, not pure taste, can
do to enhance the value of puerile performances. 1

A large picture by Hobbema, 4 A Woody Scene iu
Guelderland/ realised 350 gs.; and - The Repose
of the Holy Family,’ by Murillo, 780 gs.

THE VEIINON GALLERY.
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Mr dear Harry,—You desire to have some
account of my life and adventures, but if you
expect, in the few every-day circumstances I am
about to lay before you, to find materials for a

startling romance or a melo-dramatic entertain-

ment, I forewarn you of a grievous disappoint-

ment.
My father, the celebrated, and I am proud to

say, wherever known, the much esteemed little

Knight, the comedian, married a Miss Clews, of

Stafford, to which circumstance may be traced

the birth of your humble servant, in the year
1803. The town of Stafford, so justly famous
as the chief shoe-mart in the United Kingdom,
may thus claim all the honour of being my
birthplace; and I may, in nursery phrase, be
said to have been found under a boot tree,

instead of the more genteel currant or gooseberry.

My father's rising fortunes bringing him to
“ the London boards,” I was removed from the
uninspiring atmosphere of the tan-pit, to the
more ambition-stirring influence of the metro-
politan fog

;
and, for still further development,

was trained at a classical and commercial aca-

demy, previous to entering a busy life. Here
occurred a difficulty

—“What can we do with
that boy 1 ” was the anxious query of rny parents,

with the usual and very flattering addition that

“he exhibits no talent for any particular pur-

suit.” However, tliis state of anxiety was soon

put an end to, by “ a very advantageous open-

ing” in the house of a West India merchant,

who, requiring the assistance of a junior clerk,

and my qualifications being considered equal to

that high station, I was duly appointed to a desk
in Mark Lane, having to ascend the perilous

height of an office stool, where invoices and bills

of sale became my daily care and occupation.

Still my ambitious soul had its high aspirings,

and day by day I made a reverential bow to the
Mansion House, with certain Whittingtonian
whisperings, that the mayoral robes were destined
some day to add grace to the honoured person
of the then but humble clerk.

This grand career, however, was doomed to

an abrupt termination. The high stool, the desk
and gloomy office, the good ship Nereid, the
docks, the custom-house, even the Lord Mayor’s
stage-coach, all vanished before the ruthless

invader—bankruptcy. The sheriff’s officers took
an inventory of the effects, while I took leave of
all my cherished hopes, returning to my home,
comforted by my friends with the assurance
that my fortune had suffered shipwreck.
A heavy and a profitless year rolled on in

expectation of some other “ advantageous open-
ing,” but none appealing, out of sheer idleness,

I took to drawing, to the great amusement of the
family ; for all having a turn that way, were
rather severe critics upon my poor efforts. This
uncertain state of things went on until my ardour
was on the point of giving way

;
but one evening,

being left at home solus, I determined on making
one effort more, and so opening a large illus-

trated Bible, I made a copy from West’s head of
Eli, and placing my production on the supper-
table, went to bed, not daring to face the raillery

of my merry judges. Next morning when I
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arose, my brothers were silent as to my effort,

but that might proceed from forgetfulness. I

descended to the breakfast room, where, to my
astonishment, I found my head of Eli transfixed

with a pin over the chimney piece ; but perhaps
it was only so placed to add a piquant zest to

the morning meal. At length my father, the

arbiter of my fate, issued from his dormitory,

and looking at the head of Eli, and then at mine,
said, “ Upon my word, John, there is some pro-

mise in this.” The oracle had spoken—raillery

ceased—from that moment I was an artist.

I applied to the large Bible with renewed
energy. I turned Adam and Eve out of Para-

dise
;

I slew Abel over and over again ; and at

length I made a Deluge, until my father seeing

that my thoughts were decidedly turned in that

direction, and being himself a practical lover of
the Fine Arts, placed me for six months with
Mi’. Henry Sass to correct my outline, and for

another six months with Mr. George Clint to

improve my colour. Thus I was once more
afloat, with the flag ofambition flying most-high

—

now making my bow to Somerset House—the
honoured home of the Royal Academy

;
having

settled in my own mind that the door to fame
was one day to be opened at my touch, and that

then I should have nothing to do but to walk
in and take my place.

With these high aspirations I went most assi-

duously to work, being helped forward by the
encouragement of a kind father

; but I shortly

had to suffer another shipwreck in his untimely
death, which at once deprived me of my patron

and my resources. Thus, before I was fairly

out of leading strings, I had to commence the
great battle of life, and a hard up-hill fight I

have found it. Want of means, and want of

food, though severely felt, drove me to increased

exertions
;
and since no portrait-sitters would

come to my studio, I determined on trying

subject-pieces,—but deprived of means, how was
I to obtain models'? I resolved on being my
own “ models,” and was by turns a sailor, an
old woman, a butcher boy, &c. &c., until two
pictures were thus finished

;
and my credit being

good for a pair of frames, I sent them to the
British Institution, where, to my no small pride
and exultation, they were both sold on the day
of opening

;
but that which was far more gratify-

ing was the praise so liberally bestowed on my
works by Stanfield, Collins, and a host of other
names of high repute.

From that time forth I took my station in

the ranks of “promising young men.” How far

that promise has been realised I fear to think of,

but my ambitious hopes have at all events been
fulfilled by my admission to that body, whose
great names had always stood as a beacon to my
efforts—the association with whom has been my
highest reward.

I was elected an Associate of the Royal Aca-
demy in the year 1836, and an Academician hi

1844; and before the term of my two year’s’

service as member of council had expired, was
appointed to the Secretaryship.

During the progress of these various trials I

took unto myself a wife, the daughter of an
eminent solicitor. As you know her, I need not
enter into those encomiums, which, after all,

would but ill express my sense of her worth

;

suffice it to say, that I have never had cause to

repent uniting my fate to one, who has always

been a cheerful participator in all my troubles, a
wise councillor in all my difficulties, and one
who, by her affection and encouragement, has
been the main-spring to the attainment of all

my ambitious aspirations. Wishing you as good
fortune in your projected marriage.

I am, my dear Harry, yours, Ac.,

John P. Knight.

[We may be permitted to add two or three lines

to this brief but interesting autobiography
;
no

member of his honourable profession is more highly
esteemed by his brethren than Mr. Knight

;
he

has obtained his rank by the exercise of much
talent and industry, and has acquired large popu-
larity, not only as a portrait-painter but in produc-
tions of a loftier character

;
as the special organ of

the Royal Academy his duties may be often irk-
some and embarrassing, but we arc assured that
he invariably discharges them with urbanity and
integrity.—

E

d. A. J.]





PASSAGES EBOM THE POETS.

Drawn by J. Gilbert.
Engraved by G. P. Nicholls.

THE SILK MERCER.

Nor deems he wiser him, who gives his noon
To Miss, the mercer’s plague, from shop to shop
Wandering, and littering with unfolded silks
The polish'd counter, and approving none,
Or promising with smiles to call again.” Cowper Winter Walk at Noon.
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They who, like ourselves, are accustomed to I

mark the rise and progress of artists, must often
!

feel with what slender materials a biographer is I

necessitated to put forth the story of a life.
|

Unobtrusively, yetanxiously—through long years
j

of patient endurance, self-denial, mortification, I

and laborious exertion, the artist toils ;
and

when at length he has gained the eye of the

public, has made his name familiar to them,

and some record of his life is demanded as a

matter of interest, the most that can frequently

be said may be told in a few words,—yet these,

not in the spiritof thelaconic epistle of the Roman
conqueror,—“ Venit, vidit, vicit,"—but that the

victory had been won only by weariness and
watching—a long and hard battle with an oppo-

sing world.

“ ’Tis an old song, and often sung."

J. B. Pyne, one of our most distinguished

landscape-painters, though unadorned with aca-

demical honours, was bom in Bristol on the 5th

of December, 1800. At an early age he ex-

hibited an unquestionable taste, and a decided

inclination, for the Fine Arts
;
but his father,

either unable to comprehend the value of the

gift which nature had given to his son, or un-

willing to foster it, engaged him to a solicitor, at

whose desk he was chained till he had reached

his twenty-first year. On the very day, however,
on which his term expired, and he had become
his own master, the pen was exchanged for the

pencil, and he devoted himself heart and soul to

the profession for which he had so long panted.

Several years were thus passed in Bristol, paint-

ing, teaching, and repairing old pictures
;
about

1835 Mr. Pyne came to London, where he re-

mained a year without attempting to effect the

sale of a single picture. He then received an
introduction to Mr. Carpenter, of Old Bond
Street, a gentleman whose taste in Art, and
whose patronage of British artists we have before

had the pleasure of commending. “ Mr. Car-

penter,” to use Mr. Pyne’s own words to us,

“immediately became my patron, bought my
first picture, gave me excellent advice, cautioned
me against money-lenders, and told me to apply
to him when in any emergency. He never
bought a painting of me at a low price when I

went to him for pecuniary assistance, but always

raving on wood is from the portrait painted by

freely lent me what I wanted, and received it

agaiu at my own convenience. I speak of my
obligation to Mr. Carpenter with much pleasure

;

it is his due.” Another liberal patron of Mr.
Pyne's was Mr. Rought, the picture-dealer, in

Regent Street. Of him we are told,—“ to the
fine taste, integrity, and enterprise of this gen-
tleman and friend, I am indebted for more than
half of the success I have met with since my
residence in London.”*
A year or two after Mr. Pyne’s arrival in the

metropolis he began to exhibit at the Royal
Academy; but about ten years since he joined
the Society of British Artists, in Suffolk Street,

(of which institution he is now Vice-president,)

and to tins circumstance Mr. Pyne attributes

nearly all the private patronage he possesses, in

consequence of his power to place his pictures

where they may be fairly seen.

In 1846 he visited Italy, Switzerland, Bavaria,

&c., returning with his portfolio enriched with
numerous sketches, from which he has exhibited
several admirable pictures.

With the exception of Turner, no living lands-

cape-painter sees nature, and depicts it too,

under such a glorious “ flood of light
;

”
so bril-

liant is its effulgence as to leave little space for

shadow in his compositions, except here and
there in the foreground, where a few figures are

introduced ; or a clump of bushes, or'a nigged
bank, intercept the daylight. Yet there is no
extravagance of colour, nor slightness of manner

;

every portion of his work is brought forward
boldly and forcibly, and is combined into one
“ harmonious whole.” When time shall have
softened down, as it has in his earlier pictures,

the apparent rawness of their tints, they will

possess a value few other modern landscapes will

ever attain.

Mr. Pyne is at present engaged upon a series

of large pictures of the English Lakes, intended
for publication ; subjects for which his pencil

is pre-eminently adapted.

* It affords us no little gratification to hear an artist

thus speak of a patron in the trade

;

we never doubted
that there were liberal and honourable men among the

dealers. Unfortunately, they are the exception and not
the rule

;
but while we shall continue, as we ever have

done, to expose the harpies who thrive upon the bodies
and the brains of the friendless artist, we shall always
feel pleasure in recording the good deeds of those who
know how to estimate talent aright—to foster and en-

courage it.

THE AMERICAN ART-UNION.

We, on this side of the Atlantic, are accustomed
to think that our brethren of America are so much
absorbed in money-getting and matters of a purely
personal or national interest, as to leave them
little or no inclination and opportunity to attend

to subjects of a less exciting but more intellectual

character. We are greatly mistaken
;
amid the

most engrossing occupations, and in spite of the
mercantile depression which within the last two or

three years has affected them, equally perhaps
with ourselves, Art is making sure way with them,
while the love of Art, and the desire to foster the

rising talent of the country, is shown in the rapid

strides made by the American Art-Union. The
last Report of this Society, with some of the

engravings issued by it, has been courteously for-

warded to us. The former almost puts us to the

blush when comparing the amount of subscriptions

with that of our own institution, while the latter

are not so far behind those we have circulated, as

the character and standing of the respective schools

of Art might warrant us in expecting.

The American Art-Union was established in

1839, when the number of subscribers was 814.

In 1S48 the list had increased to 16,475 ;
the

amount of the subscriptions being 85,134 dollars,

or 1S,445Z. 14s. sterling, a sum considerably larger

than, we believe, was ever collected in Great
Britain and her dependencies for a similar purpose.

Is not this matter for serious consideration here,

where these societies arc dwindling away, and
have already lost much of the prestige which was
attached to them ? It may however be argued,

and with some truth, that we have several Art-
Union Societies scattered over the country, and
that the aggregate of these would overbalance the

solitary institution ofNew York ;
still, allowing this,

it is quite clear we shall ultimately be left behind
in the race, and to our shame it will be chronicled.

The committee of the American Art-Union, it

appears, purchase themselves the pictures intended

for distribution. These purchases are made at

various times during the year from artists who
submit them for approbation

;
they are then hung

up in the rooms of the society for public exhibition

till the day for distributing arrives. At present

there are fifty pictures on view for the subscribers

of 1849, besides others which we imagine have not

yet been purchased for this purpose, and some of

which we should think are not intended for it, as

we recognise the names of English artists among
them, Morton, Peel, M. Claxton, S. R. Percy

;
and

the object of the society is very properly to encou-

rage American Art only. At the last drawing 479

pictures and 450 medals were distributed by lot.

In addition to works of Art of these respective

classes, preparations are making for an issue of

bronze statuettes, after the plan of our own society,

but which has not hitherto been attempted in

America, from the difficulty in obtaining proper

workmen. This obstacle has now been removed by
the arrival from Europe ofseveralpersons competent
to undertake this kind of work. A set of outline

engravings will at the same time be published.

With regard to the engravings published by the

Society during the past three or four years, while

they must not be considered as rivalling those of our

school, they are creditable to a country where Art is

still in its infancy. “ Sparking,” or as we should call

it “ Courting,” by F. W. Edmonds, engraved by
A. Jones, is well composed, and effectively, though
somewhat coarsely, engraved. “ A Sibyl,” painted

by T. Huntington, engraved by J. W. Castilear,

is altogether better, both in subject and refinement

of execution
;
it is a half-length figure, rather small.

“ Sir Walter Raleigh parting with his Wife,”

painted by E. Leutze, engraved by C. Bust, is a

far more ambitious performance than either of the

others : we have here a composition that evidences

mind and study, which, if carried out in the execu-

tion, would have produced a highly meritorious

work. “ Youth,” engraving by J. Smilie, from

the picture by T. Cole, for the members of the pre-

sent year, is not yet finished.

We have spoken in qualified terms of these per-

formances, because injustice we could not do other-

wise. TheartistsofAmericahaveyetmuch to learn;

but we believe them to be following the right path

in pursuit of their object, and most cordially do we
welcome them and their supporters as fellow-citi-

zens of a Republic which no sea can diride, and

where one language, that of intellect, is universally

spoken. We feel deeply interested in the Art-

progress of our brethren on the other side of the

Atlantic. Our Journal circulates very extensively

through the States (certainly between two and

three thousand), and it will be equally our plea-

sure and our interest to devote some of our columns

occasionally to reports of such proceedings as may
be justly considered to possess general interest.
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THE WORKS OF THORVALDSEN.

SECOND NOTICE.

In continuation of this article, it is necessary to

dwell particularly on Thorvaldsen’s works in his

native city, for he has immortalised Copenhagen
in the world of Art

;
it is the N orthern Mecca of

every true devotee. The Church of Our Lady is

the mormmmtvm exactum which gives a substan-

tiality to the fame of Thorvaldsen ; no pilgrim

can enter this sanctuary without feeling himself

in the presence of an exalted spirit. The orna-

mentation of the church is a design not only
well worthy of its author, but its felicitous com-
bination of narrative carries us back to Athens
and Argos, to Calamis and Pythagoras. In
Christian Art we do not seek anything resem-
bling the moveable drapely of Pallas, which,
according to Philochorus, represented a value of

upwards of a million of our money
; nor of the

hair of the Zeus, one lock of which was worth
three hundred pounds ; but instead of this gor-

geous display which excited the wonder and
enthusiasm of the Greeks, we have an exquisitely

pure sentiment which penetrates the soul with
emotions unknown to the gratification of phy-
sical sense. To which soever of these works we
turn, individual figures or agroupments, we find

a truth in the imitation of nature which, without
the suppression of essential incident—such as

the swelling of the veins from exertion, or
any equally descriptive coincidence—rises to

the utmost elevation, and the chastest beauty.

When the subject demands emphatic severity,

we see fire and vivacity of gesture, and upon

other occasions the becoming ease and relief.

The draperies, always a difficult study, are qua-
lified with grace and lightness, where a certain

formality is not required
;
and the great point of

the narrative strikes the observer at once by its

perspicuous simplicity. So deeply was the mind
of Thorvaldsen imbued with the best spirit of
the antique that all his elegant allusions point
at once to their pure source. We are reminded,
more or less directly, of the neatly and regularly
folded draper}7

,
the curiously braided, or wiry

and symmetrically arranged hair, and even of
that peculiar disposition of the finger which
always occurs in the grasping of sceptres and
staffs, in the buoyant step on the fore-part of
the foot, the tucking up of the draperies in
female figures, with many other peculiarities

which strike the close observer.

The Cathedral church of Copenhagen is a very
early Catholic dedication to the Virgin. In 1316
it was rebuilt on an enlarged design, and in

1514, received the important addition of a lofty

spire, which was, however, destroyed in the
following year by lightning. In its injured state
it remained until 1550, when the spire was
rebuilt, and the entire church considerably em-
bellished both externally and internally. In the
great fire of 1728, the church was again destroyed,
in common with many other public and private
edifices; but it rose from its ashes and was
embellished by Christian VI., who added a spire
still loftier than the former. At the bombard-
ment of Copenhagen by the English, this church
suffered much, and the spire was totally destroyed,
and the entire edifice was soon afterwards razed
to the ground by the Provincials of the Univer-

sity. In 1808, however, a peremptory command
was issued by Frederick VI., then Crown Prince,
for its restoration, and about the year 1817 a
festival was held, which the King attended and
laid the first stone, contributing at the same
time 20,000 Danish dollars in furtherance of the
great work

; and for the ultimate ornamentation
of the cathedral, Thorvaldsen was invited to
exert his patriotism and his talent, and the
result shows how deeply he has felt both for

his country and his Art. When he was first

consulted respecting the design of the orna-

mentation he was struck by the grand idea of
executing a series of works, forming a continuous
narrative from the pediment to the altar, and
with the exception of a few links of the original

compendium, the artist lived to fulfil his grand
design. The principal figure of the pediment
composition is given in the former portion of
the notice

;
the remainder is distributed upon

two succeeding pages. This necessarily small
cut affords a perfect idea of the character and
arrangement of the composition ; but we would
speak of the figures and groups as they are
known to the visitors of Thorvaldsen’s studio.

On the right of the Baptist is a remarkable
figure, having his foot raised on a rock, his elbow
on his knee and his head resting on his hand,
while his eyes are fixed on the Baptist, to whom
he listens with profound attention. The entire

audience, it is true, is perfectly in character,
but this figure is remarkable as especially dis-

playing the power of the sculptor. In the
modelling the muscles are everywhere freely

pronounced, without any affectation of anatomical
display. The pose is that of one who, with every

* This bas-relief, which measures about 8$ inches by 1 foot 7 inches, was first executed for Prince Putbus, and a replica was subsequently made for Lord
Lucan. According to Ovid, Bacchus was brought up by Ino, and afterwards intrusted to the care of the nymphs of Nysa. Apollonius says that he was
conveyed by Mercury to a nymph in the island of Euboea, whence he was removed afterwards by Juno. Ino, or the nymph, it may be is sitting and is
about to receive the infant in the skin of a goat, the usual sacrifice offered to Bacchus
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qualification for activity, is subdued with fixed

attention by the truths which flow with divine

unction from the inspired lips of the teacher.

Next to this figure is a group of a father and a

son, intended apparently to illustrate the pro-

phetic words addressed by Gabriel to Zachary,

and having reference to John—

“

He shall go
before him in the spirit and power of Elias, that

he may turn the hearts of the fathers unto the
children, and prepare unto the Lord a perfect
people.” The father, a venerable impersonation,
listens with earnest attention to the lesson of

wisdom, and behind him is the son, in

the prime of manly beauty, posed in

an attitude of becoming grace and dig-

nity : his hand resting with reverential

affection on the shoulder of the father,

is strongly expressive of his confiding
filial love. Both of these figures are

admirably draped, and present a per-

fect harmony of outline and a beauti-

ful unity of design. To these succeed
a group of a girl and her little brother
—the former rests on one knee with
her arms crossed before her, and the
latter leans upon her. The next is an
old man, an allusion to the prophecy
of Gabriel, that the Baptist should con-

vert many of the children of Israel, and
turn the hearts ofthe incredulous to the
wisdom of the just. Thus the old man
listens with an air of scepticism to the
preacher, but still it would appear that
the powerful eloquence of John has
touched his soul, and his rigid linea-

ments seem relaxing into an expression
of conviction. The attitude and feeling

of this figure is well calculated to de-

scribe the internal argument, and to

contribute to the importance of that of

St. John. The right wing is terminated
by the recumbent figure of a young man
who is also come that he may hear the
good tidings. Like all the juvenile im-
personations T}y Thorvaldsen, he is

distinguished by youthful grace and
natural dignity; but he differs in senti-

ment from the preceding, inasmuch as

he evinces a sensibility and emotion
characteristic of the impulse of youth
—of a heart not yet seared by the in-

difference, or immoveable in the fixed

impressions, of advanced years. The
features are modelled with fine feeling

for classic beauty ; the manner of the
hair is graceful, and the triangular

adjustment of the figure is a masterly
adaptation. On the left the first im-
personation is that of a boy whose easy
yet firm attitude is worthy of all praise.

The substance of the figure is perfectly

described by the manner in which it is

supported by the legs. He seems to

THE ANGEL OF DEATH,*

* This beautiful conception was modelled in the year 1829, and was
immediately executed in marble. It is a bas-relief, of 2 feet 10 inches by
2 feet 6 inches. It was placed on the pedestal of the monument erected

in memory of Count Wladimir Potochi, in the Cathedral of Cracow, the

statue of the Count being also by the hand of Thorvaldsen. The head is

enwreathed with poppies
;
in the left hand is a laurel wreath, and the right

rests upon the extinguished torch which it has just reversed.

PRINCIPAL PART OF TOE BIGHT WING OF THE PEDIMENT OF THE CATHEDRAL OF COPENHAGEN.*

* The principal figure of the composition—“ St. John”—forming the centre, and to which the eyes of the others are directed, appeared in our last

number.



be about fifteen years of age, and his expres-

sion is that of mingled curiosity and presump-
tion

;
he meets the eye of the Baptist with

self-sufficiency, and the scoff is upon his lips.

Attracted by the fame of

John, a Jewish Rabbi min-
gles with the crowd ot

listeners to judge for him-
self of his preaching. He
is costumed in a manner
to proclaim his office, and
he listens to the voice of

inspiration with an interest

more intense than that of

the rest of the auditory.

The Levite priest is suc-

ceeded by a hunter who
contrasts powerfully with

the former. This is an ad-

mirable figure, bearing in

his right hand and on his

shoulder a hunting-spear,

whence depends at his back
a fawn or hare. He is in

the vigour of life, and the

movement is that easy

abandon which appertains

to the character. He seems
but just to have returned

from hunting, his dog is by
his side, and he has, in

passing, first been arrested

by ciuiosity, and then has

remained from the interest

excited by the preacher.

The succeeding figures are

two children, a boy and a

girl, grouped ;
the former

is nude, and his little sister

is lightly draped ;
and here

again is a beautiful result of

the descriptive power of

this accomplished sculptor

in the characteristic differ-

ences observed in the mo-
delling of these two chil-

dren. They are yet too

young to be stricken by the

words of the Baptist, and
amuse themselves with the

hunter’s dog ;
the little girl

is the more playful, and her

buoyancy is checked by her

brother, who admonishes

her by holding up his fin-

ger. These children are,

of course, accompanied

;

their mother is seated,

and attentive to the preacher, insomuch as

to be heedless of the manner in which the

children amuse themselves. She is richly

tically described as one of those who devote
themselves exclusively to their children. The
extreme figure of this wing of the pediment

dressed, but wears no ornament, and is empha- is that of a shepherd who is extended on the

The above composition was known in Rome as “ A Wife praying at the Tomb
of her Mother.” By the biographer of Thorvaldsen it is called a “ Monument
in memory of Lady Newboock "—the name is evidently an error, Newburgh
being the name intended. In this composition, a cylinder surmounted by an urn
divides two figures. One of these is that of a lady praying with folded hands,
and robed in the weeds of mourning. The other represents the “Angel of

Death,” whose left foot is on the base of the monument, and his right rests near
the reversed torch. In his left hand he holds poppies, symbolical of Sleep and
Death, and from his arm hangs the drapery, which has just been thrown off.

PRINCIPAL PART OF THE LEFT WING OF THE PEDIMENT OF THE CATHEDRAL OF COPENHAGEN.
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ground—a position which it must be remembered
is perfectly appropriate. The nude passages of the
character exhibit all the careful detail, together
with that vigorous development which is always
seen in the masculine forms of this sculptor.

The interior is also richly decorated with the
works of Thorvaldsen. The subject of a com-
position on the frieze over the entrance beneath
the portico is

“ The Entrance of Our Saviour
into Jerusalem,” and within the cathedral, on
the right, is another entitled “ Childhood’s Aid,”
and representing a child walking, under the
guardianship of an angel. The work is a bas-
relief, and is said to have been suggested to the
sculptor by his own career. On the left is

another group composed of a mother and her
children, and entitled “ Maternal Love these
works are placed over the alms-boxes. In the
body of the church are the apostles, the place of
Judas being occupied by St. Paul. These
statues are ten feet high, and are disposed
between the windows, six on each side, ancl over
the altar is placed a statue of the Saviour
thirteen feet in height, as if in the act of
blessing the assembled congregation. The im-
personations of the apostles are individualised
according to the character of each, and the
series of these is admirably designed to support
the principal figure. The baptismal font is the
emanation of a master-mind, a shell held forth
by a kneeling angel. A frieze runs round the
chancel, on which is represented the progress of
Christ to Golgotha. In the sacristy is a bas-relief,
“ The Last Supper,” and in a room on the left of
the altar is another, the subject of which is
“ The Baptism of Christ.” In the execution of
these works Thorvaldsen has availed himself
of the assistance of pupils, like the masters of
the ancient schools. Of the apostles the statues
of St. Peter and St. Paul alone were modelled
by Thorvaldsen, the others, together with that
of Christ, having been previously modelled by
pupils from sketches of the master: they were
only finished by the latter.

It was from Rome that the fame of Albert
Thorvaldsen first rose, but it is, and very properly
so, at his northern home where we find him
identified. He returned to Copenhagen in 1838,
and finally settled there with an ample fortune,
and with the appointment of President of the
Academy of Arts. Having declared his intention
of presenting casts of all his works to his native
city, with the view to the formation of a public
collection, a site was chosen, and a building was
erected for the reception of a presentation so
valuable. The cost of this edifice was defrayed
by public subscription, and is known as Thor-
valdsen’s Museum. The building forms a paral-
lelogram, having a spacious court-yard within,
in the centre of which there is in progress of
erection a mausoleum intended for the reception
of the remains of the great artist, which are as
yet in the cathedral. The decorations of the
interior of the Museum are carried out in the
Pompeian style, each room presenting a different
design and colours, and the enrichments of the
exterior walls are figure compositions, the sub-
jects of which are events connected with the
erection of the Museum. The number of
Thorvaldsen’s works assembled here amount
to three hundred (we gather our informa-
tion from Murray’s “Handbook for Northern
Europe.”) A large hall, extending the whole
width of the front, is devoted to casts of the
equestrian statue of the Emperor Maximilian,
and most of the other colossal works. “ The
Triumph of Alexander” forms the decoration of
the frieze of this hall. At the other end of the
building, opening into and nearly of equal width
with the court-yard, is the Hall of Christ, which
contains casts of all the statues in the Freue
Ivirche, or cathedral, and here only can the
grandeur of that statue be seen, for in the cathe-
dral it is so indifferently lighted as to be deprived
of its imposing character. Round three sides of
the court-yard runs a wide passage, filled with
casts of various statues, &c. The space between
this passage and the outer wall of two sides of
the Museum, is divided into a side entrance on
the south, and twenty-two rooms, eleven on each
side. These apartments are generally small, but
they are well lighted, and show to advantage
the works disposed around them. The upper

rooms contain the smaller casts, together with
a long series of busts, which are the least striking
of the works of Thorvaldsen,—for reasons suf-
ficiently obvious; and to these are added the
collections of antique sculpture, bronzes, vases,
coins, &c., which he made during his residence
at Rome. One small apartment shown here is

particularly interesting, as containing the furni-
ture of his sitting-room, according to its arrange-
ment at the time of his death. And here may
also be seen a cast of a bust of Luther, the last

to which he put his hand—that is as a new work—having commenced it on the day of his death. 1

Many of his sketches are also here : they are I

executed in chalk, and pen and ink
;
and to the

trustees of this Museum, Thorvaldsen has be-
queathed a fund of sixty thousand Danish dol-
lars for the purchase of works by native artists.

The death of Thorvaldsen took place sud-
denly, while at the theatre, in 1844

; he was
then in his seventy-fourth year, and was active
in his profession even till the last day of his
life. We have, in conclusion, to observe that
the whole of the plates in Mrs. Rowan’s valuable
work are engraved in outline upon copper. This
selection, that we have been permitted by that
lady to make, we have, at our own expense,
caused to be engraved on wood.



EXAMPLES OF MEDIAEVAL ART
APPLICABLE TO MODERN PURPOSES.

BE iuitial with which we begin our paper is

taken from a very interesting volume in the
Harleian Collection of the British Museum,
No. 3S85. It contains twenty-six drawings on
vellum of the different letters of the alphabet,
varying in size from ten to eleven inches in
width, and from twelve to thirteen in height.
They present an almost endless variety of very
elegant scroll-work

; each letter (with the excep-
tion of the one we have selected,) forming the
commencement of a moral text, written in the
various languages usually taught, and in which
is displayed the different kinds of writing in
use at that time.

The T we have selected has in its centre a
portrait of one of the most celebrated actors of
his day, Richard Tarlton, or as it is here spelt,

Tharlton. As it must have been drawn within
a few years of his death, and agrees with the
description given by several of his contempo-
raries, there can be little doubt of its being a
likeness of that very popular person. Ho
appears to be performing his principal character,
that of a clown, in which he introduced a jig,

accompanied by humorous singing and recita-

tion. Our letter forms the commencement of
the following quaint lines :

—

Clje picture Ijcre set Poton
toithiu this lettir

Srigtit Dot!) sfjoto ttjc forme anU sfiap

of Charlton nnto tije.

Tarlton was the author of “ The Seven Deadly Sins,” a writer of ballads, and his witticisms

are to be met with in various jest books. This volume seems to have been written soon after

his death, which occurred in 1588.

On our second page we have given some specimens of the foliage of these very remarkable letters,

which offer an abundance of fanciful devices suited to a great number of decorative purposes.

The large cut at the bottom on the right hand is taken from the letter H, and exhibits a graceful

application of the motto “ Live to do good,” on a riband surrounding a double branch terminating

in birds’ heads, from the mouths of

which spring other branches. This

might be made the ground-work of a

very elegant handle, or bracket.

aaifltn fjee In pleasaunt tolse

tfje connterfrt eipreste

©f elotone, toltlj coie of russet heto,

anP sturtups toltf) the rcstr.

ffl£Ujoe merrp manp inaPe,

totjen tje appearP In sight;

Che grade anP aise as tocll as ruPe
at tjim PIP take Pelight.

Clje panic noto ts gene,

anP eloslte flap tn elape;

©f all the (esters in tfje lanPe

he bare the praise atoaie.

Roto hath he plalp his parte;

anP sure he Is of this.

If he in ©tjrlsie Pip pic. to Ilde

toil}) h<m in lasting bits.



the artists of the middle ages displayed more

taste than in the arrangement of ribands, or

bands, to receive mottos or inscriptions
; and as

they are of general application, we have thought
this specimen worthy of being engraved as an

The engraving to the left at the bottom of this page forms the centre of the letter 0, which is

completed in the original drawing by being surrounded with foliage, and elaborately interlaced

example of the beautiful forms this simple feature

may be made to assume. All these details are

of one-half the size of the originals.

As it is a leading purpose in these papers

(besides offering examples of the peculiar char-

3 of a character similar to those shown in our initial letter on the other page.

This design would make a very

effective panel, either in carving,

inlaying in coloured woods, paper-

hanging, and for various other

purposes.

The first cut on the right hand

column is of this series, and shows

a branch terminating in a flower

remarkable for its bold and grace-

ful forms, and admirably adapted

for modelling or casting.

In the centre of the letter E
are the arms and supporters of

Queen Elizabeth, very carefully

drawn. The lion standing on a

scroll, on which is inscribed
“ God

save Queen Elizabeth." The dra-

gon on another, with the words
“ Long to reign.”

There are few objects on which
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acteristics of Decorative Art as practised at

different periods), to point out the sources

whence those of our readers who wish to em-

ploy them for practical purposes, may find a

more ample supply of materials, we may be

excused for offering a short notice of a most
interesting volume very similar in character to

the one we have been describing. It is in the

British Museum, and has the following title :

—

“ A BOOKE
Containing divers sorts of hands, as well the English as

french secretaire, with the italian, roinan, chancery, and

court hands, also the true and just proportion of the capital

roman, set forth by Wyllyam Tescbe, of the City of

Yorkc, Gentleman, a.d. 1580.”

a votive gift to one of the burgomasters of

Hamburgh. The upper part of the bowl is

divided into three compartments, within the
first of which is engraved a view of the Town
Hall, with the following motto—

“

Ecce aniinam
commercii et urbis alumnam.” In the second
we have a castle, with the motto—

“

Pro salute

senates populiq. Hamburgensis and on the
third a figure of “ Plenty ” seated on the sea-

shore, scattering fruit from a cornucopia, with
ban-els and packages in front of her, a ship in

full sail on the waters, and the sun shining over
head. Above all is the motto—“ Non sibi sed
orbi.” Each of these subjects is surrounded
with a very graceful wreath composed of palm

BEQUEST TO THE BRISTOL
ACADEMY.

The Academy for the promotion of the Fine
Arts in Bristol, was founded some years since

by the munificence of a lady, Mrs. Sharpies,

who made over by deed of gift, 2000/. to certain

trustees for the establishment of the Institution.

The wishes of Mrs. Sharpies were energetically

seconded by some gentlemen of Bristol, more espe-

cially by Mr. P. W. S. Miles, one of the members
of parliament for the city, whose untiring zeal,

and liberality in the cause of the Academy cannot
be too highly praised. His R H. Prince Albert,

the Duke of Beaufort, and the Bishop of the

diocese became patrons of the Institution, and pre-

sented to it donations, which, together with those

of Mr. Miles and the other gentlemen before

referred to, who most liberally came forward

on the occasion, amounted to upwards of 1200/.

Mrs. Sharpies has recently died, and has be-

queathed to the Academy, after ieaving certain

legacies and annuities, the whole residue of her

property, amounting to nearly 4000/., so that the
Institution is now in possession of upwards of

6000/., a large sum for a provincial School of Art.

It is, of course, intended to erect a suitable build-

ing when an eligible site can be obtained
;
mean-

while, premises have been taken in a central part

of the city, where has been fitted up an excellent

Exhibition-room, with ample accommodation for

the Life Academy, which most important de-

partment of the Institution has been in an
efficient state for several years. The early part

of the life of the late Mrs. Sharpies was somewhat
eventful : her husband was a portrait-painter, suc-

cessfully carrying on his profession in Bath; but
being of an adventurous disposition, he resolved

towards the close of the last century (the conti-

nent of Europe being then inaccessible to the

Bx-itish) to visit Amei-ica. In sailing thither, the

ship, although under a neutral flag, was taken by
a French privateer, and the unfortunate artist,

with his wife and three infants, were thrown into

a filthy and miserable Fi-eneh prison, where they
remained ten or eleven months, and where, from
cold and privation, one of the children died. At
last, however, they reached their destination, and
in New York, Philadelphia, and other cities of
the Union, Mr. Sharpies successfully pursued
his profession, living in good style, and entertain-

ing at his table, not only the most eminent citizens

of the Republic, but the ex-King of the French
and his brother, then exiles in America. These
illustrious persons, together with Washington and
many other celebrities of the States became his

sitters, and upwards of forty admii-able copies of

their portraits, in crayon and miniature, by the

hand of Mrs. Sharpies, who, herself, was an artist, arc

now the property of the Academy. Having resided

some years in America Mr. Sharpies and his family

returned to England, where he soon afterwards

died, and his widow, with her son and daughter,
took up her abode in Bristol. Both of these young
persons followed their father’s profession; Miss
Sharpies, who had studied under Reinagle, ac-

quiring sufficient ability to obtain, after exhibiting

in London a pictui-e called “The Failure of the
Bank,” the distinction of Honorary Member of
the Society of British Artists. Mr. Sharpies, Jun.
survived his father but a few years, having obtained
some reputation for his crayon pieces. Miss Sharpies

died ten or eleven yeai-s ago. It was soon after

these afflicting bereavements that Mrs. Sharpies,

having an ardent attachment to the cause of Art,

and having no immediate relatives, resolved to

leave a considerable portion of her property for

the furtherance of that cause. About five years

since she communicated her intention to Mr. Miles,

and hence the foundation of the British Academy.
Her funeral which took place at Clifton on the

21st of Mai-ch, was attended by the high sheriff

of Bristol, the president, vice-pi-csident, and trus-

tees of the Academy, and neai-ly all the artists of

Bristol. In addition to the money bequeathed to

the Academy, this noble-spirited lady left it all

her paintings and drawings, including many of

her daughter’s largest and best works, and her
whole libi-ary

,
which will thus form the nucleus of

a librai-y of woi-ks of Art, for the use of the mem-
bers and students of the Institution. Bristol,

has not, hitherto, rendex-ed herself famous for the
support she has rendei-ed to Art and Literature

;

we will hope that with the example here set forth,

a new order of things will arise, that may redound
to the credit of this ancient and opulent city, and
confer benefits on all associated with her. The
birthplace of poets and painters, the cradle of
genius, should be proud of the distinction that
such cii-cumstances afford, and do honour to the
dead by encouraging the living.

This book commences with a scries of coloured

drawings of the cardinal virtues within niches,

and surrounded by borders of a rich and elabo-

rate character, to which succeeds a portrait of

Queen Elizabeth, who is seated on a triumphal

car drawn by four horses, with a figure of Fame
in front, and attended by a group of courtiers.

Our second woodcut on the first page repre-

sents a drinking-glass in the possession of Mr.

Francis Graves, of Pall Mall. It was evidently

branches entwined with laurel. The succeeding
cut represents the ornaments engraved on the
foot, which are similar to those on the lower
part of the bowl, and remai-kable for a very
playful arrangement of graceful forms.

The next illustration is a candlestick from a
German picture of the beginning of the sixteenth
century, representing the cix-cumcision of our
Saviour, and is very characteristic of the period.

The last engraving in our series is the eai-liest

in point of date. It represents an altar candle-

stick of the twelfth century formed of copper
gilt, picked in with various coloured enamels.
The small bands round the top and bottom of
the bowl are of green and gold. The rays
within, of light blue and gold. The kuop of deep
blue and gold, and the scroll-work on the foot,

of green, blue, and gold. The original belongs
to Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., of Pall Mall East.

Henry Shaw.
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ARDINGTON HOUSE,

THE SEAT OF THE LATE ROBERT VERNON, Esq.

The munificent patron to whom British Art is

more largely indebted than to any other bene-
factor—living or dead—now reposes in the small
village church of Ardington, in Berkshire, the
church which adjoins, or indeed forms a part of
the demesne, in which Mr. Vernon had exhibited
his fine taste ; and where, also, he had especially
manifested his pure love of nature. The house
is a plain mansion; but it will be for ever
interesting, as associated with the history of
a gentleman who expended many years and
much wealth in helping to render artists pros-
perous and famous, and rendered his country

rich by the bequest of a treasure—inestimable if

considered with reference to the lessons it will
convey for ages to come. Our readers cannot
fail to be interested in a view of the house,
which we have therefore obtained. We revert,
with melancholy satisfaction, to the happy days
we have spent under this roof, made cordially
“ at home ” by the generous and excellent host,
whose conversations were- enlightened upon all

subjects, but who, in speaking of works of Art,
was singularly clear and just, and to whom we
are not a little indebted for the information it
has been our duty to endeavour to disseminate.
The church in which his remains have been
interred will be “ a shrine ” still more interesting
than the house in which he lived. It is ex-
liibited in the appended woodcut : the drawing

was made since the restorations, at the cost of
Mr. A ernon, and shows the mausoleum in which
he rests from his labours—labours which have
been so abundant in fruitage to mankind. Here
also Art has been often busily at work; it is
filled with rich carvings in wood and stone ;

while in the centi'e aisle is placed an exquisite
statue in marble, of Prayer, from the chisel of
the sculptor Baily.

Our readers may expect that in this Journal
will appear some biography of a gentleman to
whom we owe so large a debt of respect and
gratitude ; but there were in the life of Mr.
Vernon few or no incidents of a public nature

;

and it was his wish, more than once expressed
to us, that his private history should not be
“ intruded ” upon the world; although we may

at a future period record some anecdotes illus-

trative of his connexion with Art and his
intercourse with artists (and they will all be
such as do honour to his memory)

; at present

we are not in a position to supply such a
memoir of Mr. Vernon as could produce other
result than the mere gratification of curiosity.

He was, it is known, of humble birth
;
but

like many other great Englishmen, similarly
circumstanced, he has made for himself a name
that will be imperishable. His monument,
THE NATIONAL COLLECTION OF WORKS BY NATIVE

and hearts of the hundreds of millions who will
j

We shall elsewhere have to write upon this
hereafter resort, for pleasure and instruction, to

|

subject
;
but this page is worthily dedicated to

the “ Gallery ” given by him, with the feeling
,

the house in which he lived, and to the church
of a true patriot, to the British people. in which he now reposes.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOR MANUFACTURERS.

Design for Ribbon. By H. Fitz-Cook,, (13, New Ormond Street). The obstacles in the way of

our rendering justice to designs for textile manufactures, prevent their more frequent introduction into

our columns. Contrary to what would be deemed sufficient for the purposes of the potter, the glass-

blower, the wood-carver, and the silversmith, where form and ornament are the chief essentials, the

weaver and the printer of stuffs require colour to enable them clearly to comprehend the intentions of

the designer. It is true that this necessary portion of the manufactured fabric—colour, may be often

jii_

JOOCOUOOO: 'IK-- ^0-

Desiqn fob a Pocket-Handkerchief. By . The observations upon this description of

manufactured articles, which we have made above, are equally

applicable here, and we feel, on looking at our engraving, how
much the design has lost ot

its boldness and efficiency

by being reduced to a size

suited to our columns, and
from the absence of colour.

In the original drawing
the ground is white, the

flower-pattern black, while

the outer broad band and the

inner line are ofa deep orange

colour. It has, when thus

seen, a good appearance. Wc
scarcely know any article of

ordinary use which more re-

quires the attention of the

tasteful designer, in order to

drive the tawdry vulgarities,

one is accustomed to see, out

of the market.

left to the taste of the fabricator
;
and also may

be, as it frequently is, varied in the same pattern

with equal effect and beauty in all
;
moreover, the

practical experience of the manufacturer will often

suffice to show him at once how a design engraved

in black and white will tell when developed by
its aid. Still, with so much to be said in their

favour, the difficulty in making them tell as mere
designs, we find to be great. There is also another,

and even a more serious draw-
back to their introduction. We
have a purpose beyond that of

ornamenting our pages with
these objects; we hope, and we
know, that much here offered

to the manufacturer is accepted

by him
;

but we have our

doubts whether designs for tex-

tile articles,how excellentsoever

they may be, would find favour

in Glasgow or Paisley, Man-
chester, or Spitalfields

;
and this,

simply because the patterns we
give are open to all, and there-

fore accepted by none
;
for the

operations of these great marts

of industry are kept a profound
secret till the goods are ready

to place before the wholesale

buyer, who would not become
a purchaser if he knew that

any rival house in the trade
— —

,
_ were likely to possess the sameOPOOXOTO:

perty, and as such, should be-

long only to its originator
;
but at the same time,

we feel that these circumstances offer an insuper-

able bar to our being useful to the weaver or the

printer of stuffs.

Mr. Fitz-Cook’s design is an adaptation of that

universally popular plant with designers, the con-

volvulus
;
it is arranged with much taste and grace-

% i

fulness.

Design for a Candle Lamp. By J. Strud-
wick, (14, New Bond Street). We regard this as

Design for a Lady’s Collar. By J. L. King, (Princess Street, Norwich). Wreaths of
aqueous plants interlaced with broad bands constitute the foundation of this design.

a very elegant design
;

it is founded upon the

model of the Gothic, and has for its ornaments the

leaves of the thistle, while the flower of the same
plant forms the shade. The shaft of the column
ought to be manufactured in glass, and the orna-

ments should be of or-molu.
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but this might be easily remedied by an ingenious
workman. In the days of our grandfathers, when

the solid supporting walking-stick was in vogue, 1 models as these would have been sought after with
instead of the switch now commonly carried, such avidity, and manufactured.

Designs for Umbreli.a Handles. The
carver in wood, ivory, &c., will thank us for intro-
ducing to his notice objects such as these

;
simple

as they are, they afford considerable opportunity
for the display of taste and ingenuity—ingenuity
that ought to be better employed than in designing

bishop’s crozier; in the lower part is an antique
mask with a ring for the tassel. The second,
which, by the way, is intended for a parasol handle,
is formed on the model of the Roman chaplet

;
and

the third is a bold design in the Italian style.

floral display. The first is decorated with the
leaves and flowers of the water-lily, which are
confined at the termination of the handle by a
band : the second is formed of the common daisy

:

it has a light and graceful appearance : and the
last, which is much bolder than the others, is

covered with the cowslip. The whole of these six

designs possess considerable novelty, and might be
carved into objects of much beauty. Perhaps one
or two of the last series might present some diffi-

culty in the sharpness of the projecting ornaments,

and cutting out grotesque figures and heads, which
would puzzle a whole heralds’ college to assign
them a name

;
yet those are things that the fashion

of the day has made too prevalent. The first three
designs are by J. Strudwick, (14, New Bond
Street). Of these, the first takes the form of a

The designs engraved below are by "W. II

.

Rogers, (10, Carlisle Street, Soho). These differ
altogether in style and character from the preced-
ing, being indebted for their ornamentation to a
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;
in these lie has never been surpassed is here hung in a light which is unsuited to it,
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THE WORKS OF W. ETTY, R.A.

NYMPHS SURPRISED BY A SWAN.
Engraved by E. J. Portbury.

Size of the Picture, 3 ft. 2J iu. in diameter.

In pursuance of the plan commenced last year,
the Council of the Society of Arts have collected
for their present exhibition the pictures of Mr.
Etty. The object which the Society has in view
by these exhibitions, it may be necessary to re-

mind our readers, is, to apply the funds arising
therefrom to the foundation of a national gallery
of British Art

; first, by giving the artist whose
works are exhibited a commission for a picture,
and secondly, by the purchase of pictures already
painted. The success attending the last attempt,
with the pictures of Mr. Mulready, did not, we
believe, quite realise the expectations of the
council

;
but they have wisely determined to

persevere in a plan which, there can be no
doubt, must eventually succeed. The public, at
the former period, were not prepared to answer
the call thus made upon them

;
the novelty of

the scheme caused it to be little understood

;

and a feeling prevailed, most absurdly as the re-
sult proved, that a collection of the works of any
single painter, however popular, must necessarily
be monotonous and uninteresting.

There can be no fear that, on the present
occasion, similar disappointment will follow

;

for most assuredly, in no country and at no
period, could such a glorious mass of pictures
be assembled together,—the productions of one
artist,—as we now find on the walls of the great
room of the Society of Arts. If Mr. Etty, when
the hanging was completed, and he looked round
on the labour of his own hands and the inspira-
tions of his genius, did not feel a proud man, he
must be utterly insensible to this weakness of
human nature

; at any rate, his countrymen
ought to be proud of him, and to pay him that
homage which greatness of intellect has a right
to claim from others. On examining the one
hundred and thirty pictures enumerated in the
catalogue, it would be difficult to select any six
which have the appearance of early works, so

and colour
;
in these he has never been surpassed

by any painter, ancient or modern ; and, as

regards the latter, one feels dazzled and bewil-

dered, on entering the room, by the extraordinary

brilliancy reflected from the walls. It would be
foreign to our purpose at this time to enter upon
a critical examination of these pictures, most of

which have already undergone that ordeal when
seen at the various exhibitions ; it must suffice

to state that there is gathered here nearly all

the most important works of the painter, includ-

ing the three great pictures of “Judith and
Holofernes,” the “ Combat,” and the “ Benaiah,”

from the Scottish Academy
;
the “ Syrens and

Ulysses,” from the Manchester Institution ; the
“ Joan of Arc,” the joint property of Mr. Wass
and Mr. Wethered ; with others of smaller

dimensions, yet not of less value. The earliest

date appears on a small picture, painted in 1822,

of “ Cupid sheltering his Darling from the ap-

proaching Storm,” and affords us the first indi-

cation of Mr. Etty’s boldness in the use of
positive colour on the nude figure, seen here in

the blue feathers of Cupid’s wings and the red
scarf over the shoulder. There are several small
works that have never been exhibited ; among
which are No. 12, “ Cupid in a Shell,” an exqui-

site bit of colour, painted in 1844; No. 84,
“ Nymph after Bathing,” a single figure reclining

upon sea-weeds close by the water, with her
back to the spectator

;
excellent in drawing, and

of marvellous power in the tone of colour

;

No. 88, “ The Mourner,” painted in 1842, full of
poetical feeling and charmingly treated.

The Duke of Sutherland's noble picture No. 46,

“A Composition from Paradise Lost,” appears to

greater advantage, we think, than in its owner's
gallery

;
twenty-one years have not dimmed one

spark of its brilliancy, though it is placed in

juxtaposition with others of much later date.

is here hung in a light which is unsuited to it,

and that fails to bring out the wonderful execu-

tion of the details, particularly the head of the

principal figure, a triumph of the painter’s skill.

We might devote pages of our Journal to a
notice of this exhibition, without exhausting the

subject, so high is our opinion of the matter it

contains. That the claims of Mr. Etty to the
highest position in the annals of Art have been
underrated, what we now see collectively foi'ces

us to admit. This comparative neglect is owing
in a great degree to the class of subject he
selects, and to his method of treating it, for

neither of which have the mind and the eye of
the public been sufficiently educated. His pur-

pose, too, has been frequently mistaken, and
puerile and fastidious criticism has detected

nothing in his works but that which is sensual

and objectionable. Herein a gross injustice is

done the painter, whose object, if read aright,

has a contrary tendency, for it is not the mere
i

delineation of the nude which constitutes in- !

delicacy, but the expression conveyed, and the
motive apparent. “My aim," he says, in the I

memoir supplied to us, and published in a
former number, “ in all my great pictures, has
been to paint some great moral of the heart;

as in the ‘ Combat,’ the Beauty of Mercy ; the
|

three ‘Judith’ pictures, Patriotism

;

‘Benaiah,’

Valour

;

‘ Ulysses and the Syrens,’ the Import-
ance of Resisting Sensual Delights.' ” Nor can
there bo discovered in any of his lesser works
any feeling at variance with this intent, though it

may not be brought forward so prominently. The
public have yet to leam the pure lessons taught
by him, and we do not doubt that the present
exhibition will be the means of their doing so. The
hour of Mr. Etty’s final triumph over prejudice

and narrowness of mind is yet to come, but it

assuredly is not far off.

Few of the pictures of this painter have
j

hitherto been engraved
;
Mr. Doo has brought

j

out the “ Combat,” two others have appeared in

former times in the Art-Journal, and Mr Wass
j

has published the “ Head of our Saviour.” The
exquisite picture of “ Nymphs Surprised by a
Swan” is an admirable specimen of his style;

uniform appears the purpose which the artist

has had in view from the commencement of his

career to the present time
;
nor can we discover

the attempt to found a style upon any one of

the great masters of antiquity, though we fancied

hanging there examples of Michael Angelo,
Titian, P. Veronese, and Guido, or rather com-
binations of the quartet. The two grand quali-

ties of Mr. Etty’s style are poetical conception

No. 49, “ A Bivouac of Cupid and his Company,”
painted in 1838 for Mr. Gillott of Birmingham,
is, perhaps, one of the most gorgeous pieces of
colour in the room. No. 22, “ Sampson Betrayed
by Delilah,” will bear comparison with the finest

antique
;
and No. 68, “ Godfrey de Bouillon, the

Crusader, arming for Battle,” painted in 1835,
and the property of Mr. Wass, is a work which
Rembrandt would have been proud to own

;
it

it is most poetically conceived, and rich with
beautiful colour

;
the flesh-tints being brought

up with extraordinary brilliancy, notwithstanding
the mass of positive colour opposed to them in

the draperies attached. The woodcut which
appears above, is from a sketch at the back of
the picture

; we have introduced it as a curiosity

of its kind. Mr. Portbury’s engraving is worthy
of the picture and his own reputation.
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EDGEWORTHSTOWN:
THE HOUSE AND LIBRARY.

There is.no mansion in Ireland more honourably
associated with its history than that in which
have lived Richard Lovell Edgeworth, and his
daughter. Maria Edgeworth. While on a visit
to Edgeworthstown a few years back, in company
with the artist, Mr. Fairholt, to whose assistance

we have been since so often and so largely in-

debted, wTe asked and received permission to

make drawings of the house and the library, and
we cannot doubt that engravings of them will

now be very acceptable to our readers.

Edgeworthstown, the seat of the Edgeworth
family, is in the County of Longford, some forty

miles from Dublin, and at no great distance from
the principal town of the county. It is, as will

be seen, a plain edifice of no great antiquity, and
built with reference less to style than to com-

fort. The library is a large, spacious, and lofty

room, plentifully filled with books.
The family of Edgeworth are of English

descent
;
and R. Lovell Edgeworth, Esq., his

mother, the mother of Miss Edgeworth, and
Miss Edgeworth herself, were all of English
birth. Although emphatically an Irish writer,

Maria Edgeworth, therefore, can scarcely be
described as an Irishwoman. One fact in her
career may therefore receive a word of comment;
and it may be written without offence to the

many great and distinguished authors, natives
of Ireland, who in song and story have made its
“ wrongs ” immortal—Miss Edgeworth, who was
never a party writer, was never an absentee.

EDGEWORTHSTOWN.

From the time when a child of four years old,

bom in England, and, on both sides, of parents
English-born, she arrived in Ireland, to the day
of her death at the age of eighty-three, she was

a resident in Ireland upon the lands inherited by
her family, where the great influence of her

example and her practical instruction extended

to all within her reach.
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EDGEWORTHSTOWN,
MEMORIES OF MARIA EDGEWORTH

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

[I feel it a duty and a privilege to give some reminiscences

of the venerable lady, who long permitted me the honour

of calling her my friend. The opportunities I enjoyed

of knowing Miss Edgeworth in her own home, the

generous confidence she reposed in me, and the cor-

respondence I have held with her, will I trust justify

me in the desire to do honour to the memory of one I

have so reverenced, and loved. I have heard from Mrs.

Edgeworth, the widow of Miss Edgeworth’s father (and

heard it with regret in which all will participate),

that Miss Edgeworth had left a letter, “ to be delivered

after death,” in which she requested that “ no life

might he written of her, and that none of her letters

might he printed.” But Mrs. Edgeworth does not

express a wish that my respectful attachment to Miss

Edgeworth shall not be recorded; and I recur with

much satisfaction to a letter I received some five

years ago from Miss Edgeworth, commenting upon

the observations on Edgeworthstown and its inmates,

necessarily introduced into our published work on

Ireland, in which she says, there is “ not a passage or

a word she would desire to erase.” I have therefore

the belief, that to record a memory of this invaluable

woman, as a beautiful example of domestic virtue, com-

bined with the highest intellectual endowments, while it

may gratify many and be useful to some, can be distaste-

ful to no surviving member of a family, whose renown is

a part of history, and who could have furnished the

world, but for this interdict, with the most valuable

correspondence of modern times. My readers will, I

trust, pardon me if I am not always enabled to detach

myself entirely from the theme concerning which I

write
;
and .that they will also permit me to follow,

without studied order or arrangement, my thoughts

and feelings just as they occur to me in treating this

subject.]

How often do we feel wliile gazing on a face

upon which Time’s iron pen is rapidly, and
severely, inscribing and deepening the lines of
age—how often do we feel that it would be a
priceless privilege to lengthen a beloved life by
the sacrifice of many of the years that seem
promised to ourselves !

This very feeling, agonising though it be in its

hopelessness, is a merciful preparation, enabling
us all the better to endure a bereavement
when it comes ; we note the decreasing strength,
the fluttering breath, and the increasing feeble-

ness ; and, it may be, perceive a small cloud
over the mental powers—a forgetfulness of
the present, while the memories of childhood
continue fresh as ever; we observe these warn-
ings with feai’s keenly awakened

; but they are

observed; and observed with natural dread,
although suggestive of gratitude for long years
of past enjoyment, sending us back to the
treasure-house of our still green memory for the
wealth created by the care, the protection, the
unfathomable love of a dear parent, or almost as
dear a friend. And if perchance we rebel against
God for that He is about to call home the aged
and true and faithful labourer in his vineyard, a
still small whisper comes to us in our lonely
watchings, in the quiet night season—reminding
us that after a little more weariness we shall all

be united, “ and there shall be one fold and one
shepherd ;” the bitterness of sorrow passes, even
as the harrow over the furrow, and we repeat,

until the sweetnesss of consolation comes with
the words: “Lord, not my will, but thine be
done.”

This preparation is elysium compared with
the terror which fills the heart when a dearly
beloved 'object is so unexpectedly stricken by
the hand of death, that it is hardly possible to
realise the event which you are told it was only
natural to calculate. Such is especially the case

when the friend has not been seen for a long
season.

Miss Edgeworth’s treasured letters came to
me as usual/and betrayed no symptoms of decay

;

sometimes breathing a calm and Christian resig-

nation to the “ removals,” which seemed all too
rapidly to call from their domestic circle, many
of those she loved; those sorrows she never
dwelt upon, so that in general her letters

were full to overflowing with life and hope,
containing little hints as to the disposal of
the future, mingled with glances at the past, in

such loving harmony, that I never thought of

the yeai’s the writer had numbered—or if I

did, it was" with pride, anticipating how many
more it would still be given her to enjoy : I

saw no change in the well-known writing, it

was as straight and firm as ever
;

I heard of no
failing; and in my letters I had hoped and
planned for the future, and said that now the
winter was gone, and the long days of summer
at hand, we should meet again !

How vain ai’e all human arrangements ! I had
failed to note the march of time, and forgotten

that age as certainly brings death, as that

the sparks fly heavenward ! The bitter grief

which ovei’whelmed me when I heard of the

death of one so honoured and so dear as

Miss Edgeworth had been to me from my youth
up, cannot be considered as intrusive in these

pages ; thousands feel as I do, without having
enjoyed the happiness of knowing hei", as I have
done

; to such I may feel sure these brief Memo-
ries of a woman to whom the actual woiid owes
so much, cannot fail to be interesting.

It was my custom to place upon my table her
latest letter, so that I could often see it—just

as a picture is hung to stamp a beauty on the
mind, or move to noble thoughts and actions—

I

never “ put by ” a letter of Maria Edgeworth’s,
until I had received another, and this, which I

look upon through tears—now too sui-ely her
last letter—is as full of life as any of those with
which I have been honoured duiing a period of
nearly twenty yeai’s. As a proof of how singu-

larly alive she was to everything around her,

how full of generous sympathies, how enthusi-

astic in her admiration of whatever was excel-

lent—from this letter, written but a few weeks
before her death, and when in her eighty-third

year, I may quote a pasaage which occurs in a
postcript

:

“
I strangely forgot what was uppermost in

my head when I sat down to thank you for

what you tell me about Jenny Lind, and, oddly
enough, 'and incredible as it must sound, the
very last pages I wrote, in a story I am writing,

were in praise of Jenny Lind ! but not in such
praise as you have given, fresh from the warm,
eloquent, Irish heart. I shall beg leave to

borrow the words from you, and I hereby
return you my best thanks for the permission
which I conclude you gi'ant, as I never use a
person’s words without leave : no names men-
tioned, of course.”

I quote this passage because it is one of the
many proofs I possess, of the enduring freshness
and vigour of her mind—true to its old feelings,

yet not only willing, but eager, to l’eceive the im-
pressions of new ones. Miss Edgeworth’s mind,
from its first dawn to its earthly extinction, was,
as every one knows, moi'e particularly directed

towards educational progress
;
thus it delighted

me the more to find her so alive to the character
I had sketched of the Swedish lady, in a letter

occupied by details relating to the various
branches of the Governesses’ Benevolent Insti-

tution. But there was no torpidity in her na-

ture, her heart beat in unison with evexything
good ; and in the note I have already quoted
she says, reverting to my communication :

—

“ This Queen’s College is a spick and span new
affair

;
a prospectus was sent to me, and though

I thought it very well written, and farther,

thought the Institution likely to be useful, yet I

disliked the name college for ladies
;
and did

not augur well of a certain air of pedantry, and
display of knowledge and science, too grand and
great for the purpose. And though I saw
Mrs. Marcet’s name, a host in itself, and to me a
sanction, yet I could not bring myself to put
forward my name

; besides, I was veiy poor
at the time, and had no subscription to give,

as every farthing, and more than we had, was
required for our starving and starved pool’, for

whom I earned a very small matter by Orlan-
dino. We are now in a rather better condition,

and I can, at least, afford a mite towards the
endowment of an Institution towards the educa-

tion or support of governesses
;

pi'ay put my
name down—query, how much?—better late

than never. My objection to the name of Queen’s

3 H

College was fastidious, and has been done away
with, since the name has merged in the thing,
and Queen’s College is now only the title of a
good and successful institution

;
you have quite

charmed away all my prejudices, or evil spirit

of objections.”

Her letters were usually long and diffuse

;

touching upon a new book, or a new flower,
making inquiries about old friends and new
authors,* as freshly as if only eighteen years
had passed over her venerable head. She
was frill of vitality

; unresting without being
at all restless

;
she was tranquil, except when

called into active thought or movement by
somebody’s want or whim ; she was not too wise
to minister even to the latter, and contrived
not only to do everything it was necessary to
do, but to do it at the exact time when it was
most needed. To borrow a plix*ase of Lady
Rachel Russell’s, she was the most “ delicious

friend ” it was possible to have. She had abun-
dance of sympathy, but it was tempered with a
thoughtfulness that was sure to be of value to
those who told her their wants and wishes

; and
her little impromptu lectures,— half earnest,

half playful,—were positive blessings to those
who knew the priceless integrity of her most
truthful nature.

When stimulated by her example, which had
been a light to me, as well as to thousands, and
warmed by her enthusiasm, I ventured to creep
into the path she had trodden so triumphantly
before my birth, and sent hex 1

,
with an author’s

pxide, and a young author’s trembling, the first

edition of “ Sketches of Irish Character,” I

received, witlxin a week, an analysis of every
“ Sketch,” accompanied by such full and hearty
praise, mingled with ^invaluable criticism, ui’ging

me forward at the same time, and stimulating
the desire I felt to make the Irish peasant more
favourably known to England, while earnestly
endeavouring to correct those faults in the Irish

character, which I believed to be the result

of unhappy circumstances, and cax’eless, if not
cruel, treatment.

This coi’respondence led to our personal ac-

quaintance, and it is a melancholy pleasure to
recal my first visit to her, at the house of her
sister ixi North Audley Street, and remember
how speedily my confusion vanished, and I felt as
if re-united to an old friend. In persoix she was
very small,—smaller than Hannah More,—and
with more than Hannah More’s vivacity of man-
ner; her face was pale and thin, her features
irregular

; they may have been considered plain,

even in youth
;
but her expression was so bene-

volent, her manner so entirely well bred,

—

* I find in others of her letters such warm praise of some
of our writers, that it is a pleasure to repeat it. Mrs.
Gore’s “ Mrs. Armytage,” was a novel she much admired

;

and she was so charmed with Doctor Walsh's "Residence
at Constantinople,” that, were it possible, it would have
made me still more highly value one of the oldest and
dearest friends I have in the world. "I think Doctor
Walsh is a friend of yours,” she writes, “ I do not know
when I have been so much interested and entertained
as with his ‘Residence at Constantinople.’ It is written in
such a lively and powerful manner, and contains so much
that is new and interesting, that I wonder how he could
for so many years refraiu from publishing it. It is the
writing of a man of real genius—nothing common-place, no-
thing traced to book-make, nor plated over. The render
rejoices that so many striking events and circumstances,
admitting and requiring graphic genius to describe—to
represent— fell to the luck of such a writer as Doctor
Walsh. There was some man writing to the Irish Society
years ago about an earthquake, who began with

—

1 The
earthquake that had the honour to be noticed by the
Royal Society,’ &c. &c. I am sure the earthquake that
had the honour to be noticed by Doctor Walsh, and if it

could be personified, would or ought to say so to him. It
is the most striking and interesting account of the feelings
of a person in a danger quite new to them, and of so
jsublime a sort, I ever read; it is written with such truth
and simplicity, and yet with such force and life.” She
continued long in the same bright strain of praise, and
then desired I would assure him of a warm welcome at
Edgeworthstown

;
adding, “ unless he likes being a lion,

he shall never be called upon to be one, or made to roar.
Sir Walter Scott, who was the best-natured of lions, had
therein double merit, because nobody detested the thing
more. I am glad Miss Porter is with Mrs S

,
if she

likes it; but I am still more glad that my good dear
Mrs. Holland looks well and is cheerful. Give my affec-
tionate regards, and love, and esteem to her.” Miss Porter
has survived both those friends. In the same letter, she
asks, “Do you know who wrote Cecil? Does it deserve
the high character given of it in the Edinburgh Review for
July? I have not yet seen the book : it is in that review
attributed to Mrs. Charles Gore. She is, indeed, a person
of great talent; and I would get the novel directly, if I
thought it was hers.”
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partaking of English dignity and Irish frank-

ness,—that you never thought of her, in refer-

ence either to plainness or beauty ; she was all

in all
;

occupied, without fatiguing the atten-

tion
;
charmed by her pleasant voice ; while the

earnestness and truth that beamed in her bright

blue

—

very blue—eyes, made of value, every

word she uttered,—her words were always well

chosen
;
her manner of expression was graceful

and natural
;

her sentences were frequently

epigrammatic
;
she knew how to listen as well as

to talk, and gathered information in a manner
highly complimentary to the society of which,
at the time, she formed a part

;
while listening

to her, she continually recalled to me the story

of the fairy whose lips dropped diamonds and
pearls whenever they opened.

Miss Edgeworth was remarkably neat and
particular in her dress ; her feet and hands were
so very small as to be quite child-like. I once
took a shoe of hers to Melnotte’s, in Paris, she
having commissioned me to procure her some
shoes there, and the people insisted that I must
require them “ pour une jeune demoiselle.”

I remember her once fixing upon the evening
of a St. Patrick’s day to spend with us.

Let me pause for a moment to recall to re-

membrance those who crowded together on that

particular evening—to think of the many assem-
bled to meet the Miss Edgeworth to whom they
all felt they owed so much. But few years
have passed

;
yet the “ many ” can be addressed

only as/‘ the dead,”

" Whom we know by the light they gave.'.'

I so well remember the child-like impatience of
Lfctitia Landon to see the author of “ Early Les-

sons,” and how the colour mounted to her cheek
when Miss Edgeworth looked long and earnestly

at her, and taking her cordially by the hand, said

a few words, as kind as they were graceful. “
I

have lost all my eloquence to-night,” observed the

poetess to me. “ I can only feel how superior that

little woman is to every body else, and rejoice

not to have been disappointed.” There was the
brilliant and gentle Laman Blanchard,—the

thoughtful and fervent Allan Cunningham,—the
burly and boisterous Ettrick Shepherd,* whose
meretricious feteing in London was a sad con-

trast to his after suffering; the author of the
“ Pleasures of Hope Miss Jewsbury who, how-
ever cramped by sectarianism, was gifted with
a loyal and lofty nature, and a noble genius,

which, had her life been prolonged, would have
won for her enduring fame ; the excellent Mrs.
Hofland, a model of women and of wives.—All
these, and others, even dearer to the affections,

have since passed away
;
and now, the last, the

richest in honours as in years—who so rarely

left the home she has rendered immortal—has
been consigned to the grave.

Maria Edgeworth was the daughter of Richard
Lovell Edgeworth, the representative of an
ancient and honourable English family, settled

in Ireland during the reign of Elizabeth; his

mother was an English lady, daughter of Lovell,

recorder of London. Maria was his eldest

child, by his first wife. Miss Elers, of Black
Bowton in Oxfordshire, and in Oxfordshire
Miss Edgeworth was bora. Mr. Edgeworth’s
residence abroad had enlarged a mind of more
than ordinary capacity ; he did not feel disposed
to let things go on in the wrong because they
had been “ always so

;

” after his first wife’s

death, he brought his second wife (Honora
Sneyd) and his daughter, Maria, then twelve
years old, to Edgeworthstown, in the county
Longford, and laboured with zeal, tempered by
an extraordinary degree of patience, amongst a
tenantry dreading change, and considering im-
provements as insultsf

;
and this feeling at that

time was, by no means, confined to the “ lower
classes.”

In the year 1842 it became a duty, as well

I remember Miss Edgeworth being much amused by
the compliment the Ettrick Shepherd paid tha t evening to
poor Miss Landon—“ I liae written mony bitter things
aboot ye, but I 'll do sae nae mair—I did nae think ye '

d

been sae bonny''

t Those who desire to ascertain the value and intelli-
gence of this enterprising gentleman, who, in all good
respects, was far beyond the age in which he lived, will
be amply rewarded by the perusal of his Life, commenced

as a pleasure, to pay our long promised visit to

Edgeworthstown.
From this mansion, it is almost needless to

say, has issued so much practical good, not only
to Ireland but to the whole civilised world, that

it may be said to possess the greatest moral
influence of any residence in the kingdom.

Miss Edgeworth had so often described to

me the family residence, that I could have
recognised it without a previous entry to the
neat and pretty village which skirts the planta-

tions—looking to peculiar advantage, in the sun-

shine and swoetness of a June sunset. All we
saw bore, as we had anticipated, the aspect of
cleanliness, comfort, good order, prosperity, and
contentment. There was no mistaking the fact

that we were in the immediate neighbourhood
of a resident Irish family, with minds to devise,

and hands to effect every possible improvement
within their control. The domain of Edge-
worthstown is judiciously and abundantly
planted

;
and as we drove up the avenue at

evening, it was cheering to see lights sparkle

in the windows, to feel the cold nose of the
house-dog thrust into our hands as earnest of

welcome, and, above all, pleasant to receive

the warm greeting of Mrs. Edgeworth, and a

high privilege to meet Miss Edgeworth in the
library, the very room in which had been written
her invaluable works.

Wo had not met, except during a brief

space, for some years, but she was really in

nothing changed ;
her voice, as light and happy,

her laughter, as full of gentle and social mirth

—

her clear eyes, as bright and truthful—and her
countenance as expressive of goodness and loving-

kindness,—as they had ever been. She did not
seem to me a day older than at our first meet-
ing—indeed, it was impossible to consider her
“ old ” or “ aged ” in any sense of the word ; she
had used Time so well that he returned the
compliment.

The entrance-hall at Edgeworthstown was
an admirable preface to the house and family

;

it was spacious, hung with portraits ;
here,

a case of stuffed birds
;
there, another of curi-

osities
;

specimens of various kinds, models
of various things, all well arranged and well

kept, all capable of affording amusement or in-

struction
;
an excellent place it was for children

to play in, for at every pause in their games
their little minds would be led to question
what they saw

;
a charming waiting-room, it

might have been, were it not that at Edgeworths-
town no one was ever kept waiting, everything
was as well timed as at a railway-station. Many
of this numerous family at that period had passed
from time to eternity

;
others were absent

; but
there still remained a large family party. Among
them were two of Miss Edgeworth's sisters, and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Edgeworth, and their

children.

The library at Edgeworthstown is byno means
the stately solitary room that libraries generally

are ; it is large, spacious, and lofty, well stored

with books, and embellished with those most
valuable of all classes of prints, the “ suggestive.”

It is also picturesque, having been added to,

and supported by pillars so as to increase its

breadth, and the beautiful lawn seen through
the windows, embellished and vai'ied by clumps

by himself, and finished by his daughter. It is curious
to note how many persons, unknown to themselves, have
been working out ideas concerning education and other
matters, which he originated, and which, in many instances,
were at the time ho promulgated them, rejected as
visionary, or, at least, impracticable. The time was not
come, but he foresaw it. lie knew the future by his know-
ledge of the present and the past. His capacious mind was
not content with mere speculative opinions, but when he
had established a theory, he put it in practice

;
thus at an

advanced age, whicli is supposed to require especial
repose, he undertook the drainage of bogs, and was as
anxiously engaged in absolute labour, as if he had been
only five-and-twanty. Ilis mechanical inventions have
been acknowledged with due honour. Misunderstood as he
occasionally was, he outlived much prejudice, and his
children lived to see his memory duly honoured. His mar-
rying Elizabeth Sneyd, after the death, and at the request
of his second wife, Honora Sneyd, was at that time much
opposed to the custom of our Church and of society. Ilis
fourth wife, the present Mrs. Edgeworth, was the daughter
of a clergyman of the Established Church,—a lady of the
highest honour and firmest Christian principles. When
very young, she undertook the duty of mother to Mr.
Edgeworth’s twelve children, by three wives, and added
sLx to the number, all of whom loved and honoured her;
those who remain value her as she deserves.

of trees, imparts much cheerfulness to the ex-
terior. If you look at the oblong table in the
centre, you will see the rallying point of the
family, who were generally grouped around
it, reading, writing, or working; while Miss
Edgeworth, only anxious upon one point,

—

that all in the house should do exactly as
they liked, without reference to her,—sat in
her own peculiar comer on the sofa : her
desk,—upon which was Sir Walter Scott’s pen,
given to her by him, when in Ireland,—placed
before her on a little quaint, unassuming table,

constructed and added to for convenience. Miss
Edgeworth’s abstractedness, and yet power of
attention to what was going on,—the one not
seeming to interfere with tho other,—puzzled
me exceedingly. In that same corner, and upon
that table, she had written nearly all that has
enlightened and delighted the world

; the novels
that moved Sir Walter Scott “to do for Scot-
land what Miss Edgeworth had done for Ire-

land;” the works in which she brought the
elevated sensibilities and sound morality of
maturer life to a level with the comprehension
of childhood, and rendered knowledge, and vir-

tue, and care, and order, the playthings and
companions of the nursery ;—in that spot,—and
while the multitudinous family were moving
about and talking of the ordinary and everyday
things of life, —she remained, wrapt up, to all

appearance, in her subject, yet knowing by a
sort of instinct, when she was really wanted in
the conversation ; and then, without laying down
her pen,—hardly looking up from her page,

—

she would, by a judicious sentence, wisely and
kindly spoken, explain and illustrate, in a few
words, so as to clear up any difficulty

;
or turn

the conversation into a new and more pleasing
current. She had the most harmonious way of
throwing in explanations

;
informing, whilo

entertaining, and that without embarrassing.
It was quite charming to see how Mr. Francis

Edgeworth’s children enjoyed * the freedom of
the library without abusing it; to set these little

people right when they were wrong, to rise from
her table to fetch them a toy, or even to save
a servant a journey

; to ran up the high steps
and find a volume that escaped all eyes but her
own

;
and having done all this, in less space of

time than I have taken to write it, to hunt out
the exact passage wanted or referred to—were
the hourly employments of this unspoiled and
admirable woman. She would then resume her
pen, and continue writing, pausing sometimes to
read a passage from an article or letter that
pleased herself, and would please her still more
if it excited the sympathy of those she loved.
I expressed my astonishment at this to Mrs.
Edgeworth, who said that “ Maria was always
the same ; her mind was so rightly balanced,
everything so honestly weighed, that she suffered

no inconvenience from what would disturb and
distract an ordinary writer.” Perhaps to thishabit
however, may be traced a want of closeness in

her arguments ; indeed, neither on paper or in

conversation was she argumentative. She would
rash at a thing at once, rendering it sparkling
and interesting by her playfulness, and informing

* I have mentioned more than once the beautiful har-
mony in which this family lived

;
two of the sisters of

Mrs. Honora and Mrs. Elizabeth Edgeworth, the Misses
Sneyd, were loved and cherished at Edgeworthstown long
after their sisters’ death

;
and when the fourth mistress of

the house would have been supposed, in the usual progress
of things, to have introduced a new dynasty, all went on
as usual

;
a perfect spirit of Christian love and unity was

practised, withont being talked of ; and it will be seen in
the following extract that Miss Edgeworth spoke of Mrs.
Mary Sneyd as “an aunt of ours,” although she need not
have acknowledged the relationship, being the child of a
previous marriage 1

“ I forgot whether I mentioned to you that the Irish
tales of ‘The Follower of the Family,’ pleased and
delighted ns peculiarly

;
they were some of the last works

of fiction which were read to an aunt of ours, in very
advanced age, and she enjoyed them with all the sensi-
bility of youth, and with the fullest discrimination of
their merits. These talcs were read to Mrs. Mary Sneyd,
in her ninetieth year, by my sister, and I think you
would have been gratified by the manner in which she
read those tales

;
I am very much of opinion that

‘ Those best can read them, who can feel them most.’ ”

Miss Edgeworth sometimes expressed herself in the
most graceful yet epigrammatic way possible :

—“ When
you and Mr. Hall return to Ireland, you will find us at
home, I may almost venture to be sure, some of us
certainly, and we are all one and the same—and assuredly
one and the same in the wish to see you."
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by anecdote or illustration, and then start another

subject. She spoke in eloquent sentences, and
felt so truly what she said, that she made others

instantly feel also.

The library contained a piano, but I never saw
it opened. I fancied, or feared the family were
independent of music ; but Mrs. Edgeworth
drew beautifully, and was a warm admirer of
Art. Miss Edgeworth would have it, she knew
nothing of Art

;
and yet her bits of criticism on

certain paintings, and the kindness she showed
at different times in pointing out pictures to

Mr. Hall, which she thought he ought to admire
—her reverting frequently to the collections she
had seen at home and abroad—the pleasure she

expressed at those renderings of Art, which
appeared in this Journal

;
the interest she took

in the “Vernon Gallery; ” led me long since to the

belief that in that, as well as in other matters,

she undervalued her own powers. I remember
being much amused at her saying that she
“ liked a portrait, in the first place, to be a good
grotmd-plan of the face; and if the artist had
mind enough to catch the mind, so much the
better.” She never could be prevailed upon to

sit for her portrait, but I believe the last time
she was in London a Daguerreotype was obtained,

though I do not know in whose possession it is.

Usually, in the morning, Mr. Francis Edge-
worth, and his sister, Mrs. Wilson, occupied
themselves at one end of the long table with
the business of the Loan Fund established by
them at Edgewortlistown

;
Mrs. Edgeworth, so

full of tenderness and feeling, passing noiselessly

in and out, intent on those domestic interests

and the fulfilment of those duties which she
loved—her grand-children, happy and merry,
but never loud or rude, amused themselves
at the windows,—while Miss Edgeworth sat

in her usual comer, reading to herself, and
quarrelling aloud with a French novel ;* then
interrupting her lamentations over the ques-
tionable morality of France, by an endeavour
to make me comprehend the financial details of
this Loan Fund, impressing on my mind how
faithfully the people “ paid up,” and giving an
admirable imitation of a poor woman who had
come the previous week with sundry excuses
and intreaties for “A little more time, ye’r

honour. Sure it ’s the fault of the cows intirely,

for the freshbutter that brought sivenpence
will now only bring fivepence, and credit for

that same. ’Deed, it’s pay I will next week,
Bir.” This Loan Fund lent two hundred pounds
a week, and out of the profits an infant school,

paying its mistress thirty pounds a year, was sup-
ported in Edgeworthstown. Then when other
members of the family dropped inwith then* work
or their writings, the progress of education was
discussed, the various interests of the tenants or

* Miss Edgeworth, in a letter dated April 23rd, 1838,
thus expresses herself concerning French novels :—“ All
the fashionable French novelists will 60on be reduced to

advertising for a new vice, instead of, like the Roman
Emperor, simply for a new pleasure. It seems to be with
the Parisian novelists a first principle now, that there is

no pleasure without vice, and no vice without pleasure

;

but that tho old world vices having been exhausted, they
must strain their genius to invent new

;
and so they do, in

the most wonderful and approved bad manner, if I may
judge from the few specimens I have looked at—M. de
Balzac, for example, who certainly is a man of genius, and
as certainly, ‘adel’ dsprit comme un demon.’ I should think
that he had not the least idea of the difference between
right and wrong, only that he does know the difference by
his regularly preferring the weong, and crying up all tho
Ladies of error, as Anger de tendresse. His pathos has
always, as the Anti-Jacobin so well said of certain German
sentimentalists, and as the Duchess of Wellington aptly
quoted to me, of a poetic genius of later days—his pathos
has always

‘A tear for poor guilt.’

Vide ‘Pere Goriot,’ who pays the gaming debts of his
daughter’s lover, provides a luxuriously furnished house
of assignation, bath and boudoir for one of his ‘ angel ’

daughter-sinners; and tells her he wishes he could strangle
her husband for her with his own hands, having first

married, and sold her to said husband for his own vanity
and purpose ! If the force of vice and folly can farther go,

look for it in another of M. de Balzac’s most beautifully

written immoralities, ‘Lc Message,’ where the husband
‘ gobbles ’ up tho dinner, to tho scandal of the child, while
the wife is stifling in the barn, or screaming iu despair
for the death of her lover, which had been communicated
to her by the amiable gentleman-messenger, at the moment
he is dining with the husband, who knows all about it,

and goes on 1 gobbling', while the child exclaims, ‘ Papa,
you would not eat so, if mamma was here!!!!’ Dear
Mrs. Hall, notes of admiration are the only notes that can
follow such pictures of French nature in man, woman, or
child !

”
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the poor talked over, so that relief was granted
as soon as want was known. I regretted that

so much of Miss Edgworth’s mind and atten-

tion wex*e given to local matters, but the
pleasure she herself derived from the improve-
ment of every living thing around her, was
delightful to witness. I thought myself parti-

cularly good to bo up and about at half-past

seven in the morning ;* but early as it was, Miss
Edgeworth had preceded me

;
and a table heaped

with early roses, upon which the dew was still

moist, and a pair of gloves, too small for any
hands but hers, told who was the early florist.

She was passionately fond of flowers : she liked

to grow them, and. to give them
;
one of the

most loved and cherished of my garden’s rose-

bushes, is a gift from Miss Edgeworth. There
was a rose, or a little bouquet of her arranging

always by each plate on the breakfast-table, and if

she saw my bouquet faded, she was sure to tap at

my door with a fresh one before dinner. And
this from Maria Edgeworth—then between
seventy and eighty !—to me ! ! These small
attentions enter the heart and remain there,

when great services and great talents are re-

garded perhaps like great mountains,—distant

and cold and ungeruaL I linger over what
I write, and yet feel I cannot pourtray her at

all as I desire to do.

I enjoyed the wet days in that house far more
than I did the fine ones, which wo spent in the
family coach—driving over the country. I

fancied the long drives fatigued both Mrs. and
Miss Edgeworth

;
at least, the after-dinner nap

of the latter was much longer after visiting the
lions of the neighbourhood, than when we passed
the morning,—partin that beloved library, part in

Miss Edgeworth'sown particularflower-garden,

—

or, sweeter still, alone with her in my own bed-
room ; where she would come, dear, kind, old
lady ! to help off a shawl, or inquire if my feet

were damp after a stroll on the lawn, or if I

wanted anything, and then sit down and talk of
those whom she had known, but whose names
were history—a history, of which, she herself,

is now so grand and so dear a part.

Her extensive correspondence was not confined
to any clique, anycountry, or any particular order
of talent. She seemed to have known every-
body worth knowing, and to have taken pleasure
all her life in writing letters, when, as she ob-

served, she had “anything to say.” She never
wearied of talking of Sir Walter Scott, and she
seldom spoke of him without her eyes filling

with tears. “You London' people,” she said,
“ never saw Scott as he really was

;
his own home

and country drew him out, he was made up of
thought and feeling, illumined by a wonderful
memory, and possessed of tho power of adapting
and illustrating everything with anecdote.
Every heart and face grew bright, in the bright-

ness ofScott.” Miss Edgeworth suffered bitterly

during Scott’s illness; she talked much and
sorrowfully about both him and Captain Basil

Hall. “People will overtask themselves,” she
said,

“ in the very teeth of example
;
even Sir

Walter knew he was destroying himself; ho told
me that four hours a day, at works of imagi-
nation, was enough : adding that he had wrought
fourteen.”

“One thing I must tellyou,” she exclaimed, after

we had been turning over several of Sir Walter
Scott’s letters, “ one thing I must tell you, Sir

Walter Scott was almost the only litei*ary man
who never tired me ; Sir James Mackintosh was a
clever talker, but he tired me very much, al-

though my sister once repeated to me seventeen
things he said worth remembering one morning
at breakfast.”

I could not help thinking that the task of
remembering “seventeen clever things” must
have been great fatigue : Miss Edgeworth’s col-

* I rejoiced beyond all telling, at the morning calling
together of the household for family-worship, when Mr.
Fruncis Edgeworth read prayers and a portion of the Scrip-
ture before breakfast : this was never omitted; there never
was a more unfounded calumny than that which declared
that the family at Edgeworthstown put away the consola-
tions of Christianity, or even the forms of the Protestant
Church. I accompanied them on Sunday to the parish
church; various members of the family are united to

clergymen of the church
;
the Rev. Dr. Butler of Trim,

the brother-in-law of Miss Edgeworth, being one of the
most excellent as well as accomplished clergymen in
Ireland.
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lection of autograph letters was by far the most
interesting I ever saw, far more so than any
published during the present century, and she
used to bring me box after box filled with the
correspondence of all the people of “ her time ”

—a period then of more than fifty years : some-
times she would pick me out the most interest-

ing, and then leave the collection to “ amuse ”

me
;

it was not the mere chit-chat of the period,

but the opinions of clever people given to clever

people. I felt it a great privilege and advantage
to read those letters

; some few were from the
leading men of her father’s time to him; Sir

Walter Scott’s, were, I had almost said, without
number

;
the correspondence of many years with

Joanna Baillie, Miss Seward, with Mrs. Holland,
Mrs. Grant

;
packets of foreign letters, and mul-

titudes from America, which Miss Edgeworth
said was “ a letter-writing country.” Many of
these concerned Laura Bridgeman, about whom
Miss Edgeworth was much interested; several
from great statesmen and celebrated persons of
all grades and kinds

; but I am convinced that
Miss Edgeworth had too much delicacy to suffer

any eyes but her own to dwell on the private
letter of a friend ; for these were all, with per-

haps one or two exceptions, what might be given
to the public, and all full of interest. David
Ricardo’s letters written so many years pre-

viously concerning the state of Ireland, struck
me as almost prophetic. My readers will remem-
ber that in 1842 there had been no appearance of
potato disease, yeti thought his observations con-
cerning the culture of the potato so striking that
at the time I asked Miss Edgeworth's permission
to use them

;
he questioned whether the potato

was a blessing, or the contrary, to Ireland, and
his opinion decidedly was against its being a
blessing

; he argued that anything cultivated to
the exclusion of other things, and whose failure
creates a famine, must be an evil ; consequently
the cultivation of the potato, to the exclusion of
other things, is an evil; the experience of the
past few years proves how entirely Ricardo was
right.*

Miss Packenham, afterwards Duchess of Wel-
lington, was so nearly connected with tho Edge-
worth family that she consulted Mr. Edgeworth
frequently during her husband's absence on the
education of her sons. Miss Edgeworth spoke
of her with great affection and tenderness

; and,
perhaps, there is nothing more touching in the
whole history of woman’s love, than that noble
lady’s entreaty during her last illness to be carried
into the room, in which the gifts of many nations
to “ the duke” are deposited. “ Never,” said Miss
Edgeworth, “ had she looked so lovely to me as
she did the day I saw her there. She had the
palest blush on her fair cheek, and pointing
round, she said, ‘ These are tributes paid to him
by all the world, not gained by trickery or
fraud.’ ” I have never looked round the room
of royal presents that beautify, though they
cannot add to the attraction of, Apsley House,
without conjuring up the fragile lady upon the
sofa, where she breathed her last, surrounded by
tributes to her husband’s greatness.

Mrs. Barbauld’s letters were easy and kind,
and I said so to Miss Edgeworth after reading
them

;
she agreed with me, laughing while she

added, “ Yes, she was very kind, and at the same
time not a little pragmatic and punctilious.” Miss
Edgeworth’s honesty of thought was always pre-
sent, like the fragrance of a rose,to add the sanctity
of truth to the pleasure of her society. She would
out with something that made me laugh at once,
and then, while untying another bundle of
letters, exclaim, “Ay, laugh away as I did
when Mr. So-or-So said it to me." She scorned
to borrow a word, much less an idea, with-
out acknowledgment. I had no patience with
Mra. Inchbald’s letters

;
I thought her tone of

patronage, to one so infinitely her superior.

* One of the greatest proofs of Miss Edgeworth’s
practical patriotism, is the simple fact, that with a keen
relish for, and appreciation of what she considered the
best, namely, the best bred society, combining high talent,
high rank, and pure morals, with every possible tempta-
tion to spend her time and money in England, she preferred
devoting herself with her family, to the local improvement
of the neighbourhood of Edgeworthstown

;
and, when in

her eightieth year, set herself the task of writing the juve-
nile book of “ Orlandino," to increase her means of utility

in the hour of Ireland’s extreme sorrow and famine.
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so impertinent. Her stage criticisms were
keen and clever, and perhaps just ; but theatrical

people are, above all other artists, the victims of

opinion, and a fool is more ready than a wise

man, to record what he pretends to tliiiik. One
letter, I remember, made me very indignant ; it

was written soon after the publication of Miss

Edgeworth’s novel of “ Ormond,” and dear
Miss Edgeworth only said, “ Well, she thought

it / ” I do believe she would have borne
anything for the sake of sincerity. Her
whole life was a lesson of truth, and yet her
truths never offended ; she took the rough edge
off an opinion with so tender and skilful a hand,
she was so much fonder of wiling you into a
virtue than exciting terror at a vice ; so stedfast

yet so gentle, that whenever she left the room,
there was something wanting, a joy departed, a
light gone out.

She had a vivid perception of the ridiculous,

but that was kept in admirable order by her
benevolence. Her eyes and mouth would often

smile, when she restrained an observation,

which, if it had found words, would have
amused us, while it perhaps pained others

;
and

yet she had the happiest manner of saying

things, drawing a picture with a few words, as a

great artist produces a likeness with a few
touches of his pencil. I remember Cuvier ex-

cited my admiration very much, during one ofour
visits to Paris

;
I saw him frequently in society,

and his magnificent head captivated my imagina-

tion. “Yes,” said Miss Edgeworth, “he is indeed a

wonder, but he has been an example of the folly

of literary and scientific men being taken out of

their sphere ;
Cuvier was more vain of his bad

speeches in the Chamber of Peers, than he was
of his vast reputation as a naturalist.”

I never knew any one so ready to give inform-

ation
;
her mind was generous in every sense of

the word, in small things as well as in large

;

she gave away all the duplicates of her shells

—

“ One is enough,” she would say, “ I must keep
that out of compliment to the giver.” She was
not reserved in speaking of her literary labours,

but she never volunteered speaking of them or

of herself
;
she never seemed to be in her own

head, as it were—much less in her own heart

:

she
loved herself, thought of herself, cared for herself,

infinitely less than she did for those around her.

Naturally anxious to know everything connected
with her habits of thought and writing—I often

reverted to her books, which she said I remem-
bered a great deal better than she did herself.

When she saw that I really enjoyed talking

about them, she spoke of them with her usual

frankness. I told her I observed that she spoke

to children as she wrote for them, and she said

it was so ; and she believed that having been so

much with children, had taught her to think for

them. I have no doubt that the succession of

children in the Edgeworth family, kept alive

her interest in childhood
;
those who withdraw

from the society of youth, when they themselves

are no longer young, turn away from the green-

ness and freshness of existence ; it is as if winter

made no preparation for, and had no desire to

be succeeded by spring.

While seeing the little weaknesses of hu-

manity, clearly and truly, she avoided dwelling

upon them, and could not bear to inflict pain :

“ People,” she said, “ see matters so differently

that the very thing I should be most proud of

makes others blush with shame; Wedgewood
carried the ‘hod’ of mortar in his youth, but
his family objected to that fact being stated in

‘ Harry and Lucy.’”

I once asked her how long she took to write

a novel. She replied, she had generally taken

ample time
;
she had written “Ormond” in three

months ;
“ but that," she added, “ was at my

father’s command ; I read to him at night what
I wrote by day, and I never heard of the book,
nor could I think of it, after his death, until my
sister, two years after, read it me ; then it was
quite forgotten.” She had a great veneration
for Father Mathew, and said Mr. Hall did him-
self honour by being the first Protestant, and
the first Conservative, who advocated his cause
in print :

“ What authors say goes for nothing,”
she observed

;
“ it is what they write they should

be judged by : now he wrote the praise, and
printed it ; but,” she continued, “ the absence of

humour in the modem peasantry, which you ob-

serve, is not to be altogether attributed to the

want of whiskey ;
the people had grown reserved

before Father Mathew came among them
;
they

imagine they have a part to play in the organisa-

tion of their country
;
their heads are fuller of

politics* than fun
;
in fact they have been drilled

into thinking about what they cannot undei*-

stand, and so have become reserved and suspi-

cious—that is, to what they used to be.” Her
affection for Ireland was, if I may be allowed

the term, philosophic : she saw clearly the per-

fections and the faults of the people : she admired
the one and knew the remedy for the other

;
her

devotion to the country was not blind, but it

was earnest, patient, and of working, as well as

thinking power, without the cant which has

been the bane of one party, and the bigotry that

has blinded the other; her religious and po-

litical faith were alike Christian, in the most
extended sense of that holy word.

These extended views and enlarged sympathies

were beyond the comprehension of many
;
but

even the squirearchy, who, I have heard, were
enraged at the publication of “ Castle Rackrent,”

and the ladies, who fancied the picture of Mrs.

O’Rafferty, in “The Absentee,” an insult to the
“ ladies ” of Dublin, forgave her for the sweet

sake of “Gracey Nowlan,” and the exquisite

fidelity of “ Old Thady.”+
I remember saying to her, how happy it was

for Ireland that she had overcome every religious

prejudice.
“ Ah !

” she exclaimed, “ I never had religious

prejudices to overcome, so I deserve no praise

for being without them.” Miss Edgeworth
never wrote that other people might practise, but

she wrote what her and hers practised daily

;

it was evident from the children being con-

stantly with the family, that they still held by
the opinion that intercouse between children

and servants is injurious to the former. “We
believe in it,” said Miss Edgeworth ;

“ but I

have long learned how very impossible it is for

others to practise it. My father made it easy

;

for not only his wife, but his children, knew all

his affairs. Whatever business he had to do

was done in the midst of his family, usually in

the common sitting-room ; so that we were
intimately acquainted, not only with his general

principles of conduct, but with the most minute

details of then* every-day application.”

' On returning to Dublin from Edgeworthstown I was
convinced of the truth of this observation : while waiting

for change of horses at Maynootli, the carriage was, as

usual, surrounded by beggars, one after another
;
they

begged for everything they could think of; “A little

sixpence, yer honour, just for the honour of Ould Ireland

and good luck;” “It’s only the half of that, or a fourpenny

bit, I ’d be axing, that you mightn't dirty yer glove with

them mane ha'pence ;” “ Maybe ye ’d have a bit of bread,

or anything, to stop the hunger of the children, my lady
;”

and, at last, when the horses were about to start, an old

crone exclaimed, “ Ah, then lave us the bit of a newspaper

itself, to amuse us whin ye ’re gone l”

t On looking back to Miss Edgeworth’s letters (all of

which are dated) I find in one, bearing date April 8, 1832,

these few remarks about Ireland, which apply to the pre-

sent as well as the past :—“ I fear we have much to go

through in this country before we come to quiet, settled

life, and a ready obedience to the laws. There is literally

no rein of law at this moment to hold the Irish; and

through the whole country, there is what I cannot justly

call a spirit of reform, but a spirit of revolution, under

the name of reform ; a restless desire to overthrow what
is, and a hope, more than a hope, an expectation, of

gaining liberty and wealth, or both, in the struggle

;

and if they do gain either, they will lose both again, and

be worse off than ever—they will afterwards quarrel

amongst themselves, destroy one another, and be again

enslaved with heavier chains. I am and have been all

my life, a sincere friend to moderate measures, as long

as reason can be heard ;
but there comes a time, at the

actual commencement of uproar when reason cannot be

heard, and when the ultimate law of force must be resorted

to, to prevent greater evils—that time teas lost in the

beginning of the French Revolution—I hope it may not now
be lost in Ireland. It is scarcely possible that this coun-

try can now be tranquillised without military force to

re-establish law; the people must be made to obey the

laws, or they cannot be ruled after any concessions. Nor
would the mob be able to rule if they got all they desire

;

they would only tear each other to pieces, and die drunk
or famish sober. The misfortune of this country has

been, that England has always yielded to clamour what
should have been granted to justice." With such senti-

ments, founded on what Miss Edgeworth states in the

“Memoirs of her Father” to have been the result of

observation and a companionship with him, from the

time of his settling on his estate at Edgeworthstown

in 1782, until the time of his death, a period of nearly five-

and-thirty years, no wonder that the grand agitator of

Ireland so frequently regretted that Maria Edgeworth
“ could not be tempted to advocate repeal.”

Of tliis habit she spoke with the warmest
feelings of approbation and gratitude, and it

produced a rich fruitage. Mr. Edgeworth’s
daughter Honora, if she had lived, would have
perhaps rivalled Maria in literary composi-

tion; and each of the family I have met
was possessed of varied but most remarkable

and well-developed qualities. It is quite impos-

sible to recall Edgeworthstown without recalling

the memory of its founder, as Mr. Richard

Lovell Edgeworth may be considered, though he
was preceded by many rich in talent and high

in station. While staying there, even I, as a

stranger, felt what I may call "his presence”

every where. She, of whom I write, had sat

beneath his shadow while she laboured, and
imbibed much of his combined philosophy and
activity

;
and the daughters of his house were as

remarkable for their strength and powers of

mind, as for the beautiful womanliness of cha-

racter, of which Maria Edgeworth was the per-

fection.

Miss Edgeworth said, it was in 1778 that

Mrs. Honora Edgeworth, while teaching her

first child to read, found the want of some-

thing to follow Mrs. Barbauld’s lessons, and
felt the difficulty of explaining the language of

the books for children which were then in use.

She imparted this difficulty to her husband, and

they commenced for their own children the first

part of “ Harry and Lucy,” or of “ Practical Edu-

cation,” as I saw it called, on the title-page of ono

of the first copies, printed literally for their own
children. Mr. Edgeworth intended to have car-

ried on the history of Harry and Lucy through

every stage ofchildhood ;
to have diffused through

an interesting story the first principles of mo-

rality, with some of the elements of science and
literature, so as to show parents how these may
be taught, without wearying the pupil’s attention.

No writer of eminence, except Dr. Watts and

Mrs. Barbauld, had at that time condescended

to write for children. How many have since

rushed into so popular and lucrative a track, the

multitude of juvenile books supply evidence;

but we may readily confess how much we have

all fallen short of our great originator. It is

curious to remember that Mr. Day, one of Mr.

Edgeworth's oldest friends, designed “ Sandford

and Merton,” as a short story to be inserted in

“ Harry and Lucy.” The illness of Mrs. Honora
Edgeworth interrupted the progress of that

volume; “and after her death,” Miss Edge-

worth said, “ her father could not bear to con-

tinue it.” Thus “Harry and Lucy” remained

for more than twenty years with the first part

printed, but not published. It was then given

Maria Edgeworth for a part of “ Early Lessons.”*

Long as Mr. Edgeworth had been dead, he was
constantly referred to by his family, as if he had

only left the room, in the simplest and most
touching manner; but when Miss Edgeworth

spoke of him for any length of time, her eyes

would fill with tears. His mind was so inven-

tive, that nothing seemed new at Edgeworths-

town. He appeara to have anticipated all modern
improvements ;

“ and yet,” said Miss Edgeworth,
“ all his literary ambition, then and ever, was

for me !

”*

As the interdict will prevent Miss Edge-

* “ After 1 Practical Education,' the next book which we
published in partnership was in 1803, the ‘ Essay on Irish

Bulls,’ the first design of this essay was his
;
under the

semblance of attack he wished to show the English public

the eloquence, wit, and talents of the lower classes of

people in Ireland. Working zealously upon the ideas

which lie suggested, sometimes what was spoken by him,

was afterwards written by me ;
or when I wrote my first

thoughts, they were corrected and improved by him." This

I quote from Miss Edgeworth’s Life of her father,—where

her truthfulness flashes ever and anon, like diamonds in

a rich setting—oh, how bright and beautiful it is ! what a

halo it sheds around her memory ! On this same page,

she says again, “ All passages in which there are Latin

quotations, or classical allusions, must be his exclusively,

because I am entirely ignorant of the learned languages .”

What a reproof is this to lady-authors, who hunt out

“learned quotations," that they may seem learned; in

truth, justice, and generosity, she was without parallel.

I could quote page after page of praise of cotemporary

novelists from her letters, which show her mental gene-

rosity,—and this is the true test of generosity, to praise

the excellence that illumines our own path : the musician

will praise the poet without a pang of envy, the poet the

musician; but let musician praise musician, and poet

poet, and painter painter, and author author,—that is the

test by which a reputation for genuine generosity ought

to stand or fall.



worth’s family from publishing her life and
correspondence, I cannot but think that a new
edition of her father’s life, produced in a

popular form, would be of the greatest value

to all classes of the community ; the second
volume, written by Miss Edgeworth, is so un-

affectedly herself, while she seeks to illustrate

the character of her beloved father, that it should

find a place on every table, and be of decided
advantage to parents in training their children.

I remember once her detailing to me the plot of

a novel she intended writing, and telling me at

the same time that she had destroyed seven
hundred pages of a manuscript, because she did

not think it good enough to publish. I re-

member how I regretted this, and found consola-

tion in the hope that one day or other the
publication of her letters would atone for the
loss. I knew that she was incapable of keeping
“a journal,”—a “private

”
journal,— intended,

from the first page to the Lost, for the public

;

and that she was too honourable to keep letters

which ought to be destroyed when read, but it

seems like casting gold into a grave to destroy a
line that she has left !

*

Some of the “ unco good ” have complained of
what they call the want of religious, but what I

should rather call sectarian, instruction, in Miss
Edgeworth's juvenile works. “ We wrote,” she
said to me, “ for every sect, and did not, nor do
I now, think it right, to introduce the awful
idea of God’s superintendence upon puerile

occasions. I hold religion in a more exalted
view than as a subject of perpetual outward
exhibition. Many dignitaries of the established
church honoured my father by their esteem and
private friendship; this could not have been, had
they believed him to be either an open or con-
cealed enemy to Christianity" Certainly, as a
magistrate, as a member of the Board of Educa-
tion, as a member of parliament, Mr. Edge-
worth had public opportunities of recording his

opinions; and there is no trace, that I could
ever discover, of his desiring to found a system
of morality exclusive of religion. Unfortunately,
in Ireland, if you are not,—I do not like the
word, but I can find no other,

—

bigotted, to one
or the other Party, you are marked and stigma-

tised as irreligious—or worse—by both.

I do not design to write a panegyric. Miss Edge-
worth’s own works will suffice for that; they are

imperishable monuments of her usefulness and
her “ good will,” especially towards the country
of her adoption and towards children. But even
after a visit to Edgeworthstown, where a natural
habit of observation, as well as a desire to read
her rightly, made me more than usually awake
to every word and every passing incident—bright
days of rambling and sunshine, and dark days of
rain and conversation with her and hers—seeing
her thus away from the meretricious glare and
false lights of London society, where I had first

met her—in the trying seclusion of a country-
house, in the midst of a most mingled family

—

where her father’s last wife was many years
younger than herself, and the half foreign chil-

dren and foreign wife of her youngest brother,
rendered the mingling still more extraordinary

—

recalling all seen and known of other families,

* It seems, and perhaps is selfish, in this truly public
calamity of Miss Edgeworth’s death, to dwell on my own
bitter feelings at her loss. Her friendship and sympathy
were as alive at eighty-two, as if she had been in what is

called “ the prime of life." Her praise had cheered, and
her criticism guided me on my way. Public approbation
is necessary to an author's living; but her sympathy and
kindness seemed necessary to my literary fame. If “ The
Sketches of Irish Character” won her first attention, every
thing I since published seemed to freshen our correspon-
dence

;
and I so grieve that she can never see the result

of much she suggested in what I have been some time
writing. Proud as I am of many of her letters, they relate
so almost entirely to ourselves that I feel it would be
egotism to publish them. Whenever a passage occurred
in her letter, or indeed in any letter I wish to preserve
that ought to be secret, I am not content with refolding
the letter and putting it by, 1 cut out and destroy the pas-
sage. This I consider it only honest to do, for we have no
right to trust for a moment to others here or hereafter,
what is trusted only to ourselves. I am certain that it is

the excess (if I may so call it,) of this moral honesty which
urged Miss Edgeworth's determination that her correspon-
dence should not be published. I believe she intended to
“ cut it,” to revise it herself, but as this was not done, she
preferred consigning the whole to oblivion, rather than to

running the risk of any feelings being wounded, or opinions
intended only for her own eye being sent abroad to the
world.
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where children of the same parents too seldom
live together in unity—I remember nothing

that at this distance of time does not excite my
admiration and increase my affection for this

admirable woman, combining hi her small

self whatever we believe to be most deserv-

ing of praise in her sex. She was a literary

woman, without vanity, affectation, or jealousy

—a very sunbeam of light, in a home ren-

dered historic by her genius—a perfect woman
in her attention to those little offices of love

and kindness which sanctify domestic life ; a

patriot, but not a politician—the champion of a

country’s virtues, without being blind either to

its follies or its crimes. Honoured wherever
her name was heard during half a century of

literary industry—idolised by a family composed
as I have said of many members under one roof,

yet tuned into matchless harmony by admirable

management and right affection ;*—this woman
so loved, so honoured, so cherished to the very

last, was entirely unselfish. I have said this

before, and repeating it cannot give strength to

the fact
;
but I have so often felt benefit from

her example and the consideration of her virtues,

that I desire others, especially the young of my
own sex, to do the same. During her last visit

to London, I still thought her unchanged
;
like

Scott, she was not seen to the same advantage

in London crowds, as amid the home circle at

Edgeworthstown. Our last meeting was at her
beloved sister’s, Mrs. Wilson, in North Audley
Street. She was there the centre of attraction

amongst those of the highest standing in litera-

ture
;

the hot room and the presentations

wearied her, and so her anxious sister thought

;

but she again, like Scott, was the gentlest of

lions, and suffered to admiration. When I was
going, she pressed my hand and whispered, “ we
will make up for this at Edgeworthstown.”
I certainly did not think I should see her no
more in this world. I have imagined the half

hour of her illness in that now desolate monu-
ment of so much that was great and good;
a brother and sister—the brother nearly half a

century younger than Maria Edgeworth—who
wei’e there when we were at Edgeworthstown,
had been called away before her. The widow of

her father, and the widow of her tendei’ly-loved

brother knew that she had wi’itten a note to Dr.

Marsh complaining of not being as well as usual

;

yet had felt little alarm. In less than half an
hour after this letter was written, Mrs. Edgeworth
went into Miss Edgeworth’s bed-room—the little

room that overlooked her flower-garden—stood

by her bedside, became alarmed; and passing

her arm under her head, turned it on her
shoulder, so as to raise her up. After the lapse

of a few minutes, she felt neither motion nor
breath

;
and it was only the form of her long

cherished and beloved friend that she pressed to

her bosom. She died in her eighty-third year,

it may be truly said full of yeai*s and honours,f

* It would seem tliat the family of Edgeworth were as
united in 1844, when I visited them, as in 1796, when
Mr. Edgeworth, in a letter to Doctor Darwin, wrote the
following passage :

—
“ I do not think one tear per month

Is shed in this house, nor the voice of reproof heard, nor
the hand of restraint felt.”

t I honoured her birthday as I do my mother’s, and man-
aged she should receive the letter of congratulation, to

which this is a reply, the 1st of last January, the day she
completed her eighty-second birthday. It shows how
bright and kind she was ever, and to tiic last :

—

“My dear Mrs. Hall,—Your cordial warm-hearted note,

was the very pleasantest I received on my birthday,
except those from my own family.

“ I am truly obliged to you for it, and quite touched by
your kind remembrance.

“ Mrs. Edgeworth felt it as I do, and so did a sister of

mine, whom you do not know, but whom you would like

very much if you did know her, Mrs. Butler—‘the Har-
riette Edgeworth’—justly described in Sir Walter Scott’s

letters.
“ I hope you and Mr. Hall will revisit Ireland one of

these days, and that you will make your way again to

Edgeworthstown. You must not delay long if you mean
to see me again; remember, you have just congratulated
me on my eighty-second birthday.

“ I msh you would be so very kind as to give me as
a birthday present yours and Mr. Hall's third volume of
‘ Ireland.’ I have only one number of it, that which cost

you so much thought and care to word
;
and which gratified

me and my family so much, from the manner you men-
tioned us, saying nothing we could wish unsaid.

“ I am ashamed to beg this volume from you, but I do
so wish to have it from the kind author, that I cannot
refrain from making this request. If there be any of

mine that you would accept, or if your dear little girl
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I, wbo knew her so long and so well, who
have lived in the house of happiness with them,
can hardly imagine, much less describe, the
lonely blank that is left—more particularly in

the heart of the venerable lady, who must now
feel the want of object, the want of counsel, the
want of sympathy—the want of one who filled

her thoughts from morning till night, either to

share her soitows or enjoyments, and make up
by unceasing love and pity, the one for the
other, the heavy losses they both sustained,

pax’ticularly within the last few years, by the

death of Mrs. Edgeworth’s beloved children

—

almost, if not quite, as dear to the one as to the
other; but I can picture the mourning village

when she was carried within that church, and laid

in her fathei-
's tomb, beneath the shadow of the

spire, which tells of his invention and perse-

verance, as well as his desire to add to the
beauty of the Christian church of liis own
parish—I can fancy the wail of the weeping
children of the schools, and the utter desola-

tion which l’eigns in that once cheerful library.

All that relates to this honoured and honour-
able family, is becoming matter of history ;

and in a short space of time, hundreds who
have learned all the good that books can
teach from those imperishable monuments of

Maria Edgeworth’s zeal and industry in eveiy

good cause, will make pilgrimages to her
shrine,—the neutral ground of Ireland,—whero
all may worship, without idolatry, the essence

of as pure, as high a nature, as ever ascended

in the spix’it of faith to tlxe throne of the

Supreme.

THE FRENCH IN ITALY.

The Art-Journal, although not a paper which
takes a part in political dissensions, may yet

unite with others in protesting against the pro-

ceedings of the French, who are now assailing

the capital of the Arts, and whose operations must
inevitably lead to the destruction of monuments of

Art, in the preservation of which all Europe is

interested.

Allow me to point to the probable results of late

operations, and every artist, every civilised being,

must regard with indignation the consequences of
the disastrous policy of France. The French have
approached Rome by the Via Aurelia, which
enters the city by the Porta S. Pancrazio, the
central gate of that long line of alternate curtains

and bastions which crown the highest ridge of the

Janiculum, and stretch at right angles to the

Tiber, from that river to the fortifications which
encircle St. Peter’s and the Vatican. Within
these lofty defences the ground slopes steeply to

the Tiber, and whilst about two-thirds of it con-
sists of garden and vineyard, that portion next the

river is covered with the churches, palaces, and
houses of the district of Trastevere. The entire

circuit of this district of Rome is four miles and a
half; the artist connects this district with his

recollections of the Farnesina and its frescoes by
Raphael, Volterra, and Razzi ;

of the Corsini

palace, and its noble gallery of San Pietro in

Montorio, and the famous picture of Sebastian del

Piombo
;
of the church of Sa Maria, in Trastevere

;

of the Fontana Paolina
;
the Villa Lanta, designed

and decorated by Julio Romano, St. Onofrio, and
many other monuments whose preservation is of
the highest importance to the Arts, but which arc

now placed in danger by the unjustifiable aggres-

sion of the French. Europe may yet have to

mourn the consequences of an ill-directed shell

obliterating the frescoes of the Farnesina, or carry-

ing destruction into the galleries of the Corsini.

It would occupy too much of your space to spe-

cify all the treasures of Art which this district of

would like to have a set of my little books, just now re-

published, let me know, and I will have them sent to you.”

My “ little girl” rejoiced as much at this prospect as I

should have done at her age
;
but the following little cir-

cumstance marks the charming mind of the giver. The
books came from the London publisher’s, but Miss Edge-
worth had enclosed him, written with herown hand, on slips

of paper, “ To Mrs. S. C. Hall's dear good little girl. From
Maria Edgeworth, in her eighty-tliird year.” And these
were carefully pasted, by her direction, in each volume.
In the same letter, the last but one I received from
her, she asks, in a postscript, “ who translated Mademoi-
selle de Montpensier’s Memoirs lately, and what proof of

their authenticity? I believe I must write to Paris to

get an answer satisfactory to this last question. The
translation (?) reads like an original." She was so actively

alive to whatever was going on.

kS?
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Rome contains, and which are now exposed to

danger. Beyond the gate of S. Pancrazio, by
which the French seek to enter Rome, we find, to

the right of the Via Aurelia, the Villa Cristaldi,

next the Villa Corsini, built from the designs of
Salvi, and ruined, as it appears by the accounts in

the Times

;

beyond the Corsini is the church of

S. Pancrazio, whose foundation is said to date
from A.D. 272 ;

although the present church is a
much more modern erection, still its destruction or

injury must be regarded with regret by every civi-

lised being
;
nearly opposite is the famous Villa

Pamfili Doria, probably the most beautiful villa

in the world
;
the Bel-respiro, as it is justly called,

with its unrivalled views of St. Peter’s, and of the
Campagna, its beauties of Nature and Art. This
villa, desecrated as it is by the foot of the intruder,
must now present a sad scene : nowhere in the
environs of the Eternal City could the man of
taste and refinement find more pleasing sources of
pure enjoyment than in the delicious glades of this

beautiful villa ; about six miles in circuit, the
grounds present varied scenes of wood and 'mea-
dow, or of formal old magnificence in its long and
broad alleys, its magnificent terraces, its foun-
tains, water-falls, and sheets of water, statues,

vases, columns, flights of steps, and balustrades,
which meet the eye at every turn. Nor must I
forget the magnificent stove pines, the ilexes, and
the cypresses, which are, perhaps we may be called
upon to say were, the glory of this villa, and the
admiration of all artists and visitors : the Casino
was built from designs by Algardi, it is decorated
with pilasters, statues, busts, andrelievis, and con-
tains precious works of Art. Now turn we to the
preparations for the defence of this villa ; how
many of its noble trees may have been cut down,
and its works of Art thrown down to form barri-
cades ? Turn to the description in the Times of the
assault, it was taken, retaken, and again. assailed,
and, when in possession of the French, it was bat-
tered by cannon fired from the walls of Rome, and
what must necessarily have been the results ? its

soil stained by the blood of nearly two thousand
men, and cumbered with the corpses of invalids
and children of the soil. And thus desecrated, may
we not fear that its edifices are ruined, its works of
Art broken and cast down, its noble pines over-
thrown ? and that thus the most magnificent villa

of Rome—the noble monument of an age of grand
ideas—is lost to the world, destroyed by a people
who term themselves the leaders of civilisation.

It appears to me impossible to doubt that such
must have been the disastrous results of this con-
flict

;
but if they have not been so extensive, if

a few works of Art only have been broken and
defaced—a part only of those beauties of nature
which a century cannot replace—have been in-

jured
;
still the civilised world mayjustly complain,

and we are called upon to cry out against such
acts, as an offence not merely to Rome and the
Romans, but to civilisation. Let us protest against
this destruction of monuments which are the
glory of the past, which delight and enlighten
the present, and which it is a sacred duty to pre-
serve and transmit to the future.

C. H. W.
Glasgow, June 16, 1849.

BAZAAR IN AID OF THE FUNDS
OF THE AGED GOVERNESSES’ ASYLUM AT

KENTISH TOWN.

A sharp easterly wind, diversified by smart
showers and a few claps of thunder, prevented
some of the Hite, who promised to attend the

sale for the benefit of tins admirable institution,

from ascertaining where Kentish Town actually

is. A sufficient number however were there to

pay the necessary outlay for pavilions, bands of
music, and all incidental expenses, and add 5001.

to the treasury. This is a small sum indeed
compared to that collected at Chelsea last year ;

but the great object of the committee was to

show the Asylrni to the public, in full reliance

that when once seen, and its practice and prin-

ciple perfectly understood, there will be no lack
of patronage. In every respect the Asylum
fulfils the promises made at its commencement.
Nothing can exceed the convenience and com-
fort of the building; the beauty and taste of
the architecture does honour to Mr. Wyatt, and
the internal arrangements prove how hard and
with what judgment Mrs. Laing, and the ladies
engaged with her in the good cause, must have

worked to get all things so suited to the infir-

mities of age, that every comfort seems com-
bined in the little bed rooms, one of which
becomes the province of each old lady admitted
into the Asylum. There are also two noble
rooms appropriated as dining and drawing-rooms,
and as the funds increase the building can be
enlarged to almost any extent.

The sale was abundantly supplied, but rather
with a rechauffe of old than an assortment of new
articles. Several ladies of rank and influence

were not deterred by the locality from presiding
at the stalls

;
and the juvenile Highland Band

that was so gratified by the approbation of
Miss Lind last year, at the Bazaar at Chelsea,

would have won increased applause from her
this year had she been present, for they are

wonderfully improved, not only in precision, but
in expression. All public fetes should employ
these young musicians, who add so much to the
pictorial effect of the scene, and belong to so

admirable an Institution as the Caledonian
Asylum; and those who do, could not better

employ their funds than by returning the obli-

gation in the form of a donation to so merito-
rious an Institution, one occupied in the protec-

tion and teaching of habits of good order and
enduring industry.

It is a pleasant duty to state that Mr. Herbert
Minton has contributed most generously to the
Aged Governesses’ Asylum, in various ways

;

the passages are all composed of encaustic pave-

ment, given by him and laid at his expense

;

and he has presented various china services

made expressly for the Asylum
;

all in perfect

taste. Mr. Aveiy furnished the windows with
blinds ; and Mr. Radcliffe, of Birmingham, inti-

mated his intention of presenting a handsome
chandelier, to be hung in the drawing-room.
We regretted to observe that even persons
of wealth and influence were not inclined to

purchase unless they could obtain “ bargains.”

This is reversing the order of bazaar things.

Ladies invariably mark their “ goods ” a little

higher than “the shops,” under the idea that
their customers will bear in mind that the
sale is for charity; but in this instance too
many of the fair bargainers endeavoured to

obtain what they desired at absolutely less than
the cost of the material of which the article was
composed.
The happy ceremony of introducing the aged

ladies into the Asylum, which was to have been
performed by His Royal Highness the Duke of
Cambridge, was, in Ids lamented absence, under-
taken by the Rev. Mr. Laing, who delivered a
very suitable address on the occasion. One
little incident occurred during the day, which
proved the utility of the Asylum more than
any eloquence could do. An old lady intro-

duced herself to Mr. Laing, with the simple
statement that she had been a governess for a
long term of years, had saved a little more than
5001., was quite alone in the world, without
friends or kindred ;

that in lodgings the interest

of her money just kept her from starvation, and
if, on inquiry, the committee considered her
eligible, she would purchase with 500/. a presen-

tation, and present herself.

Her Majesty graciously sent a donation of 50/.

SONNET.
THE NYMPH OF THE WATERFALL.

EXGRAVED IN THE ART-JOUBXAL.

Innocent as the diamond drops which flow
In playful sparkles from the rocky spring

;

A lovely, gentle, unassuming thing,
With soul transparent as the brook below.
Oh, happy thou ! If thou shouldst never know

Aught past the circle of thy cottage home,
And not a wish should tempt thy heart to roam

To scenes which glitter, but can ne’er bestow
Pure peace and happiness, but rather woe,

Anxiety, and care, and thou should’st find,

Thinking on youth’s dear home-scenes left

behind,
That thou hadst changed the substance for the show.

Lovely retirement ! How could I be blest

In such a place, and with a heart at rest

!

Ilomerton. James Edmeston.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

“ The Vernon Testimonial !”—The history

of this abandoned project is somewhat curious

and not a little instructive. It will be remem-
bered that several months ago it was suggested

through our columns, that in order to pei’petuate

the memory of Mr. Vernon’s gift to the nation,

a sum of money should be raised and a medal
be struck to be annually presented to a meri-

torious student, through the President of the

Royal Academy. The idea originated with Mr.
Dominic Colnaghi, who requested us to ascer-

tain the feeling of Mr. Vernon on the subject. This

we did, and obtained his sanction to the plan on
the ground that he could object to no arrange-

ment by which the interests of British Art
might be promoted. We stated so much in our
Journal ; and almost immediately afterwards we
found that a committee had been appointed,

chiefly, we believe, by Mr. Vernon’s medical

attendant, Mr. Pettigrew. It consisted of some
seven or eight noblemen and gentlemen, from
whom exertions in raising funds were not to be
expected ; some half-a-dozen gentlemen who
were, we believe, personal friends of Mr. Vernon,
and about fourteen members of the Royal
Academy. The list carried with it conviction

that the project would end in nothing. The
result has been a melancholy failure ; and it is

now sought to sustain a charge of ingratitude

and apathy against the profession and the public.

Against any such conclusion we enter our pro-

test. The object was not to have been achieved

by a mere announcement that it was in contem-
plation. In this busy world where so many
matters occupy men’s thoughts and press upon
their time and energies while demanding their

monies, no work can be accomplished without
some labour. Had a committee been formed
with a view to practical working, the required

sum would have been obtained
;
but it should

have consisted ofother members to represent the

public on the one hand and the profession on
the other. We throw the whole responsibility

of failure upon those by whom the committeo
was nominated, and deeply deplore that their

mistake should have been so fatal in its con-

sequences. A meeting was held on Friday, the

15th of June (at which unfortunately illness pre-

vented our attending), for the purpose of re-

ceiving a report. A few persons (about twelve)

only were in attendance, and of these we learn

only three were artists.

A statement having been made that the
amount subscribed was about 300/., of which
only 191/. had been actually paid, which sum
must be further reduced by a deduction of 40/.

for advertising, it was moved and seconded by
Mr. Vernon’s two medical attendants—Mr. Pet-

tigrew and Mr. Hammerton

—

“ That, as the amount subscribed was insufficient to

carry out the object of a ‘ Vernon Medal,’ a bust of Mr.
Vernon should be procured and placed on an appropriately
inscribed pedestal in the Vernon Gallery.”

A somewhat warm discussion ensued, when an
amendment was moved by S. Hart, R.A., and
seconded by David Roberts, Esq., R.A.,

“ That, inasmuch as many of the subscribers had sub-
scribed for a given object, viz. the ‘ Vernon Medal,’ and
this had failed, it would be irregular to devote the money
received to any other purpose

;
and that therefore the

whole matter should be allowed quietly to drop, and the
several subscriptions returned to the parties, deducting a
per centage for the expenses.”

After a discussion, the original motion was car-

ried by a majority of seven, with the addendum,
“that any member dissenting should receive

back his subscription.”

This is, indeed, a melancholy issue. We pre-

sume that even the bust will be abandoned
;
for

unless Mr. Belrnes, to whom it was to have been
consigned, will do the work as one of charity, a
sum of 151/. (even if no one will reclaim his

subscription,) will scarcely suffice to pay for it.

It may be, however, that Messrs. Hart and
Roberts are premature in considering the project

of a medal to have failed. It has surely failed

under the then existing arrangements ; but it by
no means follows that the object—which we
know to have been most agreeable to Mr. Ver-
non—may not yet be achieved. It is, notwith-

standing, very deplorable to find that the artists

generally held back from any efforts to promote
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the subscription. In the printed list we find

the names of only nine artists and two archi-

tects. Of the artists, seven of the nine are

members of the Royal Academy
; but this is a

very poor division of the body, while no other
society is represented by a single subscriber.

The Government School of Design.—

T

he
Report has not yet been printed

; any observa-
tions upon the inquiry would be, therefore, pre-

mature. Rumours of various kinds are in

circulation
; one affirms that the three masters

are to have it all their own way, to be their own
directors and controllers, the country to be only
their paymasters. Another rumour is still more
preposterous

;
that a party who has been for two

or three years successfully labouring to prove
1 his own incompetency as to all matters apper-

taining to design, is to obtain a permanent place
I in the direction.

Another rumour, scarcely less absurd, is that no
1

change whatever is to take place in the arrange-
ment. We abide the issue. It will be, of course,
our duty next month to deal with the subject
at length

; endeavouring to show that while on
the one hand the Institution is easily capable of
improvement, and ought to be improved, it

would be little short of madness so to alter its

character and constitution as to destroy it for all

practical purposes. Our study should be to
keep all that is good, to remove that which is

|

evil
;
but to be as deaf to those who would

|

do nothing, as to those who would work to
destroy.

The British Museum, since the commence-
ment of the new buildings and fittings in 1828,

1 has cost 696,995/. ; and the estimate for what is

j

wanted to complete the work is 56,500Z. ; total,

753,495/.

The Institute of the Fine Arts.—

R

umours
for some time past have reached us respecting
the affairs of this Society, which appears on the
brink of utter annihilation, if it be not already
extinct. We have long felt assured, from the
want of unanimity among the members, and
the general mismanagement which has charac-
terised its proceedings, that such a result could
not be very far distant

;
the hour of dissolution

(for the present at least) has now come, without,
as we can see, any prospect of its resuscitation,

I although there is some talk of its being entirely
re-modelled. The rooms held in Great Marl-
borough Street have been given up, and the
furniture sold to pay arrears of rent. This, we
presume to say, is highly discreditable to the
Society, for whatever antagonistic opinions may
have prevailed among the subscribers, the credit
of the collective body required that, at almost
any pecuniary sacrifice, the solvency of the Insti-

tute should have been maintained. It is of little

use now to inquire into the reasons which have
hastened this untoward event, but we feel
bound to say that we have, on several occasions,
received letters of complaint against one of the
principal officers of the Society, founded chiefly
on his want of courtesy, his dictatorial beha-
viour, and his determination to act on his own
suggestions, rather than on the recommendations
and resolutions of the executive and responsible
body. We cannot, of course, either gainsay or
confirm the truth of these allegations

; they
may be, perhaps, altogether false, or at least
much exaggerated

; still it is our duty to report
what has reached us.

Government Supplies connected with Art.—The House of Commons in Committee of Sup-
ply on the first of last month, agreed to the fol-

lowing votes :—10,000Z. for the School of Design;
300Z. for the Royal Hibernian Academy

; 36,288/.
for the new buildings of the British Museum

;

1500/. to the Trustees of the British Museum for

j

antiquities
;
2800/. for completing the pedestal of

the Nelson Column; and 1500Z. for the National

j

Gallery. In answer to a question from Sir W.
Jolliffe, as to whether it was the intention of
Government “to make any addition to the latter

building in order to provide room for the valu-
able pictures that had lately been presented to
the country ;” the Chancellor of the Exchequer
“feared he would hardly be justified in propo-
sing any additional sum for that purpose in the
present circumstances of the country. He quite
agreed with the hon. baronet as to providing
proper accommodation, but under the present

circumstances, the Government did not feel

itself justified in proposing any additional ex-
pense.” Thus, then, all hope of the Vernon
Collection being somewhat worthily located must
be postponed for another year ; but under what
a wretchedly paltry excuse does the minister
shelter himself for the parsimony of a Govern-
ment which could not bring forward any portion
of a grant for an object wherein the meanest sub-
ject of the realm has a personal interest, and
yet, a night or two after, proposed and carried a
vote for 10,000/. towards defraying the expense
of rebuilding the British ambassador’s house at

Constantinople, the completion of which, Lord
Palmerston asserted, would cost forty thousand
pounds. Does Sir C. Wood suppose for one
moment, that the most thrifty economist in the
house would have withheld his assent to a
similar grant for enlarging the National Gallery,

had the Government asked for it I But the
truth is, the Chancellor of the Exchequer is

mentally unable to appreciate the arts of his
country, and therefore has no desire to promote
their interests. That which would tend to ele-

vate the people in the scale of civilisation, and
add to their enjoyments, finds no sympathy with
one educated in a school where such doctrines
find neither teachers nor disciples. Truly, all

connected with this bequest, in so far as the
donor is concerned, is a reproach to England; he
is gone down to his grave imthanked and un-
honoured while living

;
and with no other record

of his munificent act, than the monument he
himself raised for the admiration for his fellow
countrymen. Thus we have no right to expect
the example of Mr. Vernon will be soon fol-

iowTed ; however disinterested true patriotism is,

it looks for some equivalent. Curtius would
scarcely have leaped into the gulf, had he felt

assured that his name would have been for-

gotten so soon as the chasm closed over him.
The Royal Etchings.—

T

his matter, which
we thought had been finally settled, has again
occupied the attention of the Vice-Chancellor’s
Court, the Solicitor-General praying, “ that the
temporary injunction might be made perpetual
against the defendants Strange and Judge

; and
that the catalogues and the copies of the etchings
might be delivered up to be destroyed.” The
counsel for Prince Albert, thinking that Mr.
Strange had been misled in the matter, forbore
to press further proceedings against this defen-
dant ; but with respect to the other, Judge, it

was deemed necessary to make the present appli-

cation. Sir J. L. Knight Bruce, in delivering
judgment, strongly censured the conduct pur-
sued by Judge from first to last

;
affirming that

“ his case had been one of entire and undissem-
bled dishonesty. It would be a slur on juris-

prudence, an insult to the administration of
justice in this country, if such a breach of trust,

to use the mildest phrase, should be without a
remedy. The prohibition under which the
defendant laboured must be continued, and a
further order made for the delivery of the etch-

ings.” Costs also were given against him, “ for,”

said the Vice-Chancellor, “ his case seems to me
to fail alike in law, equity, truth, and common
honesty.” This is strong language, but perfectly
true and just. The whole affair is an impudent
piece of knavery

; the more censurable because
unblushingly persevered in.

Artists' Amicable Fund.—

T

he annual dinner
of the members of this Society took place on the
29th of May, and was very fully attended. The
Institution is conducted upon the principles of a
life assurance company, jointly with those of a
benefit society

;
that is, it affords relief to sick

members, and to the families of those deceased.
It differs from the Artists’ Annuity Fund in one
great point; the latter requiring high artistic

qualification for membership, while the Amicable
Fund only demands that the candidate should
be of good character, and either practising the
profession, or educating for it, and be recom-
mended by some known artist. Unlike the
other, too, it is entirely independent of extra-
neous assistance, and must not be regarded as a
charity. These circumstances cause the Society
to be highly popular with a large class of artists.

According to the report read after dinner, it

appears that although established but ten years,

this fund has, at the present time, 144 members.

During the period of its existence, it has paid
for relief to the sick 1706Z. 13s. 3d . ; and, conse-
quent upon deaths, 130Z. ; and has a capital in
hand of 2017/. 10s. We learn, from some statis-
tics with which we have been furnished, that
not more than six per cent, of the artists of the
United Kingdom are assured for a support during
illness; and scarcely a larger proportion have
availed themselves of a life assurance. We have,
in former times, urged this duty upon our pro-
fessional readers; with the various societies in
existence, there is no excuse for the neglecting
what should be the business of every one who
lives by his own individual labours—to procure
for himself and for his family independent help
in the hour of need.

Papier Mache Easel.—

M

essrs. Jennens and
Bettridge have submitted to our inspection a
most elegant easel they have recently manufac-
tured. The exterior frame-work is composed
entirely of papier-mache, inlaid with gold and
pearl. The upper part is designed in a sort of
scroll-pattern, and is similarly, but more richly,

i

ornamented. The centre-piece which supports
the tray, or rest for the picture, is made of maho-
gany highly polished; and the tray may be
elevated or depressed, by merely pressing the
thumb against a spring; a novel, ingenious, and
easy method of causing it to act, originating
with the manufacturers. We presume this easel
must only be intended for a library or drawing-
room, as it is far too elegant an object for an
artist’s studio. In the press of matter last month
we omitted to notice the very beautiful dressing-
case Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge recently
manufactured for the Queen of Spain; one of
the most costly and sumptuous articles which
has been issued from their establishment.
Mr. Burford’s Panorama of the Valley

and City of Kashmir.—

M

r. Burford’s pencil
seems ever in his hand, and his success keeps
pace with his industry. This, the latest of the
exhibitions he has opened, is undoubtedly one
of the very best, as a picture, he has put forth

;

it is a work that shows his ability in dealing
with a subject supplying but scanty material for
powerful effect, though much to elicit the artist’s

skill. The view of this far-famed valley is taken
from a mountain of considerable elevation, called
the “ Throne of Solomon,” for the Mahomedans
believe that here stood the garden of Eden.
From this eminence the eye ranges over the
city and surrounding country for many miles
distant

; embracing villages, plains of the richest
verdure, the winding stream of the Jylum, the
great lake, Wulur, till the sight is intercepted
by the vast ranges of mountains which close in
the scene. The coup-d’ceil is magnificent, and
Mr. Burford has treated his subject in a mas-
terly manner, relieving the continuous flatness of
the ground by his admirable disposition of light
and shade. In one part of the picture a consider-
able group of figures has been introduced by Mr.
Selous, consisting of distinguished natives and
Europeans. The sketches for this panorama wero
taken by Mr. G. T. Vigne, as far back as 1835.
The Royal Academy.—

A

few months back we
noticed the retirement, on account of continued
ill-health, of Williamson, the head porter of the
Royal Academy, whose courtesy and kindness of
heart during a long period of service won for
him “troops of friends,” among the members
and students of the Institution. Some short time
after his resignation, a considerable number of
the students subscribed a handsome silver teapot
which they presented to the worthy ex-official
“ as a mark of their esteem and good-wishes, and
to prove they had not forgotten the kindness
and esteem he showed them during so long a
number of years.” The testimonial is alike
honourable to the donors and the recipient.

Copies of the Old Masters.—

M

onsieur Colin,
one of the celebrities of Pictorial Art in Paris,
like many others of the distinguished artists of
France, has sought a temporary sojourn in
London. Founding his hopes on the tranquillity
from political turmoil we so happily enjoy, he
has brought over with him a remarkable series
of copies from the most celebrated pictures of
the great masters existing in the museums of
Florence, Parma, Naples, Rome, Genoa, and
Paris. The advantage of such a reproduction of
chefs-d'ceuvre would be inestimable to any public

=- 1
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academy or institution where the Fine Arts form
any branch of instruction or study. The collec-

tion, if obtained for any of the museums of our
provincial cities, could not fail of producing im-

portant results in the improvement of public

taste, and of beneficial influence upon young and
aspiring artists. Copies of the acknowledged
great works of the ancient painters, executed by
a living painter of talent, are infinitely more
useful and instructive than the dubious and
obscured quasi originals too frequently appealed
to by the unlearned in Art. The present oppor-
tunity is worth considering, and a visit to Mon-
sieur Colin’s collection, at No. 15, Francis Street,

Bedford Square, will well repay the untravelled
amateur. Among the pictures copied, are the
“ Vision of Ezekiel,” by Raffaelle, in the Pitti

Palace; the “St. Jerome,” of Correggio, at

Parma
; the “ Zingaro,” of Correggio, at Naples

;

the “Judith,” of Paul Veronese, at Genoa; the
“ Virgin,” hi the Cupola at Parma, by Correggio

;

and the “ Madonna della Scala,” by the same
;

Titian’s “ Mistress,” at Florence
;
the “ Holy

Family,” by Raffaelle, at Naples
;
the “ Madonna

and Christ, with the Goldfinch,” at Florence
;

the “ Galatea ” of Raffaelle, at Rome
;
portions of

the fresco in the Sistine Chapel, by Michael
Angelo

;
and the “ Portrait of Raffaelle,” by him-

self, at Florence. From the Museum of the
Louvre, among others, there are the famous
“ Kermesse,” by Rubens ; the “ Tournament,” by
Rubens

;
the “ Landing of Mary of Medicis,” by

j

Rubens ; a part of the great picture of the
“Marriage Feast of Cana,” by Paul Veronese,

i The entire collection consists of upwards of
! sixty specimens; the foregoing titles of a few

show the care taken in the selection of works of

|

the highest celebrity in the domain of Art. It

need only be added that the accomplished artist

gives the most ready access to view his works to

any amateur on the presentation of his card.

Artists’ Sketches.—

T

here is now exhibiting

and for sale at Mr. Hogarth's, in the Haymarket,
a collection of sketches and drawings in oil and
water-colours, that will well repay the trouble
of a visit. We find here the first ideas of pic-

tures which have subsequently become popular
and well known works, such as Redgrave’s
“ Country Cousins ” and “ Wedding-ring ;” Law-
rence’s “ Satan summoning his Legion ;” R. Wil-

!
son’s “ Niobe,” a beautifiil sketch in chalk

;

j

Gainsborough's “ Duchess of Devonshire stu-

j

dies of the figures in Webster's “Game at Whist,”

j

&c. The exhibition contains a complete epitome
of the progress of our school of water-colour

1 painting, from the days of Sandby, Wheatley,
Edridge, Girtin, and Turner, down to our own
period, of which there are examples of almost
every name of repute ; it would indeed be dif-

1
ficult to mention any painter of eminence in

i any department during the last half century
! and longer who does not appear in the catalogue.

A list of these would fill a column of our
Joumal

;
we can therefore only point attention

to this exhibition, and earnestly recommend it

to the notice of all lovers of Art.

The Army and Navy Club-House.—

T

he
scaffolding in front of this stately edifice, in

Pall Mall, is now removed, although the frieze,

owing to the long-continued illness of the sculp-

tor, is entirely unfinished. Even in its present
incomplete state, the building looks remarkably
rich and imposing, and adds greatly to the archi-

tectural beauty of this “ street of palaces.”

Pen and Ink Drawings.—

W

e are desirous of
directing attention to an advertisement in our
columns, offering for sale two drawings by Mr.
Minasi, the extraordinary beauty and finish of

which almost surpass belief, considering the
method of their execution. It is difficult to

distinguish them from the most elaborate en-

gravings. The artist has shown that his powers
have not declined with his advancing years.

Racing Prize Plate.—

M

r. Cotterill, ’on

whose talents as a sculptor and modeller we
have repeatedly had occasion to remark, has
evinced more than his usual ability in the
designs he has furnished for the great racing
prizes at Ascot and Goodwood, and which we
had an opportunity of inspecting at Messrs.
Garrard’s, the manufacturers. The subjects are
from the story of “ Hippolytus,” a “ Spanish
Bull Fight,” and a “ Bison Hunt.”

REVIEWS.

Rome. A Tour of Many Days. By Sir George
Head. Published by Longman, Brown,
Green and Longmans, London.

No voyager can resist the eloquence of the ruins of
Rome

;
from the days of Gibbon to those ofNiebuhr

and our own time, the inspiration of every tem-
porary sojourner has in some shape found expres-
sion either for the benefit of friends or that of the
public. If the diary of the traveller be unpreme-
ditated, it is suggested at Rome

;
it may never

undergo transposition from manuscript into letter-

press, but it is nevertheless written, and serves the
writer as a compendium of memorabilia. It is, in

truth, a daring enterprise to write of Rome and its

monuments, and few people understand the diffi-

culties of the task which they impose upon them-
selves who desire to write anything readable on
the subject. In darker times Rome was the won-
der of the barbarian, and in our own day it is yet
the admiration of the civilised man. Whole
libraries have been written on its epochs, and in
presumed elucidation of its august reliques, but
who can verify any of the thousand speculations
that arc put forth in identification of its less famous
sites and personal associations ? and yet our desire

for plausible speculation is insatiable in respect of
all beyond the pale of indisputable history. In
Rome the appetite of the arch-amateur is by no
means gratified by the stories so often said and sung
of the great painters and their great patrons

;
he

feels with the scholar that every square yard of

the civic ground of Rome has its sealed history
ranging through thousands of years

; everything
whereon he meditates, reminds him that

“ Imperious Ccesar, dead, and turned to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away.”

We may go to Rome with our Horace in our
heads and our Titus Livius in our hands

;
but that

is not enough—we should be grateful to these
gentlemen had they been a little more particular
in their descriptions. Horace, for instance, in his
trip from Rome to Brundusium, is sufficiently

circumstantial in some things, but not in matters
that essentially assist historical topography. There
is nothing, we say, that can be written about
Rome, merely “ for the amusement” of the writer,

that will at all amuse an inquiring reader
; any-

thing at all interesting upon the subject is a result

of laborious inquiry. The work under notice is not
one of the class of idle diaries with which the press
continually teems, nor has it been wrought out into

three volumes from brief and casual notes. Speak-
ing of the time he spent in Rome, the author says,
“ The period therefore that I actually resided in

Rome altogether, according to the above statement,
will be found to be exactly five hundred and forty-

five days, or eighteen entire months, as near as

may be, though it will he necessary to observe with
reference to the first period of four months, in the
winter of 1838, that so far from having at that

time any intention of writing a book about Rome,
I even discontinued to write a journal which I had
previously kept regularly ever since my departure
from England. For Rome, and all that it con-
tained, which, until a few months before, I had
never expected to see, being now before my eyes in

reality, the objects to be visited so infinitely ex-

ceeded in multitude and variety all that I had
anticipated, that even had I been inclined to con-
vert an agreeable occupation to slavery, and register

the morning’s proceedings, the remainder of each
day would have been inadequate. Accordingly,
discarding all manner of design or system in my
operations, taken by surprise by the objects that

came in my way, and allowing my senses to riot

at ease, as it were, amongst the embarras des
richesses that surrounded me, I fell into the habit
of walking or driving about alone from church to

church, and from one monument of antiquity to

another, and so regularly employed three or four
hours every morning.” Here, then, is a confession

of the irresistible eloquence of Rome and its monu-
ments

;
the author thought not of writing a book

until inspired by the associations of Rome
;
he was

even ignorant of Italian, a deficiency which he
supplied by reading a hundred and thirty-six

Italian plays. This work extends to three closely

printed volumes of some five hundred pages each,

and its entire substance is dictated by the desire

of conveying information without the encumbrance
of digressive matter of any kind. Without some
system it were vain to attempt to give any account
of such cities as Rome ; we find, therefore, the
comprehensive sections headed, the Approach by
the Porta del Popolo

;
the Corso, or Via Flamina;

the Pincio
;
theQuirinal; theViminale; the Eas-

tern Portion of the Campus Martius
;
the Western

Portion of the Campus Martius
;
the Capitoline

;

the Palatine
;

the Forum
;
the Velabrum, and

Circus Maximus
;

the Ccelium
;
the Esquiline

;

the Aventine
;

the portion outside the walls
from the Porta Salaria to the Porta Ostiensis, now
S. Paolo

;
the Janiculum

;
the Vatican or Leonine

City; the Vatican comprehending the palace ex-
clusively

;
the portion outside the walls beyond the

Porta Janiculensis, now Pancrazio. And withal,
notwithstanding this array of erudite allusion, the
book is admirably calculated as a guide-book, con-
taining every information that a traveller can
desire

;
the festival is spread before him, ab ovo

usque ad malum, and much there is in a book so
diligently written to instruct the lover of Art and
the general reader. To each church is appropriated
a separate description, and, in examining these we
are struck with accounts of numerous Art-treasures
which must be known to but few persons. We
have remarked on the impossibility of assigning a
name to much that arrests the attention in Rome.
In speaking of some stupendous fragments existing
in the Colonna Gardens, which some authorities
suppose to be the remains of the Temple of the
Sun, others those of a Temple of Health, and others
the ruins of the Cenaculum of Heliogabalus,— Sir
George Head says, “ Whatever ancient building
this formerly belonged to it was, evidently, one of
the most stupendous size; and as the fragments
in question have never, to all appearance, been re-

moved from the spot where they fell, the more
strange and the more convincing proof of the ex-
treme finiteness of antiquarian knowledge is, the
fact, not only that any doubt at all should be enter-
tained now-a-days of the identity of such a temple,
but of a temple built so late as the end of the third
century and dedicated with extraordinary pomp
and ceremony.” And not only does the book
treat of the earliest but it also speaks of the latest

wonders and curiosities of the place which still

sustain the truth of the words of the poet

—

“ Sic fortis Etruria crevit,

Scilicet et rerum facta est pulckerrima Roma.”

Antiquarian Gleanings in the North of
England. Drawn and Etched by W. B.
Scott. Published byBELL, London.

This work, by the Master of the Government
School of Design in Newcastle, promises to be
an useful addition to our engraved antiquities.

The examples have been selected with good
taste, and exhibit much variety. This first part
contains ten quarto plates, at a very moderate
price

;
and they exhibit Norman wall-paint-

ings, old furniture, some beautiful antique cups,
and relics of the commonwealth. We think
the restoration of Bede’s chair uncalled for, and
are very strongly disposed to doubt the date as-

signed to the so-called Norman book-cover; but,
with these exceptions, we would accord the work
the full praise due to its merits

;
and hope to see

it successfully continued.

The Railway Companion from Chester to
Holyhead. By E. Parry. Published by
Whitaker & Co., London; and T. Cather-
all, Chester.

The line of country described in this little work is

among the most picturesque in the island; and
now, as the Continent seems almost entirely closed

against tourists, who must be content with the
(but imperfectly known) beauties of our own land,

we would recommend those who contemplate a
trip to put Mr. Parry’s amusing book into their

pockets, and start for the locality to which it

relates. Having seen and admired every thing
worthy of notice,—a week or two good and plea-

sant occupation,—they should take the steamer
and cross over to Dublin, the environs of which are
also described here

;
further on as time and circum-

stances permit. Ireland will well repay the tra-

veller in search of the loveliness of nature.

Portrait of George Stephenson, C.E.
Painted by J. Lucas. Engraved by T. L.

Atkinson. Published by Graves & Co.,

London.

A highly successful portrait of a great man, who
will, as a civil engineer, stand on as lofty a pedestal

as Michel Angelo, Raffaelle, Wren, Newton, or

any other name distinguished in connection writh

Art or Science. He is represented here, standing

on Chat Moss, a spot which especially marks the

triumph of his genius in surmounting obstacles

that seem to have been placed by nature, to prevent

the invasion of her domain, for scientific or useful

purposes, by the foot of man. The engraving is

one of the best of the kind we have seen
;
the head

and face are strongly indicative of tbe mental
powers of the lamented original, and the attitude

of the figure is easy and unconstrained : it is alto-

gether a fine manly work.
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NATIONAL EXPOSITION

OF THE PRODUCTIONS OF INDUSTRY, AGRI-

CULTURE, AND MANUFACTURE, IN FRANCE.

r is the peculiar charac-

ter oftheFrench People
never to allow their

energies to lie inactive :

though moved by the

wildest and most hasty

impulse in forms of

legislature and revo-

lutionary scheming,

France never deviates

from that course in

higher matters which she believes to redound
to her honour and prosperity

;
thus in the midst

of rebellion and commercial depression on
the one hand, and, on the other, of the most
fearful epidemic that of late years has visited

Europe, she finds means and leisure to devote a

large share of attention to the Arts of Peace—to

the improvement of machinery, to the moulding
and chasing of gold, silver, and bronze, the

sculpture of marble, the designs of textile fabrics,

the decoration of wood, and the thousand other

objects which give refinement to, and enhance
the enjoyments of, life.

The present year dawned inauspiciously. A
young and unsettled government was arming
itself against the efforts of organised factions ;

public confidence was apparently suspended
altogether; manufacturers, artists, and artisans,

were crowding to our shores ; and it was thought
that the Fine Arts had to look to more tranquil

homes for the fostering care they had ever before

received in France. It remained for June to

show that the studio and the manufactory had
been less inactive than might reasonably have
been expected. The Exposition of Manufac-
tures and Industrial Art which occurs once in

five years, exhibits on the present occasion pecu-

liar claims to our interest
;
and if it does not

supply any of the costly and extraordinary

works for which past governments have given
commissions, it certainly does surprise us with
its unparalleled extent, its singular variety, and
the purified taste of its artistic achievements.
If the last two years had been years of peace
instead of dissension ; if France had been per-

mitted to continue in that course which was
undoubtedly one of comparative prosperity for

all classes; the Exposition of 1849 would have
been an infinitely greater advancement on its

predecessors. As it is, however, it unquestion-
ably exhibits considerable improvement—but
that improvement is assuredly the result of the
three years which immediately followed the
Exposition of 1844, and not that of the year
which has succeeded the “glorious” days of

February, 1848.* With very few exceptions, all

the inventions and novelties now exhibiting are

of a date prior to that of the Republic
;
but it

must be considered as a marvel, very character-

istic of the French people, that in the midst of

* We design to devote sixteen pages of the present
number, and as many of the number for September, to the
treatment of this subject, illustrating each division by
between sixty and seventy engravings : it is unnecessary
to add that we shall thus be precluded from giving other
woodcuts in these two parts

;
but we believe that this

course cannot fail to be on the one hand agreeable, and on
the other instructive, to our subscribers generally, and
more especially to those who are interested in the im-
provement of British Industrial Art.

convulsions scarcely paralleled, when all the
channels of trade seem wholly dried up—when
skilful artisans are day-labourers upon public

roads, and accomplished artists have become
private soldiers—so much should have been
done to evidence the vast resources of the

Nation.

Our visits to the Exposition had this double

purpose : we were anxious to see the progress

of the Industrial Arts in France : but we were
equally anxious to make our report of this

progress contribute as much as possible to the

advancement of the Industrial Arts at home.
Commercial jealousies and rivalries have wrought
so much evil to humanity that we should not

have undertaken our present task if we believed

that our description would be likely to increase

such feelings on either side of the Channel
;
but,

as we believe such feelings to be as utterly

absurd as they are clearly mischievous, we trust

that the improved spirit of our age will permit

men and bodies of men to discover that the

advance of one man or one nation does not

necessarily involve the retrograde movement of

the other. On the contrary, it will be found
that, with different nations as with different

classes of the same community, each as it im-

proves, instead of throwing the others back,

communicates to it a share of its own success,

and thus the profit of one is identified with the

common good of all. Both individuals and
nations are at length beginning to learn this

great truth, and instead of commercial envy
there is growing up a healthy spirit of commer-
cial emulation, based on a conviction that the

universe of industry is sufficiently wide to afford

employment to all the nations of the earth,

without their having any occasion to impede
each other’s movements.

It will be well to commence our notice of the

Eleventh Exhibition of the Works of Industry

in France, by some brief notice of the ten by
which it has been preceded. Of the tenth
Exposition a detailed report was published in

our Journal in the year 1S44; it was largely

illustrated, and formed a supplementary num-
ber. We had intended to adopt a similar course

in the present instance
;
but several considera-

tions lead us to prefer dividing the subject, and,

supplying to the public sufficiently ample details

without increased charge to the subscribers.

From our report in 1844 we shall borrow such
passages as may apply with equal force to the
Exposition of 1849.

The first Exposition took place in 1798, when
the close of the celebrated campaigns of Italy

had raised the French republic to its highest

pinnacle of greatness. It was a period of bright

prospect ; a limitless era of peace, strength, and
prosperity seemed to have opened on France, and
it was resolved to consecrate the epoch by an
exhibition, which might prove that France might
attain as high eminence by the arts of peace as

had been already gained in the fields of war.

The proposal was sudden and unexpected
;
a

very limited time was allowed for preparation,

and no more than one hundred and ten exhibi-

tors came forward. Still, during the three days
that the Exposition lasted, all Paris kept holiday,

and the “ Temple of Industry,” as the place of

exhibition was called in the affected style of the
day, was crowded with enthusiastic multitudes,

and for a season the French believed that they
might attain as much gloi-y by the exercise of the
industrial arts as by their achievements in arms.*
The second and thii’d Expositions took place

in 1801 and 1802. The former was remarkable
for the first public acknowledgment of the merits

of Jacquart, whose inventions in figure-weaving

have since acquired such universal fame. The
great novelty of the exhibition of 1802 was the
imitation of cashmere shawls. The fourth dis-

play took place in 1806, and was chiefly con-

spicuous for the excellence of the textile fabrics

exhibited in silk, wool, and cotton. To this day

* It deserves to be remarked that this first Exposition
was viewed as a kind of military demonstration against
the British empire. “ Though our exhibition has not been
large,” said the minister of the day, “ yet we must remem-
ber that this is our first campaign, and it has been a cam-
paign disastrous to the interests of English industry. Our
manufactures are the arsenals wliich will supply us with
the weapons most fatal to the British power.”
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the Lyonese speak with pride of the great share

which their city had in the success of that Ex-

position, and aver that the silks then produced

have never since been surpassed in texture,

colour, or design. On this occasion the French
merinos, which may be regarded as the parent

of all the varieties of woollen fabric now used

in ladies’ dresses, began first to attract notice.*

It was not until 1819 that the fifth Exposition

was held. That and the following Expositions

of 1823 and 1827 were chiefly remarkable for

their textile fabrics, particularly merinos, chalis,

and cashmii'es. After an interval of seven years

an Exposition was held in 1834, in the Place

de la Concorde, in four temporary edifices : it

was very fairly attended, but was badly ar-

ranged and worse managed. The blunders then

made were, however, valuable as guides to the

management of the Exposition of 1839, which
that of 1844 scarcely surpassed.t The Exposi-

tion of 1849, it will be seen (contrary to public

expectation and to all reasonable calculation),

has greatly exceeded that of 1849, in the num-
ber of contributors. It presents some other

features for congratulation ; to these we shall

refer in the course of our remarks.

The statistics of these several Expositions will

help to elucidate their progress :

—

Exposition. Year. Contributors.

1 . . 1798 110

2 . 1801 220

3 . . 1802 340
4 . . 1806 . 1422

6 . . 1819 . 1662

6 . . 1823 . . . 1648
. 1827 . 1795

8 . . 1834 . 2447

9 . . . 1839 . 3381
10 . . 1844 . 3969

11 . . 1819 . 4494

For the Exposition of 1849, a Palace of

Industry has been erected in the Champs
Elysees. It is a temporary structure, yet its

cost to the nation has, it is said, been 30,000Z.

;

but this sum includes, no doubt, the expenses

of moving and returning the various objects,

employing a host of “ watchers ” night and day,

and the several other items of cost,—for the con-

tributor is not called upon to sustain any part

of it. The edifice covers an enormous space of

ground
;

it is divided into alleys, on either side

of which are ranged “ the goods ;” they are

placed in stalls, and all who pass may examine
them : but we seldom found any one present to

answer questions as to prices, &c., although each

contained cards, in order that the visitor might ob-

tain elsewhere the information he required, if he
thought it worth while to take the trouble to do
so. The admission was entirely free, except on
Thursdays, when a franc was demanded from
each visitor—the sum so raised, however, being

applied to charity.

It was to us scarcely less interesting to ex-

amine the mass of persons of all classes pro-

menading through the passages, than the objects

which on eATery side arrested their attention

;

and, at the outset of our task, a few words may be
permitted on the subject of such Expositions as

a means of National Education. It is impossible

that pei’sons could have free access to a range of

galleries, covered with the richest productions of

* Napoleon took, or affected to take, a lively interest in

the Exposition of 1806; but it is remarkable that no other

was held during the oontinuance of his dynasty. It is

said that the military evinced so much jealousy of the

favour shown to the commercial classes that it was not
deemed prudent to risk a second experiment.

t No small share of the success of the Exposition of

1844 was owing to the personal influence of the Sovereign,

Louis Philippe. I le spent the greater part of every Mon-
day, when the Exposition was closed to the public, in

minute examination of the several branches of industry,

freely conversing with the exhibitors, inquiring into the

nature of the several processes of their manufacture, and
in many cases offering suggestions which evinced an inti-

mate acquaintance with mechanical and chemical science.

The leading manufacturers who had contributed to the
Exhibition were welcome guests at the palace, and Louis
Philippe in every way showed that he regarded the na-
tional industry as the chief source of a monarch's just
pride. It was proverbially said that, during this Exposi-
tion, the manufacturers appeared to be the true nobility of

France. It deserves to be further noticed that the King
of the French paid most attention to the articles connected
with the comforts of the operative and working classes.

The President of the Republic, Louis Napoleon, also

takes great interest in the present Exposition, visiting it

every Monday, and personally inspecting the most meri-
torious objects.

3
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a Nation’s Art, and exhibiting choice specimens of

the several styles, without having the taste cul-

tivated and the judgment improved. The clas-

sical shapes of Greece, Southern Italy, and
Etruria; the capricious and fantastic forms of
the middle ages ; the varied graces of La Renais-

sance ; the gorgeous ornaments of Louis XIV.;
the stiff mannerisms of Louis XV., and the
approaches to stem simplicity in a later age,

were placed before the eye in countless abund-
ance, and yet without the slightest confusion.

Instruction was thus afforded in the most effi-

cient and pleasing manner, and there was abund-
ant proof that it was not less effective than
agreeable. The multitude of public exhibitions

gratuitously opened to the French people has
made correct taste a part of the national charac-

ter, and, to use their own proverb, “ sound
criticism on Art is as often echoed by a wooden
clog as by a polished boot.”

It will be readily understood that, among the
objects exposed, were articles ofevery imaginable
kind and for every conceivable purpose ; some
care had been given to arrangement, but occa-

sionally the mixture was odd and amusing.
Here was a superb fauteuil, and there a newly-
invented machine for opening oysters;* here,

an alley of costly pianos, and there a row of
waxen ladies, exhibitors of corsettes; stuffed

humming-birds, ingeniously contrived to hop
from twig to twig and chirp in passing, were
placed beside weapons of war. embellished at

immense cost
;
caoutchouc was employed in a

thousand ways,—to move stupendous machinery
and to make artificial teeth open and shut

;
the

human hair was converted into gay landscapes
of varied tints, from the delicate flaxen to the
raven black ; indeed, anything like a catalogue

of the singular contents, and opposite varieties,

of the Exposition would require a larger amount
of space than could be easily imagined.-f'

We shall now proceed to the task we have
undertaken, and report the Exposition—with a
twofold object; first, to gratify that curiosity

which must generally prevail on the subject, and
next, to furnish some useful ideas to our own
manufacturers. Upon the engravings we present
we shall comment as we proceed

; in the end
Bumming up the general results of our visit,—as

suggestive and instructive to those who are in-

terested in the improvement, and consequent
prosperity, of the Industrial Arts in Great
Britain.

* This instrument, by the way, is so ingenious and so
simple, that some of our readers may thank us for a brief
description of it, although it appertains in no way to
ornamental Art.

It entirely removes the danger of opening oysters, in
doing which, by the old process, the most experienced
often meet with an accident; and so quickly may the
operation be performed, by this invention, that ten or
twelve oysters may easily be opened in one minute. The
water contained in the shell need not now be lost. The
principle so palpably explains itself that much description
is unnecessary; the oyster is placed, as in the accompany-
ing cut, in the orifice intended to receive it, and upon
drawing the handles together, the shells of the oyster are
at once divided by the oblique knife fixed opposite to the
orifice. The instruments are made sufficiently large to

open any species of oyster, and are manufactured at a
very trifling cost, M. Picault, the inventor, offering it for

sale at six francs each.

t We rnust not omit to mention that for the first time
the Parisians have been gratified by a “ cattle show,” for
which a large wing lias been added to’ the building

; it con-
tains pens of oxen, pigs, and sheep,—prodigiously fat.
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The productions in metal will claim our first

attention, as offering more subjects of value to
the student of ornamental design than any de-

partment in the exhibition
; and if it should be

thought that we devote to them a preponderating
share of space and number of illustrations, it is

simply because we aim less at giving our readers
a generalised view of the different departments
of manufacture laid before the public, whereby
it would be necessary to engrave a quantity of
examples possessing little merit, than at select-

ing from the enormous assemblage those articles,

or portions of articles which, as being really
beautiful, must be really useful.

We should be ready to glean openly and
honestly from a sister Nation those conceptions
of Art which are commendable and, perhaps,
peculiar to her from position or education ; and
be always willing that she should enjoy the full

benefit of our progressions, either in the mysteries
of science or the beauties of pencil and chisel.

We know well, for example, that the eye for

colour and the facility for rural landscape pos-

sessed by our countrymen may continually afford

hints to the Continent ; and we know also that
the wonderful perfection to which we have car-

ried nearly every branch of machinery may
give lessons to the minds and hands of Europe.
We are proud that it should do so. But we are
equally proud that our offering should be but
an exchange. We would follow the French in

the delicacy of their applications, in the inge-

nuity with which they combine, both in purpose
and treatment, and above all, in that earnest
perseverance by which they master the human
figure, introducing it with elegance, and often

with chaste propriety, into works of artistic

importance, and also into objects of humble use,

—as the candlestick, the cafetiere, the fender,

the inkstand, nay, even the tobacco pipe. This
principle is not a new one in our pages. We
have impressed it urgently and untiringly on
our readers, especially on that portion whose
privilege it is to be devoted to the pencil ; but
we would seize on the opportunity which arises

out of the subject before us to repeat the im-
portance of the principle for the benefit of the
mass of human life. An ugly thing should be
unknown amongst us. We do not want in all

trivial cases elaborate enrichment or imprac-
ticable expense, but we do want beauty of form
and decoration, in harmony with the subject in

hand
;
nor should the designer forget, that where

it may be seemly to introduce the human figure,

it constitutes the most beautiful, harmonious,
and perfect study for him, of all the works that

God has created. Above all we desire our
readers to be impressed with the importance of
this great fact,—that while beauty of form and
character affords a perpetual lesson in refinement,

and, consequently, in virtue, beauty may be in

all cases attained at as little cost as deformity.
It will appear, and justly so, to many of our

readers, that in endeavouring to place before
them the choice examples of the Exposition, we
have taken upon ourselves an arduous task. This
is perfectly true, and we have already found
many difficulties in the way—difficulties, how-
ever, which we shall surmount

; and here it is

our duty to acknowledge the courteous co-opera-

tion we have received from French manufac-
turers and exponents in the compilation of the
present notice. It would be tedious to enumerate
the names of those gentlemen who have come
forward with assistance, but we thank them as a
body for having greatly simplified our labours,

and in many instances for having supplied us
with details, which otherwise would not have
come into our possession at alL

We have already said that the building con-

taining the objects exhibited is enormous. In
form it is square, a court in the centre, and a
principal pcdimental entrance, with a semicircular

space in front, ornamented with large terra-cotta

vases. But in spite of its magnitude, the edifice

was found to be too small to contain all the
works of Art and Machinery sent in

;
a consider-

able number are therefore placed in the open air

round the fabric, enclosed with palisading. These
consist chiefly of engines of different descriptions,

improved hurdles, roofs, tiles, and zinc turrets.

The committee, with a refined taste we could

wish to see more general in England, have taken

advantage of the interior court yard to produce
an agreeable lounge and cool retreat from the
excessive warmth of the galleries. An elegant
fountain stands in the centre, and under a piazza,

which extends along each of the four sides, are

placed orange and lemon trees, indigenous fruits

and exotic flowers of delicious tint and odour,
interspei’sed with bronze figures and terra-cotta

vases. Seats are to be found here, and here
countless gx'oups assemble, animated by wannth
or fatigue, to discuss the l’espectivc merits of
all they have seen in the corridors.*

We are to happy to say that, with scarcely an
exception, all the manufacturers of highest stand-

ing have contributed largely to the Exposition

;

we believe such would be the case in England if

an exhibition of similar nature and extent could
be fonned. We do hope, and have long hoped,
for the accomplishment of such an undertaking
before many years shall have passed. The
British public have seen the benefits arising

from the scheme in the small and insufficient

exhibitions produced under the superintendence
of the Society of Arts,—those also which have
taken place in Manchester, Binningham, New-
castle, and other places,—and they can now look
to France, and see what she has been able to
achieve under circumstances of the most adverse
nature, and be convinced, that if the effort were
only made with zeal and perseverance in our
own country, at least as many w'orks of high

j

intei-est and national importance might bebrought
j

togethei’. We trust that the subject will not be :

overlooked by those who are best able to forward
i

the project, seeing, as they must see, its vast
!

advantages in producing a healthy emulation, in

making knowm what should be known in all mat-
|

ters of individual improvement, and in bringing
j

together manufacturer and patron—that the one
may be taught where to sell, and the other where
to purchase, those objects of mental and moral
refinement, works of Art, which have always
constituted one of the luxuries, and are beginning
to be regarded as one of the necessities, of a
civilised existence.^

* Here are placed the only two collections of flowers. We
regretted to find this class of production so limited : these
two are the contributions of two brothers Dubos, whose gar-
dens are at Pierrefitte, a village aboutamile from St. Denis.
We were so much gratified by the examples shown at the
Exhibition, that we were tempted to visit the gardens
in which they were produced, and were very largely re-

warded,—first, by an hour's examination of the tombs of
the Kings in the venerable church of St. Denis

;
and next

by a scrutiny of a rare and beautiful collection of flowers,

in the production of which Nature has been very essen-
tially assisted by Art. M. Dubos nine cultivates carna-
tions and picotees : they were in wonderful variety, his list

containing no less than 1631 named sorts, nearly the whole
of which were just then in full bloom

;
it is, of course,

impossible to convey an idea of their amazingly varied
character, with every possible tint, and all in admirable
form, with those peculiar advantages of close petals
which the amateur so dearly prizes. We may say as
much of the roses of M. Edmond Dubos, cultivator of
roses

; a large tract of land, covered with these beautiful
“works,” presented specimens which assuredly we have
never seen equalled in England : they were in immense
variety, from the purest white to the deepest crimson;
and we may especially note the care that had been taken
to select the. straight and well-grown wild briar stems for

grafting, a point upon which our English florists are by
no means considerate. We found the prices of the carna-
tions of M. Dubos nine and the roses of M. E. Dubos of
singularly small cost, and we believe that a very large

proportion of their produce might find its way to England.

j About three years ago we informed our readers that
we had been in correspondence with some of the leading
members of the Government with a view to the experiment
in England of an Exposition similar to that we have re-

cently witnessed in France. Their opinion was, that the
time had not yet arrived; that English prejudice against
publicity had not yet been overcome

;
that the public on

the one hand and the manufacturer on the other were not
prepared for such an exhibition as we contemplated. We
could not combat this opinion, and we relinquished the
attempt; asking leave, however, to bring the subject again
under the notice of the authorities, and expressing strong
belief that the object was fully capable of attainment, and
with the most beneficial results. We find with very cordial

satisfaction, that the Secretary and Council of the Society
of Arts have taken the matter in hand ; and we trust they
will succeed in bringing it to a successful issue. We can-

not say what the proposal has been
;
but in our communi-

cations with the Government, we required merely that
Government should first nominate a superintending com-
mittee (the “jury" in France), who would thus become
responsible, and who would act by authority

;
and, further,

be at the charge of the medals to be presented to meri-
torious exhibitors. This expense is the only expense that
need be asked for from the Nation. Ground for the Expo-
sition might of course be had in Hyde Park; the cost

might be met by a charge of twopence for admission, and
a per centage upon all orders received at the Exhibition
This subject, however, is one to be considered at greater
length hereafter.
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It may facilitate our purpose to commence
with bookbinding, of which, however, we shall

give but two specimens. The state of book-

binding in Paris, looked at in a broad point

of view, is less flourishing than it is in England.
The remark, of course, depends on what the

true meaning of bookbinding really is. To
those who will regard as “ bookbinding ” the ap-

plication of richly carved perforated panels

upon boards covered with velvet, the Art will

appear in Fiance to be earned to superior per-

fection. But in our opinion this is not book-

binding at all. Bookbinding to us seems to

demand that the material employed (the most
appropriate of all materials for the pur-

pose) should be leather, that the pat-

terns upon it should be tooled either

with or without gold, and that any
further enrichments should be produced
by staining, often termed enamelling. Of
this kind of bookbinding strictly so called,

we have selected two examples, one of
which is enamelled with excellent taste

in the Italian style of the 16th century,
but upon the whole we have good
authority for believing that our own
binders and finishers would be able to
produce a much finer assemblage than
we saw at the Exposition. The first of
the two examples is a comer executed
in gold upon calf, and there is something
in the way the bands curl and intersect,

which is much to be admired. The
manufacturer is M. Buchet, of Rue
Montholon, 36.

The next book side we give entire, as a
portion only engraved separately would
be far from being sufficiently clear or intelligible

to the general observer. All the tooling is in gold,
and the bands are alternately green and red, of
exceeding brilliancy. We in a measure think
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the design taken from an old cover, so familiar

does its effect appear to us
;
but, as being beau-

tiful, it is even, if a copy, a justifiable one, and
exhibits judgment in the selection. The manu-
facturer in this case in M. Marius Michel, of Rue
Salle-au-Comte, 18.

In both the examples just given the style

adopted is that of flat interlaced bands, a style

which was carried to so great a perfection under
Henry II. and Diana of Poictiers, the latter an
earnest patron of the art

;
and we are very much

inclined to believe that no other style which
could be selected is so appropriate for a like

purpose, covering a flat surface, and requiring no

relief. We must congratulate English book-
binders on the great advance they have made
of late years, nor do we observe in the French
Exposition any examples of the embossed cloth
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to in tlie sculpture of the figures. The terminal

boy on each side originates the foliated scroll,

which extends the whole length of the frieze,

forming itself into roses, berries, and tendrils.

Another chimney-piece is a good example of

what may be done in rendering a comparatively !

simple object elegant by decorating only certain
j

portions of it. It is by M. Le Brun jeune,
i

(Boulevard du Temple, 9). The brackets at either !

end consist of squirrels and nuts among scrolls I

of strap-work ornament, surmounted by a mould-
ing, which we have represented in slight per-

spective to show its plan. The flat ground
nearest the fireplace is decorated with a border

of oak leaves worked architecturally.

The three engravings on the present page are

all for room furniture, and are all in the same
style, viz., that of the Renaissance—a style,

indeed,which it is almost needless to particularise

in speaking of works exliibited in the Exposi-
tion, so largely does it predominate in all the
articles of modern French manufacture. There
are, however, several different classes or modes

of treatment in this style
;
the buffet top, at the

top of the page, belongs to a late form, while
the composition of the two remaining examples
is based upon the conception of a somewhat
earlier school. This buffet top is in richly carved
oak, the work of M. Cruchet, (Rue Notre
Dame de Lorette, 58) and has in the centre a
large circular perforation, intended, no doubt, to

summit of the whole is crowned by a basket of
flowers, applied with much judgment and finished
with elaborate nicety.

The second engraving represents the frieze of
a chimney-piece, sculptured in marble, by M.
Roland, (Rue Menilmontant, 33), in faint relief,

except in those parts, such as the figures and
centre shield, which of course require a greater
impost. The elegant arrangement of the various

receive a time-piece. Some strap-work ornament
surrounds it, and on each side is a scroll, sur-

mormted by deeply-cut conventional foliage, and
enriched with birds, fruit, and ribands. The

masses which ft rm this frieze is fully equalled
by the care with which every portion is executed;
the only failing on the latter count is that the
laws of anatomy have not been strictly adhered
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The manufacture of bronze in modem days
has become eminently Parisian. Calling into

employ the most celebrated artists, and the most
excellent workmen, this single branch of art and
commerce had benefited many ranks, and become
an important item in the exports of the French
capital. The interest afforded by the working
of the bronze arises partly from the variety

possible in its application; lamps, vases, ink-

stands, clock-cases, flower-pots, dessert plates,

and a host of other articles of domestic import
or luxury, making upon it an equal demand with
the more elevated works of the statuary. Thus,
in the higher class of its productions, it is

grandiose and imposing
;
in the other classes, it

presents ornamental art at a low price, combin-
ing elegance of form with solidity of material.

So late only as 1624, this art was naturalised in

France under the form of the manufacture of
cannons, since which it has rapidly increased in

the number of its branches, till it now furnishes

the principal towns of Europe with the results

of its operations, and, responding to the widely-
spread art-culture of the Parisians, it has enabled
the humblest bourgeois to display his taste and
gratify his inclinations. Thus the houses of this

class display the small bronzes on the mantel-
piece, and Paris is becoming crowded with public
and private durable works of art, in a way to

rival the possessions of Corinth, Athens, and
Rome. Nor is this branch of manufacture a
stationary ono, as would indeed be manifest to

those who reflect that a wide continental sphere
of demand is being made upon one or two
centres. The Committee of the Exposition of
Industry in Paris of 1834, 1839, complained of
not seeing the more industrial department of the
art in their exhibition. In 1844, on the contrary,
the beautiful and the magnificent were largely
combined with the useful.

We will not say that in beauty of design in

Paris there is not much failure ; on the contrary,

many of the time-pieces, candelabra, &c., that
make so large a call on the bronzists of that
metropolis, exhibit, with all the skill of work-
manship, beauty of colour, accuracy of form, and
even ingenuity of thought, a want of presiding
harmony over the component parts of their

fancies, that interferes to a great extent with
the felicity of impression they are intended to

make on the fancy of the spectator. In other
cases, also, the idea of construction is violated,

and the notion of improbability is suggested by
the ornament

;
thereby denying to the mind the

satisfaction derived invariably from such instances
I

of ornamentation as leave the mind convinced
that, while the pleasure of the eye has been
appealed to, the sources of durability, security, *

and other useful qualities, lie concealed beneath.

In colour and casting the Parisian Fabricants
j

de Bronze have arrived at a great pitch of per-
|

fection. Their methods of obtaining the former
j

depend on peculiar processes, both in the first I

and final operations. They restore the fire-colour
;

with wonderful success, and they produce a
;

great variation in tints, from the peculiar green
bronze to the richest depth of a golden brown,

i

This must have struck every one who has visited

the different collections. As far as it is depen-
dent on the casting, namely, on the proportions
of the materials entering into the composition of
the bronze, we have gathered that the metal is

generally made up of the following :

—

Copper 82
Zinc 18
Pewter 3
Lead 1£

It should be understood, however, that the
bronze here indicated is such as is intended for
“ gilding.” If in the bronze there be too much
copper, it takes more gold ; if too much zinc, the
fine yellow in the gilding colour is lost. For
great monuments, such as the “ Column of July,

-
’

it is composed of

Copper . . .91.40
Zinc . ... 5.53

Pewter . ... 1.70

Lead . . . 137

The name of Deniere as a bronze manufacturer chiefly of a massive character. Among these the
has long been highly popular in Paris

; and
he has certainly forwarded to the Exposition

this year a large and varied assemblage of works,

most important is a suite in brass and bronze
combined, of sideboard, candelabra, &c., exe-
cuted for the Marquis of Breadalbane, and dis-

The bronze industry of Paris occupied, prior

to the Republic, about 6,000 workmen.

mkm U i

L
jf
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playing, variously introduced, the arms, collar,

coronet, &c., of that nobleman, on a large scale.

It is a noble work, but we question its purity of

design in many particulars, and certainly think

the finish less perfect than it might have been

rendered. With this exception M. Deniere’s

establishment this year offers little that is

new and striking. We find here no advance upon
the objects which some years since we selected

from his manufactory for illustration ; one of

these and portions of another, we therefore offer

a second time to our readers. We fancy that

M. Deniere has done injustice to his originally

well-earned reputation in not having kept

pace with the progressive spirit of bronze manu-
facturers. In point of execution, if not in care-

fulness of design in the first place, many contri-

butors have this year excelled him, and of these

we believe all must cede the palm to M. Matifat,

whose excellent taste and enterprising spirit are

certain to meet with their reward. We engrave

the following works by M. Deniere, viz. : — a

circular detail, from a centre-piece formed of

bronze and glass, combined in the arrangement

of which there is a display of taste
;
and next, a

tazza top, in the style of the beginning of the
seventeenth century. It is partly silvered and
partly gilt, and is one of the best productions

We next introduce an engraving of an up-
right candlestick, based upon classical feeling,

enriched with vine leaves in bas-relief, water-

leaves, and ornaments of rather more conven-
tional character. It stands upon lion's claws.

The appended woodcut is of a very graceful

tazza, winch the artist has wrought with con-

siderable skill. The legs are formed of scrolls

surmounted by the head of an eagle, floriated
;

a grotesque mask occupies the centre, and is

connected by scrolls with the other parts. The
upper part is perfectly plain, but the whole
forms an elegant object.

exhibited by M. Deniere this year, but is not
|

same thing many year’s back. We have engraved

new. We remember, indeed, to have seen the
|

what appears the most useful portion.
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three leaves, which, extend horizontally. The
shaft is elegantly enriched with stems and
buds of the plant, and the foot is with great
judgment, so managed, that one may suppose a

Among the works in bronze contributed by
M. Yittoz, we are especially pleased with a

set of three chimney ornaments ; the centre one
containing a clock, and the side ones forming

candelabra an suite. These, though some-
what unsuitable for the purposes of en-
graving, are very magnificent; designed
with that elegance so characteristic of later
French works blended with the less flowing
forms and curves of the old Italian style.

The execution of the details might, how-
ever, be improved upon. We engrave a
chandelier bracket by M. Vittoz, which,
though peculiar, presents many points of
original merit. There is a singular novelty
in the combination of the straight and
curved lines in this composition; and yet
we cannot help feeling that our illustra-

tion on its reduced scale looks less meritorious
and picturesque than the original.

The second engraving on this page represents
a brass door-handle or window-fastener, of both
ofwhich many varieties are always being executed
in Paris. For window-fasteners on the Conti-
nental principle we have little or no use in this

country, but many of them may be applied as
knockers or handles. The example annexed is

by M. Cudrue, Rue du F. du Temple, 56,

The casket-foot of the lower part of the
present page is from the Magazin of M. Delafon-
taine at the Exposition, a gentleman to whom
praise is due for his endeavours to introduce

something like elegance of form and
detail into works of a common and
cheap nature. He seems partial to

the Moresque style on the one hand,
and on the other to the German
design ofthe sixteenth century, a style

offering many kinds of foliage and
presenting fine scope for the intro-

duction of beasts, birds, and insects

ad libitum. In the latter style is

the casket foot before us, which
is so light, without indeed losing

strength, as to lose much of its

character in the process of en-

graving. It displays, in every point

of view, an agreeable succession of
curves, which are brought together
with the happiest arrangement. The
curious beetles represented crawling
upon it are silvered in the original,

and have an unusual but by no
means ugly effect. In the hands of

a skilful designer the meanest object

in nature may be turned to a good
account. We ought here to remark,
however, that the casket to which
this foot belongs is in the Moorish
taste, and yet the eye is not offended
by the discrepancy. We can only
account for this by imagining that

the designer of the whole has been
much accustomed to draw subjects

in the Moorish style, and that even
to the Germanesque foot he had
imparted a something of that feeling,

sufficient to place out of sight the incongruity

between the two styles of ornament. M. Dela-

fontaine’s address is Rue de l’Abbaye, 10.

M. Desrues, the bronze manufacturer, is

more famous for his upright candlesticks than

for any other of his productions. Of these,

his establishment presents many varieties, the

chief of them either im-

mediately copied, or in

some way adapted from
natural flowers and ani-

mals. We engrave two
examples which appear to

us the most meritorious.

The first is formed of an
opening tulip, the thick

stemofwhich, surrounded
by three leaves, forms an
appropriate shaft. The
base is produced by three

snails, supporting the
bulb of the plant. The

snail perhaps does not constitute the most
elegant foot which might have been devised,
but the toutrensemble of the candlestick is

excellent in form and general effect. The
next which
we have se-

lected for

illustration

from the
works of M.
Desrues, is

ornamented
simply with
the leaves

and flowers

of the poppy,
and is per-

haps even
happier than
that we have
just describ-

ed. In this

design every
portion

seems to be-

longproperly
to its place.

The nozzle

is formed of

the poppy-
flower, sup-

ported by

base of solid root concealed under the leaves,

the points of which rest flat upon the ground.
Many of M. Desrues’ performances are partly of

cast steel combined with brass or brass gilt. His
address is Rue de la Marche, 12.
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We add to our examples of casting in bronze

one of a very graceful hand-bell
;

it is of a class

to which much attention is paid in Paris : the

varieties are numerous, and, in nearly all cases,

good.

in execution—we are by no means as yet the

successful rivals of the French.

M. Delicourt is at the head of the manufac-
turers of Paris : his establishment is enormous

colours, for upon the nicety with which this

branch of his business is conducted mainly
depends the supremacy he has obtained. His
productions are almost entirely confined to

The examples of paper hangings we have
selected from the works of M. Delicourt, (Rue

de Charenton, 125), not only from those which
he contributes to the exhibition, but from those

we were permitted to examine in his manufac-

tory. Many of his works are really works of

Art, an assertion that will be readily credited,

when it is known that to produce a single pat-

tern, in some instances no fewer than 1500 wood
blocks have been employed. In the manufac-

ture of paper-hangings France has for a long

period "borne the palm : in no other state of

Europe has the fabric met with anything like

competition. In England we have been always

very far behind our neighbour
;
and although we

have of late made advances—both in design and

in extent ; occupation being given (or to speak
more correctly having been given) to some three
hundred persons, including the artists who
design his patterns, and those who mix his

papers of the higher class, those of a cheap
order he does not, we believe, produce

;
but

the varied character of his designs, for ordinary

hanging, borders, flock, satin, is extraordinary,
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of which
these pages
will contain

two or three

examples ;

they are to

all intents

and purpo-
ses paint-

ings
;

at a
distance

they have
all the valu-

able effects

of works ex-

ecuted by
hand ; and
might cer-

tainly pass
for original

productions
in exhibi-

tions such
as that we
have visited

at the Tuil-

eries. We
speak of the
execution of
these pa-

pers : some
idea of the
designs will

beconveyed
by the ac-

companying
engravings

;

they are

among the
best things

of the kind
we have
ever exa-

mined; they
are drawn,
indeed, by
men per-

fectly con-

versantwith
Art, and
well aware
of the pecu-
liarities of
the mate-
rials with
which they
are called

upon to

deal; hence
their excel-

lence. Some
praise also

is due to the
skill and
judgment
displayed in

the combi-
nation of
colours, al-

ways in har-

mony. The
productions
of this gen-
tleman’s es-

tablishment
are indeed known all over Europe

;
we

are glad that an opportunity is afforded
us of complimenting M. Delicourt on the
great merit of his works and the suc-

cess by which his enterprise has been
attended. That a wide and manifest
improvement during the last few years
in our manufacture of paper hangings
has taken place, must be granted by the
most superficial observer

;
indeed, some

few of the specimens lately exhibited at

the Society of Arts have rai'ely been sur-

passed. But the remark still holds good,
that, as a whole, we are a long distance
behind our Continental neighbours. It

ought not to be so in a country where
the adornment of our dwelling-houses
occupies our primary consideration.
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The two little morsels which commence the
present page are selected from portions of works
in the Exhibition, which appeared to us only
useful in detail. As such they may be regarded
as suggestions to manufacturers under many
different circumstances. The first is the brass
ornament which enriches top and bottom a circle

or series of circles introduced into an ebony
cabinet by Messrs. Testard & Toulon, of Rue
Plumet, 2. The decoration of this little panel
is very graceful, the manner in which the three
leaves lap over each other, springing out of an
Elizabethan scroll, is well conceived.

weathercock of old or new fabrication, and the
angular turrets of the Paris streets, with their
metal lilies on the summit (disappearing unhap-
pily, however, from the French metropolis), are
known to every traveller. Of late years zinc has
almost entirely superseded iron for this and
similar purposes. A number of examples grace
the exterior of the Exposition, some of them
exceedingly complicated. We engrave one of
them, which, though perhaps equalled in artistic

design by others which are placed in juxtaposi-
tion with it, is most conveniently introduced
into our pages. It is like nearly all the French
work of the present day, in the style of the

sixteenth century, and is from the manufactory
of M. Deydier, of Vaugirard.

In the fabrication and application of carton-
pierre we are certainly far behind our Conti-
nental neighbours, who mould it into all sorts
of beautiful shapes and patterns for the adorn-
ment of domestic interiors, and especially for
the ceilings and walls of “Cafes.” Messrs.
Heiligenthal & Co., of Strasbourg, contribute to
the Exposition many chaste performances in this

material, and from among them we engrave one
little simple specimen, which though exceed-
ingly simple is of excellent design, and suitable

to a great number of purposes.

The next subject is one in the manufacture of
which, as much as in anything, improvement is

wanted. It is a spandril intended to be applied
to the upper part of a stove, made by M. F.
Hurez, of Rue du Faubourg Montmartre, 42.

The two last engravings on the present page
represent tobacco pipes, in the manufacture of
which in common clay the French have of lato
years made considerable advances. We engrave
two from an enormous assemblage, because they
appear to us more than usually appropriate in
their conception. The more complicated of the
two is solely formed of reeds simply and natu-
rally strung together, while the other is a fac-

a parallelogram, the longer sides of which
expand at the bottom into semicircles. The
character of the design throughout is French
Renaissance of good quality, and the execution
by M. Gagneau of Rue d’ Enghien, 25, is very
commendable.

In England we are not famous for the
enrichment of our roofs, whether ecclesiastical
or domestic. The French always have done
much in this department, and continue to do so.
In the country one scarcely meets with a farm-
yard lodge or a bam which has not a pretty

This brass lamp-stand is one of the best
things of its class we have yet met with. A
circular platform at the top to contain the lamp,
is supported upon four feet composed of light

and elegant scroll-work, occupying the space of

3
simile on a rather enlarged scale of that exqui-
site object, the flower of the tobacco plant. We
question much if Decorative Art can go further
than this in the adornment of a subject of no
higher pretension than a tobacco pipe. Nor
have we often seen an originally happy thought
better carried out as far as regards both utility
and beauty than in the present instance.
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We now arrive at the department of Silver, of
which the Exposition furnishes some beautiful
specimens. We commence with a silver skewer-
handle, in Italian taste ; designed with considei'-

able elegance and manufactured by M. Mailles,

Rue St. HonorS, 84.

Nothing can be more simple or appropriate
than the composition of the next engraving
on this page. It consists of a salt-cellar of
silver, formed by two shells supported by dol-

phins, the interior of the shells gilt
;
from the

centre rises a group of rushes, out of which two
branches of coral, springing and meeting at the
top, produce a handle convenient to the grasp,

and at the same time perfectly in character with
the entire design. The only portion of this

little object to which we object is the foot, which
in our opinion is not so pure as it should be.

There is a rococo feeling about it which little

harmonises with the simplicity of nature so

strictly adhered to in the upper part of the pro-

duction. The manufacturer is Durand, of Rue
du Bac, 41, who has the credit of executing the
most magnificent article perhaps in the Ex-
position. The work to which wo allude is a

tea-service, which we must ratherclosely describe,
premising our observations, however, by saying,

that it would be perfectly ridiculous on our
parts to attempt to give our readers any idea by
illustration of the subject as a whole, so com-
plicated is it in its general plan and outline, and
so elaborately crowded with minute details of
exquisite conception and beautiful workmanship.
Wo have, however, selected the summit as a fit

subject for introduction into our pages. The
whole is of massive silver, standing about three
feet high on the table, and octagonally divided
throughout. Beneath the p rtion represented,
which consists of infant genii blowing trumpets
alternated with Italian scrolls, is a large circular

urn for hot water, having four stop cocks formed
by dolphins with niches containing figures (all

different) between them. Beneath this, upon
exquisite brackets, are four tea-pots ofbeautifully
adapted form, then four sugar-basins placed
anglewise, four cream jugs and four cake-salvers.

All these following each other in succession
make a magnificent pyramidal whole. At the
base are flat circular compartments for sixteen

cups. The grounds here are chased into a
variety of arabesque patterns, partly gilt and
filled in with “niello." The only thing of
which we do not entirely and most cordially

approve in the composition of this wonderful
mountain ofornamental
Art, is the introduction
of stags, boars, and
other emblems of the
chase in groups in the
lower part of the de-

sign, a little out of
place in reference to

the other enrichments.
But we will not venture,
from a trifling defect of
this kind (a matter of
opinion after all), to

detract from the merit
of design, such as in

many particulars Ben-
venuto Cellini himself
might have been proud
of, and ofexecution such
as we have been too
much in the habit of
considering as exclu-

sively to be met with
in the ateliers of Gar-
rard, or Hunt and Ros-
kell. Those who have
seen this tea-service

may well congratulate
themselves on the in-

spection of a work of
the very highest order, produced under cir-

cumstances which would have baffled and
daunted any but a Frenchman, and to those who
have not seen it, it must still remain a mysteiy.
Another of M. Durand's works, which we

engrave, has all the appearance of being from an
old design. It is eminently pretty ; the female
face, as a mask, was a favourite ornament in
France at the period of the Renaissance, whereas
in England we more generally intro luced the
head of an old man or satyr. It was used much
during the supremacy of Louis XIV. as an orna-
ment, as also under the Empire. It seems that
the second revival, if so we may tenn the pre-
sent use of the veiy style which sprung out of
the discoveries of that violent but magnificent
age, the sixteenth century, has not altogether

discarded it. In the knife-handle before us,
(and be it borne in mind that table cutlery fur-

nishes fine scope for the omamentist’s hand, but
has not yet in England obtained the attention it

merits), the female face is inserted with admira-

ble effect in the very place where it occurs most
pleasantly, and furnishes the most delightful or-

nament. Why do we not apply the human face,

nay the human figure, more generally than we
do in our own country 1 We much fear it is

because we are not sufficiently acquainted with
it, regard it as a dead language, and only use it

as a plea for expensiveness.
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It is the peculiar privilege of the convol-
vulus never to satiate, never to tire. The
Greeks, the Romans, even our mediaeval ancestors

took advantage of its beauty in their decorations,

nay, they could not do without it. It is more
suited to the purposes of the studio than any
flower that ever blossomed under heaven. Where
have we the same graceful, clinging, affectionate

tendril 1 The spiral bud, the drooping leaf hiding

half the beauties of the stem and flower,—the
same flower, different in every position it as-

sumes, but beautiful in all. What would our
hedges be if deprived of this simple universal
plant ? and what purpose is there in Decorative
Art to which its beauties may not be trans-

planted 1 We constantly find it in paper hanging,
in architectural sculpture, in textile fabrics, in

carving
; and in the design before us we have it,

at least a variety of it, executed in silver, and
applied as the lid of a tea-pot. The grouping
here is managed well. It is properly suited to
its purpose, neither too light nor unnecessarily
heavy

;
and wo thank M. Durand, among the

many beautiful things he has done, including
the matchless tea-service of Renaissance and con-
ventional taste, for not having altogether disre-

garded the simpler but rival beauty of our fields

and gardens.

The three following illustrations are from the
works of M. Rudolphi, Rue Tronchet, 6.

We have not much to say in reference to the
composition firstintroduced, because itsimply and
easily explains itself. A silver-gilt plate is divided
into a certain number of compartments, and each
ornamented in the same manner, a grotesque
head forming the centre of each, surrounded by
interlaced bands which, while they give a
Renaissance impression, also remind of the intri-

cate devices of a much earlier period. The
intermediate divisions alternately vary, some
being oval, and others of diamond or lozenge
shape

;
the whole plate is an article of con-

siderable taste. The monotony of intertwining
bands, which is often veiy objectionable, and the
reason why Moorish or Alhambresque ornament,
from its constantly recurring scrolls and curves,

is so frequently resorted to in such objects as

that we are describing, is most pleasantly re-

lieved by the manner in which now and then
two of them coming together assume a cruciform
character or merge into ordinarily received and
always elegant fleur-de-lys. We may here add
by way of hint, that, wherever a grotesque head
or figure is introduced, it should take the form,
or at the least remind us of some creature with
which we are familiar. Wherever this principle

is not adhered to, the result is displeasing
;
the

character of the head on this cake-dish is a com-
promise between the lion’s mask and the face of
a human being.

The bracelet, which forms the centre engraving
in the opposite column, represents a good type
of a species ofjewellery not practised in this coun-
try, though carried to a considerable perfection
abroad. We mean that which is formed of cast
and highly chased silver, coloured by sulphur of a
blackish tint, much resembling the tarnish of age.
W orks executed by this process are termed by
the French “ nielles.” The bracelet before us is

called the “
St. George Bracelet,” and is designed

with something of Gothic taste, the basis consisting of the branch of a tree contorted into a
quatrefoil form and enriched with conventional vine leaves. In the centre is an armed figure of
a knight, intended to impersonate St. George, but represented (why ?) with wings

;
below the

figure, and writhing under the effects of his sword, are three dragons entwined and arranged
with very good taste. We question if this species of jewellery would ever become popular among
the ladies of England, but Art-education and the study of archeology are so much more
prevalent abroad than here, that we can well understand our continental neighbours properly
appreciating such a kind of decoration. Executed upon a similar principle are among M. Rudolphi’s
collection some very beautiful pins and brooches, and a ring which particularly attracted our

attention.

This abso-

lutely re-

minds us of
some of the
elaborate

works in

steel of the
sixteenth

century,

sometimes
met with
and attri-

buted to

Benvenuto
Cellini. It

consists,

though very
minute in

pointofsize,
of a series

of real and
|

imaginary animals grouped and interlaced. Snakes, lizards, terminal dolphins, eagles, lions, and

j

bears, all find a place in this little gem, designed with good Italian taste, and chiselled with
elaborate neatness.

It is not always

[

an easy task to

combinepurityand
I

lightness in design-

j

ing an object of
i

substantial charac-
:

ter. The present
engraving repre-

sents, however, a
very successful tri-

umph over the dif-

ficulty on the part
of M. Rudolphi. It

consists of a rare

lapis lazuli bowl,
mounted with ex-

ceeding taste in

gold partly ena-

melled with white.
We engrave the
whole to a small
scale, and the prin-

cipal detail real

size. Those portions which are enamelled and those which are perforated will readily be distin-

guished. The manner in which the mask at the top connects the bowl and handle is in veiy admirable
keeping with the general style of the sixteenth century, a period at which the union of gold and
costly stones was carried to a high perfection. The eight panels introduced into the foot are of
lapis, and the flowers and fruit which constitute the clnef feature of the knop are enamelled in

their real colours. M. Ru-
dolphi’s talent is so well
known and appreciated
both in Paris and Lon-
don, that it is needless
for us to comment on
the universal beauty of
most of the works he has
contributed to the Ex-
position. His objects in
silver “ repousse ” are
more remarkable than
any which have been pro-

duced in modem times.

Many of his brooches,
pins, rings, and bracelets,

though not suitable for
engraving, deserve every
commendation.
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We may here observe, that M. Mayer displays
both at his stall in the Exposition, and at his
manufactory, which we had the pleasure of in-
specting, many other works, which are charming

both in design and execution. To some
of these we may do justice in our next
number. M. Mayer’s principal forte
seems to lie in the fabrication of those
works which are parcel-gilt.

This is one (perhaps the most elegant) of a set, forming a breakfast service, by M. Mayer, of Rue
Vivienne, 20, produced in silver,

and partly gilt in the ornamental
portions; its shape is extremely
beautiful, and the effect produced
by the little gilt medallions in

Franyois Ier taste very exquisite.

The handle is formed of ivory.

Tea-kettle Stand. This now
universal appendage to the break-
fast table is eminently capable of
fine decoration, yet of the many
new designs which are constantly
making their appearance how few
possess any merit, or exhibit any
pretensions to Art. The composi-
tion at the bottom of the page, is

one of the most graceful that has
come under our notice ; this stand
is ornamented on the top with a
grotesque mask standing somewhat
forward, and surmounting a light

combination of scrolls and vine-

leaves, &c., executed very much in

the manner of the seventeenth
century, a school presenting many
advantages, because uniting all the
graceful curves of the Louis XIV.
with a more severe and national
kind of enrichment

; the feet con-
sist of shell-like protuberances, con-
veying an idea of considerable
strength, and modelled in capital

keeping with the rest of the stand.

The tea-kettle itself is a splendid
work, but is so crowdedwith profuse
detail that we feel we could con-
vey no idea of it to our readers by
furnishing themwith an illustration

which would require to be so much
reduced to suit the size of our
pages. We prefer, therefore, to
give the Stand alone on a scale per-

fectly distinct and intelligible.

We would here take an oppor-
tunity of recommending to the
notice of manufacturers the capabilities of the Venetian style of ornament, not yet much under-

stood in this country, but worthy of attentive

study. The appurtenances of the palaces of
Venice during the sixteenth century furnish, by
themselves, a school of Decorative Art, and
though examples brought to this country are
only to be found in the mansions of the wealthy,
no opportunity should be lost of gleaning from
them hints which we are sure the English silver-

smith and brass-founder would be able to turn
to profitable account.

Salt-cellars in France, unlike those of our own
country, are almost always made with a tall

upright handle standing between two compart-
ments, one of which sometimes serves to contain
pepper. We rather question the convenience of
these salt-cellars in comparison with ours, but
that they offer an abundant field for the fancy
of the designer, and the skill of the silversmith,

there cannot be the slightest doubt. The accom-
panying engraving represents the handle of a
salt-cellar, also manufactured by M. Mayer,
and is unquestionably a very charming design,
the whole, or nearly the whole, of its omamenta-
tion being taken from nature, and distributed
with an excellent acquaintance with effect. We
have not represented the entire salt-cellar, be-

I cause the lower part of the composition is far
from harmonising with the light and elegant
handle before us

;
it is impure in taste, and is

evidently an adaptation of some other salt-cellar

foot applied to save the expense of a new model.
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that time did not permit us to visit this estab-

lishment. The material is styled “ Kaolin Rose,”
and it is of a beautiful rose colour, the best and
purest tone of colour we have seen, not except-
ing the clay of Swansea. We extract the fol-

lowing passage from the annonce :

—

“All are aware that we owe to Kaolin the

ware was common in ancient Gaul, and probably
in Britain

;
at any rate it was much used here.

We have little doubt that the successful imita-

tion of these wares in modem France is owing
to the facility of study offered by the formation

most beautiful pottery, since it is the basis of

every species of porcelain, but hitherto the
white Kaolin clay only has been employed, and
this substance has not been found of a sufficiently

pure colour to make ornamental vases. The
discovery made in the neighbourhood of Billom

of a rose-coloured clay of remarkable purity and
extreme delicacy is then infinitely precious to

the Arts, since a kind of opaque porcelain can

be manufactured of which the clay itself is tinted,

of the Ceramic Museum of that country, with all

its appliances of comparison in chemical analysis

;

our copies of the antique generally fail in the
ponderosity of our materials ; but the red clay

used in this instance by the French artisan is

and which is capable of receiving the richest

ornament and most delicate impressions.”

The manufacture of the Samian pottery was
the most extensive occupation of the Roman
artisan in clay, and the imitation of the genuine

remarkable for its fineness and lightness, its

specific gravity being no greater than that of the
originals, and its glaze and colour very closely

approaching the best examples.

This page, and that which follows, contain

examples of Terra Cotta, a class of manufacture
for which, in England, we have as yet done
nothing, for, although the “Ladyshore Works,”
and those of Mr. Dillwyn, at Swansea, have pro-

duced examples, both as to clay and manufacture,
fidly equal to the best we have examined in

Paris, they are in nearly all instances copies

;

we have seen no original works of theirs of a

really pure character. The principal manufac-
turers in Paris are Gossin and Follfit, and the
leading manufactories are in the Rue Roquette,
where we had an opportunity of seeing the
process carried on from the commencement to

the close—in the establishment of M. Gossin.

The works of Follet are exceedingly good, but
his prices are high, much higher than those of
Gossin, to which, moreover, they are decidedly
inferior

;
Follet, however, obtains the purest

models, and Gossin devotes his energies to

invention and ornamentation less exclusively

based on the antique. Upon this page, the first

and last are examples of Follet's workmanship :

the sixth and seventh are those of Gossin ; the
intervening four are of a new manufacture,
" Ceramique de Billom,” of which we know
nothing except from the specimens shown at

the Exposition. It is a very beautiful clay, and
the models selected have been for the most part
unexceptionable; the agent in Paris is M. Gar-

dissal, Boulevard St. Martin, 17 ; we regret
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meretricious enrichment. Chandeliers of pure
crystal glass, when properly executed, in our
eyes appear far preferable. The chandeliers

exhibited are, however correctly, to be regarded
as specimens of what may bo produced under
peculiar circumstances, when colour may he

properly introduced into an object for the pur-
poses of securing harmony with the furniture

and ceiling, &c. contiguous to it. The engraved
glass-bottle, of which we here offer a representa-

tion is, from a collection of forms destitute of
any considerable merit, one that pleased us above
its companions. It is by Madame Jacquel, (Rue
Richelieu, 71).

The annexed chair-back, which is a specimen
of the union of strength and lightness, is of
carved oak, the work of M. Poinsard, (Rue
Amelot, 26,) and is a good example of the Italian

style, under Flemish treatment. Some other
manufacturers have also been rather fortunate

in this department, uniting the easy flow of
Loins XIV. ’s ornament with the more classical

details of an earlier period.

THE ART-JOURNAL.

The terra-cotta bottle which heads this page is

the only good object we could find of the manu-
facture of M. Gabry. The form of this little bottle

has for its recommendation its extreme simplicity.

The oveiiianging lip above the body of the vessel

is a novel feature, and the manner in which the

handle springs from the uppermost rim, curling

into a tendril, and falling on to the neck in the

form of a clinging leaf, is .possessed of much

beauty. The two masks in the lower part of
the vase are just sufficiently ornamental to har-

monise well with the playfulness of the handle
above. The clay of which this object is made is

regular, but somewhat coarse. The manufac-
turer is M. Gabry, of Melun.
We repeat that on the whole we give the

preference to the works of M. Gossin over those
we examined in the several other establishments
of Paris : and we recommend to all persons who
require these objects in terra-cotta, either for

chamber ornaments or for gardens or conser-
vatories, to communicate with M. Gossin, (Rue
Roquette, 57). He is a true artist : all his

productions receive, prior to baking, those
touches which give them sharpness and consider-
ably augment their artistic value : and the
articles of his produce are sold at prices sin-

gularly reasonable when compared with other
manufactories of the class ; his establishment
is at once the best and cheapest

; unhappily, at

this moment, (sad indeed for Paris,) he is totally
without employment : we found his furnace
extinguished and himself and his sons idle : his
atelier crowded with works of surpassing beauty,
in nearly all cases original : flower-pots, vases,
hanging-lamps, fountains, large and small, figures
in great variety, miniature and life-size

; and, in
short, all that can be required for in-door or
out-door decoration

; and we shall cordially
rejoice if this notice be the means of advancing

the interests of a most meri-
torious artist and a very ac-

complished family, by whom
works of an admirable charac-

ter have been produced in the
right feeling and spirit. We
give of Gossin ’s, upon this page,
a very charming hanging flower-

pot, and the decoration of a
panel, one of four, intended to

illustrate the Seasons.
The two last subjects on this

page are a glass-bottle and a
carved-wood chair-back. The
department of glass is one of
veiy considerable importance,
among the Ornamental Arts

;

and the supremacy which Bri-

tish manufacturers have so
long retained in the fabrication

of pure crystal, the Bohemians
in the brilliant colours they
impart to their works, and the
French in the novelty of their

combinations and appliances,

continues unabated. In the
Exposition this year there is a

large quantity of glass contri-

buted by different manufac-
turers, but containing nothing
of very startling interest.

Among the principal points
may be mentioned the exten-

sion of the thread glasses which
originated in Venice, and the
introduction of various blight

colours into massive chandeliers, producing cer-

tainly a magnificent effect, but one which in our
opinion depends too much on what we may call
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The collection of ribbons shown at the Exposition is of great variety and beauty. The specimens
were chiefly the contributions of St. Chamond and St. Etienne, the great sources of the article in
France; and, unhappily, there was in no important instance reference to any agent for their sale
in Pans

;
the reason being obvious, they are made for general sale, and to name any particular

house would have been invidious. We purchased, however, the three following examples, precisely
such as we saw exhibited, and these we engrave, rather as showing the fashion in vogue than for
any peculiar merit, although the design is in each instance pure and good.

There is great scope for the mind of the designer in the fabrication of ribbons, and we believe

upon the present occasion gained his idea, we
give him ample credit for having applied it very
successfully to a good purpose. We know not
if the necessary perforations in the centre might
prove inconvenient for use, we simply regard
the performance in its artistic capacity, and,
on these grounds, cannot avoid commending it.

that seldom has a more original and beautiful collection been made than those of M. Grangier, of
St. Chamond. Out of a considerable number manufactured and exhibited by him we engrave
on the other column two specimens, which we have selected on account of their novelty, as well
as for their simplicity of conception, which is always so successful in works of this nature.
One is called “ plisse illusion,” and is ingeniously made to represent a band pleated in regular
folds, the shadows being introduced in such a way as to convey the idea intended without really
practising any deception. The tints are white, shaded with grey, and bordered by a row of dark

pmk on each side, colours we understand peculiarly fashionable at the present time, but at all
events very graceful and harmonious, and far from displaying those strong and gaudy contrasts
which too often fall to the lot of ribbons manufactured in our own country. The men of
Coventry are not ignorant of the many hints they may glean from French invention, but seldom
will they find a more extended field for study than in the productions of 1849.
The next of M. Grangier’s productions to which we give a place in our pages is a pattern, well-

known to antiquaries, since, we believe, it was frequently used in the borders of stained glass

a very early period ; nay, even in those ages which we are in the habit of designating“
Is orman,” and which our Continental neighbours distinguish by the term “ romanesque.” The

pattern supposes three ribbons so arranged as to be continually passing over and under each other,
and is so simply elegant as to please the most fastidious. From whatever source the designer

The colours of the three interlaced divisions aro
white, grey, and pale blue; we feel that the
ribbon loses much of its beauty from being
engraved only in black and white, but the manu-
facturer will be able to imagine it in a finished
state, and to regard it in its true character. We
may here suggest that countless elegant varieties
may be produced by the mere combination of
natural leaves of different colours placed above
each other, and of this arrangement the Exposi-
tion furnishes good examples.

With these objects we terminate for the pre-
sent month our notice of the Industrial Arts as
displayed in the French Exposition. In our
next number we purpose to represent such
examples as want of time and lack of materials
have prevented our engraving for August.
Many of these will be subjects of considerable
importance; but in all cases those will be selected
which appear to be the most valuable for fur-
nishing hints to the British manufacturer. By
this means we feel that we are aiming at a double
purpose, and conferring a twofold benefit on the
public. We discard all productions which may
be merely quaint or curious, even if in their way
they form features in the National Collection,
confining ourselves to a repetition of such designs
as are practically good or practically suggestive.
Among the illustrations which will figure pre-
eminently in our second report, will be the
beautiful bronze castings and chasings of M.
Matifat, whose name we have already honour-
ably recorded, and to whose spirited manufac-
tures we purpose to do ample justice. Nor
shall we omit to offer a series of the best de-
signed iron castings which the Exposition affords,
and one or two more minute and elaborate con-
tributions in malleable iron, a material which
the French of late years seem to have turned to
excellent account. We shall also have much
satisfaction in making known in this country the
estimable designs in Oriental taste of Clerget, a
man who in Paris stands at the very summit of
his profession, and who, though employed before
the late disastrous scenes which have given so
appalling a blow to Continental commerce, to
furnish drawings by order of Government for
the Museum of Sevres, seems never to have
received that encouragement and patronage
which his high talent and enthusiastic energy
would point to as his just reward. Miscellaneous
subjects will fill up the vacua

;
and we trust that

by the close of our review of the Exposition, we
shall have brought together a complete, and at
the same time a valuable, assortment of the best
artistic labours of that immense collection, which
may well atone for the necessity it causes, of
our deferring to a future occasion such matter
as, in its absence, would have formed the topic of
our present pages.
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ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF COLOURS EMPLOYED IN THE
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

NO. rv.—COPPER.

Copper was employed for purposes of use and
ornament at a very early period of man’s history.

The most ancient weapons which have been
discovered in metal, are found upon analysis to

be either copper tolerably pure, or a combina-
tion of copper and tin. Indeed, it would appear
that the primeval races of mankind, advancing

from that rude state in which they contented

themselves with shaping into form by mechani-
cal means such objects as nature presented to

them, discovered copper and some of its com-
pounds, and employed that metal to supersede
those cutting or piercing instruments which
they had hitherto formed of stones, hard wood,
or bone. Tubal Cain faithfully represents to us
one of the earliest workers in brass, which we
now know as a combination of copper and zinc

;

but it is probable, that under the general term
of brass, all alloys of copper were comprehended.
Thus, under the same name, the ancients probably
included all the bronzes, whether formed of tin

and copper, or silver and copper. The cele-

brated Corinthian bronze was of the latter com-
position, many fine examples of which have been
discovered at Herculaneum, and other places in

the neighbourhood of Naples.

As a colour, the oxides of copper appear to

have been employed at a very early period.

Many of the Egyptian pastes of blue and green
colour have been found upon analysis to be
covered with copper; although, according to

Dr. Marcet, cobalt was employed in colouring
many of the glasses. Sir Humphry Davy also

detected cobalt in many of the transparent blue
glasses, so that it would appear that copper was
employed in painting when greens or blues
were required by cobalt in glass where trans-

parency was an object ; whereas in porcelain and
opaque glass, according to the analysis of
Hatchett and Klaproth, oxide of copper was
employed. The greens of copper were well
known to the Greeks, and they are particularly

mentioned by Theophrastus and Dioscorides,

who both state that it is found in metallic veins.

Pliny describes, under the name of chrysocolla or
borax, a copper-green or blue, which he informs
us may be procured from nature, or prepared
artificially by mixing chalk with a clay found in

the neighbourhood of metallic veins. As Pliny
states that borax is employed for soldering by the
goldsmiths, it has been thought by many that this

was chrysocolla; but it is evidently not so,

since from the description given by both Dios-
corides and Pliny, this borax employed for

soldering was carbonate, or oxide of copper, com-
bined with some alkaline phosphates. The
chrysocolla Pliny tells us employed by painters
in his time under the name of oi’obitis, was of
two sorts; the one, yellow, was preserved in
bole or paste ; the other, liquid, formed by the
solution of solid globules. They were both
found in the Isle of Cyprus. The best was
brought from Armenia, and an inferior kind
from Macedonia

;
the most highly coloured being

produced in great quantity in Spain. It is also

stated, that in the days of Nero the floor of the
grand circus at Rome was paved with the green
chrysocolla

; this fact in particular exhibits the
extreme luxury in which the Roman emperors
indulged, since it amounts to the same thing
as cutting and inlaying slabs of malachite, a
table of which is the utmost extravagance where-
in even the Emperor of Russia can indulge
now a days.

As every indication which can be given of the
methods employed by the ancients in their

works must have its value, as affording to mo-
dem artists evidence of the durability of colours
that could not in any other manner be obtained,

we extract the following passage from Pliny :

—

“As for the 6andy or powdered borax, the
painters, before they use it, lay first the ground
underneath it of vitriol and parcetonium (a kind
of white clay), and then the boi'ax aloft; for

these things take it passing well, and, above all,

give a pleasant lustre to the colour. This panc-

tonium (for that it is most fatty and unctuous by
nature, and for the smoothness besides more
apt to stick to and take hold,) ought to be laid

first, upon which must follow a course of the
vitriol over it,* for fear lest the whiteness of the

foresaid parfctoniums do pale the greenness of

the borax, which is to make the third coat. As
for the borax called lutea, some think it took
that name from the herb lutea ; which also, if it

be mixed with azure or blue, maketh a green,

which many do lay and paint withal instead of

borax, which, as it is the cheapest green of all

other, so is it a most deceitful colour.”!*

There is some difficulty in understanding if the
verd d’azur of Pliny were a carbonate of copper
or native ultramarine. Of the verd dc terre no
such uncertainty exists, since we are informed

that it was the loose carbonate of copper found
near the metallic lodes of the Spanish mines,

with which, however, clays were often merely
coloured, so that green pigments might be sold

cheap.

The blues employed in the baths of Titus were
all of them oxide of copper mixed with alumina
and lime. The Roman artists appear, however,
to have employed siliceous colours similar to

our smalts, as Sir Humphrey Davy found many
lumps of a frit which could not be attacked by
acid, but which, upon being decomposed by
fusion, afforded very decided evidences of the

presence of copper. That chemist supposed that

this was the same colour described by Theo-
phrastus, as discovered by an Egyptian king,

and of which the manufacture is said to have
been anciently established at Alexandria. Under
the name of caeruleum, the same composition is

also mentioned by Vitruvius, and Vcstorius in-

forms us that it was prepared by heating strongly

together, sandflos-nitri (carbonate of soda), and
filings of copper. This frit has been discovered
in Pompeii

;
the blues of the Nozze Aldovrandine

and of the Roman frescos are all of the same
composition. This extended use of a silicified

colour, of which we have now but so few ex-

amples, the principal of which is the cobalt glass,

shows an advanced knowledge of the chemistry
of colours which is not unworthy the attention

of modern artists. These colours are perfectly

unaffected by acids, and therefore possess a
degree of permanency which cannot be secured
by any other means.
The greens of the Romans were generally

prepai’ed in the same manner, hence the vivid

beauty they still possess in those remains of
ancient Art, that have been preserved amidst
the wreck of nations, and which may now be
referred to as studies wherefrom many an im-

portant lesson may be learned by modem artists.

The following arc the principal compounds of
copper which are available to the artist :

—

Carbonate of Coffer (mineral green).—This
compound of carbonic acid and protoxide of
copper is found native, and is then known by
the name of malachite or mountain green. Large
masses are found in the mining districts of
Russia

;
very fine specimens have been raised in

the South of Ireland, but unfortunately the
mines of this district, although they promise to

be exceedingly profitable if worked with energy
and economy, are very nearly neglected. The
finest varieties of both the green massive car-

bonate (malachite), and the blue (chrysocolla),

have lately been imported in large quantities

from Australia, the Burra Burra mines iu parti-

cular producing specimens of a remarkably fine

character. It may, however, be prepared arti-

ficially from a solution of sulphate of copper by
precipitation by an alkaline carbonate. The
artificial compound does not however possess
the brilliancy of colour belonging to the native,

nor can it be expected to be so durable. It

may be regarded as an infallible law in nature
that all things which are produced by slow
action are far more persistent than such as are

formed by sudden change ;
hence the superiority

of all natural productions over sjrcli as are pro-

duced by the chemist's art.

Blue Verditer.—This pigment is commonly
manufactured from the blue solution of the

* This vitriol was in all probability the sulphate of
copper or blue-stone of the present day.

t Pliny, Book xxxiii., Chap. 5.

nitrate of copper left after the process of silver

refining, and hence called refiners' verditer. This
is, however, a vex*y inferior coloux*, being conta-

minated with a great variety of other substances,

the impurities combined with the mass of silver

submitted to the refining process.

The mode of preparing this colour in purity

is as follows :—Pure copper (such as is precipi-

tated by the electx'otype process is the best), is

taken and dissolved in dilute nitric acid at a
moderate heat until the acid is saturated. From
this solution the oxide of copper is precipitated

by caustic lime. The whole being thrown upon a
filter is mixed with an additional quantity of

lime, by which the green colour is changed into

the blue of verditer.

Brunswick Green.—To px*oduce this colour

copper filings or shreddings are mixed with a
solution of the muriate of ammonia, and placed

in a warm situation for several weeks. During
this time from the action of the ammoniacal salt

upon the metal, a green powder is produced,
which is, when pure, a green of an exceedingly
beautiful kind. Another green may be prepared
by mixing together solutions of sulphate of

copper and cream of tartar. A green precipi-

tate is thus produced, which is however very
inferior to that prepared as above directed.

Verdigris.—Acetate of copper. The common
verdigris is prepared by the action of the fer-

menting marc of the grape, or cloths dipped in

vinegar, with clean copper plates. By a slow
process a compound of the oxide of copper and
the acetic acid of the wine or vinegar is pro-

duced.
In France, the stalks and husks of the grapes

after the juice has been extracted are placed in

layers with copper plates
;
while, in England, the

pyroligneous acid (the impure acetic acid pro-

cured by the destructive distillation of wood) is

employed, layers of moistened cloth and copper
plates being arranged in the same manner. The
French verdigris is superior to the English from
two causes

;
the marc, as it is called, of the

grape contains some potash, which in combina-
tion with the acetic acid, tends to improve the
colour of the compound ; and the bituminous
matter combined with the pyroligneous acid
prevents so perfect a combination as is necessary
between the substances employed for the pro-

duction of the finest colour. Water dissolves

out a portion of this compound from a [mass,

and crystals of a pale blue colour are deposited
slowly from the solution

;
this is sometimes

called improperly distilled verdigris, but the
best is prepared by combining the acetate of
potash with the acetate of copper, by which
double salts arc formed, crystallising of a fine

blue, or bluish-green colour.

Acetate of copper combines with acetate of
lime and several other salts, producing a great

variety of tints. In combination with the
arsenite of copper, if yields a crystalline powder
of a brilliant sea-green colour, which is employed
as a pigment under the name of Schweinfurth's

green. The mode of preparing this is to boil

together solutions of equal parts of arsenious

acid and neutral acetate of copper, adding to the
mixture its own volume of cold water, and
allowing the whole to rest for several days.

Emerald or Scheele's Green is composed of
protoxide of copper and arsenious acid. Warm
solutions of arsenite of potash, formed by boding
the white oxide of arsenic in a solution of

potash, and sulphate of copper are mixed until

they cease to throw down a green precipitate.

This precipitate is washed with boiling water, or

boiled with water to which a little acetic acid

has been added.
These are all the greens of any importance

which arc formed from copper.

Prussian Brown is readily obtained by adding
a solution of the yellow prussiate of potash (the

ferro-cyanuret of potassium) to a solution of
sulphate of copper. Immediately a very deep
brown mass is thrown down, which when care-

fully washed and dried forms a brown, in no
respect inferior to the madder browns, and
possessing far greater permanency. The tint

may be considerably varied by mixing the solu-

tion at different temperatures
;
and it really

offers to the artist so many advantages, that it is

particularly recommended to their notice.
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Another copper brown, called sometimes the

ferrdo of Spain, is prepared by calcining copper
and sulphur together in closed crucibles. When
the operation is carefully performed, a very fine

red brown results; if, however, too much sulphur
is employed, or the burning is continued too

long, it becomes purple or nearly black. Cal-

cined copper, forming an oxide of the metal, is

also employed
;

thin sheets of copper are

exposed to the action of fire until they be-

come brittle, they are then plunged into cold
water, and thus a very fine red crust is produced
which must be reduced to powder in porcelain

mortal’s and kept very dry.

Copper is much used in the manufacture of
bronzing-powders. Copper powder for this pur-
pose is prepared by taking slips of copper and
dissolving them in aqua-fortis—nitric acid.

When the acid is saturated the solution is

warmed and slips of iron are immersed in it, by
which metallic copper is precipitated in a state

of fine powder. Or, it may be thrown down by
an energetic galvanic current, as in the electro-

type process. Care must, however, be taken in

both cases, that no oxidation of the metal takes
place, by which the brilliant metallic colour is

destroyed.

Copper has been extensively employed from
the earliest times for imparting colour to earthen-

ware. The Assyrian and the Egyptian potter
employed it; we find its use known to the
wandering Arab tribes from the remotest period.

It is to oxides of copper carefully prepared that
those beautiful purples and reds upon the
Chinese porcelain are due, and which have not
been successfully imitated by any European
manufacturers. For the potter the per-oxide of
copper is prepared by dissolving copper in nitric

acid and evaporating the solution to dryness.
This oxide is composed of seventy-nine parts of

copper and twenty-one parts of oxygen. The
protoxide is not so simply formed, the best
method being that given by M. Malaguti ;*

one hundred parts of sulphate of copper and
fifty-seven parts of carbonate of soda are mixed
at a gentle heat, and slowly dried until the mass
becomes solid

;
it is then powdered and mixed

with twenty-five parts of copper filings, and
being placed in a crucible the whole is exposed
to a white heat for twenty minutes. The mass,
when cold, is powdered and well washed, and the
residue,—protoxide of copper,—is of a fine red

;

the intensity of colouring increasing the more it

is washed and the finer it is powdered.
In giving colour to glass this metal is even

more important than it is in the painting of
porcelain. Dr. Englehart, in 1827, appears to

Jiave revived the process, well known to the
ancients, which had been lost. Nearly all the
brilliant reds in the windows of the mediaeval
churches are coloured with oxide of copper, and
the Art must have been lost during the long
period when a crusade was maintained against
the introduction of any ornamental works into

the temples devoted to the worship of God.
The usual process is to add copper clippings, or
copper in a state of oxidation, to the glass

in fusion, it then combines with the silica. If,

during the process of combination it receives

any additional oxygen from the air, the glass,

instead of being red, becomes green. Some very
curious chemical phenomena take place in this

process of colouring glass by copper. Imme-
diately on leaving the crucible the glass is

nearly colourless, with a slight tinge of green
;

but it becomes a deep red, when, after cooling,

it is carefully heated a second time at a moderate
temperature. This is supposed by Professor H.
Rose to depend upon the decomposition of the
acid silicate of the protoxide of copper first

formed, by the second application of heat, and a
separation of a portion of the sub-oxide which
then colours the glass red. In our glass-works
it is now customary to employ reducing agents,
such as charcoal, ashes, soot, or decayed wood,
to prevent this green colour from forming.
The colour produced by the oxide of copper

is so intense, that even in thin sheets the glass
is no longer transparent to light

;
it is, therefore,

the usual practice to flash the glass, as it is tech-
nically called, with an exceedingly thin film of

* “ Annales de Chemie et Physique,” vol. 54, p. 217.
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the colouring matter. In preparing a pane of
red glass, the workman has two pots of melted
metal before him, the one colourless, the other
red. Gathering the requisite quantity of red
glass upon the end of his iron pipe, the amount
of white glass necessary to form a cylinder is

collected, and the whole being blown and ex-

tended on the table, a sheet of glass is formed,
which is composed of a layer of red and a layer
of white glass. Moulded articles are first formed
in white glass, and then dipped into the pot
containing the red metal. As this coating of red
glass can be cut through or ground away, the
artist has the means of producing some very
pleasing and elegant results. A process for

staining glass in sheets has lately been intro-

duced by Bedford. Sulphuret of copper, iron
scales, anhydrous sulphate of copper, and yellow
ochre are ground together as finely as possible

with turpentine, which has been thickened by
exposure to the air. This mixture is painted
over the surface of the glass and allowed to dry.

The plates are then put into an ordinary muffle,

and heated as highly as is practical without
melting the glass, when it is allowed to cool
slowly. The plates of glass thus assume a greenish
yellow colour

;
they are now placed in a close

muffle, with a quantity of small coal, and again
exposed to fire

;
by this process a brown red

colour is obtained. It is heated a third time
with some precautions, and a very fine trans-

parent red results.

Green glass is produced of a very fine emerald
colour by oxide of copper. To effect this the
glass is mixed with copper scale, or, still better,

with verdigris, and usually a little protoxide of
iron is added. Glass which has been deprived
of its transparency and is very dull, is converted
into a turqoise colour by the use of the oxide of
this metal. In Bohemia, the variety of glass

known as the ancient emeraldgreen, is produced by
oxide of copper mixed with finery cinders. Varie-
ties of colour are produced by combining copper
with nickel and cobalt. In dyeing, the chromate
of copper and the acetate are sometimes em-
ployed, but the dyer usually produces his greens
by combining yellows and blues, and such com-
monly as are of vegetable origin.

Robert Hunt.

EUPHROSYNE.

FROM THE STATUE BY SIR R. WESTMACOTT, R.A.

The statue of Euphrosyne is one of the few
modem sculptures which are founded on the
Greek model, so far as regards the figure itself;

in it may be recognised many of those attributes

of excellence that gained for its school an im-

perishable renown—symmetry of form elegantly

conceived and boldly developed, beauty of
countenance, and graceful action. These were
the principal characteristics of the ancient Greek
representation of the female figure. But in

order to give greater breadth to the work before

us, and to support it in its easy yet somewhat
unstable poise, deep folds of light drapery are

suspended from the shoulders, and fall grace-

fully between the lower limbs. The festoon of

flowers falling from the knee forms an elegant

line to balance the corresponding one on the
other side caused by the drapery, and also

enriches the lower part of the design. A wreath
of flowers is entwined with the hair, imparting
to it a rich and luxurious expression.

Euphrosyne, according to Pausanias the his-

torian, was one of the three Graces, the others
being Aglaia and Thalia

; they were the daugh-
ters of Jupiter and Eurynome. Milton, in his

L’Allegro thus apostrophises her, and it may be
presumed that the lines suggested the imper-
sonation to the sculptor :

—

“ But come, thou Goddess fair and free,

In heaven y’clep'd Euphrosyne

Come and trip it as you go
On the light fantastic toe !

"

The statue was executed in marble, and
exhibited by Sir R. Westmacott at the Royal
Academy in 1837. It is in the possession of

the Duke of Newcastle.

FINE ART in PORCELAIN STATUARY.

One of the most gratifying matures of our monthly
labours is to record the various conclusive evidences

of the awakening spirit of enterprise and judgment
which from time to time mark the onward current
of manufacturing progress. We have long assi-

duously laboured to enforce the absolute necessity

of this movement, and have urged that its operation
alone was needed to cause our artistic manufac-
turers to take that position by the side of Con-
tinental productions which it should be our pride,

as it certainly would be our profit, to maintain.

At the risk of wearying, at the hazard of offending,

we have reiterated the unpleasant truth, that the

standard of our Industrial Arts must be raised to

meet successfully the competition to which they
are now subjected

;
and we have urged upon British

manufacturers to be up and stirring, and it has not,

we rejoice to say, been wholly in vain.

The manifest improvement in many branches of

Art-manufactures, and the evident struggle to

advance in all, within the past year, conclusively

prove that the right feeling is aroused, and now
only requires judicious direction to work out its

own reward.
If all has not been done that could have been

wished, still the acknowledgment of the necessity

(backed by the inclination) to amend, is of itself a

theme for congratulation
;
a willing scholar is already

one-half taught, and we are most sanguine in our
expectations of a future marked and positive pro-

gression
;
in every way that the Art-Journal can

assist to forward and realise so desirable a con-

summation, its influence and assistance shall, as

ever, be most readily and anxiously given.

We have now the gratification to announce the
following works of Art, which are in progress at

the manufactory of Mr. Alderman Copeland, at

Stoke-upon-Trent
;
and we congratulate that gentle-

man most sincerely upon the eminent artists he has

induced to co-operate with him in the task of

elevating the standard of our Art-manufactures, a

task, be it remarked, of high national importance.

We content ourselves with merely enumerating
at present the names of the subjects and artists

alluded to, as we shall fully enter into a detailed

report of their various and peculiar excellencies

when published:—A ‘Venus,’ by Gibson, R.A.,
just executed by that eminent sculptor at Rome ;*

‘ Sabrina,’ by Marshall, A.R.A., from the marble
statue exhibited at the Royal Academy last year

;

the * Last Drop,’ by Marshall, A.R.A., also from
the marble exhibited at the Royal Academy

;
the

‘ Indian Girl ’ and the ‘ Negress,’ pair of statuettes

by Cumberworth, whose charming group of ‘ Paul
and Virginia’ has been so extensively popular

;
a

‘ Bust of Her Majesty,’ by Francis
;
and we are

delighted to add the exquisite group of ‘ Ino and
the' Infant Bacchus,’ from the marble by J. H.
Foley, recently exhibited at the British Institution.

This group will be produced with the express

permission of the Earl of Ellesmere, the fortunate

possessor of the original.

Judging from the quality of the different works
that have emanated from the manufactory, there

can be no doubt as to the satisfactory production
of these, and sure we are that all lovers of Art will

not only cordially rejoice at the enterprise which
has prompted their execution, but will, by securing

copies, give substantial proofs of encouragement.
We trust yet to see the spirit which animated

the great Wedgwood, and to which Flaxman so

gloriously ministered, again revive in the Potteries,

and with the more efficient assistance which the

advanced state ofboth Art and Science can now ren-

der, we look forward to results of which the country

may be justly proud
;
but they can only be achieved

by following the track his footsteps marked, for itwas
then an almost untrodden path. All honour to

him ! Flaxman’s influence on Wedgwood’s success

should always be kept prominently in mind, there

can be no doubt that to this connection is in a

great degree to be attributed the lasting fame that

attaches, and justly so, to the name of Wedgwood.
Flaxman’s glory is all his own. Here was an early

trial of the combination of good Art and Manufac-
ture. Surely the great success of the result, both

in fame and fortune, might have proclaimed it an

experiment worth repeating.

It is with exceeding pleasure we state that the

public estimation of these works in statuary- porce-

lain has been gradually increasing
;
the manufac-

ture is now profitable to the manufacturer,

although, at the outset, the experiment was not

only discouraging, but would have been ruinous to

a producer of limited means.

* Mr. Gibson procured a reduced copy (executed in

Rome) expressly for the purpose of aiding the manufacture

of Mr Copeland; to the merit of which he lias frequently

borne very strong testimony.
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PICTURE SALES.

Our record of Picture Sales for the season will

soon be closed, there remaining no an nouncement
of importance, as far as we have at present been
able to learn. Since our last report three collec-

tions, chiefly of English works, have been disposed
of by Messrs. Christie & Manson, and highly gra-
tifying it is to find that, in the majority of instances,

these have realised prices as good as most pictures

by the old masters brought which have lately been
submitted to competition. True, the buyers may
not be of the same class, for we missed from the
sale-rooms, on the occasions referred to, the noble
collector or his agent, whom fashion, or taste, yet
keeps from paying homage to the genius of his

fellow-countrymen, and from showing his ap-
preciation of it by giving the works of English
artists a place in his aristocratic mansion. It is

the middle classes chiefly by whom our school is

patronised : many of these are gathering round
them galleries of Art which, at some future day,
will rank as high as any of past times, and in

monetary value will be as marketable. There is

ample assurance of this in the following statement,
where, happily, the painters are most of them
living

;
what would the same have produced had

their authors been dead ?

The first of the sales alluded to took place on
the 23rd and 25th of June : the pictures, many of
which were but sketches, belonged to different

owners
;
we can only find space to enumerate the

principal of them. ‘ Cattle and Sheep Reposing,’
a small work by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 45 gs.

;

‘ La Signora da Seville,’ by Hurlstone, 42 gs.
;

‘ A Head,’ by W. Etty, R.A.,60 gs.
; F. Goodall’s

sketch for ‘ The Village Festival,’ 136 gs.
;
an

engraving from the large picture of this subject,
in the Vernon Gallery, has just been completed
for our Journal

;
Redgrave’s sketch for the ‘Coun-

try Cousins,’ also in the Vernon collection, 24 gs.

;

Etty’s sketch for the ‘ Judgment of Paris,’ 100 gs.

;

‘ The Terrace, Haddon Hall,’ one of the few pic-

tures in oil by D. Cox, 35 gs. ; a study of ‘ The
Lime-kiln,’ by Muller, 27 gs.

;
the sketch for Egg’s

picture of 4 Autolychus,’ 24 gs.
;

‘ The Graces,’
by Etty, by no means one of his best works, 280
gs.

; a very small study by W. Collins, the ‘ Farm-
stead,’ 26 gs.

;

‘ Iachimo and Imogene,’ a compara-
tively early work by Frith, 100 gs.

;
a ‘Dancing

Nymph and Fawn,’ a beautiful specimen, by Etty,
rather small, 310 gs.

;
Linnell’s ‘ Gravel Pits,’ not

the most picturesque subject, but painted with
amazing firmness and truth, 305 gs.

;
Etty’s ‘ Som-

nolency,’ a single figure, half length, *210 gs.
;

‘Landscape and Cattle,’ by Lee and Cooper, 130
gs.

;

‘ Boys Fishing,’ by Webster, a small work,
132 gs.

;
‘ Sea Shore, Fishermen Drawing their

Nets,’ by Collins, 31 gs.
;

‘ The Bather,’ by Etty,
220 gs. ;

‘ Fording the River,’ by Linnell, 63 gs.
;

‘The Antiquary,’ by Muller, 19 gs.
;
‘The First

Ball,’ by Solomon, the study for his picture in the
Academy last season, 21 gs.

;
a group of small

heads, by Etty, entitled ‘ Angels ever Bright and
Fair,’ 66 gs.

;
an ‘ Interior,’ by Frith, 25 gs.

;

‘ The Gambler, by Rankley, 53 gs.
;

and its

companion, ‘ The Wife’s Dream,’ the same sum
;

‘ Romney Pound Lock, near Windsor,’ by J. B.
Pyne, 80 gs.

;
‘ The Old Foot-Road,’ by Creswick,

58 gs.
;

‘ The Skirts of the Forest,’ by Redgrave,
65 gs.

;
the sketch, by Constable, for his large

picture of ‘ The Opening of Waterloo Bridge,’
30 gs.

;
Webster’s sketch for ‘ The Pedler,’ 36 gs.

;

the sketch for E. M. Ward’s picture of ‘ The
Interview between Charles II. and Nell Gwynn,’
47 gs.

;
Philips’ ‘ The Wish,’ 21 gs.

;
Webster’s

sketch for his picture of ‘ The Slide,’ now exhibit-
ing at the Royal Academy, 139 gs.

;
Muller’s

‘ Swiss Interior,’ 57 gs.
;

‘Landscape and Cattle,’
the joint production of Lee and T. S. Cooper,
225 gs.

;
‘A Scene from the Spectator,' by Frith,

225 gs.
;

‘ An Old Man Reading,’ by Webster,
100 gs.

;
the sketch for Philips’ picture of 1 The

Highland Fair,’ 55 gs.
;

‘ Sunset— Cattle,’ by T.
S. Cooper, 145 gs.

;
a very sketchy bit by Collins

of ‘ A Frost Scene,” 40 gs.
;
a glorious picture by

Etty, both for composition and colour, not large,
‘ Britomart,’ was bought in at 520 gs. ;* 1 The
Maiden Troubled,’ by Leslie, a very early work we
should think, 56 gs.

;
a pen and ink drawing by

Wilkie, 1 The Ai-rival of the Rich Relation,’ 37
gs.

;
the sketch for Etty’s highly poetical picture

in the Vernon Gallery, ‘Youth and Pleasure,’
80 gs. An engraving from this work has just been
completed by Mr. Sharpe for the Art-Journal.

On the 30th of June the pictures by the old

* This picture has since been purchased by Lord
Charles Townshend for 600 gs.
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masters with some modern works, belonging to the
late Robert Vernon, Esq., which the trustees of
the National Gallery declined taking, inasmuch as
the collection contained examples by the respective
painters, more worthy of their reputations, were
disposed of by Messrs. Christie and Manson. A few
only of these it is necessary to particularise.

A drawing by Warren, ‘ Repose of an Arab in
the Desert,’ 31 gs.

;
‘A Pedler offering his Goods

to a young Lady,’ by J. C. Horsley, 32 gs.
;
an

early work by Eastlake, ‘ A Roman Peasant
Woman,’ 41 gs.

;
‘A Lady feeding a Parrot in a

Cage,’ by Mrs. Carpenter, 32 gs.
;
‘A Cottage on

the Banks of a River,’ by Mulready, It.A., and
Miss Gouldsmith, now Mrs. Arnold, a capital little

work, 31 gs.
;
‘A Woody Scene, with a Cottage,’

by P. Nasmyth, 41 gs. ; a study by Webster for
his ‘Game at Foot-ball,’ 92 gs.

;
the sketch by

Jones, R.A., for his ‘ Battle of Waterloo,' 39 gs.

;

‘Fruit,’ by Lance, 31 gs.
;

1 Catherine Scton,’ by
E. Landseer, 70 gs.

;
a small picture by the same

master, ‘ Heads of Deer and Game in a Pan on a
Table,’ 166 gs.

;
‘ Flowers and Fruit,’ by Van Os,

79 gs.
;
a study by Van Dyck, ‘ The Earl of Stratford

in Armour,’ 100 gs.
;

‘ The Countess of Bedford,’
attributed to the same painter, formerly in the
collection of the late Mr. J. Harman, 37 gs

;

‘ The
Death of Sir John Moore at the Battle of Corunna,’
46 gs. ; ‘A View on the Grand Canal, Venice,’
by Canaletti,’ lllgs.

;
‘A Landscape,’ by Wou-

vermans,’ 140 gs. The remainder of the pictures
were sold at sums below those here mentioned.

On the 13th of July and the day following, the
collection of the late Mr. Nicholson, of York, was
disposed of by Messrs. Christie and Manson. It

consisted of about sixty pictures, to which the
names of the old masters were attached in the
catalogue ; and which, on an average, realised
little more than the cost of the frames. The rest,

in number 156, were by English artists, and among
these we observed many of a very high character,
especially among the works of Mr. Etty, of which
there were about fifty examples. The principal
lots were sold as follows. ‘ Head of an Old Man
with a Beard,’ a small picture by Etty, 194 gs.

;

‘ Judith’s Maid,’ Etty, 54 gs.
;

‘ Head of a Child,’
Etty, 41 gs.

;
‘A Table with Fruit,’ Etty, 30 gs.

;

‘ Head of St. John,’ Etty, 38 gs. ;
‘ Phsedrea and

Cymocles,’ Etty, 30 gs.
;

‘ A Water Nymph,’ Etty,
34 gs.

;
a small, but very rich picture, of ‘ A

Nymph dancing to a Tambourine,’ Etty, 47 gs.

;

‘ A Man sleeping near an Hour-glass,’ Etty, 21 gs .;

‘ A Flemish Courtship,’ Etty, 145 gs.
;

‘ Ariel with
a Lyre,’ Etty, 31 gs.

;
‘A Nymph sleeping on the

Sea-shore,’ Etty, 85 gs.
;

1 A View on the Thames,’
a charming moonlight scene by A. Gilbert, 32 gs.

;

a very small circular picture by Etty, ‘ Titania,’
69 gs.

;
‘ The Bathers,’ two female figures, one

sitting with her arm clasping the other who stands,
by Etty, 125 gs.

;
a beautiful Titianesque picture

also by Etty, ‘ A Satyr with Nymphs reposing in
the Shade,’ exquisite in quality, 190 gs.

;
a 1 Sketch

from an Italian Altar-piece,’ Etty, 184 gs.
; ‘A

Pheasant and a Lemon,’ beautiful in arrangement
of colour, Etty, 184 gs.

;
‘ Hylas and the Water-

nymphs,’ Z. Bell, 184 gs.
;
an excellent copy of

Maclise’s ‘ Veiled Prophet,’ 24 gs.
;

‘ A Man bind-
ing his Ankle,’ Etty, 31 gs.

;
‘A Syren,’ Etty,,284

gs.
;
‘A View on the Coast of Asia Minor,’ John-

son, 204 gs.
;

‘ Magdalen Reading,’ Etty, 454 gs.
;
a

small, but nicely finished picture, by A. Cooper,
R.A., 74 gs.

; ‘View on a Canal in Venice,’ by
Holland, 24 gs. ;

‘ Joan of Arc,’ by Etty, 37 gs.

;

‘ A Shed, with Cows and Children,’ Muller,
very small, but richly coloured, 10 gs.

;

‘ The
Stepping Stones,’ one of Creswick’s charming bits
of nature, not large, 44 gs.

;
‘A Group of Turks

in a Divan,’ by Muller, also very small, with a
rich, Rembrandt effect, 134 gs.

;
‘ A Bather seated,’

Etty, 21 gs. ; ‘A Study of Joan of Arc,’ full of
light, by Etty, 62 gs.

;
‘A Boy driving a Carton a

Common,’ by Williamson, 14 gs.
;

‘A. Group of
Partridges and Grouse,’ most true to nature, by
Etty, 51 gs.

;
a companion picture of ‘ A Pheasant,’

30 gs.
; a sketch by Egg, ‘ Madame de Maintenon

and Scarron,’ 144 gs.
;

a sketch of ‘ A Scene from
Cinderella,’ Redgrave, 20 gs.

;
‘A Bacchante,’ by

Baxter, a work of great beauty, 25 gs. ; a copy of
Sir J. Reynolds’s ‘ Iphigenia,’ in the Royal Col-
lection, by Etty, 26 gs. ;

‘ A Magdalen kneeling
before a Crucifix,’ Etty, 53 gs.; ‘ Pharoah’s Chariot
Horses,’ by Herring, engraved by Wass, 44 gs.

;

‘ Paul and Virginia,’ Woolmer, 18 gs.
;

a most
brilliant study by Etty, of an ‘ Oriental Jew,’
with richlyjewelled arms, 65 gs.

;

‘ Christ stilling
the Tempest,’ J. Martin, 21 gs.

;
‘A Water Nymph

bathing her Head,’ Etty, 24 gs.
;
a single female

figure sitting in an attitude of deep sorrow, and
entitled ‘ By the Waters of Babylon,’ Ettyr

, 73 gs.
;

an early picture by Wilkie of the house in which
he was born, 84 gs.

;
‘ Head of a Rabbi,’ Etty,
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powerful in colour and effect, 62 gs
;
‘A Cow and

Calf on the Banks of a River,’ by T. S. Cooper,
rather large, but not one of his best specimens,
100 gs.

;

‘ Venus looking into the polished Shield
of Mars,’ Etty, 25 gs.

;
a clever picture by E. A.

Goodall, ‘ View of the Landing-place in British
Guiana,’ 25 gs.

;
Elmore’s picture of ‘ Beppo,’ ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy a season or two back,
175 gs.

; ‘A Nymph reclining on a Couch,’ Etty,
86 gs.

; a very small study by F. Goodall, the
‘ Interior of an Irish Cabin, with a Courtship,’
35 gs.

;
‘A Road Scene near a Farm-yard, with

Gleaners,’ by Linnell, very small, but worthy of
Ruysdael, 40 gs.

;
‘ Cupid and Psyche sleeping in

the Greenwood Shade,’ an exquisite work, re-
minding of Correggio, 175 gs.

;
‘ Two Cows, a Calf,

and two Sheep, near a River,’ a somewhat small,
upright work, charming in quality, by T. S. Cooper,
57 gs.

;
‘ Dummel Bridge,’ an early performance of

Turner’s, 50 gs.
;

‘The Greek Warriors,’ two
figures in combat, Etty, 64 gs.

;
‘ Two Children at

a Pool of Water,’ an exceedingly bright and fresh
transcript of nature, by Muller, 60 gs.

;
an upright

‘Landscape, with two Children near a Brook.’
painted with Claude-like feeling, by Collins, R.A.,
21 gs.; the fine picture by Etty of ‘The Coral
Finders,’ engraved in the Art-Journal of 1847, 370
gs.

;
‘ Cattle watering near the shaded Bank of a

River,’ a very indifferent specimen of Linnell, 70
gs.

;
a large work by T. S. Cooper, exhibited at the

Royal Academy the year before last, if we remem-
ber aright, a ‘ View in North Wales, with a Group
of Sheep and Goats,’ 175 gs.

;
‘ To Arms, ye Brave,’

one of Etty’s finest compositions, rich and luminous
in colour, 450 gs.

;
‘ The Bull and the Frog,’ an

early work by E. Landseer, the landscape by Nas-
myth, 91 gs.

;

‘ The Graces,’ by Etty, a compara-
tively late picture, and in every respect one of his
most graceful works, 360 gs.

The results of these sales, respectively, must, as
we stated at the commencement, prove highly
gratifying to those who take an interest in the
welfare of British Art. In the case of Mr. Etty's
pictures it is more especially so, for we rarely find
so large a number of works by a living arti.>t

thrown almost suddenly into the market, and yet
realise such prices.

HYDE PARK GALLERY.

The following pictures have been sold from this
Exhibition up to the time of our going to press :

—

‘ Old Buildings near Luz, Pyrenees,’ W. Olivek
;

‘ On the Swale,’ J. Peel ;

4 At Seven Oaks, Kent,'
S. R. Percy

;
‘ Noon at Undercliff, Isle of Wight,’

A. W. Williams; ‘Maternal Affection,’ C.
Dukes

;

‘ On the Coast of Jersey,’ F. A. Durn-
ford

;

‘ A Willow Bank,’ A. Gilbert; ‘Mid-
day—A Scene from Nature,’ A. Gilbert; ‘The
Hay-field, Undercliff, Isle of Wight,’ A. W. Wil-
liams

;
‘Lowering Weather, Cader Idris, North

Wales,’ A. W. Williams
;
‘Eva,’ ( Vide ‘Mid-

summer Eve,’ by Mrs. S. C. Hall), E. J. Cob-
bett

;
‘ On the Swale,’ J. Peel

;
‘ Fishing Boats

on the Thames,’ G. A. Williams; ‘On the
Thames,’ G. A. Williams

;

‘ Poggio Bracciolini,’
D. W. Deane

;
‘ Tasso reading his Poems,’ D.

W. Deane
;

‘ On the Medway,’ F. A. Durnford
;

‘LeCapucin,’ D. W. Deane; ‘On the Coast of
Holland,’ F. A. Durnford; ‘Columbus,’ J. E.
Lauder

;
‘ Bonsall Dale,’ J. E. Niemann

;
‘ Peep

at a Village Church,’ G. A. Williams
;

‘ Scene
on the Western Coast of Argyle,’ P. H. Rogers

;

‘ Interior of the Church of St. Jaques,’ H. Grit-
ten; ‘The Drooping Lily,’ L. W. Desanges;
‘Water Mill, Mapledurham,’ L. J. Wood;
‘ Paradise and the Peri,’ L. W. Desanges

;

‘ Cot-
tage Interior, Dolgelly, North Wales,’ R. Bran-
da rd

;
‘The Knitting Lesson,’ D. Pasmore;

‘ The Morning of Life,’ R. Sayers
;

1 View near
Brighton,’ G. B. Wilcocks; ‘Flowers of the
Forest,’ R. Sayers

;
‘ The Alarm Signal,’ H. P.

Parker; ‘ A Puritan,’ J. D. Wingfield
;

‘ Old
Houses at Bishop’s Stortford,’ T. C. Dibdin; ‘ The
Sleeping Fountain,’ L. W. Desanges

;

‘ Soldiers’
Wives waiting the Result of a Battle,’ Mrs.
M'Ian

;

‘ Eel Buck on the Thames,’ L. J. Wood
;

‘ On the Banks of a River,’ S. R. Percy
;

‘ A
Heath Scene—Sunset,’ E. J. Niemann

;

‘ A Wil-
lowy Stream that turns a Mill,’ F. W. Hulme

;

‘Jacob’s Well,’ R. P. Noble; ‘ Oberwesel, on
the Rhine,’ H. Gritten

;
‘Dolgelly, North Wales,’

G. A. Williams; ‘A Bye-Lane, North Wales,’
S. R. Percy

;
‘ Jenny Deans,’ J. G. Middleton

;

‘ Cattle near a Wood,’ J. Peel
;

‘ A Shady Brook,’
F. W. Hulme.
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PILGRIMAGES to ENGLISH SHRINES.

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

f all the vi-

sitations of
ill-fortune

with which
Old London has
been afflicted,

the one most
deplored by the
historian and the
antiquary is the

great fire of 1666. The
mementos of early ages,

the memorials ofgreat men,
the localities on which the
mind might dwell with
pleasure, and conjure up
the inhabitants who had
made them famous, were
all swept away, and with

them many a written record, the want of which
wall be felt for ever

;
many a work of ancient

Art, with which the piety of our ancestors de-
lighted to decorate the churches or the halls

of the civic companies
;
many a “ flower of his-

tory ” was withered and lost in that desolating
flame.

In the pages of that noble old antiquary, John
Stow, we have the best picture of ancient
London. The patient and ill-rewarded chroni-

cler has noted its ancient features with a minute
truthfulness that will render his labours pre-

cious to all time. To understand the destruc-
tion which was spread amid the flame-girt city,

we must know his pages well, and contrast them
with the little that is left to us. Of the churches
he describes, how few remain

; of the tombs he
notes, how rare are they now to look upon

;
the

many memorials of great men which adorned
St. Paul's are reduced to a few simple fragments.
Little, indeed, did the fire leave but blackened
and shapeless ruins. Such churches as were
spared are therefore doubly dear to us; and
St. Helen’s, Bishopsgate; St. Andrew Undershaft

;

St. Bartholomew’s, Smithfield
;
and a few others,

hence assume an additionally sacred character.’
How truly great are the names which connect

themselves with the churches of London. States-
men, churchmen, warriors, historians, legal and
civic dignitaries, merchants, who made the city

glorious and its trade world-renowned, are in the
list, with the names of painter, poet, and drama-
tist. whose minds were engrossed by all that
make mental life captivating. But of many we
know only the whereabouts of their last-resting

place, ‘ no storied uni or monumental bust
’

remains to do them honour
;
the last tribute of

affectionate regard placed over their graves has
fallen for ever amongst the ruins of burned
London, and the pages of the older historians

must be our guide merely to the spot.

It is thus with the tomb of Sir Richard Love-
lace

;
we know only that he was buried * at the

west end of St. Bride’s Church,’ in Fleet Street.*

But the church was burned in the great fire,

and no memorial of his resting-place remains;
nor do we know of any other view of the sanc-
tuary where he reposed after a toil-worn life,

except that afforded by Hollar’s view of London

* Tlie present church was built by Sir Christopher
Wren, and completed in 16S0. The steeple was origin-
ally thirty-two feet higher than the Monument, but having
been struck by lightning in 1805, it was lowered to its

present standard. Ofthe old church, we obtain glimpses in
such views ns that given above. ‘The doorway into Mr.
Holden's vault, erected April, anno 1657,' with his arms
above, has been engraved as ‘ one of the few relics after
the. fire of 1666.’ Pennant thus slightingly speaks of it

:

‘ It was dedicated to St. Bridget; whether she was Irish,
or whether she was Scotch, whether she was maiden, or
whether she was wife, I will not dare to determine.’ The
church was originally small, but by the piety of William
Vincr, warden of the Fleet, about the year 1480, it was
enlarged with * body and side aisles, and ornamented *ith
grapes and vine leaves, in allusion to his name.’

before tbe fire, where the steeple of St. Bride’s

is seen above Baynard’s Castle.f

We had spent our morning hunting through
the books, the registers of St. Bride’s church,

ENTRANCE TO ST. BRIDES CHURCH.

for the entry of the burial of Sir Richard Love-

lace, the very pink of cavalier-chivalry, differing,

perhaps, from the ancient chivalry of England,

in being not so deep seated and intense, but

undoubtedly more glossy and brilliant—more of

the light burnished armour, the velvet, and
plume, and broidered glove, than of casque and
iron spear, heavy helmet, and weighty battle-

axe ; but the swords of both were of well-tem-
pered steel, and, if the cavalier were perfumed in

the drawing-room, he was brave and faithful in
the field. We had been hunting, we say, for

this last sad entry, and afterwards, at

home, when pondering over his chequered
life, our cogitations naturally ran upon a
contrast of the past with the present. If

our minds have been improved by the
march of intellect, there certainly has
been no improvement during these latter

days in our manners; on the contrary,

no one who has been much in the society

of some of the young men of the pre-

sent time, and can remember those of
even the later period of George III.’s

reign, but must confess that manner gene-

rally has imbibed a sort of roughshod
‘ egalit£,' utterly at variance with right

feeling and good taste. Impudence is

too frequently confounded with ease

—

rudeness with frankness—the amalgama-
tion of dress has caused an unfortunate
amalgamation of persons, and, somehow
or other, both persons and things have
got misplaced. We have almost as much
want of keeping in society as if we were
a new country. The aristocracy of wealth
has intruded its grossness upon the aiis-

tocracy of birth and talent, and we gaze
upon it as we would upon a Chinese joss

placed amid Grecian statues, wondering
at its rich but gaudy hues and uncouth
form, and, above all, how it got where it

is. We are opening our mouths in loud
condemnation of American coarseness,

while our middle class is getting into the
same ‘go-a-liead’ way, and loosing the re-

fining belief that for the well-being of

society good manners are only second to

good morals
;
we never were altogether

a polished people, John Bull having some
strange idea that his nature would be worn out if

he attended too much to the courtesies of life

;

and particularly of late he has, we imagine, begun
to fancy that the graces, the small cares, the atten-

tions and etiquettes of society—the ‘ politeness
’

which Lord Shaftesbury defines to be ‘ benevo-

lence in trifles,'—interfere with his civil and reli-

gious liberty. He thinks himself more inde-

\ Ruynard's Castle was one of the two castles built on

tho west side of the city, with walls and ramparts, as

mentioned by Fitz-Stephen. It was originally built by
Baynard, a nobleman, who, according to Stowe, came in

with the Conqueror. It was situated in Thames Street,

and has been rendered immortal by Shakspeare, who
makes it tbe scene of the Duke of Glo'ster's deceptive

morality in his play of Richard III., when the citizens,

with the mayor at their head, solicit him to be king.

‘The Baynard’s Castle of the time of Richard III.,’ says

Mr. Knight, 1 was built by Humphrey, Duke of Glo’ster;

and it was subsequently granted by Henry VI. to

Richard's father, the Duke of York.' It is frequently

named by early writers as the place of embarkation for

the mayor and nobility on solemn occasions. It was
destroyed in the great fire; but Stevens, in one of his

notes to Shakspeare says, ‘ part of its strong foundations

are still visible at low water.’

pendent in a frock than in a dress coat, and

will chuckle half the evening over his own
cleverness, if he has succeeded in baffling the

scrutiny of the doorkeepers, and getting into

the pit of the opera in boots. He does not

understand that he puts a slight upon the lady

of the house if he enters the drawing-room in

what he terms a ‘friendly way,’ but what she

cannot fail to consider a palpable inattention to

the duties—for they are duties—of the toilet,

and duties which, if once rendered, as they

;
ought to be, habitual, would involve neither

' trouble nor expense. To contrast the manners

j

of Old England with what we may almost term

i

i
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the manners of New England—the young, loung-

ing, doing-as-they-like, cigar-smoking, indifferent,

loose-coated men of the present with the courtly,

polished, earnest, and well-dressed men of the

past century is by no means agreeable.

The high-toned mind, the gallant bearing, the

innate sense of cliivalric honour, remain in the

history and writings of the past. We know
nothing of chivalry except from books—such
books as those around us, the ‘ Poetic Chroni-

clers of England,’ and above all these. Sir Richard
;

Lovelace deserves especial note. A quaint
collector of old songs, whose little volume is i

boimd in roughest russet, says, that he can com-
pare none to Colonel Lovelace, save Sir Philip

Sidney, of which latter it is told by one in an
epitaph made of him

—

‘ Nor is it fit that more I should acquaint,
Lest men adore in one

A scholar, souldier, lover, and a saint.’

The parallel between these two men naturally

suggests itself to all who read their writings.
]

They were both of noble parentage, Sir Philip’s

father being deputy of Wales, our colonel, of a

viscount’s name and family—both accomplished
scholars

;
the one celebrating his mistress under

i

the name of ‘ Stella,’ the other the lady regent

of his affections under the banner of Lucasta; 1

both of them imbued with the spirit of true

poetry, though its degree of strength was dif-
j

ferent, Lovelace being the feebler and less in-
'

dustrious of the two; butbothbeing of undoubted
bravely, and overflowing with that true, un-

shaken loyalty, the unfailing offspring of nobler

souls. It is impossible to think of Sir Richard

INNER GATE OP THE CHARTER HOUSE.

Lovelace without admiration and sympathy.
Woolwich has good reason to be proud of his

birth, and the Charter House of his education.*

* The name of this noble foundation is a corruption of
the French Chartreuse., and it obtained its name from the
establishment of a monastery of Carthusians in the reign
of Edward III. It became a rich place, and was among
the first seized by Henry VIII.; but its inmates so
inflexibly opposed his supremacy, that John Houghton,
the prior, and many of the monks were executed at Tyburn,
and their heads and quarters set on the gates of the city,

the priors being reserved for exposure on the Charter House.
After it had passed through the hands of many of Henry’s
rapacious courtiers, it was purchased by Thomas Howard,
fourth Duke of Norfolk, who resided in it. It was pur-
chased by Sutton in 1611 for the sum of 13,000/., and con-

verted into a hospital and school, making it one of the
noblest foundations in England. Eighty pensioners and
forty-two scholars are supported in the establishment. The
former, according to Sutton’s statutes, should be ‘gentle-

men by descent and in poverty
;
soldiers that have borne

arms by sea or land
;
merchants decayed by piracy or

shipwreck; or sen-ants in the household of the King
and Queen’s majesty.’ But these regulations were soon

He graduated with due honour at Gloucester
Hall, Oxford, in 1636.* On leaving college he
‘ retired,’ as Wood phrases it, ‘in great splendour
to the court,’ where he was well received

;
and

having attracted the attention of Lord Goring, he
entered the army and became first an ensign,

and afterwards a captain. On the pacification of
Berwick he took possession of his estate, which
was worth about 500?. per annum, and was
deputed by the men of Kent to deliver their

petition to the House of Commons, requesting
the king to be restored and the government
settled, which gave such offence that he was
doomed to imprisonment in the old Westmin-
ster gatehouse, where so many were, from time
to time, deprived of their liberty

;
there he com-

posed one of his favourite poems that well
deserved the praise bestowed upon it by the old
cavaliers :

—

‘ Stone walls doe not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage

,

Mindes, innoceent and quiet, take
That for an hermitage.

If I have freedom in my love,

And in my soule am free,

Angels alone, that soar above,
Enjoy such libertie.’

To us there has always been a most exquisite

quaintness and simplicity in the lines

‘ Mindes, innoceent and quiet, take
That for an hermitage.’

But the wholo is beautiful
;
and, when his con-

finement produced a gem of such perfect work-
manship as this, we are almost selfish enough to
regret his liberation, which, however, did not

take place until he had given security, in

a bail of 40,000?., that he would not quit

the country. Truly, his heart and hopes
were too much with the kingly power to

forsake it. According to old Wood, his

biographer, he was accounted the ‘most
amiable and beautiful person that eye ever
beheld

; a person, also, of innate modesty,
virtue, and courtly deportment, which
made him then, but especially afterwards
when he ‘retired’ to the great city—much
admired and loved by the female sex.’

During the time of his confinement in Lon-
don he lived beyond the income of his

estate, either to keep up the credit and
reputation of the king's cause, by furnish-

ing men with horses and arms, or by re-

lieving ingenious men in want, whether
they were scholars, musicians, soldiers,

friends, openly or secretly, of the royal
cause—enjoying the freedom of gene-
rosity; proving by his actions the poetry

;
of his nature

;
winging his thoughts upon

such elastic verse, that the idea of his

liberality and his genius became one and
the same thing. His maimera were of such
gentle courtliness that he led those whom
he obliged to the belief that they were
obliging him. Lovelace is a just example
of the poets of his time, when the making
of verses was considered a chief excellence

in a courtier—the most approved of all

relaxations; and when, to the good graces
of women, more prone in those days to a
love of poetry than a love of gold, it was
a ready, if not a necessary, passport.

Theloverthenwas invariablythe laureate

of his mistress, whose duty it was to record the

most trifling incident that chanced to her, and
to labour so that her smallest attraction might
obtain immortality. Thus the compositions of

Lovelace are chiefly the productions of happier

enlarged for ‘needy or impotent people’ in general, who
now have apartments, food, attendance, and 20/. yearly in

money. There is no nobler or more liberal institution,

and none which has been more instrumental in smoothing
the last years of deserving unfortunates.

* Gloucester Hall, ‘originally an ancient house of
learning, built by the monks of St. l’eter Glostcr for the
education of their novices in academical learning,’ is now
Worcester College. It changed its name early in the last

century, when Sir Thomas Cooko, having by will, dated
June 8, 1701, left 10,000/. for the increase of some house of
learning, that sum remaining unapplied for some years,
amounted to 15,000/., it was given to Gloster Hall, which
by letters patent, dated July 14, 1741, was called Wor-
cester College. The old buildings gave way to a more
befitting structure, and the features of Lovelace's place of
education were obliterated so much as to destroy its con-
nection with his name.

hours, and tell of joys begotten by a smile, or
easily-endured woes, the produce of a short-lived

frown. Unfortunately, the events they comme-
morated were seldom such as have universal

interest. The wearing of a glove, the blemish
of a pimple, or the infliction of a toothache,

were considered topics more fitting to occupy a
poet's thoughts and pen than the noble, endur-
ing, and endearing ties which bind virtuous men
to virtuous women. Frequent instances of this

straining after an undesirable effect is to be
found amongst the old poets, mingled up with
their chivalry, both of love and war. This
trifling was a species of courtly excrescence, an
excess of refinement less offensive in its weak-
ness than the roughness of modern society

;
the

latter irritates, the former only creates a smile.

Lucy Sacheverell was the lady to whom Sir

Richard addressed his love. His beautiful lines

to her, on his going to the wars, arc worthy of
any poet :

—

True, a new mistress now I chase,
The first foe in the field

;

And with a stronger faith embrace
A sword, a horse, a shield.

Yet this inconstancy is such
As you, too, shall adore

;

I could not love thee, deare, so much,
Lov’d I not honour more.’

In 1646 he formed a regiment for the sendee
of the French king, became its colonel, and was
wounded at Dunkirk. In 1648 he returned to

England with his brother ; but unhappily his

mistress, hearing that her lover had died of his

wounds at Dunkirk, had married another. Thus
disappointed in his love, and anguished past

endurance by the death of his royal master,

Charles I., the gallant and high-souled poet found

himself at liberty, after a second imprisonment,*

without any residue of the fortune he had
bestowed with too liberal a hand upon those

who needed. His monarch and his mistress,

the continued and frequently-associated themes
of his muse, both lost to him, he bowed his

head to the dispensations of Providence, and
prepared for death as for the friend

‘ who only could restore

The libertie he must enjoy on earth no more.’

No longer dressed as became his rank, the

nodding feather fell away from the velvet hat,

the satin dropped from the slashed sleeve, the

threadbare hose became a world too large for the

shrunk limb ;
and so Sir Richard Lovelace pined

and died, in the year 1658, in a miserable room in

Gunpowder Alley, Shoe Lane, adding another to

the list of unfortunate poets
;
another to that of

those who, endowed by nature with the richest

and brightest of all earlhly gifts, seem fated to an

inheritance of misery ! Wood says, that ‘ having

consumed his estate, he grew very melancholy,

which at length brought him into a consump-

tion ;
became very poor in body and purse

;
was

the object of charity; went in ragged clothes

(whereas when he was in his glory he wore

clothes of gold and silver)
;
and mostly lodged

in obscure and dirty places, more befitting the

worst of beggars and poorest of servants.’ Were
there none to alleviate the sorrows of his last

hours'? None to wipe the death-dews from his

high and noble brow ? None who, for the love of

honour, for the sake of royalty—in memory of

what he had been to all who needed— so

unselfishly generous, so unsparingly liberal—was

there not one, even of those who had chorussed

his songs, and been warmed in the bi-ightncss of

his glorious days, to sit by that lowly deathbed,

and whisper the assurance that he was only

passing through the dark valley to enter upon
an immortality where sorrow and sighing should

be no more, and where loyalty is perfected in

homage to the Almighty? There might have

been—there must have been—though of such

there is no earthly record. But it would be an
insult to human nature to suppose he died

alone—alone in that room which echoed back the

dreadful cough telling of the wasting diseaso

* In Peter House, London, to which he was committed
soon after his return, and where he remained until after

the king’s death.
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that terminated the earthly career of as gallant

and true a gentleman as ever wielded sword
or pen.
And so he died, and was buried, according to

all chronicles, in the beautiful church of Saint
Bride’s

; and thither we went to seek either for
a tablet to his memory or for the record of his
burial in the church books. Some charity-chil-

dren were passing out as we entered the gate
that may be called ‘

beautiful and wandering
along the aisles, attended by the intelligent and
obliging sextoness, we found the spot where
Richardson, the author of that everlasting ‘ Sir
Charles Grandison,’ is interred

;
but we found

nothing of Lovelace
; and then we passed into the

vestry, and were much struck with an ancient
cofre, the lid of which is one huge lock, and
sundry curious relics, and then carefully ex-

amined the church books, some of which bore
evidence, by their discoloured leaves, of having
suffered in the great London fire, and found
therein, about the date of his death, two buried
of the name, but none by the Christian name
of Richard.
The woman asked if he were of our kin. We

told her no, not in the flesh ; but that we loved
his memory well, and honoured him as one who,
with a most worthy mixture of courtliness and
benevolence, was of marvellous talent, unshaken
loyalty, and bravery unsurpassed.

EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION, MANCHESTER *

The Annual Exhibition of the Works of Modern
Artists was opened in this city on the 3rd ultimo,
and it promises to secure at least an average amount
of patronage

;
for, although the rooms do not con-

tain any decidedly great work of Art, yet the
quantity of the genus trashy is a vanishing one,
the character of the general mass respectable, and
a few of the specimens entitled to take a high rank
in the second class. Since the opening, the weather
has been fine, and the rooms, in consequence, well
attended. Of the 576 specimens of Art of which
the Exhibition is formed, thirteen only are works in

SCULPTURE.
These are placed on a raised platform, on the left

hand of the visitor, as he passes from the stairs,
through the colonnade, to the first room

; and, on the
whole, the light is not unfavourable to the display
of them. The space, however, allotted to works in
this delightful walk of Art is extremely limited, at
which we cannot but express our surprise

;
for the

citizens of Manchester, marked as they are by high
intelligence, public spirit, and taste, would, we
feel persuaded, quite as readily enrich their dwell-
ings with subjects in sculpture as in painting, if
works sufficiently attractive were to find their way
to the gallery of their Royal Institution. Within
the building, and immediately connected -with the
suite devoted to the Exhibition, there is a room
which may be said to be unoccupied, if we except
a few pieces of statuary from the antique. Why
not remove from the entrance to this room the
brown holland curtain which divides it from the
others, and open it for the display of sculpture and
architectural models ? If the difficulty of removing
the casts to another place be pleaded as an objec-
tion, what prevents the temporary shifting of them
to one end of the room in which they are, and the
temporary separation of that portion by means of a
curtain of baize, such as is usually adopted as a
background for statuary ? Ifthis suggested change

—

which we must consider would be an immense im-
provement—were guaranteed for succeeding exhi-
bitions, and our first-rate sculptors duly apprised
thereof, sure we are that their talent would not be
represented, as now, by thirteen pieces only

; and
as sure that if this department of the Exhibition
were made attractive by highly charactered works,
there would, in times of prosperity, be a demand
for a fair proportion of them. Among the speci-

A"
th° Present Exhibition are three by

Jr. M’Dowell, R.A., worthy of any gallery in
Europe, viz.

‘

Girl going to bathe,’’ No. 564, so
nchly poetical in its lines, so natural in its pose, so
vital aud pulpy in its fleshes, and so happy in the
quiet combination of the courage to make an im-
mersion, with the timidity which shrinks from it.

* We are indebted to an esteemed correspondent in the
J^ovmceS]for tlus notice of the Manchester Exhibition.

‘ A Girl reading,’ No. 566, placed with ease and
grace, and developing with exceeding beauty the
intention of the artist; and ‘A Girl at prayer,’
No. 565, absorbed and spirituelle, free and simple
in drapery arrangement, and interpreting devotion
with an expression so pure and elevated as to hang
on the pulsations of the heart. The two last named
works were immediately sold. There is FilLan’s
bust of ‘ Professor Wilson,’ No. 571 ; and also
Christopher Moore’s head, in marble, of
‘Thomas Moore’ of “The Melodies,’’ No. 573

;

the former finely characteristic of the “ North ’’ of
Blackwood, the muscular mountain climber, of the
eagle eye, the daring hand, the trenchant pen, the
self-complacent extinguisher of literary rushlights;
and the other, impressed with the traces of the
elegant fancy which flew around the “Light of
the Harem,” the sad and, anon, the roused spirit
which breathed the “Melodies,” and the witty
mischief which sparkled and revelled through his
satirical poems. Each bust, in its own style, is as
characteristic as needs be, and in every lineament
evidences marks of a hand directed by an accom-
plished and soundly judging mind. ’ There are
other clever specimens by Christopher Moore

;

there is, too, the ‘ Innocence,’ of Calder Mar-
shall, A.R.A., a graceful conception

;
and,

finally, there is a composition (compose ,
a non com-

ponendo
,) yclept ‘ Antigone,’ No. 576, which would

almost provoke the hammer of an Iconoclast. But
on this head—enough.

THE FIRST ROOM
contains, on the whole, the most desirable paintings
in the collection. Sundry of our old acquaintance
challenged our recognition, a fact which we re-
gretted, inasmuch as some of them were well

|deserving of being hung up, ere this time, on the
walls of private mansions. Among the most meri-
torious works (and we can particularise but a few)
in this division of the Exhibition, are the follow-
ing, viz. :—R. S. Lauder’s ‘ Burns and Captain
Grose,’ No. 19, so excellent as a composition, so
rich in colour, and so careful in finish

;
E. W.

Cooke’s ‘ Italian Fishing Craft—Leghorn, ’No. 22,
so faithful to its original models, so free and effec-
tive in its grouping, and so broad in its general
character. The nautical draughtmanship of Cooke
has never been surpassed, and his pictorial effects,
in combination with this, are what both “ salts

”

and shore-goers feel to be the truth of nature.
F. II. IIenshaw’s ‘ Scene on the Glass Lynn,’
No. 8, is a nice sparkling bit, not very wealthy in
materials, but suffused with poetic feeling, especially
in the tone of its atmosphere. Copley Fielding
has a pair of small landscapes, No. 6,

1 Vale of
Clwyd,’ and No. 148, ‘ View near Cuckfield,’ both
of them embracing a wide range of country, the
idea of space being worked out with exceeding
truth and beauty, and the handling of every part
very careful

;
we, however, like this artist better

in water-colour than in oil. No. 27, * River Bure—Cumberland,’ by J. W. Oakes, is a clever and
agreeable effort—a sunset effect, richly and ori-
ginally treated. No. 41, ‘The Hay Field,’ by
E. C. Williams, the subject powerfully repre-
sented, figures and accessories effectively distri-
buted, and the last gleam, before the approaching
storm, very happily pronounced. In No. 5,

1 Path
across the Hill—Cumberland,’ by S. B. Percy,
the chilling atmospheric effect ls a fine translation
of nature

; and, indeed, the whole of the canvas is

excellently felt. No. 46, ‘ Katherine of Arragon,’
by Henry O’Neil, is a large elaborate picture,
good in colour and expression, and finished with
immense care. But ought not Cardinal Wolsey
to be painted with one eye only ? Is it not
on account of his having been captus ocalo,
that he is usually represented in profile ? No. 47,
‘ Embarkation of the Greeks for the Trojan
War,’ by William Linton, displays the average
amount of the artist’s fantasy in composition,
and love of luxuriant colour. The materials
of the picture fill every inch of a very large
canvas, and the result is so striking as to dwell
upon the memory. The rocky mountains, though
fine in tint, are too formal in their breakings and
too hard in their lines; and though many of the
vessels are well drawn, even in minute detail, yet
if the Greek warriors black-strapped them, as here
represented, in a narrow inlet, and attempted to
embark in such a rolling sea under the influence of
a brisk in-blowing gale, with the sterns of some of
the craft seaward, and with large lugs hoisted to
leeward of their masts—we should have liked to
see them, thus circumstanced, try to wind their
vessels aud work out—that’s all. Alfred Mon-
tague’s ‘ Dutch Ferry,’ No. 60, is a telling
arrangement of picturesque objects, with a pleasing
distribution of colour. In E. Duncan’s ‘ Mill,
near Tenberry,’ No. 78, there is a fine quality of
tint, with marvellously neat pencilling. In M.

Claxton’s ‘Marie Antoinette and her Family,’
&c., No. 98, there is an expression, which is
scarcely unvulgarised by the clever arrangement of
colour and forceful handling. The materials of
No. 99, ‘Road Side Farm,’ by H. Jutsum, are of
the most valuable rustic character, and are grouped
and treated by the artist in a manner the most
skilful and impressive. P. F. Poole, A.R.A.,
who was wont to enrich our exhibitions with his
powerful sketches of Welsh peasant girls—a style
which he has partially abandoned for some time
past—-has here contributed a very desirable speci-
men, in No. 117, ‘ Refreshing Stream.’ A rustic
maiden, seated on a rough bank, is binding up her
hair, apparently after an ablution, while a younger
girl clings to her side. The drawing, arrange-
ment, and expression of both figures are of perfect
natural truth, the colour extraordinarily forcible
and brilliant, and the handling free and bold.
F. Y. Hurlstone’s ‘Girl at a Well,’ No. 150, is
a nicely arranged figure and powerfully painted, but
somewhat hard

;
and the ‘ Isaiah ’ of G. Patten,

A.R.A., No. 154, is clearly and carefully touched'
but wanting in elevation and solemnity. Two
portraits, by T. H. Illidge, No. 20, ‘Braithwaite
Poole, Esq,’ and No. 169, ‘ The Duke of Man-
chester,’ in addition to their admirable colour,
have a simplicity and manly breadth of character
about them worthy of being studied by all our
young artists in portrait. If there were more
intelligence and a greater diversity of character in
the faces of the group of ‘ Dancing Nymphs,’ No.
170, by F. R. Pickersgill, A.R.A., it would be
a perfect gem. The flesh carnations are perhaps
too pale, though balanced against a reasonable
amount of blue

;
the lines in every figure, whether

of bodily construction or of drapery, are sweet,
flowing, and true

;
and the picture is a delightful

one, whether examined in its details, or viewed as
an entire composition. No. 178, ‘ St. Cecilia,’ by
Henry O’Neil, characterised by an earnest,
spiritual expression, and exquisitely finished

;
No.

89, ‘ Lucentio and Bianca,’ by James E. Lauder,
R.S.A., a subject from “ Taming of the Shrew,” is

peculiarly felicitous as a composition, and, quoad
the position, employment, and general expression
of the lady, everything that could be desired. The
whole picture is also a favourable example of the
artist’s quality of tint, as well as of his canon of
arrangement

;
the former being as pure and deli-

lieious as the latter is sound. It is a sweet
cabinet bit.

SECOND ROOM.

The chief attractions in landscape are E. Wil-
liams’, Sen., ‘ Wimbledon Common,’ No. 215, an
early twilight effect, richly and delightfully ren-
dered

;
J. Middleton’s ‘Village,’ No. 232, pic-

turesque in its materials and glorious in colour
;

J. Tennant’s ‘ Elizabeth Castle, Jersey,’ No. 219,
fine as a subject, and most successful as a transla-
tion of a cloudy gale

;
H. J. Boddington’s ‘ Path

to Church,’ No. 257, one of the artist’s picturesque
lane scenes, with luxuriant foliage, the whole being
crisply painted

; J. W. Allen’s ‘ View between
Frimley and Knapp Hill,’ No. 263, a large canvas
well filled up, with the idea of extended space
most happily expressed. The distances are delight-
fully graduated, and the whole is painted with a
rich, full, and spirited pencil.

In History, Interiors, and Conversations, we
may point to J. Gilbert’s ‘Death of Thomas
a Beckett,’ No. 299, and his ‘ Disgrace of Cardinal
Wolsey,’ No. 287,—both abounding with evidences
of careful and happy thought, and marked, in
passages, by no inconsiderable artistic power

;
to

Alex. Johnston’s impressive cabinet gem, ‘Lord
William Russell receiving the Sacrament before
Execution,’ No. 317 ;

and to two of the most as-
tonishing night-light effects that we have seen for
many a year, by P. Van Schendel, of Brussels.
One of them, No. 166, a portrait of ‘ Orthelius,
Belgian Geographer, 16th century,’ is hung on a
line, near a corner of the room. Standing beside
before we had examined it, while looking at
another picture hung at right angles to it, we un-
consciously raised a hand to shade the light emitted
from the lamp by which the “geographer” is

pursuing his investigations. There could scarcely
be a better pictorial illusion, and the whole surface
is painted up to enamel. So also with No. 218,
‘ The Birth of Christ,’ by the same artist, a higher
subject as well as a larger work, and quite as care-
fully finished as the former. The assemblage of
angels, rendered as the transparent shadowy forms
of children hovering over the manger, is peculiarly
impressive, and passes at once through the eye to

the heart. The manner in which the main light
is generated and carried through the picture,

mingling gradually with the secondary glare of a
torch and breaking up the darkness of the beams
and walls, is a perfect study. The young female,
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with folded hands, in the centre of the principal

group, and looking out of the picture, is a faultless

rendering of beauty, spiritualised by veneration

and awe
;
and the refined treatment and exquisite

finish of every part concur in making this one of

the most desirable paintings we have lately seen
exhibited.

THE THIRD ROOM.
is not, to our seeming, so well lighted as the first

and second, and may be regarded as a double, on
a small scale, of the “ Octagon ” in the National
Gallery

;
yet it contains some meritorious efforts

from the pencils of H. Jutsum, A. Vickers, W.
Skater, John Wilson, Jun., J. W. Carmi-
chael, R. R. Reinagle, John Surtees, the
Misses Nasmyth, J. Stark, P. Wescott (a clever

portrait artist), J. Bostock, W. F. Withering-
ton, R A., and several others

;
No. 325, ‘ The

Ferry,’ a frost scene, by C. Branwhite, is an
intense study of nature, abounding in vigorous and
truthful passages,—nothing could be finer than
the rendering of the masses of broken ice, both in

their forms and colour; in No. 349, ‘Last Moments
of Mary Queen of Scots,’ byALEXANDER. FRAZER,
we have a sentiment more elevated than it is usual
far the artist to express, and the effort is in many
respects a successful one, but Mr. Frazer is more
at home in such subjects as No. 319, ‘ I always
Sleep upon my 'Ale, ’ which, of its class, is in all

points a perfectly successful effort ; No. 353, ‘ Pil-

grims at a Holy Well,’ is a picture full of force and
character, supported by a fine chiaroscuro

;
No.

354, ‘ The Hope of the Borders,’ by James Drum-
mond, a squadron of mounted rievers emerging
from a Border tower, excellently grouped, and
well painted in a cool tone

;
No. 367, ‘ Welch Pea-

sant Girl,’ by A. Penley, a well posed figure,

with a nice arrangement of colour
;
No. 376, * Tor

Vale,’ by AV/Williams, an open landscape, very
delightfully treated; Nos. 116 and 384, two life-

sized subjects, by R. Ansdell, 11 The Bringing of
a Stag from the Mountain-top,’ and ‘ The Success-
ful Deer Stalker,’ known, perhaps, to many of our
readers as works desirable for their positive force,

and excellent renderings of the rough textures of
the animals

;
No. 396, ‘ The Tired Higgler,’ by H.

J. Pidding, happily imagined and clearly touched.
No. 405, ‘ Going to the Hayfield,’ by D. Cox,
slight and uninteresting in materials, but made to

be of the highest interest from the unaffected dis-

position of its parts, and the exquisitely natural
arrangement of its colour. No. 447, ‘ The Middle
reach of Ulswater,’ by H. Dawson. A powerful
and pleasing effect

;
the mountains nobly handled

and in delicious colour, the sky bold and original,

and the water a faultless embodiment of pure tone,
transparency, and repose. It is, indeed, a very
fine picture. There are also several rural and
mountain landscapes, by Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
Aspland, usually well selected as to subject, skil-

ful in their execution, and of genuine English
nature.

THE ENTRANCE GALLERY
contains, with some few specimens in oil, all the
AVater Colour Paintings. Of the latter,

the most valuable are by T. M. Richardson,
whose ‘ AVetterhorn,’ especially, No. 509, is ex-
ceedingly fine and broad in manner; nothing
could lie better than the rendering of the snow,
sifted over the savage projecting rocks, and run-
ning into their hazy local colour. This foreground
is evidently a reality

;
and in its mass, breadth, and

fine colour, sends back the distances as happily as
needs be. No. 477, ‘ Loweswater—Cumberland,
with Melbrek, Blake Fell, and Red Pike.’ &c., by
Aaron Penley, is a spacious and interesting scene,
the objects embraced being well placed in aerial
perspective, and the artistic character of the whole
rich, powerful, and impressive. No. 492, * Alderley
Church—Cheshire,’ by J. J. Dodd, is picturesque
as a subject, and broad and masterly in handling.
No. 542, ‘ Entrance of the Gulf of Spezzia,’ by
G. E. Herring, is made up of very valuable
elements

;
and, with the drawback of a little

heaviness in the water, displaying a good eye for
colour, with enviable power of hand. And, finally,
No. 543, ‘ A Sylvan Glade,’ by W. Parrott,
quite a gay and animated scene, dotted with
figures variously placed and employed. The whole
is pleasingly and forcibly painted, and with an
excellent appreciation of natural effects.

We cannot bring this summary to a close, with-
out expressing our satisfaction with two things in
relation to the Exhibition :—first, that several of
the works which it contains have already found
purchasers

;
and secondly, that many persons have

been attracted to the rooms in consequence of their
being open on the evening of Saturday, at a reduced
rate of admission. This is a wise arrangement both
for the Institution and for the public generally.

LETTRE SUR THORVALDSEN,

Mon cher Monsieur,

Vous me demandez ce que je pense de
Thorwaldsen, et vous voulez bien attacher quelque
prix a 1 ’expression de mes sentimens personnels.

Jc vous addresse de grand cceur les notes que
voici; ce sont des souvenirs que j’ai mis par ecrit,

dans l’ordre, ou plutbt dans le desordre, oil ils me
sont venus; publiez-les, si vous le jugez utile, mais
n’y mettez pas plus d’importance qu’il ne faut.

Vous savez que Thorwaldsen naquit en pleine
mer, en 1779, entre Copenhaguc et Halyciarik

; et

qu’il etait fils d’un ouvrier de la Marine Hol-
landaise, pauvre sculpteur de figures grossieres.

Admis a recevoir une education gratuitc a 1’Aca-
demic des Beaux Arts de Copenhague, il remporta
en 1794, le grand prix qui lui donnait le droit d’aller

a Rome aux frais de l’etat. Sa biographic, du
reste, est partout

;
elle n’offre rien de bien saillant.

Thorwaldsen n’appartient pas a l’ecole du der-

nier siecle, a cette ecole qui, en Italie, avait com-
mence au Cavalier Bernin, et qui, en France,
remonte au Lujet. Ce n’est pas l’homme de
l’art mouvemente et hardi : il est toujours severe,
quelquefois jusq’au sommeil : il est toujours severe,
quclquefois jusqu’ a la pesanteur.
Sa vie a etc longue, et son oeuvre est immense.

Il me serait difficile d’enumerer ses statues, ses

groupes, ses bas-reliefs
;
mais quelques uns me

suffiront pour vous donner au inoins une idee de
son genie et du caractere qui le distingue de son
illustre emule, Canova.
Un soir, j’etais bien jeune alors, et j’apprennais

la Sculpture avec amour, je me trouvais a Rome,
dans l’atelier de Canova

;
le grand artiste avait

cesse de travaillcr, il parlait de sou Art. Un
dernier rayon de soleil eclairait encore lescorniches
les plus elevees; un peu au-dessous, dans une
ehaude demi teinte, on voyait le groupe des trois

Graces, et a quelque distance, d’autres figures

mythologiques de Nymphes, de Deesses, et de
courtisanes lascives, a peine vetues.

Je contemplais ces figures, que la lumiere aban-
donnait peu a peu, et qui bientot, se trouvaient
noyees dans le crepuscule. Il y cut un moment
oil je crus les voir s’agiter comme des apparitions
fantastiques

;
il me semblait 'que ces poetiques

figures, prenaient du doigt leurs draperies legeres,

allaient se detacher de leur piedestal, et se meler
dans un danse aerienne. Alors tout ce qu’il y
avait de seduisant dans ces formes voluptueuses,
parlait a mon imagination; la Sculpture m’ap-
paraissait comme la pure expression des beautes
exquises, comme l’art de diviniser la forme, en la

faisant adorer. Jamais je n’avais senti une attrac-
tion plus forte vers le sensualisme antique

;
j’etais

enchante, fascine, par la grace de ces divinites de
marbre, aux quelles j’allais consacrer mon admira-
tion et mon ciseau.

Mais quand je fus sorti dc cet atelier, et que je
m’en revius par les rues tranquilles de Rome

;

quand j'eus respire l’air du soir, et que ma tete se

filt un peu calmee, il se fit en moi une reaction
puissante

;
l’austere souvenir du Poussin, de ce

genie Fran^ais qui avait erre parmi ces ruines, me
commandait un retour surmoi-meme

:
je fus bien-

t6t en proie a un autre genre d’exaltation
:
je

sentais mon £tme s’elever dans les regions de la

pensee
;
jejne rappelais les pr^ceptes de Platon

;
et

les statues que je rencontrais ca et la sur ma route,

et qui forment, pour ainsi dire, un autre peuple
dans Rome, redoublaient en moi la veneration des
heros, et me revelaient toute la grandeur de la

statuaire, destin^e a perpetuer les males vertus, les

nobles devouemens, et a faire vivre les traits de
l’homme de genie quatre mille ansapres qu’il n’est
plus—jc dis, faire vivre

,
car je revais dans mon

enthousiasme, d’animer le marbre et le bronze
;
je

voulais poursuivre le mouvement et la vie
;
ma

plus grande ambition d’artiste etait de faire dis-

paraitre ces mots

—

lafroide sculpture.

Vous comprenez deja, mon ami, pourquoi mes
sympathies ne vont pas precisement du cOte de
Thorwaldsen, artiste prudent, compasse, et d’une
sagesse inalterable

;
mais je n’en suis que plus a

mon aise pour vanter ses qualites eminentes.
Les Grecs regardaient l’immobilite comme devant

caractiser les symboles de leur croyance
;
dela cette

tendance vers une apparante froideur si opposee
aux idees de mouvement et de vie qui ont prevalu
chez les peuples de l’Occident.

Thorwaldsen etant un classique pur, etait ex-
tremement reserve, calme, et ne se permettait le

mouvement que dans une tres petite mesure. Il

subordonnait le geste a l’harmonie des lignes, et

leur agencement le preoccupait beaucoup plus que
l’expression elle-mGme : aussi cette disposition le

rendait propre surtout a traiter le bas-relief
;
et en

effet, l’on peut dire que Thorwaldsen a excelle

dans cet art difficile, qui, depuis Phidias, a fait le

desespoir de taut de statuaires.

Vous connaisscz les figures du Jour et de la Nuit
qui decorent une des frises du Palais Quirinal, et
qui ont etc reproduite par la gravure. Celle du
Jour, me scmble un peu triviale, mais j’aime et
j ’admire beaucoup celle de la Nuit, portant des
enfants endormis dans ses bras, et le front ceint des
pavots symboliques dont se compose sa triste

couronne
;
e’est un heureux melange de puissance

et de grace. La plenitude des formes n’empeche
pas qu’elles naient de l’elegance et une sorte de
legerete majesteuse. Les draperies abondantes
sont soulevees et comme soutenuespar le vent; les

lignes sont heureusement balancees etle grand vide
qui se trouve entre les ailes et les pieds de la Deesse,
est parfaitement rempli par la figure melancolique
du hibou, aux ailes etenclues.

On trouve des ouvrages de Thorwaldsen dans
toutes les grandes villes de l’Europe, particuliilre-

ment a Munich, u Stutgard, a Mayence, a Ar
arso-

vie
;

il y a des statues a Rome, il y en a quelques
unes a Naples

;
la plus grande partie est mainte-

nant a Copenhaguc, sa patric.
J e vous clirai un mot de sa statue dc Schiller, qui

est sur une place publique a Stutgard. Cette
statue, de 12 a 15 pieds de haut, s’eleve sur un
piedestal de granit oh est dessinee une simple
palme. Le poete est represente debout, couvert
d’un ample manteau rejete sur l’epaule, tenant
d’une main sa draperie, de l’autre son manuscrit

;

ses yeux sont attaches a la terre. Schiller etait
melancolique sans doute, mais il etait fier

;
il fut

le poete de la Liberte. Si je ne me trompe,
e’etaient les cieux que devait regarder le front de
Schiller. Thorwaldsen a toujours etc l’artiste des
puissants de ce monde

;
il n’eilt pas ose donner a

sa statue une allure plus genereuse
;
e’etait bien

asscz pour les souverains d’Allemagnc que l’image
d’un tel poete s’elev&t au milieu de ces places, que
l’adulation a si longtems reservee aux Rois.

Je ne vous parle pas du tombeau de Pie VII.,
que je n’ai point vu. On vante la beaute de la
tete du pontife.

La statue equestre du Prince Max de Baviore,
qui se voit sur une des places de Munich, est un des
plus remarquables ouvrages de Thorwaldsen

;
e’est

celui oil il s’est montre, je crois, le plus hardi,
bien que le eheval soit con^u dans le sentiment des
anciens, e’est a dire, severement, sans cet attirail

de hamais, de houppes, de glands, et de details de
toute espece qui sont indignes de l’austerite et de
la grandeur de notre art.

Il est inutile de vous dire que la question du
costume n’a guere oecupe Thorwaldsen. Il pensait
que l’artiste doit l’emparer de l’homme, qui est
l’ccuvre de la Nature, et negliger le costume, qui
estl’oeuvred’uuecivilisationimparfaite,changeante,
et souvent ridicule. C’est ainsi que, sur le tom-
beau du Prince Eugene, il a represente son heros
nu, tenant une epee sur son cceur

;
il est entoure

de trophees et de figures allegoriques parmi les-

quelles on distingue la Mort eteignant un flambeau
et,en regard, l’lmmortalite montrant unecouronne.
Ne croyez pourtant pas, mon ami, que j’entende

bannir absolument le costume. Il est clair que des
personnages qui ne sont pas eleves jusqu’au sublime,
ne meritent pas l’honneur d’etre idealises comme
des Dieux

;
qu’ils portent done le costume de leur

epoque ajuste avec une certaine grandeur, et dis-

simule dans ce qu’il peut avoir d’ingrat
;
mais si

le statuaire est en presence d’une de ces grandes
figures qui n’apparaissent que de loin en loin, de
Napoleon, par example, nul doute qu’il pourra
s’elever jusqu’a l’apotheose et alors depouillant son
heros de ce qui le rattache plus particulieremen t a
telle epoque ou a telle nation, le statuaire le repre-
sentera non plus comme Franqais, mais comme
Homme

;
elle en fera la plus haute expression de

l’humanite.
Une belle ct noble draperie jetee sur les epaules

d’un grand homme plaira dans tous les siecles,

tandis que les gestes de convention sociale et les

vetemens d’actualite ne pourront plaire qu’aux
esprits etroits. L’histoire des modes peut etre
bonne d conserver, mais ce n’est vraiment pas la

peine de l’ecrire en marbre ou de la couler en
bronze, surtout quand le personnage peut etre

degage par une fiction sublime.
En ce sens et pour ce qui est des hommes de

genie, Thorwaldsen avait parfaitement raison de
repousser le costume moderne

;
ne croyez vous pas

du reste que l’on pourrait coneilier les deux sys-

temes, en rappelant le costume de l’epoque dans
les bas-reliefs du piedestal ? Celui qui ecrit la vie
d’un homme celebre, relegue dans les notes de
l’ouvrnge, les circonstances de sa vie intime

;
ainsi

ferait le sculpteur. Les bas-reliefs sont aux pieds
de la statue, commes les notes aux pieds du livre.

Le nom de Thorwaldsen amene naturellement
celui de Canova, son contemporain, auquel on l’a

si souvent compare. Bien que je me defie des
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i comparaisons, s’il falloit me prononcer entre ces

deux artistes, je n’hesiterais pas dans ma prefe-
rence pour Canova. Celui ci a evidemment plus
d’ideal, plus de composition, dans le sens eleve du
mot

;
Tliorwaldsen, ce me semble, a manque d’inspi-

ratlon et d’elan: son oeuvre produit rarement
l’emotion, ct ce n’est qu’apres une lori^ue etude
qu’on y decouvre des beautes eminentes.

J’ai vu Thorwaldsen a Rome
;
sa tete Scandinave

paraissait plus singuliere encore au milieu de tous
ces visages Italiens : il avait lc masque large, osseux;
les pommettes saillantes; les yeux petits et d’un
bleu dur; de longs cheveux blancs accompa-
gnaient cette pbysionomie massive ou la puissance
rerapla<;ait la delicatesse,et dontle souriere honnete
annonf^ait un homme bon et ferme :—Canova, au
contraire, etait une nature sensible et fine, dont
tous les pores etaient ouverts u l’impression

;
sa

sculpture est plus coquette sans doute, mais elle

cst aussi plus seduisante, plus finic, plus suave

;

son execution estsupericure a celle de Thorwaldsen,
qui, en general, a de la durete.
La statue de Byron ne merite pas la reputation

qu’on lui fit dans le terns. L’cxpression qui eut
ete facilement ideale, n’a pas toute la poesie qu’on
voudrait—et cependant, lorsque Byron dftt poser
pour Thorwaldsen, il parut tout-a-coup dans son
atelier sans l’avoir prevenu

;
il s'etait drape dans

son manteau, et avait pris un air heroique de nature
a frapper l’artiste et a lui laisser une impression
profonde.

Une seule fois, peut-fitre, Thorwaldsen s’est

permis la fantaisie : c’est quand il a modele la

statue equestre de Poniatowski—statue qui devait
surmonter une fontaine a Varsovic. Le cheval est
represents reculant effraye devant les caux de la

fontaine qui sont prises la pour les flots de l’Essler,
tandis que Poniatowski, voulant mourir, enfonce
l’eperon dans les flancs du cheval.

Cette fantaisie, qui touche a la grandeur, est une
exception chez Thorwaldsen, car, en general, il y
a chez lui peu d’invention

;
mais en revanche, il

y a beaucoup de metier; en ce sens que Thor-
waldsen avait acquis une science d’arrangement
qui le servait toujours a propos et l’empechait de
jamais tomber dans des fautes considerables. Mal-
heureusement, je le dis avec franchise, il laisse voir

|

trop de choses apprises par occur
;
ct apropos de

cette combinaison de lignes dont je vous parlais
plus haut, je ne puis m’empecher de remarqucr que
le besoin de compensation qui l’occupait sans cesse,
et que je trouve dans tous ses ouvrages, l’a conduit
un peu trop loin. Il faut sacrifier, sans doute, a
l’equilibre de la composition, et pour me servir
d’une expression vulgaire, que vous me pardonnez,
il faut savoir boucher les trous : mais il importe
aussi, de ne pas glacer son audace, de ne pas
refroidir son ouvrage a force de ponderation.
Vous comprenez, mon ami, pourquoi Thorwald-

sen a dh exceller dans l’art du bas-relief. Dans

j

cet art eminemment classique, oh la sagesse et la

I

convention tiennent tant de place, eleve dans la

veneration des Grecs, Thorwaldsen ne s’est pas
ecarte des principes devines par le genie de Phi-

,

dias. Il se fftt bien garde de multiplier les plans
I et de tomber, eomme tant d’autres, dans ces imita-

tions de tableaux qui scmblent percor les murailles,
et rompre toute la gravite des lignes generates de

J

l’edifice. Il y a une fort belle figure de vieille

femme dans son bas-relief de I’Hiver, et d’admi-
rables morccaux dans celui de Nemesis, oil je ne

|

trouve a blamer que le style un peu mesquin des

|

chevaux. Quand a la frise oh Thorwaldsen a

j

represente lc triomphe d’Alexandre, elle est re-

gardee eomme un ouvrage d’une grande valeur.
Thorwaldsen a modele sur le mur, ou taille dans

I le marbre, des figures tranquilles, aux contours
irreprochables, et remplies de convenances. Dans
le triomphe d'Alexandre, les figures sont belles et
fibres, mais elles ne se mouvent point; ou si vous
ainiez mieux, elles ne sauraient se mouvoir. Ima-
ginez-vous des heros, qu’une autre cspece de

!
Daguerreotype auraient fixes sur les murailles du
monument, et qui demeureraient a jamais immo-
biles, dans Be tat meme oh la pensee de l’artiste les

aurait saisis—je conviens, du reste, que le calme
Etrusque a bien aussi sa solemnite et sa grandeur.
Mais dans les frises du Parthenon, je sens vivre

les cavaliers Atheniens
;
je comprends a leur sou-

plesse qu’ils devront se mouvoir; ct je le vois, pour
ainsi dire, s’avancer et continuer leur marclie, de
sortc que mon imagination me les representa encore
dans leur mouvemens futurs, apres que mon ceil

les a embrasses dans leur allure presente.
\ oila l’expression bien franche de mon opinion

sur le grand statuaire qui vient de mourir, n’y
voyez d’autre merite que celui d’une parfaite
sincerite.

J’ai lu, mon ami, avec plaisir et avec orgueil, le
recit des pompeuses funerailles qui ont etS faites a
notre illustre associe de l’lnstitut. Jamais, je crois,
depuis Pericles, de pareils honneurs n’avaient ete
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rendus a un artiste. Aussi, je vous le repete, j’ai
senti revivre en mon hme la noble idee que j’avais
toujours comjue de l’art statuaire, et je me rejouis
d’apprendre qu’il s’est releve a ce point dans
l’esprit des hommes que des Rois et des Princes, et
surtout lc peuple, ce veritable souverain,— cet
eternel Registre de tout ce qu’il y a de grand, de
genereux dans l’humanite,—ont suivi jusqu’ a la
tombe la depouille mortelle du fils d’un ouvrier
Islandais.

David d’Angers,

Membre de l’lnstitut de France.

EXHIBITION BY MODERN ARTISTS

IN PARIS.

The Exhibition of 1S49 resembles neither of its

predecessors : it is far less restricted as to admis-
sions than exhibitions of former years, but it is

not like that of last year, a “ show ” of all the
contributions that had been forwarded. There
was “ a jury ” to select, but of a surety they were
by no means hard to please

; for it is very gene-
rally admitted in Paris, that of the 2586 works
of Art, there are scarcely a dozen that can be
described as above the merest mediocrity. It is

the duty of all who treat the subject of Art to

avoid those national prejudices, which can by no
possibility lead to good. We have, we trust,

always reviewed the Exhibitions of Modern Art
in Paris in a liberal spirit

;
desiring to see merit

wherever it was to be found, and to pass over
those blots which we know to be numerous
enough everywhere

;
but the present collection

is so utterly wretched, so totally unredeemed
even by a partial sprinkling of excellence, that
we prefer to quote from Galignani the opinions
of a writer ou the spot, than to perform for

ourselves the disagreeable task of criticism,

where there is nearly every thing to condemn,
and very little, indeed, to praise :

—

“We have frequently, in former years, ob-

jected to the annual Exhibition taking place at

the Louvre, for the twofold reason :—first, the
continued interruption of the study of artists

from the old masters, and, second, the exclusion
of foreigners and of the public from the admira-
tion of them. We, however, never contemplated
the alternative of its removal to the Palace of
the Tuileries, which, whether regarded with
reference to convenience—from the necessity of
subdivision into so many salles or rooms, the
insufficient means of circulation, and, above all,

the distribution of the light, leaves nearly every
thing to be desired, and adds almost irresistible

strength to the argument in favour of the con-

struction of some permanent building for this

purpose. But, if the locus in quo be indifferent,

it is the more conformable with the general
character of the Exhibition, which it would be
most unjust to the present state of French Art
to accept as a criterion. The discouragement
experienced by the Fine Arts in this country for

the last eighteen agitated months is, indeed,

written upon the walls of the Tuileries in a
manner too plain, and too humiliating to be mis-

understood. To the prevailing mediocrity there
are, of course, exceptions, but these gleam upon
the spectator ‘ like angel visits few and far be-

tween,’ and are in many cases not easy of dis-

covery to the eye fatigued by the mass of medio-
crity which surrounds them.

“ As last year, few of the great names compos-
ing the jury of painters are present by their

works
;
among the absent are Cogniet, Delaroche,

Decamps, Ingres, Fleury, Isabey, Abel de Pujol,

and Picot, and many more names of repute,

though not members of the committee. The
number of works exhibited this year is 2586—

a

falling off on last year’s figure of more than,half

;

the amount is subdivided thus :—2093 oil-paint-

ings, water-colour, and crayon drawings; 265
works in sculpture ; 108 architectural drawings

;

72 engravings
;
and 48 lithographic drawings.

“ The conditions of admission to the present
Exhibition were the same as last year, namely,
by different juries nominated by the exhibitors

themselves, and, with few exceptions, the same
eminent names compose the judges. By a rdgle-

ment of the Minister of the Interior, it was
ordained that Members of the Institute, first

prizes of the school of Rome, artists decorated
for their works, and those who may have received
medals or recompenses of the first and second
class, should exhibit their works without exam-
ination, and the number on their works is accom-
panied with the mark (Ex.)

”

We enter the palace from the garden, and
walk through the rooms made famous by the
“irruption ” of February, 1847 ;

upon temporary
screens, and occasionally upon the walls, are
hung the pictures. As usual, the most promi-
nent of the subjects concern religion and war ;

the church however has given but few “ com-
missions ” during the past year, and the war has
been unhappily at home

; the barricades are
frequently pictured, and a very fertile theme
has been the murder of the Archbishop of Paris,

with whom at least a score of artists have dealt
—almost as ruthlessly as the insurgents who
shot him.
To select any of the works for criticism would

be really a vain task ; the only picture of size

that possesses merit of a high order, is the pro-

duction of a young painter, M. Muller, who
pictures “ Lady Macbeth, in the sleep-walking
scene,” with very great power and truth. Per-

haps, however, the best work in the collection

is from a female hand. Mlle. Rosa Bonheur
exhibits a work of very great talent—the subject
is singular, and by no means worthy the pure
feeling it exhibits and the rare finish it receives :

it consists merely of oxen working in a ploughed
field. Among the miniatures too (always a very
prominent portion of an exhibition in Paris)

ladies take the lead. Madame de Mirbel, as

usual, is conspicuous for that adherence to truth
which verges on the disagreeable, but in which
nevertheless she is approached by no living

artist. Scarcely less vigorous and true, but far

more pleasant as an artist, is Madame Herbelin,
whose portraits are amazingly accurate, yet are

evidently copies of nature in nature’s most
amiable mood. Near the frame which contains
her contributions are those of one of her pupils,

Madame Louise Redelsperger (a daughter we
understand of M. Belloc, director of the School
of Design). These productions are highly meri-

torious; they supply evidence that the fair

artist has studied assiduously and advantageously
in the best school, and that while she has con-

sidered accuracy as the great duty of the minia-

ture painter, she has not disdained the study
that makes the copy agreeable to the sitter, and
very valuable to those by whom the sitter is

beloved.

The sculpture is placed on the ground-floor,

right and left of the principal entrance from the

garden. It is more than usually meagre in

works calculated to call forth remark. It would
seem that the plastic art of the present day has
descended more to the reproduction . of nature,

interpreted with more or less taste, than become
the medium for the transmission of anything of

an elevated character. There are the usual

number of busts, for the most part interesting

only to persons represented, and then’ friends.

From this sweeping censure, however, we must
except one sculptor, who is we understand
young, and whose works we had not previously

seen. M. Preault is in marble what M. Dela-
croix is in colour—free, bold, and self-thinking

;

preferring a style original to treading in the

steps of even a great predecessor ; but in this

there is a refreshing hope, albeit the artist may
carry his originality so far as to become man-
nered. To create a new thing—to produce even
a new idea—is so rare an event anywhere, now
a days, but especially in France, where a success

is the signal to a thousand imitators, that we
may well make allowance for faults which evi-

dence a mind of the better order. “ Christ on
the Cross,” by M. Preault is a noble work

;
pain-

ful, but exceedingly grand and marvellously

true ;
and some bronze medals by this artist are

wonderfully free and effective.

The melancholy character of the Exhibition

of 1 849, is only an additional comment on the

folly of the past two years in France ; it is but

another stone which the French people have

received instead of bread.
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THE FRENCH IN ITALY.

To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

Sir,—A letter has been “ addressed by M. Mery,
the poet, to the ‘ Evenemens,’ and is considered as

an answer to the accounts given of the destruction
of Roman monuments by the French artillery.”

The observation has been frequently made, that
the French might have attacked Rome near the
gate of St. John Lateran, where the walls are
ruinous and weak, and quite incapable of resisting
artillery, instead of assailing the stronger and more
modern fortifications on the Janiculum

;
and an

elaborate attempt has been made by M. Mery to
prove, that had the attack been made on the former
point a great amount of damage would necessarily

have been done to the monuments of Rome
;
whilst

by the assault at the gate of S. Pancrazio this has
been avoided, or, as M. Mery states it, “ the point
of attack chosen against Rome is exactly that which
most exposes the lives of our brave soldiers, and
least endangers the sacred stones of the Citypar
excellence

Now the exact reverse of this opinion may be
affirmed with a much greater show of reason and
probability; viz., that by selecting the gate of S.

Pancrazio as the point of attack, the French chose
that from which “the sacred stones of Rome”
were most endangered

;
whilst an attack on the

old wall, near the gate of St. John, might have
been made with incomparably less chance of injury
to her monuments from the French artillery.

“Urbs,” exclaims M. Mery, “which the wise
Aurelian crowned with a cordon twenty leagues in

circumference”—this may mislead some as to the
size of Rome, but M. Mery probably
alludes to the statement of Vopiscus,
who however assigns fifty miles and
not sixty, as to the circuit of these
external works, the site of whicli cannot
now be pointed out. The present walls,
including those of the “ Urbs,” the
Leonine city, and the fortifications of
the Janiculum, are about twelve
English miles in circuit

;
or, according

to Venuti, sixteen Roman miles and
a half, measuring all the angles of the
towers and bastions.

How picturesque is M. Mery’s ac-
count of the operations of the Constable
Bourbon who “ opened his first trench
before the face of the Aurelian wall
adjoining the tomb of Cecilia Metella.”
This tomb is a mile and three quarters
from the Aurelian wall, a hill or rising
ground between; and need the readers
of the AH-Journal be reminded that
Bourbon marched rapidly on Rome
from the north, without artillery, and
that his followers entered Rome by
scaling the walls, whilst the Constable
was shot, not—“ on a breach of the
Aurelian wall,” but whilst ascending a
scaling ladder ? Who does not re-

member Benvenuto Cellini’s bold
assertion, that he shot the Constable?
Possibly M. Mery confuses the attack
of Bourbon upon the opposite side of
Rome, with that made by Lewis of
Bavaria, who was repulsed from the
gate of St. Sebastian in 1327. We
may pass from the list of monuments
destroyed, according to M. Mery, by the
artillery of the Constable, including
“ that magnificent succession of sepul-
chres which commenced at the
Pyramid of Caius Sextus near the gate of St.
S -hastian,” the pyramid in question being close
to the gate of St. Paul’s"; nor need the readers of
the Art-Journal be detained by any more lengthened
account of M. Mery’s topographical or historical
errors: the real question to be discussed is, how far
he and others of his countrymen are justified in
maintaining, that for the sake of the monuments
of Rome, they chose, spite of even this advantage,
the bastions of S. Pancrazio as the objects of attack,
instead of some point of the feeble walls on the
southern or eastern side of Rome.

Doubtless the French leaders wished to avoid
injuring her monuments, but by attacking the
eternal city near the gate of S. Pancrazio, a glance
at the map will assure the readers of the Art-
Journal that the monuments which M. Mery
enumerates as those which would have been en-
dangered by an attack near the gate of S. John
Lateran

,
or on the avails on the left of the Tiber,

between the ruins of Antoninus Caracalla and the
Tiber, are precisely those which might easily have
been avoided by “the best artillery in the world ”

in breaching or firing over these old crumbling

PART OF ROME, AND RELATIVE POSITIONS OF SOME OF ITS MONUMENTS.

1 Porta S. Pancrazio.
2 Fontana dell'Aqua Pao-

lina.

3 Church of S. Pietro in

Montorio.
4 Church of Sa. Maria in

Trastcvere.
5 Corsini Palace.
(> Farnesina.
7 Farnese Palace.
8 Cancellcria.
0 Piazza Navona.
10 Pantheon.
11 Column of Antoninus.
12 Church of S. Andrea

della Valle.
13 Church of S. Carlo Cate-

nari.

14 Palazzo Spada.
15 Palazzo Costaguti.
16 Church of Gesu.
17 Theatre of Marcellas.
18 Temple of Fortuna Viri-

lis.

19 Temple of Vesta.
20 Capitol.

21 Forum.
22 Meta Sudans.
23 Coliseum.
24 Baths of Titus.
25 Forum and Column of

Trajan.
26 Temple of Mars Ultor.

27 Basilica of Sa. Maria
Maggiore.

28 Baths of Diocletian.

29 Basilica and Palace of

St. John Lateran.
30 Gate of St. John Lateran.
31 Amphitlieatrum Cir-

cense.
32 Basilica of Sa. Croce in

Gcrusalemrae.
33 Gate ofSt. Sebastian.
34 Gate of St. Paul’s.
35 PyramidofC. Sextus.
36 Monte Testaccio.

our soldiers, and least endangered the sacred stones

of the Eternal City,” may be dismissed, then, as an
unsuccessful attempt to exonerate the French.
Probably the fortifications of the Janiculum were
chosen for attack for no other but military reasons.

These walls, once surrounded, Rome lay at the
feet of the victor, and by choosing this point of

attack, the French kept up Avith comparative
facility their communications Avith the coast;

whereas, had they assailed Rome on the other side,

they Avould have placed that city and the Tiber
between them and their supplies of every kind.
We need not follow further the statements of

M. Mery; the result of his countrymen’s invasion of
the Roman territory and attack on Rome, has
been damage to monuments, Avhicli all civilised

nations are interested in preserving, nor is it the
first time that they have thus distinguished them-
selves. Europe still recollects the occupation of
Rome by the French in 1799. The Avords of an
accomplished traveller, Avho describes the events
of that period, Avill be esteemed by many applica-
ble to the present:—“But the Avar Avhich the
French Avaged on Rome Avas an unpnrvoked attack,

AA-alls, AA-hilst it is evidently impossible to fire over
the defences of S. Pancrazio Avithout danger to

these monuments.
A sketch is subjoined, exhibiting the relative

positions of the most important monuments enu-
merated by M. Mery, and the actual point of
attack, and also those Avhich they hold with regard
to the gate of St. John Lateran. Besides these

monuments, others, Avhich have been mentioned
as injured, are marked upon the plan.

It seems reasonable to assume that some of the
balls and shells fired at the summits of the Avails

to clear them of their defenders, and to silence the
batteries placed on them, may have reached
into the city beyond; those directed against the
summit of the bastion to the left of the gate of S.

Pancrazio would, if they passed further, take the
direction of the Corsini, the Farnesina in Traste-
vere, and of the Cancellaria, the Pantheon, and the
Column of Antoninus, on the other side of the

river. Of those directed against the summit of

the gate, such as may have passed over would fly

in the direction of S. Pietro in Montorio, the Cos-
taguti and the Spada palaces, the churches of S.

Andrea della Valle, S. Carlo Catenari, the Gesu,
and the Capitol

;
Avhilst those passing over the

bastions to the right, would take the direction of

the Forum, the Coliseum, or the temples of Vesta
and Fortuna Virilis. These monuments vary in

distance from the gate of S. Pancrazio from less

than a quarter of a mile to a mile and three
quarters as the crow flies.

It has been asserted by different correspondents
of the public prints, that a number of these monu-
ments have actually been struck, and by a corres-

pondent of the Times that a fresco by Poussin in

the Palazzo Costaguti has been destroyed; by

others it has been said that the Cancelleria has been
much injured, Avhilst S. Andrea della Valle, S.

Carlo Catenari, the Chiesa Gesu, and the Capitol

have been struck by balls. And by a late letter in

the Times it appeal’s that the Trastevere has
suffered considerably, as it lay immediately under
the position occupied by the besieged on S. Pietro

in Montorio, and numerous “ shells directed against

their position/^ beyond bounds." Had the French
attacked the walls near the gate of S. John Lateran,

it is evident that neither shot nor shell passing

over them, unless purposely so directed, could have
injured the monuments enumerated

;
the whole of

them lying to the Avcst of these ancient defences.

The Baths of Diocletian and the Temple of Minerva
Medica Avould indeed have incurred risks, but the

magnificent church of S. Maria Maggiore seems
tolerably safe by its position. The Basilicas of S.

Giovanni Laterano and S. Croce in Gerusalemme,
hoAvever, Avould doubtless have suffered severely

had the attack been made in this quarter, unless

as M. Mery states, “ our brave artillery, the finest

artillery in the Avorld, could have taken Rome in

tAventy-four hours by attacking it on this side.”

Surely, so rapid a success Avould ha\re been produc-
tive of much less damage than the tedious opera-

tions on the Janiculum. M. Mery repeatedly

suggests that “ the finest artillery in the Avorld,” if

firing in a certain direction do injury in a totally

different one
;

thus, firing in the Piazza del

Popoli Avould threaten the Villa Borghese, firing

at the old Avails at S. John Lateran, or over them,
Avould injure the Coliseum, and a host of monu-
ments AA'hich a glance at the map show to be
entirely to the Avest of that position.

That the point of attack chosen against Rome
was exactly that “ Avhich most exposed the lives of

+/£>' <vs>
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an act of wanton violence, an abuse of confidence,

and a cowardly stratagem, when every means had
been employed, first to deceive, and then to over-

throw, an unsuspecting, and as they themselves, at

their first entrance into Rome called it, a friendly

government. In such a ruffian aggression, for it

merits not the name of war, every subsequent deed
is a violation of the law of nations, and every life

sacrificed to usurpation is a murder.” The results

of these unfortunate operations, which were pointed
out as probable in the last number of the Art-
Journal, have unhappily been realised to a serious

extent. The correspondent of the Times states,

that the Villa Pamfili Doria has been greatly
damaged. The French officers who accompanied
that gentleman, severely blamed the Romans for

the ruin of this noble villa. We cannot but won-
der at the audacity of these remarks. Who com-
pelled the Romans to make the sacrifice ? The
determined attacks of the French proved the value
of this position in a military point of view, and
therefore the Roman officers were called upon to

prepare for its defence at any sacrifice. Is it not
intolerable that the aggressors who compelled the
sacrifice should thus throw the blame of it upon
the injured party ?

Let \is follow the writer of this sad history to

the Villa Mellini, on the Monte Mario; he has
Rome spread out beneath him, and describes a
scene familiar to every artist who visits that city

—

a scene which has no equal in the world. He cast

his eye to the left, and saw that the woods of the
Villa Borghese were cut down. The magnificent
woods of the Villa Borghese cut down ! How is it

possible to express the sorrow and indignation with
which this act must be regarded ? The French
did not, it is true, cut down a single tree of this

noble villa, but the sacrifice has been made by
Rome from motives of self-defence. These exten-
sive woods, situated on rising ground, close to and
commanding the walls, would have concealed thou-
sands of hostile troops, and would have masked
their operations

;
for these reasons, no doubt, the

Romans have sacrificed this pride of their city.

Thus Eustace describes it, and although it has not
lately been in the state in which he saw it, his

description was sufficiently applicable before its

final ruin:

—

“ From the space which it occupies (supposed to

be about four miles in circumference), its noble
vistas, frequent fountains, ornamental buildings,

superb palaces, it is justly considered as the first of

Roman villas, and worthy of being put in com-
petition with the splendid retreats of Sallust or

Lucullus.
“ The gardens are laid out with some regard

both for the new and the old system
;
for though

symmetry prevails in general, and long alleys

appear intersecting each other, lined with statues,

and refreshed by cascades, yet here and there a

winding path allures you into a wilderness, formed
of plants, abandoned to their native luxuriancy,

and watered by streamlets, murmuring through
their own artless channels.”
The correspondent of the Times goes on to state

that he observed that a Casino was reduced to

ruins, but he was unable to learn whether it was
the principal Casino, or one of the smaller edifices

in the grounds. Now, even if the woods were cut

down, he would have a difficulty in seeing the

Casino Borghese from the Monte Mario, and it is

unhappily probable that the ruined edifice about
which he was uncertain, was the little villa once

frequented by Raphael and his pupils, and which
contained several frescoes from his designs. Its

proximity to the walls, which it may be said to

have commanded, may have led to its destruction

as a measure of defence. We may, it is to be
feared, anticipate further sad accounts of the pre-

sent state to which the Villa Borghese has been
reduced. Had the correspondent of the Times
extended his walk from the Mellini, a little to the

left, he might have been able to state whether the

French have injured or respected the Villa Ma-
dama.
For those readers of the Art-Journal who have

not been in Rome, or are not familiar with its

monuments, it may be stated that the Cancelleria,

which is said to be injured, is a fine work of

Bramante. Casts of some of the finest details of

this edifice exist in the Government School of

Design, Somerset House. The churches of S. Au-
drea della Valle, and of S. Carlo Catenari, both
said to have been struck by balls, contain frescoes

by Domenichino and other masters. The Costaguti

contains no fresco by Poussin, therefore none such
can have been destroyed, as reported in the Times,
but it contains frescoes by Domenichino, Guercino,
Albano, &c. It is stated that the Palazzo Spada
has been struck by thirty-seven shot, and the
famous statue of Pompey destroyed. This seems
very unlikely; if thirty-seven shot struck this palace,

which is about three quarters of a mile within the

walls, we may be prepared for a terrible history of

disasters to other buildings
;

it is more probable
that the Villa Spada, close to the ramparts, and
near the gate of S. Pancrazio, has been the reci-

pient of the thirty-seven French compliments
;

and somebody has imagined, that this celebrated

statue has been finally destroyed by the very people

who injured it in 1799, when they removed it to

the temporary theatre, which they fitted up in the

Coliseum, that a mimic Cjesar might fall at its

feet. In perpetrating this piece of absurdity, they

cut off one of the arms of the statue, that it might
be the more easily transported from the Spada to

the French theatre.

Beyond the walls of Rome several monuments
have been injured

;
and, as we read the accounts of

the furious contests between the Ponte Molle and
the Porta del Popolo, we may feel alarm for the
fate of the Villa of Papa Giulio, by Vignola, and
of another, by Peruzzi, near it; as also for the
charming little church of St. Andrew the Apostle,
by Vignola, especially when we consider that these
edifices are not far from the fine modern Villa of
Signor Massuni, which has been utterly destroyed.
The aqueducts have been cut; these, it is true,

may be easily restored, but it seems gratuitous
mischief, for if the French wished to force the
besieged to surrender from thirst, they should also
have diverted the course of the Tiber, flowing
through the city, the waters of which supplied the
ancestors of the Romans for nearly four centuries
and a half before aqueducts were erected.

The old Ponte Salara, built by Narses, has also

been broken down. Here Titus Manlius gained
his surname of Torquatus, by slaying a gigantic
Gaul. Is it to avenge this, that these “ Sons of
Brennus” have knocked down the old bridge ?

We may hope that many of the statements made
with regard to the destruction or injury of monu-
ments are exaggerated or unfounded, but so far as

we are accurately informed we have much to

lament, for much has been lost to the Arts
;
and

whilst the French invasion has manifestly led to

such lamentable effects, we may anticipate that the
reign of the triumvirs and the occupation of Rome
by a mixed horde of adventurers, have also been
marked by injury to monuments to a serious extent.

The palaces of the nobility have been confiscated

;

the Doria occupied by troops. What has become
of the noble collection of pictures ? This, and
many other questions, have yet to be answered.

Thus much had been written prior to accounts

which assure us, on the best authority, that the
monuments on the heights near the gate of S.

Pancrazio are destroyed. The whole is one heap
of ruins, and the church of S. Pietro is a wreck.
Several shells came through the roof and knocked
everything to pieces. The following is a brief

statement of what is lost to Art by these deplorable

operations :—The Church of S. Pietro, in Montorio,
was founded by Constantine the Great, and was
rebuilt in the fifteenth century by Ferdinand V.,
King of Spain, from designs by Baccio Pintelli.

The “Transfiguration,” by Raphael, previously to

its removal to the Vatican, was placed on the high
altar in this church.

In the first chapel to the right was the celebrated

picture of the “Flagellation,” with several others,

painted by Sebastian del Piombo, who, it is said,

was secretly aided by Michel Angelo in the design

and execution of these works.
The fourth chapel on the same side was decorated

with a fine altar in marble, and a picture of the

“Conversion of St, Paul,” by Vasari. In this

chapel were two statues in marble of “ Religion ”

and “ Justice ;” some monuments of the house of

Monti, and a fine balustrade, with statues.

The first chapel to the left was decorated by
Bernini. The “ St. Francis,” coloured by Giovanni

de Vecchi, was designed by Michel Angelo.
There were also tombs and bas-reliefs by Fran-
cesco Buralta in this chapel.

In the third chapel were three good pictures by
Francesco Stellaert; and the last chapel on this

side was ornamented with pictures by Francesco

Salviati, and two fine statues of “ St. Peter” and
“ St. Paul,” by Daniel da Volterra.

In the cloisters stood the celebrated and beautiful

circular “Temple,” by Bramante. It was sur-

rounded by sixteen columns of black granite, sur-

mounted by a cupola, and ornamented in the inte-

rior with statues. In the chapel beneath it was a
picture by Guido of the “ Crucifixion of St. Peter.”

The Fontana Paolina, also destroyed, was erected

by Paul the Fifth in 1615, from designs by Gio-

vanni Fontana; it was built of marbles brought
from the Forum of Nerva. The columns were of

granite and of the Ionic order
;
and from three of

the five niches in the faqade, issued three rivers of

water, which fell into a basin of marble.

Of the Villa Pamfili Doria, the correspondent
of the Times says:— “Never, never was there
any thing more awful, and all that I have wit-
nessed of the effects of a prolonged resistance in
other places, falls short of what was there before
me.” Besides the regret which every one must
feel who reads this, the Englishman may regard
the destruction of this magnificent villa with still

stronger sentiments of regret, when he reflects

that the present Princess Doria, an Englishwoman,
had tastefully directed and presided over late
operations for the restoration of its beauties.

It has been assumed that by firing from batteries
at S. Pancrazio some shot and shells would take
the direction of the Pantheon and other monu-
ments in that quarter

;
by late accounts it is stated

that a shell fell into the studio of our countryman,
Mr. Wyatt, further to the north than the Pan-
theon, and about two miles in a direct line from
the batteries.

It is thus evident that by attacking Rome on the
side of S. Pancrazio her monuments have been
exposed to great danger. The great strength of
the edifices of Rome has probably saved many
valuable works of Art, and to this may be owing
the safety of the “Aurora” of Guido, the Rospigliosi
Pavilion, in which it is painted, having been
struck by a shot.

These authentic statements of the direction
taken by shot and shells justify the views urged
in opposition to those of French writers, who
maintain that Rome was attacked on the side
least likely to damage her monuments.
The French deserve no commendation on such

grounds, and a result of their operations has been
the destruction of monuments of Art which must
be a lasting reproach to France. C. H. W.

Glasgow.

[We, most unfortunately, received the above valuable
communication just as we were on the eve of going to

press, and therefore too late for us to offer any comments
upon it. The matters to which it relates are of more than
ordinary interest to every one who is acquainted, either
personally or from description, with the rich treasures of
Art contained in Iiome, and which hitherto have almost
been held as sacred by civilised Europe as the “ Eternal
City ” itself. The partial, and in some instances we fear
total, destruction of Art-monuments that has taken place,

is a calamity which cannot be too deeply deplored. It is

not our business to enter into the political part of the
question, but we must express our conviction that the
whole affair is one of gratuitous aggression, uncalled for,

and totally inexplicable
;
considering that they who have

committed it style themselves the champions of universal
liberty, contend earnestly among themselves for the free-

dom of popular opinion, and yet engage heart and soul to
perpetuate the power of a government, than which none
more tyrannical ever existed ou the face of the earth.

—

Ed. A. A]

THE VERNON GALLERY.

THE PENITENT*
Etty, R.A., Painter. F. Bacon, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 1 ft. 7 in. by 1 ft. 3 in.

Though the last number of our Journal contained

an engraving from a picture by Mr. Etty, no
apology, wc are sure, need be offered for the intro-

duction of another from the same master-hand, at

a time when the public exhibition of his works at

the Society of Arts, is attracting the attention of

every lover of the Fine Arts.

The present subject differs altogether from the
last in sentiment and treatment; a shadow has
passed over the artist’s mind, and “ sobered it into

sadness
;
” while he has dipped his pencil in colours

of equal radiance, he has employed it on a more
thoughtful and a holier theme. In the “ Bathers”
we had the graces of nature—fair forms disporting

in the limpid stream, and gathering health and
vigour from its waters : here is one seeking to re-

fresh herself with devotional exercises
;
or as the

poet expresses it

—

“ Feeding her soul with prayer and meditation.”

The “Penitent” must be regarded merely

as a picture of the painter’s fancy. It exhibits

his great powers as a colorist, not only in the

living brightness and the firmness with which
the flesh is painted, but in the brilliant bits of

colour thrown into the pages of the illuminated

missal. The head is brought out with extraordi-

nary power against a deep blue sky, and the face,

which is remarkably expressive, receives a fine

warm tone from the rich auburn hair hanging by
its side. This tone is again imparted to the lower

part of the figure by the crimson drapery envelop-

ing the body.
The engraving has been submitted to Mr. Etty,

and has received his approbation.
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ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Hull.—At a meeting of the Yorkshire Union of

Mechanics’ Institutions, the Earl of Carlisle deli-

vered. a speech in -which occurs the following

eloquent passage :
—“ I should think a person a

very injudicious friend of Mechanics’ Institutions

who should pretend that in your reading-rooms
and lecture-rooms the means were afforded of

turning all your members at once into finished

scholars, or ready-made philosophers, or should

say that they put it in your power to grasp that

eminence which must always be the reward of the

midnight toil of the student, or the life-long re-

search of the experimentalist. But if it be the

object how to raise the toiling masses of our coun-
trymen above the range of sordid cares and low
desires—to interweave the daily drudgery of life

with the countless graces of literature, and the

glowing web of fancy
;
to clothe the lessons of

duty and of prudence in the most instructive as

well as the most inviting forms
;
to throw open to

eyes, dulled and bleared with the irksome mono-
tony of their daily task-work, the rich resources

and the boundless prodigality of nature
;
to dignify

the present with the lessons of the past and the

visions of the future
;
to make the artisans of our

crowded workshops, and the inmates of our most
sequestered villages, alive to all that is going on in

the big universe around them
;
and amidst all the

startling and repelling inequalities of our various

conditions, to put all upon a level in the equal
domain of intellect and of genius

;
if these ob-

jects—and they are neither slight nor trivial—if

these objects are worthy of acceptance and ap-

proval, I think they can be satisfactorily attained

by the means which Mechanics’ Institutions place

at our disposal, and it is upon grounds such as

these that I urge you to tender to them your encou-
ragement and support.

Edinburgh.—Our readers may remember that
in March last a meeting was held in Edinburgh,
with the view of purchasing by subscription the
late David Scott’s celebrated picture of “ Vasco de
Gama doubling the Cape of Good Hope.” After a

full discussion, the feeling of that meeting was
substantially embodied in the following resolu-

tions:—1. That this meeting of the friends of

Scottish Art expresses its opinion, that the picture

of “ Vasco de Gama, the discoverer of the passage
to India, doubling the Cape of Good Hope,”
painted by the late David Scott, R.S.A., is an epic

production of the very highest order, and that the
circumstance that such a work should have been
conceived and realised by one of our own Acade-
micians, confers a high honour on Edinburgh as a
School of Art. 2. That while this meeting recog-

nises with feelings of great interest and satisfaction

the efforts which have of late years been made by
Government, to decorate with works of a high
order, by our native artists, the Houses of Parlia-

ment now being erected, it is desirous of impressing
upon the community of their own and of other
localities, that the principle of combination and
the “power of littles,” so successfully exemplified
by the various associations throughout the country
in the encouragement of Art generally, might and
should be vigorously applied bv such communities
to the promotion of Art in its highest manifesta-
tions,—namely, in the purchase of great pictures
and other works of Art, with a view to their lodg-
ment in suitable public buildings. 3. That in
consonance with these opinions and principles,

subscription lists be straightway opened, for the
purpose of retaining in Scotland the works of genius
described in the first resolution

;
and that more

specifically with the view of its being placed in

the Trinity House of Leith, that building and its

associations being more congruous with the subject-

matter of the picture than any other in Edinburgh
or the neighbourhood.
We are now gratified to learn that the experi-

ment has, without any very extraordinary effort,

proved eminently successful, and that the picture
was, on the 28th ultimo, placed in the Hall of the
Trinity House, in pi-esence of a number of the
subscribers. It is with pleasure we notice the
circumstance, as an inducement to other corpoi-a-

tions and communities throughout Britain, to follow
such an example for the decoration of their halls.

In the prospectus of the committee the idea is thus
stated :

—“ The proposers arc the more encouraged
to bring this great subject before the public, as
they conceive, that though it may be the first

instance in Scotland where a great historic work,
by a native artist, has been so purchased and dis-

posed of for public benefit, the example may induce
other communities to follow oxit the idea, and
thereby open a field for works of the higher class,

which, however much desired, has hitherto only
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existed to a limited extent in this country.” It is

impossible to over-estimate the power of combina-
tion, however small the individual subscriptions

;

and with the instance now before us, so successfully

carried out, we would indulge the hope that similar

results may follow elsewhere. Every city, and
town, and county should possess some memorials

of the great men to whom each has given birth, if

only to show that a prophet may be honoured in

his own country.

Birmingham.—The annual general meeting of

the subscribers to the School of Design, in connec-

tion with the head school at Somerset House, was
held in the rooms of the Society of Arts, New
Street, on Friday, the 22nd of June, the Right
Rev. the Lord Bishop of Manchester in the chair.

The meeting was numerously attended by various

influential parties connected with the district, the

pupils and their friends
;
we observed but few of

the leading manufacturers present. It is satisfac-

tory to learn that the number of students is on the

increase
;
the Secretary’s report showing an ad-

vance of 130 over the same period last year. The
school now contains upwards of 500 regular attend-

ing students, and it was found necessary to restrict

admission, owing to the want of sufficient accom-
modation

;
some changes have been made in the

masters
;
Mr. Clarke still continues head master,

but Mr. Kyd has been removed to Manchester,
and his place supplied by Mr. Kirk; an assistant-

teacher has been added in the person of Mr. Wil-
liams, and the Governmentgrant has been increased

to its utmost limits.

The Treasurer’s report is exceedingly favourable,

and shows that by a system of rigid economy a

debt which xvas last season considerable has been
almost liquidated; this we think exceedingly cre-

ditable. Of the drawings of the pupils we would
say they are satisfactory, but we cannot agree with
the observations of the Committee that they ai-e

superior to what has been done previously—they
were, of course, of the usual staple class, plenty of

anything but industrial designs ;
those of the half-

dozen exhibited were not distinguished by much
excellence. With the exception of a “casquet,”
which, we must admit, was clever, we saw
nothing original in the way of models

;
what

we considered best seemed least to be required,

viz., copies of oil paintings and water-colour
sketches.

The report of the Committee we have glanced
over

;
but we cannot resist the conviction that

much of it is conceived in error, and the conclusion

aimed at, a tacit apology for the inefficiency of the

schools, which it would have been wise to have
withheld

;
we have the old story trumped up

again, thus :
“ Design, properly so called, cannot be

taught in the ordinary way, nor practised in

classes
;

the education required is of a twofold
character, the cultivation of the taste and purify-

ing of the imagination on one side, and the teaching
of correct manipulation on the other

;
the one

intellectual, the other mechanical
;
both of which

elements are essentially and primarily necessary

to the production of designs.” We never doubted
this, but a more important requisite has been over-

looked than the two enumerated, and one which
is at the bottom of the failure of all Government
school-trained designers, viz., the want of practical

knowledge, and an ignorance of the nature of

material. “ It may be well to state that the pupil

may learn to draw in classes, but to design, he
must retire into solitude, the only effort in design
worthy of the name must be the production of

thought and study.” This cannot be denied, but
hitherto we have looked in vain for these results of

“thought and study;” it can be proved that de-

signers are produced by the Continental schools,

—then, as a consequence, ours, if efficiently con-

ducted, must also be capable of producing the

same : failing this, we can come only to one con-

clusion, viz., that there is defective management in

some quarter or other.

As already stated, we observed but few of the
leading manufacturers present, and those who
were, took no prominent part in the proceedings of
the day. Altogether we almost begin to lack faith

in the instrumentality of institutions which cannot
engage the attention of those they were calculated

to benefit. Manufacturers, by their supineness
and indifference, are allowing the schools to be
diverted from their proper channel, and it will

require no small exertion in the time coming to

rescue them from their present questionable posi-

tion. The battle of to-day is not with respect to

mechanical production but artistic excellence

;

unless this is kept in- view our produce will be
supplanted in the mai'ket by that of men who
have given the subject the attention it demands,
and which the growing enlightenment of the

people so loudly calls for.
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ESTABLISHMENTfor GENTLEWOMEN
DURING TEMPORARY ILLNESS.

We recollect once hearing a very ingenious

discourse from the Rev. H. Melvill, in which he
endeavoured to establish the theory, that the

“Resurrection principle ” ran through all woi'ldly

affairs, instancing, as evidence, many schemes for

the good of mankind, which had seemed utterly

to fail
;
and then had arisen again in new vigour,

and been brought to a most happy termination.

This theory of his has often occurred to us in

contemplating the rapid progress of that Society,

to which we have so often led the attention of

our readers, the “ Governesses’ Benevolent Insti-

tution,” in its six years of unexampled success

after its temporary extinction
;
and now another

Society comes before us under similar circum-

stances, and bearing on its front the stamp of

certain and permanent prosperity—an Establish-

ment for Gentlewomen during temporary illness.

Our readers may remember the Sanatorium in

the New Road, which was exceedingly useful for

a brief season, and was then given up for reasons

which it is unnecessary now to detail ; and this

new Institution comes to supply its place, with
one very important alteration— it receives only
ladies, the plan emanating entirely with ladies,

as we believe most kind and benevolent objects

do, and veiy graceful is it in those who can

command every luxury and every attention that

can alleviate suffering or cheer convalescence

—

very graceful and very worthy of them is it to

feel, and think, and plan for those, who, with
the same delicacy of frame, the same shrinking

from coarse contact as the affluent, are yet com-
pelled by circumstances to endure the painful

publicity of an hospital, or to incur ruinous ex-

penses for the inferior attendance and utter dis-

comfort of a lodging. The “ invalid gentle-

woman,” according to this most admirable
scheme, will feel assured of every comfort and
every consideration for a very reasonable pay-

ment
;
the recipient of extreme kindness, and yet

allowed to preserve her independence
;
she will

have the most skilful treatment, an experienced
nurse, a quiet comfortable apartment

;
and the

ladies’ committee (like our guardian angels),

constantly watchful, though unseen, will be her

guarantee for every delicate consideration
;
and

she will know that while there will be no intru-

sion on her privacy, she has but to express a

wish, and to have at once by her bedside the

soothing presence of those whose kindly sym-
pathy has thus provided for her a home. It

seems superfluous to dwell upon the joy with
which the announcement of such a plan will be
hailed by hundreds of families. Many, we are

sure—we have known of them over and over

again—are now pining in the country, under the

daily inroad of some dreaded malady, longing

for the “
first advice,” as people say, and yet not

daring to incur the expense, and shrinking from
the only other means of attaining it. Many an
aching heart will respond to tills, and many too

will feel that some life most dear to them might
have been saved by timely care, by skilful aid,

during that which might then have proved but
“ temporary illness.”

A meeting was held, almost at the instant of
our going to press, in the Music Hall of Queen’s

College, to promote the interests of the proposed
Institution. The Bishop of London presided,

and was ably and earnestly supported by the

Bishop of Chichester, Lord Monteaglo, Sir Walter
Stirling, Mr. Majoribanks, the Rector of St.

George’s, and other gentlemen of influence.

There were also present many of those ladies

who have been so indefatigable in calling atten-

tion to the situation of invalid ladies who have
no refuge in illness, no means of obtaining the

advice so necessary to their restoration to health

and usefulness—the usefulness so precious to

them and to their families.

Prayers having been read by the Bishop of

London, the business of the meeting was entered
upon. More than 1200?. was stated to be at the
command of the committee to take and furnish

a house, but the annual subscriptions do not
amount to 300?. a year. As this was the

first public meeting, it is evident that a great

deal has been done by private exertion ; and we

3 o 2
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have no doubt that when once known, the Insti-

tution will be placed beyond the danger of
failure. The Bishop of London, in returning

thanks at the conclusion of the meeting, observed
that it was a cause of great thankfulness to us as

a nation, that when nearly all Europe was con-

vulsed by civil discord, the bonds of mutual
service aud affection were drawn in our happy
country more closely together, and that he was
constantly called upon to preside at new socie-

ties—all showing an onward progress in pros-

perity, and that loving-kindness, which so
eminently marks a Christian nation.

We regret not having time or space to do
more than wish every success to the Institution.

THE QUEEN’S VISIT TO IRELAND.

The Queen this season really goes to Ireland,
the Royal Progress is announced ; but her Majesty
will not burden the country by costly parade ;

she travels as a lady of rank rather than as a
sovereign. When the condition of the country
is considered, this arrangement exhibits the best
possible taste. Ireland, it is true, is at peace ;

but it is a peace which more resembles that of
the grave than the tranquillity which produces
health, contentment, and prosperity. Never
has the country been so impoverished, never so
degraded; never so bereft of glories and shorn
of distinctions, as at the present time. Of the
many who but a few years ago created an interest
in, and shed a halo over, the society of, the Irish
Metropolis, scarcely one is to be found there
now. The grave has closed over some, others
are gone into voluntary or involuntary exile ; all

glory save the glory of the past, and the everlasting
glory of her lakes and mountains, has departed.

But time works upon the evil as well as
upon the good

; and if those who loved and
lived, adorned, and laboured in the right way
for the land, are gone— so are those who
moved it to impotent rebellion, who marred
every attempt at social improvement, who in-

sulted the banner of patriotism by trailing it in
the mire of Repeal. It is hardly less than
appalling to recall even the last five years, and
note how little has been endeavoured, how much
undone—how capital, and time, and talent, and
life, have been squandered—and how the once
lovely and well trimmed ship, now a poor dis-
mantled hulk, floats upon the great ocean of life,

shorn of all

“ that made life dear."

Yet there is great hope in the future
;
the pilot

will soon be at the helm
; her hand is steady,

her eye true, her brain clear. Amid the con-
vulsions of Europe her throne has sunk still

deeper into the rock of ages
;
and now she goes

to look upon what our statesmen have declared
to be their “ great difficulty.” Let every heart
pray to God to give the royal lady wisdom and
strength to retrim the ship, and steer it into
harbour.’

Dropping all metaphor, the Queen has chosen
her time wisely. She goes as a comforter when
her presence cannot fail to strengthen the right,
and turn the current of evil thoughts and evil

deeds. Yet let those who seek to prevent any
thing painful or “ unpleasant ” from appearing
before her Majesty, beware how they trifle

with the misery and destitution of Ireland.

She is a woman, and can feel
;
she is a mother

—not only to those children who are privi-

leged by the great bond of nature so to call

her—but of a people, be they rich or poor,
clad in the bright array of the gallant and
caretaking Highlander, or shivering beneath
the rags of the impoverished but warm-hearted
Irish. This royal lady knows they are given to
her to obey, and that she is given to them to
protect—good must come to Ireland from this
visit : we do not speak of the files at the Castle
or the Park, there her Majesty will be received
by her own court ; the lights, and the dresses,
and the music, and the beauty, and the chivalry
of the country will be around her; but in her
progress the Queen will see the great natural
beauty, and the greater natural advantages of
the island, and will demand to know how and
why it is that a people whose energies and intel-
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lectual gifts are proverbial, should be periodi-
cally consumed by famine, and by a foe even
worse, political, and so-called, religious, fanata-

cism.

Her Majesty will see a people naturally loyal,

always looking for protection, and eager to give
loyal service for it—a people averse to repub-
licanism, and constitutionally religious, who will

for a time, at least, forget their sorrows and
their wants, and shout with all the strength left

to them, to give her welcome. It will be impos-
sible to hide the poverty of the peasantry from
the Queen ;* even while she admires the fertility

of the country, rags will flutter on the breeze,
and the sunken cheek and hollow eye tell of
hunger

;
and whether she surveys the magnifi-

cence of Dublin Bay from the Phceuix Park, or,
with a taste as rare as it is discriminating, enjoys
the variety and beauty of Cork Harbour, there
can be no doubt of her sympathy being tho-
roughly aroused, and her determination taken
to give more practical attention to the capabilities
and wants of Ireland than has been bestowed by
any other monarch—upon the country.

OBITUARY.

MR. V. DE WINT.
This eminent water-colour painter died at his

residence in Upper Gower Street, on the 30th of
June.
For the long period of nearly forty years the

numerous drawings of Mr. De Wint formed one of
the most attractive features in the exhibitions of the
Old Society of Painters in Water-Colours

;
his

subjects for the most part being of that class which
is sure to find favour with the frequenters of a
gallery of English pictures, and the lovers of
English landscape scenery. Green meadows, corn-
fields, hay-fields, stacks, and ricks, were the themes
wherein his pencil delighted, and these he por-
trayed with such truthfulness and fidelity, and at
the same time with such artistic feeling, as could
not fail to win for him popularity in the eyes of all

who can relish the simplicity of nature and the
quiet enjoyment of rural occupation. We know
not whether he was a native of Lincoln, but cer-

tainly the flat yet picturesque scenery of its neigh-
bourhood possessed peculiar attractions for him

;

for we scarcely remember an exhibition which was
not graced by some half dozen views taken from
its vicinity, far and near. Mr. De Wint’s style
was unquestionably his own, and he appears to

have deviated little or nothing from that he had,
in his earliest practice, laid down as his rule. He
essentially belonged to the old school, carefully
eschewing all the improvements in the use of body-
colours, &c., which the younger painters of our
day have thought fit to introduce into their works,
on the plea, it may be presumed, that 'the end
justifies the means, and that so long as the end is

attained, it matters little through what medium it

is reached. If the subjects of Mr. De Wint’s pen-
cil were simple, his manner of treating them was
simple also

;
his handling was free and masterly,

devoid of ail affectation, and appealing at once to

the judgment of the critic, and to the uninitiated
by its truth.

One who knew him intimately, and whose ac-

quaintance with art and artists generally entitles

his opinions to all respect, writes to us thus con-
cerning the subject of this brief memoir:—“ De
Wint struck his roots deep in Art from the first,

and his talent was of great weight, spreading its

influence over a large portion of admirers. He
pursued his studies with a resolute and unwearied
perseverance that obtained for him the favour ofpub-
lic opinion (in which he stood high) and permanent
respect. In one thing especially I wish all artists

resembled him—his paramount attachment to the
Christian religion—his deep study of the sublime
science taught in the Bible. From frequent con-
versations with him I can say, adopting the idea of
Bacon’s (the sculptor) epitaph, “that what he was
as an artist was of some importance to him while
he lived

;
but what he was as a Christian, would

be the only thing of importance after death.”
Mr. De Wint was in his sixty-sixth year

;
the

works of his hands will be greatly missed from the
walls where we have so long been accustomed to

see them
;
the place left vacant in the social circle

will not be readily supplied.

* No writer can hope to picture the contrast with so
much true and touching pathos—with eloquence so full of
force—as it has been pictured by the artist in the pages
of Punch.
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VENICE—THE DOGANA.

J. M. W. Turner. R.A-, Painter. J. T. Willraore, A.R.A., Engraver.

Size of the Picture 2 ft. 104 in. by 1 ft. 9J in.

There is no painter, ancient or modem, whose
works have called forth so much diversity of opinion
as Mr. Turner. While some critics have extolled
him as the greatest landscape painter who has yet
appeared, others regard him as the most eccentric
and inexplicable artist that ever essayed to handle
a pencil. His genius no one is bold enough to
deny

;
but the direction it has taken of late years is

fairly matter of discussion. There can be no ques-
tion of his originality, for never, from the earliest

records of Art to the present day, has there been
a painter who may be classed with him

;
he stands

on an eminence which he alone has erected, seeking
light, and asking no aid, but what his own powerful
mind could furnish, to work out a principle of Art
which he himself believes to be founded on truth.
It has been remarked, that “rich as may be the
imaginative powers of a painter, the whole of his
Art is an affair of imitation

;
for he can effect

nothing without the aid of a prototype, either in
Nature or in Art.” This is perfectly correct, yet
one is often at a loss to discover where, in Nature,
Mr. Turner sees what he often paints

;
that it is not

to be found in the works of any other painter we
are sure. But inasmuch as the faculty of percep-
tion is not the same in us all, we must assume that
they who cannot in anyway understand him possess
little or no faculty

;
and we content ourselves with

describing him as the most romantic and poetical
landscape-painter of any school or time.
Yet whatever contrary opinions prevail concern-

ing Mr. Turner’s pictures, there can be none as to
the fact of their furnishing the engraver with mag-
nificent material for his burin

:

—such gorgeous
composition—such variety and such management
of chiar'-oscuro—such poetical treatment—such air

and distance. When his colours are transferred to

black and white, and his spots and dashes take
definite forms in the hands of a clever engraver,
what an assemblage of beauty they present

;
one is

astonished at the mass of matter contained in a
single subject, a large portion of which is lost

on the canvas, unless sought for by the closest

observation : there is as much left for the spectator’s
imagination, as meets the eye without deep study.
Like one of Shakspeare’s plays, it must be read
and read again to be duly appreciated.
The view of Venice, here introduced, is a most

exquisite example of the painter’s genius. It is a
view of the Grand Canal, introducing the Dogana,
or mart of commerce, to the right, and the Cam-
panile, with other buildings, to the left; but Mr.
Turner has taken an artist’s license with his sub-
ject, so that it can scarcely be accepted as a trans-
cript of the reality. The time of day seems to be
that described by Byron in “ Childe Harold”

—

“ The moon is up, and yet it is not night
Sunset divides the sky with her.”

—

A deep warm glow pervades the greater portion of
the heavens, through which clouds of every form
and hue are sailing listlessly along

;
the city is also

steeped in similar atmospheric tints, and casts its

long bright shadows down to the foreground of the
picture; the vessels in the middle distance come
under the same influence, but the gondola to the
left, and the small one which the solitary gondolier
is impelling, are coloured in dark tints that give
extraordinary value to all the rest. It is in such
touches as these that the painter shows his power
over his materials, and his profound knowledge of
their uses. The whole is a picture of surprising
brilliancy, but without glare

;
and it is painted with

greater attention to definiteness of form, than we
find in many others of his more recent works.
We have stated that it requires an engraver of

more than ordinary talent to do justice to the pro-
ductions of Mr. Turner, inasmuch as he must often
depend upon his own resources—his knowledge of

the painter’s intention, his skill in drawing, his

perception of the mere ideal, independent of the
capacity to follow such an artist through the
varied, and often complicated, treatment of his

subject. "When, therefore, we placed the picture

of “ Venice ” in the hands of Mr. Willmore, we
felt assured he would produce for us an engraving
worthy the painter, and of his own reputation.

He has at different times engraved, we should
think, full twenty plates after Turner, many of
them of great importance

;
“ Mercury and Argus,”

“Ancient Italy;” “Oberwesel;” “The Old Te-
meraire;” and eight or nine plates for the “England
and Wales,” besides others which we cannot just

now call to mind. His present work is well cal-

culated to uphold his fame.
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THE BIRMINGHAM EXPOSITION.

We would direct attention to tlie proposed Expo-
sition of Manufactures about to be opened in
Birmingham during the meeting of the British
Association; already the substantial temporary
building has been erected, at a cost of nearly
10007 To ensure the effective arrangement of
the specimens, the Committee have secured the
invaluable assistance of Mr. Belshaw, of Man-
chester, a gentleman whose services in matters
of the kind we have from time to time deemed
it our duty to mention in terms of the most
unqualified approbation; we congratulate the
Committee and those who purpose to contribute,
on the selection.

It is satisfactory to report that we learn the in-

tentions of the projectors ofthe scheme have met
with a hearty response from the majority of the
manufacturers of the district, so far as promisesare
concerned, and it now waits only the fulfilment
by their at once placing at the disposal of the
Committee the articles which are to form their
contributions. The earlier this is done the
better. We have from time to time had occa-
sion to censure negligence of the kind, and we
would not desire to have it reported of us, as of
the great Parisian show, that the opening was
signalised by a saturnalia of packing-cases. The
contributors are the individuals who can avert
this, and earnestly we beg of them to do
so. Apart from the necessity of placing
in the hands of the Committee the material
for arrangement, it is well to consider that
they who contribute early will also secure choice
of situation.

The liberality of Messrs. Hardman and the
Messrs. Chances, will enable the committee to
cover with stained glass the six large windows,
three of which at each end terminate the great
hall of the building, which is upwards of one
hundred and twenty feet in length. The collec-
tion will bo particularly rich in papier rnache

;

by the way we may state, that we saw nothing
at all in the Paris Exposition approaching in
excellence the specimens manufactured by Jen-
nings & Bettridge. Messrs. Osier, and Mr.
Harris, and Richardsons of Stourbridge, will send
specimens of glass manufactured into objects
for domestic and ornamental purposes. Elking-
tons, a host within themselves, are preparing an
exquisite collection of specimens, illustrative of
the electro-deposit system, and not a few bronzes,
for which then- manufactory is rapidly rising in
estimation.

Winfields, Potts, Messingers, Radcliffs, Pey-
ton anil Harlow, promise gas-fittings, lamps,
chandeliers, inkstands, bronzes, and bedsteads

;

and from personal inquiry, we learn this depart-
ment of the Exposition may be expected to be
particularly effective. Other departments of
Birmingham trade will also be suitably repre-
sented. We anticipate the most complete assem-
blage of our earthenware manufactures, which
has yet been brought together. The Mintons
intend sending some of their statues

; Copelands
then* beautifully modelled vessels and figures,
not to mention their truthfully coloured slabs,
which we have never yet seen surpassed. In
this department also, the Messrs. Rue, of Coal-
port, the Chamberlains and Graingers, of Wor-
cester, will contribute. The Coventry ribbon-
makers, alive to the importance of publicity, will
not fail to send their best specimens, and the
lace of Nottingham we have now eveiy reason
to know will be well represented. An Exposition
of the Jacquard may be expected in its applica-
tion to ornamental weaving. We have heard of
carpets and rugs from Kidderminster and of
wood-carvings from London

; these are a tithe
of what may be expected

; altogether we have
very little fear that an assemblage of manufac-
turing excellence will be brought together which
will do credit to the district. Our feelings are
with the committee, who deserve the thanks of
every one anxious for the improvement of our
manufactures generally

; and the best proof
which those can givewho appreciate their labours,
will be shown by their readiness in placing at
their disposal the promised contributions at as
early a period as possible ; in truth, not one
minute is to be lost. The task of arrangement

is a laborious one, and one which can be effected
only in a satisfactory manner by the Committee
being in possession of the objects to be shown,
in preference to the mere intimation. This, of
itself, ought to suggest promptitude : should
it be attended to we have no fear but in our
October number we shall have the pleasing task
of adding, as illustrations to our pages, some
of those successful studies in Manufacturing
Art forming a pendant to our illustrated visit to
the great French Exposition, and which may
ascribe their origin to the spirited projectors
of the Birmingham Exposition of Manufactures.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy has closed its annual
exhibition after what must have proved a suc-
cessful season, in so far, at least, as relates
to the number of visitors. This has undoubtedly
been very great, arising from the continuance
of fine weather, the vast influx of foreigners to
the metropolis, and the comparatively satis-

factory state of things in general. As regards
the most important part of the matter to the
exhibitors themselves, namely, the sale of their
works, we have no means of forming a precise
estimate, though we have heard of a consider-
able number of pictures having found purchasers.
Most of the other galleries of Art will have shut
their doors for the season in the present month.
The Vernon Collection.—From a conversa-

tion which recently took place in the House of
Commons, we are incliued to cherish the hope
that at some day or other the present generation
may possibly see this gallery of pictures some-
what worthily located. Mi*. Hume “ wished to
make a remark respecting the National Gallery,
and to express his anxiety that the recommenda-
tion of the committee of last year should be
carried out with respect to providing accommo-
dation for the munificent collection of Mr. Ver-
non. He thought that, as the Royal Academy
were only accommodated in their present apart-
ments in the National Gallery until the rooms
should be wanted for the public, it was of consi-
derable importance that space should be obtained
for Mr. Vernon’s collection in the rooms now
occupied by the Royal Academy. It was noto-
rious, and, from accounts that he received from
all parts of the country, he was convinced, that
if the space at the disposal of the trustees for
the reception of pictures were increased, dona-
tions of valuable pictures and collections would
soon be made, which would fill the present
building. It was, therefore, highly desirable that
Mr. Vernon’s collection should be placed in the
situation to which it was entitled by its excel-
lence. He did not think that the present situa-
tion of these pictures was open to all the com-
plaint that had been made; but there were
people who thought that a better sense of the
value of Mr. Vernon’s collection ought to have
been shown by making better accommodation
for its reception. The right hon. baronet (Sir
R. Peel), as a trustee of the National Gallery,
must be aware that the trustees were frequently
compelled to decline the acceptance of valuable
pictures in consequence of the limited space at
their disposal in the present buil ding. The
noble lord (J. Russell), appeared to be of opinion
that the Royal Academy had a right to their
present rooms in the National Gallery, but he
would find upon inquiry that the understanding
was that they were only to be admitted to the
use of those apartments until the public accom-
modation required this further space. Three
years ago he wanted to know the means of the
Royal Academy, but he lost his motion by four
or five votes. He was now told that there was
100,0007 belonging to the Royal Academy

; that
would enable them to build an edifice suited to
their purpose. The Government ought to have
paid more attention to the report of the com-
mittee of last session, which recommended that
the Royal Academy should be removed from the
National Gallery, and that additional provision
should be made for the reception of pictures
belonging to the public. He would suggest that
the Royal Academy might go back to Somerset
House, on the west side of which they might

find a vei*y proper situation.”—Lord J. Russell
said, “ the subjects to which the hon. member
had adverted connected with the Royal Aca-
demy, and the providing better accommodation
for the pictures of the late Mr. Vernon, had not
been lost sight of by the Government. He had
himself proposed the appointment of the com-
mittee last year, and, although he was not able
to make any proposal for the present session, he
hoped next session to be able to state an arrange-
ment that might be satisfactory.”—This is pro-
mising, so far as it goes

; we are not, however,
very sanguine as to the result, but wait anxiously
for the issue.

Mr. Foley's Grout of “Ino and Bacchus.”

—

In the Court of Quceu'sBench on the 29th ofJune,
a case was tried in which Lord Charles Towns-
hend was plaintiff and Mr. Foley defendant. The
action was brought to recover from the latter, a
sum of 250 1., as money had and received to the
plaintiff's use. Lord Charles Townshend having
seen the model of Mr. Foley’s “ Ino and Bac-
chus,” gave the sculptor a commission to execute
it for him in marble, for which 550 guineas were
to be paid. Mr. Foley, having met with some
marble which he considered adapted to the
purpose, applied to his lordship for an advance
of 1507 to enable him to purchase it. The
money was supplied, and the defendant’s brother
gave a receipt for it in which appeared the
words “ for a statue group of Ino and Bacchus,
which Lord C. Townshend is to have the refusal

off thereby intimating that the work was to bo
bought only on approval. On these words the
plaintiff rested the case. When the group was
partially completed, he took objection to it and
declined haring any more to do with the matter

;

upon which the defendant stated to him that as
the work was commissioned, he considered him-
self entitled to the money already advanced, and
a further sum of about 307, as it was usual in
such cases for the party giving a commission to
pay one-half of the whole amount if he did not
take the statue. He also denied the authority of
his brother to give the receipt so worded

; and
likewise stated he should sell the group,—which
he did,—to Lord Ellesmere for 750 guineas.
The case was finally arranged, at the suggestion
of Lord Denman, by the defendant agreeing to
execute a statue of a single figure of his own
design for the plaintiff

; that if this should come
to more than 2007, the plaintiff should pay the
difference between the advances and that sum,
but, if less, that the defendant should bear the
loss ; aud Lord Ellesmere was named to decide
upon the value of the work. Each party to
pay his own costs of the pi’esent suit.

Art in America.—Our last number contained
the report of the American Art-Union, the
principal one in the United States; the only
other Institution of this kind yet formed there,
is the Western Art-Union, established in the
city of Cincinnati in the year 1847. We have

Jreceived the last report of Society, which shows
a steady increase in its members, and, of course,
a corresponding increase in the circulation of
works of Art. Thus in the first year of its foun-

j

dation seventy-four pictures were distributed
; j

in the past year fifty-four pictures, and fifty !

copies in plaster of “ Eyerin,” by Baker, an
American sculptor; and to each of the 1090 .

subscribers a print of “ The Poor Relations,” !

engraved in the mixed style by A. Jones, from
|

the picture by J. H. Beard. The subject is

treated after the manner of E. Landseer, the
|

“ Relations,” poor aud wealthy, being “ dogs.” I

For the subscribers of the present year, Mr. !

Jones is engraving “Life's Happy Hour,” from !

the picture by Mrs. L. M. Spencer
; and seven-

j

teen pictures have already been purchased for
j

prizeholders
; this Society adopting the plan

pursued by the other, of allotting particular
'

works, selected by the committee.
Government School of Design.— On the

evening of Saturday, June 30, a numerously
attended conversazione was held by the stu-
dents of the Government School of Design at
Somerset House. The students’ association
for mutual improvement was indebted on
this occasion to the following manufac-
turers for the loan of several interesting and
valuable speeimens of Ornamental Art and

j

Manufactures:—Messrs. Copeland & Minton,
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Porcelain ;
Mr. Pellatt, Glass ; Messrs. Taylor

& Jordan, Woodcarvings : Mr. Simpson, Paper-

hangings; Mr. Soper, Silks; Messrs. Waugh,
Carpets

;
Mr. Greensill, Brass

;
Messrs. Crace,

Decorations ;
Messrs. Cocke, Daguerreotype ;

the

Gutta Percha Company, New Bond Street, for

ornaments in that material ; and Mr. Bruciani,

Statuettes. Contributions of pictures, portfolios

of sketches and ornamental designs, were also

forwarded by the masters and friends of the

Institution, and from the School in Spital-

fields.

The Photographic Club.—Several corres-

pondents having required some information

respecting the above society, since we have

I

occasionally noticed the very interesting pro-

ductions which have been from time to time

exhibited at their meetings, we think we shall

satisfy them, and serve to aid the progress of

this new Art, by the following statement. A
few years since a dozen gentlemen amateurs

! associated together for the purpose of pursuing

their experiments in the Art of Photography,

who carry on their operations at different times

and places, (some residing in London, others in

the country,) but keep up a constant communi-
cation with each other, detailing their several

improvements and discoveries, and interchanging

the repetitions of such sun pictures as each may
have produced. The meetings are held occa-

sionally at the houses of the members, and
among artists these reunions have created a great

interest, and the expressions of delight, more
particularly by some of our most eminent land-

scape painters, at the aid given them by the

I
copies of nature produced by the photographic

processes, sufficiently mark the value of the Club.

We are not certain that we should do right in

subjecting any gentleman, pursuing the Art

merely for his own pleasure, to the trouble of

replyingto correspondents,who might be induced

|

to make inquiries, if we published the names of

the members. We shall, however, be glad to

I

forward from our office any correspondence of

sufficient importance to some active member of

I the Club.

;

Mr. W. W. Hope's Antiques.—Prior to the

sale of this gentleman's collection of pictures,

noticed in the last number of our journal, a rare

collection of beautiful antique bronzes, Etruscan

vases, &c., was offered for sale by Messrs. Christie

and Manson. Among the articles which realised

the highest price, were an antique bronze, about

eighteen inches high, of exquisite Grecian work,

which sold for 420Z ; a tall circular Etruscan cup
and cover, beautifully engraved, 110Z. 5s. ; a

pelice and cover, with the engraved design of

Hercules after his imprisonment by Omphale
meeting Dejanira, 97Z. 12s.; an amphora of Nolan

ware, 92Z. 8s. ; another amphora, ornamented

with designs of the death of Achilles, 78Z. 15s.

;

a jewel casket of Limosine enamel, 84Z.
;
an oval

salver, of the same material, S4Z.
;
a two-handed

Cylix, 73 Z. 10s.
;
a unique lamp of terra-cotta,

shaped like a galley, exquisitely ornamented
with figures, 52Z. 10s. ; a small Apollo, on a

Giulio plinth, 32Z. 11s., and a speculum, with

figures and an Etruscan inscription, 42Z. Most
of these objects are celebrated among virtuosi,

and have in former times graced other collec-

tions. The prices at which they were sold on
this occasion are not considered high in com-

parison with then" rarity and beauty.

British Terra-Cotta.—We have been parti-

cularly pleased with some beautiful specimens

of terra-cotta, manufactured by Mr. Lewis
Lewellyn Dillwyn, of Swansea; and we have

the more satisfaction in calling the attention of

the friends of Art-manufacture to the material

employed, and the excellent work produced,

since it appears to us to present an important

field for national industry. The clay is raised

in the neighbourhood of Swansea, and when
fired it produces a very fine red colour, which is

evidently given by the peroxidation of the iron

it contains. In general, it is necessary to add
colouring matter to the material, but in this case

the native product contains all that is required.

There is far more tenacity in this clay than in

any of the French material which has been
brought under our notice; and the Swansea
terra-cotta has one great advantage arising from
this circumstance, which is, that it will stand

all the various atmospheric changes to which it

may be exposed out of doors. We have heard,

indeed, of its having been subjected to the severe

test of constant exposure to the action of water

flowing from a fountain, and we understand that

it has improved, rather than otherwise, under

these circumstances. The manufactory has

hitherto been limited to various imitations of

antique vases, tazzas, &c., for which, from its

beautiful colour and fine body, this clay is ex-

ceedingly well suited. We have examined some
brackets made of this material—copies from the,

so called, Michel Angelo brackets—and they

were in every respect excellent. The original

design was beautifully preserved, and an amount
of sharpness secured, which gave the best effect

to the symmetry of the human form, and its

fish-like terminations. The tazzas we have seen

have been copies from the Etruscan, and no
imitation could well be more perfect, the black

design upon the red ware being most carefully

executed. We are informed that these can be

made exceedingly cheap, from 2s. to 3s. 6eZ. each,

and vases, &c., provided a demand could be

secured, might be placed in the hands of the

public at an equally economical rate. Orna-

mental flower-pots have been made of it, which

answer remarkably well, being very strong and

durable, and which are not easily broken when
knocked about the garden. The body is of that

nature, that according to the amount of firing

to which it is submitted, it is rendered more

or less porous. The porosity of the garden pots

is secured by low firing; the vases, &c., are

more perfectly vitrified, and such articles as

are required to hold water, are glazed on the

inside. Desiring, as we do, to see the progress

of refined taste accelerated by economy in manu-

facture, we anxiously direct attention to those

charming productions from Mr. Dillwyn's Pot-

tery, which appear to promise much towards

carrying into the more humble homesteads of

England forms of beauty in combination with

useful ends, and in placing in the hands of all,

ornaments of a high character at a cheap rate.

Some specimens of this manufacture may be

seen at the Museum of Practical Geology.

Calotypes.— Some of our correspondents

having expressed a desire that we should give

them additional information on the subject of

the calotype
;
and as it may also prove useful to

others, we reply to their queries in the order in

which they present themselves :—1. After the

gallo-nitrate of silver has been applied to the

iodised paper, its sensibility is continually di-

minishing from the chemical action which imme-

diately commences, and which continues until

the silver is all revived by the organic agent.

Therefore, highly sensitive papers cannot be

kept beyond a day or two. 2. Papers less sen-

sitive may be kept longer. If the iodised paper

is washed with a solution of nitrate of silver

only, sixty grains to one fluid-ounce of water,

and then carefully dried, it may be kept between

folds of blotting-paper in a portfolio for a week
or more. This is sufficiently sensitive to copy

buildings in from eight to ten minutes, and the

pictures may be developed at any convenient

opportunity.

Monument to the late Earl Grey.— Mr.

Bedford, the statuary, of Oxford Street, has re-

cently completed a monument which is to be

erected in the chancel of Hawick Church, Nor-

thumberland, to the memoryof this distinguished

senator. The design, by Mr. F. J. Francis, is in

the decorated Gothic style ; it consists of a very

lofty triangular composition with a niche and

canopy on each side, containing, respectively,

full-length figures of “Faith” and “Resigna-

tion,” the whole being deeply moulded and
crocketted. Two kneeling angels are projected

from the sides of the centre department. The
altar tomb is of the purest marble, with trellised

panels alternating with richly carved niches and

canopies wherein stand the four “Evangelists;"

and the slab is ornamented with a brass-inlaid

floriated cross, inscription, and heraldic devices,

relieved in colour. This portion of the work is

exceedingly chaste and beautiful, but the monu-

ment itself we think too profusely decorated,

which gives it a very heavy appearance. Had
the carved work in the front of the principal

compartment been open instead of solid, greater

lightness would have been obtained : the upper
portions of the pinnacles are also too massive in

comparison with the other parts. Still the
monument is altogether rich and appropriate

;

and its execution very creditable to those en-

gaged upon it. It is, we understand to be
erected at the cost of the noble Earl's family.

New Method of Silvering Glass.—Gun-
cotton dissolves very readily in a solution of

caustic potash, and this solution has the re-

markable property of precipitating silver from
any of its solutions. If we float on the surface

of glass, or fill a glass vessel with a solution of

nitrate of silver, and then add thereto some of

this alkaline solution of the gun-cotton, silver in

a state of great brilliancy is very rapidly de-

posited on the surface of the glass, forming thus

a brilliant mirror.

Views in Madeira, &c. There is now on
exhibition and for sale at Messrs. Colnaghi's, a

collection of very clever sketches in water-

colours by the Chevalier Hildebrandt, consist-

ing of views in Madeira, the Canaries, Spain, &c.

These views appear to have been selected with

considerable judgment from the most pic-

turesque parts of the respective countries, and
they exhibit the artist’s powers in a very satis-

factory degree. He has evidently obtained

complete mastery over his pencil, which he
uses in a free, but by no means careless, manner.
Landscapes, architecture, fruit, flowers, and
plants, make up a highly interesting collection

of drawings. We are ignorant whether or not
|

the Chevalier has studied in this country, but

his practice is undoubtedly based on the style
|

and principles adopted here. It is perhaps

necessary to remind some of our readers that

this artist must not be confounded with the I

Chevalier Hildebrandt, the celebrated historical

painter of Dusseldorf, whose name frequently

appears in our notices of foreign Art.

Graduated Scraping Tablets.—This is the

age for abridging labour by means of mechanical

or artificial contrivances, in all matters, manu-
facturing, scientific, and it would also seem,

artistic. Messrs. Winsor and Newton have

forwarded to us some sheets of paper which

are termed “ Graduated Scraping Tablets;” they

are covered with a graduated tint of various

colours which serve as a ground for the sketcher.

These tints give the sky in a flat tone ;
the light

clouds are formed by scraping with a sharp

knife, or the application of a piece of bread or

india-rubber will produce the same effect. The
fore-ground is likewise coloured to suit the

objects which may be introduced there. For

the purposes of sketching from nature these

tablets will be found very serviceable as, in

some measure, they supersede the use of the

colour-box

Art-Union of London.—The council have

obtained the completed plates by C. W. Sharp i

and W. D. Taylor, of Webster’s pictures, “The
Smile ” and “ The Frown.” These will be de-

livered on 'payment of the subscription, and those

who subscribe earliest will get the best impres-

sions. In addition to these every member will

receive a series of etchings from original draw-

ings, illustrating Shakspcare’s “ Seven Ages,” by

D. Maclise, R.A., and still have a chance in the

general distribution of prizes. This arrange-

ment, too, will enable the council to be similarly

in advance for future years ;
and, if we mistake

not, will gain for the society, and consequently

for Art and artists, even more extended success

than that which it has hitherto enjoyed.

The “Dancing Girl Reposing,” by Marshall,

A.R.A.—The prizeholders of the Art-Union of

London who are entitled to the statuettes of

this figure, now executing in porcelain statuary,

at the manufactory of Mr. Alderman Copeland,

Stoke-upon-Trent, will be glad to learn that the

number of copies are in a forward state and are

in the highest degree satisfactory.

The Sketcher’s Vade-Mecum, invented by
Messrs. Dickinson, has recently been much im-

proved. They have contrived to get it into a

smaller compass, have somewhat reduced its

weight, and made it altogether more portable

and convenient. It appears now all the sketcher

can desire for the approaching season of studying

from nature.
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REVIEWS.

On the Philosophy op Painting. A Theo-
retical and Practical Treatise. By
Henry Twining, Esq. Published by Long-
man, Brown, & Co., London.

We look with much interest to every new work on

the subject of Art, for although much has been

already said, there yet remains much to be set forth

in a manner available to the practical artist. Our
Art-literature has been subject to the reproach of

poverty, but if yearly contributions continue in the

current ratio, it will soon be, if not the richest, at

least the most varied of all the European schools.

Many of the most eminent literary men in Germany
have written extensively on Art, but very much
that they have given to the world is of no value to

the painter; and it is a curious fact that these

writers are fearless, in inverse ratio to their prac-

tical knowledge. This treatise is called “theoretical

and practical,” but it assumes rather the former

than the latter character. The first part entitled

generally “ -Esthetics considered with reference to

Art,” contains, as sub-divisional heads, “ The
Sublime,” “ The Picturesque,” “ The Grotesque,”

“The Graceful,” “Elegance,” &c. The second

section of the first part is divided in like manner,

being entitled “ Principles necessary or conducive

to the perception of the Beautiful.” The third

section offers “ Remarks on Taste and the Ideal.”

The second part introduces, under many heads,
“ Subjects practically connected with imitation in

Painting and the third and last treats of

“ Linear- Perspective, Projected Shadows, and Re-
flection on Polished Surfaces.” As we have not

space to enter upon questions of theory, we turn at

once to the practical precepts inculcated which
are assuredly those that lead to excellence in

Art. Nothing can be more valuable than the

following advice, it is that of every man who has

acquired distinction in the profession. “To study

freely from nature, and with a view to general

effects, affords the safest and most speedy means of

dispelling the errors and delusions of routine. It

disengages the mind as well as the hand, gives

right, as well as new, ideas of colouring, and above

all, inspires assurance. The hand which once

trembled to put in the most unmeaning colours,

lest they should produce results different from
those intended, now employs without restraint the

brightest and most powerful tints,” &c.

To work after nature, even to the practised hand,

is often a task far beyond human skill. In the con-

ventionalities ofArt we discover certain imitations of

striking natural effects, and we applaud them in

proportion to their approach to nature, by the

limited means of Art. And if nature is always,

as we may say it is, difficult to the accomplished

painter, how embarrassing must be the early essays

of the tyro; and yet there is no other school for

him. Precept, it is true, will do something, but it is

practice alone that will enable the hand to respond

to the eye and the thought. The practical instruc-

tion afforded in this book is valuable, and the

theoretical discourses will be read with much ad-

vantage.

Manners and Customs of the Greeks. Trans-

lated from the German of Theodore Pan-
ofka. Published bv T. C. Newby, London.

The title under which this work has been pub-

lished in German—is Griechinnen und Grieclien

nach Antiken. It appeared at Berlin, in 1844,

having been communicated to the Wissenschaft-

licher Yerein, of that city, in two papers succes-

sively, in the years 1842 and 1844. The want of

definition in the German title is the cause assigned

for the liberty taken with it ;
but even this change

is not so descriptive of the contents of the book as

it might have been. The subject is abundantly

illustrated by admirably executed cuts from the

Greek fictile vases. The drawings were made by
Mr. Scharf, to whose classic taste and knowledge
we have already more than once done justice in

the Art-Journal. These compositions arc domestic

pictures of passages of the every-day life of the

Greeks, adduced from sources not always within

the reach of the scholar, the classic antiquary, and
the artist

;
and hence one very material constituent

of the value of an effort to give to the world the

essence of these inestimable relics which are here

concentrated from a variety of sources. The student

knows that there is truth in the circumstancing of

the figures of the Parthenon, but there is not the

same truth in the adaptation of the same drapery

to the bust— say of a worthy common council-

man of the ward of Cripplegate, or even of a
modern hero. This treatment is regarded by the

artist as a just tribute to the superior grace of

ancient draperies, but to the lower strata of society

it is a plesaunte, though inexplicable, device, and
yet the mystery is not wholly confined to these,

inasmuch as recently a person of eminence pro-

tested warmly against being sculptured “ with a

towel round his neck.” It is by such publications

as these that the general reader learns that the

manner of dressing such of the Greek statues as

now exist, is not a poetic fiction but a domestic

tradition. They modelled their gods from the best

types of their race, and dressed them according to

their most approved fashion, thus constituting

themselves the creators of their deities in their

own image.
The art of vase-painting, which stood with the

manners and customs of the Greeks in such close

relation as never to pass over to the Roman world,

did not however rank as a separate possession of

Art, because we find nowhere any mention of

artists exclusively devoted to this branch. The
process, monochrome or polychrome, when care-

fully performed, was thus carried out. The vases

having been once slightly burned, received with

rapid strokes of the brush a coating of the dark-

brown colour commonly employed, after which
they were again exposed to a gentle heat. This
brown appears to have been prepared from oxide of

iron, and a thinner solution of the same material

yielded perhaps the dimly shining reddish-yellow

which alone covers the colour of the clay in the

places not at all, or sparingly, painted. Arabesques,

variegated draperies, and the like, were not executed

until after the burning was complete, as in opaque
colours.

The work before us presents only the productions

of the best period of the Art, the figures and com-
positions being therefore red, upon a black ground.
If nothing else proclaimed them as of an improved
period, this was sufficiently determined by the

accurate drawing of the figures, a result attained

to only by the most assiduous study
;
although in

some, as in the “ Eos,” presented in the first

plate, the drawing and drapery composition

are extremely faulty, resembling very much
the feeling of the Etruscan. In others, how-
ever, we find the most graceful proportions and
charming feeling of the finest examples of the

antique, and again in others are discoverable the

untaught effort of some “ ’prentice han’,” but

nevertheless with sufficient success as to perspicuity.

Vase-painting, so highly esteemed in the earlier

period of Greek Art, fell into disrepute between the

111th and 158th Olympiads, though it continued to

be practised in the superficially Iiellenised districts

of Lower Italy. Ol this book we have, in fine, to

observe that its descriptive text places it in the

class of popular literature, its notes and references

are addressed to the scholar and the arcliaeologian,

and its plates are eminently successful and cha-

racteristic.

On Copyright in Design in Art and Manu-
factures. By T. Turner, of the Middle
Temple. Published by Elsworth, London.

It would be a libel upon the Arts, to suppose that

they stood in need of any extrinsic aid for their

protection and promotion. The offspring of genius

is too vigorous to require the keen-eyed vigilance

of lawyers or the guardianship of legislators. The
same law which gives beauty and strength to the

forest-oak and the marble, gives a value to the

creations of genius of which none can deprive it.

If this view of the subject should appear too

romantic for modern credulity, we can only appeal

to the history of the Fine Arts and the biography

of painters and sculptors. Those who differ from
us may, if they please, cite law reports, or refer to

the statutes at large. There is a tendency in the

present age to legislate for everybody and for

everything, and to estimate the productions of the

mind by their mere pecuniary value. The conse-

quence of this utilitarian policy must be to lower

Art, and, as such, we beg to protest against it. In
our own day, we are beginning to perceive that

all adventitious modes of fostering Art, founded
upon pecuniary motives, only cause its degeneracy.

Public opinion, in a highly civilised society like

that of England, is itself the highest species of legis-

lation. To this the artist, like every other citizen,

can appeal, and successfully, when he is injured.

The laws of Copyright, however, assume that artists

are unable to take care of their own rights, and by
heaping together a mass of technicality, really may
be said to “ encumber them with assistance.”

The Avork before us is an elaborate exposition

and defence of the existing laws of copyright, and
would seem to indicate the necessity of additional

legislation in this respect. We have no hesitation

in stating that the modern enactments relating to

Literature and Art are of very questionable utility,

if not positively mischievous. Mr. Turner, who is

evidently a man of much research, considerable

information, and laudable intentions, bases his

argument in favour of Copyright, upon the prin-

ciple of justice to labour. If this be a valid argu-
ment, why should the legislature limit its protection

to any particular department of labour, as seems to

be the case with the copyright acts ? We do not
know whether the author of this work has hon-
oured our pages with his perusal, at least, those of
our May number, which contained an essay, “ On
Property in Art.” We flatter ourselves that he
has, for his work contains the following passage :

—

“ Still even at the present day copyright has its

opponents. Lord Camden’s arguments were revived

the other day, and that by a periodical devoted to

the Fine Arts, which rejoiced that, though engrav-
ings were protected, pictures (as in Martin’s case,)

were freely open for the public to use or abuse.

The author, indeed, thought that it was, perhaps,
a little unjust, but then he comforted the artist

with the reward of ‘ imperishable glory,’ and
quoted Fuseli:— ‘No work of genius was ever
produced but for its own sake.’ But Fuseli
found the delights of painting compatible with the
receipt of money for the picture, and it does not
appear that Lord Camden accepted the glory of
legal reputation in full satisfaction of his right of

salary.” p. 29
If the author of this work really intends to pay

us the compliment of describing our humble views
of the influence of legislation upon Art as a revival

of the arguments of Lord Camden, we can only feel

glad, that if we erred, we erred with an authority
so distinguished. We can ventuie to think that the
above dictum of Fuseli is as sound as the argu-

ments of Lord Camden are just, and we are certain

that the learned author of the work before us, and
who is himself a member of the English bar, will

admit that it was not “the receipt of money for

the picture ” that made Fuseli a great painter, but
“ the delights of painting,” and that it was not
the perspective of “ salary ” that made Lord Cam-
den illustrious, but the “ glory of legal reputa-

tion.” The compatibility of the acceptance of

both, upon which the author lays stress, rather

strengthens than impairs the soundness ofour posi-

tion when we ventured to question the policy of
Copyright statutes.

As an instance of the ability of painters to ap-

preciate and protect their own original works, we
find it stated in the volume before us (p. 19) that
“ Sir Thomas Lawrence had an agreement to

receive £3000 a year from one house for an exclu-

sive right of engraving his works; while Wilkie
received £1200 for the right to engrave his ‘ Chelsea

Pensioner,’ being just the amount received for the
picture itself.” So true is it, as Wordsworth is

reported to have said, that “ Justice is capable of
working out its own expediency.” Mr. Turner
himself quotes with some satisfaction a criticism

from The Jurist, protesting “ that of all the bun-
gling pieces of legislation the Copyright Acts are

the worst.”
The volume before us contains much interesting

matter in reference to the arts, with three or four

sections upon “ The Nature and Value of Design
in Copyright;” the “History and Statistical

Notices of the subject
;” “ Principles of the Legal

Right as now administered, and those on which it

should be extended ;” and “ Practical Points, with
a Comparison of kinds of Property in Invention.”

The author concludes the work with an Appendix
containing the “ Statutes in Force,” and the

“Rules of the Registrar of Designs.” His mind
seems to be imbued with a sincere love of Art, and
he appears to be actuated in his labours by a sense

of justice to artists. He has diligently collected

numerous cases illustrative of the subject, and
seems well acquainted with the details of manu-
facturing operations. The points discussed are of

importance and interest to the artist, the lawyer,

and the statesman
;
to whose libraries it will, no

doubt, find its way duringthe ensuing autumn recess.

The Transactions of the Society of Arts
for 1847-48. Published by the Society.

This, the second part of these Transactions, con-

tains many interesting papers on various subjects,

viz., “ On the Application of Heated Currents to

Manufacturing and other Purposes;” “Experi-
ments on the Production of Silk in England;”
“ Suggestions for rendering Carved Sandstone im-

pervious to the action of the Atmosphere ;” “ On
the Cotton of Honduras ;” “ Progress of Photo-

graphy ;” “ On Vulcanised India Rubber
;
“ On

Ornamental Art as applied to Ancient and Modern
Bookbinding;” “On Lithography;” “Various
descriptions of Lighthouses and Beacons ;” “ Steam
Navigation;” “ The Beau Ideal Head of Ancient
Greek Art ;” “ Greek Fictile Vases ;” “ Pyrolite,

or Artificial Lava;” “On Thick and Thin Sowing;”
“ On the Pruning of Forest Trees;” “ On some
ancient Greek Vases found near Corinth.” Nearly

all the papers which treat of Art and Ornamenta-
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tion, we have severally noticed at the time of their

communication to the society. There is, however,

described in the last paper by Dr. Harding, a

method of prosecuting research for Greek vases,

which has been found highly successful. “ The
plan of operation is simple enough. In whatever
spot a probability of success may appear, or often

at random, augers about seven feet long are forced

down by severe bodily exertion, assisted only by
pouring water at intervals into the hole made.
This is repeated until an obstacle is encountered,

generally from four to six feet below the present

surface. The auger is withdrawn and the point

examined, and others are applied near the spot,

until it is ascertained that the stone covers a tomb.
This is easily done by a little practice in observing

the sound made by the tool, the equality of the

depth at which the auger strikes upon it, and
similar signs.” These researches were instituted

by Dr. Harding near the village of Hexamili, on

the Isthmus of Corinth, and the result of three

days labour was sufficient to load one of the small

horses of the country, by which means the vases

were transported to Corinth
;
whence they were

sent to Athens, and afterwards to London. This

is a process which on the classic sites of our own
country, might be employed to ascertain a pro-

bability of success, before a tedious and expensive

excavation be commenced.

Reports of the Royal College of Che-
mistry, 1845—1847.

We are glad of an opportunity of recording the

progress ofthis valuable institution, which although

so young, is already yielding a great measure of

public benefit. The college was first established

by a public meeting held in St. Martin’s Place in

July 1845, whence it derived its earliest form by
the election of a council, and the appointment of

certain executive officers under the control of the

council. The professorship was offered to Dr.

Hofmann, of the University of Bonn; but some
difficulties having arisen, these were overcome by
the influence of His Royal Highness Prince Albert,

who had condescended to allow himself to be

nominated president of the college. Rooms were
taken in George Street, Hanover Square

;
and

these being fitted up as laboratories, the operations

of the practical school were commenced in October

1845, and nothing can present a stronger evidence

of the want of such a school, than the enrolment
of twenty students within the first week after the

opening of the institution. As however these

rooms -were only temporarily held, premises have
been taken in Hanover Square, with a frontage in

Oxford Street, wherein commodious laboratories

have been erected. We need scarcely point out

the advantages, as well on the side of the public as

on that of the individual student, by the establish-

ment of this institution. When the pupil leaves

the college he receives a certificate of attendance

;

but to acquire a “ Testimonial of Proficiency,” he
must have conducted at least one original chemical

investigation worthy of publication in the Transac-

tions of the Chemical Society of London, and in

the publications of the college. An annual pub-
lication of the transactions of the college is pro-

posed. The papers contained in this volume are,

in inorganic chemistry

—

“ On the Water of the

Thermal Spring of Bath,” by George Merck and
Robert Galloway; “ On the Mineral Waters of

Cheltenham,” by Abel and Rowney
;

“ On the

Water of the Artesian Well, Trafalgar Square,”

by Abel and Rowney
;
“ On the Thames Water,”

by G. F. Clark, &c. The number of papers on
organic chemistry is ten, many of them highly

interesting, and showing great acumen in chemical

inquiry. The institution, like all others indebted

for foundation to public subscription, has had many
difficulties to contend against

;
but it may reason-

ably be hoped, that the time is not very distant

when the expenses will be met by the fees.

The Pilgrim’s Progress. By John Bunyan.
Published by D. Bogue, London.

The wonderful old Nonconformist divine appears

here in a new edition, beautifully illustrated by
W. Harvey. Few books in any language have
been so universally read, and fewer still perhaps
have better merited the homage this has received.

There can, too, be little doubt ofthe present edition,

of which two numbers are before us, largely in-

creasing its readers, for it is produced in a most
attractive form. Mr. Harvey’s talent for design is

too well known to require commendation; and
almost every page of the book contains a specimen
of the various matters to which he can adapt it.

These designs are most delicately engraved by the
Messrs. Dalziel, and the printing is altogether very
carefully executed. The work will be completed
in twelve numbers, which, published at a shilling

i each, places it within reach of almost every body.

Tradesmen’s Tokens Current in London
and its Vicinity in the Seventeenth
Century. By J. Y. Akermann, F.S.A.
Published by J. R. Smith, London.

A neglected and contemned currency, forced by
circumstances upon the English tradesmen, is

here described and vindicated from the odium once
attached to its collection and preservation, by a

gentleman who is remarkable for his unselfish and
untiring attention to numismatics. In this volume
he has satisfactorily shown the use of these memo-
rials in a topographical and genealogical point of

view. They also aid us much in forming an
opinion of the habits and manners of our ancestry.
11 The Devil,” in Fleet Street, “The Boar’s Head,”
in Eastcheap, “ The Mermaid,” in Chepe, conjure

up associations connected with the greatest names in

English literature. The signs also, connected as

the)' were with the royal and noble badges, or the

whim and caprice of passing events and fashions,

furnish a fertile theme for thought. Altogether
the volume is a desirable addition to the book-
shelves of the numismatist, but is bjr no means
confined to those shelves alone. It has a wider
and more useful purpose.

The Principles of Gothic Ecclesiastical
Architecture. By M. II. Bloxam. Ninth
Edition. Published by D. Bogue, London.

When a work has reached its ninth edition cri-

ticism must seem almost superfluous
;

it is only
necessary, therefore, to state that the favourable
opinion expressed by us on the first appearance of
Mr. Bloxam’s useful and well arranged summary
has been fully borne out by its extensive circula-

tion. It is an excellent guide to the student in

Gothic Architecture.

Hints to Amateurs
;
or, Rules for the Use

of the Black Lead Pencil. By H. M.
Whichelo, Jun. Published by Reeves &
Sons, London.

This is a modest little book, pretending to nothing
beyond what is indicated by the title. It contains
no new material, but the “hints” are judicious,

and the “rules” laid down are easy of compre-
hension. The young learner may consult it with
advantage during the absence of his master.

Seven Tales by Seven Authors. Published
by George Hoby, London.

This volume, which, being arranged to serve the
interests of a lady placed by circumstances in a
very painful position, demands a notice at our
hands, has been got together and edited by the
author of “ Frank Fairleigh,” who, himself, hap-
pily placed beyond the reach of adversity, has a
deep, earnest, and, as in this instance, an active

sympathy with the unfortunate. The editor has
chosen an appropriate motto. The line of Words-
worth’s

“We are Seven”

suggested itself to us when we read the title, but
this of Tennyson’s is better,

“ Here are we seven ; if each man take liis turn,

Wc make a seven-fold story.”

The contributors have all written their best, thus
doubling their gifts by cheerfulness and a spirit of
good-will, from which we hope the lady, herself

the author of one of the tales, will derive benefit;

thus becoming known as an author, while all must
feel a desire to aid a lady whom those who live by
their pen have found time to assist by their ability.

There is something very pleasing in this combina-
tion of talent for a charitable purpose, and it is

worth saying that such is by no means of rare

occurrence
;
professors of music and literature are

always ready to assist each other in time of trouble,

and when the public come forward in aid of a
charity concert, or a book of the description now
upon our table, their enjoyment ought the rather

to be increased when they remember the real

sacrifices made by those who live by their talent

to assist their impoverished fellow-labourers.

The tales are from the pens of G. P. R. James,
Miss Pardoe, the author of “ Frank Fairleigh,”

Mr. Martin Tupper, the author of “ The Maiden
Aunt,” Mrs. S. C. Hall, and, as we have said, the

lady for whose benefit the volume was compiled
and published. Mrs. Hall’s story appeared nearly
in the same form ten or twelve years ago, but as

nearly a new generation of tale-readers have sprung
up since then, the story, to them, may have all the

charm of novelty. The volume has, consequently,
nothing of a rec/iauff'e character, and as the authors
are worthy of the high repute they bear, the
volume is exactly the drawing-room sort of book
which affords half an hour’s pleasant reading

;

indeed, the tales, &c., have all a well-developed
purpose, and Miss Pardoe’s tale of “ The Will” is

written so freshly and firmly, that it alone would
be worth the price of the volume.

Holbein’s Dance of Death. With an Histori-

cal and Literary Introduction. Published by
J. R. Smith, London.

The scries of woodcuts which have become world-
famous under this title, and which bear a high
price when they appear in the market, are here
reproduced in a cheap and elegant form, having
been copied in lithography by Schlotthauer, of

Munich, with such scrupulous exactitude, that it

becomes difficult to distinguish them from the

original cuts. As they are of such variety and
price, it is a boon to the public and the lovers of
Art to be able thus to obtain such faithful repro-

ductions of the extraordinary originals. The volume
also contains a very good introductory account of

the various editions of the original work, and a
digest of all that is useful in the many dissertations

upon this curious subject which has preceded the

present one, as well as much that is new, embrac-
ing a popular summary of the symbolical forms
under which Death has been exhibited to the eye,

from the earliest times; and showing how it has
been connected with literary moralisatiou down to

the once-popular “ Death and the Lady.” A very

curious frontispiece exhibits a singular and unique
illustration of the wide-spread popularity of

“Death’s Dance” in the sixteenth century; it

represents a bedstead at Aix-la-Chapclle, upon
which this subject is sculptured, and which is

covered with other emblems of mortality. It is a
curious addition to the already engraved list of

such subjects. The volume altogether is exceed-

ingly well got out
;
and although its preliminary

essay is less diffuse than some which have preceded
it, it contains a careful summary of all facts worth
noticing which have hitherto been published.

The Cartoons of Raffaelle. Drawn and
etched on Steel by John Burnet, F.R.S.
Published by D. Bogue, London.

This is a reprint of the fine work executed by Mr.
Burnet some few years back. It will doubtless

have a wider circulation than the former issue

(which however was truly appreciated), inasmuch
as the originals are better known now to the thou-

sand visitors who annually throng the galleries of

Hampton Court Palace. It is needless for us to

reiterate the favourable opinion we expressed on
its first appearance : the plates seem yet in capital

condition, yielding impressions very little, if at all,

inferior to those of an earlier date.

“ We Praise Thee, 0 God.” Painted by H.
Barraud. Engraved by W. T. Davey.
Published by Heiung & Remington, Lon-
don.

The subject of this interesting engraving is original

and well selected. Three chorister boys in white
surplices are chaunting the “ Te Deum,” in some
old cathedral, as appears by the richly carved desk
and seat which are introduced into the picture.

The figures are extremely well grouped, aud their

faces exhibit a devotional feeling in unison with
their employment

;
singing not merely with the

lips alone, but “ making melody in their hearts,

with understanding.” (Such a print should find

its way to the “chape*” of every cathedral in

the kingdom. The work is forcibly engraved
in mezzotint and stipple, and will no doubt become
highly popular. It is a relief to the mass of

animals and love-scenes with which the windows
of our print-shops have lately been crowded.

The Art of Etching on Copper. By A.
Ashley. Published by J. & D. A. Darling,
London.

Etching has recently become a very fashionable

amusement
;

it is an art which well repays the

trouble of acquiring, as it is capable of exhibiting

considerable artistic powers by comparatively sim-

ple means, and of multiplying those results to a

great extent : hence the advantage it possesses over

painting, which requires longer and deeper study

ere success rewards the student. The work of

Mr. Ashley is addressed chiefly to the amateur, and
therefore sets out very properly with the informa-

tion of the necessary materials to be used, and the

places where they may be purchased. It then

describes their use and application, and the various

processes by which the etching is perfected ; the

laying the ground, biting in, rebiting, &c., in sim-

ple and untechnical language suited to the compre-

hension of a learner and non-professional. The
text is accompanied by some beautiful examples,

etched with great delicacy, yet very effective;

indeed, the book is altogether got up in a most
superior style, even including the cover, which

is elegantly printed in chrome-lithography.

a -
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LINEAR PERSPECTIVE*

have, by careful atten-

tion to the evidences of
planes and lines as of-

ered to vision by nature,

formed the opinion that
the most accurately
sketched outlines made
from architecture by the
hand and eye only, in-

variably differ from the
laws of perspective as at

present taught; also, that
after adopting the method of raising a superstruc-
ture of outlines from a ground plan, by the appli-

cation ofthe mostapprovedtheorems—oncomparing
this with the original structure and submitting it

to a most careful examination by the eye, its ex-

tremes invariably appear more expanded, exactly
in proportion as the outline extended from its

centre or point of sight. The effect of numerous
comparisons of this nature led first to a considera-
tion of the laws of perspective as at present taught,
and secondly, to a series of examinations of what
phenomena are offered by nature, with a view of
eliciting a system more consonant with its appear-
ances. The result has been the conviction

,

that
Right-lined Perspective, as at present taught and
used, is not the truth

,
and cannot be sustained, not

being in harmony with the laws of nature, of
reason, or of vision

;
and that a careful inquiry into

the evidences of appearances will lead to the estab-
lishment of a system correct in its application, more
pleasing and satisfactory in its appearance, and
which, being examined in a fair and candid spirit,

every right mind will, of necessity, admit to be
founded in nature,from whose everlasting sources
all science springs.

Little can be said in a condensed essay of this

kind, and without figures, relative to the absurdi-
ties and incongruities of the present system of
perspective, and the dissatisfaction many artists

suffer from its requirements. If necessary, suffi-

cient evidence could be produced with case, to
demonstrate the inconsistency of its principles, and
the utter impossibility of according its theorems
with reason and the visible truths with which we
are surrounded.
The science of perspective hitherto has been

founded on the supposition, that the common
planes, horizontal, vertical, or inclined, with which
we are surrounded, are all perfectly flat in appear-
ance, and, as a consequence, all portions, divisions,

intersections, and terminations bounded by and
originating what are called right lines, are, in

appearance, straight lines. See Malton, p. 41

;

Theorem VIII., p. 67
;
and Theorem I., Sec. IV.,

p. 57.

From these suppositions, it is further assumed
that the picture, being considered a perfectly flat

plane, and its boundary composed of right lines,

planes parallel to it can never intersect it, and

* To the Editor of the Art-Journal.

Sir,—The accompanying essay is offered with
a view of awakening inquiry into the important
subject of Perspective. Should you think the
views contained in these remarks will lead to

greater perfection in Art, and to the adoption of a

system more in harmony with what is seen, and as

it is seen, a sufficient reward will be felt. If

desired, a second essay will be given, in which
Right-lined Perspective will be, by figures, proved
to be false, and a subject introduced demonstrating
the truth of the system herein offered.

I remains, yours, &c.,

William Gawin Herdman,
Liverpool.

lines parallel to it can have no perspective inclina-

tion; consequently have no vanishing points ; and con-

sequently, vertical lines and horizontal lines parallel

to the picture preserve their parallelism through

the picture. With respect to lines not parallel to

the picture, it is stated, “ that the projection in the

picture of an original right line, not parallel to the

picture, is a right line, drawn through its inter-

secting and vanishing points.” Now, these theorems

and suppositions are founded on abstract principles

only. I acknowledge that the result of any pro-

blem worked by the exposition of them will be

correct, and agree perfectly with them, but that

the whole is at utter variance with the truth
,
as it

is in nature, according to vision.

The extent of human vision is affirmed to be

that horizon, which is the boundary of the plane

of the earth’s surface, of which the eye is always

in the centre, and the arc of the heavens above

;

and as nature adapts every capacity to its require-

ments, and no more, human vision can extend no

further
;
for every thing beyond the sphere of that

arc appears in it ;—the sun, the moon, and the most

distant stars all appear in the same plane to the

eye, so that the laws of appearances must be sought

for within that boundary, and will be demonstrated

by the following examples, drawn from the pheno-

mena of nature, which any individual may examine

and ascertain for himself when opportunity offers.

Before entering into the subject, it may be neces-

sary to remark, that it appears to have been an
error of perspective to suppose that its laws as a

science only commence with the picture. Its laws

are in universal nature. It also appears to have

been altogether overlooked by professors of the

Art, that any line represented in a picture is only

a portion of a more extended line. The true ideas

of perspective are the laws which govern the most

extended planes and lines of nature according to

vision
;
and the true idea of a picture is, that it is a

representation of a portion of such planes and lines,

and governed by the same laws.

If a line cuts the picture and terminates in its

vanishing point, where is, or was, the line before it

entered the picture, and where did it come from ?

Its true representation, from its commencement in

the picture to its vanishing point, appears at first

view to be all that is desired
;
but does the ques-

tion never arise, what becomes of the line, and
where would it extend to, or terminate, in nature ?

Does not the query arise, that the same law which
is terminating a line in its vanishing point before

the eye of the spectator, will, if looked at, traced,

or thought of for a moment, be found to have its

other vanishing point opposite, and behind in the

horizon also. If so, how do they meet, continue

,

or

what is their nature ?

Standing by the sea- side, or on any flat land

bounded by the true horizon, and selecting a time
when long streaks or strata of clouds lie parallel to

it, the disposition of their appearance to the eye

will be as follows :—The edge of the horizon will

appear a perfectly straight line, which may be ex-

amined by a tightened chord; the cloud line imme-
diately above or next to it will be found to be so

nearly straight, as that any deviation it may have
is imperceptible to the eye

;
but it will have this

peculiarity, that it will not be found to extend

beyond 180 3
of the horizon, and should the atmos-

phere be clear, its termini will be visible. Parallel

to this, line after line, as the distance from the line

of the eye or horizon increases, appears to retain

its parallelism when examined in small portions,

but the whole will be found to decline on each
side towards the horizon, and to enter it at the

original termini of the first line. As this inclina-

tion of the strata increases in exact proportion to

the distance from the horizontal line, an evident

convexity is necessarily assumed, which becomes
visible to the eye, so that should the strata of

clouds continue to the zenith, a perfect semicircle

of the heavens will be described, the termini being

still in the same points
;
yet these are truly hori-

zontal lines parallel to the earth’s surface
;
their

appearance is however exactly what has been

described, and the inferences to be deduced are,

that horizontal lines are straight only when passing

by or opposite the eye, because their convexity

cannot be seen
;

that parallel horizontal lines

become convex in proportion to their distance from

the line of the eye to the arc of a circle, which is

the extreme of their distance ;
that horizontal

lines arc ISO 3 degrees in length, and that they have

two vanishing points.

Again, standing on an open heath or shore at

night, when an opportunity occurs of witnessing the

aurora borealis, among the many characteristics

of that phenomenon, select those in which the rays

shoot vertically, or perpendicular to the horizon.

These rays ascending to their greatest altitude,

namely, the zenith of the spectator, will necessarily

describe that portion of the convexity of the

heavens which lies between their rise and terminus.

That all vertical lines, arising from whatever point

of the earth’s visible surface, will, if they continue
|

to ascend, terminate to vision at the zenith of the
;

spectator, is self-evident. The zenith is, therefore,

the vanishing point of vertical lines
;
and, as they

arise perpendicular to the earth’s surface, and
gradually incline to the zenith, that gradation

j

must be convex in proportion to the distance of

any line from the eye
;
for those lines nearest the

eye will appear straight from the smallness of the

inclination required between their rise and ter-

minus over the eye, whilst those more distant, :

having to terminate in the same point, will have a
greater convexity to the edge of the horizon,

—

whence, should two arise and meet from opposite

parts of the horizon, a perfect arc will be formed,

which is the extent of vision.

Having noticed the nature of horizontal and
vertical lines, it will be necessary to ascertain

whether the same laws apply to inclined or acci-
j

dental lines, proceeding from or tending to any
given point in the heavens or elsewhere, visible

;

and of these lines the sun’s rays afford the longest

accidental lines of nature. It is a prevailing idea I

that the rays from the sun continually expand from
|

their source. The rare opportunities which occur

of witnessing its brief effects and testing them by
|

close examination may have led to this erroneous

opinion.

A ray of light will gradually expand from the

sun, according to the angle of its projection, to
|

90 3
distance from the sun, when it will gradually

diminish and terminate to vision at 90° further, or

180
3
from its cause.

Example.—If the sun be 10
3
above the horizon

j

at its setting, and rays through the clouds should
j

proceed to opposite directions of the heavens, on
|

leaving the sun they will be found to expand
every way. The short rays from the sun to the

western horizon will be found rapidly to expand
j

till cut by the line of the horizon
;
but should rays

proceed from apertures in the clouds in the east,

they will be found to be diminishing and tending

towards a point, which point will be as far below
the horizon in the east, as the sun is above it in the

west.
The inferences to be drawn from this pheno-

menon, are :—That any two lines, being the angle
!

of projection from the sun’s rays and gradually ex-

panding to 90° distance from the sun and gradually i

declining to a point 180° from its projection, must
by their expansion and contraction, form curved
lines

;
the curve of which will depend on the angle ,

of its projection, and its proximity to the eye
;
and

|

that 180° degrees is the limit of vision, or extent of

these, as of other lines in nature.

From the above and other arguments from which
extracts are made in the comments appended, the

following theorems have been deduced, which, with

humble confidence, it is hoped, will be found to be

the TRUTH AS IT IS IN NATURE.

Theorem I.

—

A plane is an even surface.

In contemplating these theorems, it is requested

that ideas of reality will be discarded from the '

mind, and to remember that we are declaring the

Laws of Appearances,—what is seen, not what is

known to be
;
and that the planes and lines stated

in these theorems are to be considered of the ut-

most extent of vision, and not the portions, such

as buildings, &c., with which we are surrounded,

which are but portions of such planes, although

they are obedient to the same laws. Theorem I.

is considered self-evident.

TnEOBEM II.

—

A plane passing through the eye becomes a
right line, called a vanishing plane.

This is so self-evident that it needs but little

remark. Take any portion of a flat plane and lift

it up till it passes by the eye
;
at this moment the

eye can see neither over nor under the surface
;
the

eye is said to be in the plane, and it sees a line,

and the plane is said to vanish. Now, this vanish-

ing plane, or line, in whatever direction it passes

the eye, is the vanishing line to which all other

planes parallel to it are tending; they will all

above and below tend to, enter, or vanish in it,

and here is one ofthe principal laws of Perspective.

Theorem III.

—

A plane parallel to its vanishing plane is

convex in appearance. Its convexity increases in pro-

portion to its distance from its vanishing plane to 90°

or the arc of a circle, and it terminates in its vanishing

plane.

A perfectly flat plane is an imaginary plane.

No plane can be seen flat by human vision.

When a plane becomes so, it passes through the

eye and becomes a line. A perfectly flat plane is

in the eye. A plane to be seen must have a certain

degree of convexity, according to its distance from

its parallel in the eye ;
because, if a plane in the

eye be flat, and be seen as a right line, which line
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is the vanishing line of all planes parallel to it : then

if a parallel plane at any given distance be, by
its parallelism, flat also, it will appear so in the

vicinity of the eye : if it be the law of vision that

any part is, then its whole is gradually tending to

its vanishing plane, then its convexity is esta-

blished : for that is a curved plane which being
and appearing parallel and flat over the eye, which
is its centre, and its whole is gradually bending
in every direction to its vanishing plane, and if

such plane be curved, then any line or division

that can be made in it will have the same
character.

Theorem IV. A line is the intersection of two planes.

This is given as a definition of a line, most con-

sonant with the first principles of the Art. The
intersection of two planes gives our first idea of

form, and as aline is generated by such intersection,

the theorem is hence deduced
;
many definitions

and much cavilling might be admitted, but which
will be in no way conducive to the development
of the science.

Theorem V.

—

A right line is a line passing by the eye.

According to the system of perspective here

developed, it is affirmed that the eye sees a right

line only when such line passes the eye. Because
such line has then its shortest distance between its

two extremes, it is neither convex nor concave in

appearance, and consequently a perfectly right line

in any direction.

Theorem VI.

—

A parallel line is a line parallel to any
right line passing by the eye, and is convex in appearance,

according to its distance from, the line of the eye, to the

arc of a circle.

If any line passing by the eye, being a right line

and having its vanishing points determined, has its

parallels terminating in those points, it follows

that as these parallels extend from the original

line passing by the eye, they must assume a

circular form, the convexity of which is as to the

ratio of its distance from the original line
;
for the

vanishing points are fixed where they must enter,

and the distance may be determined where any
parallel line may extend from the original

; there

are no angles nor resting places where the line

must turn, therefore it must describe a segment
of a circle

;
and as the extent of vision describes a

semicircle from the eye through which the original

right line passes, and as all other parallel lines

lying between the line of the eye and its utmost
bounds are terminating in the same points

;
it

follows,—That all lines parallel to any right line

passing through the eye, become circular in form,
the convexity of which will be in proportion to its

distance from such right line to the arc of a circle

which is the limit of vision.

Theorem VII. Every right line has two vanishing points,

arul is 180° in length.

If a rifjht line (horizontal, for example,) pass by
the eye, it will continue to opposite extremes of the

horizon, and there disappear
;
where it disappears

are called its vanishing points, and are the points

where its parallels will terminate also, therefore

they describe always ISO’ of space, and of necessity

have two vanishing points, being the termini of

vision. This determined length of the right lines

of nature is sufficiently established in the introduc-

tory remarks on the disposition of clouds, sun’s rays,

&c., and will be found to be their invariable length,

whether or not one of these vanishing points be
below the horizon.

Theorem VIII. The eye is in the centre of every line that

passes through it.

This is so self-evident that it admits of little

remark, but as lines perpendicular to the picture

are equally invested in the same laws, some con-
sideration may be necessary.

The eye is always in the centre of the circum-
ference of the horizon

;
therefore it is always in

the centre of every right line which passes through
it from any point in the horizon to its opposite

;

therefore it is in the centre of lines perpendicular
to the picture, or to the eye

;
now that line which

has a centre must have two extremes, which are its

vanishing points, where its parallels terminate
also, which establishes their convexity. See Com.
on Theorem VI.

Theorem IX. Hanes and lines terminate at 90° distance

from the eye.

This is the extent of human vision in any visible

direction. Whatever plane or line passes the
eye ceases to be seen at that distance, and its

parallels also. This therefore determines the
length of vertical lines, as Theorems VII. and
VIII., horizontal ones.

Theorem X. A line entering the eye becomes a point,

called a vanishing point.

If the spectator will take up a piece of wire, or

other substance, perfectly straight, and lift it up
with both hands till it is even with, or is said to

pass by the eye, when it does so, it is said to be
a perfectly straight line, and its two extremes
carried out in thought till they are 90’ from the

eye, will generate their vanishing points, but the

eye thus situated does not sec either of them
;
to

see a vanishing point a line must enter the eye,

Lines passing the Eye. Line entering the Eye.

which then sees not its length, but the end which
is a point; the line is said to vanish, and becomes a

point, and this point is, or covers, the point where
all its parallels will tend to and terminate.

Theorem XI. Lines which are parallel to each other ter-

minate in their vanishing points.

It is a fundamental law of vision that all objects

appear to diminish in size as they recede from the
eye

;
therefore two parallel lines, by the diminishing

of the space between them, appear to approach
each other till they terminate in a point, called

their vanishing point; the same law causes all

lines parallel to each other to terminate in the
same point.

Theorem XII. The vanishing points of any lines are in

the vanishing line of the plane they are in.

If a plane passing the eye becomes a line, and
this line be the vanishing line in which all planes
parallel to it terminate, then every intersection or

division causing a line in such parallel plane will

terminate in the vanishing line also. If such line

in any parallel plane, terminate in its vanishing
line, the point where it terminates is called its

vanishing point, which is the point to which all

lines parallel to it terminate also, for the same
lawr of vision which causes the approach and termi-

nation of planes in their vanishing plane or line,

causes the approach and termination of lines in

their vanishing point.

Now, if these theorems are true in their demon-
stration of the laws of perspective, according to

our vision of nature, it will be seen that the eye is

always amongst the flattest planes and straightest

lines of nature
;

for each plane and line becomes
straighter as it approaches, aixd straight as it

passes, the eye, and any buildings with which we
are surrounded are so near the eye, and so small

compared to the vastness of the limits of visioix,

that the immediate planes and lines of which they

are composed are so near the line of the eye as to

be affected but little by their limited convexity.

For anything small or near the eye, Right-lined

Perspective may still be adopted without any great

incongruity
;
but for anything on an extended scale,

or from which the eye cannot retire far, it will

be found to lead to the greatest absurdities.

Whereas, anything to be represented, as the struc-

tures of man, are so near tlic earth and eye, that

the artist may rely on the effect of obedience to

the truths here offered
;
they will produce the most

gentle and satisfactory declination of his lines,

giving the true appearance of what he sees, and
enabling him not only to depict the very concavity

of nature, but to extend his picture far beyond the

limits allowed to Art hitherto.

The system here offered is produced from a

comprehensive survey of the whole of the visible

and imaginary lines of nature, and not that which
is confined to the picture only. That which is

seen in a picture is, or ought to be, simply so much
cut out and represented of the more extended lines

of nature.

By this system near views of lofty buildings and
interiors may be given without that distortion pro-

duced by Right-lined Perspective. By this system

lines may be extended beyond the perpendicular to

any vanishing point, which is impossible in Right-

lined Perspective, seeing that it would argue tho

continual ascension of horizontal lines.

By this system a picture will give a true repre-

sentation of nature to any extent short of or in-

cluding 180’, to attempt beyond which would
require the picture also to become circular.

It is regretted that in so small a compass as the

present notice, the arguments, figures, and demon-
stration of a longer work which is in preparation,

are altogether inadmissible
;
and the present essay

is more with a view of placing the discovery of

these principles on record, than any practical effect

that may be immediately expected.

ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ON THE CHEMISTY OF COLOURS EMPLOYED IN THE
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

NO. V.—CHROMIUM, COBALT, CADMIUM, ANTIMONY.

In the present number of the Art-Journal will
|

be found a table exhibiting at one view the

chemical characteristics, artistic properties, &c.,

of the principal colours used in painting. This

is the work of William Linton, Esq., whose
merits as an artist have been long appreciated I

by the public. With a most praise-worthy and
|

pains-taking industry this gentleman has devoted

much attention to the question of the durability

of colours. As we understand, his observations

have been extended over a long period of years,

and hence they obtain a very high value ; and
we feel much satisfaction in having the privilege

of giving increased publicity to a document
printed for private circulation, which is so well

calculated to guide artists in the selection of

the pigments they employ.
In these articles we have already referred to

the importance of such a knowledge of the che-

mical composition and physical character of

colours as will insure the artist against the mis-

fortune of seeing the labours of his hands—the

visible impression, as it were, of his mind—fading

slowly before the touch of Light and of Time.

Mr. Linton has felt the importance of this to

the full, and has directed his studies in the

paths which have been previously trod by the

great masters of Art, but which have been too

much neglected by many,—even of the eminent '

artists of our own time. A better comment on I

the subject of these papers could not be fur-
j

nished, and we have, consequently, referred to

it, for the purpose of expressing our sense of

the real practical value of Mr. Linton’s labours,
!

which he has so generously circulated for the

advantage of his brethren. Having carefully

examined this table, we find but one statement

to which we can venture to make an exception.

Mr. Linton states that the artificial ultramarine
“ is a cheap and really valuable substitute for the

native product.’' It is certain that the artificial
i

production is of variable degrees of excellence,

but, we understand that much of that which is

sold as of the best quality has exhibited, even

after an exposure of twelve months, unmistake-

able signs of change. Of this curious chemical

compound we shall, eventually, have more par-

ticularly to speak ; but we may now state, that
j

we believe its durability as a colour is materially

influenced by the slowness or rapidity with which

the chemical re-actions are effected.

Chromium.—This is a metal of very recent

discovery, having been first noticed by Scheele

in a red lead ore of Siberia, hut afterwards dis-

covered by Vauquelin in 1797, and determined

to be a new metal. It exists as chromic acid,

combined with oxygen in combination with lead

and with copper, in some rare minerals ;
but it

is most largely obtained from chrome-iron ore,

in which it exists as chromic oxide. The metal

chromium, which is with difficulty obtained from

its compound, is of a greyish white colour, very

infusible, and brittle. It has no practical value,

and the trouble of preparing it is so great, that

it is very seldom seen in the metallic state.

The compound of chromium and oxygen and of

chromic acid with the metals form pigments of
j

considerable value to the artist. Chrome-green

is two atoms of chromium combined with three

atoms of oxygen. It is prepared by heating

chromate of mercury to redness, when the mer-

cury is volatilised and a portion of the oxygen

expelled, leaving the chromic oxide behind ; or

it may be very readily procured by mixing the

bichromate of potash with one-fourth its weight

of starch, igniting the mixture, and washing the

mass to remove the carbonate of potash formed.

This oxide is the colouring matter of the

emerald, and, as a pigment, it appears to possess

a very high degree of permanence. We learn

there is a green sold under the name of chrome-

green, which is merely a mixture of chromate of

lead and Prussian blue, which is, essentially, an

exceedingly futile colour.

There are two distinct compounds of the
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oxides of tliis metal and lead ; one is usually

known as clirome-yellow and the other as chrome

red. The first is produced by mixing a solution

of the acetate or nitrate of lead with bichromate

of potash. It preoipitates as a fine lemon-yellow,

insoluble in water. The second is usually formed

by boiling the above precipitate in a solution of

caustic potash, by which process half the acid is

removed and we have a mixture of the metallic

chromate and the basic chromate of lead. A far

superior colour is obtained by mixing in a

crucible at a dull red heat, saltpetre and chrome-

yellow, as long as effervescence with escape of

red fumes occurs. The potash abandons the

nitric acid and takes the chromic acid. The
appearance of the mass is black, but if allowed

to settle and the melted salt poured off from the

heavy powder at the bottom, and this is then

washed with a very small quantity of water, we
have a splendid vermilion red of very con-

siderable permanence.
Orange-chrome is a chromate of mercury,

which is readily obtained by adding a solution

of nitrate of mercury to one of the chromate of

potash
;

it is not, however, much used, owing to

its liability to change.

By adding chromate of potash to a solution of

sulphate of copper, we produce a pigment of a

fine warm brown tint, which is sufficiently per-

manent to warrant its being employed more fre-

quently by artists than it is. Under the name
of Qelbin, a yellow has been introduced to the

notice of artists, which professes to possess the

merits of combining well with the vehicles em-
ployed, and permanence. The specimen we
have examined was a chromate of strontium,

which is readily prepared by adding a solu-

tion of muriate of strontian to one of

the chromate of potash. Chromate of barytes

and other chromates may be procured in a

similar manner. They vary but slightly in

colour, and, as Mr. Linton assures us of the

strontian compound, they are perfectly durable.

There has always been much uncertainty as

to the stability of the chrome salts, and, although

very different opinions have been expressed

upon this subject, there can be no doubt, from
the peculiar nature of chromic acid, that its

tendency to a certain amount of decomposition

is great. If we expose a series of these yellow

powders in closed glass tubes to the light we
shall find, upon comparing them with others

which have been kept in darkness, that some
will have become paler, while others have

darkened
;
the changes with the lemon-yellows

being the least obvious. If, however, we com-

bine these compounds with any organic body, or

simply spread them upon paper or linen, the

change will be more obvious. The chromic acid

parts with a portion of it3 oxygen under the

exciting influence of the chemical radiations

which accompany light
;
and this oxygen acts

powerfully upon the organic matter present.

Consequently, when the chrome colours are

combined with oil, there is a constant tendency

to this change, which is entirely independent of

any influence of the atmosphere or of any im-

purities which it may hold suspended.

From the peculiar nature of the chrome
colours they are but rarely employed in any of

those processes where it is necessary to use

heat. They have not hence been generally

adopted in colouring glass, or in the painting of

porcelain. A pure and very brilliant grass-green

may be produced in flint glass by employing
oxide of chromium. This is usually regarded

as too expensive a colour to be employed, par-

ticularly as greens quite equal, if not superior

to it, can be obtained from the use of oxides of

copper and nickel. A bright red colour which
could be applied to china under the glaze, has
long been a desideratum which is not yet sup-

plied. At the recent exposition at the Society

of Arts, a plate was exhibited of a fine red colour,

but this colour was over the glaze. From the
opportunity we had of examining this, we believe

it to have been merely a very carefully prepared
red chromate of lead, the durability of which is

doubtful, and which will not endure the action

ofthe elevated temperature necessary for glazing.

Brongniart informs us that a fine brown is

obtained by the use of the chromate of iron,

which is not to be got by the use of the pure
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oxide of iron. In this instance the colour is

evidently due rather to the iron than to the

chromium. Godon has stated that the chromate

of barytes will give a fine yellow to porcelain

;

but it has not yet received the test of much
experience. In the pottery at Sevres, the

chromate of lead is occasionally employed, but

there is always a want of certainty about it,

which interferes with its more frequent use in

procuring some of the delicate yellows and
browns to which it appears applicable.

Cobalt is a far more valuable metal than

chromium, and in the Arts and Manufactures it

is extensively employed. This metal was dis-

covered by Brandt in 1733
;
but although it does

not appear that there existed any knowledge of

cobalt as a peculiar metal previous to the dis-

covery of Brandt, it is quite certain that it was
employed by the Romans, and probably by the

Greeks for communicating a blue colour to glass.

The bottles found in the neighbourhood of

Naples, which are of a fine blue colour, always

contain cobalt. Sir Humphrey Davy detected

the oxide of this metal in several spocimens

which he examined. From the circumstance

that traces of cobalt are found in many of the

copper coins of Greece and the earlier days of

Rome, there is but little doubt that they derived

their cobalt from the copper ore employed, not

being aware of its presence. Much of the yellow

copper ore of Cornwall contains cobalt disse-

minated through it, and it is not a little curious

that we find cobalt also mixed with the bronze

celts found scattered over this countxy and in

Ireland. In the manufacture of their coloured

glasses, however, the ancients probably used the

native arsenical cobalt, regarding it as some
peculiar earth.

Cobalt derives its name from a curious circum-

stance. The miners of the middle ages upon
finding the ore, were led to expect from its

bright metallic appearance that an abundant

produce of metal would repay their labour. The
methods of reduction then known were however
without avail, and they fancied these ores were

trader the especial care of certain gnomes or

demons known by the name of Kobolds, and

hence they were usually called the Kobolds’

Ores; and after Brandt’s discovery the metal

took its name of cobalt. This metal exists in

nature combined with arsenic-sulphur, and
always associated with nickel, which it closely

resembles. The ores are roasted, and the resi-

dual impure oxide of cobalt, which is a dark-

grey powder, combined with a large quantity of

silica, is imported under the name of zaffre. Our
largest supply is from Norway, Hungary, and
Sweden. It is found in several of the mines in

Cornwall, and in some parts of Cumberland ;
but,

although many mines have from time to time

been worked for cobalt and nickel, they have

never been sufficiently productive to remunerate
the adventurers. The process of reduction is

exceedingly tedious, as may be judged from the

following account of the method employed at

Birmingham :

—

The ore is first mixed with chalk and fluor

spar, and heated to a white red heat in a rever-

batory furnace. At this temperature the mass
fuses, and a slag, floating on the surface, is

obtained. This being removed, a fluid metallic-

looking mass is seen below, which is run out

into water, that it may be broken with facility.

This mass is reduced to a fine powder, and
calcined at a bright red heat in a furnace. Dur-
ing this calcination, which lasts about twelve

hours, all the arsenic is driven off; the residue

is then treated with muriatic acid, which dis-

solves nearly the whole of it; the liquid is

diluted with lime-water and hypochlorite of lime

:

a precipitate of iron and arsenic falls, which is

washed away. Sulphuretted hydrogen is now
passed through the liquid, and the precipitate

produced is thrown away. The cobalt is then
precipitated by .chloride of lime, which, when
washed, dried, and heated to redness, is regarded

as pure oxide of cobalt, and it is in that state

sent into the market. By an additional amount
of heat, a denser compound and the protoxide

is formed.
The Smalts are the most important of the

preparations of cobalt to the artist. They differ

materially in character, according to their mode

of preparation. They are essentially silicates of

cobalt. The oxide of cobalt is mixed with car-

bonate of potash and finely powdered quartz,

and submitted to a strong heat for some hours.

When the mass is cold, a deep blue glass is

found, which must be powdered, washed with

muriatic acid to remove all traces of alkali, and
finely levigated. A blue colour of much deli-

cacy is obtained by pouring a solution of cobalt

in nitro-muriatic acid upon pure alumina, and
submitting the mass to a very intense heat. On
this preparation M. Longct has recently made
some very ingenious investigations which go to

show that in the preparation of the above blue

with alumina, the presenco of some phosphate

is necessary.

The phosphate of cobalt is the basis of that

beautiful pigment known as Thenard’s blue. It

is best prepared by mixing together phosphate

of cobalt procured by precipitation from sulphate

of cobalt with phosphate of soda. One part of

this phosphate is mixed with two or three parts

of alumina, and then it is exposed to the in-

tense heat of a wind-furnace for some time.

The blues of cobalt are blackened by exposure to

decomposing substances, but they are not other-

wise liable to change unless an excess of alkali

is allowed, as is most frequently the case, to

remain with the smalts or azure. It might be
thought that the condition of a silicate would
protect the body from change, but, as the glass

is reduced to an extreme degree of fineness, the

chemical action of any gaseous agent docs not

seem at all to be retarded.

Cobalt possesses a very remarkable power in

colouring glass, of a grain of the oxide of

cobalt imparting a very sensible blue tint. Pure

smalt may bo used for painting or for staining

glass, but the oxide of cobalt mixed with proper

fluxes is usually preferred for any delicate work,

as for painting on glass, or for enamelling. For
producing blues and some purples on porcelain

and earthenware, the oxide of cobalt has long

been most extensively employed. Nearly all

the cobalt separated from the nickel in the

German silver manufactories of Birmingham is

sent into the Staffordshire potteries. The great

advantage of the oxide of cobalt is that it will

impart its fine colour to ordinary earthenware

winch is fired at a low heat, and that it resists

the action of the elevated temperature which is

required for porcelain. Not only is the oxide of

cobalt employed for giving a blue colour, but, in

combination, it will also impart to clays a grey,

a black, and bluish greens. The blue of Sevres,

which has been long celebrated over Europe as

superior to any other, is produced by oxide of

cobalt, the peculiar beauty of the colours de-

pending entirely upon the care taken in the

preparation. The dull colours which appear

upon earthenware and much of the English

porcelain, arising entirely from the admixture
of the oxides of iron, arsenic, copper and lead,

with the oxide of cobalt. So important is the

purification of the cobalt considered in the

laboratory of Sevres that the first chemists have

been engaged by the government on the subject,

Marignac Laurent and Malaguti have been most
assiduously employed in these experiments.

Varieties of colour may of course be produced

by the use of the pure metal in various states of

oxidation.

The soluble salts of cobalt have been long

known as sympathetic inks
;

the rose-coloured

solution of the muriate being washed over paper

leaves scarcely any stain, but upon removing it

the paper becomes of a fine blue or bluish-

green. This change is due entirely to the

abstraction of moisture as may be shown by a

veiy instructive experiment. If we dissolve to

saturation the oxide of cobalt in muriatic acid

we have a brilliant dark-green solution remark-

able for the intensity of its colour. By pouring

this into water it loses its colour entirely, and
even when we have added a large quantity of

the green solution, the water only becomes
slightly tinted pink. For colour-printing in any
of its branches cobalt furnishes many of the

blues, and they all have a very high degree of

permanence.
Cadmium. The sulphuret* of cadmium fur-

nishes a very beautiful and permanent yellow,

known as cadmium-yellow. This metal was
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discovered by Stromeyer in 1817 ;
the supply

however of the mineral from which it is ob-

tained is very limited. The oxide of cadmium
is a yellow of considerable intensity, but it has

not yet been employed except as a mere experi-

ment by the artist, but it promises to be of much
value as far as durability is concerned.

Antimony.—This metal has been employed
from the remotest antiquity. The women of

Assyria and of Egypt were in the habit of

employing the native sulphuret of antimony “
to

put their eyes in painting,” that is, to blacken

their eyelids and eyebrows ; and it is certain the

Egyptians employed it as a pigment in many of

their works of Art. The only pigment now
used to any extent, into the composition of which
antimony enters, is Naples-yellow, which is a
combination of the oxides of lead and antimony.

There is much uncertainty in this compound.
It is usually prepared in the following manner :

Carbonate (white) lead, sulphuret of antimony,

calcined alum, and muriate of ammonia are

mixed thoroughly together and placed in a cru-

cible, which is carefully covered by another.

Heat must be slowly applied, and the tempera-

ture gradually elevated until the whole is

brought to a dull red heat. It is then removed
from the fire, and the mass when cold is pow-
dered and well washed. Kermes mineral, or

the golden sulphuret of antimony, is sometimes
employed, but not so frequently now as formerly.

This is prepared by fusing together equal quan-

tities of powdered sulphuret of antimony and
common potash. The cold and powdered mass
is boiled in ten times its weight of distilled

water, and filtered while hot. As it cools it

deposits a kermes
;
but when this ceases to fall,

if the clear liquor is poured off and dilute sul-

phuric acid added, it will precipitate the golden

sulphuret of a fine orange colour.

Glass is coloured yellow by antimony. The
metal is commonly added to the glass in the

state of glass of antimony. This is obtained by
roasting sulphuret of antimony to a state of anti-

monious acid, and then melting it with an addi-

tional quantity of the undecomposed sulphuret.

The result of this is the formation of a glass

(antimonii vitrum) of a transparent hyacinthine

colour. The antimoniate of potash, however,

answers the same purpose. The Bohemian
manufacturers add a little oxide of iron to the

glass of antimony, by which a greater depth of

colour is produced. In the potteries these pre-

parations of antimony are also employed for

producing yellows, but it is not of much import-

ance in this branch of the arts.

Robert Hunt.

A GIRL AT THE BATH.

FROM THE STATUE BY R. J. WYATT.

This beautiful statue, w'hich is in the possession

of Lord Charles Townhend, is, undoubtedly, one

of the most successful works of Mr. Wyatt. The
subject may be termed common-place, as it

demands no peculiar or striking expression of

feeling, no emotion to excite at once the sym-

pathy of the spectator with its sentiment
;
yet

the simplicity which this deficiency of action

and motion renders essential to the truth of the

work, is a charm in itself, and has been well

expressed by the sculptor. He calls the figure

•

“ A Nymph preparing for the Bath she is

denuding herself of her drapery preparatory to

stepping into the water, which seems to be the

especial object of her contemplation ;
the con-

tour of the figure is beautifully developed, the

limbs are full and well-rounded, yet perfectly

feminine and justly proportioned. The folds

of the drapery are very skilfully managed, they

enrich the composition without encumbering it,

and contrast admirably with the pure and simple

forms of the upper part of the statue.

The vase which is introduced to support the

figure becomes an appropriate and not inelegant

adjunct to it, perfectly in harmony with the

subject. All such matters should have some
reference to the principal idea.

THE EXPOSITION IN PARIS.

Dear. Sir,—In answer to your request as to my
views of the French Exposition now open at Paris,

which I have visited, I think my opinion must be
that of all interested in the progress of artistic and
mechanical skill, in their application to the multi-

plication of comfort and happiness among man-
kind, viz., that it is an invaluable demonstration of

national skill. The vast collection of works in all

kinds and classes of manufactures there shown, can-

not fail to arrest the individual attention of persons

engaged in the same pursuits, while, as a whole, the

general public must be consequently instructed and
interested by an examination of the almost count-

less number of specimens submitted for exhibition.

It is but right to say, that I saw no little party demon-
strations of jealousy, such as we have from time to

time observed in matters of the kind on a small scale

in England
;
everything proceeded harmoniously,

and the silly distinction of manufacturer and retailer

seemed buried in that oblivion from which it should
never have been exhumed

;
each appears there to

take his natural position
;
the manufacturer pro-

tects his retail customer, and there is a tacit under-

standing between them.
Comparisons, in the language of Mrs. Malaprop,

“ are odious but the examination of the various

specimens exhibited, naturally suggests comparison

with the like kind of articles manufactured by
ourselves. Thus I should at once say, that in

bronzes we are a century behind, whether as

regards design, execution, exquisite nicety of finish,

not to speak of the knowledge of chemistry ex-

hibited in the variety of shades of colour which
adorn their external surface. A most important
feature too may be remarked in the superiority of

the figure modelling. We rarely, if ever, at least

in Manufacturing Art, meet with a correctly mo-
delled figure in English metal works; and as

rarely are the productions of the vegetable king-

dom copied naturally
;
there, the flexibility of the

leaf, the graceful curve of the stem, and the beauty

of the flower, are imitated correctly, but without

that servility which distinguishes similar works

among us. It also occurs to me, that the applications

of particular plants for particular purposes, are

somewhat happier than with us
;
and there are

bolder aspirations and more fearless discarding of

conventionalities than we have hitherto been ac-

customed to look at. Of course I do not for a

moment allude to many specimens of the grotesque,

which are opposed to good taste
;
but allowing for

these, there is still left a good substratum of solid

Ornamental Art, a tithe of which I should be glad

to hail as the property of the English designer and
artisan. Thoroughly excellent as many of their

more expensive kinds of chandeliers and gas-fittings

are, I do not think that in the commoner class,

they are at all equal to us. Their peculiar style of

finish, viz., the coating with leaf gold instead of

exposing the colour of the metal by removing a por-

tion of its substance, and burnishing or bronzing the

same, is not calculated to add either to the beauty

of the object or the sharpness of its details. Of the

numberless specimens of stamped or pressed brass-

foundry exhibited, including principally upholstery

decorations, picture-frames, and devotional figures

in use among the lower classes of the peasantry, I

saw not one object which in sharpness of impres-

sion, substantiality of material, or richness of

colour, could for a moment bear comparison with

goods of the same class produced with us in Bir-

mingham. They are, in truth, the veriest tinsel,

unsatisfactory in everything save in the requisite

of artistic qualities, but which, by the way, would

have well stood a little judicious pruning. It was
however in the more particular decoration of the

inferior class of brass articles that I observed the

greatest difference between the French and English

manufacture
;
there every little hook or knob, or

even picture-ring, was of an ornamental character

—the door-handle is the work of an artist, and the

box or case of the lock itself a perfect study, and

thickly coated over with judicious scroll-work
;
this

latter peculiarity isrenderedunnecessary in England

by the use of the mortice lock
;
there are not a

few requisites in the furnishing of Continental

dwellings which the more severe climate of our

country will effectually preclude their ever being

applied with us. Thus I could not but admire

the infinite variety of design which distin-

guished the ornamental portion of their win-

dow-fastenings ;
these, when used by us, are

almost concealed
;
in France they form one of the

most attractive features in internal decoration,

affording abundant room for the exercise of the

ornamentist ; the mechanical construction to facili-

tate their action was also ingenious. Of the iron

castings—we have been so accustomed to excellence

in the works of Coalbrookdale and Sheffield, that,

as expected, while there was much to support the
Continental title to superiority of design, there

was nothing in the mere mechanical operation of

casting which surpassed the products of our own
land

;
in truth, we would at once say, that as a

general rule in the execution of the commoner
class of iron-workingwe are vastly superior. In one
peculiar department, however, they still retain their

pre-eminence, I allude to the many specimens of

fountains there shown,a single one of which contains

more real excellence and merit than all our country
could produce. These are features in our streets

we would wish to see introduced
;
they afford abun-

dant room for the exercise of taste, are also of

public utility, and are objects of beauty which, in

our land, whether from want of funds or public

spirit, have been hitherto rather the exception than

the rule to see introduced. It may provoke a
smile were we to poiut to the ornamental object

into which our Continental brethren have con-

verted the common water-pump. With us we have
hitherto been accustomed to see its long gaunt
frame formed from the rudely squared trunk of a

tree, and the only attempt at relief its ball-shaped

termination; its handle, from time immemorial, of

one curve, and the orifice from which the water

issues, a simple pipe. The Exposition-specimens

show what may be done in the way of improve-

ment, and I should earnestly wish, that among
your engraved illustrations of objects, one of that

class to which I have been alluding may be intro-

duced as something suggestive. It is in such in-

stances we observe more particularly those mani-
festations of taste, which contrast so favourably

with our homely and almost barbarous treatment

of things of every-day use amongst us. It is for-

gotten by us, that in such, are so many opportuni-

ties neglected by which lessons may be taught and
good taste diffused.

To the eyes of an Englishman, and one habituated

to Manufacturing Art, there is no feature so appa-

rent, and none that excites so much astonishment,

as the extent to which certain materials have been
applied in France. Thus the malleable cast-iron,

an English discovery, with us has hitherto been

applied only to the fabrication of articles of utility,

in the present Exposition it is employed for the for-

mation of statuettes, which are chased over and
burnished, equal in finish to those made of bronze,

and composed of the material already mentioned.

We shall not presume to say whether the fragile

nature of sheet-zinc has been duly considered by
us, and we have thereby circumscribed its applica-

tion
;
but this much we do know, we have not

applied it to a fractional part of the uses it has

been put to by our Continental neighbours, espe-

cially as regards architectural uses and ornamental

forms. This fertility, whether as regards the appli-

cation of ornamental form or mechanical construc-

tion, could only arise from a people accustomed to

compare their own productions with works of like

class and character. Thus is it that much of our

admiration of the originality of French design is

dissipated when we examine their museums, which

contain, in reality, the secret of their success
;
and

if we consider that cathedral, church, palace,

and park, are all thronged with so many appeals

to the artistic faculty, we say much of our

wonder vanishes, and we feel convinced that

it will not be until our rulers become con-

servators of Art to the same amount as those

upon the Continent, and until every School of

Design in the land has its museum, that we may
hope to achieve some portion of that excellence

which the Exposition of Manufacturing Art, now
open in Paris, so prominently shows I have no

hesitation in asserting, from my own inspection,

that many of the alleged causes as to cheapness of

production is ideal
;
and if we consider that while

the Englishman may be expensively fed and lodged,

his powers of labour are at least equal to the extra

cost, and his physical endurance at least double

;

these things taken into consideration, we have but

little to fear, and everything to hope. One thing

alone we desiderate, and that we must have sup-

plied—we want the cheap artist; the workman
who, uniting to mechanical skill a knowledge of

form, will yet labour at a fair but not extravagant

rate of remuneration. Here is the strength of

French Manufacturing Art, and here must be ours

;

these our Schools of Design at least ought to sup-

ply us with. Whether they can do so or not is at

present somewhat problematical
;
but having indi-

cated the want, we may at least hope it will speedily

be removed. A Practical Man.

[During our recent visit to Paris, we accidentally met

there a gentleman connected with our manufacture of

iron-work, and we requested him to favour us with his

views concerning what he saw in the Exposition . He has

accordingly sent us the above communication, which, ema-

nating from a “ Practical Man,” will meet with the atten-

tion it merits, and will, doubtless, he read with much

interest.—

E

d. A.J.

]
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ON THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
OF DESIGN.

Tiie universally acknowledged necessity for tlae

establishment of Schools of Design as aids to

manufacturing requirements, the continued and
untiring advocacy with which their importance

was urged upon the country, the feeling of en-

thusiasm which hailed the announcement that

the Government of the day had decided upon
applying to Parliament for the necessary funds

for their foundation, the ready spirit in which

the application was met, and the sum applied

for granted, with the sanguine hopes that were

expressed of its judicious application,—all proved

to demonstration that there existed an avowed
and deep-felt yearning for some active and influ-

ential exertion to elevate the standard of British

Industrial Art.

On all hands the movement was greeted as a

long required boon, and though the funds set apart
were insufficient for the accomplishment of a

great National purpose, still it was -viewed as an

experimental outlay only, and with moderate
success attending it, a demand for an increased

amount would have been cheerfully conceded.

It is, therefore, a subject of deep regret and
mortification, (though to those who have watched
the system chosen for operation and the manner
of working it out, not one of surprise,) that after

twelve years of trial—twelve years of ineffectual

experiments—jealous bickerings and party dis-

tractions,—after many tens of thousands of

pounds have been spent, a parliamentary com-

mission has just closed its labour of inquiry

into the cause of their almost total failure.

The report which has emanated from the

committee is not such as could have been hoped,

and should have been expected. An unpleasant

task certainly devolved upon it, but also an

important and necessary one, and when under-

taken ought to have been seriously and honestly

set about. No undue 'bias should have been
allowed to influence or warp the judgment of its

members. But such appears to have been the

case. The old self-condemned system still finds

its adherents and its tolerants, with, in some
I instances, such a recommendation for certain

qualified adaptations as include a change
merely of men instead of measures. It is quite

apparent that the real struggle is for place—the

loaves and fishes are the true “ causa belli."

The general interests of the various classes for

whose advancement the schools professedly exist,

and by whom to a great extent that existence is

I
I

supported, are made subservient to party pique

and private interests.

The extracts from the evidence appear selected

to further a particular and selfish object ;
for

this purpose, detached sentences and parts of

sentences are separated from their context and
dragged forth to convey a meaning opposed to

the spirit of their speaker. Such is the impress

they bear, and it is too continuous and palpable

to have been accidental. Those who read the

Report ” only, without reference to the appen-

dix, containing the examination of the witnesses,

would gain but a very erroneous and inadequate

idea of the nature of the depositions.

This “Report ” will be a severe disappointment

to those who had been sanguine of the benefit

to be derived from the inquiry. There is

throughout an absence of that earnest truthful-

ness which should have been the distinguishing

characteristic ofaverdict of such serious moment
to the well-being of our Art productions.

There is an evident trifling with the surface

—

1

1

a tickling of the skin merely—instead of a dis-

position to probe deep enough into the seat of

the disease, to lay bare its extent with a deter-

mination to administer the necessary means
required for its cure. The report pleads in

extenuation of this failure the novelty of the

experiment. Novelty in this case appears with
an aspect of rather more durable character than
is usually assigned to it. Surely twelve years

contain within their circuit a space in which it

might reasonably have been thought that novelty

!
could have had its day—so proverbially allotted

to it. But there neither was, nor is there in the
scheme as it has been understood and 'worked,
any of the novelty for which credit and forbear-

ance are claimed. As mere “ drawing schools,”

which they really are, the only novelty about

them is their national character and cost. It

pleads, “ that the main object is to produce not

so much designs as designers.” This has very

very much the aspect of a distinction without a

difference ; if the schools had been really so

directed as to make “ designers,” no one would
complain : the designers being made, the designs

would not be long in making their appearance

;

the motive power being created, signs of its

vitality would soon be evidenced. This plea,

instead of helping the defence, only proves that

the charge itself is not understood, and renders

still more distant the prospect of improvement

:

further, it states “ the education of a designer is

a slow process,” and this assertion the practice

of the schools has unfortunately confirmed to a

most tedious extent ; it has been a
“ slow pro-

cess ” indeed. But being “ slow,” is it not the

more necessaiy that the education should be
“ sure ? ” and who will venture even to hope that

the present system will prove so 1 The longer

the time occupied in the attainment of an object,

the more paramount becomes the importance ot

the means to which it is devoted being suited to

the end sought. But the admission that the

schools have utterly failed in their object, is

allowed in a degree more or less sweeping by
every witness.

This is, indeed, lamentable; not merely on
account of the time mispent, and money wasted,

but chiefly for the wreck of that hope which

had hailed their advent. We have to deplore

not loss of time only, but temper also ; for many
years of healthy operation must result before

the public pulse will again beat with the same
favourable response.

Nothing nowremains but to commence cle novo ;

but under what a different aspect. In place of

the glorious sun-burst of expectancy and promise

which beamed upon their pristine efforts, the

shadow ofa twelve years’disheartening failure casts

its gloom. Dismal as the prospect is, some
sound corrective effort must be made ;

the posi-

tive vitality of the schools depends upon it

;

their future and immediate management must
be such as to preclude a second failure, which
can have but one result, their total abandonment.

As a subject in which a great number of the

readers of the Art-Journal are personally inte-

rested, and as from its extensive and influential

circulation it is the most valuable medium of

communication, I avail myself of its columns to

draw attention to the following remarks and
suggestions, as the present time presents a pecu-

liarly fit season for their consideration.

From the first opening of the schools there

has been an antagonism between the end pro-

fessedly sought by their foundation and the

means practically applied to attempt its realisa-

tion ;
they were proposed as “ Schools of Design,”

with reference to the various branches of manu-
facture; they were established for the advance-

ment of Art, not per se, but Art in connection

with manufactures only

;

tuition with l'efercncc

to Art as a profession was strictly forbidden.

This was clearly a sound, practical, working

view of the matter, and an honest view also

;

the principal part of the fimds being public

money, could only with fairness be expended

upon a scheme that had for its object the

general benefit of the community. Increased

artistic value given to our manufactures might

naturally be presumed to lead to an increased

demand, causing an increase of employment,

thus effecting the required good, and returning

the outlay to the pockets of those by whom
it had been advanced.

It was stipulated that the Art-instruction

sought must be in alliance with some branch of

manufacture or trade process to bring it within

the action of the institution. But by what
means has it been sought to work out this

position ? by the appointment as masters, of

gentlemen who are artists professionally only;

wholly unconnected with, and uninformed of,

manufacturing necessities and capabilities. Here
has been the fundamental wrong, from which

all other errors have had then* source.

There is no desire to question the talent of

many of the gentlemen who have filled, for a

space more or less brief, the offices of the

various masterships in the schools
;
some names

among them ranking deservedly high in Art,

and Art in its highest walks ; but this very
fact, evidencing as it does the success of severe

and continuous study in this particular direc-

tion, at the same time renders doubtful their

fitness for positions so utterly at variance with
their previous and more elevated pursuits.

Can it be expected, that artists whose pro-

ductions are successfully associated with a style

of Art that demonstrates a predominant predi-

lection, and in the exercise and pursuit of which
they hope to leave their names as treasured

woi’ds upon the pages of Art-history—can it be
expected, that they will leave their studios for the

best hours of the day, and forsake the pencilled

realisation of a thought-teeming allegory, a
hallowed page of history’s tuition, or a rare

!

impress of nature’s varying face, to direct the I

decoration of a carpet, analyse the proportions

of a teapot, or decide the tinting of a mousselin-

de-laine?

It would be positive self-abnegation, which
though voluntary, should be discouraged and
prohibited. In the uncertainty that too often

tracks the path of the artist, the emoluments of

office may be an inducement to suffer this mar-

tyrdom of feeling—and sacrifice of time be-

grudged—but to suppose that the heart will be
in the offering, is to be blind to the natural con-

sequences which all experience teaches of forced

attachments.

With a bias so diverse, will they bring that

earnestness to the task, that devoted energy to

the labour, which is so essential to its achieve-

ment; and cam they also bring that practical
j

and innate fitness, without which all efforts are

abortive ?

Few artists of eminence can be found who
have any practical knowledge of manufacturing

processes and manipulations—towhich all design, i

whether of form or colour, must, in some degree,

be subservient—but the knowledge is attainable,
j

provided the means be taken and the time

bestowed to obtain it. These require it to be
the primary and influencing motive of study,

and not followed as a secondary matter of per-

sonal convenience or hobbyism. The master-

ships of the various schools should be considered

as wholly engrossing the time of those who are

chosen to the duties and salaries attached to

the office commensurate with this requirement;

so that when not occupied in the immediate

duties of the schools, they may avail themselves

of opportunities to visit the manufacturing esta-

blishments, and thus obtain a practical know-

ledge of their operations, and also test their own
abilities for their task by occasional original

designs, which should be available for any manu-

facturer subscribing to the schools to produce,

who should be desirous of so doing. Their

whole time should be surrendered, and in com-

mon justice liberally paid for
;
for at the present

miserable stipend which generally they receive,

it Is vain to expect that men of talent will, or

can, devote themselves to carry out the effective

working of the system. The attendance at the

schools is considered as a mere adjunct to their

professional labours
;
and tolerated only for the

certain though inadequate emolument it affords.

Again, a custom has prevailed of shifting the

provincial masters from place to place
;

that

is prohibitoiy of their successful application

of any knowledge of local wants which they

may acquire. In many cases where a master

has felt an interest in ascertaining the peculiar

processes of the chief manufactures of the dis-

trict to which he is appointed, and by impart-

ing something of a practical chaacter to the

tuition, has gained the confidence of the directors

and students of the school, he is, as a reward

for his exertions, drafted off to another school

that affords a larger salary, and where the manu-

facture is totally different. Surely, if found

deserving, the increased salary might have been

given, and his services retained to the district

where they promised to be valuable. Some plan

must be resorted to that shall give a practical

character to the tuition of the schools ;
and this,

up to the present time, has been whollyneglected.

The two fundamental principles for which

they were founded, viz., the teaching of Design,

and its application to manufacture have been
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wholly lost sight of. Far be it from our wish

to conceal or deny aught of the difficulty that

waited upon their course; this was but too

evident, and its perception has ever made more
apparent the futility of the means by which it

has been sought to be guided. The regulations

which direct the routine of study are unsuited

to their object. It was a trying task to frame a

code of rules that should meet the exigencies

of requirements so varied, as must ensue from
the number of different branches of Art-manu-

|

factures in which the pupils of the Metropolitan

I School were directly or indirectly engaged, and

1
the most judicious 'that could have been devised

must necessarily, from these very circumstances,
! have been subject to objection. That the course

of instruction selected had not, even there, rea-

lised the hopes of the friends of Art-education

was admitted beyond a doubt, even before the

establishment of the local schools—but had the

result been as cheering as the most sanguine

believer in the scheme could have desired ;
still

it required some consideration to determine

whether it was equally adapted to districts

whose requirements in general were so dissi-

milar.

To the unqualified application of one routine

of study to Schools of Design generally, irre-

spective of the wants of the district in which
1 they are founded, is in a great degree to be

attributed the very partial success which has

j

in a few instances resulted, and the very general

failure which has endangered the stability of

the institutions altogether.

Many of the localities in which the provincial

schools are placed have one staple manufacture,

j
which forms almost the engrossing object of the

1
district, and the advancement of this branch, as

1

far as Art could be applied to it, was the object

understood by their formation. The regulations

j

for their government should have been directed

to this particular aim in chief, information sought
as to the known capabilities of the materials

1

used, inspection made of the most successful

1

results already realised, and means and appliances

put into operation to advance it from that state.

Had this been earnestly and seriously set about,

had it been really imderstood and acknowledged,
a very different position would have marked
their labours

;
the better informed and more

talented class of artisans, who now generally

stand aloof, would have gladly availed them-
selves of their co-operation, and would willingly,

in return for the instruction they received, have
assisted the practical working of the school by
imparting their experience in the manipulatory
processes, thus forming the connecting link of

|
the chain of Art-manufacture.
Now with reference to the Metropolitan

|

School, I would, in the first place, draw atten-

tion to the classes of the pupils and the varied

objects which the course of study is intended to

promote. By reference to the report it appeal’s

there are nearly fifty distinct classes of pupils
enumerated

;
that is, nearly fifty positive and

separate branches of Art and Art-manufacture.
Now of these many are well-educated youths,
some the sons of professional men, of manufac-
turers and tradesmen of property, of those who,
having a taste for Art, embrace the opportunity
which the school offers of advancement in their

different pursuits. "When the social position of

these pupils is considered, it will be at once ap-

parent that the failure of the system of tuition

is not of that vital importance that it becomes
to the humbler class forming the bulk of the
provincial pupils. Many other channels of in-

struction and occupation are open to the former.
With some a very moderate share of success
would be satisfactory. If, for instance, the sons
of manufacturers and those who are destined
afterwards to become employers, gain but a
tolerable idea of what is excellent in Art, if

they but learn to know and to appreciate, the
chief end of their instruction is accomplished.
But, in the instance of those dependent upon
their own manual talent, the case is widely diffe-

rent
;
they should not only know and appreciate,

but also must add the power to do, and so realise

that excellence
;
and by this power is their

success to be estimated.

These pupils, generally, are the children of
humble artisans, who, feeling the difficulties

that have impeded their own progress, through
lack of those advantages which the schools now
offer, readily seize the proffered boon in their

favour, and look forward with a confident hope
that the result will yield them an increased

facility of gaining a livelihood
;
and this hope

reconciles them to the denial which such a sub-

traction from then limited funds as the subscrip-

tion to the school involves
;
for it is a positive

draft from their necessities. The importance

of success to this class cannot be over-esti-

mated.
The general regulations for study are defective

and inapplicable to the title of the schools, and
without thorough revision can never attain their

object. The exhibitions of the competitive

drawings which annually take place may evidence

the possession of some ability and aptitude on
the part of the pupils, but undue weight must not

be attached to these ;
flattery here is at least as

deceptive as it may be pleasing. In the pro-

duction of these the hand and eye alone have

been called prominently into action
;

let there

be study in which the head may be the leading

influence. It is possible for pupils to copy very

correctly the details and proportions of examples

placed before them, in different orders of com-
position, without really so understanding their

peculiar properties and distinguishing charac-

teristics as to be able to reproduce them in an

original design. The eye may never have appre-

hended them with sufficient force and precision

to have imprinted them firmly on the memory

;

and it should be borne in mind that memory is

to form the store from which their future re-

sources are to spring. Memory becomes the

test to which imagination afterwards appeals

;

and while it recals to the mind the lineaments

and character of the approved examples which
have passed under the pupil’s observation, it at

the same time prescribes limits beyond which
the fancy may not trespass

;
and in proportion to

the merit of the works that have formed the

object of their study, and the fidelity with which
their beauties have been impressed upon the

mind, will be the value of their influence in

their future productions. The part that memory
plays in the office of instruction is most impor-

tant ;
and just according to the vitality of its

power, will be the extent of its utility, thus

enforcing the necessity of well-directed study,

rightly and fully understood.

Let the title of the schools be no longer a

mis-nomer, but let them be Schools of Design in

fact, and not mere copying machines ;
then, and

not till then, will their influence be successful,

important, and national. Let the chief object

of study and principal aim of the tuition be
the advancement of ornamental design in con-

nection with Art-manufactures. To achieve

this desideratum, I should recommend that

classes be arranged according to the abili-

ties of the pupils, for the theoretical as well as

practical study of the different styles and
character of ornamental composition

;
and, after

the usual fac-simile drawings have been made,

that the pupils be verbally examined to ascer-

tain that they understand the theory of their

task
;
their answers would evidence the relative

correctness of the impressions received by its

execution. This passed, they should then be

required to make an oiiginal design in that style,

embodying the principles and features of the

first study, but varying the details and arrange-

ment. This would evidence conclusively the

amount of knowledge the pupil had derived

from his tuition, and without such a test it is

impossible to conclude with any satisfactoiy cer-

tainty that the pupil has learnt at all in the true

sense of the word, and in the only sense in which

it is of any value to him. Capabilities, of oven

ordinary character, submitted to such a course

of instruction must necessarily be enlarged and
improved ; and when natural innate talent is

brought within its operation, the most satisfac-

tory results may be relied on. And I would
recommend that the annual prizes be awarded
in reference to these designs, in preference to

the mere copies of casts and prints which now
contest those honours.

The study of natural flowei*s and plants is

very judiciously made a feature in some of the

schools; it would be advisable that after the

drawing is made representing the object exactly
as it appears in the specimen before the student,
that original groupings and compositions be
designed from them applicable to the purposes
of manufacture, thus teaching him to turn his
labour to account, and keeping before liim the
object for which he is taught, and assisting him
in its attainment

;
he will then see and feel the

importance of the part he has himself to take in

the task of his tuition. Positive and actual
study there must be if the hours spent in the
schools are to count for days of fame or profit
hereafter.

There is no golden path to knowledge, and it

is not desirable there should be ; but through
the able instrumentality of the pioneers of intel-

lect there is a good macadamised road, for those
who choose to tread it, that offei's more secure
and firmer footing

; and it should be borne in

mind that ’tis not the distance travelled, but the
experiencegained upon the route, that constitutes
the value of the journey.

I should also recommend the formation of a
class for the most talented adults employed in

the various Art-manufactures, in which they
shall be taught the principles of light and shade,
colour, and composition, without being subjected
to the ordinary routine of the elementary draw-
ing studies. This should be considered as an
exceptional class, and limited to adults only whose
manual execution and general capabilities evi-

dence decided talent.

There are in the provincial districts many
clever painters in connection with manufacture
(I use the word advisedly, and may say with
reference to the difficulties under which they
have laboured, for want of accessible proper
training, very clever), who would gladly receive

assistance so offered as to be available and useful
to them. They cannot consent to enter the
schools on a footing with those who have never
used a pencil before, and they have not the time, :

even if they had the inclination, to do so, and
therefore are altogether absent from them. They
do not dispute the importance and necessity of
the elementary studies as the basis of a sound
Art education, and readily accept it for their

children
;
but the time is past—they regret—for

its application to their own case, and the question
is not whether such a course is the best as a

general rule, but if it be suited to then’ peculiar

circumstances
; if not, then, to them it is a nullity.

The body for whom I claim this exception is

fully employed, and in attending the classes at

all, there would be a positive and certain loss in

the diminution of their wages by the time so
devoted

; and men will not readily suffer this for

the chance of a doubtful gain. Their attendanco

is a most important consideration, as improve-
ment with them would be of immediate influence,

whereas with the younger pupils it can but be
prospective.

The relative position of manufacturers, whose
advancement the schools were mainly founded
to promote, and retailers, through the medium
of whom the public generally have to judge of

the progress made, presenting a most important

feature in the consideration of the subject, is

reserved for future notice. B.

(To be Continued.)

OBITUARY.

GEORGE MULLER.
The architect George Muller, from Wyl, in

Switzerland, died at Vienna, at the age of twenty-
seven years. He was an artist of very eminent
talent, full of fancy and taste, excellent in inven-

tion as well as in the manner of design, so that

his drawings in water-colours would adorn any
collection. Muller lived a long time in Italy,

especially in Florence, where he designed the plans

for the restoration of the faqade of the dome, a

work in which are exhibited spirit, fancy, and
the deepest intelligence of the Italian Gothic.

Muller was also a very active, good, and amiable

man, and his loss cannot be replaced either for

the Fine Arts or for his friends.

H. B. CHALON.

We regret to announce the recent death of this

artist, favourably known as a painter of animals.
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more enective test ot tue vaiue oi u.uigmg, i

than is afforded by the change of position thus

accorded to works in a second exhibition. It is

on the one hand a great boon to the artist, and

on the other an invaluable relief to the spec-

tator. A determination to discharge conscien-

tiously a hanging commission is difficult and
embarrassing in proportion to the honesty of

the hanger. The “line” is not universally a

measure of justice : there is sometimes much
charity in an extralinear position, not only when
pictures are positively bad, but when they pos-

sess even valuable points. The light under

which these pictures is now seen is, we think,

much more powerful than that by which many
of the best have been lighted in the respective

rooms whence they have been removed ;
to some

the change is beneficial, to others it is injurious.

The picture, No. 3, ‘ Mrs. Claypole, Cromwell's

favourite Daughter, on herDeathbed,’& c. by Lucy,

is placed lower than it was in the Royal Academy,

and here becomes manifest a want of depth and

an undue breadth of white, and light colour.

‘Shylock refusing thrice the Amountofhis Bond,’

&c.,”by Lear, ought to bear inspection from its

present position : but in the draperies there is a

flatness and carelessness of adjustment which

we had not expected to see. ‘ The Alarm
Signal— Smugglers Off!’ by H. P. Parker, is

effective and spirited; and these qualities had

not been in any wise vitiated by a little more

finish. We trust there was no malice prepeivse

in placing together two such pictures as ‘ A
Fishing-Boat putting about for her Rudder,’ &c.,

by Brunning, and Darby's picture,
1 A Moun-

tain Chief's Funeral in Olden Times ’—the one

all light, the other all mysterious shade
;
indeed,

we are confirmed in the view we have already

taken of the latter picture—when the surface

has acquired the film of age, the material of the

composition will become invisible. ‘ John
Aubrey, the Antiquary, at his Manor House at

Eastern Priory,’ &c., A. Prove, is a work which

will sustain itself as a faithful study of various

quaint material. ‘ Soldiers' Wives waiting the

result of a Battle,’ Mrs. McIan. Of this original

conception we have already spoken favourably :

its judicious grouping and good colour are seen

as advantageously here as at the Free Exhibition.

‘ Horses Heads, after Nature,’ J. F. Herring.

This has been a valuable subject to the artist,

but we are weary of its repetition. These heads

are certainly as Ufe-like as any he has previously

painted, and not less distinguished by masterly

execution. ‘The Crafnaut Mountains—North

Wales,’ J. Danby. The effect of this picture is

now widely different from that which it derived

from its position in the Royal Academy. If it

be placed in a strong light and near the eye,

it will universally be pronounced too green.

The error, a very seductive one, which has led to

this is palpable, and if not guarded against, it

will lead to insipidity. We have already spoken

favourably of the picture—it is strikingly ori-

ginal and independent in its style. ‘ A Willowy

Stream that turns a Mill,’ F. W. Hulme. We
see this picture again with much pleasure, as

being in every thing a studiously careful tran-

script of a picturesque locality. ‘ Bianca

Capello,’ J. C. Hook, is a production which in

every passage courts close inspection
;

it is one

of those which impresses the memory. ‘ The
‘ Holy Well—Brittany.’ This is the largest oil

picture we have ever seen by this artist ;
it is

distinguished by all the sweetness and graceful

character which qualify his water-colour pictures.

Other works of much merit among these prizes

are—‘ A Subject from Pepys’ Diary,’ by J. Noble;
‘ A Ruin of a Monastery near Boulogne,' E. J

.

Cobbett
;

‘ The Cuirassier's Forge at Caen,’ E. A.

Goodall
;

‘ Harwich from the Stour,’ Bentley
;

‘David Deans exercising for the instruction of his

Daughters,’ &c., T. Clater ;
‘ A Forest Village,’

J. Stark; ‘A Shady Stream—North Wales,’

H. J. Boddington. In the Water-Colour Room

THE WAY TO CHURCH.
T. Creswick, A.R.A., Painter. J. C. Bentley, Engraver.

.74 in.:e of the Picture 1 ft. 114 it

are a few works of much excellence, as,
1 The

Terrace,' G. Dodgson
;

‘ Interior at Dieppe,’

S. Prout ;
‘ Elizabeth ct Fefine,’ W. Lee

;

‘ Wind-
ings of the Wye,’ Geo. B. Campion ; ‘Hagai-;’

Fanny Corbeaux, &c. &c.

In the South-west Room are two pictures by
Webster, which every visitor will be rejoiced to

inspect in the favourable positions in which they

are hung. They are respectively the property

of W. Wells, Esq., and E. Bicknell, Esq., by
whom they have been lent for exhibition. They
are ‘The Smile,’ and ‘The Frown,’ both from
‘ The Deserted Village,’ and so obviously pen-

dants that they ought ever to hang in companion-

ship, since each contributes so powerfully to the

narrative of the other. They illustrate opposite

effects of the moods of the village schoolmaster,

the subjects being

—

“ Full well they laughed and counterfeited glee

At all his jokes, for many a joke had he
;

”

“ Full well the busy whisper circling round,

Conveyed the dismal tidings when he frowned.”

These pictures are small, each presenting simply

a bench of rustic children moved to gaiety or

gravity according to the mood of their renowned
pedagogue. They have been engraved in

line, and the pair of plates will be presented

to each subscriber for the current year at the

time of subscription, as an addition to a

series of etchings from a charming set of draw-

ings by Maclise, illustrating Shakspearc's Seven

Ages. This proposition, if effectively and literally

carried out, ought to prove highly beneficial to

the funds, as a balm to the painful memory of

the vexatious delays which have occurred in

the delivery of preceding presentation plates.

We know not xinder what circumstances

these plates became the property of the Art-

Union, but we believe that they were

already advanced before the copyright was
acquired by the Society, their publication

having been contemplated through the usual

channels. We believe that they will constitute

the most popular presentation that has ever been

made to the subscribers. Maclise’s designs from

the Seven Ages were last season exhibited in the

Water-Colour Room of the Royal Academy. The
drawings were made for the purpose of execu-

tion in porcelain, but they have fallen a godsend

into the hands of the Art-Union, but for which

circumstance they had not, at least at present,

been published. They are drawn in lead pen-

cil, and being slightly shaded are little more
than outline

;
they are however surpassingly

sweet in sentiment. The series consists of eight

compositions, because the first is an epitome of

the whole, exhibiting the stage on which the

player makes his entrance, and plays his many
parts. The scene is lighted by the “lamp
of life,” on the right of which is the door of

entrance, at which we see the infant in the

arms of the nurse ;
then in succession the rest

of the characters, until the aged man is seen

departing by the door on the extreme left. The
whole of this is extremely slight, and it contains

not a line that does not aid the moral force of

the “ strange eventful history." The exit of the

old man tells more emphatically than any other

passage of the drawing. We have seen some-

thing like it in the sepulchral sculpture of Thor-

waldsen, but it is so purely apposite, that it

would seem to have been suggested by the verse

alone. The simple and severe elegance of this

beautiful drawing qualify it for execution in bas-

relief. “ The Lover ” is a conception of much
grace ;

he is extended on the ground invoking

poetic fire, with his woful ballad before him and

his gittern by his side. “ The Soldier is a

literal and highly effective deduction, and the
“ Pantaloon ” is accompanied by a maiden and

her lover—one on each side—but of their bye-

play he sees nothing. The bas-relief also by

J. Hancock is exhibited ; this it will be remem-

bered gained the prize of 100Z. A copy in

metal has been made, from which a plate is

now being engraved for the subscribers of the

year 1849. Another bas-relief, “ The Death of

Boadicea," by H. H. Armstead, which was sub-

mitted in competition for the premium of one

hundred pounds, has been purchased by the

society, and is now exhibited.

This, it will be observed, is a very small picture
;

and although the value of a work of Art must
never be estimated by its size, the admirers of Mr.
Creswick’s pencil—a multitude in number—must
regret that no more important example is to be
found on the walls of the Vernon Gallery. Like
Collins, he has hitherto been satisfied with such
subjects for pictorial delineation as are to be found
at home, deeming it totally unnecessary “ to put a

girdle round the earth ” in search of less ordinary,

but frequently less pleasing, material, and to fill his

portfolio with a crowd of sketches and studies,

when better might have been procured with di-

minished cost and labour.

If Mr. Creswick has not the poetical imagination

ofTurner, the Claude-like classic feeling of Callcott,

or the glowing romance of Danby and Martin, he
has that which to the eye of an Englishman fully

compensates for their absence—an ardent love for

the scenery of his native land, and the happiest

talent for placing it on the canvas. A landscape

by him is almost a caniera-lueida transcript of the

place, so true is it to nature, even to the minutest
detail

;
and yet there is nothing mechanical i

little in his works; the labour is of the mind, not
of the hand, based on the conviction that the ex-

cellence of a whole mainly depends on the excel-

lence of its several parts, and that whatever is

worthy ofbeing represented,however circumscribed

in itself, is worth the artist’s time and talent. It

might possibly be supposed that, from this extreme
attention to minutiae, the pictures by this painter

would be deficient in breadth of effect, a result

which often follows too close an adherence to the
natural colour of particular objects

;
this however

is not the case, for if we closely examine any two
square inches of his canvas, it matters not whether
they contain a branch of a tree, a piece of granite

rock, or a mass of weeds and wild flowers, there is

in substance before us the material itself, yet
subordinate to the general design.

The beautiful little picture of the “"Way to

Church,” so exquisitely engraved by Mr. Bentley,

illustrates our observation : here every form is

most clearly made out, yet nothing is obtrusive

—

each one keeps its proper place
;
the rays of the

sun, playing through the trees and illumining the

principal objects in the composition, produce a

powerful breadth of effect, and by contrast with the

mass of warm shadowed foliage beyond, impart
light to the entire work ;

the distance is clothed in

a delicious atmospheric tint. It is altogether a

lovely summer scene, pure as the hand of nature

could form, calm as befits the day of rest.

It has been well described in a graceful little

poem by the Rev. H. Townshend, a portion of

which we extract, regretting our inability to find

room for the whole.

“ It is a pleasant sight and fair,

The woodland boughs at play,

While breathe on the rejoicing air

The beanfield and the hay;
And up the dell the silvery bell

Teaches the churchward way.

“ And, tinkling low o'er brier-clad stones,

The rippling runnel near,

Blends with those far soft undertones
The mellow chime and clear

:

Shadow and beam athwart the stream
Like Hope at sport with Fear.

“ Peace, Beauty, Blessedness, repose

In that rich verdurous shade,

Which the tall linden barrier throws
O'er half the lawny glade

:

Lightsome the while to cross the stile

Steps forth a cottage maid.

“ She hath been loitering by the lane,

Her hat with flowers to dight

;

Her mother now and sisters twain
She seeks with eager sight

:

In haste she is—she would not miss
One word of holy Rite.

“ A simple band !
yet not untaught

;

Creation’s volume fair,

—

Ilis Word, who all its wonders wrought,

The Book of England’s prayer

;

These are their lore. What need they more ?

Truth, comfort, heaven are there.”

There is a slight alteration in the engraving

from the original. When a proof was submitted

to Mr. Creswick for his approbation, he placed a

spire on the tower of the church to make it some-

what more prominent. The addition is of great

value to the print.
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the performances of the Continent. The great
superiority of position enjoyed by France, is

In resuming our notice of the Exposition of

Industrial Art in the French capital, we shall

now introduce to our readers many
subjects of a higher order of merit,

and of greater importance in them-
selves, than those we were able to

afford them last month, from our then
limited time and opportunities. The
various difficulties and obstacles in

the way of collecting materials for

the proper illustration of the Exposi-

tion in the Art-Journal, we have now
entirely surmounted, and trust that

the energies we have devoted to this

end, so far from having been thrown
away, will realise results of a most
desirable character. We are anxious
that every man of talent and enter-

prise, to whatever nation or sect he
may belong, should become univer-

sally known, and should receive, both
in fame and profit, a just recompense
for deserving labours. We are also

eager to promote that which we be-

lieve to be a healthy and honourable
system—the borrowing and lending
of ideas among manufacturers, and
indeed among nations

;
we hope that

by showing equally in our pages that
which can be accomplished in our
own country, and that which our
Continental neighbours produce, good
points in the Art of either side the
channel may be shared, and discre-

pancies learned to be avoided. We
desire certainly, among all artists and
manufacturers, an emulation, which
always elevates both the “ workman ”

and the “ work ;
” but we protest

against that jealousy and narrowness of feeling
which confines its admiration to any one country
or class, and dislikes to see a man of talent
exalted, because his less spirited-minded col-

leagues are thereby thrust into the shade.
Here, however, we must take the opportunity

of observing, that there is comparatively little

to be feared by the British manufacturer from

and delicacy of finish, we still stand quite alone
and unrivalled.

And now, to return from our digression,
we come to the department of iron-casting
in France. The first subject on the present page

represents a square pedestal foun-
tain, which, in the original, is sur-

mounted by the figure of a boy.
The pedestal is about five feet high,
and the intention seems to be that
there should be four of these pedes-
tals, each supporting one of the
Seasons. The manufacturer is M.
Andre (Val d’Osne, Haute Marne.)
The next subject, a very appro-
priate composition, is a detail from
the side of the above fountain. The
same artist, whose works are full

of merit, contributes, among a host
of large productions, the two iron
garden-seats, which are also en-
graved on this page. The re-

that her patrons, her manufacturers, her artisans,
are all artisans in the proper sense of the word,
and that there is abroad that universal acquaint-
ance with the human figure, which in England

maining object is a graceful little chamber
candlestick, which several manufacturers have
executed from the same design in malleable
iron, the facility for working which material
has resulted in a number of exquisite little objects,
possessing all the delicate finish of chased silver.

we are only gradually in progress to secure. In I Some small brooches and cameo fittings are
all matters of execution, perfection of material,

|

actually marvellous for the elaboration displayed.
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The ornamental hinge below, by the same
manufacturer, is less pure in the character of its

drawing, but is far from being contemptible for

the purpose to which it is applied. It is in the

style which prevailed in England chiefly during

the reigns of James I. and Charles I. It may
also furnish a hint for the enrichment of hinges

in general.

T he foot of the present page exhibits one of

the best street-lamp-brackets placed in the

Exp osition. It is of cast-iron of much lightness,

but at the same time of sufficient strength for

its purpose, and we are glad to find that it has

already been abundantly used in the streets of

the metropolis. The design consists of a

single scroll much foliated, and entirely pro-

ceeding from a dolphin’s head of that kind

I which is so frequently met with in the designs

The first subject on the present page repre-

sents one of the most graceful designs we have

yet seen applied to the purpose of a portable

stove-back. It is from the manufactory of

M. Lcbeuf (Rue des Enfants-Rouges, 11,) and is

in that style which forms a combination of the

flowing curves of the time of Louis XIV., with

the severe detail of an earlier school. This

mixed style is one that owes its existence to

the last few years, and has only been carried to

perfection in France. Here we find an abun-

dant display of the curves technically called

C’s and S’s, but divested of that rococo decora-

of Hans Holbein. The manufacturer of

this lamp-bracket, and of several other very
meritorious objects in cast-iron is M. Pinard,

of Marquise (pas de Calais.)

The next subject represents one-half of an

iron window balcony, just large enough to be a

security to flower-pots. It is formed of square

bars of iron, twisted over and under each other,

and occasionally branching off into terminations

of Italian foliage. We much admire the bracket-

like end of the balcony, so simple, and at the

same time so beautifully balanced. The manu-

facturer is M. Delinotte (Rue Chapon, 13,) who
also exhibits a novel method of opening and

j

closing window-frames. The principle employed

|

for this pui'pose offers a rich field for ornament.

We now come to a second stove-back by the

same manufacturer as the first, viz., M. Lebeuf.

It may not perhaps possess all the merit of the

former one, but is eminently worthy of a place

in our pages, as showing how much of really

good taste may be employed upon a simple

object, even when the exercise of it at first

seems limited. Unlike the stove-back at the

top of the page, this displays no perforation,

but is modelled in faint relief upon a flat ground.

The last engraving on the present page repre-

sents the foot of a very cleverly designed stove,

by M. Chaussenot (Rue de Chaillot, 97.) In this

work all the ornaments are of cast-iron silvered,

producing a light and agreeable effect. We have

selected for illustration that portion which ap-

peared to us most novel in treatment.

tion which so largely characterised works of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries abroad,

and which cannot be too strongly repudiated.

This style, again, is one that is fully susceptible

of the introduction of natural flowers, executed

with all the lightness and playfulness of nature

;

whereas the Italian style, strictly so called,

admits only of their being produced with a

certain conventional treatment, which somewhat

deprives the artist of a field for his imagination.

In the present work the combination of the set

uniform lines of ornamental Art with the free

stems and leaves of nature is particularly happy.

Few manufacturers in this country would
think of devoting much artistic attention to the

fabrication of an object fulfilling so menial a

position as a kitchen-spit. But in France, as,

indeed, we could wish to see it here, nothing is

considered so degrading as to be beneath the

notice of the ornamental designer. The accom-

panying spit-bracket testifies to the truth of our

observation. It is modelled in excellent taste,

and with the purest Italian feeling. The manu-

facturer is M. Rogeat, of Lyons.

Our next illustration represents the pattern

which runs along the top of a cabinet in cast

iron, by M. Lepreux (Rue S. Antoine, 139). It

is not always an easy task to compose, however

often it may be introduced with good effect, a

light and at the same time correct battlement in

any of the modern styles. It is a great point to

gain the beautiful effect possessed by the Tudor
battlement, with only such materials as may be

gleaned from the resources of the Renaissance.

In the design before us, we think this has been

accomplished. The pattern forms the summit

of a cabinet in the manner of the sixteenth cen-

tury, every angle being further surmounted by

a vase of flame, which agreeably harmonises with

the lines of the battlement itself.
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iron balcony made by M. Ducel, the head of a
large and important establishment from which
emanates the nest subject which it is our duty
to describe.

No one who has visited Paris

can have failed to observe the
extreme elegance and almost
incredible diversity of the pat-

terns of certain perforated iron
panels, varying from two to four
feet in height, and inserted into

openings in the doorways of
French houses. Some of these
date back to the time of Louis
XIV., but in a far greater num-
ber of instances they are of
modern composition, and exe-

cuted within these last few years.

Of the latter kind are the best
and most artistic specimens, for

the most part designed in a Re-
naissance taste, and combining
geometrical patterns (if by such
a name we may term the com-
plicated interlaced bands which
were frequent in the sixteenth
century) with fruit, flowers, and
animals, together with an abund-
ant appropriation of the creatures

of “fancy’s world,” dragons, mer-
maids, and monsters of every

conceivable form and king-

dom. These iron perforated
panels constitute a veiy de-

lightful and cheering feature

in the architecture of the
streets of Paris, and more-
over during the present taste

for richly decorating archi-

traves and pilasters with
sculptured arabesques in re-

lief, they aptly harmonise
with the mansion itself the
entire door, which under
other circumstances would
have the plain appearance of
a make-shift, put up for tem-
porary convenience. The
doorways of Paris with their

appurtenances both old and
new, might afford a most
pleasing and instructive stu-

dy to the arcliitect, the anti-

quary, and the decorative
artist. The above few re-

marks may serve to intro-

duce to our readers a very
nice panel on a large scale,

though intended for the
above purpose, placed in the

Exposition by the manufacturer M. Ducel.
It has on each side fanciful columns and
capitals of a mixed ordei’, surmounting pedestals
from which issue boars’ heads in very high
relief. The intermediate space is filled up witli

scroll-work which is ingeniously varied, foliated
in the Italian manner, and further enriched by
the introduction of garlands of roses and other
natural plants, worked a little conventionally,
but with an excellent feeling for the beautiful in
point of form. The top is rather a daring effort,

but it is quite successful in effect
;
although

designed with utter disregard for one veiy im-
poiiiant principle in the art of the omamentalist.

and to the art in general as practised abroad.
Two enormous candelabra by this gentleman
(although somewhat unsuitable to the purposes
of illustration) pleased us exceedingly, and we

must also do justice to the classical groups
and statues repeated in his matei’ial from
the ancient famous originals, whicli may
well be made applicable to a hundred different
pui-poses and situations. M. Ducel’s establish-
ment is situated at Poce (Indre-et-Loire).

is M. Baudon, Palis (Rue du Faubourg Saint M. Ducel has made a great advance in the
Martin, 51,) and the stove which accompanies it

j

depai-tment of cast iron, and has sent to the
is in equally commendable taste. At the foot ! Exposition a considerable number of objects
of the page will be seen a second example of an

|

which do infinite credit to himself in particular,

I One other design completes the present page.

[

This little object belongs to an elaborately
finished jewel-casket by Messrs. Goebel & Martin,
(Rue Michel-le-Comte, 30;) and we have en-
graved it because it appeared to us one of
the most elegant little things we have met with,
with the same amount of simplicity.

There is much scope for the hand of the
omamentalist in the design of an iron window
balcony, and it is an object in which the

Pai-isians display considei'able luxury. The
Boulevards of this capital abound in examples
old and new, of surpassing beauty, and the
French designers of the present day seem quite

sensible of the endless variety of patterns which
may be introduced into works of this and of simi-
lar nature. We herewith give an engraving of
the upper part of a balcony manufactured by
Messrs, Martin and Very, of Paris (Quai de la

Megisserie, 74). It is composed in the best
possible taste, having a frieze at the top con-
sisting of terminal figures, and sylvan masks,
while beneath this are twisted columns and
pendant ornaments.

Following this is a fender corner of very bold
design. It simply displays an Italian grotesque
head, enveloped in scroll work. The bars of
the fender are of polished steel. Its manufacturer



Of works in Terra-Cotta we have already given

several examples, we cannot, however, resist a

desire to add to them two : these are the pro-

ductions of M. Gossin (Rue de la Roquette), to

whose works we made reference at some length

at the commencement of this article. The first

is a flower-pot, of a novel construc-

tion. The flower-cups at the sides

are perforated, so that the plant may
throw its branches out of the orifices

;

the saucer is also very gracefully orna-

mented. The second is a flower-vase,

composed of water-plants, very grace-

fully grouped and arranged. We have

said that a visit to the establishment

of M. Gossin will be amply rewarded :

his collection consists of objects very

varied, and all of much interest and
beauty, exhibiting considerable taste

and judgment in design, combined
with accuracy and skill in manipula-

tion. We have two especial objects in

directing attention to this branch of

manufacture— one to bring under

notice the truly excellent works of

M. Gossin, who, in every way, displays

genius of no common order in what

he produces; and the other, to aid,

as much as in us lies, the more general

introduction of terra-cottas into this

country, not only by importation, but

by stirring up our own manufacturers

to a sense of the advantages to be

derived by making them a prominent

feature in their factories. We arc

fully persuaded there is a wide field

here for the use of such ornaments

for gardens, terraces, green-houses;

and in a variety of other ways they

are peculiarly .adapted, and would
elicit an extensive demand, if a supply

could be easily obtained, and at a

moderate charge. We have had sev-

eral of M. Gossin’s terra-cottas in our

possession during the last two or three

years
;
they have been universally ad-

mired, and repeated inquiries were

made of us as to whether they could

be had in England, and whether any
I of our home manufactories produced similar

I
objects. The chief obstacle in the way of a

large importation from the Continent

is the expense of transit—especially

when the objects are heavy—and the

duty levied at the Custom House,

which together, certainly, add much
to the original cost, though not to so

great a degree as to place them out of

reach of those who might ordinarily

be expected to use them. Another
objection we have heard applied to

terra-cotta ornaments is that severe

frosts are apt to chip and crack them,

when exposed out of doors ;
but this

evil is readily obviated by placing

them under cover during the winter,

in any out-house where extreme cold

is not likely to penetrate, which is fre-

quently done with some kinds of

artificial stone-work. But this kind of

material is equally applicable to many
articles of ordinary domestic use in

the kitchen, the daily, the larder, the

still-room, &c., where the objections

just referred to, do not apply with

even the shadow of a reason.

Clay suitable for such works is to

be found in abundance in various parts

of England. Messrs. Copeland, in

Staffordshire, Messrs. Willock, in Lan-

cashire, have used it with success,

though on a comparatively limited

scale; and the last number of our

Journal contains a reference to some
beautiful objects in terra-cotta, manu-

factured by Mr. Dillwyn, of Swansea,

from clay of a very superior kind,

found in the vicinity of that town.

M. Gossin is (like all French manu-
facturers now - a - days,) extremely

anxious that his productions should

find their way to England ;
and it will

give us much pleasure if this notice

can forward the object of a most meri-

torious artist, and indeed a family of

artists, upon whom the times are

pressing more heavily than they ought.

The accompanying paper-knife is from the

manufactory of M. Mayer (Rue Vivienne 20).

It is of silver parcel-gilt. The handle is enriched

with an arabesque pattern in very faint relief,

designed with an exquisite feeling for balance,

which is undoubtedly the great secret of success

in this (if not in every other) style ; the manner

in which the mouldings unite with each other,

both in the upper and lower part of the handle,

is purely original and much to be admired, nor

have we ever found the same contrast of metals

more agreeably disposed.
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We .are now led to the Atelier of M. Matifat
(Rue de la Perle, 9) whose works exhibited in the
Exposition soon attracted our attention from
their daring opposition to the set rules of the
bronze manufacturer, their delicate workman-
ship, and the novel but pure taste displayed in

the designs. Through this gentleman’s courtesy
in furnishing us with a number of sketches of
the principal objects which are emanating from
his establishment, we are enabled to place before
our readers a faithful, and, we feel assured, a
valuable, series of compositions

; which, while
their main object has been to improve the con-

dition of bronze-casting in France, at the same
time may supply useful hints for many other
departments of manufacture. M. Matifat is a
young man of exquisite taste and fine feeling,

and we are certain that his enterprise, which,
perhaps, exceeds that of any of his colleagues,

will meet with the reward to which he earnestly

looks forward,—that of just and honourable dis-

tinction. To devote mind and energy to such
an end is an attempt which can scarcely fail of
being successful. We have already remarked
that the old established firmswhose performances
were every season anticipated as promising
rich treats to connoisseurs and men of taste,

have not recently stepped out of the old routine,

but have satisfied themselves with producing
works which, for character and finish, might
have been executed years ago. They have not
done their duty

;
they have not kept pace with

the ever-moving spirit of the age ; and the natural
consequence is that infant manufactories bear
the palm from them, and are hastily creating

for themselves that reputation which it originally

took years of care and energy to secure. The
manufacture of bronzes is not the only one to
which our observations may apply. The same
causes, and consequently the same effects, are
continually found to be acting in other depart-

ments. A manufacturer at the onset verges out
into a sphere which gains him a certain amount
of popularity and profit, and, finding it successful

for a number of years, besides that his reputation
is solely or mainly dependent upon it, he be-

comes wedded to it, and at length from being
unwilling to relinquish it for the demands of
inproving science and novel invention, finds

young, and at first, insignificant and unequal
rivals rise up gradually among the talent of an
increasing population, to wrest from him the
honours he might vainly have expected to

enjoy, under circumstances of national enlighten-

ment, as when society was less competent to

judge of the merits and demerits of Industry
and Art.

M. Matifat has made a bold step in moving
out of the prescribed limits of the bronze manu-
facturer, and we hardly know which most to

commend, the judicious care with which he has
studied the best models of antiquity and appro-
priated their features in a novel and original

manner, or the tact which he has displayed in

applying the works of nature in a way that was
never perhaps before thought of. We shall give
examples of each of these schools, and endeavour
to do ample justice to an establishment for which
upon public grounds we heartily wish every

j

success. A few such men as M. Matifat would
soon raise the character of any walk of manufac- 1

tures
;
and, ifthe spirit which is being evinced by

him could only be transplanted to some of our
!

manufacturing districts, we should become the
j

fortunate possessors of the only thing which is
|

wanting to make British Art and Manufacture
eminently respected through the civilised world.

J

With the two subjects on the present page we
i

commence our series of M. Matifat’s works, in
1

the illustrations of which we have had our labours

very much facilitated by that gentleman’s album,
kindly placed at our disposal for the purpose.
The first engraving represents a chimney-piece
clock, formed of the fruit and leaves of the
blackberry, accompanied by birds, snakes, and
lizards. The thorny branch of the berry is very

exquisitely arranged (or rather contorted) into

the form of a circle, in the centre of which a
spider is seen building its web, while between
the radii of this, the Hours are depicted in enamel.
Nothing can be more true to nature than the
rocky base which supports the whole, here
crowned with grasses and weeds, and there cre-

of the blackberry may spirit, and agreeably removes the monotony thatviced, that the long arms c

find a firm hold in the ground. In one place a
lizard is about to attack a bird who is feasting on
the fruit

;
the story is told with much fidelity and

would be presented by stems and leaves alone.

We next introduce to our readers a bold and
massive work in the Italian style, representing

the foot of a superb candelabrum. We have
engraved it to a somewhat large scale, that its

excellent details may be better understood and
appreciated. The stem is formed of a serpent
twining round a husk, and the foot which is

trilateral, is adorned with three grotesque animals
of fine character. Their wings, which unite,
project in the intermediate spaces in the shape
of a gentle curve, and from beneath them
springs a double foliated scroll.



All the subjects on this page are from the

bronze manufactory of M. Matifat, and may be

thus briefly described :—The first is a circular

table leg, widely deviating in design from the

beaten track which has been so long traversed

by the upholsterer. The most elegant point in

the composition may perhaps be found in the

manner in which a pair of Cupids, merging from

Following the above is a small bronze vase,

the chief novelty of which consists in the lip,

that, on each side, projects and forms an exqui-

sitely flowing curve, which shows itself equally

any point of view.

vase, and when so applied is eminently pleasing.

The style of it is rather Germanesque than Renais-

sance, but admirably treated and finished with

that accurate nicety of chasing which no other

manufacturer displays in his works this year.

the rim of the table, support a shield. The
tripod foot is enriched with boys and panthers.

The next is a graceful little detail, which might

be made use of in a hundred different ways. It

has already been employed by M. Matifat as one

of three supports to a small chimney ornament or

The lower object is the finest of the whole, in

point of composition. It represents a library

inkstand of the form of an elongated parallello-

gram. The ends are borne by terminal boys,

whose tails flow into elegant foliated curves, and
meet in the centre. The minor details are

modelled in the purest Italian taste, and gro-

tesque masks are introduced on the two prin-

cipal sides of the inkstand.



Continuing our notice of the bronze works of M. Matifat, we now give, on this page, four of his
specimens, the two first represent elegant chandeliers

; the first supporting a little Cupidon playing
with flowers

;
and the second, which is even finer than the first in form, being surmounted by a

series of palm-leaves, which hang gracefully over a classical vase.



The first engraving on the present page is of

the under side of the cap of a bronze table-

candlestick, of the utmost chasteness and

delicacy.

particularly struck—a figure of Milo, as perfect

in anatomy as if it were of life-size.

In concluding our remarks relative to the

establishment and works of M. Matifat, we

are for the present, in company with our

readers, bidding adieu to a man of enthusiasm

for Art, sound sense, and gentlemanly feelings.

His courtesy has enabled us to show in the

Our next subject is a table leg, into which the

figure of a boy is agreeably and judiciously

inserted. M. Matifat has shown a considerable

amount of good taste, and an earnest spirit of

reform, in his application of bronze to the pur-

poses of modern furniture, not confining himself

to the execution of tables, but producing also

sideboards, chimney-pieces, buffets, &c. in a

most masterly manner. Our two concluding

subjects, by the same gentleman, are a chamber

candlestick of bronze, silvered, and a vase of

finer shape, which will be sufficiently intelligible

from the annexed engraving.

course of some fourteen illustra-

tions, how very much may be
accomplished by untiring energy

and perseverance, and we trust

that his efforts to obtain an ho-

nourable celebrity will be crowned

by that success which they so

eminently deserve. We rejoice

to have made acquaintance with

the works of M. Matifat, and are

much gratified at the opportunity

of placing his name in a just light

before the English public, hoping

that some of his spirit may be im-

parted to our own manufacturers, for then there

could be little fear of the Decorative Arts of

this country rising to an eminence it has never

yet attained, and which our position in the scale

of nations certainly demands.

The bronzes of Paris are likely, from very

many causes, to retain their pre-eminence for a

long time to come : to these causes we shall pro-

bably hereafter make more distinct reference;

meanwhile, English lovers of Art, who desire to

ornament their mansions by pure examples of

design and pure specimens of workmanship,

must resort to France for that supply which, as

yet, is not to be found at home. To all such we
recommend the establishment of M. Matifat, who
would feel honoured by a visit to his atelier.

It is scarcely needful to observe that the pro-

ductions of this atelier comprise all classes of

objects for all purposes to which bronze is

applicable : some of them are large ; others so

minute as to be the ornaments of seals and
watch-keys ; with one work, indeed, we were
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At the top of this page is a circular pattern by M. Delafontaine, (Rue de l’Abbaye, 10,) and
introduced on the flat, or nearly flat top of a tazza, is in the style of the Alhambra

;
a style which,

either to receive visiting cards or to contain a
light candlestick. The plan of it is a lengthened
quatrefoil, a graceful form, and common to many
styles, from the Gothic downwards.

This is followed by a frieze from the bronze
fountain about to be erected in the Rue St. Mar-
tin ;

and the two remaining subjects on the page

from the fine opportunities it presents for elegant I is partly in relief and partly perforated. The
curves and conventional foliage, is generally pleas- shadows and tints in our engraving will explain

ing when well carried out. It is of gilt metal, and
|
this particular. Though rather rich in its

fender, formed of ivy, by M. Delacour (Rue aux I Next we have another of Delafontaine’s works,
Fers, 20.)

|

consisting of a silvered bronze tray, intended

are a fine silver tankard-handle, by M. Veyrat
(Rue do Malte, 20) ; and an elegant window-
fastener, composed of a mermaid, by M. Fon-
taine (Rue St. HonorS, 269). The last-mentioned

subject is formed of brass, the wings only being
silvered.

general effect, the design is based upon a set I and applicable to many purposes beyond that of
simple principle, which will develope itself on a its original intention.

little examination. It is a pretty composition,
|

Beneath this is the centre of an elegant brass
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The Exposition certainly furnishes some beau-

tiful examples of the perfection to which the

Art of silk-clressing and weaving has been carried

both at Paris and at Lyons. Here we meet with

dresses, curtains, ecclesiastical robes, &c., in

elaborate profusion, bearing colours of every

cessful in its way, between the Italian forms of

decoration practised in the sixteenth century,

and the flowing curves of the Louis XIV. period.

The original is heightened partly with dead, and
partly with burnished, gold. The manufacturer

is M. Poinsard, whose name has already been

placed before our readers in connection with
furniture of a sound order. This gentleman’s

address is Paris (Rue Amelot, 26.)

The two remaining subjects on this page are

a very pretty serviette of two colours, present-

ing details chiefly taken from groups of natural

possible dye, and further enriched with gold and
silver thread. By far the most beautiful shawl

exhibited, is one by M. Pramondon (Rue du Fau-

bourg Poissoniere, 29.) It is a perfect triumph

in its way, chiefly green and lilac in colour, but

far too intricate in design to be suitable to the

purposes of illustration.

M. Groboz, of Lyons, is the manufacturer of

the first subject on the present page, which is

the pattern of a rich piece of embroidered silk

intended for sacred use. The leaves are of

massive woven gold, and the flowers of dif-

ferent tints of the utmost conceivable brilliancy.

The small chair-back beneath we have intro-

duced as being a kind of compromise, most suc-

flowers, manufactured by M. . Deneux-Michaut

of Hallen Court (Somme,) and a pattern equally

applicable for any textile fabric. The latter

design is by M. Parquez, Paris (Rue du Sentier,

18.) It is simple in composition, but arranged

with most artistic feeling. It offers nothing but

a repeated sprig of the lilac-tree coloured accord-

ing to nature.
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The manufacture of carpets is a very import-

ant branch, because it offers eminent scope for

good design, but it at the same time presents a

snare into which too many are apt to fall : we
mean the attempt to produce in carpets effects

belonging not to them, but to pictures or

wall hangings. There can be no doubt that the

imitated projections and shadows which expen-

sive carpets often display, are in every sense a

mistake. Properly speaking, a carpet should

scarcely have any pattern at all. Its requisites

are harmonious colour and even texture
;
and in

our belief, when a manufactnrer essays more
than this, he is rather weaving a picture than
making a covering for floors. In any case the

pattern should in some way or other be iden-

tified with its objects; nothing contrary to nature,

such as birds or trees, should be found there,

as we are not accustomed to tread these under
foot; flowers are perfectly admissible. The
accompanying pattern is by MM. Roussel, Roc-
quillart, et Co., Depot in Paris (Rue Vivienne,

22.) It is one of many of which drawings in

outline were supplied to us, but it is no easy

matter to render effective an engraving from so

inefficient an original : nevertheless we thought

it desirable to supply an example of an establish-

ment which holds a high position in Paris. At
some future time we may have an opportunity

to render more ample justice to this important

branch of manufacture. The walls of the Expo-
sition were in many places covered with speci-

mens of carpeting, thus greatly augmenting the
pictorial effect of the building.

Last month, at the opening of our notice of
the French Exposition, we had occasion to say
a few words on the state of modem bookbinding,
and to allude to a now fashionable mode of
covering expensive books by placing perforated
panels of ivory upon sides and backs of velvet.

Of this luxurious art we now offer a specimen.
It forms the upper and lower portion of a large

missal back by Mdme. Gruel (Rue de la Concorde,

8,) a lady highly distinguished as possessing
taste in her department, and whose name ap-

peared in our pages some years ago in connec-
tion with covers of books of no common order,

both as to design and execution.

A mode of covering church books and
albums, even more highly embellished, has been
brought into play by M. Alessandri (Rue Folie-

Me'ricourt, 21.) It consists of ivory plates inlaid

in delicate patterns with brass, tortoise-shell, and
silver. The effect produced by this process in

an album cover placed on M. Alessandri’s stall is

perfectly dazzling, and we understand that his

workmanship is in no way incompatible with
durability.

We have already observed that there is, per-

haps, something questionable in the purity of

taste which would cover a book with such dis-

cordant substances as velvet and ivory. In our

opinion the proper material for binding is simply

leather covering boards, with either gilt tooling

upon the surface, or by stamped enrichments

introduced “ blind,” i.e., having no effect beyond
that which is derivable from the relief produced

by the sinking of the patterns. Yet there can

be but little objection to the use of costly and
even fragile materials, upon some occasions, for

expensive works or books intended for religious

purposes. The ancients were possessed of most
gorgeous ideas respecting the cover for volumes

of sacred character ; these often were formed of

ivory panels richly carved, or of cloth of gold,

i
precious metals, rare marbles, See., and often

' profusely set with gems, millos, and enamels.
1 Many of our readers will remember the magni-

|

ficent specimens of ancient bookbinding which
remain in the collection of the Hotel de Clunyand

!
the Bibliotheque National, at Paris. Some of

these present antique cameos and intaglios set

|

in gold or silver filligree, others have sliced

I rubies and garnets inserted in plates of gold, but
: all evince gorgeous magnificence.

nsqmBSBRaHpnMi
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principal frieze, and underneath all, are two most
!

where it would be in the company of objects of

peaceful pilasters of grotesque character placed good taste aid elaborate deoorabon, and we are

i- .... nf+.Vio lnwpr nnrt.inn
diagonally, while every part of the lower portion

is occasionally decorated with a series of pieces

of marble. This superb chimney-piece is one

which is eminently suitable for any situation

sure it would have been a libel on our taste and

judgment had we neglected to present our

readers with an engraving of so meritorious

and beautiful a work.

The first object on this page is one of a class

seldom executed with what we conceive to be

true artistic feeling. For in objects intended for
j

ecclesiastical use we too often find only a servile

imitation of old forms and details, good and bad

promiscuously; but the candlestick herewith

To turn abruptly from ecclesiastical furni-

ture to the ornament of window-curtains is a

broad step, but the three little fringes which

follow are so elegant and novel that we
have been tempted to offer them a place

in our pages. They are white and pink

in colour, and are certainly a vast

improvement on the common fringes

of our blind and curtain hangings.

The manufacturer, M. J. Zocller (Rue

Mauconseil, 20,) is entitled to our

praise for this reform, on which he

has judiciously managed that only

a most trifling increase of cost should

be attendant. The first of the three

is a very simple one, but quite geome-

trical in the arrangement of its lower

part; the second is an extension of

the same idea on a large scale, the chief

variety consisting in the introduction

of massive tassels at the bottom.

The French lately have very wisely paid some
attention to the better ornamentation of the

gimps and braids used for the interior of our

carriages and coaches. The Exposition, as a

matter of course, is supplied with some choice

specimens. Of these we engrave one, a gimp
made for the President of the French Republic,

Louis Napoleon. The broad band or ribbon,

represented black in our engraving, is, in the

original, ofa bright mazarine blue,while the inter-

laced work above and below unites the three

The third of the series is even more graceful

than its predecessors, and precisely so because

its enrichment is taken more immediately from

engraved is at once strictly executed in genuine

Gothic taste, and at the same time is very graceful

in its composition and arrangement. It is fur-

nished with seven receptacles for candles, in

adherence to the old mystical number among

the Israelites, and is of brass, richly and solidly

gilt. Its immediate intention is, of course, that

of being placed on a high altar, but it is applica-

ble to any part of any Gothic church where

much light is a desideratum. The manufacturer

of this candlestick is M. Poussielgue Rusand

(Rue Cassette, 36,) the gentleman who supplies

the Pope with church appurtenances in metal,

from Paris.

HIM..—
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national colours of the State. The white orna-

ment applied on the surface represents gold.

The initials L. N. are united very cleverly with

the rest of the decoration on a portion of

the gimp not introduced into our engraving.

The manufacturer in the present instance is

M. Jullicn Tours (Indre-et-Loire).

nature. The tassels here are formed of the

flowers and leaves of a kind of wild heath of

pink colour, which forms an excellent termination

to the band above.

The marble chimney-piece which concludes

this page is a work of the highest order of Italian

composition. It is at once severe and pleasing.

This chimney-piece attracted more attention

in the gallery than any other. Its sculptor

is M. Dupuis, of Paris (Petite-rue-Saint-Pierre-

Amelot.)
It is eminently worthy of all that can be said

in its favour. The centre is composed of a

large and handsome shield supporting a garland

of exquisitely finished flowers. From this

centre, spring two flat scrolls, upon which are

seated female figures, designed and finished

with pure Italian feeling; from behind these

issues a delicate foliated stem, curling into

volutes or flowing into fruit, flowers, and leaves.

A dog occupies a position at each end of the
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We have now come to our concluding remarks
on the National Exposition in Paris. We have
studied with everypossible assiduity the examples
of each individual Art in that enormous assem-
blage

;
and, wherever we have found it practi-

cable or desirable, we have placed the result

before our readers in the shape of engraved illus-

trations. Our task has been far from an easy

one, but we have not shrunk from it, feeling

that if we neglected to form a lasting memorial
of this national collection, we should be over-

looking one of the main objects of our Journal,

and losing one opportunity of benefiting the
mass of British manufacturers, both by furnish-

ing them with valuable hints, and adding to

their stock of Art-information. There are many
names of which we should have desired to make
honourable mention, if we could have further

extended our space ; and we must here observe
to those French manufacturers who have pro-

duced works of excellence, (and many indeed
there are beyond those who have received a
record in our pages), that it is not from any
want of appreciation of their labours that they
have been omitted in our report. We have
been compelled to curtail, as far as possible, in

order to proceed immediately to the insertion

of the numerous important subjects at homo
which are waiting for and demanding our
notice. We are bound here, however, to remark
that among the silversmith’s work which forms,
as we have said, a large and magnificent feature

in the collection, one specimen which, perhaps,
above all deserves our praise and congratulation,

is a small tankard or drinking-cup of the most
superb design and execution, by M. Auguste
Lebrun, of Paris (Quai des Orfevres, 40). This
wonderful performance, for such indeed it is,

is formed of solid silver and chased in relief in

the old Italian style, with figures (of which the
principal group is Jupiter and Antiope), that
are positive works of high Art with respect to

composition and drawing, and with purely de-

signed ornament woven between them, with a
knowledge of, and feeling for, the beautiful, of
which any artist of the sixteenth century might
have been justly proud. We only regret that

we could give no engraving of this charming
work that would do any justice to the manu-
facturer.

In the same metal there is a group of Her-
cules and Lichas, an inch high, by M. Roucou,

1 Damasquineur (Belleville, Rue dc Paris, 21).

For fine modelling and miniature chasing, this

possibly stands quite alone. It is a marvel of

;

minute art. We somewhat doubt the policy or

j

wisdom of devoting days, perhaps weeks of

labour, to the embellishment of works so infi-

i
nitely small ; but if we take the object as it is,

:

we are bound to confess that it is a production

of the highest possible art on the smallest possi-

ble scale. M. Roucou has also made some rings,

dagger sheaths, &c. of silver inlaid into iron, acom-
bination which always secures beautiful contrast

j

of metallic colour, and which was a great favour-

ite with our ancestors of the sixteenth century,

who largely employed it in the decoration of

their armour.
M. Froment-Meurice (Rue du Faubourg, Saint

Honore, 52) both as a goldsmith and jeweller,

has reached an eminence which well belongs to

him. His contributions to the Exposition com-
prise works in all styles, from the Gothic down-
wards. A large Chantilly racing-cup, made by
order of Prince Louis

.
Napoleon, is the finest of

his works exhibited this year. The most novel
! and original jewellery is that of Messrs. Lateltier

: and Payen (Place Saint-Nicolas-des-Champs).

Here are wild beast hunts, bees, flies, butterflies,

|

serpents, and antique statues, all produced on a
very minute scale in gold, silver, and millo.

Many of them are exquisitely chased and finished.

M. Philip (Rue du Faubourg d’ Antoine, 51),

has also executed several specimens ofjewellery

of excellent taste and freshness. This gentle-

man’s works are formed of tortoise-shell, into

which gold and diamonds are neatly and inge-

niously inserted.

Among other objects of which we have omitted
to make mention, are the mosaics intended prin-

cipally to be used in churches or doorways,
manufactured on a new principle by M. Chretln
(Rue des Nonaindidres, 13). His specimens

comprise a representation of Landseer’s cele-

brated Newfoundland dog, and four short
columns in the Byzantine style, richly decorated
with gold and colours. The subject introduced
into the capitals are the Evangelists, with their
symbols. A large maitre-autel, or high altar-

piece, standing near the above, is formed entirely

of terra cotta, by M. Garnaud Fils (Rue S. Ger-
main des Pres, 9) and its fabrication must have
been a stupendous undertaking to accomplish.
For the brass furniture of churches M. Villem-
sens (of Rue Ste. Avoye, 57) has done much.
A large benitier by him, exhibiting the subject of
St. Michael and Satan, is especially praiseworthy,
and fit for introduction into any church ancient
or modem. We might also, if space permitted,
say much of the beautiful rose-coloured pottery
of M. Billon (Puy-de-Dome)

;
the ingenious filters

called “Lavabo” by M.Duplany (Faubourg Saint
Denis, 56) ; and we might add to the names of
Fontaine and Cudrue, that of M. Gamier (Rue
D’Anjou-Dauphine, 18-20) as a superior manu-
facturer of window fasteners.

Messrs. Beranger, of Lyons, contribute to the
collection a pair of balance scales on a patent
principle, which, singularly enough, a recent
discoveiy placed before the British Archaeological
Association, proves to have been known to the
ancient Romans. Near them are the elegant
brass fenders of M. Delacour (Rue aux Fers,

20) of wdiich we have already given one speci-

men
;
the iron safes and chests of M. Motheau-

Schmidt (Rue Royale S. Honore, 18) remarkable
for their great strength and novel style of
ornamentation

; and the varied productions in

malleable iron from the establishment of Messrs.
Dalifol and Auguste Barre (Rue Pierre-levee, 10).
M. C. Lieux has provided a valuable boon in his
repousse brass frames of different patterns, for
prints and drawings. Many of them are of
chaste simplicity, but others profusely elaborate
in ornamentation. Of the fountains in the
central court-yard we have already spoken

; it

only remains for us to add, that M. Lenard was
the sculptor or modeller of the principal foun-
tain, which is a superb work in cast-iron, orna-
mented with infant tritons. The effect of this

production, surrounded as it is by the bronze
and iron statues after Pradier, is pleasing in the
extreme. Indeed, the entire court is in admi-
rable taste and has an exhilarating look, owing
to the joint influences of Art and Nature, the
decorations and the water, the statues, and the
flowers.

And here too we must find room for a few
remarks on two classes of decorative Art, which
we have too summarily dismissed : these are the
departments of the wood-carver and the uphol-
sterer. Each section is well represented in the
collection.

Some exquisite drop-handles, of hardened iron,

ornament the front drawers of a cabinet, by
Grohe Freres, Paris (Rue de Yarennes, 30), who
also contribute other specimens of furniture
remarkable for the tastefulness of their metal
mountings

;
and a large book-case, in walnut-tree

wood, in the style of the sixteenth century, made
dazzlingly brilliant by the introduction ofplacques,
or panels of lapis lazuli, and other costly stones.

Close to the works of those gentlemen arc those
of M. Jeanselme (Rue du Harlay, 7 bis), another
artist who deserves our cordial commendation
for the excellence of his oak-furniture, consisting
chiefly of a state-chair, in the Italian style, having
dragon-handles, a top of rich foliage, with ser-

pents intertwined, and, introduced into other
parts, lizards, frogs, lobsters, &c. : as well as of a
sideboard of large dimensions, boldly carved with
trophies of the chase, and emblematical devices.

Some coarse but good sideboards in Renais-

sance taste have also been forwarded by M.
Ribaillier (Boulevard Beaumarchais, 71). One of
the panels, without figures, particularly strikes

us as pure and effective. Messrs. Labbe and
Larrouy of Paris (Rue Sanson, 5), have produced
a sofa which might well have been designed in

the luxurious days of Louis XV. It is divided
into three compartments, which are separated by
graceful curves and garlands of roses. The frame
is massively gilt, and the seats, back, and cushions,

are covered witli crimson, velvet. A very rich

ebony chair is also worthy of notice, the work of

M. Faure (Rue St. Denis, 14) ; as is also a carved

prie-dieu, having for supporters, terminal boys of
modern Venetian treatment. The manufacturer
of this object is M. Drapier (Rue Belle-chasse, 42).

An exceedingly pretty buffet, of half Italian,

half national ornament, graces a different portion ,

of the Exhibition. It is executed in pear-tree-
j

wood, and is the manufacture of M. Talian (Rue
j

Meslay, 4). The corners l’epresent trunks of
trees with stalks, leaves, and tendrils turning
round them. Painted porcelain placques are
inserted in the panels. A bed, by M. Tetard
(Rue du Pas-de-la-Mule, 8), is a handsome object,
but somewhat too rococo in composition. The
cabinet which accompanies it and is made to

]

match is in every respect better’. We give
!

M. Weber (Faubourg S. Antoine, 105), credit for
his mahogany cabinet; and M. Osmont (Rue du
Faubourg S. Antoine, 24), for his two richly-
carved book-cases, in the style of Francois I. ;

1

they are, nevertheless, a little too heavy at the
!

top. M. Jolly-Leclerc has made an extraordin-
j

arily fine etagere, having a glass back and a
secretaire drawer. This manufacturer’s establish-

|

ment is in the same quarter of Paris as the last

two (Rue du Faubourg S. Antoine, 38). The two
j

following wood-carvers appeared to have brought
out the choicest examples in point of delicacy
and finish—M. Meynard Fils (Rue du Faubourg

j

S. Antoine, 52), and M. Guioimet (Boulevard
Beaumarchais, 89). The latter gentleman has i

carved an elaborate vase of box-wood, and a set
of frames in the same wood, equal to any thing
of the kind we have seen in modern times. The
best piano in the Exposition, so far as orna-
mental design and execution arc concerned, is

one by M. Bennon (Rue Blanche, 72). It pre-

sents minute Italian detail, comprising foliage,

trophies of music, &e., and is entirely carved in

oak. Some other pianos, at the least far from
ordinary, have been made by Messrs. Herce
and Maine (Boulevard Bonne-Nouvelle, 18). Some
of them have good perforated fronts.

The department of stamped leather shows
;

scarcely any novelties, though it is possible there
may be some improvement in the material itself

and in the delicacy of workmanship. We are
somewhat disappointed that more has not been
done with this facile and tractable substance.
Of buhl, the Exposition offers on the other

hand more examples than we might have been
justified in expecting, since the taste for this
rich but gaudy species of decoration has of late
years so greatly subsided.

It is curious to observe the extreme elegance
j

imparted by the French to the accessories of
milliners’ and shoemakers’ shops. These consist

j

of brackets, supports, trusses, &c., sometimes
of the most tasteful and elaborate character, and
often ornamented with figures of boys or
cupidons. They are generally of gilt zinc." The
application of zinc in France is in every way

|more liberal and artistic than in this country.
It is used for purposes to which none would i

think of applying it in England
; and there can

be no doubt that the French are right in adopt-
ing every practicable material for the great
object of extending and cheapening the dissemi-
nation of the beautiful.

Messrs. Abry & Vigna (Rue Basse-du-Rem-
part, 56) exhibit some clever and valuable speci-

mens of their restoration of the damaged leaves
of ancient illuminated manuscript and printed
books. It is marvellous how much they are

able to accomplish without having recourse
to brush or pencil. Next to their exhibitions

are the exceedingly neat and clever copies on
fine vellum of ancient MSS., by M. Lefebvre, 1

(Boulevard de 1' Etoile, 15). But, however good
these may be, they can scarcely be compared
with the exquisite productions, in the same

1

branch, of M. Victor Bouton, (Rue des Noyers,
j

Saint Jacques, 52). We do not hesitate to say
|

that this gentleman’s manipulation is quite equal
to the most • elaborate performance of the
middle ages. He exhibits an entire book illu-

minated by him on vellum in the style of the
fifteenth century, and also an original page from
a MS. of the fourteenth century, with his own
copy placed by the side of it

; and it must bo
acknowledged that the two pages equally share

i

the merits of careful drawing, brilliant colouring,
and delicate execution.

An invention for transferring, line for line, any
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engraving or etching to wood that it may be re-

peated by engraving on the latter material, is

too important to be omitted by us. It has been

placed before the jury of the Exposition by

M. Jourdain, Paris (Rue Magazine, 36), who
explains his invention by some examples of en-

gravings and etchings of the old masters, trans-

ferred to wood by his process with the most

exquisite precision, and without any injury to

the originals.

And here we are brought to a remembrance of

1 the name of Clerget, to whom, already, we have

cursorily alluded. In Clerget the French have a

veritable artist and an earnest enthusiast for his

Art. His works, principally in the Moresque

style, are, possibly, in point of merit beyond any-

thing that has been accomplished within the last

century and a half, and especially deserve all

that can be said in their commendation. But

so elaborate and complicated are they that we
have found it impossible to prepare engravings

of any examples in time for introduction into

the present number of our Journal, and we
therefore reserve for another occasion our notice

of the artist and his creations. We content our-

selves, as it is, with publishing his address,

which is Paris, Rue Albouy. 10, and expressing

our regret that his extraordinary talents have

not yet met with the encouragement and patron-

age they merit
;
and that the recent disastrous

events in France, in depressing the position of

M. Clerget, have persecuted an artist eminently

worthy the support ofany nation or any govern-

ment. Ornamental designers in France do, or

did, constitute a much more considerable class

than in England, but we trust that their efforts

here arc gradually becoming regarded in their

proper light, and that their co-operative impor-

tance, in whatever artistic or architectural pro-

ject may be undertaken, will shortly be so fully

appreciated that they shall reap the reward of

that which should always be the inheritance of

untiring research and continual industry.

It is perhaps a fortunate circumstance that,

coming fresh from an examination of the Expo-

sition abroad, we are at once led to the Exhibi-

tion of Manufactures held on a smaller scale at

Birmingham. We shall be in a position to com-

pare and weigh the merits of the respective

fabricators in France ;
and whatever hopes we

may entertain in favour of the productions of

this country, we shall speak our mind openly

and truthfully on the subject, neither giving

undue importance to our own successes on the

|

one hand, nor on the other looking mournfully

at our endeavours in competition with the Art of

the Continent. We are at the moment of writing,

in correspondence with the Exhibiting Manufac-

turers at Birmingham, comprising, as we are

i glad to see, a large and enterprising class ;
and

we purpose, next month, to notice them and their

works in honesty and faithfulness, and to furnish

our readers with illustrations of any such works

as may show an advancement in the right direc-

tion, or be of practical benefit in any other way.

Of course, in point of magnitude there can be

no more comparison between tho two Exposi-

tions, than there doubtless will be with regard

to the variety of the objects exhibited, since the

French Exposition comprises, as that of Bir-

mingham certainly will not, not only specimens

of every branch of decorative Art, but also the

most extensive assortment of all kinds of

machinery, patents, agricultural implements and

produce, fruits, flowers- and cattle. But it

•will be our object, however, to consider prin-

cipally, if not wholly, the Exposition in its re-

lation to those subjects which are the ordinary

topics and aims of our Journal. We shall select

for illustration, as we have already done upon

this occasion and all former ones, rather the

beautiful than the curious, rather the useful

than the interesting ;
and we doubt not that

with the efforts we purpose to make next month,

we shall be enabled to place before our readers

the fullest and truest statement of the present

position of Art and manufactures in our own
country ; a statement, of which the interest will

be heightened from its immediately succeeding

our notice of the Paris Exposition.

We trust that, ere very long, we may have the

gratification of witnessing such an exhibition in

our own country.

i
.. . .

THE EXHIBITION OF MANUFACTUR-
ING ART AT BIRMINGHAM.

The above exhibition opened as announced in

our advertising columns, on the 3rd. We may pre-

face our observations by saying, we had no idea

when, in our December number, we adverted

to the subject, that the intention of the local

Committee of the British Association to gather

together an assemblage of the manufactures of the

district, would have been carried out in so spirited

a manner
;
that this has been done with right good

will and much enterprise, the visitor to the Bir-

mingham Oratorio and the Meeting of the British

Association will be well assured, when he glances

at the splendid and substantial building erected for

the accommodation of the specimens. A more
fitting selection of ground could not readily be

admitted, and though not quite a “ Champ Elysee,”

the grounds are well shaded with fine old timber
;

a new carriage-drive has been constructed, and the

entrauce adorned with some elegant vases in cast

iron, the works of Coalbrookdale. The great hall

of the building measures 121 feet by 84, the roof

and side walls chastely decorated. The tables are

well arranged, covered with crimson, and the whole

will be lighted in the evening with gas. In addi-

tion to the space already mentioned, the contribu-

tions have so increased in number, that it has been

found necessary to add a gallery seventy feet in

length, communicating with the principal structure

by means of a covered way, and of which a num-
ber of rooms will be used for the exhibition of the

machines in operation, to explain processes of

manufacture. The “ tout ensemble ” ia very

striking.

Messrs. Hardman & Co.’s windows already

occupy the three large lights at the top of the hall.

Underneath are arranged the papers, drapery, and
ecclesiastical ornaments, with one or two specimens

of monumental slabs, for which the firm is so

justly celebrated. G. R. Elkington & Co. occupy

the first and third table in the centre, with their

magnificent examples of electro-plating.

Mr. Henry Elkington contributes some very

elegant bronzes
;
these are flanked on the right by

the productions of Messrs. M'Callum & Hodgson,

and Frederick Walton, of Wolverhampton; on

the left by the papier miche of Messrs. Jennens &
Bettridge

;
and Mr. Lane, &c. Messrs. Osiers are

assigned, as they justly deserve, a central position

for their truly magnificent candelabrum, around

which on two tables are arranged specimens of

their table-crystal and ornaments ;
these are again

supported by Messrs. Mintons, who contribute

earthenware, and some of their elegant ornamental

objects in the form of statuettes. Messrs. Copelands

occupy a centre table with their coloured slabs and
artistic Parian groups. Messrs. Bacchus send plain

and ornamental table-crystal, and some coloured

specimens. Messrs. W. & T. Richardson also

occupy a table, which is covered with their vases,

scent-bottles, jars, &c. tastefully coloured, and cut

flint-glass. Mr. Rice Harris sends a large collection

of objects in the same material, elegantly cut and

engraved, and adorned with enamel and gilding.

Messrs. Grainger, of Worcester, and Messrs. Cham-
berlain contribute china

;
the centre space opposite

is devoted to contributions from Mr. Herbert

Room, and Messrs. Mappleback & Lowe, consist-

ing of stoves, grates, fenders, fire-irons, chimney-

pieces, pier-glasses in metallic frames
;

a large

metallic bedstead, contributed by Mr. R. W. Win-
field, with one or two objects of the same class,

forms also a group. The windows at the bottom

of the hall are filled with the stained-glass, contri-

buted by Messrs. Chances and Pembertons. The
space underneath is devoted to the Cambridge

Street Works (R. W. Winfield’s) which contri-

bute a varied collection of objects in gas -fitting,

upholstery, decorations, picture-frames, stands of

various kinds, balustrades, chandeliers, &c. &c.

The table to the left is covered with the Art-Manu-

factures of Mr. William Potts, whose introduction

of Parian statuettes with metal we have already

illustrated. Messrs. Messengers fill a table with rare

objects in bronze; among others the twelve-light

chandelier for Buckingham Palace
;
some portions

of the balustrades for'the Fitzwilliam Museum at

Cambridge
;
a bronze copy of the capital of a column

from the temple of “ Jupiter Stator ;” some elegant

candelabra, scent-jars, inkstands, spill-cups, and

candlesticks are prominent features. Willocks

& Co., of Manchester, have sent a terra-cotta

chimney-piece; Rogers, Taylor, Williams & Jor-

dan have forwarded wood-carvings
;

Boyds &
Armer, silks

;
Swainson & Dennys, specimens ol

de-laines, and mohair fabrics elegantly printed
;

Bennets have sent a variety of Utrecht velvets,

plain and embossed
;
Roxburghs, of Paisley, exhibit

shawls
;
Reckless & Hicklings, laces, scarfs, veils,

and lappets
;
the Strines Printing Company contri-

bute eight specimens of their labours
;
Worths, of

Kidderminster, sends a double Wilton carpeting
;

!

buttons are represented by the houses of Elliot,

Chatwin, and Aston
;
William Wyon, R.A., of the

Royal Mint, has, with much praiseworthy liberality,

sent a selection of his best medals, among them
those of Cheselden, the anatomist, Chantrey, Sir

B. Cooper, Astley Cooper, the Humane Society’s

Medal, the new Crown-piece, &c. &c: this will be

an invaluable addition, and we trust will be sug-

gestive of improvement in this class of Art-

labours in the district; Mr. Samuel Whitfield and

Harcourt Brothers, contribute stamped and cast

brass-foundery
;
Mr. H. Gough, silver and plated

goods; Messrs. Foothcrape & Co., and Farmer,

swell the number of contributions in papier miche

;

these, with numberless other objects of a scientific

kind, including the model of Lord Rosse’s cele-

brated telescope, will give some idea of the varied

and extensive nature of the assemblage, but as our

intention in the present notice is rather to excite

inquiry and a personal visitation than to satisfy

curiosity, we defer any remarks upon the merit of

the contributions until our October number,
when by a series of carefully executed woodcut
illustrations of objects exhibited, which, with

the consent of the proprietors, we have been

allowed to engrave, we trust to give a satisfactory

account of these specimens distinguished by indivi-

dual excellence. Ere this reaches our readers it is

more than probable the Exhibition will have been

visited by two of the leading members of the present

Government, their object being to examine the pre-

parations there made, with reference to the gieat

National Exposition of 1851. It is gratifying to

learn that this is about to be achieved; we have

alone and single-handed maintained the propriety

of such a step for years. In the introduction

to our description of the French Exposition of

1844, in reference to the League Bazaar of 1845,

and again, in 1846, the Manchester Exposition

formed the groundwork of our expostulation in

behalf of a great National Assemblage of Manufac-

turing Art and Industry
;
in March of the present

year, we again directed attention to the subject.

We honestly and fairly believe we have “ success-

fully educated the public to appreciate such exhibi-

tions,” and we are glad of it; it is a proof to our mind
that our labours have not been in vain—that, despite

numerous and great difficulties, the League Bazaar,
i

the Manchester Exposition, and the Art-Journal,
\

have slowly yet surely evolved the acknowledgment
of the principles embodied in the petition of the

Society of Arts. We bid the movement God speed

;

and while doing this we cheer on the men of

Birmingham in their praiseworthy contribution of

their Exhibition, as another stone added to the

work. Let all interested in the progress of im-

provement, in the development ofthe better features

of Industrial Art, visit the collection. They will

there learn that the workers in gold and silver,

brass and iron, &c. &c., have within themselves

mind, thew, and sinew, which require but educa-

tion to bring into full fruition. To this we would
call in the aid of a great National Exposition,

to show our vulnerable points of National Manu-
facture, which may be the means of suggesting

measures to correct the same. Hopefully and
truthfully let the work be done : we have faith in

earnest working. Nothing but this could have

crowned the labours of the Birmingham Exhibition

Committee with success. As a reward, we trust all

who cen will visit this collection, and thereby

express their approbation of one of the most spirited

efforts yet made to unite together what should

never be disconnected, viz., the best of Mechanical

construction with the perfection of Art.

[As we have intimated above, it is our intention

to publish in the October number of the Art-

Journal, a notice, amply illustrated, of this impor-

tant Exposition,—similar to that ofthe French Ex-

position just concluded. Before the present number

will be in the hands of our readers we shall have

made considerable progress in our object, having

already paid a lengthened visit to Birmingham,

accompanied by some artists, to select such material

for our engravings as may seem eligible for the

purpose, for which all facilities have been cour-

teously afforded us by the several manufacturers

who contribute to the Exhibition; meanwhile, we

would invite the cooperation ofthose who have not

hitherto been cognisant of our intention, with

whom we shall be happy to communicate on the

subject.

—

Ed. A.-J.']
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CORRESPONDENCE.

SCHOOLS OF DESIGN.

Sir,—As an old subscriber to tbe Art-Journal,

I beg leave to claim a brief space in your valuable

columns for a few queries suggested by tbe appear-

ance of the “ Report of the Commission ou the

Schools of Design,” which has just appeared. Can
you inform me by whom the selection of witnesses

for examination before the committee was made ?

I put this question because I have been surprised

to find both the limited number and limited quality

of those upon whom the lot fell. Surely in the

metropolis there could have been found men quite

as capable of giving an opinion, and indeed far

more so than many who were cited before the

tribunal. Again, why has not Birmingham fur-

nished its quota of evidence and spoken its wants ?

Other provincial towns have been alike neglected

—

but let them see to that— I only speak of

Birmingham. Are there among its manufac-
turers none deserving of the compliment, and
whose opinion was worth the seeking— not

one ? This cannot be meant : the falsehood

would carry its own refutation with it, and our
forthcoming Exposition shall clear up any doubt
on the subject, should there be such. But even
had such been the fact, it should have urged the

greater necessity for rendering us efficient aid to

rise above such a degraded position. Yet such as

the Schools of Design found us, such have they left

us, save and except the funds they have abstracted.

Again, did the masters of these schools take that
position in the enquiry which they had merited ?

That enquiry was, as to the cause of the waste of

time and resources resulting from their mismanage-
ment. Now, if not principals in the fact, they
were accessories both before and after its commis-
sion

,
and at any rate the witness-box was scarcely

their place
;
still courtesy to professional criminals

may perhaps concede this, but, as the case pro-

ceeds, from witnesses they assume the character of

judges, and even this is tolerated. Oh ! for a Bir-

mingham jury !

The course and tendency of the examination
have been for party purposes and for individual
profit.

The whole affair reflects discredit on all con-
cerned, from the getter up of the farce to those
who allowed themselves to be excluded from the
dramatispersona.

A Birmingham Manufacturer.

TERRA COTTA MANUFACTURE.

Sir,—Presuming upon the kindness we have so

frequently received at your hands, we venture to

ask your insertion of the following comment upon
a remark in your last publication, referring par-

tially to us.

Speaking of the manufacture of terra cotta, you
say (p. 246)—“A class of manufacture for which in
England we have as yet done nothing, for although
the Ladyshore Works and those of Mr. Dilwyn
have produced examples both as to clay and manu-
facture fully equal to the best we have examined
in Paris, they are nearly in all instances copies.

We have seen no original works of theirs of a really
pure character.” Permit us, sir, to assure you,
that we are not mere copyists. It is true, that when
you so kindly put at our disposal some beautiful

specimens of Parisian terra cotta from the works
of Messrs. Folletand Gossin, and which you your-
self had brought over, wo did copy these and sub-
mitted the copies to your inspection, to prove sim-
ply what you allow, viz., that as to clay and
manufacture, we were equal to the French. But
it was not our aim then to bring forward designs
of our own in a style of manufacture such as those
specimens were, and for this reason, that our
manufacture applies itself to a class of work dif-

fering very widely from Messrs. Follet’s or Gossin’s.

For while those gentlemen are justly famous for

their beautiful designs and workmanship as applied
to vases and other similar ornamental works, our
exertions have been almost entirely devoted to
architectural decoration, and it is with no little

pride that we refer to the leading architects of
this district for proofs of our success. NoF only
would it 'be too great an encroachment on your
space, but wc should deserve to have our letter

treated as an advertisement, if we were to begin to

specify the public buildings, &c. on which our
terra cotta has been largely used, or to refer by
name to those eminent architects, here and else-

where, from whom we have met with such liberal
support.

An observation of your own, when speaking of
some descriptions of the manufacture of bronze,
completely embodies what we are anxious to effect

in our own. Your remark is,
“ It presents Orna-

mental Art at a low price, combining elegance of

form with solidity of material.”

We believe, sir, from the sympathy which you
have always extended to our endeavours, that you
will not think us presumptuous, in thus endea-

vouring to remove the impression from your mind
and that of the public, that we deserve no merit
except as skilful copyists.

E. P. WlLLOCK & Co.

Ladysliore Terra Cotta Works, near Manchester.

[We gladly give insertion to tbe above letter from
Messrs. Willock, of whose manufactures we have, on more
than one occusion, spoken favourably. Our remarks were
intended to apply to vases, and objects of that class, rather
than to architectural ornaments, in which their establish-

ment chiefly oxcels.—

E

d.

NATIONAL GALLERY.

Sir,—"Whenever I visit our fine collection of

paintings in the National Gallery, I regret more
and more that I do not see a greater number of
them protected from the evil influence of air,

tainted with smoke, dust, and what I believe to be
more detrimental to them than all, the breath of
thousands of visitors, and this when the best glass

for the purpose may easily be procured, of large

dimensions, and at a moderate cost.

The bad effects of the aboye-mentioned causes

may readily bo understood
;
and though it may be

said that the pictures are easily cleaned, yet I

believe that the very cleaning of a picture, more
especially if repeated as often as such an atmosphere
as that which prevails in the National Gallery
renders necessary, must be detrimental to it, and
there is no doubt that many paintings would be
materially influenced by the operation.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

W. C. Trevelyan.
Atheneeum.

NATIONAL PICTURES.

Sir,—Great fears have been expressed that the
treasures of Art in our National Gallery are fast

going to decay
;
the action of carbonic gas, and the

heat of the rooms in the winter months, darkening
the pictures. To the uninitiated it is necessary to

explain, that the picture is safe if under a coat of
varnish : it is the mastic varnish that changes to a
brown tint from exposure to the hot air and smoke
of our atmosphere. With such a glaze over the
surface, how arc people ever to judge of the original

beauties of the picture ?

The only way left is to have those treasures of
Art secured under plate-glass, by which means the
Correggios and Raphaels are as fresh as the first day
of their arrival. Not so the Claudes ;

the little

gem, the “ Annunciation,” that so delighted the
good Sir George Beaumont, will soon become invi-

sible from its brown-coating.
The late William Seguier often told me, “ that

if he had his wish, all the pictures should be secured
by plate-glass.” People will object on the score

of expense, but let them look at the windows of
the gin-palaces of the metropolis, not to mention
the splendid shops, and they will not grudge the
expense of plate-glass to secure to posterity works
that have cost such sums of money. Artists may
imagine that they could not make copies with
facility if glazed, but this has not been an obstacle

with the Raphaels and Correggios hitherto. The
pictures can never suffer by being judiciously

cleaned, if encrusted with varnish
;
but plate-glass

would preclude the necessity of the cleaning opera-
tion being again repeated. Some of the gems of
the “ Etty Exhibition ” are secured by plate-glass,

and are, with their frames, as fresh as the day they
left the great painter’s easel.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,
J. D. King,

Captain Unattached.

Sir,—

H

aving seen an article in your valuable
magazine, and also in many of the papers, on a

reputed new discovery, by which the scent and
impurities of turpentine are removed, I have taken
the liberty of communicating to you a simple pro-

cess which has been practised for many years, to

my knowledge, for attaining that end, and which
any of your artist-readers might readily adopt:

—

Add to some turpentine powdered charcoal
;
allow

it to stand for a week, shaking the bottle well each
day, so that all the turpentine may be brought
under the action of the carbon

;
then put the whole

into a retort, and distil with a gentle heat. The
turpentine thus distilled will be found pure, limpid,

and scentless as water, and has been sold under
the name of “ scouring drops,” &c. &c., for re-

moving grease and stains, which it will do from
the most delicate fabric without leaving a murk
behind. Much is being said of the deodorising
power of peat-charcoal, as obtained from the bogs
of Ireland—might it not prove superior to common
charcoal for this purpose ?

L. Hancock.
Park Hill

,
Nottingham.

PANORAMA OF THE NILE.

The country of Egypt, in its geographical and
physical features, is as singular as the history of
its ancient inhabitants is marvellous and interest-

ing. Though modern research has thrown con-

siderable light on the past, and has thereby
increased our knowledge of its early state,

socially and politically, there is a vast deal that

still is, and ever will be, a mystery. The phi-

losopher, whom a spirit of inquiry tempts to its

wildernesses of barren rocks and dry sands,

finds himself totally unable to reconcile its pre-

sent natural aspect with that fertile land to which
the Israelites flocked to buy corn for themselves

and their herds. The man of science sees

“ Those temples, pyramids, and piles stupendous,
Of which the very ruins are tremendous,"

—

and wonders by what human machinery the

huge masses of granite wore heaped on each

other to form edifices that, even in their state of

mutilation and decay, afford abundant evidence

of architectural beauty ; while he who would
search into the truths of Scripture, and seek to

have his faith confirmed by ocular demonstration

of prophecies fulfilled, finds that her children

“are desolate in the midst of cities that arc

desolate, and her cities stand in the midst of

cities that are wasted." Thus, as in ancient

times, Egypt is still looked upon as “ a laud of

marvels,” and has lost none of its attractions by
comparison with the mighty tracts that have
since been discovered. It may readily be sup-

posed that such a country offers peculiar points

of interest to a nation who, like ourselves, pos-

sess so many fragmentary portions of its ancient

grandeur as we have stored up in the halls of

the British Museum, where they are regarded

with wonder by the thousands who, year by
year, visit that establishment; and it will as

readily be presumed that theso thousands would
desire to see somewhat more of the land whence
these fragments have been conveyed. Let such
then pay a visit to the “ Moving Panoramic Pic-

ture of the Nile,” now open at the Egyptian
Hall, which gives as perfect a representation of

the various localities as can be effected by any
pictorial display. The spectator is supposed to

start from Grand Cairo, up the river, with his

face towards the western bank, as far as the

Second Cataract, passing the once celebrated

City of Memphis ; the Pyramids of Dashour,
almost coeval with the “everlasting hills;”

Girgeh, formerly the capital of Upper Egypt

;

the Temple of Dendera, commenced by Cleo-

patra
;
the Memnonium, or Temple of Ramses

II., with its gigantic sitting statues ;
Edfou, the

Apollinopolis Magna of the Romans, one of the

largest temples of Egypt; the “Throne of

Pharaoh,” as the remarkable group of rocks near

the island of Philce is termed by the Arabs.

Having reached the second Cataract, which
divides Nubia from Ethiopia, a journey of nearly

eight hundred miles from the place of starting,

the navigation of the Nile here terminates, and
the spectator descends the river, with his face to

the eastern bank, on his return to Cairo; his

voyage now enables him to see Derr, the capital

of Nubia
; a portion of Thebes ;

Karnak
;
the

Tombs of Beni Hassan
;
the Libyan Desert ; the

Pyramids
;
and the Sphynx. There are of course

numerous other places of a highly interesting

character brought into the Panorama, which wc
cannot more particularly refer to ; and there are

peculiar effects of scenery, such as the Simoom,
the rising of the Dog-star, as well as illustrations

of the habits and manners of the people. The
painting is principally the work of Mr. Warren,
President of the New Society of Painters in

Water-Colours, and of Mr. Fahey, the Secretary

to the same Institution, from sketches made
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chiefly by Mr. Bonomi, the distinguished traveller

in the East. It is almost needless to remark,
that in such hands there is an assurance for a
faithful and well executed work of Art, and such
we have no hesitation in pronouncing it. The
views, from being transparent, convey to us,

perhaps, less the idea of a picture than an ordi-

nary panorama, and exhibit on the whole less

power of colouring ; but then the eye is less

distracted by wandering over a large surface of
canvas, and has opportunity to digest (if we may
so speak) each separate portion before it travels

onwards. We must however in justice state,

that some of the scenes are most forcibly ren-

dered, and are abundantly rich in colour. Alto-

getherwe havebeen both delighted andinstructed
by this Panorama of the Nile, which we trust

will find a large measure of public support.
Besides the artists already mentioned, we hear
that Messrs. J. Martin, E. Corbould, Weigall,
and Howse, have lent their assistance in its pro-
duction.

THE QUEEN’S VISIT TO IRELAND.

Her Majesty’s visit to Ireland is a sufficient

proof of the truth of our testimony—founded on
a long acquaintance with, and observation of, the
character of the Irish—that the presence of
royalty has a talismanic effect upon the people,

and that the moment disaffection appears, the
Queen has only to repeat her visit, and the
inhabitants of the Emerald Isle will be at once
converted into the most devoted, the most fer-

vent, the most faithful of her servants and sub-

jects. “Paddy” must not only have something
to lean upon, but something to look up to ; his

exaggerated sensibility renders him susceptible

of every impression
;
and no insult could now be

offered to the Irish so offensive as to term them
disloyal. Plunged as they have been in starva-

tion and misery, it is no wonder if they have
snatched at straws—mistaken the shadow for the
substance. Neglected, if not forgotten by those
whom they conceived bound to protect them,
they listened with avidity to the factious dema-
gogue who promised them “ repeal ” as the salva-

tion of their country. Agitation had its day : it

was a forced, not a natural, movement. Its very
memory is now set aside, and at present it would
be difficult to make the Irish believe they ever
were disloyal; let it always be borne in mind
that their agitation had nothing levelling in its

character and composition.
The royal presence has, as yet, been little more

than a vision, a foretaste of what is to come. Her
Majesty has seen a great deal of the coast, but
nothing of the country. She steamed into and
out of the harbours of Cork, Waterford, Dublin,
and Belfast. The sublimity of Antrim, the
wonders of the Causeway, the hills and valleys

of Wicklow, the Lakes of Killarney, are all in

the richness and variety of their beauty waiting
her inspection ; and there can be no doubt that
the royal lady will perform her promise, and
hereafter include Ireland in those summer tours,

which cannot fail to lead strangers to a similar

investigation of its resources and its beauties.

It is a notorious fact, that no stranger has ever
been molested in Ireland, no matter what his

country. Now that our wandering English
have become acquainted with every nook and
comer of the Continent—there is no great
evil in its present insecurity

; more especially as

they can find change and safety in Scotland or in

Ireland. The lover of mere grouse-shooting will,

of course, repeat his visit to the former, but the
lover of sceneiy and genuine “ character ” will,

it is to be hoped, diversify his tour, and see
Killarney or Wicklow, when the “Autumn
tints ” have mellowed the scenery into a variety
of richness which no pen or pencil can describe.
The “ Irish Tour ” is the cheapest of all, and

certainly the most varied and beautiful of any
of the “ home tours.” Under the influence of
her Majesty’s late visit, and with the prospect of
an abundant future, the people canuot but regain
much of their former buoyant humour

;
their

good nature and good temper never forsook
them even in their late awful contests with

starvation ; and it is a curious question why so
very energetic and susceptible a people are so
patient under suffering and privation.

We have had abundant proof of this endur-
ance—a reviving power which is quite miracu-
lous, more especially in the case of one of our
old Killarney guides,* who has gone through
both pestilence and famine during last winter,
and having, as by a miracle, escaped both, is

now able and ready to take the lake or mountain,
and as full of humour and legend as if he had
never grappled with hunger, or, to use his own
expression, “ been as good as dead and buried,
Glory be to God ! over and over again.” Indeed,
it is right pleasant to think that Gandsey and
Spillane, and. the prince of guides, “Sir Richard,”
are still “ to the fore.” Identified as they are
with the scenery of Kerry it would be difficult

to replace them, at all events in the opinion of
old tourists, who have visited Killarney season
after season, and still found something new to
excite admiration and create interest.

Nothing increases the fascination of the Lakes
more than a good guide : one who knows (unlike
most of his fellows) when to speak and when to
keep silent—yet has his “ legend ” ready to illus-

trate every isle and tree, and ruin
; and when,

floating beneath the shadows of Glena, we lis-

tened to the tales attached to that queenly
mountain, or counted the “ babbling echos ” of
Spillane’s bugle at the eagle’s nest, or wound
our way through the Gap of Dunloe, we felt more
than much indebted to the old guide of Roche’s
hotel, whose willing service was always well
timed. We heartily then recommend SibRichard
Courtney as the best informed, the most cheer-
ful, and in all respects the worthiest guide we
have ever encountered during the many toui’s

we have made in Ireland
;
and full sure we are

that we shall receive the thanks of all who
“ taking our word for it,” have the “ luck ” to

retain tho said Sir Richard in their service when
they visit the most beautiful of all beautiful
Lakes. Now is the time for such enjoyment.
“ London is out of town a solitary brougham
takes the middle of the drive in Hyde Park, and
the children call to each other to “ look at the
carriage.” “ The season ” is over for the west
end, and “ town life ” is at an end until the
Queen’s speech gathers her islanders together

—

not it is to be hoped, as usual, from the four
quarters of the globe—but from the hills and
valleys and sea-shores of her own dominions.
Her Majesty has visited Ireland—has promised

to return thither, and thus set an example to
her English subjects which we hope they will
follow. The papers have been full of the enthu-
siasm of the people and the beauty of the
scenery

;
but all said on this last subject can

convey no idea of the reality—not that the
beauty of Irish scenery accompanies you through-
out the glens, as in Scotland

;
unless you take

Bantry and Glengariff on your route from Cork
to Killarney, the road is tame and dull enough
until you come into the Lake district. Perhaps
you enjoy tho magic of the scene all the more
from the contrast. If the Pass of Kaimanagh is

less lovely than the Pass of Killicrankie, it is

more bold andvigorous—reminding the tourist of
Glencoe, if indeed it has been his good fortune
to visit that scene of the saddest Highland
tragedy that blots the page of our English his-

tory. Bamsmore, in the north, is more exten-
sive, but Glencoe and Kaimanagh dwell together
in our memory, and even rival the Gap of
Dunloe, though it boasts the Purple Mountain
on one side, and the Magillicuddy Reeks on the
other.

Already is the green leaf becoming sere, passing
into the yellow, or still deeper brown

;
the ber-

ries of the mountain ash are bright crimson, and
the arbutus, only seen to perfection at Killarney,
suns its abundant fruitage beside the dark-toned
yew, and brightens the woods wherever it spreads
its branches. The red deer lead their young
to the limpid waters of Glena, and Mangerton
is clothed to the very brim of his gigantic
“ punch bowl ” with the purple blossom of the
heather. There will be stag hunts at the Lakes,
and the deep bay of the hounds will mingle with

' Generally known as Sir Richard Courtney. He ac-
counted for his title by telling us he was once benighted
on the mountain.

the bugle-call of Spillane, and the matchless
pibrochs of “ grey old Gandsey.” The “ straw-
berry girls ” afford excellent sketches, particu-
larly if they poise as in former days their milk
pitchers on their heads, or carry them ou their
shoulder, as you see the maidens bear them in
old “ scripture ” subjects ; and then keeping in
mind the admirable forethought of Mrs. Gilpin,

who
“ though on pleasure she was heut,

Yet had a frugal mind,"

you get so much health and pleasure, and can
do such a very great deal of good for such a
little money at Killarney, that we especially
recommend it to all who desire enjoyment at a
moderate expense. We remember Miss Edge-
worth once saying, that “happiness was cheap
in Ireland j” and, like all she said, it is true.

The country is safe, the roads are good, the
hotels excellent and cheap, the peasantry grateful
and amusing

; the scenery in particular districts,

and those districts all easy of access, past all

telling beautiful—the beggars ! not numerous
as in former times ;—indeed, during the Queen’s
visit to Dublin, there was hardly a beggar to be
seen ; or rather, we suppose “ for the honour of
ould Ireland,” the beggars did not beg. They
became too loyal to offend Her Majesty by
soliciting alms, and hid their rags amid the
crowd. A few more such “visits,” and—such is

the force of example—the “ tide ” must turn
;

the old leaven wall pass away—and the dis-

semination of capital create industry and indus-
trious habits, so that there will be no rags to
hide. Every one who spends a guinea in Ireland
hastens this happy change, and it is no small
enjoyment to feel that our 'own pleasures con-
tribute to the well-doing of our country and its

inhabitants.

A. M. H.

AURORA.

FROM THE STATUE BY J. GIBSON, R.A.

This beautiful work will be remembered by
many of our readers in the Sculpture Room of
the Royal Academy in the past year. It was
designed and executed for Mrs. Hcmy Sand-
bach, of Liverpool, granddaughter of William
Roscoe, Gibson’s earliest patron, herself a lady
of refined taste and matured judgment in Art-
matters, and whose residence is adorned with
other productions by the same hand. We know
not whether the sculptor, when he modelled his

work, had his mind impressed with the beautiful

lines which open the fifth book of “ Paradise
Lost,” but the statue faithfully illustrates tho
poet’s idea :

—

“ Now Morn, her rosy steps in th’ eastern clime
Advancing, sow’d the earth with orient pearl."

There must always be great difficulty in giving

to a subject that expression of ethereal motion
which is essential to carry out the idea : nor has
the sculptor quite succeeded here in his attempt,
though there is a lightness in the attitude of

thd figure and in the disposition of tho limbs,

as well as movement in the flowing lines of the
drapery. But the absence of the quality most
desired is perhaps not so much to be imputed
to the conception itself, nor to the treatment,

but rather to the necessity of introducing a

support to the marble by means of the mass of

material seen between the feet, which encumbers
the figure and deprives it of its aerial nature.

Mind and matter here do not quite harmonise.
Gibson’s “Aurora” stands in the same room

as his group of the “ Hunter and his Dog,” at

Mrs. Sandbach’s residence, Aigburth Cottage,

near Liverpool. It is placed in a niche, which is

coloured a deep soft ultramarine blue : this helps

to carry out the sentiment ofthe beautiful statue,

and likewise relieves themarble, preserving all the

clearness of the outlines, and harmonising well

with the delicate colouring of the drapery ; the

niche is finished by a simple border of dead gold.

It was exhibited at the Royal Academy, in 1 84 8.

The drawing from which our engraving is taken

was obligingly lent us by Mrs. Sandbach
;

it is

the work of Sig. Guglielmi, an artist of Rome.
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HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE.

!

Everywhere andby everybody, at the commence-
ment of the season, the prospects of this theatre

were freely canvassed, but whatever there was
of unfavourable expression that gained circulation

has been triumphantly answered by the spirited

direction of Mr. Lumley, and the brilliant and
felicitous termination of the season. It is some-
thing to say that Lind, Sontag, and Alboni have
all contributed to the public gratification within

!
so brief a period

; to the enterprise that procured
such attractions all praise is due. In years gone

j

by we have been accustomed to see at this

theatre the scenic departments so little cared
for that even new operas were produced with a

i

mttctnge of scenery, some portions unquestionably
old, others scarcely new

;
but late years have

been signalised by the reproduction of established
operas with new decorations. “ Don Giovanni ”

has this year, for instance, been brought forward
with an entirely new mise-ertrscine, in which there
is nothing left to wish for. This magnificent
opera, the chef-d’oeuvre of Mozart, is always at-

tractive, and it might have been urged that new
decorations were gratuitous

;
be that as it may,

there is no established work more worthy of such
decoration, and the accomplishment of the new
appointments speaks well in every way for the di-

rection of the theatre on the score of taste and

j

liberality. The modern school of French music is

!
essentially noisy, and its opera throngs the stage

!
with figures intended to enhance effect. On the
other hand Italian Opera relies entirely on its

merits, and those of the representatives of its per-

;
somej and hence it may be judged in which there

|

is the fairest opening for the display of taste and
judgment. Mademoiselle Lind was not announced
at the commencement of the season, but in the
beginning of April she sustained the principal

|

part in Mozart’s “ Zauberflote,” performed as a

j

concert
;
yet the impressions produced by this

j

performance were not equal to those whereby
she had been accustomed to win the rapturous
applauses of all who heard her. Not that her
vocalisation was in the slightest degree impaired
—she sang with all her wonted power—but the
great charm of dramatic identity was wanting

—

the assumed character, to which she was accus-
tomed to give a version of natural freshness, so
admirably adapted to the theme which engaged
her voice, as to confer upon it a value beyond
any power of mere literal articulation. This
limitation Mademoiselle Lind herself felt, but
her audience felt it more deeply, and she could
not therefore determine to take leave of an
English public even for a brief space in mere
concert. The “Zauberflote” concert was the first

of a series of six at which Mademoiselle Lind
had consented to assist

;
but this was the only

one brought forward. According to the arrange-
ments of these concerts, they were open to the
subscribers to the Opera, and were counted in
the subscription. On the 26th of April, Made-

I

moiselle Lind re-appeared upon the stage, and
I was hailed with undiminishecl enthusiasm.
' A memorable event of the past season is the

I

return of Mademoiselle Sontag to the stage, after

!
an absence of twenty years. It was believed
that her voice had lost none of its early char-

acteristic excellence; this, together with her
position in life as the Countess Rossi, whence
she so gracefully but unfortunately descended,
excited public interest to a high degree, and the
most favourable anticipations have been justified

by the event. In the words of the Times—“ The
season of 1849 has now been brought to a pros-

perous conclusion, and the difficulties which
have been surmounted, and which may be com-
pared to those of 1847, have only served to prove
the vitality of the establishment. We are not
generally accustomed to look behind the scenes,

|

but there is one fact which, knowing to be a
fact, we cannot help recording. During the

I
present management the commercial credit of

|

the theatre has been maintained to the highest
point. Every engagement that has been made

I
has been punctually and honourably fulfilled.

In former years we used to hear stories con-
nected with this theatre of unpaid artists and
broken contracts, but no blemish of the sort

attaches to the directorship of Mr. Lumley.”

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

National Exposition op Industrial Art.

—

We understand that arrangements are in pro-

gress (as in the Art-Journal of August we anti-

cipated they would be) under the auspices of
the Society of Arts, and the direct patronage
of its President, the Prince Albert, for institu-

ting, on a grand scale, an exhibition of the
Industrial Arts of all nations, to be held in

London in the spring of 1851. At present the
project is in embryo

;
but it is proposed that it

shall resemble that of France in all its leading

features, save in one that is most essential ; it

is not designed that the country shall pay any
of the incidental expenses, a part of the plan
to which we see much objection. It will be
greatly to the advantage of the country

;
the

cost must be met in some way or other
;
and

there can be no just reason why the people
should not defray some part of it. We earnestly

hope the Exposition will be in a strict sense
National; that no party spirit or individual

interests will mar its effect for good ; but that
it will be instituted really for the service of all.

Upon these points, as well as upon many others,

it will be our duty to comment when we are in

full possession of the several portions of the plan
upon which the Exposition is to be conducted.
The Etty Exhibition is now closed at the

Society of Arts, and we are gratified to learn
that the number of visitors has been consider-

ably beyond those who attended the Mulready
Exhibition last year ; but the number of subscri-

bers in both cases, is nearly equal. Whether
the amount received will enable the Council of
the Society to realise their project of purchasing
a picture by Mr. Etty, we cannot yet ascertain,

but we trust that such may be the case : the
idea is worthy of extensive support.

Artists' General Benevolent Institution.

—

The annual general meeting of the subscribers
to this excellent institution was held at the
rooms of the society, in Sackvillc Street, on the
8th ult. The report may be considered in all

respects very satisfactory, and bespeaks not
only accessions of subscriptions, but careful

management on the part of the committee who
have the disposal of the funds. The following
is a statement of the receipts for the past year,

ending on June 30 :

—

£ s. d.
Life Subscriptions and Donations 512 4 6
Annual Subscriptions 86 18 0
Dividends on Funded Stock 410 1 G

„ on Jemegau Bequest 12 2 6

£1030 6 6

The funded property now consists of
£ s. d.

In the 3i per cent Annuities 11,660 13 6
In the 3 per cent Consols 1427 0 9
In the 3 per cent Reduced—the Jemegau

Bequest 404 6 8

£13,492 0 10

Relief has been distributed during the year to

sixty-three cases, of which fifty-three took place
at the usual half-yearly appropriation of the
funds, to the amount of £510, and ten urgent
cases were relieved to the amount of £206,
making £716 in all. The following gentlemen
were elected directors for the three ensuing
years, in lieu of the eight who went out by
rotation, R. Redgrave, A.R.A., F. Grant, A.R.A.,
R. Ansdell, H. Weekes, T. H. Illidge, J. S.

Agar, J. E. Thomas, F.S.A., S. Angell, Esqs.
So often as we have found occasion to bring
before our readers the operations of this society,

it would scarcely seem necessary to repeat the
arguments we have formerly used, and yet we
know that the institution is greatly limited in

its sphere of action by the want of that support
which is essential to its well being, and which
its importance demands from the patrons of Art
and artists, but especially from the latter; of
these, the prosperous may perhaps think they
are not likely to be in a position to require its

aid, yet we find in the last Report that pecu-
niary assistance to a considerable amount has
been received by artists once holding in their

several departments a high rank. We would
therefore point out the necessity of such con-

tributing in their days of prosperity to an object

which does so much towards the alleviation of

distressand misfortune—results thatmayhappen,
at some period or other, to genius of the first

order, and to the most favoured of fortune.

The Art-Union of Liverpool will shortly
close its subscription list. Each subscriber will

be entitled to an impression from Topham's
much admired picture of “ Irish Courtship,”
engraved by F. Bromley, and will also have a
free admission during the whole of the season
to the forthcoming exhibition of the Liverpool
Academy, in addition to the chance of obtaining
a picture from thence. The “free admission”
resolution is a wise and judicious step, and
offers an example which might be advantageously
followed elsewhere. We shall look forward
with some interest to the report for the year,

trusting to find a large increase of subscribers to
this well conducted society.

The Birmingham and Midland Counties Art-
Union has commenced operations under very
influential local patronage, which, we trust, will

substantially advance the interests of the society.

The subscribers, in addition to the chances of a
prize picture, will have the option of selecting

from two engravings, one, “ The Mountain
Spring,” engraved by F. Bromley, after the
drawing by F. Tayler, exhibited at the Water-
Colour Society in 1847 ; the other, a mezzotinto
print, after T. Uwins, R.A., “Taking the Veil,”

engraved by Tomkins.
Spitalfields School of Design.—The annual

distribution of prizes won in this school took
place at Crosby-hall lately. The Earl Granville
presided, and opened the proceedings with a
very clear and full exposition of the reasons
for which schools of design have received the
direct patronage and support of Government,
and of the beneficial objects in connection with
manufactures which they are intended to pro-

mote. A short report was then read by the
secretary, recording the success which had
attended the Spitalfields School, and the favour
and estimation in which it was held by the
manufacturers of the district. Then followed
the award of prizes, which were divided into
three classes : the first given by Lord Robert
Grosvenor, Messrs. Hanbury, Buxton and Co.,

and from the Merchants and Brokers' Prizes
Fund ; the second from Mr. A. J. Doxat, and
the rest by the committee who manage the
affairs of the school.

The Nelson Column.—There is an old adage,
“ everything will come to those who can wait,”

which we hope soon to see verified in the case
of this neglected work. Scaffolding has recently
been placed round the pedestal of the Column,
preparatory, we presume, to the fixing up the
bas-reliefs. When this is done we shall look out,

but not impatiently, for the “ Lions ” to com-
plete the whole matter.
The Houses of Parliament.—We understand

that since the prorogation of Parliament, scaf-

foldings have been erected to enable the artists

to complete the frescoes in the House of Lords.
Preparations are also being made to put in the
additional window; and the frescoes in the
Victoria Gallery are in a state of forwardness.

Pictures by Ary Scheffer.—Mr. Grundy, the
enterprising publisher of Manchester, who has
recently become the possessor of some of the
finest pictures of our own school, is expecting to

add to his gallery three of the greatest works of
Ary Scheffer, the distinguished French artist.

These are the “ Christus Consolator,” well known
to most of our readers by the exquisite engraving
we published about two years back, and a com-
panion to it, “ The Woman taken in Adultery,”
the property of the Duchess of Orleans. The
subject of the third picture, which we under-
stand has been painted expressly for Mr. Grundy,
is

“ Christ weeping over Jerusalem.” It is only
a single half-length figure, but report speaks
highly of the work, as elevated in character, and
exquisite in treatment generally. It is intended
to have this engraved. Aiy Scheffer, though he
has long made France his land of adoption, is of
German extraction, and his pictures partake
largely of the severe style of the German School,

but without exhibiting that extreme dryness
by which it is distinguished. It will give great
satisfaction to the lovers of the higher class of
Art to have an opportunity of seeing the pro-

ductions of one who so successfully practises it.



Public Testimonial.—It is proposed to erect

in the town of Sleaford, in Lincolnshire, a public

testimonial to the late Henry Handley, Esq., for

many years member in Parliament for the south-

ern division of that county. Subscriptions to

the amount of nearly 700i. have been raised to

to carry out the project, and the committee are

desirous of receiving designs from artists willing

to engage in the undertaking. The sum is not

a large one for the execution of a bronze statue,

which is the testimonial proposed, but it is

amply sufficient to guard against loss, and quite

enough to tempt an artist of genius to make a

reputation by the work. We are sure there are

many who will gladly seek this opportunity of

displaying their talent, and beg to refer them to

W. Foster, Esq., Sleaford, for every information

on the subject.

Architectural Lending Library.—A desi-

deratum, the want of which has long been felt

by a very numerous body of professional gentle-

men, appears now in a fair way of being realised
;

we allude to a library where reference may be

made to valuable illustrated books on Architec-

ture, Archceology, and the Fine Arts in general.

Such works are undoubtedly to be found in the

British Museum, the libraries of the learned

societies, and in public institutions ;
but the

inconvenience and loss of time attending a per-

sonal visit to these establishments are very

great, even when they are within a moderate

distance
;
and, moreover, the impracticability of

bringing away whatever is necessary for a

lengthened consultation, renders these objec-

tions still greater. A catalogue, to which is

appended certain “ rules and regulations, ’ has

been forwarded to us by Mr. C. J. Richardson,

of Brompton Crescent, well known to the public

by his various publications connected with Art-

matters. This gentleman, at a considerable

expense, has got together a library of between

seven and eight hundred books on Art, many of

them rare and costly, and he proposes to open a

“ lending library,” at such a low rate of subscrip-

tion as to make it available for all classes who

may desire to avail themselves of its aid. We
I gladly lend our columns to the furtherance of

I Mr. Richardson’s object, feeling assured there

I
are very many, both in the metropolis and in

the provinces, by whom such an opportunity as

|

he offers will be readily and thankfully embraced.
1 Our advertising columns contain further infor-

mation on the subject.

Heraldic Sculpture.—A chimney-piece, de-

i

signed and sculptured in the Tudor style, has

been executed by Mr. Munroe, No. 105, Tach-

brook Street, Belgrave Road, for erection at

the northern seat of the Duke of Sutherland,

Dunrobin Castle. The composition is carved

in Caen stone and is intended to ornament the

entrance hall. Immediately over the fire-place

is the legend, “ Frangas non flectes,” and also

“ Sans peur,” one word being disposed on each

side. The intention is rather that of a compo-

1 sition of heraldic blazon than mere ornamental

j

sculpture; hence immediately above the fire-

place is developed a Tudor scroll as a field of

i support for the shield of the house of Suther-

land in the centre, surrounded by those of

others connected with the family by maiTiage,

the whole surmounted by the ducal coronet.

Among these we remark principally the Lion

of Scotland, the shields of Howard, Dacre,

Warren, Wemyss, Stanley, Egerton, &c. &c. :

the room will "also be decorated with armorial

bearings, each shield being painted according

to authority. The size of the work is sixteen

! feet by ten. Caen stone is admirably adapted

for such a work, as any degree of sharpness can

! be obtained, and of this the artist has availed

! himself by his finished nicety of execution.

Mosaic.

—

There is exhibited at the Poly-

technic Institution a specimen of Mosaic of

extraordinary merit, the work of a Bavarian

sculptor, Herr Anson Ganser, who is established

;

at Munich. The work presents two figures,

Castor and Pollux, mounted on grey homes, and

circumstanced according to classical authority.

The horses are in profile, one a little in advance

of the other, and one of the riders turns his

head in the act of addressing the other. When
we say that both in the horses and figures

I the utmost nicety of drawing has been observed,

together with all the delicate chiaroscuro of

painting, the immense difficulties in the way of

executing such a work may be in some degree

understood. The impersonations of the “ prnri

Ledre ” are of course nude, being made out with

various shades of red marble, and the horses

similarly treated with grey and white stone.

For drawing, spirit, and style, it is the best

piece of modem mosaic we have ever seen, and

is well worth the inspection of amateurs of this

Art. The size of the work is about three feet

by two and a half, the figures arc relieved

against a black ground. It is for sale, and the

proprietor, Madame Ganser, may be addressed

at No. 5. Berkeley Square.

Ornamental Printing.—A specimen of chro-

matic typography, from the printing office of the

Liverpool Mail, has reached us. It is a copy of

the Ten Commandments, in old church text,

contained within a most elegant ornamental

border of green and gold, relieved in the central

portion with red. The design, which is very

chaste and beautiful, has the form of an altar

decoration. It is altogether exceedingly credit-

able to the parties who have got it up, and

speaks well for the taste of the provincial press,

as well as for the good feeling that prompted the

execution, it having been printed fur a charitable

bazaar recently held in Liverpool.

Improved Card-Table.—We are able to re-

cord a very marked improvement in the manu-

facture of a Card-table, by Messrs. Aspinwall, of

Grosvenor Street. It is altogether so ingenious,

yet so simple, that we gladly avail ourselves of

the opportunity to give publicity to so creditable

an invention, as an act of justice to the manufac-

turers. The ordinary card-table, as is well

known, turns on a centre with a flap, which,

when closed, has an unsightly appearance
;
that,

under our notice, retains an uniform shape at

the top, and conveys no idea of its especial pur-

pose, but may be supposed to be a handsome

French occasional, sofa, or writing-table, so that

it need not be placed against the wall, as we

invariably see the common card-table when not

in use for play. It also admits of considerable

ornamentation to make an elegant and desirable

adjunct to the various other articles of furniture

for the drawdng-room.

Churchyard Headstones.—Art has hitherto

had little to do with these memorials of the

departed. “The name, the age, spelt by the

unlettered muse,” on a common stone-slab are,

with few exceptions, all that has been deemed

necessary to denote the spot where rest the

remains of thousands; while there is abundant

opportunity of associating with such mementos

much of a highly interesting artistic character—

in country churchyards especially, where, in

general, the surrounding scenery harmonises so

truly with the beautiful in Art, and the charac-

ter of the sacred edifices demands some approx-

imation to themselves, with respect to architec-

tural adornment. In what may be designated as

the accessories of the picture, ornamental head-

stones seem indispensable, and certainly, here

and there, we catch a glimpse of what may fairly

lay claim to such pretension
;
but they are very

few, and far between. We have received from

Mr. Lawrie, architectural and monumental

sculptor, and a member of the Archaeological

Institute, residing at Downham Market, in Nor-

folk, a sheet of designs for monumental stones,

evincing much purity of taste in the selection,

and in strict accordance with the character of

Gothic architecture—the order most frequently

to be met with in our rural districts. These

sculptured stones, we understand, maybe erected

at very little more than the cost of an ordinary

plain slab, and inasmuch as there can be no

question as to the peculiar fitness of the one

over the other, wc shall hope to see some refor-

mation and a manifest improvement in the

appearance of our churchyards.

Auctioneers’ Catalogues.—Aperfectlyuniquc

and elegant publication of its kind, and one

that eminently shows how Art may be made

subservient to business, has been placed in our

hands. It is a catalogue, or “particulars of

sale,” of the “ Worlingham Estate ” in Suffolk,

recently disposed of at public auction by Messrs.

Rix and Burton. The style in which this cata-

logue is got up is highly creditable to the taste

and spirit of these gentlemen, for the general

arrangement of the contents and the beauty of

the typography ; but its chief attractive features,

to us, are the exquisite little wood-cuts of the

most interesting bits of scenery in the park and

gardens, the lodges, cottages, farms, &c., with

which the property seems to abound. These

views are engraved in the highest style of the

Art, and embellish the descriptive part of the

catalogue. In the palmy days of George Robins,

it was said that his eloquence enhanced the

value of an estate many per cent-, in the estima-

tion of bidders, and we have no doubt the beauty

of these engravings will attract much attention

to the spot, if they do not draw some additional
!

thousands out of the pocket of the purchaser.

Whatever the result may be, we recognise in

the publication another proof of the manifest

advance of good taste in matters that have

hitherto, to a great extent, been considered

inaccessible to the Fine Arts.

The “ Wounded Hound” is the title of a large

picture now in exhibition at Mr. Grundy s in
j

Regent Street. It is the work of Mr. R. Ansdell,

and represents a noble bloodhound, whose foot

has been injured, submitting it to the careful I

attentions of an old man. The latter is kneeling ;

before the animal with a sponge in his hand,

about to apply it to the wounded limb : a huge
i

rough deerhound also sits by and howls most
:

piteously as in sympathy with his unfortunate

companion. The remaining dramatis persona

are a little girl, whose interest is strongly

excited ,by the scene before her, and a small
j

terrier dog : a large earthen pan, a bottle sup-
I

posed to contain the surgical mixture, and some I

other objects make up the accessories. The

picture is painted with great power, the incident
|

well told, and the figures, which are life-size,

have evidently been carefully studied from

nature. Mr. Ansdell is, without question, one

of the best animal painters of the day
;
his

j

picture is about to be placed in the hands of
|

the engraver.

Lola Montes.—When this personage, who :

has gained such unenviable notoriety both hero
I

and elsewhere, -was in high favour with the King :

of Bavaria, that monarch purchased a residence

for her, No. 5, Barer Strasse, in Munich, and i

fitted it up most luxuriantly ;
the entire cost

being somewhere about 100,000 florins. After
j

she had taken wing from the city, the property

was sold in'execution for debts remaining unpaid
; |

but such was the public disgust at her conduct,

and so obnoxious had she made herself to the in- :

habitants generally, that none could be found
|

willing to purchase what had been so unworthily

procured, at a price commensurate with its

monetary valuo, and the house, with its magnifi-
.

cent appendages and furniture, realised only
j

18,000 florins, its original value, prior to the lady

taking up her abode in it.

Royal Patriotic Society of Scotland.—The I

object of this Society is a great and laudable

one, namely, that of “ helping the poor to help

themselves ;

” by extending those industrious

and provident principles among the humbler

classes, which will prevent their falling into

pauperism, destitution, and crime. This the

Institution labours to effect by the erection,

principally in the Highlands of Scotland, in lieu

of the mud-walled hovels abounding there, of

suitable cottages for the husbandman, by the

establishing of rural industrial schools, by letting

out gardens in the vicinity of large towns, from

the cultivation of which the mechanic may derive

both health and subsistence, and by various

other operations tending to the benefit of the

multitudes who stand in need of such assistance.

There is so much in the plans of this Society

which bears primd facie evidence of practical and

permanent utility, not only to the recipients of

its advantages, but to the wealthy dwellers in

the land, that we are surprised to sec, from the
j

last report, how small has been the encourage-
|

ment it has received, in proportion to the benefits
,

offered. Help ought not to be withheld from
j

so excellent a cause ;
how frequently do we see

hundreds and thousands of pounds embarked in

visionary, almost impracticable schemes, a tithe

of which would produce immeasurable good, it

devoted to such objects as the Patriotic Society

of Scotland takes in hand.
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REVIEWS.

Roberts’ Sketches in Egypt and Nubia.
Published by G. F. Moon, London.

This issue contains two parts in one—these are the
17th and the 18th. Some of the preceding num-
bers of the work have presented subjects of para-
mount historical and religious interest, but we find
in these last parts a picturesque element which has
not appeared in others

;
this Egyptian and Nubian

portfolio is inexhaustible, and each succeeding
scene of the enchanting panorama we must applaud
with increased gusto. We have here some admir-
able street scenery which carries us to the cities of
Old Spain, where the Moors have left abiding rem-
nants of an architectural taste, to which Spain is

largely indebted
;
and thither might the spectator

believe himself transported for a quarter of an hour
in turning these pages, were it not that he is every-
where met by the solemn personal state of your
lordly Turk, who is ever a holiday figure that one
can never associate with any thing like business,
until he shall condescend to a mahogany chair,
and exchange his boundless shalwars for Christian
continuations. Since, perhaps, the publication
of this number, the Satrap of Egypt has died,
but he is succeeded by another of his race, in
continued fulfilment of the curse laid upon this

land of everlasting bondage
;
when, however, the

waving crescent shall have set, who shall next
succeed to the rule of the kingdom ofthe Pharaohs ?

The views here presented are all allusive to Mussul-
man rule, as “ The entrauce to the Citadel of
Cairo,” “ Bazaar of the Coppersmiths,” “Minaret
of the principal Mosque in Siout,” “ Interior of
the Mosque of the Metwalys,” “Tombs of the
Memlooks,” &c. &c.
The first plate is “ The Holy Tree of Metereah,”

which is believed by the Coptic and Greek Chris-
tians to be the identical tree under which the Holy
Family rested on their flight into Egypt. The
situation of the tree is close to Heliopolis, the On
of Scripture. The Citadel of Cairo is extremely
ancient, having been founded by the great Salati-

ad-Deen, the chivalrous Saladiu of the Crusaders.
This citadel is famous as the scene of the destruc-
tion of the Memlooks by Mehemet Ali in 1811. It
is apparently a structure of great strength, built in
alternate courses, of white and red. “ The Bazaar
of the Coppersmiths,” as here given, is but the
section of a street or quarter, where as in Western
Europe certain trades congregate

;
the booths and

shops are open, and groups of figures are assem-
bled before them, which, with the quality of the
architecture, affords a highly interesting picture.
“ The Mosque of the Metwalys,” is an interior of
much grandeur. It is peopled with an audience of
the “faithful,” listening to expositions of the
Koran, delivered by an Imaum from the Mimbar,
anglice pulpit. In this beautiful example of Sara-
cenic architecture, we recognise at once all that it

owes to the Greek, the Roman, and the Byzantine.
Here the lofty arches spring from columns with
Corinthian capitals—a barbarousmixture, but never-
theless light in effect. “ A covering from the fervid
sun, a fountain whereat to make the ablutions
commanded by their Prophet, and a deep recess on
the side towards Mecca are the essentials of a
mosque. The building is generally an oblong
square, enclosed by walls and surrounded by open
porticos

;
sometimes the court of the square is

planted with trees, but more frequently laid with
slabs

;
in the centre is the fountain

;
from the court,

the naves of the mosque as they extend themselves,
are supported by walls which contain many open-
ings

;
the largest and principal is open to the

Michrab or Mechrab, a part frequently decorated
with fine stones, pearl, and ivory

;
towards the

east is the Kiblah, placed exactly in the direction
of the Kaaba of Mecca, to which every Mussul-
man turns in praying.” The plate entitled “ The
Mosque El Mooristan,” presents a beautiful and
very characteristic view of a crowded street scene
in Cairo. The passage is various, and the face of
the rows of houses broken and diversified by all

kinds of projections formed of wooden trellis thrown
out from the windows as bowers and boudoirs for
the female members of families. The Minaret of
the Mosque, a beautifully graceful structure, rises

at the end of the street. “ Cairo, from the Gate of
Citzenib,” affords a general view of the City of the
Caliphs, hounded by the citadel which is situated
on an isolated rock—a spar of the Moclcattim range.
The houses, like all those in the East, are uniformly
flat-roofed, a monotony agreeably broken by the
domes and minarets which continually rise from
the vast extent. Other views are those of “ The
principal Mosque at Boulak,” “ The Aqueduct of
the Nile, from the Island of Rhoda,” “ Grand
entrance to the Mosque of the Sultan Hassan,”
“Tombs of the Memlooks,” &c. The whole of

these views are drawn on the stone by M. Haghe,
and to him is due the success of the chiaroscuro,
and above all, the beautifully mellow and harmoni-
ous manner in which the colour is effected

; but
from the commencement of these sketches in the
Holy Land to the approaching conclusion in Egypt,
the execution has been distinguished by a continu-
ally increasing excellence, which has infinitely
raised the character of lithographic Art.

The Mansions of England in the Olden
Time. By Joseph Nash. Fourth Series.
Published by M'Lean, London.

It is now some years since the third series of this
work was published, so long, indeed, that we
thought that the intention of bringing forward a
fourth had been abandoned. Whatever cause might
have been reasonably suggested for such delay, it

is by no means attributable to a deficiency of
material for the completion of such a book, even
to a much greater extent than the number of series
now perfected. The work is now so well known
that it is altogether unnecessary to describe its

purpose or its style
;

it is enough to say that the
subject-matter is as richly picturesque as that of
any of the series that have gone before it. Of many
of these once magnificent halls but little now re-
mains, and we cannot consider these remnants
without a feeling of regret that they have not been
succeeded by a class of country-houses which
will furnish any subject of equal interest when
they hereafter may have completed a like term of
existence. The first subject here is a bay-window
in the drawing-room of Lyme Hall, Cheshire.
This mansion is of great extent, and in the Pal-
ladian style of architecture. The window is formed
of stained glass, and contains numerous shields,
together with legends which cross the window.
The ornament of the room is stucco and panel,
carved in the Elizabethan taste

;
the arms of

Elizabeth are placed over the chimney-piece. The
five succeeding subjects are from Levens, Westmore-
land, the seat of the Hon. Mrs. Colonel Howard,
situated between Kendal and Milnethorpe. The
interior ornamentation of this mansion is as fresh
and perfect as if it had been but recently finished.
The subjects are the garden, the hall, the dining-
room, the drawing-room, and the small drawiug-
room. The two last-mentioned apartments are
decorated with lozenge-panelling, and each con-
tains a chimney-piece of extraordinary beauty

;

indeed, the carving and compositions of the chim-
ney in the small drawing-room, are much in
advance of the general style of their period. The
banquetting-room at Bramhall, Cheshire, is ex-
tremely interesting, as being roofed in the manner
of ancient ecclesiastical edifices. Crewe Hall,
which has already in preceding series furnished
subjects, supplies two plates, representing the hall
and the drawing-room. It appears that these por-
tions of the house were under repair at the period
of the artist’s former visit, but the house is now in
a complete state and affords an admirable specimen
of the style prevalent during the first half of the
seventeenth century. The room in the gate-house
at Kenilworth is the only entire portion of this
once superb structure. The remarkable feature of
this interior is the chimney-piece, which is of carved
oak, the lower portion being of alabaster very
delicately carved. The panelling is simple and
extremely chaste

;
between the upper panels which

terminate in an arch is seen the Ragged Staff.
Immediately over the fire-place is the legend
“ Droit Loyal on each side of which are the
letters R. L., with the shield of the Earl of Leices-
ter surrounded by the Garter. From Speke Hall,
near Liverpool, there are five subjects. This ancient
residence is one of those timber-framed houses of
which we see numerous specimens in many parts
of Englaud, and yet more in Normandy, as this
manner of building is still practised there. The
house is said to have been built by Sir Edward
Norris in the reign of Elizabeth, but there are, it

is said, portions of the edifice of a much earlier
date. The hall is panelled and carved, the prin-
cipal compartments being divided by Corinthian
columns, and in style partaking rather of an Italian
than the Tudor style

;
indeed, over the fire-place,

near a bay-window in the hall where the framed
carving is distinct, it is Cinque-cento. A plate en-
titled “ The Hall, Adlington, Cheshire,” exhibits
a roof of ancient date, being formed of beams and
wooden arches terminating in figures supporting
shields. The end of the hall presents a grand
heraldic display of not less than seventy shields
showing the arms of numerous families in the
county who have been connected with that of
Leigh, the name of the proprietor. The hall of
Wiiton Abbey, Dorsetshire, has an arched roof of
carved Irish oak, one of the most perfect and beau-
tiful remnants of its kind we have ever seen.
Three subjects from Aston Hall, near Birmingham,

are the stair-case, the gallery, and the drawing-
room. The state of the staircase commemorates
the loyalty of Sir Thomas Holt, the proprietor
during the civil wars. One of the balustrades was
shattered by a cannon-ball, and the stair-case was
left in its injured state as a memento of the event.
The number of views in this work is twenty-six,

illustrative generally of the Tudor period; they
are drawn on stone in the tinted style, and equal
in execution the very best works of tho artist.

Sabrina. Painted by W. E. Frost, A.R.A.
Engraved by P. Lightfoot. Published by
the Art-Union of London.

When this picture was exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1846, it received our unqualified
approbation as a work of the highest order of merit,
in conception and execution. The subject is that
passage from “ Comus ” in which Sabrina is

described as flying from her step-dame, Guendolen,
to avoid whom she has leaped into the flood, and
is borne under and over beds of river plants.

“ The water-nymphs that in the bottom play'd,
Held up their pearled wrists and took her in,

Bearing her straight to aged Serous' hall.”

The beauty of this composition has lost none of
its attractions now it is reduced to mere black and
white; indeed, we are not certain that the genius
of the painter is not more powerfully developed in
the engraving, than even in the original picture.
There is no better method of testing the substantial
qualities of excellence in a work of Art, than to
divest it of the glories imparted by colour, which
frequently dazzle and deceive, and to leave the
eye nothing to rest on but form and chiar’-oscuro,
and the mind nothing to distract it from the sub-
ject-matter. Many a picture, when subjected to

this ordeal, loses half of its interest, and almost
the whole of its importance. Mr. Frost’s “ Sa-
brina,” is not, however, a case in point; we re-

cognise in the engraving, the masterly disposition

and drawing of the original figures, heightened by
the greater delicacy which the burin of the en-
graver is more capable of producing than the
pencil of the painter, especially in the features;
these arc all rendered with exquisite grace of ex-
pression. The subject is one in every way calcu-
lated for engraving, and the Council of the Art-
Union showed judgment and discretion in selecting

it before more common-place and popular themes,
but less elevating in character and less likely to

improve the public taste. If the Society proceeds
in this direction it will speedily recover its lost

ground, for the appearance of “ Sabrina ” cannot
fail to have a favourable influence on its future
career, as it unquestionably is the best thing the
Society has yet done. We ought to have no
grumblers among the subscribers of the present
year with such a print as this in their hands, a
fair impression of which is a fair guinea’s worth,
even Avithout the promised engraving from the
bas-relief. It ought also to put to silence the
small race of cavillers against these institutions,

becouse they do not encourage “ high Art !
” Mr.

Lightfoot has well acquitted himself of the task he
undertook, by producing an engraving than which
few, if any, superior to it of the same class, have
appeared among us for many years

;
his name may

now be enrolled with the best men of our time.

A Letter addressed to C. L. Eastlaice, Esq.,
R. A., Secretary to the Commission ofFine Arts.

By S. Bannister. Published by J. Mitchell,
London.

The object of this pamphlet is to recommend to the
Commissioners ofFine Artsaproposal fordecorating
the walls of the corridors and committee rooms of
the new Houses of Parliament with large maps.
Some months ago such a proposition was laid before
the Royal Geographical Society in the following
terms :

‘ 1 The first series to consist of maps on a large
and uniform scale, with pictorial illustrations of
distinct objects, geological, meteorological, natural,

and artificial
;
marine maps, which should be not

mere charts, but should have rocks, storms, and
wrecks, shores, ships, and light-houses, correctly

placed;” the second series to consist of “ancient
maps’in the order of dates;” and the third series,

of “maps made by savages,” or, in other words,
compiled from the “ elements of intelligence found
in rude geographical designs made by the Esqui-
maux, the Indian, and the native of Australia.”
For such a plan Mr. Bannister finds a precedent,
somewhat, though not altogether, analogous, in
the grand maps introduced into the Vatican by
Gregory, the maps by Sebastian Cabot, formerly
at Whitehall, and in other sources. On this
proposal a report was made by a committee of the
society, stating that if any recommendation should
be made by the society on the subject, it should be
in favour of a series of Cartographic Compositions,



Georamas, and Uranoramas, rather than in the

plan suggested by Mr. Bannister. This gentleman,

while he considers it is not material at present to

show which of the two plans is the more desirable,

is contented to have enunciated a principle which is

more his object just now to elicit than to lay down
a system. This principle is supported by high

authorities, which are quoted at considerable length

in the pamphlet, such as Humboldt’s “ Cosmos,”

and the late Dr. Arnold. The importance of

a thorough geographical knowledge by all ranks

of the community, but especially by those who are

called upon to legislate for almost one half of the

civilised world, cannot be disputed
;

the best

means for acquiring this knowledge may be matter

of opinion: how far either plan to which reference

is here made may most effectually tend to such a

result we are not prepared to state, but certainly

the idea is good, and ought not to be lost sight

of. The science of geography, no less than the

events of history, is open to the resources of Art,

and may be learned from the right application of

the means at her command.

Tiie Life and Literary Remains of Bar-
bara Hofland. Author of “ The Son of a

Genius,” “ Tales of the Main,” &c. By
Thomas Ramsey, Esq. Published by
Cleaver, Piccadilly.

Mrs. Ilofland’s writings have graced the pages of

this Journal, and when she died it was a melan-

choly pleasure to dwell on her patient and most
useful life. The “literary remains” of Barbara

Hofland cannot fail to interest and instruct; all

who feel a desire to know how, in her sphere, a pure

souled woman loves and labours, can find it in this

volume, and there is also a good deal of literary

information derived from a personal acquaintance

with authors whose name is, even now, history to

the young.
Mr. Ramsey tells us in his preface, that Mrs.

Hofland had been forty years an author, and
during that time had produced upwards of sixty

works, many of which have been translated into

the European languages, and three hundred thou-

sand copies disposed of by the London publishers.

"VVe are convinced that Sir. Ramsey has compiled

this interesting volume without a desire to “ make
a book;” he enjoyed Mrs. Hofland’s friendship

for twenty years, and honours her memory with a

deep affection. He could not bear that most admi-

rable and actual life should pass away and be for-

gotten, when its example must be of value to

those who in life’s pilgrimage may meet with the

same trials which she bore with the bravery of a

Christian heroine. The husband of her youth

died soon after their marriage, and the children of

that happy union, were followed by their mother,

to their grave. The husband of her mature years,

loved and borne with through scenes of illness and
disappointment, evil temper and neglect, was at

last taken
;
and with the boundless love and for-

giveness of her nature, she mourned him as though

he had been tender and devoted during his wedded
life. It was beautiful to see her always ready to

fall back upon and eulogise his talents, which
were certainly of no ordinary kind,—when it was

impossible not to see his selfish and cold-hearted

treatment of a woman so loved and honoured by

his friends. In this, as in all other cases, she

acted as a true wife and Christian woman, but it

is easier to praise than to follow her example,

—

not only right, but wise, as it certainly was. And
with all her trials, and all her labours, she was

cheerful, sympathising, active, enjoying society and

innocent mirth with the freshness of youth. We
are glad that her biography is written by an

intimate and loving friend, rather than by a person

well practised in literature
;

for the earnestness

and simplicity of the style stamps truth on every

page, and we congratulate^, Mr. Ramsey on pro-

ducing a volume of such excellence and interest.

All who value the “Son of a Genius” should

place this memoir by its side.

Hints on the Arrangement of Colours in

Ancient Decorative Art. By G. J. F.,

Bolton.

If the Dutch critic who judged of books by weight

alone had seen this unpretending pamphlet, he

would most likely have left it unnoticed. There

are Dutch critics still, who award to pretence what
should only belong to merit, however unobtrusive.

The very unpretending and brief remarks which
form the substance of this tract deserve much
attention; and it is curious to reflect how much
practical acquaintance with ancient Art must have

gone toward the compilation of these few pages.

Many men would have swelled this information

into a volume
;
as it now appears, it is an exceed-

ingly useful compendium of curious facts connected

with the rules which guided the adcient artists,

who were engaged as book illustrators, painters of

church walls, or glass-windows, &c. These rules

have been deduced from the careful study of their

works, as well as from a general comparison of

similar early works in different ages and countries,

and the result is some twenty pages of really useful

reading
;
an excellent condensation of much that is

valuable to artists whose business it is to know
somewhat of ancient practice.

engravers, and he has accordingly placed them in

the hands of such men as Greatbach, Sharpe,

Armitage, Portbury, Lightfoot, Thomson, J. and
C. Cousen, &c. &c., who have worthily seconded

his efforts to put forth a work of truly national

importance.

Studies of Shakspeare : forming a Companion
to every Edition of the Text. By Charles
Knight. Published by Charles Knight,
Fleet Street.

The title of this work is fully justified by its con-

tents, which are constituted of a republieation,

with additions and corrections, of the critical

notices that have appeared in other editions of

Shakspeare published by Mr. Knight, and known
as the “ Pictorial,” and the “ Library.” We cannot

suffer this opportunity to lapse without some
allusion to the debt of gratitude due by the public

to Mr. Knight, who, by means of his “ weekly
volumes,” and “cabinet,” and “ library ” series

has placed within reach of moderate means, works
that never could have been otherwise made ac-

cessible to a large class of readers. We regret

that all we can do to show the utility of the book is

to take a glance at its contents. The first book con-

tains some chapters on the subjects of “ Pageants

and Mysteries,” “ Bible Histories and Moralities,”

“The Lawfulness of Plays,” “The Earliest His-

torical Drama,” “ The Dramatists of Shakspeare’s

First Period,” &c. ;
thus, considering the state

and progress of dramatic representations down to

the period of Shakspeare, those essays “ will exhibit

the rude beginnings of the drama previous to

Shakspeare’s appearance
;

it will trace the growth

of his powers as far as can be gathered from posi-

tive and circumstantial evidence in his earliest

works
;

it will carry forward the same analysis

through the second period of meridian splendour
;

it will show, in like manner, the glory of his

mature day and the sober lustre of his evening.”

And not the least interesting are the chapters

devoted to the commentators on Shakspeare, among
whom are Milton, Dryden, Addison, Rymer, Pope,

Warburton, Johnson, _Voltaire, Hume, Garrick,

Lamb, Hazlitt, and Coleridge. Allthesc—and many
others,—their times, circumstances, and opinions of

Shakspeare, with all their truth and falsehood,

shallowness and profundities, are eminently inter-

esting
;
despite of all which, we say with the editors

of the folio of 1623 :
“ Though you be a magistrate

of wit, and sit on the stage at Blackfriars, or the

Cockpit, to arraign plays daily, know these plays

have had their trial already, and stood out all

appeals.” In treating of the plays 'themselves,

each is maturely considered, and with deference to

the opinions of every commentator that might be

worthy of quotation.

The Wilkie Gallery. Published by -George
Virtue, London.

It would be a work of supererogation to enter, at

this day, upon a criticism of the productions of

this distinguished painter, whose pictures have

reached a popularity beyond that of any other

British artist, engravings from which may be met
with, good, bad, and indifferent, in one-half of the

dwellings of the land, from the mansion of the

peer to the peasant’s cottage. We know of no

artist whose genius was of that varied and mixed

character as to elicit such universal popularity
;

it

spoke in a language which all could understand,

requiring no profound knowledge of the mysteries

of Art to explain his meaning or to comprehend his

narratives—no study of its philosophy to appreciate

the truth of his representations. There are nume-
rous pictorial publications wherein Wilkie has

foun ’ i prominent place, but we believe this to be

the 01 . fy one that is solely devoted to his works,

and the style in which it is produced, joined with

its truly moderate cost, must prove a powerful

temptation to his many admirers. The issue of

the “ Wilkie Gallery ” has now extended to fifteen

numbers, each containing three engravings
;
these

embrace not only the well-known pictures of the

“ Itent-Day,” the “ Village Politicians,” “ Blind-

man’s Buff,” &c. &c., but others, with which the

public generally are less acquainted, from his

Oriental and Spanish sketches. Many of these

latter works make admirable prints, and not only

display the versatility of the artist’s pencil, but

the engravings give to the entire series a charm-

ingly diversified character. Indeed, we are almost

inclined to think that the genius of the master is

more apparent in some of the single figures and

small groups we find here than in his more elabo-

rated compositions. The publisher has taken good

care that the reputation of the painter should not

suffer by having his pictures copied by incompetent

Portrait of Samuel Wildersfin. Painted by
J. R. Herbert, R.A. Engraved by G. T.

Payne. Published by Ackermann & Co.,

London
;
and T. Agnew, Manchester.

It is a reproach to any country, but more espe-

cially to one professing so much of kindly charity

as ours, when the generous devotion of her philan-

thropists meets with little reward beyond that of

an approving conscience. A life passed in advo-

cating principles of beneficial influence on every

class of society, a fortune expended in carrying out

those principles, demand something more from the

hands of the public, than a cold and formal recog-
;

nition of tlieir advantages, while the promoter of-

them is left to close his days in neglect, perhaps in

penury. Such results, however, are of not un-

frequent occurrence; there is an abundance of lip-

sympathy—and of heart-sympathy too, from those

who have nothing else to give—but the hand has

often no share in the offering, and opens not the

purse-strings to aid in the work of benevolence.

Men, like Samuel Wildcrspin, have a claim, which
cannot be disputed, on his fellow-men; a clgim

that ought to elicit spontaneous and liberal assist-

ance. As the founder of Infant Schools—the nur-

series of education, where the child scarcely able

to talk imbibes the elements of book-instruction

and of sound moral training—his name will go
down to posterity with those of Raikes, of Pris-

cilla Wakefield, and others, who devoted their time

and energies to the temporal and spiritual interests

of the young. Had he, however, expended one-

half of the labour bestowed on others, to heap up
riches for himself, it would, in all probability, have
been unnecessary for us to write concerning him as

we are now compelled to do. In truth, Mr. Wil-

dcrspin, though not in absolute poverty, is, with

his family, dependent on a small pension gra-

ciously bestowed by Her Majesty, and on a fund

which, under the name of the “ Wilderspin

National Tribute Fund,” has been established by a

number of his friends and admirers, to aid in smooth-

ing the good old man’s declining days. In fur-

therance of this laudable object, the present engra-

ving has been kindly undertaken in the expecta-

tion, a very reasonable one, that of the multitudes

who have heard of his name, a large number may
desire to possess some memorial of his form and
lineaments. The portrait is highly characteristic

of the man : it should find its way, not only to the

dwellings of those who esteem and value the phi-

lanthropist, and are interested in Infant Education,

but should be hung on the walls of every infant

school in the kingdom. The “fund” is still far

below the sum necessary to be of any very essen-

tial service.

Tracts for my Tenantry. Original and Select.

By Sir Roger de Coverley and his

Friends. No. 1. The Holiday. No. 2.

Taste. Published by J. Ollivier, London.

These brochures aim at little more than to give

the reader a few wholesome ideas and healthy

thoughts. They are addressed to the lower classes

chiefly, and are calculated to do far more substan-

tial good in, turning the mind into a right direction,

than one-half of the more bulky and pretending

publications which are issued periodically from the

press. They contain much sound sense in a small

compass, and delivered without ostentation.

A Ragged School. Published by J. Cundall,
London.

We notice this print because we are pleased to see

Art enlisted in the cause of ignorance and destitu-

tion, and because it delights us still more to find it

so employed by one of wealth and station. The
plate is etched by Messrs. Wehnert and Simms,

from a sketch made by the Marchioness of Water-

ford, in the Ragged School at Westminster. It

speaks well for her feelings of humanity, and for

her application of those artistic talents with which

nature has endowed this highly-gifted lady. A
Ragged School—what an amount of misery these

words appear to convey
!
yet not greater than the

scene before us presents—one that ought not to be

found in a civilised, wealthy, and intelligent com-

munity—a community, moreover, neither slothful

in its search of the necessitous, nor niggardly in

administering to their wants
;
yet the existence of

such establishments as Lady Waterford has here

depicted, proves how much remains to be done ere

crime shall cease from the land. This engraving

may perhaps be an auxiliary to such a wished-for

end, by exciting sympathy with its objects.
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THE BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION OF
MANUFACTURES AND ART.

his is the second Exhibi-
tion that has taken place,
in Birmingham, ofmanu -

factured articles in a
degree peculiar to the
Locality. The first was
held in 1839, during a
visit of the British Asso-
ciation for the advance-
ment of Science

;
this

learned body has revi-
sited the Town, and the

;
event has been commemorated by another Expo-

j

sition of the Industrial Arts : of this Exposition we
now make a report, which we shall endeavour to

j

render as worthy as circumstances and time enable
us to do.*

I In the grounds of a large mansion situated in
Broad Street, and known as Bingley House, is

erected the temporary building destined for the
exhibition we are about to describe. The house

|

seems to have been erected and the grounds in-

i

closed, at a period when land was not so valuable
in this portion of Birmingham as it has since

j
become. Consequently, enough space has been
found to erect in face of the house a wooden tem-

I
porary building, substantial and imposing, of the

j

length of one hundred and twenty-four feet, and
the breadth of ninety, in which are stationed the

I
many articles for exhibition. But it is not only
within the walls of the building that the exhibition

* We have at the outset of this article to express our
deep aud earnest sorrow (sorrow in which all our readers

will participate) at the death of a valuable coadjutor, W.
Cooke Taylor, L.L.D., who had undertaken the task of

writing the introduction to this Report
;
and who was on

the eve of his departure for Birmingham, with that view,

when seized with the malady of which he died. This
sudden loss we cannot, at the present moment, hope entirely

to repair. Underany circumstances we could not have failed

to miss the aid of a scholar and a critic so accomplished
and experienced. By the death of Dr. Taylor we lose a
powerful ally as well as a valuable friend; for several

years back (until within the last eighteen months when
official duties in Ireland occupied all his time) he laboured

in this Journal to impress upon artists, manufacturers,

and the public, “ the mercantile value of the Fine Arts ’’

a phrase which he was the first to introduce into these
pages, and which suggested to us the idea of combining
them with the Useful Arts in this publication, previously
limited in its plan and character.

We shall hereafter endeavour to do justico to the
memory of Dr. Taylor; at present we refer to his death
only as involving ii serious loss in reference to our report
of the Birmingham Exposition. His zeal and experience
would have aided us largely

;
we have, however, obtained

the very serviceable co-operation of Robert Hunt, Esq., of

the Museum of Economic Geology, whose knowledge upon
all matters connected with the science of manufactures has
been communicated not only through this Journal, but in

his published volume, “ The Poetry of Science.” And we
have been also very essentially assisted by F. W. Fair-
holt, F.S.A., and W. Harry Rogers, Esq.

; both of whom
not only bring to our aid facilities derived from the study
and practice of Art, but who are learned in the history of

ancient and medieval ornament.
We have also, at the outset, a pleasant, as well as a

painful duty, to perform
;
to thank the manufacturers and

the “ Exhibition Committee,” for the courteous and prompt
assistance we have received at their hands. But, for
which, indeed, our utmost exertions must have failed
to give this largely Illustrated Report; the whole of
which has been produced in somewhat less than a
month—collected, drawn, engraved and printed.

is confined. Many good examples of iron work of
an useful and ornamental kind are ranged beside
the pathway leading to the room. In other parts of
the garden are portions of machinery, one of which,
intended to prevent accidents in the descent of coal
mines, is worthy of that attention which should be
ever given to all which concerns accident to human
life, to say nothing of the safety of property. Large
as the temporary exhibition is, it has been found
not large enough to hold the many articles which
have been sent, and it has been connected with
the house bv a corridor, also devoted to the recep-
tion of works, as well as the lower rooms of the
house. On entering the large saloon the eye is

agreeably struck by the beauty of the coloured
glass which fills the principal windows, by the
endless variety of objects which crowd the tables
and centre of the building, and contrasting iron
with glass, brass with gold and silver, articles of
general use with those of refined luxury, cheap
necessities with expensive elegancies, all being
equally worthy the attention of the persons whose
uses or pleasures they are especially intended to
subserve. On entering, the eye is attracted very
perceptibly by the commanding size and brilliancy
of the candelabrum exhibited by the Messrs. Osier,
which in prismatic tints and general effect is a
worthy centre to the room. The bronze works in
gas fittings, curtain bands, window cornices, chan-
deliers, &c. of Messrs. Winfield, occupy the entire
side of the exhibition room, at the entrance door,
and the beautiful bedsteads from the same manu-
factory are ranged opposite. Messrs. Mapplebeck
& Lowe’s stoves and other iron works are the next
in rotation in the centre of the room, followed
by the works of Mr. Room. Mr. Messenger
occupies a side-table immediately opposite the
entrance-door, which is largely filled with impor-
tant and beautiful works, and is followed by Mr.
Lane, whose brilliant papier-mache attracts uni-
versal attention by the gorgeous effects he pro-
duces

;
the next stall being occupied by the works,

in glass, of Mr. Rice Harris, the brilliancy and
beauty of which demand much praise. We now
come to the corridor which leads to the house, and
passing that, reach the stall occupied by Copeland

;

then come Bacchus & Sons, followed by Jennens
& Bettridge, when we reach the upper end of the
room. This is entirely devoted to the stand of
Messrs. Hardman, the entire wall being decorated
with their works, and covered with specimens of
ornamental hangings, &c., of a most elaborate and
beautiful kind. Mr. Walton’s works, in japan, take
the corner opposite Messrs. Jennens & Bettridge,
followed by Messrs. Minton

;
and in proceeding

down this side of the room we pass the stands of
Messrs. Richardson, occupied by glass

;
the works

of the Colebrookdale Manufactory in iron, and the
beautiful bronzes of Mr. Potts

;
Mr. Jordan’s wood-

earving terminating this end of the room. The
centre is occupied by the stalls of Messrs. Collis,
beneath whose glass-cases are exhibited some strik-
ingly beautiful objects in the precious metals

;
by

the candelabrum and other glass contributed by
Messrs. Osier

;
followed by a stand filled with the

exquisite statuettes which have given so much
fame to the manufactory of Messrs. Copeland

;
then

we reach Mr. Elkington’s magnificent contribu-
tions in gold and silver work; his classic copies
from the antique, and many fine works of modern
design, which may almost cope with them for
beauty.
Such is a brief outline of the contents of the

centre of the building, but the sides are also filled
with a series of similar stands, and occupied by
many beautiful articles. Messrs. Foothcrape,
Sturges, Rose of Colport, are there, Avith exhibitors
of minor extent. Mr. Dugard, Penny, &c., Salt &
Lloyd, Gough, Chambers, Hart & Wray, the
beautiful medals of Wyon, Rooke’s iron-castings,
Mr. Birtle’s whips; and saddlery, by Middlemore,
are thus displayed. MacCallum & Hodson, Newton,
the Leamington tables, the patent equilibrium
piano-forte, by Woolley of Nottingham, the many
beautiful works contributed by M. Sallandrouze
de Lamornaix, consisting of carpets, tapestry,
table-covers, curtains, cases in buhl, vases, can-
delabra, and groups in bronze

;
are ranged on the

opposite side of the room, among many of the old
staple commodities of Birmingham, with other illus-
trations of the useful manufactures in iron, screws
and files, &c. The models in the corridor chiefly
consists of prize articles connected with agriculture,
ploughs, carts, winnowing machines, and other
things appertaining to the farm

;
improved guns,

specimens of rolled metals, wire, and tubing
;
garden

tools, gutta-percha works, &c. Works executed
by the patent saw'ing-machines, manufactured by
Prosser & Hadley, Old Jewry, London, are also
here exhibited

;
Avith railway-carriage springs, and

many articles for domestic use, such as coffee-
mills, &c.

The house itself is occupied by models of various
kinds—an electric telegraph, models of the tubular
bridges over the Bure at Yarmouth and the
Menai Straits. The beautiful anatomical works
contributed by Dr. Auzout, specimens of crystals,
&c., proving that Art and Science is fairly repre-
sented by the astonishing contribution from all
quarters to this general meeting of manufactures,*
and which is so very extensive that Ave cannot give
eA’en the names of all the contributors.
The Exhibition of Specimens of English Manu-

facture at the same time as the meeting of the
British Association for the advancement of Science
being held at Birmingham, is a happy arrangement
in many respects : Avhatever may be the value of
abstract science, and avc are disposed to regard it
among the most important exercises of the human
mind, it is quite certain that applied science will
have a popular value beyond it. Indeed, Avhatever
may be the subject of scientific investigation, Avhat-
ever may be the character of the facts elucidated
by experimental studies, they can only become im-
portant to the masses of mankind in those applica-
tions Avhich exhibit a ministration to some human
requirements. The man of science has his inter-
preter in the man of manufactures

;
every truth,

however abstract it may appear, is important to
man, and it. will, sooner or later, aid the great
work of civilisation,—receiving the term in its
most exalted meaning,—and thus become familiar
to the least favoured of men. There is not a
department of the sciences of observation or expe-
riment from Avhich man has not derived a direct
benefit in some economic practical application.
There is not a manufactory or a workshop from
the experience of Avhich science may not glean
the most important assistance. If Ave consider
Avith some attention the history of the progressive
advances of the human race Ave shall discover that
science hoAyever rude and empirical it may ha\-e
been, has in the first place ministered to man’s
necessities, and then contributed to inci-ease the
luxuries of life. Man has advanced by creating
for himself Avants, and it must ever be so. The
luxury of to-day becomes the necessity of to-mor-
row, and even that becoming familiarised to him
leads to the search for yet higher pleasures, and
thus by the exercise of intelligence the Avhole con-
dition of man is elevated. In Birmingham, the
city of metallurgical processes, and of metal manu-
facture, Ave have a most striking exemplification of
the value of Science to the Manufacturer. In the
Exhibition which has been so opportunely opened
in this great locality Ave have a strong manifesta-
tion of the advantages of science to all conditions of
manufacture, and the vast collection brought to-
gether cannot be surveyed by any of the members
of this scientific congress Avithout imparting to
them a high sense of the necessity of taking ad-
vantage of the results ofobservation and experience
obtained in the process of manipulation as direc-
tions for an advanced order of inductiA’e inves-
tigations.

Let it be remembered that nearly every example
of man’s ingenuity in the present Exposition, bears
upon it the indubitable mark of the labours of the
man of science. The Exposition is indeed a ren-
dering into common language of the great facts of
abstract enquiry. If Ave but stop to examine
the numerous iron castings, whether the most
ordinary specimens of ironmongery, or the more
elaborate examples of Art-Manufacture, Avhich are
spread around the Exhibition, we shall find in all
of them evidences of the aids of science. Let it be
remembered that the puddling furnace and the hot
blast Avere both inductions from theory, and that
the question of that necessary fluidity, to Avhich is
due the beautiful sharpness of the Berlin castings

—

now nearly equalled in the works of Colebrook-
dale and some other places—is due entirely to the
admixture ofexceedingly minute portions of certain
chemical compounds, Avhich are only to be decided
by the most minute analytical investigation. If
we turn to the Porcelain manufactures, and, com-

* The astonishing extent and interest of the present
Exhibition, the descriptive catalogue of which occupies
96 closely printed 8vo. pages, contrasts very forcibly Avith

that got up in 1839 in this town, on the previous visit of
the British Association. On that occasion a couple of
dozen pages sufficed to contain a rather widely printed
list of contributions, the greater number of which were
models, philosophic machinery, &c., sixty-nine articles only
being devoted to the manufactures of the place, and most
of those consisting of such illustrations of the various
stages of their varied processes as we should expect to
find at the Polytechnic Institution, London, or similar
places. Altogether, the contrast is very striking, and
exhibits forcibly the awakened sense of the value of such
exhibitions now felt in this important manufacturing
district.
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mencing our examination with the specimens of

early pottery contributed to this Exhibition by

Mr. Richard Prosser, continue it onward till we
arrive at the works in which Wedgwood, the

scientific potter, was aided by the genius of

England’s greatest sculptor, Flaxman, and then

inspect the productions of Copeland, of Minton, of

Rose and others, in which we have examples of the

most perfect material ornamented by the finest

colours—we shall discover that Physical Science has

aided to produce the result by its development of

the laws of molecular arrangement
;
and of the

great Physical Forces that Geology has brought

its examinations amid the hills and vallies of our

land to bear in the discovery of aluminous and
silicious formations suited to the purposes of the

potter
;
that Chemistry has assisted in determining

the best composition for the mass and in the actual

discovery of colours for its ornamentation. Equally,

if not indeed to a greater extent, is the glass-blower

indebted to all these branches of science
;
and every

production of the loom which is seen in this large

Exhibition also shows the dependence of the

advance of manufacture upon its assistance. More
strikingly still is this exemplified by the numerous
beautiful productions of the electrotype process, so

purely a boon of science to mankind
;
and again

by the exhibition of the photographic works of

M. Claudet and Mayall, the latter exhibiting a

portrait of the life size executed by the daguerreo-

type process with considerable success, which is

beyond a doubt the largest picture which the pure

pencil of the sunbeam has ever painted.

From these considerations we cannot but rejoice

that Birmingham has availed itself of the oppor-

tunities afforded by the meeting of the World of

Science to bring together such an Exhibition of

Manufactures as that which is now open. It must
be remembered that the Art-Journal has for years

insisted on the advantages to be derived from such

an Exhibition
;
and it is not without some feelings

of pride that we witness the peculiar and striking

benefits derived from the actual experiment. Art,

Manufacture, and Science are linked together in

this Exhibition, and we view it as a pleasing

evidence, that our great practical workmen acknow-
ledge the value of Art in its instructions in the

path of beauty of form and purity of decoration

;

and the assistance of Science in teaching those

secrets by which the character of the material

employed, and the permanence of all its parts, may
be effectively secured.

Birmingham has every reason to be proud of

its Exhibition, which is, in every department, an

exemplification of the industry and perseverance of

the English Manufacturer ; and no one can doubt

when they enter the Exhibition Hall at Bingley

House, and see the attentive care with which the

specimens are inspected by the numerous visitors

of all classes, that a great work for good has been

done.
Looking first at the influence of the Exhibition

on the public, wre are satisfied that it must create a

desire in the minds of all, even those of humble
means, to surround themselves with articles of

utility, and where it can be, of ornament, which
shall, though simple, be beautiful—though inex-

pensive, be in good taste. We have again and again

insisted on the moral advantages to be gained by
cultivating an appreciation of the Beautiful

;
and

every experiment which we have yet seen tried

strengthens our impression, that by creating an

elevation of taste we induce a better order of

society.* Again, the manufacturer in submitting

’ “ A National Exposition of the products of British In-

dustry would lead to the display of high and noble feelings

with greater intensity and wider extent. It is for this

reason chiefly that we so strenuously urge the project.

We value taste, we esteem industry, we love every form

in which intelligence embodies ideality; hut, above all,

we estimate the influence of artistic beauty in developing

emotions of moral loveliness, and the influence of the

triumphs of Britain's industrial prowess in strengthening

every man’s interest in the prosperity of the British

nation.

“ The long night of darkness, in which Nations fought

for vain shadows and derived their dreams of glory from

violence and bloodshed, has gone down the sky. ‘‘The

dayspring from on high has visited us,” and taught that

“ Glory to God in the Highest” is blended and identified

with “ Peace on earth, good will towards men !
” Commerce

must bind together the nations which war dissociated, and

trade unite the races which blind and selfish jealousy

dissevered. The soothing influences of Art, superadded

to the usefulness of manufactured products, will give force

and efficacy to those lessons of civilisation which it is the

proud destiny of Britain to preach to the whole human
race. In this career we see no goal fixed to our country’s

march of prosperity and greatness : her benefits tc

his productions thus publicly to the judgment of

all, derives himself many advantages from the

honest criticisms which are elicited by his la-

bours
;
and he is led to aim at the production of

still superior articles.* Other advantages, some of

which we have already stated, spring out of such

an Exhibition, and we are convinced that it will

be found that every subsequent Exhibition will

have a value superior to that which preceded it.

We are led to expect, that under the patronage of

Prince Albert, an Exhibition of great magnitude
is to take place in London in 1851. We trust, and
we do not fear, that all the most sanguine expecta-

tions of its projectors may be realised
;
and we shall

consider it a duty to aid to the utmost in bringing

about the desired result. Upon this topic we have

considered it necessary to make some observation

in another part of our Journal. As the originators

of the principle of Exhibitions of Art-Manufac-

tures and Works of Industry and Skill, we cannot

but regard every Exhibition which has been held

at the Society of Arts, this one which is now open

at Birmingham, and the contemplated one of 1851,

as most triumphant answers to the propositions the

Art-Journal has neverceased to enforce. The nume-
rous illustrations we have given in the present

number of thisjournal will sufficiently illustrate the

advantages which the Manufacturer has derived

from the assistance of the Artist. We shall, there-

fore, as our appropriate commentary on the meeting

of the British Association, and this Exposition

of Manufactures, devote a very large space to

the closer consideration of the advantages of

Science to the producer, as it is exemplified in the

articles now exhibited.

There is scarcely any feature of the Exhibition

which stands forth with such prominence as the

specimens of glass manufacture. These show in a

remarkable manner the rapid improvement which

has been made since this branch of industry has been

relieved from the Excise regulations. The pellucid

character of the glass in the magnificent candela-

brum, from the establishment of the Messrs. Osiers,

and in theirsmaller specimens, is strikingly apparent.

The entire absence of colour, the freedom from

stria; and air bubbles sufficiently prove the atten-

tion to the chemical composition of the mass and to

the physical conditions necessary to its production.

The same purity of the crystal aids in giving a

remarkable silvery appearance to the busts &c., in

frosted glass, which from their peculiarities neces-

sarily claim considerable attention. Although we
have particularly referred to the glass from the

manufactory of Messrs. Osiers’ as illustrating a very

high state of perfection, we have not done so as

comparing it with any of the various beautiful

examples from the works of other glass-makers,

but as affording from the magnitude of the speci-

mens and the nature of the articles exhibited, the

best illustration of the general improvement which

has taken place. In all the productions of the

Messrs. Richardsons, Rice Harris, Bacchus and

Son, the Cut-glass Company, and others, the same

marked improvement is exhibited. If we examine

any of those specimens and compare them with

those produced but a few years since it will be

seen at once what an advance has been made.

Having already, in our articles on the chemistry of

colours dwelt largely on the use of metallic oxides

in giving various tints to glass, we need not here

repeat any of these points of information. In the

productions from the manufactories above men-

tioned we have almost every variety of colour, and

in most instances the tints rival in beauty those

which have been so long admired in the Bohemian
glass. It is true that we do not find the high

brilliancy in some of the reds which the foreign

glass frequently exhibits
;
but as the production of

good colour depends on the experience derived

from close observations on the most minute
chemical combinations and physical changes, it is

quite evident from the progress already made, that

a rapid improvement will now ensue. It must be
remembered that some of the reds exhibited are

produced by copper and others by gold, and hence
a difference necessarily in the tone of colour which
has led to some remarks upon a fancied uncertainty

that does not exist. In the productions of Mr.
Rice Harris and those of Messrs. Bacchus there

are some examples of glass stained by uranium,
silver, copper and cobalt, which it will be difficult

to excel. Many of the examples of opake glass,

which opacity is produced by arsenic, tin and
similar oxides, are exceedingly beautiful. In the
works ofthe Messrs.Richardson , numerousexamples
of painting on glass in vitrified enamel colours are

worthy of the highest praise. It is an introduction

of a novel feature that will meet with many
admirers, and the general character ofthe colouring
proves that very nice attention has been given to

this branch of Art-manufacture. We have seen
some objections to this style of decoration, but it

appears to us, that it may be employed with much
advantage and good effect in many cases, and
although we are not disposed to regard the subjects

selected in this instance as the best adapted to the
material, we are satisfied that under the guidance

of an improved taste and in the hands of competent
artists this feature of glass ornamentation may be
adopted with advantage.

Passing from the numerous examples of glass on
the tables, we must proceed to consider the pecu-

liarities of the productions in the windows from
the works of Messrs. Chance and Co., Lloyd and
Summerfield, and by Pemberton and Co. The
stained glass in the windows at either end of the

hall, are excellent specimens, and have been used
with the best possible advantage. It does not
appear that any superiority can be claimed for the

colours of the glass from either manufactory
;
the

reds, blues, and yellows, in each set of windows,
although differing in tone, being, we think, equally

good in character. There is a peculiarity in some
of the productions of Mr. Pemberton, which is, that

of flashed glass, or white glass coated with colour,

being employed, the coloured surface is cut through
and very pleasing traceries in white, opaque, and
transparent glass are produced. The colours in some
of the smaller specimens of this character we did

not think so good as others, but this was, perhaps, a

defect arising from the necessities of the conditions

of its manufacture ;
the etching requiring thin films

of colour upon a white surface.* We understand
that it is the intention of Messrs. Chance and Co.,

—who have exhibited the greatest energy and even

public spirit in the prosecution of their important
improvements in glass manufacturing,—to make,
under the able superintendence of Mr. Bontemps,
glass for optical purposes. It should be understood

by our non-scientific readers, that such glass has not

hitherto been manufactured in this country of the

desired degree of perfection. This enterprise will,

we hope, be the means of introducing a superior

humanity will be co-extensive with the wants of mankind

;

and her high reward will be a recognised supremacy in

intelligence more glorious than the sway of the proudest

empire that ever existed.”

—

Art-Journal, July, 1845.

* “ The manufacturers who contribute articles to Exposi-

tions are commencing a course of public education as

advantageous to themselves as it is to others. Each, by

comparing his products and his modes of execution with

those of his competitors, is enabled to discover which of

his processes is defective, and how it may he improved.

He finds that one may surpass him in texture, another in

brilliancy of hue, 'another in harmonious disposition of

colour, and another in purity of design. It is rarely that

a single manufacturer is able to combine all possible

excellencies in his peculiar products. Comparisons lead

to analysis, and analysis to discovery. At an Exposition,

also, the manufacturers have an opportunity of hearing

enlightened and independent criticism: for among the

spectators there will surely be found men of taste, of

science, and of skill, whose opinions would probably have

never been called forth had not such an opportunity been

afforded.”

—

Art-Journal, January, 1846.

* While considering the question of coloured glass, we

cannot but refer to a communication made by Mr. Bon-

temps to the Chemical Section, which excited great atten-

tion from its very interesting character. This gentleman

has been for a long period engaged in the manufacture of

glass in France, but he is now connected with the estab-

lishment of Messrs. Chance & Co. In this communication

it was stated that every colour of the spectrum could be

given to glass by the use of the oxides of iron, manganese,

copper, silver, and gold, and also by charcoal. It has

been considered, generally, that iron would give yellows

and browns; manganese, pinks and purples; copper,

greens and reds; silver, yellows; and gold, reds and

purples, with some variations. But Mr. Bontemps states,

that at a certain temperature all these oxides produce a

yellow colour, and that as the temperature is raised, the

glass with which they are mixed passes through a rapid

series of chromatic changes until each colour of the pris-

matic scale makes its appearance in regular order.

When we consider that we may, by the action of heat

upon almost any metal, produce films of colour in some

such order as appears in the glass, we can understand

that a result like this might have been predicated. How-

ever, it never has been noticed, we believe, previously to

this time. Mr. Bontemps does not appear to consider the

change as a chemical one, but rather one due to molecular

arrangement, produced by the action of the heat on the

composition. This communication elicited many very

interesting remarks from Dr. Faraday and other scientific

gentlemen present
;
and it affords a very striking example

of the advantages of the combination of a popular exhibi-

tion and a scientific congress such as that with which we

are now dealing.
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manufacture to this country to any which has,

as yet, been introduced. It is to this house that

we owe the introduction of the sheet glass known
to the public as “ Chance’s Patent Plate Glass;” and

the glass for the great Palm House, at Kew,
tinted of a peculiar green, and in which manganese

was entirely omitted, the object being to provide a

medium which should obstruct certain rays which

have a peculiar scorching character, was also

manufactured by them. We particularly notice

these things to show the value which these gentle-

men place on the aids of science. Before we dismiss

our consideration of the glass exhibited, we feel

bound to notice, as articles of value to the public,

the glass pipes manufactured by Messrs. Coathrupe,

and proposed to be applied for conveying water

instead of the objectionable lead pipes at present

employed. The mode of joining these is exceed-

ingly ingenious
;
and, indeed, every step of their

manufacture is interesting. The advantages arising

from the use of such a pure material as glass, are

too obvious to require any comment.
In the departments of porcelain,—semi-porcclain,

manufactured by George Grainger, Worcester, and
earthenware, there is equal evidence of the im-

proving hand of science, and whether we select the

specimens produced by Copeland, Minton, or Rose,

we find many things to commend. Our attention

was called to the purity of the material entering

into the composition of some white plates from the

pottery of Rose and Co. They certainly exhibited

a whiteness superior to anything we have yet seen,

and the general character of the material proves

the greatest caution in the selection of the china,

clay, and stone which has been employed. From
the same house are several specimens of plates

which are plainly ornamented with a simple band
of colour, but these bands certainly indicate the

large amount of chemical knowledge which has

been employed in their production. Some of the

blues, cobalt and others, are exceedingly pure

and beautiful, but we were more particularly struck

by an orange red,—rather from its novelty than its

beauty,—which although it is not under the glaze,

has,we aregiven tounderstand, been so highly fired,

that it is perfectly permanent, and resists the action

of strong acids. We suppose this colour to be pro-

duced by one of the chromates of lead, but of this

we are not certain. We have, on several occasions,

referred to the beautiful productions of the Messrs.

Copeland and Minton in porcelain and parian, and
of the latter house in encaustic tiles and tesserae.

Having devoted articles expressly to the consider-

ation of these subjects, we shall only remark on
this occasion, in passing, that the specimens fur-

nished to the Exhibition, maintain the high praise

we havejustly bestowed on the specimens of skill

and the industrious application of science, which
they have had so frequently before the public.

We think we see in all a most decided improve-
ment in the colours employed, and many of them
nearly equal the singular beauty of the colours on
the Sevres and Dresden china

;
we say nearly

equal, for our manufacturers have yet to learn

from the French the full advantages to be derived

from the most exact chemical knowledge. In the

national establishment at Sevres the first chemists

of the Continent are employed in the preparation

of the colours, and in experiments on the produc-
tion of new ones. Many of the results, as we
have already endeavoured to show in the papers
wc have published on the chemistry of colours, are

the results of such a nice adjustment of proportions

as can only be entrusted to the most skilful manipu-
lators. We, however, feel confident from the

great desire manifested by the manufacturers to

improve their productions that they will be most
ready to receive every suggestion which the men
of science can give them, and that they will spare

neither expense nor labour. Indeed we hear of

one house having already spent upwards of 2000J.

in their endeavours to produce a certain colour

which is regarded as a desideratum on porcelain.

Success has not yet attended their labours, but such
enterprise will sooner or later receive its reward.

Passing from Fictile Manufacture to that which
may be regarded as more particularly the staple of

Birmingham—the Works in Metal—we find so

many important matters crowd themselves upon
our attention that of necessity we are compelled on
the present occasion to take but a very general

view of this part of the Exhibition. We shall

however reserve some important matters con-

nected with the combinations of metals, and
modes of casting, which are most curious and
instructive, for a separate article in a future

number. As a fine illustration of what Science has

done for Art-manufacture we must notice the beauti-

ful illustrations of the electrotype, worked under
Elkington’s patent, which adorn the hall. ( The pro-

cess has been fully described in the Art-Journals

April, 1848, and June, 1849.) There is a very re-

markable brilliancy in the precipitated silver which
shows a considerable practical improvement in the

working of the process. We understand that such
improvements have been made in the batteries

employed for electro-chemical decomposition, that

silver is now precipitated from its solution in the
cyanide potassium, at an expense not exceeding

a halfpenny per ounce. By a discovery made in

the establishment of Messrs. Elkington, silver is

now precipitated bright upon the metal surfaces,

formerly it was thrown down in an unpolished

condition, or rough. This improvement is effected

by the agency of the sulphuret of carbon, a few
drops of which only, are put into the silver solution

and by some chemical action which is ill under-

stood, a coherent sheet of brightly polished metal

is precipitated upon the surface which it is desired

to plate. The most beautiful application, beyond
all question, which has yet been made of science to

the Arts and manufactures, are the copies by the

electrotype in copper and bronze of the finest

specimens of ancient and medieval Art. These
works are the property of the Messrs. Elkington,

and are executed by them from moulds procured
from the original, by Dr. Emile Braun of Rome,
and Chevalier Schlick.

We regard this effort of Mr. Elkington to restore

to us the best examples of high Art in a form
which is at once desirable and economic, as worthy
of the highest praise

;
and we hope to return to an

examination of this matter in a separate article in

a short time.

Were we disposed to be critical, which, in the

place where the progressive advance of Art-manu-
facture is so evident, we feel we cannot be, we
should offer many serious objections to the forms

and designs which here and there meet our eye.

Many of them are grotesque, some are absurd, and
several exceedingly inconsistent. These defects

will, however, be speedily removed, if such works
as those which grace the electrotype tables—copies

from the purest models which the human intellect,

guiding the best educated hands and eyes, have
produced— are placed before the public. The
severe simplicity which distinguishes many of

these articles is worthy of the study of the manu-
facturer

;
and the correctness of all things, even

where elaborate detail is introduced, presents to

our artists suggestive hints by which they should
profit.

In the Art-Journal will be found many illustra-

tions of the metal-castings which are exhibited

;

and we may safely assert that many of the articles

are equal, if not superior, to any produced in the

world. Colcbrookdale fairly rivals Berlin in the

perfection of its iron-castings. The works of Marsh
of Dudley, of Stewart & Poole, of II. Smith of

Sheffield, of Yates of Rotherham, and Walton of

Wolverhampton, are fine examples of an improved
taste and superior manufacture.
We could have desired that in all cases the names

of the manufacturer should have been appended to

the articles sent to the Exhibition. We find, for

instance, numerous articles, from ornamental iron-

castings to agricultural machinery, spread over

every part of this building, bearing the names of

dealers only, and their catalogues, with prices

attached. There could be no possible objec-

tion to this, if it had been distinctly stated that

these merchants were not the manufacturers. We
feci it our duty to point out this as an evil, both to

the public anil to the manufacturer. The public

are misled; and as the prices attached are the
manufacturer’s prices with the agent’s profits,

which constantly vary, added, they do not
fairly represent the value of the articles. Other
dealers may be content with smaller profits, and
we do see many articles, which we know are

sold for much less than the prices here stated,

in London. Some of the iron-castings, evidently
from Colcbrookdale, are marked at prices which
are but a trifle less than the same things can
be obtained for in those beautiful bronzes im-
ported from France. The error of affixing the

name of some tradesman instead of that of the

manufacturer has been committed in several

departments. One instance excited very general

disgust, and, we believe, the Exhibition Committee
interfered to remove the evil

;
a dealer in glass

and earthenware in Birmingham having been
informed that it was necessary to place the name
of the manufacturers as well as his own on the

huge cards which abundantly “ graced ” his stall,

complied, in so far as to print that of the former in

type so small as to be scarcely perceptible, while
his own appeared in letters of gigantic size.

The metal works of G. R. Collis & Co. are all

of them exceedingly beautiful, and show the fine

character of the metal employed by them. The
seamless castings of Sturges & Co. are worthy of

every attention, and we shall shortly direct

attention to some of its striking peculiarities.

In the ecclesiastical furniture and decorations

contributed by the Messrs. Hardmans, we have
the reintroduction of the medieval style of enamel-
ing crosses and crosiers, and the result is most
satisfactory. There are numerous examples of

Metallurgic Art to which we are desirous of draw-
ing attention, particularly the manufacture of

brass tubing, and by specimens illustrative of

the stamping of metals, the works of Tipping &
Lawden, and several others, but these must be
deferred to another article.

The specimens of fictile ivory manufactured by
the Messrs. Elkington promise to be of very great

importance as a means of placing, at a cheap rate,

in the hands of the public interesting copies of

many of the gems of Art. It is nowr

,
we believe,

generally known that these preparations are of
plaster of Paris, which is made by a careful process

to absorb stearine or spermaceti : the copy of
Martin Luther’s drinking-cup, of a dish preserved
in the museum at Dresden, and some busts from
the antique, are very beautiful.

With this somewhat limited sketch of an Exhibi-
tion, which we regard as the first real commence-
ment of a revolution in our manufactures, which
will henceforth, we think, see the advantage of
embracing within its province both Art and
Science, and thus, we trust, give rise to the pro-

duction for the public of articles of high durability,

and presenting features of an improved taste, we
must, for the present month, conclude

;
inasmuch

as a very large space is demanded for the Illus-
trations.

In collecting and arranging these Illustrations

we have been guided not alone by the merit of the

article pictured, but by its capabilities for descrip-

tion by engraving : thus, some of the best objects

must be put aside, in as far as the artist is concerned.
We cannot doubt, however, that this collection

will very generally satisfy, as affording indisputa-

ble evidence of the progress of Manufacture in

a right direction, of its combination with Art,
by vvhich a far higher purity of form and ornamen-
tation has been attained—in short of the influence

of the artist !

We might enter at very considerable length into

a comparison of our experience in 1845 with our
experience in 1849. Then the Manufacturer
coupled the idea of danger with that publicity

which he now anxiously seeks; our task is now
comparatively easy. There have been no suspicions

for us to lull, no hostilities for us to allay, no oppo-

sition for us to encounter, in Birmingham, during
the visit out of which this report has grown : and it

is among the many gratifying circumstances con-

nected with our conduct of this Journal, to know
that such prejudices as those we refer to, we have
been mainly instrumental to overcome. We reiterate

the truth we had much difficulty in impressing in

1845,—publicity is far less perilous than secrecy to

the manufacturer
;
his trade is directly increased,

his knowledge largely augmented, and his position

greatly improved, by such communications with
the public, as those it is our task to make for him
and on his behalf.*

It is not among the least gratifying of the facts

connected with this Exposition that although the

expense of forming it will be very considerable,

there will be not only no loss, but an absolute gain,

sufficient time having elapsed since its opening to

show that the receipts will be greater than the

expenditure—these receipts arising only from the

payments for admission : at present the sum is too

large to empower the humble classes to become
visitors, but we trust and believe that ere long

facilities will be afforded by which every artisan

in Birmingham and its vicinity—indeed of all the

neighbouring manufacturing towns—will be ena-

bled to enjoy a luxury and receive a lesson.

* “ Emulative feeling is one of the greatest elements of

industrial power
;
but emulation is the result of compari-

son
;
and the more open the comparison is, just the more

honourable will the emulation prove. There is nothing

more injurious to general progress than secrecy, conceal-

ment, and a jealous anxiety to hide what are supposed to

he the secrets of success. It must further be remarked,

that this secretiveness defeats the very end which it is

primarily designed to gain. The secret is generally

valued at far more than its real value, and a bribe for its

detection is soon offered and accepted. ' * Emulation

is the primary object of an Exposition
;
but emulation is

a very different thing from rivalry and commercial jea-

lousy. The efforts which manufacturers make to present

objects worthy of attention, and calculated to extend their

fame at these Expositions, have often placed them on the

road of invention and discovery with more active power

and more excited intellect than mere rivalry in the market

could produce."

—

Art-Journal
,
Jan. 1846.
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The works of Mr. Messenger (Broad Street),

of which our group exhibits several examples, are

remarkable for the great variety they present,

ranging from the ponderous capital of a column to

the fanciful paper-weight. Mr. Messenger’s esta-

blishment is celebrated for the successful manner
in which castings have been effected in brass and
iron, whether employed on works of an enlarged

or diminutive scale. That portion of the exhibi-

tion devoted to a display of his productions, pre-

sents an assemblage of articles especially deserving

of note. In many instances the objects here shown
are copies (often with judicious alterations) from

the antique. The museums of Italy have largely

aided his purpose, so also have the modern ateliers

of France; but there is no lack of originality.

The possession of ample capital, guided by good
taste and enterprise, has naturally prompted to the

employment of artists in all cases in which their

services can be made available
;
and it was not a

little pleasing to find in the “ pattern room ”

(which excites positive wonder, so full is it of steel

matrices, the legacy in a great measure of Mr.
Messenger’s father, an enterprising and prosperous
manufacturer of early Birmingham,) a juvenile

effort of Chantrcy (a model commissioned by the

elder Messenger) side by side with the productions
of the present time. To describe the works here
collected would be almost to supply a list of all the

finer objects capable of execution in iron or in

brass. A prominent part of Mr. Messenger’s
trade is the manufacture of huge candelabra for

public halls, and ot ponderous balustrades for
public buildings

;
but as will be seen, he decorates

also the boudoir table and the drawing-room chim-
ney-piece

;
and among the articles of his produce

are some singularly beautiful works, remarkable
not alone for delicacy of execution, but for truth
and purity of design. Many of his productions
find their way into the shops of London, from
whence they issue as the fabrics of France. We
may avail ourselves of this opportunity to state,

that the more “ domestic” produce of this manu-
factory may be at all times seen at the establish-
ment of Mr. Cundall, in New Bond Street

;
where,

by the way, we have reason to believe all the more
popular works now in the Birmingham Exposition
will be ere long assembled.



The glass exhibited by Messrs. Osler is as re-
j

markable as it has ever been for its extreme purity, I

dazzling effect, and general good taste. The
|

smaller articles contributed by them possess the
;

qualifications of brilliancy and beauty, which ren- I

ders this manufacture so acceptable to the eye of
|

taste, and so welcome an ornament wherever the
usages of society call for its appearance. Our glass
manufacturers have of late years made so many
and such very important advances in their Art by
the judicious study of the varied facilities which
science has enabled them to use, that we are often
astonished at the results which arc so continually
presented to our notice, and which rival in tint

and beauty of form the works of their Continental
brethren. It is this fact which gives the great
value, in our estimation, to an exhibition like the
present, exhibiting, as it unquestionably does, the
power we possess in our own manufactories of
competing successfully with the works of other
nations, and satisfying our wants or our luxuries
in the home market.
But however beautiful and attractive the smaller

works of Messrs. Osier may be, they have them-
selves eclipsed them by the gigantic work which
forms the centre of the exhibition room. This
magnificent candelabrum of cut glass, in the purest
crystal, stands 20 feet in height, and its grandeur
of proportion and beauty of design are as much to

be admired as the purity of its material, and bril-

liancy of its prismatic tints, will be by the most
casual observer : it is impossible for our engraving
to do full justice to this elegant article, we can do
no more than give an idea of its general design
and proportion, and our readers must imagine the
rest

;
the degree of lightness given to an article so

ponderous as this in reality must be, is the result
of that judicious consideration of every portion of
the design which indicates true artistic knowledge

;

while every part of the article is so delicately and
imperceptibly fitted together that it has the effect of
being constructed in one entire piece. When we
recur to the older works in glass, with their very
perceptible junctures, the “ hooks and eyes ” which
tagged each part together, and the ready excuses
made for such clumsiness in the presumed diffi-

culties of the work Avhich was then believed to

require such aids, we cannot but contemplate
with pleasurable surprise the vast improvement
made in the finishing of all such articles at the
present day by our manufacturers, who really
study every minute portion of their work with an
anxiety for improvement in each part, however
insignificant that part might have been formerly
considered, but which gives that striking and
magnificent superiority to their fabrications over
the less elegantly finished works of their pre-
decessors.

The massive solidity of this great work supported
by a column of pure glass, through which the eye
glances freely

;
the elegance of the branches which

spring from it as those of a tree from the parent
stem, and the purity of material and play of pris-

matic tints which it exhibits, give to it a grace and
beauty as well as an importance, which makes it a
most attractive centre to the exhibition. In the
early part of that volume of our Journal published
in 1847, we engraved and described one of the pair
of candelabra manufactured by the same firm, for

his highness, Ibrahim Pacha
;
and the remarks we

then made on the good taste exhibited in the
general design of these articles, may be applied to

the present one, except that it is a decided im-
provement in some essential particulars : the stem
of this candelabrum is more simply conceived, and
possesses even more dignity of general effect.

Largeness of scale has not, however, been at-

tended by any rudeness of workmanship. Every
portion of the article under consideration exhibits
the same amount of attention and finish, in all its

minutest parts, as if its destination had been the
same as is awarded to the smaller works of the
same kind which surround this gigantic production.
We gladly award to Messrs. Osier the praise

which is due to the great exertions they have made
in their peculiar branch of Industrial Art. The
manufactures of our country form one great and
important element in her power and wealth

;
but

when they carry within themselves evidences of
mental strength, they elevate the general tone of
mind and appeal to an universal language for a
place among the nations. The craftsmen ofEngland
are known “ from Indus to the Pole,” and their
works are in the hands of most nations of the
world. The artisan should work with a good
courage and an elevated heart, when he reflects on
the use to which his labour may be turned in
another hemisphere, or the superiority which may
be awarded to him and his works in a country less

favoured than our own. The onward progress of
civilisation may be aided by him in his walk of
life, as well as by the philosopher in his.
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The establishment of Mr. Alderman Copeland,
(Stoke-upon-Trent), has so frequently passed under
review in the pages of this Journal, that our readers

cannot fail to be familiar with the leading works

of a high order which have been there produced. I

It has become famous of late years for the issue of

those statuettes (in a material to which has been
|

given the name of “ statuary-porcelain,”) which I

have now found their way into almost every house
|

of “ consideration ” in the kingdom. This Art
was in its infancy when, in the year 1845, we first

visited the works at Stoke-upon-Trent, and it was
pursued under circumstances of discouragement;

it did not “pay.” Nevertheless, the

gentleman, Mr. Thomas Battam,
who superintended the Art-depart-

ment of this great concern, (and
who, by the way, is not only an
accomplished artist, but profoundly
learned in all that appertains to

manufacture), persevered in the
“ teeth of difficulties ” until he suc-

ceeded in making it one of the most
important sources of revenue which
now exists in the district of the

Potteries.

It was our good fortune when
these difficulties were almost in-

superable, to introduce the material

to Mr. Gibson, the famous sculptor,

who in our presence characterised

it as “ decidedly the next best

material to marble subsequently,

by our causing specimens to be sub-

mitted to the honorary secretaries

of the Art-Union of London and of

Dublin, these bodies were induced
to order subjects to be executed

for their subscribers; and the on-course of these
statuary-porcelain statuettes became thenceforward
safe. Yet, biyond question, but for a very trifling

accident, and, especially, the resolute

perseverance of Mr. Battam, who
“ originated ” the material, the dif-

ficulty in the way of its introduction

would not have been surmounted,
and it would, in all probability,

have been laid aside. Other manu-
facturers followed the example of

Mr. Copeland, and at present, we
believe, these statuettes are made in

Worcester, Derby, C'oleport, and
in all the districts of Staffordshire

;
!

each manufacturer producing his

own “ statuary porcelain,” of course

according to his own receipt, but all,

without dispute, inferior to that of

Mr. Copeland, out of which grew
the fabrication and the consequent
trade.

Of late Mr. Copeland has extended
the use of this very beautiful mate-
rial

;
that which was at first limited

to statuettes is now adopted for

various purposes
;
the whole of the

objects pictured on this page,—the

group (Paul and Virginia) the per-

forated flower-vase, the flower-pot,

the butter-cooler, the “pine”
flower-vase, and the cream-jug, (the

smaller one of “ a set,”) are all

composed of it.

His stand, or rather stands, at

Birmingham are, as may be supposed, universally

attractive ;
they are arranged with much taste so as

to display, first, about a dozen
of the statuettes, (of which,
by the way, the latest is the
“ Sabrina,” of Marshall, an
engraving of which accom-
panies this number of our
Journal,) next, a variety of

exquisitely painted vases

;

next, several specimens of

dinnerand dessert plates; next,

tea-services
;
and next, and

most especially, those modern
introductions, slabs for fire-

places, which give to our
fire-sides all the beauty and
luxury of the purest Art.

Though comparatively of

recent general use, still the

various and peculiar advan-
tages of porcelain for the

above purpose, its truly or-

namental character, its dura-

bility, and the facility with
which it may be cleaned,

combine to make it a truly

valuable feature in interior

decoration, so that the de-

mand for this article of ma-
nufacture is daily increasing,

and its importance becoming
more manifest. These slabs

are the best material we know
of for the reproduction of

arabesques
;

if it were desir-

able to revive, and even
surpass, the glories of the

Alhambra, we are persuaded that the task might
be accomplished by means of such slabs. As
skirtings for a palatial summer-room, they would
be the richest material that Art has yet devised,

and we can conceive them so applied as almost to

realise the fables of the East. But in their more
homely application to the grate they will be found
to unite economy with beauty, not merely on
account of their freedom from rust or tarnish, but
also because the heat reflected from their polished
surface radiates warmth to a greater distance from
the fire than the cast iron could throw it; thus,

with a less consumption of fuel, diffusing a mure
equable and pleasant temperature.

In Holland, and formerly in our own country,

as may be seen in many ancient mansions, the appli-

cation of these slabs, or, as they were accustomed

to be called, “ Dutch tiles,” was very general
;
but

to institute a comparison between these and the

productions of Messrs. Copeland, would be indeed

to compare small things with great.
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The productions of Mr. William Potts
(Easy Row), are as remarkable for their elegant
elaboration as for their good taste

;
we have rarely

We engrave as many of his ex-
amples as will fill a page

;
but

it would have been easy to
have made a much more exten-
sive selection. In the flower
vase, the figures of winter and
summer seated on each side
are appropriate decorations.

The group ofthree female demi-
j

nude figures who support the
vase in the last column, arc
as remarkable for grace as for

the effect they produce,—owing
to their being constructed of the
purest porcelain

,
it is peculiarly

__

gratifying to the eye.

The inkstands are also spe-

cimens of successful design, WnW re, <ijj

and the two we engrave ex-
hibit as much variety of con-
ception as this article can
generally bear. The one with /3J1

.’2.
'

the figure rising from foliage

is remarkable for its great
beauty and the elaboration of
its details. Another is almost
a reproduction of an antique.
The dolphin and shell of our
first example is another simple and graceful application of a natural object, and is applied with good

seen work of this kind better finished by any
manufacturer. There is a delicacy and sharpness

effect. The antique has been well studied also by this judicn manufacturer, and the tripod and

of outline in every portion of the articles he
exhibits which give a singular vividness and bril-

candelabrum which conclude our
j

of illustrations, will show how full;

has entered into the spirit of the"

tique, and carried out the sentiment and taste
of the ancients in applying their designs
to modern usages.

liancy of character to the various and varied
ductions of his extensive manufactory.



The extensive and very admirable works of

Messrs. Minton & Co. (Stoke-upon-Trent), are re-

presented by a large variety of objects of every order

of porcelain —statuettes, vases, dessert plates, arti-

cles of elegant utility or of luxurious decoration

evincing the purest and best taste in design, and

composed with exquisite beauty of workmanship.

The selection which fills this page will convey some

idea of the varied character of their productions ;
in

them we see adaptations to modern use of the

classic forms adopted by ancient Rome, the simpler

and severer imitations of natural objects, and the

fanciful outline and brilliant colouring which

characterised the older works of Dresden and

Sevres. The little candlestick which is represented

in our first engraving is an evident copy of one

constructed at that period, when the Continental

manufacturer began to study and make use of the
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which has been engrafted upon it. A considerably

greater latitude of fancy has been allowed in the

which concludes our specimens, is an agreeable

and elegant suite, and the tray, also in the same

a cippus, in marble, of Roman workmanship, one

of these beautiful objects bestowed upon the dead,

but the undying beauty of which is thus agreeably

reproduced for modern usages. Ihe simplicity

which characterises the hanging flower-pot, appa-

rently constructed of rough branches, renders it

peculiarly fit for the purposes it is intended to

fulfil, the breakfast-service, in white porcelain,

hereafter. The compartment occupied by the con-

tributions of Messrs. Minton, cannot fail to attract

the attention of all visitors
;
the specimens here

exposed are undoubtedly calculated to elevate the

character of this particular Art, and to show how
safely we may enter into competition with the best

fabricants of the Continent.

next vase, which contrasts in its style very- forcibly

with our succeeding specimen, a literal copy Irom

I classic forms of antiquity, and to mould them to

the purposes of his own era, not unmindful of the

innate beauty and fitness which had made them

,

imperishable 'monuments of true taste and general

! applicability. In the vase which follows we trace

an ornamentation peculiar to the French school of

the last century, which is not without merit for

I the beauty of colour generally adopted, and the

I love of natural forms. The jug which succeeds we
! must admire for its extreme simplicity, and the

j

great purity of the small amount of decoration

pure material, gives a finish to the conception ex-

ceedingly agreeable. It is scarcely necessary to

say, that a dozen pages, instead of a single page,

might be occupied advantageously by examples of

the produce of these famous Works
;
to which, as

in other cases, we shall hope to render justice
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Mr. It. W. Winfield, (the “ Cambridge Street
Works,”) is a large contributor to the Exposition;
his works are arranged on the side which adjoins
the entrance, and comprise an immense variety of
objects in brass, cut and pressed,—elaborate chan-
deliers, metal bedsteads, cornices, cornice-pole ends,
curtain-bands, metal chairs andcouches, ornamental
railings and balustrades, stamped metal picture-
frames, gas-fittings in great variety,—and, indeed,
all the articles that peculiarly belong to the manu-

opaque glass and brass have been very judiciously
blended—and four of his numerous specimens of

stamped brass, a material which has been of late

years subjected to so high a degree of refinement

i to be now extensively used in the stead of
composition ” in various important objects.

gas-fittings,—the three first of which are so formed
as to be made ornaments for the chimney-piece or

facture for which Birmingham has become famous.
We are compelled to limit our engraved examples
to two of Mr. Winfield’s curtain-bands—in which

the table. We shall take
y? nan early opportunity to

direct public attention to

the several other produc-
tions of his Manufactory;
one of the most extensive
establishments, of its class,

J
in the Kingdom,—more
especially to the metal
bedsteads, in the improve-
ment of which this house has been occupied for 1 ot

upwards of a quarter of a century
;
and also to the

|

hi{

The subjects we have
given will sufficiently ex-
hibit the judgment and
skill with which Art has
been brought to bear upon,
at least, one of the produc-
tions of these Works.
Many of the gas-fittings

found here are fine exam-
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The glass of Messrs. Richardson of Stour-

bridge (the “ Wordsley Works,”) which we have

to consider next, is confessedly unsurpassed for

brilliancy and purity by that of any manufacturer

in the Kingdom : it is not too much to say that it

may compete with the best produce of the Con-

tinent
;
certainly, we saw nothing at the Exposi-

tion in Paris superior to the crystal produced at

these works. From the collection at Birmingham
we select nine examples; our drawings convey

no idea of the colour, and but little of the or-

namentation, to which the articles have been

subjected, either by the engraver or the cutter,

not made up for the occasion, at a cost which,

Wk

but a few of the many charming objects, of various

though it might render them “ curiosities,” would

kinds, and for varied purposes, which render the

deter admirers from becoming purchasers. To this

we may add, the whole process of the manufacture,

from the earliest to the latest item, is conducted at !

sand is procured in its natural state; the alkalis are
i

mixed here ;
here Science is employed to apportion

quantities, and Art to invent or copy forms
;
and

hence are transmitted throughout Great Britain,
|



and excellent in execution—sharp and clear, and
brilliant in colour. The bell-levers too are of a
refined order, presenting a marked departure from
the outrageous fashion which prevailed a few years
ago; and making manifest the wisdom of that
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"We have much pleasure in gracing the first

column of this page with some of the many pro-
ductions, in silver, of Messrs. Thomas Clark
& Co. (Lionel Street). They consist of ordinary
objects— objects of daily use—the oilet borer, the
etui, the measure-case, and the scissors

;
and

those we engrave were selected from a great variety,
all exhibiting that improvement—that application
for aid to Art—which distinguishes nearly all the

From several cases of pressed and cast goods,
contributed by Messrs. Harcocut, Brothers, we
select five specimens—three of bell-levers, and two
of curtain-bands. To these valuable domestic
auxiliaries the attention of Messrs. Harcourt has

breach of the custom of our ancestors, which
substituted a small unobtrusive and elegant object,

for that which, dangling from the ceiling, had no
better association than the hangman’s noose. The
bell-levers and curtain-bands, under notice, are

exhibited few others. They are large producers
of those household utilities—hat-pegs, door-han-
dles, knockers—and the thousand smaller items,
such as brass-headed nails—which form the stock of
the upholsterer.

been mainly directed; and they have introduced
into them important and very judicious improve-
ments: these, our examples will sufficiently prove.
The curtain-bands exhibited by these gentlemen
are, for the most part, exceedingly good in design

chiefly formed of leaves and flowers—sometimes
judiciously combined with porcelain—a material
of which Messrs. Harcourt have made much use.

Their establishment is by no means confined to

articles of this description, although they have

more recent productions of Birmingham. It is

especially cheering to contrast these very elegant
specimens (the cost of which is singularly small),
with those which formed the staple of the produce
some ten or twelve years ago. These works, with

their very agreeable ornamentation, are little, if at
all, dearer than the common-place, or ugly, objects
—of which we rejoice to say examples are now
only to be found in obsolete pattern-books; and
perhaps we might range through the whole of the
Exhibition without finding more satisfactory evi-
dence to sustain the principle, for the truth of
which we have long been contending, that beauty
may be as cheap as deformity.
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The collection of stoves and fenders, and their

appurtenances, is strangely limited. The Expo-

sition—in so far as these are concerned— will

create much disappointment : more especially

among foreigners, who are prepared to admit

the supremacy of the English fabricant on this

head. The chief contributor is Mr. W. H.
Room, of the “ Bull Ring,” who is not a manu-
facturer, but for whom, and from whose designs,

some of the best manufacturers work. The stove

engraved below is, we believe, the production of

Messrs. Hoole, of Sheffield
;
probably the two
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upon another stove
;
and we might have found

many objects, both in the whole and in parts, the

engraving of which would have exhibited to advan-

m
said to have been wrought from the design of

Mr. Owen Jones, and it is creditable to him. It

is of pure black, without ornamentation in brass

or steel
;
the composition is simple and graceful

—

it appears to have been judiciously formed for use.

The fender and fire-irons which accompany it are

also in excellent keeping with the main design.

The Exposition is much indebted to Mr. Room for

his contributions; without which, indeed, it would

have lost a very leading feature of attraction. We
have, however, to regret the paucity of supply

-3^

m.

'W' l

:

tage the taste and judgment of the exhibitor under
'

^no^hf ^together barren, although if has

house TheTcnte piece is one of the ornaments
|
notice. The store, of which we give a copy, is yielded the palm to .ts great nval, Sheffield.

ILV
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We are glad to find Mr. W. G. Rogers con-
tributing some of his exquisite productions to the
Exposition. It is no novelty to state that this

gentleman’s carvings in wood unite the high at-

tainments of the artist with the elaborate accuracy
of the manufacturer. His performances rise, on the i

one hand, to the magnificence of Grinling Gibbons
and Demontreul, and, on the other hand, descend
to the simplicity which is required for the execu-

the monogram of our Lord in the centre. The re-

maining platter we have introduced from the
novelty of the application of the Elizabethan style

to this simple purpose. Our readers will next be
gratified with a representation of perhaps one of

were never surpassed. The remaining subjects on
the page consist of an oval miniature frame in

box-wood, and one of a pair of brackets composed
solely of fruit, flowers, and small birds. Mr. Rogers
has also contributed a considerable number of other
objects of all classes of wood-carving, and we are

formance, scarcely requiring more taste and skill

than may be found in a workman of ordinary abi-

lity. Such examples as we here adduce must dis-

sipate so palpable an error.

tion of such objects of every-day use as bread-
platters, knives, forks, spoons, &c. The same
sound taste thrown into different channels is ex-
emplified in each department. We have selected
for engraving several of Mr. Rogers’s works. On
the first column will be seen a Gothic candlestick
in oak, suitable for private chapels, and an alms-
dish having a sacred inscription on the border, and

the most superb specimens of wood-carving ever i

originated. It is an oval box-wood frame which
was made last year for Mr. Norman Wilkinson,

|

a liberal and spii-ited patron of the art. The
flowers here in their delicacy of finish, judicious
arrangement, and careful adherence to nature,

sure that very many of them will afford good lessons
to manufacturers in other branches, and a rich
treat to the cursory visitor to the Birmingham
Exposition. The art of carving in wood is one
which, in our day, is too little appreciated ; it has
been hitherto regarded as a mere mechanical per-
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I

The papier-mache works of Messrs. J bnnens
& Bettiudoe have become famous not only in

England but throughout Europe and the lndias.

These gentlemen commenced business some five-

and-thirty years ago—then working on a limited

scale, manufacturing only tea-trays; advancing

gradually, they achieved objects of elegance
;
but

these were generally of simple forms—screens,

tables, and so forth. They now employ between

three and four hundred persons, and produce al-

most an endless variety of goods of every class and

order, of which the process is capable. They were,

undoubtedly, the earliest among the manufacturers

to introduce improvements into the material
;
the

first to try experiments beyond the production of

the mere tea-tray
;
and for a long period they stood

almost alone in the application of Art to the objects

of their produce.

It may gratify curiosity to enumerate some of

the articles now manufactured of papier-mache.

Formerly, the japanner was limited to iron plates,

for tea-trays and all flat objects
;
and when matters

more directly appertaining to “furniture” were

required, wood only was added. Paper was origi-

nally applied to this purpose, in Birmingham,

about fifty years ago. By recent improvements it

is used for a great variety of objects—Cabinets,

chefFoniers, secretaries, and writing-desks ;
folding-

screens, cheval-screens, pole-screens, and hand-

screens
;

loo-tables, sofa-tables, occasional-tables,

and coffee-tables; tea poys, tea-chests, tea-caddies,

and tea-trays ;
portfolios, envelope-cases, card-

baskets, card-boxes, and card-racks ;
inkstands

;

netting-boxes, glove-boxes, work-boxes, snuff-

boxes, and cigar-boxes ;
pen-trays, wafer-trays,

quadrille-pools, paper-weights, memorandum-cases,

brooches, paper-knives, needle-cases, ladies’-com-

panions, etuis, chairs, couches, ottomans, stcols,

mirror-frames, panels for decoration, door-knobs,

and plates.

It will, therefore, be readily understood, that

the compartment occupied by Messrs. Jennens &
Bettridge is one of considerable brilliancy

;
their

productions arc, of their kind, admirable. A little

less redundancy of ornament might recommend
them more strongly to persons of refined taste

;
but

in articles of this class brilliancy of effect seems to be

more looked for than delicacy of composition. We
engrave three only of their numerous contributions.

a flower-stand, a toilet-table with glass, and a

cheflonicr
;

but the variety of objects we have

enumerated may be seen at their London Esta-

jlishment. Several of the articles shown at the I which some stress should be laid, inasmuch as it is

Exposition were, we understand, manufactured I
an example we should greatly rejoice to see fol-
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The two engravings which commence this page

are the contributions of Mr. James Penny (Union

Street, Middlesex Hospital), who has sent to the

Exposition two or three small and unpretending

cases, the work of his own hands, and they forcibly

display the applicability of Art to all the useful as

well as the strictly ornamental articles which go

toward the furniture of a well-appointed mansion.

These represent two heraldic skewer-heads; the

first exhibiting the arms and motto of the Earl of

Ellesmere, the second the cypher and coronet of

Among the articles of necessary ornament which
adorn the Exhibition-rooms, there are few more
essential than window cornices. Of these Mr.
Whitfield (Oxford Street), has sent several

good examples, and we select three as illustrations

of what has been done to render these articles an

agreeable ornament to the drawing-room. They
are constructed of stamped and gilded brass, and
possess the advantage of strength and apparent

solidity, combined with real lightness of material.

In each instance a tasteful selection of form pre-

dominates ;
the scroll ornaments are so varied as to

possess novelty, while the groups of fruit and the so constantly recurring to this legitimate fount of

elegant convolutions of the flowers carry the mind inspiration, in place of studying how t0 t0Se"

insensibly back to the always beautiful source of ther unmeaning and ugly forms, such as so large y

true ornament—the works of nature. It is pleasant predominated in the days when the style ot Louis

to find our manufacturers within the last few years Quatorze was considered as the ne phis ultra ot

the Duchess of Sutherland, for whom they were
respectively manufactured. It is a novel idea, and
one that may be made good use of

;
the introduc-

tion of family arms, cyphers, and badges, may in

this way be rendered an elegant ornament, and be in
.

no wise objectionable or obtrusive. Our engravings good taste, and the eye was continually tortured

exhibit these articles the full size of the originals, by the combinations of broken lines which formed

and they prove how easily such ornaments may its basis. While nature is so inexhaustible, and

subserve good taste, and be rendered agreeable presents so much that is beautiful as well as so

to the eye, as well as strictly in accordance with

much that is suggestive, it is the duty of the true

artist to search amid her stores; and the taste

which declares the true artist may be seen in the

production of the humblest article of necessary use.

Mr. Henry Atkin (Howard Street, Sheffield,)

has sent the silver fish-knife and fork, engraved

at the foot of our page; they are remarkable

for the taste and lightness with which they are

designed, imparting a certain amount of elegance

to an article which generally appears upon the

dinner-table in a clumsy and unattractive form.

It serves to prove that there is no “ necessity ” for

ugliness, however much it may seem to prevail in

objects of common use, whose outline may at first

sight appear incapable of appropriate orna-

mentation. The necessary breadth and form of

such articles as those under consideration have in

this instance received as much attention in the

way of neutralising their had features as they

would appear to admit, while the amount of decora-

tion fastened on them is the result of a good and
judicious taste. As articles of utility they do not at

all suffer from the character of ornament with

which they are enriched, a point which should

never be lost sight of by the manufacturer of

matters designed primarily for use.

heraldic rule. It is in the production of articles of

this kind that the manufacturer not unfrequently

finds scope for the production of novelties which

are agreeable to the buyer and profitable to him-

self; “the day of small things” was long ago

discovered to be worthy of full attention, and it is

not only in the fabrication of large and important

works that taste should be exclusively exerted, but

in rendering elegant the most simple articles of

ordinary necessity.



who have had opportunity to consult the old

Birmingham pattern books of the trade, can alone
properly estimate the value and importance of the
change for which we are indebted to existing
manufacturers.

their credit; they effectually help to sustain the I and kept almost exclusively, for a class of produc-
repute which Birmingham has hitherto obtained

|

tions which finds admirers everywhere.

adaptations of natural forms
;
in many cases so

j

contrived as to be not only pleasant to the eye, but
suggestive to the mind, li is rare now-a-days to
find any production, made with a view to give
light, of an aspect absolutely odious

;
but those

flowers are very successful
;

the landscapes and I articles, are painted with very considerable ability',

figure subjects, too, which adorn many of the
|

Their “show,” indeed, is altogether highly to

Messrs. Salt & Lloyd, brass-founders, exhibit

several admirable examples of table-lamp stands,

from which we have selected two. They are very
varied in character and of excellent workmanship.
It is in no slight degree gratifying to contrast the

productions of this class now issued by the manufac-
turer, with those which formed the staple of his trade
barely a dozen years ago. Generally, in the place of
straight, formal, and ungraceful pillars, or to write

more correctly, poles, which supported a huge ball

of ungainly size and shape, we have agreeable

The contributions of Messrs. M’Callum & Hod-
j

Papier Miche, are numerous and excellent, they
SON (147, Brearley Street), who hold a very pronii- consist of boudoir looking-glasses, work-tables, loo-
nent position as manufacturers of the best order of tables, work-boxes, cabinets, writing-desks, &c.

;

together with the usual productions ofminor size and I much to praise in the works of these gentlemen;
importance, such as card-cases, card-trays, albums, they have made liberal, but not injudicious, use of

blotting-books, ladies’ companions, &c. AVe found
|
the mother-of-pearl shell, and their imitations of



Among the many beautiful lamps which are

contained in this re-union of manufacturers, we
noticed some, the production of Messrs. Gray,
Martin & Gray (Brass-founders, &c.) from which

we selected specimens to engrave in our pages.

The combination of forms and general arrangement

of lines in the first of our examples is good, aud the

effect, by the union of metal and glass in the com-

position,' is light and pleasing. There is much yet

to he done by designers of such articles which con-

tain in their composition large scope for fancy,

considerable elegance of contour, and necessity for

detail, which may be rendered very brilliant and

beautiful by the aid of that light which forms the

principal portion and centralisation of the whole.
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domestic use upon which the fancy of the designer

has allowed itself fuller scope than upon lamps,

whether portable or otherwise. The nations of

antiquity delighted in thus indulging their tastes,

and no work on Greek or Roman antiques is with-

out a multitude of examples of the most quaint
and curious forms. The introduction of gas into

our houses has opened a wide field to the designer.

The smaller hall-lamp, exhibited in our second

cut, is very graceful in its outline. The vine-

branches and clusters of grapes present an easy

How of line excessively valuable in ornamental

design, and very appropriate in any article intended

to be pendulous. The carriage-lamp is an im-

provement on the stiff and ugly forms we are so

Throughout the entire range of Art-manufacture

in ancient or modern times, there are no articles of

constantly seeing
;
and it is another proof added tc

the many we have gladly adduced of late, to show

that the necessity for ugliness in any article ol

general use is a popular fallacyinduced by indolence,

The porcelain and other articles exhibited by
the Messrs. Grainger (Worcester), exhibit a great

improvement, where improvements are especially

valuable, we mean in articles of every-day use and

necessity. Those who are rich may always com-

mand elegancies
;
but to ensure a certain amount

of elegance to those of humble means is a great

boon, and this boon has been effected in the con-

struction of dinner-plates and other necessary arti-

ticles of the kind, in a material almost as cheap as

the mostordinary earthenware, but possessing almost

the beauty and clearness of china. It is to such

useful branches of study that we would direct the

attention of our manufacturers, and which is in no

degree incompatible with the co-existent produc-

tion of higher articles of elegance. The three

examples we give of the more artistic works of this

firm, will prove their attention to have been directed

as well to the graceful and elegant. The flower-

vases are remarkable for their simple beauty
;
the

violet and the lily of the valley are the prototypes

of their ornament, and the effect is extremely

chaste and beautiful. The butter-cooler here en-

graved is also an article deserving commendation.



The productions by G. R. Collis & Co. (Church
Street Works), the well-known successors to Sir
Edward Thomason, are calculated to uphold the
high position which that firm has long held. Many
of the articles sent for exhibition exhibit an union
of taste and fitness gratifying to record. The
examples we have selected will show how varied
and how truly classical in conception some of these
articles are. The quaint and beautiful forms visi-

ble in Eastern design, the freedom and elegance of
conception of Italian Art, and the classic purity of
that art in its best age, are all occasionally visible.

The silver scent-bottle, the first of our illustrations,

is a happy adaptation of the usages of another
clime, and is a graceful and pecxiliar ornament for

the boudoir, partaking of the gorgeous taste of the

nations of vine-branches and grapes, among which From the papier-m&che works of Mr. Farmer
reposes the panther, sacred to the god whose liba- we select two examples—a lady’s work-table of
tions have made him world-famous, amid the novel and elegant design, embracing all that
infant genii. The Arabesque which concludes our attractiveness of embellishment which this par-

"Tlv,
ticular manufacture so constantly exhibits, but

__ which is here introduced with propriety and good
1 taste. The gilded scrolls and groups of flowers

have a brilliant and excellent effect, relieved as
they are by the sombre tint, which forms the body
of works of this class. The inkstand is one of those
simple and appropriate articles, elegant enough for

any table. We are glad to find the manufacturersselection needs no descant on its beauties. It is

classic in conception and beautiful in execution.
We feel that our space has been too limited to do

East. The raised flowers and ornaments have
been tinged with blue, and the effect is exceedingly
good. The grand centre piece which we also
engrave, is of free and graceful design

;
a group of

boys are engaged in gathering fruit from the vines,
whose boughs they are climbing, and obtaining the
grapes for the one who presses their juice in the
centre. The conception and execution of this

article are equally good. The same fitness charac-
terises the next of our illustrations

;
a bottle-stand

of silver, enwreathed with the same happy combi-

full justice to this manufacturer, whose works must
at a future period be again recurred to, and illus-

trated more amply in our pages.

in this material thus carefully studying the true

|

applicability of the fabric at their command.



An unpretending table at one side of the room

is occupied by the works of a manufacturer who
has sent but a few articles to be exhibited ; but

they have the rare merit of being all conceived

in good taste and executed with due attention.

They are the productions of Mr. Gough (11, Pa-

rade, Birmingham), and evidence care and thought

in conception and execution. We engrave three

specimens, which will fully bear out our remarks.

All these articles are in electro-silver; the jug is

very delicately wrought
;
the branches which en-

twine it being gradually brought down in relief

from the handle, until they terminate in engraved

tendrils upon the body of the jug. The idea of

this article was obtained from one of those Original

Designs for Manufacturers which have appeared

from time to time in our pages, and which we have

much pleasure in finding exceedingly useful to

them
;
we have frequently referred to occasions in

which they have been practically resorted to, either

as suggestions or actual models. In Mr. Gough’s

copy, he has departed but little from the original.

We may, perhaps, be permitted here to observe

that in very many other instances we perceived the

use which had been made of the “ Original De-

signs ” published in the Art-Journal; several

manufacturers have copied these designs entire,

others have made them available only in part

;

but in all instances there seemed a sincere desire

to trace the influence to its right source.

We trust that the skill and taste displayed by
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Mr. Gough will not be without their reward. Wc The Messrs. Chamberlain (Worcester,) con-

tribute a small but very charming collection of

ware of a peculiar fabrication, for which they

have become celebrated, and which, we believe,

they alone manufacture. The first object (not

however of this particular class), is an exact

copy from a Chinese original. The cup is made to

regretted that his contributions were so few, but

fit into the saucer by an indentation into the latter

;

i the cover, it will be perceived, is not made to em-

brace the whole object, but rather to press upon

the objects to be enclosed. The last two are per-

they have the rare merit of being without any

drawback; there was not, we repeat, one of the

objects that came within the ban of mediocrity.

We do not give him credit merely for design : the

finish of his works is unexceptionable : they are

most carefully manipulated ;
but in his designs he

exhibits a thorough knowledge of Art—of its capa-

bilities and its application. We may, without

hesitation, refer to the dozen examples of his

productions shown at the Exhibition, as altogether

the most satisfactory evidence of progress we have

of late years anywhere seen.

i

forated ware. The parts indicated by shadow are

I

indented
;
those in white being considerably raised,

j

a sort of net-work covering the form. There are

I
many other objects of the kind equally beautiful.



or the finish visible in their execution. Ihe look- I lightness which has been given to so ponderous an
ing‘glass frame is remarkable for the taste and

|

article as metal
;
and the purity and beauty of

with which we conclude our selections. In all
these works we find much to praise, whether we
consider the good taste apparent in the designs,

Messrs. Mapplebeck & Lowe have contributed
a large quantity of articles, which are remarkable
for their variety and beauty as specimens of metal
work. But while giving them credit for the due
exhibition of the many elegant articles in which
they deal, we cannot but again express our regret
that the names of the makers are not appended to

the works of their own hands. We think they
show an undue timidity in favour of the retail

trade, and one which should not be considered in

so narrow a spirit. “ Palmam qui meruit ferat
”

is an old and a good motto
;
we are perfectly fami-

liar with the necessity for a good understanding
between the fabricant and the dealer, but we cannot
see the utility or the good policy of this (to us) unne-
cessary concealment of the sources of the objects en-
graved on this page. The vase and ornamental dish
are the works of the Colebrookdale Factory. The
second of our vases the production of a manufac-
turer named Wright. The looking-glass, whose
iron-frame and sconces are so novel and beautiful,

the work of Marsh of Dudley, as also is the stove,

black which is spread over the surface of the stove I which have upon them a polish, and relieve the
is of singular value as a contrast to those portions

|

otherwise sombre aspect of this article.
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process, and, we rejoice to learn, has kept it. The

fabrication of glass for this purpose is now become

works, from which it would not have been difficult to

select a much greater number. Messrs. Bacchus are

among those manufacturers who have been labour-

engrave is of fanciful and tasteful construction

The little box is also agreeable in its curve and

general conception, as well as tasteful in its orna-

mentation. We must always bear in mind the

lightness of the material and the gaiety of effect

which become part of the essentials of this manu-

ing, and with success, to rival the productions of

Bohemia. Not long ago, the foreign market sup-

facture, to enter fully into the merits of works of

the class
;
and we cheerfully award their meed ot

approbation to the manufacturer who does not

forget the necessary purity of original conception

which should characterise all works of Art. i he

specimens contributed by Messrs. Foothorape are

in all cases satisfactory, and in many instances

admirable.

foreigners to outstrip them, that it is highly creditable to

their ingenuity and ability that they have been able to

maintain the struggle at all. The fact that they have

borne up against competition under such disadvantages

may be received as a ground for confidence that their

liberated powers will give to this manufacture a variety,

an extension, and an excellence such as it has not attained

in any other country. The purposes of ornament and

utility to which glass may advantageously be applied are

far more numerous than is generally known, or even sus-

pected.”

—

Art-Journal, March, 1845.

“In Art, as in every other exercise of intellectual

developments, we may be permitted to indulge a hope

that opportunities will call out operatives, and that a

supply of materials will rouse into activity the plastic

powers. It is gratifying to find that new applications of

glass have been propounded simultaneously with the

abolition of the duty on the material; little advance,

indeed, has been made in the new paths that have been

opened, hut it requires no exertion of imagination to

discover most gorgeous results in the distant perspective.

—Art-Journal, April, 1845.
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brass, in articles such as lamp stands ;
now we

believe the whole of the material thus adopted is

made at home. Birmingham took the lead in this

a very extensive trade, and bids fair ultimately to

put foreign competition out of the question.*

plied all England with that description of coloured

or coated glass which was used to associate with

* In the course of an article on the “ Remission of Glass

Duties” (written by the late Dr. Taylor for this journal),

in March, 1845, concerning this material, as then freed

from fiscal restrictions, we anticipated this result:—

“ So far are English glassmakers from deserving blame

because they have in some branches of the art allowed
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The contributions of Messrs. Geokge Bacchus

& Sons, in plain and coloured glass, are all of

very considerable excellence. We have engraved

six 'of his examples, of various classes and cha-

racter
;
but a large compartment is filled with his

Messrs. Foothorape, Showell, & Shenton,
(25, Church Street), arc among many successful

contributors of articles in papier-mache—a branch
of manufacture so very extensively practised in

Birmingham. The brilliancy of effect produced by
this popular style of decoration has made it pecu-

liarly attractive as an article of furniture for the

drawing-room or boudoir
;
the most brilliant effects

of gold and colour are produced with comparative

ease and economy, and their vividness preserved

by the even tint which generally forms the ground-

work to the whole. Possessing so many facilities

for the most enriched and beautiful effects, the

difficulty is in curbing the love for gaudiness which
will occasionally peep forth in works of this class.

Some of the forms adopted by Messrs. Foothorape

& Co., are novel and pleasing; the work-table we
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We select one of many contributions of carriage
lamps, sent by Mr. Dugard, all of which arc of
much merit and some of considerable excellence,
both in design and execution.

We now come to the bold results of Mr. Jordan’s
patent for wood-carving. Of these the Exposition
offers many examples, from which we select three
for representation. They are all executed with

Upon this column is represented a bracket,
exceedingly good in design and bold in finish.

It is a terminal griffin, the wings of the creature
so extending as to receive a slab at the top. This

ability and firmness, possessing the merit of good
general effect without the extreme elaboration
which is often unsuitable to the purposes of furni-

ture. Our first illustration of this gentleman’s
productions is a writing-table, carved with exceed-
ing boldness, and highly ornamented in the cha-
racter of the design. It is altogether an elegant
appendage to the library or boudoir.

We regret to limit our report of the works of

Messrs. Rose, of Coleport, to the selection of one
object

;
but to this large and important establish-

ment we shall hope to render justice hereafter.
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The productions of Mr. Sturge (Broad Street)

are remarkable for their finish. The candlestick

of rich aud elegant conception is the work of Mr.

Leighton, who has contributed largely to the

>• Original Designs” published in this journal. The

Mr. Lane (Royal Papier Mdche Works, Great

Hampton Street,) exhibits many articles remark-

able for the brilliancy of their effect. This manu-
facturer is the producer of that peculiar enrichment

of papier mdche works which combines the bril-

liancy of mother-of-pearl and other prismatic tints,

with the usual adornmentofsuch articles, upon glass

:

our cuts can ofcourse do no more than give a general
j

idea of the form of the beautiful cabinet which
|

occupies the centre of his stand at the Exhibition.

The vivid contrasts of colour and sparkle of pearly

tints must be imagined by our readers
;
this diffi-

culty we have felt throughout in our illustrations

of works which depend so much on the gorgeous-

ness of colour they display, and of which we can

convey little or no idea. We have therefore

selected such forms as were most suited to our

purpose
;
and in the inkstand engraved above, we

have been pleased with the novelty and elegance

of that adopted by the manufacturer.

The whip-handles exhibited by Mr. Biktles

(the only surviving partner of the firm of Bright,

Martin, & Birtles, New Street), and of which we
engrave two specimens, are remarkable not only

for ornamentation, but for the manner in which

the handles are chequered by a curious machine.

Some portions of this work upon the Malacca is

done in a faultless manner by hand. This manu-

facturer also exhibits a bridle of singular delicacy

called “ the Queen’s,” from her Majesty’s patronage

of it. For beauty of workmanship, lightness, and

strength, it appears unrivalled.

teapot is of great simplicity, but exhibits much
taste, and is remarkable for being fabricated in

one entire piece, free of unsightly junctures, and

presenting an unbroken outline of great chasteness.

The productions of Messrs. Wedgewood (Etru-

ria, Staffordshire,) it is not too much to say, are of

European celebrity. We are sorry not to have

seen more of these singularly delicate and beautiful

works. They still maintain their position among

the highest fictile works produced by English

taste and knowledge. Pure in form and elegant

in ornament, they command admiration, and even

now are beacons for the manufacturer of articles

in this peculiar walk of art.
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Messrs.Walton (Wolverhampton) have supplied
|

especially deserving of praise. His productions of

one of the stands with a series of excellent works
j

papier-miche, too,merit the highest commendation,
in tin-japanning, which exhibit much variety in I We have no business to institute comparisons

;
but

design, combined with an ornament of good taste
i
the objects exhibited by Messrs. Walton will make

Birmingham look to its laurels. What we are par-

ticularly prone to admire is the absence of gaudi-

ness, and the simplicity and fitness of that amount of

ornament which these manufacturers have adopted

to adorn the various works exhibited. The foot-

bath and the coal-box are both remarkable for the
simplicity and purity -which characterise them.
The tray is decorated with an extremely well

Messrs. Ridgeway & Abington (Hanley, Staf-

fordshire) have contributed specimens of their

excellent works. The best of their productions

were forwarded too late for us to make drawings

;

our readers may be already acquainted with them.
They are famous for their manufacture of water

We shall take an early opportunity of speaking of
the works of this manufacturer more largely than

we can do on the present occasion
,
merely remarking

the general good taste and ability they evince.

and beer jugs, which are, in almost all cases,

admirable examples of design and execution.

but we cannot resist our desire to do justice to

these gentlemen by introducing into these pages
two or three of their specimens, although some of

executed landscape, enclosed by a wreath of natu- I Some of the subjects which adorn the centres are
rally conceived plants, while the arabesque borders chosen too from pictures which are well known to

occasionally introduced are in the same good taste.
|
have the merit of being popular and praiseworthy.



cup and saucer beneath them, principally orna- I familiar to some of our readers. The important

mented with leaves and berries of ivy, may be
|

salver over which these are placed is a laborious

by them during the past year consist either of im-

mediate adaptations of nature, or of close studies

from the antique ;
of the latter class, are the four

subjects occupying the upper half of this page.

The two plates which we have engraved in halves

are of silver parcel-gilt, and remind us of some of

the exquisite borderings found depicted upon
Greek and Etruscan vases. The design of the
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and elaborate performance of the Moresque school, I blended with the partial effect of foliage. The

in which the intricacies of strap work are nicely
|
only object here remaining to be described is

The well-known firm of Messrs. Elkington
now claims our attention, and we are glad to find

that both in the bronze and silver fabrications of

these gentlemen, Art is progressing satisfactorily;

good workmen are being employed, and good

models resorted to. The principal works executed



creations of mythological fable and the quaint I the establishment from which these two works
forms of the Renaissance. We know nothing of

|
have emanated, but as productions of a provincial
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The beautiful tables, engravings from which
adorn this page, are the productions of Messrs.
Cookes & Sons, (34, Warwick Street, Lea-
mington). As specimens of wood carving they
are entitled to high praise, being executed with a
sharpness and precision which give to their orna-
mentation a clearness and boldness exceedingly
ratifying to the eye. In the sculpture of the
gures we observe the same careful accuracy

;
and
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the anatomical details are given with truth and
effect. The flowers and other accessories are also

well and clearly defined, and the general cha-

racter is consequently very perfect. In the circular

table we recognise the form of one which belonged
to the famous collection at Stowe. The square table

is equally good in the general arrangement of its

parts
;
here the figures also aid the design, and add

the beauty of the human form to the fanciful

We are compelled to devote an unusual amount
of space to the productions of this firm, for they
are divided into two separate sections, that of

bronze and that of silver, so as almost to consti-

tute two different establishments. Their respective

performances are however so blended in the Expo-
sition that we found it impossible to do otherwise
than notice them together. The first object on this

page is a work of the very highest order
;
the glass

vase for flowers is a tasteful composition, while the
knife at the foot of our page, imitative of old Roman
design, is a work which will fully bear out the
praise we would award it.

the dessert centre at the foot of the first column
;

the base of the subject is composed of stems and
roots strung together

;
while, from their centre,

rises a magnificent tiger-lily, the flowers of which
are so delicately poised as to shake with the
slightest movement. We think this as graceful an
object for the dinner-table as can well be devised

;

and it is so because the artist has copied nature, and
simply adapted it to the purposes and capabilities
of Messrs. Elkington’s manufacture.

firm they are astonishing; theirmerit (both of design I city of Europe
;
even where this branch of art has

and execution) is such as would do credit to any
|
been more extensively practised than here.
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An important and prominent position, occupying

the entire upper end of the exhibition room, is

taken up by the works of Messrs. Hardman & Co.

They form an entire and distinct class of manufac-
ture, almost exclusively devoted to the ornamental

articles used in the Catholic church, and in pecu-

liar truthfulness of design and beauty of execution

are really wonderful productions. In the fabrica-

tion of these works they have had the advantage
of the knowledge and taste of Mr. Pugin as de-

signer and supervisor
;
and it is not too much to

say, that they have carried out each design with a

finished perfection which may place their works on
a par with those of the best antique originals. The
altar candlesticks, flower-pots, thuribles, chalices,

pastoral staves, croziers, &c. all display an intimate

acquaintance with the best principles of design

used in the middle ages
;
while the extreme beauty

and elaborate finish bestowed on them, evince the

most perfect mechanical skill. The arts of the past

centuries seem again to live in the present, and the

gold and silver work enriched with stones and
enamelling shine forth in all the splendour of

freshness. In addition to such metal articles as

these, and to the more useful and generally appli-

cable ones of hinges, locks, &c. are many specimens

of altar cloths in silk, curtains and hangings, which
show the same intimate acquaintance with medie-

val art, and indicate the resources which are open
to the manufacturer who may direct his attention

to that fertile field of fancy. The artist combined
with the artisan in the ages bygone, and hence the

fertility and beauty of the works which resulted

from such an alliance
;

it is this combination
which must ever be present when works are to be
constructed of enduring excellence, and which are

intended to outlive the caprice of fashion, and take
their stand upon a merit which will be universally

allowed a good position in art, although displaying

the peculiarities of a certain and strongly defined

school or period.

Our engraving will convey some notion of the

general effect produced by Messrs. Hardman’s
group, although we can necessarily exhibit but a
small portion of their varied and beautiful manu-
factures. The eye conversant with ancient art will

detect the successful reproduction of many antique
forms

;
but the ability displayed in the fabrication

of these articles must be seen in an examination of

the originals to be duly appreciated. In them we
see the processes of the enameller, which gave such
enduring fame to many Continental towns such as

Limoges, and which have made their works the

coveted additions to the museums of the tasteful

and the wealthy. The important position occupied

by the Messrs. Hardman’s is due to the beauty and
artistic interest of the works they exhibit. They
have been inspected by ourselves with much satis-

faction, and are classic works of their peculiar

class.

' On the page with these rare and costly fabrica-

tions, designed (or, to speak more correctly, selected,

for the church-artist will admit little or no de-

parture from precedents,) by a mind of the highest
order, and constructed by artisans of accomplished
and experienced skill, we place two very homely
competitors for public favour.

There are numerous articles scattered over the
Exhibition which scarcely fall within our province

to illustrate by engravings, inasmuch as they are

not of a character to receive that kind of notice at

our hands. We allude to the many and important
improvements in articles of every-day use and
necessity; or in machinery and portions of ma-
chinery, agricultural implements, and the thousand
and one utilities constantly in demand by the arti-

ficers of our many industrial towns. The improve-
ments which continually suggest themselves to the
artisan who is employed in the fabrication of such
articles, are exhibited here amid the more elegant

works of the glassworker and the silversmith, to

receive that meed of attention and applause which
they are sure to obtain at the hands of those per-

sons for whose especial benefit they are designed.

Among the numbers of articles of an useful and
important kind which thus scatter themselves amid
the elegancies of the Exhibition-rooms, we parti-

cularly noticed Locks sent by Messrs. Moueton
& Langley (of Wolverhampton), a house which
has a large share in supplying the dealers of our
own country with these necessaries, as well as the
foreign market.* The two sample cases of locks

contributed by this firm, are intended to show a
few of the modem improvements and varieties in

this branch of manufacture, and which is carried

on to a great extent in that part of the country
where these manufacturers are located. The cases

contain locks from the most moderate prices up-
ward

;
the low-priced ones being mostly constructed

for the South American and East Indian markets.

The medium and fine qualities are also for exporta-

tion
;
but the principal demand for such articles is

found to be in the home trade.

Among them may be seen some very excellent

specimens of workmanship, particularly among the

pad and cabinet locks.

We engrave two examples of small padlocks

from among the number exhibited. It must be

obvious to all, that the paramount necessities of

I

form in the construction of locks of this kind pre-

clude much fancy in external appearances: as a

watch is always spherical, a padlock must retain a

!
general form most convenient to the work it con-

j

tains, and the uses it is destined to serve
;
but yet

we can trace in each of these articles a desire to

vary and improve the general outline as much as

may be consistent with its capabilities. The key
! to each of these locks is only required to be used in

unfastening them—they shut with a spring, and

are fully secure without the necessity of using that

article to fasten the hasp.

!

* Articles of this class are nearly all made by small

manufacturers in Wolverhampton and its vicinities
;
their

:
works are collected by Messrs. Moreton & Langley, who
employ a large number of the smaller manufacturers, and

I distribute their works in foreign and home markets.



As involving some applications of science, we
may just notice the specimens of gutta percha,
which are tolerably numerous, aud from these we
must pass to the very fine series of anatomical
models made by M. Azoux; nothing can be more
perfect than these things are, and whether we
examine the full-sized figure, or any of the sections

which lay upon the tables, we cannot but be struck
with the correctness of these models, and be con-
vinced of their value : to the teacher of anatomy
they are of much importance, particularly in those

climes where the religious prejudices, and also,

indeed, the high temperature which so rapidly

induces decomposition, preclude any study of the
actual subject: they are, as it appears to us, how-
ever, of the highest value to the artist, as placing
in his hands at once an easy means of acquiring a

knowledge of anatomy, which is to the historical

painter, in particular, of the utmost value : while,
however, we praise those productions of a foreigner,

we must not forget that equally fine anatomical
models were manufactured many years since in

papier mdche by the son of Mr. Simpson, the
well-known artist, and many of these were sent

to India for the use of the native medical students.

The papier mache works of Messrs. Jennens
& Bettridge scarcely come within the scope of
this article; beautiful in design, and presenting
great beauty of colour and decoration, they do
not afford room for any particular remarks on the
applications of science.

Among the other applications of a branch of
science to manipulation, we must particularly refer

to carvings by machinery from the works of Messrs.
Taylor & Jordan; but having already described
the machinery employed (Art-Journal,

June, 1848),
we need now only remark, that we understand
many improvements have been introduced into the
already very complete machinery devised by Mr.
Jordan, so that they are now enabled to copy from
an original, with any amount of reduction, aud to

execute at the same time on the machine a right
hand and a left hand copy. The specimens ex-

hibited are very remarkable for the amount of
undercutting, and we were pleased to see that the
machine does not confine its operations to wood,
hut that statuary marble and Caen stone are now
worked by it with facility. The ornamental sawing
by patent machinery, the work of Messrs. Prosser
& Hadley, is exceedingly ingenious. It is em-
ployed for fret-cutting, standards for tables, backs
for cheffoniers, and sideboards, &c., ornamental
models, and patterns for metal castings. It is not
practicable without diagrams to render intelligi-

ble the arrangements of the saw, &c. in this

machine
;

it must suffice that we state, that it is

exceedingly simple, but in the highest degree inge-
nious. We have no doubt but it will be found
most useful to many branches of industry

;
indeed,

it executes easily many works which could not
otherwise be accomplished without very great
difficulty.

We can but hastily refer to the specimens of
madder-dying which hang on the walls. We do
so, however, to notice briefly the value of Dr.
Schunck’s very complete investigation of the co-

louring matter of madders, communicated to the
association, and which that gentleman is requested
by the present meeting to continue. To these the
calico-printers are much indebted for valuable
information. As an illustration of the advantages
of science in dying, we may notice the case of kid
gloves exhibited by Dent & Co., of Worcester,
where we see that many difficult colours have been
obtained by availing themselves ofknown chemical
facts.

The manufacture of kid skins into gloves is very
difficult in the production of perfect colours, in

consequence of the necessity of preserving an elas-

ticity of the skins, which in its original state has to

undergo a delicate and hazardous process to give it

the elastic and fitting character for gloves, after

which a portion of the ingredients require to be
extracted, when the skin has again to be supplied
with materials to give it a new texture to prepare
it for dying. The contexture of the skin being
furnished with innumerable interstices, and still

in this state possessing a portion of its animal
nature, it presents difficulties to the dyer of no
common kind

;
hence the uncertainty of procuring

an equality of shade in the whole surface, parti-

cularly in the mode adopted to have the grain side

of the skin dyed, and the flesh, or inside white,
for the delicate drabs furnished by these specimens.
There are some features in the Exhibition which

do not, properly, form the subject of a notice in

the Art-Journal, but which are an essential ele-

ment of it, and conducive to the best results. These
are the models of machinery and of agricultural
implements and philosophical apparatus. We
were much struck with some of these, as ex-
hibiting the highest amount of ingenuity

;
and
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unless we are much mistaken, although we do
not boast any high degree of mechanical skill,

the rotary engine of Mr. Davies is one which
will prove of the utmost importance to all manu-
factories where a steady rotary motion is required.

It will he remembered that Mr. Watt patented
several engines of this kind, and that many have
been constructed, but have, from some cause or

other, been found objectionable. It is therefore

satisfactory to find that this machine has been at

work for two years at the establishment of Messrs.
Edclsten & Williams, and it has proved in the
highest degree satisfactory.

Again, few things can be more valuable than
the standard for determining of gauge diameters,
exhibited by Joseph Whitworth & Co., of Man-
chester, which are now made by a machine capable
of measuring the 50,000th part of an inch.*
And now “ to conclude.” There are several

matters connected with this exhibition which are

subjects of the sincerest congratulation; the libe-

rality with which the people of Birmingham came
forward, and by their handsome subscriptions
formed that fund through the aid of which the

local committee have been enabled to build, at an
expense of some 700/., the Hall in which the speci-

mens of manufactures are so well displayed, and
to entertain the members of the British Association
in a style suited to the dignity of so large and
important a town, and to the character of this

Scientific Congress, is deserving of the highest
praise. It is delightful to see that the manufac-
turers have responded to the call which was made
upon them, and that they have contributed, not
merely finished articles of manufacture, but in

many cases illustrations of the steps by which the
ultimate perfection has been obtained. This is as

it should be, and while the public are instructed,

the skilful manufacturer is himself benefited, by
enabling the public to judge of the intrinsic value
of the article produced. This feature is capable
of great and beneficial extension, and we hope in

the great Exposition in progress for 1851 that we
shall find that every process will he illustrated

through all its stages : we have, also, in the name
of the Association, and of the public, to express
our thanks for the liberality with which nearly
every important manufactory was thrown open,
and for the courtesy with which every stage of
manufacture was shown and explained

;
in several

instances we were by experiment and practical

exemplification introduced to a knowledge of the
details of processes which it would have been
impossible to have gained from any other source,
and with a freedom from jealousy which was
truly worthy of that liberal spirit to which
we owe all the striking features of this meet-
ing of the British Association, and the great
Exhibition of Manufactures we have so amply
illustrated in our present number. 'We have heard
but one sentiment expressed on all sides by those
who have visited this great Emporium of our
Metallurgical Industry during the past week, and
that is one of the utmost pleasure and satisfaction.

A third subject of congratulation is the manner
in which the public have acknowledged the value
of such an Exhibition as the people of Birmingham
have brought together. Daily the Hall has been
crowded with visitors, and it was most satis-

factory to see the man of science and the work-
man side by side inspecting those efforts of thought
which were spread around, each one equally re-

ceiving instruction from the remarks of the other.

Men, women, and children, moved through that
great exhibition-room with the most perfect order,
and they all appeared to hold sacred those speci-
mens upon the tables which they admired “ at
holy distance.” The examination was careful and
cautious

;
and we had the satisfaction of hearing

many criticisms, expressed in the homeliest lan-

guage, which conveyed stern truths, by which the
manufacturer might have profited,—and which
displayed a correctness of taste we were not pre-
viously led to expect in the operative classes. We
have been told that although thousands visit the
Gardens at K.ew during the summer, and freely

range through the conservatories and stove-houses,
that they. scarcely ever have a flower injured

;
and

we are satisfied that the same thing will be said

when this Exhibition of delicate, beautiful, and
valuable articles is closed. Trust the public, and
they will become the guardians of that with which
they are trusted. We understand that cheap trains

are to run from the Potteries and other places to

Birmingham during the Exhibition
;
and the local

committee, feeling the importance of such visits,

have resolved upon exercising towards these visitors

the utmost liberality. We are given to understand

We reserve for a future number a more detailed
notice of the valuable invention of Messrs. Foudrinier (a
name honoured in Science and Art), for enabling safe
descent into mines.

that, notwithstanding the large outlay which has
been made, it is now certain that a considerable
profit will be realised. It will, therefore, become
an important question to dispose of this fund in the

best possible manner
;
at the moment it appears to

us that it could not be employed to a better pur-
pose than in offering prizes to the working-man for

any ingenious manifestations of industry and
thought. By such means as these, the Exhibition
is made to serve a double purpose

;
we improve

public taste by the display, and we quicken the
thoughts of the intelligent

;
through the agency of

the stimulus which the profit arising from that
display enables us to offer.

We feel assured that we need offer no apology to

any class of our readers, for the attention we have
given, and the space we have devoted, to this

deeply interesting and all important subject. When
first we devised the project of associating in a
popular Joui-nal the Fine with the Useful Arts,
we hoped, indeed, for some such reward as that
which has now attended our labours

;
for we trust

and believe that we shall not appear arrogant in

assuming our continual efforts for many years to

have aided the movement by which British Indus-
trial Art has made such large advances towards a
safe competition with the Continent. Our great
aim has been to connect the Manufacturer with
the Artist, for the benefit of both

;
we are equally

certain that both have profited by the intercourse

it has been our high privilege to promote. The
service thus rendered to the manufacturer is daily

becoming more and more obvious : that which the
artist receives, though less conspicuous, is not a
whit less sure. Need we ask the artist from whom
he now receives his largest and most liberal com-
missions ? Need we aslc the dealer in “ Old Mas-
ters,” why he now-a-days visits the manufacturing
districts in despair ?

At the outset of our plan of uniting Manufac-
tures with Art, we received indeed some protests

from artists
;
but of late years we believe there is a

general—if not an universal—opinion of its wisdom
as regards their truest and best interests. Daily
experience confirms our own belief that we have
not been more serviceable to the one than to the
other by the course we have pursued.

This experiment has been so thoroughly success-

ful, that we look forward to the great contemplated
Metropolitan Exhibition in 1851, with a satisfied

hope that it will realise in every way the full

advantages, multiplied manifold, which have been
so evidently derived from every exhibition of this

kind that has, up to the present time, taken place.

In every way, as we have ever done, we shall

exert all the influence of the Art-Journal in pro-

motion of the great scheme which has received the
marked approbation—nay, the direct co-operation

—

of Prince Albert. We are satisfied that by appeal-
ing through the eye, with that power and improv-
ing taste which distinguishes this age from some
preceding periods, that we shall reach the soul ;

and thus elevate and improve, by simple means,
the great mass of human beings which make up
the breathing intelligence of the British Isles.

BIRMINGHAM SOCIETY OF ARTISTS.

1849.

The Exhibition was opened to the public at the

commencement of September : it was assumed,
and rightly, that the several other attractions

prepared for visitors from all parts of the woi'ld

would augment the interest of a collection of
works of Art ; we trust, therefore, that the pre-

sent year will be fertile of good to the artists of

Birmingham—that they will receive from the

town the support they merit, and from strangers

the encouragement they deserve. There is no
better school out of Loudou (always excepting
that of Edinburgh), than the school of Birming-
ham

;
for nearly half a century, we believe, it

has been in a great measure under the guidance
of the elder Mr. Lines, an artist of considerable

professional ability, and also a gentleman of
much taste, highly respected and esteemed by
all classes, and of manners which peculiarly

qualify him for the delicate and onerous part of

teacher. Add to this very important considera-

tion, that Art in Birmingham is a necessity as

well as a luxury
; and we shall bo at no loss to

account for the fact, that Birmingham has given
birth to very many distinguished artists, painters,

sculptors, aud engravers. Some of these con-

tinue residents, but the majority have made

•
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their way to London, where they have achieved

fame and, we hope, gathered fortune. We might

print a long list of the names of men who, by

becoming themselves famous, have conferred

honour upon their native town.

The Annual Exhibition at Birmingham has,

therefore, been at all times far above mediocrity.

The artists who work “at home” are always

effective, as well as numerous, contributors
;
not

a few of their countrymen who enjoy repute in

the metropolis swell the catalogue ;
and, more-

over, Birmingham contains several very rich

private collections, out of which the choicest

works are selected to augment the wealth of the

periodical display of Art. Here, for example,

on the present occasion, are some of the finest

productions of Etty, Turner, Collins, Stanfield,

Roberts, Uwins, Leslie, and T. S. Cooper—works

that would alone form an exhibition deeply in-

teresting and instructive.

We trust the manufacturers of Birmingham
generally are cognisant of the debt they owe the

artists of Birmingham—partly, for upholding the

artistic repute of the town, and also, for supply-

ing a means of continual study—during a season

—to the young men who are to furnish the

models and designs of the workshop. What
would Birmingham be without its Annual Exhi-

bition of Works of Art? We can as easily

imagine it without a chimney.

The Exhibition of the present year consists

of 426 pictures, including drawings. Among
them are several old acquaintances of those who
have visited the Royal Academy and the British

Institution ;
but these are new to nine-tenths of

the visitors here, and indeed almost so to some

who have seen them previously, for they enjoy

in these rooms at least the comforts and advan-

tages of light and air. We may pass over the

works lent by “patrons:” “Woman pleading

for the Vanquished,” Etty; “The Gulf of Sal-

erno," Stanfield ;
“ Returning from the Haunts of

the Sea-fowl,” Collins ;
“ St. Michael’s Mount,”

Roberts; “Taking the Veil,” Uwins; “Martha

and Mary,” Leslie ;
“ Quelleboeuf,” Turner ;

“Flora and Zephyr,” Patten. These are well-

known works of great masters; and they are

veiy satisfactorily sustained by the contributions

of Lance, Linton, Cobbett, Inskipp, Houston,

Partridge, Anthony, Sant, Claxton, Stark, Wilson,

Boddington, Tennant, Woolmer, Dukes, Mac-

Innes, Branwhite, Shayer, Le Jeune, Bentley,

F. M. Brown, H. K. Browne, Clint, &c. &c.

Our duty, however, upon occasions like this,

rests chiefly with the works of the artists of the

locality
;
and if these are now passed under too

brief a review, it will be understood that at the

present moment there arc many pressing

demands upon our time and space.

Mr. Lines, Sen., contributes two works—

“

A
View of Coventry,” painted with much care and

with strict adherence to nature
;
and “ A Pano-

ramic View of Mountain Scenery of Carnarvon-

shire,” a drawing of large size and of very consi-

derable merit. The subject embraces some of

the most interesting points in the scenery of

North Wales. It is so treated as almost to

convey the spectator to the spot, from which he

may look, around and below, upon much that is

grand and beautiful.

H. H. Lines is a contributor of four works

;

the best of which, perhaps, is a view of “ Mal-

vern.” It is a landscape at once refined and

vigorous ; a very masterly production.

A. Fcssell, a native of Birmingham, although

a resident of London, has a very deserving work

—here seen to advantage—in three compart-

ments, describing incidents in the life of a

sailor—“ The Parting—the Wreck—the Return.”

J. J. Hill, “ A Revel,” pictures a village scene

ot ’merriment, in a gone by age. It is full of

animation : rarely has joy been depicted with

more truth. The canvas is crowded, yet all is

in admirable harmony The drawing is good,

and the colouring excellent. The work reminds

us, perhaps, a little too forcibly of a popular

artist who has painted much in the same style

;

there is, however, nothing in it of plagiarism, or

even of servile imitation.

F. H. Henshaw. “ Scene in the Forest of

Arden,” and “ Distant View of Tintem Abbey,”

are the contributions of this excellent artist.

They are both good—the former especially so :

it is full of nature, and manifests a matured
knowledge of Art.

J. C. Ward. A clever picture is a “ View of

the Isle of Arran,” by this artist. It is a work
of good promise.

W. Underhill. This young painter is redeem-

ing the pledges he has given at previous exhibi-

tions here : Ins works this year manifest a decided

improvement. A picture of ambitious aim is

“ The Finding the Body of Abel.” It exhibits

no slight degree of anatomical knowledge. The
characters are well conceived ;

and the sad story

is told with force. We prefer, however, a cii'-

cular picture by this artist, representing a group

of young children playing among autumn flowers.

It is a passage of poetry and truth.

H. H. Horsley exhibits four works of con-

siderable merit. “ Landscape—Flying Showers,”

will please generally ; the “ Hoar Frost of a

December Morning ” is more original and more
striking. The whole of his contributions are

valuable and interesting.

H. Harris, the excellent secretary, contri-

butes four pictures
;
they uphold the good and

sound reputation he has acquired. “ The
Thatched Cottage ” is a pure bit of tine English

scenery, such as may be encountered in no other

part of the world. It is obviously a portrait,

carefully studied, but broadly painted, while

every minute object has been thought of. His

works’ with a loftier aim are equally successful

;

but in representing green and homely lanes, with

their accessories, there are few who surpass him.

A. E. Everett exhibits four or five very admi-

rable water-colour drawings, the best of which

is a “ View of Aston Call,” that venerable man-

sion in which the son of James Watt Uved and

very lately died. Other works of this class are

also highly meritorious. “ The Oak House at

West Bromwich” is among the richest acquisi-

tions of its class.

A. Wivell, a son of the eminent portrait-

painter, and an artist of good promise, exhibits

a work of great merit, “ A Portrait,” combining

delicacy with force.

J. P. Pettitt. A work far too green and “new,”

but exhibiting much imagination and no incon-

siderable power, is “ The Garden of Eden ” by

this painter. “ The Deluge ” is a skilful treat-

ment of light, reminding us too much of popular

predecessors; both however are meritorious

pictures, and manifest thought and industry.

W. Such, “View on Witton Brook,” is a frost

scene; verytrue in character, carefullypainted,and

manifesting a rightly directed feeling for nature.

C. T. Burt. “Cottage Scene— Edgbaston,”

and “ Interior of a Cottage,” are pictures which

exhibit much ability, and are certainly promises

which we trust to see redeemed.

A. H. Green. “ French and English ” is a

work full of point and character, with no slight

degree of force
;
it is well conceived and studied.

We have no doubt that the artist will hereafter

produce pictures of far higher merit.

W. Hall exhibits “A View of Edgbaston

Park,” which carries with it proof of having

been “ painted on the spot.” It is a free and

vigorous sketch, finished however withmuch care.

R. Mtt,ts contributes a clever picture of “ Dead

Game.”
These are the artists of Birmingham whose

works chiefly attracted our attention
;
we rejoice

to find them sustaining the reputation of their

school and the character of their town ;
there

are other native contributors, however, whom
we must, for the present, be satisfied to name

:

J. Adam, A. M. Alderson, C. Ashmore, S-.

Bagley, S. H. Baker, E. H. Bott, Jun., L.

Burd, S. Burkenshaw, Miss S. Clarke, E.

Colman, Miss Green, G. Hicken, E. Hodson,

F. G. Jackson, J. L. Lomas, A. Martin, J.

Moore, E. Nash, R. Parkes, A. Pettitt, G. W.
Pettitt, R. H. Roe, W. T. Roden, J. Steeple,

T. Kenric, A. Waldorf, J. E. Walker, W.

Ward, C. H. Wheatley, D. Wood, and F.

Wurm. We print this very long list in support

of our assertion that Birmingham contributes

very largely to the Arts, as well as to the Manu-

factures, of the country. No other provincial

town can boast of so many native artists.

We depart a little from the course we had

marked out, to notice an admirable “ Portrait

of an Amateur,” by E. Williams, a resident, as

we learn from the catalogue, in Cheltenham. It

is a work of no common order
;
wo have seldom

seen character so finely and forcibly expressed.

The picture gains in interest when we know it

to be a portrait of the Rev. Mr. Owen, the accom-
plished amateur etcher, whose book of etchings

is justly famous ; but the painter of this work
would obtain honour by his production, and emi-

nently deserve it, if his sitter had been entirely

unknown to fame. The subject is unquestion-

ably a fortunate one
;
and it has been treated

with rare ability.

The Birmingham Art-Union is filling some-
what more rapidly than last year, but the list is

not so full a one as it ought to be. The pro-

gramme contains some novelties, particulars of

which will be found elsewhere.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

TIIE TltUANT.

T. Webster, R.A., Painter. T. Phillibrown, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 1 ft. 5 in. by 1 ft. 2J in.

We would venture to assert, without fear of con-

tradiction, that there is no painter exhibiting an-

nually at the Royal Academy whose pictures afford

a larger measure of hearty enjoyment than do those

of Mr. Webster. They have in them so much
genuine humour, such truthful touches of character

and disposition, such a thorough knowledge of the

“manners, customs, and habits” of the fraternity

of juvenile mischief-mongers, idlers, and merry-
makers, as cannot fail to convey the spectator at

once into the midst of the scenes where these are

busily occupied, and which the artist so carefully

depicts. And then, how wo travel back with him
through the highways and byeways of memory, to

those happy times when we participated in similar

sports, till wo are ready to exclaim

—

“ Oh, that I were a boy again.”

If Art be an instructor, then has Mr. Webster

much to answer for, in the system of training the

juvenile mind adopted at his “ preparatory estab-

lishment.” How much lurking mischief has he

called into action ? How many tricksters has not

he educated? How much of what our grand-

mother would have termed “ moral delinquency ”

has he not perpetuated—what precocious genius

brought out ? Even in our own day, when the

liberty of the subject is better understood than

formerly, when the intellect of “Young England”
marches with free and rapid footsteps over the

length and breadth of the land, and the opinion of

every “ age and size” is authoritatively pronounced

and respectfully deferred to, “ parents and guard-

ians” would scarcely entrust their children to his

instructions; schoolmasters and schoolmistresses

would pugnaciously contend that his method of

teaching is based on principles subversive of all

law and order, dangerous to the peace of the com-

munity, and, worse than all, infectious to a degree.

But let us do the artist the justice of examining

the other side of the question, and see whether he

does not “paint a moral when he adorns a tale.”

Is there no punishment for the idle urchin before

us, who has not only played truant himself but

enlisted his younger brother in the same bucca-

neering cause in which he has been engaged ? Ay,

they both know well, that though the village dame
is taking her customary afternoon’s nap, (in which,

by the way, the cat on the threshold of the door

keeps her company), there will be open war when
she awakes. How sclf-convicted the culprit stands,

meditating the chance of slipping into school while

the mistress’s eyes are still closed
;
in the hope,

perhaps, that the comfortable feeling engendered

by a few minutes sleep, may dispose her to a

lenient regard of his misdoings. It may fairly be

doubted whether the string of pearls, in the shape

of a row of birds’-eggs upon a straw, acquired

during the morning’s ramble, is thought an ade-

quate compensation for the disquietude he now
suffers. Even the little fellow who is seated on

the form eyes the transgressor with apprehension

of the fate'which awaits him, mingled with curio-

sity to see what success may have attended the

day’s adventure. Of the two other figures intro-

duced into the picture, one little girl is reading to

a drowsy and inattentive audience, the other

appears occupied in threading her needle.

Mr Webster has told his story with much

natural truth ;
the picture, though small, is a

valuable one of its class. It was exhibited at the

Roval Academy in 1836, under the title of Going

to School
;
a companion picture, “ Returning from

School,” was also exhibited the same year.

I
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A NATIONAL EXPOSITION IN

LONDON IN 1851.

Ax Exposition of Works of Industry and Art to

be held in London in the spring of 1851, is now
a settled matter. The lesser details will be of
course subjects for discussion

;
upon these the

opinions of manufacturers and other parties will

be taken, but it is finally and fully determined
to try the experiment on a grand scale, in the
British Metropolis. Although the project origi-

nated with 'the Society of Arts, and the Expo-
sition is to be arranged and conducted by its

Council, it is very gratifying to know that it

has received the warmest support of the Prince
Consort, who has indeed suggested many of the
rules for its governance, and personally directed

several of the primary parts of the plan. The
Nation will thus find another cause of attach-

ment to His Royal Highness, who has con-

tinually manifested proofs of eager and earnest

desire to advance the best interests of the
country, which may be emphatically called his.

Under such auspices, and with the confidence
created by the appointment of a Royal Commis-
sion, at the head of which will be noblemen and
gentlemen of “ the highest rank,” it is impos-
sible to doubt that our National Exhibition will,

to the fullest extent, rival that of France, and
very greatly surpass the Expositions which perio-

dically glorify and benefit the several other
nations of the Continent. We are free to

regret that our Exposition will not be in the
strictest sense “ National that the honour and
benefit of its conduct will belong to a Society
comparatively private in character, and limited

in extent and resources. A National Exposition
should have been the work of Parliament—dele-

gating its duty to the Board of Trade
;
but in

this country, unhappily, if we wait for Govern-
ment to perform a task not absolutely forced
upon it, we may long wait [in vain. Private
enterprise in England is almost invariably called

upon to do that which the National purse does
for other Kingdoms

;
and it may be we have

cause to rejoice, rather than to lament, that in
this case private individuals have been roused
into activity, for they will receive much of the
power that might be derived from national aid

and sanction, inasmuch as they will be led,

guided, and controlled by the Prince Consort,
whose name will be, in truth, as it ought to be,
*•' a tower of strength.”

The facts connected with the embryo Expo-
sition, as far as they have yet transpired, are
these :—Four members of the Council of the
Society of Arts—Scott Russell (the Hon. Sec.),

T. Cubitt, H. Cole, and J. Fuller, Esqs.—having
upon two occasions attended (by command) His
Royal Highness Prince Albert, at Osborne and
Buckingham Palace, His Royal Highness having
signified his approval of the plan for “ a great
collection of works of Industry and Art in Lon-
don, in 1851, for the puipose of exhibition, and
of competition and encouragement,”—suggested
that it should consist—1st. of Raw Materials

;

2nd, Machinery and Mechanical Inventions
;
3rd,

Manufactures
;

4th, Sculpture, and Plastic Art
generally : that such exhibition should take
place in Hyde Park (on the south side, between
the Kensington drive and Rotten Row)

; that
the exhibition, and the competition consequent
thereupon, should not be confined to Great
Britain, but be opened to the whole world (a

part of the plan of which every rational man in
the community must heartily approve, as not
only creditable to our liberality, but most certain
to promote the best interests of the manufac-
turer and the artisan, and so be greatly beneficial
to the public)

;
that large premiums should be

offered for certain inventions or improvements :

that a Royal Commission should be appointed,
the duties of which should mainly be to deter-
mine the nature of the prizes, and to consider
as to the best mode of conducting all proceedings
connected with the exhibition, and that the
Society of Arts should be directed to organise
the means of raising funds.

These are, we understand, the leading sub-
jects considered, canvassed, and determined on,

and their adoption appears to have been followed

by a recommendation that the four gentlemen
named above should visit the manufacturing
districts with a view to ascertain “ the mind ” of
the principal manufacturers in reference to the

scheme. Two of these gentlemen, Mr. Cole,

and Mr. Fuller, have consequently acted upon
this recommendation ; it is to be regretted that

Mr. Scott Russell and Mr. Cubitt were not in

their company, for both these gentlemen are

widely known, and they would undoubtedly
have given much additional weight to the mission.

Soon, however, a Royal Commission may be
expected to issue

;
the plan will then obtain the

highest possible sanction
;

its details will be
thoroughly canvassed, and the work will be set

about heartily, earnestly, and, we trust by God’s

blessing, with such a result as will confer im-

mense benefit upon the manufacturers, the

artisans, and the general public of this country.

Now, we should ill discharge cur duty if we
did not give to this project our zealous and
cordial aid ; it may not be all we could desire,

either in its origin or procedure, but it is, in

many respects, that for which we have been
some years hoping. We have, indeed, as many
of our readers know, continually laboured to

impress upon the public mind the policy of

such an exhibition, and also its feasibility ;* and

* We are naturally, and we tliink, rightly, desirous to

put in our claim on this head
;
very willing to allow a full

share of honour to those who have entered the field at the

eleventh hour, but not willing to be entirely overlooked as

having borne the heat and burthen of the day. We,
therefore, give, in a note, some extracts from several num-
bers of the Art-Journal during previous years. The
following passages occur September, 1844, while reviewing

and reporting the French Exposition of that year :

—

“A National Exposition appears to us almost the only

means by which taste can be brought to act on the various

branches of industry collectively. * * * We desire a

National Exposition as an essential part of a judicious

system of National Education; we wish to have the

hand, the eye, and the mind, trained to beauty, for

we know what are the valuable moral consequences

that would result. Economically such a measure would

more than repay the national cost of getting it up, by
directing attention to industrial resources in the country

which have not yet been developed.

Again, in July, 1S45, while reviewing and reporting the

League Bazaar, held at Coveut Garden, and which con-

tained so large an assemblage of British manufactured

articles, we endeavoured to impress on the public the

value and importance of “ A National Exposition.” From
that report we quote the following passages :

—

“We have bestowed much pains on the illustration of

this first attempt—though confessedly an important one

—

to get up a National Exposition of the products of British

Industry, because its very imperfections afford conclusive

evidence, that if a National Exposition should be under-

taken by the Government, or by any association of emi-
nent men combined for the purpose, and having no con-

nexion with any political object, it would be cortnln of

success. * * » Commercially viewed, such an enter-

prise would more than repay the cost and time of its

preparation.

Again, in 1846, when reviewing and reporting the Ex-
position of British Industrial Art at Manchester

—

" Taken at the best, this Exposition is only an instalment

;

and we hope and believe that the excitement it affords to

the public mind will call for that full liquidation, equally

desirable to the public as consumers having a right to

choice, and to manufacturers having a rivalry for pre-

ference.”

Again, in an article on the Application of the Arts of

Design to Manufacturing Industry in France, by the late

Dr. Taylor, vide Art-Journal, Feb. 1847
;
and again, when

reviewing and reporting the Exposition of Industrial Art
in Belgium.—See Art-Journal, October and November,
1847.

We have, in a previous number, given some notice of a

correspondence on the subject ofa National Exposition we
had the honour to hold with two members of her Majesty’s

government,—the Earl of Carlisle, and the Right Hon.
Thomas Wyse

;
we were also honoured with an opportunity

of conversing with the Home Secretary on the subject.

The plan we suggested to them was similar, in all its

now when we see not only a probability, but an
almost absolute certainty of its achievement, we
shall not be among its lukewarm supporters.

At present we shall do little more than supply,
as we have done, an outline of the plan ; from
time to time we shall be called upon to report
upon details, and to examine them carefully,

—

not with suspicion, indeed, but without blind
confidence,—giving to the Directors of the Ex-
position such service as we can give, but retaining
the right and power to watch closely and inquire
minutely, for the protection of the Manufacturer
and the good of the Public.

Meanwhile, we have reason to know that in

this affair the Manufacturers must put their own
shoulders to the wheel. No giant of public
money is either looked for or hoped for. A very
large sum will be needed, but a sum absolutely
insignificant when considered with reference to

the mighty interests the Exposition is to foster,

strengthen, and extend. Upon this essential

topic we have, as yet, no certain information. It

is rumoured that a wealthy capitalist is willing

to undergo all the risk, with the chance only of
repayment

;
and it is said that a fund may, by

possibility, be thus accumulated to aid the future
course of the Society of Arts. It is to be deplored,

perhaps, that in such a matter, when the country
is to be a great gainer, the country is not taxed
for its good

;
but under existing circumstances,

the means must be procured. How to procure
them will be a matter for serious pondering, but
that they will be found—sufficiently ample

—

there can be no sort of doubt, in a country of
“merchant princes,” to whom a proportionate
share of a huge expenditure is a mere bagatelle.

At the close of this article—the first of many
we shall, no doubt, be called upon to write—we
may again congratulate the British public upon
the fact, that a lead is taken in this matter by
the Prince Consort. For ourselves, we rejoice

to find that our augury is receiving augmented
force and continual fulfilment : writing upon
“ The Prospects of British Art,” in January, 1847,
when commencing an eighth volume of our
Journal—reviewing the course which Art had
taken in this country during the century and a
half then nearly passed, and recapitulating the
great men of various countries and ages by
whom the Arts had been fostered, encouraged,
and protected, we offered those observations in

reference to the part which Prince Albert had
taken with regard to Art since his happy advent
among us :

—
“ The Protector of the Arts these

great men protected ; uniting intellectual power
with the influence of a purer and more ennobling
creed

;
his lot cast in an age, compared to the

general knowledge of which that of the past is

ignorance
; amid a nation ‘ not slow and dull,

but of a quick, ingenious, piercing spirit ;’ power-
ful by wealth, by political position, by extent of
dominion, and the untiring exercise of faculties

richly endowed with the varied spoil of ages

—

we feel, we trust, we are assured, that wc in-

dulge no idle hope in saying, it is reserved for

Prince Albert to illustrate the influence of the
Arts upon the minds of others, by the graceful

and natural elevation of his own ; that to him is

conceded a great destiny, to liim a noble fame

—

the promotion of the happiness of a powerful
nation, and of nations subject to that nation, by
extending and confirming man’s reverence for

the Arts of Peace.”

leading features, to that which the Society of Arts is now
carrying out. Their opinions, although highly favourable,

were opposed to the attempt at that particular period ns

premature; we felt that it would he unbecoming in us, as

pqblic journalists, to do more than suggest. It appeared

to us not unlikely that our motives might be questioned,

if we placed ourselves in too prominent a position; it

seemed too, above all things, necessary that there should

be no hazard of suspicion of interested motives in tho

conductors of so important a movement, and wc placed the

correspondence referred to in the hands of a gentleman, of

large experience in all such matters, personally acquainted
with nearly every manufacturer of note in the kingdom,

—

and upon him would have devolved the task of working
out the project. Wc have reason to hope, however, that

it will be more certain of success in the hands of the

Society of Arts
;
it is, nevertheless, probable, that we shall

publish, at no distant period, the views of the gentleman

referred to.

4 D 2
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THE LAMPS OF ARCHITECTURE.*

There is no subject upon which so much positive,

though broken, light has opened during the last

few years as on that of Architecture. Every past
style has found adherents to picture its advantages
and ridicule its rivals

;
essays, brochures, and

thick volumes have been ushered into existence to

accumulate precedents, and to give the history of

styles in relation to each other. Medieval archi-

tecture has had its full share of public attention

and literary support to investigate and describe
the buildings of our ancestors

;
societies have been

formed, embracing within their ranks alike the
gentleman, the antiquary, and the man of busi-
ness; while clergymen and University “gra-
duates ” have stepped from their more professional
duties to determine the most orthodox spot for a

piscina, and the true origin of “Orientation;”
even Durandus has been dragged from his moul-
dering shelf to tell the nineteenth century that the
fi'eemasons of old taught the doctrine of the Trinity
through triple windows, and that of Regeneration
bj’ means of octagonal fonts. The public, from at

first listening with breathless interest to such
disclosures, has at length been troubled with clash-

ing views of the rise and desuetude of the pointed
arch, and of the exact periods of transition, and
has moreover been grievously confused with various
proposed nomenclatures. Architecture has spoken
to its votaries in unknown tongues, in spite of the
earnest effort of poor Thomas Rickman that all

the scientific world should be “ of one heart and
one speech.” We have heard of “lancet pointed,”
and first pointed, and early English,—of Saxon, of
Norman, ante-Norman, Anglo-Norman, and semi-
Norman, and transitional Norman,—and where
can be the wonder if in this maze of terms the
most enthusiastic of students should lose his way ?

The above observations will serve to explain one
of the evils of the present state of architectural
literature. Another result, even more baneful,
as being of a practical character, consists in the
fact that it is now the fashion, which was never
before the case in any period of the world’s his-

tory, for an architect to become wedded to a par-
ticular style or section of a style, introducing it on
every possible occasion, while his colleagues, with
equal pertinacity, raise up other idols to them-
selves, and pay to them their exclusive devotions

;

as a natural consequence, our towns and cities

present a medley appearance, made up of snatches
from every school, which, of course, are only
meritorious in proportion to the closeness of their
imitation of ancient models. Under these circum-
stances no one particular style (a natural English
style being, of course, out of the question) receive
that undivided attention which can alone lead to

architectural perfection
; numberless other evils,

though generally derivable from the same source,
impede the progress of the Art in this country,
and a work has long been wanted to lay them
open to the eyes of the community, and to propose
steps for their removal. This sanitary measure
has at last been attempted in a work bearing the
obscure, but nevertheless attractive, title of “ The
Seven Lamps of Architecture,” by Mr. Ruskin,
the “ Oxford Graduate,” with whose glowing pen
many of our readers are already familiar.

But as a revolution was never effected without
the subversion of many excellent customs, and as a
fast-runner generally goes beyond the goal, so Mr.
Ruskin in sweeping away the modern abuses of
the Art, condemns some innocent or even commen-
dable practices, throws mystery and religious pre-
judice into many of his most brilliant pages, and
takes only an irresolute course in suggesting reme-
dies for the ills of which he so ardently and so

continually complains. He gives our professional
men no mercy, but brands them with epithets,
which would appear to us the more remarkable as

coming from a benevolent mind, did we not re-

member that an author frequently in his writings
exhibits other characters than his own, and that
the most virtuous of princesses composed the inde-
corous “ Heptameron.”
The great fault of the work before us is the

despondency of its tone—as if because all the great
architectural productions of bygone days were
executed in purer (?) and less complicated states of
society, the present age can have no hope of going
beyond servile imitations, or of giving “ life ” even
to its most pretentious efforts.

But with all its eccentricities, Mr. Ruskin’s book
furnishes a great treat, and we will venture to say,
a source of much deep and practical utility. It has
the advantage of being written in earnest, which
all recent books have not. Its language is magical,

' “The Seven Lamps of Architecture,” by John Ruskin.
London, Smith, Elder, & Co.

full of lofty poetry and warm generosity; and it

certainly does attack in a bold and unflinching

manner the real abuses which encompass the archi-

tectural labours of the present century. As an
architectural work it stands alone, uniting to its

immediate object an intense feeling for the beautiful

both in Art and in Nature, a thorough acquaint-

ance with humanity, and a high sense of the value

of bringing moral principles to bear upon every-

thing. The Seven Lamps are the seven chapters of

the volume, which are thus entitled—“ Sacrifice,”

“Truth,” “Power,” “Beauty,” “Life,” “Me-
mory,” and “Obedience;” and they contain re-

spectively the following hroad ideas;—1. That in

offerings to God (which churches are, or should

be), the best of its kind should everywhere be
adopted. 2. That everything should seem to be
what it really is, without any attempt at deception

in point of material, &c. 3. That sublimity is best

attained by magnitude, or the effect of magnitude.
•1. That Beauty mainly depends on approximation
to Nature. 5. That Vitality ceases with the absence

of Enthusiasm. 6. That if anything be worthy of

being undertaken, it is worthy of being undertaken
with a view to durability. 7. That there should
be an English law for architecture, as much as for

religion or civil order. These seven principles are

ably and eloquently worked out with a profusion

of detail, and an amount of originality, which is

far from usual in the literature of the present day.

But in spite of the exceeding pleasure that we
have found, and all will feel in a perusal of Mr.
Ruskin’s remarkable book (for such, indeed, his

coolest readers must admit it to be), we are com-
pelled, from the nature of our position, to protest

loudly and fervently against some of its unsound
and happily unusual theories on the subject of

Art. It must not, for instance, be thought for a

moment that the Art-Journal can sanction so un-
reasonable and destructive a spark as one of the

lamps emits in the following passage :

—

“ Now, if you present lovely forms to it (the

eye) when it cannot call the mind to help it in its

work, and amon? objects of vulgar use and unhappy
position, you will neither please the eye nor elevate

the vulgar object; but you will fill and weary the

eye with the beautiful form, and you will infect

that form itself with the vulgarity of the thing to

which you have violently attached it. It will never

be of much use to you any more
;
you have killed

or defiled it; its freshness and purity are gone.

You will have to pass it through the fire of much
thought before you will cleanse it, and warm it

with much love before it will revive. Hence then

a general laic
, of singular importance in the pre-

sent day
,
a law of simple common-sense,—not to

DECORATE THINGS BELONGING TO PURPOSES OF
active and occupied life. Wherever you can

rest, there decorate; where rest is forbidden, so is

beauty. You must not mix ornament with business

any more than you may mix play. Work first,

and then rest. Work first, and then gaze, but do

not use golden ploughshares, nor bind ledgers in

enamel. Do not thrash with sculptured flails, nor

put bas-reliefs on mill-stones. What! it will be
asked, are we in the habit of doing so ? Even so

;

always and everywhere. The most familiar posi-

tion of Greek mouldings is in these days on shop-

fronts. There is not a tradesman’s sign, nor shelf,

nor counter in all the streets of all our cities, which
has not upon it ornaments which were invented to

adorn temples and beautify kings’ palaces. There
is not the smallest advantage in them where they

are. Absolutely valueless—utterly without the

power of giving pleasure, they only satiate the eye,

and vulgarise their own forms. Many of these arc

in themselves thoroughly good copies of fine things,

which themselves we shall never in consequence
enjoy any more.”
Now that this is contrary to fact, that it is

despoiling Art of its great mission on earth, and
making beaut}', which ought to be universal, the

exclusive heritage of ‘ 1 those that dwell in high
places " will be at once so apparent to the gene-

rality of our readers, that we think it here unne-
cessary on our parts to urge arguments in contra-

vention of the author’s whim (for it is nothing

more); arguments that we have untiringly and
unceasingly brought forward for months and years,

wherever we have contended for the broad prin-

ciple that ugliness is not requisite on earth, that it

is on the contrary injurious to the interests of

society, and that there is no object, whatever its

use or destination, so mean as to be unworthy the

hand of the artist, any more than the simplest

flower or pebble is unworthy the hand of God.
Such passages as that we have now given are

however rather the exception than the rule in the
“ Seven Lamps.” Its talented author seldom falls

into errors so grave or absurdities so flagrant, nor
have we given the extract from ill feeling or from
a desire to deteriorate the work before us, but sim-

ply in self-defence. A principle in a book cal-

culated, deservedly, to be widely circulated, is laid

down positively and authoritatively by an author
of the most seductive abilities, profound learning,

and general good sense ; and as the principle is

one w’hich wo should wish none of our readers to

entertain, and one in diametrical opposition to

which we have penned many an anxious page, we
have considered it our duty to set our face against

it. For the most part all that we meet with in

Mr. Ruskin’s work is theoretically and practically

sound, couched in language so brilliant, so noble,

so inspiring, that for these qualities few modern
productions can rival it. Excepting in the par-

ticular we have already named, it is marked by a

benevolent spirit that none can fail to admire
;

it

is stamped in every line with sincerity, and it has
the advantage of treating broadly a subject which
is too often stripped into tatters and worn severally

by impassioned devotees. We forgive the author
for his exaggerations, for we believe them necessary

to the success of reform.
We hope those who cannot join Mr. Ruskin

in some of his peculiar tenets, or commend
him for the free use he makes of extracts from
the Scriptures in his opening chapter, will

patiently proceed till they come, after the intro-

duction, to the glory of the lamps themselves,

which, if they do not invariably burn with a
steady light, are always dazzling, always beauti-

ful. For a few lines at the very close, Mr. Ruskin
returns to the religious sentiments which are

adopted at the beginning. We transcribe them,
though we do not understand them, as they will

serve to elicit our meaning, and throw some light

on the spirit which has actuated the author in

placing the “ Lamps ” before the world.
“ I have paused, not once nor twice, as I wrote,

and have often checked the course of what might
otherwise have been importunate persuasion, as

the thought has crossed me, how soon all Archi-
tecture may be vain, except thatw'hich is not made
with hands. There is something ominous in the

light which has enabled us to look back with
disdain upon the ages among whose lovely vestiges

we have been wandering. I could smile w'hen I

hear the hopeful exultation of many, at the new
reach of worldly science, and vigour of worldly
effort

;
as if we were again at the beginning of days.

There is thunder on the horizon as well as dawn.
The sun wras risen upon the earth when Lot
entered into Zoar.”

SABRINA.

FROM THE STATUE BY W. C. MARSHALL, A.R.A.

Milton’s Masque of “ Comus ” has suggested to

Mr. Marshall the subject of his beautiful statue

;

the passage he has thus worked out is the Song

sung by the “ Attendant Spirit ” in which he

invokes the aid of the water nymph.

“ Sabrina fair,

Listen where thou art sitting

L’niler the glassy, cool, translucent wave,
In twisted braids of lilies knitting

The loose train of thy amber-dropping hair

;

Listen for dear honour’s sake,

Goddess of the silver lake,

Listen and save.”

The Sabrina of the sculptor is not an ethereal

embodiment, cast in a mould of spiritual aud
unearthly fashion, but a fair and graceful con-

ception, of which the type may frequently be
found among the living daughters of our uni-

verse, on whose brow are indelibly stamped the

lines of purity and innocence. There is an
inexpressible sweetness in the face of the figure

as she sits listening to the unseen voice ; aud
already she appears willing to obey the call,

even before it is fully uttered. The contour of

her form is remarkably natural, free from the

least exaggeration, and perfectly in keeping with

the sentiment of the work. The accessories

have been well studied, and are arranged with

much effect ;
they make a highly enriched and

appropriate pedestal for the “ Goddess of the

silver lake.”

It is a reflection on the judgment and taste of

our Art-patrons that so beautiful a piece of sculp-

ture as this should, at the distance of two or

three years from the date of its execution, be

still in the artist’s studio ;
but we are glad to

know that it has been very successfully copied

in porcelain by Alderman Copeland, and forms

one of his most exquisite statuettes.
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ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Potteries’ ScnooLS of Design.—The half-

yearly meeting of the Hanley and Stoke Schools

j

was held on the 30th of August, in the Town Hall

|

of Stoke. It is a circumstance indicative of the

importance attached by her Majesty’s Government
to Schools of Design generally, and of the interest

|

especially felt in the successful progress of those

established in the Staffordshire Potteries, that this

meeting was presided over by the Right Hon.
H. Labouchere, the President of the Board of

Trade. Thus two years in succession have the

j

Potteries’ Schools of Design been honoured by the

i attendance of members of the Government, Lord
Granville, the Vice-President of the Board of

Trade, having filled the chair at the meeting at

I
Hanley, in September, 1848. The attendance on

|

this occasion was numerous and highly respectable,

i

On the platform we observed the Right Hon.
H. Labouchere (the chairman), Lord Hatherton,

j

Lord Wrottesley, Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bart.,

C. B. Adderley, Esq., M.P., Woolrych Whitmore,
Esq., Benjamin Brodie, Esq., J. A. Wise, Esq.,

I J. Ridgway, Esq., Herbert Minton, Esq., Rev.
F. F. Clarke, &c. The following is an extract from

! the Report, which was read by Mr. J. C. Robinson,
master of the Hanley School :

—

“The masters of the Potteries’ Schools have pleasure
in reporting that the attendance of pupils during the past
half-year, as respects the numbers entered on the hooks,
has been satisfactory, the average numbers for the two
schools being about 170 males and 25 females.
“It is hoped that these numbers will be greatly in-

creased during the ensuing session. It is necessary to

I

observe that there is always a smaller attendance during
the summer than in the 'winter season.

“ The progress of the pupils has been very creditable to

!

them, and has prepared many of them to enter upon more
;

difficult and extended studies, more especially in shading

!
and colouring : which classes, it is hoped, will be specially

I developed in reference to the arts of engraving and paint-

I

ing for pottery, whilst the modelling class, which has

|

given great satisfaction, will, it is hoped, very soon pro-
duce results conclusive as to the practical as well as
merely theoretical knowledge communicated to the pupils.

• The masters are of opinion that the drawings at present
I exhibited show a manifest improvement upou those of the

preceding year, and which were then greatly commended
by the central committee of management at the Board of
Trade, and one of which subsequently gained a prize

i
offered by the Society of Arts, in London, thus having
been twice rewarded.”

A passage, from the speech of Mr. Labouchere,

|

is especially worthy ofbeing extracted, as indicating
the importance which the right honourable gen-
tleman attaches to this branch of our national
manufactures :

—

“It was true that, with regard to pottery manufactures,
by the enterprise of Englishmen and the cheapness with
which they supplied their productions, they had in a great
degree commanded the markets of the world

;
at the same

time they must admit that, with regard to various portions
of the manufacture, by the great attention which foreign
countries have paid to the cultivation of arts of design,
they had been precluded from competing with those coun-
tries as it regarded the higher descriptions of ware. He
must say that he, for one, should attach little importance
to the cultivation of the arts of design and the productions
of the higher branches of the manufacture, if it were
merely intended thereby to administer to the splendour
and luxury of the few rich, but believing, as he did, that

|

success in these higher branches of art was essentially
connected with the complete success of the manufacture

I
generally—that unless the taste for the arts of design was

1 exercised in the first instance in the higher branches, and
afterwards descended to the lower kinds of the pottery
manufacture, they were in danger of losing their supe-
riority throughout the whole of the manufacture,—for in
this case success was closely connected with art, which
administered to the comfort of the rich and the prosperity

i of those engaged in it:—it was on this account that he, for
I one, attached extreme importance to the cultivation of

taste in connection with the particular manufacture carried
on In that district.”

Sheffield School of Design.—On Septem-
ber 5th the Annual Meeting of the friends and
supporters of the Government School of Design in

Sheffield, took place in the Music Hall of that
town. It was presided over by the Earl of Arun-
del and Surrey. The present state of this Institu-

tion may be learned from the subjoined extract
from the Report of the Council :

—

“The Council congratulate the friends of the Institu-
tion on its progress and increasing usefulness, which had
induced the Government to increase the grant from 2502.

to 6002. These additional resources have been employed
in adding to the efficiency of the school. Two additional
masters have been appointed—Mr. Peppercorn, of the
Paisley School, and Mr. 11. D. Lomas, of Sheffield, and the

i

superintendence of Mr. Young Mitchell, the head master,
has thus been rendered more complete. The number of
pupils admitted from July 1843 to August 1849, was 509,

the greater number of whom are now employed in con-
nection with the staple manufactures of the town in the
following branches, in which the art of design is essential
to their prosperity :—Thirty-three employed as chasers,
thirty-six die-sinkers, seventy-five designers, draftsmen,
and modellers, fourteen engravers and etchers, twenty-five

fender makers and stove fitters, thirty-four silversmiths

and silver platers, &c. The Council have felt so strongly
the importance of rendering the school thoroughly effi-

cient, that they do not hesitate, on their own responsi-
bility, to expend the sum of 5002. iu altering and fitting up
the premises in Arundel Street; and although the contri-

butions of the town have not yet borne a suitable propor-
tion to the liberality of the Government, the manufacturers
to whom the Council have applied have so well responded
to the appeal, that the debt of 5002. above mentioned has
been reduced to 3002., aud the Council express a confident
hope that before the next annual meeting the entire debt
will be liquidated. In order further to stimulate the pro-
gress of the art of design in Sheffield, the Council, at the
suggestion of the head master, recommend the institution
of two or more scholarships of 302. per annum, to be com-
peted for annually, and to be conferred only on students
of the school, with the absolute condition that the com-
petitors devote four days in the week to the study of Art
in the school. The Council refer with much satisfaction
to the alteration which has placed the Provincial Schools
of Design immediately under the Board of Trade instead
of under the supervision of the masters of the London
School; and in conclusion they notice with pleasure that
some specimens of original design from the Sheffield
School had been specially commended by the artistical

members of the Board of Trade department.”

Mr. Young Mitchell, the master of this school,
was deputed by the Council to visit the recent
Exposition of Manufactures in Paris, and to make
his report thereon. We wish we could find room
to quote it' entire, but must be content to extract
the following sensible andjudicious observations :

—
“ From what I have already stated, you will perhaps

have arrived at the same conclusion that I myself have
done—namely, that in any branch of manufacture into
which art enters, the French are infinitely our superiors.
This is an unpalatable truth. Still it is a truth which
cannot be too strongly impressed upon our manufacturers,
in order that they may lose no further time in seeking a
remedy. It now becomes our duty to inquire into the
causes which have given our neighbours such a superiority
over us in that very important and lucrative branch of
commerce, Fine Art manufacture. To me the solution
of this question appears simple. We are wanting in
artists. Where we employ common workmen, the French
employ an educated artist. The words of an eminent
Parisian manufacturer to me were— ‘ Sir, if you want good
works you must employ good artists.’ This is precisely
what I have been endeavouring to impress upon our
manufacturers ever since my appointment to the school.
I again repeat, we want artists. I do not speak of Sheffield
alone, but of England

;
aud I would ask how many of our

designers there are who have received a sound artistical
education ? How many are there capable of executing au
original design into which the human figure enters ?

Nay, I will go further, aud ask how many there are who
can even tolerably well copy the human figure? No
wonder our designs are an eternal repetition of conven-
tional common places, when we entirely exclude from them
that which gives infinite beauty and variety—namely, the
human figure, without which, what, I would ask, would
become of the designs by Raffaellc, of Julio Romano, or
Cellini? If our manufacturers are desirous of rivalling
the French, and establishing Art inauufacture on a sound
basis in this country, they must take immediate means to

bring into existence a class of men of which at present we
arc comparatively wanting—namely, a class of highly
educated men, who shall have been educated purely with
a view to making their talents available in manufactures.
More than one manufacturer with whom I have had con-
versations on the subject of introducing a higher style of
art into our manufactures, has affirmed that the public
would not purchase such works as I have described.
Before I can believe this assertion, I must see such works
produced and refrtsed by the public. It is capable of
proof that the English are amongst the largest purchasers
from the French. Did we produce works of equal merit,
and as cheaply as our neighbours (and there is nothing to
prevent us in time from so doing), we may depend upon
it people would purchase more largely.

OBITUARY.

MR. M. A. NATTAL1.

The recent decease of this well-known bookseller
must not be passed over without some record in

our pages. As the publisher of numerous illus-

trated works of a superior order, at a cheap rate

,

he did much to promote a taste for this description
of publication by making good Art cheap. The
enumeration of a few of these will justify the
remark;—“ Cuitt’s Etchings of Ancient Ruins,”
&c.

;

“ Hering’s Views and Scenery on the
Danube;” “Hering’s Mountains and Lakes of
Switzerland

;

” “ Neal’s Views of English Man-
sions,” &c.

;
“Flaxman’sCompositions.from Dante,”

and the large lithographic works of Prout, Harding,
T. S. Cooper, &c. &c., with many others of equal
importance which we cannot just now call to mind.
As a man of business Mr. Nattali was highly
respected by all who knew him, for honest,
straightforward conduct, and for suavity of manner.
He was carried off in the prime of life, by the
prevailing epidemic, about the end of August,
while on a visit to Jersey

;
leaving a widow and

family, for whose benefit, we understand, the busi-

ness in Bedford-street, Covent Garden, will still be
carried on.

THE EXHIBITION OF MODERN ART
AT ANTWERP.

TnE triennial exhibition in this city was opened
ou the 12th of August, and closed on the 23rd of
September. The catalogue contains 687 numbers,
principally of pictures painted in oil; there are,

however, some water-colour drawings, and a few
pieces of sculpture.

The modern school of Antwerp appears here in
the full radiance of its gloi-ious distinction as a
school of colour

;
the classicists of Brussels abstain-

ing generally from contributing. The exhibition
is admitted to be very satisfactory, and has attracted
a great concourse of visitors. Among the Belgian
artists whose names and works are familiar to

English amateurs, there are pictures by Messrs. De
Brackeleer, Dc Keyser, Fourmois, Genisson,
Guffens, E. Ilamman, Jacob Jacobs, H. Leys,
J. Robio (flowers), J. Stevens (animals), Tsehag-
geny, Van Eycken, Rcgemorter, Van Schendel,
Verboeckhovcn, &c. &c.
Of the foreign artists who have sent their works

there are a few French and German; but David
Roberts, R.A., has excited the greatest delight.

He has contributed two pictures—one a “ View of
Edinburgh, from the Citadel,” belonging to Mr.
Jones Loyd, and the other the “Tombs of Fer-
dinand and Isabella, at Grenada, belonging to

Mr. Joseph Arden, of Rickmansworth Park. The
possessors kindly permitted their being sent to

Antwerp. In the exhibition they are hung in the
place d'honneur. All the amateurs are enchanted
with these pictures

;
and hopes are entertained that

in future exhibitions in Belgium the artists of
Great Britain will enter into a fraternal concur-
rence with the native painters.

The President of the Academy of Antwerp, the
Baron Gustaf Wappers, cxhiDits but one picture,

called, in the catalogue, “ Boccacio with Joan of
Naples.” It is a composition of three life-size

figures, consisting of the Queen, a blond beauty,
and her companion, a brunette, who may indicate

the natural daughter of King Robert, immortalised
by Boccacio, under the name of Fiametta. This
pair of female forms are seen reclining in the most
voluptuous indolence on a couch, while the author
of the Decameron is seated in front on a pile of
cushions, apparently reciting to the listless ladies

an amusing tale, which excites their joyful mirth.
All three figures are of the age when the omni-
potent passion reigned uncontrolled. The climate,
the costume, and the epoch are equally favourable
to the painter, as the prince of Flemish colourists

;

an aristocracy more enviable than the title and
honours he bears. The picture is a triumph of
harmony; the extensive raugc of flesh tints are
amalgamated into the most delicate gradations;
the azure veins circulating beneath the tissue-like

skin, announcing the nobility of birth. The ele-

gant drawing of the hands and feet perfects the
female forms. The picture is .a bouquet of grace
and youthful beauty, developed in tones of chaste
yet brilliant hue. But the artist has done more

—

has had a nobler aim in a conception far beyond
the manipulatory process

;
he has imparted a

vitality of mind to the countenances and the very
forms

;
the arcana of Art is flooded by the anima-

tion that beams in every part. The figures are in

the earnest enjoyment of life in meridional regions

;

the soul teeming with intellectual pleasure, while
the body languidly enjoys the delicious atmosphere
of the sunny south. The Baron Wappers has never
done better

;
the successful reception of his picture

by the critics and the public is complete.
M. Slingeneyer has taken an opposite course, and

appeals to the sympathies and feelings of the
tolerant by an “ Episode from the Massacre of St.

Bartholomew.” He has perfectly succeeded in re-

cording the horrors of the infuriated slaughter
;

it

is a triumph ofpathos and ofthe expression ofagony
under the consolation of religion. A great advance
in the highest qualities of Art is manifested in this

picture beyond the “ Battle of Lepanto,” which
was exhibited last year in Brussels.

As usual, there is an Art-Union Lottery, the
price of each ticket being ten francs, for which the
holder will receive a lithographic print after one
of the principal figures exhibited, and have the
chance of obtaining a picture among those which
will he selected for the purpose by the committee.
Excepting the premiums offered for the sculptured
vase and the architectural designs, there will be no
prizes distributed this year, nor will any ffites or

ceremonies conclude the exhibition
;
the ravages of

the cholera in the city rendering it prudent to

exhibit no signs of rejoicing or gaiety during the
calamity. Here, as elsewhere, this fearful visita-

tion has cast a gloom over the inhabitants, and
operated as a check upon the artist and the man
of business
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CORRESPONDENCE.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO TEACH DESIGN?

Sir,—There exists in the minds of a number of

very intelligent persons, an opinion that the arts

of design cannot be taught—that their development

depends entirely upon natural gifts, and not on
attainments. They think that the power of design-

ing can be possessed but by the fortunate few wlio

are born designers. They really think that it does

not matter what course of instruction the student

pursues, for that, unless he possesses “ natural

gifts ” for designing, he cannot be a designer !

That some persons have a greater aptitude for

designing than others I do not deny
;
that there

is something in “natural gifts’’ I also admit;

but that it is impossible for the arts of design to be
taught I cannot believe. From personal obser-

vation and experience I have repeatedly found

that persons not having the slightest idea of design-

ing—not hardly understanding what the term
implied—have, when placed under a proper course

of education, proved that design may be taught

—

that every one has the capabilities of becoming
acquainted with the arts of design to such an
extent as to enable them to design, were they to

undergo a certain training for the purpose.

For the proof of this, I would refer any one
who disbelieves the theory, to note the progress

made by the pupils in our Schools of Design in the

cultivation of their imaginations and tastes, so as

to enable them to become designers. I am aware
that design must be the production of the pupil’s

mind, and not the mere bringing together of a

certain number of set rules
;
but then that mind

must undergo a kind of instruction suited to the

wants of the student, ere it can pi-oduce original

designs that are of utility. Take, as an in-

stance, a boy who enters one of these Schools of

Design. He enters it almost unacquainted with

what design is. It is intended that he shall be a

designer, but he is without natural gifts. Under
the belief of the persons to whom I referred at

the commencement of this article, he would be

cast on one side as useless; it being impossible,

according to their idea, to make a designer of a

man who has no natural gifts. But to return. In

a similar manner to that which has been employed

to furnish his mind with such knowledge as is

taught at the boarding-school, that is to say, by
teaching the ABC "first, (for it is not to be

expected that he shall be able to read ere he has

learned his letters, although he may be a genius,

or, in other words, a possessor of “ natural gifts,”)

the student begins by degrees to move upwards.

He commences" by learning the letters; he then

proceeds “ to spell words of one syllable,” and then

to something higher
;
and so on he goes till he has

acquired a perfect knowledge of what he is being

instructed in, so as to enable him perfectly to

understand it. He first learns the elements of

designing, and proceeding steadily, carefully, and

with thought, through the whole series of his

studies, he is at last enabled by the help of qualifi-

cations, which, previous to his becoming acquainted

with the arts of design, he did not possess, to com-

pose an original design. But 6till I do not deny

that much may and does rely on natural gifts.

There is no doubt but that the man who has a

natural gift for designing will commence to design

earlier, or may succeed better for a time in the

originality of his designs than the man who has

not a natural gift. But notwithstanding his natural

gift, unless he undergoes the training that the

man without natural gifts is obliged to submit to

—

though probably it would be of shorter duration

—

there can be but little doubt but that his designs,

however beautiful in their ideal conception, will

be vulgar and mean in their execution.

But the man who ha6 no “ gifts,” who has had
his imagination made pure and his mind informed,

will frequently outdo and supersede the man of

genius who has not undergone a proper and
thorough training. In fact, his designs are fre-

quently better, and of more real use than are the

productions of the man of genius.

So much depends on well-directed labour that I

feel sure that any one possessing but moderate
qualifications, would be enabled to design after

undergoing, with attention and thought, the course

of instruction which is pursued at our Schools of

Design. It will of necessity require that the stu-

dent should be unabated in his attempts after in-

formation, and that he should possess “ a disposi-

tion eagerly directed to the object of its pursuit,

and I will venture to assert that he will produce
effects similar to those which 6ome call the result

of natural powers.”*

* Sir Joshua Reynolds’ “ Discourses.”

In the report which the Select Committee ap-

pointed to inquire into the constitution and man-
agement of the Government School of Design has

made, there occurs the following passage, which

I take the liberty of quoting as being corrobora-

tive of the previous remarks :

—

“ In the view of your committee, the schools are

educational institutions, and their main object is

to produce not so much design as designers, and
persons better qualified to apply and execute design

in all its various branches. The education of a

designer is, however, a slow process, nor can it in

many instances be carried to perfection, except

when the student is engaged in, or connected with,

the manufactory, where he learns by experience

what cannot be communicated in any other manner.

To expect, then, that a young man who has been

a year or two in a School of Design will, on leaving

it, be able immediately to produce superior designs,

is to expect an impossibility
;
but it may be safely

affirmed, that a student seldom leaves the school

who is not better prepared to design or to execute

a pattern than he would have been without the

education there received.” From this, it appears

then, that it is not I alone who think that the arts

of design can be taught.

I have, in the preceding remarks, endeavoured

to explain, in a simple manner, my belief on this

point
;
I hope I have been sufficiently intelligible

to enable every one to understand it. I have

tried to prove that it is possible to teach design,

and I have also tried to illustrate my reasons why
it can be taught. For a further proof I would
advise all who doubt what I have here advanced,

and are inclined to favour the old dicta, that “ none

but those who are the possessors of natural gifts

can be designers,” to investigate the question

further, and they will, I feel sure, find, that nine

out of every ten of our designers do not possess

any natural gifts, but that their being enabled to

design results entirely from a proper education, and
their having undergone a peculiar training fitted

for the purpose. E. B.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

MALYOLIO.

D. Maclise, R.A., Pointer. R. Staine>, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 4 ft. 1 In. by 2 ft. 5 in.

Mr. Maclise is one of the few artists of our day
who, in our judgment, has successfully grappled

with the difficulties of placing the characters of

Shakspeare upon canvas. These difficulties arc

not to be overcome by a mind of ordinary calibre;

it should possess a power of conception, and the

skill to work it out somewhat analogous to that

of which the great dramatist was master. Mr.
Maclise’s pictures of “ Hamlet,” “ Macbeth,” and
“ The "Weird Sisters,” prove him to have studied

deeply the springs of human action and passion.

This “ Malvolio,” though far helow these works
in the incident it depicts, and consequently afford-

ing less opportunity for a display of pre-eminent

capability in the representation of character of an
elevated order, is nevertheless a highly attractive

subject, and makes a very valuable picture.

The scene is taken from the third act of “ Twelfth

Night.” It lies in Olivia’s garden, where she and
her attendant, Maria, are waiting an interview

with the lady’s steward, Malvolio.

“ Oli. "Where is Malvolio ?

Mar. He ’s coming, madam,
But in strange manner. He is sure possessed.

Oli. Why, what ’s the matter ? does he rave ?

Mar. No, madam,
He does nothing but smile

;
your ladyship

Were best have guard about you, if he come

;

For, sure, the man is tainted in his wits.

Oli. Go, call him hither. I ’m as mad as he,

If sad and merry madness equal be.

—

Enter Malvolio.
How now, Malvolio ?

Mai. Sweet lady, ho, ho, ( smiles fantastically).

Oli. God comfort thee ! why dost thou smile so,

And kiss thy hand so oft ?
”

Malvolio here presents himself before his mis-

tress in yellow stockings, and cross-gartered—“ a

colour she abhors, and a fashion she detests.” The
vanity and self-sufficiency of the would-be suitor

are unequivocally expressed in his ridiculous as-

sumption of the airs and manners of the gentleman
;

nor are the relative positions of the other characters,

and the feelings by which each is respectively ani-

mated, less forcibly rendered;—the half-angry,

half-amused countenance of the lady, and the

thorough enjoyment with which the maid contem-

plates a scene that she has been mainly instru-

mental in getting up. The plot is undoubtedly
working to her entire satisfaction

;
the deceit she

has practised to induce Malvolio to play the cava-

lier is intended to have a double result—in curing
his vanity, and in producing the more important
denouement of the drama.
The picture was painted in 1840, and exhibited

at the Royal Academy the same year. Mr. Staines,

who has made an excellent engraving from it,

received some valuable hints from Mr. Maclise ere

his work was completed.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Etchings and Mr. Jfdge.—The
facts of tliis case will be in the recollection of

our readers. Since the period when a verdict

was given against the defendant, Mr. Judge has

been imprisoned for the costs of the suit, a sum
far beyond his means of payment. Under these

circumstances, it appears that Mrs. Judge ad-

dressed a petition to the Queen for his liberation,

which petition has been answered as described

in the following letter : we print it entire, to

show the generous and considerate manner in

which the royal bounty has been made known to

the recipient by Colonel Anson. It is to be hoped
that Mr. Judge will, for the future, profit by the

clemency shown him, and by the judicious and
kindly hint expressed in the communication.

We must say the pardon thus expressed—the

mercy thus extended, is heaping “ coals of fire.”

If Mr. Judge was ever influenced by any but the

very worst feelings, he must deeply deplore the

course he has so long and so pertinaciously

pursued.
Balmoral, Sept. 8th.

“Madam,—

T

am commanded to acknowledge the receipt

of your petition to the Queen for intercession in behalf of

your husband, Mr. Judge, and to say, that having been
directed to make inquiries into the allegations brought
forward by you, it appears that they are wholly unfounded.

Neither have Mr. Strange’s costs been added to Mr.
Judge’s, nor is Mr. Judge’s debt owing to his Royal High-
ness Prince Albert.

“ Mr. Judge was from the beginning liable for the whole
costs; the suit against Mr. Strange was dropped from his

liaving made his submission
;
your husband, on the con-

trary, obliged it to proceed against him by following the

opposite course, and the heaviness of the costs are entirely

the consequence of his pertinacity, and the costs are due
to the solicitors employed in the cause. Any payment of

costs, therefore, on the part of Her Majesty and the Prince

would be a gratuitous donation to your husband.
“ From your knowledge of his unremitting efforts for

many vear’s to inflict every possible injury on Her Majesty,

the Prince, their family, and the Court, by a system of

espionage into, misrepresentation and vilifying of, all the

acts of their private life, you will be the bestjudge whether

he deserves such a boon at their hands. Nevertheless, it

is repugnant to the feelings of Her Majesty and his Royal
Highness, that innocent persons like yourself and children

should suffer in a cause with which their names are in any
way connected, and I am commanded to forward to yon a
check for 180?., with which you may pay your husband's

costs, and extricate him from prison ; and may he in future

support his family by a more honourable industry.
“ Requesting you will acknowledge the receipt of this

money,
“ I am, Madam, your obedient servant,

“ Mbs. Judge. “ G. E. Anson.”

A Sale of the Remaining Effects of
Thorvaldsen is announced to take place at

Copenhagen on the 1st of October, and following

days. As necessarily be must have left nu-

merous items disposable only by public sale,

we expected long ago to hear of such a distribu-

tion, which, indeed, had been more productive

at a time when the Continent was not yet con-

vulsed with volcanic throes, than now while the

lava is still hot under our feet. The times are

not favourable to the sale, but the fame of

Albert Thorvaldsen is great, and hence we hope

to hear an account of this auction

—

“ Larded with many several sorts of reasons,

Importing Denmark’s health and England’s too.”

It may seem surprising, when we remember the

Thorvaldsen Museum which exists at Copen-

hagen, that any finished marble works of the

sculptor should be sold; the few marble pro-

ductions, however, which are advertised are

repetitions. The finished statues are “ Mercury

preparing to kill Argus,” “ Ganymede extending

a Cup to the Eagle of Jupiter,” and a Cupid

standing with his hand resting on his bow. The
Mercury is without the petasus that clistin-
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guislies the model which may be remembered at

Rome; the Ganymede was originally executed

for Lord Gower. The bas-reliefs, finished in

marble, are sixteen in number ; they are gene-

rally small, measuring from about a foot and a

half to two feet in height, by a proportionate

breadth. Thorvaldsen was the great modern
master of bas-relief, and among these are repeti-

tions of some of his most admired productions;

as the pendants, “ Cupid preparing to take the

Butterfly ” (Psyche), “ Cupid Cai-essing the

Faithful Dog,” and the pendants, “ Spring and

Summer.” The number of works commenced
in marble, but not finished, amounts to twelve;

the greater part are of statuary marble. The
purchasers of these works will have the advan-

tage of having them finished in the atelier of

Thorvaldsen under the inspection of Professor

Bisseu, who directs the execution of other works

of Thorvaldsen now in progress. The models

of three of those works are among the effects

offered for sale; those of the others the directors

of the museum engage to supply from moulds

to be made on the marble, in the museum at

the expense of the purchaser. Among these

there is but one statue, a repetition of the

finished statue of Cupid. Three are busts, and

the remainder are reliefs; one of the busts is

that of Napoleon, of colossal proportions : it

rests upon a globe, and is represented as borne

aloft by an eagle. Two of the reliefs are from

the grand work of Thorvaldsen, “ The Triumph
of Alexander

;

” we say two, because although

the section of the frieze is the same, yet the

pose of Alexander in one of them differs from

the known composition. There are also “St.

John baptising Christ;” “The Graces;” a me-
dallion—“ The Centaur Nessus and Dejanira

;

”

“ Cupid leading Cerberus beneath an arch formed
of his bow,” &c. Of models, casts, and sketches

in plaster, there are forty-six, among which are

some of the most beautiful productions of the

sculptor, statues as well as reliefs. There is a

set of the Apostles in the Yor Frue Kirkc,

but the set is incomplete, as wanting St. An-

drew and St. Thaddeus. The statue of the

Saviour is also deficient, but in order to perfect

j
the series, the authorities engage that the pur-

chaser shall have casts of the figures that are

j

wanting. We have again Mercury, Gany-

mede, Hebe, and The Graces; and among the

!
reliefs, sections from “ The Triumph of Alex-

ander ;

” “ Cupid chained by the Graces
;

”

“.Hector reproaching Paris ;

” “ The Apotheosis

of Schiller;” “The Charge to St. Peter;” “St.

John baptising Christ,” &c. The works of Thor-

! valdsen number in all eighty-seven, and after

these are catalogued a variety of studio effects,

such as pedestals, blocks of marble, &c. The
collection of books and engravings is valuable

aud interesting, as containing generally the best

works of the most distinguished men of the

Italian and German schools. It is now five years

since Thorvaldsen died; we can understand

wherefore the sale may have been postponed,

but, under all circumstances, the postponement,

we think, will turn out the reverse of advan-

i

tageous. Professor Bissen, who will direct the

finishing of the imperfect works, was the favourite

pupil of the great sculptor.

The Vernon Testimonial.—It will be remem-
; bered that, according to an ulterior resolution

of the committee, the Vernon Testimonial will

be a bust, and not a medallion : to the circum-

1 stances which have occasioned this change, we
shall allude hereafter. The artist who was
deputed to do the work is Mr. Behnes, to whom

|

Mr. Vernon sat for his bust about two months
before his death. The bust, when finished, will

j

be presented to the National Gallery, with a

!

pedestal, bearing a suitable inscription. It

is in a state of advancement, and will, when
perfected, afford an admirable resemblance of

Mi1

. Vernon—such as his friends would desire to

remember him. The head is a fine sculptured

study, and the artist has fully felt all its best

points. It everywhere presents an extreme

delicacy of line, to which the nicest finesse

in carving does ample justice. The general

|

character of the work is that of a dignified

and intelligent presence—the vitality cf the

features is a masteiiy realisation. From the

same model two busts will be executed—the

second is to extend as an heir-loom with the

Aldington property.

Forged Pictures.—Mr. J. F. Herring, the

well-known animal painter, applied a few days

since to the sitting magistrate at Guildhall, for

his advice under the following circumstances :

—

The matter had been previously submitted pri-

vately to Mr. Alderman Copeland, who consi-

dered it of so much importance to the public at

large, as to deserve the widest circulation. It

appeared that Mr. Herring had discovered that

some parties had been disposing of copies of his

pictures for large sums of money, representing

that they were original, and signed with his

name. He therefore wished to know what course

he ought to take in procuring reparation for the

injury received, as he was in a position to bring

forward amplo proof of the correctness of his

statement; and he mentioned two or three

cases in point. Sir Peter Laurie, who sat

on the bench with Alderman Copeland, said

he was of opinion that a charge of forgery could

not be maintained, there being a legal decision

on record, that a signature on linen to a deed

was not binding
;
but there could bo no question

that the party who sold the pictures might be

prosecuted for obtaining money by false pre-

tences. It would seem that since the nefarious

system of wholesale dealiug in the “ old masters”

has been stopped (chiefly, we will presume to

say, by our exertions), the trade in modem
works has been taken up, and Stanfields, Land-

seers, and other popular works are extensively

supplied by fraudulent dealers. The names of

some of these are in our hands, and we shall

shortly feel it our duty to acquaint the public

with them. But the knavery of such transac-

tions is not confined to the dealers alone ; the

artists who copy these pictures, with the mono-

gram or without it, are sharers in the theft—
there is no milder term we can apply to it. It

is idle to plead that, when asked to copy a

picture, they are ignorant of the purposes for

which it is required ;
tho calling and character

of the employer would, in most instances, furnish

the clue. Artists who can imitate such men as we
have named, must themselves be men of talent,

and capable of painting good original works

for legitimate sale : the credit of the profession

therefore demands that their talent should not

be prostituted to a base and degx-ading end. We
feel little sympathy for the public who allow

themselves to be cheated : over and over again

we have pointed out the remedy ;
let them go at

once to the fountain-head—the painter’s studio,

when they wish to make a purchase, even though

they should have to wait for what they require.

There are other channels, moreover, through

which they may be supplied—honest and re-

spectable dealers who will guarantee the authen-

ticity of a work. Besides, there are few artists

who would refuse to answer any application that

might be made to them as to the probable vali-

dity of a picture offered for sale.

The Art-Union of London.—We are among
the last who would desire to see the liberty of

the press abridged, or to close its columns
against the judicious criticism of the reading

public upon public matters, or even on such as

may be of a comparatively private nature. But
ignorant abuse ought not to find a place there, nor

should the complaints of every one who fancies

himself an injured man obtain admittance except

on grounds that commend themselves to the

reason and judgment of those who have the

supervision of the publication. Much injustice is

thereby frequently committed. In the case of the

Art-Union of London, some “ correspondents ” of

the Times have thought fit to indulge in remarks

of a disparaging nature upon the two engravings

of “ The Smile ” and “ Tho Frown,” just issued

by the Society, than which, in our opinion, no
better works of the same class have appeared

for a long time, and certainly there are none
which could have been selected more likely to

be generally popular. Mr. Webster stands alone

in his department of art, and these prints are

excellent specimens of his style, besides being

engraved in a manner not unworthy of the pain-

ter. Although we have frequently urged the

importance of this, and similar institutions

labouring to extend the knowledge of, and a

desire for, productions of an elevated character.

this must, we are aware, be a work of time
;
and

it is essential to its own existence, as well as to

the realisation of such an end, that it should

become popular ere it can exert its influence

—

now this popularity can only be attained by some
sorb of submission to the public taste. The
point once reached, the managing committee of

the Art-Union of London may follow the coun-

sels of then1 own judgment, which will be found

to accord, generally, with that of the subscri-

bers, in securing for them prints of a different

character. In the meantime, they must not be

deterred by the opinions of three or four grum-

blers, who perhaps scarcely know what they

want, from pursuing their own course, and
working out their end through “ good report

and evil report,” of the former of which they

may justly lay claim to the larger share. This

year has undoubtedly seen them take a long

step in advance of all previous efforts.

Thirlestane House, Cheltenham.—This su-

perb mansion has received a further addition to

the suite of l’eception rooms, and, including the

gallery, now constitutes a range on the principal

floor of upwards ofthree hundred feet in length.

It will readily be understood that the walls of

the new building are covered with pictures,

among which may be noticed, “ The Wood

Nymph saluting the Rising Sim,” by F. Danby,
A.R.A.

;
“ The Fall of Clarendon,” by E. M.

Ward, A.R.A. ;
“Diana and Nymphs,” by W.

E. Frost, A.R.A.
;

“A View of the Bay of

Naples,” by Muller; and several other fine

English pictures. Among the recent acquisi-
,

tions made by Lord Northwick, are a “ Cruci-

fixion with Volets,” by Martin Schoen; a large

picture of “ The Holy Family and Saints,” by
Palma Vecchia ;

“ Saint Sebastian," by Raffaelle,

formerly Lord Powerscourt's ; and a small cir-

cular picture by Razzi, of the heads of a female

and of four children, grouped together. This

picture is fully worthy of the praise given to

him by Giovio, who says, “Plurcs pari pone

gloria certantes artem exceperunt et in his

Sodomas Vercellensis.” If the laudation of a

man of letters may be of equivocal value, at

least the judgment of Annibal Caracci will not

be disputed, who, when he saw Razzi's works at

Rome, said he was a great master, of exquisite

taste, and that very few works were comparable

to his. The picture possessed by Lord North-

wick is fully worthy of such remark, and is of

great consequence to elucidate the performances

of a painter almost unknown in England, ex-

cepting by a very imperfect representation lately

added to our National Gallery. A picture by Jan

Van Eyck, is another of the rarities obtained. Tho

subject is the Adoration of the Magi, and it is

believed to be the central subject to the altar

of which the Russian ambassador, Tatischeff,

at Vienna, possesses tho Volets, which were

obtained in Spain, from whence the present

picture was recently brought. The lustre of

the colour is extraordinary, and is so powerful

in intensity, that it eclipses every picture near.

The “ Tarquin and Lucretia by Titian, formerly

belonging to Charles I., afterwards in the Royal

Collection of Spain, and from thence brought to

England by the ex-king Joseph, is another of the

important works acquired, with several others

of lesser consequence, during his lordship s re-

cent visit to the metropolis.

Ancient and Modern Engravings.— Tho
well-known establishment of Messrs. Graves, the

print-publishers, is undergoing extensive altera-

tions, chiefly with the view of opening to the

public an exhibition of engravings from the

earliest period to the present time, under the

more immediate direction of Mr. Francis Graves,

whose knowlodge and experience of these mat-

ters is equalled by few. The plan adopted by
tins gentleman will supply what has long been

wanted here, and with tho works in his possession

(valued at some thousands of pounds,) we have

no doubt the exhibition will be full and com-

plete. It is proposed to arrange the engravings,

which will be framed, in schools, according to

their respective periods, such as the old Italian,

Flemish, Dutch, French, and English, from which

the choicest examples of each will be selected.

This will form one department. Another is to

consist of specimens of tho best engravings of

the modern Italian, French, and English schools.
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Decorative Art. By Robert Robson. Pub-
lished by J. Weale, London

;
Beilby, Bir-

mingham
;
and Lambert, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

From the title of this work, which is published in

parts, we learn that it is intended to exhibit the

development of Decorative Art in its natural and
geometrical elements, and to show its practical

application to architecture and manufactures by a

systematic arrangement of illustrations, with de-

scriptive text. The subject is one of the highest

importance to a country where, by comparison, the

Art of Design is, as yet, but imperfectly under-

stood, though we must acknowledge that, of late

years, it has made vast headway among us, as

regards both objects to which it more especially

applies. The general plan of Mr. Robson's work
is highly comprehensive, his purpose being, as he
says, to “ correct the still prevalent, vague, and
imperfect knowledge afloat, as regards the true

characteristics of the particular periods of Archi-

tectural and Decorative Art, from the time of the

Egyptians to the epoch of the ‘ Revival,' and to

facilitate the student, artist, artisan, and manufac-

turer in the accomplishment of works, approxi-

mating as nearly as possible to the beau ideal of

perfection.” In pursuance of his plan, the author

proposes to give a complete history of the subject,

from the earliest period down to the close of the

reign of our last monarch, describing the works of

the several nations, ancient and modern, who have
rendered themselves famous by their productions

;

and to accompany this history with biographical

notices of the great artists who have flourished in

the respective countries. Another portion of his

plan embraces critical remarks and suggestions on
the most celebrated edifices and works of a deco-

rative nature
;
to which is added a “ Chronological

Table ” of the arts referred to
;
the whole profusely

illustrated with engraved plates and lithographs of

all matters bearing on the subject. It will thus be

evident that the task he has undertaken is no
light one, and that it will require no little labour

and perseverance to bring it to a successful issue

;

but Mr. Robson is evidently an enthusiast, and his

zeal, coupled with the knowledge he undoubtedly

possesses, will, we trust, be sufficient to overcome
all the difficulties in his way. From the specimens

of the work which lie before us, we are inclined to

argue very favourably of it; many of the designs

introduced are extremely beautiful, and we have

no doubt the book altogether will prove most
acceptable to the classes to whom it is more parti-

cularly addressed
;

these, in a great commercial

country like our own, are neither few nor unim-
portant; from the artist to the artisan (if a distinc-

tion be made, and it ought not to be, between
them), all, we are satisfied, may learn much from

the study of these pages.

A Physician’s Holiday, with a Map and Illus-

trations. By John Forbes, Esq., M.D.
Published by J. Murray, London.

The word “holiday,” so dear to our youth, so

cherished by the “ working classes ” of all grades

and ranks, must be taken “with a difference
;”

to the inactive—the most unhappily indolent—it

conveys the idea of repose, half dream, half sleep;

to the over worked, a hope of rest—a freedom from

the bodily and monotonous toil, in which the mind
has no part

;
to the active, change of scene, change

of occupation, but certainly not rest.

Dr. Forbes, it will be thought, worked harder

during his “ month’s holiday ” than if he had
remained in London in the unwearied exercise of

that noble profession which brings hope and health,

and their multitude of anticipated or real blessings,

to hundreds, who, without his advice, would either

fall at once by rapid disease, or spend the remnant
of their days in suffering and sorrow. It is evident

that the Doctor’s idea of a “ holiday ” is anything

but “ repose,” and his advice on this head is worthy
the attention of all who seek change with a view

to pleasure or to health. There is nothing new to

describe in Switzerland
;

it is the same all glorious

land as when Tell expelled a tyrant and set the

Cantons free
;
but the power to make a pleasant,

and even a novel, book, depends on the writer far

more than on the country,—things continue the

same, but thoughts vary
;

if in this case the soil

from whence they spring is pure and faithful, and
they are naturally expressed, the stay-at-home will

find fresh entertainment in the fresh tour of a self-

thinking and self-relying person
;
thus it is that

the “ Physician’s Holiday ” is as “ fresh” as if it

described a new country ; those who have read all

that has been previously written about Switzerland
will peruse this volume with interest and amuse-
ment, closing the book with a certainty that they
are wiser than when they cut the first page.

A Funeral Oration, occasioned by the death of

Thomas Cole, delivered before the National

Academy of Design, New York, May 24, 1848.

By W. C. Bryant.

There is something peculiarly graceful and befitting

in the first poet of the Union coming forward to

embalm, with the cedar-oil of his eloquence, the

memory of its hitherto greatest landscape painter.

It is not the professors of his enchanting Art only

who will be benefited by this act, but the citizens

of both the great nations which claim an interest

in the fame of its subject, for Cole was by birth an

Englishman. America, though not solely the

Union, has given us Copley, West, Newton,
and Etldis, and proper it is that we should make it

a return. Such an interchange is better and more
binding than any treaties. Thomas Campbell, in

an unpublished poem, says

—

“ As our nations are kindred in language and kind.

May the ties of our blood be the ties of our mind,
And perdition to him who our peace would unbind

;

May we struggle, not who shall in tight be the foremost,

But the boldest in sense, in humanity warmest.”

America is well entitled to claim Cole. Hers
were the sources of his inspiration

;
for it was

amid the majestic scenery of the Ohio, and its

boundless woods, that the ‘
‘ Spirit of the Universe ”

descended on him. Instead, however, of wishing

to restrict the painter’s name or works to one
nation, we love rather to regard him as a true

Cosmopolite, who worships at

“ Shrines to no code or creed confined.”

The landscape painter is, of all men, the best

entitled to exclaim

—

“Creation’s heir—the world, the world, is mine!”

For he at least speaks a “ language which has gone
out unto all the ends of the earth, unaffected by
the confusion of Babel.”

Cole seems to have been eminently endowed
with qualities which win the love and regard of

his fellow-men. “ He reverenced his profession

as the instrument of good to mankind
;

”

“ And would no kindred hold
With aught of sordid or debasing mould.”

“I do not mean,” said he, not long before his

death, “ to paint any more pictures with a view to

profit.” Thus the world had lost its hold upon
him before he was withdrawn from it; and “ trans-

lated to a state of larger light, and nobler beauty,

and higher employments of the intellect.”

Man : from the Cradle to the Grave.
Illustrated in a Series of Seven Original En-
gravings on Wood. Published by W. II.

Smith & Son, London.

Shakspeare’s Seven Ages of Life, singly and col-

lectedly, have been fruitful subjects for the artist,

yet how rarely have we seen them brought forward
in that spirit of unmistakeable personality with

which the lines of the poet has immortally de-

scribed them
;
the poetry of the theme is too often

sacrificed to a conventional translation. The
present series of designs forms no exception to

these remarks in general, though we can detect

passages in some of them that evince a feeling

somewhat in harmony with the descriptive text.

Our principal objection, however, arises from the

absence of one uniform treatment throughout the

whole, whereby the continuity of idea is totally

lost : the costumes of the figures differ in all
;
thus,

the “ Infant” and its nurses, are in the dress of

the present day; the “ Schoolboy,” in that of the

past century
;
the “ Soldier,” is storming a fortress

in Hessian boots
;
while the “ Justice ” appears in

the garb of three or four centuries back. The best

design of the whole, taken per se, is the “ Lean
and Slippered Pantaloon,” by J. Gilbert, which is

full of character. The artists who furnished the

drawings arc Messrs. J. Gilbert, M. Claxton, and
M’Kewan

;
the engraver is Mr. Gilks.

Bathing : its Pleasures and Advantages.
By T. Embling. Published by W. F.
Ramsay, Brompton.

Though somewhat late in the season for a pre-

sumptive continuance of bathing operations in the

open air, we would strenuously recommend the

perusal of this pamphlet by all who have hitherto

denied themselves such a healthy and invigorating

luxury. The writer, Mr. Embling, is a medical

practitioner who has made himself exceedingly

active in directing public attention to the state of

the Serpentine river, with a view of preserving it

in a proper condition for the bather, and the essay

before us was lately delivered by him at the Insti-

tute of Literature, in Belgrave Square, and is now
published at the desire of the “ Bathing Club.”

It contains much excellent advice on the subject

treated, and cannot fail to render important ser-

vice by its sensible advocacy of the practice.

Illustrations of the Natural Orders of
Plants, arranged in Groups, with Descrip-
tions. By Elizabeth Twining. Part 1.

Published by J. Cundall, London.

The numerous publications which of late years

have appeared on the natural history and the culti-

vation of flowers, prove how gi-eat interest has
been awakened to the study of this subject; and,

indeed, we know of none that, from its refinement,

beauty, and pure lessons it inculcates, is more
likely to exercise a beneficial and healthy influence

on the mind, for we believe it to be utterly impos-
sible for an ardent admirer of flowers—the simplest

and most exquisite of God’s creations—to be an
unintellectual and low-minded man, in whatever
class of society he may move. The plan of this

work is excellent
;
specimens of the various tribes

are given in groups, so that we at once see the

peculiar character of each
;
and the accompanying

letterpress points out those which are not intro-

duced, as well as describes the whole, with their

botanical and common appellations, and the coun-

tries where they are indigenous. The drawings
are on a large scale, and are coloured with much
care and accuracy.

Portrait of Sir J. Brooke, Rajah of Sarawak.
Painted by F. Grant, A 11.A. Engraved by
G. R. Ward. Published by P. & D. Col-
naghi, London.

A characteristic portrait of an enterprising and
persevering individual, who, in the cause which he
lias taken in hand, seems likely to do the state

some service. The countenance exhibits remark-
able energy and strength of mind, such as would
operate advantageously in the prosecution of the

work of civilisation among semi-barbarous, but
valorous people. It is engraved in mezzotinto,

and the print is a capital example of Mr. Ward’s
free and forcible style.

Pilgrimages to St. Mary' of Walsingham
and St. Thomas of Canterbury. By
Erasmus. Newly translated with notes by
J. Gough Nichols, F.S.A. Published by
J B. Nichols and Son, Westminster.

A curious phase of life in the middle ages is here

displayed in the words of the fearlessly-speaking

Erasmus; illustrated by the researches of a patient

and pains-taking antiquaiy of our own day. It is

not a little remarkable to observe how strongly

the common sense of the thoughtful members of

the church of Rome revolted from the errors and
follies which were engrafted on her observances.

This custom of pilgrimages was indulged to an
extent which became productive of much evil:

men neglected their families and business, and
the idle indulged in blameable acts of immorality.

The picture which has been left to us is far from a
pleasant one, of the scenes enacted in suchjourney-
ings, while the false plea of religious observance

was used to gloss over all. The riches which
accrued to such places as Walsingham and Canter-

bury by the constant visits of pilgrims is shown by
Mr. Nichols to have been of great value and im-

portance. The way in which that gentleman has
illustrated his author by a vast fund of research,

makes his book a pattern for annotators, and the

engravings he adopts are always appropriate and
useful additions.

A Manual for the Study of Sepulchral
Slabs and Crosses of the Middle Ages.
By Edward L. Cutts, R.A. Published by
J. II. Parker, Strand, London.

Another of those profusely-illustrated antiquarian

works which have given so much celebrity to Mr.
Parker’s publications. No one knows better than
that publisher the full value of a large number of

fact-illustrations, when judiciously selected and
arranged

;
it is this which has given much value to

his previous books, such as the “ Glossary of Archi-

tecture,” and we trace the same spirit guiding the

compilation of the present volume. Though re-

stricted simply to slabs and crosses, it is surprising

to see the great variety and number brought
together, nearly three hundred in all, and examine
the curiosity or variety of each. They are all

engraved with much truth and care
;
the abundance

may be said to satisfy the inquirant
;
we would,

however, remark, that we think more crosses should

have been given, as there are very few of these

engraved, and many exceedingly beautiful ex-

amples might have been readily found. The
slabs are, however, singularly profuse, and give a

very perfect idea of the variety and beauty which
characterised these medieval works. The intro-

ductory account to the volume is put together in

a careful manner, and consists of statements

founded on an extensive examination of these early

works. It is, altogether, an useful book.
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LINEAR PERSPECTIVE*
NO. II.

he first subject that
awakened my attention
to the fact, that the pre-
sent laws of perspective

| were not founded on our
vision of nature, was a
study of the interior of
Roslyn Chapel, painted
for Joseph Mayer, Esq.,
of Liverpool.
A most careful and

accurate drawing of the
interior of this chapel was made by the hand and
eye

;
and no pains were spared, by diligent attention

to the bearings of its lines, and the most scrutiuous
comparisons of its distances and diminutions, to
arrive at a perfect outline of its appearance to the
eye, from a given point, which outline, when
finished, was found to differ most materially from
the laws of perspective which should have governed
it. Having submitted it to the most careful exami-
nation, the following suggestions were elicited :

—

The view selected was the one whereby the lines
A, fig. 1, went directly from the spectator

;
or, in

other words, perpendicular to the picture
;
and the

planes and lines B were straight before me, or

parallel to the picture, the eye being opposite the
point—^

—

through which the horizontal line

passes. It was found that lines B, beyond the
pillars on each side, which ought to have remained
parallel with the horizontal and base lines, were
seen to incline on each side towards the horizontal
line

; the inclination being less of lines near, or as
they approached the horizontal line, than of those
farther off; but the lines B 2, opposite, above and
bcloAV the eye, had no apparent inclination, they
appeared there to be truly horizontal, yet they
were portions of the same lines which were inclin-
ing towards the horizontal line at the extremes of
the picture ;—the thought was then first suggested
that the inclination of lines B was gradual, conse-
quently convex, and that right-lined perspective
was not true.

The same effect was observable in lines A
;
the

one even with the eye was found a right line, but
the other lines parallel in nature, and which should
have been right lines between the point where they
cut the picture, and the point of sight, were found
not to be so

;
those in the immediate vicinity of

the line of the eye were not materially altered,
but those higher up, instead of having that appa-
rently expanded effect which lines "have when
drawn by right-lined perspective, were found to
bend gradually to and from the eye, as in the
outline; in fact, they were necessitated to meet
the depressed extremes of lines B. It was then
suggested that linesA having passed tire eye, would
again gradually descend to an opposite vanishing
point behind; the opinion was then formed that
lines perpendicular to the picture were of the same
nature and obeying the same laws as those parallel
to the picture, and that the same laws would
govern every description of lines as well. In con-
templating lines A thus drawn, the important
advantage was observed, that they appeared in the
picture as passing the eye , as in nature, and not as
though they were lines which were continually to
expand and ascend, as is the appearance of lines
drawn under the present system. With respect to
lines B, which should have remained straight and
parallel through the picture, the declination on
each side, when accurately drawn from the original,
appeared natural and pleasing to vision, and the
important principle was obtained, long thought of
and sought, namely, the gradual diminishing ofall
size and space as it recedes from the eye

;
whereas, '

when horizontal lines are kept parallel through a
j

picture, this principle is violated, and, in fact, the
;

!
may soon put this subject into obedience to the

;

present laws used
;
the lines B will then become

.
straight and parallel through the picture

;
the

|
two pillars C, C 2 will then become the same height

;

j

but though it is affmned that objects diminish in
size as they recede from the eye, it will then not
be so, for C 2, though so much farther removed
from the eye, will not be diminished, but remain
the same height as C

;
yet an artist disposed to be

correct when drawing from the original and apply-
ing the feet of a pair of compasses to the extreme
top and bottom of column C, and the angle to his
eye, and then removing it to the same extremes of
C 2, will find the latter much reduced

;

to give this
reduction a distant vanishing point is often assumed
by taking the seen inclination of one of the lines,

such as the line B 3, till it enters the horizontal line,

and the declination of lines B being taken to this
point, another difficulty is fallen into

;
for as the

lines B under the present system must remain
straight after they have passed the perpendicular
to this vanishing point, in this instance the point
of sight, it causes the lines still to ascend, or as
stated in the first essay, it argues the continued
ascension of horizontal lines. Careful consideration
of these difficulties allows no escape from a convic-
tion of the convexity of the lines of nature removed
from the line of the eye. Establish this and you
will find all in harmony—every difficulty will
glide away, and the beauty, power, and extent
which will be obtained will soon convince the prac-
titioner how satisfactory is the knowledge and
practice of truth.

With permission, a few strictures on the system
now used, with remarks on the advantages that
will be obtained in positions of difficulty and
general delineation by the one here offered, will
close the subject as far as regards the correspon-
dence in this Journal.

It will be at once conceded that a true represen-
tation of nature is a subject of great importance,
and many questions arise which require serious
consideration—what is the true appearance of
nature ? can nature be truly represented ? and is it

truly represented by the system of perspective
hitherto practised ?

It is much to be regretted that this branch of
the Arts is not a subject of more general education.
Few, very few, can give a reason for what they
see, notwithstanding the constant use of the organ
of vision

; and although all visible creation is

governed by the laws of perspective, yet we venture

* With the present essay, a subject was forwarded as
promised, demonstrating by figure the inconsistency of
right-lined perspective; but as the whole could not he
given in the present number, this portiou of the article
has been omitted, as being less important than the figures
introduced.

opposite effect becomes apparent : they appear to
expand, are drawn as they are, not as they appear
to be.

A few further remarks may be necessary to
awaken the unwilling and confirm the waverer.
Any one but slightly acquainted with perspective

to affirm no science is more neglected or less tho-
roughly understood. Even those whose daily
avocation requires its constant practice, and who
cannot draw a line without reference to the Art,
usually content themselves with a knowledge of

the point of sight, and a few vanishing points
;
and
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those who profess a profound acquaintance with

the science, base their knowledge on, and take for

granted, what is written, believing the ultimatum

to have been obtained, which admits of no further

investigation or innovation.

Careful drawing, and a never-ceasing education

of the eye to appearances, very early led the writer

to evident testimony by vision, that right-lined

perspective did not produce an imitation of what

the eye saw. Reason suggested, with a power

that could not be suppressed, that a picture ought

to exhibit nature as the eye sees it. Gradually as

the convexity of the lines of nature dawned on the

mind, doubts and difficulties vanished ;
though

diffident and unwilling to receive it, truth fol-

lowed like a phantom, and having established, by

thought and by numerous experimental drawings,

a system which, day after day and year after year,

proves itself correct under all circumstances

;

enlarges the field of Art; relieves the artist in

positions of difficulty
;
and produces on the picture

a representation of that which the eye sees as it

sees it, and infinitely more agreeable to vision:

besides leading the many to see nature correctly,

horizontal or parallel to the picture are kept so

until the last line of the building on the left hand

side. The view being extensive, and the horizontal

lines being preserved, they have appeared to expand

so much near the extremes of the picture, that the

artist has at length inclined one down as he has

seen it in nature. Why was not this line drawn
horizontal as the others, seeing that the lines per-

pendicular to the picture go to the point of sight

with the rest ?

It is evident that Canaletti, sensible of the

extreme into which he was forced, but ignorant of

the truth, has abandoned himself to an inclination

towards nature’s perspective, suggested by reason,

but submitted to in a case of difficulty, without

connexion with and in direct opposition to the

general outlines of the picture and the laws by

which those outlines are governed.

Having thus touched upon the doubts and uncer-

tainties of those who have preceded us, and also

on the probable reasons which have perpetuated

these doubts, a few considerations may be intro-

duced with a view of awakening inquiry into the

nature of the truths sought for.

front of a building having half a dozen or a dozen

columns
;
by the use of compasses, as above, or

other instruments, he may ascertain for himself

the fact that the optic angle from the top and
bottom of each column is diminishing as it recedes

from the eye, except one or two opposite, which
will remain the same size. He is told that the

cause of this is the diminishing of all size and
space as it recedes from the eye, and that there is

and can be no exception, for nature and vision is

in harmony with itself and with reason, and cannot

contradict or neutralise its own, its universal laws.

But right-lined perspective takes this extraordinary

position, from which it cannot escape
;
that, ad-

mitting it to be a general rule in nature, that

objects dimin ish in size as they recede from the

eye, this rule is to be held in abeyance when
objects are surveyed, or to be represented in front,

—that is parallel to the picture, and that the

columns in question do not diminish in size, but
are seen and must be represented as they are. Two
things are, therefore, held out for serious conside-

ration. Convex perspective is in harmony with

|

itself, with nature, with vision, with reason, and

independently of representing it—it was my un-

doubted duty to make others acquainted with what

I believed would lead to a more truthful delinea-

tion of nature, and thus add to the pleasure of my
fellow-creatures.

I am quite aware and fully anticipate that a

change so radical will produce much opposition.

To allay this—still further, to establish my prin-

ciples, and plead for the propriety and advantages

of true perspective, is the object of this essay.

There is evidence of there having been long and

continued dissatisfaction with right-lined perspec-

tive, in consequence of it not translating nature

correctly. In Malton’s day, he remarks (Preface)

:

“Notwithstanding what many, who have not a

true idea of perspective, imagine, that there is im-

perfection in it
;
that the rules prescribed do not

always produce a true or pleasing representation

of nature.”
Numerous reasons, easily accounted for, may

have led to the perpetuation of the errors of right-

lined perspective. The eye, wherever it moves,

is always amongst the straight lines of nature;

the smallness, both in length and height, of any

buildings erected by man, so that that portion of a

line, the whole of which would be convex if carried

out to its two extremes, would appear from its

being so small a part of so immense a curved line,

to be nearly straight. Again, I consider the sup-

posed affinity of perspective to geometry, as one

cause of the perpetuation ofthe errors ofthe former.

Geometry is truth as it exists
;
perspective is truth

as it is seen. Geometry has confused and blinded

vision. Knowing the planes and lines of nature

to be straight, we have endeavoured to represent

them so.

The works of many of the early masters also

show their minds to have been wavering, unstable,

and without fixed principles. For instance, in

Canaletti’s picture of the “ Canal at Venice,”

No. 163, in the National Gallery, the buildings

extending on each side of the canal are so situated

with regard to the eye, as to be composed of lines

parallel to and lines perpendicular to the picture.

Those which are perpendicular to the picture are

terminating in the point of sight
;
those which are

Is it a principle of vision and perspective that

objects diminish in size as they recede from the

eye ? if so, the space between them diminishes also.

Then, can one disposition of the lines and space of

nature be affected by a law of vision and another

exempt ? Are not natural laws universal laws ? If

inclined lines and lines perpendicular to the picture

lessen or diminish so as to meet in a point, why
arc horizontal lines exempt ? It is a solecism to

say that the same lines and space when looked at

in front preserve their parallelism undiminished,

which, when looked at laterally, are said to be

diminishing to a point. Right-lined perspective is

at variance with itself—contradicts its own terms

—

asserts, as a principle, the diminishing of objects

and space as they recede from the eye
;
and again

asserts that a building, however long, when looked

at or drawn in front is not diminishing as it recedes

from the eye, but its lines and space remain par-

allel. The truth of the question is easily ascer- ,

tained
;
let any one place himself in the centre, at

a moderate distance from, and in front of any ;

tolerably long building, a row of a few houses will .

suffice, or even a tolerably long room, and having
|

provided a pair of compasses, place the hinge or

angle to the eye, and the points or feet to the top '

and bottom of either end of the building, with the

intention of keeping the points following the top

and bottom till he gets to the other end
;
if right-

lined perspectivebe true, the compasses must remain

at the same angle, the points following the top and

bottom line throughout
;
instead of this, however,

the spectator will find he will have to gradually

open the compasses as he approaches the point

opposite to himself, when they will remain sta-

tionary for a brief space, and then gradually con-

tract to the other end, in fact, describe a curve,

the convexity of which will be according to the

height of the object, or the nearness or distance of

the eye from it.

Particular attention is requested to this, because

it is a question that admits of no evasion. Right-

lined perspective is either true or false ;
and the

system of convex perspective, as laid down in the

Theorems in the first essay, is also either one or

the other. Let the spectator stand before and m

with fact; it states, as an universal truth, that all

objects and space diminish in appearance as they

recede from the eye, and that the rule admits of

no exceptions,—and its truth may be established

by examination, by fact, by any one who chooses

to satisfy himselfin this important question. Right-

lined perspective states that which by fact and ex-

amination is found not to be true; viz., that a

building in consequence of being looked at in

front is not diminishing as it recedes from the eye

on each side, and the reason it is not true, is,

because it is a system founded on a false interpreta-

tion of the laws of vision as regards the planes and

lines of nature
;
and because it further contradicts

a standard principle of perspective and vision, viz.,

the diminishing of objects as they recede from the

‘ Again, when a science is imperfectly developed,

or founded on.a false theory, it is sure to find itself

in difficulties and restrictions, which form a stum-

bling-block to the student, and frequently causes

its rejection altogether. [Artists have often ex-

pressed the opinion that perspective was not true,

and that they preferred drawing by the eye. Be-

sides the dilemma it has to contend with and

explain, of stating that all planes and lines diminish

as they recede from the eye, except those which

are horizontal or parallel to the picture, which are

I
said to remain as they are, and which convex per-

spective relieves us from ;
the inability of proceeding

with a picture beyond the perpendicular to any

vanishing point, causes the most ridiculous exhibi-

tions, which must be exceedingly painful to pro-

fessors. To make this familiar to the reader, and

he will recognise at once what may be seen every

day amongst views of buildings,—let us take any

i long building, the Town Hall at Brussels, (I quote

from memory,) for instance, which from its length

is frequently so represented.

Here the long lines of the building, A, are taken

to their vanishing point at P . As the eye sees

down the side C, the lines at this side of the build-

ing are taken down to the other vanishing point, B
;

this point, B, is said to be the perpendicular to the

,
vanishing point, P, because the planes and lines

that tend to it are at right angles or perpendicular
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to the planes and lines A. Now, it is found im-
possible to proceed with lines A, beyond the vanish-

ing point, B, because it argues the continued ex-

pansion, ascent and descent of horizontal lines

;

nevertheless, should any building, as D, be required
to fill up the picture, right-lined perspective forces

the artist to continue the lines A, ascending and
descending. He now finds himself in this difficulty,

that the law of perspective which is requiring the
contraction of lines A, at one side, the point oppo-
site the eye at B, is requiring its expansion at the
other side of the eye. Absurd as this appears, and
although a contradiction in principle, because the
same law which makes the lines contract at one
side the point B, ought to act with the same effect

at the other
;
and he finds they do not ascend and

meet in a point, but appear to continue right lines,

—nevertheless it is done daily. Now convex per-

spective would relieve him from this dilemma,
requiring no restrictions beyond B the perpendicular
to the vanishing point P, but producing lines in

harmony with what he sees, and gradually declin-

ing them at one side the point B, as at the other.

To prevent these incongruities which artists find

so perplexing, they endeavour to avoid them as

much as possible, and state that a picture should
not include more than 60°, and acknowledge that
perspective beyond that will appear distorted

;
that

if you cannot include your building or view within
that angle, you must retire further back to obtain
it, and that if you cannot retire, you must suppose
yourself further back, so as to get the lines more
general. Miserable subterfuges of a false science

;

convex perspective requires no such limits. It

affirms the limit of vision and the lines of nature
to be 180° horizontally, and 90° vertically, half the
universe

; and gives the artist the utmost freedom
within those bounds. It requires no shuffling of
position, but under any circumstances will give
what the eye sees from any given point.

These difficulties on the one side, and advantages
on the other, require the most deliberate and
serious consideration.

It is with satisfaction amounting to a glow of
enthusiasm, that I state, after calmly reviewing
the various bearings of this important question,
that I have discovered and given to the advantage
of Art, three important principles, independent of
enlarging the field of view,—namely, the convexity
of the lines of nature removed from the line of the
eye

;
the determining their length which, before,

was considered indefinite
; and the gradual di-

minishing of ai.l size and space as they recede
from the eye. On these truths I take my stand,
convinced of the immense relief and splendid re-

sults it will afford to Art, and convinced also that,

however rejected for immediate practice, Time
will do me justice. For, it is impossible that
truths founded on nature can meet with long
resistance from those who honestly and candidly
seek for them.

William Gawin Herdman.

I have received a mass of correspondence since
the publication of the first essay, both person-
ally and through the kindness of the editor of
the Art-Journal in forwarding letters on the sub-
ject for my inspection. They principally consist of
acquiescence in the truth of the system laid down
in the theorems, but doubting its application to
Art. However, having established what is truth,
its representation may be safely left to time.
As many objections are brought forward in this

correspondence, I will make extracts of what is

important, and answer them as briefly but as effec-

tually as I can. From an anonymous letter posted
at Manchester—
“ The same cause which produces the curved

appearance ofstraight lines in nature will operate
equally with regard to straight lines in a picture ;
consequently, it would be an error to represent on a
flat surface lines exactly as we see them.”
For straight lines in a picture to be so affected by

the laws of vision as to curve as they do in nature,
they must be as large, and as far removed from the
eye

;
whereas a picture ought to represent truly, a

given quantity of nature in any given proportion.
For example, it is required that a landscape em-
brace a subject 70° horizontally and 30° vertically

;

the curve that is visible in this limited degree,
gentle as it is, will be expected

,
reduced in propor-

tion in a drawing of six or seven inches, or it will
neither be like the original, nor escape the usual
difficulties of right-lined perspective.
“ On any surface except that of a sphere

, of
which the eye is at the centre

,
we must not delineate

straight lines as we see them ; but in such a ma?i-
ner, that when looked atfrom a certain point, they
will present to the eye the same appearance that
those in nature do.”

If I understand this aright, the following answer
will, I think, settle the point. It is admitted that

lines in nature appear curved to the eye. Having
selected a given quantity, and ascertained this to
be fact, and taking that quantity for representa-
tion, can the introduction of a flat glass before the
eye alter the disposition of the lines of what is

seen ? certainly not
;
the picture then has always

been considered a transparent plane, it would there-
fore be right to trace or represent on this flat glass,
otherwise the surface of the picture, lines as they
are seen.
“ The science of perspective is not founded on

any assumption ofappearances, but on the experi-
mental fact that rays of light proceed in straight
lines.”

The first portion of this wiil I think be duly
appreciated

;
the second I will take on the writer’s

own terms, and prove the truth of my system of
perspective from it. Ilays of light or sight proceed
in direct lines

;
therefore, on looking at a building

in front containing a number of columns, if two
rays proceeding from the eye to the top and bottom
of the nearest columns to it, are found gradually
approaching each other as they proceed from the
eye to the top and bottom of columns receding
from it, on each side, the line caused by the con-
traction of such rays is forming a curved line.

That rays of sight proceed in straight lines from
the eye demonstrates nothing, except those lines
are properly disposed.

From a gentleman at Norwich

—

“ Whether the doctrine ofcurved lines be true or
false (so far as I can understand it, to me it ap-
pears to be true'), is not now the question ; but
whether curved or right-lined qwrspective be better
suited to the purposes of Art.”
In positions of difficulty, especially of lateral

extent, where right-lined perspective cannot be
made available, or produce anything like the ap-
pearance of the subject to the eye, it is at least

advantageous to have a system to take to, which
offers to produce what is seen under any circum-
stances

;
but why reject truth at all, after a con-

viction of its existence, and a knowledge of its

laws.
“ The field of perfect vision happens to be re-

markably small, being obtained only over an angle

of 2° IS'.” “ Over the remainder ofthe range of
vision, the mind is merely conscious of the pre-
sence of objects ; in so limited afield the eye cannot
ascertain whether a line be curved or straight.”

It cannot be entertained for a moment that a
picture must be reduced to the small angle obtained
by perfect vision, neither will it satisfy the public,
as some have contended, that that much in a picture
ought to be well defined, and the rest made what
is called woolly, indistinct

;
were the eye fixed,

these opinions might be entertained
; the eye

is made to move about in nature, and it sees cor-
rectly when it so moves

;
and why should it not

move about on a picture and see things thereon
correctly delineated, as it sees them in nature ?

As brevity is required, I can only extract further
that camera pictures produce * ‘ curved lines con-
formably to what we sec in nature.” This is satis-

factory, nature painting her own pictures curves
lines as she sees them, a lesson for Art to imitate.
To conclude, let the advocates of right-lined

perspective consider well these difficulties they
have to explain, namely

;
how is it that an indivi-

dual standing opposite the centre, and at any
defined distance from a long building, or row of
houses, is informed that if he looks laterally
either way the lines and space are diminishing to

a point, but if he looks at it in front, the lines and
space are said not to diminish but remain parallel.
Secondly, how is it that right-lined perspective
requires the expansion of lines at one side, the
perpendicular, to any vanishing point, vide fig. 2nd,
and their contraction at the other, and having well
weighed thesepoints, from which, I confess, I see no
escape, let them reflect thatconvex perspective fully
relieves them from all difficulty, and brings every-
thing into harmony and truth.

Finally, let not any one imagine or attempt a
curvature of lines unwarranted by a perfect know-
ledge of the system, or of natural appearances.
As before observed, the smallness and vicinity of
objects to the eye, compared with the vastness of
the lines and space of nature as demonstrated in
the theorems, causes the curve of what is seen, to
be of the most gentle description

;
but it is so satis-

factory, because it is true. The great advantage
is however in extent or enlargement of the field of
view, that may now be attempted

;
subjects em-

bracing a front and lateral extent of 120° or more,
appearing when drawn, to diminish at each side
exactly as nature appears to the eye — subjects
where a limited position is enforced, such as
cloisters of cathedrals—interiors, these with lateral
apertures, anything from which the eye cannot
retire far, and yet desirable to get considerable
extent, especially where it is necessary to draw

beyond the perpendicular to any vanishing point,—
all such can be drawn in perfection by the system
here demonstrated

;
whereas, any one has only to

make the attempt in such positions, and embrace
an angle of 90’ or more, and it will soon be appa-
rent that right-lined perspective cannot be pro-
ceeded with, and is worse than useless

;
in fact, it

would be better to trust to the eve alone. Distant
and general views will be less affected, but will be
much improved by their more close resemblance to
nature

; and vertical lines may still be drawn so,
for rising as they do perpendicular to the earth’s
surface, and of such limited extent, at least when
near the eye, the convexity can rarely be seen in any
degree to affect their representation.

Fig. 1 gives but a limited idea of the powers of
the system, not having been originally selected
with a view of displaying it.

An early opportunity will be taken of submitting
some subjects to public examination, demonstrating
the system of convex perspective to any extreme
degree that may be required of it, accompanied by
diagrams showing the nature of the system and
the mode of its application, which is at once easy,
clear, and true.

W. G. H.

[We have received numerous communications on
the subject of Mr. Herdman’s system of perspec-

tive, some of which we have forwarded to him,
that he may have the opportunity of replying,

and others we now print verbatim. This must
close the matter so far as the Art-Journal is con-

cerned. In admitting Mr. Herdman’s theory

into our columns, we felt it due to his long

experience as an artist, and to his capabilities, to

open our pages to the exposition of a subject so

important to artists of all classes, without in any
degree committing ourselves, or otherwise, to

the accuracy of his views. But here our duty
terminates.—

E

d. A.-J.]

Sir,—My attention has been drawn to the
opening article of your September number, in
which the essayist, Mr. W. G. Ilerdman, of Liver-
pool, proposes the attainment of greater accuracy
in the perspective delineation of objects as “ they
are in nature.”
Highly should I appreciate any effort that suc-

cessfully contributed to so important an object

;

but I have risen from a careful perusal of the arti-

cle somewhat in a state of alarm for the safety of
that venerable structure on whose stability per-
spective has hitherto so confidently reposed, viz.,

the pure and rigid geometry of the Greeks
;
and,

feeling the views there put forth to be nothing less

than an assault on the first principles of abstract
science, I cannot forbear drawing your attention
to an innovation that, in the present state of Art, I
certainly never expected would have been made.
The points on which I can yield an acquiescence

to the views of the essayist are so few, that I shall
gladly avail myself of every opportunity of coin-
ciding that may present itself, while I follow him
in a consideration of “ the laws which govern tho
most extended planes and lines of nature according
to vision,” and which belong to the abstract prin-
ciples of the science rather than to that portion of
them that unite to form the gems of Art.
As your contributor has enunciated his views in

the form of Theorems containing distinct proposi-
tions, it will perhaps be the most convenient plan
if I run through them in their order, keeping in
view, (where the occasion requires,) the illustrations

given in the introduction.

Theorem I. “ A plane is an even sutface.”
I would prefer stating that a plane is a surface
to which a straight line being applied in any
direction, it will coincide with the surface through-
out its whole extent. I insert this rigid defini-

tion merely for the sake of affording a standard
of compaiasou, defining the nature of the planes
discussed. I will bear in mind “that we are
declaring the laws of appearances ” of lines and
planes of a given direction

;
I am well content “ to

consider these lines and planes as being of the
utmost extent,” therefore to avoid any doubt on
this point, I will at once say their extent is infinite.

Theorem II. “ A plane passing through the eye
becomes a right line, called a vanishing plane;”
say, rather, called a vanishing line of the plane.
I think this slight amendment is merely a correc-

tion of the press, and I embrace the proposition as

orthodox, sound and fundamental.
Theorem III. “ A plane parallel to its vanish-

ing plane is convex in appearance. Its convexity

increases in proportion to its distance from its

vanishing plane to 90
:

or the arc ofa circle, and it

terminates in its vanishing plane.
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A plane convex ? Its convexity increases ? No !

By all the geometry of the Greeks arrayed against

all the speculations of the modems, it does not !

and ii the essayist, to make good his assertion,

refuses (os 1 think he does) to refer the question

to abstract principles, and appeals to the sense of

optics, let us examine the allegations in support of

a theorem, that scatters to the wind all precon-

ceived notions on the subject. It is here that his

introductory illustration of the stratum of clouds

near the sea-horizon comes in most opportunely as

a case in point. But is it really so ? Is the

stratum of clouds that he is contemplating really

parallel to his horizontal plane ? Or, more rigidly

still, is it a “ streak ” really parallel to the circum-

ference of the horizon ? No ! by all the evidence

of the senses—no ! Your contributor has been

perplexed by the difficulty of Archimedes, and has

evidently felt the want of an airy fulcrum, from

which he could examine the actual form of the

clouds whose accidental positions corroborated his

fancy. If his stratum of clouds had been a line, or

zone, parallel to his horizontal plane, it would have

appeared of the same height or distance from his

horizon all around the whole 360° of the horizontal

circle; but we are told the stratum was high in

the centre, dying into the horizon at 90
3 on either

side
;
and we want the evidence for the assump-

tion that this zone or stratum was parallel to the

horizontal plane. From abstract principles we are

sure it was not: parallel to the earth’s surface it

may have been, but your correspondent must bear

in mind, that having “ quitted earth and launched

into the skies,” he is seizing hold of the great

celestial circles of the astronomer, that offer but

few points of comparison with the relatively puny
horizontal plane, which (if his eye be five feet above

the ocean,) is in point of fact, limited to a circle

whose radius is 14,400 feet
;
or two and three quarter

miles; but I admit that the horizontal plane, like

all others, may be supposed to be indefinitely

extended, and a great circle of the celestial sphere

which is always parallel to the earth’s surface, may
have every varying degree of inclination to a local

horizontal plane.

Again, let us endeavour to lighten the mystery

by the brilliant coruscations of the “ Aurora Bore-

alis ;” this will, at all events, illuminate the sub-

ject.

I willingly concede that its rays shooting up from

the horizon may (particularly when “ selected”)

radiate to, converge, and vanish in the zenith ot

the spectator but what then ? Are these rays to

be called “ vertical lines rising from any point of

the earth’s visible surface!” that your correspon-

dent would have us to infer vanish universally in

the zenith ? By no means. They are arcs of great

celestial circles, and if they pass through the zenith,

they are therefore perpendicular to the horizontal

plane, but they axe parallel, and not perpendicular,

to the earth’s surface. I am afraid this assertion

will appear almost a paradox to your correspon-

dent; but it is strictly true, and the point here

involved is the fountain head of all the confusion

on the subject. Strange, that he should call on us

to agree that lines vertical to the earth’s surface

vanish in the zenith, because some circular arcs

parallel to that surface do so ! How closely allied

is the sublime to the ridiculous ! We have entangled

ourselves among the mighty abstractions of the

astronomical sphere, and the result is confusion

of ideas—happy ifwe escape confusion of language !

The streaks of the Aurora may vanish in a point a

hundred miles above us, and, if continued, would

vanish in the Nadir too;—not a hundred miles

beneath us, but a hundred miles above New Zea-

land;—an instance of exception to Theorem 8,

the eye being in this case 4000 miles removed from

the centre of the two vanishing points.

The illustration of the sunbeams through the

clouds I forbear to remark on
;
they are lines arising

so far beyond the limits of linear perspective that

it would merely be an unsatisfactory investigation,

and to admit the appearances described, is not to

admit that straight lines appear curved.

But I think I can see some common ground from

which to attack the extraordinary position that

vertical lines rising from any point of the earth’s

surface radiate to the zenith in appearance
;

for,

having the admission that lines actually parallel

appear to converge to their vanishing point, I have

strong hopes it will likewise be conceded that lines

which actually, and, in fact, intersect in one point,

will, in their representation, vanish in the repre-

sentative position of that point. I think there will

be no escaping from this fact
;
and the result will

be, that lines vertical to the surface of the earth

have their vanishing point, not in the zenith of

heaven, but in the mysterious abyss of central

earth, 4000 miles beneath us
;
to that they all tend,

and there they must vanish ! I should not, Sir,

have carried my researches to so great a depth had

not your correspondent contended for the consi-

deration of the laws in their ultimate bearing,

investigating the appearance of planes and lines to

their remotest extent; and as I did not object even

to their infinity, I was bound to press them to their

infinite consequences. Viewed in any other light,

the assertion that vertical lines vanish beneath us

would be almost a caricature of truth
;

it is, of

course, practically inappreciable
;

it is merely the

extreme point of truth advanced as a guard against

the extreme point of error.

I should mention (what I believe has throughout

been taken for granted), that I am always suppos-

ing the plane of the picture to be a vertical plane.

Having shown that the illustrations brought for-

ward by the essayist to establish his point fail in

their appliance, I do not feel called upon to illus-

trate the geometry of the ancients, which has stood

so long, and will, I doubt not, survive this modern
rebellion.

The fact will still remain, that straight lines in

nature are represented on the plane of a picture by
straight lines

;
in opposition to your essayist, who

says, “ they are curves having two vanishing

points.”

The remaining propositions I am precluded from

entering upon by my denial of this Theorem 3,

because they are in some degree dependent on it.

I will briefly remark, that to Theorem IV. “ A
line is the intersection of two planes,” I would

add, as applicable to an observation that I will

make a little further on, that the intersection ofa

jrianc and sphere is a circle.

To Theorems 11 and 12 I cordially assent, viz.,

Theorem XI. “ Lines which are parallel to each

other terminate in their vanishing point.”

Theorem XII. “ The vanishing points ofany

lines are in the vanishing line of the plane they

are in.”

The large extent of vision—180°, is, I assume,

placed before us as the theoretical limit of Mr.

Herdman’s system, and as illustrating an extreme

case
;
in which view it is unexceptionable.

There remains one point of interesting in-

quiry, How has the illusion arisen ? It has been

beautifully said, “There is no error so crooked,

but it hath in it some lines of truth,” and “ there is

truth in the wildest scheme that imaginative heat

hath engendered.” So this scheme, wild in its

conception, mingling the circles of the terrestrial

and celestial spheres with the playful lines of local

perspective, may have in it some line of truth,

which I should like to lay hold of before it reaches

its vanishing point and disappears.

The distinctive features of this new school are,

that the lines have two vanishing points, and arc

curved. There is one particular case of lines

parallel to the picture and parallel to each other,

which, theoretically, in the old system, have no

vanishing point, yet, in appearance, approach each

other and seem to belie the theory on which they

are drawn. Your correspondent lias, I think,

seized on this case, and converted it into the foun-

dation stone of a new system. If lines parallel to

the earth’s surface, as the top and bottom lines of

a long wall indefinitely extended, be at the same

time parallel to the plane of the picture, they will

appear to converge to a point on either side
;
and

theoretical perspective would direct them to be

drawn parallel !
"Why is this ? and where is the

fault ? It does not arise from any want of gene-

rality in the system or inapplicability to nature
;

but when you approach the verge of the horizon,

the conditions of the problem change
;
the earth,

instead of being a plane, becomes a sphere, or

rather its spherical properties come into play, and

it is no longer perspective applied to right lines,

but perspective applied to circles :—bending round

the earth, they vanish beneath the horizon, and

under the form of a circle they hold their allegiance

to the recognised laws of perspective, which in this

case modify the line. But long lines parallel to the

picture rarely occur; and if in nature they should

extend to two miles in length, the variation of cur-

vature would hardly be sensible to a microscope,

when transferred to the canvas of the painter.

This case illustrates the modification of law when

two systems of different natures meet, viz., spherical

geometry and plane perspective. It is another

instance of adaptation which nature often displays,

and with which Art has often been made familiar.

Having made perspective drawings from the

dimensions of buildings in feet and inches,

viewed from an assumed point on the plan, I can-

not join in the expression of dissatisfaction made

by your correspondent, as I have placed myself on

the identical point of view, and there made an

examination, without detecting a discrepancy be-

tween Nature and Art.

That the perspective appearance of a fine geome-

trical elevation is often unsatisfactory, is well

known, and in a great extent arises from the dif-

ferent appearance which an elevated cornice pre-

sents in geometrical and perspective elevation
;
some

writers have pointed it out with a view to its

remedy, but like many other truths, it is more

frequently known than acted on.

I place these remarks at your service in case you

should have sufficient space in your November
number to give them insertion

;
and before I con-

clude, permit me to thank you for the treat you
have afforded us this month by your copious illus-

trations of the Birmingham Exposition of Manufac-

tures, which you have rendered familiar to many
not able to visit the exhibition.

George Heard.
Carlisle, Oct. 6.

Sir,—

P

ermit me to make a few remarks upon

the article “ Linear Perspective ” of your last

number. As the author of that essay offers it with

a view of awakening inquiry into the subject, and

as that subject is one of too much importance to a

great number of your readers for an error there-

upon to remain uncorrected in your valuable

Journal, the following observations will not I

think be deemed obtrusive or unnecessary. The
peculiarity of the writer’s views will be found

almost entirely developed in the following ex-

tracted portion of his article. He says he has

“ formed the opinion that the most accurately

sketched outlines made from architecture by the

hand and eye only, invariably differ from the laws

of perspective as at present taught
;
also, that after

adopting the method of raising a superstructure of

outlines from a ground-plan, by the application of

the most approved theorems—on comparing this

with the original structure and submitting it to a

most careful examination by the eye, its extremes

appear invariably more expanded, exactly in pro-

portion as the outline extended from its centre or

point of sight. The effect of numerous compari-

sons of this nature led first to a consideration of

the laws of perspective as at present taught
;
and

secondly, to a series of examinations of this phe-

nomena as offered by nature, with a view of

eliciting a system more consonant with its appear-

ances. The result has been the conviction that

right-lined perspective as at present taught and

used, is not the truth, and cannot be sustained, not

being in harmony with the law of nature, of rea-

son, or of vision.”

Whilst admitting the general truth of his obser-

vations, afterwards made, relative to the planes

and lines in nature, both horizontal and vertical,

which observations are valuable, and evince con-

siderable acuteness of thought—whilst admitting

that lines parallel to the horizon are portions of

circles, and 180° in length, and that they vanish

into the horizon in two points, I yet unhesitatingly

deny the truth of his inference—that, as they are

not so delineated on the perspective plane, or plane

of the picture, when drawn according to the sys-

tem of perspective as at present taught, that that

system is false. Though I admit that these lines

all vanish in nature, in the manner he describes, I

deny that they should be so represented in a pic-

ture. He has overlooked the important fact, that

the lines in the picture forming the representation

of architectural or other objects, are subject to the

same la ws of vision as the lines of their originals

in nature

;

and that it is not pretended by the

advocates of the science, that such delineations of

objects on the plane of the picture, correctly repre-

sent those objects to the eye of the spectator, but

when that eye is placed in the same relative posi-

tion occupied by the original spectator or supposed

spectator, that is to say, in the point of sight, at

the true angles of distance. This condition granted,

it is easily proved to be correct
;
not approximating

towards correctness, as supposed by some, who
consider perspective as an imperfect science, but

correct absolutely.

This condition is an essential one, whether in

parallel or oblique perspective
;
and it is at the

same time a natural and reasonable one
;
without

such a condition no system of perspective could be

framed. It is, moreover, to be remarked, that we

must have only one point
;
an object could not be

so drawn on the perspective plane that it could be

correctly seen from two points—the idea involves

an absurdity
;
now the system that would, on a

plane or flat picture, represent a building, parallel

to the picture, in the manner this writer describes,

would require, that in viewing the picture, the eye

of the spectator should be at the same time oppo-

site every point of it, which is an impossibility.

If the writer, in compliance with this condition,

will place his eye opposite the centre of a picture

containing a long architectural facade (drawn

according to the rules of parallel perspective), and

at the point making the true angle of distance,

which is the only point at which such a picture

should be viewed, he will see that the line of the
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summit or roof, though drawn parallel to the hori-

zon in the picture, will not appear so, but will

decline towards the horizon in the way he describes
it in reference to nature

;
in other words, the

building, at the extreme angles, will appear lower,
and the whole range of the elevation will diminish
in height each way, towards the extremities, in
proportion as they recede from the centre; and
this from the cause I have named, by the operation
of which, he will see the extremity of the building
in the picture at a less angle than the centre

;
just

as the original spectator or supposed spectator saw
those parts in nature

;
inasmuch as the visual rays

from the various parts in the picture, to the specta-
tor’s eye, bear the same proportions to each other
respectively, as those from the original in nature.
To repeat, in reference to the facade, what I ex-
pressed before—the lines and planes of the build-
ing, obtained and drawn upon the picture by the
rule of perspective, are still subject to the laics of
vision

;

and, though they are not delineated on the
picture as they appeared in nature, yet by this

second operation of the visual law, they will be
delineated upon the retina of the spectator’s eye,
with the same truth that they would have been
had he viewed them in nature. This is the end
and design of the science of perspective, and this

end is accomplished.
I have all along supposed the point of sight, and

what is termed the centre of the picture, to be
literally in the centre

;
but they may, without

impropriety, be placed otherwise. In fact, it mat-
ters not where they are, as regards ultimate truth
of representation, so long as the conditions I have
laid down are observed; artists sometimes place
the centre at one end of the picture, and a picture
so arranged, to be seen correctly, must be viewed
at a point opposite the end : the centre may be
outside the picture, but the eye that would view
that picture correctly, must be outside of it also,

that is to say, opposite a point outside of it. The
eye that views any picture truly, must be on the
horizontal line of that picture, and hence the im-
portance attached by artists to “the line of sight ”

in exhibitions.

The writer of the article in question has entirely
forgotten the unavoidable defect, or geometrical
unfitness, if I may so term it, of the perspective
medium or picture, which, by convenience at
least, is required to be a flat or plain surface

;

though it is from that defect arises the want of
harmony between the pictorial representation in
itself, and the true appearance of what is seen in
nature

;
and that seeming “impossibility of accord-

ing the theorems of perspective with reason, and
the visible truths with which we are surrounded.”
A perspective medium could be so formed as to

be free from these defects, and if a building must
be drawn upon the picture according to the true
appearance of what is seen, such picture in order to

convey a correct idea of the building to the eye,
would have to be of that description, that is to say, it

should be, or coincide with, the concave surface of
a sphere

,
the centre of ichich is thepoint of sight,

at theproper angle of distance.
With a perspective medium of such form, it is

evident, no further operation of the laws of optics
could take place, in the way of modifying the
image conveyed to the eye, as in the case of the
flat one, the eye being at the same distance from
every possible point in it.

The dissatisfaction complained of as being suf-
fered by many artists from the requirements of
the present system of perspective, arises, I suspect,
from their not studying its theory, and thoroughly
acquainting themselves with the mathematical
principle on which the rules are founded. I have
been led to the opinion from a long and intimate
connexion with artists, that but few of the profes-

sion give it as a science, that attention which its

importance to truthful delineation demands.
Samuel Huggins.

Liverpool.

Sir,—

M

r. Herdman, in his article on “ Linear
Perspective,” in your September number, assumes
for facts what are not facts. His reasoning upon
them therefore falls to the ground. It is not a
fact that “the most accurately sketched outlines,

made by hand and eye alone, invariably differ from
the laws of perspective.” They invariably coincide.
Nor is it a fact that when a superstructure of out-
lines is raised from a ground plan, according to the
most approved theorems, its extremes, when com-
pared with the original structure, invariably appear
more expanded. Both these assertions are abso-
lutely without the smallest foundation. The intel-

ligent reader will perceive in a moment, that Mr.
Herdman, not understanding that his eye must be
placed, in relation to his drawing, precisely as it

was in relation to the original, has been looking at

his picture from a wrong point of view. Unaware

that he himself, by so looking at it, was breaking
a very fundamental requirement of perspective, he
pronounces, I must say presumptuously, that
“right-lined perspective is not the truth,” and
that “ it cannot be sustained, not being in harmony
with nature, reason, or vision ;

” and he forthwith
sets about inventing a new system, which, he says,
“ every right mind will, of necessity, admit to be
founded in nature.”
Again, Mr. Herdman asserts that lines actually

straight will, in a variety of cases, which he gives,
appear “convex,—curved.” Impossible! “More
convex," he continues, “ in proportion to their
distance from the line of the eye." Worse and
worse ! He instances parallel horizontal strata of
clouds, perpendicular streamers of the Aurora
Borealis, and oblique rays of the sun. Granting,
what, however, is not,—perhaps, cannot be, proved,
that his cloudy strata are parallel and horizontal
for an indefinite length, and that his streamers do
all rise perpendicularly and extend to the zenith,
not one of them, if a straight line in fact, becomes
a curved line in appearance

;
nor do the rays of

the sun, which are known to be straight lines,
ever become visual curves, any more "than the
others: in both cases, it being understood, that
neither the curvature of the earth, the unequal
refraction of the atmosphere, nor other disturbing
causes, be taken into consideration

;
but that the

question is, whether lines granted to be straight,

become visually curved, to whatever limits they
are extended? This proposition I deny in toto.

Pull out your “tightened cord,” Mr. Herdman;
by it test all those horizontal lines you mistakingly
call convex and curved, and you will find them as

straight as the horizon, which you allow is so. By
your “tightened cord” try also those Aurora
streamers which you mistakingly call more convex
to the edge of the horizon, and you will find them
as straight as those “ nearest the eye,” which you
allow appear straight. It is all a mistake : there
is no truth in it—they are straight, every one of
them

;
convergence there is, but no curvature, they

are all straight, seen by the eye, as well as in fact.

I repeat, if you cannot believe me, take out your
cord and see for yourself.

I will here suggest to Mr. Herdman, (although
it is rather anticipating what I purpose afterwards
introducing,) to consider the whole of visible space
as the concave surface of a sphere, of which his eye
is the centre. In this perfectly just mode of con-
sidering the phenomena of visibles, every great
circle of the sphere will appear to the eye as a
straight line continually produced until it returns
into itself. Indeed, Mr. Herdman allows this to

be a fact, in the case of the horizon. The cur-
vature is not perceived by the eye, because the eye
is in the plane of the great circle. The same holds
in whatever direction such great circle traverses
the sphere of vision. Thus an iron hoop, the eye
being placed in its centre, will appear a straight
line, whether the hoop be held vertically, horizon-
tally, or obliquely. Remove the eye from the plane
of the hoop and you immediately perceive its cur-
vature. Now, a straight line is visually a portion
of such great circle : this is manifest from the con-
sideration that the circle itself is visually a straight
line, and the proof that a line, straight in fact, can
never become curved in appearance consists in this

—that whereas you may remove your eye out of
the plane of a circle or hoop and detect its curva-
ture, you can never remove your eye out of the
plane of a straight line. To your “ tightened cord ”

again, Mr. Herdman. Hold it however you will
—upright, level, sideways—you can never get out
of its plane : it is straight every way.

It were, surely, almost superfluous to go further.

The facts failing, the reasoning fails, and the new
system explodes, falls to the ground, the “ baseless
fabric of a VISION.”
In charity, however, to Mr. Herdman, I will

point out to him one fact which he has totally

overlooked; but which, if duly considered, would,
I feel quite sure, have prevented him from having
committed himself in the manner he has done.

First, let us consider the rationale of a picture,

as being the transference on to a plane surface of
some portion of the whole of actual visible space.

A common and very just mode of illustration is

presented, by considering a plate of glass placed
vertically between the eye and the objects to be
represented, and by imagining the lines, bound-
aries, &c. of these objects, as they travel in direct

course to the immoveable eye, to be stamped, fixed,

daguerreotyped on the glass, as they pass through
it. This would necessarily give a correct drawing,
because all the marks on the glass would be iden-
tical, coincident, with the objects themselves, as

seen from the eye
;
and this, whether the subject

introduced Avas small, or of the largest possible

extent. This glass tracing, transferred to a sheet
of paper, or canvas, gives the foundation of a cor-

rect picture
;
that is, correct Avhen seen from the

point agreed upon, not otherwise. Now, Avhereas
it is very difficult indeed, practically to execute
this glass tracing, Perspective, a friend in need,
steps in, and tells us hoAv to do it Avith the greatest
ease. The mathematician makes a geometrical
problem of it, and gives us the results.

But Mr. Herdman rejects the demonstrations of
the mathematician as not in accordance Avith the
laAA's of appearances, denounces his suppositions
and theorems as based on abstract principles alone.
What ?—Abstract principles ? Arc the form, mag-
nitude, position, distance of solid bodies, or visible

surfaces, abstract principles ? pure suppositions ?

What? LaAA's of appearances ? Given, the dimen-
sions of a building, its position Avith regard to the
eye, its distance therefrom:—Required, hoAv to
project the angular space occupied by the building
and its various parts, upon a given plane surface,
so that similar angles shall be made at the eye, in

the one case as Avell as the other:—What has the
performance of this problem to do Avith the laAvs of
appearances, or the fancied superior observation of
one man above that of another ? Nothing Avhat-
ever. So little has observation to do Avith it, that
the celebrated Dr. Nicholas Saunderson, Professor
of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge,
could and did understand and perform the problems
of perspective and the projection of the sphere,
although blind from the first year of his existence.

Not, therefore, in working the problem, but
Avhen, being performed, its results become objects
of sight, subjected to the contemplation of the eye,
then and then only do the laAvs of appearances
come into requisition

;
and this is the considera-

tion, the fact, that Mr. Herdman has totally over-
looked. Once place your picture, in due position,
before the eye of the spectator, and the picture
becomes itself, at once, by that act, necessarily,
subjected to all the “ laAvs of appearances," exactly
in the same manner and degree as the objects
themselves. Taking the case Avhere the plane of
the objects themselves is parallel to the plane of
the picture, if lines actually parallel in the objects
visually converge, as undoubtedly they do (though
not in curves), and if the angle embraced be so
large as to render this convergence distinctly per-
ceptible and recognisable, so will also the corre-
sponding lines, draAAm actually parallel on the
picture, become Avhen vieAved from their corre-
sponding point of sight, also visually convergent,
and their convergence become distinctly perceptible
and recognisable, and in the same degree, and
from the same cause

;
the angle embraced by the

picture, as an object of sight, being exactly the
same as that of the objects themselves. Mathe-
matically speaking, the cases are identical, the
dimensions merely being smaller. This consi-

deration, simple and obvious as one would have
thought it, Mr. Herdman has totally overlooked.
There remain many interesting considerations,

connected with this subject, but time and space at
present warn me that I must bid Mr. Herdman
good bye. I do so with entire good humour.
There is a chivalrous nobility even in his very
rashness, which proves him to be nobly zealous in

the pursuit and advocacy of Avhat he esteems the
truth. This very feeling will, I believe, lead him as

nobly to own himself mistaken Avhen he becomes
convinced of it; and there is a frankness in the
aA'owal of his name, Avhich I shall at once imitate.

William Doeg.
Carlisle, October 10.

THE GREAT WATERLOO MEDAL,

In the year 1S19, his Majesty King George IV.,
then Prince Regent, conceived the idea of comme-
morating the important victory of Waterloo, by
causing a medal to be engraved, Avhich should,
as a Avork of high Art in itself, illustrate its attain-

ment during his reign
; and for surpassing mag-

nitude, become to future ages an enduring type
of the great event.

As a matter of routine, the members of the
Royal Academy Avere invited to offer designs for

the medal. After several consultations among
themselves, it was decided that Flaxman alone
should undertake the Royal Commission, and pre-

pare the sketch
;
all the other Academicians Avisely

abstaining from competition with their accom-
plished member.
Mr. Pistrucci had then but recently arrived in this

country, and been appointed principal engraver at

the Royal Mint. His fame, as a sculptor of gems,
had preceded him in England. Mr. Payne Knight

—

the most learned virtuoso in this class of Art at

that time living—attributed an exquisite example
of his skill to the best epoch of Greek Art

;
and

the Baron Denon, keeper of the Imperial Museum
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of Antiquities of Paris, &c. &c., classed therein

a gem from Mr. Pistrucci’s hand, as one of the

finest antiques of the Augustan period.

Educated as an artist from his youth in the

intense study of the great examples of ancient Art

existing in Rome, and received as a distinguished

member of the Academy of St. Luke, Mr. Pistrucci,

from his previously acquired fame, and in proud
reliance on his own talent, at once refused, when
applied to, to execute a medal from any other

design than his own. The design made by Flax-

man, beautiful as it undoubtedly was, became
cancelled

;
and, in twenty-four hours after the

refusal, one was prepared in wax, and submitted

to the Prince Regent, by the principal engraver of

the Royal Mint. This model was instantly hon-
oured by the fullest and most flattering approbation

of Royalty, and Mr. Pistrucci was commissioned

forthwith to engrave the dies for the Great Waterloo
Medal, from the design he had submitted to the

Prince Regent.
As soon as the Treasury formalities were per-

fected, forming the contract for the undertaking, it

became of the first importance to secure blocks of

steel of the utmost perfectibility, on which to

engrave the two sides of the medal. Some idea of

the difficulty may be formed, from the fact that

each matrix weighs twenty pounds
;
this unusual

weight required also the invention of new mecha-
nical means for applying the graver to the mass of

metal. All difficulties were finally overcome, and
a couple of blocks of steel chosen out of twenty
that were prepared for the purpose.

At this time Lord Maryborough was Master of

the Mint, and as Mr. Pistrucci had the duty of

making the dies for the coinage, the work on the

modal advanced but slowly, from these continued

interruptions. Lord Maryborough was superseded

in his office by Mr. Ilerries, and during the control

of the latter over the Royal Mint, the principle

was promulgated that no foreigner could legally

hold the appointment of principal engraver. With
each successive change of the ministry the master-

ship of the Mint changed hands
;
and without

entering into the history of the variations of

management, and the internal disputes engen-

dered thereby in the establishment, it is sufficient

to say that Mr. Pistrucci was finally displaced as

principal engraver, but was continued in the service

as principal medallist. All these intrigues and
difficulties renewed with every change of adminis-

tration, and frustrating the pi-ogress of the medal,

were terminated by Mr. Pistrucci abandoning the

official residence on Tower Hill, and removing to

a cottage at Old Windsor, where, in quiet retire-

ment, he at length completed the pair of dies for

the great medal on the first of January in the

present year.

Before entering upon its artistic qualities, it is

necessary to say that the medal when struck, will

be five and a half inches in diameter. No medal
of this important dimension has hitherto been per-

fected
;
the two dies among the so-called Napoleon

medals by Andrieu, although of similar extent of

surface, were only formed for striking separate

medallions in soft metal. It will be recollected

besides, that these contained in one the profile

bust of Napoleon, and the other the double busts

of himself and the Empress Maria Louisa. In
elaboration of subject there exists not the remotest

comparison with the work of the Waterloo medal.

Mr. Pistrucci’s dies contain full sixty figures, re-

sembling, somewhat in scale of proportion, the

St. George on the crown piece, of his execution

:

the border, on the reverse side, is in unusually

high relief, and the entire performance has been
achieved by engraving alone, without punching
whatever, in any part. The time which has been
employed in this immense labour is calculated to

have amounted together to twelve years of con-

tinuous working, at Mr. Pistrucci’s rate, of eighteen

hours daily out of the twenty-four, being an extent

of application which the veteran engraver continues

to exercise, unless interrupted by indisposition, in

the enthusiastic pursuit of his art at the present

day. The labour on the pair of dies contains alone

as much work as any previous medallist has ever
executed in a life-time.

The intention of his Majesty King George IV.
was to have the medal struck in gold, and one of

each of these presented to the allied Sovereigns
who contributed to the downfall of Napoleon, and
one also to be presented to each of the two great
commanders, Wellington and Blucher, whose mili-

tary prowess consummated the glorious event.

Some others were intended to be struck in silver

for presents to lesser dignities, as well as some in

bronze. Those of the two latter classes were to be
purchaseable by the public.
The dies have now been completed ten months,

a copy in soft metal has been placed before the
Lords of the Treasury, but difficulties of routine

and ceremony have, to this moment, retarded any
procedure to harden the dies and strike the medal

;

it is only necessary merely to allude to this, as it

will probably come before the public officially in a

short time.

The subject of both sides of the medal is treated

allegorically, excepting the central part of the

obverse, which represents the busts of the four

allied sovereigns seen grouped together in profile.

Around this group of actual portraits, the figures

constitute an allegorical mythological allusion to

the treaty of peace which was consequent upon the

great triumph on the field of battle. The summit
of the surrounding groupings presents Apollo in

his car restoring the day
;
the rainbow-zephyr and

Iris follow the chariot of the sun in succession, but
the zephyr is tending towards the earth, and scat-

tering flowers as the emblem of peace and tran-

quillity. On the opposite side, the car of Apollo
is seen closely approaching the constellation

Gemini, personified as usual by a pair of graceful

youths, indicating the month in which the great

contest took place. Castor and Pollux, each armed
with spears, are intended to elucidate the apo-

theosis of Wellington and Blucher. Themis, the

goddess of Justice appears on earth, as in the

golden age. This figure is placed in front of the

profile busts of the sovereigns to show that J ustice

is a greater security to government than Power.
The goddess is seated on a rock, a palm-tree waves
over her head, she is prepared to reward Virtue

with its branches in one hand, and in the other

holds a sword for the ready punishment of crime.

Power is personified by a robust man of mature
age, bearded and armed with a club

;
he is seated

under an oak tree, and forms the corresponding
figure at the back of the group of busts of the

ailied sovereigns, to that of Justice facing it. Be-
neath Themis, the Fates arc introduced, to indicate

that henceforward human actions will be con-

trolled by Justice alone. These actions and
passions are represented by the Furies, which,
being placed beneath the emblematical figure of

Power, are subjected to its influence, and no
longer suffered to quit the infernal regions, or

Cimmerian caverns, in which, at the base of this

side of the medal, the allegory is completed by the

figure of Night; the mother of the Fates receding

into darkness, from the ruling daylight of Phoebus’

car on the summit.
The Reverse. The central group on this side

consists of a couple of equestrian figures, classically

treated, but having the countenances of Wellington
and Blucher. They are full of action, the figure

personifying the hero of Waterloo is galloping

in advance, and that of the veteran Blucher is

rushing to the aid of his companion in glory, to

complete the enemy’s destruction. They are guided

by a female figure of a flying Victory, placed be-

tween them, conducting their horses to the conflict.

Quite detached from this central group and forming
a border round it, a composition of many figures

represents the battle of the Giants. They are

struck down by the thunder of Jupiter; the

youngest ones being the most dariug in the assault

of heaven, are the first to receive the divine

punishment. In their descent they tumble over

one another in every variety of attitude, symbolical

of the confusion of the defeated enemy. The num-
ber of the figures of the giants is nineteen, illus-

trative of the nineteen years duration of the war
;

and in grouping these figures, they are represented

following each other in succession.

There is at present no inscription on any part,

and it is proposed to place solely on the edge of the

medal, the words “ Waterloo
,
June 18, 181-5.”

The artistic achievement of this unparalleled

performance in medallic engraving remains to be
considered, and there can be no hesitation in saying

it is commensurate with the event it is intended to

celebrate, worthy of the nation which ordained it,

and honourable in the highest degree to the talent

of the artist to whom it was confided. The public

will naturally expect that no further delay than is

absolutely necessary will take place, and that the

illustrious Hero now full of years, to whose
honour and glory it is mainly dedicated, may yet

receive in person the golden testimonial from the

hands of his revered and beloved Sovereign.
The dies remain in the possession of Mr. Pistrucci

at his rural abode called “ Fine Arts Cottage,” at

Old Windsor, Berkshire. He is there happily

occupied in his favourite pursuit of the arts, along

with the two accomplished young ladies, his

daughters, whose proficiency in gem engraving
merited the prizes recently given by the Art-Union
Society of London, for a class of art not worthily

encouraged or properly appreciated among us.

H. M.

[We are indebted for this notice to the courtesy

of an esteemed Correspondent.]

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION MEET-
ING AT BIRMINGHAM,

AND THE EXHIBITION OF MANUFACTURES
AND ART.

FOURDRINIER’S PATENT SAFETY APPARATUS—SIR DAVID
BREWSTER'S BINOCULAR CAMERA— PROFES80R WHEAT-
STONE'S STEREOSCOPE— DR. BRAUN'S 1CONOORAPHY—
FICTILE IVORY.

We have already adverted to some of the very
prominent advantages which appeared to con-

nect themselves with the Exhibition and the

meeting of the Association for the advancement
of Science at Birmingham. We are desirous of

returning to the consideration of the interesting

circumstances that have arisen from this

union of pure science and its technical asso-

ciations, principally for the purpose of drawing
attention to some important matters which could

not be included in the more general notice of

the Exhibition of Manufactures, which appeared

in our last number.
Although the Art-Joui'nal is, as its name im-

plies, purely devoted to Art and its valuable

assistance to Manufactures, it has never failed,

when the interests of humanity were concerned,

to embrace their consideration, to the sacrifice

even of its more immediate objects, though the

subject may have been far beyond the circle of

its duties. This has ever been our practice, from
the feeling that every one of those readers, whom
we desire to please, must possess that amount of

exalted humanity wliich delights in every good,

particularly when the good presents at once a

means of ameliorating the condition of a large

portion of our community. In the present in-

stance we are desirous of giving the first consi-

deration to an invention, by the application of

which, we have no doubt, many valuable lives

will be saved.

Our national importance is in a great measure

dependent upon our immense mineral wealth,

and our iron and coal may be considered as

equal to two-thirds of the whole. The opera-

tion of mining for these valuable substances

is, under the best circumstances, one of great

difficulty, and always beset with dangers. The
mere fact of working at great depths below the

surface, where the exhilarating influences of the

sunbeam, so essential to health and life, never

penetrate, is of itself sufficiently toilsome and
wearing, even if the miner were never subject to

any other ills. The terrors of the fire-damp

lurk, however, like agencies of vengeance in

those gloomy recesses; and every few months
we are shocked by the details of explosions

which sweep, at once, scores to destniction,

leaving sorrowing widows and innocent children

to the heritage of want. Again, the mode of

descending into the mines and ascending from

them, is full of risk. The men place them-

selves in a basket or cage, and are lowered to or

raised from their work by a rope or chain. If

either of these break from any accidental cir-

cumstance, from friction, or, as is sometimes

unfortunately the case, from criminal design,

being cut—the unfortunate men are dashed to

pieces at the bottom of the shaft. We hear of

an explosion sweeping off a great number “ at

one fell swoop,” but the number of men destroyed

in the coal and iron mines by minor accidents,

—

particularly by the breaking of the ropes or

chains,—far exceeds the numbers sacrificed by
explosions.

In the grounds of Bingley House, Birmingham,

is to be seen the patent safety apparatus of the

Fourdriniers, forming a beautiful point in this

Exhibition of Manufactures. The beautifully

scientific machinery, patented by these gentlemen

for the manufacture of paper of any length ;
and

which is most extensively employed for receiving

the impressions of engravings for the use of the

Staffordshire potters, is well known.

The present invention, which has been tested

in several mine3 most severely, promises to

afford an amount of safety to the miner which

he has not hitherto enjoyed. The apparatus

consists of a cage or basket, which can be em-

ployed in every way, precisely as any arrange-

ment now in use. This is attached to guide

rods or chains in the shaft, and upon the rope

or chain being broken, arms, forming powerful
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level’s, are liberated, and these are wedged most
securely upon the guide rods. The apparatus

has no chance of falling more than a few inches

after the rope or chain is broken. The stop is

most perfect, and so free from any violent action,

that no danger is to be apprehended from recoil.

Another arrangement has been made, by which

the casualties arising from being drawn over the

pulley are entirely prevented. It must be under-

stood that this machine is perfectly self-acting,

and that the greater the weights which may be

in the cage, the tighter do the wedges hold upon
the guide-rods in the event of any accident

occurring. The apparatus has been inspected

by some of the largest coal proprietors of the

kingdom, and so highly do they approve of it,

that orders have been given to the Messrs. Four-

drinier to place their invention in several of

the most important pits in the north. The
achievement of such a work as this, by which a

source of misery is removed, is deserving of the

highest reward; and we trust that the public

will not be slow in convincing the able inventors

that they can appreciate so important a work at

its real value.

It is not often that the scientific sections of

the British Association furnish matter which is

of interest to the lovers of Art In the present

instance we have, however, two or three very

striking examples of communications, which
promise to be of much value to Art, and which
are of the highest interest to those who desire

to study the best works of genius in their utmost

purity.

In the physical section, Sir David Brewster

brought forward a new description of camera

obscura, to which he has applied the name of

Binocular. The principal object of this instru-

ment is to obtain copies of statues and living

bodies, which can be exhibited as solids by the

Stereoscope of Professor Wheatstone. Sir David
Brewster having published in the Literary Gazette

a paper on the construction and applications of

tins camera, we shall adopt some parts of the

explanations there given, to convey to our readers

the best information on this curious and inte-

resting subject :

—

“In order,” says Sir David Brewster, “to
understand the subject, we shall first consider

the vision with one eye, of objects of dimensions,

when of different magnitudes, and placed at

different distances. When we thus view a build-

ing, or a full length or colossal statue, at a short

distance, a picture of all its visible parts is formed
on the retina. If we view it at a greater distance,

certain parts cease to be seen, and other parts

come into view
;
and this change on the picture

will go on, but will become less and less percep-

tible as we retire from the original. If we now
look at the building or statue from a distance

through a telescope, so as to present it to us
with the same distinctness, and of the same
apparent magnitude, as we saw it at eur first

position, the two pictures will be essentially

different ; all the parts which cease to be visible

as we retired, will still be invisible, and all the

parts which were not seen at our first position,

but became visible by retiring, will be seen in

the telescopic picture. Hence, the parts seen

by the near eye, and not by the distant teles-

cope, will be those towards the middle of the

building or statue, whose surfaces converge, as

it were, towards the eye, while those seen by
the telescope, and not by the eye, will be the

external parts of the object whose surfaces con-

verge less, or approach to parallelism. It will

depend on the nature of the building or the

statue which of these pictures give us the most
favourable representation of it.

* * *

“ If we repeat the preceding experiments

with two eyes instead of one, the building or

statue will be of a different appearance. Sur-

faces and parts, formerly invisible, will become
visible, and the body will be better seen, because

we see more of it ; but then, the parts thus

brought into view, being seen, generally speak-

ing, with one eye, will have only one-half the
illumination of the rest of the picture. But
though we see more of the body in binocular

vision, it is only parts of vertical surfaces per-

pendicular to the line joining the eyes, that are

thus brought into view, the parts of similar

horizontal surfaces remaining invisible as with

one eye. It would require a pair of eyes placed

vertically, that is, with the line joining them in

a vertical direction, to enable us to see the hori-

zontal as well as the vertical surfaces, and it

would require a pair of eyes inclined at all pos-

sible angles, that is, a row of eyes two and a half

inches in diameter, to enable us to have a per-

fectly symmetrical view of the statue. * * *

“With these observations, we shall be able to

determine the best method of obtaining dissi-

milar plane drawings of full-length and colossal

statues, &c. in order to reproduce them in three

dimensions by means of the stereoscope. Were
a painter called upon to take drawings of a

statue, as seen by each eye, he would fix at the

height of his eyes, a metallic plate with two
small holes in it, whose distance is equal to that

of his eyes, and he would then draw the statue

as seen through the holes by each eye. These
pictures, however, whatever be his skill, would
not be such as to reproduce the statue by their

union. An accuracy, almost mathematical, is

necessary for this purpose, and this can only be
obtained from pictures executed by the processes

of the Daguerreotype and Talbotype. In order

to do this with the requisite nicety, we must
construct a binocular camera which will take the

pictures simultaneously, and of the same size

;

that is, a camera with two lenses of the same
aperture and focal length, placed at the same
distance as the two eyes. As it is impossible to

grind and 'polish two lenses, whether single or

achromatic, of exactly the same focal lengths,

even if we had the very same glass for each, I

propose to bisect the lenses, and construct the

instrument with semi-lenses, which will give us

pictures of precisely the same size and definition.

These lenses should be placed with their diame-

ters of bisection parallel to one another, and at

the distance of two and a half inches, which is

the average distance of the eyes in man ; and,

when fixed in a box of sufficient size, will form
a binocular camera, which will give us at the

same instant, with the same lights and shadows,

and of the same size, such dissimilar pictures of

statues, buildings,"landscapes, and living objects,

as will produce them in relief in the stereo-

scope.”

It being understood that the images thus

obtained by means of the camera are different in

some slight degree from each other, that is, that

one is the image as seen by the right eye, and
the other as seen by the left eye—it will not be
difficult to understand that if we have an arrange-

ment by which these two images are brought to

the true concourse of the optic axes, we shall

obtain, in appeai’ance, a solid figure.

The Stereoscope consists of two plane mirrors

about four inches square, inserted in frames, and
so adjusted that then’ backs form an angle of
90° with each other. These mirrors are fixed

by their common edge against an upright board,

so that the nose being brought against it, the

two eyes are placed before the two mirrors. At
a few inches distant from the mirrors are fitted

two sliding panels, which are capable of being
placed at different distances from them. Into

these the two drawings of any statue or other

object are placed, and these are of course

reflected in the mirror. To use the stereoscope,

the observer must place his eyes as near as

possible to the mirror, the right eye before the

right hand mirror and the left eye before the

left hand mirror, and the sliding panels must be
moved to or from him until the two reflected

images coincide at the intersection of the optic

axes, and form an image of the same apparent
magnitude as each of the component pictures.

In this manner we may obtain beautiful repre-

sentations of images of all kinds,—statues, living

bodies, natural objects, or machinery,—of three

dimensions.

To the sculptor the apparatus described must
be invaluable. By a very easy process he will

be enabled to obtain faithful copies of any
chosen work of art, or of any model from which
he may desire to study, and to reproduce them
before him in all the perfection of the solid form
whenever he may please to do so. Superficial

forms are brought before the eye in three

dimensions at will ; and taking advantage of the

photographic processes, we may now secure for

our portfolios copies of the finest works of anti-

quity, whether they are the sculptures of the
Vatican, or of our own collections. The tem-

ples of Egypt, Greece, or Rome, or the beautiful

remains of the industry of our Saxon fathers

which are scattered through the land, may by
the same means be preserved, and by the aid of

the stereoscope brought before the eye of the

observer in such a form, that the illusion is per-

fect, and the solid mass stands in all its propor-

tions an object for study or for admiration.

Immediately connected with this interesting

subject is the communication of M. Claudet to

the Chemical Section on Photography, to which
we are desirous of directing the notice of our

readers, and which we purpose bringing forward
in another number, with some observations of

our own.
In our notice of the exhibition, we have already

alluded to some electrotypes exhibited by the

Messrs. Elkington ; but from the important

position they promise to take in the progress of

Art-education, we are induced to return to a
consideration of their merits. From the facili-

ties which the process of electro-deposit offers for

the reproduction of any works of art, it has

occurred to Dr. Braun to aim at procuring fac-

similesof the finest specimens of antiquitybysuch
means. This gentleman has been for some years

resident in Italy, and during that time he has

most industriously obtained moulds of many of

the finest works of the sculptor’s art to be found

in the Vatican, and in other public and private

collections in the Italian states. These moulds
have become the property of Messrs. Elkington,

and they are producing copies of tho originals in

all their pure perfection.

Numerous advantages are attendant on this

means of reproduction over ordinary casting.

Moulds from the originals, suitable for the elec-

trotype process, are obtainable with much
greater ease and in a greater variety of materials

than can possibly be employed for castings

;

therefore the copies may be produced at a much
cheaper rate than has been hitherto practical by
any other process. The unerring fidelity of the

electrotypes is another strong recommendation,

perfect fee-similes of the originals being thus

obtained. The figures now exhibited are the

results of the first efforts made by those spirited

manufacturers, and as such they are of the

highest promise. It appeal’s that the designs of

the Messrs. Elkington are not only to reproduce

by this method the finest statues, busts, bas-

relievos, vases, &c. of ancient art, but to extend

the process to the multiplication of the works of

modem artists. It must bo remembered that

the beauty of all productions of high art depend
upon certain delicate touches, which are espe-

cially the indications of a master mind directing

a skilful hand. Therefore the merit of every

copy consists in the fidelity with which these

are repeated. In ordinary casting, unless the

utmost expense is incurred, it is impossible to

attain this excellence
;
whereas the electrotype

copies, howsoever multiplied, arc all exact repe-

titions of the original.

Time has spared from destruction numerous
examples of the genius of 'past ages. The re-

publication of these at such a price as will place

them within the reach of all who are educated

to appreciate the value of these beautiful

efforts of thought, and that devout study of the

beautiful which distinguished the works of

Greece in its palmy days, and some of the pro-

ductions of Rome and of the Italian Schools,

ere yet the blight of a false taste fell upon
them, will do much to cherish into full activity

that love for the excellencies of Art which we
hope and believe is like a living stream, flowing

through the masses of European population.

A little pamphlet, “Classical Iconography,”

by Dr. Emile Braun, has been placed in our

hands. Thisgentleman has caused the portraits of

those writers and statesmen of classical antiquity,

which are undoubtedly genuine, to be skilfully

copied on a reduced scale. These elegant re-

productions will be multiplied by the aid of

the electrotype, in castings more or less fine

and solid ; so that every one, according to the

extent of his means and his taste in Art, may
obtain whatever style of workmanship suits him
best for the adornment of his study table. The
ancient actors and dramatic poets were wont.
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during tlic studying of their parts, to place

before them the masks of those whose mental

characters it was their business to express orally.

For those who love to hold communion with

the old classics it will be a source of great en-

joyment and intellectual instruction thus to

enter into a kind of personal intercourse with

the great spirits to whom we are indebted for

these immortal productions.

Already published by Messrs. Elkington are

the following :—Double Hermes of Herodotus
and Thucydides, Sophocles and Aristotle ; these

are speedily to be followed by the portraits

of HSschylus, Alexander the Great, and Demos-
thenes. The moulds for these have been ob-

tained from the Museo Borbonico, at Naples, and
from the Lateran Museum.

Desiring to render such productions and the

superior works of our own artists, familiar to

the great public, Messrs. Elkington also bring

forward copies of these and other works of Art
in a material which they have named Fictile

Ivory. These are preparations of the finest

plaster of Paris, which, by nice manipulation, is

made to absorb stearine or some similar agent.

Where the requisite care is taken, the imitation

of ivory is most perfect ; and in all the produc-

tions now published by this firm, the results are

exceedingly good.

These fictile ivories will do much to cultivate

a taste for the Arts, since, by this mode, the

finest models, or ivory and miniature sculptures,

may be multiplied at a comparatively trifling

cost, and thus find their way into the hands of

those from whom at present they are entirely

excluded. With such motives, which are in

the highest degree creditable, this superior order

of fictile ivory is now introduced to the public.

The specimens in the Birmingham Exhibition

are very satisfactory, but we expect still superior

things from the taste which directs this under-

taking. We have heard objections urged by
the possessors of some of the gems of ancient

Art, that this, or any similar process will have
the effect of destroying the value of their speci-

mens, which they now pride themselves in i'e-

garding as unique. Surely the selfishness of

human nature cannot be carried to a more
lamentable extent than is implied to have ex-

istence, on the evidence of this poor objection.

To satisfy, however, those who would desire to

possess the beautiful for themselves alone, allow

us to suggest that an additional value will often

be given to a master-work, the originals of which
they may possess, when its perfections are made
known by faithful copies. We require that the

taste of the British public should be cultivated ;

and we trust that the efforts of those manufac-
turers who have started in advance of this

miserable spirit, will receive that reward which
their enterprise so justly deserves.

Robert Hunt.

[Referring to the Birmingham Exposition, we feel again
called upon to remark upon the impolicy and injustice of

permitting mere dealers to contribute articles in their

own names; thus depriving the actual manufacturer of

that honour which we trust very many of them consider
as one of the substantial rewards of enterprise and talent.

We trust this highly objectionable system will be
cautiously avoided when arranging the Exposition of

1851; that no object will be exhibited except with the
name of the inventor or producer; and that as far as

possible, the name of the Designer also will be given.
Manufacturers could lose nothing by making known the
parties to whom they are indebted for designs. In our
notice of the Birmingham Exposition, we made some note
of a series of cast-iron vases—copies chiefly from the
antique, which stood at the entrance to Bingley House.
We engraved one of them, which we erroneously attri-

buted to a Mr. Wright. We extract the following from a
local newspaper :

—

“ Sir,—

O

n my visit to your Exposition this morning, I

observed a number of cast-iron vases in the approach
road, and on referring to the catalogue, I find the whole
arc described as being contributed by Messrs. Mapple-
beck & Lowe, of Birmingham, manufactured by the Coal-
brookdale Company. It is not for me to say if the
description given is by tho contributors or by the com-
mittee of management, but I think right that the public
should know that Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 11, were cast
at the Britannia Foundry, Derby, and supplied to the
contributors by Mr. A. Handyside.

“John Lee.
“ Britannia Foundry, Derby.”

We have only to add that these works are highly credit-
able to the manufacturer. They are by no means costly,
aud are admirably suited for lawn or garden decorations.]
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THE DUTCH FERRY.
Sir A. W. Callcott, R.A., Painter. R. Wallis, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 3 ft. 1 in. by 2 ft. 2 in.

No country of Europe, perhaps, has undergone so

little change within the last two centuries as

Holland. In its natural aspect, the general appear-
ance of its towns and villages, and in the domestic
habits and manners of the people, we see now
very nearly the same scenes as the old Dutch
painters presented to us. When Wilkie visited

the country, he wrote to his friend Sir G. Beau-
mont—“ Nothing seems new to me here, for I had
been familiar with it all upon canvas, and what
one could not help wondering at, was, that these

old masters should have been able to draw the
materials of so beautiful a variety of art from so

contracted and monotonous a country.” The
remark applies with almost equal force to all

classes of artists, whether marine or landscape-
painters, or of the common incidents of life.

It will therefore scarcely be a subject of wonder,
that even the works of modern Dutch painters

bear a close resemblance to those of their prede-
cessors, when the sources from which they draw
their material have undergone little or no change.
While improvement and revolution have been
rapidly marching throughout the rest of Europe,
Holland has remained almost “ in statu quo.”

Callcott showed in many of his works a strong
predilection for the Dutch school, as in the picture

from which Mr. Wallis’s engraving is taken; we
here find the same mellow, atmospheric tints, and
the same delicacy of pencilling, as form the pecu-
liar beauties of that school. The subject possesses

nothing of more than ordinary interest
;
on the

right are some houses overshadowed by the thick

foliage of a fine group of trees
;
the peasantry of

the country are variously occupied in the fore-

ground
;
and on the left, a Schuyt or market-boat

has just unmoored from the shore
;

it is rowed by
a woman, for females here, as in some other coun-
tries, perform those laborious duties which ought
more properly to be performed by the stronger sex.

The composition opens in the distance, showing
the course of a river with boats, and another
village embosomed in trees.

The picture, which is a charming specimen of
Callcott’s quiet and perfectly natural style, was
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1832.

MEMOIR OF T. S. COOPER, A.R.A.*

I was born in the city of Canterbury, Kent,
26th September, 1803, so says my mother, and
christened in October, so says tho church register.

In the early part of my babyhood I did nothing
in the Fine Arts, but passed the most of my
time in screaming ; and whenever that voice was
heard in the house, my mother used to observe,
“ There ’s that Tom again.” Whether I cried

for sugar-sticks or black-lead pencils, is not
chronicled in the family records ; but during
this eveutful period of my life, my father,

influenced by some blind infatuation, deserted

his wife and children, and left me (like the

youngest son of most families,) to grope my way
as I could. The earliest recollection that I have
of myself is on one Sunday morning, when I

was sketching, with my brother, the great

church, for so we called the Cathedral
;
and I

continued to sketch that and all those neigh-

bouring objects that attracted my boyhood's
fancy, when the weekly half-day holiday would
give me time, till I was thirteen years of age.

At this period my mother wished me to be
bound an apprentice to some trade, to relieve

her, in some measure, of the expense I was to her;

every body feeling, more or less, about this time,

the effects of the long-continued war with the

Empire, food and raiment being at so high a

price. She mentioned shoemakiug, carpentering,

and, not perhaps without some reason, house-

painting ; but I, influenced no doubt by a love

of dr-awing, thought I should have been deprived
of the practice of that Art to which I was so

fondly attached
;

I therefore replied to her, “ I

* Mr. Cooper has favoured us with a sketch of the
principal events in his career as an artist, which he has
been pleased to embody in the form of a “ fireside address”
to his children. It will doubtless be perused with interest,
from the pen of one whose pencil, in its peculiar depart-
ment, is unrivalled in the present day, and has scarcely,
if ever, been surpassed in ancient times.

could not be bound an apprentice, for I had a

mind above it.” Being deprived of a father’s

assistance and advice, and my mother thinking
that for her son to become an artist, was to

ensure to himself an inheritance of poverty, I

became, as it were, a neglected plant, for although i

no one would strike me down, none cared whe-
ther the blight assailed, or lightning withered
me. The fact was, as my mother observed, that
to become an artist was to inherit poverty, and
therefore I felt that at the early age of fourteen
I was left entirely to my own resources. I was
never cast down, never mingled much with my
play-fellows, but when opportunity allowed, was
always making sketches of the surrounding
scenery, and those objects of interest and anti-

quity with which the city of Canterbury at that

time abounded. Occasionally I sold one of those
sketches for a few shillings. Thus was I occu-

pied till I was sixteen, when one evening making
a sketch of the north view of the Cathedral from
the suburbs, a gentleman approached me, appa-
rently in bad health, and I did not appear to

attract his notice till he came up to where I

was sitting. “Ah, you are drawing, my boy,”
he said. “ Yes, sir,” I replied, “ I am drawing
the church.” “ And your drawing is very clever,

very well, indeed,” he continued, after looking
over it. He then asked me several questions
relative to my age, parentage, &c., all of which
I answered. He then said I should draw very
well if I had some knowledge of perspective.
“ What is that 1 ” I asked. “ I never heard of
the word.” “Well,” he replied, “my boy, it is

that necessary principle of Art that makes a
thing look large although at a distance ” (I now
suppose he meant its retaining its real size

though appearing small to the spectator ;)
“ and

if you will come to me to-morrow morning,” he
continued, “ I will teach you. My address is at

the Theatre.” I started at that, my family being
all Dissenters ; however, I went to the theatre

the next day, and there I was initiated into all

those mysteries of Art which have ever since

influenced me ; but the season shortly breaking
up, I was left without the instruction of this

kind feeling man, whose name was Doyle. I

then again had recourse to drawing the old
buildings in the city, and disposing of tho
sketches to strangers

;
and thus I was enabled,

(at my own expense,) to join Mr. John Martin’s

evening classes, who was then the best drawing-
master in East Kent, and who, when he saw I

could assist his junior pupils, kindly allowed me
my own instruction gratis. Thus, by great

perseverance, I continued till the next year,
i

when the players returned again to Canterbury,
!

Mr. Doyle with them, and then, to my surprise >

and sorrow, I found that he was in bad
J

health, and, indeed, he died within a very few
weeks of his arrival, an event, however odd it

1

may sound, that was extremely advantageous to i

me ; for, though I lost his instruction, I had the
engagement to finish the scenery he was upon,
during which time a gentleman came to Mr.
Dowton (a son of the Dowton) who had taken
the Feversham, Hastings, and other theatres. He

j

asked Mr. Dowton if he could recommend any 1

scene-painter. Mr. Dowton, pointing to me, said,

“There's a young man that will exactly suit

you.” I was engaged that morning, and in a few
days went to Feversham, whei-e I painted the
scenery for “ Macbeth,” and other pieces, and at

the end of June, 1820, arrived at Hastings, being
then about seventeen years of age. Here I painted
the whole of the summer. Things not being very
prosperous, and being greatly solicited by an
uncle, a clergyman, who promised that if I would
leave my wandering life, as he termed it, he
would get me a studentship in the Royal Aca-
demy in London, I left, and returned to Can-
terbury, and after resuming my old occupation,
aided by teaching, till 1823, my uncle invited

me up to live with him in London, that I might
have the advantages of instruction ; but I found
that his promise of procuring me a studentship

in the Royal Academy was quite visionary ; and
therefore the next morning, although a stranger

in London, I left his breakfast-table, and returned
that day to dinner a student in the British

Museum, without help from either relations or

friends. Two or three months after that, I became,
by means of a letter from Sir T. LawTence,
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a student in the Angerstein Gallery, and then,

1824, a student of the Royal Academy.
Some months after, my uncle finding me a

burden to him, that is to say, I was not earning

any thing, put into my hands my coach fare to

Canterbury, and a bill of my board, lodging, and
washing, during the nine months I was under
his roof. Thus I returned to the place of my
youth without a friend, without a father, without
any sort of assistance and advice. I had only a

poor mother to receive me
;
but it is now my

happiness to know (although in early days I was
a neglected plant, and the study of Art was the
only occupation that, in her estimation, would
keep me poor and needy), she now finds shel-

ter under its branches in her old age, and in a
great degree, through Providence, I am enabled
to make her winter-path more smooth and bright,

than, alas ! was her spring-time or summer.
Thus, from 1824 till 1827, my sole occupation

was teaching in Canterbury and the surrounding
towns. I was in the receipt of an easy income,

the average amount of which was 200Z. a-year,

when a French gentleman came to settle in

Canterbury, and undertook to teach the French
language, mathematics, and engineering ; but
desiring, doubtless, to extend the sphere of his

operations and emoluments, he likewise com-
menced to teach drawing. Whatever estimate

I might have had of his artistic abilities, I

always considered him a gentleman, though
through him my teaching fell off, my means
were reduced, and in 1827 I left England to

seek my fortune in a foreign land, in company
with a school-fellow, Mr. W. Burgess, now a
drawing-master at Dover.
Thus shipwrecked in all my eai’ly hopes, I

set sail one Sunday morning in July, 1827, with
forty-five sovereigns, and my friend, who was
with mo, with twenty-five, and thus we volun-

tarily exiled ourselves from our country and
friends. It was in an express boat that we
left Dover, and, as from the position of the

wind, we were obliged to near the Goodwins,
we experienced a melancholy pleasure in hearing

the “ National Anthem ” played on board the
“ Ramilies,” then a guard-ship in the Downs.

We arrived at Calais in the afternoon, and thought
the distance was trifling from shore to shore, yet

such was our excitement at beholding the pic-

torial character of a French town and people,

that we forgot the responsible situation in which
we had placed ourselves, and then it came to

our conviction that we must earn money if we
wished to live. But what were wc to do 1

However, after making a few sketches of Calais,

we proceeded to Gravelines. My friend being

then fearful that we should come to want, wished
to return home

;
but I, who was never cast down

by ordinary difficulties, said, “Nonsense. I will

take your portrait which I did. the next morn-
ing before breakfast ; and the pleasure we both

enjoyed when I showed it to the son of the

landlord of the inn, and he exclaimed, “ Diable,

mon dieu ! comma 9a ressemble, il faut faire

le portrait de ma femme,” was unbounded ; and
before I could follow my inclination and make a

hearty breakfast, I was hurried off to make a

sketch of the wife, as also one of himself and
two children, before dinner. The next day I

made drawings of his father, mother, the notary

of the town, his wife, and their two children.

We w'ere entreated to stay to draw others,

but Gravelines being an uninteresting place, we
left on the fourth day, our knapsacks on our
backs, with fifty-two francs profit, after paying

our expenses at the inn.

We proceeded to Dunkirk, and spent a fort-

night there, taking portraits with the same
success. Not having any definite place of route,

we left Dunkirk by Bruges and Ghent, and arrived

at Brussels in the middle of August. There we
commenced the same means of livelihood, and
in order to do it more effectually, we took lodg-

ings and exhibited the drawings in the window.

This brought to me many persons desirous of

having their portraits taken, among whom was a

French nobleman, accompanied by a very beau-

tiful lady
;
he said to me, “ Faites le portrait de

cette dame,” and quitted the room. I was very

much puzzled to know whether I was capable of

taking her likeness, or of withdrawing my eyes

off her, when she said, with a most amiable

smile, “ Maintenant, monsieur, commencez.” I,

covered with blushes, commenced the drawing,

but found that I was incapable of doing it, when
the gentleman returned, and taking the drawing

in his hand said, “Yes; it resembles her, but

still it is not her
;

” and taking up another draw-

ing that he saw in the window, said, “ If you did

the background to this drawing, you are much
more capable of drawing landscapes than por-

traits
;
make me a little sketch in pencil, and I

will pay for it double the sum you charge for

the portrait.” In half an hour I had finished the

sketch. He was delighted with it—paid the

money, and, with the lady and drawing, left the

room. I mention this trifling circumstance for

it had so great an influence ou my subsequent

prospects. A few days after, to my surprise, I

had several applications for pencil-drawings of

landscapes, and also for giving lessons
;

and
during four years, dating from that period, I

was in the enjoyment of the highest patronage.

It was from this period to the year 1829 that

I made the acquaintance and married one of the

most amiable and accomplished ladies of the

English residents, your beloved and lamented
mother, which pi'cvented my taking advantage of

the friendship and instruction of that great

animal painter, Mr. Verbceckhoven, as I was
obliged to make a provision for my family in the

time which I would otherwise have been devot-

ing to study. But it is my happiness to feel

now as I dicl then, that I enjoyed his friendship

and experienced his very great kindness, and
that whatever I have been able to do since I left

the Netherlands in my branch of Art, I owe to

him. Thus I continued prosperously; but in

the revolution of 1830 my hopes again were
shipwrecked.

Having in that year been engaged to go to the
principal towns of Holland to make some
sketches, I had an opportunity of seeing the

works of the great animal painters of the Dutch
School. Then, for the first time, I was im-

pressed with the feeling that this branch of Art
was not much practised in England; and I

should have set about studying the works of

these great painters, had not the Revolution

then broken out in Brussels, which annihilated

all my resolutions and hopes, and forced me
to return here, after many difficulties, and
imprisonment. I arrived on the second day
of the Revolution, when I found my wife and
child outside of the town, at her father’s house,

and her only brother dead from wounds in the

conflict. But I pass over these dreadful scenes

and the difficulties arising from them, during

the space of nine months ; I returned to England
in the summer of 1831. Then again I had to

begin life without a friend or an acquaintance

;

but, as before, was never cast down by discom-

fiture or difficulty
;
and the hope reviving that

I might become a painter, induced me to study

all day in the fields, from nature—animals, and
landscape, and in the evenings I laboured for the

wants of my family by making pencil drawings

and drawings on stone. Thus I continued till

1833, when I exhibited my first picture in the

Suffolk Street Gallery, which was so favourably

noticed, that in 183*4 I was commissioned by
Mr. Vernon to paint the picture which is now
in the Vernon Gallery. Then it was, on my
first ‘visit to my dear mother and family, my
townsmen met mo with open hands, congratu-

lating me on the distinguished position to which
I was raising myself. Yes, these very persons who
never helped me when I needed assistance, who
never put forth the fostering hand to the poor
“ artist boy,” now assumed the credit and par-

ticipation in the honour I was gaining, and
called me their distinguished townsman, and
praised that structure to which they gave no
helping hand. Subsequently, from year to

year, I met with equal success, till, in 1845,

I was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy,
previous to attaining which object of my ambi-

tion, I lost her who was my best friend, who
consoled me in all difficulties, and sustained me
in all circumstances

;
who rejoiced with me in

my success, and, as you can remember, was one
whose agreeable society and amiable disposition

gained her many friends, and whose death has

left a void which eternity only can fill. Since

then, you know the rest.

T. S. C.





PASSAGES FROM THE POETS.

Drawn by F. W. Hulme. Engraved by W. Gre

A SUMMER DAY’S RETREAT.

“ Calme was the day, and through the trembling ayre,

Sweet breathing Zephyras did softly play,

A gentle spirit, that lightly did delay
Hot Titan's beames, winch then did glyster fayre

;

Along the shore of silver-streaming Themmes,

There, in a Meadow, by the River’s side,

A Flocke of Nymphes I chaunced to espy,

All lovely Daughters of the Flood thereby,

With goodlie greenish locks all loose untyde

As each had bene a Bryde,

And each one had a little wicker basket,

Made of fine twigs entrayled curiously,

In which they gathered flowers.” Spenser. Prothalamion.



John Thomas, the well-known sculptor and

modeller, has been engaged for a series of years

under Mr. Barry, in modelling the ornamental

detail of the great national edifice now being

raised at Westminster, has latterly contributed

some fine statues to the exhibitions of the Royal

Academy, and is at present architect for several

extensive mansion houses in various parts of

England. Mr. Thomas was bora at Chalford, in

Gloucestershire, in 1813; and at the age of thir-

teen year’s, being left an orphan, was apprenticed

to a stone-cutter in a neighbouring village, having

three miles to walk every morning and evening

to and from his w’ork. Anxious to avoid being

a burden to any one, the orphan boy, although

wearied out with the day’s toil, devoted liis

evenings to engraving brass-plates, painting sign-

boards, and lettering grave-stones, for which, of

course, he was paid at the lowest rate, but as

a compensation, was talked of as a prodigy of pre-

cocious genius. There canbe little doubt, however,

that to the habits of application thus induced,

he is indebted for his present eminent position.

During the last year of his apprenticeship he

was enabled to gratify a feeling he had long

cherished, a desire to visit a beloved brother,

then resident in Oxford. On this occasion he

walked forty miles through deep snow, in the

depth of winter, and considered himself ex-

tremely fortunate in securing for the remainder

of the way a seat on a coach, for the whole sum
in his possession, namely, 9s. sterling. His fra-

ternal affection was amply rewarded, and his feel-

ing for Art highly gratified. The beautiful

architectural details with which the structures

of that city abound, became from that day a

source from which he drew largely, not only

imitating the letter, but endeavouring to embody
the spirit of these fine creations of Fancy and
Art

;
and there can be little doubt, that to this

visit to Oxford Mr. Thomas is much indebted

for his excellence as a draughtsman, a modeller,

[The engraving is taken from a portrait by Mr.W. B.
Scott, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.]

a carver, and an architect. In tliis he resembles

Kemp, the peasant architect of the celebrated

Scott monument in Edinburgh, who, while

serving his apprenticeship to a millwright in a

country village, was sent one day on a message

to Roslin, some ten miles distant, when his

fancy was so caught with the unique details of

the beautiful little chapel there, that from that

day forth he became an architect.

When Mr. Thomas had completed his appren-

ticeship at Chalford, he went to Birmingham,

where he had a brother at that time practising

as an architect. With him he spent three

months, after which time he executed and erected

in the town of Himtingdon, an elaborate

Gothic monument, which excited much atten-

tion. This, and several other works of similar

character in and around Birmingham, attracted

the attention of Mr. Barry, then engaged on the

grammar school in that town, who employed
Mr. Thomas to model from his designs and

execute in wood and stone, the carvings and
sculptures of coats of arms, armorial bearings,

bosses, pendants, &c., with which that fine struc-

ture is enriched, and on which the artist was
employed during a period of three years.

After the completion of the grammar school,

Mr. Thomas went to Leamington, to which town

his brother, the architect, had removed, where

he officiated as assistant in designing and making
drawings for mansion houses, &c., but not getting

satisfactory remuneration for his labours, he

returned to Birmingham, where his amiable dis-

position, modest demeanour, and high talent had
secured him a number of kind and influential

friends. He there executed several works, and

was employed by Mr. Blore to model and carve

in stone and wood at Crewe Hall, as well as at

Capesthorae Hall, large coats of arms and
heraldic devices. Shortly after this he was

engaged at the railway stations on the North
Midland line, carrying out Mr. Thompson’s ideas

in ornamentation and in carving coats of arms

appropriate to the various towns at which the

stations were built. So soon as the new palace

at Westminster was ready for ornamentation,

Mr. Barry engaged Mr. Thomas to superintend

the stone-carving of the entire structure. The
statues on the north and south fronts, the

panels, with the Royal Anns of England, from

the Conquest till Victoria ; the statues and bosses

in Victoria Tower
;
the bosses in St. Stephen’s

Hall, representing the leading incidents in the

life of St. Stephen, may be cited as specimens of

Mr. Thomas's industry and talent. When the

Royal Commissioners for the Fine Arts invited

artists wishing to be employed on the carved

wood-work of the new palace to send in compe-

tition designs and specimens of their work, Mr.

Thomas’s design for the door to the House of

Lords was the first named in their report, and he
was one out of nine sculptors selected to execute

the eighteen statues which are to be placed in

that magnificent hall. This success induced Mr.

Thomas to aim at high Art, and at last year’s

Royal Academy Exhibition his statue of “ Mir-

anda ” attracted much attention, while the statue

of “ Musidora,” in the present year’s exhibition,

shows still higher attainment in this most de-

lightful department of Art.

Recently Mr. Thomas was commissioned by
Prince Albert to execute two large bas-reliefs of
“ Peace ’’ and “ War” for Buckingham Palace, and
these have been finished in a style which has

elicited the high commendation of royalty.

The immense lions on the entrance piers at

Britannia bridge, Menai Straits, each of which
measures twenty-five feet in length and weighs

eighty tons, even in these gigantic dimensions,

display fine symmetrical proportion and masterly

general conception ; these are also the produc-

tion of Mr. Thomas. Mr. Brunei, the eminent
engineer, having recently reared and fitted up
in his house a superb apartment called “ The
Shakspeare Gallery,” has commissioned ten of

the most eminent of the Royal Academicians to

paint illustrations of the poet's productions to

adorn the walls, and Mr. Thomas has chiselled

for the fine marble Elizabethan mantelpiece ter-

minal statues of “ Tragedy ” and “ Comedy,” both

of which figures are full of grace and expression.

The superb new station at Euston Square is

adorned by a series of large bas-reliefs from the

studio of Mr. Thomas, typifying in a very cha-

racteristic manner the chief cities and towns
connected with the North Western Railway, as

well as a large group in alto-relievo representing
“ Britannia,” supported by “ Science ” and
“ Industry.”

The National Bank buildings at Glasgow, the

Imperial Fire Office, London, the Law Courts at

Bristol, and a number of our finest public struc-

tures contain specimens of Mr. Thomas's skill as

an architectural sculptor, and fine examples of

his monumental sculpture arc in many of our

churches. Lincoln's Inn Dining Hall contains

several excellent specimens of carving in solid

oak by Mr. Thomas, in life-size effigies of bishops,

judges, and eminent men connected with that

Institution
; and another exquisite specimen of

his skill in that department of Art, is a most
elaborately carved oaken altar-screen, in Kildoun
Church, the property of R. Beresford, Esq.

Perhaps, however, the most important incident

in the life of this excellent artist and worthy
man, was his having been employed by Mr. Peto,

M.P. to alter and extend his mansion house

of Summerleyton, in Norfolk. This he has

accomplished by an extraordinary effort of skill

and judgment, having transformed an old

square country box into an English Versailles,

with fountains, groups of statuary, rich parterres,

ornamental flower-gardens, &c. The mansion is

designed in an Anglo-Italian style peculiarly

original and characteristic, and the interior

furnishings are from designs by the architect.

Since this mansion house has been erected,

Mr. Thomas's talents as an architect have

become known and appreciated, and, lately, in

his studio we saw a design for a very large

mansion house now being erected near Maid-

stone, remarkable for pictorial effect and sym-

metrical proportion. Nothing seems to come
wrong to Mr. Thomas in the shape of Art.

His whole career shows a remarkable aptness

for adaptation : sculpture, carving, designing,

drawing, painting, and architecture,— he is

equally at home in them all.
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EXAMPLES OF MEDIAEVAL ART
APPLICABLE TO MODERN PURPOSES.

aying postponed tlie series of papersunder

the above title to make room for the ex-

tensive illustrations taken from the Na-

tional Exposition of the productions of

industry in Paris and Birmingham, we
now resume them.

Three of the cuts represent portions of

priests’ vestments

taken from sculp-

tured figures under
the south porch of

the cathedral at

Chartres. This ca-

thedral is one of the

most ancient in

France, and has suf-

fered from an un-

usual number of
casualties by fire.

M. Lejeune, the ta-

lented librarian of

the city, has pub-

lished a curious

essay on this subject

under the title “ Des
Sinistres de la Ca-

thedralo de Char-

tres.” It appeara

that in 723 the town
and cathedral were

entirely burnt to the ground. In 858 the Norman
invaders, having made themselves masters of the

place, massacred the inhabitants, and again reduced

the town and cathedral to ashes. In 962, or 963,

this town again suffered the miseries of war, having

been taken by surprise by Richard, Duke of Nor-

mandy, who burnt both the church and the city.

On the 7th of September, 1020, the church was burnt

a fourth time, having been struck, as it is supposed,

by lightning.

Up to this time the cathedral of Chartres had been

built principally of wood, which had rendered the

effects of the fire more fatal. In 1028, Bishop

Fulbert laid the foundation of the present edifice,

but it required a large portion of three centuries to

>1 complete the design. The vast mass of statuary and
sculpture with which it is adorned, appeal's to be the

work of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The por-

tals, from which our examples are taken, seem to

have been executed in the early part of the

twelfth century. After a period of nearly five

centuries had passed since the disaster of 1020,

in the July of 1506 the tower of the cathedral

was struck by lightning, and the fire committed
great ravages, but the most important and in-

teresting parts of the building were happily

saved. In 1539 the tower was again fired by
lightning. Another fire was caused in 1674 by
the imprudence of one of the watchmen. The
last, and one of the most deplorable of the

modern disasters of the cathedral of Chartres,

was the great fire which was caused by accident

on the 4th of June, 1836, when some workmen
were employed in the tower. This calamity

destroyed many important portions of the

cathedral, but it spared some of the more ancient

and ornamental parts. Among these, not the

least important, are the interesting sculptures of

the portals, which, besides their excellence as

works of Art, are extremely valuable as speci-

mens of the costume, &c. of the period.

Our first cut represents the embroidery round
the lower part of an alb. An alb is a vestment
worn by the priest at the Eucharistic sacrifice,

and from the earliest times had nearly the same
form as those in use at present. It was generally

of fine white linen, though sometimes of rich

silk, and ornamented with a peculiar round
decoration of gold, which has long ceased to be
used in any country; but whether of one or

other of these stufts, it was almost always

hemmed at the bottom with a brightly tinted

silken, or golden border. Among the several

regal gifts made to St. Peters by our Anglo-

Saxon King AEthelwolf, when lie took his

renowned son Alfred, to Rome, a.d. 855, were silken albs richly orna-

mented with gold : Camisias albas sigillatas holosericas cum chrysoclavo.

(Liber Pontificalis in vita Benedicti III. t. iii. p. 168, ed. Yignolio).

But if. under the Anglo-Saxons, a stuff so very costly, and so rare as silk

must have been in their times, was often bestowed upon the Alb, this

vesture, instead of losing, gained new splendour in the hands of the
English at a later period

;
while linen of the finest quality continued

to be, as now, the material of which it was then always made for common
use,—on great occasions, and in the larger churches, it was to be seen
formed, not only entirely of silk, but sometimes even of velvet and cloth of

gold. But this was not all, for though white was of course its usual colour,

yet we find a green, or blue, or red, or black Alb to have been occa-

sionally worn ; and Albs were not called by the name of one or the other
of these dies, because their apparels only were of that colour, but because
they were tinted throughout, red, blue, or green, as the case might be.

Though there cannot now be found any rubric, either in the Salisbury

or the other of our old English “Uses,” showing exactly how these beau-
tiful silken Albs were worn, yet, if it may be guessed from illumina-

tions in manuscripts, the practice was to put them on immediately over
an appareled alb of linen. As will readily be supposed, these rich albs

of silk, or cloth of gold, were brought forth and used upon the higher
festivals and more solemn functions only.

Our specimens seem to represent embroidery with pearls and uncut
jewels set in a band of thin gold, and terminating with a rich fringe. The
triangular interlacings in the lower panels are evidently symbolical of
the Holy Trinity.

Our engraving on the following page represents a very beautiful Mon-
strance in the Cathedral at Rheims, and has been copied from the inte-

resting publication from which we selected a specimen for our number
issued in February last, entitled “ Melanges dArcheologie, d’Histoire et

de Litterature, par Charles C'ahir et Arthur Martin.”

Pugin, in his “ Glossary of Ecclesiastical Ornament,” describes a Mon-
strance as a transparent Pyx, in which the Blessed Sacrament is carried

in solemn processions, and exposed on the altar.

It is derived from the latin Monslro (to show), as it was in these vessels

that the holy Eucharist was first exposed to the adoration of the faithful

in processions, benedictions, and on other solemn occasions.

Tbe use of Monstrances is not very ancient. Father Thiers, in a learned
treatise on the exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, states that he has
found it impossible to fix the precise period when the custom of exposing
the Blessed Sacrament, and the consequent use of Monstrances, com-
menced

;
but as the solemn procession of Corpus Christi is not older

than the early part of the fourteenth centuiy, and as the Blessed Sacra-

ment was originally carried in a covered pyx in that procession, it is

not probable that monstrances were introduced before the end of the
fourteenth, or generally used before the fifteenth century.

The ancient form of these vessels was very varied. The first, which I

imagine to be the most ancient, is a tower of precious metal, with four apei'-

tures of crystal. The Celestins of Marcoucy, iu France, formerly possessed
a manuscript missal, written in 1374, in which an initial letter D, occurring
at the commencement of the prayers of Corpus Christi, contained an
illumination, representing a bishop bearing the Blessed Sacrament in a
tower of this description, attended by two acolyths holding lighted tapers.

2. Monstrances were made in the form of images, containing crystal

pyxes. Father Thiera mentions a Monstrance of this description, which
belonged to the parish church of Menechon, in Champagne, in the year

1486. It consisted of an image of St. John the Baptist in the act of
pointing with his right hand to a lamb, which he held on his left arm,
and in which was a pyx faced with crystal. This description of Mon-
strance was frequently used in England.
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In the account of the solemn service at

Durham, on Easter Day, we read that two monks
came to the sepulchre, out of which, with great

reverence, they took an extremely beautiful

image of our Saviour, representing the Resurrec-

tion, with a cross in his hand, in the breast

whereof was inclosed, in the brightest crystal, the
Holy Sacrament of the Altar ; through which
crystal the Blessed Host was conspicuous to the

beholders.

—

Antiquities of Durham, p. 17.

From the inventory of the ornaments for-

merly belonging to the Cathedral Church of

Lincoln :—An image of our Saviour, silver and
gilt, standing upon six lions, void in the breast

for the sacrament of Easter Day, having a berall

before, and a diadem behind, with a cross in his

hand, weighing thirty-seven ounces.

—

Duydale's
Monasticon.

3. There are Monstrances in the form of
Crosses : one of this description is mentioned in

the inventory of ornaments formerly belonging

to the Cathedral of Notre Dame, at Paris, made
in 1439. Item, une croix d’ argent dore, que
soutienne deux anges, pesant en tout douze
marcs, en laquelle on porte le corps de nostre

Seigneur au jour du sacrament, que donna M.
Gerard de Montagu, chanoine et depuis evfique

de Paris.

A Monstrance not very dissimilar to the above
is described in the inventory of St. George’s

Chapel, Windsor, given in Dugdale’s Monasticon.

Item, two standing angels, bearing a crystal

pyx for the sacrament of our Lord, which is

surmounted by a cross of silver, gilt and
enamelled, &c.

4. Monstrances were made with a large tube
of crystal, fixed on a metal foot, with a knop,
and surmounted by a canopied cover of elabo-

rate design. Of this, which was the most
common form of the ancient Monstrances, there

are many fine examples yet remaining, especially

in Flanders. A silver one of exquisite design,

executed in the latter part of the fifteenth

century was presented to St. Mary’s College,

Oscott, by the late James Wheble, Esq., and is

always used on solemn occasions.

5. "The usual form of modem Monstrances is

that of a radiated sun with a crystal pyx in the

centre. This style of Monstrance did not come
into general use mitil the seventeeth century,

but there is an example as early as the com-
mencement of the sixteenth century. Father
Thiers sites a manuscript Gradual, formerly

belonging to the Sainte Chapelle of Paris, written

in the reign of Louis XII, who died in the year

1515, in which a miniature initial represents a

procession of the Blessed Sacrament, carried in a

Monstrance of this form, and borne on a feretrum

by two priests in red cassocks, surplices and robes.

In the inventory belonging to King’s College,

Aberdeen, 1542 :—Una Monstrantia argentea,

duos cubitos prope alta (Eucharistia vulgo ap-

pellat.) ad Christi Corpus, adorationis causa a

populo, deportandum incredibili arte confecta.

In ea beryllum pulchrum.
Monstrance sometimes signifies a transparent

reliquary. “ Item, a Monstrans, wh a relike of

Sent Marten, the fote sylvr
, and gilt, and the

flat edge about the relik sylv r

, and all the

residue cop and gilt.” Inventory of St. Martin,

Dulwich, London. Nichols's Illustrations of
Ancient Times.

The example we have chosen is obviously

composed of two fragments of utensils made for

other purposes, as the engraving round the

crystal in the upper part is of a much later date

than the stem. In fact, an engraving on the

inside representing our Saviour teaching the

gospel, has been mutilated by the process of

attaching the one to the other. It is clear also

from the date of the stem, which cannot be
placed much later than the middle of the thir-

teenth century, that it could not have been
made for a vessel which did not come into use

for a long while after that period. As our chief

object, however, is to give examples susceptible

of application to secular purposes, we have felt

that the beautiful forms and elegant details of
this curious relic made it one highly calculated

to supply hints for a great variety of purposes,
notwithstanding a little inconsistency observable
in its style, and its disagreement with other
specimens of Monstrances.

The two last engravings represent the ends

of a Stole, and a Maniple.

The stole in ancient times was made of suffi-

cient length to reach almost to the feet, and to

be said to be of pure gold; for that precious

metal, instead of being wrought into what is now
called gold thread, was drawn out into very thin

show both its ends below the chasuble of the
priest, and the still lower dalmatic of the bishop

;

if not always, at least, sometimes, growing wider
in a slight degree at the ends. It might often

wire, and in this light but solid form was woven,

with the help of a very little silk, into a kind of

metallic web, leaving at proper intervals bare
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spaces for the working of the figures of saints,

by the needle, or the fastening on of the jewels

with which it was sometimes studded.

As around the bishop’s tunicle, so to both

ends of the stole, little bells of silver used some-

times to be fastened, in Anglo-Saxon times, there

is strong reason for supposing
;

certain, indeed,

it is that, for ages after the Saxon period, such

bells, as well as delicately twisted chains of

silver and of gold, having little knobs of the

same metals hanging to them, and beautiful

silken and golden fringes, knotted fretty-wise, to

use a term of heraldry, continued to be sewed to

the extremities of our English stole and maniple.

Since the end of the fourteenth century the

The difference between the length of the

stole in ancient and modern times, is very

striking. Among all our national ecclesiastical

monuments, either in painting or sculpture,

from the earliest Saxon epoch up to the last

days of Queen Mary, there is not one to be
found of a priest in his mass vestments, in

which the two ends of the stole are not to

be seen falling down some way lower than the
chasuble.

Now, however, the stoles are made so short

that not even the smallest portion of them is

seen below that garment
The Maniple was at first, most probably,

nothing more than a plain narrow strip of the

LADIES’ WORK-TABLE.

We think it a duty incumbent on us in our
desire, not only to point out to manufacturers
the high road to excellence, but also to place
before our readers every occasion on which that
road has been successfully travelled, to call

attention to the very elegant works lately pro-

duced by Mrs. Purcell, ofNew Burlington Street,

the house formerly occupied by Miss Lambert,
whose command over the needle and the pen
took always an important standing in public
estimation. We have been much gratified

by an inspection of Mrs. Purcell’s rooms, in

which are displayed examples of every conceiv-

able form of embellishment that can be secured
by the needle, displayed too to far greater advan-
tage from the lady’s judicious exercise of her
good taste in the composition of the various

screens, frames, tables, &c., to which purposes
the works are principally devoted. In the em-
broideries themselves natural flowers are of
course the favourite feature of design, while in

life-like effect of execution many of them have
perhaps never been surpassed. We must not
forget to mention the impetus which the Art
has received from the increased study of eccle-

siastical architecture and its appurtenances, nor
omit to notice the choice examples of altar-cloths,
pulpit-fronts, cushions, &c., which have been
the result of this happy revival of artistic offer-

ings to Christian churches.

The work-table which we have selected for

engraving, from Mrs. Purcell’s establishment, is a
graceful union of novelty and convenience. It

is of wood, partly gilt and partly coloured white,

exhibiting a contrast of the most pleasing and

stole has always been borne crossed on the
breast of the priesthood of England, when vested

for the Holy Sacrifice. Previous to that time it

was allowed to hang straight down from around
the neck.

A few old English stoles still exist. Lord
Willoughby de Broke is in possession of two ;

one pf these is ten feet long by two inches in

breadth, and ornamented with no less than

thirty-eight shields of arms, on a ground alter-

nately green and pink, worked in silk and gold.

In the middle of its length, or at the part which
would fall at the nape of the wearer’s neck, it

is marked with a cross crosslet ;
and from the

heraldry of the bearings, it would seem to be of

the date of Henry VI. The other stole is nine

feet in length by three inches broad, and has

this inscription,
—

“

In hora mortis succurrc nobis

Domine,”—worked in large letters all down it,

each letter of the inscription being in the centre

of a quatrefoil, on a gold ground : at each end
is a shield displaying a cross sable

;
and in the

middle of its length, the arms of Lacy, Earl of

Lincoln, or, a lion rampant purple ;
another in-

scription in capital letters, but defaced, is on
the lining. From the shape of the characters

and the ornament, this stole seems to be of

about the reign of Edward III., or the early

portion of Richard II. Neither of them widens
at the ends, but both are lined with linen.

finest and whitest linen, more like a napkin than
to the present ornament ; very soon, however,
it began to be enriched, here, as everywhere
else throughout the western parts of the Church

;

and if the maniple at that time in France may
be looked upon as a sample of the Anglo-Saxon
one, then was that article of sacerdotal attire

often made of the richest golden stuffs, and had,
like the stole, not unfrequently an edging of
little gold or silver bells hanging tinkling to it.

The Maniple was not always worn as it is at

present
;
for from the figured as well as written

documents of ecclesiastical antiquity, we see

that at first it was held, thrown over the out-

stretched fingers of the left hand
;
afteiwards, it

came to be borne, as now, fastened on the wrist.

The more general type of the stole and mani-
ple was for them to run quite straight all

through, yet, every now and then, examples are

met with, showing the ends of both these clerical

ornaments widened, sometimes by stopping
short and spreading in the form of an oblong
square, as in our example of a stole, and some-
times the maniple had a gradual diminution to

its centre as in the one here given.

The initial letter with which we have com-
menced this article is taken from an illuminated

bible of the twelfth century, in the public library

at Rouen.
Henry Shaw.

lively nature, with a crimson silk bag at the top
and its depending tassels. There are many other
objects in the establishment, of which, had our
space permitted, we might have been tempted
to place illustrations before our readers, but we
must content ourselves with simply congra-
tulating Mrs. Purcell on the right course she has
puraued in the fabrication of her works.



* A Cycloptedia of Biblical Literature. Edited by John
Kitto, D.D., F.S.A. Illustrated by numerous engravings.
Published by A. & C. Black, Edinburgh.

ILLUSTRATED
BIBLICAL LITERATURE*.

There is often as much knowledge communicated
through the eye, as is acquired by any other medium
of deriving information. Some things there are in

which it must be the only teacher, any oral or

written description being totally inadequate to

reach the understanding. Hence the mass of pic-

torial juvenile publications which have emanated
from the press during the last quarter of a century

for the benefit of the young generations ;
and hence

too, the constant appearance of similarly illustrated

works addressed to children of a larger growth,
who yet stand in need of instruction and of infor-

mation. It is therefore unnecessary to offer any
apology for introducing to the notice of our readers

the two volumes which Dr. Kitto, assisted by a

body of the most eminent Biblical scholars in

Europe and America, has placed before the public.

To the general student of history, sacred and pro-

fane, they will prove most valuable helps, nor less

so to the artist requiring a knowledge of the man-
ners, customs, dresses, &c., of the ancient and
modern oriental nations. Other books of a like

character have at various times been issued from

the press ;
but this “ owes its origin to the editor’s

conviction of the existence of a great body of un-
touched materials, applicable to such a purpose,

which the activity of modern research and the

labours of modern criticism had accumulated, and
which lay invitingly ready for the use of those who
might know how to avail themselves of such re-

sources.” The various branches of Biblical science

comprehended in the work are—Biblical Criticism,

Biblical Interpretation, History, Geography,

Archa-ology, and Physical Science. These subjects

are carried out in their numerous and diversified

ramifications sufficiently diffuse for all practical

purposes, yet concise enough to guard against

unnecessary loss of time, on the part of the student,

in acquiring the information of which he is in

search. We have taken some pains to go through

the volumes, and have compared them with others

of a similar nature
;
and the result of our investiga-

tion is, that both in plan and execution, they are

all that could be desired in such a work.

The Theology it contains is, of course, a matter

beyond our purpose, which is to offer some ex-

amples of the illustrations that very profusely

embellish it. Every word whereby the written

text may be in any way elucidated, or to which a

clearer meaning can be given by pictorial descrip-

tion, is explained by an engraving as here intro-

duced.
Lamp.—Of this object several examples are given,

borrowed from ancient authorities. That we have

selected is one of the richly ornamented lanterns

used on festive occasions, and suspended across the

streets. It has numerous small lamps attached.

Colossi.—Formerly a city of Phrygia, now a

village named Khonas, behind which rises the huge
range of Mount Cadmus. There are still traces "of

ancient ruins in its vicinity.

Baal-gad is better known to us by the name of

Baalbec, or Balbec. The ruins of this once mag-
nificent city are still famous, and are visited by
every traveller who wanders into their vicinity.

The

Egypt.—From the variety of engravings which illustrate this text, we select the Great Hall of the

Temple of Carnak, next to the Pyramids, the most wonderful relic of Egyptian Art.

Cjesarea.—The engraving below represents an old castle at the extremity of the ancient mole,

remains of the town, about fifty miles from Jerusalem, are very extensive, but a heap of ruins.



Burial.—Sepulchres and tombs are described

under this word, which is also illustrated by several

specimens. That engraved below is a modern
oriental garden-tomb, over which lamps are some-
times hung and occasionally lighted.

Altars, Forms of.—This term supplies abun-
dant material for illustration, from the immense
variety employed in different countries during
successive epochs, both for out of door use and in
sacred edifices

;
from the rude pile of unhewn

stones, to the richly-carved altar of Christian wor-
ship. There is no doubt that the altars of the
Jews, when they became a wealthy and luxurious
people, and less restricted in their forms, were
highly ornamental. Of these, examples are given,
but we have chosen rather to select a group of
designs of oriental and classical antiquities. The
figures indicate to which nation they appertain :

—

1, 2, 3, Greek; 4, Egyptian; 5, Babylonian; 6,

Roman
; 7, 8, Persian.

Crowns, though generally applied to the orna-
ments worn by royal personages, are not exclu-
s’vely so in scripture. The origin of this decoration
is supposed to have arisen from the simple fillet

fast ned round the head, and tied behind
;
this

was followed by the diadem, which, when surround-
ing the head-dress or cap, may be considered as

Eres, or .ZEres, is a word occurring many times
in the Hebrew, the precise definition of which is

variously stated
;

Celsius considering it to be a
general name for the pine tribe, to the exclusion of
the cedar of Lebanon, while the majority of writers

having become a crown. The forms of these crowns
appear to have varied in every age, with successive
generations of princes, and in a great measure to
partake of the character of the nations, as symboli-
cal of their power and wealth. The five examples
here given are of modern Asiatic crowns.
The last illustration we introduce occurs under

the word Arabia. It represents a group of
Bedouin Arabs, or as they arc sometimes called in
the Bible, “ dwellers in the wilderness

;

” a pastoral
but warlike people, who, in their mode of life,

their food, dress, and dwellings, in their manners,
customs, and government, have continued, and
still continue, almost unalterably the same, from
the earliest period to the present time. The his-

tory of this singular and interesting people proves
an important feature in the researches ofthe Biblical
student, as it throws considerable light on many
passages which might otherwise be deemed obscure

;

and also exhibits, in a remarkable degree, the ful-

filment of prophecies, which might otherwise have
confirmed the infidelity of the sceptic.

Adder.—The two specimens here introduced

are of the getms Naja, respectively designated in

the book before us as “Naja Haje
;
and the form

of Cneph from the Egyptian monuments
;

” and
are of opinion that it indicates this tree alone.
Dr. Royle, who contributes the article “ Eres,” to

“Naja Tripudians and Cobra di Capello; or
Hooded and Spectacled Snakes.” Illustrations of
this species frequently occur in eastern sculpture
and painted decorations.

the Cyclopaedia, appears to think that one plant is

not strictly applicable to the several passages of
Scripture wherein the word occurs. The cedar ofLe-
banon furnishes, notwithstanding, the illustration.

These examples are amply sufficient to show the
manner in which the illustrations to Dr. Ivitto’s
work appear

;
they are upwards of five hundred in

number, and are engraved in a very superior man-
ner. The text, which after all is the most impor-
tant part of the volumes, is equally entitled to
commendation.

Beds.—A bed, with a tester, is mentioned in the

Apocryphal Scripture (Judith, ch. xvi., ver. 23),

which, in connection with other statements and
the frequent mention of rich tapestries hung upon
and around a bed, proves that bedsteads, not unlike

those in modern use, were among the luxuries

enjoyed by the ancient Jews of wealth and lineage.



We have now traced “ the horses of the deep,”

as the old Scandinavian bards fancifully termed

the ships of their own day, from the simple

portable coracle, or light bark timidly pushed

from the shore by a single rower with a simple

paddle, through the many forms they assumed
during the middle ages, until they became the

great and powerful vessels, seen at the conclu-

sion of our last paper, as used by the navy of

Elizabeth. We see no perceptible difference

between the latter and those constructed in

the early part of the seventeenth century, the

form and structure of which may be readily

comprehended in our first engraving on this

J

page, copied from one of the maps of Abraham
Ortelius, the famous geographer. The same
high decks and general aspect which are visible

in the “Great Harry,” may also be seen here,

with all that quaintness, and it must be added, in-

security, whichcharacterised the clumsy “ wooden
walls ” that then protected our island.

There is a striking similarity in all European
vessels at this period. The general build was
the same, varied only in the smaller craft by the

necessities or circumstances which were the

results of peculiar localities. The pinnaces and
pleasure-boats, which might also be used for coast-

ing, were of smaller but scarcely of lighter con-

struction than the larger vessels. Ship-builders

at this time appear to have chiefly considered

strength, and this gave a tub-like clumsiness

even to little boats. Our second cut exhibits

the vesssel which conveyed the Duke of Anjou

thrice-renowned city” in 1582, and which is

depicted in the rare and curious folio pamphlet

published by Plantyn at the time, and profusely

illustrated by pictures of the whole ceremony.

The pendant hanging from the fore-top and yard,

the shields arrayed round the edge of the vessel,

and the raised forecastle and covered place for

the steersman, still remind us of the older boats,

and show how slowly improvements were adopted

in any branch of the navy.

At this time Antwerp was the great centre of

European trade. Here was deposited, as in a

vast store-house, the productions of the East,

and the merchandise of most other nations, from
whence it was disbursed to other countries of

Europe. Guicciardini has left us a curious

picture of the state of trade between our own
country and that famous city, then in its zenith,

and the occasional residence and place of busi-

ness of such merchant-princes as our own Sir

Thomas Gresham, and which is a very concise

and curious account of our occupation there.

Speaking first of what we obtained there, he
says :

—“ To England Antwerp sends jewels and
precious stones, silver bullion, quicksilver,

wrought silks, cloth of gold and silver, gold and
silver thread, camblcts, grograms, spices, drugs,

sugar, cotton, cummin, galls, linens fine and
coarse, serges, demi-ostades, tapestry, madder,

hops in great quantities, glass, salt-fish, metallic,

and other merceries of all sorts to a great value,

arms of all kinds, ammunition for war, and
household furniture. From England Antwerp
receives vast quantities of fine and coai’se dra-

peries, fringes, and other things of that kind to

a great value
;
the finest wool, excellent saffron

in small quantities, a great quantity of lead and
tin, sheep and rabbit skins without number, and
various other sorts of fine peltry and leather;

beer, cheese, and other sorts of provisions in

great quantities; also Malmesey wines, which

the English import from Candia. To Scotland

Antwerp sends but little, as that country is

chiefly supplied from England and France.

Antwerp however sends hither some spicery,

sugars, madder, wrought silks, camblets, serges,

linen, and mercery ; and Scotland sends to

Antwerp vast quantities of peltry of various

kinds, leather, wool, indifferent cloth, and fine

large pearls, though not of quite so good a water

as the Oriental ones. To Ireland Antwerp sends

much the same commodities and quantities as

to Scotland
;
and Antwerp takes from Ireland

skin and leather of divers sorts, some low-priced

cloths, and other gross things of little value.”

The house at Antwerp inhabited by the

English traders is still shown, near the Town
Hall of the now-decayed port. The Bourse, in

imitation of which Gresham erected our first

Exchange, still receives its merchants ; but reli-

gious intolerance and foreign rule have for ever

destroyed this noble city as a centre of

European trade.

Commercial industry and maritime ad-

venture being now uppermost in men’s
minds,theybecamean anxious part of legis-

lative enactment. James IV. and V. of

Scotland paid much attention to their

navies ; and the latter king, in 1540, made
an expedition to the Western Islands, to

tame his turbulent chieftains, in twelve

large vessels, the chief of which contained

the king, who, like the old Norsemen,
wandered over the waters to do justice,

and look to the proper subjection of his

refractory chieftains.

The Dutchmen, with that cautious look-

ing toward the main chance for which
they had been long celebrated, framed
their course in prudential manner. Their

policy was to buy up the wares of every

country, and transport them to others at

great profit, so that it became remarked,

that a dearth of one year in England,

France, Spain, Portugal or Italy, sufficed

to enrich Holland for seven years after;

Amsterdam being rarely without a store

of seven hundred quarters of corn, none
of it the produce of their own fields, but

which was thus stored to be re-sold at

immense advantage, perhaps to the very growers

themselves. It was the same in many other

important branches of trade. They had a thou-

sand ships in the wine trade, while England
had not one; it was precisely the same with
timber; while our woollen cloth was exported to

them undressed and undyed, to be re-shipped to

other countries under the name of Flemish Bayes.

These anomalies could not but attract the

attention of the government, and Elizabeth, with
a wise policy, provided for the extension of

trade ;
but as she grew old, and the end of her

reign drew nigh, trade again decreased. On the

advent of her northern successor, nothing was
done for our languishing commerce, although

Sir Walter Raleigh wrote his “Observations
concerning the trade and commerce of England
with the Dutch and other foreign nations,” and
in it pointed out the ease with which England
might rival the Dutch in this vital matter of

wealth and necessity, and plainly discovered to

what circumstances that nation owed its com-
mercial superiority. Yet during the whole of

this reign English commerce remained in a

languishing state, nothing being done to relieve

it, or free it from vexatious restrictions and
unnecessary taxations, so dear to a short-sighted

and impoverished government.
It was to the exertions of private individuals

that commerce was indebted for its improve-
ment

;
the energy of the trader, and the wealth

of the citizen being devoted to its enlargement.

Private hands did then in England what they do
still, and individual spirit took up the position

which government should have pre-occupied.

The East India Company took the lead, and
having obtained additional privileges, they built,

about 1609, the largest ship ever constructed for

the merchant service, its burthen being variously

stated at from a thousand to eleven hundred
tons. This ship was named the “Trades’ In-

crease ” by the king, who, with his nobility, at-

tended its launch, and partook of a splendid

banquet, an act more within the king’s capacity

than taking the proper means for really making
trade increase. The quarrels with the Dutch,

their infamous aggressions at Amboyna and
elsewhere, with which the Company had to con-

tend, and the carelessness of the government at

home, towards the end of the reign of this, one

of England's most useless sovereigns, almost

determined the directors to give up the whole

of their Indian trade.

The Merchant Adventurers, a body whose
trade consisted principally in voyaging to Ger-

many and the Low Countries, appear to have
been the most successful body of traders at this

time, and numbered about four thousand indivi-

duals. Shipping began to be constructed of a

more serviceable kind than before ; and Gerard
Malynes, in his “Lex Mercatoria,” 1622, says,

that in the Newfoundland fishing alone, there

were two hundred and fifty ships, the united

burthen of which amounted to fifteen thousand
tons. One of the largest ships of the East Indian

Company was of 1293 tons burthen ;
and a man-

of-war, called “ The Prince,” was constructed in

1609, of the burthen of 1400 tons, and which
carried sixty-four guns.

In the early part of the reign of Charles I.,

that monarch began to pay the attention to com-

mercial industry which it required and deserved.

The destruction of many Continental monopolies

(for so must be considered the powers of Ant-

werp and Venice), and the throwing open of a

wider field to our own merchantmen enabled

them to trade to ports which had been closed to

them before, and dispute them with them neigh-

bours. Thus the trade of Venice with the rest

of Italy was really earned on by England at this

time, while East and West we traded in various

commodities once exclusively obtained from

foreign markets, and even the Turks received

from our merchants the spices of India.

The unfortunate disputes between Charles and

his parliament, which ended so disastrously to

that sovereign, occupied too large a share of

attention at that time, to allow a proper amount
of care to important naval regulations. The
first great event which connects itself with our

maritime glories, is the noble heroism of the

Admiral Blake during the ascendancy of Crom-

well. With true patriotism and noble single-

mindedness, that wonderful man looked but to

the glory and pre-eminence of his own country

as sovereign of the seas, and was free to fight
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conscientiously for that alone, irrespective of
|

brave Dutch Admiral Vr
the source from whence that order came. An 1 sea in 1653, when he i

enemy to tyranny at home, whether exerted by
j

Charles, Cromwell, or the parliament, he held
.

himself responsible only to do his duty by his
I

native land, and act like a brave sailor and a
j

free-thinking member of the community; his

mind unshackled by prejudice, his hand free to

defend his opinion. The navy has ranked among
its commanders some of our purest and noblest

patriots, but none worthier than Blake.

The victory this true-hearted man gained over
Van Tromp, in 1653, is among the most remark-
able on record. After his little fleet had been
conquered by the powerful Dutch Admiral,
whose vessels far outnumbered his own, he
restored his ships with wonderful celerity, and,

nothing daunted, sailed forth toward Tromp,
whom he met in the Channel, nearly opposite

Weymouth, and set on him as a mastiff would
on an unwieldy bull. Tromp had, when the
action began, about seventy-six men-of-war and
thirty merchantmen, most of the latter being
armed

;
these he placed in his van. Blake had, at

the same time, but thirteen ships “to begin
with,” but a few others, delayed by adverse wind,
joined him. With their aid a furious fight

began
;
and in the course of it the Dutch lost

six men-of-war, which were either sunk or cap-

timed by the English fleet, who lost not one
vessel. So far the first day’s fight was successful.

The next day the action recommenced, and after

hard fighting, more merchantmen were captured
in Tromp's squadron, which kept up a retreating
fight toward Boulogne, and ultimately one of his

best ships was boarded by Captain Lawson.
Night again stopped the battle, which was again
renewed on the next morning, and continued

the sliip that the utmost amount of decoi’ation
was lavished

; and our engraving shows how
richly that portion of the vessel was
ornamented. The royal arms and badges
of the kingdom formed part of its heraldic
display. Caryatides of quaint form sup-
ported the various stages; seated figures,

' victory, deco-
while nymphs and

emblematical of commerce or vi

rated the side galleries; v\!’_ _v_t.

tritons, mounted on sea-horses, filled the
pediment above. Enormous poop-lauthorns
crowned the tall erection, above which
floated the banner of England. The im-
posing majesty of this portion of the ship
must have been very striking

; and the old
engravings which represent them, when
closely viewed, towering above the specta-
tor, and the little boats around, are ex-
tremely picturesque, and possess all the
elements of grandeur.

s The head of the vessel had also as much
V, decoi’ation as could well be given to it : our
\N cut, at the bottom of the page, will show

how tastefully it was sometimes sculptured.
*

,

The same style of ornament is here carried

r out, but there is a degree of lightness im-
parted to that style which is appropriate

. and agreeable.

\ Such were the vessels of the Crom-
m wellian Era

;
a few years passed, and he and

p
1 his gallant Admiral slept together in the

burial-place of kings. His son, weak and
unfitted for the government, quietly gave

“ place to the exiled Stuart, as weak but
more vicious than himself. One of his
first acts was to disinter and hang at

Tyburn the body of the Protector; an act of
pitiful revenge, but one that party-feeling might
excuse. But what tongue or pen shall dare to
defend the dastard spite, that dragged the
courageous and honest Blake from his grave
with ignominy ? One of the bravest of the brave,
who had fought conscientiously for his country
alone, who had never allowed his actions to
be swerved by puritan or cavalier, but steadily
asserted the supremacy of the seas, might surely
have been allowed a quiet grave in the old Abbey
of Westminster

;
a few yards of honoured space

in the country he had helped to save for a
debauched and unprincipled king.

The maritime history of Charles II. is as
disgraceful as the political one. The country
was soon sold for a pension to the French king,
and a determined system of aggression on all

constitutional rule was perseveringly pursued
while Charles lived. Tyranny went hand in hand
with corruption, and the degraded state of the
country toward the conclusion of this reign,
politically as well as morally, can only be fully
understood by the historical student, and would
scarcely be credited by those who only know
Charles through the pages of the novelist and
dramatist, as the “Merry Monarch.” Such merri-
ment, like the hideous grin upon a skull, excites
similar repugnance.
A twelvemonth after his restoration, Catharine

of Braganza came to England as the wife of
Charles II. There is a very curious and rare
series of engravings by a Dutch artist, named
D. Stoop, winch depicts the ceremonial obser-

mast-head to declare that he would sweep the
English Channel free of all opponents

;
and with

till four in the afternoon, when Tromp escaped
to Calais, favoured by the wind

;
and the fight

ended with Blake's victoiy, after three days’
struggle, in which he lost many men, but only
one ship, while he had taken or destroyed eleven
ships of war and thirty merchantmen, killed
2000 men, and captured 1500 more.
The form of these Dutch ships of war is

clearly shown by the pains-taking and accurate
Hollar, who has etched several of them with all

that minute truthfulness which makes his works
as valuable to the antiquary as they are accept-
able to the lover of Art. The heavy build which
characterises these vessels, and which, to the
present day, has been a distinguishing feature of
the ships belonging to this nation, is here visi-

ble. With great strength is combined much
clumsiness, and these unwieldy “ monsters of
the deep ” might have been sorely surrounded
by smaller and lighter vessels, as they lay like
logs upon the water, unable to make those rapid
movements which the less imposing but more
useful barks might accomplish. Like the famous
Invincible Armada of the days of Elizabeth, these
Dutch vessels were scarcely a match for the
evolutions and perseverance of the English men-
of-war.

In such a vessel as that just depicted may the

and Cromwell was freed from Dutch ~
...

opposition on the ocean.

At this time it was usual to be-
stow much labour and cost on the

,

decoration of ships. The ingenuity
of the wood-carver carried out the taste of
the ship-builder, and enriched the vessel wher-
ever it was possible. It was upon the stern of
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their appearance there, while others of the fleet

penetrated nearly to Gravesend. The money
which Parliament had voted to pay seamen and

fit out a fleet, the king had spent in his own
discreditable pleasures. The consequence was,

that the country was totally unfit to defend

itself. Upnor Castle, opposite Chatham, had no

gunpowder to defend the docks, and some of

our best ships were taken or burned. The fact

is, that but a few second and third rate ships

were in commission, the others were unpro-

vided with powder and shot, and the streets

were filled with starving sailors, who were paid

1680, and is a very excellent specimen of these
“ bulwarks of the ocean.” The nautical reader

will perceive many variations in the build of

these vessels and those of our own time. The
form of the bowsprit with its small mast and

seventeenth century, and carries our inquiries

up to the great revolution of 1688, after which

time, authorities for the painter are common.

F. W. Fairholt.

It is a capital example of a ship of the period
;

and the reader will observe that it is decorated

with carved work at the stem, of a similar

kind to that which we have exhibited in our

previous cut. We need scarcely remark that the

Duke was the Lord High Admiral of England,

and that this vessel may therefore be received

as a good specimen of a first-rate man-of-war.

The print from which it is copied represents

the meeting of the royal navy wiih the Spanish

ships in the British Channel.

The smaller kind of vessels in use at this

time partook of the character of the larger ones.

The same heavy build is discernible among

them: from the series of prints just named

we now copy “ the Duke of York's pleasure-

boat,” and its general construction will at once be

seen to be very similar to the more important

vessel. The windows are decorated with carving

and gilding, as are the sides and stem of the

boat. The royal standard flies at the stem

;

that of the Admiral at the mast-head. It is

“ the yacht ” of the seventeenth century.

The state of the English navy toward the end

of the reign may be gathered from the fact of

the reprisals made by the Dutch in 1666, who
came into the Downs under the command of

De Ruyter with a fleet of eighty sail and many
fire ships; and sailed forward with impunity,

blocking up the mouths of the Thames and

Medway, destroying the fortifications of Sheer-

ness, spreading consternation at Chatham by

by tickets no one would cash. The Diary of

Pepys, who was Secretary to the Admiralty,

paints a sad picture in a few plain words. He
writes :

“ Did business, though not much, at the

Navy Office, because of the horrible crowd and

lamentable moan of the poor seamen that lie

starving in the street for the lack of money,

which do trouble and perplex me to the heart

;

and more at noon when we were to go through

them, for then above a hundred of them fol-

lowed us, some cursing, some swearing, and

some praying for us.”

Charles’s reprisals had more of the nature of

piracies than fair fightings. He sent out a few

ships to capture the merchant vessels of the

Dutch, which were coming home richly laden

from Smyrna. But by these attempts he gained

nothing but disgrace; the vessels were too

strong for him, and war being declared soon

afterward, in the first engagement the Earl of

Sandwich and nearly all his crew perished by
the fire ships of the enemy, and the Duke of

York narrowly escaped the same fate. The
combined fleets of England and France fared as

badly in other engagements, and De Ruyter
repulsed them in three regular engagements.

At the close of Charles’s reign, England had lost

its power on the seas, but the French king,

whose paid pensioner he was, had a large and
effective fleet at sea.

A first rate man-of-war of this period concludes

our series of cuts. It is copied from a print of

sail above ; the entire front of the vessel, as well

as the carved stem and side galleries, are all

different from what we now see. The long

pendant streaming in the wind from the main-

top, reminds us of the picturesque glories of

“the Great Harry,” or the fleets of Howard,
Drake, and Raleigh ; but independently of these

few features, the improvements which had ap-

appeared in ship-building do not make tins

vessel differ much from those in which Rodney
and Nelson fought.

The prints delineating the embarkation of

William III. and his landing at Torbay, the best

of which were executed by the Dutch artist,

Romain de Hooge, represent similar vessels to

this, as those which attended that sovereign,

whose happy advent gave freedom to our laws

and institutions, and clearly defined the prero-

gatives of prince and people. During his reign

we see but little alteration in the form of men-

of-war. They had all that heavy Dutch build

we have seen in our previous cuts, and the same

sort of structure is visible until the middle of

the reign of George III.

From the period of the accession of William

III. until the present time, an abundance of

authorities for the accurate delineation of vessels

occurs. Prints are extremely numerous and

inexpensive ;
and the naval picture gallery at

Greenwich, or the rooms at Hampton Court

devoted to such paintings, will furnish number-

less examples. The necessary reduction of such

vessels to our pages would render them of little

use; and it is not advisable to do so, when
artists may easily avail themselves of these

excellent sources of information. The object of

this series of paper’s has been to collect and

engrave such ancient examples of ships as are

scattered through a variety of illuminated manu-

scripts of the early ages, seals of towns and

admirals, or other sources not so readily avail-

able; and which involves a great degree of trouble

to unpractised searchers, who are not in the habit

of going to such sources for information.

We, therefore, at this point conclude our

labours. We have started with the wicker boats

of the early Britons, saw them superseded by

the victorious galleys of the Romans ;
succeeded

by the fanciful barks of the Saxons and the

“cockle-shell boats” of the Normans; tracing

the improvements in their fittings as warships

in the middle ages, with their painted sails and

“ panoply of pride,” until they became the pic-

turesque but unwieldy “ monsters of the deep
”

which carried “Bluff King Hal” to his French

friends, or Howard on a less friendly meeting

with the Armada. The present paper takes up

the thread of narrative and illustration, exhibit-

ing the heavy and highly wrought vessels of the
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THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL
OF DESIGN.

Where there are so many attacks, anything in the

shape of defence will have, at least, the charm of

novelty, if no other merit. Not that we have any
intention of advocating at all hazards, nothing of

the kind
;
but we venture to appear in behalf of

the School of Design, in the absence of a more able

defender, simply because we are convinced that the
establishment has been most gratuitously traduced,
and, as it would appear, not with the best of
motives.*
The long looked for Report* of the Special Com-

mittee of the House of Commons, has now been
some time before the public. This report has, in

several quarters, been received with anything but
courtesy

;
it is, in fact, too impartial for the mere

partisan, and perhaps too general for the genuine
advocate of the schools. Appended to this report,

however, is another, a Rejected Report, and upon
this we have a few remarks to make.

It would have been strange if such a masterly di-

gest ofthe evidence, as that unique pattern-book, the
journal ofDesign, terms it, had met with any other
result. The chief fault of this draft report is,

doubtless, that it is too masterly

;

the evidence is,

certainly, well sifted
;
not one sentence favourable

to the School has been left in the sieve, nor has one
adverse statement escaped it

;
the sifter deserves

great praise for his dexterity, but, unhappily, this

very dexterity seems to have rendered the docu-
ment “ unparliamentary Though one or two
members might be imposed upon by this plausible
sifting, it is a moral impossibility that a whole
parliamentary committee could be so misled, and
its rejection can be no matter of surprise to any one
who may have leisure and inclination to compare
any page of it with the evidence itself

;
perhaps,

so one-sided and unjust a document was never
before presented to any committee of inquiry at
the House of Commons.
The upshot of all this sifting appears to be, that

the Schools of Design will never be of any use to
the community until a “ well paid ” deputy-presi-
dent be appointed to control the whole working
machinery of the Schools. This is the scheme of
Mr. Henry Cole; and the chief feature of this

rejected report is its constant bearing on the evi-

dence of this witness, from which, indeed, it makes
long extracts, and evinces altogether an irresistible

propensity to father its most hostile paragraphs.
Before we leave this rejected report, we will

venture to notice two passages in it, especially

concerning us. In page 23 of the Deport, &c.,
under the head “ Lectures,” occurs the following
statement :

—“ Your committee can hardly feel

surprise in learning that the abstruse nature of
these lectures does not appear to have excited much
interest in the country schools and lower down,
“ It is obvious that such lectures must be much too
erudite to benefit the average class of students at

the provincial schools
;
and your committee have

great doubts of the propriety oftheir continuance.”
The animus of these extracts is apparent; the

source of the animus is not so apparent
;
and here

certainly the writer seems to have brought his
imagination into play : the offensiveness of these
lectures is in their assumed abstruse nature and
their erudition

;
at least it is “ obvious ” in the

imagination of the writer that they are too erudite
for the Provincial Schools.

The lectures in question were the first two of a
course, on the History, Principles, and Practice
of Ornamental Art. One on Egyptian ornaments
as applied to decorative Art and Manufacture, and.
the other on Greek ornaments, previous to the
time of Pericles, as applied to decorative Art and
Manufactures.
The various ornaments were not only described

as to their peculiar characters, uses, and names,
but drawings of all, from the best sources, were
exhibited to the students. And it is this exhibi-

* Although we publish, without hesitation, the views
and opinions of Mr. Woraum, we by no means adopt them
entirely as our own. There are two sides to every ques-
tion

;
and Mr. Womum claims the right to be heard, not

only because ofhis position in connection with the School
of Design, but as .'in accomplished gentleman, whose expe-
rience cannot fail to qualify him for the task ofjudging as
to the difficultieswhich surround the school, and as to how
far they have been overcome, or otherwise. And we con-
sider that a publication such as ours ought to be at all
times open to the advocates of both sides on any question
of public interest. In political journals this principle may
not be always attainable. A certain measure may have
to be pushed at all hazards

;
and a particular party may

have to be supported at all costs. No such obstacle stands
in our way

;
and it will be our continual duty to give to

our readers the means of judging for themselves so as to
arrive at truth.—Ed. A.-J.

t The Report from the Select Committee on the School
of Design; together with Proceedings of the Committee.
July, 1849.

tion and explanation of ornaments, it appears, that

constitutes the abstruse nature of the lectures which
rendered them unintelligible to the students of
Ornamental Art “ in the country schools.” This
is asserted without any reference to evidence

;
and

no evidence whatever of this nature was offered to

the committee. Here, too, then the writer dis-

plays his imaginative qualities equally as much as

in the matter of the abstruse nature ; both have
been imagined. Imagination is all very well, espe-
cially in a dull climate like ours, but like other
good things, it has its place, and that is certainly,

not even the draft report of a Parliamentary com-
mittee. The loose observation attributed to a late

master of the Manchester School, that “ no one
understood the lecture ” there, which he could not
possibly substantiate, appears to be the sole foun-
dation for this broad assertion with regard to all

the’eountry schools
;
that those lectures are obviously

mtich too eruditefor pi'ovincial students ; and it is

considered a sufficient reason for making a formal
recommendation to Parliament that the lecturers

should be forthwith dispensed with.

With regard to the implied imputation on pro-
vincial intellects, our experience has taught us that
the provincial audiences are fully in every respect

as intelligent and attentive as a metropolitan
audience, and, indeed, have generally evinced more
interest and curiosity at the conclusion of the
lectures

;
which have hitherto averaged very large

attendances.
But now to the more important matters of this

paper, the objects and uses of the School of Design
with regard to the manufactures of this country,
and the public taste in general.
Though a great mass of evidence has been ad-

duced in favour of the School, a considerable pro-
portion of the witnesses out of the few who were
examined, have implied that the School, as regards
its fundamental object, has proved a failure; and
it is this portion of the evidence only that has been
taken notice of in the public prints. We do not
propose to examine the evidence at present, but
rather to speak generally to this impression, and
to point out some of the great difficulties the
School has had to contend with. That they have
been great, must be evident from the constant
agitation and changes to which the School has
been subject almost from its foundation

;
and yet

with all these efforts, it is alleged the School has
‘‘not hitherto produced any decided impression on
decorative manufactures, either in the execution of
them, or in the creation of original designs for
them” (Dejected Deport, p. 15). This appears a
remarkable result after so much government sup-
port and national co-operation in the form of local
subscriptions and advice ; a result still more'remark-
able when contrasted with the very different fruits

of the unaided labours of a single individual in the
same field, according to the testimony of this same
Dejected Deport, p. 11, where it is stated that Mr.
Cole (Ev. 2043, &c.), “ adduced several instances
before the committee, proving almost the genera-
tion of new branches of ornamental trade which
had been crehted by his Art-manufactures that
is to say, of Felix Summerly’s Art-Manufac-
tures. Mr. Henry Cole and Mr. Felix Summerly
being designations of one and the same individual*
No wonder that Mr. Henry Cole, having met

with such extraordinary success in his own Art-
undertakings, should feel himself qualified to set
the Government right in its efforts, which have had
so very opposite a result (?). This is only another
corroboration of the old proverb, Too many cooks,
&c. Many have failed, while one has been pre-
eminently successful

!

Every man, it seems, no matter what his occupa-
tion, considers himself fully competent to judge in
matters of Art, in general, and of the operation of
Schools of Design, in particular. Each new school
as it was established, was simply a new array of
schemes and opinions—to reconcile all these schemes
and duly credit all these various opinions, has been
the no easy task of the management of the Schools
of Design. Not only have different localities given
birth to opposing schemes, but the most diametri-
cally opposite systems have been insisted upon at
different times in the same locality.

The great complaint at present is, that the
schools are not manufactories of patterns. Now
what was thefeeling of Manchester in thebeginning
of 1843 ? This will be best answered by an extract
from the Report of Mr. Dyce, who officially visited
the Manchester school in that year:—“The pre-
judice that exists against the introduction ofpattern
designing as a branch of instruction is so strong,
and so much connected with views of self-interest
on the part of those who, on the whole, are the
best supporters of the school, that it seems to me
useless to contend with it. A notion has possessed
them, that it is proposed to convert the school into
a sort of manufactory of patterns, and this they

have set their faces against with such deter-
mination, that I was given to understand, the
least hint of such a scheme would be followed by
the withdrawal of every member of the committee
connected with the printing trade. A little expla-
nation seemed to remove this misapprehension, but
still the prejudice against pattern designing, as a
branch of instruction in the school, remained;
there seemed therefore no other course than to

limit my suggestions to such improvements in the
conduct of the school as the committee were pre-
pared to adopt.”
However different Represent agitation may be,

here is a very strong case of a local committee
interfering to obstruct the very practical and ex-
cellent system established by the central committee
of the schools. The primary object of all the local
or provincial schools was that the advantages of a
knowledge of ornamental design should be brought
to bear immediately upon our staple manufactures

;

that is, that in each locality, the exercises of the
pupils should be more especially directed to that
class of design best calculated to further the local
trade

;
and no sounder principle could possibly be

adopted.
It does not at all follow that because a school

prominently teaches one branch, that all others
are to be neglected. Every man turns his mind to
some one subject in particular, but he does not by
this wholly neglect all other subjects

;
and it is

only by this subdivision of labour that any sub-
stantial progress whatever is made

;
the general

advancement isbut an aggregate of special advance-
ments, and it is to the local schools of design, that,
as sound theorists, we must look for the general
improvement of the ornamental character of our
manufactures. Let each do its part, and the whole
will be found to be not wanting—but if each
locality attempts to remedy the defects, or supply
the wants, of all

;
or because it cannot do all, wrap

its talent in a napkin and be content to do nothing

;

then indeed is the establishment of provincial
schools of design futile.

“ Schools of Design ” and academies ofthe “ Fine
Arts,” have two distinct objects in view

;
as one

cultivates Art for its own sake, while the other
cultivates Ornamental Art for its express applica-
tion to specified purposes. Thus a school that
might educate good artists might at the same time
be wholly unfit to educate even a very ordinary
ornament ist. There are hosts of forms with which
the good ornamentist must be familiar, which do
not come into the category of “ Fine Art ” at all

—

as leaves, flowers, plants, stems, corals, shells,
insects, reptiles, minerals, crystals, geometrical
combinations and forms

;
and the various conven-

tional modes of treating all these things in the
different localities and ages, where and when
such things have exerted the ingenuity of man.
Now to suppose that by teaching a man to draw
the human figure you have sufficiently qualified
him to practise as an ornamentist, is something
equivalent to supposing that by teaching a boy
his ABC, you have done all you can towards
educating a Socrates or a Newton.
The teaching of the human figure is no greater

part of the education of the ornamentist, than the
teaching to read is of the education of the man of
letters.

It is well to teach the drawing of the human
figure; it is a good exercise for the eye and the
hand

;
but do not let us suppose for a moment that

when wo have gone so far we have gone far

enough. If our object is to stock society with a
legion of bad artists, to the exclusion of the orna-
mentist, then is this a good system. It is high
time that the vulgar notion should be exploded,
that when you have taught a boy to draw you have
given him all the essential of an ornamentist’s
education—as well might we infer that, teach a lad
the conditions of manufacture, and you have made
him a pattern designer; or teach a child a good
round hand, and you have made an author of him
—a good author, perhaps, ofpot-hooks and hangers

;

but our literature would not be much benefited by
such authors. As the authormust have something to
write about, so must the ornamentist know what
to design

—

writing and drawing are the mere ele-
mentary mechanical processes.

It has been often imputed to our “ Schools of
Design” that they are mere nurseries for the
Royal Academy

;
an imputation which proclaims

aloud the very wrong appreciation of these institu-

tions which prevails. According to the present
system of Art-tuition, which consists simply in
instruction to draw and to paint, the artist’s

education really leaves off where the ornamentist’s
ought to begin; so that it would be a much more
legitimate order of things if the Royal Academy
were one great nursery for the Schools of Design,
instead of our Schools of Design being so many
little nurseries for it.
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This evil might be easily avoided, by having no

elementary instruction going on in the Schools of

Design themselves, but let Government Elementary

Drawing Schools be established in every large

town, and let the students be drafted from these

to the School of Design in the nearest large manu-

facturing town where such an institution may be

established. One hundred good designers would

be infinitely more valuable than ten thousand of

inferior capacity. As quality is admitted to be

better than quantity, it is evident that fewer in-

stitutions well supported by elementary schools

would be much more efficient than many Schools

of Design actually choked by the mere elementary

classes.
. .

We admit the value of the division of labour in

other matters of education, why not in the educa-

tion of the ornamental designer ? Establish ele-

mentary drawing schools where pupils may be

taught to copy, and copy well, what is before them;

the human figure or any thing else ;
then if they

are disposed and qualified, let them be admitted

into the School of Design. These schools would

not be expensive establishments, as there would be

no occasion to employ expensive masters. The

present system is bad in principle and bad in

economy for a master assumed to be qualified to

teach much higher things, and paid to teach

higher things, is so much occupied in superintend-

ing the mere elementary drudgery that he has

neither strength nor time to teach that which he

was especially engaged to teach—ornamental de-

sign
;
a great injustice to him, and to those pupils

sufficiently qualified and willing to be taught orna-

mental design : unjust to the master, because he

has no proper opportunity of developing liis quali-

fications; and unjust to the pupil, as he is left to

teach himself what he was led to believe he would

be well instructed in. The master is not to blame

for this, for the school is, in nearly every case,

literally choked by the elementary class, and the

great object of the institution is most effectually

frustrated. Where there is a building large enough,

the Elementary School and the School of Design

might be under the same roof, but never in the

same apartments
;
they should in nowise interfere

with each other ;
and they must, of course, be

I under separate masters : with a proper inspection,

I
the Elementary School could not go far wrong.

There is, however, no occasion to connect these

two schools
;
they could only be connected in some

I cases, as the Elementary Schools would have to be

at least four times as numerous as the Schools of

Design, already more numerous than need be, if

restricted to their specific functions—the teaching

of Ornamental Art.

Of course, the aggregate number of students m
the Schools of Design would be materially dimin-

ished, to the very great advantage of the schools.

The 3000 pupils of the provinces might be reduced

to 300, or even less, while the numbers in the

Elementary Schools would considerably increase

;

and if they did nothing else more immediately

practical, would at least engender a more general

taste for Art
;
and thus greatly contribute towards

creating a demand for what the Schools of Design

are destined to supply—works of taste in all

branches of manufacture, and thus elevate the

feelings and add to the contentment and happiness

of the people at large.

At present some fifteen or twenty gentlemen

have the very arduous task of teaching 3000 pupils

all the complicated processes of drawing, decora-

tion, and design for manufactures, and this in

many instances at salaries so low that they cannot

afford to give more than one-half of their time to

these enormous classes. Under such circumstances

such men must be more than human if these insti-

tutions fully satisfied the ostensible object of then-

foundation. With so many difficulties to contend

with, it is really wonderful that so much has already

been done. Even Mr. Henry Cole admits that

“the beneficial influence of the schools may be

already traced in the improvement of design in

certain classes of manufactures
;
and he can bear

personal testimony to the fact, that several of the

rising ornamental designers of the present day have

been pupils of these schools.” (Report,
&c., App.,

p. 13.)

But Mr. Cole demands still more from these young

institutions, from these twenty gentlemen. “ It

has appeared to me that a working system might

be devised, whereby the schools might be made to

produce designs for those articles which are used

in the several government departments, the Navy,

the Army, the' Office of Works, &c. &c.
;
and that

the articles might be introduced in the ordinary

channels of trade, independently of the school.”

It is not enough then that twenty gentlemen

should have to teach three arts to three thousand
individuals, in the half ofthe time that they have to

spare, but they must superintend 'the designing

of all articles of manufacture, required by the

Army, the Navy, the Board of Works, &c. &c.
;

must know exactly what the Army, the Navy,
and the Board of Works may happen at any
moment to require

;
must at any moment supply

the wants of the Army, the Navy, and the Board
of Works, &c.

;
and not only this, but must put

themselves into communication with all the manu-
facturers of the kingdom, to explain to these

gentlemen or their agents, what it is that they are

to manufacture for the said Army, and Navy, and
Board of Works, &c. The scheme does not say

whether these gentlemen are to see that the

articles are manufactured agreeably to the designs

furnislied'by them, but probably that is understood,

as they are responsible for the designs.

As to converting the Schools of Design into

pattern-shops, there could not be a more impracti-

cable scheme. Manchester alone consumes 30,000/.

worth of patterns in a single year
;
add to these

what are used in other towns, and this will give

some idea of the enormous amount of designing

required to be carried on, and the space required

in the schools on such a scheme, even supposing

the schools executed only one-tenth of the patterns

required.

And, of course, as the pupils of the schools are

not accomplished designers, but very tyros in Art,

whatever designs are produced must be the work
of the masters. It is assumed that when a student

becomes a competent designer he leaves the school,

and commences to glean what he can by his labours

in the world. The duty of the School ends with

teaching the art, and developing the capacity

of designing. It has nothing to do with either

the selling or the manufacturing of designs, any
more than it is the business of our universities

to sell essays or print books. Those who can

write essays do so on their own responsibility,

and provide for their manufacture or publication

as they can, without calling then- schools or col-

leges to account if the speculation should not turn

out very profitable. Competition in designing

must ever be as free as competition in literature.

The schools cannot teach designers and maintain

them too
;
which they would literally do if they

kept them in the schools to work, and earned their

designs to market for them.
Again, as regards the application of designs to

manufacture. Was it the power of production or

the ability of application that this country felt the

want of? The innumerable designs which were

annually applied to our manufactures, show that

the ability of application was not that which this

mechanical country required, and which Schools

of Design were established to foster. Our manu-
facturers knew well enough how to apply designs

;

the designers, even, required no aid in this matter.

What the manufacturers required was better

designs because, it was alleged, they could not

compete with other countries in the market of the

world, with goods which were chiefly recommended
by their ornamental character. Their best designs

were procured from France, yet it seems a still

greater development ofOrnamental Art was thought

necessary ;
it was not thought sufficient to compete

with the French with their own weapons, though
acknowledged to be far superior to ours, but some-

thing of a still higher character of design was
required. How was this to be accomplished ?—by
the establishment of Schools of Design, for it was
found that those countries which excelled in the

ornamental character of their goods had long had
these useful establishments. The superior texture

of English goods was formerly sufficient to give

them the preference in the market, but this me-
chanical quality was eventually superseded by the

foreign manufacturers, in the Very superior orna-

mental character of their goods, a result of the slow

development of the operation of Schools of Design.

There was no question as to the manufacture itself,

but its design ;
little was to be gained by merely im-

porting foreign designs, but much might be gained

by establishing rival institutions in this country

and by rearing at home a race of accomplished

designers of our own—and Schools of Design were

established, not to show the pupils the use of a

Jacquard loom—which was sufficiently well under-

stood already, but to produce ornamental designs

of a higher character than had been produced up

to that time. It was not how to apply a design,

but what to design, that was the great desideratum

hoped to be attained by the establishment of Schools

of Design. The great business of the schools there-

fore is clearly the teaching of Ornamental Art, and

this can be done only by a thorough investigation

of its principles and examples, and a student who
has once mastered these will not be deterred by

any difficulties oftheir application to manufactures

;

it is not more difficult to apply a good design than

a bad one.

Designers have for ages contrived to overcome

this difficulty of the application, while the difficulty

of producing good and elegant designs has hitherto

been too remote for them even to attempt it.

While the accomplished knowledge of Ornamental
Art may be a matter of five years, the mere mecha-
nical process of application is, in comparison, a mere
matter of five hours. No wonder then that while

one has been familiar, the other has been ever far

distant.

It is just this state of affairs that the Schools of

Design will change
;
their great business is the

teaching of Ornamental Art
;
with increased means

and greater accommodation they might show also

the processes, but this will ever be a secondary

matter. The schools are doing much and will do
more

;
we have no right to quarrel with them

because they are not perfect. Their defects are

not of their own creating, because they arise almost

exclusively from a want of means, and this want
has been impressed upon the Parliamentary com-
mittee of inquiry, as we find from the following

recommendation: — “Your committee desire

strongly to urge upon the house the necessity in

increasing the annual grant for the support of

Schools of Design.” What other faults they have

is chiefly from "an attempt to please all parties,

which has brought them very much to the plight

of “ the man and the ass.” They have come out

too soon, before they were matured—and because

some defects are evident, their merits have no
credit. This is perhaps nothing uncommon in

popular justice ;
but if a man give a beggar a

crust of bread, he would be very much surprised

to be kicked, because he had omitted to butter it.

Yet this is very much the treatment the manage-
ment of the Schools of Design has received for the

efforts already made.
That the schools have done some good even their

opponents admit. The system on which they are

working is sound
;
and they require only more means

and the separation of the elementary classes from

the classes of Design or Ornamental Art itself, to

fulfil the highest expectations that were formed of

them. It is their misfortune that they have come
so much before the public, for they have been

seriously injured by it
;

it is, however, not the

first time that valuable institutions have suffered

from the officious meddling of incapable persons.

It. N. Wornum.
Oct. 10, 1819.

MICHAEL AND SATAN.

from: the group in marble by j. flaxman, R.A.

The subject of this noble group of sculpture

represents the Archangel trampling on the Spirit

of Evil, as described in the Book of Revelations:

« And there was war in Heaven; Michael and his angels

fought against the dragon, and the dr-agon fought and his

a
°“ Arid prevailed not; neither was their place found any

more in Heaven.
“ And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent,

called the Devil and Satan, which deceiveth the whole

world ;
he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were

cast out with him.”

The design of this subject, at once so bold and

magnificent, is borrowed from the well-known

picture by Raphael
;
but though it cannot thus

claim the honours of originality of conception,

it may be adduced as a work of amazing power,

so far as the carrying out of the idea is concerned,

which could only have been done by a master-

mind. Yet it must not be supposed that our

great countryman was incapable of composing a

group of sculpture equally lofty in character

with that here engraved
;
his powers of invention

and design, as manifested in works legitimately

his own, leave no doubt on the question. Not-

withstanding, however, what some may regard

as detracting from the merit of this production,

it certainly stands forth as one of the greatest of

the English school, and may take its place

worthily beside the best examples of ancient or

modem Art.

The execution of the group in marble was the

result of a commission given by the Earl of

Egremont to Flaxman, and it now stands in the

mansion at Petworth. It is of colossal size,

measuring, from the top of the rock, eight feet

and one inch. The figure of the Angel, in its

original position, is six feet and four inches in

height, but, if erect, would measure somewhat

more than seven feet. The spear is longer than

that seen in the engraving, part of the upper

portion being taken away to bring the subject

within the limits of our page.
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NEW STYLE OF ORNAMENTAL
PAINTING ON GLASS.

Some specimens of a very interesting process by
which ornamental works of a superior order may
be produced, and which are peculiarly applicable

to all those purposes for which papier-mache can
be employed, and some others, have been submitted
to us by Mr. G. W. Pettitt, now under an engage-
ment with Mr. Lane of Birmingham. The pro-

cess, as it is described to us, is in itself so curious,

displays so much ingenuity, and gives evidence
of so large an amount of careful experiment, that
we have much satisfaction in introducing it in

the inventor’s own words :

—

“ I give you part of the method whereby fac-

similes of engravings are obtained:—By subjecting
the engraving to chemical action, a thin layer or
film of ink spreads itself over the surface of the

engraving, attaching itself to the marks of the

engraving only, the blank spaces being left perfectly
white. The ink can be deposited on the engraving
from the faintest tone, through all degrees to the
most intense

;
that is, according as the ink is depo-

sited, so is the fac-simile either faint or strongly
marked; every line receives the ink, from the fine

lines in the sky to the black masses in the fore-

ground, each line according to its intensity. It is

then passed through a solution, which takes all

superfluous grease from the paper, and leaves the
lines of the engraving clear and sharpened

;
it is

then carefully laid on damped blotting-paper, which
absorbs all moisture from the blank parts of the
engraving, and leaves the engraved parts as wet as
when just come from the press

;
it is then gently

laid on a prepared stone. Blotting-paper perfectly
dry is placed over it, and the whole is put under
a press for twenty minutes, or a little more

;
the

engraving is carefully removed, and the facsimile
remains on the stone perfect in all its parts

;
the

light and dark parts being as forcible as those
parts on the engraving. When the fac-simile is

on the stone, copies are printed from it in a similar
manner to the lithographic printing. Impressions
are then taken from the stone on paper, and from
paper to the glass. You will perceive that I have
only sent you impressions from wood-engravings,
but the same principle exists in respect to steel-line

engravings, requiring, of course, a greater nicety

ofaction through all the process. I have tried a
steel-engraving, and with perfect success, though
the time taken with steel impressions is thrice that
of a wood-engraving, the latter being done in a few
hours, the other perhaps in a day, or a little more.”
The fact of inking an impression from an en-

graving on paper was so curious, that we made
further more particular inquiries

;
in reply to which

we have received an impression of a wood-engrav-
ing so inked, and some copies of engravings, pro-
duced by simply rubbing off the ink from one piece
of paper, by hand, on to another. We thought the
ink might have been softened, and thus rendered
easy of transfer, but we are assured—“ The ink on
the engraving (say a page of the Art-Journal)

, is

thoroughly hardened, after which the film of ink
is deposited on the lines of the engraving, leaving
the blackparts uninjured. N o matter how elaborate
the design may be, every line receives a deposit of
ink, according to its strength, from the faint lines

in the sky, to the more forcible ones in the fore-

ground
;
the method of giving the deposit consti-

tutes the invention or secret. The ink being
hardened on the pure engraving first, the fresh
layer leaves the engraving for the stone, so that
the engraving is but slightly injured. Twenty
impressions have been taken from the engraving
itself without visible injury, every impression
being the result of a relayer of ink on the engrav-
ing, that is, the process has to be repeated, for
each impression ; fifty could be so taken from the
engraving itself before having it produced on the
stone, but where quantity is wanted, of course,
the stone is adopted from the first fac-simile. You
will see that by so repeating the process, a half-
dozen stones might be covered from one engraving,
all fac-similes, by which much time would be
saved.”

Impressions being thus obtained on glass, Mr.
Pettitt has a peculiar process of painting in opaque
and semi-transparent colours, and some new fea-
tures of decoration, which combined produce a
very pleasing effect. Mr. Pettitt’s object is to
introduce his process in connexion with papier-
m&che ornamented works, such as folios, desks,
screens, panels, tables, &c., and we trust that he
will be successful. A more interesting style of
decoration we have seldom seen, and as such we
recommend it strongly to notice. It appears to us
susceptible of many improvements, which will
naturally present themselves as the process is pur-
sued with a mercantile object.

THE EXPOSITION OF 1851.

Much progress has been made during the past

month in reference to this project : meetings on
the subject have been held in several parts of

England : the result is reported to have been
everywhere highly satisfactory.

The great event of the month, however,—an
event pregnant with mighty issues—is the meet-
ing which took place at the .Mansion House,
London, on the 17th of October;—the Right
Hon. the Lord Mayor in the chair, supported by
a veiy large proportion of the intelligence and
wealth of the Metropolis. The resolutions

adopted, and the names of the Committee ap-

pointed for carrying them out, will be found in

our advertising columns.
A circumstance of scarcely less importance,

and almost equally auspicious to the movement,
is the strenuous and hearty support it receives

from the Times newspaper. In two leading

articles the plan has been advocated with power-
ful eloquence and sound argument ; and we
cannot do better than transfer these articles to

our pages. They have, no doubt, been read

universally throughout the country
;
but in the

columns of a journal—teeming daily with topics

equally general, interesting, and often even more
exciting—they may be forgotten where they
ought to be remembered. It is a theme for

sincere congratulation to the British manufac-
turer, to the Society of Arts, and to the nation,

that this great organ of public opinion has thus
early taken the matter in hand

; not only with
a view to help and sustain the project, but to

guard it from those perils to which it cannot but
be liable, even from the magnitude of the under-
taking, and the numerous and mighty interests

it involves.

“ The proposal submitted, at the suggestion of
Prince Albert, to the magnates of the city is one
against which nothing but its grandeur can be
objected. An exhibition of the industry of all

nations speaks for itself, if it can only be accom-
plished without signal failure or inequality of exe-

cution, and if, as has, indeed, been suggested, it is

not engulfed by its own magnitude. Its desirable-
ness is evident from the numerous attempts which
aspire and converge in the grand and comprehen-
sive idea embodied in' the present design. Our
British Association has its ambulatory exhibition
of Physical Science and Mechanical Art for the
city favoured by its presence, and for the few who
can follow its wanderings. Our Agricultural Asso-
ciations have shows of prize cattle and implements.
The Society of Arts deserves to be more extensively
useful than it is. "We have museums for natural
history, antiquities, geology, the spoils of India,
and the curiosities of war. The Hudson’s Bay
Company, and even the Missionary Societies, have
interesting collections. Our great manufacturers
are glad to exhibit to customers not only the beau-
tiful results, but also the ingenious processes of
Art. Distinguished or wealthy foreigners see
everything that is to be seen, and often turn to
valuable accouut the tracings of their memories or

their pencils. Our young people learn a good deal
at the Polytechnic and other similar exhibitions.

A mere walk from Piccadilly to Comhill is an
exposition of manufacture as instructive as showy.
Nor can it be said that in London there is any
jealousy of foreign ingenuity and taste; but, not-
withstanding all these opportunities, it is confes-

sedly difficult, besides being a matter of time and
expense, to obtain a good survey and estimate of
our present industrial state. With abundance of
money in his pocket, with a vacation at his com-
mand, with some knowledge of the arts, with good
introductions and fortunate opportunities, and by
dint of much travelling, walking, and talking, a
man may contrive to learn a good deal

;
yet he will

be sure to miss even more than he sees. In fact,

he wants a guide, and that guide, under existing
circumstances, must be a preternatural one, for he
must know everything, and be able to bring every-
thing within the compass of mortal locomotion and
inspection. If such is the case when a man with
plenty of appliances and means devotes himself to
the task, what must be the case of those who have
less leisure or means ? And if British industry at
present is more multifarious in its operations than
one man can learn, what must we say of the in-

dustry of the world ?

“ The example has already been set by our neigh-
bours. The exposition in the Champs Elysees
this year, and those at Berlin, Brussels, and other
cities of the Continent, arc successful models which

our greater opportunities will enable us to improve
on. Even the Russians in their annual fair at
Nishni Novgorod have shown us the way. It was
from such fairs that Arts and Manufactures derived
their chief support in ages when the intercourse of
nations was not such a daily and hourly affair as

it now is. We might, indeed, go further back,
and take a hint from the periodical games of anti-

quity, which we know were as much the gatherings
of merchants, of artists, of philosophers, and of
poets, as of pugilists and of charioteers, and their
vulgar admirers. There is nothing new under the
sun. The idea is universal as well as old. What
we have to do is to apply the idea in its noblest
and most appropriate form—in the words of the
critic, propria communia dicere. Nothing can be
so proper to London as an exhibition which shall

represent the genius and invite the attendance of

all nations. This peaceful metropolis is the asylum
of the outcast and unfortunate. All parties find

refuge here
;
the Absolutist here meets his Repub-

lican foe, and the Imperialist the rebel to whom
he is indebted for his own exile. We have recently

opened our ports to the produce and the ships of

all nations. What place so appropriate for the

mutual aids and intercourse of peace as this free

and open metropolis ? what office so proper to Lon-
don as the reconciliation and improvement of the
civilised world,nowunhappily distracted and thrown
back ? Our immunity from war qualifies us for

precedence in the operations of peace. This is but
a peace congress, as a worthy alderman observed.

When nations meet often on the neutral ground of

Science and of Art, they are the less likely to mis-
understand one another’s sentiments. We may
smile at conventions of the human race, from that
of Anacharsis Cloots to that which lately met
at Paris, surrounded by fortifications and a hundred
thousand men. We have no particular affection

for the visits of allied Sovereigns and their vic-

torious marshals. Such events seem out of the
natural and beneficial order of nature. Not so the
peaceful and happy reunion of the arts which tend
to the present comfort and improvement as well as

the eternal welfare of man.
* * * *

“ What more is wanting to the success of so grand
and so useful a design than the auspices of royalty,

the zeal of science, and the substantial encourage-
ments of enterprise and wealth ? The pecuniary
amount of the prizes, not to speak of their glory, is

certain to allure all nations to the arena. In that
universal competition it is impossible but that all

will mutually impart something of their several
excellencies; England her mechanical ingenity,
Ameriea her boldness of invention, France her
unequalled delicacy and novelty of taste, and even
the least and lowest nation its traditionary crafts

and household lore. Nothing is more certain than
that England may learn as much as she can teach,
and requires the stimulus of emulation as well as

the most sluggish and laggard of her neighbours.
So far everything promises well for the utility and
success of the exhibition. But all depends on one
point. A leak will sink a vessel, and the thickest

beam will break if one part be unsound. All xoill

be thrown away, unless by the choice of high and
honourable names, securefrom the very imputation

ofjobbery, ofpartial bias, or ofnarrow views, the
conduct of the exhibition ana the award of the
judges shall obtain the confidence and submission

of the world. It is no every-day matter to decide
between the conflicting claims of different nations,

arts, and minds, and to settle whether the disco-

verer, the artist, or the manufacturer deserves best
of his species. Such is the task, however, to be
imposed on the judges in this instance

;
and there-

fore we urge no precipitate, no casual, no interested,

or otherwise dishonest selection.”
“ As far as it is possible to estimate a design of

almost formidable novelty and magnificence, we are
of opinion that the country is indebted to Prince
Albert for an important move in the development
of its genius and resources. The pacific congress
which he has proposed to the world is, on many ac-

counts, the very'thing we are in want of. Supposing
it to be conducted with ordinary judgment, and to

meet with moderate patronage and success; sup-

posing also that other nations take up the idea,

and that every year sees a great congress of arts in

one metropolis or another, wc anticipate benefits

peculiarly fitted to our national deficiencies. We
are an island and want international communica-
tion. Our merchants and gentry go abroad upon
business or pleasure

;
but the great bulk of the peo-

ple know the nearest nation ofthe continent only by
name. Industrious and ingenious as our country-
men are, they want some of the qualities which con-
tribute not only to intellectual elevation, but even
to commercial success. Large sums arc annually
lavished in thevain attempt to create aschool oftaste,

yet at this moment our manufacturers are obliged

4 k 2
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to pilfer French' patterns, and think themselvesemi-

nently successful when they disguise the invention

of Paris and Lyons without spoiling them. As a

general rule, our native manufacturers have no re-

sources except a beggarly dependence on foreigners,

a servile adherence to classic and other conventional

forms, and the merest imitation. Our position,

our mineral wealth, our machinery, our commerce,

and the inexhaustible energy of our race, enable

us to carry all markets before us, and to force our

commodities on the world
;
but the want of native

taste is a continual drag on our efforts, and entails

severe losses in a market continually affected by
the caprices of fashion. Now, just as manners are

learnt in good society, and morals among the

virtuous, so taste in all its branches can only be
acquired by communication with those who possess

the precious gift, and by familiarity Avith their

works and ideas. No amount of solitary thought,

no effort of unassisted industry, can make a man,
a good Christian, a good poet, a good artist,

or a good anything else. He must condescend to

be helped
;
and if this is true of the relation be-

tween man and man, it is not less true of the

intercourse of nations.
“ There is scarcely an article that could be men-

tioned in which our sterling qualities do not turn

to less account than they should do—all for want
of the graces. Our manufactures are cheap and
good—often too good, as they only perpetuate

ugliness. Our furniture is calculated to last for

centuries, but is generally insipid and heavy. The
Avood may be Avell-seasoned, the lines may be
straight, and the comers right angles. The draAvers

may fit, and doors may be Avell hung. What is

more, the lock and key do their duty. But the

whole is a mere stupid repetition, line for line, of

some vulgar model, of which there are ten thousand

too many in the Avorld already. In any third-rate

French town there are dozens of cabinet-makers

Avhose politics may be rather loose, and whose
workmanship may not be ahvays trustAvorthy,

but who at the price of the London article will

turn out a real Avorlc of imagination. For comfort

and for use we might prefer the home goods, but
if we Avish for the occasional refreshment of an
agreeable object, or covet a poetical air for our
apartments, avc should find it much cheaper to

import. It is the same with every other sort of

manufacture. From millinery to men of Avar,

from rockets to lighthouses, from cookery to tactics,

from bonbons to triumphal arches, our neighbours

surpass us in the science and the taste necessary to

bring these things to perfection. As for us, it

must be confessed that we live by 4 sucking their

brains.’ The tortoise beats the hare. Our dogged
resolution serves us for genius, and we reap the

crop Avhieh others have sown. Such Ave say is our
case for the most part. We have amongst us ex-

traordinary instances of science, genius, and taste ;

but as a general rule, there is more of these quali-

ties in a French operative than in an English
employer.”

The Times, although the most powerful, is by
no means the only, journal from which this

great project has received advocacy : indeed, we
have reason to believe that every public organ

throughout the Kingdom will be active and
ardent in its support. We expected as much

—

and some years ago foretold as much—whenever

a proposal for a National Exhibition upon a

sound basis should be made to the people of

these countries.

This month we do not consider it necessaiy

to extend this article by any remarks of our

own. It will be our pleasant duty—every month
for many months to come—to report the progress

of the Society of Arts and its allies in the pro-

i ceedings for holding this great “Peace Congress
and to stimulate manufacturers to the arrange-

ments necessaiy for properly upholding the

Exposition and extending their OAvn renown.

|

Let them not postpone these preparations : it is

I notorious that in France long intervals ensue
between Exhibitions, chiefly in order that the

exhibitors may have sufficient time to produce
the objects they desire to exhibit : the time
allotted to us is short, but it is not arrogant to

assume that British energy, enterprise and capital,

may effect in one year and a half as much as the
manufacturers of the Continent can effect in

thrice the number of months : it will be obvious,

hoAvever, that no time is to be lost.*

* We shall ourselves act upon this principle ; and cannot
be premature in inviting communications from Manufac-
turers with a view to enable us to report extensively and
worthily the Exposition of 1851. It will be, no doubt, our

We have marked in italics two or three pas-

sages from the Times ; it will be at once obvious
to every intended contributor that a guarantee
for pure impartiality and integrity must be
assured. If the project fail to obtain the
entire confidence of the manufacturer and the

public, it will, to a certainty, fail : a very small

error may be as fatal as the pebble in the
horse’s shoe. We re-quote the passage from the

Times, inasmuch as it is the only source from
Avhieh peril can by any possibility arise :

—

“All Avill be thrown away, unless by the
choice of high and honourable names, secure
from the veiy imputation of jobbery, of partial

bias, or of narrow views, the conduct of the

Exhibition and the award of the judges, shall

obtain the confidence and submission of the

world.”

We have no reason to anticipate any danger
on this head, but the magnitude of the interests

involved will make all persons nervously sensi-

tive—it may be, even unduly suspicious—on the

subject. For our own parts, Ave may say that it

was this apprehension Avhieh induced us to

withdraAv from pushing the matter farther than

the correspondence we hold regarding it (and

to which we have heretofore made distinct re-

ference,) Avith several members of her Majesty's

government. It seemed, and still seems, to

us, above all things necessary, that the con-

ductors of such a movement should bo free

from the remotest suspicion of being influenced

by personal and interested motives.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Newcastle - urox - Tyne.— The anniversary

meeting of the School of Design, under the patron-

age of Government, was held in October, in

the Society’s Rooms, Market Street, and Avas

numerously attended, both by local patrons, and
pupils of the establishment. W. Ord, Esq., M.P.,
presided ;

and among the company were Mr. Saville

Ogle, M.P., Mr. Hutt, M.P., the Worshipful the

Mayor of Newcastle, Mr. CraAvshay, Dr. Headlam,
and others connected with the manufactures of the

district. The Avails of the apartment Avcre covered

with drawings, executed by the students, including

those for which prizes Avere awarded
;
and the

sculpture-room contained a number of Avell-executed

models. A beautiful picture, “The Triumph of

Love,” painted by Mr. David Scott, the brother of

Mr. Scott, the superintendent of the School of

Design, was exhibited, and excited much interest

and attention.

The Report, which Avas read by Dr. Grcenshaw,
appears of a highly favourable nature. It alludes

to an intimation from the Board of Trade, that the

Government intends to AvithdraAV its support from
the School, a purpose, however, which the Board
had agreed to re-consider, on the representation

of numerous parties interested in the success of the

School
;
and which, it is now hoped, will terminate

duty to engrave a very large number of the objects ex-

hibited
;
and this will be more than difficult unless we are

enabled materially to lessen the labour by obtaining

drawings and procuring engravings “ beforehand.” Wo
desire to devote, each month of the coming year, a part of

our Journal to such works, in progress or executed, as

arc designed to be contributed to the Exposition
;
and with

this view we require the co-operation of the manufacturer,

our ultimate plan being to collect the whole of the engrav-

ings thus accumulated, and to re-issue them as a guide to

the collection when entire—a project which it would be

impossible to carry out except in parts, which parts will

be subsequently combined as a whole. We shall thus be

enabled to represent the Exposition as it ought to be

represented—and to place it worthily before the world.

In order to accomplish this object we shall during the

coming year visit, or revisit, the leading manufactories of

the kingdom. While, therefore, we shall report the pre-

sent position and progress of each, and make immediately

known the best works that each has produced, or is pro-

ducing, we shall obtain the manifest advantage of pre-

paring without haste or want of finish, a full and ample

report of the Exposition, completed, in the end, by the

addition of such objects as will have been fabricated

expressly for it. We thus hope and expect best to aid a

movement we have earnestly and zealously advocated

during the last five or six years—to the accomplishment

of which we presume to say we have in no slight degree

contributed—and the anticipated success of which is a

large reward for our anxious and continued labours.

in its favour, especially since Mr. R. N. Womum
has delivered his course of lectures there, at the
desire of the Government. With respect to the
number of students attending the classes, it is satis-

factory to find the Newcastle School maintains a

prominent place, and that the past season has been
an advance on former years, although the attend-
ance has ahvays been remarkable for number.
During three Avinter months it amounted to 108,

each month being an increase on any previous
season, and, indeed, requiring the services of an
assistant to aid Mr. Scott in the labours of tuition.

The attendance was likeAvise more permanent
than heretofore, and up to the close of the classes

in July it was more steadily maintained. The
committee regret to find a considerable deficiency

in the funds
;
but they are persuaded that the

measures they contemplate, particularly that of
the removal of the School, Avill rectify the defi-

ciency; and they have further in contemplation
to hold a fancy fair and sale of Avorks of Art, on an
extensive scale and under the most influential

patronage of the north of England, Avhieh will

effect, if carried out in the manner anticipated, the
result desired, by freeing the Society from their

present incumbrances. This fancy fair will be
particularly appropriate to an institution for the

furtherance of Ornamental Design and Fine Art.

Mr. Hutt, M.P., in moving that the thanks of

the meeting be given to Mr. W. B. Scott, the

master of the NeAvcastle School,alluding particularly

to the painted glass-Avindows manufactured in the

town, stated that “ he had lately had an oppor-
tunity of seeing one in a beautiful church in

Worcestershire. On expressing his admiration,
and inquiring of the attendant if it had been
obtained in London, ‘ No,’ said he, 4 we coidd not
get it in London; we were obliged to send to

Neiocastlc

!

’ lie hoped such reputation would not

be confined to painted windows, nor to any parti-

cular article, but would extend to the various arti-

cles manufactured in connexion with the Arts
established in this tovm, so that they might have
an opportunity of hearing those who wished to

obtain the best specimens say, ‘ we must send to

Newcastle for them ! ’ ”

Mr. Crawshay, another speaker, said, 44
lie had

lately visited the British Museum, and on applying

for admission to the statue room, the attendant

inquired if he knew anything about the School of
Design in Newcastle f lie replied that he was a
member of the committee. Then said the attendant,
4 1 shall be happy to show you everything

, for the

best of our young men come from Newcastle.’

When, in the British Museum, where young men
came to draw from all parts of the country, such
an observation was made, it reflected the highest

degree of credit on the students, and proved the

excellent mode of tuition practised by Mr. Scott.”

Such testimony is highly flattering to those who
manage here

;
and must operate strongly as an

encouragement to future success.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

THE FIRST EAR-RING.

Sir D. Wilkie, R.A., Painter. W. Grealbach, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. 5 in. by 1 ft. 11J in.

The name of Wilkie has been as familiar to the

lips of the present generation as 44 household
Avords,” and the numerous engravings from his

pictures are a sort of Penates in the dwellings of

thousands
;

it would therefore be a superfluous act

to criticise now the works of one so universally

popular. In the Avords of his friend and biographer,

Allan Cunningham, Wilkie 44 was the most ori-

ginal, and vigorous, and varied of our British

painters; the darling artist of the people, learned

or illiterate, for he spoke to all degrees of know-
ledge, and to all varieties of taste.” This pane-

gyric is both true and just, and will be recognised

as such so long as the canvas endures which reflects

his genius. But however highly avc may estimate

its versatility, his fame will most assuredly rest on
that class of works whereon it was primarily

founded.
The ‘‘First Ear-ring,” though one ofthe painter’s

OAvn familiar subjects, would perhaps scarcely be
known as such at first sight, except to those Avho

had studied his Avorks in their infinite variety

;

there is comparatively less of subject in it, and
its execution shows much of that free manner which
Wilkie had gradually adopted. The scene lies in

a richly-furnished apartment of a mansion, wherein

are assembled a lady Avith her young daughter, and
a more elderly female, who may probably be in-

tended for a “maiden aunt.” The latter is the

operator, and is evidently desirous of performing

her duty as tenderly as the circumstance of the
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case will admit
;
yet the action of the child, in

clasping her mother’s hand, and her nervous look,

show a feeling of pain, real or imaginary. The
group is charmingly composed, and the points of

the subject not to be mistaken. A capital episode

in the tale, is the little spaniel scratching his ear,

as if in sympathy with his young playmate. The
work bears the date of 1835.

It has been previously engraved of a larger size

by Mr. Chevalier for Mr. Alderman Moon, whose

courtesy with reference to our own plate we beg to

acknowledge.

OBITUARY.

MR. ROBERT STAINES.
When, last month, we presented to our readers

Mr. Staines’s engraving of “ Malvolio,” we little

expected that it would be the last with which his

name will be associated
;
or that we should so soon

be called upon to fulfil the painful duty of announc-

ing his decease.

Mr. Staines was born in London, on the 21st of

October, 1805. He acquired the rudiments of his

art under the tuition of Mr. J. C. Edwards, a dis-

tinguished line-engraver, with whom he had as a

fellow-pupil, Mr. Hatfield, whose works are also

favourably known to the public. It appears, how-
ever, that nearly half the term to which his articles

of apprenticeship extended, was completed in the

studio of the Messrs. Finden, in whose establish-

ment he also passed ten or twelve years as an
assistant, executing several plates in a highly satis-

factory manner, though his name is not attached

to them
;
there were others subsequently published

with his name, principally after Richter, Westall,

&c.,iu the “Literary Souvenir,” and the “Friend-
ship’s Offei’ing.” Those works, however, on which
his reputation must rest, arc the two from the
“ Vernon Gallery,” which have appeared in the

Art-Journal—“ Sancho and the Duchess,” and
“Malvolio.” These are highly creditable to his

talent; they exhibit a good sound style of work-

manship, united with very considerable true artistic

feeling
;

qualities which, had his life been pro-

longed, would, without doubt, have soon ripened

into higher excellencies, especially as he had felt

himself stimulated to increased exertion, by the

conviction that his name was associated with a

great national work, and, consequently, that it had
become widely and favourably known. Mr. Staines

had already commenced for us two other plates

from the “Vernon Gallery;” and we may here

express our sincere regret at being deprived of the

assistance of one, whom we esteemed not more for

his professional talent, than for his amiable dis-

position, and remarkably gentle and uuassuming
manners. The character of his life was irreproach-

able
;
indeed, we may go farther and say, it ex-

tended beyond the fulfilment of mere moral duties

to those of a higher and purer nature, so that “ his

end was peace.”
Naturally of a delicate constitution, an attack of

diarrhcea and dysentery, commencing about the

middle of August last, so far undermined his

strength, that he gradually sunk, and died on the

3rd of October.
Mr. Staines was three times married, and has

left three orphan children (his last wife being dead)

to lament his loss.

COPYRIGHT IN DESIGNS.

Sir,—Permit me to congratulate you on the

honour accruing to you in the beneficial results,

already evident, of your (nationally important)

efforts to stimulate our ornamental manufacturers
to improve their designs by employing high Art in

their productions
;
they are under great obligations

to you both for counsel and the monthly presenta-

tion of superior and original subjects. I feel I

need not apologise to you for earnestly requesting

your able advocacy of an immediate change in the

law for protecting Copyright in Designs. It is

open to two prominent objections, viz., the term
of protection being too short, and the charge for

registration too great; the former should be ex-

tended to seven or ten years, as the short period for

which articles are now shielded, barely allows time
to get them well introduced into the market, and
I cannot imagine that any bad effects would result

from the extension I propose. I presume when the

Government fixed the present registration fees, it

was calculated merely to cover the expenses of the

office
;
but there can be no doubt that the reduc-

tion I propose, in the greatly increased number of

designs registered, would prove a remunerative
change, and consequently not objectionable as

creating a charge on the public exchequer.

Birmingham, October
,
18-19. OltNAMENTOR.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Exposition at Birmingham.—The Bir-

mingham Exposition, which wc reported at

length in the Art-Journal for October, still con-

tinues to attract its thousands of visitors, afford-

ing another striking proof of the value of such

collections in directing public attention to the

state of our manufactures. It is another great

“ fact ” in confirmation of that for which we have

so long contended—it will aid powerfully in

educating the public mind, and in preparing it,

and manufacturers generally, for the great Expo-

sition of 1851. As we have already stated, it is

the most gigantic, the most perfect, the nearest

approximation to wliat an Exposition should be,

which has yet been brought together in England.

It has delighted the public, and not a few sales

have been made in consequence. It has removed

from the great manufacturing capital of England

the reproachful application of the term “ Brum-
magem,” and it cannot fail to show that every-

thing sold in the great metropolis is not “ town

made.” It has developed the resources of the

“ toyshop ” of Europe, and introduced not a few

deserving individuals to notice. If it did nothing

more than this, it did well ;
but it has done more ;

and we cannot but doubt that the healthful

spirit of emulation it has called forth will operate

for good. We have heard resolutions made
which we doubt not will be carried into effect.

Daily and nightly are the rooms crowded with

attentive and inquiring visitors, canvassing the

respective merits of the specimens exhibited,

and the excellence of the rival manufacturers.

Since the exhibition opened, 25,000 individuals

have paid for admission
;
but in addition to this,

the associates and members of the British Asso-

ciation visited the rooms free of charge. 14,000

season-tickets have been sold, and upwards of

3000 catalogues disposed of. Cheap trips from

Leeds, Derby, and the Potteries have also visited

the Exposition. The single admission has now
been reduced to afford all classes an opportunity

of visiting the collection, and we will not specu-

late on the good which may be effected by the

Exposition, to the working classes generally, of

the best works by the best manufacturers. In

no district is the claim for education in artistic

knowledge more paramount or necessary
;
in

none is there a greater deficiency of good autho-

rities to which the artist-mechanic can apply.

Throughout the length and breadth of Birming-

ham there is no collection or museum to aid in

stimulating the fancy, or educating the ideal

faculty. We can only hope that a good surplus

arising from the present undertaking may be
swelled by liberal contributions, and a founda-

tion laid for a permanent local museum, which
shall contain within its walls some works by the

old masters in design as applied to manufactures,

with not a few of the best works of to-day. Such
a collection would be invaluable in a town like

Birmingham, where fertility of invention and
artistic execution are so much connected with her

manufactures. That the power and ability are

present, we doubt not ;
that the will ought to be,

is also most true; and we do most earnestly

hope that a time so auspicious and apposite will

not be lost to take a decided step in that which
would operate so much to the advantage of the

country. All experience proves that it is not

the accidental exhibition of what is excellent

which will effect a revolution in the public taste,

but the daily and hourly contact with the same,

which is to effect satisfactory results. All art,

all history, is prolific of proof to this effect

;

from the age of Pericles until to-day we have so

many evidences of it. England is certainly

the most parsimonious of nations in this respect.

While France has her Louvre, her Versailles,

her Tuilleries, and her Place la Concorde,

England can boast no such assemblages; the

consequence thereof is paucity in design, feeble-

ness of execution, and limited power of concep-

tion. If we are to be a great minded people

we must be a liberal one, and we must not count

our pence, but spend freely our pounds. The
time is at length come when the almost com-
plete annihilation of time and space render it

dangerous for us to remain ignorant. The
facilities of travel will transfer the demand to

others better educated in the art of design

;

that we have much to learn is true, but the

sooner that education is begun by which our

errors are to be amended the better. The time

is come ; let the men of Birmingham then strike

home
;
a permanent museum should bo esta-

blished to second the working of these schools

of design. To a surplus, if any is left from the

Exposition, let them add liberal subscriptions,

and call in the aid of the Local Museum Act.

A collection of some value could thus be brought
together, which would effect much good alike to

the public, the manufacturer, and the artisan.

Plate-Printing.—Some weeks back, Mr. S.

Leitch, long known in Edinburgh as a highly

skilful lithographer, called to submit to us

various specimens of engravings which -had

undergone a novel and very important operation.

In the course of Mr. Lcitch’s experimental

researches in the process of lithographing, lie

has discovered a method whereby prints on
common plate paper were transformed into what
seem to be India-paper impressions, by the mere
application of a chemical composition. It may
not be generally known that the printing on
India-paper is performed by its being simply laid

on the ordinary white paper when damp, and the

pressure of the machine causes the two to adhere

without the application of any adhesive matter.

This process is open to many objections, the

principal of which is that, in course of time the

India-paper often becomes detached in parts, the

print is blistered, and consequently half-spoiled

;

this is obviated by Mr. Leitch’s method ; his com-
position entirely penetrates the surface of the

paper, so that there is no possibility of removing
it. But the most striking feature of the inven-

tion is the power of applying it to engravings

that have been a long time printed, and by which
they are restored to much of their original

purity, as it appears to bring out such parts as

have become deteriorated by age, and clears

away damp-spots and other injuries. Another
advantage is that the process completely fixes

any work recently printed, so as to prevent the

setting-off, as it is termed, or rubbing, and it like-

wise gives greater brilliancy to, without dimin-

ishing the delicacy of the engraving, and lastly,

it is cheaper than the ordinary method of print-

ing India-proofs. All this manifest superiority

entitles Mr. Leitch’s discovery to serious con-

sideration
;
the value of India-proof engravings

over those on common white paper is too well

known to require comment ; if therefore what
is equal in appearance, and superior to them in

point of endurance, can be obtained at a less

costly rate, the importance of tho invention

cannot be too highly estimated, as it may be
applied to every style of engraving, whether in

line, stipple, or mezzotinto, and the deception,

if such it may bo termed, would almost defy the

most practised eye. We at first had our doubts
as to the efficacy of Mr. Leitch’s process, and to

test it forwarded to him, at Edinburgh, two
plain impressions from a plate of the “ Vernon
Gallery ” series which had just been placed in

the printer’s hands; Mr. Leitch shortly after-

wards returned them to us as India-paper im-

pressions, in different tints, but so closely resem-

bling those which our printer had taken off on
the veritable India, that we could not detect the

slightest difference, even to the apparent raw
edge always discernible in the latter.

Machine Etching for Preventing Forgery.
—Many plans have from time to time been pro-

posed for the prevention of forgery. Mr. G. F.

Sturm, of Granby Street, Hampstead Road, for-

wards to us some specimens of what he calls
“ machine etching,” which appear to be very

ingenious. Of the character some idea will be
formed by the following description as given by
the projector himself, it being understood that

the designs are traced by a machine, the order

of which is varied at the will of the operator.

The scheme proposed is an operation that may
be called

“ machine etching ;” it is intended to

produce designs mainly depending on mental

application and close attention, consequently,

no machine of itself, as usually worked, could
possibly produce an imitation. The least mistake

or inattention, by making a false movement,
would spoil the whole vrork

;
and if allowed to

remain, would in some measure serve as a key
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or clue to produce a similar design ; if any
accident occurs, though just finished, the whole
must be recommenced. Defects or repairings

that may not be visible when printed in ordinary

black ink would be liable to become very per-

ceptible if printed in certain colours
;
if a small

addition of simple contrivance be applied, the

machine may be so arranged as to produce
designs much more difficult to counterfeit

:

printing them in two distinct and separate co-

lours from one or two plates, mechanically com-
bined would make it utterly impossible to trans-

fer otherwise than in the combined colours,

which would then reprint in one colour only.

It is submitted to have “machine etchings”

as large and as delicate as may be considered

most convenient, as it would cause them to be
much more difficult to imitate, and to have
them done on case-hardened steel. The designs

could be varied ad infinitum ; such is the

unlimited capabilities of production, that a

distinct design might be arranged for every

year, month, or week, and still an uniformity of

effect be maintained : it might also be extended
so as to indicate the sum or value of a note

;

medallions, portraits, and various objects can be
produced by “ machine etching,” and introduced
into the designs with considerable advantage

;

it would be impossible to remember exactly

how to reproduce any of them after a time, or
after several have been done, unless memoran-
dums are preserved. Some might possibly be
reproduced by guess, if tried for, but this would
be very uncertain.

Forged Pictures.—This subject, to which
allusion was made in our last number, we are

by no means inclined to lose sight of, the more
especially, since, both personally and by letter,

we have received several communications urging

us, by eveiy means in our power, to trace the
evil to its source, and destroy it root and branch.

This it is our fixed determination to do, but it

is necessary to proceed cautiously and deli-

berately in a matter which requires due care, in

order that our object may not be defeated, or the
desire to bring the guilty to punishment recoil

upon the heads of those who attempt it. To
convict a thief or a swindler in a court of justice,

something more is necessary than even the
strongest suspicion of his crime, there must be
the fullest proof of guilt ; and however satisfied

our minds may be that we are cognisant of the
parties who have been the agents in the fraud

practised upon Mr. Herring and other artists, as

well as on the public, we must be able to sub-

stantiate our chai’ges in the clearest manner to

guard ourselves against the chance of an action

at law, which would assuredly follow a failure

: on our part. As we stated before, we are in

possession of names which we wall most assuredly

make public so soon as we can do it with safety.

This is a duty which the public, as well as the

honest dealer, has a right to demand from us,

and in the performance of it we know that we
shall be seconded by the public press. The
Times has spoken out well on the subject; and
in the Globe of some days back, there appeared
an excellent leading article, from which we
quote the following extracts :

—“ It is patent to

all that this mean trade in counterfeit originals

exists to the prejudice of Art, and to the shame
of the miserable men whose necessities lead

them to this prostitution of their talent. * *

If we pause to trace back to its birth a spurious

Rembrandt, from the discolouring of the canvas

to the final glazing and baking of the picture, we
cannot but be struck with a feeling of deep and
earnest sorrow to behold so much human in-

genuity and talent leagued to play a cheat upon
mankind. If we could follow the unhappy artist

back to his garret, where only the low picture-

trader stands between him and the wolf Hunger
prowling about his door, and could mark

_
the

agony of shame with which he is called upon to

desecrate the works of the high-priests of his

Art, we should, in sober truth, light upon one
of the most appalling pictures of human agony
which this metropolis of two millions can offer.

For, be it remembered, that little of the ill-

gotten wealth accruing from this trade in forgery
falls to the lot of the miserable wretch who
forges ; no, the gain comes in large lumps to the
middleman, the trader

; who, without a sense of

the refinement of Art, with no feeling beyond
that concerned in his banking account, preys
upon starving talent for his living.” However
discreditable such a statement as this is, it is

nevertheless but too true; yet the starving artist is

not always, nor even generally, the onlyparticeps
criminis

:

we have known those who could not
plead such excuse practise the imposition

;
and

again, we have known instances where not even
indigence and destitution could tempt an hon-

ourable mind to engage, secretly, in the work of

fraud. But a few months back, the wife of an
artist called at our office, to ask advice about a
picture he desired to get into the exhibition of

the Royal Academy. In the course of conversa-

tion we learned, that though in the extreme of
poverty, the few articles of furniture they pos-

sessed being then in execution for two or three

week's rent of their lodgings, the husband had
indignantly refused a proposal to enter a picture

manufactory (the name of which we are ac-

quainted with), at a tolerably comfortable annual
salary, to copy Stanfield, and other marine
painters. Whatever effort we, in common with
other journalists, may make to put a stop to

such practices as we have denounced, we have
a right to call upon the artists to co-operate

with us. It is more their affair than ours, and
there are many ways in which their assistance

might be available, especially in the detection of

counterfeits, if they would only take the trouble

to lend their aid. The writer of the article in

the Globe offers a good suggestion, whereby the
system might be materially checked for the

future, namely, to establish a rule, that every
living artist, when disposing of a picture, issue

with it a certificate of its genuineness ; to which
we would add a remark of our own, that this

certificate should, in all cases where the work
might chance to be re-sold, be demanded by the

purchaser and handed over to him ere the sale

be completed. It is in some such plan as this

where the assistance of the artist would be most
effectual in checking fraudulent transactions.

Exhibition of Pictures at the Pantheon.

—

It is tolerably well known that this establish-

ment possesses some large and well-lighted

rooms, expressly built for the exhibition of

pictures
;
indeed, they have for some time past

been devoted to this object ;
but, with very few

exceptions, the works huug there have not been
of a class to attract much notice. A project has

been submitted to us for opening the galleries

as “a perpetual Auxiliary Exhibition for the

sale of works of living artists which have been
previously exhibited,” and, we presume, also of

such as have not hitherto been placed before

the public. It is intended to keep it open
through the year, so that persons visiting London
at any season may have the opportunity of

inspecting and purchasing pictures at all times.

The director and manager of the gallery is Mr.
J. F. Gilbert, himself an artist, who was, and we
believe is now, one of the committee of the

Hyde Park Free Exhibition. Presuming, and
there is no reason to doubt the contrary, that

everything connected with the management,
will be conducted in perfect good faith, we think

the project entitled to the consideration and
support of the artists and the public. The
locality is a good one, the rooms are excellently

adapted for the purpose, and, moreover, some
such scheme has long been wished for by a large

number of the artistic body. Any application,

respecting the plan and regulations, may be
addressed to Mr. Gilbert.

Panoramic Exhibition.—We have been in-

formed that a new panoramic and dioramic

exhibition, on a very extensive scale, will, ere

long be opened at the Parthenon Gallery in

Regent Street, in which the best scenic art will

be employed.
Photography.—M. Blanquart Everard has

suggested a great improvement in photography
in using plates of glass for the pictures instead

of paper. This process consists in beating well

together a weak solution of iodide of potassium

and the white of eggs. When, after standing,

the mixture has become perfectly clear, it is to

be spread very uniformly over a well-cleaned

plate of glass, and allowed to dry. When dry,

the surface should be perfectly free from cracks

and very uniform. Upon this is spread the

ordinary calotype material, the aceto-nitrate of
silver, and then the gallic acid

;
and the picture

being obtained in the camera, is developed by
the gallo-uitrate of silver. Indeed, every step

of the process, after the albuminous covering is

obtained, is the same as that observed in the
calotype.

Manufacturers’ Pattern-Books.—If evidence
were wanting of the enterprise and taste of many
of our large manufacturing firms, it would be
abundantly supplied by the inspection of some
of the books of patterns which are occasionally

submitted to us. We have now one lying on
our table, from the house of Messrs. Jackson &
Sons, of Rathbone Place, manufacturers of orna-

mental works in papier-mache, which, for variety

and profuseness of design, and for delicate execu-

tion in lithography, cannot be surpassed. It

contains nearly seventy large pages of designs

of every conceivable style of pattern, and for

every purpose to which this material can be
applied, many of them showing the utmost ela-

boration of detail, and the purest taste in decora-

tion. The cost of producing such a book must
have been very largo, and could only be sustained

by a firm of most extensive business.

Mr. Linton’s List of Colours.—Two or three

errata have inadvertently been made in this

notice, which appeared in our September num-
ber, from the lines being misplaced. In a line

with “ Strontian yellow,” the notice in the third

column belonging to that colour is placed against
“ Cadmium yellow,” the former thus becoming
mixed up with the earthy oxides below. Again,
“ Indian red ” is made a “ Bisulphuret of mer-
cury ” by the printer's lead being placed higher,

and the type removed to bring it on the same
line ; and, lastly, the account of “ Ultramarine ”

should not have been divided by the line.

Industrial Home for Indigent Gentlewo-
women.—It has been a fashion of late to find a
meaning, political or satirical as the case might
be, in eveiy nursery legend; and very enter-

taining papers, aye, and whole books, have been
written to prove that the rhymes which our
great-great-grandmothers sang to those venerable

ancestors of ours, their babies, were redolent of

half-hidden treason, or biting satire. Now wc
think it might be no difficult task to trace in the

purse of Fortunatus, a shadowing forth of the

cver-ready benevolence of the present day : it

seems impossible to exhaust the readiness with

which eveiy successive appeal is answered, or

the activity of mind which seizes on fresh

channels for the ready bounty. We feel it a
pleasant duty to bring another new charity before

our readers, springing from the kindly feeling of

one individual, but to be upheld we hope by
hundreds, and to benefit hundreds more. Some
time since, the individual to whom we have
alluded, was deeply interested by a tale by (we

write it with a proud and thankful heart) Mrs.

S. C. Hall, entitled the “ Governess.” The im-

pression was strong and durable, and the sym-

pathy excited for governesses soon gave rise to

a new thought—“ If such is the life of a teacher,

what becomes of destitute ladies who have no
such resource ? Supposing there are four sisters

left equally without provision, all cannot be
governesses

;
what becomes of those who cannot

teach, and are to beg ashamed?” This idea

dwelt on, and digested and matured, has given

rise to the establishment of a Home for the

widows and daughters of professional men, where
they are to have board and lodging at the easy

rate of 7s, 6d. per week, and employment fur-

nished them to enable them to meet that charge

—their earnings over and above that sum being,

of course, their own. The plan has our hearty

good wishes, as every plan for the amelioration

of distress in any shape would have, but espe-

cially distress befalling those so unfitted by all

previous training for struggling with the world.

We find a spacious old fashioned house in Harpur

Street, Red Lion Square, has been obtained, and

partially furnished to make a beginning ;
a lady

superintendent appointed, and a committee

formed ; and we will only add one hope, that

amongst our many readers, some will be found

to go and see the Home, hear the particulars

from those who can explain all the details, and

give this modest attempt at usefulness a helping

hand. C. L.
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REVIEWS.

The Anatomy of the External Forms of
Man. By Dr. J. Fau. Edited, with Addi-
tions, by Robert Knox, M.D., &c. &c. Pub-
lished by Bailliere.

Extremely rare are the qualifications necessary to

give to the world of Art a really practical compen-
dium of anatomy. We have continually found in

anatomical prelections addressed to painters, that

the teacher has been somewhat too much of the ana-

tomist, much too little of the painter,—the poetic

element of both professions being wanting. We can

signalise the most splendid results in modern art

of the converse which painters have held with the

remains of their fellow mortals; but these men
have generally laboured for themselves—the les-

sons of their teachers have never been the end

—

they have only been .the beginning of their ana-
tomical studies. The purely surgical lecturer,

although he illustrate from the living nude, is

nevertheless more impressed with the inanimate
structure before him than the spirit of the life we
seek in art, and this impression he generally con-

veys to his audience. Our own school of medicine

has put forth nothing, as a simply artistic anatomi-

cal treatise. Much may be gathered from the works
of John and Charles Bell

;
indeed, the former, in

his quarto on the Bones and Muscles, dwells so

much upon the beautiful, that his work is virtually-

rejected by the medical profession. With to x«.\ov

they have nothing to do—and having been written

for this profession, the book is unsuited as a phy-
siological manual for the painter. The artists of

the Continent have addressed themselves much to

the works of Albinus, whose feeling was exclu-

sively surgical—the objection urged against him
by Camper, who laboured with a feeling for art.

But inasmuch as the drawings of Albinus are

entirely intended for medical education, it is absurd
to complain of their want of adaptation to the
purposes of the artist. Those artists who may
have had the advantage of studying in any of the

Continental schools, must have satisfied them-
selves of the fallacies propounded by Charles Bell,

more particularly in relation to the studies of

Raflaelle, Michael Angelo, and Leonardo. The
“ Anatomie du Gladiateur Combattant,” by Jean-
Galbert Salvage, is a work in which osteology and
myology may be studied to great advantage. IIow
resolutely soever teachers may, in their love of

their profession, insist upon the value of a know-
ledge of the deeper human organisation, this is an
acquisition of no use to the artist

;
he paints the

heart, it is true, but in the colours of the face

divine. It must not however be forgotten, that

there are certain deep muscles which qualify super-

ficial form, a fact which is too frequently over-

looked both in study and practice. The form of
the fore-arm depends much upon the powers of the

great flexors and extensors of the fingers ; and in

other parts of the body the close observer will see,

when the figure is in action, effects which are not
to be accounted for by the simple office of the
superficial muscle. In ordinary poses, the muscles
with which we have to do, are the musculus mag-
nus, pectoralis, rectus ventris, magni obliqui,

magni dorsalis, rhomboides, magni and medii
glutei in the trunk, the steruocleido-mastoides
and trapezii in the neck and shoulders, the del-

toides, biceps, triceps, longus supinator in the arm,
and the rectus anterior internus et externus femo-
ralis, biceps, the gemelli and tendo Achilles in the

leg.

With all our modern means and appliances, we
must still look back to the wonderful excellence of

our masters in the Rhodian art—the more astonish-

ing, when we remember that the Greeks did not
dissect; at least there is, we believe, no direct evi-

dence that they did. Writers who have touched
upon this subject are divided in their assumptions.
Kurt Sprengel (Gesh. der Arzneikunde) supposes
the first attempts at dissection to be indicated in

Aristotle, and assumes as a certainty that it was
practised under the Ptolemies. According to

others, even Galen himself dissected only apes and
dogs, and theorised analogically on the human
economy. On the other hand, Hirt attempts to
prove a synchronic relation between the develop-
ment of dissection and the plastic art. The statues
of the Parthenon exhibit the most perfect truth

;

but all that is of genuine Greek creation, partici-

pates in this perfection. In many of the works of
the Alexandrine period art became ostentatious,

and the Roman marmorarii, attached only to

generalities, lost the warmth and reality arising

from the direct study of nature. Without a know-
ledge of anatomy on the part of the Greek artist,

the best antique remains are singularly perfect; and
hence it is argued by some writers, that to them
this knowledge had been useless. But who will say

that with a scientific knowledge of the human
structure, they would not have arrived with a

more rapid assurance at those splendid results.

Their school was the gymnasium—and there, gifted

with an apprehension which no other people has
yet shown, they attained to a power of describing

vivacious action with a spirit that has never yet

been equalled. It occurs every day in the course

of study and practice, that the model supplying
the subject falls, while resting from the pose, into

attitudes far surpassing in their natural case the
studied position. This we say occurs daily in

every school and atelier, and it is this genuine and
unconstrained nature that the Greeks have caught
with such infinite felicity in all their moving
figures. The structure of the Hercules, however,
is erroneous

;
that is, the figure does not describe

the attributes ofthe character
;
its muscular volume

isaltogether inconsistentwith swiftness and activity,

and not in such proportions favourable to the

exertion of strength

.

Dr. Fau’s work, as translated by Dr. Knox, is

the best anatomical work we have yet seen offered

to the English student of artistic anatomy. It

consists of a portfolio of twenty-eight well-drawn
lithographic plates, accompanied by a volume of

descriptive matter, reduced to the form of a scries

of simple and abundantly explicit lectures, a few
of the immediate subjects of which are, “ Of the
entire skeleton, and the various parts composing
it;” “Of the principal articulations;” “Forms
produced by the skeleton;” “External forms of

the head;” “External forms of the torso, or

trunk; ” “ Exterior forms of the thoracic extremi-
ties or arms;” “Exterior forms of the lower
limbs or extremities,” &c. &c. The last of the

series of Dr. Fau’s plates is a drawing representing

an ideal dissection, of the principal figure of the

Laocoon group, the remarks on which, offered in

the text, arc extremely interesting :
“ The general

expression of the Laocoon is that of mental and
physical agony

;
he raises his eyes to heaven as if

to supplicate the gods. This expression of pain or

suffering pervades the entire frame
;
he utters no

cries—no lamentations. His vast forehead shows
the power of a superior man

;
the largely modelled

superciliary protuberances may also be taken as an
index of this quality. The lower extremities are

magnificently sculptured
;
you feel that in despite

of their gigantic and convulsive efforts they are

about to be fixed to the soil. The convulsive efforts

of the left arm cannot be described in words
;
un-

happily the right arm is soft and heavy : there is

something theatrical about it : the fire of genius
which inspired the original sculptor was wanting
in the restorer of the lost parts. The master or

masters who formed the Laocoon have neglected
nothing which might express suffering

;
the expres-

sion of horrible agony extends even to the repro-

ductive organs. In the face, with the exception of

the orbicularis muscles of the eyelids and the zygo-

matic, the beard conceals much of the physiognomy

;

and, moreover, muscular action is not so strictly

represented on the surface of the face as in the

other parts of the body; we refer, therefore, to

what we have said on the modifications which the

face undergoes on the influence of motion. Ob-
serve, on the other hand, the contractions of the

left sterno-mastoicl, and the depth of the supra-

clavicular and supra-sternal fassettes. The elevated

shoulder draws with it the collar-bone
;
the deltoid

displays its aponeurotic depressions and various

fasciculi ; the intermuscular space, dividing it from
the powerful pectoral, is quite distinct; the con-
tracted fibres of these muscles deepen the sternal

groove,” &c. An appendix is added by the editor,

in which the merits of the Elgin Marbles are

briefly pointed out; also descriptions given of other
relics in the Museum and the Royal Academy,
thus directing the attention of the British student
to a source of wealth readily within reach. The
text is accompanied by additional plates, as of the
Theseus and the Ilyssus, the Venus of the Townley
collection, and the busts of the young and elder Her-
cules

;
and the text is extended to a notice of much

that is interesting and profitable to the student.

The recent exhibitions at Westminster showed, in

the greater number of the productions that were
contributed, an extreme degree of infirmity in

those figures which afford opportunity for the dis-

play of some anatomical acquirement. This was
conspicuous even in the works of painters who, in

small pictures, have numbered years of success.

Without a knowledge of superficial anatomy all is

uncertain
;
weariness, or the slightest movement of

the model, confuses the student, insomuch that his

only resource is to follow the figure in its relaxa-

tion
;
he cannot with certainty put the muscle in

its place from any knowledge of its exact position.

The editor of the work before us believes that the
vitiation of the artistic study dates from at least

the time of Michel Angelo
;
that is to say, that at

that time the anatomy of the medical schools began
to supersede the entire reliance upon living nature
which had previously prevailed. “ But the artist,”

he continues, “ought also to be acquainted with
the anatomy of the dead, at least to a cei-tain ex-

tent ;
how to combine these with each other

;
how

to avail himself of all legitimate resources of his

art
;
how to eschew the errors of those who tell

him, or who have told him, that on the one hand
ho may have ready-made physiognomies suited to

all occasions, and on the other, that from the life-

less and dissected corpse he may sketch with safety;

copy dead forms for living ones—forms which
nature never intended should be seen—forms, in

the high tide of beauty and youth, most carefully

concealed from human sight. To enable the artist,

in fact, to escape from a misdirection which is sure

deeply and fatally to influence all his future aims

and works, is the object of the concluding chapters

of the work.”
Thus is the work addressed solely to the artist,

in language—especially that of Dr. Knox—sym-
pathetic with the feelings of the aspirant. The
system is easy, comprehensive, and thus accom-
panied by letter-press, must convey to the student

all necessary knowledge. Plates, without letter-

press, are as the dissected structure without a
lecturer. The written expositions which accom-
pany this series are simple essays, conveying most
valuable information in a most profitable form.

Rambles in New South Wales : With Sketches

of Men and Manners
;
and some Hints to

Emigrants. By Joseph Phipps Townsend.
Chapman & Hall, London.

The writer of this interesting volume has some
claims on the increasing fraternity of literature.

He is the nephew of Mr. Jesse, to whom the book
i9 dedicated ; and facts and incidents he strings

together with more tact than could be expected

from a young author. He hopes for an indulgence

on account of his inexperience, which, we assure

him, is by no means necessary. Mr. Townsend
may well call it a 11 startlingfact,” that in tico years,

ten thousand persons left the colony
;
but he asserts

his belief, that many persons would have remained
if they could have obtained land, the last thing

we should have supposed it difficult to procure.

There is a good deal of information given, that will

bo very useful to emigrants, as well as to people
before they decide upon a step, which may well

excite the astonishment of involuntary exiles. The
resources of new countries are generally exag-
gerated, and very few accounts from actual resi-

dents can be relied upon. There are interests to

serve, and principles to advocate, and articles to

sell
;
some latent cause or another operating upon

the mind of the letter-writer or the journalist,

which even colours facts, so as to render them
opposite to realities. But Mr. Townsend has

returned to his home, not as a disappointed man,
but an intelligent traveller; and has given us a
readable, pleasant volume, which greatly increases

our knowledge of New South Wales, and our
thankfulness that we are not obliged to wander
forth from our own country.

A History of Architecture. By Edward A.
Freeman, M.A. Published by Joseph Mas-
ters, Aldersgate Street, and 78, New Bond
Street.

This is a comprehensive but brief review of archi-

tecture, from the Pelasgian period down to the un-
Gothic predilections of Wren. The intellectual

history of architecture commences truly with the

Greeks, but who can refrain from inquiry into the

origin, character, and uses of the mysterious struc-

tures of Egypt and India ? As a philosophical

review, the book before us rejects all details and
technicalities; indeed, had these been embraced,

the work might have been extended into a treatise

of twenty volumes. The purpose of the author is

an analysis of the essence of architecture—an expo-

sition of principles— of political and religious

symbolism
;
thus considering structures only ac-

cording to the spirit of their entire composition.

In comparing architectural study with antiquarian

research, the author sends the latter many frigid

degrees down the scale, to a place scarcely short of

zero, but we humbly submit that in the veritable

antiquarian there cannot be so much veneration for

the beautiful as in the pure architect. The merit of
antiquarian research is dissolved, but yet Wren’s
attempts at Gothic are wretched for want of that

very antiquarian knowledge which had rendered
them perfect: “ in a word, Sir Christopher was no
antiquarian, but he was a very great architect, and
had not his taste been warped by the infection of

the day, he might have been the restorer of Gothic
architecture instead of the dealer of its deathblow.”
The work is, however, a valuable addition to
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architectural history in a much desiderated form—
that of a series of popular untechnical essays, and

the more likely to win the public confidence as

professing acknowledgment of such authorities as

Hope, Petit, Dr. Whewell, and others who have

treated earnestly of the science. For ourselves,

regardless, perhaps, sometimes of the mass, we
think technically, and speak in like manner, even

when approaching the philosophy of science. We
could have wished to devote some space to the

consideration of this work, but this is denied us

from the pressure of matter
;

its spirit may, how-

ever, be understood from the heads of some of the

chapters, as Pelasgian Architecture, Early Column
Architecture, Indian Architecture, Egyptian Ar-

chitecture
;
then follow the Greek, with its deduc-

tions, and all other styles down to our own times.

The Various Modes op Anastatic Printing
and Papyrography. Published by David
Bogue, London.

The various presumed utilities of Anastatic print-

ing were first introduced in this journal some years

ago, before, we believe, it had attracted serious

attention from any other journal. We have from

time to time observed its progress, but the result

has been disappointment, because it has failed to

realise its promise of extended application. Having
witnessed the process on its first being patented *

in this country, we ventured to express a hope that

it would be effective in the reproduction of old

letterpress and prints, for the reprinting of works

at once curious and useful, and that it would afford

a cheap and available method of stereotyping. But
the first great difficulty has never been obviated

—

that of taking a fac-simile of a page of letterpress

of an age sufficient to have indurated the ink with

which it had been printed
;
for when the matter to

be transferred has been printed only a few weeks

or months, so that the ink still retains a portion

of its oily ingredients, the process is a very simple

one
;
but when the impression has been made

several years, and the ink has become thoroughly

dry, the operation is more complicated. Such is

the admission in the little volume before us, and
this is precisely the reverse of what is wanted ;

re-

prints of works only a month or two old are not

required, and hence the term “anastatic,” or

resurrectional (from ctnxc-rxe-n)

,

is at least prema-

ture
;
and that it will ever be truly applicable may

be reasonably doubted, considering that, according

to the observations before us, “ the complicated

chemical process necessary to revive ancient letter-

press and to transfer it from the paper to a plate

of zinc is uncertain in all its results, and sometimes

destroys an original without producing a copy.”

Under such circumstances, no possessor of any rare

impression would ever submit it to the risk of injury

or destruction. The little work which recalls the

subject to notice presents a few examples, in which
are' given the original and the anastatic copy. The
frontispiece is the head of a lion, apparently from

a woodcut or a drawing
;
an impression from a

small copper-plate is then imitated with perfect

success, as also other impressions from wood and
lithographic surfaces ; but we fear that if nothing

beyond this has been accomplished, the discovery

will only take a place among scientific curiosities.

The Bog-wood Cutter. Engraved by C. G.

Lewis, from the Picture by E. Landseer,
R.A. Published by H. Graves& Co., London.

The well-known gallery of Mr. Wells, of Redleaf,

contains the original picture from which this en-

graving is taken
;

it is a small and early work of

the artist’s, yet in style and execution possesses

many of those admirable qualities which have
gained for Mr. Landseer his universal popularity.

It represents a scene in the Highlands,—a moor,

backed by a lofty range of mountains
;
in the fore-

ground stands a shaggy pony, harnessed, with his

hoofs imbedded in the soft heather
;
on his back

are bundles of the same, surmounted by some thick

logs of wood, such as are commonly found
,
black

as ink, inmany ofthe moorlands oftheUnited King-
dom. A young girl is seated by the horse, which
she is feeding with a bunch of fodder, and on the

opposite side of the animal, leaning against a large

trunk of some ancient forest-tree, is the ordinary

attendant, a dog. At some little distance from
this group, a sturdy Highlander, with uplifted

axe, is busily at work on a huge log. The com-
position of this subject is very effective, there is

not a part without some interest, and the arrange-

ment of the chiar' oscuro tells remarkably in the

engraving, every portion of the work being sub-
dued in tone, except the horse, which comes out

* Our attention was called to the discovery by the late
Mr. Joseph Woods, of Barge Yard Chambers, Bucklers-
bury, where an anastatic press had been established. Mr.
Woods had, we believe, an interest in the patent.

in strong, but not forced, relief, from the surround-

ing objects. Mr. Lewis may fairly class this print

with the best of the many he has engraved after

Landseer.

The Reaper. Engraved by H. T. Ryall, from
the Picture by E. Landseer, R.A. Published

by H. Graves & Co., London.

The original picture of “ The Reaper,” here en-

graved, like that we have just noticed, is also in

the collection of Mr. Wells, of Redleaf. A girl,

unbonneted, with her hair loosely tied, is resting

her elbows on a stone wall, which conceals all the

lower part of her person
;
on her back is a sheaf

of barley, the produce, most likely, of her evening’s

gleaning, when the labour of the day is done.

Her sickle lies on the top of the wall, where also

sits the dog, whose attitude is that of one on the

look-out. His companion is evidently engaged
with her own thoughts, the expression of the face,

which is seen in profile, being that of abstracted

musing. The work is very nicely engraved in the

mixed style of mezzotinto and stipple, and will,

doubtless, prove a popular one of its class.

Portrait of Joseph Locke, Esq., M.P. Painted

by F. Grant, A.R.A. Engraved by H.
Cousins. Published by H. Graves & Co.,

London.

This engraving forms an excellent companion to

that of another great civil engineer, the late Mr.
G. Stephenson, which we received two or three

months since. Independent of the interest that

science has attached to the name of Mr. Locke,

his portrait, as here seen, is worthy of especial

notice, as a work of Art. The expression of the

face is highly intellectual, the atitude of the figure

perfectly easy and natural, while the accessories of

the subject, or more properly speaking, the lands-

cape portion is in true harmony. The engraving

has been executed for the members of the “ College

of Civil Engineers,” and is a fine example of Mr.
H. Cousins’ mezzotinto work.

The Burning of the Ocean Monarch. Painted

by Morel Fatio. Engraved by J. Outh-
waite.

The occurrence of this deplorable catastrophe is of

too recent date to be lost to the recollection. M.
Fatio is a French artist, and the valuable assist-

ance afforded by a large French steamer on the

occasion, has, we doubt not, drawn the attention

of the painter to the subject, of which, judging

from the engraving, he has made a most effective

picture. The only portion of the ill-fated ship that

is seen is the forepart, to which the crew and pas-

sengers are clinging by hundreds in every direc-

tion, to escape the flames, burning fast and furiously

from about midship to stern. At some little dis-

tance, with her larboard broadside to the head of

the “ Monarch,” is the French steamer, whose

boats are busily engaged on all sides in rescuing

the crew and passengers from destruction
;
while,

in the middle distance, between the two larger

vessels, the little yacht is bearing up to lend a

hand; and still farther off, the English steamer,

that subsequently assisted, is seen. All the real

facts connected with the calamitous event are thus

brought forward, and in a way that tells most
effectively in the composition

;
there is, indeed, a

truthfulness about it quite appalling. It is ex-

cellently engraved in a mixed style, line and stipple

we should think, by Mr. Outhwaite, an English-

man resident in Paris.

The Drawing-Room Scrap Book. Edited by
Charles Mackay, LL.D. Published by
Peter Jackson, late Fisher’s, London.

The motto on the title-page, from the pen of the

first editor of this favourite Gift-book, took iis

back— now, long years past— to when Lietitia

Landon gave utterance to some of her highest

aspirations

—

“ Gifts arc the beads of Memory’s rosary,

Wherein she reckons kind remembrances
Of friends and old affections.”

So run her lines; and surely the memories “of
friends and old affections ” crowd around us, when
the date of 1850 reminds us that the century we
remember young is growing old

;
but it is not to

moralise upon a sad theme that we take up our

pen to perform a task which, like all others, is of a

mingled nature. Ifwe mourn for those gifted beings

who have passed into a more exalted state of ex-

istence, our sorrow is subdued by calling to mind
how wc enjoyed their society

;
and how much we

owe them of the highest and best pleasure
;
though

the natural voice is silent to us here for ever, their

spirit breathes in their works, and those have

become to us as household gods, to be cherished

until our space of time mingles with eternity.

Neither is “ Fisher ’s Drawing-room Scrap Book ,”

Fisher’s—the name of a new publisher is on the

title-page, and a new .editor has ascended the

throne which Mrs. Norton so long and so grace-

fully filled. Dr. Mackay has won and worn his

laurels too long, to have his claim to them ques-

tioned; if it had not been so, he might appeal

to the brilliant book before us to prove his title to

the poet’s crown
;
and while we agree with him in

the opinion that his task was one of extreme diffi-

culty, “ when he reflected upon the elegance and
j

purity of its first, and the passionate eloquence and
deep feeling of its last, editress,” we are the

more bound to congratulate him on the triumph
lie has achieved. We remember poor L.E.L.’s

lamentations over the impossibility of “ writing to

plates which all the world had seen
;

” and in this
|

instance the difficulty has not decreased. The
rechauffe of engravings yielding an abundant :

variety to the reader, must have been all the

more perplexing to the Poet; if he has been fet-

tered, he certainly has concealed his fetters most
effectually, treating the subjects as though they

were of his choice, not of his necessity.

The volume contains a number of engravings

which, though not remarkable as works of Art,

will grace the drawing-room table. Mr. Parris,

whose fine taste as a decorator we have so fre-

quently mentioned, is here seen according to his

first calling
;
and there are two portraits—one of

Lamartine, another of the President of the French
Republic, which, as novelties, will create much
interest.

Toil and Trtal. By Mrs. Newton Crosland,
(late Camilla Toulmin.) Published by
Arthur Hall, Virtue & Co., London.

Earnest, sincere, and careful in all she did, and
does, Mrs. Crosland has produced a sketch of the
“ Toil and Trial ” of a particular phase of London
life—which none can read without interest, and it

is to be hoped, few without improvement. We have
the principle of this story over and over again—it

pleads the cause of the London Shopman; it craves

for him those fag-ends of morning and evening toil,

which there can be no reason to refuse, that he
may have that rest so necessary to mind and body,

to the exercise of healthful industry and honest

labour. The story is admirable as far as it goes, it

shows the employer and the employed, but it docs

not show the positive cruelty of those who encou-

rage the late closing of our shops by making their

purchases at a late hour : as long as ladies permit

their dependants to “ shop of an evening,” so long

do they encourage a system of slavery quite as

severe as that from which they would emancipate
their “darker brethren.” The little volume contains

two other tales, each written with a view to amelio-

rate suffering, and create a habit of “ thinking

upon what we do.” Of these, “a Story ofthe West-
end ” is the best, and the artistic tact with which
the author has managed to arrest attention, while

conveying the knowledge we sadly lack, as to how
the various classes of society hang together, and
where labour could be lessened without doing injus-

tice to the employer, proves how much this excellent

lady’s mind is matured, and how anxious she is to

devote her talents to the actual good of society. We
would entreat our fair readers to weigh well the

suffering caused by thoughtlessness ; if they com-
bined and agreed not to patronise any shops not

closed at an early hour, they would cause many
a heart to throb with joy, and give repose to many
an aching head. We could dilate upon this subject

and fill page after page with the realities, which
Mrs. Newton Crosland has so bravely and faith-

fully embodied in her fiction
;
but we have surely

said enough to induce a perusal of the volume,

simply throwing out a suggestion to the author,

that she publish as an addenda to the second

edition of “ Toil and Trial,” the facts, which the

Secretary of the Early Closing and Distressed

Needlewomen’s Society could so abundantly fur-

nish, andthey would prove, what, though frequently

quoted, is not sufficiently thought upon, “ that
\

Truth is strange
,
stranger than Fiction.”

Beauties of the Rose. Parti. By H. Curtis.
Published by Groombridge & Son, London

;

and J. Lavars, Bristol.

This work is an emanation from the provincial

press, and must be regarded, not so much for its

pictorial beauties, as for the valuable information

it gives to the amateur-grower of these gems of

our English gardens. The various kinds of flowers,

the best method of cultivating them, and the most

productive soils for ensuring good growth, are

clearly and concisely stated
;
the coloured illustra-

tions are faithful portraits, such as are suited to a

work of this description.
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pleasant custom com-

mands that we say a

few words to our Sub-

scribex-s on the expira-

tion of another year.

We trust we may do

so with freedom, under
the belief that the

pledges we gave at its

commencement have been redeemed, and that

the several impi'ovemcnts we promised have

been fully carried out.

Eleven years have elapsed since we undertook

the Editorship of this publication. Its progress

was slow— its cii’culation, for a time, very

limited. We laboured, in spite of many obsta-

cles and much discouragement; but our hopes

have been fulfilled, and it cannot be pre-

sumptuous to think, that—with a monthly cir-

culation, now averaging Fifteen Thousand—we
may enjoy the belief that we have been the

means of aiding the advance, and promoting the

interests, of the Arts of our countiy.

Upon the Prospects of these Arts, in the year

1850, it will be our duty to comment, in opening

the Twelfth Volume of the Art-Journal, in

January next; and to refer especially to that

anticipated event which even now engages the

attention of all Europe—the Exposition which

in 1851 will develope the Art-resources of the

Kingdom—an event to which we have much
contributed by prepai-ing for it, the Public on tho

one hand, and the Manufactui'er on the other.

The Volume which this Number completes

will contain Twenty-five Engravings on Steel

from the Pictures in the Vemon Gallery

;

Twelve Engravings on Steel from the produc-

tions of British Sculptors—in nearly all cases

from their original and recently executed works

;

above Eight Hundred Engravings on Wood, and

Four Hundred pages of Letterpress, at a cost to

the purchaser of Thirty Shillings. It is scarcely

too much to say, that a very few years ago a

work so extensive and so illustrated could not

have been issued for less than as many pounds.*

’ We may quote a few examples :
—“ The Dutch Girl,”

after Newton, size 9$ by 7J, (1S31) 12*. “The English

Girl,” Newton, size 9J by 7£, (1831) 12*. “ Tho Gentle

Shepherd,” Wilkie, size 8A by GJ, (1831) 12*. “ The
Cottage Toilet,” Wilkie, size 8J by 6A, (1831) 12*. “ The
Spanish Flower Girl,” Murillo, size 8J by GJ, (1835) 12*.

“The Deserted,” Newton, size 9A by 7g (1836) 21*.
‘‘ Lover’s Quarrels,” Newton, size 11 by 9, (1831) 12*. The
very large circulation we enjoy enables us to produce

engravings equal in size, and generally in merit, to those

we have enumerated. It is, indeed, most fortunate for

British line-engravers that our publication is successful

;

but for this work even the most eminent among them

would be almost, if not altogether, without occupation. In

producing the plates published in the Art-Journal
,
about

thirty of the best engravers of the country are employed.

It is gratifying to add, that they havo in all instancos

aided us by zealous co-operation.

The circulation of such works of Art at such

a price cannot but have benefited the whole

community: for thus—to quote from one of

the many complimentary notices we have re-

ceived from contemporaries—“the gift of Mr.

Vernon is made doubly the property of the

people, inasmuch as to the humblest classes

throughout the kingdom it becomes in some

degi’ee accessible, and a source of enjoyment and

instruction.”

It was, indeed, in this hope—and with this

view—that the privilege to engrave his collec-

tion was presented to us by Mr. Vernon. He
desired that the pictures from which he had

himself dei-ivcd so much true pleasure, should

be made, as far as possible, the means of giving

pleasure to others. He confided to us the work

of engraving this seines, in the full belief that

it would be rightly discharged—honourable

alike to the artists he esteemed, and to his own
memory : and it is among the most gi’atifying of

the incidents connected with this event, that on

several occasions, previous to his death, he ex-

pressed the warmest approval of the manner in

which we wero executing the task he had con-

fided to us.*

We hope and believe we have neglected no

part of our duty. We have obtained the assist-

ance of the best Engravers, and we have endea-

voured, by every available means, to engage the

co-operation of Writers whose knowledge and

experience could not fail to render their com-

munications agreeable and profitable to our

readers.

We shall commence the year 1850 with re-

newed vigour and augmented resources. We
shall endeavour, by rendering “good Art cheap,"

to place its most meritorious examples in the

hands of “ the many”—so to become sources of

pleasure and instruction
; to obtain for Hie works

of Bi’itish Artists a larger fame and the means of

teaching a more univei’sal lesson
;
and to con-

tinue the medium^ through which information is

circulated upon topics which are daily becoming

more and more interesting to all who speak the

language in which we write.

The Art-Journal is at pi-escnt almost the

only Art-Joumal of Eui’ope. In France L'Artiste

lingers, but can be hardly said to exist, with a

monthly circulation of about three hundred ;
in

Germany the Kunst Bla.lt, so long the oi’gan

and oracle of European Art, has ceased to be

published; in Italy no publication worthy the

name has of late years represented the Arts;

and we are not aware of the existence in cither of

the otherStates of Europe ofany work devoted to

those “ Arts of Peace ” which struggle, oppressed

and terror-sti’icken, amid the turmoil of domestic

war. Under such circumstances, thei'efore, the

best talent of the Continent is in a gx-eat degree

at our disposal
;
and we quote the words of one

of the most eminent and accomplished of Ger-

man writers, Dr. Waagen, who, in one of the

articles with which he has honoured our pages,

says, “ I now look to England as the only countiy

in which the Arts can be permanently and

securely fostered.”

We desire to remind our Subscribers that

when, in the year 1838, we undertook this pub-

lication, there was no journal in England which

* In a letter written by Mr. Vernon in answer to an

address of the artists and engravers who had been

employed at his house copying and engraving the pic-

tures, Mr. Vernon thus expressed himself—“The en-

gravings arc most beautifully executed, and I trust that

when they are published in the Art-Journal they will be

appreciated by the public, and by their diffusion at so

moderate a cost, improve and increase the taste for the

productions of our native artists.”

did more for Art than to admit occasional notices

concerning it into its columns. The experiment

of such a publication had been frequently tried,

but always unsuccessfully. In our own case, we

laboured for nine years without any recompenco

of profit—the circidation of the Journal barely

meeting its expenses—led on by the hope of

ultimate prosperity, and cheered by the con-

viction that we were aiding the great Power

which so effectually stimulates intelligence, and

pi’omotes the moral and social virtues.

Pi’osperity has attended our labours ;
and we

have seen the Arts—whose humble assistant our

Journal is—fosteredby the Nation, and stimulated

by the Prince, who, having effectually aided tho

Fine Arts and its Professors, is now devoting his

enei’gies and extending his protection to the

Arts Industrial and the Manufacturers.

The attempt to associate the two, for the

advantage of both, was an idea which we found,

at first, opposed in some quarters, scorned in

others
;
and deemed perilous by our best friends.

We had no precedent in Europe : and when we

commenced to describe, and to illustrate by

engravings, tho works of Mauufactui'crs, we had

little or no support, but much discoux-age-

ment. The Artist considered the space de-

voted to the Industrial Arts as so much

useless matter, which deprived him of benefit

;

and the Mauufacturei’S, on their part, were

unable to comprehend and appi’eciate a novelty

to which they were so entirely unaccustomed.

They shrunk from that publicity which they

now eagerly covet ; while the artists have learned

that, by this association, their best intei’ests are

upheld and enhanced. The beneficial effects of

such intercourse will be still more strongly per-

ceived when the Exposition of 1851 shall have

shown how much tho one has derived, and may
dei’ive, fi'Oin the other. But assuredly ten, or

even five, yeai's ago, the promulgation of such a

scheme would have been to the last degree

visionary : nay, little mox-e than three yeai's

ago, when we had the honour to correspond

with an accomplished member of Her Majesty’s

Government, with a view to following the ex-

ample of France—and establishing a periodical

exhibition of manufactured Ai*t in London—
while he admitted its utility, ho described it

as impi’acticablc.

We cannot fear the accusation of arrogance in

claiming as our “ exceeding great reward,” the

consciousness that much of this issue is tho

result of our exertions. We cannot doubt that

if it be our lot to minister to Art-literature for

ten yeai's longei’, we shall behold the Industiial

Arts of England as famous for supex-iority as

they have been hitherto conspicuous for in-

feriority ; and that, as elsewhere, tho Artist will

be proud of alliance with the Manufacturer,

whose tens of thousands of “ pictures " in hun-

dreds of forms must circulate, either to refine or

debase tho minds of millions.

These remarks will not, we trust, be considered

either unnecessary or inappropriate
;
we are

grateful for the veiy largo patronage we enjoy,

and our efforts to deserve it are not likely to

diminish. We find our patrons not alone in tho

atelier of the Artist, in the library of the Connois-

seur, and in the house of the Manufacturer ; but,

we rejoice to say, also in the work-room of the

Artisan. We shall continue to search zealously

for the means by which we may continue to be

useful to each and all.

MARLBOnOUGIT CHAMBERS,

49, Pall Mall, Dee. 1, 1849.
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RE SE ARC PIES

ON THE THEORY OF THE PRINCIPAL PHENO-
MENA OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE

DAGUERREOTYPE PROCESS.

BY A. CLAUDET.

Although the Daguerreotype process has, during
the last ten years, been investigated by a great

number of philosophers, and brought to a consi-

derable degree of perfection by a still greater

number of practitioners, it may appear surprising
that the principal phenomena upon which this

new science is founded, are still enveloped in a
mysterious darkness. My constant endeavour
has been to explain them, and at the two last

meetings of the British Association, I have had
the honour of stating the results of some of my
researches.

Photography' is so wide a field, that it may
offer an interesting and useful task to many
investigators. I have had the satisfaction to

meet, among the members of the Association,

an indefatigable competitor, who had embraced
in his researches not only all the various pro-

cesses of photography, some of which he has
discovered himself, but many very ingenious
and elaborate investigations on the different pro-

perties of all the rays composing light. Mr.
Robert Hunt has taken this most important
task, and he has so ably performed it, that it

remains to me to confine myself to that particular

branch of the science which refers only to the
Daguerreotype, which has been my constant

occupation since its discovery.

The principal phenomena in the Daguerreotype
process which have not yet been satisfactorily

explained, are those referring to the following

points :

—

1st, What is the action of light on the sensi-

tive coating
1

?

2nd, How does the mercurial vapour produce
the Daguerreotype image ?

3rd, Which are the particular rays of light

that impart to the chemical surface the affinity

for mercury ?

4th, What is the cause of the difference in

achromatic lenses, between the visual and photo-
genic foci ? Why do they constantly vary ?

5th, What are the means of measuring the
photogenic rays, and of finding the focus at

which they produce the image ? These are the
various subjects I shall have to treat in the
present paper.

At the last meeting of the British Association,

which took place at Swansea, I announced that
the decomposition of the chemical surface of the
Daguerreotype plate, by the action of certain

rays of light, produced on that surface a white
precipitate insoluble in the hyposulphite of soda,

which, when examined by the microscope, had
the appearance of crystals reflecting light, and
which, when seen by the naked eye, were the
cause of a positive Daguerreotype image. This
fact had not been observed before. The opinion
of Daguerre himself and other writers, was that

the action of lights on the iodide of silver had
only the effect of darkening the surface and
producing a negative image ; but it escaped them
that under the darkened iodide of silver another
action had taken place, and that the hyposulphite
of soda could disclose a positive image. I have
proved this unexpected fact in obtaining by the
action of light only, and without mercury,
images having the same appearance as those
developed under the action of mercurial vapour.
This direct and immediate effect of light is cer-

tainly remarkable, but the Daguerreotype pro-

cess is not founded on that principle on account
of the slowness of its action. It is fortunate that
long before light can produce the white coat-

ing I have alluded to, it produces another effect,

which is the wonderful property of attracting
the vapour of mercury. This vapour is con-
densed in white powder, having also, when
examined by the microscope, the appearance of
reflecting crystals. The cause of the Daguerreo-
type image is due to that property which was
entirely discovered by Daguerre.
M. Moser has given an ingenious theory of

the action of mercury. Knowing that the yellow
ray had the property of continuing the effect

commenced by light on the iodide of silver, he
has supposed that mercury, when in a state of
vapour, evolves a latent yellow light

;
and it is to

the action of that yellow light of mercurial vapour
that he ascribes the continuation of the decom-
position of the iodide of silver. But as the

analysis of the surface discloses the presence of

mercury, that metal must have been amalga-
mated with the silver set freo after the action of
light. We must therefore look for another ex-

planation of the phenomenon.*
It is more probable that light exercises two

actions on the iodide of silver, whether it is or

is not combined with chlorine of bromium. By
one, the iodide is decomposed, and the silver

set free is precipitated on the surface in a white

powder or small crystal
;
by the other, which

begins long before the former, the parts affected

by light have been endowed with an affinity for

mercurial vapour.

By means of my photographometer, {Art-

Journal, March, 1849), to the pi'inciples of which
I shall presently refer, I have been able to

ascertain that the pure light of the sun pro-

duces, in about two or three seconds, the decom-
position of the bromo-iodide of silver, which is

manifested by the white coating; while the
same intensity of light determines the affinity

for mercurial vapour, in the wonderfully short

space of about y^^th part of a second, so that

the affinity for mercury is produced by an in-

tensity of light 3000 times less than that which
effected the decomposition manifested by the
white coating.

For this reason it is difficult to suppose that

the two actions are the same : we must admit
that they are different. Long before it can

operate on the decomposition of the chemical

surface, light imparts to the sensitive coating

the affinity for mercurial vapour, and this appears
to be the principle of the formation of the image
in the Daguerreotype process.

In a paper I communicated to the Royal
Society on the 17th of June, 1847, and an
abstract of which I read before the Association

at Oxford, I stated that the red, orange, and
yellow rays destroyed the action of white
light, and that the surface recovered its former
sensitiveness after having been submitted to the
action of these rays. I inferred from that curious

fact, that light could not have decomposed the
surface, for if it had decomposed the compound,
it would be difficult to understand how the red,

orange, and yellow rays could combine again
elements so volatile as iodide and bromine, after

they had been separated from the silver.+
The action of light, which can be destroyed by

the red, orange, or yellow rays, does not determine
the decomposition, which would require an
intensity 3000 times greater. It is the kind of
action produced with an intensity 3000 times
less, giving the affinity for mercury, which is

completely destroyed by the red, orange, or
yellow rays. It seems, therefore, that I was
right in saying that there was no decomposition
of the compound during the short action, which
is sufficient to give the affinity for mercury, or
in ascribing the formation of the image only to

that affinity, while light, or the chemical rays
which accompany it, communicate to the surface

the affinity for mercury, and the red, orange, or
yellow rays withdraw it. I must remark here a
singular anomaly, viz., that when the sensitive

surface is prepared only with iodine without
bromine, the red, orange, or yellow rays, instead

of destroying the action of white light, continue
the effects of decomposition or of affinity for

mercury.
This phenomenon was announced first by M.

Ed. Becquerel, and immediately after M. Gaudin
found that not only these rays continue the
action by which mercury is deposited, but that
they develope, without mercury, an image having
the same appearance as that produced by mer-
curial vapour. M. Gaudin not knowing the
fact of the white coating, which is the result of
the decomposition by the action of light, could

* The speculations of M. Moser are too purely hypo-
thetical to be admitted in explanation of the phenomena
observed. Indeed, his doctrine of latent, or, as he calls it,

“invisible light,” involves some absurdities.—R. II.

t I have shown that the iodine does not escape from
the silver plate, but that, as it is liberated from its com-
bination, it attacks an under surface of the metal.—R. H.

not explain the cause of the image brought out
imder the influence of the yellow rays.

I have observed that the iodide of silver with-

out bromine is about 100 times more sensitive

than the bromo-iodide of silver to the action

of light, which produces the decomposition of

the compound forming the white precipitate of
silver, while it is 100 times less sensitive for the
effect which gives the affinity to mercury

; an-

other reason for supposing that the two actions

are different. It may be that in the case of the
iodide of silver alone, the decomposition being
more rapid and the affinity for mercury slower
than when bromine is added to the compound,
the red, orange, and yellow rays having to act

only upon a commencement of decomposition,
have the power, by their own photogenic influ-

ence, to continue the decomposition when it has
begun. This is the explanation of the develop-

ment of the image under red, orange, or yellow
glasses, according to M. Gaudin’s discovery

; but
in the case of the bromo-iodide, the red, orange,

and yellow rays have to exert their action on
the affinity for mercury, begun a long time before

the decomposition of the compound, and they
have the property of destroying that affinity.*

Thus it would appear that all the rays of
light have the property of decomposing the
iodide of silver in a longer or shorter time, as

they have that of producing the affinity for

mercury, on the bromo-iodide of silver, with this

differene, that on the former compound the
separate actions of the several rays continue
each other, and on the second compound those
separate actions destroy each other. We can
understand that in the first case all the rays can
operate the same decomposition, and that in the
second the affinity for mercury, when given by
one ray, is destroyed by another. This would
explain the various phenomena of the formation

of the two different deposits I have described,

and also explain the anomaly of the continuation

of the action of light by the red, orange, and
yellow rays, according to M. Ed. Becquerel's

discoveries on the iodide of silver, and of the
destruction of that action by the same rays,

according to my own observations on the bromo-
iodide of silver.

The red, orange, and yellow rays, when acting

upon an unaffected surface, are considerably less

capable than the most refrangible rays of im-

parting the affinity for mercurial vapour on both
the iodide and bromo-iodide of silver ; and they
destroy that affinity when it has been produced
on the bromo-iodide by the photogenic rays.

It follows from that fact that when the red,

orange, and yellow rays arc more abundant
in the light than the other rays, the photogenic

effect is retarded in proportion to the excess of
these antagonistic rays. This happens when
there exist in the atmosphere some vapours
which absorb the most refrangible rays. In
these circumstances the light appears rather
yellow, but it is very difficult to judge by the
eye, from the exact colour of the light and the
proportion of photogenic rays existing in the
atmosphere at any given moment.1*
The vapours of the atmosphere which mako

the light appear yellow, act as any other medium
interrupting the blue rays and those which are

the most refrangible. I prove by, a very simple
experiment, the comparative photogenic action !

of rays which have passed through such media
and of those which have met with no similar

|

obstacle
;
and also that that mediawhich intercept

j

the photogenic rays, will allow the illuminating

rays to pass freely. If I cover an engraving one
;

half with light yellow glass, and place it before
j

my camera obscura to represent the whole upon
|

a daguerreotype plate, I find that during the
time which lias been necessary to obtain the

j

image of the half not covered, not the slightest
j

effect has been produced on the half covered
with the yellow glass. Now, if I cover one-half

j

* Being disposed to render the chemical action of the
sun’s rays as due to a principle, Actinism, distinct from
light, I would rather refer the curious phenomena noticed I

by M. Claudet as due to light, and consequently a function
of all the rays, rather than a property due to any parti-

cular colour.—R. II.

t These practical observations are of the utmost value,

hut they also admit of being explained upon the supposi-

tion, that the physical character of the atmosphere admits
of the free passage of light, but obstructs the permeation
of the chemically active agent.—R. H.
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with deep blue glass and the other with the
same light yellow glass, the engraving will be
seen very distinctly through the yellow glass

and not at all through the blue. In representing
the whole, as before, on the daguerreotype plate,

the half which was clearly seen by the eye has
produced no effect, and the other which could
not be seen, is as fully represented, and in nearly

as short a time, as when no blue glass had been
interposed. We may, therefore, conceive certain

states of the atmosphere under which large

illuminating power exists, and very few photo-
genic rays, and some other conditions, under
which the reverse will take place.

Thus, we might construct a room lighted only
through an enclosure of light yellow glass, in

which light would be very dazzling to the eye,

and in this room no photographic operation
could be performed

;
or a room enclosed by

deep blue glass, which would appear compara-
tively dark, but in which the photographic
operation would be nearly as rapid as it would
be in the open air.

In considering how difficult it is to judge by
the eye alone of the photogenic state of the light,

we can understand why the photographer is

constantly deceived in the effect he tries to pro-
duce, having no means to ascertain beforehand,

with any degree of certainty, the intensity of
the light. For these reasons, I turned my
attention to contrive an apparatus by which I

could test at the same time the sensitiveness
of the Daguerreotype plate and the intensity

of light. I succeeded in constructing an in-

strument which I have called a pliotographo-
meter

; the description of which I communicated
in September, 1848, to the Academiedes Sciences.

This description has appeared in the Art-Journal
for the month of November, 1848. As I have
since improved it considerably, and made with
it a great number of experiments, I shall briefly

refer to the instrument.
The photographometer gives the means of

comparing the degree of sensitiveness of two
photogenic surfaces, differently prepared and of
different kinds. This is done by employing two
moveable plates with seven vertical openings,
and two plates with seven corresponding holes.

Receiving both the same light during the same
time, the number of spots on each surface will
indicate the comparative sensitiveness of the
two.

It is a remarkable fact that the photogenic
light cannot be measured, except in a geometrical
progression

; the difference of the effect, in an
arithmetical progression, being imperceptible. In
comparing the intensity of any two spots follow-

ing each other, although one has received double
the light of the next, it is difficult to find a
sensible difference in the colour given by the
deposit of mercury

; it is for this reason that I
have adopted the geometrical progression.
The photographometer has, therefore, taught

me that when a daguerreotype picture is too
black, I must double the time of exposure for
the next, in order to obtain a marked difference

;

and, that when it is too white, or too much
done, I must, for the next, considerably reduce
the time of exposure.

This enables the photographer to try several
experiments in order to improve the sensitive-

ness of his preparation, and to adopt the best.
There cannot be a surer and simpler method of
comparing two different degrees of sensitive-

ness. By this means I have found that the
sensitiveness of the prepared plate increases by
being kept some time before using it. A plate
prepared one or two days beforehand, is twice
as sensible as one prepared immediately. When
the prepared plates are kept in well shut dark
boxes, they may be preserved several days

; I
have employed some three or four weeks after
they had been prepared, and I have found them
excessively sensitive, and producing good pic-

tures. I have also been able to compare the
sensitiveness of the Talbotype and of the Daguer-
reotype, and I have found that the Daguerreo-
type is about eight times more sensitive than
the Talbotype. This experiment has been
repeated by my friend Mr. Malone, who is well
known as a most skilful photographer, and who
practises the Talbotype with considerable suc-

cess. The most sensitive preparation for the

Daguerreotype is that produced by tho bromides
of iodine upon a plate lightly iodised.

Since the publication of my photographometer
I have made an improvement which renders it

more complete. It has enabled me to try several
important experiments. Instead of one series of
seven round holes, I have introduced four series

;

and by means of sliding blades, I can open and
shut at will any one of these four series. This
enables me to continue by repeated falls the
geometrical progression from T to 512 on one
plate, and when a second plate is added from
T to 8192; so that I can compare and follow
the different effects of light in a considerable
range of intensities. This is done in the follow-

ing manner :—After having given one fall with
all the slides open, I shut one and give another
fall, then shut the second and give two falls, and
so on, always doubling the number of falls for
every new slide shut. It is by this means that
I have been able to discover at what degree of
intensity of light the effect called solarisation is

produced. On a well prepared plate of bromo-
iodide it does not begin under an intensity 512
times greater than that which determines the
first effect of mercury. I also learn at what degree
the decomposition producing the white precipi-
tate without mercury manifests itself, both on
iodide and on bromo-iodide of silver. On the
first it is 100 times quicker than on bromo-
iodide, and on the last it is produced by an
intensity 3000 times greater than that which
develops the first affinity for mercury.

In the course of my experiments I have
noticed a curious fact, which became very
puzzling to me until I was able to assign a
cause for it. I shall mention it here because it

may lead to some further discoveries. I had
observed that sometimes the spaces under the
round holes which had not been affected by light,

during the operation of the photographometer, in

a sufficient degree to determine the deposit of
mercury, were, as it was to be expected, quite
black

; while the spaces surrounding them were
in an unaccountable manner slightly affected by
mercury. At first I could not explain the phe-
nomenon except in supposing that the whole
plate had previously been by accident slightly
affected by light, and that the exposure through
the hole to another sort of light, had destroyed
the former effect. I was naturally led to that
explanation, having observed before that one
kind of light destroys the effect of another; as,

for example, that the effect of light from the
north is destroyed by the light from the south,
when certain vapours existing in the east part of
the atmosphere impart a yellow tint to the
light of the sun.

But after repeated experiments, taking great
care to protect the plate from the least exposure
to light, and recollecting some experiments of
Moser, I have found that the affinity for mercury
had been imparted to the surface of the Daguer-
reotype plate by the contact of the metallic
plate having the round holes, while the spaces
under the holes had received no similar action.
But it must be observed, that this phenomenon
does not take place every time. Some days it is

very frequent, and at some others it does not
manifest itself at all.+

In considering that the plate furnished with
round holes is of copper, and that the Daguer-
reotype plate is of silver plated on copper, it is

probable that the deposit of mercury is due to
an electric or galvanic action determined by the
contact of the two metals

; and perhaps the cir-

cumstance that the action does not take place
every time, would lead to suppose that it is

developed by some peculiar electric state of the
ambient atmosphere, and to a degree of damp-
ness in the air, which would increase the electric

current. May we not hope that by understand-
ing the condition in which the action is pro-
duced, and by availing ourselves of that property,
it would be possible to increase on the Daguer-
reotype plate the action of light 1 for it is not

’ In my “ Researches on Light,” these phenomena are
explained under the title of Thermography. My experi-
ments distinctly prove them to be due to heat radiations.
—R. H.

t Electricity produces these results on metal plates, hut
the effect is due to the development of heat by the electric
discharge. See Phil. Mag., vol. 23, p. 225.—R. II.

improbable that the affinity for mercury im-
parted to the plate is also due to some elec-

trical influence of light. How could we explain
otherwise that affinity for mercury given by
some rays and withdrawn by some others, long
before light has acted as a chemical agent 1*

Photography is certainly one of the most im-
portant discoveries of our age. In relation to

physics and chemistry it has already been the
means of elucidating many points which had not
been investigated, or which were imperfectly
known before. We may certainly expect that its

study will be considerably useful to the progress
of these sciences. But it is in reference to optics
that it opens a large field of research and dis-

coveries. Had Newton been acquainted with
the properties of which light is developed in the
phenomena of photography, there is no doubt
that he would have left a more complete theory
of light, and of the various rays which com-
pose it.

Since the discovery of photography, opticians
have turned their attention to the construction
of new combinations of lenses, in order to in-

crease their illuminating power without augment-
ing the aberration of sphericity. It is right
I should state here that the optician who first

produced the best lenses for photography was
M. Voigtlander of Vienna, and they still are the
most perfect that a photographer can use, per-
ticularly for portraits.* In this country, an
optician of great merit has constructed lenses on
similar principles, and at all events has suc-
ceeded to produce some which work as quickly,
and give an image as perfect in every respect.

This optician is Mr. A. Rosse, well known as
a learned, clever, and conscientious practitioner,
and who seems, besides, well versed in the
theory of his art. In Paris, M. Lerebour is

renowned for lenses at longer focus, which
are better adapted for taking views than any
I have tried.

From the commencement of photography it

was welbknown that the rays operating being the
most refrangible, had a shorter focus than those
producing white light, and for this reason
Daguerre himself recommended the use of achro-
matic lenses, in which all the rays were supposed
to coincide nearly at the same focus

;
all tho

camene obscura were furnished with achromatic
lenses, and constructed so that the plate could
be placed exactly at the same distance as the
ground glass, upon which the image had appeared
the best defined. But with these cameras obscurse
it was very difficult to obtain a photographic
imago so perfect as that seen on the ground
glass, and it was only now and then, and as if by
accident, that good pictures could be produced.

I soon observed this anomaly, and imagined
that it was due to some errors in the respective
position of the two frames, one holding the
ground glass and the other containing the plate,

which, by warping or by some other causes,

might have been shifted at different distances
from the object glass. Not being able to assign
another reason for the error, I constructed a
camera obscura in which the ground glass and
the plate were exactly placed in the same frame.
In doing so I was in hope to avoid the least

error or deviation
; but to my surprise the

more correct I was in my adjustment, the less

I could obtain a well defined Daguerreotype
picture. This proved to me that I had to seek
for another cause of the difficulty, and before
going any further I decided to try if the visual

focus was, or not, really coinciding with tho
photogenic focus. For the experiment, I placed
at a distance from the camera obscura several

screens on different plans. These screens being
covered with black lines I could see them very
distinctly on the ground glass. I tried the
focus upon one of the screens. To my surprise

and delight I invariably found that the one
which had appeared well defined on the ground
glass was confused on the Daguerreotype plate,

and vice versd. This was sufficient to prove
to me the cause of the difficulty I had been
labouring under, viz., that the visual focus was
not coinciding with the photogenic focus. But
the most surprising feature of that discovery
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was that the photogenic focus was larger than

the visual focus
;
at first consideration it should

have been shorter, as the rays operating in

photography are the most refrangible, although

I could not at first understand the cause of that

anomaly; it was sufficient to me to know that

in order to have a well defined Daguerreotype

picture, I had only to set the focus on the

ground glass for an object nearer the camera,

at the distance indicated by the various screens.

In continuing my experiment I found some

lenses in which the photogenic focus was shorter

and some others in which the two foci were

coinciding.*

I communicated a paper on this subject to

the Royal Society, and to the Academic des

Sciences, in May 1844 ; and from that time pho-

tographers have been able to find the true

photogenic focus of their camera, and opticians,

who at first denied the fact, at last have studied

and considered the question, trying to construct

lenses in which the two foci could agree.

M. Lerebour, of Paris, was the first who, on my
suggestion, examined the subject, and he soon

published a paper to the Academic des Sciences,

in which he explained the cause of the difference.

He stated that, by altering the proportions be-

tween the angles inscribed in the curves cither

of the crown or flint glass, he could render at

will the photogenic focus longer or shorter

than the visual focus, and by the same

means could bring them to the same point.

There is no question that M. Lerebour was right,

as far as the result referred to the chromatic

correction, but if, according to the density of

the two glasses, certain curvatures are required

to correct the spherical aberration, these curva-

tures cannot be altered with impunity, only for

the purpose of changing the direction of the

i

most refrangible rays. For this reason I have

i

always preferred lenses in which the spherical

j

aberration is the most perfectly corrected,

! without caring if the photogenic rays are, or not,

coinciding with the visual rays, having the means

of ascertaining how I could obtain on my Da-

guerrotype plate the best defined image. In fact,

from my own observations that the red, orange,

I and yellow rays are antagonistic to the photo-

,

genic rays, that the last rays have a greater power

when the former are proportionately less abun-

dant ; I am opinion that when the photogenic

rays are only condensed on the plate, and that

! the others are disposed on the spaces more or

less distant from the photogenic points, the

action is more rapid
;
rapidity being the principal

‘ object in photography, I prefer lenses in which

)

the two foci arc separated, although the opera-

tion is a little more difficult, and requires con-

1 siderable care.

The question of the photogenic focus isinvolved

in another kind of mystery, which requires

some attention; I have found that with the
i same lenses there exists a constant variation in

the distance between the two foci; they are

never in the same relation to each other
;
they

are sometimes more or less separated, in some
lights they are very distant, and in some others

they are very near, and even coincide. For this

j

reason I constantly try their position before I

operate ;
I have not yet been able to discover

i the cause of that singular phenomena, but I can

state positively that it exists ; at first I thought

that variations in the density of the atmosphere

might produce the alteration in the distance

between the two foci, or that, when the yellow

rays were more or less abundant, the usual rays

were refracted on different points of the axis of

the foci, according to the mean refrangibility of

the rays, composing white lights at the moment.

But a new experiment proved to me that these

could not be the real causes of the variation ;
I

generally employ two object glasses, one of

shorter focus for smaller pictures, and the other

of larger for larger images. In both the photo-

genic focus is larger than the visual focus, but

when they are much separated in one they are

less in the other. Sometimes when they coincide

in one they are very far apart in the other, and

* Mr. Tonsou, of Devon port, was the first to call atten-

tion to the fact, that the luminous and chemical focus of

ordinary lenses did not correspond. Phil. Mag., vol. 15,

page 3S1. Mr. Claudet was certainly the first to observe
the fact with achromatic lenses.—R. 11.

sometimes they both coincide. This I have tried

every day during the last twelve months, and I

have always found the same variations. This

density of the atmosphere or the colour of light

seem to have nothing to do -with the phenomenon,

otherwise the same cause would produce the

same effect in both lenses. I must observe that

my daily experiments on my two object glasses

were made at the same moment, and at the

same distance for each, otherwise any alteration

in the focal distance would disperse more or less

the photogenic rays, which is the case as I have

ascertained it. The lengthening or shortening

the focus according to the distance of the object

to be represented has for effect to modify the

achromatism of the lenses.

An optician, according to M. Lerebour's calcu-

lations, can at will, in the combination of the two

glasses composing an achromatic lens, adapt

such curvatures or angles in both, by which the

visual focus will coincide with the photogenic

focus, but he can obtain this result only for

one length of focus. The moment the distance

is altered the two foci separate, because the

visual and photogenic rays must be refracted at

different angles in coining out of the lens, in

order to meet at the focus given for one distance

of the object. If the distance is altered the focus

becomes longer or shorter, and as the angle at

which different rays are refracted remains nearly

the same, they cannot meet at the new focus,

and they form two images; if the visual and

photogenic rays were refracted parallel to each

other in coming out of the lens they would

always coincide for every focus
;
but this is not

the case
;

it seems therefore impossible that

lenses may be constructed in which the two foci

will agree for all the various distances until we
have discovered two kinds of glasses in which

the densities will be in the same ratio as their

dispersive power.

There is no question so important in photo-

graphy as that which refers to finding the true

photogenic focus of every lens for various

distances. I have described the plan I have

adopted for that purpose. By means of that very

simple instrument, every photographer can

always obtain well defined pictures with any

object glasses. But there is another method of

ascertaining the difference between the two foci,

which has been lately contrived by Mr. G. Knight,

of Foster Lane, London. As that gentleman has

been kind enough to communicate to me the

very ingenious and simple apparatus by which

he can find at once the exact difference existing

between the visual and photogenic focus, and

place the Daguerreotype plate at the point where

the photogenic focus* exists, I am very glad that

he has intrusted me with the charge of bringing

his invention before the British Association. For

the scientific investigation of the question, Mr.

Knight’s apparatus will be most invaluable, as it

will afford to the optician the means of studying

the phenomenon with mathematical accuracy.

Mr. Knight’s apparatus consists in a frame

having two grooves
;
one vertical, in which he

places the ground glass, and the other forming

au angle with the first. The planes of the two

grooves intersect each other in the middle

;

after having set the focus upon the ground glass,

this last is removed and the plate is placed in

the inclined groove. Now, if a newspaper or

any other large sheet printed, is put before the

camera, the image will be represented on the

inclined plate, and it is obvious that in its incli-

nation the various points of the plate will meet

a different focus. The centre of the plate will

coincide with the visual focus, and by its incli-

nation it will, in one direction, meet the photo-

genic focus at a point more or less distant from

the centre, if the photogenic focus is shorter

than the visual focus, and in the other direction

if it is longer. The frame is furnished with a

scale of division, having the zero in the centre

;

when the image is represented on the Daguerreo-

type, by applying against it another moveable

scale of division similar to the other, the operator

can find what is the division above or under

zero, at which the image seems the best defined;

and after having removed from the camera the

experiment frame, and set the focus as usual on

the ground glass, he has only to move the tube

of the object glass by means of the rack and

pinion, and to push it in or out of a space

corresponding with the division of the scale in-

dicating the deviation of the true photogenic

focus. The tube of the object glass is for that

purpose marked with the same scale of division.

Before concluding, I shall call the attention

of all persons conversant with optics, to the

singular fact I have observed respecting the

constant variation of the foci. I have not been

able yet to find its cause, and I leave its inves-

tigation to more competent persons.

Since the statement I made to the Association at

Birmingham I have heard some critical remarks,

which induce me to add afew observations. When I

announced that in achromatic lenses, the visual and

photogenic foci did not agree
;
the fact was denied

not only by practitioners, but by several opti-

cians. These last, at all events, did not seem to

have been aware of it before my communication,

otherwise they would not have failed to mention

it in selling their apparatus, and to recommend
some plan in order to correct the error. Al-

though I published this fact in 1844, in indi-

cating a very simple means to find the true

photogenic focus, and thereby to prove the

accuracy of the discoveiy, still object glasses

were for a long time sold without any mention

of the position of the photogenic focus. It has

been only very lately that opticians have taken

the trouble to ascertain the difference, and M.
Voigtlander has introduced on the sliding tube

of the object glass some divisions, showing once

for all how much the tube must be pushed in or

out to meet the photogenic focus for every dis-

tance of object, after having found the visual

focus on the ground glass. But I need not

remark how much this plan must be subject to

error, when I have proved that by some unex-

plained causes there is a constant variation be-

tween the two foci. I know that this fact has

already been received with incredulity. I know
that it is denied by persons who have not even

taken the trouble of trying a single experi-

ment. There are photographers who content

themselves by saying, that as they always obtain

well-defined images without attending to any

alteration in their usual mode of finding the

focus, the variation I mention cannot exist.

My only answer is,—what do these photo-

graphers consider well-defined images ? are they

really so 1 I grant that without attending to the

variation between the two foci they may some-

times obtain imagestolerably well-defined, but cer-

tainly it is only when, by the law I have alluded

to and some other causes, the difference of the

foci is at its minimum. Before I had dis-

covered the anomaly, I was not without producing

pictures of quite au unexceptionable character,

but certainly I was more subject than I am now
to failures, the cause of which I could not

account for.

I must remark, that the principal difficulty of

obtaining well-defined pictures is due to the

dispersion of the chemical rays which are spread

by glass prisms on a more or less elongated

space ;
so that a spectrum formed by such glass

prisms may be shorter or longer according to

the dispersive power of the glass composing the

prisms. It happens therefore that in some

object glasses that dispersion may be less than

in some others, and in such lenses the variation

of the two foci will be less observable. It

appears, besides, that with the same glass the

dispersion is greater or smaller according to the

quality of light or other atmospheric influences,

and also according to the angle of incidence.

Sometimes the various screens intended to try

the focus appear all well defined, although the

screens are placed at different distances from

the camera, in a range of twelve or fifteen inches.

In this case it is not so important to find the

very best focus, and the image may be well

defined, whether the object is placed at twelve

or fifteen inches nearer or further from the

camera. But in some other circumstances, in

setting the focus on one screen, the next, which

is three inches distant is confused, and the

following still more ;
in those cases the disper-

sion is at its maximum, and it is then that it is

of the greatest importance to attend to trying

the focus before operating. A. C.
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EXAMPLES OF MEDIAEVAL ART,
APPLICABLE TO MODERN PURPOSES.

ittle, we trust, need
be said to satisfy our
readers that the fol-

lowing specimens of

ancient decorations

are not only beautiful

for the objects for

which they were ori-

ginally employed, but
are capable of supply-
ing hints for new
designs, if not of be-

ing literally applied

to other materials,

and for other pur-

poses.

Our first six illus-

trations are all taken
from stained glass,

and with the excep-

tion of the first,

which is from the
Cathedral of Char-

tres, from the mag-
nificent work, in large

folio, published in

Paiis by Messrs. Ar-
thur Martin and
Charles Cahier, under
the title of “ Mono-
graphic de la Cathe-
drale de Bourges,”
in which the stained

glass ofthethirteenth
century is treated

with an amplitude,

and an amount of
care in the drawing,
and the colouring,

which leaves little to

be desired on that
particular class of

art. These specimens are all in what is called the mosaic style of painting, that
is, where each colour of the design is represented by a separate piece of glass, and
united together by means of leading. This system was indispensable till the discovery

the glass-house, or covered, or coated glass; that is, white
glass covered with a coat of pot-metal colour*. The early

glass painters used but two pigments, a yellow stain and
brown enamel. With the latter the whole of the outlines

and shadows were executed. The yellow stain was em-
ployed not only as a simple colour, but occasionally to give
variety to the others. For instance, to change a blue
colour into green, or after removing the coloured coating
from the glass, by attrition, or the use of fluoric acid,

staining the white parts yellow. Various shades of yellow
may be obtained on the same piece of glass by repeating
the tints.

Our first pattern is from the Cathedral of Chartres, the
colours being yellow, red, and blue, as represented in the tints

on the block. The second is from the Cathetral of Soissons.

The clusters of leaves are varied alternately. In the first, the
upper one is white, the centre red, and the lower yellow.

In the second, the upper one is yellow, the centre green,
and the lower purple. The ground to the whole is blue,

and the band on each side is red. A band of white glass

separates the border from the centre. The patera in the

of enamel, or surface-painting in the sixteenth century. The glass previously em-
ployed was either stained through its whole substance, and called pot-metal glass,

from the colouring matter being fused with the white glass in the melting-pot at

middle of the large circle is yellow, surrounded with a red
band, the centre one being blue, intersected with i*ed

roses. The ornaments are all white, with blue between the
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branches and the crowns. The ornaments on the

square borders are white, with a red band on the

outside, and a green nest the circle, with purple

ing the larger circles are yellow, those round
the smaller ones, blue.

and diapering surrounding a series of geometri- I

cal figures, within which are represented sub-
|

glass with a blue band, the clusters of leaves are

green, with a blue one in the centre, all on a

red ground. The leaves at the intersection of

the semicircles, yellow on a blue ground. The
square bands of the diapering are green, with

roses at the intersections. The ornaments on
the small circles are white, the outer band green,

and the inner one red. The spandrils surround-

I The next four specimens are from windows in

I
the Cathedral of Bourges, and form the borders

jects taken from the New Testament. In the

first the semicii'cles of the border are of white

yellow flowers at the intersections. The bands

of the circles are white, the flowers within red,

and those between them blue.

Our second specimen has a border in which
the bands are white, with the exception of the

head, which is purple, the ground is all blue,

with green, red, and purple leaves
; a line of red

and blue separates it from the diapering, the

small circles in the centre of which are white.

The large ones are in quarters, alternately red
and blue, with yellow flowers between.

In the third example, the clusters of leaves

are purple on the one side, on a red ground,

and red on the other on blue
;
the little roses at

the intersection of the bands, which are white,

being yellow and green alternately. The circles

are alternately a red band with a blue flower

within, and a blue band with a red flower. The
cross between being of yellow.

In the fourth cut the branches and leaves

growing out of them in the border are white,

with a red band on each side. The leaves in the

middle are yellow, green, and blue, alternately.

The ground in the centre being red, and without
blue. The large circles of the diapering are all

blue, with red between them. The bands
yellow with red roses at the intersection.

Our last example is taken from a picture by
Carlo Crivelli, sold dining the late season by
Messrs. Christie and Manson. The following

description of it is taken from the catalogue of

the sale, “ The Infant Christ on the lap of the

Virgin, who is habited in a rich dress, presenting

the keys to Saint Peter, who kneels at his side,

and surrounded by Saint Ambrose, Saint Francis,

and other saints
;
behind the Virgin is a drapery

suspended with a festoon of fruits above, and
rich architecture on each side, with an angel

seated on each wing of a pediment. The papal

tiara, lies at the feet of the Infant
;
beneath is in-

scribed, ‘ Opus Caroli Crivelli Vineti.’
”

This magnificent picture was obtained by
Signor Fidanza, from the Brera Gallery. It

then passed into the collection of the Marquis
de Gugelmi, at Rome, from whence it was pur-

chased by Mr. Coningham, and now forms a

striking feature in the fine gallery of Lord Ward.
This extraordinary example of early Italian

painting forms quite a treasury of Ornamental
Art. The architecture, the dress of the Virgin,

the tiara, the vestments of the bishops, the ero-

ziers,— in fact, every portion is covered with the

most delicate detail, drawn with the greatest

care, and wrought up to the highest point of
finished elaboration. The various heads are

characterised by the most intense devotional

feeling, and great individuality of character.

These are so strongly marked that it seems
evident the picture was intended to be viewed
at a considerable distance. Our cut is taken

from the cope of one of the saints, who is attired

as a bishop ; the foliage is of silver, the fleur-de-

lis of gold, and the ground crimson. The metals

themselves are in all cases employed in this

picture, which gives it a rich and gorgeous,

though more of a decorative, character, than is

consistent with the highest style of Art.

The cope appears to have been the most
costly vestment employed by the Roman Catho-

lic priesthood, and was used by all its various

grades
;

it was worn in processions, as well as at

every part of the liturgy, during the year, more
immediately connected with them, the chasuble

being used for the more sacred service of the

mass. The cope was semi-circular in form, being

fastened over the breast by a kind of clasp,

called a morse, which was in shape flat or con-

vex, from five to six inches in breadth, either

circular or square, or some one of the many
graceful forms of outline to be found in the

details of pointed architecture. It was made of

gold or silver, of ivory or copper, or of wood
overlaid with one or other ofthe precious metals

;

gems too, and pearls were given for its enrich-

ment. But the workmanship as much as the

material lent a value to this appurtenance
;
for

all the cunning of the goldsmith’s art was exer-

cised on its design, and, although at times it

was merely of copper, yet the beautiful enamel

with which it glowed, rendered it, even then,

costly.

Like the Anglo-Saxon, our English cope was
rendered as beautiful as the loom, the gold-

smith’s craft, precious stones, and the needle of

the embroiderer could make it. Cloths of gold,

shot with the richest tints of colour, the most
costly silks, and velvets of the deepest pile, were

sought out for it
;
these, again, were wrought all



over in the most tasteful and elaborate patterns,
|
flowers, having birds and animals looking forth

with branches spreading out into leaves and
|

from amid them, and formed in part, to heighten

the effect, of plates of silver, or with filagree
|

or quatrefoils, enclosing embroideries, each a
work in solid gold ; at other times, the whole little picture,—a work of Art in itself,—telling

surface of the cope was overspread with circles,
|
some story from holy writ or saint’s legends.

For the above d(

the learned work
Rev. Dr. Rock, entitle<

Fathers, as seen in St.

on we are indebted to
itly published by the

'* The Church of our
Rite for the

Cathedral of Salisbury, with Dissertations on the
Belief and Ritual in England before and after

the coming of the Normans.”
Henry Shaw.

THE ART-UNION OF LONDON.

A glance at the proceedings of this Institution
during the past season, and at the prospects
which it has for the future, may not inappro-
priately form a portion of our last number of the
present year. Since the formation of the Society
in 1837, we have given it our hearty and zealous
support, because we have felt that its object was
one of unqualified good to the Arts of the
country, and of usefulness to the country at
large

;
and also because we have ever been satis-

fied that they who have managed its affairs, have
done so with true single-mindedness of purpose

;

and with a sincere desire to carry out its object
for the interest of all concerned. Wherever
failure has occurred, and such instances are few
when compared with its successes, it has arisen
from circumstances independent of the manage-
ment, and which no human foresight could con-
trol ; and whatever obstacles have arisen to
impede its onward progress, and whatever dis-

satisfaction may occasionally have been ex-
pressed, when expectation has not been realised
to its full extent, we are, nevei*theless, assured
that the Art-Union of London has not lost the
confidence of the public. During the subscrip-
tion-year which closed in April last, the unsettled
state of the political world and the depression
in every kind of monetary transactions, contri-

buted, in no small degree, to curtail the usually
long list of subscribers ; notwithstanding which,
however, the Council kept faith with the mem-
bers and completed the very best print they had
hitherto circulated,— Mr. Lightfoot’s “Sabrina,”
after the picture by Mr. Frost, A.R.A.,—a work
not only creditable to the Society, but one of
honour to British Art

;
this will shortly be issued.

Other works were also distributed, bronze casts,

porcelain statuettes, medals, &c., in all of which
the Council evinced every desire to develope
the artistic talent of the country.

In the past year, 1848, in order to afford our
wood-engravers an opportunity of exhibiting
their proficiency and skill in this branch of Art,

the Council published an illustrated edition of
Milton’s L'Allegro and II Penseroso, a work of
which we spoke highly when it first made its

appearance. We have been permitted to make
a selection from the contents of the volume, that
a knowledge of its merits may be more readily
gained than any written description could afford.

The first illustration is from II Penseroso
; the

drawing is by E. M. Ward, A.R.A., the engraving
by W. T. Green.

“ Hide me from Day’s garish eye,” &c.

The second, from the opening part of the same
poem, is drawn by E. Annitage, and engraved
by M. Jackson.

“ Hence, vain deluding joys,
The brood of Folly without father bred !”

The next two subjects are from L’Allegro;
that placed at the top of the page is an exceed-
ingly clever group by H. K. Browne, engraved
by W. T. Green.

“ Lap me in soft Lydian airs."

The lower illustration is a Claude-like compo-
sition by W. L. Leitch, engraved by S. Williams,

suggested by thesebeautifully descriptive lines :

—

“ Straight mine eye hath caught new pleasures,
Whilst the landscape round it measures

;

Russet lawns, and fallows gray,

Where the nibbling flocks do stray.”

It may readily be imagined that a work contain-

ing thirty 6uch woodcuts as these,—for the four
we have selected are chosen not so much for

their superior excellence as for their suitability

to our pages,—would prove an acceptable gift to
the subscribers, and such, we have every reason
to believe, it has been found.
The prospects of the Society for the coming

year, are, we are pleased to find, of a most
satisfactory nature. The two engravings of
“The Smile ” and “ The Frown,” after Webster's
well-known pictures, have already won golden
opinions from the public, and will no doubt
eventually increase the subscription-list to a
great extent. A strong inducement is held out
both to retain the old members and to attract
new names, in the power which the managers
have, this season, to issue these engravings at

once, instead of the subscribers being forced to



original drawings by D. Maclise, R.A., illustrating

Shakspeare’s “ Seven Ages.” We remember
seeing these designs in the Royal Academy some

two or three years since, and very charming we
thought them ; there is no artist of our time,

who, from his bold and accurate drawing of the

human figure, is so well able to execute a series

of fine outlines.

It will thus appear evident that the Art-

THE

wait many months, as has been unavoidably the I
“ that a bird in hand is worth two in the bush,” I would work most advantageously for the Society,

case in times past, ere the print was delivered we, therefore, would advise the Council, when- Besides these engravings, there is also preparing

to them. There is an old and trite saying,
|
ever they can, to adopt this system, as one which

|
for the present year a series of etchings from
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the Government to work its ruin. It has, how- I come. We know that it has brought comfort
ever, held on its way, with more or less of pros- and happiness to many a struggling artist, whose
perity, and we trust, will do so for long years to name may hereafter adorn the Art-annals of his

country, fostered and encouraged, as he has been,

in his onward progress, by the existence of such
an institution as the Art-Union of London.

Union of London is not relaxing in energy to

uphold the interests of the Society, or to promote
the objects for which it was instituted. There

I has been much to contend against
;
the dissatis-

faction of those whom nothing can satisfy, the

I
lukewarmness of otherswho might have rendered

I it good service, and the open hostility of a few
who, most unaccountably, would have rejoiced

I
at its utter downfall, and endeavoured to rouse
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS
FOR MANUFACTURERS.

Design for a Tea-Pot. By G. M'Kenzie, (6, North King’s Terrace, Bagnigge Wells Road).
The style of this object is Italian of the Renaissance period. It is intended to be of silver or other

metal, and the ornaments of the fillet and convex panel should be worked with the graver.

We resume this month the introduction of our
illustrated pages of “ original designs,” which more
urgent, but scarcely less important, matter has com-
pelled us to lay aside for some time past. A mere
glance at the large variety of engravings which
accompanied our notice of the Birmingham Expo-
sition, would suffice to convince even the most
sceptical of the progress which a few years have
made in British Industrial Art ; and if our manu-
facturers have not in all cases availed themselves
of the “ means and appliances ” that we have
afforded them in the prosecution of their object,

they have, at least, been directed by us to the right

path, and have pursued it aright.

Design for a China Finger-Plate. By
H. Fitz-Cook, (4, Baker Street, Lloyd Square).

The scroll-work of this design is simple but well

arranged : it would of course be repeated on the

opposite side of the plate.

porting the cup of the castor, and terminating with
|

convolvulus, should be made of silver or other metal
;
and the covering of the cushion, of this or any

a foliated ornament which forms the wheel. ' other pattern, may be left to the taste of the embroiderer in silk, or it might be made of velvet.

Design for a Silver Waiter. By G. M'Kenzie. The raised border is composed from the

leaves, berries, and stalks of the ivy. The interior border consists of the blue-bell and the bells of a

cultivated heath, tied with a ribbon
;
these should be engraved in the same manner as the former object.

Design for a Table-Castor. By H. Fitz-

Cook. It is rare to find anything like novelty in

this humble appendage to furniture. The design

here engraved consists of a winged figure, sup-

Design for a Pin-Cushion. By J. Strudwick. The combination of beauty with utility cannot

be too frequently insisted on, even in matters of comparatively trivial import. The contents of a lady’s

work-table, however, offer many objects in which the skill of the artist may be made available. The
pin-cushion here introduced is of octangular form

;
the frame-work, which is ornamented with the



Designs for Lamp-Posts. By J. T. Irvine,
(1, Arthur Street, Old Kent Road). An attempt,
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and one that exhibits considerable taste, is here
made by Mr. Irvine to introduce into our ordinary
thoroughfares something more agreeable to the
eye than the plain unadorned iron-po3ts which
bear our gas-lights. Another object the designer
has in view is to remedy the incongruity often seen
in the neighbourhood of Gothic edifices, by their
being surrounded by railings and lamp-posts of
the Italian style, whereby the harmony of the
whole is destroyed. The elegance of the designs
here engraved is beyond dispute, and the cost of
manufacturing them, we should think, would not
be much beyond those we now have.
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snake curled round it, on the upper portion of

which two infant children are seen quietly seated.

o
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Design for a Fish-Carver. By H. Fitz-
Cook. This is not meant to supersede the broad
bladed fish-slice ordinarily in use, but is intended
for purposes where the latter is not absolutely

indispensable. The dolphin with its foliated ter-

minal is tastefully brought into the blade : the
handle, modelled after the Italian style, exhibits a
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NEW DESIGNS IN SILVER.

“ The Patent Safety Chain Brooch ” received the

amount of attention at our hands, on its first ap-

pearance, that we thought so novel and ingenious an
article deserved, and we have been gratified at per-

ceivinghow general have been the public patronage

and approval of this elegant portion of ornamental
costume. The inventors, Messrs. Ellis & Sox, of

Exeter, silversmiths to Her Majesty, have recently

executed a great variety of these brooches, in many
new and original designs,—one of which we here
engrave. The scrolls with which the design is

enriched, are ornamented, or inlaid with choice

pebbles found on the coast of Devonshire
;
and

their bright hues are of considerable service in

aiding the general effect of this becoming and
useful article. In the example annexed, the scroll

or tic in the centre is composed of wood agate,

having a riband-like appearance
;
while the sheath

below has a brighter coloured stone, the prevailing

tints being red or yellow. We would suggest that

purple or black enamel would be applicable, and
would be also agreeable to the eye

;
the latter

being admirably adapted for mourning. It will

however be scarcely necessary to point out the
many varieties of form which may be adopted
with success, and the great choice of colour which
enamels or pebbles would give to articles of this

kind
;
particularly as a recent visit to this Manu-

facturer made us fully aware that he is willing to

adapt to his purpose any good or useful thought
that falls fairly before his notice.

In the construction of forks, we observed that
Messrs. Ellis had improved on their ordinary form,

and we engrave one designed for the dessert, of

the original size. The general outline is good, and

there is a lightness about them, which gives them
a great superiority over those usually seen. This
simple style of ornament is in truth the best, and
much as we may feel hound to praise the elaborate

artistic treatment of works of the class, we are

always glad to say a word in favour of simplicity

and unobtrusive utility. This simplicity allows
the manufacturer to produce an article not more
expensive than the ordinary fiddle-pattern. We
give only an engraving of the handle of the fork

;

yet we may observe that the prongs are wrought
with much delicacy and care.
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LINEN DAMASK FOR WAISTCOATS, &c.

at the Belfast Linen Hall, when the queen was
there received, each of the deputation who met her
majesty wore one of these novel dresses

;
a judicious

arrangement, and one with which we doubt not

the illustrious guests were well pleased.

It is scarcely necessary to add that Messrs. Blain

are very famous manufacturers of linen, in all its

departments
;
and although, in this instance, they

exhibit a work remarkable chiefly as a novelty and
as a proof that ingenuity and taste may greatly

extend the commerce ofany commodity, the staple

of their trade is in those articles which every one
uses. We have seen, at their warehouse in London,
works of their produce, in table-cloths, table-nap-

kins, and the numerous other objects for “home
service,” a variety of patterns of rare beauty and
elegance, the material greatly improved, and the

ornamentation forming a marked and happy con-

trast to the stiff and formal designs which, not

many years ago, “ adorned ” the tables of the

upper classes. Such improvements as those we
refer to are not immediately obvious, for they

cannot court attention by brilliant colours or

striking shapes
;
they are none the less valuable

as missionaries of civilisation
;
indeed, as the most

essential of them are seen more or less every day,

it is a matter of very high consideration that they

should bear the impress of the artist. While
in Paris visiting the Exposition, we were particu-

larly struck by the specimens of diaper seen upon
two’ or three of the stalls; the material was very

wretched. Messrs. Blain would have been ashamed
to have sent forth such from their factory

;
but the

style and character of the ornament were such as

would have been worthy the finest silks of Lyons.

It is this care to comparatively minor matters

which gives prominence to nearly all the produc-

tions of France; but as we have elsewhere, and
often, said, we are on the way to excel our neigh-

bours in taste, as much as we surpass them in

material
;
we shall see in a year or two, we trust,

whether the results of our manufacturing industry

will not bear out this assertion.

Any manufacturer who devotes attention to'the pro-

duction of a novelty merits some amount of popular

applause; and the votaries of fashion—“ever-
changing, ever-new ”—are always ready to receive,

applaud, or patronise whatever is submitted to

their inspection. The annals of costume will

abundantly show that this love of novelty is not
always checked by judgment, nor regulated by good
taste

;
in fact that many monstrosities have been

and are worn, solely because they satisfy that

craving for novelty which is so common among
ourselves. When therefore we see a really

good thing brought forward, and one likely to

be beneficial to trade in general, we hail it

with pleasure. The article to which we now
claim attention is a production of the Sister

Isle, and we need not say how rejoiced we
shall always feel at seeing proofs of a desire

to exert manufacturing industry in a land

where the means of living by labour are

generally far too rare. The waistcoat pattern

of which we give an engraving is the pro-

duction of Messrs. Blain, of the Hopeton
Damask Works, Belfast, and it is intended for

light summer wear or evening dress, in place

of the ordinary Marseilles. Although a beau-

tiful, it is a cheap, fabric, and is made of

damask, the flowers being wove in the stuff

precisely similar to an ordinary diaper, so that

they are by no means vulgar or obtrusive,

having little more than the mere glossy or

changing surface to attract the eye. The con-

volvulus is the floral ornament chosen by the

designer, and its elegant tendrils, and beautiful

leaf and flower arc happily disposed for a

decoration of the kind, and are as correct an
imitation of nature as the fabric would admit
of without the aid of colour. It is by no
means the intention of the designer to restrict

his effort to the production of this single pat-

tern
;
but to introduce designs suitable for

the Army, Navy, Ecclesiastics and Corporate

bodies
;
he also proposes to make these vests

of various shades, resembling the French Silk

Vesting. For extreme simplicity, and unos-

tentatious taste, this article may be recom-

mended, while its economy adds to its other

claims to notice. Our cut shows the general

design, though of course the flowers are in the

original much more subdued, being a mere
variation or shade upon the delicate tint of

the groundwork, like the shifting tints on
shot silk.

It gives us much pleasure to record the

growth of good taste and spirited action in

this way ;
and while recording and applauding

Messrs. Blain for their successful labours, we
would anxiously hope to see the manufacturers
of the sister kingdom join the praiseworthy

endeavour, and assert their claim to attention

among the fabricants of the world.

Mr. Blain states his conviction that the

beautiful fabric of damask could be success-

fully applied to many articles of general con-

sumption, instead of being restricted, as

hitherto, to table-cloths alone.

The staple trade of Ireland requires an
extension of its field of application

;
and we are

well-wishers to aught that may effect it.

The capabilities of Ireland for manufactures are

notorious
;

it has been affirmed by one of the prin-

cipal civil engineers of the day, that, running from

one of the lakes, Lough Corrib, there is water
power sufficient to turn all the spindles at work in

Manchester
;
but it is all running entirely to waste,

inasmuch as there is hardly even a flour-mill upon
either of its banks

;
yet Lough Corrib is but three

miles from the finest bay in the kingdom,—the bay
of Galway,—the bay being directly opposite to the

shores of America, the mart where raw cotton is

bought, and a large proportion of the manufactured
cotton sold.

The manufacture of linen is, indeed, almost the

only branch ofmanufacture which exists in Ireland

;

we must except, however, that of lace, for which
the city of Limerick has made itself famous

;
and

perhaps the embroidery wrought chiefly in Donagh-
adee, and its neighbourhood

;
Belfast, is, as our

readers know, the seat of the manufacture of linen

;

the fabric is of unquestionable excellence, and, of

late years, great advance has been made in subject-

ing the fabric to the skill of the designer. We have
here a very satisfactory proof that the old beaten

track has been departed from, to the manifest

gain of the public, and we hope also of the pro-

ducer. This article, comparatively unimportant

as it appears, is one of the proofs of the wisdom of

Her most gracious Majesty’s visit to Ireland; the

waistcoat under notice was made to be shown as

a novelty on that occasion, and, we understand,
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ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE
TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OP COLOURS EMPLOYED IN THE
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

NO. VI.—LEAD, MERCURY, ARSENIC, TIN, &C.

In the present article we shall bring to a close
our descriptions of those colours which are
strictly metallic. The few pigments which are
of an organic origin will be considered separately.

Lead. This metal is found abundantly in

nature under various forms of mineralisation,

the most common, however, being the sulphuret,
which is usually known by the name of Galena.
The ores of lead are raised in Cornwall, Wales,
Derbyshire, and the other northern counties,

and also in Scotland and Ireland, the annual
produce having been for the last three years as
follows :

—

Lead ore. Lead.
Tons. Tons.

1846 . . 74,564 . . 60,161
1847 . . 79,311 . . 53,410
1848 . . 77,864 . . 54,853

Nearly all the lead ore of this country contains
silver in various proportions, which is separated
from it either by oxidising the lead or by taking
advantage of the property of the two metals

—

silver and lead—to crystallise at different tem-
peratures : the last process, which was the dis-

covery of Mr. Pattiuson, is the one most gene-
rally employed, as it is found to be far more
effective and economical than the former.

There are four compounds of lead and oxygen
known to chemists, but only two of them are of
any importance in the Arts. Protoxide of Lead
is most readily obtained by submitting either

nitrate of lead or the carbonate to the action of
a dull red heat. This compound is of an orange-
red colour, and if prepared with care, it is very
brilliant and beautiful. Some artists’ colourmen,
in Paris, have a secret method of preparing this

pigment of a far richer tone than any which can
be procured in this country. It is stated that
the artificial nitrate of lead is mixed with a very
small quantity of tallow, previously to its being
exposed to the action of the fire

;
great caution

must, however, be observed if any such process
as this is adopted, as a very small excess of any
carbonaceous matter would serve to reduce the
oxide and produce a button of metallic lead.

This French pigment is sold as Golden Yellow.

It is stated to be as permanent as any of the
lead compounds, but the ordinary protoxide is

certainly liable to change its colour under the
combined influences of light and air.

Red Lead (Minium). This pigment appeal's to
have been employed from a very early period, as

many of the paintings discovered at Pompeii are

found by analysis to have employed this colour
very extensively in their reds and browns. The
ancients must have had a method of preparing
red lead superior to that possessed by modern
manufacturers, as their works retain all their

original brilliancy and freshness, whereas the
minium of the present day is of a very fugitive

character.

Red Lead—the deutoxide of lead—is often
found native, but not of sufficient brilliancy for

the purposes of the artist. In nature it is usually

associated with clay, and the sulphuret of metal.

It is artificially prepared by exposing the prot-

oxide to a more continued action of the fire.

This is one of those preparations in which the

very curious influence of mass is evident. It is

quite impossible to prepare a small portion of
red lead of so brilliant a colour, as when a large

quantity is employed. The cause leading to this

peculiarity, which is by no means confined to

this preparation, it is not easy to explain—pro-

bably the result is due to the influence of
cohesive attraction, or some similar molecular
force, which acts more powerfully through a
large than a small quantity.

There is another oxide of lead of a fine colour

—the peroxide—which may be procured of a
deep rich puce tint by careful manipulation, but
its want of permanency has prevented its use in

the arts. The Patent Yellow, or, as it is some-
times called, Tamer's Yellow, is a compound of
the chloride and the oxide of lead. It may be
prepared by two methods. Litharge and com-

mon salt (muriate of soda), may be mixed toge-

ther and moistened with water. After standing
for some time the muriate of soda is decomposed,
and the chlorine of the muriatic acid combines
with the oxide of lead, forming an insoluble

oxy-chloride, while the soda remains in solution,

and may be washed away; after this the oxy-
chloride of lead is fused and powdered. It may
also be formed by mixing together muriate of
ammonia and litharge, fusing them together,
and then washing out any soluble salt which
may remain. Mr. Pattiuson has l'eeently patented
a process by which a very beautiful white is pro-

duced. We understand the compound is a salt of
chlorine and oxide of lead. The most important
of the preparations of lead to the artist is the
carbonate, or White Lead. It is found native

in the lead mines of Cumberland and in Ireland,

but for all the purposes to which it is applied it

is artificially prepared. The old method of pre-

paring it for commercial purposes was to expose
large surfaces of sheet lead to the action of the
fumes of vinegar and the atmosphere. By this

process the lead was first covered with a coating

of oxide, and this was gradually converted into

a carbonate. Several patents have from time to

time been secured for preparing this important
material, and although some modification of the
old plan is usually adopted for the production
of a fine white for the artist, which shall possess
the requisite opacity and “ body,” it is, perhaps,
advisable to employ a direct process of chemical
decomposition.

This may be effected by making a solution of

either the nitrate or acetate of lead, and then
adding to it an alkaline carbonate in solution.

The change which takes place will readily be
understood by observing the following simple
plan of the decomposition :

—

Nitrate of Lead. Carbonate of Soda.

Nitric Acid. ^ Carbonic Acid.

Lead- Soda.

Carbonate of Lead. Nitrate of Soda.

From the immense demand for white lead,

which is employed as a body colour for all the
purposes of house painting as well as by the
artist, manufactories have been established in

numerous places, and the material produced at

these establishments has usually taken the name
of the locality

;
hence the numerous names for

whites in the market, Nottingham, Roman, and
Venetian white, Krems, Flake white, &c., are

all of them carbonates of lead prepared by some
method similar to those above described. Pure
white lead combines most readily with oils and
resinous vehicles, forming with the organic

matter an actual chemical compound such as is

not produced by any of the other whites which
have been introduced to the notice of painters.

One evil attends the use of any of the lead pig-

ments, that is, their tendency to blacken under
the influence of an atmosphere containing sul-

phuretted hydrogen, even in small quantities.

White lead is one of the most delicate tests for

the presence of this gas, turning rapidly to the
dark grey colour of the sulphuret of lead by
effecting its decomposition, and combining with
its sulphur. It must, however, be borne in mind
that this action is only rapid when pure white
lead is exposed in an unprotected state

;
if it is

well secured by the vehicle in which it is mixed,
and covered with varnish, it resists for a pro-

longed period any of those influences which are

found in operation in the atmosphere of all

crowded cities, arising from the numerous
soui’ces of organic decomposition which are con-

stantly occurring. Sulphate of lead has been
recommended as a substitute for the carbonate,

but it does not appear to possess any substantial

advantages
;

it is prepared by adding dilute

sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) to any soluble salt

of lead, when it falls as an insoluble salt.

Chromate of Lead has already been noticed
under the the head of Chromium. The Iodide
of Lead, which is readily formed by adding a
solution of iodide of potassium to a solution of
lead, when it falls a fine yellow colour, is too

liable to change, as, indeed, are all the combina-

tions with iodine, by the combined influences of

the air and the solar radiations, to be of any use 1

to the artist.

Lead, in various states, is employed in the
j

manufactures ; lead mordants are often used by
the dyer and calico-printer; the peculiar man- i

ner in which the oxide of this metal combines
;

with any organic fibi'e, preseniing a physical pe- i

culiarity by means of which the permanence of

many colours, which would be otherwise fugitive, 1

is secured. In the manufacture of flint glass,

or crystal, lead is very largely employed
; it

gives greater density to the glass, but its great

advantage is the high degree of transparency,
j

to which it gives rise. Lead is also employed
as a glaze for some kinds of pottery, although its

use is far less extensive for this purpose now
than formerly, the purer salt glazes having been
substituted in some cases, and the decomposing
granite—china-stone—in others. It is stated that

some manufacturers have been in the habit of
introducing lead into the enamel which is cm- 1

ployed to cover iron vessels. This cannot be
reprobated in sufficiently strong terms, as the
action of the salts of lead on the system is most
injurious, aud in numerous culinary operations

there is a constant liability that lead may be
removed. It must, however, be distinctly un-
derstood that the enamel employed by respect-

'

able manufacturers is of perfectly innocent
character, and its cleanness recommends it to

attention.

Mercury.— This peculiar metal, liquid in

the ordinary temperature of our atmosphere, '

is sometimes found native, but it more com-
monly exists as the sulphuret, or cinnabar, the
beautiful pigment, Vermilion. Mercury was
known to the ancients, and it appears that their

minium was not, as has sometimes been supposed,
red lead, but the sulphuret of mercury. In all

j

probability the vermilion employed by the
Greeks and Romans was the native product, and i

there is but little doubt that it was procured
from the quicksilver mines in Spain, in some of
which cinnabar of a very fine colour is found.

Large quantities of vermilion are prepared in

Holland, and sold under the name of Dutch
vermilion, much of which, it must be confessed,

is of a very brilliant colour. Chinese Vermil-
ion is also of some repute ; much of the finest

variety which reaches this country appears to be
a native cinnabar, but some which also passes
under this name is a factitious compound with
sulphur and arsenic.

Vermilion is manufactured by thoroughly
well mixing eight parts, by weight, of mercury,
with one of sulphur. By tills process the black
sulphuret of mercury is formed, which is exposed
to a gentle heat, for the purpose of securing the
more intimate mixture of the mass. It is then
removed to other parts, and exposed to such a
temperature that the sulphuret is sublimed

; this

is collected in other vessels, and the sublimate
reduced to powder is the pigment required.

Every stage of this process requires the utmost
care, the brilliancy of the colour depending
entirely on little niceties of manipulation which
can only be arrived at by experience. Vermilion
of commerce is very frequently adulterated with
red lead, but this may be readily detected if a
little is placed upon metal plate and exposed to

heat ; if the vermilion is pure it will be entirely

volatilised, leaving the oxide of lead behind. A
vermilion possessing an orange tinge has been
introduced under the name of Extract of Vermi-
lion, and is one of the many colours which have
been brought to the notice of artists by Mr.
Field. This is prepared by grinding up vermil-

ion with water, and allowing the mixture to

stand for a minute, when a deep red powder
falls, and an orange powder still remains sus-

pended, and being poured off, is then allowed
to settle. The chemical difference between
these two powders has never been carefully

ascertained
;

it is, indeed, doubtful if any
exists, the tones of colour being in all proba-
bility due to some purely physical differences

in the particles of the mass. These com-
pounds appear to possess every quality of per-

manence; it has been stated that under the
influence of light vermilion has blackened from
the revival of the mercury. If this, however,

4 0
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Las been the case, it must be attributed to some
peculiarity in the particular vehicle used in the

preparation on which the observation was made.

Such vermilion as is carefully prepared is cer-

tainly not liable to any such alteration from
solar radiations

;
at least, an extensive series of

experiments made with many varieties gave no
indications of change.

There are two Iodides of Mercury, one of a

very fine yellow colour, and the other of a bril-

liant scarlet. The first is formed by adding
iodide of potassium to a solution of the proto-

nitrate of mercury, and the second by mixing
the same sort of iodine with a solution of corro-

sive sublimate, care being taken not to use the

iodide in excess, as the beautiful red precipitate

is liable to be re-dissolved thereby. It is to be
regretted that two colours of such extreme bril-

liancy should be so fugitive as to render their

use always uncertain.

Queen's Yellow—Turbith’s mineral, the subsul-

phate of mercury—is sometimes used, but its

permanence cannot be depended on. It is pre-

pared by boiling together mercury and oil of

vitriol
;
a white crystalline salt is first obtained ;

this is thrown into warm water, and an insoluble

yellow subsulphate is formed.
With the exception of vermilion we cannot

depend upon any of the mercurial colours, and
they are therefore but seldom employed by
artists. In manufactures the only important

use of mercury is for the purpose of “ silvering,”

as it is incorrectly called, mirrors. This is

effected by forming an amalgam with this metal

and tin in the condition of foil. From the vola-

tile nature of the metal in all its combinations,

none of the mercurial colours can be employed
on pottery

;
the only use of mercury to the

potters is, therefore, to improve the gold colours

they employ.
Zinc. This metal, which is abundant in this

country, has been brought into extensive use

within a few years. Tho carbonate of zinc has

been strongly recommended as a substitute for

white lead, as resisting the action of any of those

emanations which blacken the lead whites.

There is some advantage in this respect, but tho

semi-transparency and want of body in both the

carbonate and oxide of zinc, will prevent their

ever occupying the place of white lead for gen-

eral purposes.

To the potter the oxide and carbonate of zinc

are of great importance, not for any colour which
they give, but from their possessing the very
remarkable property of developing the full

beauty of the greens, yellows, and blues, pro-

duced from other metals. The native oxide or

carbonate of zinc is never sufficiently pure for

this purpose, and great pains are taken to pre-

pare it artificially in a state of purity.

At Sevres the oxide of zinc of commerce is

dissolved in nitric or muriatic acid
;
arsenic is

disengaged as arsenuretted hydrogen gas ;
iron

and manganese are dissolved, and lead and copper

left insoluble. To the clear solution a small

quantity of carbonate of soda dissolved in a great

excess of water is added, and the whole well

shaken together. The first precipitate thus
formed contains all the iron and manganese,
and is rejected ; an additional quantity of

carbonate of soda is then added, and a pure
carbonate of zinc thus obtained is employed to

improve their other colours.

Barytes and Strontlan produce whites of a

very pure description, which are sometimes em-
ployed to add to the density of zinc white.

They are not, however, of much importance.

The metal Bismuth, in combination with nitric

acid, produces the very pure white which is

usually sold under the name of “ pearl white,”

but it is exceedingly liable to decomposition.
Oxide of Arsenic and Oxide of Tin are also

whites, but they are seldom, if ever, employed
by the artist. In combination they are used by
the potter and the glass manufacturer to orna-

ment their wares, producing the most opaque
enamels. A fine enamel white is formed of

Borax . , .14 parts.
Oxide of Tin . . 14 do.
Oxide of Arsenic . 4 do.
Powdered Glass . . 68 do.

A pink colour is also prepared under the

name of “ Stanno-chromique,” at the French por-

celain manufactories, which is a compound of

stannic acid, 78.31, oxide of chromium, 0.52, and
a due proportion of lime and alumina.

The protochlorido of tin is of great importance

to the dyer and calico-printers, from the insoluble

compounds which it forms with the colouring

matters of madder, cochineal, and other vegetable

and animal substances.

All the colours which are produced from the

mineral kingdom, with the exception of ultra-

marine, have now been examined in all the

chemical relations which are of any importance

to the artist or art-manufacturer.

Lapis Lazuli is the substance from which the

true ultrauiarine is obtained
; and a selected

specimen gives on analysis :

—

Silica .... 36.0

Alumina . . . 32.0

Sulphur ... 3.6

Soda .... 20.

Potash ... a trace

Iron . . . . a trace

Water ... 9.6

100.0

This beautiful mineral was known to the

ancients, and described by the Greeks and
Romans as the sapphire. The Armenian blue

was, without doubt, a preparation from the

lapis lazuli. This mineral is found most exten-

sively in Asia
;
and China in particular produces

large quantities of it. The Chinese make a great

variety of ornaments with it, and it is worn as a

mark of distinction by their mandarins. To
manufacture ultramarine from lapis lazuli the

following process is adopted :—The stone being

heated to a dull redness is plunged into water,

and is by this means easily reduced to fine

powder. This is mixed with resin and wax,

placed in a linen cloth, and kneaded in warm
water. The first product is usually rejected, the

second being the finest ultramarine. Of all the

colours employed by the artist there is not one
which exhibits the high degree of permanency of

ultramarine.

An artificial ultramarine has been for some
time prepared, and many of the specimens exhibit

a brilliancy of colour quite equal to the native

production. There are several methods—not
differing in any of their essential particulars—by
which artificial ultramarine may be prepared.

In all of them the colour depends upon a pecu-

liar reaction of the sulphuret of sodium formed,

on the silicate of alumina. It has been stated

that the colour depends upon the presence of a

small quantity of iron, but this does not appear

to be the case, the colour being obtained when
iron has been most carefully excluded from the

composition. Much uncertainty still hangs about

the question of the permanency of this com-
pound—the general impression is that it changes
when in combination with such organic matter as

the oily vehicle employed by painters, under the

influences of air and light. That it has less per-

manency than the natural production cannot be
for a moment doubted ;

but as we have before

indicated, there is no doubt but greater perma-
nency may be given to it by preparing it in large

masses and prolonging the operation to the

greatest extent. It will naturally increase the

cost of the product, but this is of no importance

compared with the gain of durability.

The organic colours will next claim our atten-

tion, and we hope to show many very important
physical peculiarities connected with their pre-

paration, which do not appear to have received

sufficient attention. With these the Chemistry of

Mineral Colours will be concluded. It is necessary,

however, to remark, that although we believe no
important information connected with the min-

eral colours has been omitted, yet we are con-

scious that several minuter points of some
interest in the process of manufacture have not

been noticed. It being necessary not to occupy

too extended a space in a Journal where every

column is valuable as conveying miscellaneous

information, it was thought advisable to deal

only with such points as conveyed every amount
of popular information, to the omission of those

winch are valuable merely to the man of science

or the actual manufacturer.

Robert Hunt.

THE VERNON GALLERY.

HIGH LIFE. LOW LIFE.

E. Landseer, R.A., Painter. H. S. Beckwith, Engraver.

Size of each Picture, 13 ft. 5 in. by 1 ft. 13 in.

Were one about to write a natural history of the
dog, in his domestic character, the works of Mr.
Landseer would furnish as truthful authority for

the habits and manners of the various species, as

the study of the “living model” itself could
afford. A picture by this artist, without a dog in

it—not an idle, useless animal put in to fill up a
gap, or having no especial business there, but one
forming a necessary part of the whole composition,

and whose presence is essential to its completeness

—

would be an anomaly in his practice, and would
almost incline us to doubt the authenticity of the
work. His knowledge of the creature is most
profound, and must have so resulted from a study
deep enough to engage the attention of a philoso-

phical physiognomist of the human race. He shows
him in the hut, the kennel, the cottage, and the
drawing-room,—the friend and the companion of

man, sharing his wealth and his poverty, his enjoy-
ments and privations

;
in short, one of the family.

Therein, however, Landseer differs from the Dutch
and Flemish painters, such as Rubens, Snyders,

P. de Vos, and others,who depicted the dog engaged
in the dangerous hunts of the wild-boar and the
lion, where there was opportunity of exhibiting his

courage and prowess when roused into action by
the excitement of the chase. Such scenes are per-

haps better calculated to display the energy and
physical development of the animal, if not his

intelligence and sagacity.

The two subjects here engraved form a striking

contrast to each other. That to which the title of
“ High Life” is given, showsusadog, of the hound
species, seated in an apartment of a castle, which,
judging from the furniture and its other contents,

is that more especially occupied by the lord of the

mansion, probably a knight of the olden time, for

“ Helmet and sword, breastplate and glove lie there.”

The master is evidently a bookman and a scribe,

as well as warrior, for implements of writing are

scattered on the table, interspersed with heavily-

clasped volumes. The breed of the dog, and the

objects by which he is surrounded, clearly bear out
the title of the work.
The animal pictured under the cognomen of

“ Low Life ” has undoubtedly no claim to higher

rank, either by birth, education, or those with
whom he associates. Such an ill-looking mongrel
is rarely seen in the company of a gentleman, and
yet there is such an air of impudent self-compla-

cency in the countenance of the creature as he sits

basking in the sunshine— so much assumed dignity,

as would warrant the supposition that he were of

royal race, and proper company for any one. But
he is evidently a dog not to be played with by a
stranger; that broad chest and deep jowl, those

short, thick-set legs, would render him a formidable
enemy if attacked, and a valuable ally to his mas-
ter, whether for good deeds or evil. The true

character of a thorough fighting-dog has never
been better portrayed, and whatever the duties

which devolve upon him, there can be no question

of his performing them faithfully and vigorously.

By the butcher’s block and knife, which form a

portion of the accessories, we should surmise that

his master belongs to that fraternity
;
and prior to

the passing of the Act of Parliament forbidding

the use of dogs for the purposes of draught, such
as we see here were frequently employed in the

metropolis for drawing heavily-laden trucks of

meat, being more economical than a horse, or even
a donkey, and capable of doing much work.
These two little pictures are of comparatively

early date, but they are good examples of Land-
seer’s pencil

;
full of character, and painted with

exceeding care and finish. They have been very

cleverly engraved by Mr. Beckwith.

OBITUARY.

MR. HENRY WALTER.

To our obituary list of the present year must be

added the name of this artist—one of many years

standing, and an occasional exhibitor at the Royal
Academy and the British Institution. The subjects

he treated were chiefly landscapes and cattle. He
has left behind him a very considerable number of

sketches, which we have had an opportunity of

inspecting
;
they are exceedingly clever and would

be valuable additions to the portfolio of the collec-

tor. Messrs. Colnaghi have, we understand, taken

charge of them for the purpose of disposal.
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THE FRENCH EXPOSITION OF 1849.

The great interest which, particularly during the
present year, has been excited by the grand French
Exposition of Arts and Manufactures, and, hence,
by Expositions in general, shows, that the public
mind is becoming eminently alive to the important
effect of such displays on national commerce and
national prosperity. We have already endeavoured
to gratify and edify our readers by a somewhat
extended report of the state of industry, with espe-

1

cial regard to the decorative section of it, as we
1 found it in Paris in the month of July last. But

in consideration of the fact, that the idea of bring-
ing together the best selections of every species of

I

products, will, in the year 1851, be carried out in
this country on a more extended scale than it has
yet been elsewhere (the Exposition on that occa-
sion, instead of being National being European,
whereby the English manufacturer will be ena-
bled to compare and weigh his own with foreign
productions, to improve by the lessons thus
taught his efforts in project and in execution,
and to open fresh channels for British Com-
merce and British Art), we have deemed it

necessary to add an appendix to our former re-
marks, that the public may be made aware, from
Continental experience, of the best means for
realising so desirable an end, and may be put in
possession of the history of those failures which it

will be necessary to avoid. This appendix we most
willingly take from a “ Report,” now before us,
“ On the Eleventh French Exposition of the Pro-
ducts of Industry, submitted to the President and
Council of the Society of Arts, by Matthew Digby
Wyatt, architect.” In the first place, we commend
the Society for having secured the assistance of this
gentleman—than whom we know of no one so
competent to the task assigned him, if we regard
his research as an antiquary, his business-like in-
vestigation of Manufactures, or his acquaintance
with Art. His Report he divides into three sec-
tions, which are as follow :—Firstly (A), A descrip-
tion of the present building (in the Champs
Elysees), and generally of the nature of the present
Exposition. Secondly (B), A short account of the
history of the institution of past Expositions, and
their connection with the industrial progression of
the country; and, Thirdly (C), An analysis of the
official arrangements, their routine

;
and, in an

appendix, copies of public documents connected
with the organisation ofthe present and past Expo-
sition. We have gone carefully through the work
before us, and purpose to extract from it the matter
we consider most important to our readers

;
but

first, it is due to the energy of the French nation
to select from Mr. Wyatt’s introduction a scries of
facts, showing at how early a period our Conti-
nental neighbours attained celebrity for their manu-
factured Art, from what causes National Exposition
of the products of industry originated, and in what
respect they have made Art the property of the
people rather than the exclusive enjoyment of a
luxurious aristocracy.

“ The traditions of excellence in manufacture
reach, in France, to a very remote period. As
early as the commencement of the thirteenth cen-
tury, her celebrity in the production of stained
glass, of goldsmiths’ work, of Limoges’ enamel, of
ornaments in carved ivory, and of illuminated

i
manuscripts, had become European. Aided by
the influence of the great banker and merchant,
Jacques Cceur, the Industrial Arts attained an
almost unrivalled development at the beginning of
the fifteenth century'

;
and under the patronage of

the royal connoisseur, Francis I., the union of the
highest order of artistic ability, with the mechanical
skill and experience accumulated during many
centuries, stamped with a peculiar and unmistake-
able character of perfection, many of the celebrated
productions of the period of the Renaissance. The
establishment of the silk trade at Lyons, about the
year 1450; the ancient proficiency of Paris, St.
Denis, Lagny, Beauvais, and Cambray, in all other
branches of weaving; the Gobelin tapestry; the
carpets of the Savonnerie

;
the Sevres china insti-

tution, and the commencement of the employment
of cotton about the end of the seventeenth century,
are all landmarks in the great scheme of French
manufacture. Now, although in all the depart-
ments of trade enumerated, the highest Art was
associated with manufacture in supplying the wants
and gratifying the tastes of the lay and clerical
aristocracy, it was not until the advent of the
Revolution that the attempt was made in France
to popularise any of these productions. From the
year 1797 we may date a gradual attempt to disse-
minate, from the few to the many, the luxury' of
beautiful design in all objects of daily and universal
use. It is true that since this tide has set in, wc
have met with no such artists in manufacture as

Benvenuto Cellini, Jean Gonjon, Leonard de
Limousin, Petitot and Bordier, Clodion, Girardon,
Bernard de Palissy, Girolamo della Robbia, Pierre
l’Escot, &c., but in their stead have arisen myriads
of earnest men, anxious to afford additional em-
ployment to the swelling masses congregating on
the great points of centralisation, and desirous, at
the same time that theysupplied to all at a moderate
rate, an approximation to the enjoyments of taste,
formerly the appanage only of the minority', to
establish and maintain that great bulwark of the
wealth, intelligence, and respectability of their
native country—the enormous and now all-power-
ful ‘ Bourgeois class.’ ”

With regard to the Exposition of this year, there
are several important circumstances to be con-
sidered. Many of the arrangements of the building
are most excellent. Warned by an accident which
happened on a former occasion, the architect had
taken every' precaution against damage by weather,
and in addition to this had erected two lateral
courts, one dedicated to the reception of objects in
metal, and the other containing an enormous reser-
voir, in which all the drainage from the roofs is

collected so as to form a supply of water imme-
diately serviceable in case of fire. But it appears
that several unnecessary expenses have been never-
theless entered into. “ Both internally and exter-
nally there is a good deal of tasteless and unprofit-
able ornament

;
all the pilasters are papered and

painted in a species of graining to imitate chestnut
wood, and even the ceiling is covered over with the
same work. Large carton-pierre trusses apparently
support the timbers, and a painted bronze bas-relief
Alls the tympanum of the pediment, at the principal
entrance.” Mr. Wyatt, in deprecating these unne-
cessary and wasteful professional forgeries, con-
tinues to say that “ if each simple material had
been allowed to tell its own tale, and the lines of
the construction so arranged as to conduce to a
sentiment of grandeur, the qualities of ‘ power ’

and ‘ truth,’ which its enormous extent must have
necessarily ensured, could have scarcely failed to
excite admiration, and that at a very considerable
saving of expense.” Here then is an error which
ought to be shunned in the erection of the tem-
porary building for the Exposition of 1851. The
cost of the present building as communicated by
M. Audiganne (Chef du Bureau de l’Industrie) was
16,000/., but it must be stated that this does not
include the agricultural shed, which made the sum
amount to 18,0007., and that in these calculations
it is to be remembered that the money is paid only
for the hire of the materials for three months, the
whole remaining the property of the contractor at
the termination of the exhibition. As the nearest
approximation to correctness procurable, it may be
added, that Is. 3d. has been the average of the cost
of building per foot square English in the two last
French Expositions

;
but at the same time it is to

be remarked that the work is done in an extrava-
gant style, and that the expenses of some branches
of building are considerably greater in France than
in England. In such matters there is no more
startling difficulty than the classification of pro-
ducts. In the present Exposition there can hardly
be said to be any arrangement at all, from the
want of necessary preparation beforehand, caused
by the revolution.

In the year 1827 M. Payen arranged scientifically
into the division of the arts, Chemical, Mechanical,
Physical, Economical, Miscellaneous. In 1834
M. Dupin wisely established his system of division
on the basis of the relation of the arts to man.
Thus— Anthropic Arts: Alimentary, Sanitary,
Vestiary, Domiciliary, Locomotive, Sensitive, In-
tellectual, Preparative, Social, and this analysis
adhered to in 1839 was found to work well. Some
confusion attended the classification of 1844, which
was as follows:—The Arts; woven, mineral,
mechanical, mathematical, chemical, fine, ceramic,
miscellaneous. As a simpler arrangement than all,

Mr. Wyatt proposes only a division refex-ring to
modifications of material in the raw state, in the
manufactured state, and in the ornamented state

—

pi'oduction, manufacture, decoration
; he then pro-

ceeds to treat of the character of products in 1849,
which we have already sufficiently discussed.
In the section (B), Past Expositions, the author

advocates the claim of the Marquis d’Aveze to the
honour of having first suggested and originated
such institutions, and remarks on the aristocratic
nature of the first exhibition which took place at
St. Cloud, and chiefly comprised the richest furni-
ture of Boulo, Riessner, and Jacob

;
the finest clocks

and watches of L’Epine, and Leroy
;
the supei-b

porcelain of Sevres, Angouleme, and Nast
;

the
most elegant book-binding, silks ofLyons, historical
paintings, and flower subjects. With this exhibi-
tion and the following one which took place in the
Maison d’Orsay at the beginning of 1798, many
cui'ious circumstances are connected

;
but as they

would rather amuse our readers than add to any
useful information, we pass them by, to proceed
to the official expositions, the first of which took
place in the same year. The principal productions
exhibited were specimens of cotton-spinning, clocks
and watches, particularly those of Bi'equet, mathe-
matical instruments, crayons, chemical products,
and the porcelain of Dilh and Guerhard, which
rivalled that of Sevres. So successful was the re-
sult of this Exposition that one was proposed to be
held annually, and twenty silver medals were
offered as premiums, with one gold medal to be
awarded to the manufacturer who should have
opposed the most formidable rivalry to English
workmanship. This Exposition was held in the
Champ de Mars. Wool, woollen fabrics, spun
cottons, carpets, china, earthenware, moi-occo
leather, and specimens of printing, constituted the
features of the second exposition, in 1801, held at
the Louvre, and it was now that a pi'ize was
awarded to the immortal Jacquard, the originator
of the loom which bears his name. Although the
interval of time, only one year, between the second
and third exhibitions was so short, it had been a
period of great activity and energy, and a progres-
sive scale of improvement was very discernible.
On this occasion, the chief additions were the
hydraulic ram of Montgolfier, the stocking-frame
ofAubert, the silk-spinning machine of Vaucanson,
and the chemical products of various manufacturers.
The fourth exposition, in 1806, under the Empire,
and held in the Esplanade of the Hdpital dcs In-
valids, exhibited a proportionate advance. It was
rich in silk thread and cotton lace, blonde, cloth,
mixed goods, and imitations of Cashmere shawls

;

the improved manufacture of iron axxd steel, and
the application of the power of transferring orna-
ments from copper-plates to porcelain, now stamped
the collection with a novel character. A valuable
comment we must here extract: ‘‘That isolation
which for many years separated in so great a
degree manufacturing France from the other pro-
ducing powers of Europe, while it placed her in
many points of view in an unfavourable position,

yet by forcing her energies to supply alone what
other kingdoms derived from mutual co-operation
and dependence on each other, laid the foundation of
that facility and universality of manufacture which
so eminently distinguishes lier in the present day.
It is partly owing to this absolutely inevitable state

of continued exertion, in despite of wars and
troubles, which, under ordinary circumstances,
would have tended to crush completely her nascent
industiy, that we find France, on the occasion of
the fifth Exposition, in 1819, still in the high road
to honour and distinction. The improvements in

every species of metal work were enormous, and
the Exposition was carried on with all the splen-
dour of restored monarchy. The sixth, in 1823,
contained the model of the first suspension bridge
in France

;
and the seventh, in 1827, was chiefly

remarkable for displaying so great an increase in
the number of contributors. The influence of
steam now began to be felt and turned to advantage
with regard to textile fabrics

;
and from this year

is dated the celebrity of the French for their papei-
hangings. Improvements in glass-making and the
revival of the process of staining, add another
element to the resources ofdecoration.” The revival
of the arts of “ enamel ” and “ niello,” the forma-
tion of elastic tissues from Indian rubber, and the
re-creation ofwood-engi-aving characterised the Ex-
position of 1834; while at the next, in 1839, the
system of large sales and small profits, first showed
itself. Hear the declaration of the jury as to the ele-

ments of this Exhibition :
—“ Inventions and im-

pi'ovements classed accoiding to the importance of
these results as affecting manufacture

;
the extents

ofthe factories, and theirtopographical situation; the
actual and commercial quality of the goods

;
cheap-

ness attained by increased facilities of production.”
Of the general character of the tenth Exposition in

1844, our readers are sufficiently aware. All admit
that it revealed the successful result of long con-
tinued peace and of a peaceful government. To
return then to the exhibition of this year. It

diffei's from the foi'mer ones in being the largest,

in the admission of live stock, and in the following
important particular, which we ought to study
with laboi-ious attention with reference to the mode
of conducting arrangements in our own country.
The regulation ran thus :

—“ That no uncertificated

bankrupt should be permitted to exhibit, and that

none but manufacturers distinctly recognised as

such, should be allowed to enter the list as com-
petitors.” The whole cost of transport, to and fro,

of all goods received by the juries, was defrayed by
government, but no insurance against fire, &c.
undertaken. Manufacturers were admitted to

their goods at all times, and the public according
to the conditions we have ali'eady stated. A pre-
sident, an inspector-general, and assistant inspec-
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tors, were chosen to superintend the receiving;,

arranging, and preserving all the products for-

warded, accompanied by six sub-inspectors and one
messenger. The salaries of all these individuals

together amounted to 146J. per month, while
seventy-five firemen and guardians were also

employed at seventy-five francs per month.
Such are the principal facts brought together

with admirable judgment by Mr. Wyatt. For
other statistics which less immediately concern
England, we cannot afford space, but content our-
selves with referring those who wish to prosecute
such inquiries to the report in question. We give
in conclusion one more extract. “ In reference to

the funds from whence the money should be
drawn to defray the expense of this institution, it

appears that in the year 1791 a law was passed
declaring that the profits arising from fees paid
on THE GRANTING OF patents should be appropri-

ated to the encouragement ofnational industry, and
from that source a considerable portion of the rfeces-

sarysum has been derived. Previous to the year 1834
we learn from a decree signed by Louis Philippe,

granting a supplementary credit of 90,000 francs,

dated 26th July, 1834, that these profits had been
allowed to accumulate until they had arrived at a

sufficient amount to more than cover the whole
expenses of the Exposition of that year.”
The publication of this valuable document is

highly creditable to the Society of Arts as well as

to the writer : it is another—and a most satisfac-

torj' proof of the new spirit which animates the
council : and may be accepted as additional assur-
ance that the Society is now entitled to public
confidence and deserves public support.

ON THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
OF DESIGN *

It were but a short-sighted and illusory glance

of the subject, to confine its investigation within
the narrow bounds which include the duties and
proficiency of the officials of the schools alone ;

the scope and range of its observation must
extend far beyond limits so circumscribed, to

realise a full and comprehensive view of its real

position. There are important external influ-

ences to be brought into immediate, active, and
harmonious co-operation with the system, before
a satisfactory and successful consummation can

|
be effected. Those for whose benefit these

I

efforts were primarily called into action, and to

j

whose advantage eventually they will most es-

sentially minister, must personally evidence and
attest a sense of their importance by more than
mere empty expression and verbal clamour:
the manufacturers themselves must prove the
sincerity of their cry for help in the struggle for
Art-advancement, by earnest preparation on their
part to appreciate and profit by that help when
it shall be rendered them.

Chief among the operating causes which tend
to retard the progress of Art-manufacture in this

country, both artistically and chemically, is the
absence of the essential requirements on the
part of the manufacturers themselves.

In an analysis of the impediments that clog

|

the machinery of the schools, tliis check stands
forth in prominent revelation

;
and insincere

and futile would be all attempts to reduce it to
i good working order, if we either overlooked or

underrated its potent agency. It is the broken
link in the chain, whose entire connection in-

volves the very principle of actionary impulse
and consequent progressive power. This is a hu-
miliating and startling admission, but it is no less

literally and positively the truth
;
no one at all

conversant with the matter will venture its

denial, and it is deceptive and mischievous to
attempt the concealment of this great fact. In
the march of taste the manufacturer’s own posi-

tion was in the van, his motto “ onwardf but
where will the mass be found?—either in the
rear, or, in too many cases, beating a retreat.

It is unnecessary to note that there are many—very many honourable exceptions among our
manufacturers of whom England may be justly
proud; still they are the exceptions only, the
rule remains as stated. Vast as is the inferiority
of the Art-workmen of our own country to those
of France, still, relatively viewed with the means
of instruction, and the incentives to embrace
them, at the command of each, the odds are in

* (Continuedfrom Page 271.)
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our favour. It must not be inferred that it is

wholly on the part of the artisan that this vast

disparity of talent between the productions of

the two countries is dependent ; those who have

come in contact with Continental Art-manufac-

turers will bear testimony to the generally superior

qualifications, both theoretically and practically,

of that class to the bulk of our own, and this of

itself, to commence with, is an advantage of

incalculable amount. In manufactures imme-
diately connected with Art it is of paramount
importance that the direction be in qualified

hands
;
natural taste, fostered by earnest study,

is indispensably requisite to ensure complete
success. Possessed of this the manufacturer
himself becomes an impulsive and stimulating

source of action to the whole busy circle of
which he forms the radius.

It is needless to enlarge upon all the advan-

tages resulting from such a desirable and neces-

sary relation on the part of the employer to

those employed, and the confident and mutual
reliance that must ensue where such a relation

actually exists.

Reflection will call to mind many great and
powerful names witnessing to this important
truth

;
names which stand as beacons of example

and encouragement to present and future aspi-

rants in the struggle for Art-honours.

Referring to a class of manufacture that admits
a closer connection with the Fine Arts than any
other, we may alludo to the glorious career of

the great Wedgwood ; he was an example of the

results to be obtained from a manufacturer fitted

for Imposition. No chance or whim directed

him to secure the services of Flaxman ; appre-

ciating knowledge prompted the selection, and
mark the triumphant finish that harvested their

labours. This, too, be it remembered, in the

infancy of manufacture, when the field of Art-

labour was yet a virgin soil, unbroken and
unsown. Had this impulse been followed up,

what might not have been hoped for in tho
present day? Why has it not? Why are his

works in many respects not only now a source

of marvel but of despair 1 The advanced state

of science offering more valuable aids,—artistic

skill more readily and abundantly available,—the

demand for the finer articles of production vastly

increased,—and yet the void he left, now verging

fast towards a century since, is still a blank.

Manufacturers, ponder on this. Remember
’twas not fame alone he left, though such a fame
were cheaply purchased at the labour of a life,

but with it followed more substantial honours
—a princely fortune.

Rebut the charge which has been too' often

made, that our commercial prosperity as a nation

is more the result of improved facilities for

extended trade, consequent upon the advantages

secured by abundant capital, than to any in-

trinsic merit in the artistic quality of our
manufactures themselves.

England’s mechanical genius is undisputed and
pre-eminent, but this is altogether apart and
separate from taste.

How can we reconcile the sincerity of the
acknowledgment, which most manufacturers
admit, of the absolute necessity that their artisans

should be submitted to a course of Art-education

and toil, through a routine of arduous and con-

tinuous study, to enable them to produce a
more elevated class of labour, with the fact that

they themselves at the same time evidence no
inclination to improve their own capabilities of

assisting in the attainment of that excellence,

or even of recognising and appreciating it when
attained? To the one class, amended and ex-

tended productive knowledge must be but the

hoped result of long and self-denying study

;

while to the other, the power of its estimation

and direction must be presumed the intuitive

and prescriptive quality
; a vested possession,

unsought and too often unprized.

This is a most singular position, as remarkable
in its selection as it is unfortunate in its opera-

tion.

If they really and sincerely feel the imperative

necessity, for their own interests only, of an
improved status in Art-products, and that this is

to be attained through the operation of the

schools—let them at least evidence this conviction

by a frequent personal attendance at the classes

;

let their presence stimulate the exertions of those

by whose efficiency they mustlargely benefit, while
the examination of the various well selected

examples of artistic skill surrounding them,
will enlarge and improve their own competence
to direct and apply the advanced powers of those

under their control. The general apathy of
manufacturers in this respect has had a very
unfavourable and injurious effect upon the opera-

tions of the provincial Schools of Design, of

which, as a rule, they have been selected to

form a directory, and their indiscriminate ap-

pointment is open to well-grounded objection.

When its members combine with the advantages
of their standing, acknowledged taste and judg-

ment, then will their influence materially tend
to the furtherance of the task involved, and
their accession be most valuable

;
but these

qualities should be the indispensable concomi-
tants to the appointment. It seems an anomaly
that the very parties whose productions have
been censured, and for whose improvement the
schools were founded, should be trusted with
the office of directing their own amendment.
To many the task is altogether distasteful and
irksome, and the duties devolving upon its per-

formance consequently neglected.

The efficiency of the manufacturer cannot be
too highly estimated nor too rigidly enforced,

for the interests dependent upon it are vital to

the growth and extension of British commerce

—

the application and adaptation of the labour of
the schools in its subsequent employment is in

the main entrusted to him. In general he decides

upon the merit of the various designs submitted
to him ; upon his veto depends which shall be
adopted, which rejected, and what alterations

shall be made prior to production. He becomes
in fact the censor of the work upon which he
sits in judgment, and just as he is qualified for

the task will it be well or ill performed. How
often has it occurred, when in the discharge of

this duty he has selected portions of examples in

various styles to form a compound suited to his

peculiar relish ?—a dash of Gothic—relieved by
a spice of Renaissance—sobered by an infusion of

Grecian—and enlivened by a flow of Ai’abesque

—

an absurdity of “confusion worse confounded,”

mingled but misunderstood.

Vain have been the pleadings ofthe unfortunate

designer against this ruthless mutilation of the

hopeful offspring of his racked and harassed

brain : aghast he stands in mute despair : vain

the protest against this sacrifice of the unities
;

Midas wills it, and all theories of taste must fall

before the practice of his whim. Old Astley, the

celebrated equestrian, noticing a drummer in his

band during the overture not joining in the per-

formance, asked him tho reason he did not play

—

the musician replied that it was a rest—“A rest !

”

exclaimed the indignant manager, “ I don’t payyou
to rest, beatup directly !” Just so, the factory Solon

does not pay for unities. His proficiency then
becomes an important feature in the economy of
the general scheme, and as far as the operation

of the schools has as yet tended, through lack

of practical bearing, they have done little to

disperse the confusion of ideas under which he
has so long laboured.

Whether sincere or not, the outcry for help

from the proselytes to taste, was loud and general,

and had anything, that by the most favourable

construction could even have been mistaken for

efficient aid been rendered, all would have been
satisfactory ; but after twelve years of turning

and stumbling, it is discovered that the blind

have been leading the blind. Let us examine
one cause of this.

The masters of the schools and the manufac-
turers have been, generally speaking, in a false

and mistaken position with regard to each other.

The master gave the manufacturer credit for

understanding what it was he required, and was
prepared to assist in its fulfilment

;
while the

manufacturer not only expected to have his

wants supplied, but to be told what those wants

were, or rather had to be taught what those

wants should be ; the practical requisites which
the masters could not, by any possibility, upon
their first location in the seat of a manufacture

novel to them, be supposed to understand, the

manufacturer should have been competent to

have supplied. But was this found to be the
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case?—We believe that tbc almost unanimous
report of tlie masters would testify their dis-

appointment.
It has been stated by manufacturers, in evi-

dence before the committee of the House of
Commons upon this question, that “they are

continually on the look out for good designs,

but cannot find them.” Now, such an assertion

must be duly balanced against the qualification

of the seeker for the task he has imposed upon
himself, before its proper weight can be es-

timated.

Far be it from our wish or purpose'to conceal

or deny the general inefficiency of designers
themselves to produce such a class of composi-
tion as would bear the test of sound judicious

criticism ; this inefficiency is acknowledged and
deplored

;
the object of these papers is not to

shield the incompetency of any means necessary
to the attainment of the end, but to render
service to all ; and this is most effectually done
by revealing the whole plain truth. Let the
position of designers and artisans be what it

may, this can be proved, beyond a doubt, that

far superior works have emanated from them,
and that they are capable of executing those of

a far higher quality, than generally meet the
,

public eye and form the staple of manufacturing
products. The real stumbling-block in the patli

of improvement is not the shadowy fear of
public patronage, but the substantial reality, in

the absence of appreciating and assisting power
in those directing them. What is not rightly

understood, cannot be properly estimated ; there
stands the rock a-head. Let a better class of

designers be educated, and unless those for whom
they labour possess the qualification to estimate
and direct their efforts, “ cui bono ? ” A man of

talent will, with the very worst materials within

his control, work out a task that shall win our
admiration

;
but a dunce, with all the aids and

appliances which the ingenuity of others has
placed at his disposal, will but prove his own
incompetency. Had “ good designs ” been really

wanted, extraneous help might have been sought
and obtained beyond the pale of the factory

limits.

Is there not rather a vague and unsettled
notion in the manufacturing mind as to what a
“ good design ” is

;
and does not this confusion

extend itself to all that comes within the sphere
of its operation ? Has there been a single mons-
trosity perpetrated that has not found its pro-

ductive advocates, who claim for it that doubtful
title—and should perverted taste have secured
for it a successful sale, (that pocket touch-stone),

how many will be found to question, much less

deny, its right to the cognomen ? Has it the
same meaning within the walls of the schools of
design, that it implies within the walls of the
manufactory ?—and if not, if there be not a

unanimity of idea upon this important point,

then is the very first and most important step
in the march of progress yet to be made.
From this fact the l’elative position of the

manufacturers and the masters of the schools,

has too often been a parallel case to that of
Captain Cuttle while officiating in the optician’s

shop, during the mysterious disappearance of its

proprietor, Sol Gills, and his would-be customer,

so vividly depicted in Dickens’ “Dombey.”
Prefacing that Rob, alluded to, is the shop assis-

tant, let the illustrious author speak '.for him-
self :

—

“And how is master, Rob? ” said Polly.

“Well, I don’t know, mother, not much to

boast on. There ain’t no bis’ness done, you see.

He don't know anything about it,—the Cap'en
don’t. There was a man came into the shop
this very day, and says, ‘ I want a so-and-so,’ he
says,—some hard name or other. ‘A which ?

’

says the Cap’en. ‘ A so-and-so,’ says the man.
‘ Brother,’ says the Cap'en, ‘ will you take a ob-
servation round the shop ?

’
‘ Well,’ says the

man, ‘ I ’ve done it.’ * Do you see what you
want?’ says the Cap’en. ‘ No, I don’t,’ says the
man. 1Do you know it when you do see it ?

’

says the Cap'en. ‘No, I don’t,’ says the man.
‘ Why then, I ’ll tell you wot, my lad,’ says the
Cap'en, ‘you’d better go back and ask wot it ’s

like, outside, for no more do I.’
”

Now, the “good design ” always being looked
after, is the “so-and-so” of the extract. The

schools and the manufacturers do not, at present,

understand each other on this head. The masters
indeed, know what are the requisites in the for-

mation of a “ good design
”
as admitted by artistic

knowledge based upon the diligent and careful

study of the perfections of Art-inspiration, in the
exemplification of ancient and modern styles,

and would cheerfully labour to furnish this : but
the good design wanted is of a very different

order of inventive speculation ;—it is, in truth,

but a “ so-and-so.”

Sir Joshua Reynolds observes that “Every
seminary of learning may be said to be sur-

rounded by an atmosphere of floating know-
ledge,” and no one susceptible to the impression
will doubt its truth and force. Let then this

atmosphere be freely breathed, let there be a
frequent and regular intercourse between the
masters and the manufacturers, in which opinions

and requirements may bo fairly discussed, and
principles of suggestive action duly canvassed,

and thus cement the bond of mutual interest.

What deters them ? Surely the task is not
beneath them; to learn to do that “well,”

which, “well or ill” they have to do, is no
ignoble duty. Allison justly observes, “ Even
the necessary arts are exalted into dignity by
the genius that can unite beauty with utility.”

Why be content with prayers to Jupiter instead

of putting their own shoulders to the wheel?
The faculty of improved perception, from
which all refinement of taste has its origin,

must have means and scope for development
and action

;
it can only be acquired by habits of

investigation and comparison, but once possessed,

it will continue its improving course as long as

the energies of the mind retain their force and
vigour.

In the improvement of the Art-workman,
example is as potent an auxiliary as education
itself. It necessarily involves a foregone prepa-
ration, it is preceded by and is consequent upon
instruction, and manufacturers and their repre-

sentatives in direction, ought to present in

themselves personal evidence of its possession
and its attendant value and influence.

Earnestly would we urge upon the youth of

the manufacturing districts to enroll themselves
as students of their local Schools of Design.
Though deprecating as we do the mistaken
course in their direction, which has marred the
higher purposes for which they were instituted,

still we hesitate not to declare, that as drawing
schools upon a sound basis, and upon terms so

moderate as to be accessible to the working
classes generally, they must be the means of
great and substantial advantage to those who
wisely profit by their help, and through them
and their labours, will exercise a salutary influ-

ence upon the community at large.*

The objects forming the working materials of
the schools are generally chosen with consider-

able judgment, and present exemplifications of

the perfection of ancient and modern styles, the
repeated examination of which must force upon
the dullest comprehension, an innate admission
of their beauty, and an irresistible desire to

know in what that beauty consists, and the
means by which its essence has been embodied.
The educational influence which works of art

exercise upon the youthful imagination, for good
or evil, according to their quality, is scarcely

admitted to the full extent in which it operates.

Benjamin West, when President of the Royal
Academy, imperatively urged the advantages
which would result, if drawing became a part of
general education, communicating as it would, to

all connected with the mechanic arts, a superior

skill and taste, and through them influencing the
general improvement of the people. He writes,
“ The influence of taste thus early engrafted, and
extending itself to all classes of manufacture, will

meet the higher and more wealthy orders, whose
accomplished minds will feel and relish the

* Since writing the nbove we are gratified to learn that
the system of 11 exceptional classes for adults,” upon the
principle advocated in the first part of this article, is

about to be adopted at some of the provincial schools. We
have no doubt of the vast benefits that will result from
it to the Hite of the Art-workmen, particularly desirable

at the present time, when the purposed Exposition of 1851
will call into active operation the highest available talent

that can be obtained. We shall allude to this more parti-

cularly on a future occasion.

increase of elegance diffused over their domestic
retirements. For never have, and never will,

the arts take root in any country, till the people

of that country generally feel and understand
the constitutional excellence and refinement of

domestic comforts which they spread around
them.” Again ho writes—“ I know no peoplo
since the Greeks, who have indicated a higher

promise to equal them, than the British nation.

But this can only take place when the whole
mass of tlie people shall be awake to the useful-

ness of the arts and the splendour they confer

;

and that every province would then afford the

means of cherishing them, by exhibition and
patronage, with the same pride the Greeks filled

their temples, or the Italians their churches,

with works whose fame is now fixed for ever.”

This was the conviction of a time-honoured
experience in one, whose judgment demands
consideration and deference.

The perfection of Greek Art was not more
directly the consequence of a higher order of
intuitive intellectual qualification, than it was
relatively the result of the continuous influence

of the generally elevated standard of Art-labour
(from that employed upon the ordinary vessels

of domestic utility to the exalted representations

of the heroes of mythic tradition), by which they
were constantly surrounded. It was an era of

Art-feeling and Art-worship. The daily and
hourly recurrence to objects of beauty and pro-

portion, however humble the material forming
their composition, must inevitably have exercised

upon their judgment an expansive and corrective

power. The silent, gradual, and permanent,
though almost unconscious teaching, which tho
youthful mind derives from such early associa-

tions, is as incalculably valuable as it is indelibly

lasting.

So in our own time the frequent observation
of, and association with, the monstrosities which
form the bulk of our Art-manufactures, in the
same ratio exercise their unhealthy and baneful

influence upon the vitality and growth of na-

tional taste. In youth the sight becomes accus-

tomed to them, before thejudgment is sufficiently

ripened to question their propriety, or tho
standard of criticism consequent upon compara-
tive investigation, is raised in the mind, to
arraign their enormities. Even in maturer years,

the object which at first sight disgusted us by
its offensive absurdity, will, upon repeated con-

tact, to some extent modify its repulsive effect,

and thus tend to weaken the barrier which
taste raises against tho incursions of barbaric
usurpation, witnessing to the truth of tho old
maxim, that “ evil communications corrupt good
manners."

It is an oft-used assertion, and one which
cannot be too frequently repeated and enforced,

that beauty is as cheap, and often cheaper, than
deformity. This truth is disputed only by those
who cannot distinguish between tho two. The
trouble that is often taken, and the perverted
ingenuity that is brought into action to produce
some monstrous effort of novelty—some galvanic

spasm of abortive whim—is vexatiously remark-
able. One tithe of tho effort, a fraction of tho
labour judiciously applied, would have realised

a happy issue, but the conquest would have been
easy, and therefore beneath the aim of these

champions of self-created difficulties. We may
admit tho “ difficulty ” of the task imposed, but
the admission is followed by the same regret

expressed by Dr. Johnson under similar cir-

cumstances, that it had not been “ impossible.”

Generally these productions bear no more
affinity to true proportion and elegance than the

contortions of the mountebank do to tho grace

and easo of the Apollo, and yet tho poses of tho

juggler are effected but with long and painful

exertions.

If “ a thing of beauty is a joy for ever,” and it

is heresy against Art-religion to doubt its truth,

what griefs has manufactured ugliness caused

for the endurance of suffering humanity.

Though it is impossible at once to stom tho

influx of that flood of vitiated taste, engendered

by a corrupt pandering to the cravings of a

cheap and greedy vanity, still it is practicable to

breast the violence of the tide, and to divert its

course into clearer channels, through whoso
passage it must necessarily be purged and
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purified. It has been too often proved that a

superior production has resulted in an increased

demand to render that position problematical
;

and those only are deaf to the teaching of this

lesson, who are also blind to the appreciation of

the possessive merit it enforces.

It will admit of question whether the worst

design, which by a large and successful sale has

furnished the anti-taste party with data whereon

to expound and propagate the errors of their

creed, may not within itself have possessed some
latent principle of good, the fortunate accident

of its birth, either in felicity of colour or effec-

tive contrast, whose appeal has won the general

sympathy ; not in consequence of the absurdity

and outrageous vagaries in which it has been
shrouded, but in spite of them ;

and which prin-

ciple, if worked out with more adventitious and
becoming aids, would have insured a still in-

creased, and at the same time, a creditable

success.

The very fact that such productions in such a

state have had a chance of success, by being

submitted to public notice, is a reflection upon
the manufacturer from whom they have ema-
nated, and the lament that often accompanies

the declaration that such perpetrations suit the

public taste, is but sheer cant. The public

pocket is too often the sole source of anxiety

;

and the means of access to it are not too scrupu-

lously scanned. The object of art has been
altogether lost sight of in the pursuit of gain

;

the desire of profit alone, without even the wish

for its realisation from creditable sources, has

retarded the progress of manufacturing skill

most seriously. In many branches of manufac-

ture the designs are selected, and large stocks

worked off, before the poor, abused public, have
anything to do with the matter, and being made,
it is unnecessary to state that, bad or good, no
efforts will be wanting to force a sale ; and it is

lamentable to observe in how many instances

the recommendation of a seller is allowed to

outweigh the promptings of a better judgment
in the purchaser. Still it is gratifying to know,
that to a veiy considerable extent, and in a

degree which daily experience confirms as in-

creasing, the manufacturer is being taught by
the public—the consumer is in advance of the

producer. Now let us just review the ordeal

through which manufactured designs pass prior

to meeting the public eye ; the filtration to

which they are subject, which unfortunately, in

the aggregate, works in a reversed process, by
which all the better particles are washed away,

and the grosser alone remain.

First, the manufacturer himself; next, the
buyer for wholesale houses

;
then the retailer.

We have sufficiently alluded to the first

influence, and it would be but iteration to enlarge

upon it further.

The next agent, acting more immediately on
printed fabrics, is the wholesale “ buyer.” As a

very just description of this class, and particu-

larly worthy of notation, we extract from a con-

temporary the notice of a correspondent as con-

firmatory of our own opinions.

Uneducated “ Buyers."—There is an evil in our trade
(Manchesterand Glasgow prints) which it is most desirable
should be remedied as soon as possible. Our goods, in the
first instance, are selected for purchase by young men of
wholesale firms, who are called the “buyers.” They are,

therefore, practically the first, and are very important
judges. I am sorry to say they are generally quite un-
educated and unfit for the task. I doubt if many of them
can even draw, far less use a colour-brush. As for a
knowledge of the principles of taste or design, they would
jeer at the very mention of them. Their chief standard
for selection is the resemblance of a pattern to what is at
the time in vogue. Novelty is the main inducement to

them to buy. Excellence in design is not heeded by
them at all, for they are quite insensible to it. If so be a
good pattern is chosen and it sells well, it has no chance
of being bought again. The buyer puts it aside for some
greater novelty. So little judgment have these young
gentlemen that, however good the pattern and successful
its sale, in far too many instances the majority of them
will not select it again, but they run to other patterns not
nearly so good, because they are merely novel. You will
thus see that the state of the education of these young
men is a most important item in the progress of design

;

and it would be a great service if their employers would
insist that they should produce not only certificates of
having attended at some School of Design, but also show
specimens, at least, of an ability to draw and perceive
accurate forms. A class for the instruction of these
“buyers" would be of great value towards improving
desi z.

Cheapside.

This is evidently from the pen of one in the
“ secrets of the prison house,” and “ Cheapside ”

experience upon this branch of the subject is

invaluably conclusive.

Too great publicity cannot be given to this

position of affairs ; consumers should know the

counteracting influences at work to prevent the

good design (certified as always being looked for)

from ever coming into sight. The evils of this

system are so self-evident that it would but
weaken their force to enter into further details

of its baneful working.
This trial endured, next comes the retailer’s

turn, and here, alas ! few and far between are

the chances for gratulation which the transition

offers. His primary object in the selection of

his patterns is to choose those which, in reference

to the amount of show, he can purchase at the

cheapest rate and sell at the dearest. The
superior class of manufacturers— those who
really desire to amend the present standard of

Art-labour—are, to a very material extent, most
seriously hindered by the operations of their

inferiors, who, themselves the disciples of a per-

verted taste, seek but gaudy blazon and display,

offered at prices which tempt the retailer, by
the hope of realising from them larger profits

than a better class of article bought at a fair

remunerative value could probably admit, and
thus fatally cripple all improving efforts. There
is an unhealthy cheapness mutually alike de-

structive of the interests of the employer and
employed, producing risk of capital to the one,

with ill-requited toil, want, and privation, to the
other.

He who by superior ability and knowledge
can produce an article ministering either to our
luxuries or our necessities, at a reduced rate with-

out sacrifice or injury to the interests of those
engaged in its processes, is a general benefactor,

as he thus extends the available resources of

social enjoyment, and increases the attendant
comforts of civilisation. Not so he who seeks

to force an extended trade, at prices which
neither allow the admission of creditable work,
nor admit the payment to those employed in its

execution of the just and fair remuneration for

their labour. The love of show, which the cheap-

ness (so deemed) of a certain class of productions
tends to generate and supply, threatens in its

spread the best interests of trade. It is a leading
characteristic of the times—and a most repulsive

and degrading feature. Successively have passed
the Golden age—the age of Bronze—but lately

the Iron age : are we not fast verging on “ The
Age of Tinsel V' The desire to possess a seeming
“ bargain ” often blinds the purchaser to the

means, alike morally and physically destructive,

that have been used to produce it, but which, if

laid bare, would in every rightly balanced mind
cause the bait to be indignantly and honestly

repelled. Infected by this commercial “ plague
spot ” the retailer makes his selection from the
executed designs, and so affected, can it be pre-

sumed the best would be selected, even if they
were appreciated ? But the very qualities requi-

site in the formation of a’“ good design ” (harmo-
nious colour' and subordinate arrangement) are

prohibitory of the “ startling effects ” which too
often enlist his sympathy.

Honourable exceptions there are to this class,

many whose names are eminently connected
with the furtherance of all progressive efforts

in Art-manufactures, but still the far greater pro-

portion are amenable to these strictures, and we
best serve the interests of the former by exposing
the degrading competition to which they are

subject, and by which they suffer.

What manufacturer of any eminence would
be content to have his resources estimated by
the quality of his productions, selected to form
the ordinary stock of an average retail establish-

ment. We believe not one. The influence that

the retailer exercises upon the general character

of artistic products, is of vast import to their

quality and success. Vain were it to expect
that manufacturers will persist in the production
of a higher class of Art, if the medium through
which it has to be submitted to the consumer is

adverse to, or ignorant of, its merits; thus
crushing all reasonable hope of public appre-
ciation and remunerative demand.

Serious has been the issue from this cause,

to many a spirited and regenerative effort, and
the most enterprising and intelligent of our

manufacturers will evidence to this truth.

In far too many cases the purchaser is led by
the dictum of the shopkeeper; and the parrot

cry of “ the fashion," is too often allowed to

deafen the ear to the whispers of offended taste.

In the majority of cases this professedly disinte-

rested anxiety in the choice of the pattern is

really but a cloak under which he seeks to

relieve himself from a heavy stock which his

want of taste in selection has made unsaleable.

Should question be made as to the quality of

the proffered articles, with reiterated assurances

the dubious buyer is informed that the stock

comprises the very best and newest productions

of the most eminent firms.

Happily the public has now better means of

forming its own judgment on this matter ; the

healthy influence of the various Exhibitions of

Art-manufactures, both in London and the provin-

cial towns, to which the manufacturers them-
selves send their contributions, has tended to

open direct communication betweenthem and the

public, and has been the means, in many instances

which have occurred to our own knowledge, of
compelling reluctant shopkeepers to order works
of a superior description (which they had pre-

viously declined), finding there is an appreciation

of and demand for them, and fearing the con-

sequent loss of trade by not having a supply.

The stimulus also'which the judicious arrange-

ment and exposition of the better class of works
of manufactured Art, both English and Conti-

nental, which for some time attracted so much
attention to the office of the Art-Journal, when
located in the Strand, must not be overlooked.

The public there saw a class of Art-labour

superior to what had been offered to notice

before, and immediate inquiry and subsequent
demand was the result ; manufacturers them-
selves confessed in many instances that the
productions there exhibited, in their own branch
of Art, were beyond their previous knowledge
of its capabilities. A considerable impetus was
also given to the artistic economy of shop deco-

ration ; the taste evidenced in the disposition

of the specimens was a hint not thrown away, as

the windows of some of our first-class retail

establishments now bear satisfactory witness.

But the crowning test of the relative status of
English Industrial Art is about to be applied :

the proposed Exposition of the Art products of
j

all nations, in 1851, immediately projected by
His Royal Highness Prince Albert, for whose
stimulative, honourable, and zealous exertions

in their welfare, English manufacturers, and
through them the English nation, should and
do feel proudly grateful, is looked forward to
with the deepest interest. The direction of the
necessary details of action involve a most delicate

and arduous duty, and imperative is the require-

ment that no cause for doubt arise as to the
honest and truthful discharge of its functions.

On every side the public enthusiasm is un-
bounded, and the project received with hearty
welcome, pregnant with sanguine hope. The
avowal of confidence in the issue as regards

England's supremacy, so general at the various

meetings held in reference to this subject, is

however, upon reflection, not unfraught with the

fear of disappointment that threatens, from the

evident oblivion under which the minds of the
mass labour as to the positive requirements
that success demands. If this foretaste of
triumph be based upon present or past executive

capabilities, there is much cause to apply the

old adage “’twixt the cup and the lip:’’ if, more
reasonably, it ground itself upon express efforts

of immediate exertion and progressive advance,

then it may herald the advent of a brighter day
in the annals of the useful arts. It is worse
than useless to be satisfied with attending meet-

ings in favour of the plan, speaking its approval,
“ cheering for a clear stage and no favour ;

” and
then returning back to tread again the old path,

and dull plodding pace of benighted mediocrity.

Efforts to be effective must be immediate, for

there is but little time for action ; 1851, to those

who live to see it, will soon arrive, and where
those called to act in the scene have yet to learn

their parts, the intervening year will soon have
told its tale. Let manufacturers remember the
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contest is “ universal,” so will he the fame, an
enviable distinction, worthy all labour, and only
to be won after a severe and arduous struggle.

Unless the difficulty bo duly estimated, it is

hopeless to expect an effective preparation to

meet it worthily
;
and what might, if wisely

turned to account, become a source of national

pride, may end in national defeat and humilia-

tion. Already the Continental manufacturers in

thehigherbranches of Art are prepared to swamp
us entirely, were the Exhibition next year instead
of that succeeding it

;
we have but one year’s

breathing time, we were about to add, but it is

not so, we have but one year’s wear and tear of
mind and body before us, by which to make
some atonement for the apathetic lethargy in

which time past has been dosed away.
The time had need be carefully husbanded,

every hour duly estimated, no exertion checked
by niggardly denial of the necessary means for

its efficient action, to give us even the chance of
a chance ; for we must not estimate the task as

one of conquest only over the laurels already
gained

;
the same time we have for preparation

is also at the disposal of those already far

advanced beyond us. The ground must be at

once prepared, and the seed sown to realise a
golden crop in that year of hope and expectancy.
Let the spirit, animating the future competitors
upon the platform, return with them and direct
the operations of the factory

; let it breathe the
influence of emulative encouragement upon the
exertions of their artizans, and let the necessary
means, demanded by the emergency to supply
the requisite ammunition for carrying on to a
successful issue this utilitarian war, be liberally

and promptly rendered. Those who are now
loudest in their paeans of coming victory have
never ventured in the field of action, and know
not its dangers and its risks.

If English manufacturers with the disadvan-
tages under which they have laboured, through
want of that encouragement from the state,

which has been so effectual and prominent a
help to the exertions of their Continental rivals,

can in the forthcoming trial maintain a proud
and honourable position, the credit due to them
will be enhanced by that fact

;
but successful or

not in the awarded distinctions, the competition
must result in their eventual benefit, from the
after impetus given by twelve months’ efforts to

improve. For the present we dismiss this part
of the subject thus briefly, but it will have
frequent and serious consideration in the pages
of the Art-Jowrnal, in which its advocacy was
first promulgated

,
and has been since untiringly

enforced.

In conclusion we would remark, that the pre-

sent is an opportunity for the Schools of Design
to test their utility, and come to the rescue

;

they may be of valuable assistance in the coming
campaign, and manufacturers should at once
cordially and reliantly seek that aid and impress
it into their service, for with all their acknow-
ledged deficiencies of practical bearing, all their
disappointment of the high expectancy to which
their foundation gave birth, they are and will be
the surest source from which England may
expect a generally improved and extended class

of Art-workmen.
B.

SOME THOUGHTS ON CHILDREN’S
BOOKS.

A PEEP AT THE JUVENILE LITERATURE OF
1849.

BY MRS. S. C. HALL.

The more we turn over volume after volume
of children’s books, the more we feel assured
that the present century has produced only one
writer of juvenile fiction capable of conveying
amusement and instruction in a form so attrac-
tive, so full of interest, so thoroughly and
entirely useful, that whenever we feel it right to
give books to a child, the first we must give
are those which Maria Edgeworth has written.
They were the first given to ourselves ; the

first, most probably, presented to all who, during
the last five-and-twenty years, have been doing

their* best—aided by increased and increasing

knowledge, illumined by the new lights that

are perpetually dancing, even to dazzling, around
us—to aid and assist the young—to train as well

as teach “ ideas how to shoot and yet no writer

for children has achieved the strength and
simplicity of this great teacher. The Early Lessons
of Maria Edgeworth are as cherished, as useful

aids in education to the parents of the present

race of children, as they were to the parents

of those who find nothing to supersede them,

—

that is to say,—as far as they go.

We hope not to be misunderstood. We do
not say there are not many admirable books writ-

ten and published for the young, books of the

same class as, although inferior to, Mrs. Hofland’s

valuable story of “ The Son of a Genius,” which
achieved not only a European, but a universal

popularity. We remember being charmed by
several of Harriet Martineau’s tales

;
we felt their

truth and beauty, and thought them well adapted
to convey information to, and create an interest

in, young minds,—leading them to consider the
union of cause and effect. These were not in-

tended as children's books
;
but we constantly see

books as much beyond the comprehension of

mere children, as those we have named, placed

in their hands by vain parents or injudicious

teachers, who seem to consider the juvenile

school-room a forcing-house, rather than the gar-

den of natural and wholesome study.

It is far more difficult to write for the children

of the present day than it was to write for those
of the past. They are, of course, the same race

of beings, but differently “got up;’
1

they are

knowledge-crammed ; there is no care beyond
what was called into action in our young days
to regulate the temper or cultivate the affec-

tions ; an undue preponderance is given to intel-

lect—hard, dry, intellect
; no hymns are written

that improve upon Doctor Watts’s; not half

the necessary investigation as to the moral
training of the nursery governess, although
she is tortured by intellectual queries; young
masters and misses in general are rather mini-

ature men and women than genuine “ chil-

dren
;

” they talk of things which it is im-

possible they can understand ; they are parrot-

taught
;
they are pallid from mingled study and

injudicious treatment ; they are alternately over-

worked, pampered, and exhibited. Since litera-

ture has become the fashion, and people of rank
make a plaything of the pen,—toying with the

flame of snap-dragon, and fancying they are

playing with heaven’s own lightning,—since

such pastimes have been “ the mode,” chil-

dren, or little more than children, write

rhymes and tales
;
and foolish parents show or

repeat them, or make the little ones do so
;
and

they are admired for their “ intellect,” and
pressed into an unhealthy condition of display

and excitement; the blooms are forced long
before the feeble stalks have strength to pro-

duce or to support them ;
the simple natural

book suited to their age would not be suited

to their taste—a taste as artificial and unna-
tural as the half melo-dramatic religious tales

which it became the fashion, some few years
ago, to set up as superior to Miss Edgeworth’s
“Moral Tales,” but which are now only remem-
bered as proofs of the evil of attempting to treat

sacred subjects with a familiarity that never did,

and never can, beget serious, much less sacred

thoughts.

We would not for a moment assume that

religious books are not to be placed in children’s

hands
;
but we would have them chiefly confined

to Bible Readings? so that the child may early

cultivate the habit of looking only to the blessed

source of Christian life and light, for religious

instruction, for comfort, for inspiration,—so that

the word of Holy Writ may be associated

from youth upwards, with every idea of wor-
ship. It has long been our view of this most
important part of education, that a portion of

every day should be devoted to religious reading,

study,andprayer. This periodshould be reverently
thought of, and a portion of time be devoutly set

apart for the purpose
;

a wise, tender, and
judicious teacher should bring the little child’s

words and actions to trial at such seasons, avoid-

ing particularly the evil habit of always arraying

its misdeeds, and overlooking those little triumphs

of temper and forbearance, those exercises of love
and charity, with which the child should be
taught that God is well pleased, and brought
to lay before Him, as an offering of obedience
and of love. The time thus spent at the com-
mencement of the day will shed a halo over
its duration, and add a fresh enjoyment to

the moral and intellectual instruction which
such books as Maria Edgeworth's cannot
fail to impart ; but let us, while we are

thankful that these models of juvenile story

literature for children, are always with us,

and while we regret that none of her fol-

lowers have attained such excellence in that

particular line, be thankful that amid the in-

flux of children’s books there are many which
either entirely, or in a degree, are well cal-

culated to add to the wisdom and cultivate the
affections of the little people who crowd around
us,—particularly at this home-loving and happy
Christmas time,—for proofs of interest and affec-

tionate kindness towards them.
Some few years ago it was not only religion

in starch and buckram, long-windedand fatiguing

stories of prodigy children, a biography of an
early saint, who, according to one writer, “ did

not know the Lord until her seventh year,”

—

and another, who was “ converted in her sixth,”

—it was not only this order of books that occa-

sioned a paralysis ofjuvenile spirit and innocent

joy in our nurseries, but the shelves of the
domestic book-case were weighed down by
scientific books, deep enough to perplex the
mighty ones of Queen’s College. Imagination was
placed beneath an extinguisher

;
every toy was a

science
;
and, as to tales of Fay or Fairy—none

such were permitted to show the hem of their

gossamer garments within the limits of a play-

ground. “ Cinderella ” was considered almost

immoral ;

“ Robinson Crusoe ” was banished to

an island more solitary than that from which he
escaped; the “Arabian Nights” were sneered

into oblivion
;
and if even the “ Ugly Duck ”

had been offered to a publisher in those days,

it would have been declined as “ dangerous ” to

the masters and misses of Old England.
We have, in a great degree, escaped from these

melancholy restrictions. Innocent fictions, (and

some, both foreign and domestic fictions, that

certainly are not innocent), have been supplied

to lessen the mental labour which mistaken zeal

for improvement imposed on the very young,
while some exceedingly able and right-minded

people still work very hard to “ground” youth,

until they destroy its elasticity and render it

prematurely old, without the isoundness which
is only born of experience ;

and others again

persist in rendering “helps,” mindless encum-
brances to memory. There are, however. Heaven
bless them for it ! many who are desirous of
stimulating a torpid imagination, and prevent-

ing the affections from lying fallow; thus we
have Poems and Tales by Mary Howitt, which
are never-failing sources of pleasure during

the long winter evenings, when the fire burns
brightly, and children entreat for a new poem
or a new story. The Messrs. Chambers', of

Edinburgh, who were the first to combine
good and cheap literature, and whose pros-

perity has stimulated, not enervated, their ex-

ertions, give us, from time to time, “ Tales for

the Young,” in a reasonable and beautiful

form, which, though short of our standard of

excellence,—a standard raised by Maria Edge-
worth, and which floats as a monument over

her grave,— usually convey lessons of tmth
and usefulness. Miss Edgeworth entertained

so high an opinion of the influence and cha-

racter of these gentlemen, that, notwithstand-

ing the entreaties of the London publishers,

who wei’e eager to secure anything from her

pen, she gave them “ Orlandino," written when
she had numbered nearly eighty years ; and
though the book would not sustain comparison

with her earlier works—as an evidence of the

invention and vigour of her mind at that age,

and as a proof of her undying affection and
tenderness towards the young—it is as precious

to our feelings as her more valuable publications

are to our judgment.
The great difficulties to surmount in juve-

nile literary composition are those of writing

either above the comprehension of children—and

!
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thus injuring their minds by over straining, or

becoming inexplicable to them altogether—or

descending to their feebleness and giving them
neither wholesome exercise nor healthful stimu-

lants. No parent or teacher is justified in putting

a book into a child's hands without a careful

perusal of its contents, and due reflection as to

the capability and character of the little creature

for whom the gift is intended. The thoughtful

and reflective child will require its imagination

to be frequently awakened, and its sympathies
called forth

;
while every effort must be made

to wile the careless and the gay to thought and
reflection. Much of the most important balance

of character depends upon juvenile training
;
but

this is rather in the hands of the teacher than

the publisher ; the latter may do his best, but

the teacher must make the selection ; and be
especially careful to choose according to the

j

natural disposition of the child,—giving imagina-

tive and playful works to the dull and gloomy,

matter-of-fact books to the less thoughtful and
over-fanciful; and so apportioning tasks that

they may be always a profit as well as a pleasure.

Precocity is not wisdom, repetition is not

knowledge
;
every thingforced out of its natural

growth is, more or less, unhealthy and dis-

agreeable
;
boys do not get on faster at Harrow,

or Eton, or Rugby, than they used, or make a

better figure as young men at the Universities

than in the olden time. Girls, despite the fixed

period for “coming out" rush earlier into woman-
hood, talk unblushingly of love and marriage,

waltz and polk with genuine foreign familiarity ;

and a few of the “ gifted ones ” perform manual

i exercises on the pianoforte without the alloy of

tune or taste, mistaking noise for execution, and
the shrug of a bare shoulder for expression.

Such at least are the evidences of early training

which are met under different modifications,

according to the different phases of society in

which you mingle. The higher you go the less

display of this kind you encounter. The young
aristocrat knows her position too well to attempt

competition, or to care for the “ success ” which
is her inheritance. It is certain that the graces

of society do not distinguish the “ Young
Eugland ” race

;
and it is a question worth con-

sidering how we can improve the still younger
who are perpetually springing up around us.

The tone and character of society is changed,

but certainly neither the matter nor the manner
of our literature is improved. Our juvenile

literature in particular has at present no dis-

tinctive feature; unless indeed we give it the

negative sort of praise of being more unaffected

than it was some ten or fifteen years ago, when, as

we have said, a mistaken zeal preached a crusade

against the natural and innocent fictions which
re-create the mind ; but our present literature is

not self-sustained. Mrs. Austin’s exquisite transla-

tion of “ The Story without an End,” sent hosts

of translators to work
;
and with some few

exceptions they have deluged our libraries

with translations, or imitations, of books, our

youth could well dispense with. But we must
acknowledge one great improvement ;

stimulated

by our foreign relations, the taste of our chil-

dren is no longer vitiated or debased by the vile

caricatures—the monstrous daubs which were

j

the “ pictures ” of our childhood. It is almost

impossible to exceed the excellence of the em-
bellishments of the volumes which are sent

1 forth at a price most wonderful, when we con-

sider the time and learning necessary to such

perfectness
;
and the child’s knowledge of art,

and love of the beautiful, cannot but be fostered

by such examples.

There is certainly no lack of juvenile books ;

many of our readers will remember the delight

felt in their young days by the arrival of a parcel

from “ Harris, of St. Paul’s Churchyard.” He has

been succeeded by Messrs. Grant & Griffith
who have not only pi-odueed many fresh helps

to knowledge, and several well selected tales,

but republished, in more attractive and modern
forms, some of the favourites of our own early

days
;
foremost amongst these is Mrs. Holland's

“Son of a Genius;” (a tale that has enjoyed
celebrity for nearly half a century,) and almost
all this excellent and pure-minded woman's
other juvenile works

; though few of them are

suited for the very young. Mrs. Loudon’s

“ Facts from the World of Nature ” is a fit

Christmas gift to any child, who has num-
bered a dozen years, and the young cannot

be too soon interested in the great facts of

nature, or too early taught the reverence due
to the mysteries they cannot comprehend :

another volume calculated to give the young, or,

indeed, the old, reader, a good deal of information,

is Mrs. R. Lee’s “African Wanderers;” the cha-

racter of the fiction is somewhat stiff and formal,

but Mrs. Lee’s residence in Africa, when she

was Mrs. Edward Bowditch, gave her the expe-

rience of personal observation, which she has

turned to excellent account, and as this is the

second edition, it is evident that the public

value her enterprise and industry as they deserve.

“ The Modern British Plutarch ” is a right

good gift for a “ grown up boy,” or girl, for

both should be taught to reverence those who,
though known to us, are already history

to young England. This was one of the in-

dustrial efforts of a late most valued con-

tributor to this Journal, Dr. Cooke Taylor,

and is a proof of the versatility of his talent

and exceeding industry. His habit of eluci-

dating and simplifying whatever he touched

upon would have rendered him a most valuable

writer for youth ;
if he had devoted his time to

such a purpose his works would have been of

the greatest value to the rising generation. In

strong relief to these, and many other utilities

proceeding with becoming gravity and impor-

tance from “ the comer of St. Paul's Church-

yard,” stands “ Talcs from Denmark,” by the

madcap, Hans Christian Andersen, translated,

con amove, by Charles Boner, and illustrated by
Count Pocci

;
these tales, however unequal in

literary merit, as, indeed, all Hans Ander-

sen’s are, nevertheless become, one and all,

the delight of the young and the refreshment of

the old. “ The Dream of Little Tuck ” is

another story from the same rambling, graphic,

and self-satisfied pen, with enough of imagination

for half a score tales crowded into one. Hans
Christian Andersen is one of the Northern lights

—coming we know not whence—going we know
not where—yet leaving behind a mysterious and
brilliant memory. “ How to be Happy, or Fairy

Gifts,” is a pleasant rechauffe from “ Le Cabinet

des Fees," which would bean awakening present

to imaginative children if they did not weary

of so much fiction. There are some excellent

moral allegories in the volume, and the embel-

lishments consist of eight steel engravings, which

we have seen, we think, before ;
but to a child,

old things become new. “Scenes in Foreign

Lands” is a pleasant school-book, and indeed

a pleasant book out of school, containing facts,

put without ornament or fictitious interest. Such
books are always of value in a school library,

and this has enjoyed a long popularity. The
illustrations, though abundant, are not well ex-

ecuted, though, in general, they are helps to the

information conveyed by the letter-press.

Other juvenile books are upon our table from

the bureau ofArthur Hall, Virtue, & Co. “Pip-

pie's Warning, or mind your Temper,” by Mrs.

Crowe, is a very different sort of book from the
“ Night-side of Nature,” or “ Susan Hopley.” It

is a right pleasant dog-tale of a Dog-star, whose
waywardness and wanderings are told with a

purpose,—and a good purpose it is. We read it

steadily through and were sorry when it was

finished. “ Cola Monti ” is from the delicate and
eloquent pen of the author of “ How to Win
Love ” and so is “ Michael the Miner,’’ less suited

for mere childhood than either of the last named
books. There is a winning^ tenderness in the

style and phraseology of these tales which would
divest more actually severe lessons of their bitter-

ness—the sting of the bee can be cured by
its own honey. “ Stratagems,” by Mrs. Newton
Crosland, is too full of “ stratagems ” to deserve

a place in a juvenile library. It grieves us to

write thus of an author who is in general so

correct in her judgment, and so zealous in doing

right
;
but we are convinced that virtue should

be excited by virtue, and that the longer vice is

kept from the eyes and ears of childhood the

better. These are truths which Miss Edgeworth

took great pains to impress on our own mind,

when its opinion was by no means fixed upon
the best course to pursue, as to whether or not

evil should be put before a child as an incentive

to good,—to “ keep innocency ” is a command of
holy writ,— the difficulty being how to do so ;

but the longer it can be preserved the better, 1

and the more hope there is of its taking root

and bearing a virtuous fruitage. The story is
j

well conceived, and written with much spirit.

Whatever Mrs. Crosland writes she writes care-

fully and with good intent, though in this instance

her judgment is at fault. Books bearing such
titles as “ Stratagems,” and “ The Excitement,”
cany condemnation on their title-pages,—no
matter what moral is tagged to the word.
“ Stratagems,” either active or passive, are the
rock a-head of many a gentle-hearted but timid
child, and the farther away the knowledge of i

such tangled webs is kept the better. The books
issued by this house are veiy nicely “got up,” i

well and firmly bound, and clearly printed, mat-
ters very essential when we remember the class

of readers for whom the volumes we have 1

noticed are intended.

Another city firm was long famous for good
children’s pretty books, and “Harvey & Darton”
were familiar to the mothers of England

;
they

are now succeeded by Yorke, Clarke, & Co., and
the old firm of Gracechurch Street has not dete-

riorated in their hands. The books sent us !

from this house are not only unexceptionable, !

but selected and produced with care and good
taste : a little series of four volumes, entitled

“Miracles of Nature and Marvels of Art,” are in

themselves a perfect school-room treasure
;
the

j

illustrations and letterpress, working well toge-

ther. The object the compiler had in view
in the presentation of truth, whether phy-

sical or moral, in an attractive form, is fully

attained, and we anticipate for these beautiful
I

little volumes an enduring popularity. Of two
other little books, “ Rural Scenes,” and “ City

Scenes,”we need say nothing : theirhaving reached

an eighth edition is, perhaps, sufficient proof

of their popularity, and in this instance it is i

eminently deserved. “ The Boy and the Birds,” 1

by Emily Taylor, with illustrations by Thomas 1

Landseer, is also sufficiently known, and cannot
I

be too popular
;

it is a most charming and most
valuable book. PriscillaWakefield’s" FamilyTour
through the United Kingdom ” has reached its fif-

j

teenth edition. This amiable woman in her timo

enjoyed a large and most deserved share of
;

popularity
;
she was accurate and industrious

;
,

but this volume needs re-writing; the face of

the country is changed ; knowledge is advanced,

and what the young only glanced at in her timo

they now enquire about, and desire to be I

informed upon ;
consequently the information,

though pleasingly given, is meagre in comparison

to what is looked for in the present day.

There is no work that we know containing a

more judicious mingling of both pleasure and
instruction, than the old favourite “ Evenings at

Home,” by Dr. Aikin and Mrs. Barbauld ; a new
edition published by Messrs. Longman, has

been decorated by the graphic pencil of Mr.

Harvey, and re-arranged by Miss Aikin and her

brother
;
this book is a genuine evergreen, full

to overflowing with whatever is beautiful and
instructive ;

it has gone through sixteen editions,

and will most likely find its way through as

many more ;
“ the Evenings ” are such as should

be spent in every English home.
“ Nut Cracker and Sugar Dolly,” a publication

of Mr. Cundall’s, is a very Christmas-sounding

title, and many of the fairy tales contained in

the pretty square book, embellished as it is by
woodcuts after the designs of Lewis Richter, are

pleasant for our little friends, and may create a

merry laugh at the Christmas fire ; but there is

one tale in it to which we take great exception
;

it is called the Christ Child, and is conceived in

the very extravagance of German taste. It is

right and fitting to pray that our wants be

relieved, and it is right also to share our last

crust with those who need, but it is derogatory

to our faith, in a toy-tale, to introduce the

twelve Apostles carrying com and apples, and

Our Saviour lighting a stove with the wood of

his own cross ! Translators should not only per-

form their duties faithfully, but they should

take care that they “ do ” nothing into English

that is offensive—and rightly so—to our religious

feelings.
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While we praise these volumes we cannot
avoid wondering that “ The Juvenile Annual ”

which, of old, Mr. Fisher used to send forth

at this season with some claims to fitness, if

not to excellence, should, despite its gor-

geous pink and gold, and its very pretty
engravings, be so utterly incomprehensible in

its letterpress
;
we mean, of course, incompre-

hensible to the class for whom it is designed

;

the writer, taking for granted that every child

who reads knows quite as much as she does
herself about everything

;
writing, for instance,

in a virtuosi style about the Cathedral at

Antwerp, and thrusting children into love tales

long before they enter their teens.

We have limited this brief and rapid glance

to the well dressed “ genteel ” books, intended
for well bred little masters and misses. Had
we undertaken to notice the training of the
infant schools, and the national school books
employed in the great educational movement
which is heaving upwards the mighty masses of
the population, we should have had a very
different report to give

;
as it is, we have ex-

ceeded our limits, and would simply entreat

I
those who write for children not to think it a

task of light or small importance
;
every book

that a child reads must inevitably do its impres-
sible mind either good or harm. It is an awful
thing to suggest the wrong, or not uphold the
right, to the young. Of all literature, Juvenile

Literature is the most important to thefuture ; and
“ The Child's Book ” cannot be selected with too

much care, and should never be presented with-

out a steady perusal from the first page to the
last.

THE DISTRESSED MOTHER.
FROM THE GROUP IN MARBLE BY

SIR R. WESTMACOTT, R.A.

This very beautiful group of sculpture was the
result of a commission given by Lady Eyre to

Sir R. Westmacott, for a monument to her
6ister, Mrs. Warren, widow of the Bishop of
Bangor. During, however, its exhibition at the
Royal Academy, in 1822, it was seen by the
Marquis of Lansdowne, to whom it was cour-

teously surrendered, aud it is now placed in his

lordship’s mansion, at Bowood. A duplicate was
subsequently finished for Mrs. Warren’s monu-
ment, and a third group has since been executed
for Mrs. Ferguson, of Beal, near Raith, in Scot-

land.

In the composition of this work, with a view
to its original purpose, it was the design of the
sculptor to represent a way-worn and exhausted
female, sitting with her infant in her arms and
her pack at her feet, as if resting on her weari-

some journey ; and this choice of subject had
reference to the benevolent disposition and
character of the lady, the memory of whose
virtues it was intended 'to perpetuate

; so at

least we learn from a letter addressed to Mr.
T. K. Hervcy by Sir R. Westmacott, of which
a paragraph appears in the “ Illustrations of
Modern Sculpture,” edited by Mr. Hervey.
That the “ Distressed Mother,” as here pre-

sented to us, is no common wayside wanderer,
is sufficiently evident in the nobility of expres-

sion which marks her face, even amid its anguish,

and in the delicacy of her form and limbs.

Thought travels, with such an one, to scenes of
comfort—perchance, of luxury, she once enjoyed,
and to a home of happiness whereof she was the
day-star. Hence arise a deeper feeling for her
present condition, and a more hearty sympathy
with her bitterness of soul, rendered still more
poignant by finding the door of hope thus unex-
pectedly closed against her,—the fountain dried
up where, asshehad known, relief was tobe found.
Had the sculptor given to either mother or babe
a more attenuated expression, not only would
the work have lost its artistic beauty, but it

would have failed to unlock those springs of
imagination which carry back the thoughts to
the past, and contrast it with the present.

This group forms a kind of pendant to that of
the “ Happy Mother,” from the chisel of the
same accomplished sculptor, engraved and pub-
lished in the Art-Journal, in July, 1848.

THE EXPOSITION OF FRENCH
INDUSTRY IN LONDON.

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MONSIEUR SALLAN-

DROUZE DE LAMORNAIX.

The great and increasing desire displayed by
the British public to witness the progress of
French Arts and Manufactures, as presented to

view in the National Expositions of Palis, has
originated the present project, by which it is

intended to assemble in one concentrated group,
for the benefit of those who were unable to visit

the Exposition of 1849, the best productions of
Industrial Art which it contained. It has also

been attempted to bring together as many as

possible of the best works which could not be
prepared in time for the Exposition in the
Champs Elysees. The result is far more satis-

factory than we could have anticipated. The
spacious rooms at 13 George Street, Hanover
Square, were taken for the purpose, and M.
Sallandrouze de Lamomaix appointed director

;

and it must be confessed that a great number of
objects which will deeply interest our own manu-
facturers have been contributed, and that the
pleasing effect they produce at first sight is

greatly owing to the judicious and tasteful skill

evinced in their arrangement. In the latter

respect as well as in others, the exhibition has
an advantage over its enormous prototype.
Although in every instance, the best manufac-
turers have not exhibited their ablest perform-
ances, yet probably no exhibition ever before
conveyed at a glance so just an idea of the merits
and defects of French Decorative Art.

The predominant feature of the exhibition,

consists in itsGobelin tapestries and Sevres porce-

lain, standing the more isolated because of a
character never even attempted by the British

manufacturers. The first room is chiefly occupied

by bronzes of a not very high order of Art,

the superb bookbindings of M. Gruel with which
our readers are already sufficiently familiar, and
a very fine silvered tea-urn of a style rather

Venetian than French. The second room con-

tains decorative papers, many of them far above
the common order, and several specimens of

carved furniture, among the most graceful of

which is an ebony chair by M. Faure in the
taste of the eighteenth century. The works of
Messieurs Tahan and Laurent deserve also to be
creditably mentioned.
The third room is an extensive gallery, exca-

vated to some depth so as to obtain considerable
height, for suspending against the walls large

specimens of splendid Aubusson carpets, of
the most brilliant patterns and artistically

blended colours. Amidst these, and almost
casting them into the shade, is the wonderful
specimen of tapestry, representing Peter the
Great saved at the shrine from the Strelitz

conspiracy. This beautiful copy of Steuben’s
celebrated picture is perhaps the finest specimen
ever produced from the looms of Gobelins. It

is undoubtedly the most remarkable production
in the entire collection, but is rather calculated

to excite our astonishment than opr emulation,
for how could the most spirited and enthusi-

astic manufacturer, unless under the immediate
conti’ol of government, venture to commence
such an undertaking at the risk of 4000 guineas,

and in a department of Art which receives so

little patronage 1 Next to this magically woven
picture, is a carpet of Persian design, in which
the arrangement is nearly perfect and the colours

admirably blended. It, of course, emanates
from the Savonnerie, and constitutes a sugges-

tion of no little value and importance to our
Kidderminster manufacturers. The bronzes in

the same apartment are by no means of startling

interest, nor has M. Deniere, who has contri-

buted much, made a happy selection from the
productions of his

.
manufactoiy. We have

already in our notice of the Paris Exposition
spoken favourably of the brass works of M.
Villemsens, of ecclesiastical character, and are

now glad to see them in London. We would
!

especially direct attention to the altar candle-

sticks nearest the centre of the stand devoted
to his manufactures. Among the pianos, placed

contiguously, there is little to admire in a deco-

rative point of view. Of Sevres china there is

a considerable assortment, and many specimens
are of great delicacy of design and execution.
Some small cups of pretty form are so thin
and gossamer-like as to ally them to the far-

famed “egg-shell” of the east; while other
examples of a bolder character have been
mainly suggested by Raffaellc-warc of the six-

teenth century. Of the latter class three speci-

mens are of the utmost beauty ; two of them
are vases of white, blue, and gold, upon one side
ornamented with masks, vine leaves, and leaves
of the convolvulus, and on the other, with seve-
rally a triton and a mermaid. Their forms and
enrichment are equally graceful, but we cannot
commend the brass handles with which they are
furnished. The third specimen is a kind of
flagon or ewer, of the same colours. Its form
seems to be mainly taken from that of some
Limoges productions of Rixman or Courtoys,
while its decoration in the Italian style of ara-

besque ornament with inserted portraits, leaves

little or nothing to be desired. These vases do
not appear to have been finished in time for the
Paris Exposition of 1849. The white biscuit

porcelain exhibited cannot compete cither in

design or quality with the Parian of Messrs.
Copeland or Messrs. Minton in England. The
most meritorious attempts are evident copies of
old Dresden models, with however some such
works as the portrait of Francois I" on horse-

back and others, which are worthy of commenda-
tion. Many enamelled cups and tazzas are
contributed in imitation of the black and white
fabrications of Limoges of the sixteenth century,
but these are very far from equalling the origi-

nals, as the work upon them is generally too
crowded, and the more sparkling colours, which
are occasionally introduced, are for the most
part thin and tinselly. Three very large vases,

from their great value, attract considerable
attention, but we cannot bestow on them our
admiration as to detail, even if their forms be
unexceptionable. A marked feature in Sevres
porcelain of the present day is the frequent use
of neutral tints, an excellent medium very little

understood or appreciated in our own manufac-
tories. Drabs, browns, salmon-colours, &c. pre-

dominate upon the surfaces of vases only here
and there relieved by tints of a more brilliant

hue. In the small corridor leading to the next
room are two pieces of furniture, by Grohe, of
great excellence. One of these, in carved oak,

forms a kind of prie-dieu or private altar-piece.

It is in the Gothic style, and richly ornamented
with panelled tracery, figures, pinnacles, mono-
grams, &c.

;
the lower portion exceeds in beauty

the canopy at the top. The fourth room con-

tains the few objects of scientific machinery
which have been forwarded. Here are also some
of the productions in zinc of the “ Viellc Mon-
tague,” and a picture painted to show the advan-
tages of zinc over lead colours in point of dura-

bility. Both media have been employed in the
painting, and while the lead colours have changed
considerably, the zinc remain perfectly pure.
The fifth, an exceedingly handsome room, sur-

rounded by columns supporting galleries, con-
tains some of M. Delicourt’s delightful paper-
hangings, and a few specimens of the silks of

Lyons, the principal piece embroidered with the
arms of Lyons, being intended for the Hotel de
Ville of that manufacturing city. Near the silk

appears a small but choice collection of gimps
and coach linings, in which department we have
already mentioned that the Parisians are reach-

ing to a high perfection. In the centre of this

room are a large gilt ewer, a salver, the bas-

reliefs on which are taken from the shield and
helmet by Cellini, preserved at Paris, and ar-

ranged round are several superb carpets of
Aubusson, papers from the manufactory of
Zubec, and panels of stamped leather, though
the latter exhibit but little novelty of treatment.

Before ascending the staircase, a case of jewellery

attracts notice, from the establishment of M.
Philip, Passage Choiseul, but conveys no idea of

the great perfection which has been attained in

France by a combination of diamonds and tor-

toise-shell for tliis purpose. There is nothing to

discourage our Birmingham manufacturers in

the department of the useful metals. Decora-
tive iron-casting, which certainly formed an
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important feature in the National Exposition, is

not even represented here, while the bronzes

are few, and not of elevated order. M. Matifat’s

inkstand, which we have already engraved, is

one of the best productions of its class contained

in the entire collection. The best designed

clocks are those of Azur, 12, Castle Street, Hol-

bom, but they are too wiry to be favourable

examples of the Renaissance school. The pressed

brass of Thoumier, Rue St. Antoine, is also

sadly wanting in composition.

Ranged round the gallery are many of the
works of French designers for textile fabrics,

some of them displaying a good feeling for form,

and all showing a dexterous facility in manipu-
lation. We will only call attention to the groups
and swags of flowers for prints by Claude Freres,

Rue St. Joseph
;
the delicately finished patterns

for muslin by M. Braun
;
and the more singular

designs of M. Lubienski, Rue des Jeuneurs, who
contributes a vast quantity, among which a corner
piece for a silk pocket-handkerchief is perhaps
the most original. Besides these, however, the
compositions of M. Coudere should not be over-

looked. Near the same spot are the clever

automata of M. Theronde, Rue Montmorency.
An adjoining apartment upstairs contains only
such matters as have given France her manu-
facturing celebrity particularly, i. e. the exquisite

Cashmere shawls from the looms of Gaussen,
Hebert, and Deneirouze

;
a few of the laces of

Delisle and of Deschamps, and specimens of

artistic jewellery. Here is a magnificent ink-

stand of red coral supported by monsters, ex-

cellently designed and ably carried out in a most
intractable material It was made, we believe, at

Genoa. M. Rouvenat contributes some bracelets

and jewelled head-dresses ornamented with
flowers, carved in the rare pink coral

;
and M.

Rudolphi and M. Froment-Meurice, some of
their choice bijoux, particularly a large seal-

handle and a gold brooch with blue enamelled
background containing niches, in which is

placed a silver figure of St. Cecilia, surrounded
by infant musicians. The latter object claims
our warmest admiration. Only one room remains
to be described. It is fitted up with the best
kinds of tapestiy, pictures possessing all the
beauty of colour, and abnost the delicacy of
finish, of the master's from which they are copied.

These works issue from the manufactories of
M. Sallandrouze de Lamornaix, the Director of
the exhibition. The most important specimens
are curtains destined for the reception rooms at

the Hotel de Ville, Paris, although other por-
tieres in the several styles of Louis XIV., Louis
XV., and the Renaissance, cannot fail to secure
admirers. The imitations of Oriental patterns,

whether for wall hangings or vallens, are also

eminently successful. It is a pity that in England
so little attention is paid to this important
branch. We take leave of the exhibition with a
feeling of unexpected satisfaction, and we trust

that this and all similar means may operate in

increasing the amicable feeling, which exists

between France and England, and urging the
manufacturers of each country to an honourable
emulation.

PRINCE ALBERT’S VISIT TO THE
BIRMINGHAM EXPOSITION.

It is among the most inspiriting and legitimately
emulative sources of our progress in the Arts, that
at the head of this great country of ours, there
reign supreme a Queen and her Consort, distin-

guished by all the virtues which should adorn the
household hearth, and which show with a double
lustre when occupying so elevated a position.

Patrons are they, in the truest sense of the word,
of the Fine and Manufacturing Arts,—a patronage
having its origin in something more than the mere
desire to encourage

;
but shown by the actual ex-

istence of specimens in the arts of painting, etching,
and musical composition, as the result of royal
working together with skilful and willing hands.
Under these circumstances it is not to be wondered
at that the recent visit of the Royal Consort to
the Exposition of Manufactures, now open at Bir-
mingham, was looked forward to with something
more than ordinary interest.
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His Royal Highness proceeded to examine the

interior of the Exposition
;

some of the more
common articles excited much attention, such as a

series illustrative of the manufacture of tin goods

and buttons
;
some swords, manufactured by Mr.

Mole, and some exquisitely-finished guns and
rifles from the celebrated manufactory of Mr.
Westley Richards, were highly commended.
Chubb’s locks came in for a fair share of credit,

and an iron hinge from the establishment of Mr.
Paul Moore elicited a few questions. Mr. Gargony
explained the action ofhis steam andvacuum gauges

;

Councillor Lawden, his specimens ofguns, &c. &c.
The French stall of Lamornaix was minutely ex-

amined by his Royal Highness, and many specimens

highly praised, many judicious remarks made, and
the source of their excellence attributed very j ustly

to the employment of artists. The papier-mache
of Messrs. M'Cullum & Hodson and Mr. Frederick

Walton were glanced at, but the attention of the

Prince was completely absorbed by the collection

of ecclesiastical furnishings contributed by Messrs.

Hardman
;

his Royal Highness conversed freely

with Mr. Hardman, anil expressed himself de-

lighted that England could produce specimens so

splendid and ornate
;
he also inquired most parti-

cularly into the process of enamelling, glass-stain-

ing, &c., and left the stall highly pleased. Messrs.

Jennens & Bettridge exhibited various new articles

which were much praised
;
among others an acan-

thus chair and a very elegant fire-screen, somewhat
similar to that engraved by us in our March Num-
ber, but with a naturally coloured centre,—these

his Royal Highness examined attentively. He
also commended highly the table and cut glass of

Messrs. Bacchus
;
made several observations which

proved he had neither been unmindful nor unobser-

vant of our progress in this manufacture. Turning
to the truly magnificent stalls of Messrs. Elkington

& Mason, a minute examination of the various

articles followed, in which his Royal Highness was
aided by the lucid explanation of Mr. Henry Elk-
ington

;
the exquisite bronzes, copies from Pom-

peian vessels, &c., which have been so successfully

accomplished by this firm were much praised. The
stalls of Mr. Minton, and Alderman Copeland, with

their excellent specimens of table china and Parian

statuettesnextpassed under notice
;
several questions

were here asked. The trulymagnificentcandelabrum

of Messrs. F. & C. Osier could not fail in attracting

attention, and the particulars as to its height,

the weight of material employed in its construction,

were asked by the prince
;
some suggestions as to its

lighting were also made
;
it, in common with somo

of the smaller objects on the stall, was much
praised. The stall of Mr. G. R. Collis attracted

but little attention from his Royal Highness, who
passed hurriedly in front to examine the contribu-

tions of Mr. Herbert Horne iir stoves, grates,

fenders, &c.
;
as also the stall of Messrs. Mapple-

beck & Lowe in the same class of goods, with the

addition of the iron castings of the Coalbrookdale

Company, with many of which His Royal High-
ness expressed himself pleased. The table-glass of

the Messrs. Richardson was only cursorily looked at.

The Parian and metal works of Mr. William Potts

came next, one or two of which were commended.
His Royal Highness paused for a few minutes at

the stall of Mr. R. W. Winfield, and made inquiries

as to the modes of tube drawing and the methods
employed to give colour, all of which were an-

swered by Mr. Winfield, who was in attendance.

The bronzes of Messengers, and the enamelled glass

of Mr. Lane, were next examined, and a pause of

some time made at the stall of Mr. Rice Harris &
Son, who wepe in attendance, where his Royal
Highness was evidently much delighted with the

exquisite engraving, colour, and form of many of

the objects then shown
;
he appeared to be much

pleased with some of the cups, of which we have
engraved one or two in our October number. A
recent contribution from Messrs. Reeves, Greeves,

& Co. in swords was carefully gone over, handled
and tested

;
one of the partners explained the

peculiarities incident upon the various qualities of

steel and mode of tempering, in proof whereof he
broke one of the blades hardened only, and exhi-

bited its crystalline fracture—another, which had
been tempered, bent with ease. Leaving the Great
Ilall the party entered the corridor, when Mr.
Prosser, C.E., exhibited and explained his tube-

rolling machine, and Sir Samuel Bentham’s ma-
chine for the cutting of ship’s timbers. In room A,
Alderman Geach pointed out to the prince the

substantial quality of the iron from which axles

made by the Patent Shaft and Axle-tree Company
were made

;
and the ex-mayor explained the prin-

ciples of his hydraulic jack, and a new variety of

railway carriage connectors. The clever mecha-
nical constructions of Mr. Knight were described

by Mr. Knight, Jun., and their ingenious ticket-

marking machineshown in operation. Whitworth’s

knitting machine in operation elicited a hearty
burst of admiration from the prince. Mr. Davis
explained the principles of the rotary engine

;

Messrs. Martrum & Smith their very excellent

and economical filters. The glass pipes and inge-

nious fastenings of the Nailsea Company were
carefully looked at. Mr. Hcnton’s application of

counterbalance to obviate the unpleasant oscillation

in locomotives, and Mr. Redmond’s envelope
machine came in for a fair share of attention.

Returning to the great hall, his Royal Highness
examined carefully, and expressed himself as much
pleased with

,
the Queen’s pattern bridle and various

specimens of whips contributed and explained by
Mr. Brittles. This terminated the examination of

the Exposition
;
before leaving, his Royal High-

ness expressed himself much gratified with what
he had seen, and enquired when it was the inten-

tion of the committee to close, at the same time
thanking one and all for their attentions paid
during his visit.

Altogether, not fewer than sixty-three thousand
persons have visited the Exposition

;
strong and

convincing evidence is this to our mind of what
we have for a long period contended as to the

utility of Expositions, even in their lowest sphere

of usefulness, viz., as a legitimate place of resort

for the people.

DEATH OF WILLIAM ETTY
;
R.A.

Art has lost its greatest ornament in William
Etty. We say this without the least intention of

detracting from the merits of any one of his con-

temporaries ; but when the character of his works
is considered—the pure and classic feeling which
distinguishes them, and his deep and entire devo-

tion to the highest order of representative Art—it

must be acknowledged that the remark is both

true and just. If the great masters of antiquity

challenge the admiration of mankind by the unqua-
lified excellence of their productions, then the

modern painterwho approaches the nearest to these

in beauty of expression and grandeur of design,

merits at our hands scarcely less of encomium than

is awarded to them. This did Etty to a degree

beyond that of any other artist of our school, past

or present.

Having, when the exhibition of his pictures

recently took place at the Society of Arts, so fully

entered upon a criticism of his works, it is unne-
cessary for us to re-open the subject:—alas! that

the spirit has departed from us which drew its

inspiration from the beautiful among the sons and
daughters of men—the eye is dim that saw nature

only when surrounded with the colours of the

rainbow—and the hand lifeless that perpetuated on
the canvas the magic of its glory.

Etty was an enthusiast in his art, but his enthu-

siasm was not of that fitful kind which comes and
goes when and where it wills

;
it was steady, con-

tinuous, and abiding ;
cheering and lighting him

through many a toilsome path till he had reached

“the highest point of all his greatness.” Of a
reserved and retiring disposition by nature, he was,

till his state of health rendered comparative retire-

ment indispensable, by no means a recluse, but a

social being, yet in a quiet unostentatious way.
To a mind more than ordinarily well informed,

were added a fund of genuine humour, which made
his companionship a source of real enjoyment, and
an imagination that clothed his words with the

graces of poetry. Except perhaps, a high, broad

forehead, and an expression of countenance that

bespoke intellectuality, there was little in his per-

sonal appearance to indicate the extent or the

direction of his genius
;
and none who may have

met him, as we did many times during the past

season, sauntering through the streets, with his

head bowed, and feeble step, would have recog-

nised, under such an exterior, the most poetical

painter of modern times,—the disciple of Titian,

and Correggio, and Giorgione, and Rubens.
In the Art-Journal of the present year (pages

13 and 37) appears a biography of Mr Etty from

his own pen
;

to this we must refer the reader who
desires to know the particulars of his greet career.

He had for some years past laboured under an
affection of the heart, which brought him much
suffering and bodily weakness

;
and at length,

almost suddenly, terminated his existence, atYork,

his native place, on Tuesday the 13th of Novem-
ber, in the sixty-third year of his age. He lived

just long enough to witness the triumph of his

genius over prejudice and narrowness of mincl, and

has left behind him a name to which his fellow-

countrymen may point with pride and exultation.
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy have elected John Henry
Foley an Associate member, an appointment in

all respects honourable to the artist and the

Institution, and one which cannot fail to be
satisfactory to the profession and to the public.

In this instance the election is remarkable,

because the principal works of the sculptor have

not been exhibited in Trafalgar Square. The
“ Youth at a Stream ” was shown only at West-

minster Hall
;
the statue of “ Falkland ” has not

been publicly seen ;
and his greatest produc-

tion, “ Ino and Bacchus,” (with which the readers

of the Art-Journal are familiar from a very

beautiful engraving) was not sent to “the exhi-

bition.” The great abilities of Mr. Foley have,

however, been appreciated. He is an Irishman;

that was no cause of disqualification
;
and, as in

the case of his eminent countryman, MacDowell,
we believe Mr. Foley was scarcely known to one
of the members of the body among whom he
now ranks. He owes his elevation entirely to

his own merits. It is very gratifying to record

so unequivocal a proof of the perfect impar-

tiality with which the elections of the Royal
Academy are conducted.

The Hew Houses of Parliament.—We have
taken a peep into the various chambers of this

beautiful edifice during the past month, for the
purpose of noticing how it progresses. In the
House of Lords, we saw Mr. Cope at one end,

and Mr. Maclise at the other, working steadily

at their respective frescoes;—the former on
“The Committal of Prince Henry by Chief

Justice Gascoigne,” and the latter on “The
Spirit of the Law,”—but the intervening scaffold-

ing prevented our forming any opinion of their

performances. The House of Commons, with
the lobby and libraries attached to it, is consider-

ably in advance, though so much remains to be
done, that we should think there is little proba-
bility of the members occupying it when Parlia-

ment meets— except in an unfinished state. It

appears to us that this apartment will be incon-

veniently crowded whenever there happens to

be a very “ full house.” The simplicity of its

decorations, compared with the magnificence of
the upper house, is strikingly manifest

;
there

is not at present, nor we believe is intended to

be, either gilding or colour employed here, but
merely carved wood-work of polished oak. In
the Upper Waiting Hall where the frescoes are

to illustrate the names of eight of our greatest

poets, Mr. Herbert has just completed the
“ Lear ” of Shakspcare, and Mr. Tenniel is at

work upon the “ St. Cecilia ” of Dryden. The
Royal Gallery is but little advanced since our
last report, the construction of the ceiling is

perfected, and two or three of the panels, into

which it is subdivided, are coloured, but rather
as experiments, and with a view to test the
effect, than for the purpose of retaining what
has been done. The flooring of the Gallery is

also yet to be laid down. With regard to the
exterior work, the farther end of Westminster
Hall, which looks down Abingdon Street, is

rapidly advancing towards completion, and will

be a highly enriched specimen of architecture,

and workmen are very busy round and about
the crypt of old St. Stephen's Chapel, so as to

bring this portion of the edifice to a finish. The
basement of the great Central Tower, with the
exception of some portions of the internal orna-
ment, is also completed, and the tower itself

begins to rise above the level ofthe surrounding
roofs

;
the Clock Tower at the eastern end of

the building is fast “ looking up ;
” in short, as

much seems to have been done, since our last

visit, as could be accomplished, consistently with
the proper execution of the work, and the com-
paratively limited means in the hands of those
who direct it.

Alleged Injury to one of the Vernon
Pictures.—A statement appeared, early in the
past month, in the Atliencewn and other papers,
complaining that serious injury had been sus-
tained by one of the pictures in the Vernon
Gallery, that numbered 27, painted by Mr.
S. A. Hart, R.A., in consequence of the culpable
carelessness of an artist employed to copy it for
publication in the Art-Journal. The case was

very greatly exaggerated by the correspondent
on whose statement the editor of the Atlicnceum

relied
;
but as Mr. Hart himself considers that

his picture has been injured, we are bound to

distrust our own judgment and that of several

competent authorities whose opinions we have
obtained ; although we and they consider that

if there be any injury, it is one which sixpence
and a silk handkerchief can effectually repair.

In other words, the varnish in an obscure cor-

ner has retained three marks of lines, which
lines resulted from the artist laying on his

threads (for reducing) upon the actual surface ;

an act for which he is justly condemned, as

a departure from his contract. To our cer-

tain knowledge, however, not a score of the
hundreds who have since carefully examined
the picture, have been able to detect the three
lines in question until pointed out to them;
and we are quite sure that of those who have
seen them, not two have considered the “ Injury

”

as lessening the value of the picture by one
shilling. It is to us a subject of very earnest

satisfaction, that although upwards of thirty

artistsand engravers have been employed for us

—

first at Mr. Vernon’s house (daily) and since at the
National Gallery (two days of every week) during
the last two years, this incident is the only one
that has occurred to intimate the semblance of
danger to the pictures as resulting from the
exercise of our privilege to engrave them—

a

right accorded to us by Mr. Vernon before his

“ proffer ” of them to the nation. It is our duty
to see that no injury is sustained

;
the officers

who have them in trust are equally bound to
watchfulness; and they do guard them with
scrupulous and zealous care.

The British Institution.—An opportunity
has been afforded us of inspecting the copies,

made by students and others, of some of the
pictures by the old masters, &c., lately exhibited
in these rooms. As may reasonably be pre-

sumed, these copies are of various degrees of
excellence, few of them decidedly bad. Of the
beautiful “ Frost-Scene,” by Cuyp, there are nine
copies, of which the best in oil is by Mr. W. R.
Earl, and in water-colours, by Miss A. W. Rowe.
A “Landscape” by D. Teniers has been well
copied by Miss Barlow, and Mr. J. Richardson ;

the “Dead Christ” of A. Curacci, by Miss
Greener, in water-colours. Of Turner’s mag-
nificent “ Shipwreck ” we saw twelve copies, of
which we preferred those by Mr. Evans, in oil,

and by J. Whichelo, in water-colours. Vander-
werf’s little gem of “Venus and Cupid,” has
been cleverly followed by Mr. Maddox

;
and the

“ Farrier’s Shop ” by Dietrich, by Miss Brimmer
in water-colours, and Mr. Delotz in oil. The
“Female Head” by Greuze, is a comparative
failure by all who have attempted it, fourteen
or fifteen in number. A large “ Landscape ” by
S. Rosa, has been most artistically copied by
Mr. Earl, and Mr. Reinagle’s copies of the
“ Poussin ” are worthy of mention. Mr. Hay
shows very considerable talent in his copy of
Lord Yarborough’s “ Holy Family ” by Titian,

and Miss Farmer in a small but clever water-
colour copy of Guido’s “ David with the Head of
Goliath.” Turner’s large and glorious “ Italian

Scene,” as might be expected, is beyond the
reach of all who have tried their skill upon it.

The “ Diana ” of Titian is repeated eight times
;

those which best pleased us are by Mr. Delotz
and Mr. Burlison. The remaining works call

for no especial notice.

Linear Perspective.—We have a slxox-t arti-

cle in type on this subject from Mr. Hcx-dman,
in which he undertakes to refute the objections

ui’ged against his system by those correspondents
whose letters were introduced last month. Want
of space, however, compels us to postpone its

insertion to a futux-e opportunity.
Donation to the National Gallery.—

A

sum of 10,000£., it is reported, has been be-

queathed to the National Gallery by Mr. Lewis,
son of the celebrated Liverpool theatrical mana-
ger, on condition that his father’s portrait be
admitted within its walls. The pox-trait is a
whole length, painted by Sir Martin Archer
Shee, and x-epx-esents the comedian in Spanish
costume, as the marquis in “ the Midnight Hour.”
A vex-y fine engraving from it was published
soon after it was ox-iginally painted. The pic-

ture is well composed, and is good in coloxxr and
effect

;
and although the Gax-rick Club might be

named as its most fitting resting-place, it is

equally deserving of a place in the National
Collection with the portrait of Kemble, as

an extx’emely good example of the Px-esident’s

pencil.

The Colosseum and Cyclorama.— In the
death of Mr. Bradwell these exhibitions sustain

a severe loss
;
there are, however, in contempla-

tioix certain changes which will undoubtedly be
cairied out with all the spirit which has hithex-to

distinguished the management. The Swiss
scenexy is, we believe, to be removed to make
x-oom for the representatioix of a silver mine.
Sonxe additions have been made to the sculpture,

but these are comparatively unimportant. When
the Colosseum was fix-st opened under the pre-

sent proprictox-ship it was understood that the
sculptural wox-ks were to be x-eplaced by others,

and it is highly desirable that such a change
could be effected

;
the difficulties, however, in

the way of this an-angement are perhaps
insunnountahle, because the most important
agroupments in the collection were executed fox-

exhibition at Westminster Hall, and hence,
although a similar opportunity for replacing the
present works by others of similar interest may
never again occur, we yet think that judicious

substitutions might be made. The view of

Paris, with its surprising illusory effects, con-

tinues highly attractive, and may, with undi-
minished gratification, be visited several times.

The Cyclox-ama affords a stx-ikingly faithful view
of the scenex-y of the Tagxxs, fx-om Belem Castle to

Lisbon, under a vax*iety of effects, the gx-and serial

tableau terminating with a representation of the
feax-ful ruin occasioned by the earthqxxake

;
the

opening scene, the sea view, with Belem Castle

as a principal object, and comprehending the
anchorage of the British ships of war, as seen
under varied and beautifully graduated lights, is

a masterpiece which can never be sixrpassed in

dioramic representation. The singularly vivid

description of the burning of the city, aixd the
stox-m at sea, are all the results of a combination
of Art and Mechanism which have never befoi’O

been carx-ied to an equal degree of perfection.

The Nelson Monument.—The fix-st instal-

ment of the debt so long due to this testimonial

is in course of payment, by the fixing of Mr.
Carew’s bas-relief of the “ Death of Nelson,” on
that part of the pedestal which faces Charing
Cx-oss. It is, at present, impossible to judge of
the merits of the work itself, or of the genex-al

effect which will be produced on the whole
column by this addition, inasmuch as the canvas
screen behind which the workmen are engaged,

has not yet been removed. It occupies no in-

considerable time, after the first casting of the
metal, to dress and finish off the work

;
and it

was thought better to do this in its final resting-

place, x-ather than in the foundry.

The Polytechnic Institution.—This popular
Institution maintains in public favour the con-

sideration which it has so long enjoyed, by the

ever-varying character of the amusements that

it offers. Science is here px-actically illustx-ated

in a manner so simple, as to come within the
apprehension of the most ordinax-y intelligence.

As a museum of objects of utility and modem
scientific invention, the Institution affords an
admii-able picture of the progress of the time;
and no other collection is thex-e affording so
much necessaiy infoxmation in forms so readily

comprehensible. The sex-ies of dissolving views,

which is now exhibited, affords subjects from
some of the most remarkable sites of the city of
Rome

;
and the lectures on the chemistiy of food

are highly instructive to that gx-eat mass of the
public who have never thought it worthy of

their attention to inqxxii-e into the nature of
their daily sustenance. There will shortly be
produced here a set of views of “London in the

Olden Time ;” and, at the same time will be
delivex-ed a course of lectures on the Philosophy

of Scientific Recreations,—subjects so felicitous

for pictures and lectxxres cannot be otherwise

than attractive.

Banvard’s Mississippi.—This has been one of

the happiest ideas that have ever been realised

in the class of panoramic exhibitions. Its repu-

tation for veracious representation continues to
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attract numbers of persons desirous of beholding

the character of American river scenery. The
English spectator is, however, not perhaps so

much struck with the civilised banks of the lower

river, as with the appearances that meet the eye

in the regions traversed by the Missouri, where
the red man is yet the only human actual tenant

of the soil. Here everything is entirely new to

the European spectator; the wide spreading

prairies, gorgeous with the bloom of the wild

pea, and luxuriant with a herbage through which
only a herd of buffaloes could make a passage ;

the singular appearance of the vanegated clay

bluffs
; the domes and square cliffs formed

naturally with an almost mathematical accuracy,

and here and there an Indian encampment in

all its aboriginal simplicity. We must confess,

with all homage to literary travellers, that we
learn more of the face of America in tliis Pano-

rama, than we have ever learned from books.

Burford’s Panoramas.—There arc at present

three pictures exhibited at this establishment

;

these are the Vale of Cashmere, the Ruins of

Pompeii, and the Alpine district round Mount
Rigi. The Vale of Cashmere equals in beauty

and fertility the most favoured regions of India,

to every part of which country recent events

have given a deep interest. This view is taken

from a point near the city of Cashmere,

showing on every side the impassable barrier

formed by the Himalayas which shut in the

plain. The subject is admirably selected, and
every justice has been done it. In the Alpine

view the spectator is placed on the Rigi-Kulm,

whence his view extends over a space so vast,

that the distances are lost in a film of mist.

The most remarkable of the snowy peaks which
rise above the horizon is the Jungfrau; we see

also the Finster-Aar-hom, the Schrekhom Mount
Pilate, the Wetterhorn, and every other famous

peak in the region of eternal snow. The whole

of these pictures are remarkable for their

natural truth in colour and general treatment.

The distances, in all, are executed with an airy

sweetness approaching the utmost excellence of

landscape art.

French Views of the English Exposition.

—

An article in the Journal des Debats discusses

this topic with ability ;
it is, however, remark-

able chiefly because of the contrast it makes
between the liberal policy of England and the

ungenerous course adopted in France—the one
admitting all nations to compete, the other

excluding all competitors not French by birth

or naturalisation. The result will no doubt be,

that at the next Exposition in Paris the narrow

and unwise system will be entirely changed.

We extract a passage on this subject :

—

“ It is not in place now that the. French Exhibi-
tion is closed—only to be reopened five years hence

—to dwell on the advantages presented by the

admission of foreigners to these solemnities. We
believe that they are as manifest as the noon-day

sun. Those alone are unable to discern them who
entertain the fixed idea of surrounding France

with a Chinese wall, at a period when the ani-

mosities which once divided nations are disappear-

ing, and when both governments and private

individuals are expending enormous sums for the

construction of complete channels which must so

much facilitate international communication. To
the producer there would be new models and new
ideas,—to the consumer the opportunity of knowing
the articles which the best correspond with his

necessities, and pointing them out to his purveyors.”

Madame Tussatad's Exhibition.— The ex-

pected celebrities here are the Mannings, but if

the wishes of those wretched malefactors have

been considered, it is impossible that the like-

nesses can be at all accurate. Should such

indecent additions continue to be made to this

exhibition, the “ horrors ” of the collection will

assuredly preponderate. It is painful to reflect,

that although there are noble and worthy charac-

ters really deservingofbeing immortalised in wax,

these would have no chance in the scale of atten-

tion with a thrice dyed miscreant. Poor Father

Mathew for instance, one who has benefited his

kind to an incalculable extent, occupies his nook
unnoticed and uncared for; but instead of

bringing peace to the hearths of thousands of

families, had he been the death of only one, he
had been as eagerly sought in wax as Rush or

Manning.

REVIEWS.

Panthea, or the Spirit of Nature. By
Robert Hunt. Published by Reeve, Ben-
ham & Reeve, London.

In this volume is traced the devious progress to

truth, of a youthful and ardent mind influenced by
the fascinations of a false philosophy. The matter
is brought forward in a great measure in the form of

dialogue, a shape in which it has been preceded by
some of our most admirable essays in philosophical

disquisition. The sage of the narrative is Laon
iElphage, who “was known among the philoso-

phers of the day as Laon the Mystic. He was
regarded by many as a follower of Jacob Bchmen,
and he excited the anger of others by declaring his

firm conviction of the truth of many of the views

entertained by the Rosierucians. In the neigh-

bourhood to which he had retired he was looked

upon as a conjuror or a madman.” The student,

Lord Julian Altamont, is an exception among the

heirs of noble houses
;
he formed his views from

Andrea, the Fama Fraternitatis, and so resolved

that the only real element of power was mind

;

he determined not to rule by the might of his

ancient name, and desired that men should not
fear him, because he was born to wealth and its

honours. He longed to reign a pure teacher of

truth, and was ambitious of being exalted by the

sacred impulse of knowledge to stand between the

multitude of his brother men and the mysteries of

nature, an interpreter and a benefactor. “ For this

high calling I would willingly renounce for ever

the barbaric dignity which clings like a ghostly

cerecloth to the house of Altamont.” With these

words terminated the aspirations of the student, as

written on a page of Andrea, and as read by his

father, a nobleman, of the school called good and
old

—

et June lacryma—lacrymaque. Bearing in

mind the innumerable clay-footed theories of the

vain philosophy of the day, we are gratified to

find Panthea, the universal goddess, thus declare

herself—“ Though high in ascendancy superior to

the clay-clogged mortal, I am but the faithful

servant of the Eternal Presence, whose influence is

seen in all things and whose power is manifested

through infinite space. To the mortal, many
phenomena must remain obscure. That which you
may know I will tell you.” That there is an
appointed time for the development of every great

discovery can never be doubted, when it is remem-
bered that mankind has been for thousands of years

familiar with all the means of every great dis-

covery by which the human race has benefited

;

the beginning is simplicity', and simplicity is the

latest quality at which we arrive in all things.

The world is old enough for some discoveries to be

made available, but not yet so for others that may
he to come

;
the elements of which may be in our

daily path, but to the combinations of which the

one particular eye has not yet been opened by a

touch from the feather of Panthea’s wing, at the

bidding of the higher power. Of this book, which
we would gladly have noticed at greater length, it

is by no means too much to say, that it reminds us

of Sir H. Davy’s “Last Days of a Philosopher,”

and also very much of De la’Motte Fouque’s beau-

tiful dream.

The most considerable Monuments of the
Munich Cemetery. Published by G. Franz,
Munich

;
Williams & Norgate, London.

The poverty of invention which is so painfully

evident in our English cemeteries, has often been
matter of surprise to us

;
and the way in which

simple head-stones are repeated over an entire

churchyard until the eye is disgusted with the

melancholy monotony, astonished us at the paucity

of invention displayed by us in mortuary memen-
tos. It is little less absurd than the re-duplication

of the old epitaph “ Affliction sore, long time I

bore and which, destitute of mind or elevation,

has been repeated all over the land^ It is not

so with our continental neighbours, their inven-

tion does not die over the grave
;

they give us

some of its fruits even in the cemetery
;
and not

unfrequently erect over the dead, artistic and
elegant structures. The work before us exhibits

a great variety of designs, many particularly good,

and we would especially direct the attention of the

English sculptor to its plates.

Tints from an Amateur’s Palette. By Alfred
Jackson- Published by Effingham Wilson.
The title here is figurative; these tints are not

compounded from metallic tubes, although made
of the hues with which we paint from the life. It

is a little volume containing essays on Genius,

Music, Decision, Love, The World, Poetry, and

other similar subjects, all written in a kindly

spirit, which does infinite honour to the heart of

the author.

A Selection of Studies from the Port-
folios of various Artists. Part I. By
George Barnard. Published by G. Row-
NEY & Co., London.

This is a rather large work, consisting of sketches

made by different artists, which Mr. Barnard has
lithographed

;
such at least we presume it to be

from its title, though no other name than the

lithographer’s appears on the prints. The subjects

in this part are “ Studies of Elm and Oak, Stone-

leigh “ Birch, 'near Kenilworth “ Oaks at

Old Stare Bridge, Stoneleigh;” “ Monarco, Coast

of Genoa “ Scotch Firs on Hampstead Heath
and the “ Banquetting Hall, at Kenilworth, by
Moonlight.” They exhibit Mr. Barnard’s well-

practised pencil to much advantage, and form
pleasing “ studies ” for the amateur.

“ We Beseech Thee to hear us, Good
Lord.” Drawn by W. Hunt. Lithographed
by L. Noel. Published by Gambart & Co.,

London.
The great success of the “ Three Chorister Boys”
has, we presume, given rise to the present under-

taking. Mr. Hunt, so well known for his water-

colour drawings of rustic children in their most
humorous exhibition of character, introduces us
here to one engaged in sacred duty. A young
Sunday school girl is standing in her place at

church, in the act of responding to the Liturgy in

the words which form the title of the print. The
idea is good, and is very well carried out

;
we have

no doubt the work will share in the popularity of

its predecessor. It is lithographed with exceeding

delicacy.

Free-Hand Studies. Devised and drawn on
Stone by J. Dwyer and E. C. Laugher.
Published by Ackermann & Co., London.

The ever-beautiful and varied forms of botany
supply the “ Studies ” which the artists here offer

to the learner. Two sheets of them are now
before us, the Cyclanthus

,
and the Itobinia hispida

rosea, drawn of their natural size, with a remark-
ably free and flowing pencil on a tinted ground,

the" lights being put in with white chalk. To the

ornamental designer, especially, and scarcely less

so to the young draughtsman, they will be found
highly useful

;
to the one by giving his hand a

free and facile direction, and to the other by offer-

ing examples worthy of imitation in his practice.

Buildings and Monuments, Modern and
Medieval. Edited by George Godwin,
F.R.S. Part IV.

This cheap and handsome re-issue of the principal

cuts which have appeared from time to time in the

Builder, is an exceedingly useful addition to illus-

trated literature. We know that, owing to the

judicious taste of its editor, that work is read and
purchased by many who have no connection with
“building;” there are, however, a class who are

not aware of the value or curiosity of its many
engravings, and such persons will, no doubt,

gladly avail themselves of this re-issue of them,

printed on finer paper and with greater care, and
accompanied only with a proper amount of descrip-

tive letter-press. The present part contains some
interesting localities, and a cut of an ancient carved

fire-place at Dijon, which deserves especial com-
mendation.

A Guide to Water Colour Painting. By
R. P. Noble. Published by G. Rowney &
Co., London.

This small treatise professes to afford the young
water-colour painter the same ready assistance

that the following one offers to the student in oil-

painting; and being written in simple language,

with an absence of all unnecessary technicalities,

it will be found of equal value.

The Art of Landscape Painting in Oil
Colours. Published by Winsor & Newton,
London.

There is much useful information supplied in this

little work, which will materially help the young
artist who has not the assistance of a master. The
colours, and their uses, are treated at considerable

length, and in a clear and explicit manner; oils,

varnishes, the different process and manipulations,

with the principles and rules by which a picture

may be completed, are also treated of, and compre-

hensively laid down.

Syer’s Rustic Scenes. In Six Numbers. Pub-
lished by G. Rowney & Co., London.

Some well selected studies in lithography are to

be found in these numbers
;
sketched with a free

pencil, and, generally, with considerable effect.

Many of the subjects remind us of Harding’s works

of a similar nature,—as great a compliment as we
could pay their author.














